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The Concordance Base material for Paul’s Letter to The Hebrews 
(Issue: 14 July. 2010)     1st Rev. 15 Mar. 2014    2nd Rev. 11 Jan. 2016    3rd Rev. 06 Aug 2021 

The Aim of this document is to:- 

1. Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful  to The Original Greek for  reasoning/enquiring  minds.

2. Introduce The World back to  “1st Century Christianity”  as first taught by Jesus and is yet  never  taught today.

3. Show  specifically where  “Christianity”  of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us.

4. Explain to the  lowest detail  explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates.

5. Give an  analytical  translation to The World that can be trusted to become  “The Disclosing Truth”  for study.

6. Become  The One-Stop  Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere.

7. To discover what The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  is really teaching Mankind,  and thus,  repudiates  “Religion”.

8. To  entirely remove all  “mystique and mystery”  within which Religious Leaders wallow for  “People Control”.

9. To  cause vociferous debate  and thus,  bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject!

The appendix lists my primary sources to aid this most faithful translation. 

The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us 

today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being  “wise and 

sophisticated”  supposedly not requiring guidance from an old era.  Sadly, we all need this guidance,  even more so today! 

The  “Brown Font”  is for my Electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  located at the Section Headers and given to assist the 

reader in discovering the depth of Bible content,  thereby making it so very different to  all  other worldly  “master”  

religious documents.  No  world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives 

“The Knowledge”  offered a quantum jump from anything that  this world  can offer! 

Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another. 

Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question Paul makes in his letter/epistle. 

Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect. 

Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs. 

Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction. 

Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy. 

Warning = injurious to the  health/wellbeing  of a human. 

Note:  A couple of examples termed  “prophecies”  are more like  “words of advice to yield a result”  but given to keep the 

headings uncomplicated – and entice the reader to thoroughly consider the depth of the following subject matter. 

The point of this piece is not to contest there may only be 214 “allegories” to the 215 stated or that a  “reasoning”  should 

be classified as an  “instruction”  (and likewise with the other headings) –  but they have been given to expose the many 

examples buried within the text,  enabling personal contemplation upon what is read without missing the important wealth 

of material given for our consideration! 

Furthermore,  I include  “one liners”  as  “parables”  under the strict definition of parable  (as “a comparison”) because 

these can be so easily ignored as we witness in the exceedingly substandard teaching given by  worldly Christian leaders, 

The Thrust of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is twofold,  firstly it is directed to  elect/select  144000 

(Rev.14v1-4) grouping of people for God’s name/character/authority as “The 1st Part” of God’s Plan for Human Salvation,  

requiring  “The Early Adopters”  to become The Future World Leaders.  This is a special grouping of people  (1Pet.2v9, 

Isa.66v8)  proven  to have  precisely imitated Jesus Christ  (to the very best of their ability)  during the following Gospel 

Age,   that only  God/Yahweh  knows how long it shall be,  Matt.24v36  because of Matt.20v23.   Secondly,  “The Real 

Gospel”  teaches The World in fine detail of the future  “New World Order”  of The Millennium and how  all  resurrected 

people of the last some 6000 years  can  be personally successful as  “The Late Adopters” within its  “new operating 

procedures”.  This  “New System”  cannot  occur now  but will  only  occur  when Yahweh achieves His 144000 elected 

individuals from out of The Gospel Age.   Presently,  religious leaders who  were/are  false to this duty  were/are  those 

who claim to represent Yahweh being The Pharisees  prior to JC’s ministry and the  worldly Christian Leaders  after JC’s 

ministry.  The Religious Leaders are instructed to set  “The Correct Example”  (which is now to precisely imitate JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle)  that the worldly leaders of Politics and Commerce are supposed to follow,  except the religious leaders 

imitate them,  by wholly misappropriating God’s Word to suit their own desires!   People spiritually inhabiting The World 

of Politics and Commerce for its personal rewards  are completely ignored  by Yahweh,  they form  no active part in  

bringing forth  The Millennium that finishes  “The 2nd Part”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  (to 

complete  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”,  Luke.4v19 – see glossary).  Thus,  the vast majority of allegories and 

prophecies in The Bible have  no relevance to worldly people of today –  being true on both sides of the equation! 

The allegories and prophecies of today are  only  specifically related to  “Christians”  who claim to represent Yahweh  by 

having a working knowledge of Yahweh’s Word.  Sadly, virtually all representatives choose to do  “their own  (worldly) 

thing”,  and thus, personally make themselves  “unelectable”  for a place in the 144000 grouping, and thus,  renege on their 

personal  “Contract”  with Yahweh,  which is  “to imitate Jesus and receive what he obtained”  by means of Anointing! 

People outside the 144000  “Early Adopters”  will only bump into Bible prophecies as and when these prophecies become 

progressively fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age,  of which very many are being fulfilled  now  at The Gospel Age close, 

because  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is almost complete,  for  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 

It is  crucial to understand – The Bible is drawing out  “The Early Adopters”  and gives future options for everyone else. 
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Some important shorthand regularly used in the subsequent text: 

JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,      JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body exceeding human comprehension! 

HS = Holy Spirit  (Spirit of/to/the Holy)        TC = True Christian.                                          CA = Copyist’s Addition 

{...} = one Greek word                                    .../... = several English renderings of the same Greek word 

1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st time of JC’s  2nd Coming”    =  “The 1st Resurrection”  to yield of the 144000 TCs  “First Fruits” 

2nd 2nd C  =  3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 

(see Glossary on all these terms – where they are all carefully explained)       og = Original Greek 

 

Note:  This translation is commutative, -  meaning it is  so precisely accurate  to enable a near perfect translation back to 

the original Greek including nuances.  That is something that  cannot  be said  of modern-day translations;  many are 

human interpretations at crucial locations   and thus,  loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more 

accessible high level  (of which these  interpretations  then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text).   

By consequence,  I was forced to create the  “Prime Reference Standard”  for analytical study of which I now present,  

together with exegesis in the  inter-verse  commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!    

To combat the mass corruption by  charlatan Christian Leaders,  I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within  “God’s 

(named “Yahweh”)  Word”  to expose what  was  truly in the scribe’s mind for the reader to understand Yahweh’s Mind.   

This precise amplified translation is structured this manner: 
Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour 

Exact Translation is the      “Text in this font” 

   (Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words) 

   [= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions] 
Paul’s  epistle/letter  corroborated by The Old Testament citations  (and supportive instruction). 

The English amplified translation is the      “= Text in this font and colour” 
Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight]  and  (local  word/phrase  explanation in this  Text/Font)  

Thus, I have constructed an  analytical translation  together with the understanding behind the original “Word of God”. 

It will cause much  “heart searching”  and  “consternation”  within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is 

teaching us –  there is no escape –  are we prepared to imbue this “new wine – or do we prefer the old?”  Luke.5v39. 

Be prepared to be  winnowed/audited:  “Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?”  Matt.12v30. 

 
Important Note   Under the Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population  (furthermore,  within any generation)  we realise there are  

   1. (Few)  Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life  (at one end of the Gaussian Distribution Curve).   

   2. There are (very many)  worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre  (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).   

   3. There are (numerous)  iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).    

I will not state who is in which grouping  (though obvious when personally having  accurate  Bible knowledge),  but it is  incumbent upon the reader  to  

personally audit  their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership.   Else, you have what you ultimately desire  

(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and flocks responding to the robber's voice,  of John.10v1-9)! 

Long overdue within this World  -  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of my personal man-hours,  gives freely to  

The Reader the  knowledge,  understanding  and thus,   The Tools  to  carry-out  the most effective  audit  upon your Christian Leader to see if  he/she  

is  (1) a TC,  (2) a worldly Christian Leader or  (3) charlatan Christian Leader!   

Would you like to take up the offer?  -  Then please read on … …  -  to gain  “The Tools”! 

“Sons of God”  is only terminology –  both  men/women  can be  “sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36); 

gender is only required “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity,  then The Gospel Age closes. 

 
Please note my translation rules  

“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”,  and I have added  “(person [individual’s name])”  thereby  (1) keeping everything  gender neutral, and 

thus,  more applicable today,  (2) the individual’s  reference/title  is given as a useful pointer for the reader,  else interpretation of text can be difficult. 

Words (for example) “For” and “And”  generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation  (“og”).   

Certain words  (for example)  “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”,  etc.,  mean  specifically as stated.  I have  not   forced-in  an interpretation! 

“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”,  I have not forced an  interpretation  of an  “a”  into the text,  I allow the reader this option. 

“Ho Theos” nominative ( T/the G/god’)  is translated as  “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable,  I give the local reasons as to why this is done 

Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you”  to keep the sentences shorter,  but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”. 

Everything that is humanly possible has been done to  retain  “The Integrity”  of the  original  Greek Understanding,  thereby being  wholly transparent! 

To achieve this,  I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative,  inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation. 

Finally,  a translation expresses both  competence and motive,  I trust mine expresses  “The Absolute Truth”  as desired by Yahweh and to further that 

desire,  then I welcome  all  scholarly input so that we together,  can bring any word within this translation  ever closer  to what was in the scribe’s mind. 

 

 

Paul’s letter to the Hebrews:        Issue date:  02 Aug 2007 
     (Revised: 11 June 2010)   2nd Rev. 15 Mar. 2014   3rd Rev. 11 Jan. 2016     4th Rev. 06 Aug. 2021 

 

A note before we start Hebrews:   
We read in The Acts of The Apostles,  Paul in his missionary journeys firstly went to teach in The Synagogues – because he could draw upon the 

congregations’ wealth of Knowledge as contained within The Tanakh (The Old Testament rearranged),  being  “God’s Word part 1”  to explain how JC 

as  “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answers  The Tanakh.  Therefore when we read just the shortened versions of what he taught  (as given in Acts of 

the Apostles)  then we must understand,  he did not just say what was recorded there and then walk out!   No,  he would have been teaching The Contents 

of this  “Epistle to The Hebrews”  (and much more)  to the recipients of his ministry – as inferred at Acts.13v42-44, 17v11, etc. 

Furthermore,  it is interesting to note,  Paul waits until the 3rd chapter before he mentions “Jesus”, “Anointed Jesus”  unlike his other epistles – where 

he is straight in with these terms, except at verse 9 where he states of  the recipients’ goal of being  “Anointed”,  requiring us firstly to be TCs.   

Consequently,  Paul carefully uses the first two chapters to build upon The Knowledge The Jews have of The Tanakh before he then answers all these 

prophecies with  “The Anointed Jesus”,  to then extend what JC did for us that should ideally,  become  our goal  as TCs to the fulfilment and 

furtherment of Yahweh’s preferred destination for us as individuals.  Yahweh requires us to personally validate our position on the  “Scroll of Sonship”,  
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of which JCg tells us through John at Rev.5v1-9,  to be unfurled over The 2000 year Gospel Age as described between the  “chapters 6 to 19”  in the 

book of Revelations  (to yield JCg’s marriage to the TCs at Rev.19v4-9),  before JCg and his posse of 144000 TCs (as Sons of God)  overturn all World 

Authority (Rev.16v16-21),  to occur mid-21st Century CE. 

After that prelude then we can begin this perhaps  “Most Important Epistle”  being the fundamentals of what Paul universally taught on his journeys. 

It is  absolutely essential  to  “get inside”  Paul’s head  (gathering/understanding  his knowledge)  and then look out towards the future Millennium. 

Paul uses the  (then past)  “1st Epoch Israel”  (initiated by Yahweh through Abraham)  being  “The Jews”  to mirror  (Heb.8v8-13)   “The 2nd 

Epoch Israel”  (initiated by Yahweh through JC)  being  “The Christian Nation”  (generated through “The Body of Christ”  [144000 TCs 

throughout The Gospel Age]).   This shall ultimately lead to  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”,  being  “The Resurrected World”,  to learn 

“Righteousness”  from  “The Two Remnants  (of “The Early Adopters”)  that will have returned to Yahweh”  from the two previous epochs of  

(fleshly [most] plus spiritual [few/remnant]) “Israel” during Satan’s rule of the last some 6000 years).   

These two  “Remnants”  (two flocks John.10v16, v3)  consist of The Ancient Worthies and then The Prophets/etc. from  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (Jews) 

and the 144000 TCs elected from out of  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  (Christians)  to draw out  “The 3rd Remnant out of The Resurrected World”  in The 

Millennium.  This scenario is explained by Paul  throughout all  of Hebrews.  He  is  explaining  all  by analogy,  exactly the mechanism to do this  (and 

when it shall occur Heb.4v4-10).   This is  “The Real Gospel”  of “1st Century Christianity”,  of which our presently very  worldly Christian leaders  

should be thoroughly explaining  to their congregations! –   However I hear absolutely  nothing!   They are quiet on  “The Most Important Disclosure”!    

The silence on this subject of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC,  is  “deafening”  by its absence  in their sermons!  

Except we hear of worldly platitudes extolling our present behaviour,  being equally valid to non-Christians;  and where,  no specific 

instruction is given to explain what  “Christians”  should really be doing  in their lives! 

Sadly,  our very  worldly Christian leaders choose  not  understand it –  else surely they would teach it (?) –   if  they were to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 

This whole subject matter is  unintelligible  to them,  which is precisely why  “FutureLife.Org”  is explaining it all,  at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”.  

Please see the various dissertations on  “What does Israel mean?”,  and in Glossary to understand what Yahweh precisely means by the name “Israel”. 

It is  not  how humans choose to understand  “Israel”  for  worldly  reasons  (political/theological),  hence the problems we witness throughout history,  

because  “Humans”  do/(choose to)  not have  “The Mind of Yahweh”  precisely as JC told us! 

 

1st Comment – Paul states, Yahweh spoke to the fathers of Israel through the prophets. 

1st ‘Allegory’ – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 

World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

2nd Allegory – Prophets of The 1st Epoch Israel (Jews)  are as the Apostles/TCs of The 2nd Epoch Israel (Christian Nation). 

They are “The Earl Adopters”  of the respective epoch of Israel,  regarding Yahweh’s Methodology via God’s Word. 

1st Reasoning –Yahweh successively gives more Knowledge through The Ages, Prophets explained “The 1st coming of JC” 

(ministry/sacrifice);  the Apostles explained “JCg’s 2nd coming (1st 2nd C)”  and  “The Inheritance should be our Goal”. 

3rd Allegory – Prophets speak of  “1st Epoch Israel’s last days at the coming of JC” as the Son of God in JC's 1st Advent  

equivalent to  Apostles/TCs  speaking of  “2nd Epoch Israel’s last days of JCg's 2nd Advent”,  and  “The Method” to attain  

“The Inheritance of The World”  by becoming a future  “Son of God”  thereby fulfilling The Prophecy given to Abraham. 

1st Prophecy – Becoming a heir as a future Son of God”  is possible  - only to those people imitating JC’s ministry and 

deportment during the 1st part of their physical life to receive what JC gained upon his resurrection as the Firstfruit, 

2nd Reasoning – JC demonstrated  righteousness/equality  to Yahweh’s requirements (Matt.5v17-18)  to remain perfect  

and teach of  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”.  JC  voluntarily  becomes  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  and thus becomes  “The 

Enabler”  to righteously allow Yahweh to resurrect  (1) him,   (2) the 144000 TCs  (“Early Adopters” likened to JC)  to 

attain The Inheritance of   (3) “The Resurrected World”  (for “The Late Adopters”)  for  “Life”  that can last eternally. 

1st Good News – JC shows his free will  (as  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  to become the direct reflection of his Father 

Yahweh’s  spirits/personality/desires/traits  for us to learn how to direct our mindset to become the  one/same  likewise. 

To this end,  JC gave us The Ministry to purify our mind upon  “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13) –  to become like him. 

2nd Good News – JC endured during his 3.5 year assay to remain perfect unto his murder and thus became  “The Ransom 

Sacrifice”  to cover what thus becomes the 1st part of our 2 part life  (2 part physical and 2 part spiritual).  We enter the 

2nd part of our spiritual life by coming upon  “The Word of God” –  where we are to purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life 

for everlasting life –  either now in the 1st part of our physical life to become a Son of God,  or leave it unto the 2nd part of 

our physical life  (in The Millennium)  to become a son of  “The Marriage Union”  between  “JCg and the 144000 TCs”. 

4th Allegory – seated at right hand side = 2nd in command,  only to Yahweh pertaining to  everything  on this planet. 

1st Prophecy fulfilled – Yahweh places JCg at His right hand side,  assigned all power and authority over all things 

pertaining to this planet in The Millennium and into The Beyond –  to be exercised  when  Yahweh so  “deems it to occur”. 

3rd Good News – JCg now sits at the right hand side of his Father Yahweh in The Heavens [plural]  noting Luke.19v12. 

3rd Reasoning – JCg is patiently waiting until his Father Yahweh has the full quota of 144000 TCs out of The Gospel Age. 

4th Good News – Because of what JCg did (as JC),  then Yahweh has assigned him (JCg)  above all other heavenly entities 

pertaining to this planet because he has a  name/character/authority  better than all of Yahweh's other spokespersons. 

4th Reasoning – JC as such  (greater than any other spokesperson)  to be “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13)  means he has 

“The Given Label”  of  “Chief Spokesperson”  hence representative as we are told of being  “The Intercessor” (Gal.3v20, 

1Tm,2v5)  and thus collectively to be called,  “Chief Bringer of Tidings” (from Yahweh)  hence  “Chief Angel”, “ to 

become much better” (Chief)  than  “ordinary bringers of tidings”  who communicate between Yahweh and us, humans. 

Can any person on this planet  use The Bible  to argue against that inductively derived statement as given by The Bible? 

Heb.   1v1 og {In/By  many  portions/parts}/{Variously (as to time/agency)}/{At sundry times}  also   

Heb.   1v1 og {in/by  many  deportments/characters/ways}/{variously (as to method/form)}/{in divers manners}   

Heb.   1v1 og retrocession/formally/{sometime since}/ancient/{any while}/{a great while ago}/{in time past}   

Heb.   1v1 og the  {specific god}  (having) spoken/uttered/said  to the [= in/with/by/on]  fathers/forebears   

Heb.   1v1 og in  to the [= within]  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers, 
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Heb.   1v1 = {In many  places/times}     (of the  locations/occasions  as explained in the Tanakh)   

also  by many  characters/{divers manners}      (The Events,  Actions,  Prophecies,  Retributions,  Exhortations,  Gifts,  Miracles,  etc.) 

{in time past}  “the specific god”  spoke  to the  fathers      (the  leaders/ancestors)   

within/(= through)  the  prophets/{inspired teachers},     (for example:  Moses, Samuel, David, Isaiah, Ezekiel, etc.) 

 

In many  places/times   (the  locations/times  given to  “The 1st Epoch Israel” [The Jews]  as explained in The Old Testament) 

also by many  characters/{divers manners}   (The prophets, events, actions, prophecies, retributions, exhortations, gifts, miracles, etc.) 

                  (These become part of the thousands of allegoric prophecies that  have/are  steadily unfolding to close the respective epochs of  “Israel”.) 
in times past   (throughout  The Old Testament Period)   

“The Specific God”'   (this is Yahweh,  because He spoke through His  “Early Adopters”  [The Prophets]  of  “The Word of God”  to “The People”) 
spoke to the fathers   (The   “Leaders of Israel”,  =  Yahweh spoke to “Israel”  through His  “Early Adopters” ) 

within (= through)   the prophets   (“The Early Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”). 

 

Paul states  “The Specific God”  spoke to  “Israel’s”  ancestors   through the prophets  leading up to what will become JC's 1st Advent,  some 2000 years 

ago resulting in his  (1) ministry and  (2) ransom sacrifice to cover  all  humans  without  any discrimination  (1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.). 

Because  “the specific god”  (as “ho theos”)  is referenced to the prophets/{Early Adopters}  then this  “floating term”  points directly to  “Yahweh”. 

Please see dissertations  (and glossary)  on this website that fully explain the  “floating pointer nature”  of  “ho theos”  as a term relying upon context to 

determine whether  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh  (as “the specific god” of JCg [or prophets/TCs])  or JCg  (as  “the specific god”  of The World  [as 

“The Intercessor”, Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5]  in its present hurtful state).  This understanding is  unknown  to  all  our Greek scholars and Christian 

theologians for the last 1700+ years or so –  but is now gaining acceptance after 2007 CE since this website  “FutureLife.Org”  has become live  (to 

explain this terminology)  and equally.  fully explains Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  to Mankind  (also  not  given by our  

worldly Christian leaders/theologians –  lost in the  “mysteries”  of  their own  creation/musing). 

It is by  understanding  this terminology that unlocks The Bible and creates a 3D  (Three Dimensional)  picture from out of the 2D text! 

However all this is lost in our most inept translations of current English translated bibles  (like many other terms used) –  and this is  only  

visible in The Original Greek  -  and  within  the most faithful  translation of The New Testament on this planet given on this website 

“FutureLife.Org”  that has been created,  enabling  analytical study  of God’s Word; –  impossible with standard  worldly interpreted bibles! 

I invite our translators to challenge my claim regarding this  commutative and most transparent  translation of which I present to The World  

-  never  previously provided to the depth now presented!   This shall become “The 2nd Reformation of Christianity”  to close The Gospel Age! 

Thus Paul explains,  Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  started thousands of years earlier as promised all the way back in 

Gen.3v15 where,  as the first prophecy in The Bible,  we are told,  our saviour (JCg)  will redeem those members of his creation who ultimately choose to 

imitate him over what shall become our  “2 part life” (see glossary). 

We are told at Gen.3v15 - 

JCg shall become bruised in the heel  (caused to stumble = his death,  but he is resurrected [by Yahweh] and thus rises up again from the 

“stumble”),  but by doing this he  (JCg)  shall bruise Satan in the head which is permanent damage  (= annihilation,  Rev.20v10).  

This all occurs under  “The Immutable Law of Righteousness”  established by Yahweh throughout  The/His Universe. 

Thus JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and ransom sacrifice becomes  “The Righteous Enabler”  to give him  “The Authority”  (from Yahweh)  to make this all 

occur  when Yahweh deems  He (Yahweh),  has His full quota of validated 144000 future  “Sons/[Daughters]* of God”  to be  elected/chosen  from out 

of The Gospel Age  (that is soon to close  [during the 21st Century CE]).  JCg shall be given  (by Yahweh)  this authority at  “The End of The Gospel 

Age”,  and this new period of time begins by confining Satan  (Rev.20v1-3)  at the start of  “The Millennium”  (relatively soon to occur –  see glossary). 

Regarding the reference to  “144000”  TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4, Rom.8v17, 8v23, Lev.23v5-25 etc.,)  please see my glossary and dissertations on this 

subject,  where the given exegesis  precisely explains this number  in my local commentaries, –  but most importantly it is absolutely  not  what our  

worldly Christian leaders  erroneously  teach us based purely on  dogma/doctrine  having  zero  support from The Bible.   

There are many examples in The Bible where we are taught  “numbers”  in prophecy are  never  allegoric,  but only the  “nouns”  (please see 

these citations   Gen.37v7-10, 40v5-13, 41v25-32, Dan.8v20-22, Rev.17v9-12, etc.),  I know of  no  examples in The Bible to the contrary,  

perhaps our Bible scholars may find just one?     Please read my important commentary to Rev.13v18. 

Paul throughout the epistle  “Hebrews”  explains by analogy how  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  becomes Yahweh’s vehicle to yield  “The 1st Remnant”  (The 

Prophets)  culminating in yielding JC's 1st Advent.    It is then JCg who heads-up  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  which becomes Yahweh’s vehicle to yield “The 

2nd Remnant”  (The 144000 TCs),  where it is  “The Fulfilment of Prophecy”  that culminates in yielding JCg's 2nd Advent  (“The 1st Resurrection”   of  

certain  people  [144000 TCs, Rev.14v1-4, 20v6]).  Where it is  “the 144000 TCs”  being  “The Resultant”  from out of  “The  Special/Greater (1st) 

Judgement”  (made by Yahweh during The Gospel Age upon  only  “Christians”)  based upon JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that yields The 144000 future  

“Sons of God”  to rule alongside JCg  (Matt.20v23)  in The Millennium  (2Cor.12v1-3 in  “The 3rd Heaven/Sky  [singular = always means “Authority” 

over The Earth]).  These 144000 TCs  (then to be  “Sons of God”,  “The Early Adopters”,  “Inheritors”)  shall teach  “Righteousness”  to   “The 3rd 

Epoch Israel”  being  “The Resurrected World “  (then to occur in the future during The Millennium,  Rev.20v3-7).  Please read my important 

commentary of some 17,000 words to Rev.20v5 that explains why the first sentence is a Copyist Addition and should be removed out of our minds – and 

yet foolishly,  Christendom wholly builds its doctrine on  a proven discredited sentence unsupported anywhere in The Bible,  thereby ignoring the advice 

at Deut.17v6-7, 19v15, Matt.18v16, 2Cor.13v1, Heb.10v28, etc.    How stupid is that! 

All this righteous exegesis is  thoroughly supported  by  every  scriptural passage in context within The Bible as given throughout this website  (unlike the 

unrighteous  “soundbites”  given by some  worldly  leaders of  all  [without exception]  worldly  sourced religions for self-indulgent reasons –  as I 

thoroughly and succinctly explain   [without   “mysteries”]   throughout this website).  This website is to become  “The Watershed”  to  “Mankind's 

Understanding of The Bible”  at  “The Advancing Close”  of The Gospel Age  (to occur mid-21st Century CE). 

          “FutureLife.Org”  clearly  teaches  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC,  and is yet  never  taught today  (nor for the last some 1900 years)! 

* Note  

“Sons of God”  is only terminology –  both  men/women  can be  “Sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36). 

Gender is only required “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1),  once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity, then The Gospel Age closes. 

Heb.   1v2 og Over/Upon/Concerning  (of the) farthest/final/{ends of}/lowest/uttermost/last   

Heb.   1v2 og of the  days/{periods of time}  these/those (specifically)   (He [Yahweh]) spoke/uttered/said  {to us}  

Heb.   1v2 og in  (to the [= within]) son [JCg]   {of whom/which} 

Heb.   1v2 og (He [Yahweh]) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed   

Heb.   1v2 og (the) inheritor/{possessor by apportion}/{sharer by lot}  (of the) all (things),   

Heb.   1v2 og through (reason of)  {of whom/which}  also  the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}   

Heb.   1v2 og (He [Yahweh]) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised, 

Heb.   1v2 = Upon/Concerning  of these  {final/last}  days,     (of specifically this  “1st Epoch Israel”  = The Jews)   

He  (Yahweh)   spoke  {to us}     (TCs of the new  “2nd Epoch Israel”  starting in about 33 CE)   

within/(through)   the son  (JC)   

{of whom}  (JC)   He  (Yahweh)   

ordained/purposed   (JCg to be)   the  inheritor/{possessor by portion}  of all  things,    (pertaining to this planet in the future)  

also  through reason  {of whom}  (JCg)   
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He  (Yahweh)   worked/practised  the  ages/perpetuities   

        (Yahweh did all these things prior to JC's 1st Advent to set forth Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  [verse 2 answers verse 1]) 

 

concerning these specific final days   (of  “The Closing Period”  to  “The 1st Epoch Israel” [Jews]  when JC was to come in his 1st Advent) 

He (Yahweh)  spoke to us   (through JC as  “The Word of God”  to  “The Early Adopters”  “heading-up”   “The 2nd Epoch Israel” [Christians]) 
within  (= through)   the son   (JC  [originally JCg]  who gave both   [1] ministry for the new mind,    [2] ransom sacrifice for the new body) 
              (JC[g] explained to his “Early Adopters” what specific final days of the “2nd Epoch of Israel” would be like for his return, Matt.24, Revelations) 

of whom (JC)   He (Yahweh)    (notice the  two separate  Entities within The Text,  I speak of this much more,  later) 

ordained/purposed   (for “JCg”,  to then be “JC”  to perfectly give ministry and ransom sacrifice,  to then be resurrected as  “JCg”  to be … …)   

“The Inheritor”  of all things   (pertaining to this planet –  as specifically taught in The Bible  [and yet  ignored  by our  scholars/theologians]), 
              (JCg as The Firstfruit/Barley Heir shows the way  [John.14v5-15]  for a further 144000 Firstfruits/Wheat  TCs to be likewise heirs [Rev.19v16]) 

also through reason of whom   (JCg before  “The Creation of Mankind”  and after  “The Purification of Mankind”) 

He (Yahweh)  worked the ages   (Yahweh worked alongside JCg,  ensuring  “all-righteousness”  occurred within Yahweh's Domain  [The Universe]). 
              (This became  “God’s Word part 1”  as contained in The Tanakh [Old Testament]  that  “Set the Goal, and route to achieve The Goal”) 

              (JC  righteously answered  “God’s Word part 1”  to become  “The Word of God part 2”  [Rev.19v13]  for us to imitate) 

              (Those two line are  crucial for us to understand –  over what is to become our 2 part life  [comprising of,  2 part spiritual and 2 part physical].) 

 

Not quite as we are told in many standard bible translations –  because the translators beholden to the Trinity mystery are  thoroughly confused  and thus  

“cloud”  their  inept translations  in  “doubt”.  This is precisely  why  I need to untangle this verse by perhaps adding more pointers within parenthesis 

than I would normally have need to do. 

So perhaps this is a convenient point for me explain what is going on here  (and perhaps  dispel/untangle  the Trinity  “human sourced  concept/myth”). 

Verse 1. 

Almighty God  “Yahweh”  as a totally separate reasoning Entity  (The Foremost Entity)  instructed JCg’s creation via the earthy representatives being 

the prophets  (who listened and  then personally fulfilled  Yahweh’s Desire)  within the old Jewish nation,  on how the members of this nation should 

behave within their lifestyle.   The prophets were Yahweh’s intercessors  (spokespersons/messengers/{bringers of tidings}/angels/{StrongsTM= 32})  and 

were covered by the  annual  sacrifice  (The Day of Atonement)  once a year by the fleshly High Priest  (see much more detail later in “Hebrews”). 

Verse 2. 

Paul now tells us  “during the last days”  (JC’s ministry closing  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  hence the repeated expression  “to The Jews first and then to 

The Gentiles”  Rom.1v16, etc.);  JCg was placed within a fleshly body by his Father,  Yahweh,  using His (Yahweh’s)  Capability,  expressed as  

“Yahweh’s Desire that is  pure/innocent/blameless  made manifest within The Environment”  (“HS”).    

JCg,  now as JC,  during his ministry of some 3.5 years explains to the disciples a deeper understanding expressed by deportment,  previously unknown 

to the prophets  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10, etc.).   

It was about  “The Expectation”  (1) of Priesthood for the righteous TCs  [in the 2nd part of their  spiritual life]  while during the 1st part of their  

physical life)  and of  (2) The Millennium for all humans  (irrespective of personal belief  now  during the 1st part of their physical life)  will be 

resurrected to be taught  “Righteousness”.  The  (errant)  teaching then  (and also  incorrectly taught today)  being that   “Only good people would be 

resurrected again to a good life”  (a basic Pharisee idea,  and of today  -  the  worldly  Christianity/Islamic  Idea). 

Moreover,  for JC to be in this righteous position,  Yahweh had set  “The Scene”  to  steadily/progressively  unfold  His  “Righteous Plan for Human 

Salvation”  for the last some 4000 years through various faithful members  (Yahweh's spokespersons)  of  “The Human Species” –  to make JC's 1st 

Advent  (of some 2000 years ago)  possible  “by fulfilment of prophecy”  (that underwrites Yahweh’s Word). 

However JC taught  two new  things - 

1. It  is  possible to become future  “Sons of God”  for  (144000)  TCs  (elected from out of The Gospel Age)  who  personally precisely emulate  

JC to the very best they  were/are  able during the 1st part of their physical life. 

2. All  humans  (irrespective of whatever they have  done/think/believe  in the 1st part of their physical life)  would be resurrected  (to be in the 

same position as were Adam and Eve  before  they sinned [hence “atoned”])  to then learn  “Righteousness”  in the 2nd part of their physical 

life  (see “2 part life” in glossary)  while being  [1] reset by JC's atonement and  [2] One day covering over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  of 

The Millennium  (all as I  thoroughly explain later  in Hebrews to its very lowest detail,  and elsewhere on  “FutureLife.Org”).  

Therefore  all  humans  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  are given a 2nd part life  (both  2 part  physical  and  2 part  spiritual)  in which to learn and then 

emulate JC’s  lifestyle/deportment  by a mind driven itself by Yahweh's Methodology  (edify our neighbour to our own hurt). 

The condition is that  all these humans resurrected must ultimately practise righteousness  in the 2nd part of their physical life  (exactly like 

the TC’s demonstrated in the 1st part of their physical life),  else  individually  they become  personally accountable  (not based upon what 

Adam/Eve did)  -  thereby personally deemed  “iniquitous”  by refusing to  “imitate JC”,  and thus be annihilated   (in what The Bible terms 

“The 2nd Death” (of which  “The Early Adopters”  shall avoid,  Rev.2v11, 20v6).  

We are told here and elsewhere,  Yahweh is soon able to appoint a time when all sovereignty pertaining to this planet will be given back to JCg, 

Rev.19v16  (out of Satan’s present hands of a some 6000 year leasehold of this planet – Earth).  It will be given back to JCg,  because JCg originally 

created all life  (“Kosmos”  StrongsTM = 2889 = “Adornment/Decoration” = “Life” [“World”])  on a previously barren planet using the basic building 

blocks  (“The Laws of The Universe”)  originated by his Father Yahweh.  Thus “life” [= “world”]  here on the Earth.  was created by Yahweh 

expressing  His  “Desire made manifest within The Environment” (“HS”, see glossary)   through His son JCg  (note the plural at Gen.1v26 and the 

precise Original Greek wording at John.1v1-4,  please see my local cited commentaries that fully explain all this to the lowest  righteous/logical  detail). 

Thus JCg (“ho theos”)  becomes  “the specific god”  of us  (= his  “Creation”  solely comprising of  “DNA”  = “all life”).  

JCg is  not  Yahweh,  nor some  physical/mental  “appendage of Yahweh”  -  but as a separate reasoning entity  who chooses to fulfil Yahweh's Desire   

(Matt.26v39, 42, etc.,)  precisely as do the 144000 TCs –  exactly as we are told at John.14v20, 17v21-26  (please see all my local cited commentaries).   

The Bible expressly describes this operating in many other places  within it  being what I have elucidated here.  There is  nothing  within the Bible that 

describes the human created and very  worldly Trinity myth  (even the  “once only used”  [Col.2v9]  worldly term “Godhead”  is a  human concoction  

from the original Greek for “theotes”,  where StrongsTM = 2320 describes it better as “Divinity”  all as I fully explain in my local commentaries),  noting 

equally explained at Acts.17v29 and Rom.1v20  for StrongsTM = 2304 to more likely mean  “flashing God” (being that of  “inordinate functioning 

capability”,  to be admired and watched,  being  “Omnipotent”)  and  not  to be   “Godhead”,  where 2305 is merely a derivative of 2304.  But sadly the 

religious  “spin doctors”  hide all this information from the general public –  to keep them ill-informed and ignorant,  because it is much easier to 

manage an unquestioning devotee upon which to personally feed  (Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29)! 

I hope this clarifies and exposes as  “a sham”  the apparent  “mystery”  perpetuated by  worldly Christian leaders  lost  in their  own  

worldly sourced  “mystery”!   All as we are forewarned by JC at Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39  and  Matt.12v43-45, Luke.11v24v26. 

I invite the world’s  very best  (but errant)  scholars/theologians  promoting  worldly Christian doctrine to contact this website  to explain themselves!   

However,  I would much rather appeal to their  common sense  and ask them to modify their  worldly  doctrine so it might concur with  precisely  what 

The Bible  so clearly tells us  (within  correct translations  of  “The Original Greek” –  as precisely given on this website),  thereby bringing  “The 

Christian Doctrine”  as presently taught to something closer to what Yahweh and JCg would desire to hear  broadcast/taught  to The World! 

See next verse for an example of  “spun translation”  that is a regular practice in  worldly translated  bibles –  deliberately giving an  imprecise 

translation to vainly  prop-up  the  human-created   Trinity myth.  But fortunately my  precise,  transparent  and utterly  commutative  translation is now 

available to The World to become  “The Bright Light of God's Word”  freely given  to shine in the dark recesses of our  worldly Christian leaders' minds! 

I conclude.    

The  lack of precision  in  (academic)  “Professional Religious Output”  is  utterly appalling! 
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If they worked for me,  then I would soon make them redundant  -  which is precisely what Yahweh will do with them in The Millennium  

(Luke.20v16)  as perhaps most of JC’s parables and illustrations tell us!   (Please read my translation and commentaries of the four Gospels 

comprising of some 2,000,000 words to substantiate all my claims). 

JC was  not  “Shutting the gate after the horse had bolted”  by speaking of the then present  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  but rather 

“prophesying by warning”  of what was to occur in  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  being that of  “The Christian Nation”  of some 1700 years  (almost the 

same length of time as “The 1st Epoch Israel”). 

I explain and justify all this terminology elsewhere in my exhaustive writings  thoroughly explaining  “The Word of God"  to Mankind. 

Heb.   1v3 og Who/Which/That  being/having  (the) {off shine}/irradiance/{reflected radiance}   

Heb.   1v3 og of the  glory/honour/dignity/majesty   

Heb.   1v3 og also  (the) {graver (tool or person)}/{engraving (character)}/{exact copy or representation}/{express image}   

Heb.   1v3 og of the  {setting under (support)}/essence/assurance/confidence/substance  (of the) him   

Heb.   1v3 og (the) enduring/{bearing/carrying}/{going on}/upholding/leading/moving/reaching   

Heb.   1v3 og both  the (things)   all  to the [= in/with/by/on]   (the) utterance/speech/narration/declaration   

Heb.   1v3 og of the  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  (of the) him,   

Heb.   1v3 og through (reason of)   (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   

Heb.   1v3 og (the) {washing off}/ablution/expiation/cleansing/purification   

Heb.   1v3 og (the having) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised   

Heb.   1v3 og of the  sins/faults/offences  {of/from us},   

Heb.   1v3 og (he [JCg]) {sat down}/settled/tarried/contemplated  in  (to the [= within]) {right (hand side)}   

Heb.   1v3 og of the  greatness/{(ascribed) majesty}/{exceedingly mighty} [Almighty God, Yahweh])   

Heb.   1v3 og in  (to the) lofty/high/esteemed (places),  

Heb.   1v3 = Who  (JC)   being the  {off shine}/{reflected radiance}  of the  glory/honour/dignity  (of Yahweh) 

also  (JC being)   the  {exact copy}/{express image}  of  His  (Yahweh)   essence/substance/being,    (driven by Yahweh's Methodology) 

(JC)  both:    

(1)  the  enduring/{bearing through}/upholding  all  things     (the persecution while delivering The Ministry/Sacrifice) 

(2)  with  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of  His  (Yahweh’s)   Word,    (being The Power to reform our sinful mind … … ) 

through reason of  the him  (JC)    (being what JC did  [1] The Ransom Sacrifice and in  [2] The Ministry … … ) 

the  having  made/yielded/provided  the  cleansing/purification  of our  sins/faults/offences,    (JC has RESET the 1st part of our life) 

(then)   he  (JCg)   {sat down}/settled  within the  lofty/esteemed  places,    (JCg is patiently waiting for  “The Command”  from Yahweh) 

within  the  {right-hand position}  of the  greatness/majesty   (2nd in command [regarding this planet] beside The Almighty God, Yahweh)  

 

Who (JC)  being the reflected radiance of the  glory/honour/dignity   (of Yahweh   [representative as being “The Sun” in Revelations]) 

            (The same terminology is used of  “JC”  to that of Yahweh  as  “The Moon”  and “Venus” as  “The Morning Star” [in The Book of Revelations]) 

            (Where,  both The Moon and Venus reflect The Light of The Sun onto Mankind  [and this was known then  by prophecy]!) 

            (Does Mankind receive anything like this from any form of Religion?   No,  but only from The Bible  thereby underwriting its Provenance!)   

also  (JC being)  the exact copy of His (Yahweh's)  essence/substance   (driven by Yahweh's Methodology operating within JC's mind), 

(JC is)  both   

(1) the  enduring/upholding  all things   (persecution by  “The Religious Authorities”  [they operating unto “worldly methodology”]) 

(2) with the mighty work of His (Yahweh's)  Word  (“The Ministry”  to purify our mind  -  first hearkened by  “The Early Adopters”) 

through reason of him   (JC,  giving  [1] the ransom sacrifice for a new perfected body  [2] the ministry to purify our minds to a new state) 

the having provided the cleansing of our sins   (he atoned the 1st part of our life with his ransom sacrifice,  hence “Reset” our life into “2 parts”) 

            (Most importantly,  JC’s Methodology conquered Man’s methodology [driving the religious leaders],  that resets the 1st part of our spiritual life) 

(then)   he   (JC  anointed/resurrected  as JCg  [by Yahweh]  to now be  “The Premier Son of God”  pertaining to this planet … … )   

sat down within the  lofty/esteemed  places   (JCg is now patiently waiting for  “The Prophesied 144000 TCs”  to  prove themselves  to be like him)  

within the  right-hand  of the  greatness/majesty   (JCg is now to be The King of kings [TCs],  Lord of lords [Rev.19v16]  over this planet,  Earth) 

             (or this can be read that    JCg sits at the right-hand of Yahweh  [Yahweh, is  “The Omnipotence”  of  Greatness/Majesty  over The  Universe]). 

 

Certainly  not  the same translation we can read in our many  worldly  translated bibles!   

However at long last,  we now have the  precise original Greek  to compare our translation here,  with the translations given in our  worldly  bibles. 

Most importantly,  it gives us the ability to  get inside Paul’s head  to understand what is operating within his mind to appreciate what he explaining to 

us in the beginning of this  most important epistle! 

Where shall we start? 

I suppose at the beginning of the verse! 

1. “{off shine}/{reflected radiance}” 

(This is the direct translation of the Greek Word  StrongsTM = 541 “apaugasma”  compound of StrongsTM = 575 and 826). 

There are  very few  bible translations that give this inference,  but rather choose to  spin the translation  to make it appear that JC is  “the source”  to 

add succour to the false  worldly manufactured  Trinity myth  (Yahweh and JC being as one entity  “God  [as the Almighty]  on Earth”  and other such 

like  worldly  sourced claims made by  “human spirited people”  not  having Yahweh's  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits).  

All as forewarned by JC using the analogy given at Matt.12v43-45, Luke.11v24-26,  please read my important cited commentaries  (yet naturally spun 

into nonsense by our  Pentecostal/Charismatic/Evangelical  fringes of Christendom,  as I thoroughly explain by  “righteous exegesis”). 

Thus we read,  as The Bible correctly translated teaches us    

JC  (formally JCg)  reflects the exact copy of Yahweh  (John.14v5-15)  because JC as a free entity  (Son of [Almighty] God)  chooses to precisely 

fulfil Yahweh’s (Father’s)  Desire –  unlike another  “son of God”  (Satan)  who freely chose self-indulgence  (Ez.28v12-19, by analogy).   

This is  all precisely as The Bible teaches –  however it is  not  what we are taught by our errant  worldly Christian leaders choosing to be drunk on  “the 

old wine”  of their  worldly  Christian doctrine  concocted by their equally  spiritually blind  gurus/sages  from the 4th century CE onwards,  as warned 

against by Paul.  I have read some of their works and  all  subsequently rejected as being  utterly deficient in understanding  on how to personally fulfil 

Yahweh's Desire to bring about  “The Righteous Salvation of Mankind”   -  hence  Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39).  They just seem to be on personal  “ego 

trips”  in a state of fanciful musing to give some public facial veneer by attempting to justify their (religious)  position/hold  over the community!  

2. “enduring/{bearing through}upholding”. 

This is precisely what JC did while in a fleshly body during  (1) his ministry period and subsequent  (2) physical/painful  sacrifice.  He  “endured”  by 

exactly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire as  “The Word of God”  exemplified within his lifestyle to become  “The Wisdom of God”. 

“Wisdom”  means  “accurately applying  what is known”;  and obviously the  “wisdom of the  world”  means  “accurately applying  faulty  knowledge” 

that is all sadly so very rampant today – because no person seems to know of  “The Correct Goal”  of which Yahweh set through JC!   

3. “Miraculous power of Yahweh’s Word”. 
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This is precisely what we are told.   It is  “The Miraculous Power”  being  “The Information Content”  (when  correctly translated and then understood)  

that “can reform the most stubborn mind” –  if  that particular individual has a  humble/contrite/hearkening  mind that freely chooses to imbue  “The 

Word of God”  within their very  being/existence  and then start  precisely imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle. 

Because JC freely chose to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and was thus  “beloved”  by Yahweh  (Luke.3v22, 9v35, etc.),  then JC was able to become  “The 

Means”  to enable Yahweh to  righteously  (before His own edict on sin, Gen.2v17)  use His awesome  (utterly unlimited)  power/capability  (applying 

the additional Laws of Nature of which He Created, beyond our present comprehension)  to enable the capability of  “resurrection”  to occur   

(Eze.37v1-20) –  hence the next section in context. 

4. “JC having provided a cleansing of our sins”. 

JC’s action by becoming  (1) “The Template”  upon which we,  humans,  can emulate within what is to become our 2 part  spiritual life  for our mind,  

and  (2) providing The Ransom Sacrifice  (Undeserved Gift)  to enable our  ”one whole physical life”  to now  logically/righteously  become a  “2 part 

physical whole life”  (within which to house our  [spiritual]  mind).  Please see  “2 part life”  in my glossary that thoroughly explains all this.   

Thus we  all  (irrespective of  who/what  we are,  and irrespective of whatever errant worldly religion presently espoused)  shall be given a “2 part life” 

where the 2nd physical part of our life becomes  “The Safety Net”  (in The Millennium)   to catch all those people having  not  been in the position to  

“believe in (= precisely imitate) Jesus”,  being sadly,  virtually everyone on this planet.   We are told,  presently  only  144000 TCs  (as “stones” = 

steadfast/unmovable/stoic/everlasting [to achieve guaranteed life])  meet  “The Golden [for kingship] Exemplary Standard”  as  “the laid down”  

“foundation”  (by JC's ministry/lifestyle)  upon which a successful temple  (of some 144000  white [= purified]  stone blocks  1Cor.3v13-16, 1Pet.2v5-9)  

was/is  to be built  (see my glossary on the many words used here).  As I thoroughly explain in many places elsewhere,  charlatan Christian leaders 

headed up by Judas Iscariot shall  never  be resurrected –  and thus be annihilated at their forthcoming death  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28 and 2Pet.2v18-22). 

5. “of the  greatness/majesty/{exceedingly mighty}”. 

This,  to be fair,  can be read two ways.  I choose to be different only because I holistically know and thoroughly understand The Bible and thus can read 

into it by precisely superimposing myself inside Paul’s head as he wrote this. 

Paul writes fast –  and leaves out the supporting  under-structure  because his mind is racing ahead  (noting Peter's comments at 2Pet.3v16) –  and thus 

presumes the reader  already knows what is in his mind,  and to be fair,  the recipients of this epistle already   “Do know!” –    

Why?   

Because Paul has already taught  all the basics  (of “1st Century Christianity”  never  taught today)  by  “word of mouth”  at a  “one to one”  personal 

meeting (for example, Acts.20v7, 11),  and thus his epistles are  mere guidance notes.  Presently we do not have  (but will in The Millennium)  this  “one 

to one”  face conversation with Paul,  where the details are explained,  thus we must  “read in”  the skipped  “under-structure”  (by using  what is 

contained elsewhere  in The Bible  in context  noting what Paul said to Timothy at 2Tim.3v15-17).    

It is  only  by  thoroughly knowing  and more importantly  righteously understanding  The Bible –  can this be safely done,  while having  the correct 

motivation  of  not  making personal worldly gain from out of  “The Word of God”  (as sadly we witness by  “professional”   “Leaders of Religion”  

[falling afoul of Matt.6v24, 22v21] -  they will be severely reprimanded by Yahweh,  Luke.12v46-48, 20v16, etc.  [please see my gospel commentaries],  

in The Millennium). 

So with this background then we are posed with the two options - 

5.1  Standard understanding. 

“greatness/majesty/{exceedingly mighty}”  is associated with the position of  “The Right-hand Position”  of The Almighty located to the left of this 

“Right-hand position”  occupied by JCg.  Thus JCg himself occupies a position of  “greatness/majesty/{exceedingly mighty}”. 

5.2  My suggested alternative understanding. 

Being  “the maverick”  that I am –  and taking the contextual construction of the verse where we read  “of the two Entities”,  where JC is  “The Image”  

of  “The Other (Yahweh)”  (John.15v5-15)  that infers the right-hand position must logically be located on The Right-Hand Side of  “Something”  of 

which we should know is  “The Almighty God”  “Yahweh”.  We know  (just as JC told us)  that all intrinsically ideal/good  things come from Yahweh  

(and JC does nothing on his own,  inasmuch he reflected everything back to Yahweh) –  then righteous logic tells us that  

“Greatness/Majesty/{Exceedingly mighty}”  applies to The Source of all  “{intrinsically good}/ideal  things”  and thus points directly to Yahweh. 

I actually accept both understandings equally  (that  [1] JCg is a mighty authority  [over The Earth]  and  [2] Yahweh is The Almighty Authority  [of 

The Universe]),  but only put forward the more likely counter argument –  to stimulate thought within the reader,  and gives me an excuse to write  “the 

distinction”  between the two Mighty Entities,  one subservient to The Other  (precisely as The Bible tells us). 

6. Finally ..... 

My usual comment in these places.  We read of an obvious  separation  between  two  positions –  being “one sits to the Right-Hand”  position of  “The 

Other”’ – that surely tells us,  there must be  TWO  separate  Entities taking Their respective positions!   All of which does make a nonsense of the 

worldly  derived/sourced  Trinity myth that our demonstrably spiritually blind  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  worldly Christian leaders seem only too proud 

to state  “is a mystery to them”!    

So why should we go to people who find things mysterious when  we want answers?    

But rather    Go to people who know how to give straight, logical, and rational answers based upon  “The Presented Facts”! 

Thus their attitude seems somewhat strange,  when JC clearly teaches us  “to search and we shall find”  (Matt.7v7-8, Luke.11v9-10),  and to his apostles,  

they are  “given to know”  (Matt.13v11-13)  and thus delivering  no  mysteries  (that becomes the case when “ho theos” is correctly understood to be a 

floating pointer depending upon context  - see also Heb.1v9 and my support commentary)! 

So what does this say about our  worldly Christian leaders who are  “{inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant}”. 

(Strongs TM = 50 “agnoeo”)? 

I just ask these presently  worldly  focussed scholars    

Please just read and understand The Bible contents  without  “error creating glasses”  of errant  worldly Christian doctrine  (sourced by 

infant,  spiritually naïve  gurus and sages of old –  who likewise  were demonstrably spiritually blind  Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  and let us 

refocus,  to see the bright vista inviting us all to become  “The Heirs”  (“co-rulers”  Rom.8v17, 23)  attaining   “The Inheritance”  (see 

glossary and the rest of this website)! 

I have read some of their material and dismissed it as spiritually puerile,  from people on “ego-trips”   (for instance,  Augustine, Bishop of Hippo).  
Heb.   1v4 og {So vast as this}/{Such a large/great}/{These many}/{By so much}  (the) vigorous/stronger/better/nobler   

Heb.   1v4 og (the having) {become to be}  of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels,   

Heb.   1v4 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  (the) varying/differing/divers/surpassing/{more excellent}   

Heb.   1v4 og near/beside/with/against/alongside (= than)  them   

Heb.   1v4 og (he [JCg] has) {acquired by lot}/{become heir}/inherited/{gained possession of}/{family allotment}   

Heb.   1v4 og (the) name/character/authority. 

Heb.   1v4 =  (JCg)  having  {become to be}  {by so much}  better/nobler    (because of what he did during his 1st Advent ...) 

(than)   of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels,      (JC is superior to all of Yahweh's other spokespersons … … ) 

he  (JCg)  has  heirship/inherited     (thus JC becomes the [premier]  “Son of God” … … ) 

{as much}  the  name/character/authority  {more excellent}  alongside/than  them  (messengers  [principally “The Prophets”]). 

 

(JCg)   having become to be by so much  better/nobler   (because he proved himself perfect in his 1st Advent under much persecution … … ) 

(than)   of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers   (JC was so much better than all of Yahweh's other spokespersons … … ), 

he (JCg)  has inherited   (as now The Premier “Son of God” to be  The  Only/First/Chief  Son of God”  of another 144000  “Sons of God”  following) 
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as much the  name/character/authority  more excellent than them   (JC is much better than Yahweh's other spokespersons throughout the ages). 

 

We must start at - 

Context synopsis  

The Bible tells us,  “ho theos”  (“the specific god”  of the context)  created the  “world”  (= “all life”  StrongsTM = 2889 = decoration/adornment upon 

what was originally,  a barren rocky planet  [an infinitesimal  part  of  “The Universe”  created by Yahweh])   where JCg is  “the specific god”  of us as  

“The World”  (“Life”)  using his Father’s capability  (being to express  “Yahweh's Blameless/Holy  Desire made manifest within The Environment”  = 

the “HS”) –   I give all the supportive exegesis elsewhere  [please also see my commentaries at John.1v1-4]). 

The Bible tells us,  JCg’s creation  freely chose to imitate Satan’s methodology  (of  “self-indulgence to the ultimate hurt of our neighbour”,  all of which 

has rippled down the generations throughout The Ages as present  “worldly methodology”).  Consequently,  we have made Satan our god  (even if we 

are atheists,  by taking upon ourselves  “worldly methodology”  to drive our thinking processes)  during what has now become the 1st part of our 

spiritual life,  while we are initially in the 1st part of our physical life. 

Because  “the specific god”  so loved The World that he (JC[g]),  as the  “Son of God”,  freely chose to redeem those people of his creation who 

ultimately  “choose to imitate”  (“really believe in”)  him  (John.3v16 as equally translated with  “ho theos”,  and possible interpretion,  please see my 

local explanatory commentary). 

Thus JCg’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  was placed within a fleshly body  (by Yahweh)  to become the person known to us as  “JC” –  who 

volunteered to put his  “very existence”  into jeopardy by becoming  “annihilated”,  if  he sinned during his 3.5 year assay period!    

This is precisely  why  Satan  “swooped in”  immediately after JC was baptised  -  please read my commentary located at Matt.3v15 where I  thoroughly 

explain  the exegesis behind  why  he was to be baptised  (and my subsequent commentaries in Matt.4v1-11, –  being the initial assay by Satan and his  

very subtle attacks  made at  “The Reasoning Level”  rather than merely the obvious physical suggestions  [all  never  explained by our spiritually blind  

worldly Christian leaders]).  Where,  we must note for  true righteousness,  then  precisely the same in exactitude must be repeated  for  “The 

Resurrected Mankind”  at  “The End of The Millennium”  at Rev.20v7-15 for the members to gain entry into  “The Eternity”  (by demonstrably  “truly 

believing in JC”,  please see all my cited local commentaries). 

Because JC precisely fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  right-up  until his murder  (Matt.26v39, 42),  then Yahweh accredited everything pertaining to this 

planet to be under the full authority of JCg  (Rev.19v16)  who made  atonement/redemption  to “The World”  (“Life”)  possible –  something the  

“angels”  (Yahweh's spokespersons)  had never been able to do  ([1] “angels”  [as spokespersons]  had never sacrificed themselves,  [2] The Prophets  

[as spokesperson]  had started out sinful and thus already blemished,  even though they sacrificed themselves,  Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34,  noting Paul's 

reasoning at Heb.9v7,  that even applied to Samuel,  perhaps one of Israel's best human High Priests,   and further observation at Heb.11v38-40). 

Thus JCg metaphorically entered the 2nd part of his spiritual life  (after baptism)  and judged perfect at his murder,  therefore upon his resurrection into 

the 2nd part of his physical life  (because he  did  die [Acts.2v24, 27)  then he  at this point in time  became resurrected as   “The  Chief/Only  Begotten 

Son of God”  (see “begotten” in glossary and next verse)  from  a fleshly body  on this planet into what becomes  a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (= 

a  body created by Yahweh.   This is a most important concept for us to understand as we are to read later in this epistle.  We must recall the  all-

important  prophetic allegory at Lev.23v5-25 of  [1] The Barley Firstfruit,  and  then 50 days later of  [2] The Wheat Firstfruits at  The Feast of  

Pentecost/Ingathering  as  “The Lead”  for “The Main Harvest”  of Wheat  at the end of The Millennium). 

Most of this understanding is  utterly unknown and incomprehensible  to our  worldly Christian leaders because this critically important 

subtleness brings full  glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh within a  sane/reasoning  mind and is yet,  never  taught to their congregations!   

Thus JCg becomes  “The  Inheritor/Heir”  of what Yahweh has held in trust while JC was in a fleshly body  (that adds extra support to the fact of  two   

separate reasoning  Entities throughout Time,  and thus another of so very many aspects that absolutely destroys the human created Trinity myth). 

Equally we too,  are exhorted by Paul to become TCs,  so we too  may/perhaps  (as  only  determined by Yahweh,  Matt.20v23)   become  co-inheritors  

(see later in Hebrews, Rom.8v17, 23)  alongside JCg by becoming the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with him  (as with Yahweh –  all as we 

are told in John’s Gospel at John.14v20, 17v21-26).  We personally,  most certainly cannot become  “The Almighty God”,  but we  are  told in the Bible 

that we can  possibly  become  co-heirs  as future  Sons of God  alongside JCg  (Matt.20v23)  as  brothers/sisters  (Matt.12v48-50)  where we are to  co-

judge  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (Matt.19v28,  1Cor.6v1-3,  etc.).  Thus another line of reasoning  (of many  hundreds  on this 

website,  all as my commentaries  very carefully explain)  that destroys the now demonstrable defunct  worldly created  Trinity  myth! 

Please see the explanation of  “inheritance”  in glossary. 
 

2nd Comment – Paul recognises the existence of  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  operating under Yahweh. 

5th Good News – Paul quotes the prophecy from King David spoken about JC as having  now occurred.  

1st Instruction – Paul uses the two Prophecies speaking of JC becoming JCg as The Basis for Extension to us humans,  

inasmuch Yahweh shall equally be The Adopting Father to 144000  wholly reformed humans precisely imitating JC.  Most 

importantly,  Yahweh makes the decision as to who are to be His 144000 children –  not  our fraudulent religious leaders! 

5th Reasoning – Not as taught  in error by worldly Christian leaders about “begotten”,  but Paul speaks of  “the prophecy 

to occur”,  as now  “having occurred”  to usher in  “The New (2nd) Covenant”.  Yahweh has borne JC through his assay 

of 3.5 years,  through his death and then resurrection into a  heavenly/celestial  body now as  the (Premier) Son of God. 

2nd Prophecy fulfilled – JCg was  “awakened/roused”  (resurrected)  to become  begotten  as the (Premier) Son of God. 

6th Reasoning – Moreover,  JCg is “Firstborn”  begotten,  inasmuch  there are more  “begotten Sons of God”  “in the 

pipeline”  of The Gospel Age,  being of a further 144000 “Sons of God”  “Afterwards”  “begotten”  (Rev.14v1-4). 

This is  “The Goal of 1st Century Christianity”  and yet is  never  taught today – thereby Satan’s cohorts  (as supposed 

“Professional Religious Leaders”, 2Cor.11v13-15)  are  hiding  “The Required Target”  to close The Gospel Age! 

2nd Instruction – Paul teaches us,  Yahweh will at some time in the future,  lead into  (instruct to go forth)  JC as the 

Premier Son of God to The World,  as JCg’s 1st 2nd C to collect his future bride of 144000 TCs  (the content of Hebrews). 

3rd Instruction – All  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  pertaining to this planet shall gratefully rejoice in the 

change of The World’s Old Methodology from that of 6000 years to the new Methodology source by Yahweh through JCg. 

5th Allegory – {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  =  Prophets and TC specifically desiring this New World Order. 

7th Reasoning – It is the prophets and TCs who through persecution  specifically worked  for The New World Order  by 

fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to bring-on The Millennium that  fawn/{prostrate in homage}/revere  him,  humans generally do  

not!   We know it is easy to  “worship in voice”  (James.3v5-10)  but  not  in  spirits/personality/desires/traits  driving 

their lifestyle to be  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to bring-on The New World Order  to yield  “Human Salvation”. 

2nd Prophecy – The  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  (actually = Yahweh's true spokespersons on this planet 

through The Epochs of “Israel”)  will physically be in the position to prostrate themselves in true  worship/praise  as  

their genuine servitude has now yielded  “The Reality”  of which they craved during the 1st part of their life. 

Heb.   1v5 og (to the) who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  For  
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Heb.   1v5 og (He [Yahweh] has) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted   

Heb.   1v5 og {at sometime/ever}/then/previously/(enclitic particle of time)   

Heb.   1v5 og of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels;   

Heb.   1v5 og (The) son [JCg]  {of me}/I/me/mine/my [Yahweh]  {thou art}/{you are} [JCg]   (singularly) thou/you [JCg],   

Heb.   1v5 og (emphatic) I/me  (the) {this day/night}/presently/now/hitherto   

Heb.   1v5 og (I [Yahweh] have) {process of procreation/generated/beget/regenerated/begotten  thee/thy/thou [JCg]?    

Heb.   1v5 og Also  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again; 

Heb.   1v5 og (emphatic) I/me [Yahweh]  {shall be}/{come to pass}  (to the) him [JCg]  into/unto  (the) father/forebear,   

Heb.   1v5 og also  he [JCg] {shall be}/{come to pass}  {to me}/mine [Yahweh]  into/unto  (the) son [JCg] ? 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.2v7,   2Sam.7v14 

Heb.   1v5 = For  {to whom}  of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  has  He  (Yahweh)  said:- 

Thou art  My son  –   {This day}   emphatic I (Yahweh)   have  generated/begotten  you  (JCg). 

Also furthermore:- 

emphatic I (Yahweh)   {shall be}  the  Father  unto  the him   (JC becoming JCg),   

also  he  (JC[g])   {shall be}  unto  Me  (Yahweh) –  the son. 

 

         (Paul asks the rhetorical question -) 
For to whom of the bringers of tidings   (Yahweh's spokespersons comprising of  “The Ancient Worthies”,  Prophets, etc.)   

has He (Yahweh)  said  (in prophecy):- 

  (Singularly) You (JC)  are My (Yahweh’s)  son   (note to endorse this prophecy,  given at Matt.3v17 [to start],  Matt.17v5 [to close]  The Ministry) 

                 (Furthermore,  Matt.17v5 is an Endorsement by Yahweh for JC to continue his Journey to Jerusalem to become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”.) 

  This day I (Yahweh)  have  generated/begotten  you   (a resurrection from a  dead fleshly  body into a  living celestial  body,  Rev.1v5, etc.).' 
                 (Where,  JC becomes The Path [John.14v5-15]  for 144000 TCs to follow for Sonship unto Yahweh  [see my commentary at Luke.23v45])  

Also furthermore:- 

  I (Yahweh)  shall be The Father (Yahweh)  unto him (JCg) 

  also he (JC becoming JCg)  shall be unto Me (Yahweh)  -  the son (JC becoming JCg)? 

 

Clearly Yahweh has not stated this to any  angel/messenger/{bringer of tidings}/[prophets/TCs/spokespersons] –  hence Paul’s rhetorical question. 

However these two  prophesies  of a future event  (fulfilled at JCg  created/begotten  [at his resurrection]  from JC by Yahweh)  within this 

verse are very interesting by what can be inferred from them  (noting that Paul is referring to these prophecies  after The Event,  unless of 

cause,  he was using this concept as a springboard for a  new  future event  (144000 TCs likewise becoming  “Sons of God”)   
1. In the context of The Verse,  the rhetorical “why” should Paul bring up this very expression   (said by King David  [Ps.2v7]  of a  future  

event  [to occur some 1000 years later]  “This day I have begotten you”   (noting Rev.1v5 recorded by John about 60 years  after  the event)? 

2. You  shall  become unto Me – a Son? 

(Noting in the context of 2Sam.7v14, Yahweh is speaking [via The Prophet Nathan] of a future event – being that of JC becoming a “Son of 

God”  [after his resurrection into a  heavenly/celestial  physical body,  and no longer a  “Son of Man”]). 

Precisely as this website states throughout - 

1. JC only became Yahweh’s  “(only/chief) begotten son”  in the context of his resurrection from a fleshly body into a  heavenly/celestial  body 

as  “The Lead”  for another 144000 future TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age  (please see  “begotten”  in glossary that fully explains 

my exegesis using many quotes from the Bible  in context). 

Moreover,  this destroys the  worldly  Christian doctrinal myth that JC was the  “only existing”  “Son of God”  before the creation of  The 

World  (thus they are ignoring what is stated at Job.1v6, 2v1,  but beware of the  twisted and thus faulty  translation given in the NIV because 

of Rev.22v18-19 and hence, James.3v11-12)  only given by  worldly Christian theologians to vainly buttress up a collapsing Trinity myth)! 

   Thus naturally leads to item (2). 

2. Paul  (knowing Yahweh’s whole Righteous Plan,  as this website so very carefully delineates as  “1st Century Christianity”)  is linking these 

two prophecies together to teach us something in addition,  being the precursor to what he teaches us later at Heb.6v12, 17, 9v15,  and 

throughout chapter 11. 

JC is resurrected to become the  (emeritus)  “Son of God” as  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for the prophesied 144000 TCs to precisely 

imitate over the next 2000 years or so of The Gospel Age.  Thus once having this standard laid out,  Yahweh is then in  “The Righteous 

Position”  (Rev.5v2-9,  before any dissenters, e.g. Satan)  to  elect/choose  according to this physically demonstrable standard –  that became  

“The Foundation”  upon which the 144000 future  “white” (perfected)  “stones” (steadfast/everlasting)  might be laid  (1Pet.2v5).    

The term   “to precisely imitate”  JC absolutely does  not  mean fraudulent miracles or  seductive/fine  speech  1Thes.2v4-6,  (as witnessed 

today given by our  worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders in the midst of collectively  millions upon millions  of bewitched and 

deluded devotees,  Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.).  But rather it is  “The Power of The Word of God”  that  changes The Mind  and 

how it chooses to operate  (being of its  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  to become driven by Yahweh's Methodology of  “edifying our 

neighbour to our own hurt”,  being  “the hurt we receive from the actions we freely give out to The World”  noting what JC said about  

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  (Mat.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1 and all of Matt. chapter 23). 

It is this assay that Yahweh makes in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  of Christians during The Gospel Age  (1Sam.16v7,  

in the context 1Sam.16v13 of anointing for  future  “Kingship of Israel”,  noting the many  “Prophetic Ramifications”  of that statement). 

Again,  I raise the issue of the  “soon to be”  defunct worldly Trinity myth. 

We have been told precisely within the context of this verse,  after  JC has been resurrected to become JCg -  he still remains  “a Son of God”! 

Clearly,  this shows God (Yahweh) and JCg to be  separate  individuals  after  JCg was resurrected  (as will be his 144000 fellow “brothers/sisters”),  

even today JCg remains a  (premier/emeritus)  Son of God  (patiently waiting  [see later]  for his Father to give the  “go-ahead”  and thus  “The 

Authority to move in”,  and end  The Gospel Age  [Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v10-14] over a period of 45 days [Dan.12v11-12]).  Therefore JCg is not  “The 

Almighty God”  “Yahweh” –  just as he equally told us  (noting what JC said at Luke.18v18-19)  during his faithful ministry as  “The Word of God”  

(being Yahweh's  mouthpiece)  here upon this Earth.  However he is  “the specific god of us”  as  “Our Intercessor”  to Yahweh while we are in our 

present sinful state,  thereby enabling us to pray to Yahweh through JCg (only).  This is specifically what The Bible teaches us  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)! 

Sadly I must state    

Whenever our  worldly  Christian leaders depart from quoting The Bible,  then almost everything they state to  is contrary  to what JC taught 

us as  “1st Century Christianity”,  and yet they are so profoundly competent at teaching  “Religion” and about their form of  “Love”!    

They are so  spiritually blind  and thus  ignored  by Yahweh,  whatever they might state about themselves! 

They appear to behave exactly as did the Pharisees during the time of JC’s 1st Advent as made evident by JC’s observation of them at John.8v38-58 and 

has rippled throughout the ages  (at both sides of, and during, JC’s 1st Advent, Matt.23v27-32, John.11v47-53, 16v1-4) –  more evidence is given later to 

substantiate this. 

Heb.   1v6 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  And  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again   
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Heb.   1v6 og (He [Yahweh]) {brings into}/{leads unto}/introduces  the  Firstborn/{chief begotten}   

Heb.   1v6 og into/unto  the  {(terrene part of the) globe}/{inhabited world},  (He [Yahweh]) states/exclaims:   

Heb.   1v6 og And  (let they) {kiss (like a dog licking his master’s hand)}/fawn/crouch/{prostrate in homage}/{reverence to} 

Heb.   1v6 og (to the) him [JCg]  all  (the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  (of the) God [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.49v7.  

Heb.   1v6 = And  whenever  {back once more}   

He  (Yahweh)   {leads into}/introduces  the  Firstborn/chief begotten}  into  the  {inhabited world},   

He  (Yahweh)  states: 

Let  all  the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  of the  God  (Yahweh)   fawn/{prostrate in homage}/revere  to the  him  (JCg). 

 

And whenever back once more   (at JC’s 2nd Advent, 1Cor.15v50-55, 1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.19v16-21  [prior to 2067 CE of Rev.21v1])   

He (Yahweh)  introduces the  Firstborn/{chief begotten}  into the inhabited world  (firstly JCg,  then secondly, 144000 TCs in about 2000 years) 

              (Yahweh shows  “The Goal of The Anointing”  to The World,  John.20v19, Luke.24v15, 1Cor.15v6,  and at the end  - Rev.11v11-13, etc.) 
He (Yahweh)  states:- 

  Let all the bringers of tidings of the God (Yahweh)  fawn/revere  to the him  (JCg,  at Rev.19v16). 
              (Yahweh's spokespersons  [Ancient Worthies, Prophets, TCs]  “hold dear”  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  to be  “The Early Adopters”) 

 

Let us get to grips with what the Bible states here. 

The first part of the verse  

Key words are  “whenever”,  “{back once more}”,  “first-born”  and  “inhabited world”,  of which together is virtually the first part of the verse! 

The reason for this  (working  “doubly hard”)  is to  untangle  the false  worldly Christian doctrine that sadly is now so prevalent over The World. 

Rather than spending several pages  “picking-at”  by use of examples all the erroneous statements made by our  worldly Christian leaders,  please let me 

explain what this verse precisely means and I cordially invite the  very best  (but obviously errant)  “worldly Christian scholars”  to vainly counter what 

I state here  (email route given on this website for this to occur –  but please note the terms and conditions given off the home page)! 

“whenever”  means  “the time is presently unknown –  but it is to occur in the future”. 

“{back once more}” means  “an entity is yet to return from whence this entity had original been operating”. 

“{first-born}” means  “the first born from a non-existence –  but yet,  by implication,  there are  more  “entities”  yet to  “be born”. 

“{inhabited world}” means  “the terrene part of the globe,  where humans live”. 

So let me state precisely what this verse means and thus explain what these terms mean in context. 

“Whenever”  Yahweh so chooses to give His Son  “Christ/Anointed  Jesus”  (now in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as JCg)  the full Authority  to 

use Yahweh’s capability  (expressed to make  “Yahweh's  pure/innocent/blameless  Desire manifest within The Environment”  = the “HS”)  to bring an 

end to The Gospel Age and thus  herald-in  The Millennium.  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  occurs when Yahweh can justifiably  (against  “The 

Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by  Anointed Jesus)  elect/select  His prophesied full quota of 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age 

comprising of some 2000 years.  Consequently,  we can reason the 144000 places are nearly validated/filled –  because Yahweh  foreknew the number  

(as we are told elsewhere)  He could obtain from this period  (“before ages”)  before Mankind imploded under unrestrained  “self-indulgence”  

expressed by people with the power to exercise  “self-indulgence”  over other people,  to the general detriment of  “The World”  (society in general). 

“Whenever”  is a future term,  Paul wrote this in about 61 CE, some 28 years after JC’s murder and resurrection on the 3rd day.  Therefore we conclude, 

Paul is looking into the future for this event to occur “again” (see below)  based upon what Yahweh showed to The World  (being represented by The 

Disciples and some 500 other people,  John.20v16, 19, Luke.24v15, 1Cor.15v6, etc.),  being of what was possible after JCg’s resurrection into a  

heavenly/celestial  body to be  “The Goal”  for the 144000 TCs  following  (= imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  over the next some 2000 years of The 

Gospel Age. 

“back once more”  means,  JCg is coming back again to  “The Planet Earth”  (Luke.19v12-15)  in physical form  “to assert full power”  in a period of 

time,  of which this website terms  “The Millennium”  (Rev.19v16-21).  When JC was here during his 1st Advent,  it was during his ministry period.   

Then,  JC was like a young lion without power  (by prophecy Gen.49v9 given some 1800 years earlier)  because he needed to set  “The Golden  [for 

Kingship]  Standard”  for those TCs following in his stead  to have  a  submissive  methodology  (to “Authority” [ultimately to Yahweh]  for the correct 

mindset  “to rule”  in The Millennium),  and for him to become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”.    Leaders today do not show that type of methodology. 

JCg  “comes back”  to become the fully grown lion  (Gen.49v9)  exercising power with a rod of iron  (Rev.2v27, 5v5, 10v3, 12v5, 19v15).    

“Rod/Staff”  means  “Authority,  listen to this person,  and then do it”. 

“Iron” was the hardest manmade material and thus means,  “This Authority is hard and steadfast”  to mean  “enforceable/unchanging”. 

Presently there is  only  JCg’s  presence/parousia  within The World that only operates  within the TCs  (imitating “JC’s Golden/Kingly Standard”)  

having  “The Word of God”   (JC)  working as a  presence/parousia  within their mind  (Luke.17v21).  This started with Stephen as the first recorded 

human martyr  (Acts.7v59-60)  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  then James  (Acts.12v1-2),  and this is continuing through The Gospel Age with people 

perhaps like William Tyndale,   until the time is now soon,  when Yahweh shall have achieved His 144000 TCs having  personally demonstrated  JCg’s 

presence/parousia   within them.  Consequently,  they become the physical extension of Yahweh’s Word  (JC) as The Mind controlling the physical body.   

–  thereby being JCg's physical body of 144000 members to be  “The Link within The World”  as  “The Fleshly Body of Christ”  (1Cor.12v12-22). 

Naturally, only the body parts operating according to the instructions given by  “The Head”  shall likewise be operating within the  “HS”  which is the  

one/same   “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest in The 

Environment”  (“HS”).  Hence of the  instructions/warnings  at Mark.9v47, John.15v1-8, Rom.11v15-24, 1Cor.6v16  of which only those people who 

truly imitate JC steadfastly hearken.   That is why there is only about one TC in about thirty thousand Christians  (Rev.14v1-4, Matt.20v16, 22v14)  I give 

the reasoned calculation later. 

“first-born”  Just as it states the  “first”  of others  (by implication)  to be  “born” precisely  as we are told copiously elsewhere as  “Son(s) of God”.   

The Bible tells us,  for instance,  taking first and last examples in the Bible  (Psa.2v7 and Rev.1v5)  so very clearly informs us,  JC has died and is the 

first entity  from The World  to become the  “Firstborn”  “Son of God”.  All precisely as Yahweh laid down by allegoric statute to become the allegoric 

prophecy at Lev.23v5-25,  where JC was The Firstborn “Barley” shown to The World  (on the 1st Day of The Week, John.20v1)  and the 144000 TCs 

were to be  elected/chosen  from out of The World  (as being shown by their works)  50 days later at Pentecost  (The Feast of The Ingathering of  what is 

to occur over the next 2000 years).  This supports what Peter recognised at Acts. chapter 2v1 onwards –  during the last days  (plural = two days of a 

1000 years each – there are numerous other examples of this specific allegory “2”  for “two day”  Gospel Age  -  as I explain in my local commentaries). 

Where the 144000 TCs become The First fruit  “Wheat”  waved –(as “Early Adopters”)  before  “The Main Harvest”  “Wheat”  (as “Late Adopters”) 

from out of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium,  as we are taught in JC's allegoric prophecies  (for example  Matt.13v20-23 and 24-30,  both 

to be read in the context of each other). 

Thus we comprehend from above. 

This phraseology of  “begotten son”  has absolutely  nothing  to do with the creation of JCg by Yahweh prior to the creation of The World  

(which incidentally occurred  after  JCg’s physical creation as a  “Son of God”,  because JCg as  “the specific god”  of us –  created us  (= 

“The World/Adornment/Decoration” = “Kosmos” StrongsTM = 2889)  expressing Yahweh’s HS within The Environment.  Please see my local 

commentaries at John.1v1-3.  

We must recognise,  virtually everything on this subject matter is confused by our very  worldly  Christian theologians utterly clouded in a fog of their  

own “mystery”.  Thus as The Bible tells us  (see later in the epistle)  there  are  to be  more  “Sons of God”  following upon  “The Golden/Kingly 

Standard”  as laid down by JCg. 
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These new people are to become the  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, Rom.8v17, etc.)  to teach  “The Resurrected World”   

“Righteousness”  (after having personally demonstrably shown themselves to be faithful stewards Luke19v12-20  [specifically v17,19])  in 

The Millennium  (Rev.20v4). 

Again,  all this understanding is utterly  unknown and incomprehensible  to our  worldly  Christian leaders because we hear  none  of this taught,  and 

they are instructed by JC to specifically teach  “The Real Gospel News”  (of  “1st Century Christianity”)  to The World  (Matt.24v14)  of which all this 

forms part of  “The Good News”.  Thus,  presently  (at the time of writing)  they clearly do  not  represent Yahweh’s Interests,  hence the illustrative 

warnings at Luke.16v1-12, Luke.19v22-24, 20v16, etc.,  and in just so many more places  (please see all my local commentaries to The Four Gospels)! 

“inhabited world” –  just as it states,  JCg  has  returned to show  “The Goal”  is possible to  “The Early Adopters” and also  will  be returning  

(Luke.19v15)  with unlimited Authority of The Yahweh’s Capability to express His HS,  to exercise  “Authority” over The World to remove the  (singular)  

heaven  (the prevailing authority of The World being Satan’s methodology of self-indulgence – Eph.2v2)  and to remove Earth  (the worldly powers that 

are  “Earth-like”  =  present worldly establishments operating their  “systems/protocols/mechanisms  as a support base”),  all as we are told in 

2Pet.3v5-13, Matt.24v35,  (and elsewhere).   

This must occur,  thereby enabling Yahweh to institute  “The New Jerusalem”  (Rev.21v1-4)  representative of  “Yahweh’s Organisation”  to cover the 

whole planet.  “The New Methodology”  shall be forced upon  “Mankind”  to extract it from  “the pit”  that untamed  self-indulgence  (as exercised by 

the past and present leaders of politics, commerce, religion)  took  “Mankind” over its some 6000 years under Satan’s  authority/heaven.  

Regrettably,  Mankind must pass through  “the forthcoming implosion of society”  as we experience  “The Travail of The World” (1Thes.5v2-4)  over the 

last some 100 years  (being  the closing period  of remaining 5% of The Gospel Age). 

Sadly  “the human species”  must proceed through this pain and suffering because we have so many  “die-hards”  all vainly stating -   

“Mankind can do it all itself  without the need to subject ourselves to Yahweh’s Authority  (being  “The Law”  as stated at Mark.12v30-31).”   

Where formally,  Satan within Mankind challenged  “Yahweh’s Right to Rule”  (being His Methodology to operate within The Environment). 

Thus Yahweh stands back to allow deviant Mankind see the folly of its own methodology  (as sourced by Satan)  taken to its full conclusion –  before  

“Righteous Extra-Terrestrial Authority”  (sourced by Yahweh)  is enforced to save Mankind  (being the 2nd stage when JCg returns with full authority as  

“The Fully Grown Lion”.  This can only righteously occur  after  the 1st stage of JC’s ministry/lifestyle  as  “a lamb”  (“lion cub”)  to prove the correct 

methodology  in the 1st part of our physical life  (while purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life). 

That explains the first part of the verse –  now for the second part - 

Again this must be read in context with the first part of the verse –  else why did Paul put them together! 

It must be clearly understood what the word  “aggelos”  StrongsTM = 32 used here,  really means. 

It means precisely as I state in the most accurate translation available on this planet = “{bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel”  being only what 

“StrongsTM = 32”  has formally given us –  so it is  not  a new definition,  but been around for the last 150+ years and thus the reason why Paul uses the 

same word in 2Cor.12v7 when speaking of the splinter being  {bringer of tidings}/messenger/angel  of Satan  (and many other examples could be given).   

Thus  “angel”  means  “conveyor of information”  from whatever source  (of the context). 

This title can thus equally refer to the 144000 TCs who throughout The Gospel Age become demonstrable  “angels of God”  being  “messengers of 

God’s Word”   (Yahweh's official  spokespersons,  [absolutely  not   “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who  self-appoint  themselves under   “Scratch 

my back and I will scratch yours”,  or  “When living in glass houses do not cast the first stone”!]). 

It is  Yahweh's  spokespersons  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to The World  (having no  inhibitions/encumbrances  of  “The Religious 

[worldly] Establishment”)  according to  “The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire”  at the time they were operating –  hence Paul speaking as he does at  

Heb.13v2  under the allegory as given at Gen.18v1 to 19v3. 

Given this understanding within the context of the 1st part of the verse,  together with what we know at 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v20-55, etc.,  that it is the 

TCs  (along with the extra-terrestrial host)  who shall be metaphorically prostrating themselves on the ground  (see my commentaries at Rev.4v10-11, 

19v16).  The TCs do this in front of their redeemer  (JC as the  lord/master)  who was operating as a  “presence/parousia”  and will then become the 

reality of  “coming/parousia”  hence the use of  “parousia” (StrongsTM = 3952)  is always used in these positions in The Bible. 

This explanation is ignored by our  “worldly reasoning scholars”  because they choose  not  understand this exegesis –  where many will choose  “to 

contest it” –  rather than contritely imbue it  (hence John the Baptist’s comments at Matt.3v6-10 to the very same minded [worldly mature] people). 

It is these very specific people of 144000 TCs who have through  “occupational labour”  persisted to imitate their Master  (driving their mind upon 

Yahweh’s Methodology)  and thus  have  become adopted by Yahweh to become  “Sons of God”  (because Yahweh has chosen them  [Matt.20v23]  in  

“The Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  made upon all  “Christians”  [James.3v1]  during The Gospel Age  to complete that prophesied number  of 

“144000”,  Rev.14v1-4). 

The point I make here is what we are told at Rev.22v15,  there  are  to be people who are  outside  “The New Jerusalem”  (“The Organisation of The 

New Methodology”  on this planet in The Millennium)  and thus there  are  people on this planet  not  welcoming JCg’s “intrusion”  upon their self-

indulgence.  These individuals are likely to be the present  “Gospel Age Leaders” of whatever position in our society,  where they might be a  “leader of 

street gang”  to the  “king of a country”  or any person in between,  who exercises  self-indulgent  behaviour over another individual  (being  “to control 

people”  to the recipient’s hurt).  These leaders could be amongst the resurrected humans who themselves refuse to  learn/practise  “Righteousness”,  

thus during the 2nd part of their physical life,  they have  no  desire to enter into the 2nd part of their spiritual life –  being  “1st Century Christianity”.   

Where,  during the 2nd part of our physical life,   all  humans are to learn how to  truly  “believe in JCg”  by  precisely imitating his 

methodology  within their life –  that is  “to edify our neighbour”  – and is to be mutual throughout this future society. 

I will stop here else this commentary shall become too long for this particular verse,  but much more will be given later in Hebrews –  being specifically 

what Paul is teaching us –  where this is all part of  “The Gospel News”  of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19) –  please see glossary. 

But again I state,  this is  never  taught correctly by our  worldly  (and worse, charlatan self-indulgent)  Christian leaders because presently,  they do  not  

understand it –  but hopefully the exegesis presented on this website will turn them around,  so they might repent and start  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 

 

4th Instruction – Paul states,  Yahweh is working  (JCg as  “The Word of God”)  in the  spirits/personality/desires/traits  

of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  (now as TCs)  so that modified,  they become as  {temple functionaries}  to 

work alongside JCg as his body here upon the Earth imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by The Mind  (JCg as “The 

Word of God”  being delivered by  “The Head of The Body”  to its  compliant/hearkening  members, 1Cor.12v12-22). 

6th Allegory – The  flashing/brilliance  = noticeable,  attracts attention,  public recognition of something amazing. 

7th Allegory – The  power/energy/fire  = to get something done,  being Yahweh’s HS operating within the TCs is shown by 

their mindset change from that of The World  to become Christlike,  coming in his Name,  Character, and Authority. 

8th Allegory – Temple Functionaries = TCs who offer their life in service to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to The 

World – in this manner they  “Worship God”  by imitating  “The High Priest”  (JC)  to the very best they are able. 

9th Allegory – Temple (worldly defn.) =  presumed to be where  “God”  resides  (but,  a place of hypocritical piety). 

10th Allegory – Temple (spiritual defn.) =  a place to learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  so we as a group might be in 

the position to worship Yahweh by imitating JC  (as The Word of God –“The Ecclesia”) “calling out” in our lifestyle. 

11th Allegory – Temple  (ultimate defn.) =  The 144000 TCs resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life  (as Sons of 

God)  to teach  “The Resurrected World” “righteousness”. 
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8th Reasoning – This is True Worship because it fulfils Yahweh’s Desire to bring The Millennium ever-closer as shown by 

JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  It is  not  as we witness today with charlatans mincing The Truth for their own deviant aims to get 

people  “chanting songs”,  speaking unintelligent gibberish,  rolling around the floor,  cart-wheeling down the aisles, 

shouting soundbites, etc.!   Is it recorded anywhere in The Gospels that JC did this?  If not,  then do not do it (Rev.22v18)! 

12th Allegory – throne = The Position of Authority.  Yahweh assigns all power over This Planet to JCg. 

13th Allegory – sceptre = The Right to Rule – Listen and hearken to what is stated by the person holding the sceptre. 

14th Allegory – kingdom = The World existing on this planet Earth into the eternity. 

3rd Prophecy – JCg will ultimately rule over this planet – to remove the self-indulgent philosophy  (the present Earth and 

heaven metaphorically removed)  and replace it with Yahweh’s Methodology  (The New Earth  [systems/protocols  that 

support Mankind,  as does physically the “Earth”]  and new singular heaven  [JCg’s Authority,  Yahweh's Methodology]). 

6th Good News – JCg shall become recognised by The World as The Authority,  and shall administer immediate justice 

through his 144000 TCs being  “The Bride of Christ”,  all having the  full  access to the  unlimited strength  of Yahweh’s 

capability to express the HS  (as defined on “FutureLife.Org”,  and  not  by our  charlatan Christian leaders). 

3rd Prophecy fulfilled – JCg “Loved by Principle” (drove the mind)  The Word of God  (to become The Wisdom of God). 

4th Prophecy fulfilled – JCg  “detested lawlessness”  (self-indulgent activity)  against  “The Word of God”. 

5th Prophecy fulfilled – Thus Yahweh has anointed JCg into the position of Kingship over The Planet  (that shall occur 

when Yahweh has His full prophesied quota of 144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age – that is very soon now). 

15th Allegory – staff = The Symbol of Authority –  thus the holder thereof:  “must be listened to”. 

5th Instruction – “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside)  means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  

Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 

9th Reasoning – Without the  “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined and 

then given by Yahweh = to become His future  “Sons of God” –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 

16th ‘Allegory’ – Anointed = Christ = Messiah = The Act of  recognising/acceptance  of  “The Position of Authority”. 

Yahweh designates  “The Anointed”  to be rulers over The World (people)  and over The Earth (systems/procedures/etc.). 

This becomes “The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing for the Kings/Priests of The Millennium”. 

6th Instruction – JC(g)’s mind operating according to Yahweh’s Methodology only likes  “righteousness/equality”  to 

Yahweh’s Standards (Mark.12v30-31)  and detests  “lawlessness/violation”  to Yahweh’s Standards! 

10th Reasoning – Therefore this means,  in anything,  we must  never  defraud/hurt  our neighbour comprising of a person, 

institution, company, authority, government -  to be utterly honest in all our dealings,  else we will be rejected for Sonship! 

This is why (worldly) “Professional Religious Leaders”  cannot  be Sons of God,  defrauding both devotees and Yahweh! 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

11th Reasoning – Thus as we read - there is JC as “the specific god” of us  who was,  and now is,  the premier Son of God. 

12th Reasoning – Thus as we read - there is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of JC,  being  “The Almighty God”. 

7th Instruction – Thus Yahweh and JC are  two Separate Entities – JC was  not  “The Almighty God” here upon the Earth. 

17th Allegory – sharers/partners = The Bride of Christ = to co-share with her bridegroom (JCg, John.3v29, Rev.21v2,9) = 

the 144000 TCs as the future Sons of God resurrected at the 1st 2nd C of JCg  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.20v6). 

Reasoning – repeat - It is the prophets and TCs who through persecution  specifically worked  for The New World Order  

by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to bring-on The Millennium that  fawn/{prostrate in homage}/revere  him,  humans generally 

do  not!   We know it is easy to  “worship in voice”  (James.3v5-10)  but  not  in  spirits/personality/desires/traits  driving 

their lifestyle to be  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to bring-on The New World Order  to yield  “Human Salvation”. 

4th Prophecy – The 144000 TCs (as co-heirs, Rom.8v17)  will joyfully meet their Redeemer JCg in the air (1Thes.4v13-18). 

Heb.   1v7 og Also  toward/nearness/{accession to}  truly/indeed/{single one}   

Heb.   1v7 og the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  (He [Yahweh]) states/exclaims:   

Heb.   1v7 og The (one)  doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising   

Heb.   1v7 og the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  (of the) him  (the) spirits/personalities/desires/traits [plural] 

Heb.   1v7 og also  the  {public servants}/{functionaries in temple}/worshippers/ministers  (of the) him [Yahweh]  

Heb.   1v7 og (of the) heat/lightening/power/energy/fire  (the) burning/flashing/flaming/blazing/brilliant; 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.104v4 

Heb.   1v7 = Also  truly/indeed  towards  the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  He  (Yahweh)   states:- 

The One  (Yahweh)   working/making/producing    (The Word of God to modify our minds operating through JC,  Rev.19v13) 

the  spirits/personalities/desires/traits     (The Methodology that operates within their reasoning minds) 

of His  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels,     (the 144000 TCs elected out of The Gospel Age [Matt.20v16, 22v14]) 

also  His  {public servants}/{temple functionaries}    (being The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs) 

the  flash/blazing/brilliance     (an allegory to mean  “activity, rapid”  from  “to attract attention”) 

of  heat/lightening/power/energy/fire.     (an allegory to mean  “The Capability/Capacity to do whatever The Context suggests) 

 

Also truly towards the bringers of tidings He (Yahweh)  states:- 
  The One (Yahweh)  working/making/producing   (it is  “The Word of God”  acting within a  humble/contrite  hearkening mind)   

  the  spirits/personalities/desires/traits   (The Methodology that operates within their reasoning minds solely  built upon  “The Word of God”) 

  of His bringers of tidings   (the 144000 TCs  elected by Yahweh from out of  The Christian Nation  during  The Gospel Age,  Matt.20v16, 22v14) 

  also His (Yahweh's)  temple functionaries   (the 144000 TCs precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  [under The High Priest - JC]) 

  (as)  the  blazing/brilliance  of the  energy/fire   (“The Exhibited Capability”  of these TCs can consume all opposition  [example Rev.11v5]). 
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A pertinent question - 

What does this mean? 

Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders teach? 

Absolutely not  -  by virtue it does not even register within their mind  (because  “The Word of God”  has  not  reformed their mind)! 

Let me explain this verse within the context of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

King David  (see  “King David”  in glossary describing at least ten allegories between him and JC)  being  “The Archetypical Jesus”  some 1000 years 

earlier,  spoke by prophesy in his psalms about what was to come in the future.  Yahweh spoke through King David  (the king and prophet)  as the fore-

runner of what would occur as prophecy about JC (the king and prophet)  and what  is  to occur in The Millennium based upon what is delivered during 

The Gospel Age in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (The Christian Nation). 

It is of this scenario  -  this verse has been written by Paul quoting a line from one of David’s psalms penned some 1000 years earlier for consolidating 

the material in the context of his whole epistle,  “Hebrews”. 

Paul here is speaking of the future inheritance being the fulfilment of  “The Promise”  given all the way back to Abraham, Gen.17v1-8  that only had 

limited fulfilment in the Arab and Jewish nations,  but has its greatest fulfilment in The Millennium hence JC’s teaching at John.8v36-58  being the 

gathering of 144000 TCs  (opposed by Professional Religious Leaders)  that were to come in the wake of his  (JC’s)  teaching during the next 2000 years 

or so. 

Thus Paul is quoting David’s prophecy of Yahweh working within the mindset of these specific TCs  (being exactly  why  Paul has written this epistle),  

being  The Apostles  and later people  (perhaps William Tyndale may be another)  who martyred their life away from this worldly methodology of  self-

indulgence,  so they might sincerely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that is only to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   

Thus it is  “The Word of God”  being the  presence/parousia  of JCg operating within these TCs that modifies their individual  “synapse 

construction”  away from The World  (being  “worldly methodology”)  to be of  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC who 

was  “the express image of Yahweh”,  Heb.1v3, John.14v5-15)  operating upon Yahweh's Methodology.  

Consequently,  as we read here,  Paul is recalling King David’s prophecy to teach us,  Yahweh is modifying the  spirits/personalities/desires/traits  of His  

{bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  that as by analogy,  become  “The Temple Functionaries”  =  Priests under  “The Perfect High Priest”  (JCg)  

of whom they are emulating  (please see my commentary at Luke.23v45 and later in Hebrews)  –  as  chosen/elected  by Yahweh  (and  not  by worldly 

religious  organisations/edifices  -  noting specifically what we are taught at Matt.20v23)  during The Gospel Age of some 2000 years. 

All this is explained in much greater depth, later in this epistle to The Hebrews.    

It must be made clear - 

Yahweh would not be modifying the minds of  “the angelic host”  because they were already fully compliant to His Desire! 

Does the reader understand this? 

Obviously our  worldly translators do  not  “get this”  –  because they  “twist the translation”. 

Being the examples  [1] Bringers of tidings  and  [2] spirit/personality/desires/traits  (check their alternative translations and then carefully consider 

what their ridiculous translations mean to the context of what Paul is teaching us –  as explained on  “FutureLife.Org”  in this commentary)! 

So we might ask   Why do they  twist  the translation? 

Quite simply it is because they,  and their paymasters within Christendom,  are  not  the subject of this verse! 

Then we go round full circle to the fourth line in this commentary  -  because they oppose Yahweh's Desire within The Environment,  by 

“excusing themselves to what all this means”  - “agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50  (“choose not to know,  preferring to be ignorant”). 

Thus the warning given at Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31, and hence 12v33, etc.  noting what  “blaspheme”  really means  as I explain locally. 

Returning from that necessary diversion. 

When JCg comes at his 1st 2nd C  (see glossary)  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to collect his 

future Bride  (of  Christ/Anointed –  noting  Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.,)  of 144000 TCs in the near future  (ref to 2015/21 CE at the 

time of revisions)  then they will be given by Yahweh  unlimited  “Authority/Capability”  to use as they deem fit to express His HS –  that will naturally be 

the  one/same  with  “His  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  Desire as expressed within The Environment” = the “HS”. 

Can the reader  see/understand  the circular nature of Yahweh’s  “HS”?   

Because it is  absolutely key  to understanding precisely what Yahweh’s Pure Desire really means to us,  at an  individual  level. 

Sadly again,  it is  not  as we are taught by our  [1] worldly  (and worse  [2] charlatan)  Christian leaders in their  [1] dead at one extreme or  [2] frothy 

self-indulgent acts at the other of  worldly worship   (in  “The Heinous Pretence”  it is directed to Yahweh  [“heinous” because it slanders Yahweh's 

Character]) –  where  none  of these acts  (of apparent “worship”  demonstrating only  “vanity”)  imitate Paul’s worship  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 

etc.)  as displayed by his lifestyle  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v21-29).  I could go on and on with examples quoted out of The Scriptures where I can show 

Yahweh has closed His ears to this  worthless  worship organised by  worldly Christian leaders for their own self-indulgent worldly gain! 

Thus these specific 144000 individuals  are  demonstrably able to use what is in effect  (to our limited understanding)  infinite power of Yahweh’s 

Capability  (expressed within in The Environment to fulfil His Desire = the HS)   used to teach  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”  in The 

Millennium.   So that,  from this  “Special Marriage”  (Eph.5v30-32)  between JCg and his Bride of 144000 TCs at the beginning of The Millennium  

(Rev.19v4-9)  shall ultimately yield  “The Remnant”  as  their children  (from this marriage)  out of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  of  “The Resurrected 

World”.  Of which Paul was first invited on The Road to Damascus (34 CE, Acts.9v1-6)  and then seven years later after full contemplation and reform,  

Yahweh via JCg spoke again about Paul’s future position as personally outlined in 2Cor.12v1-3 (41 CE)  –  please see all my local commentaries at 

Gal.1v17, 2v1 to validate the times in Paul’s life). 

All this is precisely as The Bible holistically teaches us throughout its pages –  but this  “1st Century Christianity”  (noting what Mark stated 

for JC at Mark.1v22)  is  never  taught by our  worldly  Christian leaders for many reasons –  as I carefully explain elsewhere! 
Heb.   1v8 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  And  the  son [JCg]:   

Heb.   1v8 og The  {stately seat}/throne  (of) thee/thy/thou/you [JCg],  the  {specific god} [JCg]  into/unto   

Heb.   1v8 og the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}  of the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period},   

Heb.   1v8 og (the) {stick/wand/cudgel}/{rod/sceptre/staff}   

Heb.   1v8 og (of the) rectitude/{immediate righteousness}/uprightness   

Heb.   1v8 og the  {stick/wand/cudgel}/{a rod/sceptre/staff}  of the  kingdom/reign/realm  (of) thee/thy/thou/you [JCg]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.45v6 

Heb.   1v8 = And  towards  the  son  (JCg): 

Your  throne,   “the specific god”  unto  the age  of the age,    (JCg, the specific god ruling over The Resurrected World in The Millennium) 

(and)  the  sceptre/staff  of the  rectitude/{immediate righteousness}    (having all power to assert perfect righteousness in The Millennium) 

(is)   the  sceptre/staff  of  your  (JCg)   kingdom/reign/realm.    (having all power over The Resurrected World in The Millennium) 

 

And towards the son  (JCg): 
  Your throne,  “the specific god”  unto the age of the age   (JCg as  the specific god  ruling over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium) 

  (and)  the sceptre of immediate righteousness   (JCg has full Authority to give  “immediate justice”  in The Millennium Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15) 

  is the sceptre of your kingdom   (JCg is driven to ensure,  “Righteousness” rules in The Millennium  [our present leaders are in  for a hard time]) 

 

Again it is always prudent to ask  (being another rhetoric question –  because we already know the answer) - 

Is this what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders? 
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Actually – No! –  Because they choose  not  understand it,  and thus they become lost in  “a mystery”  of their own creation! 

The first thing they muddle up is the  “ho theos”  reference as  “the specific god”  of which they get right  (as discussed in pages 256-273 “Greek 

Grammar – Beyond the Basics” by Daniel B. Wallace),  but then they  “lose it”  by not realising it is  “the specific god”  of the context  (see “ho theos” 

in glossary,  and importantly also  the next verse in context),  but they erroneously assume it to be an  “absolute pointer”  to Yahweh –  of which it is 

most  certainly not!   

We must take  on-board  this correct understanding of  “ho theos”  (hidden for the last 1700+ years)  and when we do,  then suddenly,  the whole Bible 

becomes unlocked to deliver a righteous and logical understanding of The Scriptures in  EVERY  position  “ho theos”  is used within  “The Original 

Greek Text”.   Unfortunately,  all this is lost in our inept and  near useless  English translations for any form of  analytical  work,  one of  the very worst  

being the NIV,  as I copiously show by many examples elsewhere -  the very best thing is to burn or compost it so that it does not contaminate other 

innocent minds  (if just thrown away)  noting the warning given at James.3v11-12. 

Therefore,  we understand here,  JCg becomes  “the specific god”  of  “The 3rd Epoch Israelite”  remnant who are the completely redeemed children  (as 

“The Late Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology)  who successfully imbued  “The Knowledge” as  taught by JCg and his bride of 144000 TCs  during 

The Millennium. 

However Yahweh is still  “ho theos”  to JCg and the 144000 TCs  (as “Sons of God” [The Early Adopter]  in their own right)  because  “ho theos”  is 

referenced upon JCg and the then  “adopted-in  TCs”  (as Sons of God)  so that Yahweh becomes  “The Specific God”  of them. 

This hierarchy is  consistent throughout all The Bible. 

(As I show with “Yahweh” and “el” in The Old Testament on my thesis unlocking “Isaiah”,  available for public scrutiny on this website). 

As of yet  (since about 2002 CE of my epiphany)  this “Knowledge” is unknown to our Bible Scholars! 

It dawned on me while writing machine code for the 68000 processor, being how stack pointers operated. 

There are absolute stack pointers and relative stack pointers – and it was this concept that unlocked the conundrum I had with  

“ho theos”  for the previous some 20 years! 

Thus as we read here  “The Sceptre”  given to JCg is  “The Sign of Authority”  assigned to him by  “The Almighty God”  “Yahweh”  for JCg to use as 

he personally deems fit  (alongside his dutiful and faithful metaphoric wife –  144000 TCs proven faithful stewards  [Luke 19v16-19]  during the  1st part 

of their physical  life,  having  successfully emulated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in the  2nd part of their spiritual  life,  thereby purifying their mind to be the  

one/same  as that of JCg and of Yahweh,  John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.). 

The  lack of precision  in our worldly English bible translations is quite saddening –  because  “The Original Greek”  tells us The Sceptre is not merely 

“Righteous”,  but rather  “Immediate Righteousness”,  thus through the use of Yahweh’s Capability operating as the HS within The Environment then 

“immediate righteousness”  shall occur within The World.  

Consequently during the training program within The Millennium,  those specific people in the 2nd part of their physical life,  who are finding it difficult 

to reform their  spirits/personality/desires/traits  from the 1st part of their spiritual life,  shall in the 2nd part of their physical life be  “jumped upon”  by 

one of the 144000 TCs with  infinite  capability/authority,  before  this unrepentant individual  (while mentally  conceiving/planning  the crime)  has even 

physically committed any crime of self-indulgence to the hurt of their neighbour.  After which,  this potential  (of the act)  criminal shall be forced to 

enter a correction program of reform –  perhaps   “community service”! 

The reason  why  this shall occur is because as we are told  

JCg shall be ruling with a sceptre of  “Immediate Righteousness”  over the whole realm –  unlike today where Satan’s methodology rules and 

JCg is patiently waiting until Yahweh attains His full 144000 TCs ready for the next stage of His Plan  (being The Millennium).  

I apologise for the circular nature of this commentary,  because  (at the time of writing)  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19, being 

precisely what JC taught over his 3.5 year ministry as “1st Century Christianity”)  is presently  not  taught to The World by  worldly Christian leaders!  

They teach something that by  craft/wile  has been carefully morphed into  (worldly)  Christianity of which we have today  (and have had for the last 

some 1700+ years)  being merely a subset of  “Religion”  that shall be destroyed at  “The Close of The Gospel Age” –  hence Rev. chapters 17 and 18 – 

noting specifically the instruction given at Rev.18v4  (please see all my cited local commentaries)! 

So I repeat – because it is so important - 

This website thoroughly explains what Yahweh gave to JC as “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  of what was  “1st Century Christian”  teaching  that 

became lost for the next 1900+ years or so,  and I sincerely invite  all  worldly Christian leaders to now imbue this Knowledge and then  start accurately 

teaching it  to their congregations  (by  both word  and deportment)  and,  of what Yahweh demands from  all  people who call themselves  “Christians”!  

We must not be hiding this wealth of Knowledge under a bushel  ([Matt.5v15, Mark.4v21, Luke.11v33]  so that we might  not  be deemed by Yahweh as 

being  “hypocrites”  to His Word)! 

Heb.   1v9 og (You [JC]) {loved by principle}/{had edifying love}/agapao  (the) righteousness/equality/justification,   

Heb.   1v9 og also  (you [JC]) detested/loveless/hated  (the) violation/lawlessness/transgression/wickedness;   

Heb.   1v9 og through (reason of)  that/this/there/here   

Heb.   1v9 og (He [Yahweh]) {(idea of) contact/smeared/rubbed (with oil)}/consecrated/anointed   

Heb.   1v9 og thee/thy/thou [JCg]  the  {specific god} [Yahweh],    

Heb.   1v9 og the  {specific god} [Yahweh]   (of) thee/thy/thou/you [JCg],   (the) {olive oil}/oil   

Heb.   1v9 og (of the) exultation/welcome/gladness/{(exceeding) joy}  near/beside/with/against/alongside   

Heb.   1v9 og the  sharers/associates/fellows/partakers/partners [144000 TCs]   (of) thee/thy/thou/you [JCg]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.45v7 

Heb.   1v9 = You  (JC)  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  righteousness/equality,    (truly representing Yahweh’s Word) 

also  you  (JC)   detested/hated  the  violation/lawlessness/transgression;     (truly representing Yahweh’s Word  [Rev.19v13]) 

through reason of  this,    (JC operating to Yahweh's Methodology precisely fulfilled Yahweh's Desire, to be beloved Matt.3v17, 17v5) 

“the specific god”  (Yahweh)   consecrated/anointed  you  (JCg)   with oil    (Yahweh anointed JCg as The Future World King) 

“the specific god”  (Yahweh)   of you  (JCg),    (teaching us of  two separate  Entities,  said twice so that we might not be ignorant) 

alongside  the  exultation/gladness/joy  of your  (JCg)   sharers/associates/partakers/partners.    (The 144000 future  “Sons of God”) 

        (The joy that shall occur when the 144000 TCs Firstfruits as  “Sons of God”  are collected alongside JCg – 1Thes.4v13-18) 

 

You (JC)  agapao/{edifying love}  righteousness/equality   (that shall operate within  The Millennium  under  “The Word of God”) 
also you (JC)  detested/hated  the  violation/lawlessness   (that operates during these last 6000 years of Mankind living under  “Satan’s Word”) 

through reason of this   (JCg's proven perfect mind operating upon Yahweh's Methodology  “to edify his neighbour to his own hurt”) 

“the specific god” (Yahweh)   (being)  “the specific god” (Yahweh)  of you (JCg)   

anointed you (JCg)  with oil   (the recognised formality for “kingship” - 1Sam.16v13,  to be  “The Future World King”  Rev.19v16)) 

(to be)  alongside the exultation of your (JCg)  sharers/partners   (JCg is  The King/Master  of the 144000 TCs' minds – Luke.17v21)  
                 (TCs have the  one/same  mind as that of JC,  consequently when JCg is anointed to rule – they applaud knowing The Millennium is near) 

 

What a verse our scholars within Christendom completely  “screw-up”  in  “their gymnastic worldly musing”  (beholden to the Trinity myth)! 

This is an important verse to me! 

It was specifically this verse,  and that of Psa.110v1  (of which JC quoted)  that became like the Rosetta Stone to me  (alongside my software knowledge 

of absolute and relative index pointers)  to unlock what  “ho theos”  really means  as I fervently describe within this website,  in just so many places  -  
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because it is  absolutely fundamental  into the understanding The Original Greek language when  “theos”  is used in its  four  “cases”  within The 

Scriptures.  It becomes  “The Key”  that turns the 2D text into a 3D vista of Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

Where the cases   “Genitive”,  “Dative”  and  “Accusative”  are absolute pointers to  “Yahweh”,  but the  “Nominative”  is a floating pointer that 

relies upon the context  to either point towards JCg,  or to Yahweh.   

This understanding has been  missed  for the last some 1700+ years by Greek Scholars and Christian theologians!    

And yet this understanding is  proven true  in  every instance  where the four cases are used in The Original Greek Scriptures!    

Please see my dissertation on the subject where I quote  every instance it is used,  and analysed it. 

This is the verse that proves the relative nature,  as does Psalm 110v1, where at the time by analogy  “the specific god”  of David  (as spoken by himself  

while in his sinful state) = JCg (as “The Intercessor”, Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5),  where  “the specific god”  of JCg (proven perfect)  = Yahweh,  Who then 

becomes  “The One performing The Anointing”   (for the position of rulership). 

It  all  makes perfect sense  without  any contradictions  (or mental gymnastics)! 

Now after explaining this,  then there is a second problem that needs to be explained. 

We must beware of some faulty worldly English bible translations that spin the understanding of  “near/beside/with/against/alongside”  to a corrupt 

rendering of  “beyond”,  to imply JCg has no  “equals”  as  “sharers/associates/partakers/partners”  (noting Rom.8v17,23, Matt.12v48-50, 20v23, etc.,)  

and then in the process these faulty translators  hide  Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”!  

These  “worldly scholars” of academia really cannot help themselves,  audaciously thinking they are better than The Author, Yahweh! 

However,  returning to the  accurate  translation of which I transparently present here  (on this website)  shows us,  those individuals being exceedingly 

joyous  are  the 144000 TCs who are genuinely so pleased their metaphoric  “husband”  (complementary equal)  has been accredited Kingship  

(Rev.19v16, by Yahweh)  over all things pertaining to this planet.  They having proved loyal to their Master over  “his things”  (being  The  

Vineyard/Household  =  The World)  “while he was away in a distant country [Luke.19v12-14]” (of the heavens)  are so pleased,  he is then to rule The 

Millennium (Rev.19v16)  and positioned to  “root-out”  “self-indulgence to the hurt of our neighbour”  that presently yields  “The Hurt”  we witness 

within The World today.  Thus JCg is made “The King” (Rev.19v16)  and he,  with his “Bride”  (of 144000 TCs, Rev.14v1-4, 21v2,9),  can move forward 

with Yahweh’s Blessing to  chain/constrain  Satan (Rev.20v1-3)  and then bring about “Righteousness”  in The Millennium to  “The Resurrected World”. 

I shall retain something I wrote about 7 years earlier  

Let me explain this verse  

“You  “the specific god”  have demonstrably loved righteousness also hate injustice” = Jesus Christ as  “the specific god of us  (in our 

present sinful state)”  within his spiritual body in the heavens  did previously demonstrate that he loves  “Righteousness”  also hates injustice  

(and thus no change has occurred in JC’s character between the two periods)! 

“Because of this,  you (JCg)  were anointed by The Specific God” = Because Jesus Christ  {edifying loves}/agapao  us  (his personal 

creation)  to the same standards as his Father Yahweh,  then Yahweh  (with  all  the  capability/authority  in The Universe)  gives all 

capability/authority   relating to this planet  to  Christ/Anointed  Jesus. 

“being the God of you” = by Yahweh being  “The Specific God of”  the separate entity being of Jesus Christ  (spelt precisely for that  

reason/distinction!) 

Being  “The Specific God of”  means logically the wording of  “ho theos”  must  be used,  of which Yahweh,  as The Author,  duly uses for Himself. 

This explains logically a concept that is  so easy to understand,  also  that is precisely as The Bible has told us by its exact wording,  and it is  not  a 

mystery,  that is certainly  not  the Trinity, –  and finally –  it is   “The Disclosing Truth”! 

Clearly there are two  independent  Gods here of  differing hierarchies  (One is  “The Almighty”  of The Universe,  and the other is  “only” 

“the specific god of us”)  and physically  partners  (at the same level)  his future wife of 144000 TCs  (hence John.3v29, Eph.5v30-32, 

Rev.21v2,9)  to be the  one/same  (spiritually in mind)  with Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 

This accurate understanding  makes a mockery of the human created Trinity or “Oneness”  doctrine –  yielding ridiculous “mysteries”! 

How “unrighteous” is that worldly reasoning of the Trinity myth! –  Thus obviously  not  sourced by  “The Righteous Yahweh”! 

I have explained an  accurate concept  (that it is fully supported by  precisely what The Bible tells us)  and it is  easily  understandable with  no  mystery.  

This “Disclosing Truth”  must  be broadcast to The World so The Millennium shall occur ever sooner  (Matt.24v14)! 
 

3rd Comment – Paul draws our attention to King David’s praise to Yahweh existing before The Earth was founded,  also 

the heavens –  they be the labours of His (Yahweh's)  hands,  inasmuch He establishes  “The Fundamental Components”. 

8th Instruction – lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 

If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 

18th ‘Allegory’ – heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 

Thus singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 

Plural heavens  refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 

All this information is lost in many near useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the translators 

seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 

13th Reasoning – Paul runs upon allegories within his epistles and likewise here,  being the point of this epistle,  Paul 

looks to JCg as  “The Intercessor”  to Yahweh,  being  “The High Priest”  to Yahweh for evermore while this World’s 

policies of 6000 years’ operating under Satan’s methodology will be rolled up like a cloak and  destroyed/annihilated. 

5th Prophecy – Yahweh through what JCg did for Mankind,  is now in the position to roll away the old Heaven and Earth 

(as The Methodology of The Air/Sky [Eph.2v2] and Mankind’s evil  ways/system  described as The Earth)  when Yahweh 

has accumulated His Personal 144000 future Sons of God elected out of The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age. 

19th Allegory – garment = generally means “personality”  as witnessed by outside observers.  In this instance it means 

“The Personality of The Environment”  (Eph.2v2)  being Worldly methodology replaced by Yahweh’s Methodology within 

society,  made possible at the  change-over  from The Gospel Age to The Millennium  (occurring in mid-21st Century CE). 

7th Good News – The present pain/suffering (Rom.8v22)  will be removed for all people,  when  “The New World Order”  

(2Pet.3v13, Rev.21v1-4)  headed up by JCg  (Rev.19v16-21)  and his 144000 TCs becomes founded in The Millennium. 

6th Prophecy – JCg’s  mastery/rulership  shall begin in The Millennium and continue for an eternity afterwards. 

Heb.   1v10 og Also  thou/you [Yahweh through JCg]  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  

Heb.   1v10 og (the) beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/ 

/wholly/chief/power/principality/rule/leaders   [plural],    

Heb.   1v10 og Lord/Master [vocative],   

Heb.   1v10 og the  Earth/land/province/country/region  (you) {laid the base}/erected/consolidated/{became founded},   

Heb.   1v10 og also  (the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands   
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Heb.   1v10 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you  {they are/be}  the  {zones above the land/earth}/heavens; 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.102v25 

Heb.   1v10 = Also  you (?)   according to  the beginnings,   Lord/Master,   

the  Earth/land  you (?)   {laid the base}/consolidated, 

also  the heavens,   they be  the  {occupational efforts}/works/labours  of  your  hands. 

 

Also you (?)  according to the beginnings,  Lord/Master  (see commentary), 

the Earth  (see commentary)  {became founded}/consolidated,  

also the Heavens  (see commentary)   they be the occupational efforts of your hands  (see commentary). 

 

This verse requires a little understanding to extract our reasoning out of the  haze/fog/mystique  we are presently given by  worldly  Christian doctrine. 

Furthermore,  be careful over some bible translations that join the two personal pronouns together and thus loose the fine detail in The Original Greek. 

Context.   

When King David wrote this some 1000 years before  (JC's 1st Advent),  he was directly speaking of Yahweh,  not knowing of JCg specifically;  

but only as a loyal servant  (likewise as did Isaiah coming later,  describe JCg)  who fulfils Yahweh’s Desire and becomes  “The  

Messiah/Anointed  for Israel”  (noting “The 3 Epochs of “Israel”).  All this  interpretation/understanding  was  unknown to David –  he was 

only  speaking/recording  inspired prophecy –  not knowing of its specific righteous interpretation.  Because Yahweh lays  “The Seed (God’s 

Word)”  to be made known in  “due season as expressed by His HS”  throughout time,  to demonstrate  His  absolute Omnipotence to The 

World in  “The Culmination”  (when  “all”  is made clear during The Millennium). 

The understanding can go one of two ways  (hence the  “(?)”  given above) - 

1. Based upon David  (to be anointed by Yahweh to be  “The King of The Fleshly World Israel”  1Sam.16v6-10)  speaking to The Authority = 

Yahweh  (where all  “{intrinsically good}/ideal  things”  are sourced by Yahweh)  then we realise  “You”  is referenced to Yahweh and hence 

the plural “heavens”  (The Universe)  become the creation of Yahweh’s Hands.  This is supported by the psalm using Yahweh’s  (Yahweh)  

name directly in the earlier verses.  However David  switches  from Yahweh (Jehovah)  by Name to  “the specific god”  (in Hebrew)  in verse 

24 just before these quotes of which Paul now uses,  thus inferring  a switch to JCg  (being  “the specific god  of us”). 

2. Based upon the switch to  “the specific god”  as the floating pointer  (as I describe in my thesis on explaining the use of “Yahweh” and “god” 

within the book of  “Isaiah”  written in Hebrew using “el”).  Thus we can reason that  “you”  could be pointing towards JCg who personally 

was most certainly around  before  the creation of The Earth   (John.8v58)  some 4.5 billion years ago within The Universe of some 13.5 

billion years  (give or take a few 100’s of million years).  Please see my  completely original  muse at the end of my commentary to 1The.4v14.  

Thus JCg was ready to create all forms of  “Life”  being  “The World”  (StrongsTM = 2889 “Kosmos” = “Adornment/Decoration” = “Life”  

on what was initially a barren planet).  Thus JCg created  “The World”  (= all forms of  “Life”  as described in Genesis)  to express 

Yahweh’s HS  (hence John.1v1-3,  with  “(ho) theos”  correctly  translated/interpreted).  

However all this  “{occupational efforts}/works/labours” was done in accordance with Yahweh’s Desire hence subject to The Authority of the 

heavens [plural] = Yahweh  (where “heaven(s)” means “Authority” [singular = relative to The Earth;  plural = relative to The Universe]). 

Thus both explanations can be supported,  but I like the second  allegoric  version  (because it sits better within the scope of what Paul is teaching us). 

Paul is teaching us about  “The Human Future”  and ideally,  how we are to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Yahweh’s Desire is - 

(1) Firstly,  attain His  “Early Adopters”  (The Ancient Worthies, The Prophets,  144000 TCs)   and   

(2) Secondly,  provide the last opportunity for initial  “human failures”  (not able to be “The Early Adopters” of [1] above)  to a resurrection 

into The Millennium,  being a perfect society within which  “human failures”  can  personally reform  from  “failure” to “success”  and then 

become mentally like  “The Early Adopters”  (thereby becoming  “The [3rd] Remnant of  [The 3rd Epoch of]  Israel that returns to The Lord”  

Isa.10v20-22).  It shall be then  “The Early Adopters” (as “The Heirs”  as  “The Firstborn to The Promise”)  ruling  “The Resurrected 

World” (“The Inheritance”)  to have yielded  “The Late Adopters”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”  during The Millennium. 

(3) Therefore,  from (1) and (2),  Yahweh can achieve a proven righteous species  (who can “reason like gods” Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35)  to 

righteously continue into The Eternity after The Millennium (after the assay of The Resurrected World, Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15). 

(4) Moreover from (3)  Yahweh as Himself is  shown to be righteous  in all His dealings with all Entities within The Universe,  having not 

fallen afoul of Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9,  because  only demonstrably proven  “iniquitous” people over their 2 part life will have been annihilated. 

Consequently,  Paul uses an illustrative quotation to explain by simile how we  (aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  are to become  “The Early Adopters”. 

The main reason for Paul to use this quotation is for  “they be”  (see entry into next verse)  -  being by extension  “humans”  as  “The Subject”  of  “the 

specific god”  (which has been layered down within Paul’s reasoning from Yahweh to JCg)  because  “The Thrust”  of Paul’s argument  throughout all 

of Hebrews  is  not  about  “The Creation of The Universe”,  but rather    How  “The Culmination of JCg’s Creation”  is to survive into The Eternity. 

Paul uses  “The Prophet King David”,  representative of JC,  to speak about JCg’s creation and gives warning that  “worldly methodology”  operating 

within  “Mankind”  will fail,  and it is  only  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  operating within JC that is to  “spill-out”  into JCg’s Creation  as  “The Word of 

God”  driving our mind that will lead  “hearkening us”  to  “Salvation”. 

This is essentially what Hebrews is teaching us,  where Paul explains how this righteously  pans-out  by use of allegories throughout. 

Note in prophecy   “Earth”  always  means  “systems/protocols”  and  “Heaven”  always  means  “Authority”  (noting singular and plural versions). 

Thus expanding the second alternative  (being something I wrote some 7 years earlier) - 

“At the beginning”  of The Earth’s time frame –  because  The  Bible is for us  within this planet’s time frame.   

This is something people seem to forget.  The Bible is written for us “humans”  on this planet.   

The Bible was  not  written for other life forms on other planets,  else it would become much larger if it had to cater for all life forms in The Universe!   

Thus  “The Bible”  and everything within it is written  for this planet alone  and all references  only refer to this planet! 

Else,  where are the boundaries?   

And how large should The Bible become?   

Already it appears far too large for people,  because  virtually no-one reads it  in its entirety! 

And even fewer people understand it –  perhaps these people could be counted on the fingers of a  single human hand! 

Thus JCg created all life on this planet throughout all epochs of Earth’s time as we witness in  “The Fossil”  records during the accepted geological 

time,  as a budding student of Yahweh learning his craft,  and JCg  designed-in  the  self-generating  variety  all as we witness throughout The Ages! 

We also see JCg’s  handy-craft  in the fossil records of  step changes  precisely as The Bible tells us in Genesis. 

Also we see built into the  design  evolving  “variety”  along species  “branches”  throughout geological time.  

We realise atheists can see through the  “{unrighteous exegesis}/nonsense/humbug”  given out by many people purporting to be  “Christians”  and thus 

they turn to  “Evolution”  as being the  “only supposedly viable”  “scientific possibility”  for  “Life”  as we know it,  in its myriads of forms on this 

planet.   

Consequently atheists can only make the jump from  “proven evolution”  yielding “the variety”  witnessed  within  geological periods  (Ordovician, 

Silurian, Devonian, etc.)   to  “unproven evolution”  presumptuously assumed  to yield the step changes  between  the geological periods,  where it was  

(as The Bible claims)  JCg providing  “The Visible Step Changes”  as  witnessed within the fossil records  between the geological periods,  and the 

apparent presumed “interface” species were actually the “dead-end” species at the end of “fractal variety” coming off a “branch-kind”  (Gen.1v21,25).  

All this reminds me of the religious  “die-hards”  in the 16th century CE refusing to accept what  “The Evidence”  gave about the Earth 

orbiting around The Sun,  as proposed by Copernicus! 
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It is  “The Same Type of Blinkered Mindset”  having  “preformed minds”  not prepared to reason outside  “their own self-imposed confines”! 

Just as do people of  “Religion”  have their “preformed minds”  and do not wish to  “suffer loss of face”  by  admitting they were wrong! 

Both being taught by “The Instructors”  (either of religion or of evolution)  “do not to cross the line”  – else become ostracised by the local community! 

Quite appalling really!   Taught  not  to have  “a free, but  wholly reasoning mind  to righteously question everything presented”!  

Else -  lose your means of survival within the community by  “excommunication”  either in the religious or scientific community! 

A  “herd mentally”  of  “Group think”  appears to rule in both sectors  (noting at least most of science is based upon testable theories)! 

The above is fully supported by history within science  (atom of mostly empty space, whale communication, continental shift,  are just but three examples 

across the field of science out of many thousands that could be used). 

Heb.   1v11 og they  (will be) lost/perished/destroyed/annihilated/[= The 2nd Death]   [middle voice],   

Heb.   1v11 og thou/you  and  (you will) {stay constantly}/{continue with}/remain;   

Heb.   1v11 og also  (the) all (things/persons)   {in that manner}/likewise/as   

Heb.   1v11 og (the) {dress (inner or outer)}/apparel/cloak/clothes/garments/raiment/robe/vesture   

Heb.   1v11 og (they shall) {make/become  worn out}/decay/age, 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.102v26 

Heb.   1v11 = they  (what is of the worldly system now)   will  be  lost/perished/destroyed/annihilated    (having proved itself sinful) 

and  you  (JCg)   {stay constantly}/remain;      (allegoric prophecy,  JCg has proved himself perfect throughout his assay of 3.5 years) 

also  all  (things/people of this present system)   likewise/as  the  cloak/garment/robe   (being what is outwardly shown in our deportment) 

shall  {become worn out}/decay.    (Our old worldly self will need to be replaced if we are to survive into The Eternity) 

 

They   (this worldly system  [protocols/systems/procedures/etc.  always  represented by “Earth”  in prophecy]  – as practised by worldly people)  
                (As I explain elsewhere  “Earth”  supports  “Mankind”,  likewise  “protocols/systems/procedures”  support  “Mankind” –  hence the allegory) 
will be  lost/perished/destroyed   ([1] worldly systems,  when moving into The Millennium,  [2] rebellious humans,  at  “The 2nd Death”) 

and you   (JCg,  being the subject of Paul’s reasoning -  having shown us The Way  [John.14v5-15]  through his ministry for perfecting our mind)   

stay constantly   (JCg having proved himself perfect to  “The Law of Moses”  [Matt.5v17-18]  is  righteously entitled  to eternal life); 
also all things   (worldly humans persisting within this worldly  system/protocols  - rejecting what JC represents) 

likewise/as  the cloak   (“cloak” always means,  our  personality/deportment,  which presently is being  “worldly”) 

shall become worn out   (either [1] we toss it aside by taking upon us  “The Word of God”  or,  [2] we die within it at  “The 2nd Death”). 

 

David is speaking of  “the specific god”  (through the  lead-in  of Psalm.102v24)  that can float to represent JCg and thus precisely  why  in the context 

of what Paul is about to speak,  uses  “ho theos”  in his introduction to the subject matter of this specific epistle  (being our  “means to salvation”). 

The context being that JC had died,  but now arisen as JCg  (by “Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment” = the “HS”)  and thus,  

while this corrupt world and its methodology will ultimately perish,  JC as JCg will never again die because he  only offered himself The Once  for his 

Creation  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22).  Thus  The World’  being JCg’s Creation whose two representatives  (Adam/Eve)  failed the assay of 

negative  suggestion  (being  not  to eat of The Tree, Gen.2v17)  yielded to Satan’s methodology of self-indulgence  (Gen.3v1-5)  that shall ultimately  

{pass away}  and become annihilated.  This becomes  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  that will take those people refusing to imbue  “Righteousness”  

in the 2nd part of their physical life in The Millennium and during the final 3.5 year assay when Satan is released,  replicates JC’s ministry  period –  to 

demonstrate  true  righteousness/equality/justice  of Yahweh’s Plan  (Rev.20v7-15 in the midst of all reasoning entities within The Universe  watching-on  

this presently pariah planet).   It is  “a pariah planet” –  irrespective of what our  “wholly delinquent”  worldly  Christian leaders might errantly state to 

the contrary,  thereby they are propping-up,  adding succour to Satan’s present regime  (John.17v14-20, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19, Eph.2v2, etc.)! 

Heb.   1v12 og also  {as if}/{as (it had been, it were)}/{like (as)}   

Heb.   1v12 og (the) {something thrown around}/mantle/veil/covering/vesture  (you will) {coil/wrap}/{fold up}  them   

Heb.   1v12 og also  (they shall be) {forced to something different}/changed;   

Heb.   1v12 og thou/you [singular]  and  the  he/(same)  {thou art}/{you are},   

Heb.   1v12 og also  the  years  (of) thee/thy/thou/you [singular]   no/not/none  (they [years] shall) omit/{cease (die)}/fail. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.102v27 

Heb.   1v12 = also  {as it were}  the  cloak/mantle/covering,     (character expressed as the external visible  deportment/lifestyle) 

you  (JCg)   shall  coil/wrap/{fold up}  them,     (Yahweh's Methodology shall be adopted by all  compliant/receptive  humans) 

also  they shall be  {forced to something different}/changed;    (compliant humans reformed from worldly unto Yahweh's Methodology) 

and  {thou art}  the same you,    (JCg originally,  to become JC,  back to JCg upon his resurrection some 2000 years ago) 

also  the years  of you  they shall not  cease/fail.    (as JCg the  now  Begotten Son of God from a fleshly body back to a celestial body) 

 

also,  as it were,  the  cloak/covering   (the human character expressed as the external visible  deportment/lifestyle), 

you   (JC[g],  as  “The Word of God”  driving your deportment to become  “The Wisdom of God”  that is to ideally be imbued within us, “humans”) 

shall  coil/wrap  them   (the successful humans over their 2 part life,  shall embrace  “The Word of God”  within their existence),  
also they shall be forced to something different   (compliant people over their 2 part life,  shall grow their life upon Yahweh’s Methodology) 

and  (singularly) you (JCg)  the same you  (as JC)   (through the three stages of  [1] pre-JC’s 1st Advent  [2] during and  [3] post-JC’s 1st Advent),  

also your (JCg)  years shall not  cease/fail   (JCg as  “The Emeritus Son of God”  shall rule into The Eternity over  “successful humans”). 

 

It should be noted,  cloak/mantle  is given by allegory to represent the outward manifestation of whatever is covered –  and thus represents  

lifestyle/deportment/{visible operation} –  as other people are able to  judge/see  what is occurring within our life. 

With that background –  let us explain what Paul is teaching us.  

Though David was writing completely under Divine inspiration from Yahweh,  Paul is taking this prophecy to explain Yahweh’s Greater Plan over its 3 

Epochs of “Israel”  (Jews, Christians, Resurrected World),  where Yahweh will give His  Capability/Power  unto JCg to make JCg’s enemies become his 

footstool  (Psalm 110v1, Matt.22v42-45, etc.,  and next verse).   JCg will take this present worldly system and of its  institutions/establishments  (being 

the worldly methodology operating within these institutions –  by their  controllers/leaders)  and dissolve them away like  wrapping/folding  them up and 

packing them away  (2Pet.3v8-13).  In this manner JCg is bring about his  new  system,  being of  his rule in The Millennium  where he will  “force a 

change”  (Rev.19v16-21)  being  “a discontinuity”  upon  “The Resurrected World”  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15, etc.,)   through the assistance of his 

144000 proven faithful stewards  (in the 1st part of their physical life)  as the 144000 future  “Sons of God”  (in the 2nd part of their physical life). 

Thus the members of  “The Resurrected World”  will have entered the 2nd part of their physical life and then they need to reform  (“force a change”)  

their  “synapse construction mapping”  so their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  become the  one/same  as JCg and his Bride of 144000 TCs,  thereby 

becoming their spiritual children from this union  (hence the allegories at Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12,  Eph.5v30-32 and the warning at 1Cor.6v16, etc.).   

Thus the members of  “The Resurrected World”  to achieve  “personal salvation”  (by imitating JC)  must follow one of these two options - 

(1) newly enter the 2nd part of their spiritual life by  truly  “believing in JC”  (= precisely imitating JC’s lifestyle)   

(2) having already entered the 2nd part of their spiritual life while in the 1st part of their physical life  (= worldly Christians)  must hone 

their  spirits/personalities/desires/traits  to become more favourable to that required for everlasting life. 
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These are the only two future options! 

Though not quoted by Paul –  I must add the following verse of David’s Psalm  (Psa.102v28)  and explain it in the present context. 

Psalm 102v28 

The sons of your servants will continue residing,  and before you,  their own offspring will be firmly established. 

And we might ask - 

So what does this mean -  in the present context? 

“sons” = The TCs [Early Adopters] of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”   (= The Christian Nation). 

“servants” = The Prophets [Early Adopters] of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (= the Jews). 

“own offspring” = The Remnant  [Late Adopters] of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (= “The Resurrected World”  of The Millennium)  who imbue the 

teaching as given by the 144000 TCs as the future  kings/priests  of The Millennium.  Where the members of  “The Resurrected World” are having the 

final opportunity to personally become  “The Children”  of  “The Special Marriage”  between the 144000 TCs and JCg  (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.). 

“firmly established”,  the offspring being humans caught by  “The Safety Net”  of The Millennium shall positioned to live forever within their perfected 

DNA fleshly bodies  (being a creation of JCg)  given in trust  by Yahweh  (upon their resurrection for them to  personally purify their minds upon  “The 

Word of God”  taught by both word and deportment by  “The Early Adopters”  during the teaching program during The Millennium)  rather than the  

heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (as is JCg’s)  being a creation of Yahweh  (see 1Cor.15v35-55). 

What a wonderful future scenario awaits The World –  but more importantly –  it is  utterly righteous  and  no entity  in The Universe  (especially Satan)  

can point a finger at Yahweh and make the  (obviously false)  claim    

That specific human  (anywhere/anytime)  was unjustly hurt by Your actions. 

This  is “The Acceptable (= Righteous)  Year of The Lord”   (Luke.4v16-19) –  being  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC  in his 3.5 year ministry 

–  but is  never  taught today by those  “Leaders of Religion”  fraudulently claiming to represent  “The Almighty God”  (of whatever worldly religion)! 

I appeal to them to fully imbue this Knowledge and then  start accurately teaching  The World,  so Yahweh achieves His target of 144000 TCs ever 

sooner,  and thus  actively participate  in bringing forth Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan,  to move forward unto The Next Stage,  and therefore  to be 

removing the present pain and suffering (Rom.8v22)  once and for all  (noting the most wonderfully inspiring  prophecy given at Rev.21v1-4)! 

An aside  (being never taught)  “The Acceptable year of The Lord”  is precisely this - 

The Winter when we have no seed of  “The Word of God”  sown within us. 

The Spring when we have  “The Word of God”  sown within us. 

The Summer when we grow to maturity upon  “The Word of God”. 

The Autumn when we are harvested either as wheat  (and enter Yahweh’s Granary)  or burnt as the darnel unproductive grass. 

This year is  “acceptable”  because it is an entirely  “righteous process”   (as wholly appropriate to express Yahweh’s Character)  to yield the salvation 

of us,  as individuals,  noting that this process operates  equally  for  “The Early Adopters”  as that for all humans who require The Millennium for their 

ripening  (Matt.13v24-30)  to become  “The Late Adopters”. 

All this is  completely unintelligible  to our Leaders of Christendom – and has been so for the last 1700+ years! 

Yet this is  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC and The Apostles  (often for 3 days to the same people [Mark.8v2-3])! 

 

4th Comment – Paul makes the comment:  To whom has Yahweh said: “Sit at my right hand side –  until I wish to make 

your enemies become as your footstool?” 

Allegory – repeat - seated at right hand side = 2nd in command only to Yahweh pertaining  everything  on this planet. 

5th Comment – To  “sit at the right hand side”  of another Entity strongly suggests  two  separate Entities! 

14th Reasoning – It is to JCg that Yahweh makes this comment.  JCg has accomplished his mission and thus  “deemed 

entirely worthy”  to take the position at the right hand of Yahweh. 

15th Reasoning – Only Yahweh makes The Decision when JCg is to move into The World and gives full  Power/Authority  

to him so that  (all as quoted in The Bible):- 

1. JCg can come as a  “thief in the night”  (being unexpected, but he is seen)  to collect his bride  (of 144000 TCs). 

2. To bring forth  “The Wrath of God”  upon the closing stages of The Gospel Age  (during the last 45 days). 

3. To bind Satan and to confine him  (metaphorically in “a bottomless pit”)  for a 1000 years. 

4. To  bring-on  The Millennium where  “The Resurrected World”  might learn “Righteousness”. 

7th Prophecy – Yahweh will give  all  power/authority  to JCg to continue Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”. 

20th Allegory – Placed under feet = JCg’s enemies shall be trodden upon as if into the dust = utterly defeated. 

16th Reasoning – “Enemies”  are people operating against Yahweh’s Methodology – generally people taking  “control 

over people”  by whatever means to the recipients’ hurt.   The enemies are  worldly leaders throughout all of society! 

Principally those fraudulently claiming to represent Him  (Professional Leaders of Religion)  who  should  know better! 

9th Instruction – Paul asks:  Is it not those people whose  spirits/personality/desires/traits  accurately teach to The World 

who shall become those people becoming the heirs of salvation?   Being an exhortation for  us  to become teachers. 

21st Allegory – The heirs = role as The Kings/Priests  (being the 144000 future “Sons of God”  as  “The Early Adopters”)  

ruling over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium to teach  “Righteousness”  before the final assay of Mankind  

(Rev.20v7-12),  out of which shall yield  “The Late Adopters” during those 1000 years  (being The Great Sabbath Day) 

22nd ‘Allegory’ – deliverance/salvation = in the context of  guaranteed  deliverance/salvation  as a future “Son of God”. 

8th Prophecy – The 144000 future Sons of God shall have  guaranteed  everlasting life in heavenly bodies (1Cor.15v35-55) 

Heb.   1v13 og towards/nearness/{accession to}  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  And   

Heb.   1v13 og of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  (he [Yahweh] has) said/uttered/spoken   

Heb.   1v13 og {sometime past}/then/previously:   

Heb.   1v13 og (You [JCg]) {sit down}/remain/reside/dwell  {from/out of}  (of the) {right (hand side)}   

Heb.   1v13 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my [Yahweh],    until/{up to}/while   wish/suppose   

Heb.   1v13 og (I [Yahweh]) {{to place}/ordain/settle/{sink/lay down}/purpose/appoint/put   

Heb.   1v13 og the  hateful/hostile/adversaries/opposers/enemies  (of) thee/thy/thou/you [JCg, singular]  

Heb.   1v13 og (the) {under the feet}/{foot rest}/footstool  of the  feet  (of) thee/thy/thou/you [JCg. singular]? 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.110v1 

Heb.   1v13 = And  towards  which  of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  has  He  (Yahweh)   said  previously: 

You  {sit down}/reside  {from out of}  of  my  {right hand side},     (Wait until The Time is correct  [when I have my 144000 TCs]) 

until  I  (Yahweh)   wish/suppose  {to place/purpose}  your  (JCg)   enemies/adversaries      (Yahweh to suppress any opposition) 
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{under the feet}/{as a footstool}  of  your  (JCg)   feet?     (JCg to be given all-power over those people opposing Yahweh's Methodology) 

 

And towards which of the bringers of tidings  (Ancient Worthies or Prophets)  has He (Yahweh)  said:- 

  You sit down from out of my  right-hand  side   ([only to JC], Yahweh is waiting until He has His 144000 TCs proven to the same standard as JC) 

               (Hence Matt.13v17, 10v24, 1Pet.1v10, etc.,  noting specifically JC’s telling comment at Matt.11v11 about John the Baptist.) 
  until I (Yahweh)  wish to place your (JCg’s  [rightful ruler of The World])  enemies   (“Leaders” frustrating  “The Word of God”  Heb.1v9) 

  as the footstool of your (JCg’s)  feet   (Yahweh gives all  Power/Authority  to JCg to close The Gospel Age  when  Yahweh has  144000 proven TCs) 

 

As I stated in verse 9 –  it was this quote used by JC numerous times  (Matt.22v44, Mark.12v36, Luke.20v43)  against  “The Religious Authorities”  of his 

day  (and of  any period in time since –  John.16v1-4)  that made me realise,  there was more to this than initially  “meets the eye”.   

Thus to me,  this and similar verses became likened to  “The Rosetta Stone”  in deciphering what  “ho theos”  really means  (to be a floating pointer) –  

as I explained in the commentary at verse 9 and many other places on this website. 

So what does this verse mean?   

And  why  is Paul quoting it now,  in the present context? 

The context is of The Gospel Age leading into The Millennium,  where JCg is presently  “The  First/Only  Begotten  Son of God”  sitting at the right-hand  

side of Yahweh,  patiently  waiting  for Yahweh to  “wish/supposes  to place the  hostile/adversaries  of JCg under his feet”. 

So again  –  What does this mean? 

As JC told us -  it is  only  Yahweh who knows when The Gospel Age is to close and The Millennium is to start  (Matt.24v36,  because of Matt.20v23). 

(That again teaches us,  Yahweh and JCg are  separate  reasoning Entities,  and again further destroys the Trinity myth)! 

So continuing  -  Why is it  only  Yahweh who knows when this transition  (from  “The Gospel Age”  to  “The Millennium”)  is to occur? 

Because it is  only  Yahweh Who is making  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  upon  all  (and only)  “Christians”  throughout The Gospel Age  

(James.3v1, Matt.20v23).   Only He decides who is  “deemed entirely worthy”  (validated by deportment)  to be considered as having precisely emulated  

“The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by Yahweh’s premier Son = JC(g). 

Where,  it is  “The  Prophesied  Trigger Threshold”  of  “144000 TCs”  (Rev.14v1-4)  that  must be achieved  first,  before  Yahweh will tell 

JCg to  move–in  as a lion  (Gen.49v8-12, Rev.19v16-21). 

Moreover,  it is  only  He,  Yahweh,  Who can make the decision  (Matt.20v23)  for those very specific people who validate themselves to become  His  

“future Sons”  as  “adopted Sons”   (“Sons of Abraham”  having been grafted in –  John .15v1-8,  Rom.11v15-25,  etc.).   

Thus it is Yahweh who  “wishes/supposes”  as  He only deems fit. 

JCg waits patiently alongside his Father until  “The Decision”  is made and  “The Prophesied  144000  Target Threshold” (Rev.14v1-4)  is attained. 

At this point in time,  Yahweh gives JCg the full capability to end The Gospel Age.  The first  “The World”  knows of this  “is like a thief in the night”,  a 

wholly unexpected encounter  (Matt.24v43, Luke.12v39, 1Thes.5v2-4, 2Pet.3v10, Rev.3v3, 16v15)  when JCg collects his future Bride at  “the blast of 

The 7th/Last Trumpet” to complete/perfect  Yahweh's Sons of God  (1Cor.15v52, 1Thes.4v16, Rev.11v15, etc.).  This shall be the time when  “The Mystery 

of God”  is made publicly known  (“The Transfiguration”  of 144000 TCs to become the future  “Sons of God”  (as shown by JC at Matt.17v5, etc.) –  all 

as explained in my cited local commentaries on this website at the appropriate verses  [1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13]). 

Thus Yahweh is asserting His Authority through JCg to put JCg’s enemies beneath his feet  (it is Yahweh’s infinite Capability that subdues them –  JCg 

becomes  “the front man”  to his  “personal creation” –  where all due respect is given to JCg because he became  “The Enabler”  for Yahweh to  

righteously  operate). 

This occurs at two stages - 

1. At the closing of The Gospel Age when JCg exercises  “The Wrath of God”  upon The World  (in its last 45 days removing The Bastions of 

Power wherever within The Present World)  some 3.5 years  after  collecting his 144000 TCs  (Dan.12v11-12, 2Pet.3v8-13)  at “The 1st 

Resurrection” (as cited above). 

2. During The Millennium when those resurrected rebellious  (to JCg)  humans must learn  “Righteousness” –  else ultimately become 

annihilated  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-15). 

Ancillary note   All the above is written from the human viewpoint with supposed hindsight. 

From Yahweh’s Viewpoint with foresight,  He knew who the 144000 TCs would be  before  the creation of Mankind and is only waiting for these people 

to  prove/validate  themselves worthy -  not to Yahweh,  but rather to the  watching/judging  World,  so its members realise in The Millennium to give all 

due  honour/glory  to these 144000 TCs ruling over them!   That is true righteousness -  no unrepentant person in The Millennium shall have cause to 

complain over their new rulers  -  they must obey these proven  humble/righteous  new World Leaders  (as  kings/priests, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)!   

Moving on from that inserted clarification. 

We might ask -   

So who are these people considered  “hostile/adversaries”  to JC? 

It is  not  the  worldly  Christians as members within the general church congregations –  because as we are told in Rom.16v17-18  they are innocent and  

trying  to find Yahweh  (but sadly,  these congregational members are in the  wrong  place),  moreover they are often ignorant (hence Luke.12v46-48)! 

Surprisingly,  neither  is it  “atheists”  (hostile to JC)   –  because generally they  are indifferent  unless they have been on the receiving end of some 

despicable behaviour practised by a  “deviant/pious”  religious  person/leader.  

The members of other religions are generally indifferent,  unless motivated by their leaders to attack Yahweh’s Word –  and here we are coming close to 

“The Hub of The Problem” –  being  “The Mindset”  of the individual who has aspired to climb within The World to   “Live off The World”. 

So with that clue,  then who does it leave? 

It leaves those people who hated JC during his lifetime and were the very same people having the  one/same  mindset and  relative position within society  

throughout  all of  The Gospel Age -  including today. 

So again  -  Who are these people? 

It only leaves  “The Religious Leaders”  of  “The Religious Establishment”  prevailing at any particular time or place within The World. 

These are  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”,  by definition of  “professional”  meaning  “live off what they sell”! 

It is  only  “The Leaders of Religion”,  because instead of imbuing what  “The Word of God”  means into their life  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.),  they 

feel threatened by the constraints it brings upon their self-indulgent lifestyle delivered by having  “The Pretence”  of representing a higher  Being/Entity  

(what might be termed  “Big Daddy”  [supposedly]  on  “their side”  giving a presumptuous endorsement of their practised methodology).  However JC 

called them  “hypocrites”  (Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1)  because they pretend to represent  “The Almighty God”,  but instead,  they  self-indulge  by 

making their home and forming roots within The World for  “the returns”  this position brings to them,  as the many examples given in The Bible. 

They are  not  living like Abraham.  

Abraham was living in  real  faith (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  by being a sojourner awaiting for Yahweh to deliver the future 

promise,  and likewise so are the TCs sojourners awaiting for  “The New World”  of The Millennium while working in secular jobs to pay for their 

fleshly living  (as did Paul, Acts.18v3).  Furthermore,  they actively and  freely  work  (by truly gifting their time)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in precisely 

imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to make The Millennium a reality within their minds  (by a change in mindset)  to bring  “The Reality”  of The 

Millennium for The Whole World to occur ever-sooner  (by  personally  bringing that prophesied  [Rev.14v1-4]  144000 Target  ever-closer  to a reality). 

I will explain more later –  because I am starting to leave the scope of this verse. 

Note -   

How can I substantiate this  “supposedly wild”  claim that I attribute to  “Leaders of Religion” of  all (without exception) worldly religious 

establishments? 

Quite simply by the use of statistics of any  grouping/population  upon which an analysis can be made. 
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A standard  “population of anything”  will fall into a Gaussian Distribution and this is equally true throughout generations,  so -  while the faces are 

different,  the mindset of those people   taking specific positions within  “The Established Religious Edifices”  will be the same throughout all time. 

It is  The Mindset  of any specific individual that is being carefully examined in detail by Yahweh  (1Sam.16v7-13 for future kingship). 

Thus in this particular  “religious population”  there will be a few very good ministers and very bad ministers with a  “load of average”  in-between. 

Going back to the days of JC,  we read that JC himself classified in a general fashion  all  the  Pharisees/Sadducees/Scribes  in the same grouping of 

people  “being rejected”  by Yahweh because their mindset to attain those positions were the same  (to varying degrees).  Looking at the  “spectral 

distribution”  we read of few individuals mentioned who could be classified as being  “good”,  for example Nicodemus  (who in peer fear came at night 

to see JC  [John.3v1-12])  or Jairus  (head of a remote  [from Jerusalem]  synagogue in Capernaum)  at one extreme,  and then to the other,  being the 

very bad examples of  Annas and Caiaphas,  incidentally being the head(s)  of  “The Established Religious Authority”  (at that specific time in history).   

I need not expand further –  but leave the reader to carefully reason upon  “The Evidence”  given in The Bible and of what we can read on  “The 

Internet”  throughout the history of  “Established Religion”  wherever  in The World,  to deduce a logical and more importantly,  accurate  conclusion  

as viewed by Yahweh  making  “The Important Judgment”! 

Heb.   1v14 og {Not indeed}/{Did not}  (the) all (persons  [144000 TCs])    

Heb.   1v14 og {they are/be}  {functional publicity}/beneficent/ministering   

Heb.   1v14 og (the) spirits/personalities/desires/traits  into/unto  (the) attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world},   

Heb.   1v14 og (the being) {set apart}/sent/{put out/forth}/dispatched/commissioned [plural, neuter]  through (reason of)   

Heb.   1v14 og the (persons [144000 TCs])  expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming  (to) {be heirs}/inherit   

Heb.   1v14 og (the) rescue/deliver/salvation/health/safety? 

Heb.   1v14 = Not indeed    (The start of a rhetorical question, –  where the answer is obvious) 

{they be}  all  ministering  spirits/personalities/desires/traits    (the TCs having  the correct mindset  to be imitating JC) 

unto  the  attendance/{serving the world},     (the 144000 TCs speaking as “messengers” of God – just as did JC) 

being  {set apart}/dispatched     (out into The World as faithful slaves to The Master to  accurately  imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

through reason of  those  people  expecting/intending    (being that it is  only  The TCs who are desirous to imbue  “The Word of God”) 

to be  heirs/inheritors      (to become the future  “”Sons of God”  who as  kings/priest  are to teach The Resurrected World  “Righteousness”) 

of  deliverance/salvation?    (to yield  guaranteed everlasting life as future  “Sons of God”) 

 

Not indeed   (Paul starts by making this a rhetorical question –  knowing the obvious answer … … ) 

they all be ministry  spirits/personality/desires/traits   (The 144000 TCs have the  correct mentality  to  accurately  teach  “God's Word”) 

unto the serving the world   (by  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  by both word and deed that precisely imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

being set apart   (the 144000 TCs having set themselves away from worldly methodology –  being  only  driven by Yahweh's Methodology) 
through reason of those people expecting   (being that it is only The TCs who are personally expecting this honour by  putting in the effort now) 

to be  heirs/inheritors   (to become the future  Sons of God and  kings/priests  over  “The Resurrected World” [= The Inheritance] in The Millennium) 

of  deliverance/salvation   (to the members of  “The Resurrected World” –  when guiding these people how to personally reform to imitate JC). 

 

We were told in verse 7,  it is Yahweh's Methodology  (being given as “The Word of God”  =  JC as  “The Messenger”,  who operated with fidelity to  

“The Knowledge”  that he gave,  so he became  “The Wisdom of God”)  that operates within The Mindset of the receptive person to  readjust/reform  

(thus by  “working/making/producing”)  his/her  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become more  Christlike  and thus become useful tools  (having a  

“slave”  mindset)  for Yahweh to use –  and thus based upon their demonstrable Christlike  ministry/lifestyle  shall be  chosen/elected/selected  by 

Yahweh as trustworthy future  “Sons of God”  (having demonstrably shown to have a mindset driven by Yahweh’s Methodology given via JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle).  

Where,  as we are told,  those specific individuals participating in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (being JCg’s 1st 2nd C  [see glossary]  to collect his 144000 

TCs)  shall have no fear of  “The 2nd Death”  because it cannot hurt them  (Rev.20v6, 2v11).  

“The Reason”  is twofold. 

1. They have been resurrected into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  (1Cor.15v35-55)  created by Yahweh,  being the same type of body given 

to the  “first/only  begotten Son of God”,  who at the time of writing became as  “The Pattern”  (“Barley” Firstfruit)  of what is to follow at  

“The End of The Gospel Age”  (“Wheat” Firstfruits,  Lev.23v5-“5). 

2. Most importantly,  they have purified their mind – so that it never wants to return to worldly methodology and thus never become like another 

Satan in the distant future! 

Because we are told that JCg will  never  die again,  then by inference those people in the same type of body  (and mindset)  as JCg will  equally  be  

“inheritors”  (see glossary)  of  “The Promise”  (a perfected World  [Remnant of the “3rd Epoch Israel”]  filling The Earth)  in the greater fulfilment of 

“The Promise”  -  and being resurrected into  non-DNA  bodies  (based upon physical laws about which I can but only dream)  can never die and thus 

have guaranteed salvation  (because they do not personally need to go through the spiritual refining process of The Millennium –  as required for all  

fleshly bodied  [given in trust]  people of  “The Resurrected World”). 

 

 

10th Instruction – We who are aiming to become TCs must imbue God’s Word  in its entirety  so we  precisely know  how 

to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire because sadly,  there are so many  charlatan Christian leaders mincing The Truth  into a lie! 

1st Warning – Unless we  accurately  imbue The Word of God  in its entirety  then we will let the possibility of Sonship slip 

away (Mark.13v22-23)  by being misled through  charlatan Christian leaders mincing The Truth  for self-indulgent gain. 

17th Reasoning – Charlatan Christian leaders have  no  long-term interest in the members of  their huge congregations 

attaining Sonship,  they are only interested in personal worldly gain by throwing out self-indulgent  feelgood soundbites. 

18th Reasoning – If what the prophets foretold came true about JC,  then likewise what they foretold about those people 

who are disobedient to God’s Word will also come true by receiving their  correct/appropriate/equitable  reward. 

19th Reasoning – By allegory:  If  what the TCs foretell about JCg ruling in The Millennium,  then  likewise what they 

foretell about those people who are disobedient to God’s Word  (hence “iniquitous”)  will also come true  (“The 2nd 

Death” of annihilation)  by receiving their  correct/appropriate/equitable  reward. 

2nd Warning – Christians reverting to The World and then go further by skilfully  distorting/twisting  God’s Word to  

justify/feed  their self-indulgent lifestyle shall receive the  correct/appropriate  reward = The 2nd Death of annihilation. 

Heb.   2v1 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must   

Heb.   2v1 og {(in a) more superabundant way}/{a great deal}/{far more}/{more vehemently/earnestly}  us/our/we 

Heb.   2v1 og (to) {hold the mind}/{pay attention}/{apply oneself}/{have regard}/{give heed} [plural]    

Heb.   2v1 og to the (things)   (having been) heard/listened/understood/responded,   
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Heb.   2v1 og {may sometime/ever}/{if perchance}/{lest perhaps}   

Heb.   2v1 og (we may/should) {to flow by}/{carelessly pass/(miss)}/{let slip away}. 

Heb.   2v1 = Through reason of this      (being what JC has done and how we are to positively respond to precisely imitate him to be a TC) 

we must  {in a more superabundant way}/{more vehemently/earnestly}     (we must treat this matter with the utmost  urgency/seriousness)  

to  {pay attention}/{apply oneself}  to the  things  having been  heard/understood/responded    (personally apply 1st Century Christianity) 

{lest perhaps}/{if perchance}  we  may/should  {let slip away}/{carelessly pass by}.     (Lest we return to worldly Methodology/”Religion”) 

 

Through reason of this   (being of what Paul has just explained by illustration   “Yahweh gaining His 144000 TCs who  precisely imitate JC”) 

we must more  vehemently/earnestly   (meaning,  this  “Goal of Sonship”  is so important that it  must take pride of place within our mind … … ) 

to apply oneself to the things having been  heard/understood   (being what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches,  that is  never  taught today … …) 

lest perhaps we might let carelessly pass by   (“The Once Only Opportunity”  in the 1st part of our physical life to become a future  “Son of God”). 

 

This is a key verse –  but we must understand what can perhaps   “{slip away}/{carelessly pass by}”. 

Is it  “eternal life”  –  as our  worldly Christian leaders keep telling us  (for our self-indulgent  “hope”  and possible vanity)? 

No! 

Their focus  (as usual)  is on the  “wrong ball in the air”!   

Yahweh’s Desire is  first/now    “To achieve His future 144000 Sons of God”.  

Yahweh desires more people to imitate  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so He can move to the next stage of His  

“Plan for Human Salvation”  when  He has achieved His stated  “Prophesied Target Value”  (known before  “The Ages”  and written down for us in 

three places within John’s Revelation,  Rev.7v4, 14v1,3). 

These individuals are  “The Remnant taken out of The 2nd Epoch Israel”  –  being  “The Dispersion”   (1Pet.1v1)  both  (1) spiritually by The Word 

initially  [after 37 CE]  with the baptism of Cornelius  [Acts,10v1-48],  and then later  (2) physically by DNA after 70 CE into all nations  (through inter-

marriage).  This was forced onto the Jews subsequent to  “The Roman Army”  razing Jerusalem as outlined by prophesy in The Bible  (Luke.21v20-21  

occurring at 67 CE,  three years before Jerusalem’s destruction in 70 CE)  in warning to The Christians,  thereby allowing them to get out of Jerusalem 

during 68-69 CE period when the Romans had retreated according to JC’s prophecy given some 33 years earlier.  It is of my view,  the Roman Army was 

recalled to Rome to quell insurrection due to  “The Great Fire of Rome”  occurring in 66 CE and once suppressed,  they returned to “Unfinished 

Business”  to subdue Jerusalem and of its inhabitants.   

Please read  “Yahweh’s Desire”  and  “Satan’s Desire”  given in the glossary that precisely explains our present position at the end of The Gospel Age. 

Once we now know of what Yahweh’s Desire is for us  as individuals,  then we shall know about what  can  slip away!   

It is the possibility of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (of which  guaranteed  everlasting life is only a  “by-product” –  but nonetheless a wonderful gift)  that can  

“possibly slip by”  because we have a  “Once Only”  opportunity during the  1st part of our physical life  to enter  the 2nd part of our spiritual life  and 

imitate JC for  “The  One/Same  Expectation”  of which he had of becoming  “An  Heir/Inheritor  of/over  The Inheritance”  (just as we have been told 

earlier,  and much more elsewhere). 

Thus returning to the first part of the verse we imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by the explanation   

It is for this reason we must most vehemently  {pay attention}/{apply oneself}  to the things having been  heard/understood/responded,  being  

“The Word of God”  that is to become  imbued/inculcated  within  “The Individual”  who then freely chooses to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 

Consequently,  we as Christians,  enter  “The Race”    (Paul’s analogy given later and in other epistles, e.g. 1Cor.9v24-26)  and we are instructed to 

push forward in an arduous struggle  to win  (become a TC)  The Race  (of our specific race heat)  where,  “The Prize”  is one of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  

(having ideally fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire,  He being  “The Arbitrator of The Rules”  –  2Tim.2v5). 

Thus we are  not  to fall away by following  worldly Christian doctrinal ideas and other deviant activity witnessed in many of the new,  but very  worldly 

Christian cults of the last 100 years led by  “charismatic”  frothy leaders,  all as we are forewarned in  Mark 13v21-23,  Matt.24v23-26  based upon 

Paul’s interpretation of  “Christ”  given at Gal.4v14 as  the key  to unlock these warnings given by JC as to what is to occur at  “The End of The Gospel 

Age”  –  of which we witness throughout The World today. 

Heb.   2v2 og if  For  the [word]  through (reason of)   (of the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels   

Heb.   2v2 og (the having been) spoken/uttered/said  (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  {became to be} 

Heb.   2v2 og (the) {made sure}/certainty/stable/firm/steadfast/confirmed,   

Heb.   2v2 og also  (the) every  (the) {stepping to the side}/deviation/violation/breaking/transgression   

Heb.   2v2 og (the) {erroneous or imperfect hearing}/inattention/disobedience   

Heb.   2v2 og (he/she/it) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received/attained     

Heb.   2v2 og also  (the) {in the right}/correct/equitable/just  (the) {requital (good or bad)}/{recompense of reward}, 

Related New Testament references located at  Acts.7v51-53, Gal.3v18-19 

Heb.   2v2 = For if  The  Word/Sayings/Topics/Reasoning    (being “The Word of God” through faithful representatives [prophets]) 

having been spoken through reason of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels    (The Prophets spoke of JC's 1st Advent) 

{became to be}  the  stable/firm/steadfast,     (initially by the prophets,  and realised ultimately by JC in his ministry and deportment) 

(then)  also  the every  violation/transgression   

also  the  inattention/disobedience  it  {got hold of}/received  the  correct/equitable  {recompense of reward}. 

 

For if the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   (“The Prophetic Word”  that  led to Sonship  –  via JC's advent,  ministry,  lifestyle,  ransom sacrifice) 

having been spoken through reason of the bringers of tidings   (The Prophets with “The Word of God”  delivering “The Word of God” [= JC])   
became to be  stable/steadfast   (by The Prophets giving by prophecy  “The Word of God”,  made firm by JC's advent  fulfilling prophecy) 

                (Then once having the prophecies fulfilled in JC to become  “The Reference Standard”  for us  to become learned  and thus imitate him … … )   
also the every  violation/transgression   (by every person within Mankind,  that made them alien to Yahweh's Perfection) 

got hold of the correct recompense of reward   (JC's actions  [of fulfilled prophecy]  were able to cover every person's sin,  but firstly the TCs). 

 

Here Paul is speaking of The Prophets as  “Angels of Yahweh”  who gave out  “God’s Word part 1”  –  being prophecies of how Yahweh was to move 

forward His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  through  “JC's 1st Advent”  (to become “God’s Word part 2” explained/implemented)  and then within The 

Millennium. 

Please see the references given,  where we understand,  Paul is speaking about  “The Prophets of The Old Testament”  as being  “angels”  who I term as  

“The Remnant”  (returning to Yahweh)  from  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (Isa.10v20-22),  and by extension,  “The Remnant” (returning to Yahweh) from  

“The 2nd Epoch Israel”  will be the 144000 TCs deemed to be  “angels”  because by having   “The Word of God”  (JCg, Rev.19v13)  operating within 

them as a  presence/parousia,  then they automatically become  “{bringers of tidings}/messengers”  of Yahweh. 

Thus in context Paul’s point becomes two pronged  –  using the 1st to substantiate the 2nd point to link the  old  and  new  “Israels”  together. 

1. “The Word of God”  given by Yahweh’s trusted people  (not  generally of  “The Religious Establishment”  because of what JC taught us in 

Matt.23v1-39  as a  tiny  example of quotes that could be used)  and of the various prophets who were isolated in The Old Testament is proved 

to be firm.   They equally were  not  part of  “The Religious Establishment”,  they were ostracised,  persecuted,  killed  –  precisely as The 

Bible tells us and as JC recognised,  Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34,  as did Paul,  Heb.11v38-40.   All of which,  finally became realised by JC in 
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his faithful ministry and deportment to what he verbally taught,  and thus JC was able to atone and then cover all these people by proving 

faithful to  “The Prophecies”  given about him by these people.    A symbiotic relationship under Yahweh’s Righteous Judgement. 

It should be further noted  as an aside,  those people who by counter,   transgress these Laws  will  (over differing periods of time)  receive the  

correct/equitable  payment for what they have done with  “The Word of God”  –  inasmuch   By how much they have defaced it for their self-

indulgent gain and thus rejected by Yahweh for any future appointment to represent His interests! 

2. Conversely the second point Paul makes is the same point JC makes at Luke.13v34  (where worldly Jerusalem being representative of  

“worldly religion”  according to the spirit of the air Eph.2v2,  is  anti-typical  to Yahweh’s  New Jerusalem  headed-up by JCg in The 

Millennium,  Rev.21v1-4).  Thus Paul is stating these  prophets  (elected from out of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”)  and the subsequent TCs  

(elected out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)   precisely fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire and  were/{will be}  persecuted for it  (John.16v1-4, 2Tim.11v11-

13)  shall receive the  correct/equitable  payment for the  “chastisement”  (Heb.12v5-12)  during their refinement  (1Cor.3v13)  to become  

“The (mini) Temples of Yahweh”  (1Cor.3v16,  hence  “The Stones”  of  “The Main Spiritual Temple”  {= The Command/Control/Centre]  of  

“The New Jerusalem”, 1Pet.1v5-10).   This is the reforming process received during the 1st part of their physical life,  to be ultimately eating 

at The Father’s Table in The Millennium being what will become the 2nd part of their physical life  (too many citations to be given here  –  

please see my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”). 

Paul also states,  if what the prophets said as “The Word of God”  came true,  of JC ultimately coming as  “The Faithful Servant of God”  and becoming  

“The Begotten Son of God “  –  as  “The Resurrected Person from out The  {Dead People}/Corpses”,  then likewise the warnings given to those people 

of the violations and disobedience shall also receive the correct recompense for rebellion against Yahweh’s Pure Desire  (“blaspheming against the HS” 

–  see “blaspheme” in glossary  –  because its  full/correct  meaning is  not  understood by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  –  but twisted to suit 

their  own  aims and ambitions  (to “control people”  for worldly gain). 

Likewise the same can be said for the  Apostles/TCs  teaching us through the epistles and subsequent TCs who experience equal pain and suffering 

throughout The Gospel Age from  “The Established Religious Leaders”  (and now at The End of The Gospel Age,  charlatan upstarts  [Mark.13v22-23]) 

feeling disturbed because their  “hypocrisy”  has become exposed  (John.16v1-4). 

Thus Paul’s  lead-in  to the next few verses –  being first a question based upon what he has just posed - 
 

3rd Warning – How shall Christians with  “the responsibility to teach” (leaders)  escape  (The 2nd Death of annihilation)  

if they make so light to have no regard for what JC has done for them through his Ransom Sacrifice? 

11th Instruction – “Great Salvation”  means,  “The Best Guaranteed Life”. 

1. Great means “better than what is normal” –  hence directed to  “Sons of God”  and  not  to  “normal people”. 

2. Salvation means “guaranteed life” - because “salvation” is  “not salvation with death some million years later!” 

Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means this -  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 

If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 

20th Reasoning – Only those  specific  Christian leaders having  no  regard for The Future,  but an intense regard for the 

“here and now” having become fully rooted in this present world’s methodology will make light of JC’s Ransom Sacrifice! 

Inward – of which Yahweh Judges,  but outwardly they seem to be most wonderful  - of which devotees judge  (1Sam.16v7) 

8th Good News – The  Apostles/TCs  intensely recognise what JCg (as JC)  personally did for them,  hence they are only 

sojourners in this present worldly system,  because their motivation is for The Millennium and of its ruling methodology.  

21st Reasoning – The  Apostles/TCs  clearly understand what  “The Word of God”  (JCg)  demands  from faithful slaves to 

The Master  (JCg is presently in a distant land, Luke.19v12)  and the TCs faithfully respond as  loyal slaves.  The loyal 

slaves understand Yahweh’s Desire is for the full quota of 144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age,  that requires 

the utmost dedication in the faithful ministry work of  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  accurately  teaching. 

Yahweh only wants  humble/demure/last/least  types of people to rule in The Millennium – certainly not  today’s leaders! 

Heb.   2v3 og {in what manner}/how  {we ourselves}  (shall) {flee out}/escape 

Heb.   2v3 og (of the) {such as this!}/{so vast/great/mighty}   

Heb.   2v3 og (the having been) {careless of}/{made light of}/flippant/neglected/{not regarded}   

Heb.   2v3 og (the) rescue/deliverance/salvation/health/safety?    

Heb.   2v3 og Who/Which   

Heb.   2v3 og (the) beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/ 

/wholly/chief/power/principality/rule/leader   

Heb.   2v3 og (the having) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received/attained  (to be) spoken/uttered/said   

Heb.   2v3 og through (reason of)  of the  lord/master,   

Heb.   2v3 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the (persons)   (they having) heard/listened/understood/responded   

Heb.   2v3 og into/unto  us/our/we  (he/she/it was) substantiated/confirmed/established,  

Heb.   2v3 = How shall  {we ourselves} (TCs)  {flee out}/escape    (The 2nd Death – “come early” should we choose to become  “iniquitous”) 

(if)  the having  {been careless}/{made light of}/{not regarded}    (by  not  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle … … ) 

the  great/{such mighty}  deliverance/salvation?    (“Great”  =  “guaranteed”  everlasting life as a  “Son of God”) 

Which   (we aiming to be TCs)   having  {got hold of}/grasped  through reason  of the  lord/master (JC)    (making all this possible) 

to be  spoken/said  in the  beginning,      (his 3.5 year ministry – setting The Required Standard for The Start of The Gospel Age) 

it was  substantiated/established  unto us    (The Reformed Deportment of TCs away from worldly unto Yahweh’s Methodology) 

under/by  the people  (disciples)   having  heard/understood/responded.    (“Earlier TC generation”  teaches  “the next generation of TCs”) 

 

How shall we ourselves (TCs)  escape   (“The 2nd Death” – “come early”  should we reject what  “The Word means”  by becoming  “iniquitous”) 

(if)  having been careless   (by not exactly copying JC as “The Word of God”,  when having “The Knowledge” and we tossed it aside with no care!) 

(to) the great salvation   (available to TCs,  made possible by JC fulfilling “Prophecy” of God's Word as given by The Prophets,  see lead-in verses)? 

Which  (we aiming to become TCs)  having grasped   (“known salvation”  [by understanding  “The Word of God”  and of its application]) 

through reason of the  lord/master   (JC controlling our TCs' minds,  having given  [1] The Ministry and  [2] Ransom Sacrifice) 

               (Most importantly,  we  personally work  at  [1] searching  [2] finding  [3] implementing  [4] to copy JC  [5] and become The Wisdom of God.) 
to be said in the beginning   (by JC in his 3.5 year  ministry/lifestyle  that set  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for TCs to precisely imitate) 

it was established unto us   (of the 2nd  [at the time of writing]  and the following generations of TCs of the approximate 2000 year Gospel Age) 

by the people   (being the 1st generation TCs = JC's disciples  [but become by allegory  “the previous generations of TCs”])   

having  heard/understood   (“The Word of God”,   like a geometric progression operating successively through the generations of TCs). 
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This is a most important verse  

Let us analyse the first section of the verse. 

This is a crucial section,  dangerously ignored by  charlatan Christian leaders,  being a reference to what JC stated about Judas Iscariot at Matt.26v24, 

Mark.14v21  (being of similar mindset to the  charlatan Christian leaders who  were/are  to follow in perhaps an  “exponential growth pattern”  through 

The Gospel Age to be  “millions”  today,  misleading their  “millions upon millions”  of  deluded/bewitched  devotees –  sadly this is now pandemic). 

Noting what they are doing is  precisely like Judas Iscariot  by  [1] sequestrating what is for Yahweh  (John.12v6)  by taking money off their deluded 

devotees by giving a  worldly/inferior  service,  and also  [2] betraying what  “The Word of God” (JC, Rev.19v13)  really means to a reformed mind as 

represented by Judas betraying  “The Word of God”  (Matt.26v14-16)  for the price of a slave  (Zech.11v12-13).  Importantly,  we should be  “The 

Slave”  to “The Word of God”  (noting JC’s definition at Luke.17v7-10 and  “slaves are generally not paid”)  when it has reformed our mind so we truly 

imitate JC and therefore have his  presence/parousia  operating within us.  Please see the logical reasoning I give in my glossary under “2 part life”. 

With this background,  then we realise,  Paul means  “we”,  as  “specific Christians”  personally taking on  “The Role”  of being Yahweh’s mouthpiece 

as  “an angel”  (in its strict definition)  then,  we must be utterly faithful to what  “The Word of God”  means in us  (being the point of the earlier verses).   

This means we must  not  behave like  “People of The World”  being some 99.99+% of the World  (because The Goal is for 1 person in about 

100000 people),  where the vast majority of people do  not  imitate JC,  noting 1Pet.2v18-24 gives some examples of required behaviour plus 

educating ourselves to become  “good teachers of God’s Word”  (Heb.5v12-14)  by both word and deportment. 

However,  if  we were  charlatan Christian leaders,  living now in the conscious 2nd part of our spiritual life  (though still in the 1st part of our physical 

life)  then  we have no spiritual 3rd part of our life within a conscious existence to reform,  if  we have utterly rejected JC,  2Tim.3v5. Titus.1v16,  (by 

what we say and do that  opposes  what  “The Word of God”  states)  in what was the 1st part of our physical life.  Thus logically we can  never  be 

resurrected  (= annihilation)  because  JC only died  the once  being the specific point Paul makes later at Heb.6v4-6. 10v26-28,  and by Peter at 

2Pet.2v18-22. 

Consequently,  it is to these specific leaders  Yahweh becomes Vengeful  (by ignoring them for any possible resurrection = annihilation = The 2nd Death) 

because they have attacked  the very Personal “Word  of God” –  being  what JC accurately promoted by word and deed). 

Can the reader understand this exegesis –  it is absolutely critical –  hence the specific warning Paul gives here. 

Thus these  “millions”  of  charlatan (iniquitous)  Christian leaders would have rejected salvation  (unless they wholly repent and reform). 

However,  Salvation  is still possible  for  worldly  (apathetic or generally misguided)  Christians  (in The Millennium)  who have  not  directly gone out 

of their way  (in an iniquitous fashion)  to  harm/attack  God’s Word as displayed in their lifestyle by both word and deed.  These people  (being the vast 

majority of Christians will be resurrected into The 2nd Part of their physical life,  and continue The 2nd Part of their spiritual life development,  to be 

taught  “Righteousness”  and thus shall become reformed;  to truly  “believe in JC”  by  precisely imitating his lifestyle  to edify their neighbour  

(whoever they might be)  and this shall be mutual throughout this  new  righteous society. 

It is  this  differentiation that Paul is making –  but  never  clarified in  worldly Christian congregations by their  worldly orientated leaders! 

However by inference there is still yet more in this verse. 

There is  “Salvation”  and there is  “Great Salvation”  =  two  types of  “Salvation”!  

As holistically taught throughout  all  of The New Testament as my commentaries explain. 

This again supports my proposition of - 

1. The  “Great/{Such Mighty}  Salvation”  is for those TCs who make Priesthood at 1st 2nd C,  in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (initially 

created by Yahweh)  who are like JCg –  unable to die  (= guaranteed “life” –  hence the statement at Rev.2v11, 20v6,  where this is “The 1st 

Resurrection”,  hence there must be at least a  “2nd Resurrection”  for access to  “The Normal Salvation” –  see below). 

2. The  normal  “Salvation”  is for everyone else to be resurrected in perfected DNA fleshly bodies  given “in trust”  (initially created by JCg)  

as they are now,  but are still subject to what is possible in the future    “The 2nd Death”. 

Thus there are the  two  types of  “Salvation”,  and it is of  “The 1st  (Greater)  Salvation”  (of The 1st Resurrection)  that  true  apostles  (being ministers 

of “The Lord”)  continuously exhort those people of  “The Ecclesia”  to achieve in their daily  “occupational effort”.  And by inference,  those leaders 

who do  not  daily exhort their members to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  are  not  imitating Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  and thus  are  rejected 

by Yahweh as representing His interests  (Luke.16v1-10, 20v16, etc.)! 

Now to analyse the second section of the verse. 

Look closely at the text interpreted to mean –  “Which was obtained at the start of JC’s ministry”. 

Thus  “The  Great/{Such Mighty}  Salvation”  was  only  known  at the start of JC’s ministry  (being the whole contents of what  “The Acceptable Year of 

The Lord”  really means – Luke.4v16-19).  Please see glossary on this term but simply it is The Year comprising of four periods. 

Initially not having  “The Word of God”  in our life (and thus represents  “winter”),  then the planting of  “The Word of God”  within a 

human  (in spring),  the germination of the seed underground  (in the darkness of the 1st part of our spiritual life).   When the seed sprouts into 

the sunlight of God’s Word  (for most humans resurrected in The Millennium)  it is equivalent to entering the 2nd part of our spiritual life  

(being, the summer),  and  the final harvest  comes when the plant  (= the “individual us”)  have been assessed as being wheat or weed  (in 

the autumn)  as JC told us at Matt.13v24-30.    

Within this period,  we have the additional layer of certain individuals coming to The Truth  early  and imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to become TCs,  

and thus become the future teachers in The Millennium  (having perfected their mindset during the 1st part of their physical life –  while in the 2nd part of 

their spiritual life).  That is why they are called  “The Firstfruits”  in particular  “The Wheat”  given by allegory at Lev.23v5-25,  some 50 days  after  

The Barley,  being representative of JC as “The Firstfruit” himself. 

Now we also read in Job 19v25-26,  how he knew  “he was to stand again in his flesh to see God”.  Thus the normal  “Salvation”  to be resurrected into 

a  fleshly  body was already known,  some 1600 years  before  JC’s ministry! 

Though the prophets knew  “The Messiah/Anointed”   as a faithful servant of God (Yahweh)  would be coming to save “Israel”  (The Remnants from all  

three  Epochs)  they did  not  understand  “The Mystery of God” –  they desired to  see/understand  it,  but  “The Solution”  was not righteously 

understood  (Matt.13v7, Luke.11v47, 1Pet.1v10-12)  however it was only when JC  started to teach  (by both word and deed)  and became  “The 

Template”  for the TCs to imitate –  then this becomes  “The Solution”  to  “The Mystery of God”.   

This being   “How can a creation of  “the specific god”  become like its creator?” 

The Mystery becomes solved at the 7th trumpet (Rev.10v7, 11v15)  when JCg comes to collect his future bride at his 1st 2nd C  (1Thes.4v13-18). 

These 144000 TCs become resurrected as  “Sons of God”  in their own right,  made so,  by Yahweh both spiritually  first (Heb.1v7)  when the recipient 

freely chose to imbue  “The Word of God”,  and then secondly,  when Yahweh gives the  “go-ahead”  to the patiently waiting JCg,  to collect His full 

quota of demonstrably proven 144000 faithful stewards  (having imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  as we are told at 1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, etc. 

That is  why  Paul exhorts his readers to imitate him as he imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.,)  because Paul is desirous for  all  humans to actively  

attempt  to reach  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for  “Sonship to Yahweh” –  as  “The  Heirs/Inheritors  to rule  The Resurrected World”.   

Yahweh will  not  choose those people  apathetic  to  “His Pure Desire being made manifest within The Environment  (Salvation of Mankind)”  – being 

represented by the apathetic one talent steward  (Luke.19v20-23) –  considering  “The Word of God”  (JC, Rev.19v13)  “to be too harsh”! 

Because quite simply - 

An  “apathetically motivated”  person is  not  the type of person Yahweh wants to lead  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium! 

Likewise,  a person who twists God’s Word for “an earner”  is also  not  the correctly minded person to lead  “The Resurrected World”! 

That is why Yahweh firstly wants for His Tools to  prove themselves now,  and why He knew He could  only  find 144000 TCs to be  “up to The Job”! 
 

6th Comment – Yahweh works with JC through both signs and wonders,  also miraculous work. 

7th Comment – The words  “jointly”,  “collaboration”  teach us of  two  separate Entities working together. 
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12th Instruction – To counter The Nonsense taught by  worldly Christian leaders about the HS,  then “FutureLife.Org”  

gives Yahweh's recognised composite definition below for the HS:- 

1. Spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 

2. Yahweh's infinite capability to ensure His Desire  (of the above)  is made manifest within The Environment. 

8th Comment – Also Yahweh distributes His HS according to His Determination  (to ensure His Desire is fulfilled). 

22nd Reasoning – Clearly Yahweh will  not  express His HS to fulfil a worldly  self-indulgent  desire.   

What impudence to presume we can test The Lord our God  (Matt.4v7)!   Yahweh  only  expresses His HS to fulfil His 

“Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.  Yahweh does  not  express His HS as in a “circus act” –  where Yahweh is 

presumed to be some  “puppy dog”  doing tricks to the rapturous applause of the  self-indulging  participating audience  

(operating to the  animalistic/carnal  mind yearning for  “The Immediacy”)! 

9th Good News – Yahweh will work with  apostles/TCs  to ensure they are assisted to fulfil His Desire through His HS. 

13th Instruction – Yahweh will express His HS  within/outside  those people (TCs)  who specifically fulfil His Desire to 

precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to  accurately  teach “The Word of God” to The World  (Mark.1v38, Matt.24v14).   

It is not given for “party tricks”  as we witness in many very  worldly congregations – thus obviously  not sourced by Him! 

Yahweh's aim is to gain  [1] 144000 TCs and  [2] salvation of Mankind; -  local “party tricks”  have no place in this plan. 

Heb.   2v4 og (the) {testifying further jointly}/{uniting in adding evidence}/{also bearing witness}  of the  God [Yahweh]  

Heb.   2v4 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) indications/signs/miracles/tokens/wonders  both   

Heb.   2v4 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) prodigies/omens/wonders,   

Heb.   2v4 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) motley/{various (in character)/divers/manifold   

Heb.   2v4 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work},   

Heb.   2v4 og also  (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits [neuter]    

Heb.   2v4 og (of the) holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin} 

Heb.   2v4 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) separation/distribution/{dividing asunder}/gifting    

Heb.   2v4 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  (of the) him [Yahweh]    

Heb.   2v4 og (the) determination/{delighting in}/desire/{being pleased}. 

Heb.   2v4 = The  God  (Yahweh)   {testifying jointly}/{uniting to add evidence}/collaborating    (with  JC in)   

both  by  indications/signs  also  by  prodigies/wonders,   

also  with  various/divers  {miraculous work},   

also  by the  separation/distribution/gifting  of the  holy/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits   

according to  His (Yahweh’s)  determination/desire. 

 

God testifying jointly   (with JC being  [1] The Prophecies that became fulfilled through  [2] JC's ministry and lifestyle) 

both by  indications/signs  also by  prodigies/wonders   (through prophecies and by supporting JC), 
also with various mighty works   (“The Word of God”  reforming the minds of  contrite/hearkening  “Early Adopters” away from a worldly mind) 

also by the  separation/distribution   (within  contrite/hearkening  “Early Adopters”) 

of the  innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  personality/desires/traits   (the “HS”,  made just so by  “The Word of God”) 

according to His (Yahweh's pure)  determination/desire   (the HS made manifest within The Environment firstly in  “The Early Adopters”) 

 

Paul begins his theme regarding  “The Most Wonderful Undeserved Gift”  given to humans,  being that of  “JC’s Ransom Sacrifice”. 

He starts from the beginning of JC's ministry,  where Yahweh was working with His Son to support him by Yahweh’s Capability  (being  “Yahweh's Pure 

Desire made manifest within  The Environment”  = “HS”)  that operated within and around JC.  As we know,  JC was full of HS  (“Yahweh's Desire 

made manifest within  The Environment”)  without measure  (John.3v34)  and he acted with a  sane/reasoning  mind  (Mark.1v22, Titus.2v2-8)   

accurately  publicising and teaching  “The Word of God”  because this was his primary function (Mark.1v38-39).  We must clearly understand  

“miracles”  were only a  secondary  function  (as we are told in all examples)  to heal people,  because in the early days of his ministry he asked people  

not  to tell others of their miraculous cures  (Mark.1v44 as one example of several,  knowing how people thought,  John.2v23-25).   

Why? 

Because JC was teaching  “for The Mind” –  “to  reform  The Mind”  away from  worldly methodology,  Yahweh is after His “Early Adopters”  to lead 

“The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium,  and these people  must be proven to have precisely imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle,  else someone in The 

Millennium might righteously state these new leaders are not worthy to be a  king/priest  (= a Son of God)  to teach “Righteousness”  if they could not do 

it in the 1st part of their physical life!  

This forms  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  (Luke.4v16-10)  as taught by JC,  being everything pertaining to what The Millennium will be like.   

JC did not want to be known for “miracles” –  being  the opposite  to our  charlatan Christian leaders performing  “fraudulent  miracles”  (illusions,  as 

might a magician,  noting how they are viewed [Acts.8v18-22, 13v8-11])  for worldly gain in their circus acts.   These leaders and their bewitched 

congregational members choose to ignore Matt.4v7  (because of 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)!   They are pandering to  “The Worldly Mind”  thereby  to remain 

unreformed  (2Tim.4v3-4),  and are thus directly  opposing/satanic  to  “The Desire of Yahweh being made manifest within The Environment”  (and 

hence they  are  blaspheming against the HS for which there is no forgiveness –  Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32, etc.,)  hence of their  “annihilation”  at 

the end of their present existence. 
Furthermore,  any Christian leader who remains silent on this  obvious perversion  to  “The Word of God”  effectively condones it,  and they are thus 

ashamed of  “The Word of God”  (JC, Rev.19v13)  to speak up for it,  and hence   Mark.8v38,  Luke.9v26,  Rom.1v32. 

Principally JC taught us - 

1. “The Word of God”  will be taught –  being the understanding of how to personally implement the two laws given at Mark.12v30-31 with a 

sane and reasoning  mind to fully appreciate Yahweh’s Glory when knowing of  “The Foundation”  (of what Yahweh has done in the 

background to personally increment forward  “The Salvation of Mankind”). 

2. Humans will be resurrected into perfected bodies without the present ailments  -  of whatever kind  (Mark.1v34, 42;  2v11-12,  etc.). 

3. Satan and his mercenary  agents/demons  will be constrained  (Rev.20v1-3, Mark.1v24, etc.). 

Thus because JC(g)  was/(is)  of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v-21-26),  then Yahweh supported JC’s  

“occupational effort”  with His HS that was  not  “sourced from of this world”  and thus JC’s  “occupational effort”  was blameless and separated away 

from all forms of sin.  Moreover,  because TCs are  equally  of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JC,  then they are being grafted into to  

“The Vine”  by The Father  (John.15v1-6, Rom.11v15-25),  so they too shall be supported by Yahweh to promote the same activity with a  sane/sober  

mind  (1Tim.3v2, Titus.2v2-8). 

This is what we are  supposed to be like,  and instructed to do with our lives  -  being to edify the minds of other people not presently 

understanding  why/what/how  they too can personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to imitate Paul as he imitated JC,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.). 
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So what does this mean for  “us” –  by application? 

Interestingly,  the HS is  dispensed/gifted  according to Yahweh’s Desire and not the imposed desire of some human fraudulently claiming to represent 

Yahweh as we see so often in The World today!   Where,  some of these  charlatan Christian leaders have the cheek to suggest that perhaps  “the cure”  

was not forthcoming because the recipient had not enough faith!    

Yahweh will be most vengeful upon these  iniquitous Christian leaders making a worldly living on the back of Yahweh’s beautiful Word for  

self-indulgent  worldly reasons of whatever  (money/fame/power/leverage/prestige/sex/glory/etc.)! 

However, those specific people who in  humility,  poverty,  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  shall be given assistance through collaboration with 

“The Almighty God”,  where they are participating in the adoption process to  “Sonship”  through  the continual process  of being  “Born Again” 

because they do  not  have a split mind  (thereby enabling Yahweh to work with them,  James.1v6-8).  Please see glossary to understand what this term 

really means –  because it is absolutely  not  what we are  errantly told by our delinquent  worldly Christian leaders  (Luke.12v46-48)  who might 

themselves become  “Still born”  as warned earlier  (in v3)! 

It must be clearly understood by the reader,  “glitzy circus shows”  of  “apparent HS”  are acts of  fraud  because the presentation is to self-indulge the 

participants for  “The Immediacy”  of an  “animalistic/carnal mind”,   and  not  to actively promote  “The Word of God”  to reasoning Atheists  (who 

justifiably think  “these perpetrators are mad” –  1Cor.14v23).  Because as JC told us,  we are to put  “the new wine into new wine skins”  

(listening/reasoning people,  like atheists and people of other religions)  and not into those old wine skins  (closed “pious religious minds”,  perhaps  

worldly Christians)  because those worldly religious people prefer the old wine  (Luke.5v37-39).  Therefore TCs would be wasting their time to persist 

with people of  “closed minds”  (“most Christians”,  1Tim.6v20, Titus.3v9)  during The Gospel Age and thus they require  “The Safety Net”  of The 

Millennium to then understand.  Yet sadly,  they would have missed the most precious opportunity of  “Sonship”,  hence JC’s accusation at Matt.23v13! 

So what is  “The Miraculous Work”  being  “The Word of God operating within The Environment to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”? 

It is to fulfil JC’s command as given at Matt.24v14 to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to The World so that  

(1) Yahweh might validate and thus attain His proven 144000 TCs and   

(2) All humans might understand there is a bright future ahead of them while The World around implodes round about them  (Matt.24v22).  

This shows JCg’s true concern over his creation –  where interested people are given mental support of  The True Gospel  of  “1st Century Christianity”  

to carry them through the forthcoming tribulation.  But  worldly Christian leaders do  none  of this because either  (1) they choose not understand 

(“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50)  what they should be doing –  or  (2) they do not care  (and both reasons mean they do  not  represent Yahweh,  nor  have  

“the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is separate from this world of sin” = the “HS”). 

However,  because TCs  precisely imitate  JC in  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to the World,  then they  will  receive abuse and persecution 

from those people around  (principally leaders feeling embarrassed by their own  “hypocrisy”  to God’s Word exposed by TCs’ righteous teaching)  just 

as JC forewarned at John.16v1-4  –  being what we have witness throughout history  (William Tyndale as a notable example). 

As I explain in many other places  (at the specific places in The New Testament)  the HS is expressed by Yahweh through compliant entities to  

(1) manipulate The Environment to make the TC more effective in their ministry work and 

(2) enable TCs to  expand/develop  the most useful skills to  accurately  publicise/teach  “The Word of God”  to The World and   

(3) protect/help/cure  the TC out of trouble (1Cor.10v13)  so they might be better placed to teach  “The Word”  of God to The World – where all 

three are done in  modesty and humility  with a  sane and reasoning mind  (all precisely as instructed through 1Timothy,  2Timothy and Titus,  

being three epistles of genuine pastoral instruction for the  “budding”  TC to follow). 

These three epistles ignored by most  worldly Christians, especially by the leaders –  as witnessed by their behaviour –  where  “self-indulgence”  reigns 

under  “The Pretence”  it is worshipping Yahweh  (please see “worship” and “praise” in glossary –  because again it is  not  what we are errantly told 

by our  worldly Christian leaders)! 

All of which is interesting,  by virtue there is a dichotomy between what The Bible teaches us and what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us  (and that 

is  not  something new,  but  their standard operating principle)  -  because interestingly the way  “pastoral”  is presented by the clergy to the world is 

that  “pastoral”  means  “Guidance to The Congregations”  when actually  if  they had read the contents of Timothy 1, 2 and Titus,  then they would 

realise these epistles are actually   “Guidance on how to be a Christian Leader who is acceptable to Yahweh”!    Now we understand why they do not 

read these epistles and if they do,  why they refuse to imbue what these three epistles state,  and spin the meaning around  (hence Rev.22v18-19)!   

Actually this is not quite accurate,  because “Pastoral”  should really mean - 

“Guidance on how to be a Christian Leader who is acceptable to Yahweh”  so that  by example  of the Christian leader (1Cor.4v16, 11v1) 

then it becomes    “Guidance to The Congregations”  on how to personally become  “a Christian leader  who is acceptable to Yahweh”! 

I hope the reader fully understands the deeper ramifications of that paragraph –  being what Paul exhorts of us aiming to become TCs. 

The reality is this    

Yahweh would  not  desire the congregational members to follow the example of our  worldly Christian leaders! 

Finally I would like to bring the reader’s attention to the wording -  

God  {testifying jointly}/{uniting to add evidence}/collaborating   (with JC in [context])   

What does that suggest to the reasoning mind? 

Does it suggest what our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  preach to us in  their error –  that JC and Yahweh are the same Entity –  

being the basic doctrine of the Trinity?    

Obviously not!    

How can it be any other than  two  separate Reasoning Entities?    

Surely that is what  “jointly”,  “uniting”  and  “collaborating”  means!   

It is impossible to collaborate with our self as an individual –  unless we are schizophrenic and Yahweh most certainly will  not  be working with us  

(James.1v6-8)! 

Our worldly Christian leaders   “Just do not get it!” 

Just about everything that comes out of their mouth regarding  “1st Century Christianity”  is wrong! 

That is why  (1) we  must  start with a clean piece of paper (Luke.5v37-39)  and  begin again  with a fresh mind to review “The Evidence”  (as have I),  

and  (2) never  go to seminaries  (Matt.23v15,  and look at Saul before JCg intercepted him)  also by contrast of what was said of JC at John.7v15 and of 

the apostles at Acts.4v13! 

However,  now with my comprehensive knowledge and total understanding of “The Word of God”,  then perhaps I  should  go to a Christian Seminary –  

to thoroughly shake them up,  but I suppose I would be barred at the door –  and called a “heretic” –  or if in medieval times  “burnt at the stake”!  

I do have 100’s of public transcripts of their sermons of which,  when I have time,  shall publicly expose line by line where they are  scripturally flawed! 
 

9th Comment – Paul states:  Yahweh has not subjected the future World to  messengers/angels  being  “The Resurrected 

World”  of The Millennium of which the  apostles/TCs  are presently  accurately  teaching to The World. 

10th Comment – “We speak” “1st Century Christianity” in direct contrast to “Religion” worldly Christian leaders preach! 

23rd Reasoning – The point Paul makes concerns JCg specifically -  and he is not diluting his argument to involve the TCs 

as given by the allegoric representation of messengers/angels. His argument is: The only extra-terrestrial entity appointed 

by Yahweh  is JC because it  is JC who made  a personal sacrifice  (as do his emulators = the TCs following afterwards). 

11th Comment – Paul quotes King David:  What value is man,  that  “The Almighty Yahweh”  has interest in him?    
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But rather Yahweh inspects (= judges/assays)  “The Son of Man”  (who then becomes “The Perfect Ransom Sacrifice”  

for Mankind,  out of which Yahweh through JC may gain  “The 3 Remnants of Israel that return to The Lord”). 

23rd Allegory – “him” = is a floating pointer – David speaks of himself as “King” – but this points in prophecy to JCg. 

6th Prophecy fulfilled – JCg, our creator,  steps in to redeem his personal creation by volunteering his  very existence  to 

become lower than The Heavenly Host by being placed  (via Yahweh’s unlimited ability)  within a fleshly DNA body that 

itself is subject to  annihilation  together with the loss of  spirit/personality/desires/traits  = what  precisely defines  JCg. 

12th Comment – It was a  very serious thing  JCg did  for us – being just so undervalued by our  worldly Christian leaders.  

They should emphasise JCg  could have been annihilated  and  we also –  if  JC failed in his redemption mission,  but 

fortunately for us,  JC remained faithful to his mission to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (Matt.26v39, 42). 

7th Prophecy fulfilled – JCg  (JC as a human = son of man)  fulfilled “The Requirement”  to balance Yahweh’s Decree on 

Sin and was thus adorned with  glory/honour and  value/esteem (John.17v2),  given a crown and assigned a position over 

all things pertaining to this planet,  being all  ideal/{intrinsically good}  things are to be ultimately assigned to Yahweh. 

JC was successful because,  equally as “The Son of God”,  his spiritual mind was the  one/same  as that of Yahweh. 

14th Instruction – King David archetypical of JC was crowned a king over what Yahweh designated for him on this planet. 

For King David it was Israel [in his time], – for JCg it is The World [in The Millennium]. 

Heb.   2v5 og not  For  (to the [= in/with/ by/on]) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels   

Heb.   2v5 og (He [Yahweh]) subordinated/subjected/{put under obedience}   

Heb.   2v5 og the  {(terrene part of the) globe}/{inhabited world}    

Heb.   2v5 og the  occurring/expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming/{about to}/purposing     

Heb.   2v5 og concerning/about  {of whom/which}  (we) speak/utter/say. 

Heb.   2v5 = For  not  to  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels   

He  (Yahweh)   subordinated/subjected/{put under obedience}  the  expecting/coming  {inhabited world},   

concerning  of which  we  speak/say. 

 

For not to the bringers of tidings   (Yahweh did not make the offer available to The Ancient Worthies or The Prophets,  but to their seed) 

He (Yahweh)  subordinated the coming inhabited world   (being the coming of The Millennium,  under a new regime change of JCg) 

concerning of what we (aiming to be TCs)  speak   (“The Contents”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as explained by JC’s ministry/deportment). 

 

Paul now explains to us,  it is to JC  (now JCg)  whom Yahweh has  legitimately/righteously  assigned all responsibility to  bring-on  The Millennium 

(Rev.5v1-10)  by opening  “The Scroll containing The Names”  that Yahweh has already written upon it  (Rom.8v29)  for collection at  “The End of The 

Gospel Age”  (plus 3.5 years + 45days  [Dan.12v11-12, Rev,19v16-21]  before The Millennium starts).  It must be noted during this last 3.5 Year period,  

the 144000 TCs will have been  “translated”  off this planet  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-42, etc.,)  and trained how to correctly use Yahweh’s  infinite  

Capability to correctly bring about  “Righteousness”  in  “The Future Resurrected World”.   This is the forthcoming education program of The 

Millennium at the commencement of  “The General Resurrection”  program of all people from the previous some 6000 years  (perhaps in  

staggered/staged  periods of 100 years as suggested in Isa.65v17-25 [v20],  as implied by  “The week of Sabbaths”  of The Passover  after  “Nisan 14”). 

Thus it is unto JCg all this responsibility is given,  when Yahweh so deems  (Heb.1v13, Matt.20v23). 

This becomes the subject matter upon which TCs teach The World –  only done by  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  of which if we are sincere 

to the  “accurate knowledge”  as given by JC’s ministry  (of  “1st Century Christianity”  correctly moulding our minds)  delivers  real  faith  (= accurate 

knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  of  the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be elected by Yahweh to work alongside JCg in The Millennium 

as part of  “The Bride of Christ”.   

All precisely as The Bible tells us –  but is  never  taught by our  spiritually blind  worldly  Christian leaders! 

Is what I claim true?    

I ask the reader to analyse the sermons every week for the last some 20 years and see if it is possible to recall any mention of this? 

That  “evidence”  is my witness –  and yet this is what JC taught,  underwritten by The Tanakh,  day after day  to the same people  (Mark.8v2-3). 

We realise therefore,  these false representatives of Yahweh  (worldly and worse, charlatan Christian leaders)  are  being  ignored  by Yahweh –  

irrespective of what they might state about the HS  “supposedly oozing out”  of themselves!   Rogue traders always state how wonderful they are to be 

having  “The (supposed) Capability”  (metaphorically the HS) –  because quite simply their audited works  tell otherwise! 

Precisely as JC’s parables teach us  (please see all my  inter-verse  commentaries given in the four Gospels of almost 2,000,000 words). 
Heb.   2v6 og (he/she/it) {through/channel of witness}/{thorough witness}/{protested earnestly}/hortatively [mid. voc.] 

Heb.   2v6 og And  somewhere/nearby/about/{certain place}  {some/any/certain person}   

Heb.   2v6 og (the [person]) stating/exclaiming:   

Heb.   2v6 og Who/Which/What/{Wherefore/by}/Whether  (he/it) is  (the) countenance/{human being}/man,   

Heb.   2v6 og because  (You [Yahweh]) {to remind}/{recall to mind}/{be mindful}/remember/recollect  (of the) him?   

Heb.   2v6 og Or/Than/Either/Rather: 

Heb.   2v6 og (The) son  (of the) countenance/{human being}/man  because   

Heb.   2v6 og (You [Yahweh]) {to inspect over}/{to select}/{to go to see/relieve}/{look out}/visit [middle voice]   (the) him? 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.8v4 

Heb.   2v6 = And  {through witnessing}/hortatively  somewhere/{certain place} (in the Tanakh)  someone  (being, King David)   stated: 

What is man,  because  You (Yahweh)  {recall to mind}/remember  the him? 

Or/Rather  the son of man  because  You (Yahweh)  personally  {inspect over}/select/{go to relieve}  him (JC). 

 

And through witnessing somewhere  (in the Tanakh at Psa.8v4 )  someone (King David)  stated: 

  What is man,  because You (Yahweh)  recall to mind him?     (What value has Mankind that You [Yahweh] bother about it?) 

  Or because the son of man, You (Yahweh)  personally  {inspect over}/examine  him   (judging JC,  as The Lead for 144000 TCs to follow). 

 

We must recognise,  King David,  some 1000 years earlier as the archetypical JC selected by Yahweh  (1Sam.13v14, 16v1,10-13),  wrote this psalm 

regarding himself in sincere humility when contemplating the task in hand to rule  “Israel”  (being  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  to yield The Prophets  [and 

ultimately JC]).  Then JC commenced to rule  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (to yield the TCs),  where  “The Two Remnants”  of both previous  “Israels”  

(John.10v16, then v3 given chronologically)  are themselves to ultimately yield  “The Children”  (of  “The Special Marriage” [JCg and the 144000 TCs] 

Eph.5v30-32, Rev.21v2,9)  as  “The Remnant out of the 3rd Epoch Israel”  (2Cor.12v1-3 –  pleased see all my cited local commentaries)  of  “The 

Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
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Paul explains,  Yahweh  is  prepared to  help/aid  those specific individuals who desire to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  King David through his responsibility 

of leadership and the prophets in his wake,  likewise with JC and then the TCs following in his wake. 

But specifically King David asks    

What value has Mankind that Yahweh has any interest in it?  

David  (as the archetypical JC)  speaks of himself being a son of Man of whom Yahweh helps and aids him in his kingship over “Israel” (and its 3 Epoch 

extension).  However,  as we know,  JC was  “The Son of God “ (spiritually)  and  “the son of Man”  (physically)  and consequently,  this prophecy 

directly points to JC who would physically come into this World at his 1st Advent some 1000 years after King David’s rule. 

Thus we understand,  King David was speaking in prophecy regarding JC’s ministry that must be subject to Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) 

Judgement”  over the 3.5 year  assay/testing  period because JC had to become righteously judged perfect against  “The Law of Moses”  (Matt.5v17-18) 

so he could righteously herald in  “The New Covenant”  (explained in much more detail later in Hebrews). 

The Scriptures righteously teach us, –  JC as The Barley Firstfruit becomes The Lead for The Wheat Firstfruits (144000 TCs)  elected out of The Gospel 

Age  (Lev.23v5-25,  Acts.2v1 (at Pentecost/Ingathering)  to start  bringing-in  the 144000 TCs over the next some 2000 years of The Gospel Age [now 

almost at its end,  2021 CE,  certainly before 2067 CE, I explain why later]). 
Heb.   2v7 og (You [Yahweh]) {lessened (in rank or influence)}/decreased/{made lower}  (the) him [JC]   

Heb.   2v7 og (the) {short (of time/place/quantity/number)}/{few words}/{little (space/while)}  {some/any/certain thing}   

Heb.   2v7 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  (the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels,   

Heb.   2v7 og (to the [= in/with/by/on) glory/honour/dignity/majesty   

Heb.   2v7 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity   

Heb.   2v7 og (you) {adorned with (an honorary) wreath}/crowned  (the) him [JC],   

Heb.   2v7 og also  (you) {placed down (permanently)}/designated/constituted/conveyed/appointed/made/ordained/set   

Heb.   2v7 og (the) him  over/upon/concerning  the  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds   

Heb.   2v7 og of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  (of) thee/thy/thou/you [singular]  [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.8v5 

Heb.   2v7 = You (Yahweh)  decreased/{made lower}  the  him  ( [1] David  [2] JC)   

{some thing}  the  shorter/inferior  beside/against  the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels,   

with  glory/honour/dignity  also  value/esteem  You  (Yahweh)   {adorned with wreath}/crowned  the  him ( [1] David  [2] JC),   

also  You  (Yahweh)   designated/constituted/ordained  the him   ( [1] David  [2] JC)   

over/upon  the  {occupational efforts}/labours  of  Your  (Yahweh's)  hands. 

 

You (Yahweh)  made him lower   (King David,  but prophetic to JC following some 1000 years later) 

something the inferior against the bringers of tidings   (The Prophets  [considered alongside angels as  speaking for Yahweh), 
               (King David [though extremely powerful]  had a contrite heart,  and placed himself lower than Yahweh’s official spokespersons, 2Sam.12v1-15) 

               (Also recognised after his death as a prophet,  he generated these psalms in blissful ignorance of the contents representing JC and God’s Plan) 
with  glory/dignity/honour  also  value/esteem   (being what Yahweh gave to King David –  protecting him against opposition) 

You (Yahweh)  crowned him   ([1] King David as The Ruler over [1st Epoch]  Israel,  [2] JC over the 2nd  [as Early Adopters]  and 3rd Epoch Israel) 
also You (Yahweh)  designated/constituted  him   ( [1] King David and  [2] JC over the  three  respective Epochs of  “Israel”) 

over the occupational efforts  (the construction of perfecting our minds upon  “The Word of God”)   of Your (Yahweh’s)  hands. 
               (This absolutely does  not  simplistically mean  “The Physical”,   but rather  “The Spiritual” –  being what is to be perfected into The Eternity) 

 

There is much contained within this verse that needs to be  “squeezed out”  into our minds. 

Most importantly,  the psalmist is acknowledging,  all ideally good things ultimately come from Yahweh –  this Old Testament prophecy recognises this.   

This does not contradict what I state being,  JCg created all “Life” (= “The World”)  on this planet and thus JCg assumed responsibility to save his 

creation  (hence  “the specific god”  of us  [that is why “ho theos” is used])  through his ministry and ransom sacrifice before Yahweh’s Universal 

Decree on sin  (the result of which yields  “death”  =  annihilation).   

JCg could not exist if it was not for Yahweh,  neither could JCg create us if it was not through the use of Yahweh’s Capability to express His HS within 

The Environment  (hence plural “Us” Gen.1v2 and construction of John.1v1-4).  Finally JCg could only use  “The Laws of Nature”  that were created 

by Yahweh to generate the basic blocks used by JCg to yield  “The DNA Platform”  upon which to create “Life”  (= “The World” = StrongsTM = 2889 = 

“Kosmos” = “Decoration/Adornment”). 

That explains the physical. 

While stating the simplistic physical level,  the reason why Paul is using this verse is because he is to  build upon it,  to explain Yahweh’s Pure Desire for 

“Mankind”.  Yahweh’s Desire is to  purify  “The Mind”  of individuals to become like that of JC,  therefore purifying the  spirit/personality/desires/traits 

of  all  individuals to ideally produce perfected  “Heavenly Treasure”  to be loaded into His 144000 future  “Sons of God”.  The next stage is for  “The 

144000 Sons of God”  to then teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”,  so the members of  “The Resurrected World”  might become like their 

teachers –  who themselves as  “The Early Adopters”  precisely imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.,)  in the 1st part of their physical life.   

Therefore Yahweh is giving every person an opportunity to imitate JC,  because we are told at Eze.33v11, 1Pet.3v9  that  “Yahweh desires no human to 

be annihilated”  (but very sadly,  The Bible perhaps infers about 1/3 of all Mankind will ultimately be annihilated over their “2 part life”). 

Thus it is in this precise manner that Yahweh is creating with His (metaphoric) “Hands” (“working”)  to make possible  “Mankind’s Perfection 

Process”,  through  the righteous process  as given in The Old and New Testament  (none  of which is taught today by our  worldly Christian leaders). 

Let us now understand why Paul used this prophetic illustration. 

At the first level,  David wrote this about himself being born in Bethlehem,  he was a shepherd and anointed king early,  but had to wait for his full 

crown,  even then he was only king of a  partial Israel  (metaphorically “The Early Adopters” = TCs of The Christian Epoch of Israel)  before he could 

claim the full Israel  (2Sam.5v4-5)  (metaphorically “The Resurrected World” who ultimately becomes The Children of The Union in The Millennium, all 

explained later). 

Likewise precisely the same can be said of JC at  every level stated,  as I now elucidate. 

Knowing what we know about  “Israel”  really meaning  “persevere  (positively/negatively)  with  Subjector/God”  (that can be a perseverance of 

cleaving or rebellion)  being the perfect name for both extremes of Mankind relative to Yahweh,  then we realise David was more archetypical of JC than 

initially  “meets the eye”!   I discuss more commonalities under  “King David”  in my glossary. 

Thus it was Yahweh who placed David in this elevated position to administer  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (Jews)  but lower than the  “angels”  (more later). 

Equally it was Yahweh who placed JC in the position to administer  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (The Christian Nation)  being to set it up and then to work 

through the 144000 TCs  (as his fleshly body, 1Cor.12v12-22)  throughout The Gospel Age while being  “The Presence/Parousia”   spiritually operating 

within them,  to guide them as  “The Word of God”  became imbued within them  “while  (JCg was physically)  away in a distant land”  (Matt.25v14, 

Luke.15v13, 20v9, etc.).   

David had to wait  (for Saul’s death)  until he was placed in full authority of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”   (at Hebron for 7 years)  and then wait further 

before he had full control over Jerusalem  (2Sam.5v5)  for another 33 years  (thus a total of 40 years –  an important number,  the same for Saul and 

Solomon as kings either side of David)  –  it was at this point he was given  glory/honour/dignity  by the people and was yet,  always  

precious/valued/esteemed  in Yahweh's sight. 
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Likewise,  JC had to wait until he was placed head over of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (The Christian Nation)  noting that it is  only  “The Early Adopters”  

(144000 TCs  demonstrably  having JC's Methodology driving their mind,  Luke.17v21),   and then JCg is to further wait,  until The Millennium before he 

had full  control/authority  over  “The New (spiritual) Jerusalem”  (Rev.21v1-4)  in its full operational form –  it was at this point,  JCg is to be given  

glory/honour/dignity  by the people and was yet,  always  precious/valued/esteemed  in Yahweh's sight  (John.17v1-2).  Where it is  “The 3rd Epoch  

fleshly Israel”  comprising of  “The Resurrected World”  shall equally recognise this of JCg  (Rev.19v16).  Where “7” means “complete/perfect [to an 

Oath]”,  and thus David represents JCg,  where JCg need to wait for the complete  (“Required”  time to  “Perfect”)  the full number of 144000 TCs 

elected from out of The Christian Nation over the some 2000 year Gospel Age before JCg can claim The Full Israel of The Resurrected World  (“The 3rd 

Epoch of Israel”). 

As I stated earlier,  Yahweh foreknew these specific individuals would successfully fulfil His Desire and was thus able to lay all this down by (allegoric)  

prophesy to ultimately show The World –  His complete Omnipotence and Ultimate Control to succeed in complete righteousness over all The Universe. 

Finally I have always stated   “{bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels”  can have reference to TCs, –  how can it be so here? 

Especially when considering both David and JC! 

Taking JC first,  we have the instance of John.13v5-9 and Peter’s response here,  but more so by his ransom sacrifice in public execution. 

But what about David –  how can this be so when he was already in the grave for some 1000 years  (Acts.2v25-28)? 

Again it is by prophecy that this shall be fulfilled. 

We are told it is through  “the sons that the fathers shall be perfected”  (Heb.11v38-40,  based upon Psm.45v16-18)  and this is a direct reference to the 

TCs being resurrected as future  “Sons of God”  to become  “The  Heavenly/Spiritual/Celestial  Entities”  classed as  “kings/priests”  (2Tim.4v6-8, 

1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)  to rule over The Earth as  “The Bride of Christ”  (John.3v28-30, Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.).   

Where,  the prophets shall be  “the princes”  ruling directly under the  144000 TCs as the  kings/priests  of The Millennium. 

We are told that while  “John the Baptist was the foremost prophet”,  he will be the least in the heavens  (Matt.11v11-12) –  so what does this mean? 

It means,  because John died  (murdered – Mark.6v21-32)  before  JC was murdered by  “The Prevailing Religious Leaders”,  then he will not be placed 

in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body,  but rather a perfected DNA fleshly body.  Likewise all the prophets will be placed in perfected DNA fleshly bodies 

and be  given positions of great power  (as part of  “[spiritual] Jerusalem”)  by Yahweh over  “The Resurrected World”. 

So what about King David? 

King David will be resurrected in a perfected DNA fleshly body and given the  power/position/status  to rule  The Earth  in a  fleshly  body,  while Christ 

Jesus will rule  The Heaven  (singular = local zone to The Earth)  within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodied entity with his 144000 TCs alongside. 

Thus the structure in The Millennium will be - 

The Heavenly host of JCg with his bride of 144000 TCs ruling having  infinite Authority/Power  to call directly upon The Father  (Yahweh). 

The Earthly host of fleshly King David with his fleshly assistants of The Prophets and Ancient Worthies. 

(Both groupings of the above become  “The New [spiritual/ruling] Jerusalem” of Rev.21v1-4,  hence the prophecy of John.10v16). 

“The Resurrected World”  being taught  “Righteousness”  by these two (proven worthy) upper layers. 

Speaking as though we are in The Future Millennium and reflecting on what  “would then be history”  

Because Yahweh  was  able to attain His 144000 TCs  (as He prophesied within His Word  [Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4]),  then He could move forward by 

bringing forth The Millennium to enable the righteous resurrection  (according to His Word/prophecy)  of King David who is in this instance will be 

lower than the  “{bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels”  being the TCs who are then to be  “Sons of God”. 

Can the reader see how all this prophecy can be fulfilled? 

The wonder and glory of Yahweh's planning,  giving by prophecy over millennia and  executing it all so precisely –  just  “blows the (human) mind”! 

What is so wonderful is that  all this is going on  in parallel  and thus  outside  to those people  taking power over the masses who presently claim  

(during the last 6000 years)  to be representing “Yahweh”.  Because Yahweh is  only  working with those people  chosen,  being of  humble and contrite 

mindsets taking the lowly positions  in The World today  (and are thus  not  today's leaders) –  because the Prophets' and TCs'  world is   “The World”   

yet to come,  that is why they have  not  made their home within the present world operating under Satan’s Methodology of self-indulgence  (because 

they are truly  “The Sons”  of  “The Sojourner  Abraham”  in what will become  “The Promised Land”  [of The Millennium]). 

This is exactly what JC taught us at   Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31. Luke.13v30, etc.,  where  “The  Last/Least”  within society today  (The 144000 

TCs precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle,  noting Paul's teaching at 1Cor.4v8-13)  shall be  “The  First/Most”  within society in The Millennium  (to 

be  kings/priests).  By contrast,  The First/Most  within society today  (the worldly leaders principally  religious, political)  shall be  “The Last/Least”  in 

society  (to learn  “humility and contriteness”)  so they might have an opportunity to live for an eternity  if they reform  what presently drives them. 

Where likewise,  JC taught us at Matt.20v16, 22v14     

Many people  (some 3 billion Christians over The Gospel Age)  are  invited  to become Christians  (for  “The Goal of Sonship”  as laid down 

by example through JC),  but only a few people (144000 TCs)  are  elected  to become the future  “Sons of God”. 

When were these important parts of The Bible last taught in sermons sourced by Christendom?    

I suggest  “never”,  because it hardly sits with what our  “Leaders of Religion”  would like taught,  because it nullifies their position within society!   

All of which is  precisely why  “The Prevailing Religious Leaders”  of the day spoke and acted as they did at John.11v47-53. 

It is by understanding,  “Professional Leaders of today”  (being “what they can tax” out of The Public)  demonstrably  “live for today”  and do  not  live 

for  “The Vista of The Millennium”  that crystallises the difference between  “1st Century Christianity”  (as taught by JC)  and  “Religion”  (that has 

been on the planet for the last some 6000 years)! 

It is by getting into their very mindset  (being their driver,  noting Matt.6v24)  that unlocks how they think and operate –  then proven,  when we examine 

their fruitage –  please see my commentaries at Matt.7v16-20, 12v33,  because as usual it is  “not as they tell us”  (again,  for several obvious reasons)! 

 

9th Prophecy – Paul quotes King David’s speaking of himself,  but as archetypical of JCg,  he becomes a prophecy of what 

Yahweh shall do for JC, now he has been anointed as King awaiting  to assume full authority  when Yahweh declares it so. 

24th Reasoning – It must be absolutely understood King David was anointed  “King”  and then  had to wait  until Saul 

was removed by Yahweh.  Exactly the same is occurring now.  JCg was anointed at his resurrection and is now awaiting 

until Yahweh deposes Satan’s hold over this planet (Rev.20v1-3).  This will occur soon to herald in The Millennium. 

4th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders in their error proclaim JCg is ruling now!  Is this really true when we see around 

us all the pain and suffering!   I wonder in what World they are living? –  They  must feel comfortable  in Satan’s World! 

24th Allegory – King David = represents JC (there are more than ten analogies between the two individuals,  see glossary) 

Heb.   2v8 og (The) All (things)   (You [Yahweh]) subordinated/subjected/{put under obedience}   

Heb.   2v8 og {down under}/{completely beneath}  of the  feet  (of the) him [JCg].   

Heb.   2v8 og in  For  to the [= within]   (to) subordinate/subject/{put under obedience}  (to the) him [JCg]  the (things)  all,   

Heb.   2v8 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   

Heb.   2v8 og (He [Yahweh]) sent/left/forsook/{yielded up}/{laid aside}/pardoned/excused/allowed/remitted/forgave   

Heb.   2v8 og (to the) him [JCg]   (the) unsubdued/insubordinate/disobedient/unruly.   

Heb.   2v8 og now/present/immediate  And  {not/as yet}/{hitherto not}   

Heb.   2v8 og (we [TCs]) {stare at}/{discern clearly}/behold/perceive/see/{take heed}  (to the) him [JCg],   
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Heb.   2v8 og the (things)  all  (the having been) subordinated/subjected/{put under obedience}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.8v6, 110v1 

New Testament reference located at  Matt.22v43-45, Luke.20v41-44 

Heb.   2v8 = You (Yahweh)   

subordinated/subjected  all  (powers/authorities)   {down under}/{completely beneath}  his   ([1] David  [2] JCg)   feet.   

For  within  all  the things  (powers/authorities)  to  subordinate/subject  to the  him   ([1] David  [2] JCg),   

He  (Yahweh)   {lays aside}/leaves  {not even one}/nothing  insubordinate/disobedient/unruly  to the  him   ([1] David  [2] JCg).    

And now  {not yet}  do we  {discern clearly}/behold/perceive  to him  all  (powers/authorities)  the having been  subordinated/subjected. 

 

You (Yahweh)  subordinated all  (powers/authorities)  down under his   ([1] King David archetypical of  [2] JCg at the Millennium introduction). 

For within all the things  (worldly  powers/authorities  will)  to subordinate to him   ([1] King David and then  [2] JCg at Rev.19v16), 
He (Yahweh)  lays aside not even one  (person/power/authority)  unruly to him   ([1] King David and the  [2] JCg at Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15). 

And now  (during The Gospel Age)  not as yet do we (TCs)  discern clearly all  (powers/authorities)   

the having been subordinated to him  (JCg). 
                  (But only in the 144000 TCs  having their mind controlled by  “The Word of God” [Luke.17v21]  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 

 

All Power and Authority is allowed by Yahweh.  His  Power/Capability  exercised will suppress and subdue all worldly authorities  (it is  not  given to us,  

mere mortals to  soil/blemish  ourselves by mixing within the present disgusting world of politics –  we must remain utterly neutral –  so the present 

worldly authorities have  no claim against us  who are aiming to become TCs Luke/Rom.13v1-5).  Thus just as King David recognised there are people 

persistently rebelling to  “The Word of God”  as contained within The Tanakh,  likewise as more  (knowledge/understanding)  has been given to us  

(being now the possibility of “Sonship”)  through The New Testament,  then there are more people rebelling with the more  “Truth”  they have.   

People today are so misled by their leaders to state   “They are Christians and beloved by God”!  

But based upon what?   

Is it  “love”  of which they do  not  understand being  “agapao” (StrongsTM = 25 displayed by “agape” StrongsTM = 26)  really means!   

Of which within a reformed person yields  “phileo”  (StrongsTM = 5368)  as  attraction/affection/fondness  between entities. 

Or - 

Based upon  “cut-up”  and  “added–to”  “bibles”  within their mind containing only what they  “want to believe”,  and upon them is the 

warning given at Rev.22v18-19  (of which I presume they have also cut-out of  “their bibles”  and thus cannot find it)! 

Therefore we accurately reason - 

These are just fanciful thoughts of “self-indulgence”  that any child might wish towards –  but having  no facts upon which to base reasoning! 

This is specifically why   “FutureLife.Org”  has been  firmly established –  to guide humans away from the  “self-indulgent dross”  of The World both  

“material and religious”  (the “religious” being the worst for self-vanity)  and for us to return unto The Lord and ultimately our Master –  so we  all  

might  fulfil His Pure Desire in The Culmination –  to hold His Position as Sovereign over our lives  (being His  “Right to Rule our minds”  with His 

Methodology in place of Satan's present worldly methodology  [2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19]  pandering to self-indulgence both physically and spiritually).  So 

we might righteously  (according to Yahweh’s Requirements)  be truly edifying our neighbour in the giving of our charity  (being of the time to  

accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  by both word and deportment). 

Thus reiterating  -  Only a  few  people  truly  want to be subject to JCg’s standards  -  their works demonstrably show this! 

Because JC showed himself righteous  (Rev.5v1-10)  unto his murder forced upon him by  “Leaders of Religion”   (John.11v47-53),  Yahweh can be seen 

(before all entities within The Universe)  to be operating correctly by now placing everything in The World  (and everything pertaining to this planet)  

under the complete  control/authority  of JC  (as being JCg)  when Yahweh has His 144000 TCs  elected/chosen  out of The Gospel Age.   

Everything presently is legitimately completely subordinate to JCg.  

So what is stopping YOU from  “aiming to become a TC”  -  thereby fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to hastening unto us,  The Millennium? 

However many people in this present world refuse to be completely subordinate to JCg’s commandments –  but they rather still chase after worldly self-

indulgent desires to the detriment of weaker people.  But there  are a few  people  (being the TCs)  who go out of their way  to be an active slave of JCg 

and of Yahweh –  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  This explains the very important  “not all”  =  “most”;  with the wording relative to  

“us/we”  =  Paul  = TC!    

It is important to mentally grasp where this reasoning takes us - 

Therefore  most people  do not recognise through their  “occupational efforts/labours/works” - 

JCg’s legitimate position  over us,  through  the works that he did for us. 

We must recognise,  atheists and people of other worldly sourced religions can be very good people and deliver the most wonderful  charity/agape  

activities showing the intrinsic nature of their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as being good  (noting what Paul said about Abraham at Rom.4v1-5).   

However,  this does  not  make them TCs because they do  not  have the  “accurate  knowledge”  upon which to gain  assurance  (competence 

and authority in “The Subject Matter”)  to then reproduce with fidelity  to yield   “The Real  Faith”  that drives them to  precisely imitate 

JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   

However these people  (atheists and non-Christians)  will be resurrected and become fine members of  “The New Society”  once having  “The Accurate 

Knowledge”   given to them  (by the new leaders described in the commentary of the previous verse)  so they too might  Truly  “Believe in Jesus Christ” 

–  having  The Physical Reality  of  “The Kingdom of God”  operating throughout society to correctly guide them. 

Finally a point  (of so very many)  overlooked by our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  is,  they state JCg is ruling now!   

How can this be so when we witness the pain and suffering existing in The World during the last 2000 or so years since JC’s ministry?   

That also happens, to be  twice  as long as a  “millennium”  -  so obviously JC has  not  yet come to rule –  and is thus  not  yet ruling!   

But  JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  is  presently  spiritually  ruling  (Rev.6v2,  see my local commentary)  as a  presence/parousia  within the 

minds of the TCs  (as a gestation period,  Luke.17v21)  perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life ready to be  physically  “born again”  in a perfect  

incorruptible/celestial  body  commensurate with their perfected mind  at  “The 1st Resurrection”.   These TCs shall be collected by  “The Bridegroom”  

(JCg, John.3v28-30)  (Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, 24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Pet.5v4, 1Cor.15v35-55, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-9, 20v6, etc.,)  to become  “The 

Bride of Christ”  (Rev.21v2, 9). 

So we reason by allegoric prophecy - 

Just as  “King David”  (see glossary)  was speaking about himself being raised from a humble  shepherd  boy in  Bethlehem  (two prophecies  [of so 

many]  there pointing to JC who would come some 1000 years later)  into the position of Kingship over Israel as perhaps the most powerful king at that 

specific time in The World –  then likewise,  so will JCg take the same position over  “The (3rd Epoch)  Israel”  (Rev.19v16).  It must be noted,  David 

was anointed as king several years before he could assume his position as Kingship –  he had to wait until Yahweh first deposed Saul –  just as JCg must 

wait until Yahweh deposes Satan  (Heb.1v13)  over this 2000 or so year Gospel Age  (where JCg is anointed king of  “The 2nd Epoch [Spiritual] Israel”).   

Note as David stated   We are  not  to take a position in The World –  we must await for Yahweh to make the position available –  just as Paul tells us  (in 

61 CE or so)  regarding JCg  -  awaiting for Yahweh to  “make The Decision”  (Matt.24v36)  when,  and only when,  He (Yahweh)  has achieved His 

“Prophesied  Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 Sons of God  (Matt.20v23,  Rev.14v1-4).  Moreover,  just as it required  “The Prophets”  for JC's 1st Advent 

to occur  to fulfil prophecy,  then likewise it requires the 144000 TCs  to fulfil prophecy  for JCg's 2nd Advent to occur  

“And now  {not as yet}  do we  {discern clearly}/behold/perceive  all  (powers/authorities)  having been  subordinated/subjected” 

Note again,  how David was  not  king over all of Israel first,  but had to wait 7 years before he could become king over the whole of Israel. 
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Furthermore,  the similarities between 1st, 2nd and then 3rd Epoch “Israel” –  all part of Yahweh demonstrating His complete  Omnipotence over this 

planet throughout all time –  where He has everything under perfect control,  as He allows all humans to  “Play out unto The End Game”  resulting in 

what would have been their annihilation as a species,  had it not been for Yahweh stepping in through JC to save  “The Situation”  when They both did,  

to yield a  parallel  Plan  (to what “Religion”  blindly  preaches to us)  that produces  

“The Three Remnants out of The Three Epochs of Israel”   into  “Yahweh’s Granary”   (Isa.10v20-22)! 

Can the reader understand all this? 

It is what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”,  but sadly all was lost after the 2nd century,  when it became to be the  worldly 

“Christianity”  of its many  (deceptive)  forms that we have taught today,  being a mere subset of global  “Religion”  beloved by Satan –  

expressing the rampant practised  “hypocrisy”  of its leaders  -  all of which JC so often warned! 

 

13th Comment – Paul inclusively states,  we see the same person  (in  spirits/personality/desires/traits)  JCg becoming JC 

who became lower than  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  (to be understood at two levels),  see allegory below. 

25th Allegory – lower than  {bringers of tidings}/messengers = still applicable for  Apostles/TCs  (ref. John.13v4-17). 

Thus lower  physically  ref Heavenly host within celestial bodies,  but also  spiritually  in approach,  thus enabling 

accurate  teaching in a  humble/contrite  manner towards the recipient to imbue God’s Word with no barrier presented. 

10th Good News – Because JCg, as JC,  was successful in his mission enabling  awakening/rousing  as “The Premier Son 

of God” then he has been crowned King, with glory/dignity/esteem  ready to rule in The Millennium as deemed by Yahweh 

25th Reasoning – JC spoke of The Least becoming The Most,  and it is shown here by Paul speaking of JC’s humiliation, 

suffering and torture,  means Yahweh feels disposed to offer  JC (as JCg)  The Most – being “The Premier Son of God”. 

26th Reasoning – Because JC was murdered while remaining perfect to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire then he has become in 

the position to righteously offer a direct  like-for-like  equivalence of a resurrection for  every  individual who has existed 

that is  not conditional on anything  because  it is free  (contrary to what our  errant worldly Christian leaders preach). 

Please read  “2 part life”  in glossary to remove the utter confusion  worldly Christian theologians wallow within! 

5th Warning – Worldly (and worst charlatan)  Christian Leaders preach: “Belong to their group to be saved!” – Well they 

would,  wouldn’t they if they want to live off their congregations!  However The Bible correctly taught does not teach this! 

JC has atoned all of us  without distinction  by giving us all a 2 part life,  so we might ultimately learn how to imitate his 

methodology – so we  all  have an opportunity to become of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as him.  Sadly 

that cannot occur if we remain within “Religion”,  that is why most people need The Millennium to know JC  and change! 

Heb.   2v9 og the (person [JC])  And  (the) {short (of time/place/quantity/number)}/{few words}/{little (space/while)}   

Heb.   2v9 og {some/any/certain thing}  near/beside/with/against/alongside  

Heb.   2v9 og (the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  (the having been) smaller/younger/inferior/less   

Heb.   2v9 og (we) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed}  (the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves},   

Heb.   2v9 og through (reason of)  the  hardship/suffering/pain/affliction  of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified   

Heb.   2v9 og (to the = in/with/by/on) glory/honour/dignity/majesty   

Heb.   2v9 og also  (to the = in/with/by/with]) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity   

Heb.   2v9 og (the having been) {adorned with (an honorary) wreath}/crowned,   

Heb.   2v9 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit   

Heb.   2v9 og (of the) God  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (of the [person]) every   

Heb.   2v9 og (he/she may/should) taste/eat/{to experience} [middle voice]   (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified. 

Heb.   2v9 = And  we  behold/see  the  Jesus,    (we fully understand within our minds  [while JC is physically away in a distant land]) 

the  {some thing}  (who)  having been  inferior/less  near/alongside  the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels,   

through reason of the  hardship/suffering/affliction  of the  death/fatality    (being JC's murder as The Ransom Sacrifice) 

(then)   the having been  {adorned with wreath}/crowned  in  glory/honour/dignity  also  in  value/esteem,    (at JCg's resurrection)  

{so that}  in the  gifts/favours/benefit  of the  God  (Yahweh),      (yielded to all persons  without condition – being a free sacrifice) 

He (JC)  may/should  taste/experience  of the  death/fatality  {on behalf of}  every  person.     (JC provides The Ransom Sacrifice) 

 

        (After Paul’s introduction of the earlier verses by simile –  as I explained,  then -) 
And we  (diligently aiming to be TCs)   

behold the Jesus   (by understanding how he truly  [1] thought and  [2] behaved  within society  [never taught by “Religion”]) 

the something   (The Example/Exhibit  of JC being  separate  from  “thinking like humans”)    

having been inferior   (JC in a perishable fleshly body and sentenced as a  “criminal”,  causing him to be  murdered/die)   
near/alongside  the bringers of tidings   (Yahweh’s spokespersons  [both celestial and prophets]) 

through reason of the  hardship/suffering  of the death   (caused by  “Leaders of Religion”;  enabling JC to become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”)   

(then)  having been crowned   (king then,  but assumes  power by conquering The Minds of TCs [Rev.6v2],  and given  power at The Millennium start)    

in  glory/honour/dignity   (at his resurrection having been  proven perfect –  to thus be resurrected by Yahweh  [giving all Earthly power to JCg]) 
also in  value/esteem   (within  contrite/humble/hearkening  minds  [1] of The Early Adopters  [2] The 3rd Remnant out of The Resurrected World) 

so that in the  gift/favour/benefit  of the God  (Yahweh)   
                 (JC as  “The Means”  to enable Yahweh to  righteous  resurrect  “us” [including  all  people]  into the 2nd part of our physical life) 
he (JC)  might experience death  (his murder)  on behalf of every person   (given without caveats,  therefore also  given to non-Christians) 

                  (It must be clearly understood    It was Yahweh’s Methodology [in JC]  conquering Satan’s methodology  [in  “Leaders of Religion”]) 

 

In this verse Paul emphasises what David said previously,  to explain what JC did for us  (being those specific people truly recognising what JC did for 

them by -   Imitating him = “real  belief”  in what we absolutely know)!   See  “faith”  in glossary to explain this statement. 

How many  “Christians”  really do this? –  In particular -  the leaders  (being those people who should be setting the  [correct]  example)! 

Notice there are  no  qualifiers given for this statement by Paul –  thus  every  person has been covered!    

Therefore logically they have  no  need to be a  “Christian”  to have this atoning covering over what then becomes the 1st part of their physical and 

spiritual life.  Thus this covering  is universal  and  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  covers  all  humans because JC is  no respecter of persons  (Matt.22v16, 

Mark.12v14, Luke.20v21)  and offers this  “Undeserved Gift”  freely to all  people  (1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.).   

Where obviously as we are told,  no person can pay for it -  then logically  “it covers  all  people”  with no differentiation!    
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This reasoning then makes The Millennium  jump-out  at us as being Yahweh's Righteous Plan to offer  all  humans, a 2 part physical and 2 part spiritual 

life to enable full redemption for everlasting life upon a  penitent  mind.  But as I will explain later in the epistle –  it does  not  provide a 3 part spiritual 

life within which to  consciously reform –  hence the dire warning to the very many  charlatan (and thus iniquitous)  Christian leaders  (2Tim.3v5, 

Titus.1v16, etc.)  covering this planet today.  Their output infects the  “millions upon millions”  of people within their congregations  (Matt.24v23-26, 

Mark.13v21-22, etc.,)  knowing no better  (Rom.16v17-18)  with worthless,  “self-indulgent worship”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  which in itself becomes mere vanity  

(noting what King Solomon wrote down for us at Ecc.12v13-14). 

Thus Paul states  “we”  as TCs,  “behold JC” –  being what he did for us,  but rather than hanging a crucifix  idol  around our neck as an outward 

symbol of what we supposedly claim to represent,  a TC will precisely imitate the  ministry/lifestyle  of JC in subjection and affliction by  not  self-

indulging  from what the present world can give,  but only to  accurately  teach The World precisely  why/how  each one of us is to fulfil Yahweh's Desire 

at a  personal  level.   Most certainly,  a TC has no need and would never want a crucifix idol around  his/her  neck,  the actions of a TC speak louder 

than what an idol would ever represent  (noting Isa.44v16-18)! 

Furthermore, by being  “silent in monasteries”  is  precisely what Satan desires  because this is  not  what JC and the apostles taught by both 

word and deportment! 

Virtually everything we are  taught/demonstrated  by our  worldly Christian leaders  (outside what are direct quotes from The Bible)  is wrong  to what 

made  “1st Century Christianity”  unique from  “Religion”  as my critiques of their sermon and prayer transcripts on this website demonstrate. 

I have 100s more public transcripts to analyse  (as and when I have time)!   They cannot think outside what they are taught in seminaries  (Matt.25v15). 

What a sad state of affairs today! –   It really is   “The Blind leading the blind and both fall into the ditch”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 

Hence this website   “FutureLife.Org”  becomes  “The Auditor’s Tool-box”  to expose this public wanton corruption to God’s Word for self-indulgent 

reasons of those people orchestrating  “deception”  (2Pet.2v1,  seen by  “drilling down”  through the mindset and reasoning,  presented by these 

individuals having only a  “fraudulent care for God’s Word”)! 

 

14th Comment – Paul states it is proper for Yahweh to make perfect The Leader JCg through whom all things pertaining 

to The World were created – who as JC, has brought many (144000) Sons of God to glory in salvation through suffering. 

27th Reasoning – It is JC as  “The Word of God”  that has been imbued as a  presence/parousia  within contrite minded 

“slaves”  freely choosing to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to reform their mindset and become as  one/same  as that of JC. 

Thus JC awakened by Yahweh unto Sonship through a perfected mind leads the way for those individuals who precisely 

imitate JC having been based upon  the same standard  that made JC successful in surpassing  “The Law of Moses”. 

It is in this manner the TCs become judged as being  “perfect”  by personally nullifying The Law of Moses against them,  

because they are being judged upon their perfected mind –  having perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life. 

15th Instruction – TCs must precisely imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  to be equally deemed  “consummate in character”. 

11th Good News – Because The Chief (JC) Firstfruit  “Barley”  was successful in his mission,  then he could bring to 

Yahweh 144000 glorious Sons of God as The Firstfruits  “Wheat”  elected from out of The Gospel Age  (Lev.23v5-25). 

28th Reasoning – JC needs to be a chief of something – to be called a chief!   He is only a chief of people choosing to 

imitate/fulfil  what he  (as The Master)  demands of people claiming to be his slaves.  This clearly excludes people not 

precisely imitating his ministry and lifestyle given during his 3.5 years in service to Yahweh ensuring The Plan’s success! 

Obviously people following the instruction of  “The Self”  follow other leaders who become their chiefs  (and not JC)! 

Hence JC’s warning regarding The Robbers/Hirelings  (various “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  of John.10v1-12. 

10th Prophecy – JC is bringing many (144000)  “Sons of God”  by making them perfect through two actions:- 

1. JC being The Word of God  (for the spiritual mind)  and  (2) giving the ransom sacrifice  (for the physical body). 

2. The TCs imbuing The Word of God for The Mind and delivering  agape/{charity love}  through the physical body. 

16th Instruction – It is essential to understand.  It was not JC’s Death (murder) that physically balances our past life while 

ignorant of what “The Responsibility of Life” really means,  but rather it was Yahweh’s Methodology operating within 

JC’s mind volunteering himself to be a sacrifice  (hence my instructive commentaries at Matt.12v40, John.19v14)  that 

trumped Satan’s worldly methodology operating within the minds of Professional Religious Leaders!    All as determined 

by The Law Maker and ultimate Enforcer – Yahweh,  ensuring  “Righteousness”  ensues in His Domain  (The Universe)! 

Heb.   2v10 og (it was) {to tower up}/conspicuous/suitable/proper/fitting/becoming  For  (to the) him [Yahweh]   

Heb.   2v10 og through (reason of)  whom/which/that [JCg]  the (things)  all,   

Heb.   2v10 og also through (reason of)  {of whom/which} [JC]   the (things)  all,   

Heb.   2v10 og (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) sons [144000 TCs]  into/unto  (the) glory/honour/dignity/majesty   

Heb.   2v10 og (the having) {led away}/brought/driven/went/induced,   

Heb.   2v10 og the  {chief leader}/author/captain/prince [JC]  of the  rescue/deliver/salvation/health/safety   

Heb.   2v10 og {of them} [144000 TCs]  through (reason of)   (of the) hardships/sufferings/pains/afflictions   

Heb.   2v10 og (to) {to complete}/accomplish/{consummate (in character)}/consecrate/furnish/fulfil/{make perfect}. 

Heb.   2v10 = For it  was  suitable/proper/fitting  to the  Him  (Yahweh as The Adjudicator of all things in The Universe)    

through reason of  whom  (JCg)  all things    (being of what JC originally did for Mankind in the creation of  “Life” … … )  

also  through reason  of whom  (JCg)   all things    (all the things that JC did of  ministry/miracles/works  during his 1st Advent … … )  

having  brought/induced  many  sons  (of God)     (the 144000 TCs elected by Yahweh during The Gospel Age) 

unto the  glory/honour/dignity/majesty,    (to rule alongside JCg in The Millennium over  “The Resurrected World”) 

to  {consummate in character}/{make perfect}  the  {chief leader}/captain  (JCg)     (demonstrated that JCg was  “The Wisdom of God”) 

{of their}  deliverance/salvation    (because JC  was  proven perfect in his ministry/sacrifice  then  he  could  give  guaranteed  life for TCs) 

through reason of the  (his [JC])  hardships/sufferings/afflictions.     (persecution by  “Leaders of Religion”  proved JC's perfection) 

 

For it was  suitable/proper/fitting  to Him   (Yahweh)   (Inasmuch  “The Standard Set”  by JC had to be righteous to  “The Requirement”) 

              (This had to be confirmed by JC for  Law/Order  to be maintained throughout The Universe,  a failure here could spread righteously unchecked) 
through whom (JCg)   (are)  all things   (were created on this planet -  being that of  “Life”,  culminating in Mankind) 

also through reason of whom (JCg)  all things   (JC’s actions during his 1st Advent  [1] to yield guaranteed salvation,  [2] provide The Millennium) 

having brought many  (144000 future)  sons  (of God)    (The  elected  people from out of The Christian Nation over The Gospel Age) 

unto the  glory/honour/dignity   (JC’s actions have  “paved The Way”  for Yahweh  to first gain  His  “Early Adopters”  who imitate JC’s standard), 
              (This  “Primary Goal”  on Paul’s mind is always the teaching of  “The Goal of Sonship”  for 144000 people of The Gospel Age … … ) 

to consummate in character the chief leader   (TCs  by imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  validate JC’s Standard  that is to be universally copied) 
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of their salvation   (a mutual reciprocity,  because the TCs copy JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then they likewise receive what JC received,  “Sonship”) 

              (“Salvation” means “Guaranteed Life everlasting”  because  “Salvation is  not  salvation if  death/annihilation  occurs a million years later”!) 

through reason of  (his/their)  hardships/afflictions   (created by  “Leaders of Religion”  operating to  “worldly methodology” –  John.16v1-4) 

 

Some bible translations are muddled because they try to link JC and Yahweh together as one Entity in a vain attempt to support the  errant  Trinity myth. 

However as the reader can see here in this most faithful,  transparent translation,  it is JCg being our personal creator assuming responsibility for his 

failed creation,  and Yahweh as  “The Supreme Almighty God”  overseeing all things within His Universe to ensure that ultimately all things operate in 

“The Most Righteous Manner”,  -  then this verse makes perfect sense when abiding by what the original Greek  tells us!   

Moreover,  it fits snugly with every verse of The Bible  when correctly translated  at those key verses scattered throughout The New Testament.   

Also this explanation fully concurs with  “The Unchanging Righteous God”  “Yahweh”  of The Tanakh  (Mal.3v6)  and The New Testament 

(James.1v17)  to which,  our very  errant  theologians presume Yahweh had a  “Personality change”  at JC’s birth in a vain attempt to explain the 

apparent difference –  only because they do  not  understand this verse in conjunction with the  “2 part life”  made possible by JC’s ministry/sacrifice –  

see glossary!    

These  “Leaders of Religion”  are rudderless within their entirely befogged mind,  demonstrably having  zero  comprehension of Yahweh’s 

“Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 

Thus we read here,  Yahweh will ensure through the actions of what JC did by  ministry/deportment  and  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  then,  He (Yahweh)  

will achieve His future 144000  “Sons of God”  as  “The Early Adopters”,  so they become  “The Proven Compliant Tools (Slaves)”  to further deliver 

those individuals  as  “The Late Adopters”  within  “The Resurrected World”  who ultimately freely choose to imitate JC’s lifestyle to their neighbour.   

Thus we realise,  JC was proved perfect because under duress –  he did not waver –  he remained steadfast for  “The Cause”  to redeem his creation 

from annihilation.  This is most wonderful to realise –  and I wonder how deeply people really think about what must have been going through JC’s mind 

the years, months,  weeks,  days and hours before The Passover –  he personally knowing,  he would be murdered on that specific date of  “The Great 

Sabbath” –  to provide The Ransom Sacrifice! 

The most valuable concept for people to grasp is  “The Surpassing of Methodologies”  involved that make The Situation  spiritually righteous. 

It was Yahweh’s Methodology,  exquisitely exemplified by JC,  that surpassed Satan’s methodology operating in the  “Leaders of Religion”. 

It was   “Edifying our neighbour to our hurt”  that surpassed  “Self-indulging ourselves to our neighbour’s hurt” (John.11v48)! 

All this under  “The Umbrella of Yahweh’s Supreme Authority”  to ensure  that  “Righteousness”  ultimately prevails  within  The Universe! 

Sadly,  all this is demonstrably incomprehensible to our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  when we audit what they preach to us,  being a figment of 

their worldly imagination gone wild! 

That section explains how JC was demonstrably perfect in his deportment to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (Matt.26v42)  hence Matt.3v17, 17v5, of its required 

two parts.   The first was the acceptance by Yahweh for JC to “enter The Ministry”;  and the second was the acceptance by Yahweh for JC to continue 

his last trip to Jerusalem to become “The Ransom Sacrifice”,  with  “The Transfiguration”  confirming what JC would receive upon his resurrection.   

Now we are able to move down by one layer. 

We come to The 144000 TCs who themselves,  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,   place themselves in exactly the same situation as did JC! 

They sacrificed their spiritual life away from The World  (being driven by Yahweh’s Methodology to gain  nothing  from this World  [certainly  not  on 

the back of  “The Word of God”]),  and in many instances because they precisely imitated JC’s ministry,  then they became  “The Target”  for  “Leaders 

of Religion”  to take out  “these irritants”  in precisely the same manner as they did to JC  (John.11v47-53)  exactly as JC told us they would  

(John.16v1-4,  and likewise Paul, 2Tim.3v11-13),  precisely as we have witnessed throughout The Gospel Age  (for instance,  William Tyndale).  

I have invented  none  of this –  it is precisely as The Bible tells us  (even more so,  as my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  will show)! 

The reason why this is so  -  is The Methodology that operates within people who  “take”  “The Positions of Leadership”  within The World today! 

Noting  “take”  also means  “put oneself in the position to be nominated”  (else,  why not refuse “nomination”).   

Quite simply if we did not agree with  “a position of leadership”  (supposing it to be a “corrupt” edifice)  –  then  resign! 

They therefore  take  that position because they  like to  “Control People”  for the worldly return this brings to them.   Obviously this is all cloaked under  

“The Pretence”  it is  “to supposedly help people and make their life better”  -  but JC saw through this,  and thus gave us  “The Tree”  example  

(Matt.7v16-20)  to peer through the façade so carefully crafted and woven for public examination and acclaim!  

We should recognise,  it  is  the 144000 TCs who  take  “The Last/Least”  position in society  (imitating Paul 1Cor.4v9-13)  who are correctly motivated 

to truly  aid/help  their neighbour  (while personally facing the barrage of abuse and persecution from  “Leaders of Religion”)  who shall be  given  by 

Yahweh  “The First/Most”  in society as the  kings/priests  in The Millennium.  Obviously our “Leaders of Religion”  believe none of this –  else -    

Why  do they have aspirations to take  “The First/Most”  now –  if  as we are  repeatedly told  in The Bible,  they shall be given  “The 

Last/Least”  in society in The Millennium!     

It is all so very logical  when carefully reasoned through –  but utterly ignored –  because they operate  according to worldly methodology  for what  

“The Present”  can give to them  “to please an animalistic/carnal mind”  -   hence what Paul told us at 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16! 

However continuing  

Because JC  was  proven perfect by his actions,  then he could provide salvation from  “The 1st Death”  for  all  humans  (without caveats)  precisely as 

The Bible tells us  (1John.2v2, 4v14).  So obviously we do  not  need  worldly Christian leaders telling us  “they are required to save us”  by making us  

“Christians”!   This is all humbug and nonsense!   They only state this,  so they might supposedly become  “The Conduit”  to tithe  “their minions”  on 

their passage through the leaders’ construction  (Matt.7v12-14 noting the following appropriate v15 in context,  as did Paul at Acts.20v29)! 

So,  now understanding what  “1st Century Christianity”  was teaching us  (leading to the reasoning explained above –  hence the  universal detestation 

of  “1st Century Christianity”  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  then we can  examine what these  two levels  of  “Salvation”  mean. 

This verse operates at two levels –  due to the  two  levels of  “salvation”  (being precisely as we are taught throughout The Bible). 

The higher level is  “The Ideal Goal”  where we understand the  “sons are of many”  (144000)  are specific people being brought out of JCg’s creation 

unto  glory/honour/dignity/majesty  because of what JC did initially to  {consummate in character}/{make perfect}  all individuals  (as determined by 

Yahweh,  but only the 144000 TCs validate JC’s credentials,  inasmuch they  sufficiently “believe in JC”  to precisely imitate him)  by two reasons - 

1. JC RESET the 1st part of our spiritual life (Satan’s methodology) –  in The Midst of Yahweh’s Judgement upon all humans = annihilation. 

2. JC taught  “The Word of God”  with fidelity in both words and deeds –  so we might purify our minds to be Christlike ourselves. 
Furthermore,  by extension we can further reason,  it is this  two pronged  “deliverance”  that has  “perfected these specific individuals”  (who might be 

termed by people of Marketing Departments as   “The Early Adopters”). 

1. JC’s Ransom Sacrifice made our single life now to comprise of two parts,  where the 1st part of our  physical/spiritual  life has been  

reset/atoned  so this 1st part can be annulled,  ignored,  -  enabling us to be reformed in the 2nd part of our  physical/spiritual  life. 

2. JC’s exemplary  ministry/lifestyle  becomes  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  that can be copied by us  (provided we know what it is)  to purify 

the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of those people motivated to reform their mind. 

“The Word of God”  (JC, Rev.19v13)  enables the human to move from the 1st part of their spiritual life into the 2nd part of their spiritual life. 

Christians enter the 2nd part of their spiritual life and then it is solely  a personal decision how they individually choose to respond to it. 

If we as  “Christians”  are  “precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  while we are still in the 1st part of our physical life,  then we are perfecting the 

2nd part of our spiritual life,  just as Paul teaches (1Cor.15v35-55)    We are  awakened/roused  into the 2nd part of our  physical  life as future  “Sons of 

God”  in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (commensurate with our then perfected  {spiritual life}/mind).  This is precisely as JC received to become 

JCg  (as he was,  before he volunteered himself unto Yahweh to redeem his creation as discussed  before  he created it).   This is truly  “Born Again”! 

However the two pronged deliverance is equally applicable to the  “non-early adopters”  being the vast majority  (99.99+%)  of Mankind. 

But this can  only  be accomplished when these people are resurrected into a society where JC’s methodology is The Rule,  rather than The Exception, 

enforced by the 144000 TCs  (as future “Sons of God”  with access to  unlimited  capability to express Yahweh’s HS)  having proved themselves 
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demonstrably  “entirely worthy”  of this position,  having sacrificed themselves away from Satan’s Methodology of the 1st part of our life and thus are 

blameless  (just like their master,  and then to be  ”husband”  JCg,  John.3v28-30, etc.). 

During this 1000 year  reformation/readjustment  all  resurrected humans will be instructed how to become Christlike.  Some humans will have a 

spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is near to  “perfection”  and thus it will be so wonderful for them to achieve their  paradise/park.  However those 

people who  self-indulged  upon the labours  (or whatever)  of their  (victim)  neighbours during the 1st part of their physical life have much reform and 

readjustment to go through.  Some people will achieve  “{consummation in character}/{made perfect}”  but other people will not,  rebelling  

(Rev.22v15),  which will ultimately lead to  “The 2nd Death”  of personal Annihilation  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-15). 

Please read my some 17000 word commentary at Rev.20v5 to show the 1st sentence is a  “copyist addition”  and must be entirely rejected, actually being 

“The Worst”  copyist addition by many orders of magnitude than that of 1John.5v7-8.   All  other copyist additions make  zero  difference in our 

understanding of Yahweh’s Mind for our future,  though for academic kudos we have scholars trying to make a “strawman to burn”  out of the presumed 

million copyist additions as an excuse  “not to believe The Bible”  showing they  (of small minds)  truly do  not  understand their subject matter! 

However,  returning to this verse,  Paul in this verse is specifically teaching about The TCs  (being  The Goal  towards which  all  humans should be 

aiming)  who make JC their chief/lord/master.  Clearly a person is recognised as being  “a chief”  when those people underneath follow the example and 

instruction as given by “The Chief”.  Otherwise the people underneath are hypocrites and support  another  master   (see my commentary at Matt.6v24).  

Remember it is not a human judging the façade of  “pretence works”  to make the practitioner look wonderful before the doting members of the 

congregations  (because we are personally not given to judge regarding the positions in  “the heaven”  [noting what this really means = having 

Yahweh’s Authority in The Millennium]).   

Importantly,  Yahweh has the capability to peer deeply into  “The Synapse Construction”  of  “The Human Brain”  to  carefully examine  “The Motive”  

of whatever we might do  (1Sam.16v7-13 for a position of future Kingship) –  and it is  this  that is being judged in Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) 

Judgement”  for Kingship as a future  “Son of God”.  Thus JC sets the required  “Golden/Kingly Standard”  upon which  all  Christians have their  

“synapse construction”  judged against JC’s Standard to be of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  -  to then be part of  “The Firstfruits”  

given to Yahweh  (much more given later in Hebrews).  Then  all  will be made plain and broadcast  world-wide  in The Millennium (Luke.12v2-3). 

This is all specifically as The Bible  tells us  throughout it –  and this website  shows/explains  with its inter-verse commentary precisely these 

verses within The Bible. 

I ask the reader, 

Have you in YOUR  “perhaps 20”  years of attendance to a Christian congregation,  or “perhaps 5”  years in a seminary pumping out  

“Religion”,  learnt as much about Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation”  as you have read here within this  one  commentary?    

However,  I have hundreds more similar sized commentaries all adding more and more to explain how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Mankind’s Salvation”  is to 

righteously unfold in the very near future  (about mid-21st Century CE). 

For example,  please see my commentary at Heb.2v14 that contains so much more –  never  taught today –  but was  common place  in JC’s teachings! 

So I ask this question - 

To whom should you go to learn how to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 

1. People who  only  speak unrighteous humbug within mysteries –  giving lures of nice soundbites as might  any good atheist state? 

2. Or to  “FutureLife.Org”  that clearly explains Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for our Salvation”  –  so we all know how to behave? 

I think the answer is most obvious –  but then it depends upon YOUR heart condition  (and if you fall for the lures of “Religion”,  whose leaders are  

pulling upon your natural strings of  “good will”  and relying upon you giving them  “the benefit of the doubt”)! 

Noting     

People can always  outwardly appear to be very charitable  when actually  behind the scenes they are living off someone else! 

There are  “net givers”  and  “net takers”  within society –  and it is Yahweh Who making the decision on this for The Millennium! 

 

15th Comment – It must be clearly recognised,  specifically why Paul is calling upon these prophetic allegories.  Paul is 

explaining the ultimate goal for us  (actively aiming to be TCs)  through The Route that JC personally took upon himself. 

We do this by copying what he did  (1) learning The Scriptures, (2) understand them and  (3) behaved with fidelity to them. 

It is  only  by this route our mind becomes like JC’s and thus trustworthy with the huge responsibility in The Millennium. 

17th Instruction – It is:- 

1. JC who  purifies/{makes holy}/{makes separate from this sinful world}/{makes blameless from any criticism} 

(Inasmuch his sacrifice covers our old life and his ministry straightens our future life  - when we hearken to it) 

2. Those specific people are made holy by JC through reason of having the  one/same  mindset as JC. 

3. These specific people having the  one/same  mindset as JC shall be called brothers of JC  (Matt.12v48-50). 

(Note “brothers”  also means “sisters”  -  because upon resurrection we shall all be neuters, Matt.22v30, etc.) 

29th Reasoning – It is JC as  “The Word of God”  becoming JC’s imbued  presence/parousia  within a specific individual 

that changes the person’s mindset to become the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JC.  This specific person 

can thus become a  brother/sister  of JC as determined by Yahweh in His “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement” of Christians. 

6th Warning – Any person not having the same mindset as JC  (by not precisely imitating him)  cannot be called a brother. 

12th Good News – TCs by having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JC can be called  “brothers/(sisters)  

of JC”.   This is what JC taught us at Matt.12v48-50, etc.,  noting all resurrected humans shall be neuters  (Matt.22v30). 

11th Prophecy – (144000) TCs will become future “Sons of God”  alongside JCg in The Millennium as elected by Yahweh. 

18th Instruction – As stated,  TCs shall become brothers of JCg because they have the  one/same  mindset as JC and is the 

one/same  mindset as Yahweh, achieved by imbuing  “The Name/Character/Authority”  of Yahweh in their “Calling Out”. 

30th Reasoning – It is by the TC precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that becomes a hymn to Yahweh,  being “music 

to Yahweh’s ears”  by hearing their active ministry in  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to The World. 

26th Allegory – Hymn = The  accurate  ministry given to worldly recipients of God’s Word –  as heard by Yahweh. 

Hence the word used to be  “{calling out}/ecclesia”  that is exactly what TCs  accurately  do to The World. 

31st Reasoning – JC as  “The Word of God”  is obviously fully assured in  “The Knowledge”  he accurately taught 

(Mark.1v22)  to those specific people freely choosing to fully imbue  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  within 

their life.  These people become  “children”  to this knowledge,  and are then to become mature  “True Christians”  by 

instilling it within their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to then become truly like JC in their  ministry/lifestyle. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
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Reasoning – repeat - Thus as we read - there is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of JC,  being  “The Almighty God”. 

27th Allegory – Children = Immature Christians who are ideally  actively  trying to become TCs to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

32nd Reasoning – It is The Specific God (Yahweh)  causing the knowledge to grow in receptive TCs,  they shall become 

The Body of Christ,  to later be The Bride of Christ in The Millennium  (of one flesh,  Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32, 1Cor.6v16). 

Heb.   2v11 og the (one [JCg])  both  For  (the) purifying/consecrating/{making holy}/sanctifying   

Heb.   2v11 og also  the (persons)   (being) purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified [plural],   

Heb.   2v11 og {from/out of}  one/singularly   (the) all (persons),   

Heb.   2v11 og through (reason of)  whom/which/that  (the) cause/{as if asked for}/{the reason for}/accusation/case/fault   

Heb.   2v11 og no/not/none  (he is) {feel/be shamed/ashamed/guilty/disgraced} [middle voice]    

Heb.   2v11 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  them  (to) call/bid/summon/announce/name/assign. 

Heb.   2v11 = For  both  (1) the one (JCg)  purifying/{making holy}    (being of his Ministry for the mind,  Ransom Sacrifice for the body) 

also  (2) the people  (TCs)  being  purified/{made holy},    (purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life  now,  on  “The Word of God”) 

all  {from out of}  one/singular  (mindset = spirit/personality/desires/traits),     (created by The Word of God  in a penitent mind) 

through reason of which  cause/case  he (JCg)     (inasmuch the 144000 TCs have purified their mind – imitating JC) 

is not  personally ashamed to  call/assign  them  (the 144000 TCs   brothers.   (The 144000 TCs to become future sons of God, Matt.20v23) 

 

For both  (1) the one (JC)  purifying   (JC = “The Word of God”,  purifying The Mind;  Ransom Sacrifice to give us a perfect body on resurrection) 

also  (2) the people (TCs)  being purified   (building their mind upon  “The Word of God”  to form a new spiritual creature within, 2Cor.5v17, etc.) 

all (144000, as prophesied)  from out of  one/singular   (mindset = spirit/personality/desires/traits = the same mind as JC and Yahweh = HS) 

through reason of which cause he (JCg)    (Yahweh requires His 144000 future  “Sons of God”,  of which JC was only too pleased to make occur) 
is not personally ashamed to  call/assign  them brothers   (The TCs become future  “Sons of God”  [Matt.12v48-50, Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26]). 

 

Paul is confirming what I stated in the previous verse.  It is those very specific people who  reform/readjust  their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to 

become the  one/same   “spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JCg that is separate from this world of sin”  (“HS”)  based  only  upon  “The Word of God”  

operating within us  (as our  lord/master  controlling us)  to become the  presence/parousia  of JC  spiritually  operating within us  (Luke.17v21, 

Rev.19v13).  This occurs while JC is  physically  far away from Earth  (Matt.25v14, Luke.19v12)  allowing  Yahweh  to  assay/assess  all  “Christians”  

on how they are imitating JC to be part of his body here  (1Cor.12v12-22). 

This is  not  the mystic  mumbo-jumbo  that is sadly given to us by our  worldly (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders who thrive on  “mysticism”  to 

have  “a controlling hold”  over their acolytes for  self-indulgent  gain  (and thus logically do  not  personally have the HS operating within them),  but I 

only quote The Bible to explain  “The Word of God”  quite simply   with  zero  waffle   (because it  is  all  so  very simple to understand )! 

It is  only  our  worldly Christian leaders who make it  “so difficult to (logically) understand” – because  “they choose not to understand”  themselves  

(“agnoeo”),  for fear of the required personal change! 

This is a  two way process –  not one way –  else how can it be  righteous/equitable  for both parties  (that is what “buyback” means)? 

Only JC has redeemed us from our past works  (driven by a sinful self-indulgent methodology),  by sacrificing himself away from the self-indulgence that 

this World can deliver,  ultimately resulting in his murder –  by those  “Professional Religious Leaders”  expressing their  self-indulgence  over him.  

This he has done,  but it  now  becomes  our personal  responsibility to  actively respond  in a  positive manner  to  “The Word of God”  that he 

demonstrated by his  ministry/lifestyle  before his Ransom Sacrifice,  else we  “disrespect what he has done”  and thus makes us “hypocrites”.    

If  we wish to have  “The Kingdom of God”  spiritually operating within our mind  (Luke.17v21) –  being the foretaste of The Millennium 

operating as  a physical society reality  in the 2nd part of our physical life,  then  we must  precisely imitate  his  ministry/lifestyle  now,  and if 

successful,  then we may perchance  become a future “Son of God”  by being an “Early Adopter” now  during the 1st part of our physical life. 

We  can  leave it to the 2nd part of our physical life – but we have  missed  “The Once  in an Everlasting Lifetime Opportunity”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”,   

but still have the opportunity to become  “The Children”  (in perfected DNA fleshly bodies  given in trust),  being the spiritual offspring of  “The Special 

Marriage”  between JCg  (as the Bridegroom)  and his  (proven)  virgin bride of 144000 TCs  ( Matt.25v1-13)  being the union required before The 

Millennium can commence into which  “The General Resurrection”  can then occur. 

Paul finally tells us,  it is these specific individuals who can be called   “Brothers”,  but more importantly,  to become  “brothers with Christ”  

(Matt.12v48-50)   and thus  sons together  as being  “Sons of God”  (Matt.20v23)!   Please note as I copiously explain elsewhere,  “sons/brothers”  

equally extends to  “daughters/sisters”  thus  “144000 Sons of God” will include women of today,  noting we shall all be neuters upon our resurrection.  

Where,  “Christ”  means having the title of   “Anointed” –  that is precisely what will occur upon the TC’s  awakening/rousing  unto Sonship to Yahweh 

at  “The 1st Resurrections”  (JC’s 1st 2nd C,  1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44) –  all being the context of this chapter,  but more importantly,  of the whole 

epistle. 

Heb.   2v12 og (The [One]) Stating/Exclaiming:   

Heb.   2v12 og (I [JCg] will) announce/{bring word again}/declare/report/tell  the  name/character/authority   

Heb.   2v12 og (of) thee/thy/thou/you [Yahweh]  to the  brothers/{The Brethren}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my [JCg],   

Heb.   2v12 og in  (to the [= within]) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst   

Heb.   2v12 og (of the) {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church    

Heb.   2v12 og (I will) {sing a religious ode}/hymn  thee/thy/thou [Yahweh]   [singular]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.22v22 

Heb.   2v12 = The  (one)  Stating/Exclaiming:- 

I  ( [1] David  [2] JC)   will  announce/declare/report  Your  (Yahweh’s)   Name/Character/Authority  to my  brethren (TCs),   

in the  middle/among/midst  of the  {calling out}/ecclesia  I  ( [1] David  [2] JC)   will  hymn/{religious ode}  to  You  (Yahweh). 

 

The one (person)  stating:- 

  I  ( [1] king David being representative  [2] JC)   will report Your (Yahweh's)  Name/Character/Authority  to my brethren (TCs) 
  in the  middle/midst  of the  {calling out}  I will hymn to You  (Yahweh). 

 

The context of this verse within the psalm is interesting. 

David starts the psalm by stating his vulnerability to his enemies  (though he has total trust in Yahweh to ultimately prevail over his enemies)  that 

precisely mirrors JC’s situation from birth to ministry.  We then have this quoted verse replicating JC’s ministry unto the TCs who themselves,  shall 

become the  true  “Ecclesia”  that  accurately  “Calls-out”  “The Word of God”  ultimately over the 2000 years or so during The Gospel Age to yield  

“The Ecclesia of 144000 TCs”  (from out of a pool of The Christian Nation =  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  being  “The Remnant”  (of 144000 TCs)  

Yahweh shall  elect/select/choose  for the next stage of His Plan  (being precisely what JC told us at Matt.20v16, 22v14). 

Then the TCs having proved themselves faithful in small things,  shall be given responsibility over greater things  (Matt.25v18-20, Luke.19v16-18)  that is 

to then become  “The Ecclesia of The Millennium”  to call out  “The Word of God”  when teaching  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”. 

Consequently,  Yahweh hearing the TCs  accurately  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  through their  proficient teaching  of  “The Word of God”  to The 

World at large becomes as a  hymn/{religious ode}  to Yahweh’s Ears –  hearing this  accurate  ministry in  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  truly 
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becomes as pleasing music to Him.  This verse does  not  mean  “self-indulgent singing”  as a hypocrite might do in their  “showy worship”  (where 

words mean “nothing” –  but actions mean “everything”).   Thus it  is  by precisely imitating those entities whom we claim to represent,  that become as 

a hymn to whom we truly represent when  hearing of what we do in our actions –  hence the word  “{calling out}/ecclesia”  used. 

Thus what is stated in prophecy at the last part of David’s psalm being the  “seed of Jacob”  =  “descendants of Israel”  being  “the 3 Epochs of Israel” 

yielding  “The Remnant”  from out  of each  “3 Epochs of Israel”  ([1] Jews,  [2] Christians,  [3] Resurrected World)  commencing at the time the psalm 

was written,  where sequentially  through  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  there are  “The Three Remnants”  of people coming to Yahweh and serve Him for 

an eternity -  given as prophecy some 1000 years before  “The Means”  (JC)  made it all righteously possible. 

Heb.   2v13 og Also  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again:   

Heb.   2v13 og (emphatic) I/me [JCg]   (I) {shall be}/{come to pass}   

Heb.   2v13 og (the) pacifying/conciliating/agreeing/persuading/confident/assuring/trusting 

Heb.   2v13 og over/upon/concerning  (to the) him [Yahweh].   

Heb.   2v13 og Also  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again: 

Heb.   2v13 og Behold/Lo/Look/See!   (emphatic) I/me [JCg]  also  the  children/infants/{immature Christians} [TCs]  

Heb.   2v13 og whom/which/that  {to me}/mine [JCg]   (He [Yahweh]) gave/bestowed/granted   

Heb.   2v13 og the  {specific god} [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.8v17-18 

Heb.   2v13 = Also furthermore:- 

I  ([1] Prophet Isaiah  [2] JC)   {shall be}  pacified/persuaded/assured/trusting  upon/concerning  the Him  (Yahweh). 

Also furthermore:- 

Behold/Look!    Emphatic I    ( [1] Isaiah  [2] JC)   

also  the  children/{immature Christians}     ( “Israel” of 3 Epochs)   

whom  “the specific god”   (noting the context)   gave/granted  {to me}     ( [1] Isaiah  [2] JC)    (to faithfully administer) 

 

Also furthermore:- 

  I ([1] Prophet Isaiah  [2] JC)  shall be  persuaded/assured  upon Him  (Yahweh). 
Also furthermore:- 

  Behold!   Emphatic I  ( [1] Isaiah,  speaking for  [2] JC) 

  also the children   (The 3 Remnants  throughout the 3 Epochs of   “Israel”  [The focus for The Gospel Age is for the yield of 144000 TCs]) 

  whom  “the specific god”  (please see commentary)  gave to me  ([1] Isaiah,  representing  [2] JC)   (to faithfully  “administer”) 

 

Paul takes another prophet,  Isaiah, –  perhaps  “The Foremost”  regarding his teaching of the forthcoming Messiah (JC)  and of Yahweh’s complete  

“Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  through use of The Millennium. 

Again a well-chosen quote especially when placed into the allegoric context of Isaiah.8v5-22.  I do not have the space here to explain all the verses 5-22, 

but ask the reader to understand the  many tens  of allegories,  but some key words are   Assyria,  stumble,  trap,  Israel,  Jacob,  (worldly) Jerusalem, 

darkness,  mount Zion,  hungry,  etc.,  (see glossary to help in understanding these important allegories)  that relate to  “The End of The Gospel Age”.  

Furthermore,  the ultimate demise of  “heathen worldly Christianity”  (Rev. chapters 17-18)  in all its forms,  while  “the mountain”  of TCs shall grow  

(Dan.2v35, 45),  and become  “The New Organisation”  that shall cover The Earth in The Millennium under the TCs’ rule as the future  “Sons of God”. 

However the local context continues Paul’s theme,  so that just as Isaiah had total confidence in Yahweh to provide help,  as the environmental situation 

dictated when it personally looked dire  (1Cor.10v13),  then likewise,  JC had total confidence,  Yahweh will provide during the 3.5 year ministry and 

then provide a resurrection commensurate with the  ministry/lifestyle  put in beforehand  fit for a  “Son of God”  (1Cor15v35-55). 

Thus we understand here,  these leaders  (Isaiah/JC)  while despised by the prevailing established leaders  (primarily “Religious”),  they had the sincere 

driving personal concern for the  children/{immature Jews/Christians (respectively)}  of their societies,  and a motivation to bring these children to The 

Lord.  Their  (Isaiah’s/JC’s)  heart/{seat of motivation}  was truly placed and took upon themselves  “The Responsibility”  handed to them by  “the 

specific god” of them  (and  “of them”  being  Isaiah/JC  then  “ho theos”  naturally points to Yahweh).  This responsibility meant they  truly taught  

“The Word of God”  while by contrast,  the “established religious leaders”  taught what they felt The World  “wanted to hear”  for the immediate  self-

indulgent  worldly return  (of whatever –  2Tim.4v3-4)!   Quite simply,  nothing  has changed throughout the last 3000 years because the  “Gaussian 

distribution of mindset”  of the members operating in  “The Established Religion”  of whatever country it flourishes within  -  is the same!   In fact it 

could be  any  worldly religion  (for instance perhaps   “Fairies at the bottom of the garden”) –  but the  same mindset person  climbs to the respective 

position within the country’s  “Established Religious Community”. 

Thus Paul is using the example of  “Isaiah and JC”  to exhort the readers to become like these exemplars to fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 

As we read in the earlier verses these children  “drawn out”  as  The Remnant  by Yahweh from the respective  “Israels”  over the time of Mankind, 

operate under the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  after it has been transformed by  “The Word of God”  operating within them.  It is just that 

some people are more responsive to  “The Word of God”  being imbued within them –  but that is  why  (in Yahweh's Righteousness)  we have  “The 

Safety Net”  of The Millennium being a society where those people  (resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life)  needed  The Reality  of a 

“perfected society”  operating around them before they could understand  why  they must reform their mindset  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  away 

from that of which operated in the 1st part of their  physical/spiritual  life  (of today).   

It is  “The Reality”  made possible  (policed)  by  “The Early Adopters”  being  “The Two Remnants”  (prophets + 144000 TCs,  John.10v3, 16)  of the 

former 2 Epoch “Israels”   (Jews, Christians)  who had  “The Vista of The Millennium”  operating within their mind  expressed within their works  that 

were  not  part of this world during the 1st part of their physical life.  This is precisely  why  people who  truly serve  Yahweh are  utterly neutral in the 

politics of this world  -  I give a huge listing later  why  we must remain utterly unblemished from the pollutants of this world.  Many of our religious 

leaders would do well to read it –  whose minds have become heavily  polluted/blighted  within present day worldly politics! 
 

Allegory – repeat - Children = Immature Christians who ideally  actively  try to become TCs to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

33rd Reasoning – Those people aiming to become TCs were worldly,  being of flesh and blood,  also having shared the 

same problems as did JC;  which is  why,  when  they started imitating JC to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  then JC was able to 

abolish the great power of The Devil yielding  “The Curse of Death”  being the deadly result of our worldly actions. 

Thus for the TCs,  they shall have  guaranteed  everlasting life –  a route that must be copied by members of  “The 

Resurrected World”  at an individual level for personal salvation –  hence the warning below. 

7th Warning – All other people face “annihilation”,  except those specific individuals who precisely imitate JC over their 

now 2 part life enabling salvation from the deadly result = death  (that will effectively be The 2nd Death of annihilation).   

28th Allegory – servitude = constrained by the mind to deliver works according to worldly methodology, resulting in death 
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16th Comment – Those people being sufficiently sensible to fear “The 2nd Death”  will change their lifestyle to become 

imitators of JC’s lifestyle,  thereby accepting JC’s atonement and of JC’s subsequent cover during The Millennium to 

produce a continuous existence of their then proven  “2 part life”  (see glossary). 

34th Reasoning – Ultimately there are only two methodologies we can serve!   Either initially,  Satan’s or then Yahweh’s! 

We either  (1) self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt or  (2) edify our neighbour (often this will be to our own hurt). 

Where,  (1) ultimately destroys society,  but  (2) shall unite society in edifying peace –  both as we shall ultimately witness! 

Heb.   2v14 og thereupon/since/else/otherwise  therefore/then  the  children/infants/{immature Christians}   

Heb.   2v14 og (are) {sharers with}/imparting/distributing/communicating/partakers  (of the) flesh/{carnal minded}   

Heb.   2v14 og also  (of the) blood,  also  he  {in a manner nearby}/similarly/likewise   

Heb.   2v14 og (he [JC]) shared/participated/partaken/pertained/{taken part in}/used  of the (things [of life])  {of them},   

Heb.   2v14 og that  through (reason of)  of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified   

Heb.   2v14 og (he [JC] may/should) {render useless}/abolish/{make void}/nullify/annul  the (one [Devil])    

Heb.   2v14 og the  {great vigour}/dominion/might/power/strength    

Heb.   2v14 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified,   

Heb.   2v14 og {that is (to say)}   (he) is  the  traducer/{false accuser}/devil/slanderer, 

Heb.   2v14 = Therefore/Then  since  the  children/{immature Christians} 

are  {sharers with}/partakers  of the  flesh/{carnal minded}  also   of the blood,       (living according to The Mind in a fleshly body) 

also  he  (JC)  similarly/likewise  shared/participated  of their things,    (JC likewise had access to all the same things that we experience) 

that  through reason of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified    

               (by killing his mind away from The World,  hence driven to give the ransom sacrifice in his body,  for us all to have a 2 part life) 

he  (JC)   may/should  {render useless}/abolish/annul     (being The Perfect Balance of  methodologies/deportment  to our  thinking/actions) 

the one  (Satan/Devil)   having  {great vigour}/dominion/power    (by allowing his methodology to have supremacy over The World) 

of  death/{deadly result}/fatality,    (because his methodology is counter to Yahweh's Methodology,  then we face alienation from Yahweh) 

{that is to say}  he is  The  Devil/{false Accuser}/Slanderer,     (being what occurred at Gen.3v1-5 replacing what God stated at Gen.2v17). 
 

Therefore since the children   (“The [3] Remnants who ultimately return to The Lord”  over their 2 part life  [Isa.10v20-22])   

are sharers with of the animalistic mind,  also of the blood   (living according to the mind  [in worldly society]  while within a fleshly body) 
also he (JC)  similarly shared of their things   (JC also experienced the same worldly pressures,  and had access to worldly inducements) 

that through reason of the death   (by  [1] killing his  mind  away from worldly methodology  [2] offering  “the ransom sacrifice”  in  body ) 

also he (JC)  might render useless   (righteously  [1] Yahweh’s methodology surpasses Satan’s;  [2] body freely given,  gives a 2nd chance to us) 

the one  (Satan/Devil)  having great vigour   (by allowing his methodology to freely operate within The World –  rules our minds) 
of the death   (because his methodology opposes Yahweh’s Methodology  -  results in our annihilation within Yahweh’s Domain  [of The Universe]) 

that is to say:  He is  The  Devil/Slanderer   (Satan falsely accuses what Yahweh is trying to achieve within The World  [for a perfect environment]). 

 

Here Paul states even the children of The Faith are sharers of the  flesh/{carnal minded}  also  of the  “life giving essence”  that  “blood“  represents. 

Paul is beginning this verse by stating  “we”  humans are presently comprising of two parts - 

1. The  {carnal/animalistic  mind}  represents our spiritual side  (Satan's methodology for  “The Immediacy”). 

2. The Blood being our  “life essence”  of the physical body  (that is destined to annihilation –  to rot away in  The  Ground/Hell/Sheol/Hades). 

These two qualities operating  together  produce what is termed  “soul”  (a definition naturally contrary to what we are  erroneously  taught by  worldly 

religious leaders who are utterly lost in a  “mystery”  of their  own  creation –  please see  “soul”, “spirit”, “life” in my glossary for what these terms  

really  mean).  It should be noted,  if  all  religions have this common  (false)  definition for  “soul”  then there is an obvious common denominator 

behind them all –  especially when it was Satan that came up with the concept of  “eternal soul”  when in Gen.3v4 he stated   “For you shall surely not 

die”,   contrary to what Yahweh stated at Gen.2v17.  Therefore,  who is the common denominator behind  “Religion” -  is it  [1] Yahweh or  [2] Satan? 

Noting  “to die”  means  “annihilation”  of which JC changed  “(the 1st) death”  to be “asleep”  (John.11v11-15)  by his ransom sacrifice.  His ransom 

sacrifice does not cover “The 2nd Death” hence this is now  “annihilation”  for  (1) charlatan Christian leaders in their “millions(?)”  and  (2) for the 

rebellious humans of The Millennium  (certainly in their millions, Rev.14v20, etc.). 

After that important digression then let us resume. 

We realise,  even as a babe we practice what comes  “naturally” –  being a  “self-indulgent  attitude”  to  “take for oneself” –  and it is  “The 

Environment”  that can steer this attitude one way or the other,  in a process called  “learning”.  This Truth as taught here by Paul is in stark contrast to 

what is taught by the  errant  Islam worldly religion –  because they teach that  “babies are perfect,  and The World teaches them to become evil as they 

grow up”. -  When actually  it is the other way around!  –  We can learn to  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”,  rather than practice what comes 

instinctively to a baby  “take what I can get from The Environment”  (that translates to   “self-indulge to my neighbour’s hurt”  -  inasmuch it is the 

good parents who put themselves out to edify “The Baby”)! 

And thus I counter this false religious teaching by stating   

This is precisely  why  we need The Millennium to teach  “Righteousness”  and bring about  reform/readjustment  within The Mind during the 

2nd part of our physical life  within a perfected society  (but none of this is taught in the Islamic,  or  worldly Christian religion,  for that 

matter,  and thus shows the  unrighteous  nature of these  very worldly religions)! 

They are both unrighteous because there is  no  means  of salvation forwards in time  because as Paul teaches    

JC covers the 1st part of our life so that we effectively have become “Reset”  thereby being like Adam and Eve again  before  they sinned  (= a 

“reset condition”  into the 2nd part of our whole life)  -  but if we sin again then we become like Adam and Eve  after  they sinned;  and as we 

are told that JC only died  the once  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22) –  he cannot keep dying for us –  or is that what our  errant 

Christian leaders desire,  so that by inductive reasoning  “they might continue indefinitely in their sinful ways without spiritual reform”? 

Being that our  worldly Christian leaders by inference promote - 

“They can keep sinning because they enjoy it   (being iniquitous)  and that JC can keep dying for them –  so they can remain iniquitous!” 

How preposterous and self-indulgent is their mindset! 

Sadly this is  “the resultant”  of what they are proposing with their faulty exegesis as taught in their very  worldly  sermons  (Matt.23v15)! 

Clearly their reasoning  cannot  be true  (else we return back to the  “bad old days” –  that  presently exist  prior to The Millennium yielding 

the pain and suffering of which we witness, Rom.22v8)!   We can realise these religious leaders speak a  “split message”  (or with a  “forked 

tongue”)  of  “confusion” –  being  the opposite to what Yahweh represents  (1Cor.14v33)! 

Yahweh desires  heart-led  reform by the personal imbuing of  “The Word of God”  within us,  and sadly the vast majority of humans require  “The 

Reality of The Millennium”  before they appreciate  “The Requirement for Salvation”! 

So Paul tells us,  presently we are  sinful/faulty/offensive  (Rom.3v23)  being driven by  “The Methodology of The World”  within our fleshly faulty DNA 

bodies that enable an average existence of 70 years  (bar untoward mishaps)  -  then  it becomes  “annihilation”. 

Again this is true  -  irrespective  of the dangerous humbug and  nonsense that  any  deviant religious leader might preach to us!  

They only preach something different to what The Bible tells us – because - 
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1. It supports the pretentious idea they (the religious leaders)  are needed in the route for the  “afterlife”  of the acolyte! 

2. And to further perpetuate  “The Lie from Satan”,  we shall not die  (Gen.3v4, contrary to what Yahweh said at Gen.2v17)! 

All of which makes us question    

What do they understand in  “The Greater Scheme of Things”? 

Obviously  they are clueless –  even though The Bible clearly tells us –  as “FutureLife.Org”  carefully explains  without  mystery. 

Thus as we are effectively told here by Paul,  the religious leader of  whatever  worldly  sourced religion on this planet  are  not  required for our  

“Salvation”  -  because - 

1. JC’s Ransom Sacrifice has enable  all  humans to enter the 2nd part of their physical life,   

2. Where it then becomes a  personal  responsibility for  “everlasting life”  by learning how to precisely imitate JC's lifestyle. 

So the obvious question would be - 

Do we really need  any  religious leaders on this planet  (from Yahweh's point of view)? 

No and Yes! 

“No” –  because JC has already provided  “The Means”  to open up the 2nd part of our life to  all  humans into The Millennium. 

“Yes” –  being  only  a  mechanism/vehicle/continuum  to deliver The TCs throughout the generations to accrue The Number required to finally trip 

Yahweh’s  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 individuals to be taken out of The Gospel Age that must occur first  before  The Millennium might 

be  brought-in  by Yahweh.   

The correct time as foreknown by Yahweh  (Matt.24v36)  only – because - 

(1) The Prophecy of 144000 TCs has been  achieved/fulfilled  (Rev.14v1-4)  at the same time as - 

(2) The world implodes  (Matt.24v21-22)  at the same time as - 

(3) The world is full to fulfil Yahweh's earlier requirement to fill The Earth to a sustainable level when the remaining humans  (all  three  

remnants  of the 3 Epochs of “Israel”  who return to The Lord  [Isa.10v20-22])  are living at a sustainable level  (after The Millennium). 

Thus for a true  “like-for-like”  atonement/{buy back}/reset,  then JC  must  experience what we do as though he was in the 1st part of his physical life 

operating within the 2nd part of his spiritual life,  where the full assay commenced at his baptism  (Matt.3v15)  and lasted for 3.5 years during which JC 

proved himself utterly perfect with regard to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (Matt.26v42)  unto his murder  (because JC could easily have avoided his 

painful execution by running away,  as initially did Jonah,  Jonoh.1v2-3). 

Thus JC should  not  have died –  he had  not  contravened  “The Law of Moses”  that results in  “death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified”. 

Thus  “The Standard of Works”  had been smashed asunder - 

A person died –  but there was  no legality  in his murder  according to  “The Standard”  as given by Yahweh to  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  by 

Moses!    

JC had done  no  wrong –  thus he  must  be resurrected. 

There are no  “if”, “buts”  or “maybes” -  but a  certain  resurrection based upon  “The Edict”  that Yahweh stated    

If you sin  (being a command  not  to eat of The Tree, Gen.2v17)  then you shall die  (annihilation). 

Thus Yahweh being true to His Edict had no option other than to  awaken/rouse/resuscitate  JC into a  {conscious existence}/soul. 

But into what body? 

Because JC was baptised,  then he metaphorically entered the 2nd part of his spiritual life and had effectively cast aside the fleshly body of the 1st part of 

his physical life in  “The Expectation”  for a resurrection into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  during the 2nd part of his physical life. 

Noting the two body states available based upon what we have done during the 1st part of our physical life  -  as Paul states at 1Cor.15v35-50. 

If  JC had  not  been baptised,  then  Yahweh could by legal rights  only  resurrect JC back into a perfected DNA fleshly body. 

Clearly JC desired to return to his  previous state  before  the existence of Mankind as a  “Son of God” –  thus being what was cryptically stated at 

Matt.3v15  “it must occur for  all  righteousness”. 

This action now opens up two routes,  as this website  “FutureLife.Org”  screams out to The World. 

1. If  JC led The Way by setting  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  that yielded righteous works,   

Then  logically,  this becomes a NEW template upon which Yahweh can judge humans.   

“Humans”  likewise internally driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  that yield works to the best of their ability by precisely imitating 

JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that are  {separate from this world of sin}.  

Even if they make genuine errors  (that would make them offenders under the old law of Moses [based upon works])  these sideslips can be 

ignored because Yahweh is making The Judgement  based solely on their  agapao/{edifying love}  driving their mind  to edify their neighbour 

to know  why/how  to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  These people achieving this standard –  become the 144000 TCs and shall receive  

“The One/Same  Expectation”  as JC looked towards receiving after his sacrifice to this world –  being a future  “Son of God”. 

2. The vast majority of humans do not meet this  “Golden/Kingly Standard”  being  “The Greater (1st) Judgement”  Yahweh makes upon  

“Christians” –  clearly He cannot judge  non-Christians by this standard  by definition!    

Consequently,  worldly Christians  not  achieving this  required standard for salvation  (firstly attained by  “The Early Adopter”)  and 

absolutely  ALL   (1John,2v2, 4v14,  being no  caveats/differentiators  mentioned)  non-Christians  shall be resurrected into The Millennium 

to then learn how to precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle,  which at this stage is only to  “edify our neighbour at our own expense”   (that shall be 

mutual throughout  all this new society).  Clearly many  non-Christians behave like this anyway,  and thus it shall be so easy for them to  truly  

“believe in JC”  and consequently they obtain everlasting life when they have been resurrected in The Millennium. 

However there are those people knowing about JC  (and thus logically could be “Christians”)  as JC states  by illustration  of Chorazin a 

town very close to JC’s headquarters at Capernaum   It will be worse for them than the citizens of Sidon and Tyre in The Day  (of 1000 years 

learning)  Crisis/Judgement  (over that period)  (Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13 –  please see my local commentaries). 

Why? 

Because they had  “The Word of God”,  and rejected it in their lifestyle.  But those people of Sidon and Tyre had  no  “Word of God”. 

So what is different between  then/{and today}  to be compared in The Future Millennium for both groupings? 

Christians had  “The Word of God”  and rejected it in their lifestyle –  and with the same mindset are likely to  do so again  in The 

Millennium.   But by contrast,  those people of  Sidon/etc.  will then have  “The Word of God”  and many people will suddenly take to it  “like 

ducks to water” –  thereby responding positively! 

Note   This righteous exegesis is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders because quite simply  (up to 2007 CE)  they do  not  understand it! 

Yet,  this is precisely what they  should  be teaching to The World as  “1st Century Christianity” –  and they shall be severely chastised by Yahweh 

upon their resurrection  (Luke.12v46-48)  and there are so many parables given in The Bible to support this assertion!   I suggest they sincerely 

repent and  start  teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  immediately with no excuses,  while they still have a  “conscious existence”  (soul)! 

I apologise for going a little outside the scope of The Verse but I am trying to pull things in together holistically –  because I realise this exegesis is so 

revolutionary for today  (2007 CE)  –  but it is  precisely what was being taught by word of mouth from the apostles during  “The 1st Century”. 

How can I substantiate that claim? 

Quite simply  it is “Righteous”  for  every  individual throughout the history of Mankind  (including the mentally impaired or those 

individuals who died as children,  shall themselves will be resurrected to learn of  “The Word of God” [= JCg, Rev.19v13]). 

Only  “Righteousness”  comes from Yahweh –  not the  “unrighteous gibberish and rubbish”  of which we are presently taught in The World today by 

those people  “fraudulently claiming to know”  (but clearly do  not  know,  Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 

So Paul concludes  

JC has broken Satan’s Power,  called  The Curse of Satan’ –  being of  “his hold over all humans” –  that is “death”,  named as  “The 

Deadly Result”  of our actions when we contravene Yahweh’s Decree on  sin/fault/offence. 
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JC has  righteously/equitably  broken this  “strangle hold”  over  each one  of us,  because upon our resurrection he can,  at a personal  “like-for-like”  

direct equivalence  (against Yahweh’s Decree)  state the following to Yahweh  (Who must  [is pleased to, Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9]  act  righteously  against 

His decree) - 

“I as JCg,  cover  this specific individual’s faults and thus RESET this individual person’s past life  (= the 1st part of their physical life). 

Yahweh,  You give this individual person  a free pass  into what is to become the start of the 2nd part of  his/her  physical life. 

I as JCg,  died for this individual person’s sins –  so that  he/she  might come to know how to imitate me  (in the 2nd part of their physical life). 

Yahweh,  You give  him/her  a chance,  being an opportunity of 1000 years to learn what it is like in a  wonderful society  so  he/she  might 

voluntarily reform  his/her  mindset  (being  his/her  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  to become like mine now. 

Allow this individual person make  his/her  own choice  in a perfected environment  (of Paradise/Park) –  do not let  “The Choice  (of 

Life/Annihilation)”  be made by their ancestors,  then blight the future of this individual!” 

Thus on that understanding Yahweh can  legitimately  resurrect that  “very specific person”  into the 2nd part of  his/her  (as a neuter)  physical life. 

But it does  not  stop there! 

JCg can then effectively make that request  again in repeat form  to Yahweh for  the next person,  and the next,  and the next,  until  all  humans have 

been resurrected.  That is  why  the single JC can personally cover  all  humans with his  one  personal sacrifice. 

But it goes further than this - 

Because JC  covered us  in his death  over  “The Whole Great Sabbath Day”  (John.19v31, 20v1) –  then this is righteously symbolic for JC to  cover  us 

in the 2nd part of our physical life  over The Millennium  (as “The Lord's Day”)  of 1000 years  (2Pet.3v8)  being  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (as JC told 

us at Mark.2v27-28,  made for man –  to purify Mankind in a perfected environment –  made just so by  “The Infinite Capability”  of JCg having 

Yahweh's Authority invested within him  (Rev.19v16)  having come in his 2nd Advent as a powerful lion  (Gen.49v8-12).   Amen! 

Paul explains JC's covering differently  (1Cor.15v22-45)  –  as one man’s sin  (Adam’s)  caused  “The Fall of Mankind”  (the faulty methodology  [of 

following Satan's reasoning, Gen.3v15]  yielding the systemic decay unto faulty DNA  [because of Gen.3v24]);  then one man’s personal perfect sacrifice  

(JCg)  can cover the progeny from that one man  (Adam).   

Both explanations righteously work. 

Paul used   “The Devil”  (traducer/slanderer/{false accuser}/slanderer,  rather than  Satan  (opposer/adversary/resistor)  because he is making a 

statement about  “the apparent hold”  Satan had over JCg’s personal creation  (being that of its  “reasoning”  operating to Satan's methodology).  

In this manner Satan was slandering  “the creation”  of JCg  –  “They are not fit to exist according to Yahweh’s Standards”! 

Which is  “a bit rich”  coming from  “The Father of The Lie”  Satan himself  (John.8v44),  but being in a despotic situation he is resorting to desperate 

tactics  (please see “Satan’s Desire” in glossary to understand precisely what is occurring in these  “last days”  of The Gospel Age). 
Heb.   2v15 og also  (he [JC] may/should) {change/clear  away}/release/remove/deliver/depart/free  {such these} (persons),   

Heb.   2v15 og {as much/great/many/long}/{what/whosoever}  (to the) alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence/dread   

Heb.   2v15 og (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified   

Heb.   2v15 og through (reason of)   (the) all (persons)  of the (one [life time])   (to) live/exist   

Heb.   2v15 og (the) {liable for}/{in danger of}/{guilty of}/{subject to}   (they) were   (of the) servitude/bondage/slavery. 

Heb.   2v15 = also  he (JC)  may  {change/clear away}/deliver/free  {these such}  people    (all people  prepared to reform) 

{as much/long}/whosoever  in  alarm/fright/fear  of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality    (to be personally responsible over our future) 

through reason of all the people  to  live/exist    (in both the 1st and 2nd part of our life) 

were  {liable for}/{subject to}  of the  servitude/bondage.    (either Satan's or Yahweh's Methodology, 1st leads to death, 2nd leads to life) 

 

also he (JC)  may change away these such people   (change away our old methodology,  by replacing it with Yahweh’s Methodology) 

whosoever in  alarm/fear  of the death   (we take personal responsibility over our future,  to then want to transform our mind on God’s Word) 
through reason of all people to  live/exist   (change our mind by building it upon God’s Word that will give us  life/existence) 

were liable for of servitude   (either now to  [1] Satan’s methodology to society’s hurt,  or to  [2] Yahweh’s Methodology  to society’s ultimate gain). 
                (Where,  [1] above,  leads to annihilation  and  [2] above,  leads to eternal salvation) 

 

Paul explains here,  before JC came,  then  all  humans would be in fear of  death/fatality  because there was absolutely nothing they could do to free 

themselves,  or their succeeding generations of children from this hold Satan had over us all –  being his methodology controlling our thoughts. 

Thus we,  and our children would be in  servitude/bondage/slavery  to death that would be annihilation of our personal existence.  This is contrary to 

what we are always  erroneously  told by our spiritually blind religious leaders –  choosing  not  to understand their subject matter –  because they 

personally gain more from their duped devotees by  holding-out  “unrighteous lures”  (Luke.16v19-21+,  2Tim.4v3-4,  because of 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16).   

This situation of  personal  annihilation would continue until “Mankind” imploded and annihilated itself  as a species  through reason of self-indulgence 

fully expressed by those people with the power to do so  (that would occur in the very near future –  Matt.24v21-22 –  but modified here because Yahweh  

can  now righteously  step-in  to  “save in The Day”  (in The Millennium)  through what JC did for his creation some 2000 years ago. 

However,  this can  only  occur  when  Yahweh has His  prophesied  144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4) –  hence JC is  patiently  waiting for those 144000 TCs to  

demonstrably  prove themselves to The World,  by imitating JC  (as judged by Yahweh  [1Sam.16v7-13 for the context of future kingship] –  importantly 

driven by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  inside,  and  not  the outward razzmatazz for public show).  “Razzmatazz”  and  excitement  is 

created to please  “The Worldly Mind”  in the many Christian gatherings of today,  but  “The Word of God”  correctly given in the manner as did JC 

and  “The 1st Century Apostles”  edifies a mind to become like JC –  to  gain  “knowledge”  and  apply this knowledge  “responsibly”  as appropriate 

for a future ruler of The Millennium  (to be the  one/same  mind as JCg). 

Thus JC has been able to  change/clear  away  “The Situation”  as it then stood,  by  “stepping-in”  with  (1) his ministry,  righteous lifestyle and finally  

(2) by his personal ransom sacrifice as I explain in the previous verse,  and within much more righteous supportive detail later. 
 

17th Comment – Yahweh Desires 144000 more Sons of God made possible through JC’s ministry  (and ransom sacrifice). 

He is  not  interested to elevate the present heavenly host into positions of  “Sonship”. 

35th Reasoning – Why?   Because  (1) the heavenly host already have their positions that shall not be changed,  and (2) 

they have not experienced within fleshly bodies,  the pain and suffering at human hands,  as have JC and the TCs for 

precisely imitating JC’s methodology to yield  “Righteousness”  in the midst of a proven sinful World. 

29th Allegory – “Abraham” = “The Loving Father” =  The metaphoric representation of  “The Almighty God”,  Yahweh. 

30th Allegory – Offspring of Abraham = “The Early Adopters” endeavouring to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  The Prophets in 

1st Epoch Israel,  the 144000 TCs of the 2nd Epoch Israel to become  “The Bride of JCg”  (Rev.21v2, 9). 

Ultimately,  this includes  “The Late Adopters”  who change sides from Satan’s worldly methodology to Yahweh’s Word. 

Heb.   2v16 og not  For  {indeed doubtless}/verily  (of the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels   

Heb.   2v16 og (he [Yahweh through JCg]) {holds upon}/{seizes (for any purpose)}/catches/{lays hold} [middle voice],   

Heb.   2v16 og but  (of the) seed/offspring/issue  (of the) Abraham   

Heb.   2v16 og (he [Yahweh through JCg]) {holds upon}/{seizes (for any purpose)}/catches/{lays hold} [middle voice]. 
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Heb.   2v16 = For  {indeed doubtless}/truly/certainly   

He  (Yahweh through JC’s actions)   not  personally  {holds upon}/seizes/catches  the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels,   

but  He  (Yahweh)    personally  {holds upon}/seizes/catches  the  seed/offspring/issue  of the  Abraham. 

 

For indeed doubtless   (meaning,  “For an absolutely certainty … … ”) 

He  (Yahweh  through JC’s righteous actions)   not personally holds upon the bringers of tidings   (not the responsibility of celestial beings) 

but He   (Yahweh  working through JC,   JC fulfils “The Righteous Requirement”  to  “Righteously make possible”  as  “The Means”  … … )    

personally holds upon the  seed/offspring  of Abraham   (“Abraham”  is  always  allegoric to  “Yahweh”  in prophecy) 

               (Yahweh is giving  “The Responsibility”  to  reformed  humans having precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  [are best placed to rule].) 

               (Paul’s Goal is always The 144000 TCs having come through the loins of Abraham  “personally grasping for The Birthright”  as did Jacob.) 
 

In this verse Paul is making a specific distinction between  “{bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels”  and  “the Seed of Abraham”  being the next 

subject he onto which is to move in the next verse,  and following chapters. 

In the earlier verses I made mention of an allegoric connection between  “{bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels”  and the “ TCs”  who could equally 

be allegorically represented by this terminology –  of which I do not retract.  However in this verse Paul is distinctly meaning  “angels”  as  non-human  

entities,  because he is  contrasting  the non-human entities  (angels)  with human entities who  have been  recognised as being  “The Seed of Abraham”. 

We must be very careful with this term  “Seed of Abraham”  meaning  “Sons of Abraham”  because in John.8v31-59  (a long piece but  very interesting  

as the argument weaves to cover many aspects)  the Pharisees considered themselves as  “Sons of Abraham” –  but through careful argument,  JC 

showed they were  not  “sons of Abraham”  as we read in the outcome at v59.  We know the people in Chorazin knew JC  by allegory  were also  not  

“Sons of Abraham”  (see commentary to v14 and also my local commentaries).  We know many religious leaders throughout The Gospel Age are 

absolutely  not  “Sons of Abraham”  (John.16v1-4)  as William Tyndale discovered to the loss of his life.  Equally,  many  “Christians”  throughout The 

Gospel Age and most specifically those leaders of today might call fraudulently themselves  “Sons of Abraham”,  but they too  have been entirely 

rejected  by Yahweh. 

So who are those people truly accepted by Yahweh to be considered as  “Sons of Abraham”? 

Where  “Abraham”  means  “The Loving Father”  and thus  “Abraham”  represents  “Yahweh”  to become  “The Adopting Father”. 

JC very clearly tells us at  (Matt.12v48-50 and at Mark.12v30-31). 

Quite simply if we do  not  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (Luke.3v22, 9v35)  then we are  not  beloved by Yahweh to become His future  “Sons 

of God”  (which is precisely  why  we have  “The Mediator/Intercessor”   JCg  [Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5]  during the 1st part of our spiritual life as we 

transfer ourselves into the 2nd part of our spiritual life ideally unto  “perfection”  v10). 

I realise this is  not  what we are told by  worldly Christian leaders,  but almost the opposite!    

Yet in answer   “They would,  would they not?”   

For two principal reasons - 

1. They do  not  righteously understand their subject matter being the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan through millennia. 

A correct statement –  because they absolutely  never  teach it!    

And if they do know and remain silent,  then they are  doubly culpable! 

2. They speak endearing things for the self-indulgent return   (2Tim.4v3-4 to be read in context)  from the members of their congregations. 

This website has been  written/constructed  to remove absolutely  all  mysteries in the most righteous and logical manner so that  all  people might 

thoroughly  understand Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”,  and I cordially invite  all  worldly Christian leaders to throw away 

their  “unrighteous exegesis/humbug/nonsense”  and imbue  “The Real Knowledge”  and  “Real Understanding”  being only what was taught as  “1st 

Century Christianity”  some 1900 years ago by JC and The Apostles.   

After gaining this knowledge and understanding,   then,  Yahweh simply requires,  we/they  teach this knowledge by both word  and deportment  to  

our/their  recipients,  so then they too might  possibly/maybe  become future  “Sons of Abraham/God/Yahweh”  themselves –  to stop JC having to 

patiently wait any longer! 

So of  what/whom  is Paul speaking? 

It is most important to understand  “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

Yahweh first  needs  His 144000  (see glossary)  TCs to fulfil His prophecy  before  He can move to the next stage of  “Human Salvation”. 

This  is  “The Primary Goal”  of  The Gospel Age. 

Thus Paul is speaking of  

The Seed of Father Abraham is  The New Spiritual (Remnant of)  Israel comprising of TCs who all agapao Yahweh and become His Sons. 

Because we are told in so many places,  JC has the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh,  then obviously  he (JCg)  equally,  has the  

one/same  objective  (as Yahweh)  to gain more body parts  (1Cor.12v12-22)  to form  “The Body of Christ”  that shall ultimately become the 144000 

TCs  elected/selected/chosen  by Yahweh from out of  “The Christian Nation”  during  The Gospel Age  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 

How does this operate? 

JCg knocks on the door  (Rev.3v20-23)  as  “The Word of God”  spoken by a Christian  (likely to be a TC)  as  “The Invitation”  that grows within any 

individual,  who is likened to the various qualities of ground  (Matt.13v18-23).   JCg  (operating as “The Word of God”)  is making possible  

receptive/hearkening  stewards with varying amounts of abilities taking upon themselves  “The Weight of Responsibility”  as 5, 2 or 1 talents  

(Matt.25v14-24, Luke.19v15-22).  Importantly, Yahweh makes  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.1v3 and all of John chapter 5,  please see 

my local commentaries)  based upon  “The Profit”,  being The Yield of  “40, 60 or 100”,  on what they have generated during the 1st part of their 

physical life  (driven by the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  that requires  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  in  affliction/persecution  showing their  

resolve/fortitude  to press forward to win  “The Race”  (1Cor.9v24-26)  and thus achieve The Prize  provided we run according to The Rules (2Tim.2v5).  

This reasoning comprises of many quotes from the Bible. 

Again  none  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders – so how can they be imitating Paul who imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)? 

Furthermore, -  how can they personally be presently  “The Seed of Abraham”,  unless personal reform occurs? 

Obviously they do  not  truly represent Yahweh –  and are  absolutely rejected by Yahweh –  irrespective of how much they might claim to the contrary! 
 

18th Comment – JC obliged himself to become fleshly as were the 144000 TCs before they changed their mind to become 

like JC’s mind – so they can follow JCg as their High Priest via the rent veil to reach Yahweh – as their adopting Father. 

36th Reasoning – Thus there will be humans who personally choose to imitate their High Priest in the priestly service  (see 

later)  of  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to people who come to The Temple.  JC had to become the perfect 

sacrifice to enable his 144000 future brethren to become equal Sons of God by their imitation of JC’s lifestyle/ministry. 

31st Allegory – High Priest = JC = Direct line of communication to Yahweh,  as the intercessor to  (2 Epochs) Israel,  as 

we are told by Paul at Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5,  moreover,  no other entity has any right  to intercede on our behalf! 

32nd ‘Allegory’ – “Israel” = “persevering/persisting  with  subjector/God” when the members of Israel have “The Word 

of God” appropriate for “Israel”.  This is the perfect description for “Israel” throughout “Time”  because we have:- 

1. People who  persevere/persist  in rebellion  with  subjector/God = The Majority of Israel. 

2. People who  persevere/persist  in loyal servitude  with  subjector/God = The Remnant of Israel. 
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3. Where we understand, “Israel” occurs over 3 Epochs of Time.  (1) Jews, (2) Christians, (3) Resurrected World. 

19th Comment – JC principally came for  his flock (John.10v3)  = “The Early Adopters”  to become a populace of 144000 

TCs  (1Pet.2v9)  to personally atone for the sins in the 1st part of their life and they  remain perfect (as spiritual virgins). 

37th Reasoning – JCg needs his own  (John.10v3)  flock of 144000  first,  so he can then teach  “The Resurrected World”  

“Righteousness”  (living in the 2nd part of their physical life).  Thus giving them an option to enter the 2nd part of their 

spiritual life and possibly perfecting it upon  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  within a perfected environment. 

13th Good News – JC was proven to be  trustful/faithful/sure/true  to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  hence his resurrection! 

14th Good News – In proving himself,  JC could give  all  humans the possibility of perfecting the 2nd part of their life. 

Heb.   2v17 og {From which (place/source/cause)}/{From thence}/Wherefore   

Heb.   2v17 og (he [JC]) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought/obligated    

Heb.   2v17 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) all (things/means)   

Heb.   2v17 og to the  brothers/{The Brethren}   (to) {to assimilate}/{become similar}/resemble/liken,   

Heb.   2v17 og that  (the) compassionate/merciful  (he [JCg] may/should) {become to be}  

Heb.   2v17 og also  (of the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}   

Heb.   2v17 og (in)  the (things)  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  God [Yahweh],   

Heb.   2v17 og into/unto  the  (to) conciliate/atone/{be propitious}/{make reconciliation for}  

Heb.   2v17 og the  sins/faults/offences  of the  populace/{grouping of people}. 

Heb.   2v17 = {From which}/Wherefore  he  (JCg)   

owing/{became indebted}/obliged  to  assimilate/{become similar}  accordingly to  (JCg’s future physical)   brothers,   (being The Goal) 

that  he  (JCg)  may/should  also  {become to be}  the  trustful/faithful/sure/true   {High Priest}    (to lead the way for his future brothers) 

in the things  toward/near  the God (Yahweh),       (to teach The Word of God for the future recipient brothers/sisters [Sons of God]) 

to  conciliate/atone/{make reconciliation}     (to become The Balance for us according to Yahweh’s Required Standard) 

unto  the  sins/faults/offences  of the  populace/{grouping of people}.    (During the 1st part of our life while in our ignorance) 

 

Wherefore he   (JCg as  “The  Example/Template”  to successfully reach Yahweh  [John.14v5-15])  

became indebted   (took upon himself  “The Responsibility”,  and likewise so do all 144000 TCs who are to be of the  one/same  mind)   
to assimilate   (of both    “like mind [spiritually]”  and  “like body [physically]”) 

accordingly to  (JCg’s future physical)   brothers/sisters    (being  “The Goal of Sonship”  in  heavenly/celestial  bodies) 

that he (JCg)  might  also become to be the  trustful/sure  High Priest   (to Lead the Way forward to Yahweh  [John.14v5-15, Luke.23v45])  

in all things towards the God  (Yahweh)    (The Mind first,  then yields the required works of real charity  [not the  “bogus charity”  we have today]) 
to atone   (JC to  [1] reform our mind  [2] balance the 1st part of our life  -  so that after  [1] and [2]  we become acceptable to Yahweh) 

unto the  sins/offences  of the populace   (being the respective 2nd and 3rd Epochs of Israel). 

 

I propose that JCg was  not  “sent”  (should be translated  “Put Forth”  [make possible]  as  “dispatched”  in the appropriate places and thus means  

“facilitated/furnished”)  by Yahweh,  and thus “sent”  has the  wrong connotation  as  errantly  taught by our spiritual blind religious leaders! 

By contrast,  JCg  as  “the specific god”  of us  being our creator expressing his Father’s HS,  volunteered  his very existence to redeem his creation in 

the midst of his Father’s Decree on sin  (be careful of the general inference given at John.3v16 –  see the original Greek and my local commentary).  The 

Bible infers,  Yahweh and JCg discussed the possibility of his  future  creation culmination that could  “reason like gods”  (Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35)  

would fail and thus Yahweh posed  “The Ultimate Question”  to JCg -   

Would JCg be prepared to redeem people of his creation who ultimately chose to imitate him over what would become their 2 part life? 

And JC reciprocated  

JCg as  “the specific god”  of his creation  was  prepared for this and thus created his masterpiece = “Mankind”.   

The rest is given by Bible narrative! 

Because as I have carefully explained in the earlier verses,  Yahweh is  electing/selecting  out  (from the pool of The Christian Nation = 2nd Epoch Israel,  

hence Matt.20v16, 22v14 –  see my local commentaries)  JCg’s brothers/sisters  who precisely imitate him  (Matt.12v48-50)  so that  He (Yahweh)  might 

ultimately achieve His 144000  future/new  “Sons of God”  (who will become in exactitude,  the  brothers/sisters  of JCg –  where,  JCg is  The Premier  

“Son of God”). 

It is most important to understand from the text that,  though JCg can make redemption possible for all humans  (over their two part life),  the text here is 

more positive –  being that  “salvation”  is  guaranteed  for these future  spiritual/physical  (in a celestial body)  brothers/sisters  (“holy” as given at 

3v1),  who as we discover later,  are presumed to be priests in temple service alongside  “The High Priest”  (see my local commentary at Luke.23v45). 

Then Paul drops down to include all of  “Israel”  (collectively  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  throughout all time)  being  “The Populace”   (that includes 

“The 2 Remnants”  [Prophets + TCs,  John.10v3,16]  having  guaranteed  “salvation”),  where  “The Populace”  of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  generally 

have  The  Opportunity  for Salvation  (only  if  they  “freely choose to ultimately imitate JC”). 

Paul is now moving onto the subject of linking what JC has done with the allegory of  “The High Priest”  that Yahweh first instituted through Aaron 

(Ex.28v1-2)  being the eloquent brother of Moses  (Ex.4v14-16),  both being from the tribe of  (Levi Ex.6v16-20)  so Paul might develop the link between 

JC,  “The High Priest”  and further back in time to show the link between  “Melchizedek and Abraham”  representing  “JCg and Yahweh”  (all 

explained in much greater detail later). 

Just a 4th revision addition. 

“Sons of God” is only terminology.  Both men and women of The Gospel Age can become  “Sons of God”  justified by numerous reasons - 

1. JC said “upon our resurrection we shall be not given to marriage but be like angels”  hence neuters  (the Earth is fully populated). 

2. JC said my  “brothers and sisters are all around me” – insinuating all the same status in “The Invitation for Sonship”. 

3. Circumcision for The Jews was male only (specifically for JC),   “Baptism” is open to  both  male and female. 

 

20th Comment – For the Cause  (to provide human salvation, firstly by gaining “The Early Adopters”),  JC experienced 

pain and was assayed as being perfect,  to become The Exhibit as an aid for TCs to precisely imitate him while also 

knowing what to expect from “Religious Leaders”.  For which these TCs will be equally  tested/scrutinise/assayed  by 

Yahweh as perfect living within this World –  suffering as did JC caused by leaders driven by  “worldly methodology”. 

38th Reasoning – It was JC being murdered that enabled TCs to be in the position to be physically helped,  the pain 

occurred because human self-indulgence was exercised as an expression of their true  spirit/personality/desires/traits – 

just as will occur with TCs during their ministry work.  Interestingly,  Christians not accepted by Yahweh as being His 

representatives are those who will  not  receive  “religious affliction”  from The World –  because they are not  precisely 

copying JC,  noting what JC and Paul stated at John.16v1-4, 2Tim.3v11-13 as warnings that readily come to mind. 
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15th Good News – JCg  (as God's Word thoroughly known and understood)  is prepared to intervene and assist with the 

TCs’ ministry offering  aid/help  while the TCs are having their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  assayed/tested/examined  

by The World –  witnessed/recorded  by Yahweh for assay unto Sonship for The Greater Responsibility in The Millennium. 

They prove their mind to be entirely Christlike,  taking the least now and be given The Most in The Millennium by Yahweh.   

Heb.   2v18 og in  {to [= within] whom/which/what}  For   (he has) {experienced/felt (usually pain)}/vexed/suffered,   

Heb.   2v18 og he  (the having been) tested/endeavoured/scrutinised/assayed/examined/proved/tempted,   

Heb.   2v18 og (he is) able/possible/capable [middle voice]   to the (persons)   

Heb.   2v18 og (the being) tested/endeavoured/scrutinised/assayed/examined/proved/tempted [plural] 

Heb.   2v18 og (to) aid/relieve/help/succour. 

Heb.   2v18 = For  within  which    (being of the human physical body at his 1st Advent of some 2000 years ago) 

he (JC)  has  {experienced/felt  pain}/suffered,    (both  spiritual/mental  during his ministry,  and physical at his murder) 

he (JC)  having been  tested/scrutinised/assayed/examined,    (both spiritual Matt.4v1-12, and physical Matt.27v29-50) 

he (JC)  is  able/capable  to  aid/relieve/help/succour   (us by having  “The Word of God”  and knowing he persevered gives us fortitude) 

the people being  tested/scrutinised/assayed/examined.    (Being the individuals who  do truly imitate JC in all things,  noting 1Cor.10v13) 

 

For within which   (JC placed in the physical human body and having a mind viewing The World  “at a human level”  some 2000 years ago … … ) 

he (JC)  has experience pain   (being the  abuse/persecution  [spiritual + physical]  all specifically planned by  “Professional Religious Leaders”) 
he (JC)  having been  tested/examined   (both spiritual [Matt.4v1-12],  and physical [Matt.27v29-50]) 

he (JC)  is able to  aide/help   (“us”  by having  “The Word of God”  [1] guiding us to avoid worldly problems  [2] a continuance of fortitude) 

the people being  tested/assayed   (being  “the individuals”  who do truly imitate JC in all things,  noting  1Cor.10v13). 

 

Paul makes the specific point,  because JC was positioned as a human and experienced  pain/suffering  during his ministry and lifestyle - 

1. He has,  and thus can legitimately,  appreciate what it is personally like at  “ground level”  within The World metaphorically breathing  “the 

spirit of the air” (Eph.2v2)  =  worldly methodology that operates all around us –  particularly in worldly politics –  of which we are to avoid 

“like the plague” –  else we shall become infected with it,  and consequently  rejected  for  “Sonship”  by Yahweh! 

2. He does become  “The Perfect Sacrifice”,  not only had he done no wrong,  but while experiencing the worst The World  through its leaders  

(of The Establishment – orchestrated by  “The Religious Leaders”, Matt.26v4, John.11v47-53, 19v12)  threw at him –  he  still  remained 

perfect to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

It must be clearly understood by the reader,  JC did  not  receive  pain/suffering  by mixing within the operations of The World.   

He remained  utterly separate,  away from interfering with the politics of The World,  else he would become  stained/blemished  by  “The Methodology” 

that operates within this area.  He was  only  known for being persecuted by  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to The People  (also by 

deportment),  that automatically exposed  “ the hypocrisy”  of  “The Religious Establishment”.  It was then,  of The Jews,  then of The Christian Nation 

throughout The Gospel Age ever since,  – and of any other Religious Establishment  anywhere within The World,  where there are TCs labouring through  

“{occupational effort}/work/labour”  in the local environment. 

Thus when our  worldly Christian leaders  (being no different to other religious leaders of The World stating  “the same thing”  to their congregations) ¬ 

tell us - 

We are true religious believers  (of whatever worldly faith),   because we suffer  (by participating within The World through making bad 

decisions and reaping the consequences)  supports our  (supposed)  “commitment”  to  “The(ir) Faith”. 

Then again this is  an utter lie –  as regard to what Yahweh teaches us by word and deed,  as demonstrated through JC and the apostles! 

I really can understand why rationally thinking atheists reckoning in the manner they do regarding  (especially pious) “religious people”! 

Because Yahweh  would agree with these atheists  when He audits what  “Leaders of Religion”  say and do  (apparently in  “The Almighty 

God’s Name”,  but certainly  not  His Character nor Authority  StrongsTM = 3638 “onoma”)! 

So what is the point I am trying to make regarding this verse? 

The point is this  – Yahweh  tested/scrutinised/assayed/examined  JC - 

(1)  against  “The Standard”  set by  “The Law of Moses”  (hence  Matt.5v17-18)  and  

(2)  his  “synapse construction”  being driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  to  {build-up}/{straight out}  his neighbour  (taking upon himself 

“The Responsibility” of all Mankind , –  being his creation of many millennia earlier)  to  “The Requirements of Yahweh's Desire”. 

Furthermore  -  Yahweh is  now  testing/scrutinising/assaying/examining  all  Christians throughout The Gospel Age to  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  

that JC set being  agapao/{edifying love}  driving the  (TC’s)  mind to edify their neighbours to  know/understand  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  and 

what they  (the neighbours)  must be doing to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Thus Yahweh  is  able to  elect/select/choose  His future Sons based upon what they say and do when compared with what JC said and did! 

      (Furthermore,  the judgment is equally made upon  “what JC did not do”,  likewise  “what we must not do”  [often ignored by religious leaders]!) 

Thus from the examples I give within these commentaries demonstrating how deviant is standard Christian teaching when compared with what The Bible 

specifically teaches us –  shows specifically  why  we are waiting so long for Yahweh to come and institute The Millennium,  because  worldly Christian 

leaders  are demonstrably  opposing/resisting/adversarial  (= satanic)  Yahweh’s Desire by not yielding  40/60/100  fold yield of future TCs in their  

“{occupational effort}/work/labours”!    Sadly they only teach  “Religion”,  because they understand  absolutely nothing  of the above! 

It is essential to  accurately  teach  “The Knowledge”  being  “The Word of God”  to fulfil His Desire –  so  all  people understand  why/how  

they too can become TCs thereby enabling this number 144000 to be fulfilled  (ever-more-quickly [ref human perspective; Yahweh,  millions 

of years earlier,  knew exactly when this event for  “The 1st Resurrection”  would occur to  “the precision of a yocto second”,  “the time”  

light takes to cross the diameter of an atom]). 

Thus Paul is stating - 

1. Yahweh audited JC against  “The Law of Moses”  and his  “synapse construction”  was genuine in edifying his neighbour  (his creation)  to 

fulfil Yahweh's Desire.  “The Audit”  yielded a perfect result and thus JC was  awakened/roused  as the premier  “Son of God”. 

JC thus laid down a foundation of which I would term  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  that is  not  based upon works,  but a mindset to fulfil 

Yahweh's Desire to  accurately  publicise/teach   “The Word of God”  for  no  return  (except worldly abuse)  and then  “The End of The 

Gospel Age”  will come  (Matt.24v14). 

2. Yahweh is presently auditing  all  Christians  (without any exception)  during The Gospel Age against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid 

down by JC in section (1) to  elect/chose/select  His 144000 future “Sons of God”  for  “The Future Responsibility to rule  The Resurrected 

World”  (Luke.19v16-19, etc.). 

This website is only giving a  pre-audit  for those people still having a  “{conscious existence}/soul”  within which to carry out  mental/spiritual  reform,  

so they too mighty aim for  “The Prize”  of which Paul speaks at the end of The Race  (Heb.12v1, 1Cor.9v24, 2Tim.2v5).  Yahweh is  presently  carrying 

out  The Main Audit  of each Christian individual  (James.3v1)  and the results can change  mid-life –  as it did with the terrorist Saul  (to the early 

Christians)  who then became  “The Apostle Paul”.   Consequently,  any  person  (whatever their present position might be),  can reform and start 

fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  -  if  they have  “a mind to do so”!    Yahweh is only seeking  by validation  those people  “who have a mind to do so”  to 

become the future world leaders of The Millennium. 

Therefore - 
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Never  be apathetic or complacent,  and most importantly,  not  a charlatan Christian leader mincing  “The Word of God”  for worldly gain! 

It is by  understanding  this prime requirement of  “Christians” –  enables us to personally move forward with what Paul is now teaching us. 
 

 

21st Comment – TCs as  holy/innocent/blameless  brothers are partakers of the heavenly  invitation/appointment. 

19th Instruction – “Invitation”  means just that.   It does not mean  “a certainty to receive”!   Especially when “The 

Receiving”  is subject to a  “bilateral agreement” to exactly imitate JC to then be given  “The Subject of the Invitation”! 

33rd Allegory – heavenly (singular) = Ruling Authority  (analogous to the sky)  over The Earth in The Millennium. 

39th Reasoning – The 144000 TCs elected from out of The World during The Gospel Age shall become  “The Ruling 

Authority”  over The Earth in The Millennium as the future  “Sons of God”  to teach The World “Righteousness”. 

20th Instruction – JC as The Anointed becomes The Goal (of “anointing”)  of which we are to aim (John.14v5-15).  “The 

Anointed Jesus”  becomes our ideal goal of  “Yahweh saves”  that becomes guaranteed salvation through the process of  

“anointing”.  JC makes possible  “The Saving from Death”  (“annihilation” now changed to “The 1st Death”  hence  

“Asleep”  because of JC’s ransom sacrifice).  Copying JC’s deportment yields personal salvation either “early or late”. 

TCs do this “early” and hence become anointed by Yahweh for Salvation that yields guaranteed Salvation as for JCg. 

21st Instruction – The TCs must “fully consider” the  apostle/{appointed to tell}  JC as “The High Priest” in our 

agreement made with Yahweh so we complete our half of The Agreement,  enabling Yahweh to fulfil The Invitation! 

40th Reasoning – The TCs enter into  “The 2nd Covenant”  “Bilateral Agreement”  with Yahweh when they are baptised 

and promise to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for the same reward that came to him upon his resurrection. 

22nd Comment – JC was  trustful/faithful  to Yahweh in bringing forth  “The 2nd Covenant”  upon The World,  likewise as 

was Moses when he brought in  “The 1st Covenant”  (explained later in Hebrews)  upon his family. 

22nd Instruction – We must imitate JC to prove our  entrusting/faithfulness  to Yahweh’s Principals operating within The 

Universe in the same manner as did both Moses and JC within their conscious existence. 

34th Allegory – Family = those people choosing to abide by  “The  Name/Character/Authority”  of  “The One”  leading. 

In the case of Moses it was The (1st Epoch) Israelites,  in the case of JC is was The Christian Nation (2nd Epoch Israel). 

However, Yahweh  elects/selects  The Remnant out of these two Israels as  having truly fulfilled  The Leaders’ Name. 

Noting the important parable JC taught at Matt.21v28-32 about,  saying yes and not doing, or no and then doing! 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Israel” = “persevering/persisting  with  subjector/God” when the members of Israel have “The 

Word of God” appropriate for “Israel”.  This is the perfect description for “Israel” throughout “Time” because we have: 

1. People who  persevere/persist  in rebellion  with  subjector/God = The Majority of Israel. 

2. People who  persevere/persist  in loyal servitude  with  subjector/God = The Remnant of Israel. 

Where we understand, “Israel” occurs over 3 Epochs of Time.  (1) Jews, (2) Christians, (3) Resurrected World. 

Heb.   3v1 og {From which (place/source/cause)}/{From thence}/Wherefore  

Heb.   3v1 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  (the) holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin},   

Heb.   3v1 og (the) {invitation/calling for privilege/function}  

Heb.   3v1 og (of the) {outer sky/(singular heaven)}/celestial/{extra-terrestrial}   

Heb.   3v1 og (the) sharers/associates/fellows/partakers/partners,   

Heb.   3v1 og (yourselves) {observe fully}/behold/consider/discover/perceive   

Heb.   3v1 og the  apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell} [JC]  

Heb.   3v1 og also  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests} [JC]  

Heb.   3v1 og of the  acknowledgement/confession/profession/agreement/assent/consent  {of/from us} 

Heb.   3v1 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves}, 

Heb.   3v1 = {From which source}/Wherefore  the  holy/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}   brothers/(sisters), 

{sharers/partakers/partners}  of the  celestial/{extra-terrestrial}/heaven (singular)    (to share in The Authority over The Earth) 

{invitation/calling for privilege/function},     (an invitation for all of us into this future position – do we wish to respond?) 

you  {observe fully}/consider/perceive  the  Christ/Anointed     (being what is required to become “Anointed” by Yahweh as a Son of God) 

the  Jesus  the  apostle/commissioner/{appointed to tell}     (JC appointed by Yahweh [and not The World] to represent Yahweh) 

also  the  High Priest    (being  “The Direct Intercessor”  between  “The Almighty God”  and  “Mankind”) 

of  our  (TCs)   acknowledgement/agreement/avowal.     (We promise to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle for “Anointing”) 

 

Wherefore the  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  brothers/sisters    (the prophesied 144000 TCs  of  The Gospel Age) 

sharers of the  celestial/{extra-terrestrial}   (co-heirs  [Rom.8v17]  of  “The Authority”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”) 

invitation/calling   (God's Word invites us to become possible future  “Sons of God” –  provided  we  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
yourselves observe fully the anointed Jesus   (you all  look  towards “The Goal”,  learn  from “The Exemplar”,  then  imitate  “The Paragon”) 

the apostle   (JC is  “appointed by Yahweh to tell”  The World  of  “The Word of God”  that  [1] yields TCs  [2] “The World's Salvation”) 

also The High Priest   (Yahweh's direct spokesperson,  and  “The High Priest”  intercedes between  “Israel”  [of its 3 epochs]  and Yahweh) 

of our (TCs)  acknowledgement/agreement   (we  promise/covenant  to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  and Yahweh reciprocates for  “Anointing”). 

 

Paul first makes the statement about these specific brothers/(sisters)  as being  (not “ordinary brothers”,  but)  “holy/{separate from this world of 

sin}/blameless”,  thus people  of  The Brethren/(Sisters)  who are  not  part of this world –  being The Methodology that drives The World  =  self-

indulgent activities  (that often hurt one’s neighbour –  even if unknown,  somewhere on the planet).  Therefore Paul recognises these specific individuals 

are truly aiming for  “The Anointing”  to yield  “Sonship to Yahweh”  and are living a life that faithfully reproduces what  “The Word of God”  has 

taught them.  Essentially,  they are  not “living a lie”,  not  “being a hypocrite”  to what “The Word of God” teaches us –  being that we are to  precisely 

imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Paul then tells these special  brethren/(sisters)  are the  sharers/partakers/partners  of an  extra-terrestrial  {invitation/calling for privilege/function}  but 

relating to a  singular  “heaven”.   

Does this nullify what I teach being  “singular”  and  “plural”  heavens? 

Most certainly not! 
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We have  “The Calling”  sourced from off this planet (Yahweh through JCg)  for us to become the rulers  (as Sons of God)  over the 

immediate Earth,  being within  “the zone above the Earth/soil”  =  singular “Heaven” –  just as The Verse teaches us in context.   

Thus TCs are being called to become future  “Sons of God”  upon their  awakening/rousing  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, etc.,)  

transformed to meet JCg in the air at his 1st 2nd C so these  “Sons of God”  might then be placed to teach  “The Resurrected World”   

“Righteousness”  in The Millennium. 

They become  “The Singular Heaven/Authority”  over this planet in The Millennium,  hence total consistency. 

(Please see my important commentaries to 2Cor.12v1-3). 

However,  Paul does not finish at this point! 

He states these special individuals  must  {observe fully}/consider/perceive  Christ Jesus who is the  apostle/commissioner/{appointed by Yahweh to tell} 

and JCg is  “The High Priest”  of our  agreement/avowal/contract/covenant  to Yahweh  (and thus we  acknowledge  this covenant  through our works 

driven by our  agapao/{edifying love}  to fulfil Yahweh's Pure Desire).  

Consequently,  we  must  keep our eyes fixed upon what JC did during his ministry  as recorded  in The Gospels and  referenced within  The Epistles  – 

and we  must precisely emulate what he did.  He most certainly did  not  do what many of our  worldly  (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders claim he 

did by what they set as an example  (by both word and deed)  for their congregations to follow.  Worryingly,  because  very few  members of the Christian 

congregations actually know what is in The Bible  (again being the fault of their Christian leaders  “dumbing down”  the milk into  “white water”),  then 

they just falsely assume  “this is what we are to do”!   

Sadly it is  not  what Yahweh desires those people  (who are to be successful “Sons of God”)  should be doing in their  “supposed worship”. 

Paul subsequently shows by example a  “worthy priest”  from the tribe of Levi,  Moses the younger brother of Aaron by three years.  Where, under 

Yahweh’s instruction,  Moses would appoint Aaron to become the first High Priest  (Num.17v8)  and the link between these two positions to develop the 

argument that Melchizedek was not only a Priest with no ancestry,  but also king of Salem (Peace)  that would become  “Jerusalem”  (“The City of 

Peace”).   The name  “Jerusalem”  was given for prophecy of  what will ultimately occur  in The Millennium under  “The Organisation of Yahweh”  

(“The  City/Organisation  yielding Peace”).     I discuss  “Melchizedek”  in much greater depth later within Hebrews. 

Heb.   3v2 og (the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true  being/having  to the  (One [Yahweh])  

Heb.   3v2 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising  (the) him [JC],   

Heb.   3v2 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  (the) Moses  in  (to the [= within]) whole/all/completely/throughout   

Heb.   3v2 og to the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of the) him  [Yahweh {initially Moses, then JC}]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Num.12v7 

Heb.   3v2 = (who [JC])  being  the  trustful/faithful/sure/true  to the  One  (Yahweh)   

working/making/yielding  the  him  (JC[g]),     (Yahweh worked His  ministry/miracles  through JC as  “The Righteous Front Man”) 

{in that manner}/likewise  also   (was)   Moses  within  all/throughout  his  house/household/family   (see Heb.3v3). 

 

        (the one [JC]  who … … ) 
being  trustful/faithful  to The One  (Yahweh)    (thus JC  [1] fulfilled Yahweh's Desire,  [2] entrusted that Yahweh would righteously reciprocate) 

working through him  (JC[g])    (Yahweh worked through JC  [for “The 2nd Epoch Israel”]  to underwrite  [1] his ministry  [2] ransom sacrifice) 
likewise  also  (was)  Moses  (trustworthy to Yahweh)  within all his  household/family   (“The 1st Epoch of Israel”). 
                  (Paul links  “The Law Giver [Moses]  for  The Works”  [fulfilled by JC, Matt.5v17]  to become  The Law Giver [JC]  for  The Mind)   

                  (Moses was the head of  “1st Epoch Israel” [Jews]  and JC is the head of “2nd Epoch Israel”  [Christians])   

 

Paul draws upon the similarity of Moses and JC,  where near the quote above,  we are told,  “Moses was the meekest man who walked the Earth”  

(Num.12v3)  and likewise so was JC  (please see Peter's description of JC at 1Pet.2v22-24)  thus having the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  

being separate from this world of sin” (“HS”),  all sourced by Yahweh –  just as we are told in this verse. 

The question we might ask - 

Are our  worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders while taking  “pride of place” -  sometimes with microphone in hand,  shouting out   

“sweet nothings”  to  “The Enthralled Audience”  showing the same “meek” qualities as we read in The Bible about Yahweh's  true leaders  

and more importantly,  Yahweh's  true spokespersons? 

Obviously not –  and  neither  do they represent Yahweh –  having  a quite separate  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to what Yahweh desires! 

Just as Moses was  trustful/faithful/sure/true  to  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (Jews)  delivering  “The Laws of Yahweh”  (Ex.20v1-17 and some 613 minor 

laws)  that judged the  visible works  and served them faithfully with the support of Yahweh intervening against the dissenters  (Ex.6v21,24 and 

Num.12v1-13).  Then likewise,  JCg was  trustful/faithful/sure/true  to  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (Christian Nation )  delivering  “The Laws of Yahweh”  

(Mark.12v30-31)  that drive the mind  (and  invisible thoughts)  and served them faithfully with the support of Yahweh intervening against dissenters   

(Luke.4v29-30 and John.7v30). 

Interesting note when I was looking for the scripture in John,  I felt compelled to repeat JC’s comment located at John.7v18 against the members of the 

prevailing  “Religious Establishment”  that again reflects by analogy into The Christian Nation  (judged upon  “The Laws controlling The Mind”)  

because   “The Gaussian Distribution of Mindset”  of those people throughout generations will seek the same positions behind  “The Front of Worldly 

Religion”  (the substance upon which it could be based is equally as worthless –  for example   “Fairies at the bottom of the garden”)! 

 

16th Good News – JC is judged by Yahweh as being of great  value/esteem  (Matt.3v17, 17v5, John.17v1-2, etc.). 

17th Good News – The Household of JC is judged by Yahweh as being of greater  value/esteem  than that of Moses’. 

41st Reasoning – The Household of JC is judged by Yahweh of greater  value/esteem  than of Moses’ because the Goal  for 

the household of JC are (to be) perfected  “Sons of God”,  but the household of Moses are (to be) perfected fleshly humans. 

Allegory – repeat - Family = those people choosing to abide by  “The  Name/Character/Authority” of “The One” leading. 

In the case of Moses it was The (1st Epoch) Israelites,  in the case of JC is was The Christian Nation (2nd Epoch Israel). 

However, Yahweh  elects/selects  The Remnant out of these two Israels as having truly fulfilled The Leaders’ Name. 

23rd Instruction – Christians should be assiduously aiming to become TCs so Yahweh might elect those specific 

individuals as being  “deemed entirely worthy”  to become a  brother/sister  of JCg at “The 1st Resurrection”  (his 1st 2nd 

C),  and as “The 2nd Remnant”  that returns to Yahweh as 144000 future  “Sons of God”. 

42nd Reasoning – All houses  (families)  are established by someone.  However it is  “the specific god”  constructing all 

intrinsically  ideal/good  things pertaining to this planet –  being specifically The Heads of the families in this context. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - Thus as we read - there is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of JC,  being  “The Almighty God”. 
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‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Israel” = “persevering/persisting  with  subjector/God”. This is the perfect description for Israel 

throughout time because we have:- 

1. People who  persevere/persist  in rebellion  with  subjector/God = The Majority of Israel. 

2. People who  persevere/persist  in loyal servitude  with  subjector/God = The Remnant of Israel. 

Where,  we understand “Israel” occurs over 3 Epochs of Time.  (1) Jews, (2) Christians, (3) Resurrected World. 

24th Instruction – “Prepared all things”  means,  “All the necessary things to righteously make possible The Salvation of 

Mankind”  have been progressively laid down in place”  - so no entity in The Universe can shout “Foul!” 

This normally requires the following steps at two levels:- 

1.  (1) “Prophecy” that righteously requires the pronouncement  (2) “to be fulfilled”! 

2.  (1) Instruction then  (2) warning followed by  (3) time to repent/hearken  and finally  (4) Yahweh acts! 

All the above is demonstrably shown through every action Yahweh takes with Mankind,  so no finger of blame can be laid 

against Him in The Culmination after Mankind has passed through this route to yield a perfected society! 

Heb.   3v3 og (of the) more/greater/most  For  (of the) glory/honour/dignity/majesty  this/that (specifically)   (one [JCg])   

Heb.   3v3 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  (the) Moses   

Heb.   3v3 og (he has been) {deemed entitled}/{thought good}/{counted worthy}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to) 

Heb.   3v3 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  (the) more/greater/most 

Heb.   3v3 og (the) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity   (he/it) holds/possesses/obtains/has   

Heb.   3v3 og of the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family   

Heb.   3v3 og the (person])   (having) {prepared thoroughly (to equip)}/constructed/created/built/ordained/prepared  

Heb.   3v3 og (the) him/(it [house]). 

Heb.   3v3 = For  this specific  one  (JC)   

he  (JC)   has been  {deemed entitled}/{counted worthy}  according to  of the  more/greater  glory/honour/dignity/majesty   

(than)  near/alongside  Moses,   

{as much}/inasmuch  the person  having  {prepared thoroughly}/constructed/created  the  house/household/family 

(then)  he  holds/possesses/has  the  more/greater  value/esteem/prestige. 

 

For this specific one  (JC) 

he (JC)  has been deemed worthy   (because of what he has been able to righteously do  [1] ministry [and deportment]  [2] ransom sacrifice) 

according to the greater  glory/honour/dignity  (than)  alongside Moses   (Moses could not become The High Priest,  Aaron was a  “stand-in”) 

               (Yahweh deliberately separated “The Roles” of  “Physical Leader” [Moses]  “Spiritual Leader” [Aaron]”  because  no human could do both!) 
               (Note, both leaders came from Levi,  hence The Change prophesied at Jer.31v31-33 ready for JC of  “The New Covenant”  [600 years later]) 

inasmuch the person (JC[g])  having prepared thoroughly   (created  “The Means”  for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  to yield  “Sons of God”) 

               (Correctly driven by Yahweh’s Methodology,  JC was perfect against  [1] The Law of Moses and  [2] volunteered to be The Ransom Sacrifice.) 

(then)  he (JC[g])  has greater  value/esteem  (than)  of the household   (JCg becomes  “The Premier”  “Son of God”  over  “Israel of its 3 parts”) 

 

This verse has several interpretations –  when we read our differing worldly bibles –  however I give my understanding that is more applicable to the 

context of which Paul is teaching us  (only because translators demonstrably know  absolutely nothing  of Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human 

Salvation”  as we witness within their weak and thus  inaccurate  [to “The Thrust of God's Word”]  translations)! 

Paul uses Moses to springboard JC  in the minds  of the  heredity Jewish readers  of his epistle.   

Moses was considered as perhaps  “The Premier”  Prophet/Leader  who led  “The Israelites  out  of Egypt”  having  “The Authority”  of Yahweh 

working through him  (for example. Num.12v1-15).  Where,  we notice by allegory,  it is JC as  “The Word of God”  who leads  “Us out of The World”  

(= “Egypt” in prophecy),  being of its methodology,  unto Yahweh's Rest  (see later in chapter 4)  to be successful in The Millennium  (“Canaan”  in 

prophecy)  operating according to Yahweh's Methodology.  Noting  “The Pharoah of Egypt”  was always deemed both  (1) “Earthly leader and a (2) 

Spiritual god” being why they comprehensively failed their people in  both respects! 

After drawing our attention to the universal allegories use here,  then let me continue. 

Because Yahweh had  no  desire for the Israelites to subsequently make pilgrim marches to Moses' grave,  then Yahweh  buried/hid  the body after his 

death  (Deut.34v6, Jude.v9)  –  an action in  stark contrast  to what our  worldly Christian leaders do today for a  “nice little earner on the side”  for  

“The Worldly Religious Establishment”  of  whatever/wherever  in The World to harvest from their duped devotees  (please see my last comment at the 

end of my commentary to Heb.2v10)! 

Thus Paul is stating    

You Jews look at Moses in awe unto which you hold him, –  but his worthiness is almost nothing when compared with what JC did for his new 

household  (The Christian Nation).  An interesting aside, –  just as Moses had his body removed from the scene by Yahweh,  then likewise 

Yahweh did the same with the worthless DNA carcass of JC’s body  (Luke.24v3, John.20v2)  when Yahweh placed JC’s  

spirit/personality/desires/traits  back into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  upon his  awakening/rousing,  precisely as Paul so carefully 

explains in  (1Cor.15v35-55). 

It must be clearly understood,  Yahweh is always seeking “The Remnant of Israel”  that  freely  “returns to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22). 

Thus,  the key individuals from the work Moses put in would be The Prophets  (to yield JC)  (The Remnant from The 1st Epoch Israel). 

(The Prophets gave “The Word of God” in prophecies that were  fulfilled by JC  to yield JC’s  1st Advent.) 

Thus,  the key individuals from the work JC put in would be The 144000 TCs  (to yield JCg) (The Remnant from The 2nd Epoch Israel). 

(The 144000 TCs gave “The Word of God”  to  personally fulfil prophecy  [Rev.14v1-4]  to yield JCg’s  2nd Advent.) 

So as we know,  The Creator is always greater than what is created,  and likewise it was with Moses over  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  and so it is with JCg 

over  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”.  But Paul goes further here,  where he states - 

“The Household of JC”  has much more value than  “The Household of Moses”.   

Where  “The Household of JC”  makes  complete/perfect  “The Household of Moses”. 

Why?   

Because  “The Household of JC”  become the future Sons of God,  where their leader becomes The Template upon which humans can imitate. 

Thus the TCs can be judged righteous by Yahweh in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  because they have the  one/same  mindset as JC. 

Moreover - 

The prophets  (of the 1st Epoch Israel)  can be judged righteous  based upon  what their spiritual sons  (of The 2nd Epoch Israel)  did  

(Psm.45v16-18, Heb.11v39-40)  -  noting what JC said at Matt.11v11, 23v37,  Luke.13v34  (please read all my cited local commentaries). 

Finally,  for completeness,  in The Millennium we have  “The 3rd Remnant out of The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (where “Israel” =  “The Resurrected World” 

comprising of its two component halves,  of which  “The Reformed part as The Remnant”)   freely  returning to The Lord. 
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That whole scenario as described on this website,  is  never  taught to The World  (up to 2007 CE, when “FutureLife.Org”  became live on The Internet),  

is utterly righteous,  being commensurate from  “The Most Righteous Almighty God” and thus  is  “The Absolute Truth”  (irrespective  of what  any  

“religious scholar”  might  erroneously  and  presumptuously  state to the contrary  -  just ignore them,  as presently does Yahweh)! 

I am fervently desirous to see if  any scholar on this planet  can use  any  part of The Bible within a holistic context to criticise  anything  this website 

states comprising of some 4,000,000+ words of very  carefully reasoned and interlocking righteous exegesis! 

Furthermore,  I provide a convenient email address for their correspondence (if they dare) –  please note the terms of acceptance off the home page. 
Heb.   3v4 og every  For  (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family   

Heb.   3v4 og (it is) {prepared thoroughly (to equip)}/constructed/created/built/ordained/prepared   

Heb.   3v4 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (the) {some/any/certain person};   

Heb.   3v4 og the (one [“specific god”])  and  the (things)  all   

Heb.   3v4 og (the having) {prepared thoroughly (to equip)}/constructed/created/built/ordained/prepared  

Heb.   3v4 og “(the) specific god”. 

Heb.   3v4 = For every  dwelling/temple/house/household/family   

it is  {prepared thoroughly}/constructed/created  under/through/by  {some person};   

and  “the specific god”  having  {prepared thoroughly}/constructed/created  all  things. 

 

For every  dwelling/household   (in Paul's inductive argument  of  “The 2 Epochs of Israel”) 

is prepared thoroughly  under/by  some person   (yielding each of the two levels of  “The 2 Epochs of Israel”); 

and  “the specific god”  (see commentary)  having prepared thoroughly all things   (to righteously yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”). 

 

It is important to notice Paul’s use of  “the specific god”  as a floating pointer   “ho theos”. 

Here we can understand,  Paul is offering acknowledgement to the following - 

1. “the specific god”  JCg  having created  “The World” = “All life” on this planet  (StrongsTM = 2889 = “Kosmos” = 

“Decoration/Adornment”)  over the last some billion years. 

Then later for JC  (1) be giving  “The Word of God”  in ministry and  (2) The Ransom Sacrifice,  both  of which  are required  to get us into 

the 2nd part of our life  unto possible “Salvation”) 

2. The Specific God'  Yahweh  having created The Universe,  JCg  (and other present “Sons of God” [Job.1v6, 2v1]),  but moreover,  being  the 

subject of this Epistle  is the generation of  the future  new  144000  “Sons of God”  progressively becoming adopted by The Father (1v7).   

Furthermore,  Yahweh thoroughly underwrites what JC(g) righteously does to ensure  “Fair Play”  ensues throughout  The/His  Universe! 

It is this understanding of  “ho theos”  that has been lost for the last 1700+ years,  where depending upon context,  ideally we as humans,  leave The 

World of JC’s creation  (principally of its methodology),  shall then become part of Yahweh’s Creation as  “Sons/[daughters] of God”  (built upon JC as 

“The Word of God” Rev.19v13),  and thus  “brothers/[sisters]  to JCg”  (as only elected by Yahweh, Matt.20v23). 

Noting that upon our resurrection we are “neuters”  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v35-36)  and thus  sons/daughters  to Yahweh,  brothers/sisters  to JCg  

(because  “male/female”  are simply convenient terms while we fill the Earth,  Gen.1v28, 9v1  noting Matt.22v30, etc.). 

This understanding for the nominative  “ho theos”  holds true for  every instance  of  “ho theos”  in The New Testament,  and the absolute nature of the 

other three cases  (dative, genitive and accusative)  are  always  absolute references to  “Yahweh”  as  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe.  This 

knowledge is,  and has been,  unknown  to our Greek Scholars for the last some 1700+ years.  However,  this understanding came to me in about 2002 

CE when I was writing microprocessor machine code and I linked  “absolute and relative stack pointers”  to the understanding of “ho theos” -  my mind 

was  “wandering”  off machine code to solve a 20+ year problem I had with trying to understand “ho theos”! 
 

23rd Comment – Moses was a truly menial servant and  trustful/sure  completely throughout his household as spoken of 

and revered afterwards by those people of the following 1st Epoch of Israel  (though most ignored his principles)! 

24th Comment – JC was a truly menial servant and  trustful/sure  completely throughout his household as spoken of and 

revered afterwards by those people of the following 2nd Epoch Israel following  (though most ignored his principles)! 

43rd Reasoning – These two individuals were sincere to their family following in their wake and were recognised for it by 

the succeeding Epoch “Israel” of which they initiated. 

8th Warning – There are individual leaders throughout the 2 Epochs of “Israel”  who tried to pull congregations away 

from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire – The Bible is full of examples and similarly,  The Internet is full of examples, with more 

daily,  the leaders are presently beguiling  millions upon millions  of duped Christians  (Mark.13v21-23, etc.,)  presently 

at the end of The Gospel Age with many  “marvellous (of pretence)  signs and wonders”  that technology can now deliver.   

But they all shall be exposed in The Millennium (Luke.12v2-3)  during  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  in The Millennium. 

44th Reasoning – Moses and JC were sincerely motivated to edify the members of their family to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  

Charlatan Christian leaders are motivated to edify “The Self”  in a worldly manner  to satisfy their self-indulgent desire!   

Moses and JC used “The Word of God” to edify their family so the members could stand without fear before Yahweh. 

Charlatan Christian leaders use  “The Word of God”  to edify their worldly standing and shall be destroyed by Yahweh! 

26th Instruction – If we are aiming to become a ruler over our family  (actually,  ruler over the future Resurrected World, 

inasmuch its members are to become spiritually attuned to its leaders over “The One Spiritual Family)  then we are to set 

the correct standard for the family members to follow,  else we are “hypocrites”. 

45th Reasoning – Yahweh righteously desires members of  “The Resurrected World”  to have no excuse for not personally 

reforming to imitate JCg to achieve their personal salvation.  It is for this reason Yahweh requires  “The Bride of Christ”  

(144000 TCs)  to be of like  one/same  mind as her husband  (JCg as  “The Word of God”  haven been proven to control 

their mind).   In this manner JCg and his bride can then yield  “The Late Adopters”  as spiritually reformed children. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - Anointed = Christ = Messiah = The Act of  recognising/acceptance  of  “The Position of Authority”. 

Yahweh designates  “The Anointed”  to be rulers over The World (people)  and over The Earth (systems/procedures/etc.). 

This becomes “The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing for the Kings/Priests of The Millennium”. 

Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside)  means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  

Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 

Reasoning – repeat - Without the  “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined 

and then given by Yahweh = to become His future  “Sons of God” –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 

18th Good News – It is possible for TCs to become part of this household of JCg  provided we exactly imitate JC. 
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26th Instruction – It is those specific Christians diligently aiming to become TCs who can become brothers to Christ if:- 

1. Cling to (= Persist in)  {all out public speaking}  =  accurate  ministry of God’s Word given to The World. 

2. Boasting/Glorying  in The Expectation of attaining  The Inheritance  (as The Fulfilment of The Promise). 

3. Maintain this until the end of the 1st part of our physical life. 

Is this what our  worldly Christian leaders teach to their congregations?   If not – then,  “Why not!” 

35th Allegory – The Inheritance = “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium whose members require  “The Heirs” 

(144000 TCs as future “Sons of God”)  to teach them  “Righteousness”  before the final assay of Mankind  (Rev.20v7-12). 

9th Warning – “Ministry” does  not mean “worthless soundbites”.  It means understanding  “The Depth  of God’s Word” 

to become competent Instructors (Heb.5v12-14).  Is this what our worldly Christian leaders teach?   If not,  then they too 

cannot  be assessed by Yahweh in The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement as being deemed a  “brother to  Christ/Anointed”! 

Noting the differentiation  “The Public”  made between  “JC” and “Professional Religious Leaders”  (Mark.1v22)! 

46th Reasoning – Because so few people do this  (and so few people have done this during the last 2000 or so years)  then 

that is  why  Yahweh can at best  only  find,  the 144000 TCs deemed entirely worthy of that position of future “Sonship”! 

27th Instruction – We continue pushing ourselves to achieve The Requirements of  “Anointed”  unto the end of our present 

life,  because inevitably by doing this then “Professional Leaders of Religion”  will retaliate to ensure it will be the end of 

our  (present)  life,  to remove a  “whistle-blower”  out of  “Public Circulation”  to maintain  “Business as Usual”! 

Heb.   3v5 og Also  (the) Moses  truly/indeed/{singular one}  (of the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true   

Heb.   3v5 og in  (to the [= within]) whole/all/completely/throughout  to the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family   

Heb.   3v5 og (of the) him  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {menial servant (as if cherishing)},   

Heb.   3v5 og into/unto  (the) {what is evidential}/{the evidence}/{to be testified}   

Heb.   3v5 og of the (things)   (will be) spoken/uttered/said [plural]; 

Heb.   3v5 = Also  Moses  {in that manner}/as  the  {menial servant}   

(was)  truly/indeed  the  trustful/faithful/sure/true  in  completely/throughout   his  house/household/family,   

unto  {what is evidential}/{the evidence}  of the  things  will be  spoken/said  (by report afterwards). 

 

Also Moses in that manner as the menial servant   (taking upon himself  “The Responsibility” to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 

(was)  truly  trustful/faithful  within all his household   (Moses only had agapao to build-up his family – because he was  “Responsible”) 
unto the evidence of the things will be spoken   (by succeeding generations,  about what he did to  “Responsibly Lead”  “The 1st Epoch Israel”). 

 

Paul makes the accepted statement  (acknowledged as being true by all Jews)    

Moses was utterly faithful to God’s Word in everything he did for  (1st Epoch) Israel –  he had their best interests at  heart/{seat of motivation}  

and desired to edify the members of Israel in the midst of The Lord (Yahweh)  as  the sacrificial offering of his life and dedication. 

Consequently,  Paul shall inductively build his argument upon this example,  by explaining Yahweh's progressive  “Plan for Human Salvation”  being 

built through the two stages as given within  “The Old Testament”  overlaid by  “The New Testament”  as we are to reach The Millennium. 

The Crux of what Paul is teaching us,  and what  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  deliberately  leave out of their sermons,  is that 

Yahweh is desiring  “Responsible”  people  “in small matters”  to be given  “Responsibility”  over “larger matters” (Luke.19v16-19, etc.)  by Yahweh 

in The Millennium.  Furthermore,  because our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  teach this,  and thereby being  “delinquent”   “in small things”  (such 

as teaching this to their congregations)  then they shall be  ignored/{passed over}  by Yahweh  “in big things”,  being of  “The Responsibility”  to rule  

“The Resurrected World”  in  “Righteousness”  (because they could  not  do it in the 1st part of their physical life).   All pretty obvious,  and it is this  

(plus much else)  that JC and The Apostles taught as  “1st Century Christianity”,  -  being precisely why  “The Religious Leaders of The Time”  claiming 

to represent Yahweh detested  “1st Century Christianity”  and thus  persecuted/killed  “1st Century Christians”  (Stephen was the first at Acts.7v58-60)!     

So what is different now?     Same mindset -  but different names and faces fill those positions throughout the generations in  “Religion”! 

Can someone  (or any person)  please tell me what is different now,  and why this should not be equally true now? 

Heb.   3v6 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  And  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) son  over/upon/concerning   

Heb.   3v6 og the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of the) him;   

Heb.   3v6 og {of whom/which}  (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family  {we  are/being}  {we ourselves},   

Heb.   3v6 og {if it be that}/{if at all events}  

Heb.   3v6 og the  {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicity/plainly/clearly   

Heb.   3v6 og also  the  boasting/joyousness/rejoicing/glorying  of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence   

Heb.   3v6 og {as far as}/{up to}/{the terminus}  (the) {set out to/for point/goal/limit}/termination/end/finality  

Heb.   3v6 og (we) {hold down}/cling/retain/possess/adhere/{firmly grip}. 

Heb.   3v6 = And  the  Christ/Anointed  likewise/as  the son  (of  Man/God)  over/concerning  his  (JC)   house/household/family;   

{of whose}  house/household/family  we  (TCs)  are ourselves      (we can be members –  but it is conditional)   

{if it be that}    (it is specifically conditional – not being merely a Christian –  but we precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle/deportment) 

we  {hold fast}/cling/possess/adhere  (to)  the  {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicly     (JC's ministry) 

also  the  boasting/joyousness/rejoicing/glorying  of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence    (of possibly being a future  “Son of God”) 

{as far as}/until  the  end/finality.     (being we hold firm  [by imitating JC]  until the end of the 1st part of our physical life) 

 

And the Anointed   (Paul  “steps up a gear” –  “The Goal of being Anointed” as a “Son of God”,  that is  now possible  in  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”)   

likewise the son   (of man  [as was Moses],  but moreover JC was the  “Son of God”  being of perfected mind –  hence  “our”  goal for  “Sonship”) 

over his household   (being of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  out of which Yahweh shall  gain/elect  His 144000  “Early Adopters”  future  “Sons of God”)  

              (It must be clearly understood – “The Early Adopters”  become  The Spiritual Israel,  and remaining [most] Christians are The Fleshly Israel) 
of whose (JCg’s)  household  (because “The Early Adopters”  precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  and thus truly have JC  controlling their mind) 
we ourselves   (The TCs  and  The Brethren  actively aiming  to become TCs,  so they  may/perhaps/possibly  be selected by Yahweh for Sonship) 

if it be that   (it is  entirely conditional –  it  is  a  “bilateral agreement”  into which we enter with Yahweh,  at our baptism … … ) 

we (TCs and persons aiming to be TCs)  {hold fast}/cling/adhere   (We must do it!  =  We must maintain our integrity to  precisely imitate JC) 

(to)  the  {all out speaking}/{boldly publicising}   (precisely imitate JC's ministry  [which means,  we  must accurately know  all  of God's Word]) 

                (Very sadly this is almost  non-existent today,  even by the people who claim to know  for worldly return   yet they  “know nothing”  of value!) 
also the  boasting/joyousness   (advertising what is possible if we imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  for  no worldly return,  except  “religious abuse”) 

of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence   (of becoming a future  “Son of God” –  to be alongside JCg,  if  we have done the very best we can) 

as far as the end   (if we hold firm to the end of the 1st part of our physical life to be precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
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I need to split this verse down into sections of - 

1Cor.3v16  (to be a temple of God)  and  1Pet.2v5-9  (stones to that temple by becoming a peculiar people = 144000 TCs). 

Also to consider the  “dumbed-down”  “confidence”  as given in standard  delinquent  bible translations,  instead of  “all out speaking”. 

So that I may break open some of the false teaching we presently have from our  spiritually blind   worldly Christian leaders   (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39). 

Firstly to “dumb-down”  the translation,  our  worldly  translators skew the translation from  “{all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicly”  

to become  “confidence”  and thus hopelessly  lose what Paul is specifically teaching us. 

Now these translators would argue   

We need to have  “confidence”  to be  “{all out speaking}/frankness/boldly/bluntness/publicly.” 

To which I would counter with the following comments - 

1. There are several other Greek words Paul could have used instead,  if he just meant “Confidence”. 

2. Paul used this specific word “parrhesia” StrongsTM = 3954 because he means just what he states here! 

He is instructing us to be like him (1Cor.11v1) –  to be  (accurately)  “boldly speaking”  to our  neighbours/strangers  about  “The Word of 

God”  in our ministry work.  This is what JC specifically instructed of us at Matt.24v14,  and we are to do it –  “if we”  (aiming to be TCs)  

are to be  part of this household about which Paul is speaking here within this verse! 

3. Also we can be “confident” in many things of which  Yahweh would disapprove,  for instance  “speaking gibberish in tongues”,  “rolling 

around in the dirt supposedly slain in the spirit”,  “vainly giving self-indulgent prophecies as might a clairvoyant”,  “shouting nonsense 

sermons down a microphone to a hyped-up clientele”,  “feigned miracles as might a competent illusionist”,  the list is almost endless,   being 

all the things we witness given by  charlatan Christian leaders acting as  “rogue traders”  to their bewitched audiences! 

4. Quite frankly the translators  “in the pay”  of  “The Religious Establishment”  do  not  want  “non-leaders”  to be  {freely speaking}/{all out 

speaking}  because they might ask some  very difficult questions  about the presently errant  worldly Christian doctrine –  so  “shut them up”! 

I suppose I cannot be accused of  not  being  “{all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicly” ?! 

But then again.  I have  “The Confidence”  of  fully knowing  precisely what  is  in The Bible,  but more importantly,  fully understanding  my subject 

matter  (and I am  not  receiving worldly  rewards/returns  to  sway/influence  what I  freely teach  hence I am entirely  “objective”,  Matt.6v24)! 

So after  “clearing the air”  and I really do not mean to be disparaging  (but rather to shock,  to cause an awakening of  “The Senses”  and to 

“get people thinking”) –  we might then ask   “What is Paul specifically teaching us?” 

1. Christ Jesus,  “The Son of God”  (and equally as the son of Man),  is constructing his  household/family  being “The Christian Nation”.  But 

2. The clue is in the use of  “son”  as given without reference except to  “The Family”,  being the link that Paul pulls upon in to start his 

explanation,  so we likewise can become  equally  sons in this  household/family  to then drag Paul’s point from  “The Christian Nation”  unto  

“The  Election/Selection/Choosing”  from out  of  “The Christian Nation”  to become part of  “The New Spiritual Israel” =  “The Remnant”  

elected by Yahweh  (Matt.29v16, 22v14) –  just as He did to JC to make him again JCg. 

3. As I teach elsewhere,  it is curious how often Paul drops  “Jesus”  when he is speaking about the possibility of humans attaining  “Sonship”,  

inasmuch he is insinuating that humans  can  become  “Anointed”  by Yahweh  because they are elected by Yahweh.  To which we have the 

counter,  being the  false (charlatan) Christian leaders  anointing themselves  (Mark.13v21-23, Matt.24v23-26)  at the end of The Gospel Age 

– of which I am only too able to see,  rampantly developing during my lifetime –  playing upon the emotional hype they like to generate for a 

worldly return from their huge gatherings!   Quite simply we must analyse  “The Resultant”  of such activity. –  Does it really fulfil 

“Yahweh’s Desire” (see glossary)  or  “a personal desire  (of whoever)  of worldly emotion –  being animalistic for The Immediacy”.   

Because fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire is what  real  worship truly means!   Being that Yahweh has closed His ears to those  “millions upon 

millions”  of  “Christians”  who might be sincerely singing  “their heart out” –  being innocent,  but beguiled by their delinquent leaders  

(Rom.16v17-18,  1Thes.2v2-6, etc.)! 

Thus we conclude.  To be part of this new family  (of  God/Yahweh)  constructed by His son,  then  we are  obliged/obligated  to precisely imitate  “The 

Son of God“  by  {all out speaking}/boldly/frankly/publicly  “The Word of God”   (being  accurately  taught)  as part of JC’s mission (Mark.1v38). 

From which we can see that  

If  our  worldly Christian leaders either push their congregation into an apathetic state –  or in the other extreme,  to have a marketing 

campaign that calls out   “Come to have an indulgent explosive time!”     (So that  “we”  can lift some money out of  “your”  pockets!) 

Then  neither  of these options  (or those in between)  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that is only to  “precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”. 

But  no-one  wants to do that –  or be imitating Paul as he imitated JC and exhorted us to do likewise  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)  

where we must  (1) intimately learn  our subject matter to gain “The Knowledge”.   Then  (2)  thoroughly  assay/test/prove  this knowledge to 

ensure it is sourced from The Bible  (and not men passing it through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19)  from which we attain  assurance, 

competence,  and authority in our subject matter.  And then finally,  (3) we must operate  with  fidelity  to what we know and has been assayed 

–  to deliver  real/unfeigned  charity. 

Obviously this requires personal  time,  energy  and dedication  (to gain the specific type of mindset that Yahweh Desires) –  all of which is 

lacking in people after  “a good worldly time”  clinging to the present spirit of the air  (Eph.2v2,  noting its source, 1John.5v19)!   

Thus the members of these congregations are being hoodwinked by their  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who likewise,  are being driven by an 

animalistic/carnal  mind desiring  “The Immediacy”  of supplying their fleshly needs in  “filthy lucre”!    That is precisely why Yahweh is generally not 

interested in  “professional” Religious leaders,  because they fall afoul of  Matt.6v24, 22v21.  He is  only  interested in  “Lay-Preachers” as Paul taught 

us by example  (Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.)  because quite simply   What else is their driver if they give everything  freely,  and they only receive 

abuse from religious leaders? 

Clearly they have  “The Correct Mindset”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire for  “The Future Millennium”  as thoroughly explained on  “FutureLife.Org”. 

That is precisely  why  JC gave the warning as he did  (Luke.16v1-12,  of which incidentally,  our religious commentators do  not  understand 

–  but please read my commentary that explains  precisely what  JC was  really  teaching us). 

Finally,  this is specifically  why  Yahweh must wait almost 2000 years before He can achieve  “only”  144000 TCs out of the some 3 billion Christians  

(Matt.20v16, 22v14,  over this time)  because there are just  so few people,  either at the top or at the bottom,  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  – but only fulfil 

their own  worldly  desires (2Tim.4v3-4) –  as I have  personally witnessed  when carrying out my meticulous personal audits of these congregations 

against specifically  “The Word of God”  as stated within  “The Bible”.  “The Bible”  being my assiduously used “Quality Manual”! 

Now the next important part of the verse - 

We are to be precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  until the end of our natural  (1st part of our physical)  life  (unless untimely curtailed 

by those people feeling their hypocrisy is exposed by TC teaching –  John.11v47-53, 16v1-4, 2Tim.3v11-13, etc.). 

But - 

“the  boasting/joyousness/rejoicing/glorying  of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence” 

comes from  real  faith  =  {accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity}  being of the  “1st Century Christian Teaching”. 

I explain this statement in so many other places  (for example a few paragraphs earlier)  and thus will not repeat myself again,  because this section is 

becoming rather long  (but please also see  “faith”  in glossary). 

However the  “anticipation/expectation/confidence” is  not  vain “hope”  as our translators again  mistranslate  in their worldly versions of The Bible,  

again to perpetuate  “the  weakness/insipidity”  (Rev.3v15-16)  that comes from  worldly Christian teaching as given by our  worldly Christian leaders. 

No – rather it is   “The Strength of Conviction”  that comes from “ accurate knowledge”  having been  carefully explained  that yields  

“anticipation/expectancy/confidence”  being  “The Certainty”  of  “The Realisation of Sonship”  that becomes  “The Solution to The Mystery of God”. 
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Where it is  “The Mystery of God”  as contained within The Bible whose  “personal solution”  (by the 144000 TCs of precisely imitating JC's 

ministry/lifestyle)  becomes revealed to The World at  “The 7th Trumpet”  (Rev.10v7)  when  all  144000 TCs are transfigured to meet their  lord/master  

JCg in the air  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, etc.). 

Where,  in allegoric prophecy,  the  “7th Trumpet” means  “Yahweh's Declaration of  Perfection/Completeness” to “The Mystery of God”   (please read 

my commentaries in Revelations,  being a document of some 770,000 words that thoroughly explains what JCg is  really telling us  through John). 

Thus we understand - 

TCs find the solution to  “The Mystery of God”  because they are  the only people who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle, –  of which 

then personally becomes  “The Solution”! 

Perhaps something should be said about  “boasting/joyousness/rejoicing/glorying”  because we are told by our  worldly  theologians that we,  as 

Christians should not  “boast”,  and we should not be  “glorying”! 

I ask  –  What do these  “worldly scholars/theologians”  mean? 

Are they speaking of a  Worldly  “boast or glory”? 

Or  

Are they speaking of a  Godly   “boast or glory”? 

Because the two definitions are vastly different! 

“The Resultant”  for the first is for “the Self” and the latter,  is for “Yahweh” 

Sadly,  I feel they might be speaking of the former.   I could be wrong,  but perhaps because it comes naturally to them  -  being first thing on their mind)? 

However to a TC  seeking to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  then they  boast  not  in themselves,  but rather to  promote  Yahweh to The World  (Gal.1v12). 

However to a TC  seeking to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  then they  glory  not  in themselves,  but rather they  give glory  to Yahweh and  not  to The World. 

All this comes about by  “The Mind”  having the  accurate  knowledge to be giving direction to  “The  Heart/{seat of motivation}”  driven with the  

zeal/passion  to press relentlessly forward to complete  Yahweh's objective  that He has of us,  as individuals. 

Most importantly,  it is absolutely essential to personally  gain accurate knowledge first and understand it –   else we will be a  “loose cannon”  going off 

in the wrong direction  (that is regrettably true for most members of the congregations sincerely desiring to fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  but they are guided 

in entirely  the wrong direction  by their self-indulgent religious leaders)! 

This brings us to the last point to make about the information gleaned from this verse being counter to what we are told by some of our  worldly Christian 

leaders  (again in error to what The Bible specifically states –  see also Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28 and at 2Pet.2v18-22)  

“Once you are a Christian and become baptised then you are saved and always have the HS  (no matter what you do afterwards).”  

Paul is telling us this is  not true –  we must steadfastly work at being a TC  following precisely what The Bible tells us  all through our life until our 

physical death  (of which  “The 1st Death”  is merely “asleep” -  John.11v11-15).  The Bible gives us this warning for some people professing to be 

“Christians”  that   Those people who know JC are spewed out of his mouth –  he does not know them - because of their works  (Rev.3v16)  being 

lukewarm and thus passive  “Christians” –  consequently being  worldly Christians,  hence also JC’s comment at Matt.7v20-22.  This does not mean they 

are annihilated –  but rather,  they become rejected from attaining  “Sonship to Yahweh”  being  “The Ideal Goal”  for all people of The Gospel Age.  

The reason why Satan likes this lie to be taught,  is this    It makes Christians become worldly complacent and very passive to  “God’s Word”. 

Consequently,  they are  not  imitating JC –  and thus “letting Satan off the hook” because there are no future Sons of God from these passive groupings! 

I ask the question  

After what we read here in The Bible –  What  would Yahweh desire  “Christians”  to be doing in the 1st part of their life when The World is 

under the influence of Satan’s Methodology -  being of the unrestrained self-indulgence of those people with the power over other people? 

We are told the answer –  by reading it here within The Bible.  Unfortunately  worldly Christian leaders tell us something  very different! 

However this website is only producing a  Pre-Audit Report –  worldly Christian leaders and passive congregational members do have the opportunity to 

“reform” -  thus I implore they carry out  “The Required Reform”,  and start fulfilling  “Yahweh's Desire”  (see glossary to discover what it means). 

Hence the next verse in context - 

 

25th Comment – Provided (2nd Epoch) “Israel”  has a mindset that is the  one/same  as Yahweh,  then the members when 

hearing Yahweh's Word will respond.  The problem with both “Israels” is generally:  They  hear/know  and then  ignore! 

47th Reasoning – It is by having the  one/same  mindset/{spirit/personality/desires/traits}  that  is  holy/innocent/{separate 

from this world of sin},  which then enables the recipient to  accurately  respond –  else we will  “do our own thing”. 

This  “Accurate Knowledge”  only attained from  “The Word of God”  gives us a mind  (choosing to hearken and validate 

what we know by assay)  that can  “state to us”  through our  “Pure Spirit” (HS),  “we understand”  Yahweh’s Word! 

Because  “The Way we think”  is the same as  “The Way JCg thinks”  because we have  “The Word of God”  wholly 

controlling our mind.  I realise this is a circular argument -  but that is only how the HS can speak to us through JC as our 

intercessor.  The HS is certainly  not  the mystic waffle and nonsense as given by our “Leaders of Christendom/Religion”! 

10th Warning – The members of  (The 1st, 2nd,  [and 3rd later]  Epoch) “Israels”  have generally “hardened hearts”.  They 

do the things they desire and then  bend  God’s Word to self-justify what they like doing!  As we have witnessed throughout 

the 2 Epochs of “Israel” and shall do likewise in The 3rd Epoch  (within The Millennium of  “The Resurrected World”). 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Israel” = “persevering/persisting  with  subjector/God” when the members of Israel have “The 

Word of God” appropriate for “Israel”.  This is the perfect description for “Israel” throughout “Time” because we have: 

1. People who  persevere/persist  in rebellion  with  subjector/God = The Majority of Israel. 

2. People who  persevere/persist  in loyal servitude  with  subjector/God = The Remnant of Israel. 

Where we understand, “Israel” occurs over 3 Epochs of Time.  (1) Jews, (2) Christians, (3) Resurrected World. 

28th Instruction – Learn and then understand God’s Word directly from The Bible  (use a good quality translation,  not  

the NIV that is  utterly useless  for analytical study)  and ignore much of what our  worldly Christian leaders teach!   

Use this website to precisely understand what Yahweh Desires of those members within the present (2nd Epoch) “Israel”. 

Note:  There are some good Christian leaders – but use  The Tools  given on this website to seek them out  through audit! 

11th Warning – The leaders of  (The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Epoch) “Israels”  have The Knowledge and thus become responsible. 

Yahweh will be  “provoked to retaliate”  when leaders rebel.  Note: The leaders of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  are the TCs as 

“Sons of God” perfectly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  they having proved themselves righteous in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”. 

36th Allegory – Generation = a member of  “The 3 Epoch Israels”  coming into  “The Knowledge of Yahweh”. 

This represents any member of “the 3 Epoch’s of Israel” entering the 2nd part of their spiritual life.  What do they do next? 

12th Warning – Once entering the 2nd part of our spiritual life – then do  not  wander –  else provoke Yahweh’s Wrath! 

37th Allegory – Desert = “No persons’ Land”  just a an interim place before we reach our abode.  “The Physical”  of The 

Jews,  represents  “The Spiritual”  of The Christians during the first part of their life – just as did the Jews (Num.14v23).  
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38th Allegory – 40 = Always a period of time that Yahweh uses as  “a waiting period before the next stage”  of His Plan. 

39th Allegory – My Abode/Rest = The final place a human finds to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

13th Warning – (1st, 2nd and 3rd Epoch) Israelites  will not enter Yahweh’s Abode/Rest  if they choose Worldly methodology 

48th Reasoning – Humans not fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire are specific people not absolutely  knowing/understanding  

Yahweh’s  ways/mode/means.  They should know, – but often  “choose not to know”,  “preferring to be ignorant”. 

Heb.   3v7 og therefore/consequently  just/as/that/how/when  (it) states/exclaims  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   

Heb.   3v7 og the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin},   

Heb.   3v7 og {this day/night}/presently/now/hitherto  if/whenever    

Heb.   3v7 og of the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  (of the) him  (you) hear/listen/understand/respond, 

Heb.   3v7 = Consequently  just/as  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  holy/{separate from this world of sin}  it states:   

If/Whenever  presently/hitherto  His  (Yahweh’s)   disclosure/address/noise  you be  hearing/understanding/responding,   

 

Consequently  just/as  the  pure/innocent/blameless/{separated from this world of sin}  personality/desires/traits  (HS)  states: 
                  (Being what  “Yahweh's  pure/innocent/blameless  Desire made manifest within The Environment”  insists of us imitating JC)  

                  (It is  “The Word of God”  sourced by Yahweh that yields the HS within a  compliant entity  that causes  “us who question”  to think … etc.)  
Whenever presently His (Yahweh's)  disclosure/address  you  hear/understand   (means   “you  hearken  to what you know from God's Word”). 
                  (Mutually operational,   “The Word of God”  [not sourced from  “Leaders of Religion”]  yields the HS that fulfils God's Word within us.) 

 

Again,  another one of those verses where the members beholden to  worldly Christian dogma,  led by leaders of the higher  erroneous  theocratic levels,  

place a spin on translations of both The Bible,  and within their minds,  the spin being     Towards  “whom” -  is The Word   “Him/His”  pointing! 

The answer is obvious - 

The  “Him/His”  points to  “The Source”  of all  “{intrinsically good}/ideal  things”,  “He”  Who makes  “His Desire made manifest within 

The Environment”,  =  “His”   Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  blameless/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin},  

“The One Almighty”  Who  “makes become  who/what  He chooses to become” –  “His”  Name/Character/Authority  is  

 “Yahweh”   “The Almighty God”  of  The Universe.   

       This is all as The Bible  specifically and repeated  tells us.  

However - 

It is  not  what we are told by our  worldly Christian leaders lost in a  “mystery”  of  their own creation! 

Paul tells us    

Yahweh will knock at the door through JCg (Rev.3v20)  as “The Word of God”,  then it is up to us whether we open the door to sup with JCg. 

This understanding is precisely  accurate  as the source of this partial quote tells us at 3v15,  being referenced upon the last part of Psa.95v7 where,  in 

the first part of the verse King David states   “For He is our God and we are the people of His pasture  (the feeding of knowledge)”.   

Furthermore,  in the previous verse we are told  “Yahweh”  is  “God” –  and as usual in these places,  the HS is  not  mentioned.   

Thus the understanding I give is solid,  by contrast to that given by our  worldly  theologian scholars,  being  selective and thus erroneous (bent/twisted).   

I invite those beholden to the Trinity  myth  to respond by the email route provided on this website. 

It is through the mechanism of the TC understanding and making possible:  “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment”  

that becomes the  “HS”  operating within the TCs’ mind,  only because  he/she  has thoroughly imbued  “The Word of God”  to become 

the  presence/parousia  of JC operating within them.  It is by having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that within Yahweh, 

within JCg  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  that makes known what Yahweh discloses within this  contrite/penitent  mind that has humbly 

become  “The Slave”  to  “The Master's  intentions/instructions”! 

Please also read Luke.17v7-10 to understand what JC understands by the word “slave” - being applicable to TCs as slaves of  “God's Word” 

Can the reader understand this?   

It is precisely logical,  being exactly what The Bible teaches us –  but sadly is completely mixed up in  “unrighteous hogwash”,  “mystic waffle”  given to 

us by those leaders who presume to be representing Yahweh –  but rather,  they are  “blaspheming  against Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The 

Environment”  (“against the HS”)  for which there is no forgiveness  (Matt.12v31-32, Mark.3v28-29)!   These “Professional Leaders of Religion”  only 

behave like this to gain some form of dominance over their congregations for the  self-indulgent  power to be presuming they  “know more”  than their 

congregations  (all of which is an absolute anathema to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire in  both  respects)!    

Sadly,  what they know is of  no  relevance to Yahweh,  it is all worldly and worthless  (being the rhetorical question Paul posed at Gal.1v10-12)! 

“Both” because  (1) they should be teaching everything they know to their congregations so the congregations themselves are to be replacing 

the leaders in The Ministry Work  (thus “Ecclesia”)  and  (2) it is the wrong attitude by the leader and is thus despised by Yahweh! 
Heb.   3v8 og not  (you) {to indurate}/{render stubborn}/harden/calcify  the  heart/{seat of motivation}   

Heb.   3v8 og {of yourselves},  {in that manner}/likewise/as   

Heb.   3v8 og in  to the [= within]  exasperation/irritation/provocation/contumacy/rebellion, 

Heb.   3v8 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   the  day/{period of time}   

Heb.   3v8 og of the  {putting to proof by experiment}/solicitation/adversity/temptation    

Heb.   3v8 og in  to the [= within]  lonesome/waste/desert/solitary/desolate/wilderness, 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.95v7-8 

Heb.   3v8 = Not  you  (Israel)     ( [1] Jews,  [2] Christians,  and finally  [3] The Resurrected World in  “Israel’s”  3 Epochs) 

{render stubborn}/harden/callous  your  hearts/{seats of motivation},      (do not to refuse what Yahweh requests of us) 

{in that manner}/as  within the  exasperation/irritation/rebellion,     (we must not provoke Yahweh to retaliate against us,  as we did … ) 
according to  the day  of the  {putting to proof by experiment}/adversity/temptation  within  the  desert/wilderness. 

 

Not you  (being a representative of “Israel”,  specific to the appropriate Epoch of Israel) 

                (Inasmuch  “Israel”  =  people who can either   “Persevere  positively/negatively  with Subjector”  when having  “The Word of God”) 
render stubborn your hearts   (seats of motivation,  therefore we must not refuse what  “The Master commands of His slave”) 

                (we of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  [and equally of the future 3rd Epoch Israel]  must not behave like  “The 1st Epoch Israel” … … )  
in that manner as within the irritation   (we must not provoke Yahweh to reject us from being accepted as   “The Early Adopters”),  

according to the day of the putting to proof by experiment   (when freely given The Opportunity to show their [our] true rebellious character [?]) 

                (“we must not test The Lord our God”  Matt.4v7  -  “millions” of  charlatan Christian Leaders would do well to read that citation!) 

within the desert   (during the 40 years in The Wilderness  [= now,  when in the 1st part of our physical life  away from “Yahweh's Rest”,  see later]). 
               (They died at The 1st Death by  not reaching Yahweh’s Rest,  however,  charlatan Christian Leaders will be annihilated before The Millennium) 

 

Paul recalls all the times  the fleshly 1st Epoch Israel  repeatedly rebelled against Yahweh after they had departed from Egypt. 

Within a few days it started,  Ex.16v12, 28,  Ex17v2-3,7,  and then just continued,  Ex.32v1-35,  Num.11v1-8, 12v1-10,  Num.14v1-12,  26-30, Num.16v1-

34,  Num.20v1-6,  Num.21v4-6,  Num.25v1-3,  Num.32v9-11, etc.   
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Not much different today! 

Except perhaps it is  much worse  within  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (Christian Nation)  practising the acts of Sodom and Gomorrah as being 

supposedly  “something loved”  by Yahweh  (noting what Paul stated at Rom.1v30-32)! 

Ancient Egypt by prophecy  always  typifies  “The World”  of The Gospel Age,  and thus God’s anger shall ultimately be directed towards His 

representatives who are  supposed  to be fulfilling His Desire as examples for The World to emulate,  as was supposed  “The Old  (1st Epoch)  Israel”! 

Where it is  “The Christian Nation”  today having  “The Word of God”  in The Wilderness,  but do nothing with it.  They think they do,  but exactly like  

“The 1st Epoch Israelites”  think they are doing  “God's Will”  (only because  “puffed-up religious leaders”  tell them so  -  for the self-indulgent return)   

sadly,  they are not!   Where  “The Wilderness” becomes the half-way position  -  having been given the opportunity to leave worldly methodology  (left 

metaphoric “Egypt”)  with  “The Word of God”  of JC's ministry  (metaphorically given as  “The Law of Moses”)  while we in the 1st part of our 

physical life,  to be presently in a transit state unto Yahweh's Rest –  being The Millennium of the 2nd part of our physical life.   There are the few  

(144000)  “Early Adopters”  perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life while in the 1st part of their physical life who present themselves worthy at the 

end of the 1st part of their physical life for rulership in The Millennium as represented by Joshua and Caleb spying out “The Promised Land” 

(Num.13v25-33, 14v1-10)  of The World during The Millennium.   It is an almost identical situation of about twenty different allegoric overlays. 

It is unto the creation of these very specific people during The Gospel Age that Paul writes.  

Therefore we can inductively reason,  based upon what we witness today =  “The New (2nd Epoch) Israel”  being  “the general Christian Nation” of 

today is  so much worse  than were The Jews for two reasons - 

1.  We have the example of what occurred to The Jews throughout their epoch –  being the recipients of Yahweh's displeasure! 

Therefore  if  we were wise –  then  we would learn from their mistakes! 

2.  We have The Exemplar  “JC”  who explained God's Plan as  “1st Century Christianity”  and showed us a  “more excellent way”  to bring 

to fruition the means of making Yahweh's Salvation become a reality -  all this by becoming future  “Sons of God”. 

However,  Virtually All  “Christians”  ignore this –  and the  charlatan Christian leaders even  rewrite  The Bible so in their  “iniquity”  (Rev.22v18-19)  

they can hide in  “metaphoric Darkness”   “The Disclosing Truth”  from  (1) their lives,  and  (2) the lives of their deluded devotes  (Matt.23v13)!    

A poll of today (Oct. 2015)  of a supposed Christian Country “England”  told us,  some 40%  of people think Jesus Christ was a mythical person,  and 

yet supposedly 53% are “Christians”!    

That is  “ignorance” on “A Grand Scale”!   What a  “supposedly rewarding”  resultant from the efforts of our  worldly Christian leaders! 

Especially when The Archbishop of Canterbury in the early 1990's stated this is to be   “The Decade of Evangelism”!  

All I can reply to that quoted assertion is this    “What a lousy job he and his peers have done in their position!”  

Do these  “Professional Christian/Religious  Leaders”  honestly  think Yahweh  “loves”  them?    

They are paid by The World to give to The World what The World wants to hear  (being music to Satan’s ears)! 

Therefore -  Yahweh  detests  them!   Precisely as the majority of JC's parables and illustrations tell us in The Gospels  (please see my commentaries). 

Yet  out of these 2 Epochs of  “Israel”  Yahweh  can  obtain His prophets  (The 1st Remnant that returned to Yahweh)  within  “The Old Israel”  that 

likewise represents the few (144000)  TCs elected from out of  “The Christian Nation”  (being  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  to become  “The New Spiritual 

Israel”.  These 144000 TCs become  “The Priesthood”  under Judah of JC  [not the old Levi]  who become  “The Remnant”  returning to Yahweh as 

future  “Sons of God”.  Later in Hebrews,  Paul,  and my commentaries,  explain what all this means. 

Heb.   3v9 og {of whom/which}  (they) tested/endeavoured/scrutinised/assayed/examined/proved/tempted   

Heb.   3v9 og I/me/my [Yahweh]  the  fathers/forebears  {of yourselves},   

Heb.   3v9 og (they) assaying/proving/testing/discerning/examining  I/me/my [Yahweh]  

Heb.   3v9 og also  (they) knew/understood/{were aware}/saw/perceived   

Heb.   3v9 og the  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  {of me}/I/me/mine/my [Yahweh]  forty  years. 

Old Testament reference located at  Num.14v34, Exod.16v35, Deut.8v2 

Heb.   3v9 = {of which}  your  fathers/forebears  they  tested/proved/tempted  Me  (Yahweh),   

they  testing/proving/tempting  Me  (Yahweh)  

also  they  knew/understood/saw  My  {occupational efforts}/labours/deeds   (over the period of)   forty years. 

 

Of which your   (by allegory,  “Christians”  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)      (by implication  both  groupings are generally of the same mind) 

fathers  (being part of  “The Old  [1st]  Epoch Israel)   tested Me  (Yahweh),       

they  testing/proving/tempting  Me (Yahweh)    (Yahweh Desires “The Early Adopters”,  fleshly Israel rejects His offers,  Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34) 

also they (fleshly Israel)  knew/understood  My occupational efforts  (over the period of)  40 years   (being how Yahweh has helped them). 

 

Thus this became an instruction program for  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  and those very,  very few people who survived the 40 years,  and moreover,  those 

Israelites who lived in the time of some 1600 years following these episodes until JC’s ministry had  no  excuse not to learn from what was demonstrated 

-  both positive and negative. 

So what about  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (= “The Christian Nation”)  –  what excuse does its members have? 

They are  doubly culpable  (as I mentioned in the commentary to the previous verse)  and thus  become more severely reprimanded,  because not only do 

the members of  “The Christian Nation”  have the examples as written in The Bible for our education  (2Tim.3v15-17),  but also we have The Superlative 

Exemplar of whom to emulate,  being  “Christ Jesus”  –  giving for us to imitate   “The Golden/Kingly Standard”. 

How do we personally match up to this? 

In  every minute  of The Day –  we  “Christians”  are being  personally audited  by Yahweh against this  “Golden/Kingly Standard”  in His  

“Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  for likewise Sonship as JC laid down for  “The Foundation”  upon which Yahweh might build His 

future temple of some 144000  “white” “stones”  (see glossary and my other commentaries to explain many of these used allegoric words). 

Yahweh worked through Moses  (being  “The Laws of Moses”)  while the Israelites were in the wilderness,  then likewise Yahweh works through JCg  

(being the Two Laws – Mark.12v30-31)  while the  “Israelites”  (The Christian Nation)  are in  “The Wilderness”  during The Gospel Age  (operating 
under Satan's worldly methodology,  being far away from Yahweh's Methodology –  rejected because it  (Yahweh's Methodology)  seems harsh and too 

frightening  (Num.13v25-30,  Matt.25v24, Luke.19v21, etc.). 

Thus the 10 spies of Canaan represent  “The Christian Leaders”  of The Gospel Age spying out through God's Word what The Millennium will be like 

and should be accurately reporting back to  “The Christian Nation”  about what The Millennium will be like!   But the majority report back that it is 

frightening and thus prefer to stay within  “The Wildernesses”  under Satan's methodology.  It is only the other 2 spies namely   Caleb and Joshua –  the 

faithful spies  metaphorically representing  “The TCs”  who faithfully report what The Millennium will be like  in their ministry and deportment  during 

The Gospel Age!   The allegories for our instruction just keep flowing,  but I am sure the reader can work out what all the other prophetic allegories 

mean for themselves –  in the context. 

Thus emphasising,  it must be understood by the reader,  Paul uses this incident as an allegory for the members of  (1st, 2nd, and 3rd ) “Israel”  who come 

into  “The Knowledge”  of Yahweh –  thus representing the respective member entering the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (in all epochs of “Israel”).  

Heb.   3v10 og therefore/consequently  

Heb.   3v10 og (I [Yahweh] was) {to be vexed (with something irksome)}/{felt indignant at}/{grieved with}   

Heb.   3v10 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {a generation}/{an age}/nation/time  {that one}/this,   

Heb.   3v10 og also  (I [Yahweh]) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted: 
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Heb.   3v10 og {continued duration}/ever/regularly/earnestly/always   

Heb.   3v10 og (they) {cause to roam from safety/truth}/deceive/seduce/wander/mislead/{go astray}/err     

Heb.   3v10 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  heart/{seat of motivation},   

Heb.   3v10 og they [Israel {over 2 Epochs}]  and  no/not/none  (they) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}   

Heb.   3v10 og the  ways/journey/progress/mode/means  {of me}/I/me/mine/my [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at Eze.22v1-31, etc. (generally of “Israel[s] and Jerusalem” as The Head of it)! 
Heb.   3v10 = Consequently  I  (Yahweh)   

was  vexed/{felt indignant at}/{grieved with}  with  {that one}/this  generation/age/nation/time,   

also  I  (Yahweh)  spoke/uttered/commanded,     (through  [1] the prophets and then  [2] the TCs) 

always  they  {roam from safety/truth}/deceive/seduced/{led astray}    (desiring worldly methodology and not Yahweh's Methodology) 

in  (their)  heart/{seat of motivation}    (the members of [1] Jews,  [2] Christian Nation  preferred/wanted  to:-  ) 

and  not  they  {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}    (they chose NOT to understand,  rather be ignorant) 

My  ways/progress/mode/means.     (Yahweh's Methodology yielding JC's deportment) 

 

Consequently I (Yahweh) 

was vexed with this nation   (“The 1st Epoch Israel”  that rolls forward,  to then become  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  under  “The New Leader”) 

also I (Yahweh)  spoke/commanded   (through  [1] The Prophets and  [2] TCs  [perhaps like William Tyndale]) 

always they roam from  safety/truth   (they prefer to be seduced with worldly flattery from their indulgent leaders desiring a worldly return) 
in  (the members of  1st and 2nd  fleshly Epoch Israel)  heart   (“seat of motivation”  preferred to remain  “worldly” guided by an animalistic mind) 

and not they certainly  know/understand   (they  “choose not to know”,  “preferring to be ignorant”   “agnoeo”  StrongsTM = 50) 

My (Yahweh)  ways/progress   (being  The Pathway  to understand how Yahweh Desires to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”). 

 

This was recorded about   “The Old  (1st Epoch)  Israel”  (Jews)  for  our  edification  (2Tim.3v15-17).   

Most of the populace rejected what Yahweh intrinsically represented  -  being of His methodology –  but they were only like this because  The Populace 

generally followed what their errant  “spokespersons”  (like Korah, Aaron [at times], etc.)  rather than what Moses  (and JC)  instructed to edify the 

members of the respective nations.  Therefore Paul draws upon this as a warning for us of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”. 

Paul’s constant driver is for Sonship,  he recalls what occurred to “The 1st Epoch Israel” as a warning for us  of “The 2nd Epoch Israel”! 

All of which I explain with the analogy of  “Israel”  that has now entered its 2nd Epoch,  within which,  many people in the congregations sincerely think 

they are trying to find Yahweh,  but as we are told by Paul  (Rom.16v17-18)  they are hampered,  misled by the spokespersons  (shutting  “The Door to 

Sonship”, Matt.23v13)  claiming to represent Yahweh in  “The Gaussian Distribution”  of  “competence”  (mainly incompetence)  based upon mindset.   

Therefore, Yahweh’s condemnation ripples through the various Epochs of  “Israel”  and of  “Jerusalem”  as the metaphoric head of the various worldly  

“Israels”, –  but it is  “The Final Jerusalem”  (Yahweh's Organisation”)  of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (“The Resurrected World”)  that is  truly  “The 

City of Peace”.   This is Yahweh's  “Righteous Organisation”  operating here upon The Earth  (Rev.21v1-4)  that shall bring  true  Law and Order upon 

this presently miserable system  (that shall be dissolved away and replaced as we are told at  2Pet.3v10-14, Rev.19v16-21, Dan.12v11-12). 

Heb.   3v11 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (I [Yahweh]) swore/{took/declared an oath}   

Heb.   3v11 og in  to the [= within]  {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance  {of me}/I/me/mine/my:   

Heb.   3v11 og If  (they shall) {to enter}/{arise into}/{go in}  into/unto  the  {reposing/settling  down}/abode/rest   

Heb.   3v11 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.95v11 

Heb.   3v11 = {In that manner}/As  I  (Yahweh)   

swore/{declared an oath}  within  My  {violent passion}/anger/wrath/vengeance:    (a warning to us claiming to represent Him) 

(As)  if  they shall  enter/{arise into}/{go in}  unto  My  {reposing down}/abode/rest!     (They will  not  become future Sons of God) 

 

In that manner as I (Yahweh) 

declared an oath within My (Yahweh's)  anger/wrath   (a warning to  “us”  claiming to represent Him) 

  (As)  If they  (fleshly  Israel of  its two Epochs)  shall enter unto My (Yahweh's)  abode/rest!    (of  guaranteed  Salvation  [as “Sons of God”])! 

 

The  Abode/Rest  is within  “The Fold of Yahweh’s Family”  that yields  guaranteed  “Salvation”.   

Thus through  “The two Epochs of Israel”  we had  “The Prophets”  drawn out first by Yahweh,  and we are at  “The Closing Stages”  of having the TCs 

elected from out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  finding their  Abode/Rest  with Yahweh upon their awakening/rousing  (“The 1st Resurrection”  Rev.20v6)  – 

“to eat at The Father’s Table”  (being the close-knit family imbuing  “The Knowledge/Learning of Yahweh”) –  precisely as JC taught us at  Matt.8v22, 

Luke.22v30, etc.   

The remaining individuals of Mankind,  being  virtually all  of Mankind  (perhaps 99.99+ %, as only known to Yahweh),  are  still  to find Yahweh’s  

{reposing down}/abode/rest  during what becomes the 2nd part of their physical life in The Millennium under the education regime of The TCs,  and 

Prophets  (+ Ancient Worthies).  Many people will succeed,  and yet many people will still rebel,  but then it becomes a  personal choice  after society 

has experienced the pain and suffering during the 1st part of our physical life  (at some personal point over the 6000 years)  and the wonderful society  

(paradise/park)  during the 2nd part of our physical life  (of some 1000 years).  Those people in perfected DNA fleshly bodies  given in trust  who  succeed 

in imitating JC’s lifestyle  (being their redeemer)  by  truly  “believing in JC”  (within this wonderful society)  shall enter Yahweh's  {reposing 

down}/abode/rest  after passing through  “The Assay”  (Rev.20v7-15)  that shall last for 3.5 years to remain utterly righteous with JC’s perfect ministry  

in exactitude  that continues into  “The Culmination”  as  the prefect  direct  “like-for-like”  equivalence –  thus ensuring Yahweh remains  “Righteous”  

(according to His Standards)  into  The Eternity  (within the minds of all reasoning entities). 

 

29th Instruction – Christians aiming to become TCs must Beware!   Do not have a harmful  heart/{seat of motivation}.  

This means do  not  become self-indulgent  “to the hurt”  of our neighbour.  Thus do  not  hold back from the  accurate 

presentation of God’s Word through disbelief in what Yahweh Desires of those people having “The Knowledge”. 

14th Warning – Do not withdraw from Yahweh by behaving in a self-indulgent manner.  Never indulge “The Self” at the 

expense of  accurately  transmitting “The Word of God” to those people outside “The Family”.  Thus  never  behave in a 

manner that makes Yahweh’s Word look ridiculous in the mind of a  sane/reasoning  individual outside  “The Family”. 

30th Instruction – It is essential for us daily to examine ourselves against The Required Standard to ensure we only imitate 

JC and do not  “slip away from The Disclosing Truth”  by copying the example and advice of our  worldly Christian 

leaders.  We will only know the difference by thoroughly  reading/understanding  God’s Word in a  “Good Bible”. 

“A Good Bible”  should be  of pre-1950 CE translation.  The NIV is a  “bad bible”,  being a  worldly interpretation! 
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31st Instruction – Christians aiming to become TCs are urged up to the last day of the 1st part of their physical life,  they 

must  not  to be  callous/hard  to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire that is to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

15th Warning – Seduction of worldly things intoxicate the mind, to make it devoid of reason.  This can be of many things 

but the most insidious is the  vanity of the self-indulgent  “pretence of worshipping” Yahweh  (and is now common place)! 

Where we read numerous examples –  of Yahweh closing His  eyes/ears  to the most fervent  (yet self-indulgent)  worship! 

19th Good News – TCs are  “Sharers/Partners  of The Anointed”  provided we hold firmly to  “The Assurance/Substance”  

gained at the beginning of the 2nd part of our spiritual life for the remaining part of our physical life. 

Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside)  means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  

Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 

Reasoning – repeat - Without the  “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined 

and then given by Yahweh = to become His future  “Sons of God” –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - Anointed = Christ = Messiah = The Act of  recognising/acceptance  of  “The Position of Authority”. 

Yahweh designates  “The Anointed”  to be rulers over The World (people)  and over The Earth (systems/procedures/etc.). 

This becomes “The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing for the Kings/Priests of The Millennium”. 

26th Comment – Not all Christians disregard what Yahweh truly desires from people claiming to come in His Name.  

There are a  few  Christians (TCs)  who also come in  “Yahweh’s Character and Authority”  by precisely imitating JC. 

49th Reasoning – “This Day”  means  The Day of which individual Christians have Yahweh speaking to them through 

“The Word of God” when  accurately given to them and publicly received.  Sadly,  almost all  people have twisted and 

distorted  knowledge given to them,  thereby external  “reasoning people”  become cynically distrusting what is given. 

40th Allegory – Egypt (always by analogy) = The World operating outside Yahweh’s Methodology. 

50th Reasoning – Christians who come out of “Egypt”,  by leaving worldly Methodology –  resent leaving The World and 

want to return to it  (Ex.16v1-3)  of which we witness in their self-indulgent activities,  behind a pretence to be 

“worshipping Yahweh”  –  but do  not  truly imitate JC and his faithful  apostles/TCs  throughout The Gospel Age. 

Allegory – repeat - 40 = Always a period of time Yahweh uses as  “a waiting period before the next stage”  of His Plan. 

16th Warning – Just as the examples throughout The Old and New Testament show,  Yahweh will cast aside the people 

claiming to represent Him in word  (and outward deed),  but  inwardly  they have an  affection for worldly methodology. 

Allegory – repeat - My Abode/Rest = The final place a human finds to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Warning – repeat - (1st, 2nd, 3rd Epoch) Israelites will not enter Yahweh’s Abode/Rest  if they choose Worldly methodology 

51st Reasoning – “Disobedient People”  (by definition)  cannot be part of  “a righteous society”! 

Ultimately,  Yahweh desires  “a righteous society”  to exist into The Eternity,  thus  “Disobedient People”  must be 

permanently removed  (“The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation)  because they are “iniquitous”  when knowing  “God’s Word”  

over what is to be our 2 part life  (both 2 part physical and 2 part spiritual)!   Hence they cannot reach Yahweh’s Rest! 

Heb.   3v12 og (You) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed},  (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   

Heb.   3v12 og not [= lest]  {at sometime/ever}/then/previously/(enclitic particle of time)   (he/she/it) {shall be}/{come to pass}   

Heb.   3v12 og in  (to the [= within]) {some/any/certain person}  {of yourselves}  (the) heart/{seat of motivation}   

Heb.   3v12 og (the) hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd  (of the) faithlessness/disbelief/disobedience   

Heb.   3v12 og in  to the [= within]  removing/{instigating (a revolt)}/desisting/deserting/departing/ 

/withdrawing/{drawing away}   

Heb.   3v12 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) God [Yahweh]   (of the) living/existing, 

Heb.   3v12 = You  behold/look/beware/{take heed},  brothers,     (thus it is highly probable Christians can be seduced … … ) 

not/lest  {at some time}/when  it  {shall be}  within  {some/any/certain person}  {from/out of}  of yourselves     (to be a Christian leader) 

(having)  the  hurtful/harmful/malicious  heart/{seat of motivation}  of  unbelief/disobedience    (v10 – preferring worldly methodology)  

within  the  removing/departing/withdrawing  from  of the  living/existing  God  (Yahweh).    (Christian leaving Yahweh's Methodology)  

 

You  behold/beware  brothers  (aiming to become TCs)    (and thus it is a  distinct possibility  of  becoming seduced by worldly methodology) 

lest at some time it shall be in some person from out of yourselves   (being a person taking a  “leadership”  position) 

(having)  the  hurtful/harmful  heart   (seat of motivation,  being  charlatan Christian  leaders  taking  from their congregational members)     
                (Warning   “harmful heart”  can be outwardly presented as a  “Charming/Beloved Person”  for the goal to take from their eventual victim[s]!) 

                (These leaders give  froth for a worldly mind,  but cut off access for congregational members to become  “Sons of God”,  Matt.23v13.) 

of  unbelief/disobedience   (“Religious Leaders”  of  2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16,  give a wonderful display of deceit  to bewitch their devotees,  (Gal.3v1). 

within the departing from of the existing God  (Yahweh)   (and are thus entirely rejected by Yahweh –  rejected for any future resurrection) 

                These beloved  charlatan Christian leaders  having  wholly taken their mind away from  what Yahweh's Methodology  internally demands) 

 

The clear warning Paul regularly gives to his readers in all his epistles –  and in particular it is  specifically to those   “holy brethren”  of whom Paul 

already considers being  holy/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (Heb.2v11, 3v1),  this has  not  been written to the Corinthian brethren or the 

Galatians who  (were  not  holy and)  needed a severe general reprimand in the Epistles addressed to them! 

This becomes a distinct warning for people who are potentially close to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  but could suddenly become overwhelmed with self-

glory and then imitate Satan,  upon which Ezekiel commented at Eze.28v12-19  by means of an allegory!  

Consequently,  this is a warning to  all of us  to “Beware” –  because we  can  slip/fall  away –  even if we might at the time be considered 

very  holy/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  in our methodology and  “occupational effort”.  Exactly as we are told in James.1v6-8, 

Yahweh will  not  work in a two minded person –  because  “faith without works  (of imitating JC)  is dead”  (James.2v14-26). 

Again,  this is all contrary to what we are errantly told by our  worldly Christian leaders who seem to  conveniently ignore  these specific passages that 

keep warning us to remain tightly close  (cleave)  to  “The Word of God”  as given by “1st Century Christianity”  (and certainly  not  by  worldly 

Christianity – except perhaps cleave to their errant methodology as unquestioning children)!   “The Word of God”  must truly operate within our very  

“synapse construction”   (hence we must learn it) –  for it is  only  this that is being judged by Yahweh –   not  our worldly works!   Clearly,  righteous  

“{occupational effort}/labour/works”  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  comes from our “synapse construction”  operating 

upon  “The Word of God”.   It is impossible to have one without the other.   

Therefore,  we become judged upon  both  aspects in Yahweh's “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of  all  Christians during the 1st part of their physical 

life,  where Yahweh knows our mind,  and humans only know our mind by our works  (ultimately genuine or feigned)! 
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Again  none of this is taught  by our  worldly Christian leaders,  except some confused mishmash that is utterly  alien  to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire! 

Consequently  -  Paul’s warning again   

Do not leave The Truth,  else  we will lose all of God’s promises given specifically for,  and only for,  TCs. 

Surely it could be argued that no  “Christian”  would have a  hurtful/harmful/malicious  heart!    

But what does this terminology  really mean? 

JC said - 

You are either for me –  or against me  (Matt.12v31).   

Either the Wide Gate or the Tight Gate  (Matt.7v12-14). 

The son who said yes but did not,  or the son who said no but did his Father’s will  (Matt.21v28-30). 

There is  never  a  “third option”  in JC’s teachings of a  “halfway position”! 

“Being  for  JC”  means  precisely imitating his  ministry/lifestyle   (driven by  agapao/{edifying love})  so other people might know  why/what/how  to 

fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  themselves –  that is the  “greatest love”  (= agapao/{edifying love})  that we can give to someone else –  we have sacrificed our  

continual  existence to our neighbour's edification  (“continual sacrifice”  taken away at  “The 1st Resurrection” –  Dan.12v11-12).    

Moreover,  during this process of truly fulfilling Yahweh's,  the TCs are being continuously  abused/persecuted  by religious leaders around  (who would 

equally call themselves “Christians”)!   This is as The Bible specifically teaches us in  very many places throughout,  so that we might know beforehand 

and not start without fully understanding the consequences of our future actions  (noting JC's considered instruction given at  Luke.14v27-35). 

So then,  ignoring the active persecutors  (as one form of attack by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) –  who then has the  “hurtful heart”? 

Those who are passive Christians allowing their neighbours to sink in the mire of  misunderstanding  and the personal mental pain of seeing no viable 

future for Mankind because  nothing sensible is being taught  (Matt.7v26-27)!   Also there are the other  “Christians”  at the other extreme who could 

themselves be called  “happy-clappy”  Christian individuals;  they are offering  nothing  except to be self-indulging themselves within a cocoon of vanity 

–  that most certainly does  not  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for The World at large!   They should be teaching  solid/sound  exegesis the makes Yahweh's 

Desire manifest within The Environment –  to bring people with  sane/reasoning  minds to become Christians –  and then ideally TCs in the 1st part of 

their physical life. 

Those two extremes and all the  “Christian” examples between,  sound to me as these members having a  cold and self-indulgent heart  to me!  

But Paul's  “attacking warning”  is specifically to  “The Leaders”  who promote this attitude within the beguiled devotees of Christendom. 

Therefore - 

It is  only  those people who specifically imitate JC by  accurately publicising the exegesis contained within  “The Word of God” –  making 

Yahweh’s Plan appear  viable and sensible within a  sane/reasoning  mind  (Titus.2v2-8)  that brings  REAL  glory/honour/dignity  to 

Yahweh.   This is precisely as The Bible teaches us  (Heb.5v12-14, for example) –  I am quite prepared to answer any dissenters who send me 

an email,  of which I shall counter using pages of explained quotations from The Bible. 

Thus concluding this verse  

If  we become passive  (to be ignoring the  “publicising”),  or lock ourselves away in a monastery  (and  not  able to publicise),  or behave in 

such a ridiculous and intoxicated manner  (that no  sensible/reasoning  individual would desire to listen to the publicity given)  then  all  these 

people have  closed off the route  to  “believing in JC”,   being what JC taught by both word and deed –  as given to us by Paul at 1Cor.4v16, 

11v1, Gal.4v12). 

Therefore  from Yahweh’s point of view  these  worldly Christians  are operating within a state of  unbelief/disobedience  to what He Desires! 

Thus anything they do within their life is  not  truly  glorifying/worshipping  Yahweh,  because the best accolade that any person can give to another 

person is  not  to  say/sing  “nice things”  that might be  “two-face” –  but rather we are to  walk in the apostles' steps –  so precisely,  that the footprints 

in the snow look as though they have been made  by the same person! –   That is  true worship given to Yahweh  -  it is by  imitating the person  whom 

Yahweh loves  (Luke.3v22, 9v35).   “Words are cheap” –  but  “actions speak much louder than words”   (James.2v14-26)! 

Blind emotional hype does  not  deliver true worship –  but rather it is the consistency  (in  minutes/hours/days/weeks/months/years)  of what other 

people wish  “not to do”  in the process of becoming Christlike,  that Yahweh recognises as a  true believer in what they espouse! 

This is precisely what our Christian leaders  should  be teaching  if  they were fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  but they do not,  thus they entirely  fail  

Yahweh's Desire! 

Then in context,  we enter the next verses - 
Heb.   3v13 og but  (you) {call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort   

Heb.   3v13 og {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves]   down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  

Heb.   3v13 og (the) each/any/every  (the) day/{period of time},   

Heb.   3v13 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  {of whom/which}  the  {this day/night}/presently/now/hitherto   

Heb.   3v13 og (it is being) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned,   

Heb.   3v13 og that  not  (he/she/it be) {to indurate}/{rendered stubborn}/hardened  {some/any/certain person}   

Heb.   3v13 og {from/out  of}  {of yourselves}  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) delusion/deceit/deceiving/seduction   

Heb.   3v13 og of the  sin/fault/offence; 

Heb.   3v13 = But  you  beseech/exhort/urge  yourselves  accordingly/intensely  each  day,     (we are to exhort ourselves day by day) 

{up to}/until  {of which}   it is  being  announced/assigned  today,     (while it is being assigned “daytime”) 

that  not  from out of}  {of yourselves}     (thus we reason  “Christians will … … ”) 

he/she  be  {rendered stubborn}/hardened/callused     (thereby  not  truly fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 

by the  delusion/deceit/deceiving/seduction  of the  sin/fault/offense.     (fulfil their own desires and thus sin to Yahweh's Desire) 

 

But you (brethren/Christians)  beseech/urge  yourselves day after day   (this is an  on-going  situation –  to occur every day) 

until of which it is being announced today   (so being in  “the daylight”  of  “The Word of God”  - then we are to do something with it) 

that not  (some person)  from out of yourselves   (hence a distinct possibility that a  [Christian]  person can become like Korah,  Num.16v1-40) 
he/she  be rendered stubborn   (it is so easy to  “go over the top and fall the other-side”  when  “ambition”  and/or  “self-indulgence”  goes too far) 

by the  delusion/deceit/seduction  of  sin/offence   (to become wrapped-up in our own self-importance and “fail to be humble”,  hence  “sin”). 

 

Paul cannot say it any clearer here –  being what I said in the previous commentary of verse 12. 

Paul is  exhorting/beseeching/urging  these  “holy/blameless  brethren”  (of 3v1,  who must be intrinsically good already)  to not waste any time – 

because now it is a good time as any time,  to keep pressing forward with  “The Ministry Work”   -  else what happens? 

So our  heart/{seat of motivation}  that should be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by imitating JC, might  not  become  stubborn/hardened/callused  by 

succumbing to  delusions/seduction  (2Pet.2v1)  -  so that we  might think  we be worshipping God when quite clearly we are not.  For example,  the 

rolling around in the dust as though we have a demon within us under  The Pretence  we have  “been slain by the spirit”,  very much as do devotees of  

other world  Religions having the same god as  worldly Christianity,  Satan!   Furthermore, this falsehood of supposedly having the HS,  has come about 

because our false  (thus charlatan)  Christian leaders are  “operating in  deceit/deception”  so they might receive some form of self-indulgent worldly 

glory on the back of God’s Word.  Reasoning that if one example is clearly wrong,  then what else could be wrong in what they preach,  see James' 

warning at  James.3v11-12.  Consequently all this is utter  “hypocrisy” –  and  far from  JC's or the Apostles' deportment,  who themselves  were filled  

with the HS!   

JC and The Apostles operated with clarity and sanity of mind,  they  always  took the  lowly position  with  minimal publicity.   
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No  example of  “being slain in the spirit”  can be found  anywhere  in The Bible  (noting what John says at Rev.22v18-19)! 

Do our  worldly  Christian leaders exhort their congregational members –  as Paul exhorts his congregational members to be precisely 

imitating JC?   

So that by imitating JC –  we have no time to be falling away into self-indulgent activity sourced by The World. 

The answer to that question –  and other points raised in this section speaks volumes about their own ministry work –  and of Yahweh’s audit report! 

As we read – we are not to be  deluded/seduced  by the sin of  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  of precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during every 

day of the 1st part of our physical life,  until the last day of the 1st part of our physical life –  so that we might become resurrected as a future Son of God,  

when we enter the 2nd part of our physical life. 

It is interesting,  Paul uses the word “day”.  In the Bible this term  “Day” is synonymous with us  “being in The Real Faith”  -  where we are basking 

within  “The Daylight”  of  “The Word of God”  (made so in The Millennium)  sourced by  “The Sun”  metaphorically representing  “Yahweh”  (giving 

life to this planet through  “The Word of God”,  see note at end).  Thus Paul is warning us,  who are  operating in  “The Real Faith”,  not to be seduced 

by other people  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.,) -  where on the other hand,  these leaders giving the seductive message to deceive us,  are 

themselves purporting to represent Yahweh.  Just as Paul warned at Acts.20v29,  and likewise John could see operating around him only some 60 years 

after JC's resurrection  (1John.2v18-19), -  so we can appreciate after the apostles being long dead,  and their authority having departed, –  then how 

much  “out of control”  is this  “deception”  some 1900 years later! 

Note   For completeness,  in Revelations John uses the terms  “Sun” and “Moon”,  to represent  “Yahweh”  and  “JCg”,  where Yahweh sources  “The 

Word of God”  for our existence,  and JC is allegoric to  “The Moon”  reflecting Yahweh's Glory  (John.14v5-15),  where metaphorically  “the moon”  

is generally seen in  “The Night” – please read my important commentaries to Revelations chapter 8.  This analogy is representative of  “The Present 

Darkened Worldly Situation”  having the spirit of the air (Eph.2v2)  under Satan’s local/singular heaven/authority (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19),  being  “the 

darkness”  away from  “The Day of The Millennium” –  within which we shall be basking in Yahweh's Methodology and wholesome Instruction. 

Heb.   3v14 og (the) sharers/associates/fellows/partakers/partners  For   (we have) {become to be}   

Heb.   3v14 og of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   {if it be that}/{if at all events}/{if truly}   

Heb.   3v14 og the  beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/wholly/ 

/chief/power/principality/rule/leaders   

Heb.   3v14 og of the  {setting under (support)}/essence/assurance/confidence/substance   

Heb.   3v14 og {as far as}/{up to}/{the terminus}  (of the) {set out to/for point/goal/limit}/termination/end/finality   

Heb.   3v14 og (the) stable/firm/sure/steadfast  (we) {hold down}/cling/retain/possess/adhere/{firmly grip}, 

Heb.   3v14 = For  we  (TCs)      (the people striving to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

have  {become to be}  sharers/partakers/partners  of the  Christ/Anointed,     (TCs are anointed to become fellow  “Sons of God”) 

{if truly}  we  (TCs)   be  steadfastly/firmly  {holding down}/adhering    (TCs precisely imitating JC, by fulfilling The Word of God) 

the  commencement/beginning  of the  assurance/confidence/substance    (from the beginning of obtaining The Real Gospel) 

{as far as}/{up to}  the  termination/end/finality,      (we must continue with The Real Gospel till the end of our present life) 

 

For we   (TCs,  and the brethren actively aiming to become TCs) 

have become to be  sharers/partners  (co-heirs,  Rom.8v17,23)  of the Anointed   (“The Goal of Sonship”  that JC made possible for  “us”) 

                   (Note   Calling ourselves “Christians”  does  not  make us “Children of God” -  but more likely to be “hypocrites” –  rejected by Yahweh!) 
if truly   (this  is  a very  conditional  statement … … ) 

we  (ultimately as TCs)  be steadfastly  {holding down}/adhering   (precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 

the beginning of the assurance   (being what  “The Word of God”  yields when  thoroughly  assayed/tested/proven  within our minds) 

as far as the termination   (of the 1st part of our physical life,  to always be precisely imitating JC,  as  only  taught by  “1st Century Christianity”). 

 

Paul can declare,  “we”  being the inclusive term,  provided the brethren are holy,  by operating in the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  

not  part of this sinful world  (thus  not  self-indulging themselves upon what the present world can deliver).  Consequently,  these brethren must be 

imitating Paul,  as he imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.),  else Paul would  not  declare them “holy”.  He did not call some of the other 

recipients to his letters as being  “holy”,  hence they must have been wayward! 

Therefore,  Paul  can  call them  “sharers/partakers/partners”  of the  Christ/Anointed  because they  are  truly behaving like him.   

This terminology  “of the Christ”  where  “Jesus”  is omitted in the context,  always seems to be used when Paul is making  the specific point,  people 

can become  anointed by Yahweh  as future  “Sons of God” –  and not some  “loose”  association with Jesus –  but rather as  a future  brother/sister  of 

JCg  (Matt.12v48-50) –  that is  only  possible by becoming  “Sons of God”  ourselves  (Matt.20v23). 

I have never seen this line of reasoning ever to be presented in any scholarly work –  thus I assume it has  never  been recognised by our 

worldly theologians within Paul’s epistles!   Perhaps because they cannot recognise this being a possibility within themselves! 

However,  this most  “ideal goal”  can  only  occur provided,  as Paul teaches us here - 

 “{If truly}  we continue with the same  assurance/confidence/substance   (being the conviction delivering the  zeal/passion/drive  derived 

from attaining  “accurate  knowledge” –  else it becomes a blind faith)  that we had at the beginning of our conversion upon  “1st Century 

Christianity”  until the termination of the 1st part of our physical life”. 

Again  -  for the sake of repeating myself    

We must keep hold of  “The Absolute Disclosing Truth”  as only sourced by Yahweh through JC   (and  not  the words sourced by  

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  passing  “God's Word”  through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19),  else the promises  (being the 

fulfilment of Sonship and thus deliverance of  “The Inheritance”)  will be taken away from us (as individuals). 

We must realise what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  does  not  correlate with what we are taught as  “worldly Christianity”  today and thus 

we must  not  remain faithful to the  “worldly Christianity”  as comprehensively taught today, –  but rather,  we must remain faithful to  “1st Century 

Christianity”.  This is precisely what Paul was exhorting of his readers here –  to remain faithful to  “The 1st Century Christianity”  he taught. 
We must  not  remain faithful to  “worldly Christianity  starting to come onto the scene through the leaders  (of “Religion”)  taking  “Christianity”  and 

morphing it into something they could gain a worldly return  (being what we have today)!   It  is  my responsibility to bring  “1st Century Christianity”  

back into  “The Consciousness”  of The World –  after it has been universally lost for the last some 1700+ years –  only surfacing occasionally during 

the last some 1700 years by true martyrs like  “William Tyndale”  (as whistle-blowers)  who personally brought  “The Word of God”  to  “The People”  

as best  he/they  could during   their “daytime”.   Where they perhaps  (as only determined by Yahweh)  shall become part of  “The  Daylight/Authority”   

over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium as future  “Sons of God”! 
Heb.   3v15 og in  to the [= within]   [the scriptures]   (to be) stated/exclaimed: 

Heb.   3v15 og {this day/night}/presently/now/hitherto  if/whenever   

Heb.   3v15 og of the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  (of the) him  (you) hear/listen/understand/respond;   

Heb.   3v15 og not  (you) {to indurate}/{render stubborn}/harden/calcify  the  hearts/{seats of motivation}   

Heb.   3v15 og {of yourselves}  {in that manner}/likewise/as   

Heb.   3v15 og in  to the [= within]  exasperation/irritation/provocation/contumacy/rebellion. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.95v7-9 
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Heb.   3v15 = within the  (scriptural quote)  to be stated:- 

This day,   whenever of  His  (Yahweh’s)   disclosure/address/voice  you  hear/understand/respond;     (When we gain The Word of God) 

not  you  {render stubborn}/harden/callus  your  hearts/{sets of motivation}    (we must not oppose “The Word of God”) 

{in that manner}/as  within  exasperation/irritation/provocation   (to Yahweh).     (Else we provoke Yahweh against us.) 

 

Within the  (Tanakh/scriptures)  to be stated: 

  This day  (being  “the day”  in which we cognitively  recognise/hearken to  “The Light”  of  “The Word of God”) 

  whenever you  (aiming to fulfil His Desire)   hear/understand  of His (Yahweh's)  disclosure/address   (thus positioned to fulfil His Desire) 

  (then)  not you render stubborn your hearts  (seats of motivation)    (we must not oppose what Yahweh Desires,  “uniquely of us”) 
  in that manner as within  exasperation/irritation   (to what Yahweh Desires of us,  as individuals) 

                  (“Stubborn” in this context means   “Refusing to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  to personally attain “The Goal of Anointing”). 

                  (“Stubborn” does  not  mean  “refusing to call yourself a “Christian”  as  blandly/fraudulently  taught in Christendom!) 
 

Paul is repeating it again now  for “The New Fleshly Israel”  (“The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  of which he is speaking -  linked to “The Old fleshly Israel”   

(“The 1st Epoch Israel”)  of which Paul mentioned earlier in his introduction  (as  “The Lead-in Allegory”) 

Therefore we realise it is from the  two  “Israels”,  we have those specific people who  “heard/listened/understood/responded”   and did  “not  {render 

stubborn}/harden/callus”  their  hearts/{seats of motivation}  to the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  (they imbue[d]  “The Word of God”  and  precisely 

imitate[d]  JC's ministry/lifestyle). 

Thus we had  “The Prophets”  who  listened and  positively responded  being  “The Remnant returning to The Lord from out of the 1st Epoch Israel”  

(The Jews),  and similarly the point Paul is making here within the context of this verse.   

Yahweh requires His future  “Sons of God”,  being formally the TCs who equally  “listened and  positively responded  being  “The Remnant returning to 

The Lord”  from out of the 2nd Epoch Israel”  (The Christian Nation). 

Hence next verse in context - 
Heb.   3v16 og {some/any/certain persons}  For  (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded [plural]  

Heb.   3v16 og (they) {incited to bitter feelings}/{embittered alongside}/exasperated/{acted provokingly},   

Heb.   3v16 og but  not  (the) all (persons) 

Heb.   3v16 og the (persons)   (having) issued/{come forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded   

Heb.   3v16 og {from/out  of}  (of the) Egypt  through (reason of)   (of the) Moses. 

Old Testament reference located at  Num. Chapt.13 and 14 (for the whole sequence of events). 

Heb.   3v16 = For  {some/certain people}  having  heard/understood,    (most people responded negatively to what Yahweh gave) 

they  {incited to bitter feelings}/exasperated/{acted provokingly}   (towards Yahweh)   

but  not  all  the  people  having  issued/{come forth}/departed  {from out of}  of the  Egypt      (not everyone responded negatively) 

through reason of Moses.     (being his  “occupational effort”  showing receptive people how to behave.) 

 

For some people having  heard/understood   (most people responded negatively and rejected  “The Word of God”  given by Moses  [read “JC”]) 
they  {incited to bitter feelings}/{acted provokingly}   (to Yahweh)    (because they rebelled against Yahweh's instruction given by Moses) 

              (Likewise today,  “they  [Christians generally] provoke Yahweh”,  because they rebel against Yahweh's instruction given by JC) 
but not all the people   (“provoked Yahweh”,  because they truly hearkened to  “The Word of God”  [Caleb, Joshua,  as some named examples]) 

having departed from out of Egypt   (read   “but not every person  [Christian]  coming from out of worldly methodology … …” ) 

through reason of Moses   (read   “through reason of JC's instruction summed up at Mark.12v30-31”). 
              (Thus there were some people,  Caleb and Joshua,  plus numerous others,  also the 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age who fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 

 

Paul in  “{all out speaking}/plainly/clearly”  says it   “As it is”. 

Many of the Jews who came out of Egypt having seen Yahweh’s miracles used in their rescue from Egypt,  then turned their back upon 

Yahweh by doing  “their own thing”  and thus provoked Yahweh.   

But there were some people in  “Israel”  who were truly led by Moses –  not just physically –  but  also  mentally/spiritually. 

Paul would not be writing this verse located where it is,  unless he was using this verse as an illustrative warning upon those specific people in line for  

possible  “Sonship”  in 3v14,  for them  not  to slide back into The World  (being of its methodology, hence Matt.13v20-22)  by becoming passive  

worldly Christians or worse,  charlatan Christian leaders. 

When  “Egypt” is used in prophecies and illustrations,  it always means  “The World”  and  “its methodology being alien to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire”. 

There is absolutely no prophetic example anywhere in The Bible that is an exception to this rule. 

Thus by inference,  Paul is stating to the recipients of this epistle –  “Christians are to beware”  

“but  not  all the people  (Christians)  having  issued/{come forth}  from out of Egypt  (The Worldly methodology of the 1st part of their life  

[by baptism])  through reason of Moses’ (JC’s)  (“occupational effort”). 

Then Paul goes on to state,   “not all people having come out of Egypt responded badly”.  There were two people  (Caleb and Joshua)  given a 

dispensation  (by Yahweh)  to enter into  “The Promised Land”  because they  reported correctly  on what Yahweh desired to hear  (Num.14v6-25),  

where Joshua replaced Moses to lead The Israelites into The Promised Land. 

We read in Ex.16v1-3 it was only about 40 days after crossing  The  Red/Reed Sea the Israelites began moaning,  (we must understand this to be   

“Christians leaving Worldly methodology”),  who are then desiring to return to what they had left  (also compare with Lot’s wife  lustfully  looking back 

at what she was leaving,  Gen.19v26).   

All these examples are given for our warning  (2Tim.3v15-17) –  so we personally do  not  return to The World  (being the almost  constant warning  

giving by Paul in his epistles)  because Yahweh is drawing out His 144000 future TCs for leadership roles in The Millennium.  Yahweh requires this 
number to become  “The Trigger Threshold to fulfil His Prophecy”  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  before He can  righteously close  The Gospel Age  (at  “The 2nd 

Advent of JCg”)  and bring in the next stage of His Plan being   The Millennium and  “The General Resurrection”  of people who died over the last some 

6000 years  (perhaps over  staged/staggered  periods of 100 years,  Isa.65v20,  and the references to “The Week of Sabbaths”). 

Heb.   3v17 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   And 

Heb.   3v17 og (He [Yahweh] was) {to be vexed (with something irksome)}/{to feel indignant at}/{be grieved with}  

Heb.   3v17 og (the) forty  years?    

Heb.   3v17 og (Was it)  No/Not/None  to the (persons)   (the having) sinned/faulted/offended  {of whom/which}   

Heb.   3v17 og the  {limbs (of the body)}/{(as if) lopped/cut-off}/carcasses [plural]   (they) alighted/{gently fell down}   

Heb.   3v17 og in  to the [= within]  lonesome/waste/desert/solitary/desolate/wilderness? 

Heb.   3v17 = And  with whom  was  He  (Yahweh)   vexed/indignant/grieved  forty years? 

(Was it)   Not  to the  people having  sinned/faulted/offended,     (being the vast majority of “Israel”;  Jews then,  Christians now) 

{of whom}  the  limbs/carcasses  alighted/{fell down}  within the  desert/wilderness?   (Just as today in worldly methodology/Christianity) 

 

And with whom He (Yahweh)  vexed  (for)  forty years? 
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Was it not to the people having  sinned/faulted/offended   (the majority of  “Israel”,  Jews then,  and  now Christians) 

of whom their carcasses fell down within the desert?   (Worldly  [= virtually all]  Christians falling in death  not  attaining Yahweh's Rest) 

            (Inasmuch,  worldly Christians given  “The Knowledge”  to escape worldly methodology but cannot reach Yahweh's Rest before they die.) 

            (They require  “The Millennium”  under JC's cover of  “The Great Sabbath Day”  to reach  “Yahweh's Granary”  at the end of The Millennium.) 

 

This is the reference to Num.14v6-25 when spies were sent out to gain information about the promised land being the  (partial)  fulfilment of  “The 

Promise”  as given to Abraham  (initial contact at Gen.12v1-3,  confirmation at Gen.15v12-21,  bilateral ratification through the circumcision and 

promise of Isaac at Gen.17v19-27),  inaugurated at Isaac's birth  (Gen.21v1-3). 

However the points Paul is making by analogy are - 

 1st Epoch  “Israel”  (“preserve with God”  [+ or - ])  2nd Epoch  “Israel”  (“preserve with God”  [+ or -]) 

Jews      Christians 

1. Yahweh selects Moses     Yahweh selects JC 

2. Israel is taken out of Egypt for The Promise.   Christians are to be taken out of The World for The Promise. 

3. Israel is given the Law that judges  The Works.  Christians are given the Law that  drives/judges  The Mind. 

4. Much of Israel rebels and follow up-starts’.   Most Christians rebel and follow up-starts’. 

5. Spokespersons giving account of The Land.   Christian Leaders giving account of The Millennium. 

6. Most spokespersons give false accounts.   Most Christian leaders give false accounts. 

7. Two spokespersons give a true account   A few TCs give a  clear/true  account of The Millennium. 

8. Most of Israel follow the false accounts   Most Christians follow the false accounts. 

9. The two spokespersons achieve The Promise   The TCs achieve The Promise  (of Sonship). 

10. Most of Israel falls in the wilderness   Most Christians fall,  attached to Worldly methodology  (away from God)  

Thus Paul is teaching his readers (as new Christians)  having much knowledge of the Jewish History  -  to learn by analogy  and we must  not  make the 

same mistakes as those people in the past,  and  those people around following false teaching  (Gal.1v6-7, 10, 3v1-9, 4v16-18, etc.  as examples from just 

one epistle). 

We must not slip back into the  self-indulgent  world –  but publicly execute ourselves away from worldly methodology by word and deed. 

We publicly execute ourselves from this present worldly methodology  (as the spirit of the air Eph.2v2 seeping into our innermost parts,  as sourced by 

Satan, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19, etc.),  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  through  accurately  teaching  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  

(Luke.4v16-19). 

“Accurately teaching”  means   

1. Give solid food  =  Detailed exegesis like this listing above to those people of  “The Congregation”. 

2. Teach of  “The Future Millennium”  and how Yahweh is  working to achieve  its fulfilment  (that should be through  all  Christians). 

3. Explain  why  it is necessary to  daily read  a  good translation  of The Bible  (but  not  the NIV –  it is  utterly useless  for analytical work). 

4. Become well practised with using  “The Word of God”  through publicising it to  neighbours/strangers  daily. 

5. Give constant exhortation of encouragement to those people in the congregations to personally persist imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

It is incumbent all people calling themselves  “Christians”  are doing the above –  else quite simply we become a  “hypocrite”  to what JC represented  –  

especially if we fraudulently state   “We believe in him”  (please see  “faith”  and  “believe”  in glossary). 

Because that is precisely the standard upon which Yahweh is presently judging our works,  being what our  “synapse construction”  is telling our body 

how to behave,  having been modified by our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  trained from  “The Information of The Environment”  we choose to 

inhabit,  being either  (1) The World  as the 1st part of our spiritual life  or  (2) Yahweh through His Word  (JC)   as we enter the 2nd part of our spiritual 

life. 

It really is as simple as that!   

“With no waffle given to confuse”,  in  direct contrast  to all of our  worldly Christian leaders  (see point 6 of the 10 above,  and Matt.23v15)! 
Heb.   3v18 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   And   

Heb.   3v18 og (He [Yahweh]) swore}/{took/declared an oath}  not  (to/will) enter/{arise into}/{go in} [middle voice]   

Heb.   3v18 og into/unto  the  {reposing/settling  down}/abode/rest  (of the) him [Yahweh],   

Heb.   3v18 og if  not  to the (persons)  uncompliant/{refuse belief}/disobedient/rebellious/uncommitted? 

Heb.   3v18 = And  with  whom  He  (Yahweh)   swear/{declare an oath},   

not  they  to  enter/{rise into}/go  into  His  reposing/abode/rest,    (Jews not reach Canaan,  Christians not be  “Sons of God”) 

if  not   (it being to)   the people  {non-persuadable}/contumacious/disobedient?    (people not interested in  “The Goal”  for The Age) 

 

And  to/with  whom He (Yahweh)  declared an oath   (being … … ), 

  Not they to enter into His (Yahweh's)  reposing/rest   (Jews  not  reaching Canaan,   Christian  not  becoming future  “Sons of God”) 

               (Where,  the Jews were to make possible Canaan by being part of it,  and  the 144000 TCs are to make possible the Millennium as The Leaders) 
  if not  (it being directed to)  the disobedient people?   (The people not interested in  “The Goal”  for  “The Specific Era”  of  “Israel”) 

 

Paul stating by allegoric prophecy  (as The Warning for The Requirement)    

It is only to the  invited  people being disobedient to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  who are unable to enter His place of rest,  thereby failing 

the fulfilment of His promise of  “The Goal”.  Where it becomes this pattern for us,  “The Goal”  for the Israelites was only achieved by two 

individuals out of a population of perhaps 100,000+ individuals! 

This gives perhaps a similar order of magnitude between the TCs and The Christian Nation as a whole  (in magnitude of about 1 30,000)  over The 

Gospel Age  (I substantiate this reasoning elsewhere on this website). 

But it is towards this  “Goal of Sonship”  that we all,  as Christians,  should be aiming  (personally driving ourselves) –  if  we are to be 

fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (see glossary)  and speaking what Yahweh Desires to hear about the future  “Canaan”/Millennium. 

This  invitational message  “to God’s Rest of Sonship”  is  only  open to Christians  (because  non-Christians have never heard of it)  and it is  “The 

Prize”  spoken within Paul’s Epistle given to those specific individuals who  win  The Race  (1Cor.9v24-27)  to rest from their mental  and physical 

struggles  under Satan's regime in the 1st part of their physical life.   

Importantly,  it is to those people refusing to abide by the  “race rules” (2Tim.2v5,  to imitate JC)  who will  not  receive the prize of  “God’s rest”  at the 

end of  “the race”  during the 1st part of our physical life.   Only  Christians can enter  “the race” –  and  not  non-Christians because  they do not know 

of  “the race” (and of its rules  [= to imitate JC]).   

Noting that is why it becomes  “The Personal Responsibility”  of Christians  (weight of  Talents/Minas  [Matt.25v14-22, Luke.19v14-20])  to 

make this universally known,  not just by words,  but rather the  works/deportment  that underwrite The Words within recipients’ minds! 

The race rules are given to all people throughout The New Testament and they are summarised as   

To operate from a mind desiring to edify our neighbour that delivers acts precisely like those given by JC and his apostles.  

Reiterating    

Accurately  publicise/teach  “The Word of God”,  for which we will receive,  trials and tribulations thrown at us from the world  (= affliction 

during  “the race”  sourced by  “pious religious people”  as the slaves driven by “The Professional Leaders of Religion”).  

1. We  must  abide by God’s rules 1st and then Man’s  [the authorities’]  rules 2nd   (this means the TC must  never  be involved in any form of 

demonstration or disobedience to secular authority,  Luke.13v1-3, Rom.13v1-5).  
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2. We must  agapao/{edify love} (StrongsTM = 25)   the  Lord/Master  our God that drives our mind,  to steer our  heart/{seat of motivation}  to 

have the  passion/drive/zeal  commitment to deliver  charity/agape  (StrongsTM = 26)  being the works made manifest in The Environment.  

This shows  {true love}  to our neighbour as ourselves (Mark.12v30-31)  and through this procedure the works deliver the Fruit of the HS  (Gal.5v22-23). 

If we are a Christian and stubborn to this requirement  (the requirement of which Paul instructs)  by being worldly and enjoying the things of this world,  

or distort God’s Word to give succour to a deviant lifestyle then we are stubborn and will  not  enter “God’s rest” –  to become part of His intimate 

family =  “Sons of God”.  

We effectively have become rejected,  by  falling out  of  “the race”,  to watch from the side-lines along with the rest of The World. 

Provided we are not living as an iniquitous (charlatan)  Christian leader,  then we shall be caught within  “The Safety Net of The Millennium”,  but 

having missed the most wonderful opportunity of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (given  only  to 144000 TCs)  always afterwards  “gnashing our teeth”  in 

frustration of what we have recklessly lost (Matt.8v12, etc.). 

 

27th Comment – Those Christians actively aiming to become TCs learn from The Bible’s examples of people of whom we 

should imitate,  and there are examples of whom we must not copy,  because they choose Worldly methodology in 

preference to Yahweh’s methodology. 

52nd Reasoning – TCs presently know they are to exactly copy JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to fulfil “The Desire of Yahweh”  (of 

The Gospel Age) according to the prevailing Time Period appropriate to the requirements of Yahweh’s unfolding Plan. 

53rd Reasoning – TCs understanding Yahweh’s Desire from “The Knowledge” appropriate for The Age,  will  have the HS 

guiding them to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – because TCs themselves are  sincerely motivated  through  real faith (= accurate 

knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  not  to be disobedient to “The Knowledge”  as given in The Bible.  TCs ignore the 

output from  worldly (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders – given only to capture the worldly gaze of approval. 

Reasoning – repeat - “Disobedient People”  (by definition)  cannot be part of  “a righteous society”! 

Ultimately,  Yahweh desires  “a righteous society”  to exist into The Eternity,  thus  “Disobedient People”  must be 

permanently removed  (“The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation)  because they are “iniquitous”  when knowing  “God’s Word”  

over what is to be our 2 part life  (both 2 part physical and 2 part spiritual)!   Hence they cannot reach Yahweh’s Rest! 

Heb.   3v19 og Also  (we) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed}  because  no/not/none  (they were) able/possible/capable   

Heb.   3v19 og (to) {to enter}/{arise into}/{go in}  through (reason of)   (the) faithlessness/disbelief/disobedience. 

Heb.   3v19 = Also  we  (TCs)   behold/see/observe  (and learn),    (we must  learn/do  from  “The Word of God”  for our personal salvation)  

because  none  of them  were  able/capable  to  enter/{arise into}/{go in}     (Yahweh rejected them from what  “was on offer”0020) 

through reason of  the  faithlessness/disbelief/disobedience.     (They have the wrong mental aspirations – based on worldly methodology) 

 

Also we (TCs)  behold/observe   (and learn to hearken)    (we must learn  [all of] “God's Word”  before we can completely fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 

          (Quite simply   If we do not learn  all  of God's Word,  then we  will  be beguiled by  worldly [and worse, charlatan]  Christian leaders!) 
because none of them   (the people in the wilderness  [noting its explained allegory of today])   

were able to enter   (Yahweh rejected these people from entering  “His Rest” of  “guaranteed  salvation”) 

through reason of  faithlessness/disobedience   (they only had  “blind faith” of “Religion”,  being a mix of worldly methodology and God's Word) 

         (Noting Christian leaders behaving like “Korah” against Moses [intrinsically against JC, as “The Word of God”]  shall be annihilated) 

         (Note. All rebellious people like Lot’s Wife, Korah, and even Balaam shall be resurrected – because they died  before  JC’s Ransom Sacrifice)  

         (All  rebellious/iniquitous  Christians [Leaders] starting with Judas [heading up the non-existent 13th Tribe of Israel] are annihilated at their death) 
 

I give the illustration of what  “belief”  and  “disbelief”  really mean in Yahweh’s terms by using the example of  “gravity” –  because we all come into 

contact with this physical law and thus can understand it by illustration through this parable of mine  (as guidance to Yahweh’s Spiritual Law). 

We can learn what Paul means,  by using the analogy of how we specifically  “believe in Gravity”. 

It is a physical law that we  (1) can imbue within our lives,  or  we  (2) can hold it in disrespect. 

Thus we either  “believe in Gravity”  by following precisely what it teaches us to survive,  or we  “disbelieve in gravity”  by going against what we know 

about it –  resulting in our harm  by treating it with disdain. 

Thus quite simply - 

1. We believe in Gravity by  not  jumping off a cliff because we know,  we shall die. 

2. We disbelieve in Gravity by jumping off a cliff because we disregard the consequences. 

That is  precisely the same  for Christians who state   “I believe in JC”! –  Do they  really  “believe in JC”  by what they say and do? 

Because, 

Those people who truly   “believe in JC”  shall  precisely emulate  what he did by ministry and lifestyle  (sourced by Yahweh). 

Those people who   “disbelieve in JC”  shall follow their own methodology given to them by The World  (sourced by Satan). 

Furthermore,  

Those people claiming to   “believe in JC”  and follow their own methodology given to them by The World  are “hypocrites”,  and thus 

Yahweh shall judge them as such in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement” (James.3v1)  of  all  Christians for the possibility of an  

awakening/rousing  to Sonship in the 2nd part of their physical life  (1Cor.15v35-55).    

Quote simply  worldly Christian leaders preach worthless “Religion” (regarding “Mankind’s Salvation”)  and change a few deity names –  but  “The 

Core”  to each religion is  very much the same between all of them –  because “Region”  as comprehensibly practised by its leaders  is sourced by Satan!  

However  none  of them teach  “1st Century Christianity” –  as taught by JC and The Apostles  (because  “Professional Leaders of  Religion”  

cannot make a worldly return from “1st Century Christianity”)!   
That is  “The Crux”  to understand the separation between the two groupings of  “believing in JC”. 

Note specifically what JC taught us about  “believing”  at John.6v64 for Judas and for Peter at John.6v68, Matt.19v27,  especially in context 

with what I am explaining here. 

This is  not  “rocket science” –  just plain  common sense –  but this is obviously  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders to their  “spiritually 

starving”  and sadly,  “dumbed-down”  congregations because it would hurt the leaders’ worldly return  (of whatever they choose to gain from their 

output  (worldly ROI [return on investment])  of  money/power/prestige/influence/sex/pension/etc.)  that shows they cannot be truly representing Yahweh!    

However,  there  are  some Christian leaders in The World today  (in perhaps the same ratios given above –  and of the Pharisees in the day of JC)  that 

fulfil Yahweh's Desire completely.  It is these individuals who are the specific people attaining Yahweh’s  Reposing/Abode/Rest. 

Ancillary note     

Truly  “believing in JC”  does not only mean,  we just  “imitate what JC did”,  but also  “we do  not  do what JC did  not  do”!    

Certain  “Christians”  should carefully think upon this last statement!   Moreover ,  we only know  “both requirements”  by  daily reading The Bible! 

Finally,  we  “humans”  at the close of The Gospel Age are certainly not  called to perform  “magical miracles”,  because  “The Power” is “The Word 

of God”  transforming hardened and callous minds,  having been built upon worldly methodology for many,  many years!    

Moreover,  to do this  (purify our mind away from The World)   then we  must  intimately know The Bible. 

Yahweh Desires  proven minds  first –  before He will work His awesome Capability through the ruling TCs in The Millennium.  
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On the other-hand,  charlatan Christian leaders  “performing illusions”  to excite  “The Crowd”  are detested by Yahweh  (please read Acts.8v18-24,  

noting the underlining reason recognised by Peter,   and compare with the public show at Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23 –  being all that we witness at 

these  “circus acts”  to feed an  animalistic/carnal  mind of the spectator)!    

Where humility and contriteness to the fulfilment of  “The Word of God”   is  nowhere  to be seen in those performances –  noting Matt.7v16-

22 and the warning JC gave at Matt.4v7  (wholly ignored by both the leader and  his/her  entranced devotees). 

Christian leaders who remain publicly silent on these activities are  equally culpable  in Yahweh's Judgement,  and are likewise detested  (Rom.1v32),  

noting they shall be rejected for Sonship  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)! 
 

 

17th Warning – Paul states:  We (“us” and those people assiduously aiming to become TCs)  should be  

alarmed/concerned  that  perchance  we abandon  “the Pledge/Promise  of The Inheritance”  gained by entering into 

Yahweh’s  Abode/Rest.  Furthermore,  Yahweh might presume the person has fallen short of fulfilling His Desire. 

54th Reasoning – What does this warning  really mean?   To answer this  accurately  then we must understand “Yahweh”. 

Just singing wonderful songs and saying nice things in prayer about The Almighty God – is not  any different to a member 

of any other religion (with a Supreme Deity) – thus Yahweh ignores it – because Yahweh  is  Desirous of something better. 

JC taught “something new” (actually The 2nd Covenant)  to us because the old and new religions are  entirely  useless. 

JC taught us,  “Sonship for certain people is now possible (by solving The Mystery of God)”.  Yahweh most desires this! 

Thus  anything  departing from achieving this ideal goal means people have  not  reached Yahweh’s desired  Abode/Rest. 

By deduction,  it is  only  by precisely imitating JC ministry/lifestyle  that achieves “Yahweh’s Goal” for The Gospel Age. 

This logical deduction is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders –  moreover,  we can understand  why  they do not! 

18th Warning – If Christians stop precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then  they  have “fallen short” of Yahweh’s 

Desire for people to reach Sonship (only possible for 144000 people of The Gospel Age – a few places  need validation! 

Warning – repeat - Just as the examples throughout The Old and New Testament show,  Yahweh will cast aside the people 

claiming to represent Him in word  (and outward deed),  but  inwardly  they have an  affection for worldly methodology. 

Allegory – repeat - My Abode/Rest = The final place a human finds to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Warning – repeat - (1st, 2nd, 3rd Epoch) Israelites will not enter Yahweh’s Abode/Rest  if they choose Worldly methodology 

Heb.   4v1 og (let us) {be frightened}/alarmed/{in awe}/revere/afraid/respect/defer  Therefore/then   

Heb.   4v1 og {may sometime/ever}/{if perchance}/{lest perhaps}   

Heb.   4v1 og (of the being) {left down/behind}/abandoned/reserved/{have remained}   

Heb.   4v1 og (the) announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise  (to) enter/{arise into}/{go in}   

Heb.   4v1 og into/unto  the  {reposing/settling  down}/abode/rest  (of the) him [Yahweh],   

Heb.   4v1 og (He may) think/{be accounted}/deems/supposes/presumes  {some/any/certain person}  {from/out  of}   

Heb.   4v1 og {of yourselves}   (to) {be later}/inferior/{fall/come short}/destitute/lack/suffer/need/want/behind. 

Heb.   4v1 = Therefore/Then  let us  {be alarmed/frightened}/afraid    (a fearful future when  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire) 

{if perchance}/{lest perhaps}    (thus this is evidently possible –  to become like Balaam [of Old Testament]  or Judas [of New Testament]) 

of  {leaving behind}/abandoning  the  pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   (A pledge that Sonship to Yahweh is available,  but can be lost)   

{to enter}/{arise into}/go  into  His  (Yahweh’s)   repose/bode/rest,     (being what Yahweh has prepared for us) 

(that)  He (Yahweh)  may  think/suppose/presume  {some/any/certain person}    (Yahweh  is  making  “A Judgement” on us “Christians”) 

{out of}  yourselves  to   {fall short}/lack/destitute.     (And thus  not  gain the  pledge/promise  of becoming a future  “Son of God”) 

 

Therefore let us  (who are assiduously aiming to become TCs)   

be afraid   (of  “failing Yahweh's Desire”  by  not  achieving  “Sonship” as  “The Ideal Goal”  for  “The Early Adopters”) 

if perchance   (thus there is a distinct possibility of  “failing Yahweh's Desire”  and become like Balaam or Judas,  having turned our back upon Him) 

of leaving behind the promise   (a bilateral covenant that Yahweh has with us,  as individuals,  upon which we can foolishly renege )  
to enter into His (Yahweh's)  Rest   (being  only  available to  “The Early Adopters”  if  proven righteous in the 1st part of  their/”our”  life) 

(that)  He (Yahweh)  might think some person   (to be a  worldly Christian  [not putting-in the effort to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle]) 

out of yourselves (brethren)  to fall short   (of what Yahweh demands from us,  as individuals,  and we sadly  “fall short”  of  “Sonship”). 

 

This is a serious warning given by Paul. 

Just be careful!   Beware!   Watch! = Always be carefully auditing ourselves  against specifically what The Bible specifically  demands  of us! 

Yes!  -  “Demands  of us”  as individuals!  

If  we are truly aiming to truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire then this is a  “demand we make upon ourselves”  (to have the same mind as Yahweh). 

Else  we  “{fall short}/lack/destitute”  from Yahweh’s Abode  -  thereby  not  being  “at The Table”  (to learn how to improve ourselves)! 

(Inasmuch,  we are  not  learning how to become a  “Son of God”  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.) 

I am not inventing this –  it is precisely what The Bible teaches –  but this is absolutely  not  what I hear  worldly Christian leaders preach to us –  hence 

perhaps this message is of a the personal shock to the reader! 

This is  not  written for the self – but rather  working to constantly edify others  – both in our life now and for  “The Resurrected World”. 

By contrast,  religious leaders preach to “puff up the self” – by “excusing The Requirement”  to edify people to truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 

This is a very subtle differentiation – deliberately glossed over and twisted by “Professional Religious Leaders” especially when the works of supposed 

charity are only for the fleshly body  (destined for annihilation under Satan’s heaven/authority)  and they have no interest in The Mind  (that  can  last for 

an eternity in a  new  physical body under Yahweh’s Heavens/Authority  administered locally by JCg). 

That is precisely  why  worldly Christian leaders  are to be rejected  (Luke.16v1-12, 20v16, etc.,)  and will need to carry out much reform in The 

Millennium –  being chided by those people of their congregations,  then in the 2nd part of their physical life demanding -  

Why did their leaders  not  teach  “The Word of God”  correctly when entrusted with it in the 1st part of their physical life  (Luke.16v19-31)? 

Thus once having  “The Wholesome Food”   (being  “The  Unadulterated  Word of God”)  then do  not  become worldly to self-indulge upon our time,  

but  “be out in the market-place”  and  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to those people who are starving at the gate.  We must not be throwing 

crumbs/scraps  to them  (Luke.16v19-21+) ,  being the  “near rubbish”  of  “worthless soundbites”  as given today by our  worldly  (and worse 

charlatan)  Christian leaders,  but rather by contrast,  TCs give out  “The Wholesome Knowledge”  so the recipients might grow  (spiritual)  fat on it! 

Being “How Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  operates based upon The Prophecies of The Old Testament.” 

This is what JC taught for  three consecutive days  to the  same people (Mark.8v2-3),  think of the subject matter of which JC covered in that time!   

It would be virtually impossible to obtain barely 3 minutes of anything coherently sensible on this subject from our  “Leaders of Christendom”! 

If we do not imitate JC’s ministry/deportment then, 
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Quite simply we  will  personally  miss  the fulfilment of  “The Promise”,  Yahweh has given to us through Abraham  (by losing the 

opportunity to be  “The  Heirs/Inheritors”  over  “The Inheritance”  in The Millennium,  if we are not precisely imitating JC’s ministry  now). 

Then we will  “weep and gnash our teeth”  (Matt.8v12, 22v13, 24v51, 25v30  at the  beginning  of The Millennium,  where 13v50 occurs at the  end  of 

The Millennium)  with utter frustration being that we had  “The Fulfilment of The Promise within our hand”  during the 1st part of our physical life and 

we had  “just tossed it away in the wind without a care” –  as though it was worth nothing – and there shall be absolutely nothing we can do to redeem 

the situation  (as did Esau, Gen.25v32, hence Rom.9v13)!   We will need to live with that realisation for possibly “an eternity”  (if reform is forthcoming)  

or  not  if we foolishly freely choose to rebel in this wonderful society of The Millennium  (and be taken by  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation). 

This  is  what The Bible is teaching –  but this is  never  taught correctly by  worldly Christian leaders –  because they just do  not  understand it –  

however they now have  no  excuse –  because this website has  correctly  explained  “Yahweh’s Plan”  in the most detailed  righteous  fashion and they  

are now duty bound  to Yahweh to  accurately  publicise it by both word and deed  (if they claim to represent Him)!   Else be condemned by Yahweh! 

 

28th Comment – Paul states:  Just as the people of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  having left Egypt had and then rejected 

Yahweh’s Word, then generally we Christians having left worldly methodology had God’s Word (JC) and rejected it/him! 

The populace of both epochs of Israel generally rejected  the intrinsic requirements  of God’s Word. 

20th Good News – “1st Century Christians” have been given The Gospel comprising of two parts!   

1.  The Invitation to become future “Sons of God”  (yet only 144000 people can validate their worthiness for this position). 

2.  All people of the last 6000 years are given a 2 part life  (2 part physical and 2 part spiritual)  within which to reform! 

(Note:  None  of this has been taught for the last some 1700+ years  under the  worldly religion  called  “Christendom”!   

55th Reasoning – “The 1st Epoch Israel” had “The Knowledge” (in the early years when given and the ending years with 

JC explaining it)  but they choose not to assimilate this to gain real faith.  Likewise,  the members of  “The 2nd Epoch 

Israel”  (hence the warning of the previous verse)  are equally warned and similarly being  “unreformed mind”  revert to 

worldly methodology at the end of The Gospel Age.   The first group fraudulently  called themselves Sons of Abraham  

(John.8v38-58),  likewise the members of the second group fraudulently  call themselves Sons of God! 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Israel” = “persevering/persisting  with  subjector/God” when the members of Israel have “The 

Word of God” appropriate for “Israel”.  This is the perfect description for “Israel” throughout “Time” because we have: 

1. People who  persevere/persist  in rebellion  with  subjector/God = The Majority of Israel. 

2. People who  persevere/persist  in loyal servitude  with  subjector/God = The Remnant of Israel. 

Where we understand, “Israel” occurs over 3 Epochs of Time.  (1) Jews, (2) Christians, (3) Resurrected World. 

19th Warning – Christians must  not  imitate the vast majority of the members of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”.  In a like-for-like 

analogy we can be absolutely certain,  the vast majority of “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  will  not  assimilate with  “The Real 

Faith”.   Likewise,  as witnessed in  “The New Testament”  and throughout The Gospel Age,  it is  “The Established 

Religious Leaders”  (supposed to be leaders of integrity to God’s Word)  fail Yahweh’s  Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  

for Sonship because the present World is more appealing and has more value to them than does The Millennium!  

Allegory – repeat - My Abode/Rest = The final place a human finds to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

21st Good News – TCs prove their  commitment/entrusting  in  “The Word of God”  in works commensurate to the wholly 

inculcated God’s Word thereby gaining JCg’s presence/parousia  to ensure a TC  does  reach Yahweh’s  Abode/Rest,  

because their mind  is  freely being controlled by The Master,  JC as  “The Word of God”  (it is all very circular). 

56th Reasoning – TCs selected from out of the rejected Christians  (just like the prophets selected from out of  “The 1st 

Epoch Israel”)  shall reach Yahweh’s Abode/Rest  because of their  “Real Faith”  (see Heb.11+)  through reason of their 

“{occupational efforts}/works/labours”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  applicable for The Time.  This selection process has 

occurred since the  foundation/conception  of The World  (being worldly methodology)  hence by simile the next verse. 

Heb.   4v2 og also  For  {we are/being}  (have had) {the announcing of The Good News}/{the preaching of The Gospel}   

Heb.   4v2 og {exactly as}/{precisely so}  {likewise those}/{even them also},   

Heb.   4v2 og but  no/not/none  (it be) useful/benefit/advantage/better/prevail/profit/gain   

Heb.   4v2 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  hearing/fame/report/rumour/audience  those  (persons),   

Heb.   4v2 og not  (the having been) commingled/combined/assimilated/{mixed with}/{tempered together}   

Heb.   4v2 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  

Heb.   4v2 og to the (persons)    (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded. 

Heb.   4v2 = For  also  {we being}  having had  {the Good News announcement}/{Gospel declared}    (Christians of the 2nd Epoch Israel)  

{exactly as}/{precisely so}  {likewise those}/{even them also}    (Jews of 1st Epoch Israel) 

but  {that those}    (the people of the 1st Epoch Israel  [excluding the two faithful spies,  Caleb and Joshua])   

did  not  benefit/profit/gain  (from)  the  words/sayings/reasoning  heard/{of rumour/report},    (given by [1] Caleb/Joshua [2] Prophets) 

the people  having  heard/listened/understood    (the people heard - but rejected what Yahweh had prepared) 

not  having  combined/assimilated/united  to the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}.     (they did not really  “believe”) 

 

For also,   (Paul is  confirming the link  between  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  and  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”) 

we having had The Good News Announcement   (being of  “Yahweh's Rest”  of The Millennium as taught by  “1st Century Christianity”)    

exactly as even them   (the rescued Jews  physically  from Egypt  [allegoric to Christians rescued  spiritually  from worldly methodology])    
                 (“Physically”  because Moses Laws were on  “Works”;  “spiritually”  because JC's Laws  were/are  on  “The Mind”) 
also  (told of “Yahweh's Rest” being,  “Canaan flowing with milk and honey”   [= allegoric to Christians being told of  “The Millennium”]), 

but that those people   ( [1] Jews  [pre-JC, 1st epoch Israel]  and then  [2] Christians  [post-JC, 2nd epoch Israel]) 

did not benefit  (from)  the  words/sayings  of report   (given by  [1] Caleb/Joshua  [2] Prophets ,  and then  [3] 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age) 

the people having  heard/listened    (The people  “heard”,  but did  not  “hearken”  -  they rejected what Yahweh required of them uniquely) 
not having  combined/assimilated   (these people had  not  become part of Yahweh's Instruction –  they ignored it) 

to the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  as given by   [1] Moses,   [2] JC). 

 

Paul states    

We of  “The Christian Nation”  have  heard/listened  to  {The Good News}/{Gospel Declared}  =  (ideally  “1st Century Christianity”).   
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This describes  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  that includes The Millennium to explain Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan”  that carefully explains how 

He proposes to righteously extract humans out of the mess their ancestors freely chose  [detail of which has  not  been taught for the last 1700+ years]). 

Likewise  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  was taught how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire so they might reach Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  being allegorically 

represented by  “Canaan”,  but  “The Greater Fulfilment”  occurs through  “The 2nd Covenant”  in The Millennium being  “The Administration”  of  

“The Resurrected World”.   

The prophets successfully accomplished this during  “The 1st Epoch”  and to also yield  “JC's 1st Advent”,  but it requires the TCs of  “The 2nd 

Epoch”  to make their perfection righteously complete,  precisely as The Bible tells us  (I carefully explain all this elsewhere on the website)  

and then also to yield  “JCg's 2nd Advent”  (“The 1st Resurrection” being  “JCg's  1st 2nd C”  [1st part of his 2nd Coming],  where for 

completeness,  “JCg's 2nd 2nd C”  occurs 3.5 years’ later at  Rev.19v16-21,  Dan.12v11-12). 

But specifically this generation of  “1st Epoch Israel”  (except the two faithful spies)  refused to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and thus had  no   benefit/gain  

from the knowledge they took away with them during The Exodus from Egypt  -  unto their death,  to complete the 1st part of their physical life. 

Likewise,  Paul is telling us by warning through this allegoric example  (of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”) - 

“The 2nd Epoch Israel”  refuses to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and thus they too do not  benefit/gain  from  “The Knowledge”  they took away with 

them during Their Exodus from The World  (being of its methodology)  prior to their  “conversion”  unto  “The Christian Faith”  and thus 

they  cannot  receive  “The Promise”  of being  “The  Heirs/Inheritors”  over  “The Inheritance of The World”  in The Millennium  (as the 

future  “Sons of God”). 

I explain in so many places elsewhere,  “faith”  is best expressed by this equation  (else it becomes  “blind faith”  with  any  part missing) - 

Real Faith = {Accurate Knowledge} + {Assurance in The Knowledge} + {Fidelity in practising that knowledge  accurately}. 

This then yields “The Wisdom of God”  practised within us,  yet outwardly expressed to our neighbour. 

So in conclusion to this verse - 

Do not be like the old  “1st Epoch Israel”  that when having  “The Knowledge”  reject it by what we do with our life,  and thus lose access to 

“The Promise” –  being how JC showed what was possible by demonstration before and after his  death/resurrection  as premier Son of God. 

Hence the next verse in context  (in contrast to the warning given in this verse) - 

Heb.   4v3 og (we) enter/{arise into}/{go in} [middle voice]  For  into/unto  the  {reposing/settling down}/abode/rest   

Heb.   4v3 og the (persons [TCs])   (having) committed/believed/entrusted,  just/as/that/how/when  (he) said/uttered/spoken:   

Heb.   4v3 og {In that manner}/Likewise/As  (I) swore/{took/declared an oath}   

Heb.   4v3 og in  to the [= within]  {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance  {of me}/I/me/mine/my:  

Heb.   4v3 og (As)  If  (they shall)  enter/{arise into}/{go in}  into/unto  the  {reposing/settling  down}/abode/rest   

Heb.   4v3 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my [Yahweh];   

Heb.   4v3 og {and yet}/nevertheless/though  of the  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds   

Heb.   4v3 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) {a deposition}/founding/conception/foundation   

Heb.   4v3 og (of the) World/Adornment/Decoration/Life  (of the having) {become to be} [plural]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.95v11 

Heb.   4v3 = For  we  the people  (TCs)  having  committed/believed/entrusted    (by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

personally  enter/{arise into}/go  the  repose/abode/rest  just/as  He (Yahweh)  said/uttered:    (as promised, TCs can become Sons of God) 

{In that manner}/As  I  (Yahweh)   swear/{declare an oath}  within  My  {violent passion}/anger/wrath/vengeance:    

(As)  if  they shall  enter/{arise into}/{go in}  unto  My  {reposing down}/abode/rest!    (Human Salvation over 3 Epochs of Israel) 

{And yet}/Nevertheless  of the  {occupational efforts}/works/labours   (everything to be done,  has been planned earlier) 

having  {become to be}  off/away/from  the  founding/conception  of the  world.     (The Salvation planned before humans were created) 

 

For we   (who are actively aiming to be TCs)    

the people   (ideally being recognised by Yahweh as being TCs) 

having  committed/entrusted   (in what The Promise delivers  -  made so,  by precisely imitating JC's  ministry/lifestyle) 

enter the  repose/rest  just/as  He (Yahweh)  said   (given as a promise that must be upheld by  both  parties to achieve  “The Goal”) 

  In that manner as I (Yahweh)  declared an oath within My  anger/wrath   (when witnessing  “Israel” collective rebellion  Heb.3v16):- 

    (As)  If they shall enter unto My (Yahweh's)  {reposing down}/Rest   (ultimately  “Human Salvation”  over  “three Epochs of Israel”)! 

    And yet the occupational efforts   (being the meticulous planning so everything could be righteously laid out  -  thereby Satan having no claim) 

    having become to be  off/from  the conception of The World   (“Mankind's Salvation”  was planned before its existence at Gen.1v26). 
              (The “World”  StrongsTM = 2889  “kosmos” =  “Life”  [does  not  mean “planet”] -  thus discussed between Yahweh and JCg beforehand) 

 

Paul repeats Heb.3v11 because he is now  comparing “like-for-like” being the“1st Epoch Israel” with the “2nd Epoch Israel”  so we might learn from 

their  self-indulgent  mistakes –  thereby enabling Yahweh to righteously draw out those specific individuals to His  Abode/Rest. 

This is precisely the reason  why  Paul starts this verse by stating    

For we TCs by  entrusting/believing/entrusting  in JC  (that means precisely imitating his  ministry/lifestyle),  then we will have exactly  “the 

same Expectation”  as did JC –  being that we will enter His  (Yahweh’s)  repose/abode/rest –  just as did JC and is thus now JCg. 

Then we have the next line that leads to several different translated bible versions.  I shall not go through all the differing versions,  but rather give the 

correct  version and explain why it  is  the correct version in the given context.  

“And yet His occupational efforts having become to be from the foundation of the world.” 

Paul is telling us in the last two lines,  Yahweh had planned what occupational efforts  (through JCg)  were required to bring about Human Salvation. 

As I maintain elsewhere –  this was communicated to JCg before Mankind  (The  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life)  was created by JCg. 

Where  Yahweh  would have said to JCg  (chronologically near to Gen.1v26)     
The Culmination of Life (Mankind)  shall fail,  and it will require you (JCg)  to go through what will be your 1st Advent in pain and suffering 

to redeem certain perfected members of your creation into The Eternity.  Do you (JCg)  wish to go through this? 

Incidentally in the process you (JCg)  will gain 144000  brothers/(sisters)  and I shall gain an additional 144000 future “Sons of God”. 

Do you (JCg)  wish to go ahead with this? 

We are in the position to physically reason,  JC  was  prepared to go through this as given by the recording scribes. 

This becomes  “The Specific Point”  Paul is making here,  Yahweh through JC was allowing The Creation to follow its course before He 

stepped-in  when required. 

After Mankind was created  (able “to reason as gods”,  as a “step-change”, thereby separating them from  “humanoid reasoning animals”  having gone 

before),  and then allowed to expand into The World during which time,  certain incidents occurred where Yahweh steered the outcome by either nudging 

or allowing The Environment to operate upon Mankind so that  “Human Salvation”  might righteously occur over  “seven (God) days”. 

Yahweh  stepped-in  with Abraham and then His prophets to engineer The Environment around these faithful individuals to bring forth over the required 

time  (to gain enough humans to fill the Earth, Gen.1v28, 9v1, etc.)  being that of some 6000 years  (representing by allegory the 6 day  “working week”  

under Satan's methodology of misrule). 
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“The first creation”  during this time of 6000 years by Yahweh,  was  “The First/Only  Begotten Son of God”   being  a direct creation of God,  where 

Yahweh  awakened/roused  JC back to a  “former Son of God”, –  but now as “the premier Son  of God”  (JCg)  because of what he had done  (ministry 

and ransom sacrifice)  while in a fleshly body.  

The next tranche of creation  (after personally 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  will be when Yahweh shall physically  awaken/rouse  144000 TCs when JCg  (as 

The Bridegroom)  without warning  (comes as a thief in the night  Matt.24v43, 1Thes.5v4)  to collect his future bride of Christ  (Matt.22/25v1-12, 

Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 

Paul then makes the link between the 7th day of The Millennium when all things become resolved –  being the perfection of The World under the 

administration of those people who were perfected TCs.   “The Point”  of these verses,  and Hebrews in its entirety,  and the 7th day of   “The Creation 

Process”  was  paused  while Yahweh awaited for The World to be filled with humans,  and then stepped in with His creation of Sons of God  (1) JCg and 

finally  (2) spiritually the 144000 TCs during the following some 2000 years,  and physically at  “The 1st Resurrection”  closing The Gospel Age. 

Just one last comment on Yahweh’s  “repose/abode/rest”  (inasmuch I did not include it in earlier verses) - 

The  Repose/Abode/Rest = The family of God,  being a  repose/abode/rest  away from Satan’s evil,  (typified by Old Israel’s  

repose/abode/rest  being Canaan,  away from Egypt). 
 

12th Prophecy – Yahweh speaks of  “The 7th Day”  that becomes His  Abode/Rest  for His  “Sons of God”. 

41st Allegory – 7th = “complete/perfect  in an oath”  (StrongsTM = 7650/1 shaba/sheba) = The Millennium of The 7th Day. 

42nd Allegory – Day = 1000 years  (2Pet.3v8, Ps.90v4) = “The Millennium”  of  “The 7th Day”. 

57th Reasoning – Yahweh is telling us through His apostles,  JC is to become “The Lord of The Sabbath”  (7th Day)  where 

The World is to  {settle down}/colonise  in peace and security as The Prophets teach us  (Isa.65v1+, etc.,)  when the TCs 

shall be given their place alongside JCg,  having all authority over  “The Resurrected World”  to teach  “Righteousness”. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - Thus as we read - there is JC as “the specific god”  of us  who was, now is,  the premier Son of God. 

58th Reasoning – Yahweh speaks of Him resting during The 7th Day being The Peak of Creation  (culmination of Mankind) 

by allowing it to follow its course  (under Satan)  into the analogous 7th Day of The Millennium,  where it becomes under 

The Righteous Rule of JCg  (working under Yahweh's Methodology)  to make “The Culmination of Mankind” (1st 7 days) 

“complete/perfect” (with a following “week [2nd set of 7 days] of sabbaths”),  so that  after  the assay at the end of The 

Millennium we enter allegoric The Jubilee Year (7 x 7 + 1 = 50)  where  all  is  restored/perfected  (noting “The Perfect 

Square”  is used in prophecy  [Temple/Jerusalem] – please see my local commentaries). 

Allegory – repeat - My Abode/Rest = The final place a human finds to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Warning – repeat - (1st, 2nd, 3rd Epoch) Israelites will not enter Yahweh’s Abode/Rest  if they choose Worldly methodology 

59th Reasoning – We must recognise the three levels of achieving Yahweh’s  Abode/Rest.  

1. The  Prophets  of 1st Epoch Israel become JCg’s other flock  (John.10v16)  and given authority over item (3). 

2. The TCs  of 2nd Epoch Israel become JCg’s own flock  (John.10v3)  and become Sons of God over (1) and (3). 

3. Those people of  “The Resurrected World”  truly becoming the  “Children of JCg”  and of item (2)  by imbuing 

righteousness and passing the 3.5 year assay period at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-12). 

Thus,  Yahweh’s concern is to make the above occur,  and the rebellious people,  cannot enter His  Abode/Rest  as stated. 

Noting: (1) Prophets spoke  “The Word of God”,   TCs had “The Word of God”  within them  as JC's presence/parousia,  

“The Resurrected World”  shall  operate under  “The Word of God” (being that of JCg, Rev.19v13). 

Warning – repeat - Once entering the 2nd part of our spiritual life –  then do  not wander –  else provoke Yahweh’s Wrath! 

Reasoning – repeat - Humans not fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire are specific people not absolutely  knowing/understanding  

Yahweh’s  ways/mode/means.  They should know, – but often  “choose not to know”,  “preferring to be ignorant”. 

Warning – repeat - If Christians stop precisely copying JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then  they have “fallen short” of Yahweh’s 

Desire for people to reach Sonship  (only possible for 144000 people of The Gospel Age, yet a few places need validation)! 

Heb.   4v4 og (He/it has) said/uttered/spoken  For  somewhere/nearby/about/{certain place}  concerning/about   

Heb.   4v4 og of the  seventh  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so:   

Heb.   4v4 og Also  (He) {settled down}/colonise/{(caused to) desist}/ceased/{(give) rest}  the  {specific god} [Yahweh]   

Heb.   4v4 og in  to the [= within]  day/{period of time}  to the  seventh  off/away/separated/from  (of the) all   

Heb.   4v4 og (of the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  (of the) him [Yahweh]; 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.2v2 

Heb.   4v4 = For  He (Yahweh)  has  said/uttered/spoken  somewhere/{certain place}     (in the Tanakh at Gen.2v2)   

concerning of the  seventh (Day)  {in this manner}/as:    (where in Hebrew this is  “completion/perfection by an oath”) 

Also  “The Specific God”  {to settle down}/{to colonise}/{give rest}    (context is for future  “Sons of God”  and thus points to Yahweh) 

within  the  day/{period of time}  to the  seventh    (being  The 7th Day of The Millennium – and is  not  as generally understood) 

off/away/from  of the  all  his  {occupational efforts}/works/labours.    (being a  “6 day”  conflict with Satan's methodology) 

 

For He (Yahweh)  has said somewhere   (in the Tanakh at Gen.2v2) 
concerning of the seventh   (“Day” –  actually  “period of time”  with regard to  “life”  on this planet)  in that manner as:- 
               (“Seven” means “completion/perfection”  of which  “Mankind” is of  “Life”,  requiring  “The  7th/Sabbath  Day” of  “The Millennium”) 
               (Hence JC’s prophetic instruction of Mark.2v27-28 –  he is to administer The Millennium to purify Mankind to gain  “The Late Adopters”) 

  Also  “The Specific God”  to settle down   (to achieve  “The  Completeness/Perfection  of Mankind”   -  see listing in commentary and next line) 

               (“ho theos”  because  [1] JC is that of  “The World”  to give God's Word,  and  [2] Yahweh is that of  “The Early Adopters”) 
               (Where,  JC and  “The Early Adopters”  instruct/purify  and then Judge  “The Resurrected World”,  John.5v22-30, Matt.19v27, 1Cor.6v1-3) 

  within the seventh day   (The 7th Day  = The Millennium =  The 7th block of  “1000 years”,  -  after the  “6000 years”  of  “Mankind’s route”) 

  of/from  of all his occupational efforts   ( [1] JCg being that of “Creation”,   and  [2] Yahweh,  while JCg takes control in The Millennium). 

              (The driver in Paul’s mind is always for achieving the 144000 TCs to become  “The Sons of Yahweh”  – hence  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh) 
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It is just so important to get inside Paul’s head here to understand the links by analogy he is making within his exegesis. 

As we read in Paul's epistles,  whenever he calls upon past events –  he uses them to explain Yahweh's Plan  going forward in time. 

He uses this technique to show Yahweh's Omnipotence in causing  “The Past Events”  to be  prophetic allegories  of what  is to come in the future,  so 

that when educated,  and we review all this information when we are living in the distant future  “reflecting on the past”,  then we can truly give all due  

glory/honour/dignity/majesty  to Yahweh having orchestrated all of this. 

Therefore,  Paul is absolutely  not  looking backwards to  “The Creation of The World” –  as given in Gen. Chapter1,  -  but rather,  Paul is speaking in 

prophecy  looking forward –  being what  “1st Century Christianity”  is teaching us, –  that sadly,  our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  just 

cannot get their head around this  -  because they have  no  concept of  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC and The Apostles! 

Hence the reason for this website “FutureLife.Org”  at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”  (Matt.24v14). 

Paul is trying to show to us,   the  link/pattern  under which Yahweh is operating,  to yield a  “reasoned prophecy”  for the future. 

Paul in context is speaking of the following topics - 

The Event       By analogy = The Prophecy 

1. The fleshly High Priest     JC as the perfect High Priest  (more later). 

2. The fleshly supportive priests of Temple services   TCs (apostles/etc.,) supportive of JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

3. Most of Old Israel rejects Yahweh,  Yahweh reciprocates  Most Christians reject Yahweh,  Yahweh reciprocates. 

4. Yahweh gives “rest” to the prophets  (The Remnant of 1st Epoch)   Yahweh gives “rest” to the TCs  (The Remnant of 2nd Epoch). 

5. Yahweh works for 6 days to yield the culmination of humans in 7th day Yahweh works against Satan's methodology of 6 days to yield - 

       The Means to perfect humans rested from previous 6 days 

6. Yahweh through JC creates The World /Environment in 7 days  Yahweh creates The Means to completion/perfection in 7 days. 

        (= The Millennium). 

7. Yahweh rests to allow The Earth to be colonised on the 7th day  Yahweh then  perfects/completes  on the 7th day (Millennium). 

        (= The Millennium) 

Closely looking at the cycles of 7 “days”  (“Periods of Time” in  “God’s Time”)  and then the 7  “days”  (in 1000 year blocks of man’s time,  2Pet.3v8, 

Psm.90v4)  points to something very interesting 7 x 7 = 49.   OK,  so what?   Well obviously 50 comes after 49;  and what is significant about 50?   

It becomes  “The Jubilee Year”  where the land becomes sanctified  (= made holy –  separate from this [present] world of sin)  as Yahweh 

laid down by prophecy when giving The Laws to the 1st Epoch Israel  (Lev.25v8-19). 

Moreover,  when we read what is to occur within The Jubilee Year –  then we might ask   

Is that not what  “The Perfected World”  shall be like by representation of what had gone on before? 

We might ask - 

What justification is there to  “supposedly invent”  7 x 7 = 49? 

The allegoric link starts with - 

If we look at the description of  “The Temple”  and of  “The New Jerusalem”,  in Revelations,  then we realise  “The Square”  is  “The  

Solidity/Perfection”  made possible by Yahweh  -  that becomes  responsible  to yield  “The Perfected World”  into The Eternity  (50+)  and 

this is applied to yield  “The  Solidity/Finality/Perfection”  of Mankind into  “The Eternity”  from  “The Jubilee Year”  onwards,  being  “The 

Completion”  of Yahweh’s Tanakh Allegories. 

Where,  Rev.21v1-4 begins this process at The Start of The Millennium – of  “The New Jerusalem”  taking control over The World in perhaps 

2067 CE based upon it being  “The Next Jewish Jubilee Year”,  logically following on  “The Previous Three Jubilee Years”  regarding  “The 

Establishment of Jerusalem”  (in a worldly sense,  to be replaced by  “Yahweh’s Jerusalem”  on the next anniversary)! 

Again,  absolutely  none  is this is recognised by our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  (because in my searching I have  never  seen it written 

anywhere! –  Thus it is  my duty  to explain these  many thousands  of prophetic  allegories/statements  throughout The Bible righteously substantiating 

Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”,  to all those people having any interest in this subject,  to implicitly know,  Yahweh had sorted 

all this out  long before  “Mankind”  came into existence. 

Some observant scholars might argue with my proposal    

JCg created  “The World”  =  “The  Adornment/Decoration”  (= DNA based  “Life”)  upon a barren lifeless rocky planet.  

They may state   It is wrong because in Gen. Chapters 2 and 3 it speaks about Yahweh God carrying out the creation and not JCg.  

And - Paul uses  “the specific god”  here in this verse so to Whom does this point – is it Yahweh or JCg? 

Is this a true statement? 

Yes ... ... ...  – and No! 

I ask the  scholars/theologians  to now  carefully  analyse the Hebrew text in Genesis and a very  interesting  convention stands out  

A mix of Yahweh when pointing directly to Yahweh,  and  “the specific god”  (as “el”)  is used  depending upon the context. 

In this manner we can see flexibility opening up to allow JCg become the intercessor  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  to his failed creation  (“us”, Rom.3v23). 

And Yahweh is stated as speaking to any of the Ancient Worthies  (Noah, Abraham, etc.),  and consistently when the floating pointer is used it 

can still point to Yahweh because they are  “deemed entirely worthy”  and yielding Sons of God –  before ultimate Human Salvation occurs. 

Also I give a fully documented discussion on this term alongside Yahweh in my analysis of the book  “Isaiah”.   I only chose that book because it is most 

appropriate,  being that it is full of prophecies about the forthcoming  Christ/Anointed/Messiah  (JC),  and it makes interesting reading when we apply 

this split between  “the specific god”  and  Yahweh  (especially around chapter 9).  Most importantly,   precisely  as The New Testament understanding 

jumps out like a 3D picture out of the 2D text  (not visible in an English translation),  then  so likewise does the understanding given in The Book of  

“Isaiah”  jump out  (within the original Hebrew text). 

But again,  as far as I know,  none  of this has been recognised by our religious  scholars/theologians –  perhaps because they spend their time  not 

reading The Bible,  but rather choose  “work”  sourced by man  (as Paul postulated at Gal.1v10-12),  or perhaps they have no interest,  nor respect The 

Bible has been sourced by  “The Most Intelligent Extra-terrestrial Entity”  in The Universe,  given to us so we ultimately might  freely  fulfil His Desire. 

Such a shame –  when so much of Man’s endeavours is just  vanity/transitory  (Ecc.12v8),  except it should not be that,  but rather,  “our  sole 

duty  is to  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  (Ecc.12.13-14). 

From Genesis Chapter 12 onwards,  when  Abram/Abraham  begins to be mentioned in the Bible,  he then becomes The Link to Yahweh as  “The Source 

of all Authority/Capability”  to cause salvation through The Means (JCg)  through  “his loins”  who equally is required to  legitimately  bring about 

salvation within his own personal creation. 

Thus JCg legitimises  “The Use of Yahweh’s Capability”   “to make become  who/what  Yahweh chooses to become”. 

Can the reader begin to see the logic of the specific construction of these terms and how Paul is using this in his epistle? 

This is precisely  why  Paul is using by analogy Yahweh  “Resting”  (to be “pausing”)  and then coming into  “The Scene”  as appropriate during the 

present 6000 year + 1000 years to perfect JC’s Creation so that in The Culmination after the assay  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-12)  JCg’s 

creation might be reclaimed  (being the  three  Remnants of Israel having returned to The Lord,  Yahweh).  Thereby after this purification process, with 

this present planet pariah status removed,  shall enable  “The Reformed World”  to enter the fold of Yahweh’s other creations as administered by other  

“Sons of God”  reporting to Yahweh as we are told in the book of Job  (Job.1v6-7, 2v1-2)  in their administrative areas of The Universe. 

Please also read my  absolutely unique  musing at the end of my commentary to 1Thes.4v14 –  it makes for an interesting conjecture! 

After explaining this verse –  Paul then  again  returns with  “The Warning” - 

Heb.   4v5 og also  in  (to the [= within]) {in/with/by  this}/{the same} [place]  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again, 

Heb.   4v5 og (As)  If  (they shall) enter/{arise into}/{go in}  into/unto  the  {reposing/settling  down}/abode/rest   

Heb.   4v5 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my [Yahweh]. 
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Heb.   4v5 = also  {within this}/{the same}  (place/quotation)   {once back more}/again:    (a requote of 4v3 because it is so important)  

(As)  if  they shall  enter/{arise into}/{go in}  unto  My  (Yahweh's)   {reposing down}/abode/rest!    (as future  “Sons of God”) 

 

Also within this  (quotation)  again:- 

  (As)  If they  (“rebellious Israel” of  “its 2 Epochs”)  shall enter into My (Yahweh’s)  Rest   (as future  “Sons of God”). 

 

Paul must emphasis the warning  again  so the readers fully understand this is a certainty if they slip back into worldly ways  (to become part of  

“Fleshly Israel”  again – having forsaken  “Spiritual Israel”  as did Judas)!  It is quite possible these brethren  (of 2nd Epoch Israel, Christians)  will  

not  enter Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  because the vast majority of supposed  “Israelites”  (of its 1st Epoch)  did not enter what Yahweh  had prepared 

for them  beforehand! 

Just as most people of old  (1st Epoch)  Israel nation did not attain  “The Promise”  (“administrating/subjecting  Canaan” of its heathen people)  and 

thus by analogy,  most people of  “The Christian Nation”  (2nd Epoch Israel)  will not  attain  “The Promise” (become  “administrators/subjectors  of 

The Millennium”  over its  “heathen” people of  “The Resurrected World”  [having not fully fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire in the 1st part of their life]). 

By consequence,  failed  brethren/(sisters)  would  not  be entering into  “The Family of God”  (as “Sons of God”  having  “guaranteed  Salvation”). 

Can the reader understand what Paul is teaching to us by warning,  or not? 

Or worse, 

We do understand,  but  “choose to ignore it”! 

What shall we think of ourselves in The Millennium – if we choose the latter option  (Matt.8v12, 22v13, 24v51, 25v30, Luke.13v28)? 

However,  if we tried our very best and still failed to become a  “Son of God”  (as determined by Yahweh)  then at least we can reconcile ourselves by 

saying,  “I did my very best,  and yet I must have had some unresolved flaw that made me unsuitable  (1Sam.16v7)”.  However if we could have achieved  

“The Goal” -  but freely choose to renege by being lazy, not putting in the effort,  then that is something most difficult to live with for an eternity  (if we 

finally choose to reform in The Millennium and become a  “Late Adopter”)! 

Can our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  actually think like this -  being this event  shall occur  to them in the future? 

Assuming they are not  “charlatan Christian Leaders”  having  no  future resurrection prospects! 

Clearly by auditing their output of both word and department against The Bible,  then this future scenario does not even register on their  “radar 

screens”,  they having  “put the hammer through these screens”  the day they walked into a seminary (Matt.23v15) noting by contrast JC and the 

Apostles (John.7v15, Acts.4v13),  and what occurred to  Saul/Paul  (Acts.22v3, 26v3-6)  before JC intercepted him at Acts.9v1-6!   

Moreover,  specifically why there are numerous references in The Bible to  “Babes” (as deemed by The World)  positively responding to  “The Word of 

God”  in direct contrast to  “The Mature”  (as deemed by The World)!   I explain everything in my local commentaries to these references. 

All this makes for salutary reasoning! 

I am  not  trying to be rude in my writings –  I am  only  writing to  “provoke”,  trying to  “get people to wake up out of their slumbers”  and  “start 

thinking for themselves”,  based upon what The Bible  distinctly tells us!   “Seek and you shall find”  (Matt.7v7-8)  that cannot be fulfilled while asleep! 

Heb.   4v6 og Thereupon/Since/Else/Otherwise  therefore/then  (it) {leaves behind}/forsakes/leaves/remains   

Heb.   4v6 og {some/any/certain persons}  (to) {to enter}/{arise into}/{go in}  into/unto  her/it,   

Heb.   4v6 og also  the (persons)   previously/before/formerly   

Heb.   4v6 og (the having had) {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel} [plural]     

Heb.   4v6 og no/not/none   (they) entered/{arose into}/{gone in}   

Heb.   4v6 og through (reason of)   (the) disbelief/rebellious/disobedience/{non commitment}, 

Heb.   4v6 = Therefore/Then  otherwise/since  it    (the  repose/abode/rest  of Canaan)   

{left behind}/remains  (only for)  {some people}  to  enter/{arise into}/go  into  it,    (the  repose/abode/rest  of Canaan) 

also  the people  (Jews of 1st Epoch Israel)   previously/formally    (“while in Egypt” – allegory of  “while being in worldly methodology”) 

having had  {announced (to them)  The Good News}/{received The Gospel}    (being that of  “deliverance  from worldly methodology”) 

none  they  entered/{rose into}/{went in}    (Yahweh rejected them  [left them in  “no man’s land”  of  “not guaranteed salvation”) 

through reason of  disbelief/disobedience/{non commitment}.    (preferring worldly methodology for  “The Immediacy”) 

 

Therefore since it   ( [1] Repose in the administration of  “Canaan”   represents  [2] Repose in administration of  “The Resurrected World”) 

(only)  some remaining people to enter into it   ( [1] to be  “Heirs of Canaan”  represents  [2] to be  “Heirs of The Resurrected World”) 

also   

the people   ( [1] Jews in the  physical wilderness  before reaching Canaan,  [2] Christians in the present  spiritual wilderness  of The Gospel Age) 

              (Inasmuch,  this is what Christendom yields during The Gospel Age,  a  spiritual vacuum  with regards to Yahweh’s Desire being fulfilled) 
having had announced  (to them)  The Gospel   ( [1] the purification to administer Canaan  [2] purification to administer The Resurrected World) 

none  (of these people, [1] Jews,  [2] Christians)  entered   (into [1] the administration of Canaan,  [2] the administration of The Resurrected World) 

through reason of  {non-commitment}/disobedience   (both groups preferring worldly methodology,  rather than Yahweh’s Methodology). 

 

Again - 

Paul keeps driving this specific point home to his readers. 

It is just so easy for people to think  “they are correct”  within their  own  reasoning  (yet wholly  alien  to Yahweh's reasoning) –  to justify themselves by 

becoming  selectively deaf  to what they  choose not  to hear,  selectively blind  to what they  choose not  to see.  I know of many people who place 

themselves within their  “bubble of delusion”  -  presumptuously supposing themselves to be safe in  “Yahweh's Arms”  -   within what they know. 

And that is “The Crux” –  “Within what they know!” 

Sadly,  they do  not  realise,  they are  completely wrong –  inasmuch,  what they believe has gone through Rev.22v18-19  (principally through their 

leaders’ mind and accepted this distortion with “blind faith”),  hence completely countered by almost everything written in  “The Original 

Hebrew/Greek”!    It is utterly staggering how almost all people have these  “blind spots”  in their reasoning processes,  very little is analytically 

reasoned based upon  hard/tested   evidence!    

For example, many people might call themselves mathematicians thinking 1+1 = 2,  but not recognising, 1+ 1 = 10 or perhaps 1+1 = 1 as being equally 

accurate statements,  nor perhaps understanding the use of Bessel Functions in electromagnetic wave theory within circular and rectangular geometries. 

However they seem so  “supposedly competent”  to see through  “other religious sects”   and the  “presumed brain-washing”  occurring within these 

external religious sects!   Yet as JC told us at Matt.7v3-5   We appear so able to see the splinter in our neighbour's eye –  but not the beam of wood in 

our own eye! 

I say this merely for people to consider  “The Reality”  around themselves,  thereby causing them to burst  “their own bubble of delusion”  

(created by  worldly Christian [and worse, charlatan]  Christian leaders),  so they might then start fulfilling Yahweh's Desire on this planet  -  

thereby  bringing forward  Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  of The Millennium.    Amen! 

Yahweh audits everything we do,  and completely burrows into our very  “synapse construction mapping”  (1Sam.16v7 for future Kingship, v13)  and 

reads precisely what makes a specific individual become  motivated in what they deliver  to The World. 

Is it to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to edify our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)?   

Or is it to self-indulge upon  “The Immediacy of what The World can deliver”  to fulfil our own desire  (often to the hurt of our neighbour)? 

That is  The Crux of The Matter –  no man can serve two masters  (Matt.6v24, Luke.16v13)  -  It is either to The Lord or to oneself.  
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For us to discover what  is  Yahweh’s Desire,  then it is imperative for the individual to precisely  “understand Yahweh’s Desire” –  else it is absolutely 

impossible to fulfil His Desire.  This can only come from  (1)  accurately  studying God’s Word in a sincere manner without applying filters upon it,  (2)  

then rigorously assaying it to gain assurance, competence and authority on The Subject Matter,  and finally  (3) by    Doing it  with the utmost fidelity!   

This is the only method to yield  “Real Faith”! 

Therefore,  as we are consistently told,  it is Yahweh,  Who makes the final selection and not Man  (to self-indulge)  as we are told Matt.20v23. 

To  “drum it in”  again   “Only a  few  Christians will achieve The Goal”  (actually only 144000 out of some 3 billion Christians over about 2000 years 

of The Gospel Age, Matt.20v16, 22v14)!   These specific individuals truly submit themselves to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly 

return of whatever  (money/power/prestige/sex/influence/pension/etc.)  but shall be   John.15v17-22, 16v1-4, 1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v22-29, etc.). 

Where,  these examples are  orchestrated/driven  not by  “The Atheist World”  whose members are pretty much indifferent,  but rather it is  “The 

Established Religious World”  having  “a motive to retaliate”  (being that of exposed “hypocrisy” – most painful)  –  and that is  the specific point  Paul 

is making by  consistently giving these warnings  (personally speaking from experience,  Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, 1Thes.2v2-6, 2Cor.11v23-25,  hence the 

impassioned warning at Acts.20v29, etc.). 

We must personally reform our mind to be entirely like JC and The Apostles - and  not  be like most religious leaders  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)! 

 

32nd Instruction – By allegory,  Paul quotes King David: “Today is the time when you Brethren (Christians)  aiming to 

become TCs are to hear, listen and respond  to what you have heard.”  Do not render your hearts to be  stubborn/callous. 

60th Reasoning – This is representative of us today when for the first time we hear and then understand how we might 

precisely imbue  “The Word of God”  into our  “synapse construction”  to exactly copy JC. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Israel” = “persevering/persisting  with  subjector/God” when the members of Israel have “The 

Word of God” appropriate for “Israel”.  This is the perfect description for “Israel” throughout “Time” because we have: 

1. People who  persevere/persist  in rebellion  with  subjector/God = The Majority of Israel. 

2. People who  persevere/persist  in loyal servitude  with  subjector/God = The Remnant of Israel. 

Where we understand, “Israel” occurs over 3 Epochs of Time.  (1) Jews, (2) Christians, (3) Resurrected World. 

43rd Allegory – Moses gave “The 1st Covenant” = JC giving “The 2nd Covenant” (explained thoroughly later in Hebrews) 

44th Allegory – Joshua taking 1st Epoch Israel into Yahweh’s Rest = JCg taking 2nd Epoch Israel into Yahweh’s Rest. 

(Noting, “Joshua” and “Jesus” means the same thing  -  “Yahweh Saves”   (being appropriate for each Epoch of Israel)! 

61st Reasoning – Moses gave “The 1st Covenant”, and Joshua following on,  then fulfilled this by taking The Remnant  

(being the 2 spies)  of 1st Epoch Israel into Yahweh’s Rest.  JC gave “The 2nd Covenant”  and he in a new  (heavenly) body  

shall also be The One,  as JCg,  who takes The Remnant (144000 TCs)  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  into Yahweh’s Rest. 

62nd Reasoning – Thus  if  Joshua spoke of this to  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  as being  “The Day of Rest”  of which The 

Remnant  (the spies by  giving good report)  yearned to occur in the future,  then  likewise The Millennium is  “The Day of 

Rest”  of which the Remnant  (the 144000 TCs  giving good report  by ministry/lifestyle)  yearned to occur in the future of 

The Millennium while presently within  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (hence Luke.17v21). 

29th Comment – Paul thus states  “The 7th Day”  then becomes  “The Day of Rest”  for  “God’s/Yahweh’s People”. 

63rd Reasoning – God’s people are  bilaterally joined (John.17v21-26).  It must be clearly understood: “God’s people” 

are  not  people thinking they are God’s people just because they say: “We are Children of God”!  (John.8v38-58) 

“God’s People”  must  be accepted  first  by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  before they become  His  people  (1Pet.2v9)! 

It is He,  Yahweh,  Who elects  His  people and  not  humans in white coats presuming themselves to be God!  

We will  only  know when JCg comes at his 1st 2nd C to collect 144000 individuals,  when being told of that number,  then it 

does not take a genius to realise  millions upon millions  of  worldly Christians  will be disappointed (Matt.8v12)  and they 

shall be told  why  they did not make The Grade (Luke.12v3)  because they did  not  exactly imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle! 

Prophecy – repeat - Yahweh speaks of  “The 7th Day”  that becomes His  Abode/Rest  for His  “Sons of God”. 

Allegory – repeat - 7th = “complete/perfect as an oath”  (StrongsTM 7650/1 shaba/sheba) = The Millennium of The 7th Day 

Allegory – repeat - Day = 1000 years (2Pet.3v8, Ps.90v4) = The Millennium of The 7th Day. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - Thus as we read - there is JC as  “the specific god”  of us  who was, now is,  the premier Son of God 

Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh is telling us through His apostles that JC is to become  “The Lord of The Sabbath” (7th Day) 

where The World is to  {settle down}/colonise  in peace and security as The Prophets teach us  (Isa.65, etc.)  when the TCs 

shall be given their place alongside JCg having all authority over  “The Resurrected World”  to teach  “righteousness”. 

Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh speaks of Him resting during The 7th Day being The Peak of Creation  (culmination of 

Mankind) by allowing it to follow its course  (under Satan)  into the analogous 7th Day of The Millennium,  where it 

becomes under The Righteous Rule of JCg  (working under Yahweh's Methodology)  to make “The Culmination of 

Mankind” (1st 7 days) “complete/perfect” (with a following “week [2nd set of 7 days] of sabbaths”),  so that  after  the 

assay at the end of The Millennium we enter allegoric The Jubilee Year (7 x 7 + 1 = 50)  where  all  is  restored/perfected  

(noting “The Perfect Square”  is used in prophecy [Temple/Jerusalem] – please see my local commentaries). 

Allegory – repeat - My Abode/Rest = The final place a human finds to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

33rd Instruction – Paul urges The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs to be  working  towards Yahweh’s Rest 

that becomes the main fulfilment of prophecy as given to Abraham by Yahweh.  This is at present  Yahweh’s Desire to be 

fulfilled –  He most ardently desires His 144000 TCs as soon as possible that shall occur at the same time as The Earth 

becomes filled,  being sadly the same time The World implodes through self-indulgence taken to its limit (Matt.24v21-22)! 

64th Reasoning – Logically we cannot reach a rest period until we have done some work from which to rest! 
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This logic seems to elude  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders  fraudulent twisting  God’s Word by stating,  “we are only 

saved through faith and not works”!   This is a wholly  bogus/humbug  statement in the manner they present it! 

Heb.   4v7 og anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  (the) {some/any/certain thing}   

Heb.   4v7 og (he) {to mark (out or) bound}/’horizon’/{to appoint/decree/specify}/declares/determines/limits/ordains   

Heb.   4v7 og (the) day/{period of time}  {this day/night}/presently/now/hitherto,   

Heb.   4v7 og in [=through]   [King] David  (the) stating/exclaiming,   

Heb.   4v7 og {after (meta)}  {so vast as this}/{such a large/great}/{these many}/{by so much}   

Heb.   4v7 og (the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time,   

Heb.   4v7 og just/as/that/how/when  (he/it has) said/uttered/spoken:   {this day/night}/presently/now/hitherto   

Heb.   4v7 og if/whenever  of the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice   

Heb.   4v7 og (of the) him [Yahweh]   (you) hear/listen/understand/respond,   

Heb.   4v7 og not  (you) {to indurate}/{render stubborn}/harden/calcify   

Heb.   4v7 og the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of yourselves}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.95v7-8 

Heb.   4v7 = {Back once more}/Again  He  (Yahweh)   specifies/appoints/declares/ordains  this  certain  day/{period of time}   

in  (King) David  the stating   (= “in his psalm”),   (after  so much  time  when  He  (Yahweh, originally)   said):   

(King David was archetypical for JC to come some 1000 years later at his 1st Advent – see King David in glossary) 

This day,    (being the period of time that we personally gain “The Word of God” – and then,  what do we do with it?) 

whenever  you  hear/understand/respond  of  His (Yahweh’s)  disclosure/address/voice     (Whenever we gain God's Word ... ...) 

not  you  {render stubborn}/harden/callus  your  hearts/{sets of motivation}.     (Our motivation must be to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 

 

Again  (with another example … … ) 

He (Yahweh)  appoints this certain day   (being of a  “period of time”  for us to take note … … ) 

after so long a time  just/as  He (Yahweh)  said   (to the Israelites within the wilderness),   

(when)   stating in  (King) David’s  (psalm) -      (Where,  King David is recalling in regret at what had occurred … … ) 

  “This Day,  whenever you hear His (Yahweh’s)  disclosure/address:   Not you harden your hearts.” 
                   (Because that is the time when we  [entering into “Israel”, as deemed by Yahweh]  start becoming accountable to Yahweh for our actions!) 

 

Paul repeats Heb.3v15,  as an illustration of what is to follow in his line of reasoning. 

We can deduce,  Paul is using the time delay between when Joshua quoted  (the promise given to Abraham)  given in the next verse that was almost 400 

years before David quoted Joshua to be analogous to  “The Christian Nation”  to be hearkening to Yahweh’s Word as  given/demonstrated  by JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle. 

Where King David was the archetypical JC in so many respects  (please see “King David” in my glossary) –  hence Paul’s written recall - 

Thus King David  (of about 1000 BCE)  (repeating what Yahweh stated)  is quoted by Paul as stating   

This Day is the time when we must as a nation  (of Israel)  listen to Yahweh’s  disclosure/address/voice  and respond.   

We are not to harden our hearts and refuse to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  (else we will not enter into The Lord’s  repose/abode/rest). 

Sadly the Israelite Nation  (1st Epoch Israel)  as a whole,  did not listen,  suffered/caused  wars,  pain and affliction –  likewise The World alongside. 

Moreover,  since Paul’s call here  (in about 60 CE)  we know by historical evidence - 

Sadly the Christian Nation  (2nd Epoch Israel)  as a whole,  did not listen,  suffered/caused wars,  pain and affliction –  likewise The World alongside. 

But within both epochs of “Israel”  a very small  “Remnant returned to Yahweh”  (the prophets [John.10v16]  followed by the TCs  [John.10v3]),  to 

enter His  repose/abode/rest  and respectively become  “The  Administrators and Heirs”  over/of  “The Inheritance”  that is to occur in The Millennium. 
Heb.   4v8 og if  For  them  Jehoshua/Joshua   (he) {settled down}/colonised/{(caused to) desist}/ceased/{(took) rest},   

Heb.   4v8 og no/not/none  wish/suppose  concerning/about  (of the) else/different/more/other 

Heb.   4v8 og (he was) speaking/uttering/saying  {after (meta)}  these (things)   (of the) day/{period of time}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Josh.1v13,15;  22v4. 

Heb.   4v8 = For  if  Joshua  {settled down}/colonised/{took rest}  them  (The Jews);  

not  wish/supposed  he was  speaking/saying  after  these things    (a rhetorical question:  the  “wish/suppose”  becomes The Link  to us) 

concerning/about  different/other  day/{period of time} ?       (when we respond in The Day,  to yield The Millennium) 

 

For if Joshua colonised them   (The Israelites,  in the land of Canaan); 
not suppose he was saying after these things   (Paul makes this a rhetorical question  to make the link with “us”  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”) 

concerning/about  of the different day   (when we [Christians] respond in  “The Day” [of our time in The Gospel Age]  to yield “The Millennium”)? 

 

Not quite the translation given elsewhere  (but both are almost the same). 

Paul is using Joshua as the example,  in  (partially)  fulfilling Yahweh’s prophecy of  “The Promise”  to be giving  “Israel”  of/over  “The Inheritance of 

The Promised Land”,  –  Paul is effectively saying   

Why should David repeat it – when Israel had already colonised Canaan? 

Therefore David by allegoric prophecy (as JC)  is speaking of The Gospel Age  (of which Paul is introducing)  to yield The Millennium. 

Inasmuch,  “to yield The Millennium”  requires the 144000 TCs to hearken to The Lord by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Can the reader see the virtuous circle of Paul’s reasoning? 

Consequently,  there will not be of another day when they are to be given rest – because that only comes in The Millennium of which  “The Early 

Adopters”  shall be responsible for its care and instruction. 

Could it be countered or construed - 

This verse nullifies what I state –  being the prophecy has already been fulfilled  (and thus no Millennium)? 

No,  most certainly not! 

Because it must be understood,  Yahweh is still drawing out  “The Remnant”  to become rulers of  “The Promised Land”   (being The Earth)  

over The World of resurrected humans –  This is “The Goal”  that is to  righteously  yield universal  “Human Salvation”. 

This had to be interspersed with  “The Coming  Messiah/Anointed”.   

Under  “The 1st Covenant”,  “The 1st Israel”  produced “The Princes”  (as “The Prophets”  to be made  complete/perfect  by those people 

precisely imitating JC,  as  “The TCs”).   “The 1st Israel” was  The Means/Vehicle  to deliver  “The Anointed JC”  who personally fulfilled  

“The 1st Covenant”  (Matt.5v17-18)  and thus he was  in the position  (having “The Authority”)  to inaugurate   “The 2nd Covenant”.    

This understanding is supported by allegory at Psm.45v14-17, Heb.11v38-40. 

Once “The 1st Covenant”  had delivered  “The Anointed JC”,  then a new priestly line through Judah  (Jer.31v31-33, “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  

under “The 2nd Covenant”  had to be developed to deliver the TCs to be  kings/priests  (“The Bride of Christ”).  These people truly knowing 
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precisely how JC thought,  and behaved exactly as did JC –  because they  were/have  the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  being 

separate from this world of sin”  (the “HS”)  as within JC. 

The various  earthly/worldly  religious rulers,  operating according to the present spirit of the air  (Eph.2v2)  trashed both  “Israels”  and thus they,  

together with their followers,  could  not  find Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest. 

However,  because JC has given  all  humans a 2 part life  without partial favour,  being an absolutely free gift  to all humans,  then those people who did 

not find Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  have  one last opportunity  to attain it within a world under the complete control of those specific individuals who  

did  find Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  in the 1st part of their physical life  (Luke.17v21).   In this situation  “The Resurrected World”  will be under the 

spirit/personality/desires/traits  of these  kings/priests/princes  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)  having direct access to  the full Authority  of Yahweh’s 

capability upon which to call to make  “Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment” (“HS”).  Their mind  (proven to be the same spiritual DNA 

as Yahweh’s)  controlling their infinite capability shall be used to guide  “The Resurrected World” unto  “righteousness”,  where all humans shall be 

taught  “to edify their neighbour”  rather than as now,  “to personally self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt”.  This will be mutual between all humans –  

and those people persistently rebelling, –  because they lust for the former 1st part of their life  (symbolised by “Lot’s Wife”  Gen.19v26 looking back  

lustfully  at what she was losing)  shall be  “surgically removed”  (Matt.13v28-30)  and ultimately face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  (Rev.14v18-20, 

20v7-15 –  please see my local commentaries). 

Thus Paul  (1) states and  (2) implies by extension    

(1) Just because it was not another day for them to have it fulfilled,  (2) then likewise as an analogy to a future fulfilment of The Day when the 

TCs shall also find their  repose/abode/rest  alongside their master’s side, JCg,  when he comes to collect them at his 1st 2nd C (see glossary). 

This being  the beginning  of  “The Day of The Millennium”  (2Pet.3v8),  where JC is called  “The Morning Star”  (Rev.22v16)  being seen just before 

The Sun of Yahweh’s full assertion of His Word to become imposed upon The Earth during The Full Day of The Millennium,  and  soon-to-be  

“Resurrected World”.  Where the “Morning Star” is Venus closely orbiting The Sun reflecting The Glory of Yahweh  (Heb.1v3). 

Note,  the KJV incorrectly translates “Joshua” to “Jesus” (being a sincere error [noting the two names are synonymous] rather,  than the many  

“deliberate”  errors as placed in the NIV making it almost like a  “fairy story”  in places instead of a faithful translation)!   
Heb.   4v9 og Therefore/Thus  (it) {leaves behind}/forsakes/leaves/remains  (the) {Sabbath rest}/{seventh day rest}   

Heb.   4v9 og to the  {a populace}/{grouping of people}  of the  God [Yahweh]. 

Heb.   4v9 = Therefore  {leaves behind}/remains  the  {Sabbath rest}/{seventh day rest}    (The Thrust of Paul's Epistle to the Hebrews) 

to the  populace/{grouping of people}  of the  God.     (being  a “spiritual” community  of  [1] the “parents” over [2] the “children”) 

 

Therefore remains the  Sabbath/{Seventh Day}  Rest   (The final stage to occur that shall yield Mankind's Salvation  =  The Millennium) 

                 Hence JC’s prophetic allegory of Mark.2v27-28) 
to the populace  (within  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”)   of the God   (The 3 Remnants of 3 Epochs of Israel that return to The Lord). 

 

The word  “Sabbath”  or “Sabbaths”  is not mentioned in the book of Joshua being the time when the Israelites  moved-in  to take over Canaan –  to 

become  “The Administrators and Occupiers”  (interesting two words –  when  “The 3rd  Epoch Israel”  concept is considered, –  where Paul shall be in  

“The 3rd Heaven/Sky/Authority”  symbolising his  co-authority over the Earth  as explained by JCg to Paul  (some 7 years after his conversion on The 

Road to Damascus  [Acts.9v3-13] in his prophetic vision)  told to us by Paul in 2Cor.12v1-3,  and spoken at Rom.8v17, 23).   

So  why  has Paul made the  connection/link  between  “repose/abode/rest”  and  “The Sabbath”? 

Being specifically what this website  “FutureLife.Org”  screams out to The World - 

The Sabbath Day is the 7th day  (block of 1000 years [2Pet.3v8, Ps.90v4])  of  repose/abode/rest  (where Yahweh’s Methodology applies)  in 

stark contrast to the previous 6000 years of  pain/suffering/{self-indulgence  “rules OK”}  (while Satan’s methodology ruled The World).  

Where,  “7”  in Hebrew is of the same  word/root  “shaba/sheba”  StrongsTM = 7650/1 to mean “complete/perfection”  (as by an oath).   

Where,  as we are told,  JC shall become  “The Lord of The Sabbath”  (Mark.2v28, Luke.6v5)  being that he shall rule as JCg,  the premier 

Son  of God administering Yahweh’s  rules/methodology  across the whole planet rather than just the small locality around him in Israel some 

2000 years ago to be a only  “taster”  of what is to become a reality  everywhere  on this planet.   

Where JCg as  “The Bridegroom”  is supported by 144000 TCs metaphorically his Bride  (John.3v28-30, Matt.9v15, 25v1-13, Eph.5v30-32, 

Rev.18v23-24, 19v4-9, 21v2,9)  as the  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)  themselves to teach  “The Resurrected World”   

“Righteousness”.   

Where,  “The Sabbath”  was made for  “Mankind” –  to purify Mankind  (Mark.2v27)  “and not man was made for The Sabbath”. 

Where it is only JC who  can/will  cover  “The Great Sabbath Day”  of 1000 years  (John.19v31. 20v1)  while humans  learn to imitate him. 

This is  “The Good News”  of  “The Real Gospel”   (“1st Century Christianity”)  and yet,  it has  never  (I repeat, “Never”)  been taught by  any  of  our  

worldly Christian leaders for the last 1700 years –  to their  utter shame –  they being absolutely detested by Yahweh as this section explains  (rejected 

from teaching in The Millennium Luke.16v1-8, 20v16-18,  please see my local commentaries) –  they shall be rejected  (Matt.22v11-13) and  not  to be 

part of the 144000  having reached Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  as  The Faithful “Remnant”! 

They  (worldly Christian leaders)  must change and  can  change  if they so personally desire -  see Luke. Chapter 15.  They must personally choose to 

reach Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  by taking the advice at Rev.18v4,  but they have a handicap,  it is by being  “professional”  means they are 

entrapped under  “the wrong master”  (Matt.6v24, 22v21)! 
Heb.   4v10 og the (person)  For  (the having) entered/{arisen into}/{gone in}  into/unto   

Heb.   4v10 og the  {reposing/settling  down}/abode/rest  (of the) him [Yahweh]    also   

Heb.   4v10 og he [person/TC]  {settled down}/colonised/{(caused to) desist}/ceased/{(took) rest}  off/away/separated/from   

Heb.   4v10 og of the  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  (of the) him [person/TC],   

Heb.   4v10 og {just as if}/{as it were}/as  off/away/separated/from  of the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}   

Heb.   4v10 og the  {specific god} [Yahweh]. 

Heb.   4v10 = For  the person  (TC)   having  entered/{arisen into}/gone  into  His  repose/abode/rest,    (written upon “The Scroll of Life”) 

also  he  (TC)  {settled down}/colonised/{took rest}  off/from  of  his  {occupational efforts}/works/labours,    (after having imitated JC) 

{just as if}/{as it were}   “the specific god”   (rested)   off/from  {his own}   (works).      (by operating to Yahweh's Methodology) 

 

For the person (TC)  having entered   (firstly,  Luke.17v21 in The Mind, ready for The Physical Reality on their awakening at “The 1st Resurrection”)   

into His (Yahweh's)  Rest   (guaranteed salvation for  “The Early Adopters”  of  The Millennium and continues on,  into The Eternity), 

also  he/she (TC)  settled down  off/from  his/her  occupational efforts   (a TC having copied JC's ministry/lifestyle  in a difficult environment) 
just as if  “the specific god”  (see commentary)   (rested)  off/from  his own  (works)    (by operating according to Yahweh's Methodology). 

 

My parenthesis suggests differently to what is operational within the minds of our  “Leaders of Christendom”. 

After establishing all the reference verses over these two Chapters,  Paul is now pulling all these collected points together in a holistic fashion to prepare 

us for  “The Thrust of Yahweh's Desire”  that is simply stated - 

To attain His future leaders as  “The Heirs”  to rule  (with infinite authority)  over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

(Where “To rule”  means,  (1) “Lead by Righteous example”  (2) “Suppress unrighteous operations within society”). 

In this manner,  “Society”  becomes reformed over a period of 1000 years  (of The Millennium). 
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We are told in Rev.5v1-10  (please see my local commentaries)  JC is to metaphorically go through  (over the some 2000 years on this planet)   the seven  

(= perfect/complete  for an oath)  seals  before he can return from a distant place  (being physically alongside Yahweh,  Matt.25v14, Luke.19v15)  to 

claim his 144000 TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as his metaphoric bride  (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.,)  at The End of The Gospel Age.   

Where JC deposited  “The Word of God”  of his ministry  (Rev.19v13)  to operate as a  presence/parousia  within his genuine 144000 slaves as JCg's 

physical faithful body parts  1Cor.12v12-22  over the last some 2000 years upon The Earth,  operating within The World  (and not to be  hiding away  in 

monasteries and nunneries  [a practice entirely counter to what JC and The Apostles taught us by their deportment]).  

This process is precisely like the archetypical  “1st Epoch Israel”  under Joshua entered its rest  (but not those people out of Egypt expecting The 

Promise  [noting all the prophetic allegories explained earlier throughout]),  then likewise shall the TCs having been elected out of  “The 2nd Epoch 

Israel”  (being those people Paul is calling out to imitate him as he imitates JC  [1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.]).   They, like Paul,  can reach their  

repose/abode/rest   with Yahweh as part of His Family  (Sons of God)  to become  “The Heirs to The Promise”  (as given to Abraham)  to be  “The 

Administrators of The Inheritance”  (where “The Inheritance”  is  “The Resurrected World”,  please see glossary. 

All the above explained,  is exactly as this website consistently teaches by explaining  “The Thrust of The Bible Message”. 

The TCs allegorically become the  “sons of Abraham” –  like Abraham as being only spiritual  sojourners in a land  that  is  to become The Promise of 

becoming The Heirs  over/of  The Inheritance.  Thus the TCs in the 1st part of their physical life are  utterly neutral in everything pertaining to this 

present world  (being of its  politics/methodology)  and do  nothing to take from this world  being the  self-indulgences  that can come from this world 

and of its enticements worldly sought  (money/power/prestige/sex/drugs/influence/affluence/{adoring flocks}/leverage/etc.).   

Thus upon the  awakening/rousing  (resurrection)  they  (144000 TCs)  will then have a position in which to make a home and to  “{settled 

down}/colonised/{take rest}”  from the labours of their former 1st part of their physical life  (while battling against worldly methodology operating within 

their persecutors [“Professional Leaders of Religion”]).  

What is the  “taking a rest from the occupational efforts”  mean? 

It means taking a rest from - 

John 16v1-4, 1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v22-29, 2Tim.3v11-13,  as examples of which TCs must face for  only imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Thus to the TCs,  the 7th day = Millennium is {separate from this world of sin} = holy/blameless/innocent,  to the previous 2000  (of 6000)  years of 

Satan’s turmoil.   

TCs enter this rest from the 1st part of their physical life –  having imitated JC to further Yahweh's Desire,  eliciting The Wrath of  “Professional 

Religious Leaders”  making the works of the TC personally painful,  of which they are pleased to leave at their death unto their rest. 

Paul ends with the reference to  “the specific god”  that becomes the floating pointer depending upon The World being  (1) created for The Culmination 

thereby pointing to JCg,  or  “The Specific God”  points to Yahweh when it is referenced to JCg,  the prophets or the TCs  completing their specific work 

load to further iterate Yahweh's Desire to perfect Mankind,  (2) ultimately resulting in  “The 3 Remnants that return to The Lord”  into The Culmination. 

Heb.   4v11 og (Let us) {to use speed}/{make effort}/{be earnest/diligent}/endeavour/labour/study  therefore/then   

Heb.   4v11 og (to) enter/{arise into}/{go in}  into/unto  {that one}  the  {reposing/settling  down}/abode/rest,   

Heb.   4v11 og that  not  in  to the [= within]  {to it/same}  {some/any/certain person}   

Heb.   4v11 og (to the) {exhibit (for imitation or warning)}/{specimen/adumbration/example/pattern (to copy/warn)}   

Heb.   4v11 og (he/she may/should) alight/{gently fall down}  of the  disbelief/rebellion/disobedience/{non commitment}. 

Heb.   4v11 = Let us  {use speed}/{make effort}/endeavour     (an important exhortation … … )  

therefore/then  {to enter}/{arise into}/go  into  {that one}  repose/abode/rest,      (continuing the exhortation … … ) 

that  {some/certain person}  not  he/she  may/should  alight/{fall down}     (Paul giving The Warning of becoming worldly… … )  

within  the  same  exhibit/example/pattern  of  disbelief/disobedience/{non commitment}.    (by  not  precisely imitating JC) 

 

         (Hence Paul's emphatic and urgent call for us to be part of the 144000 TCs ) 
Let us  (who are aiming to become TCs)  make effort   (to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to achieve the  one/same  Goal that he achieved) 

therefore to enter that Rest   (firstly for the mind Luke.17v21,  so we may be ideally positioned for  “The 1st Resurrection”), 
that not  some/any  person fall down   (thus a distinct warning that we  can fall down  if  we do  not  “make effort”  to leave worldly methodology) 

within the same  exhibit/example  of  {non-commitment}/disbelief   (as had The Israelites in the wilderness  to the future Canaan). 

 

A most important verse  

This becomes the conclusion to Paul’s reasoning. 

He has explained  “The Goal”  (of  “The Anointing”)   towards which we are to aim,  supported by analogy on the past events that were all archetypical 

of the bigger goal being  “The Culmination of Yahweh’s work through JCg”  (for  “The New (spiritual) Creation”  2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, and  “The New 

(physical) Nation”  1Pet.2v9, Isa.66v8)  of whom we are to precisely imitate –  importantly by having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  

driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  within the mind  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt). 

The vast majority of The Israelites following Moses  (1st Epoch Israel),  similarly,  people of like mind becoming The Christian Nation  (2nd Epoch Israel)  

after JC will  not  find their place of rest alongside JCg as future  “Sons of God”  in Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest.  It is only a small Remnant that will 

come back to Yahweh as  (spiritually) “The Early Adopters” and hence  (physically) “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6),  where  (obviously,  if there is a 

“1st”  then there must be)   “The 2nd Resurrection”  that is for  “The Resurrected World”  consisting of  (1) “The Late Adopters”  who pass,  and  (2) 

“rebellious people”  who shall ultimately fail  (Rev.22v15, 14v18-20, 20v12-15, Matt.13v30, etc.). 

Thus Paul states   Yahweh is seeking by validation of His Remnant,  so we must not be amongst the vast majority (2nd Epoch)  Israelites (Christian 

Nation)  that fails to find Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  because of personal {non-commitment}  (by going through the wide inviting gate, Matt.7v12-14). 

Hence the next verse to underwrite Paul’s exhortation of us in this verse - 
 

34th Instruction – God’s Word is  living/existing! 

65th Reasoning – We understand,  God’s Word is  living/existing  and can operate at two levels.  

(1) It exists in the physical form of JCg alongside Yahweh within the heavens.  (2) It provides everlasting life for all those 

people  freely choosing  (hence a  personal responsibility)  to imbue it within ourselves,  so that JCg might have his  

presence/parousia  operating  within us  in the spiritual form as our  Lord/Master  wholly  controlling our mind. 

Thus, “Living” means “working to get something done”  to produce the next generation of TCs to realise The Millennium. 

35th Instruction – God’s Word is  operative/effectual/powerful. 

66th Reasoning – Look at how God’s Word is  operative/effectual/powerful  in how it changed the reasoning processes in 

the mind of The Apostle Paul,  from the murderer “Saul”,  to become the martyr  “Paul”  for  “The Cause”! 

36th Instruction – God’s Word is  keener/sharper  to penetrate the mind of any reasoning entity,  provided the recipient 

has a  repentant/contrite  mind  (being why John the Baptist had to come first)  willing to hearken unto “God’s Word”. 

37th Instruction – God’s Word is sharp enough to separate the  {conscious existence}/soul/life  presently operating in 

worldly methodology and the reformed  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be operating upon Yahweh's Methodology. 
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67th Reasoning – Thus  “The Word of God” can  reform the  {conscious existence}/soul/life  from that of the 1st part of our 

spiritual life into the 2nd part of our spiritual life by working upon our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and reforming it to 

become Christlike,  so that we then edify our neighbour (often to our own hurt)  that shall be mutual in The Millennium. 

38th Instruction – God’s Word is sharp enough to separate between the joints and the marrow provided the recipient is 

prepared to make “The Change/Separation”  from/between   worldly methodology and Yahweh’s Methodology. 

68th Reasoning – This is the physical analogy to stress the importance of Paul’s teaching regarding how God’s Word is to 

separate us from the present worldly Methodology to that of Yahweh’s Methodology as explained earlier. 

45th ‘Allegory’ – “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory but a  very 

necessary  definition because of the utter foolishness spoken by people claiming to know – but obviously do  not  know!) 

Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website –  that clearly explain what the word  really  means! 

46th Allegory – Joints/marrow (physical) = {conscious existence}/{spirits/personality/desires/traits}  at a spiritual level. 

Are we flexible to imbue “The Word of God”, or have a stiff exterior refusing to leave worldly methodology within us? 

Likened to The New Wine (God’s Word)  being placed into the new or old wineskins  (of our personality [Luke.5v37-39]). 

47th ‘Allegory’ – heart = the  “seat of motivation/zeal/passion”  to  “get a job done”. 

39th Instruction – God’s Word can discern the thoughts of the person’s  heart/{seat of motivation}  irrespective of how we 

wish to hide (in darkness)  our interior self behind the glossy exterior for worldly public acclaim! 

69th Reasoning – This operates at two levels. 

1. Yahweh uses  “The Word of God”  as a tool to judge  “Christians”  (Matt.21v42-44, Rom.9v32-33, etc.). 

2. Wise TCs can use  “The Word of God”  to protect themselves from false Christs  (Mark.13v21-23, etc.,)  by 

proficiently understanding God’s Word to discern The Tree’s fruitage  (Matt.7v17-19, etc.). 

70th Reasoning – This tool becomes the key to understanding whether a Christian leader is motivated for  “The Self”  or  

to edify the congregational members to be different from the members of other worldly religions!   Just replacing the front 

person’s name from Mohammed or Nanak or Krishna or etc.,  to JC does not make us any better than a member of one of 

those  worldly  faiths in the eyes of  “The Almighty God”/(One)  being  “The Recipient”  of the  same  praise! 

“Religious Leaders”  think as do worldly leaders liking their  eyes/ears  pampered with praise,  Yahweh is  not  like this!” 

Obviously not – by contrast,  TCs correctly teach us to personally copy JC by exactly explaining Yahweh’s Word of God  

applicable to The Age  will guide us to be favoured by Yahweh,  to give  the same  to us as He gave to JCg,  “Sonship”. 

This is  all wholly unknown  (at 2007 CE)  to our present  worldly Christian leaders as we all  witness by what they teach! 

Heb.   4v12 og (the) living/existing  For   the  word/saying/topics/reasoning  of the  God [Yahweh],   

Heb.   4v12 og also  (the) active/operative/effectual/powerful,  also  (the) {to cut in a single stroke}/{more keen}/sharper   

Heb.   4v12 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   (the) every   

Heb.   4v12 og (the) knife/dirk/{(figurative) war}/{judicial punishment}/sword   

Heb.   4v12 og (the) {two  edged/gashed}/{double mouthed}   

Heb.   4v12 og also  (the) {reaching through}/penetrating/{completely piercing}  {up to}/{as far as}/until   

Heb.   4v12 og (of the) separation/distribution/{dividing asunder}/gifting  (of the) breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}   

Heb.   4v12 og both  also  (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits,  (of the) {articulations (of the body)}/joints  both   

Heb.   4v12 og also  (of the) marrow,   also  (of the) decisive/’critical’/discriminator/discerner   

Heb.   4v12 og (of the) {in consciousness}/thoughtfulness/{moral understandings}/intentions/ 

/{complete reasonings}/deliberations     

Heb.   4v12 og (of the) heart/{seat of motivation}. 

Heb.   4v12 = For  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  God  (Yahweh)     (through JC as “The Word of God”) 

is  the  living/existing,     (returned JC to life  [1Cor.15v6]  and likewise shall Yahweh for us,  because we imitated JC) 

also  the  active/operative/effectual/powerful,     (is able to reform the most rebellious of  recipient/hearkening  minds) 

also  the  keener/sharper  over/beyond/instead  (of)  every  {two edged}  knife/sword,      (able to easily “cut to the chase” in any matter)  

also  the  {reaching through}/{completely piercing}  {up to}/{as far as}  of the  separation/{dividing asunder}      (cut fact from fiction) 

both  of the  breathing/{conscious existence}      (physical conscious existence delivering our deportment) 

also  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits,      (the director of our minds based upon input from our environment) 

both  of the  joints also of the marrow,    (between what is flexible and what is firmly inside  “bunker reasoning”) 

also  of the  discriminator/discerner  of the  deliberations/thoughts  of the  heart/{seat of motivation}. 

(Between what we publicly show for worldly acclaim,  and what our real intentions might be for self-indulgent gain) 

 

For the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the God   (Yahweh,  through JC as  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  – given to us through his ministry) 

is  living/existing   ([1] within us aiming to be TCs  [2] having purified our minds,  enables us to live for an eternity in a perfected world) 

                 (“God’s Word is only life giving”  if  we personally,  “truly hearken upon it and wholly purify our mind”  to imitate JC,  else it is not!) 
also  (God’s Word is)  active/effectual   (it is able to reform a previously  callous/hardened,  to become a  humble/contrite  recipient mind) 
also  (God’s Word is)  keener/shaper  beyond every two edged sword   (to cut through the machinations of worldly methodology) 

also  (God’s Word is)  reaching through as far as of the separation   (to accurately divide  “Yahweh’s fact”  from  “Religious fiction”) 

both of the  breathing/soul/{conscious existence}   (our outward  deportment  within The World –  yielding  real/unfeigned  “agape/charity”) 

also of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (God’s Word directs our  minds  to yield agapao that is the  one/same  mind as that of JC and Yahweh) 
both of the joints  also of the marrow   (God’s Word yields  “flexible reasoning of New Wine”  and gets  “inside Religious bunker reasoning”) 

also the discriminator of the  deliberations/thoughts  of the heart   (= seat of motivation –  being what drives us in a specific direction). 
               (= God’s Word discriminates between self-indulgent gain to our neighbour’s hurt,  and genuine agape to edify our neighbour to our own hurt) 

 

Paul states  

“The Word of God”  (= JC as God’s Word [Rev.19v13] sourced through JC in his ministry –  displayed as  “The Wisdom of God”  through 

his lifestyle)  is  living/existing  -  JC, resurrected now as JCg has demonstrably proven that!   Because he was  The  “Wisdom”  of God  here 

on this Earth during his ministry,  then by  “accurately applying his knowledge”  he became Yahweh’s beloved Son  (Luke.3v22, 9v34)  and 

thus was accredited with an  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (resurrection)  as  the premier  Son of God,  certainly in respect to this planet. 
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Likewise,  the 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age following the same route as JC  (John.14v5-15)  have  “The Word of God”  as  “The Master”  

of their mind shall  also  gain  guaranteed everlasting life as  “Sons of God”,  and thus prove  “God’s Word is living”  within them. 

Yahweh’s Word is  “active/operative/effectual/powerful”  – because we only need to look at what it did to Paul –  how it changed his life around from 

being a murderer  (Gal.1v13)  to become one of the foremost apostles of  “The 1st Century”! 

The examples Paul gives are interesting examples because he is choosing pairs that are very close to one another that would be difficult for a human 

(operating according to worldly methodology)  to differentiate between the allegories. 

“Breathing/{conscious existence}”  is exceedingly close to  spirit/personality/desires/traits  please see  “soul”  and  “spirit”  in glossary where all this 

is carefully explained.  Let me state with  absolute certainty,  “soul”  does  not  mean what we are told by our religious leaders of  all  worldly  religions 

(including that of  worldly Christianity)  and thus it almost goes without saying    

A concept that is sourced by a  common denominator  (= Satan and his methodology,  being Yahweh's Adversary and working against The 

Methodology for “Human Salvation”) –  then  “Leaders of Religion”  are completely lost within a mystery of  their own creation –  and they 

have absolutely no scriptural foundation upon which to base their present errant understanding. 

Interestingly our bible translators even mix up “life” and “soul” for the very  same  Greek word –  so it shows they do not know the subject matter about 

what they  (attempt to)  translate!  

Where - 

“psuche”  StrongsTM = 5590  = “{to breathe}/{conscious existence}”  for which I deliberately use  “soul/life”  to emphasise the false 

demarcation translators place upon this word depending how  “the mood takes them”  to perpetuate  “mystique and intrigue”.   

In the glossary I compare  “psuche”  carefully with  “zoe” StrongsTM = 2222 = “vitality of living/existing”  and  “pneuma” StrongsTM =4151 

= “current/movement of air”  or  “wind”. 

Thus “psuche” really means  “a breather”  (being what makes us  “alive”  and able to  “think”)  hence a  “living conscious existence”.   

When someone is  “dead”  then they  cannot  be  “a breather”  with a  “conscious existence”,  and thus have  “no  soul”. 

Furthermore,  I can supply many examples in The Bible to verify my  accurate  understanding of what  “soul”  truly means  for example 

Exe.18v20,  noting what is said at Eccl.9v4-6 regarding dead entities  (hardly what we are told by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)! 

Thus I invite the world’s  very best  theological scholars to give  “their supposed best”  if they can,  on the email route presented to this website and I 

shall publicly dissect it  “word by word”  and use scriptural quotations to carefully explain to The World  their obvious error!     

Who wants to be publicly exposed as fraudsters to  “The Disclosing Truth”? 

After that exceedingly important clarification then please let me continue. 

We understand Paul is showing us,  “The Word of God”  accurately digested into our  “{conscious existence}/soul”  can therefore reform  (= separate 

us from the 1st part of our spiritual life originally built upon worldly methodology  [for us to progress]  into the 2nd part of our spiritual life built upon 

“The Word of God”),  being our  spirit/personality/desires/traits.  This becomes captured within our  “synapse construction”  whose mapping becomes 

the  “Heavenly Treasure” as taught by JC –  see glossary and my commentaries at Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33),  hence the distinction made by Paul.  

Paul then moves onto the skeletal frame  (using the  physical  analogy of what he was trying to explain at a  spiritual  level previously)  being the inner 

joints and marrow as all part of the frame used as the support for the human body.  Where by analogy –  are we  mentally  flexible to imbue  “The Word 

of God” –  or do we intentionally put on a stiff exterior to refuse  “The Word of God” -  being our fixation upon unquestioned  “Religious”  worldly 

methodology. 

Then finally the “heart”,  being the metaphoric  “centre of motivation”.   The human  “passion,  zeal and drive”  to  “get something done”  

metaphorically comes from the heart.  The heart is referenced about 140 times in Psalms,  about 80 times in Proverbs and about 50 times in Ecclesiastes 

exhibiting all the emotions within a human and how we must personally  “guard the heart”  from The World  (hence Jer.17v9)  by guiding it with  “The 

Knowledge”  contained within our brain,  which itself should be operating upon  “The Word of God”  (giving the accurate direction)  to yield  

“life/existence”.   

However,  without personally  intimately  knowing The Bible –  then we will be rudderless within this stormy world,  tossed about by the wind and waves 

–  being subject to every humbug and nonsense taught as  “supposed wisdom”  in this world  (James.1v6-8)!   

Some of the worst being those vocal  worldly Christian Leaders who seem to have their  own  versions of  “The (modified) Bible”  operating 

within their minds having personally passed it through  “The Mincer”  of Rev.22v18-19! 

It is for this reason I have written this website to become  The Prime Reference Standard  for The World to use  -  and the material given on it to be used 

as  auditing tools  to prise open the vanity of religious leaders’ public  “supposed reasoning”  in the midst of The World! 

Quite simply    

Is our mind being driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  to deliver the agape in charity works to edify our neighbour to  understand 

why/what/how  our neighbour can personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  so they become our offering through our worldly sacrifice of publicly 

executing ourselves away from the self-indulgences this world can deliver? 

If we do this;  then we,  and those people of whom we have helped come to Yahweh,  can enter Yahweh's  repose/abode/rest  (Luke.17v21). 
 

30th Comment – There has been nothing created that cannot be entirely revealed to Yahweh. 

71st Reasoning – Thus the  {seat of motivation}  is laid bare before Yahweh’s scrutiny of  “The Synapse Construction”. 

This must be so,  because He can replicate us as a spiritual clone upon our resurrection – as He did to JCg. 

31st Comment – All members of Creation have their thoughts fully exposed to Yahweh’s examining eyes  (1Sam.16v7). 

72nd Reasoning – There is no hiding as these examples  of so many  clearly show  (Gen.3v8-13, Job.42v1-6, Jonah.1v1-4). 

40th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs must clearly understand Yahweh is noting all things  (specifically 

The Motive for action),  and is pleased to present those people  “deemed entirely worthy”  with  “Sonship”. 

20th Warning – By implication,  charlatan Christian leaders feeding The Self on the back of God’s Word should beware – 

they have been “rumbled” and exposed.  Perhaps they will become annihilated at the end of their present existence? 

It is recommended for them to be  humble/contrite  so these people might escape The Great Day of Yahweh’s Wrath. 

48th Allegory – nude = all internal thoughts of the worldly mind become exposed to Yahweh’s Gaze  and is recorded,  

ready for exposure within The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)  to explain why  (1) resurrected people are inversely placed in 

their new positions within society  and  (2) dead charlatan Christian Leaders were ignored at  both  resurrections! 

49th Allegory – His (Yahweh’s) Word = JCg (Rev.19v13)  becomes The Standard upon which we are judged! 

Heb.   4v13 og Also  no/not/none  (there) is  (the) formation/{the Thing}/creation/ordnance/creature 

Heb.   4v13 og (the) {out of sight}/{non apparent}/{that is not manifest}/unrevealed/hidden/concealed   

Heb.   4v13 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  (of the) him,   

Heb.   4v13 og (the) all (things)  and  (the) nude/naked [plural]  also   

Heb.   4v13 og (the having been) {seized by the neck}/{exposed the gullet (of a victim for killing)}/{laid bare}/{clearly opened}   

Heb.   4v13 og to the  eyes/vision/sight  (of the) him [Yahweh]  

Heb.   4v13 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  whom/which/that  {to us}  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning. 
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Heb.   4v13 = Also  there is  not  the  formation/Thing/creation/ordnance     (there is nothing created  … … ) 

{that is not manifest}/{non-apparent}/unrevealed  {in the sight of}/before/midst  of  Him  (Yahweh),    (that can be hide from Yahweh) 

and  the all things  are  nude/naked,      (because everything is exposed without any covering) 

also  having been  {seized by the neck}/{laid bare}/{clearly opened}  to His  (Yahweh’s)   eyes/vision,     (Yahweh inspects everything) 

to  Whom  (Yahweh)   is the  word/sayings/reasoning  to us.     (we “TCs” fulfil His Desire expressed within His Word) 

 

Also there is not a  formation/thing/creation/ordnance/creature   (there is nothing in The Universe … …) 

that is not manifest in the midst of Him  (Yahweh)    (all things are revealed to Yahweh’s inspection  [nothing can be hidden]) 

                (“Leaders of Religion”  should read this,  then take serious note of this verse!   But do they really care?   Yahweh  does not exist to them!) 
and all things are naked   (everything is exposed,  without covering  -  especially exposed are the machinations operating within  “Religion”), 

also having been  {seized by the neck}/{laid bare}  to His (Yahweh’s)  eyes   (Yahweh examines all things in His Judgement [for Sonship]), 
to Whom (Yahweh)  is the  word/sayings/reasoning  to us   (Yahweh sources His Word via JC  [Rev.19v13]  to control the TCs’ minds). 

 

Paul cannot state it much clearer than this! 

Everything on this planet  (and Universe, hence Job.2v1)  is exposed to Yahweh’s inspection -  nothing is to be ultimately hidden! 

The previous verse speaks of Yahweh,  Who by examination,  can peer deep into our inner recesses that remain utterly closed to other people. 

This verse extends Yahweh's scrutiny to every reasoning entity within The Universe.  All entities within The Universe are made naked before Him –  and 

He knows precisely what makes us operate in the manner of which we do  (being The Motivation, = The Driver to make us behave in the manner we do).  

Thus Paul’s last comment,  we “TCs”  make it our aim to imbue  “The Word of God”  within us,  and then to  accurately  act upon it  (our fidelity to the 

knowledge we have imbued),  thus when Yahweh examines us all,  then  ideally  He shall find displayed our  thoughts/reasoning  that are  

earnestly/sincerely  fulfilling His Desire within The World  that is to imitate  His beloved Son JC in  both  words and deeds simply given  (= without 

strings attached for a worldly return at some time in the future). 

But we see so much hypocrisy practised by those leaders claiming to be Yahweh's representatives,  who absolutely do not imitate Yahweh's Desire but 

rather fulfil their own desire.   Instead of reading this website and use this information to bring themselves around through  repentance/reform  to fulfil 

Yahweh's Desire,  they will instead,  pursue a  “witch-hunt”  against me,  where in a clandestine manner try to find any dirt they can to discredit me in 

an attempt to exonerate their evil lifestyle!   In precisely the same manner as the  “Leaders of Religion”  did to JC  (John.11v47-53, etc.)  and then the 

apostles following,  all having  trumped-up  charges laid against them,  in a vain attempt to sully these individuals within the minds of The World! 

Why?   

Only to divert attention off what the  “Leaders of Religion”  were doing within The Environment –  being one of  “the oldest tricks in the book”  of 

worldly methodology!   This is precisely why JC gave the warning he did at John.16v1-4  (and other places)  because the same type of people climb to 

these high positions,  also personally operate in the same manner within The World  (being its methodology)  and use its tools thereof  -  to stay there!   

Thus we must ask   Do they practice the same lifestyle as did JC? 

Therefore Yahweh  is  peering deep into the  “synapse construction”  of each one of us claiming to be  “Christian” – to judge  (in  “The  Special/Greater 

[1st] Judgement”)  who during The Gospel Age is to be  “deemed entirely  worthy/validated”  to become one of His future  “Sons of God”. 

As Paul teaches us in Rom.1v13-32,  Yahweh is  allowing all  people to fully  “express their natural self”  to The World in the 1st part of their physical 

life so that in The Millennium upon resurrection,  all will be publicly revealed to  “The Resurrected World”  (Luke.12v2-3)  being those specific people 

who operated under  agapao/{edifying love},  and thus delivering the  agape/{charity love}  shall ultimately become  “The Worthy future Sons of God”. 

This is precisely as JC taught  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30)  about  “The  Last/Least”  in society now  (as humble TCs)   shall become  

“The  First/Most”  (the ruling  kings/Priests  2Tim.4v6-8,  1Pet.5v4, Luke.9v48, 14v9-11, 16v10, etc.  in the other gospels),  similarly  (Luke 13v30)! 

Also what is done in secret,  both good and bad,  shall be broadcast across the roof tops within The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)  so that  all  humans 

might know why other people have been placed in their respective high or low positions  (based purely upon their  mindset/character  [= 

spirit/personality/desires/traits]  nurtured during the 1st part of their physical life). 

 

32nd Comment – TCs have JC as  “The High Priest”  preceding them as a  (premier)  “Son of God”. 

Allegory – repeat - High Priest = JC = Direct line of communication to Yahweh,  as the intercessor to  (2 Epochs) Israel,  

as we are told by Paul at  Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5,  moreover,  no other entity has any right  to intercede on our behalf. 

41st Instruction – Paul urges The Brethren (Christians)  to  use strength to seize  the  one/same  covenant/agreement  as 

having been organised by JC for those individuals who precisely imitate him as righteously judged by Yahweh. 

50th ‘Allegory’ – Agreement = The entering of  “The 2nd Covenant”  to precisely imitate JC so that  if  successful,  then 

Yahweh shall deem us as being TCs worthy of gaining  “The Inheritance”  as future  “Sons of God”  (alongside JCg)  

ruling over  “The Resurrected World”  to teach  “Righteousness”  by both  (1) word and  (2) proven example. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 

Thus singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 

Plural heavens refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 

All this information is lost in our near useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the translators 

seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word  (Matt.23v13)! 

33rd Comment – JC has gone away to distant places but having left his  presence/parousia  in the people considering it of 

sufficient value to have  “The Word of God”  operating within them  (Luke.19v12-15)  to give increase  (in more TCs). 

22nd Good News – JC as our High Priest having existed in a fleshly body can fully appreciate and understand what we 

(who are aiming to become TCs)  personally must go through while operating under this present worldly methodology. 

42nd Instruction – JCg’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  was placed by Yahweh within a fleshly bodied person called JC. 

Therefore,  JC was subject to the same normal human experiences during his teens and 20’s and yet remained without 

sinning during these trials – as Yahweh acknowledged as being  “Good to Go”  unto  “The Ministry”  (Matt.3v17). 

43rd Instruction – Though JC suffered worldly persecution  (perhaps more than we might experience)  he remained 

“separately/without  sin/fault/offence”  and  conditionally  -  that is precisely what we must do to the very best we can 

during the remaining 1st part of our physical life while remaining utterly neutral in worldly  (especially political)  matters. 

73rd Reasoning – By remaining utterly neutral in worldly affairs we  only  become known for persecution being attributed 

to The Accurate Canvassing for The Millennium and  not  for involvement in worldly  matters/issues (invariably political). 

44th Instruction – Thus Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs be known for  “all out speaking”  while  accurately 

canvassing The Word of God,  being “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” (Luke.4v16-19)  in its entirety,  correctly  taught. 
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51st Allegory – gifts/favours/benefit = things that are to assist us in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to teach The [real] 

Gospel)  being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  pleasing 

persona,  extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield more TCs. 

74th Reasoning – Because TCs do precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then Yahweh invites them to the throne of  

gifts/favour/benefit,  that we as TCs, might attain  compassion/mercy  from Yahweh by gaining assistance through His HS. 

45th Instruction – Gifts/favours  operates firstly in our mind that becomes manifest in our deportment.   “The Word of 

God”  teaches how we must think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our 

neighbour for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) 

means we have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good 

habits,  pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” 

to yield more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs! 

75th Reasoning – Gifts/favour/benefit  are sourced by Yahweh to assist the TC in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to edify other 

people, –  it is not for self-indulgence –  else Satan will always claim someone is good because Yahweh supports them! 

23rd Good News – TCs can certainly gain Yahweh’s  compassion/mercy  as He becomes our (real TCs’) Adopting Father. 

24th Good News – TCs will gain Yahweh’s  aid/help  (1Cor.10v13)  provided  we  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry. 

Allegory – repeat - throne = The Position of Authority.  Yahweh assigns all power over This Planet to JCg, and later TCs 

Warning – repeat - Just as the examples throughout The Old and New Testament show,  Yahweh will cast aside the people 

claiming to represent Him in word  (and outward deed),  but  inwardly  they have an  affection for worldly methodology. 

13th Prophecy – TCs precisely imitating JC will find  aid/help  supplied by Yahweh expressing His HS operating within 

The Environment to release TCs from continuous persecution  (1Cor.10v13). 

Heb.   4v14 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  Therefore/Then  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}   

Heb.   4v14 og (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great,   

Heb.   4v14 og (the having) traversed/came/departed/gone/abroad/{passed by/over/through}   

Heb.   4v14 og the  {zones above the earth}/heavens,   (the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves}  the  son  of the  God [Yahweh],  

Heb.   4v14 og (let us) {use strength to seize/retain/obtain}  

Heb.   4v14 og of the  acknowledgement/confession/profession/agreement/assent/consent. 

Heb.   4v14 = Therefore/Then  possessing/having  The  Mighty/Great  High Priest  (JC[g]),   

having  traversed/gone/abroad  to the  heavens,      (thus physically he is not with us – but left his parousia with us – as God’s Word) 

the  Jesus  the son  of the  God,     (stated  after  JC has left us,  hence still  two separate  Entities that continue into the eternity) 

let us  {use strength to seize/retain/obtain}     (Paul’s exhortation to  imbue/inculcate  “The Word of God”  to gain JC’s parousia) 

the  acknowledgement/agreement.     (we should  “imitate JC ministry/lifestyle”  and Yahweh reciprocates with  “Sonship” to us) 

 

Therefore  (knowing of the above verse)  having The Great High Priest  (JC)    (leading The Way for  his  144000 TC priests following) 

               (Previous verse –  Yahweh is making  “The Assessment”  to attain His 144000 Sons of God  based upon  The High Priest’s  [JC’s] actions) 
having traversed to the heavens   (JCg physically departed,  but left his parousia in The World as God's Word in his physical body of 144000 TCs) 

               (JCg is physically alongside Yahweh –  he is  not  physically here on The Earth  [Matt.25v14, Luke.19v12] –  but spiritually  only  in the TCs) 
               (JCg as “The Word of God” has a  spiritual  parousia/presence  within truly  humble/hearkening  TCs imitating JC’s ministry/deportment) 

the Jesus (JCg),  the Son of God  (Yahweh)    (stated in the present tense –  thus two separate Entities,  even now at 2015/21 CE) 

let us (brethren diligently aiming to be TCs)  use strength to obtain   (Paul is urging us to inculcate  “The Word of God”  to precisely imitate JC) 
the acknowledgement   (this is a  TWO way  agreement  between  two  Parties,  [1] “The Individual Christian”  [2] “Yahweh”) 

               (If  “I”  [a Christian]  precisely imitate  JC's  ministry/lifestyle  -  then  You [= Yahweh]  have promised to make me a  “Son of God”) 

 

A most important verse because - 

In  two  aspects it utterly nullifies what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us in their gross error! 

Paul is speaking as a TC  (by his demonstrable conformance to be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  having explained over the last two chapters 

specifically  why  he is striving to attain Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  -  therefore/then  he  possesses/has  “The Mighty High Priest”  atoning him before 

“The Decree”  made by Yahweh upon all humans  (being no more than what is required by all entities in The Universe) -  

(Deliberately) sin and you shall ultimately be annihilated.   

However,  for the TCs –  it is more than this –  they have the wonderful prospect of following JCg through into  “The Most Holy Place”  (see my 

important commentary at Luke.23v45)  to be with Yahweh –  provided they precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly return! 

Paul explains,  JCg has physically returned to be at his Father’s side in  “the heavens” [plural]  thus meaning  “The Universe”.   

However JC has left his  presence/parousia  being  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)   in the hands of his faithful stewards  (TCs -  being as JCg’s fleshly 

body here upon The Earth  1Cor.12v12-37),  who personally through The Gospel Age further advance Yahweh's glory to The World in their  

ministry/lifestyle  that  imitates  JC.  These are  the few  (being  “The Remnant who return to Yahweh”)  who find Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  of which 

Paul has been explaining by analogy in the previous verses. 

Paul then makes the exhortation to all people claiming to represent Yahweh,  let  us  be using our strength to  grasp/seize/retain/obtain  the bilateral  

acknowledgement/agreement  between Yahweh and us,  as individuals,  through what our intercessor JC did,  to bring about  reformation/reform  within 

his creation to enable those persons who ultimately desire to imitate JC over their 2 part life become reconciled to Yahweh. 

This  bilateral  agreement comprises of - 

1. Yahweh proposes   I can  “make  who/what [Christians]  I choose to become”  future  “Sons of God”  provided  you  (the Christian)  fully 

imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the  very best of your specific ability  (when  taking the weight of responsibility  as a 5/10 or 2/5  

talent/minas  steward to be using what abilities you might have)  during the 1st part of your life. 

2. The Christian agrees to the proposal of  (1)  by  “signing in”  to  “The Agreement”,  effectively made at baptism. 

Sadly the  vast majority  of Christians throughout The Gospel Age  renege  by falling away from this agreement because they choose The World 

(Matt.13v20-22)  –  just as in Paul’s analogy did,  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  and consequently they could  not  enter Yahweh's  repose/abode/rest  being  

“Sonship to Yahweh”. 

Quite simply these Christians falling back into The World are either    

(1)  Not prepared to put in the effort to learn and thus know precisely what Yahweh desires  (being “the congregation”). 

(2)  Those people who  do know  (being  “the religious leaders”)  and for self-indulgent reasons,  choose  not  to  “apply what they know”  

(are thus  not  “wise”)  that is to be taking the  last/least/lowly/humble  position now  (1Cor.9v19-22),  to enable the maximum transfer of 

knowledge to edify the recipient  (the congregational members).   This will become a growing  force/mountain [Dan.2v35,45]),  where the 
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recipients are themselves to go out  in humility  to teach The World as  “The Calling Out”  (“The Ecclesia”,  that should be the actions of  

“The Church”  to  accurately  “call out”  what  Yahweh desires to hear   [1st Century Christianity”])! 

But importantly,  in saying the above - 

We  cannot  blame Yahweh for  (1) and (2)  occurring!    

It is  solely the fault of the individuals  of  (1) and (2)  -  is it not? 

However,  –  there are a few people as Paul teaches us  – who  will  personally put in the effort to  accurately  imbue  “The Word of God”  (in its entirety 

without self-imposed filters –  Rev.22v18-19)  and then  accurately  apply what they know to The World by  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to 

the very best they are able,  and thus achieve Yahweh's  repose/abode/rest  (of “Sonship”). 

In Yahweh’s kindness based upon what JC was able to do for his creation,  those people not reaching Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest,  where by example,  

“The 1st Epoch Israel”  dying in The Wilderness,  and by prophecy  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  to be rejected  (and obviously The World comprising of 

atheists and all people of other worldly religions)  shall be freely given,  by Yahweh,  the 2nd part of their physical life in which to learn  

“Righteousness”.   All these people shall by default enter the 2nd part of their spiritual life by being taught how to imitate JC from the earlier two 

Remnants  (prophets + TCs)  who  as  “The Early Adopters”  have  already perfected themselves  to reach Yahweh's  repose/abode/rest. 

This is  “The General  [=2nd]  Resurrection”  into The Millennium –  where  all  people shall have the opportunity to reach Yahweh's  repose/abode/rest  

by imbuing  “The Word of God”  and imitating JC’s lifestyle ready to pass The Assay at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-15) – or face  “The 2nd 

Death”  of absolute and complete personal  “annihilation”  (so  “complete”  the recipient  cannot even realise  he/she  is  “annihilated”) . 

So after reading this,  then what are the two errant comments our  worldly Christian leaders state - 

1. The Trinity myth –  God and JC are the same Reasoning Entity!   That is a lie!   The distinction is clear here –  two separate  Entities! 

2. That JC is physically with us on the Earth  (where Charismatics  errantly  state  “I can see JC”  for the hype and sensationalism this 

brings to  “their party”!)   No!  Just as Matt.25v14 and Luke.19v12 tell us   JC has travelled to a far country,  because he has left his 

presence/parousia  within  “hearkening us”  as “The Word of God”  for us to express our “Responsibility”  with God's Word  (hence 

having God’s Kingdom in us, Luke.17v21),  while he is away from us to  bring-in  the next generation of TCs for JCg to have as his 

future bride when he comes back  (1Thes.4v13-18).  Yahweh is making  “The Personal Assessment”  upon each and every  “Christian”  

as to whether  he/she  is the 2 or 5 talent weighted responsible person, –  or the 1 talent person reneging on  his/her  personal 

responsibility with God’s Word! 

Heb.   4v15 og no/not/none  For  (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}  not   

Heb.   4v15 og (the being) able/possible/capable [middle voice]   (to) {feel sympathy (with)}/commiserate/{have compassion}   

Heb.   4v15 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  feebleness/maladies/infirmities/weaknesses  {of/from us} [TCs],   

Heb.   4v15 og (the having been) tested/tempted/assayed/trialled/proved  and   

Heb.   4v15 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  (the) all (things)   

Heb.   4v15 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) resemblance/{like as}/similitude  separately/apart/without   

Heb.   4v15 og (of the) sin/fault/offence. 

Heb.   4v15 = For  not  we  (aiming to become TCs)  possess/have  the  High Priest  (JC)     (rhetorical question,  thus:  we do have …) 

not  being  personally  able/capable  {to feel sympathy with}/{to commiserate}/{to have compassion}    (hence JC can  “personally feel”) 

with  our  feebleness/malady/weakness,     (we are weak,  both spiritually and physically) 

the having been  tested/tempted/assayed  and  according to  all things     (JC was tested in the same manner as we humans) 

according  to the  resemblance/similitude,     (JC was tested both spiritually and physically as ourselves)  

separately/without  sin/fault/offence.     (the difference is that JC did not sin – he fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire – perfectly) 

 

         (Paul posing the rhetorical question  [Do you not realise]  … … ) 

For not we  (aiming to become TCs)  have The High Priest  (JC)    (Paul states    We  have  The High Priest  [JC]  who … ) 

not being personally able to feel sympathy   (Moreover,  JC as The High Priest  is  personally able to feel sympathy … )  
with our  feebleness/weakness    (because as  “humans”,  we  are  weak,  both spiritually and physically) 

having been  tested/tempted/assayed    (JC likewise  has  been tested in all matters … )   

according to the  similitude/likeness  (of ourselves)    ( … in the  same  manner as ourselves during the 1st part of our physical life) 

(yet JC was)  without  sin/fault/offence   (but unlike us –  JC did  not  succumb to “sin”  against  “The Law of Moses”). 

 

Several negatives here within this verse! 

Thus Paul is telling us that - 

We  do  have The High Priest (JC) who  can  {feel sympathetic with}/{have compassion}  with our  malady/weaknesses,  because  he (JC)  was  

tempted/assayed  alongside all such things as we ourselves experience,  but he was proved to be  without  sin/fault/offence  when judged 

against  “The Law of Moses”  (hence Matt.5v17-18,  and conversely noting Paul’s comment about us at Rom.3v23).  

Notice  the whole verse  given in the context –  and  not  what is given by our  “so proficient soundbite generators”  being our  worldly  “spin doctor”  

Christian leaders who amplify only the 1st half’ of this verse  (to the exclusion of the remaining part of the verse),  and thereby delivering a biased  

“dumbed-down”  understanding of what Paul is  precisely teaching  us! 

The crux is in the 2nd part of the verse –  being whether we make Yahweh's  repose/abode/rest  -  or not,  as the case might be! 

This becomes  “The Conditioner”  to the first part of the verse and is  not  an  “apology”! 

So we might ask - 

What  is Paul really teaching us?  

Why  is it different to what our  worldly Christian leaders fraudulently preach?   

And  how  would Yahweh consider it? 

Paul is stating,  JC can appreciate our daily problems by virtue he had to face similar such problems because his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  was 
loaded into a fleshly body with all the desires that a fleshly body brings to the fore  (within what The World can deliver to satisfy those transient lusts). 

However that is where the similarity generally ends! 

Let us discuss the possible differences. 

1. JC thoroughly learnt The Scriptures  (of The Old Testament)  so he intimately knew how to precisely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (Luke.2v45-52). 

2. JC fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire and was beloved because of his unfeigned deportment  (Luke.3v22, 9v35) 

3. JC knew how to apply The Scriptures  in answer  to Satan’s attacks   For it is written  ..... (Luke.4v2-8) 

4. He also knew we must not  tempt/test  “The Almighty God”  in anything,  particularly when asked for  “The Self”  (Matt.4v7). 

5. JC was able to,  and did teach;  and was held in great honour by all people  of The Public  (Luke.4v15). 

6. JC knew his subject matter impeccably,  and could teach with authority  (Mark.1v22). 

7. JC disowned himself (not to be of the world)  and  “publicly executed”  himself from this world’s self-indulgences  (Luke.9v23) 

8. JC had no home in which to lay his head,  to mean,  he was a sojourner in this present worldly system  (Luke.9v58). 

9. JC’s treasure was heavenly,  not worldly  (Luke.12v33-34). 

10. JC led the way through the narrow gate to Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  in affliction  (Luke.13v24). 

Probably enough to be getting on with –  but could easily be doubled with many more quoted examples  (Luke.6v20-38 as one section alone),  noting I 

have also not included the obvious ransom sacrifice –  as the ultimate separation.  
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The point of this  (partial)  listing is to give the reader examples of things that we  can  do ourselves.   

We are  not  asked to perform miracles –  but we  are  required to  thoroughly learn God’s Word  (both parts 1 [Old Testament] and 2 [New Testament])  

and accurately apply it within our local environment,  where our local environment becomes  “The Altar”  upon which we sacrifice our life,  so we might 

present to Yahweh our offerings of  “the next generation of TCs”. 

Sadly we will  not  obtain  “The Word  of God”  from  worldly  (and worse,  charlatan) Christian leaders –  where I only need to listen to them for just a 

short while,  to recognise perhaps a scriptural error in just about every other sentence uttered out of their mouth  (as soon as they deviate from directly 

quoting The Bible)! 

Thus it is by gaining  accurate knowledge  and applying this knowledge with fidelity as shown by the above listing,  then  we shall start becoming like JC 

where,  we too are behaving  separately/without  sin/fault/offence  and thus like JC,  we shall attain  Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  of  “Sonship”. 

I posed the question  why  is this understanding different to what our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us? 

I ask the reader    

Have  “you”  been exhorted by your Christian leader to carry out  any  of the above actions,  to  start  becoming like JC?  

Precisely as Paul consistently through his epistles exhorted his readers to turn away from The World  (being its self-indulgent methodology)  and start 

imitating him as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v16, etc.).  Obviously,  if our leaders do not exhort us,  then they  cannot  be like Paul,  and shall 

clearly  not  personally reach Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet,5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.,)  in their present state  (though clearly they can reform 

themselves). 

Why would worldly  “Leaders of Religion”  preach something different to what The Bible clearly states to us? 

Because  “upon what they can self-indulge”,  is  directly proportional  to  “the size of their congregation”   (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.),  a 

larger congregation will supply more worldly return by contrast of the previous quote!   Thus  charlatan Christian leaders are  only  interested in  

“Quantity”  upon which to feed like wolves (Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29),   but Yahweh is  only  desirous for  “Quality”  for the future work  (Luke.19v16-19)  

that He has for them in The Millennium! 

Thus clearly these  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders deliver what The Congregation desires to hear  (2Tim.4v3-4)  because of 2Tim.3v5, 

Titus.1v16, etc.  (and that is why JC taught of Matt.7v16-22 for our warning) –  because Paul has already told us earlier by analogy,  the vast majority of 

Christians will  not  reach Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest -  it is really a self-fulfilling prophecy,  being a vicious circle into  “singularity”. 

The last question I posed    

How would Yahweh consider it? 

The Bible tells us in just so  many  places but I merely give a  few  comparative examples here  (Luke only – but I could have included Matt. Chapter 23)  

Luke.6v39, 43-45, 46-47, 48-48, 7v31-32, 8v5-7, 16, 17-18, 10v3, 12-15, 11v23, 33-36, 39-53, 12v1-5, 8-10, 45-48, 13v6-9, 24-28, 14v7-11, 16-24, 34-

35, 15v4-7, 8-10, 24, 16v1-12, 13, 19-31, 17v1-2, 18v24-25, 19v12-27, 20v9-16, 17-18, 46-47, 21v1-4,  

The only point I am trying to make regarding this verse is the same I keep stating everywhere else - 

(1) We are to personally  accurately  learn God’s Word from a  reliable  source  (thus absolutely  ignore  worldly Christian leaders,  because 

they are  very far  from being a  “reliable source”  Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39),  and then   

(2) we are to  imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in the very  best  manner we can,  freely/simply  for  no  worldly return –  else what is our driver 

–  except to fulfil Yahweh's Desire?! 

It is as  simple  as that –  but also throw away  all  the  worldly Christian laws and customs,  because they  waste time  (Matt.23v23),  create worthless 

schisms and take our eye off the  real  ball  (Matt.23v23, Luke.11v42),  -  except we should retain JC’s Last Supper  once  a year  (Nissan 14). 

That is precisely what Paul teaches us in context within the next verse - 
Heb.   4v16 og (Let us) {come near}/approach/consent/assent/{draw close}  therefore/then  {amid/together/with (meta)}     

Heb.   4v16 og (of the) {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicity/plainly/clarity     

Heb.   4v16 og to the  {stately seat}/throne  of the  grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit,   

Heb.   4v16 og that  (we may/should) {get hold of}/grasp/{take up/away}/have/receive/attain   

Heb.   4v16 og (the) {have compassion}/{shown mercy}  also  (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit   

Heb.   4v16 og (we may/should) find/obtain/see/perceive  into/unto   

Heb.   4v16 og (the) {well timed}/opportune/convenient/{in time of need} 

Heb.   4v16 og (the) aid/{(a rope/chain for) frapping (a vessel)}/help. 

Heb.   4v16 = Therefore/Then  let us  {come near}/approach  together/with  {all out speaking}/frankness/publicly    (the ministry work) 

to the  {stately seat}/throne  of the  gifts/favour/benefit,     (our ministry is offered to Yahweh – and He reciprocates with aid) 

that  we may  {get hold of}/{take up/away}/receive  compassion/{shown mercy},     (Yahweh looks kindly upon us fulfilling His Desire) 

also  we may  find/obtain/perceive  unto  {well timed}/opportune/convenient  aid/succour/help.     (Yahweh chooses to work with us) 

 

Therefore let us  (diligently aiming to be TCs)  come near together with all out speaking   (working together in  “The Ministry Work”) 

to the throne of the  gift/favour/benefit   (Yahweh our Ruler,  sources all intrinsically  ideal/good  things  to edify all hearkening entities)  

that we  (who are assiduously aiming to be TCs)  might get hold of compassion   (as  “The Adopting Father”  of His  future  “Sons of God”), 

also we  (who are aiming to be TCs)  find/obtain  unto well timed  aid/help   (in our  Ministry Work –  to make it more effective by copying JC). 

 

I would like to state - 

It would help us if our translators managed to get the translation correct in the first instance! 

However as usual,  they translate  “{all out speaking}/frankness/publicly”  to be  “bold/confident”  and  lose  what Paul is  actually teaching us! 

Please let me explain what I mean. 

We can be  bold/confident; –  but in what? 

Whatever “it” might be!   

It could be vanity  (for instance cart-wheeling down the aisle in suppose praise of Yahweh, as I have heard claimed by some people)! 
However Paul teaches us to be imitating him  (who did  not  cart-wheel in the middle of his sermons)  where he was  {all out speaking}/{freely talking} 

(that requires the individual to be  bold/confident  in the subject material). 

Thus the requirement is - 

The (accurate) Ministry Work that  first  requires  attaining accurate  knowledge  (to yield  confidence/boldness  when rigorously assayed)  

within those people,  both truly and sincerely fulfilling Yahweh’ Desire.   

Clearly  charlatans  are  confident/bold,  but have  not  accurate knowledge,  nor are they truly or sincerely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 

It is by personally understanding what  is  Yahweh’s Desire,  that then becomes  “The Tool”  to expose  “The Charlatan Christian Leaders”  because 

they become unmasked by the application of God’s Word upon them.  However none of this is possible if we do  not  absolutely know  Yahweh’s Word 

from an  accurate and reliable source  (and there are  very few  accurate sources today,  as an audit would readily demonstrate). 

So what is Paul really teaching us here? 

Again it must be taken  in context  with all the proceeding verses extending into the previous chapter. 

We approach together  (as other TCs)  to the throne  (of “anointing” by Yahweh)  as future  “Sons of God”  (by attaining Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest). 

How do we do this? 

Is by being  bold/confident  as might be  “charlatans” –  being part of the vast crowd who  “fall as carcasses in the wilderness”  (Heb.3v17)? 
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Or is it by imitating Paul who was extensively educated in The Scriptures (Acts.26v5)  and attended the best Rabbinic school in Jerusalem under 

Gamaliel (Acts.22v3)  a noted Rabbinic teacher.  Paul was  a faithful minister  who  accurately  in  “{all out speaking}/frankness/publicity”  taught  

“The Word of God”  to  all those people showing interest in his accurate teaching  (noting the praise Paul gave at Acts.17v11).  

Thus it is our ministry work before  “The Throne of Yahweh”  inspecting our work  (Rev.4v6)  in  “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1). 

Then Paul states - 

So that we  (TCs or Brethren  aiming to become TCs)  might obtain  gifts/favour/benefit  that come from  knowing and understanding  “The Word of 

God”.  Moreover,  because we  (as The Brethren [Christians] diligently aiming to become TCs)  are actively trying to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,   

then Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”  of us so we  may/perhaps  become  “Sons of Abraham”  (as determined by Yahweh,  Matt.20v23)  and He 

positively responds  (1John.5v14-15)  to our pleas as we call  “Abba”  (Mark.14v36, Rom.8v15, Gal.4v6)  in our true service to Him. 

These pleas made in  “The  Name/Character/Authority  of JC”  are to - 

(1) edify our neighbour so they too might know  what/why/how  they can fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and  

(2) to manipulate The Environment around us to make us more effective in our  publicising/teaching  work and  

(3) giving us the strength and fortitude  physically/mentally  to carry out  (1) and (2)  while under the duress of pious religious people!   

In this manner we are thus given  aid/succour/help  by Yahweh. 

We are  not  instructed to - 

Ask for anything else,  except  aid/help  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire – there are  no  examples in The Bible where we are taught to indulge  “The 

Self”,  and many examples to the contrary of which I could list here! –  But perhaps the reader may know of a few citations? 

If not – then what has your worldly Christian leader been teaching you?   Perhaps  he/she  does not know, – then what is their qualification? 

Worryingly,  the  worldly  (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders teach many other things  “to please the ears”  of their listeners –  that is precisely 

why JC warns  “The Blind lead the blind and they both fall into the ditch”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39),  of which there are so many!    

Because by example  the whole  “1st Epoch Israel”  rescued from out of Egypt led by Moses  (by allegory,  The Christian Nation out from The World led 

by JC)  died in the wilderness except  two  individuals  (of which we know to be Caleb and Joshua)! 

Because we  (as TCs)  are  imitating  JC,  then  we  are  shown  compassion/mercy  by Yahweh who in  “The  Special/Greater  Judgement”  (of all 

Christians)  chooses to  “ignore our sideslips”  because we are fervently driven by  agapao /{edifying love}  of the mind  to deliver  agape/{charity love}  

as  freely given  works.  These  “works”  are the freely giving of our time in  accurately  teaching people  “The Word of God” by both word and 

deportment,  so our neighbour might likewise become possible future  “Sons of God”  (by imitating JC themselves). 

This is by far  “the best gift”  we can give to our neighbour.    

As I carefully explain,  we are thus  not  being judged upon  “our works in a negative sense”,  but rather  we are being judged upon our mindset  

demonstrated by  “our positive works”  (proving what is our mind)  that are then witnessed by  “The Watching/Judging World”.   This judgement is upon 

the  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is separate from The World of Sin” = the “HS”  that is becoming the  one/same  as of JC,  that is the  

one/same  as sourced by Yahweh  (John.14v11-20, 17v21-26),  being solidly based upon  “The Word of God”  (and thus impregnable from external 

attack –  only because it has been thoroughly attacked by ourselves firstly,  in our personal audit,  to ensure it is not wanting –  so we might gain  

“assurance”,  competence and authority to accurately teach  (Mark.1v22, 38,  Acts.4v13, 6v4). 

 

 

34th Comment – Under The Covenant,  Israel had a High Priest to be The Intercessor between Man and Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - High Priest = JC = Direct line of communication to Yahweh,  as the intercessor to  (2 Epochs) Israel,  

as we are told by Paul at  Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5,  moreover,  no other entity has any right  to intercede on our behalf. 

76th Reasoning – As Paul explains:  The High Priest is to  designate/ordain  the things to Yahweh on behalf of Mankind.  

Principally to annul Israel’s sins before Yahweh’s Edict on  sin/fault/offence  because we choose to  “miss the mark”. 

This is done by presenting the most perfect sacrifice possible on behalf of the sins of  “Israel’s people”. 

35th Comment – On Yom Kippur, the imperfect High Priest must first cover his own sins for The Year by an offering.  Then 

he offers a goat (after casting lots, see “scapegoat” in glossary)  on behalf of Israel's people for their transgressions. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Israel” = “persevering/persisting  with  subjector/God”. This is the perfect description for “Israel” 

throughout time because we have:- 

1. People who  persevere/persist  in rebellion  with  subjector/God = The Majority of Israel. 

2. People who persevere/persist  in loyal servitude  with  subjector/God = The Remnant of Israel. 

Where,  we understand “Israel” occurs over 3 Epochs of Time.  (1) Jews, (2) Christians, (3) Resurrected World. 

36th Comment – Thus Yahweh chooses to  {be moderate in passion}  (notice no forgiveness)  on those people of Israel  

{choosing to be ignorant}  because  “The High Priest”  covers the people of Israel by  “sacrifice”. 

77th Reasoning – This is a most important concept to understand –  but utterly muddled by  worldly  theologians presently 

not  understanding this topic.  “The High Priest”  only  atones “Israel”  not   “the heathen”  (The Gentiles)  outside. 

However,  when  “Israel” changes  then so does  “The Atonement of The High Priest”,  hence  “The New Covenant” 

inaugurated by JC to deliver  “The Next Level”:- 

With God’s Word           Grouping           Man’s Interface with God      Ignorant/{cast aside} grouping 

1st Epoch Israel   Jews  human High Priest Gentiles outside. 

2nd Epoch Israel     Christian Nation Son of man/God = JC Non-Christians. 

3rd Epoch Israel     Resurrected World Son of man/God = JCg Rebellious ones = The 2nd Death. 

None  of this is understood by  worldly Christian leaders of The Gospel Age until now,  when “FutureLife.Org” taught it. 

37th Comment – Notice it is  not  Yahweh forgiving but rather  {be moderate in passion}  = to be  ignoring  Israel’s sins 

because of  “The Atonement,  hence Covering”  presented by  “The High Priest”.  Again,  this is  not  presently 

understood by  worldly  Christian  leaders/theologians  when they completely muddle up Yahweh’s Righteous Exegesis 

within their  “worldly created mysteries”  of  “nothingness”  over the last some 1700 years! 

This concept must be understood throughout “The 3 Epochs of Israel”,  because it explains  The 2nd Death of annihilation. 

38th Comment – Paul states,  The High Priest himself was spiritually feeble hence humanly fallible by operating according 

to worldly methodology;  by contrast JC was spiritually strong in Yahweh’s Methodology. 

39th Comment – It is important to further note,  the contrasting juxtapositions. 

The feeble  “human/worldly minded”  High Priest took The Position of Power to control people. 

The strong  “Yahweh minded”  JC took the position of humility,  being supposedly a worldly feeble position. 
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40th Comment – Paul states,  The High Priest is surrounded by feeble “Israel”, where “Israel” generally prefers worldly 

activities,  “The Return”  received from The World feeds the reasoning mind of the 1st part of our spiritual life. 

78th Reasoning – Because “The High Priest”  is  surrounded by feeble “Israel”,  and he,  “The (human) High Priest”  is 

sourced from Israel –  then he too requires a personal perfect sacrifice  “to perfect by balance”  his malady. 

Heb.   5v1 og (the) every  For  (the) {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}  {from/out  of}   

Heb.   5v1 og (the) countenances/{human beings}/men   

Heb.   5v1 og (the having been) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received/attained   

Heb.   5v1 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (of the) countenances/{human beings}/men   

Heb.   5v1 og (he [JC] is) {placed down (permanently)}/designated/constituted/conveyed/appointed/made/ordained/set  

Heb.   5v1 og the (things)  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  God [Yahweh],   that  

Heb.   5v1 og (he [JC] may) {bear toward}/{lead to}/{give (to God)}/treat/{deal with}/ 

/{offer (unto/up)}/{present unto}/{put to}   

Heb.   5v1 og (the) {present (especially a sacrifice)}/gift/offering  both  also  (the) {sacrifices (the act or the victim)}  

Heb.   5v1 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  (of the) sins/faults/offences, 

Heb.   5v1 = For  every  High Priest   (during 1st Epoch Israel)   

having been  {got hold of}/{taken up/away}/received  {from out of}  men     (The Priest was taken out from The Fleshly Israelite Nation) 

is  {to place down}/designated/constituted/ordained  the things  to the  God  (Yahweh)   

{for the sake of}/{on behalf of}  men,    (The High Priest was  “The Interface”  between God and Mankind) 

that  he  (The High Priest)   may/should  {bear toward}/{lead to}/{give to God}/{present unto}   

both  (1) the  {sacrificial present}/gift/offering  (for the nation)     (a sacrifice every year only on behalf of the  “Israel nation’s sins”) 

also  (2) the  {personal sacrifice}  (for the High Priest)    (a sacrifice every year first,  on behalf of the fleshly minded High Priest’s sins) 

{for the sake of}/{on behalf of}  sins/faults/offences   (of both parties), 

 

For every High Priest   (during  “The 1st Epoch Israel”) 

the having been taken from out of men   (The High Priest by Law having been taken from out of The Levi tribe of Israel) 

he is  designated/ordained  (over)  the things to God  (Yahweh)     (The High Priest is  Israel’s direct link  to Yahweh  [an important term]). 

on behalf of Mankind   (noting   The High Priest is  “The Intercessor”  between Yahweh and  “Israel”  [over its  three  Epochs]) 
that he (The High Priest)  may bear toward  (Yahweh) 

both  (1) the sacrificial present   (for “The Nation of Israel”  [important concept],  to purify The Nation in the midst of Yahweh’s Judgement) 

also  (2) the personal sacrifice   (for “The High Priest”,  to purify the Priest first,  before he can represent  “the purification of Israel”) 

for the sake of  sins/faults/offences   (of both him,  and of Israel) 

 

The earlier chapters show how The Israelite Nation as a whole  -  failed;  and we today,  have the evidence of which Paul was giving by warning of  what 

not to do!   But as usual –  humans operating as they do –  persistently ignore good advice  and  “do their own thing”  thinking  “they know better”  

(particularly  “the leaders”,  which is  why  they  are  (worldly) leaders  [as by definition –  within this world]),  and thus all  “fall as carcasses in The 

Wilderness [of worldly methodology]”  just as did  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (Heb.3v17).  

Fortunately for The Human Species  -  it is  not  “all bad”!  

Paul is stating there are  a very few  individuals who desire to give a good report of themselves to Yahweh,  and thus there was this link Yahweh had with 

those specific individuals through the intercessory action of  “The High Priest”  occurring once every year on  “The Day of Atonement”  (“Yom Kippur”  

being the  holiest/{most separate from this world of sin}  day of the year for the Jews).   This is  “The Reset Time”  collectively for The Nation,  when The 

Jews give a sacrifice on behalf of The Nation,  being to  “reset themselves”  of their failings of the previous year,  promising they will be collectively 

better people for the forthcoming year.    

Paul is thus  moving-on  to explain,  for those special individuals  (being the TCs)  who desire to find Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  by  “occupational 

effort”  (by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  then there is  “The High Priest”  for them as  “The Intercessor”  to Yahweh. 

This is what Paul thoroughly explains by analogy in the next section of verses. 

Importantly,  before we move on,  Paul is making the specific point here,  “The High Priest”  had to make  two  sacrificial offerings. 

The first sacrificial offering was for  The High Priest,  himself,  to cover his personal sin before  “The Lord/Master  Yahweh”. 

Once,  by analogy,  the then  “purified High Priest”  was in the position to secondly  “purify The Nation”. 

The next sacrificial offering was for The Nation as a whole to become purified before  “The Lord/Master  Yahweh”. 

A very important point  ignored in scholarly circles  is how Yom Kippur was  only  for The Old Israelite Nation  (“The 1st Epoch Israel”)  and  not  for 

the Gentiles on Earth at that time.  Likewise for this Gospel period  (of some 2000 years)  by analogy,  it is  only the TCs  who are being called out of  

“The Christian Nation”  (being  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”) –  all other humans (= non-Christians)  fall into the general camp outside,  to become part of  

“The General Resurrection”  in The Millennium.  

The Gospel message  (of The New Testament)  is for  The Election/Selection  from out of  “The Christian  (2nd Epoch Israel)  Nation”    

To be part of this  New (proven perfected)  “Spiritual Israel”  that is taken out  by election  from out of the  “Fleshly Animalistic Israelite Nation”  (that 

falls in The Wilderness),  where  “The New Spiritual Israel”  becomes the  “Sons of God”  by firstly reaching His  repose/abode/rest  (spiritually 

Luke.17v21,  and then physically at  “The 1st  Resurrection”).  See later for a fuller explanation. 

It should be noted Peter’s remark of Paul at 2Pet.3v15-16. 

Paul thoroughly knows his subject matter,  also his mind is rolling ahead so fast  “to get to the point”  as quickly as possible,  that to a novice it can be 

very difficult to follow what Paul is teaching as he jumps over what might appear to be missing critical words to gain the full sense of what he is saying. 
That is why I have put in my explanations in parenthesis to  “fill-in”  what Paul  assumes the reader already knows –  perhaps because he has already 

taught them this by  “word of mouth” –  when he was physically with them.   Or the recipients being Jews would intimately know The Tanakh and thus 

fill in the missing dots of Paul’s reasoning,   Sadly,  Christians call themselves “Christians”  and yet know absolutely  nothing  of 2/3 The Book they 

claim to espouse!   Furthermore,  they know almost nothing of the last 1/3 – either!    Where the last 1/3 is  “God’s Word part 2”  that  righteously 

answers  the first 2/3 of  “God’s Word part 1”.   If you do not know the first part then it is impossible to understand how the second part meshes in so 

closely to righteously answer the first part! 

Today,  Christian Congregations have  absolutely none  of this teaching,  except perhaps  “poisoned watered down milk”  (inasmuch what is 

taught today “pampers personal vanity”)  that cannot yield TCs  (of a transformed mind)  for Yahweh’s use. 

Whose fault is this? 

It is entirely the fault of our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  and  Yahweh is incensed  by  their wilfully delinquent attitude  (Luke.12v46-48 [and 

many others])! 

Heb.   5v2 og (to) {to be moderate in passion}/{gentle (to treat indulgently)}/{have compassion}   

Heb.   5v2 og (the being) able/possible/capable [middle voice]   

Heb.   5v2 og to the (persons)  {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant} [plural]    also   
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Heb.   5v2 og (the being) {caused to roam from safety/truth}/deceived/seduced/wandered/{led astray}/erred  [plural],   

Heb.   5v2 og thereupon/since/else/otherwise  also  he [JC as JCg]   

Heb.   5v2 og (he is) {laying outstretched all around}/enclosed/encircled/hampered/ 

/{be bound (compassed) with}/{hung about}/encompassed   

Heb.   5v2 og (the) feebleness/malady/infirmity/weakness; 

Heb.   5v2 = the being  personally  able/capable  to  {be moderate in passion}/{be gentle}/{have compassion}   

to the  people  {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant}   

also  being  {caused to roam from safety/truth}/deceived/seduced/{led astray},   

thereupon/since  also  he  (the high priest)   is  {laid outstretched all around}/enclosed/encircled   

(with)  the   feebleness/malady/weakness. 

 

         (The ideal High Priest should be -)    
Being personally able to be moderate in passion   (originally referenced to the normal High Priest  -  actually now to be JC[g]) 

to the people  {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}   (hence only speaking of “Israel” -  actually now to be  only  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”) 
also  (the people)  being  deceived/seduced   (either by themselves,  or by their  “Leaders of Religion”  [actually now to be   worldly Christianity]) 

thereupon  also he (The High Priest)  is laid outstretched all around   (encompasses  [1] himself  and  [2] all of humanity within  “Israel”) 

(with)  the  feebleness/weakness   (but by allegory,  JC atoned/covers his people,  but he,  as the perfect  “High Priest”  recognised by Yahweh, v5). 
                (Note  Paul is teaching by  allegoric contrast  [1] the normal High Priest is  feeble/sinful  himself  and atones “Israel” with animal sacrifice) 

                (But  [2] JC was  not  feeble/sinful  and had  no  need to atone himself –  and thus he  can  atone  “Israel”  by his  own  personal sacrifice) 

                (Noting more contrast,  [1] Human High Priest assumed power over people,   [2] JC assumed humility taking the least position in society.) 
 

An important question here - 

What is Paul  precisely  teaching us here? 

“Who”  is exercising the  “{be moderate in passion}/{be gentle}/{have compassion}”? 

Is it Yahweh or The High Priest? 

Paul is speaking of  “consistency”  here in his example,  and shall use analogy  “by contrast”  later. 

It all depends upon what layer we take this verse. 

If it is relative to The High Priest,  then the Entity is Yahweh. 

If it is relative to The People,  then the entity is The High Priest. 

I wish to extend this verse beyond what would be normal,  to tease out the allegories for our instruction.  

Thus at one level it  is  Yahweh Who is being consistently  “{be moderate in passion}/{be gentle}/{have compassion}”,  because as we know  worldly  

high priests varied from Samuel  (being a great High Priest at one  holy/blameless  extreme)  to Annas and Caiaphas  (at the loathsome other extreme). 

We read the following  (based upon  the earlier warnings  given by Paul in context)  given by analogy  (for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”) - 

Yahweh  being able to  {be moderate in passion}/{be gentle}/{have compassion}  to  The Christian Congregations  {inclined not to 

know/understand}/{rather be ignorant}  also,  they being  {caused to roam from safety/truth}/deceived/seduced/{led astray}  by  worldly  (and 

worse,  charlatan)  Christian leaders,  thereupon/since  also he,  JC  (as the perfect High Priest)  is  {laid outstretched all 

around}/enclosed/encircled  with  feebleness/malady/weakness  as the whole of Mankind. 

I could give numerous quotes but just give two here in support of what I have just stated  -  JC taught in Matt.23v13,  and Paul told us in Rom.16v17-18  

the congregations  want to come to the Lord  but they are blocked by their leaders with utterly  deviant  teaching! 

The point is  “seduced/{led astray}” –  the congregations want to come to The Lord,  and they personally desire to be shown what they must 

do to please The Lord/Master,  Yahweh,  but the leaders get in the way  and  divert them off in many wrong directions (2Pet.2v1, Matt.23v23),  

so all parties practice mutual self-indulgence –  one symbiotically supports the other in personal vanity! 

Notice Yahweh being  “moderate in passion”  to the congregations,  but by inference from this understanding,  He is  not  “moderate in passion”  to the 

leaders who themselves are entrusted with God’s Word  (Luke.12v47-48).  Therefore,  upon resurrection in The Millennium those leaders with  “The 

First/Most”  shall be brought down to become  “The Last/Least”  (given by JC as a generalisation –  as he did against The Pharisees). 

Again it is always in context of The Millennium that becomes  “The Focus of Yahweh’s Route” to righteously bring about universal  “Human Salvation”.  

Presently Yahweh is gathering His  “Early Adopter Administrators”  (the 144000 TCs)  to rule The Resurrected World with Justice  untainted by  

“worldly expediency”  because they were demonstrably unblemished by being mere sojourners within The World during the 1st part of their physical life. 

It is my duty as auditor  (and incidentally today I am being audited at my secular work place –  where The Auditor himself,  has an associate auditing 

him)  to give advice and direction as according to  “The Quality Manual”  (The Bible, when I am auditing) –  else I too,  am failing my duty as auditor  

(I,  myself,  am being audited by Yahweh)  and would thus become culpable  (Eze.33v1-20). 

It must be clearly understood by The Reader - 

Non-Christians (being atheists, agnostics, and all those people of other worldly religions, witches,  New Age,  druids,  people of  “Klingon or 

Yoda affiliations”, etc.,)  are  not  party with this arrangement Yahweh has with  “The Christian Nation”  (being  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”).  

They  ALL  (without any exception)  will be  righteously  captured by  “The Safety Net”  of The Millennium,  being the 2nd part of their 

physical life,  and be given the option to  “believe in JC”  by learning how to imitate his lifestyle within a society headed up by JCg and those 

specific individuals who reached Yahweh’s  repose/abode/rest  during the 1st part of their physical life  (The Prophets and 144000 TCs). 

Continuing with  “{be moderate in passion}/{be gentle}/{have compassion}  to those people inclined not to understand”  does  not  mean they are 

forgiven,  but rather Yahweh chooses to  {turn a blind eye}/ignore,  only  because they  (1) have been universally atoned by “The High Priest’s 

sacrifice”  (JC’s sacrificial murder)   and (2)  are  being covered over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  of JC’s death  (for the 3rd Epoch of Israel  [The 

Resurrected World]). 

There is nothing in here that states it is Yahweh who forgives  (as we are persistently  errantly  told by our  spiritually blind  worldly Christian  

theologians/leaders) –  but rather  it is JC who forgives us  by placing himself in the position to atone (and then cover)  us. 

This understanding is fully supported at Matt.9v3-6 (as one of  several  examples),  where Yahweh shows,  He gives JC  “The Authority to forgive sins”  

by using His Capability to heal the paralytic –  being  “His spirit/personality/desires/traits  being made manifest within The Environment” (the HS).   

Very Important Note    

However, it is Yahweh forgiving  His adopted Sons of God  –  because they are  only  motivated to fulfil His Desire of precisely imitating JC 

to the very best of their ability  (and thus deemed perfect of The Mind,  as wise virgins Matt.25v12),  and thus only commit  genuine  errors of 

works and are thus  only  judged upon  “The Mind” (1Sam.16v7 in the context for future kingship [2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet,5v4, etc.]).   

But sadly,   all  this righteous exegesis is utterly and completely  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders,  as we know by listening to their very  

worldly sermons pampering personal vanity with  “excuses to remain human” -  and thereby be  endorsing worldly methodology  within their sermons! 

As I consistently state and repeat again, –  up to 2007 CE being the point in time this website became live on The Internet –  this knowledge was  not  

known,  nor understood by our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  (else surely they should have taught it  if  they were to fulfil Yahweh's Desire – 

otherwise they would be  doubly  chastised by Yahweh for withholding this  “Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”)!    

Up to that time,  their only  “supposed defence”  might be  “ignorance”, –  now it is not!  -  They are  “given to know”  through  “FutureLife.Org”! 

Thus in summary - 
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Yahweh chooses to  {be moderate in passion}  (notice  no  forgiveness)  on those people of Israel  {choosing to be ignorant}  only  because it is  “The 

High Priest”  who covers  “the people of Israel”  by sacrifice. 

This is a most important concept to understand –  but utterly muddled by befuddled  worldly theologians presently  not  understanding this topic.   

The High Priest  only  atones and then covers  “Israel”  to make possible  “The Ideal Goal”  to reach Yahweh’s Rest  (Sonship [during The Gospel 

Age]),  but it is  not  to the heathen  (The Gentles [during the 1st Epoch Israel])  outside. 

Noting it was  only  JC who could achieve Sonship during  “The 1st Epoch Israel” (Jews)  but 144000 TCs can do it during The Gospel Age of 

The 2nd Epoch Israel  (Christians)  only made possible by exactly copying JC  (John.14v5-15). 

“Israel”  changes  through The Epochs,  and  so does  “The Atonement and of the following Cover”  given by The High Priest –  hence  “The New 

Covenant”  inaugurated by JC under the house of Judea (Jer.31v31-33)  being of what Paul is explaining in this letter to the Hebrews. 

Applicable grouping    Goal   Success     Atonement/Covering Rejected during The Epoch 

1st Epoch Israel  Jews    life   Prophets     human High Priest  Gentiles outside. 

2nd Epoch Israel  Christian Nation   Sonship   TCs     Son of man/God = JCg Non-Christians. 

3rd Epoch Israel  Resurrected World   life   Reformed people    Son of man/God = JCg Rebels = The 2nd Death. 

Reiterating – because it is so important to recognise and then understand. 

None  of this is understood by our  worldly Christian leaders of The Gospel Age until 2007 CE,  when all this was placed on The Internet for The World. 

Notice it is  not  Yahweh forgiving,  but rather  {be moderate in passion}  = to be  ignoring  “Israel's sins”  because of  “The Atonement and subsequent 

Covering”  presented/given  by “The High Priest”.   Again this is presently  not  understood by our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  when they 

completely muddle up Yahweh’s Righteous Exegesis within their  “self-created mysteries”  and  “hopeless inconsistency of thought”!    

We also understand from Matt.9v7 that it is  JC who forgives our sins  (as endorsed by Yahweh to cause The Man to walk) –  and thus 

because JC forgives us and freely chooses to atone and then cover us  (while we learn “Righteousness”),  then  righteously/equitably  (to His 

decree on sin)  Yahweh can rightesouly  “turn a blind eye”,  choose not to consider,  (being all terms used here)  our  present sin  of the 1st 

part of our life continuously on in the future,  provided we personally reform during our period of cover of The Millennium under Yahweh’s 

Heaven). 

            (The Early Adopters reform early [while under Satan’s heaven],   the Late Adopters reform late [while requiring Yahweh’s Heaven].) 

This whole concept must be understood throughout the 3 Epochs of  “Israel”,  because it righteously explains  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation –  should 

humans freely choose to step outside JC’s  (1) Atonement  and then  (2) period of Covering while we learn  “Righteousness”  and thus exposing their 

iniquity.   

This occurs to  (1) charlatan Christian leaders [now, rejecting what JC means in their mind]  and  (2) rebellious humans of  “The 

Resurrected World” [future rejecting what JC means in their mind]. 

Important note  of which I repeat again    

If  we are accepted by Yahweh to become one of His Sons –  then  (and  only then)  does it become Yahweh Who  “forgives us” –  only  because we are 

driven entirely by agapao delivering  true unfeigned agape,  and thus it is only our mind that is being judged.  It is our  very few faulty  works in  

(genuine)  error are not judged  (hence  “forgiven”,  because we are  only  being judged on a mind demonstrably operating to the  one/same   

“spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is separate from this world of sin to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment” (“HS”) –  hence 

perfect to  “The Golden  (for kingship)  Standard”  as laid down by JC's ministry/lifestyle. 

All this is   As judged by Yahweh –  and  not  by Man  (Matt.20v23)  and thus  we must assume  we are still imperfect and covered by JCg,  and  not  

presumptuously presume we are supposedly  “Children of God”  (until  “The 1st Resurrection”  [Rev.20v6]  thereby showing Yahweh  has  deemed us  

“entirely worthy”).  Consequently we should not be acting as though we can  “lord ourselves”  over Mankind   (1Cor.4v8-10)  presumptuously claiming 

to have  “Big Daddy”  on our side,  as we witness much within  “Religion”  through its pious advocates!    

This is an anathema to Yahweh,  being completely the wrong mindset to be personally successful within The Millennium! 

All this righteous exegesis is presently  utterly unknown  to our  spiritually blind  worldly  Christian scholars (at 2007 CE),  but it is entirely logical and 

righteous to Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”.   Moreover it is  precisely what The Bible tells us  as my  electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  will 

evidently show to The World! 

A simple 4th revision addition. 

The reason why I  freely  put in many, many, 10,000’s of personal man-hours in producing “FutureLife.Org”  is to counter the  “utterly unrighteous 

nonsense”  put out by  “Representatives of Religion”  wholly misrepresenting  “The Almighty God of The Universe” (Yahweh)  in virtually everything 

they say and do! 

It is vital someone stands up to boldly speak-out with authority,  to counter this present  criminality! 

If I do not do it -  then who is? 

Heb.   5v3 og also  through (reason of)  this/that (specifically)   

Heb.   5v3 og (he [high priest]) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought/obligated,   

Heb.   5v3 og just/as/that/how/when  concerning/about  of the  {a populace}/{grouping of people},   

Heb.   5v3 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   

Heb.   5v3 og also  concerning/about   (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself],   

Heb.   5v3 og (to) {bear toward}/{lead to}/{give (to God)}/treat/{deal with}/do/{offer (unto/up)}/{present unto}/{put to}   

Heb.   5v3 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   (of the) sins/faults/offences. 

Heb.   5v3 = Also  through reason of  specifically this     (The High Priest coming from out of Mankind,  having an inherently sinful mind) 

he  (high priest)   owing/{become indebted}/ought,     (The High Priest becomes indebted to Yahweh for his sins) 

just/as  concerning/about  the  populace/{grouping of people},     (likewise the people of “Israel”  through the High Priest) 

{in this manner}/as  also  concerning  himself  to  {bear toward}/{lead to}/{give to God}/{present unto}   

{for the sake of}/{on behalf of}  the  sins/faults/offences.     (and thus both groupings must present a sacrifice to be atoned) 

 

Also through reason of specifically this   (The normal High Priest coming out of Mankind is inherently sinful  [of a failed methodology]) 
he (The High Priest)  becomes indebted   (because the normal High Priest  has Mankind's pedigree,  then He is also indebted to Yahweh) 

just/as  concerning the populace   (fleshly “Israel”  is equally sinful  [over its three Epochs] ) 

in this manner as concerning himself (the normal High Priest)  to bear  (a sacrifice for himself)  toward  (unto Yahweh) 

on behalf of the  sins/offences   ( [1] The High Priest,  and  [2] The Nation  “Israel”,  are both sinful against Yahweh's requirements). 

 

The specific reason for  “The Sacrifices”  to be given each and every year is because - 

Both the High Priest and The Israelite Nation are humans having  unreformed  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (being crucially  what 

operates within their mind)  remain  “beholden to The World”  (Eph.2v2)  being of its methodology,  yielding  a continually  “flawed nature”,  

and thus they all unceasingly failed at the level of works being subject to  “The Law of Moses”  (more later). 

Consequently all people  (including the normal High Priest)  became indebted to Yahweh and required to keep  “resetting” (atoning)  themselves to a 

clean state  every year  (contrast with Heb.9v26-28)  to keep themselves  closely aligned within their mindset to Yahweh.   

This was the  only  righteous  “driver” to enable “The Link”  (between Yahweh and “us”)  to be established.   I explain all this much more,  later. 
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Consequently,  as I explained earlier,  the normal High Priest must cover himself by sacrifice first,  then  he has personally entered into the perfected  

“reset”  (atoned)  state to be in the righteous position to cover The Nation with a second sacrifice  “on behalf of The People”.  I explain all this in much 

greater detail,  later.    However please hold this concept within your mind as we read through the next four chapters while all this is carefully explained. 

 

41st Comment – Paul states  “The High Priest”  was not any person to receive glory,  but rather the person having been 

assigned by Yahweh,  where only Yahweh chose Aaron  (Ex.28v1-2)  and Aaron was not chosen by Man. 

79th Reasoning – Likewise JC as  “The High Priest”  did not presume to take glory upon himself,  but became humble and 

lowly to volunteer himself as the perfect sacrifice on behalf of Israel  (and ultimately all of Mankind in 3rd Epoch Israel). 

42nd Comment – Perhaps it might be interesting to reason upon the position taken by  “The  Perfect  High Priest”  (JC’s 

lifestyle)  and that taken by human leaders presuming the elevated positions of the various schisms of worldly Christianity! 

25th Good News – Yahweh states:  You (JC)  are My Son,  presently I have  procreated/begotten  you. 

80th Reasoning – Yahweh  awakens/rouses (resurrected)  JC from a fleshly body into a  heaven/spiritual/celestial  body as 

JCg,  this means Yahweh has begotten JC through  “The Process”  laid down  (for us to emulate)  unto Sonship to God. 

43rd Comment – Paul infers those people  appointed/elected  by Yahweh  (being the TCs – more later)  to be imitating  

“The High Priest”  in humility shall be exulted by Yahweh –  just as Yahweh exulted JCg unto Sonship through  “The 

Begotten Process”  as now established by JCg by laying down “The Golden Standard”  to achieve “The Goal of Sonship” 

21st Warning – Do  not  be misled by  worldly Christian theologians when they state JC as  “the  first/only/chief  begotten 

Son of God”  is a reference to JCg prior to the formation of The Earth.  This is something Satan desires humans to think 

because it  closes the route  (Matt.23v13)  within the human mind to Sonship  (see  “begotten”  and  “Satan’s desire”  in 

glossary).  Note:  JCg did exist before the formation of The Earth –  but  also  with many other Sons of God  (Job.1v6). 

46th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  should be aiming to become TCs by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so they 

too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for Him to achieve His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  (more later). 

44th Comment – Melchizedek  (unlike The Ancient Worthies)  had no Jewish record of parentage,  nor record of his death.  

14th Prophecy – Melchizedek representing JCg had no human  (male/legal)  ancestry,  nor was his fleshly carcass found. 

45th Comment – Melchizedek was both king of the city called  “Salem”  (= “Peace”)  and priest of  “The Almighty God”. 

15th Prophecy – Melchizedek represents JCg as the future ruler of New Jerusalem and is the (High) Priest of Yahweh. 

46th Comment – Melchizedek was given the best of Abraham’s tithes captured from the kings of The World. 

16th Prophecy – Melchizedek represents JCg being given the 144000 TCs  (as wife)  made as “Sons of God” by Yahweh. 

47th Comment – Melchizedek blessed the seed in Abraham’s loins  (meaning,  Abraham’s  priestly progeny). 

17th Prophecy – Melchizedek represents JCg  (blessing as God’s Word)  operating in the 144000 TCs as “Sons of God”. 

18th Prophecy – Paul quotes King David speaking of Melchizedek who typifies JCg to come and lead The World. 

Allegory – repeat - “Abraham” = “The Loving Father” =  The metaphoric representation of  “Almighty God”,  Yahweh. 

52nd Allegory – Melchizedek no record of human lineage = JCg whose Father was Yahweh. 

53rd Allegory – Melchizedek no record of his death/body = JCg who was resurrected to eternal life,  earthly body removed 

54th Allegory – Salem => would become “Jerusalem” = “The City of Peace” –  ultimately becoming  “Yahweh’s 

Organisation”  here upon The Earth in The Millennium to establish peace and restitution under “The Kingship of JCg”. 

55th Allegory – Melchizedek was the priest to “The Almighty God” = JCg becomes “The High Priest to Yahweh”. 

56th Allegory – tithes taken from the worldly kings = The Christian Nation taken from the control of worldly methodology. 

57th Allegory – The best of the tithes given by Abraham to Melchizedek = The TCs elected as future Sons of God to become 

“The Bride of Christ”  (Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Rev.19v4-8, 21v2, 9, etc.  -  see also my commentaries at John.2v1-12). 

58th Allegory – Melchizedek blesses the seed in Abraham’s loins = The future priesthood  (initially Aaron –  but ultimately 

rejected for a better line)  through JC and the 144000 TCs  following-on  in the new line of  “Judah”  (see later). 

26th Good News – JCg will be ruling The World under Yahweh’s Methodology for an eternity after The Millennium. 

Heb.   5v4 og Also  no/not/none  (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]  {some/any/certain person}   

Heb.   5v4 og (he/she) {gets hold of}/grasps/{takes up/away}/has/receives/attains   

Heb.   5v4 og the  value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity,   

Heb.   5v4 og but  the (person)   (having been) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned  

Heb.   5v4 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the God,  {exactly as}/{precisely so}  also  the (person)  Aaron. 

Heb.   5v4 = Also  not  to himself  (The High Priest)   (as)  {some/any/certain person}   

{gets hold of}/{takes away}/receives  the  value/honour/dignity,     (someone cannot legitimately state:  “They are worthy”) 

but  the person  having been  called/named/assigned  under  of the  God  (Yahweh),     (see next line) 

{exactly as}  also  the person  Aaron.      (It requires a  greater  Entity to state:  “Worthiness” to a  lower  entity) 

 

Also not to himself   (The High Priest)    (The High Priest cannot legitimately state of himself … … ) 

(as)  some person gets hold of the  value/honour/dignity   ( … … that he is worthy of that position … … ) 

but the person having been  called/assigned  under God   (Yahweh as  “The Higher Authority”  states  “who is worthy”  to a lower entity) 
exactly as  also the person Aaron   (“Yahweh choose Aaron”  being from the tribe of Levi,  to be the first High Priest,  Num.17v8, Heb.9v4) 

 

Paul says the High Priest is not to be honoured  (being merely a representative of The Nation)  who is prepared to take on  “The Priestly Duties”,  but as 

to the quality of this person,  then it is  only  Yahweh who is able to accurately  gauge/state  this person is  “honourable”  for that position. 

This is precisely why Yahweh endorsed JC as being  “Good to Go”  forward to the next stage at  Matt.3v17, 17v5. 

Matt.3v17  -  JC proved himself good to enter “The Assay”  of 3.5 years,  being of his ministry. 

Matt.17v5  -  JC proved himself good to become “The Ransom Sacrifice”  about four months later. 

These successive high priests did not  self-appoint  themselves as being apparently representatives of  “The Almighty God”  (as do “Leaders of Religion” 

of today,  operating according to worldly methodology,  seemingly to have no validity in the midst of Yahweh to represent His interests). 

Thus,  it is Yahweh Who has  called/named/assigned  a person to this role,  just as He did with  “The 1st High Priest”,  Aaron  (Ex.28v1-3)  and likewise 

“The Firstborn”  priests  (noting the many important allegories of this terminology “firstborn”)  from out of  “The Tribe of Levi”. 
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So the question that must be on our minds –  with the analogy made by Paul between  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  and  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”,  

then what might Yahweh’s attitude be specifically to leaders of The Christian Nation –  being they are only human and  not perfect? 

Thus humans,  taking the priestly role are to assume  no  honour/glory  from the people  (noting Luke.20v46, etc.)  because  “they are on notice”  as 

being flawed,  they should only be the conduit enabling Yahweh's Glory to be accessed  “by the people, for the people”.  This approach would enable  

“the people”  to be in  “The Righteous Position”  to personally  know/understand  how they too might truly please Yahweh in their lifestyle and thus  

correctly  “worship”  Him  (see glossary). 

This is an interesting verse in light of what we know at the time of JC  (and I make this point elsewhere).  Yahweh chooses His High Priest,  and thus at 

the time of JC’s ministry,  JC  was  “The High Priest”  chosen by Yahweh  (Matt.3v17, 17v5, etc.),  and  not  “the official Jewish one”  being only in  

“name”  by taking the position of what transpires to be  “a political office”!   Interestingly a most unusual instance occurred –  being perhaps unique in 

Jewish history,  where there were “two”  “Jewish appointed” high priests  alive at one time  occurring  only  in the time of JC’s ministry,  being Annas 

and Caiaphas  (family relatives and dual status  Luke.3v2, John.18v13-24, Acts.4v6)  demonstrating some form of shenanigan behaviour in the religious 

and political arena!    

Further demonstrating Yahweh’s disgust of  “The Religious Establishment” –  noting  “The Responsibility”  to execute  “The Real High Priest”  (JC)  

could not be placed on the shoulders of  one  worldly high priest –  but  two  worldly high priests  conniving together –  thereby fully underwriting my 

ascertain,  it was  not  “The Physical Act”  put on Trial by Yahweh –  but rather  The Methodology  (spiritual Act)  that was on trial!    

Consequently,  it was Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)   that  “balanced the equation”  by ultimately surpassing Satan’s 

worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)  that was shown to be wanting in the long term survival  (see the crucial statement at 

John.11v50). 

Heb.   5v5 og {In this manner}/{After that}/Likewise/As/So  also  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   

Heb.   5v5 og no/not/none  (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   

Heb.   5v5 og (he) {rendered glorious/honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified  (to) {become to be}   

Heb.   5v5 og {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests},   

Heb.   5v5 og but  the (One [Yahweh])   (having) spoken/uttered/said  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him [JC]:   

Heb.   5v5 og (The) Son [JC]  {of me}/I/me/mine/my [Yahweh]  {thou art}/{you are} [JC]  thou/you [JC],   

Heb.   5v5 og (emphatic) I/me [Yahweh] {this day/night}/presently/now/hitherto   

Heb.   5v5 og (I [Yahweh] have) {(process of) procreated/generated/beget}/regenerated/begotten  thee/thy/thou [JC]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.2v7 

Heb.   5v5 = {In this manner}/Likewise  also  the  one  (JC)   Christ/Anointed,    (being  “The Office”  of  “The Anointed”) 

not  he  {rendered glorious}/{highly esteemed}/magnified  himself  by  {becoming to be}  {the High Priest},    (JC was lowly/humble) 

but  the  (One [Yahweh])   having  spoken/said  to the  him  (JC):-       (Thus it was  “The Greater”  stating:  “The Worthiness”) 

{Thou art}  you  (JC)   My  (Yahweh’s)   son,     (notice again,  “the hierarchy”  [hence two separate Entities,  but having common thoughts]) 

I  (Yahweh)   presently/hitherto  have  procreated/generated/begotten   (singularly)  thee/you!     (into  The Position of High Priest) 

 

Likewise   (Yahweh stating the worthiness of  “The High Priest”)   

also the one (JC)  anointed   (as  “The Goal of Anointing”  shown by JC for us to likewise imitate –  for us to personally achieve the same goal) 
Not he (JC)  {rendered glorious}/magnified  himself by becoming to be The High Priest   (of Established Religion,  but he was  lowly/humble) 

But  (by)  The One (Yahweh)  having said to him (JC)    (Thus it was  “The Greater Entity”  stating  “worthiness”  to  “the lower entity”) 

               (Says  [above and below]  very much about the  worldly Trinity  myth –  this verse tells us  3 times,  of  two separate  reasoning Entities) 

               (As if  three times in the same verse  is not enough evidence for our Trinitarians  -  then what is?) 

(Singularly)  You (JC)  are My (Yahweh’s)  son   (notice  “The Hierarchy” of two different Entities) 

I (Yahweh)  have presently  procreated/begotten  (singularly) You   (as The High Priest for “Israel”,  for the  two  remaining “Epochs of Israel”). 
 

Paul teaches us,  JC  never  magnified himself during his ministry,  – he always  (without any exception)  directed any form of personal praise back to his 

Father in the heavens [plural]  (for example, Luke.18v19).   Even within 24 hours of his death,  knowing that he,  as  “The Perfect High Priest”,  was 

about to offer himself as a personal sacrifice in death,  JC said   I glorify my Father and He will glorify me  (John.12v28, 13v32, 17v1-5).   

Thus everything is directed back to The Father and it is to The Father exercising The Choice how to apportion glory to any entity beneath Him. 

Interesting quotation –  especially when we consider how  incredibly wrong  our  worldly Christian theologians interpret this quotation  

As I carefully explain under  “begotten”  in glossary this terminology does  not  mean that JC is  (1) “the only Son of God”,  or that  (2) “Yahweh 

created JCg first before anything else in The Universe”  (some 14 billion years ago)!   JCg might well have been created before the creation of the planet 

Earth some 4.5 billion years ago, - but that is some 10 billion years different!   Please see my interesting and unique muse at 1Thes.4v14. 

In context with David’s psalm,  David is  looking forward  for this event to occur as prophecy  (actually about 1000 years into the future)  and  

not  back into his past! 

In the context here,  of Hebrews,  Paul is speaking of the time JC  (1) has been begotten into  “The Office”  of being  “The High Priest”  and is 

declared worthy by Yahweh  (hence of the two instances at Matt.3v17 = approval to start the ministry,  and 17v5 = approval to commence his 

Ransom Sacrifice).  Thus JC is offering himself as  “The Perfect Sacrifice”  to atone  all  humans  without favour  (Matt.22v16, 1John.2v2) –  

and thus Paul at this juncture is looking forward to the point in the future where  (2) Yahweh is  to be  “presently/hitherto  have generated” JC  

(though Yahweh’s capability)  to resurrect him as Yahweh’s  premier  Son of God within a  heavenly/celestial  physical body. 

Moreover, almost 60 years  “after the event”  of death and resurrection the tense of  “begotten” becomes “past”  (Rev.1v5). 

Thus JC becomes as  “The Firstfruit (barley)”  fully  “Born Again” =  the coming together of  (1) the  perfected  spirit/personality/desires/traits  being  

“The Resultant”  of the  “generation process”  (finally judged upon at  “The 1st Death”)  to be acceptable by Yahweh so a resurrection of  (2) into an 

incorruptible  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  commensurate  to  “The Demonstrably Perfected Mind”  as deemed by Yahweh to go within that body.  
Both  being a creation of Yahweh  (both  spiritual  [Yahweh’s Methodology imbued]  and  physical  [incorruptible body]) –  thereby yielding a  “Son of 

God”,  the  celestial physical being commensurate  to the initially  proven celestial spiritual! 

Please see   “Born Again”  in glossary –  because it is most certainly  not  what we are  erroneously  told by our  worldly Christian leaders  not  

understanding what this term  “begotten”  really means in  “The Context of The Gospels”  (to become a future Son of God  from a fleshly body).   

That is  precisely why  JC is The  First  (from the fleshly human frame) / Only (at the time of writing – but 2000 years later,  another 144000 

TCs) /  Chief  (being it was he as JC who made all this possible and to  lead  his body of 144000 parts)  begotten  “Son of God”. 

That is why JC  is  “The Exemplar”  (waving of  “The Barley Firstfruit”),  and Pattern  (as we are told to precisely imitate, 1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  for  “The 

Remnant of 144000 TCs”  to follow  (waving of  “The Wheat Firstfruits”)  starting 50 days later  (Lev.23v5-25, John.20v1, Acts.2v1-40, Rom.8v23, at 

“Pentecost/Ingathering  Feast of the  forthcoming harvest”  Rev.14v1-4, etc.).   As I state in many places,  all this exegesis is completely  unintelligible  

to our  worldly Christian leaders –  but all this is key to Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  and this knowledge  must be taught  to 

separate  “1st Century Christianity”  from unrighteous  “Religion”  (where “Religion”  is the hocus-pocus of useless myths, customs, and  “nonsense 

exegesis”  all as sadly taught by our  worldly Christian leaders).   

It must be clearly understood - 

It is all about The Mind (spiritual reform),  and  not  physical! –  Everyone in The World today keeps thinking “physically” –  but The Bible  is written 

for The Mind –  because it is  The Mind  that is to go into The Eternity within a  NEW  physical fleshly body at our resurrection –  the old fleshly 
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physical body is to rot away into nothing useful  (except as food for the worms)!   That is why The World has a fixation on the physical body  (being  “the 

concern of Satan”,  noting the warning at Luke.12v4-5)  –  but  “The World”  has no regard for  “perfecting The Mind” –  because for obvious reasons,  

that is just how Satan wants it –  it lets him off the hook  it slows down Rev.20v1-3 from occurring!   Please read  “Satan’s desire”  in my glossary. 

Finally what does this verse  in context  state about the Trinity myth?   Hardly needs an answer!   It is utterly  defunct! 

I recall what JC states about these  “scholars”  being supposedly worldly wise at Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39,  not given to know (Matt.13v11-13). 

Just leave  “the sinking ship”  at Rev.18v4 and get a  “Real Life”,  become  “Alive” upon  “The Word of God”  accurately imbued! 
Heb.   5v6 og Just/As/That/How/When  also  in  (to the [= within]) other/different/altered [location]   (he/it) states/exclaims:   

Heb.   5v6 og Thou/You [JC]  {the priest}  into/unto  the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}   

Heb.   5v6 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   

Heb.   5v6 og the  {regulated arrangement}/{(fixed) succession}/{official dignity}/order  (the) Melchizedek. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.110v4 (the quoted psalm as prophecy given by King David) 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.14v18-24 (the original event as described). 

Heb.   5v6 = Just/As  also  within  the  other/different   (location in the Tanakh)   He/it  states:- 

You (JC)   (are)  the priest  unto  the  age/perpetuity    (Yahweh's Representative into The Eternity) 

accordingly  to the  {regulated arrangement}/{fixed succession}/order  (of)  the  Melchizedek. 

 

Just/as  also within the different  (location of the Tanakh)  He/it  states:- 

  You (JC)   (are)  the priest unto the  age/perpetuity   (JC has proved himself to be The Priest for  “Israel”  of its 2 Epochs,  for an eternity)  
               (Interestingly,  Yahweh cannot be saying this about Himself  -  again shows the Trinity myth  to be defunct!) 
  According to the regulated arrangement  (of)  the Melchizedek. 

 

All the  “mind blowing”  interrelated allegories of Melchizedek are explained in The Appendix to this Hebrew’s Epistle. 

Please read The Appendix being of my commentary on Gen. Chapter 14 that covers these  astounding allegories. 

As I state elsewhere -  all this  should  be taught to bring The Foundation of real  honour/glory/dignity  to Yahweh to separate  “1st Century Christianity”  

away from  “Religion”,  but do our  worldly Christian leaders do this?   Hardly!   They bed themselves down in  “Religion”  to the disgust of Yahweh! 
 

48th Comment – Paul states,  when JC was giving his 3.5 year ministry he went off to pray in The Mountains away from 

people  (knowing what would be required on The [Great Sabbath] Passover),  furthermore,  it is recorded he asked for 

Yahweh to “take the cup”,  but knowing his murder was required,  obviously prayed for deliverance  (of a resurrection). 

81st Reasoning – JC clearly had “Real Faith”  (= Accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity),  being  “The Word of 

God”  accurately  worked out within his lifestyle to become  “The Wisdom of God”  would thus have “The Full 

Expectation”  of a resurrection unto Sonship and thus persevered unto the end of his fleshly life to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

82nd Reasoning – JC’s “Real Faith”  was wholly built upon “God’s Word part 1” as given in The Tanakh  (of which he 

completely knew and thoroughly understood),  hence with fidelity,  he faithfully  “Righteous Answered”  “God’s Word 

part 1”  to personally become “God’s Word part 2”  by becoming  “The Wisdom of God”  in his deportment. 

59th Allegory – tears = outpouring of emotion,  relieving the stress of an impending crisis. 

     For Melchizedek,  it was The Loss of everything Jerusalem and the area had – taken by The World (worldly powers). 

     For JC,  it was the impending intense pain of which he knew he had to face –  he chose not to  “runaway”. 

Because likewise JC had to reclaim what  “worldly minded leaders”  had taken away “as the populace”. 

83rd Reasoning – JC had to close the loop for Mankind,  of which Melchizedek faced at an immediate worldly level. 

     Melchizedek by prophetic allegory faced  “the physical loss of what Jerusalem represented unto The World”. 

…..JC had to face the spiritual loss of what  Judaism/Christianity/{subsequent Islam}  represented unto The World. 

Inasmuch,  Judaism/Christianity/Islam  are all supposed to represent “The Word of God”,  yet they destroy it with the 

protagonists of all three groupings operating according to  “worldly methodology”  hence,  “captured by The World”.   

JC’s  (1) ministry and  (2) ransom sacrifice closed the loop  by righteous answer  to what Melchizedek had to face. 

27th Good News – Yahweh recognised JC’s reverential fear of his Father  (Yahweh)  and thus positively responded to 

resurrect JC back into his original position as a  “Son of God”,  but now elevated to a position of  “Premier Sonship”. 

Hence the  “first/chief/only  (at the recorded time)  of being begotten Son of God”  from a fleshly body to a celestial body.  

49th Comment – JC as the  “Son of God”  learnt/understood  {attentive hearkening}/compliance  from the practice of this 

noble attribute of having  “Real Faith”  operating within him,  he experienced pain and suffering sourced by  “The 

Religious Establishment”  fraudulently claiming to represent Yahweh.   What is different now? 

84th Reasoning – JC experienced persecution  because he exposed the hypocrisy of  “The Religious Establishment”  to the 

people,  and through the Gaussian distribution of mindset within the people of the prevailing  “Religious Establishments” 

(of what/wherever)  then nothing has changed throughout the ages except the faces to  “plug the holes”  in the hierarchy! 

28th Good News – JC remained focused throughout  “The Persecution”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire through his obedience. 

29th Good News – JC through obedience to fulfil Yahweh's Desire became  perfect/{fully accomplished}  and was thus in 

the position to become  “The  Author/Enabler”  of perpetual salvation to all humans who  {attentively hearken}  unto him,  

as “The Word of God”  (to accurately  imbue/inculcate  so that we exactly copy JC,  and thus have his  one/same  mind). 

85th Reasoning – JC was “The Witness” of Yahweh and utterly faithful to fulfilling his Father’s Desire.  He thus became 

“The Word of God” amongst his creation.  We therefore are expected to precisely imitate JC in ministry/lifestyle  if we too 

are to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to follow through as “The Firstfruits”  for The Millennium.  JC by fulfilling Yahweh's Desire 

was deemed entirely worthy to  (1) resurrection unto a position of  “Premier Sonship”  and  (2) become  “The Ransom 

Sacrifice”  to atone the sins of the 1st part of our life,  and give us all the opportunity of entering the 2nd part of our life. 

86th Reasoning – “Perpetual Salvation” is offered to  ALL  humans  (without favour)  who have existed on this planet 

over what has become made available a 2 part life –  both physical and spiritual.  Please see “2 part life” in glossary. 

87th Reasoning – “Perpetual Salvation” is available  (without favour)  provided humans truly  {attentively hearken}  to JC 

as “The Word of God”  covered in Mark.12v30-31, where we edify our  neighbour/stranger/enemy  to become Christlike. 
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22nd Warning – Worldly  (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders do  not  edify their  neighbour/stranger/enemy  to 

become Christlike,  by making Yahweh's Word look inconsequential at one extreme,  or ridiculous at the other through 

useless exegesis or farcical antics practised by the duped members of the congregations!   All this is an anathema to 

Yahweh,  and these leaders will be held  directly responsible  as the many warnings given by JC and the apostles testify! 

88th Reasoning – The responsibility of the  correctly motivated  Christian leader is to precisely imitate JC as did Paul 

(1Cor.4v6, 11v1 etc.)  and they most certainly did not behave in the presently witnessed behaviour.  We are instructed to 

put God’s Word in  new  wine-skins (atheists and people of other religions)  because  worldly Christians  “prefer the old 

wine” (Luke.5v37-39).   The inference is we must be putting forth solid and sound exegesis for the reasoning mind. 

30th Good News – Because Yahweh through JC has righteously put together The Plan to give all humans the opportunity 

to fully imbue “The Word of God” over what has now become a 2 part life – means,  all  people have the possibility to 

truly “believe in JC” meaning,  to exactly copy him  and thus achieve the possibility of eternal life in perfect conditions. 

31st Good News – Because JC could completely fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  then Yahweh can address The World by stating,  

JC follows through according to The Order of Melchizedek.  Also:  He is my Beloved Son (Luke.3v22, 9v35). 

Comment – repeat - Melchizedek (unlike The Ancient Worthies) had no Jewish record of parentage, or record of his death 

Prophecy – repeat - Melchizedek typifying JCg had no human  (male/legal)  ancestry,  nor was his fleshly carcass found. 

Comment – repeat - Melchizedek was both king of the city called “Salem” (“Peace”)  and priest of “The Almighty God”. 

Prophecy – repeat - Melchizedek represents JCg future ruler of New Jerusalem and is the (High) Priest of Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek no record of human lineage = JCg whose Father was Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek no record of his death/body = JCg who was resurrected to eternal life. 

Allegory – repeat - Salem => would become “Jerusalem” = “The City of Peace” – ultimately becoming “Yahweh’s 

Organisation”  here upon The Earth in The Millennium to establish peace and restitution under  “The Kingship of JCg”. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek was priest to The Almighty God = JCg becomes The High Priest to Yahweh. 

Heb.   5v7 og Who/Which/That  in  to the [= within]   days/{periods of time}  of the  flesh/{carnal minded}   

Heb.   5v7 og (of the) him [Melchizedek archetypal of JC],   (the) wants/petitions/prayers/requests  both   

Heb.   5v7 og also  (the) {(conceptually as) approaching (for favours)}/entreaties/supplications   

Heb.   5v7 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the (One [Yahweh])   (the being) able/possible/capable [middle voice]  

Heb.   5v7 og (to) deliver/{to save}/protect/heal/{make whole}/preserve  (the) him [Melchizedek/JC] 

Heb.   5v7 og {from/out  of}  (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified  {amid/together/with (meta)} 

Heb.   5v7 og (of the) {an outcry (in notification, tumult or grief)}/clamour  (of the) forcible/boisterous/mighty/powerful/valiant   

Heb.   5v7 og also  (of the) tears   

Heb.   5v7 og (the having) {borne toward}/{led to}/{given (to God)}/treated/{dealt with}/ 

/{offered (unto/up)}/{presented unto},  

Heb.   5v7 og also  (the having been) {into listening/hearing}/hearkening/{take heed}  off/away/separated/from   

Heb.   5v7 og of the  caution/{(religious) reverence (piety)}/dread/circumspect/{godly fear}, 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.14v19-20  (after what occurred at Gen.14v10-11) 

New Testament reference located at  Matt.26v36-39, Mark.14v32-36 

Heb.   5v7 = Who  (Melchizedek/JC)   within the  days  of his  (Melchizedek’s/JC’s )   flesh,     (at the end of respective Advents) 

(he [Melchizedek/JC])  having  {borne toward}/{led to}/{offered up}/{presented unto}  (Yahweh),   

both  the  petitions/prayers   also  the  entreaties/supplications  towards  the  (One [Yahweh])   

the being  personally  able/capable  to  deliver/save/{make whole}  him  (Melchizedek/JC)    

{from out of}  death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified   

with  forcible/mighty  {outcry of tumult}/clamour  also  tears   

also  (he [Melchizedek/JC])   having been  heard/{listened to}  (by Yahweh)   

from  (his [Melchizedek’s/JC’s])  reverence/dread/circumspect/{godly fear}. 

 

         (Based upon the  exact prophetic allegory  of what Melchizedek did in  his time of crisis  [he surviving what occurred at Gen.14v10-11]  … … ) 

Who (JC),  within the days of his (JC’s)  flesh   (at the end of his 1st Advent,  being at the end of his 33.5 year fleshly life), 

(he [JC])  having  {borne toward}/{presented unto}   (Yahweh,  his real Father,  hence “The Switch”  of terminology  at Matt.1v16,  Luke.3v23) 

both the  (1) prayers (with a vow)  also  (2) entreaties (for favours)  towards The One   (Yahweh – as The 3rd Party Assessor in  all  righteousness) 

being personally able to deliver him (JC)  from out of death   (knowing that he must subject himself to his forthcoming  murder/{public execution}) 
with forcible outcry of tumult  also of tears   (the relieving of stress,  from the known imminent pain and suffering of which he was soon to face) 

also  (he [JC])  having been heard  (by Yahweh)  from  (his [JC’s])  reverence/circumspect/{godly fear}. 

 

The usual advice is required here for us  all to follow. 

For our spiritual  protection,  we must  ignore  what some of our  spiritually blind  worldly Christian theologians preach to us –  and in particular here,  

it is regarding JC’s resurrection;  or  “supposed non-resurrection”  as they claim in their  faulty  exegesis. 

Paul  tells us,  JC was in the flesh during his ministry  (hence he  died –  as we are told by Peter at Acts. 2v27, 31),  and thus infers JCg is now dwelling 

within a different body  after  his resurrection,  just as Paul tells us elsewhere in 1Cor.15v35-55,  being what is possible and  obviously  (else,  just throw 

The Bible away)  JC  attained  The Ideal  (to become  “The Son of God”  [in only his case,  “again”])  after  his resurrection.  

Paul states   JC made  petitions/prayers  and  entreaties/supplications  towards Yahweh  (for example Matt.26v36-44)  being personally able to - 

1. Ask if it would be possible to excuse himself for the known pain to be experienced,  but inwardly knowing this was the  only  route forward, 

thus it could be said –  this event occurred so it might be recorded for our benefit to understand the anguish within his mind. 

2. Obviously from  (1) JC proceeded to go through with The Mission in its entirety  (being  “a prayer with a vow”  to personally carry this 

through)  because he absolutely knew,  “Yahweh” as “The One”  named  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”  would with 

certainty  deliver/save/{make whole}  JC from  death/fatality. 

In the same manner as was Melchizedek (JC) saved from his worldly attackers (Religious Leaders) and was able thank Abraham (Yahweh) 

[Gen.14v19-20]. 

This statement by Paul most certainly does not mean JC’s prays on the night before his murder to be pleading for release from the  {deadly result}.   
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JC knew from his time of 40 days in the wilderness  at the start  of his 3.5 year ministry  (started Dan.9v25-26)  precisely when he was to be murdered to 

typify 3.5 year future events as prophesied back in Dan.9v27 and through to Dan.12v11-12 and finally at  “The End of The Millennium”  when Satan is 

released for a short while (3.5 years).  Where,  the Prophet Daniel gave his prophecies some 600 years earlier. 

Furthermore,  JC had planned all this so after these 3.5 years,  then he would be murdered to cover  “The (whole) Great Sabbath Day”  (John.19v31, 

20v1)  to typify his covering of Mankind over  “The (whole) Great Sabbath Day”  of The Millennium,  during which time  “Mankind”  was covered to 

learn  “Righteousness” (Mark.2v27-28)  from out of which to gain  “The Late Adopters”  (because Yahweh  Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9). 

Thus JC  (1) atoned our sins for the 1st part of our physical life in his death to get us all into the 2nd part of our physical life in The 

Millennium,  and  (2) because he  “remained dead completely over”  “The Great Sabbath Day”  then JC covers us during The Millennium 

while most of us learn to purify our mind in the 2nd part of our spiritual life.   

Again,  all this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders –  because they  never  teach  “1st Century Christianity”! 

So about what was JC praying? 

It was  not  for himself –  but rather,  for the success of his ministry work through his disciples  becoming  ever-more  motivated to imbue  “The 

Knowledge”  and become  efficient apostles.  Also that he,  JC, might remain resolute,  perfect to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  and his apostles to have the 

physical energy to keep actively working in all the districts of Israel.  Thus JC was driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  to deliver  agape/{charity love}  as 

the ministry work freely given to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to all interested people. 

In this manner,  JC was “praying with a vow”  to continue his work (through his murder)  to save his creation of Mankind  from annihilation! 

Sadly,  it must be said,  the “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  being then The Pharisees  (“The Established Religion”  of JC's own time)  were doing 

such a  “useless job”  (Mark.1v22)  and  nothing has generically changed  throughout the ages,  only  different names and faces -  but the  same mindset  

(spirit/personality/desires/traits)  take those respective positions throughout  “The Relative Religious Establishments”  throughout The World. 

JC knew he was to die at precisely the date on which he did  (John.11v53-54, 13v1)  for all the allegoric reasons why it had to be  “That Specific 

Passover” (John.18v31),  and to die with those two specific criminals of which I discuss within my local commentaries to those respective places within 

The Gospels.   

Consequently,  Paul writes,  JC prayed to Yahweh to remember him while  “JC was dead”  (consciously non-existent)  and thus Yahweh becomes  “The  

Deliverer/Saviour”  to JC by  awakening/rousing/resuscitating  (resurrecting)  him back into his former,  but now  supremely elevated  position as  The 

Premier  “Son of God”  (because of what he had done for his creation). 

It was because of JC’s  reverence/dread/{Godly fear}  of his Father,  demonstrated by his perfect works,  that Yahweh to fulfil His Desire, 

ensured JC’s resurrection to Sonship,  hence the next verse in context - 

Heb.   5v8 og {and indeed}/nevertheless/notwithstanding/although   

Heb.   5v8 og am/being/have  (the) son  (he) learnt/{mentally absorbed}/understood/{was taught}   

Heb.   5v8 og off/away/separated/from  {of whom/which}  (he) {experienced/felt (usually pain)}/passion/vexed/suffered   

Heb.   5v8 og the  {attentive hearkening}/compliance/obedience/submission, 

Heb.   5v8 = {And indeed}/Nevertheless  being  the  {attentively hearkening}/obeying   son    (of God,   his Father,  “Yahweh”) 

from  {of which}  he  learnt/understood   {experienced pain}/suffered    (JC's obedience led to his suffering from  “Leaders of Religion”) 

 

And indeed being the  {attentively hearkening}/obeying  son   (of God,  JC’s Father,  being “Yahweh”) 

from of which   (being obedient to Yahweh's Requirements to redeem his creation  “Mankind”  from future  “annihilation”)   

he (JC)  learnt  {experienced pain}/suffered   (orchestrated by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  operating according to worldly methodology). 

 

Paul states   Because JC was an obedient Son of God,  then he learnt of the pain suffered in the hands of the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.   

This goes against  all  modern worldly teaching –  well it would,  would it not! –  Because they  “supposedly know better”!    

However contrary to what we are taught by some of our  “highly worldly acclaimed” academics,  Yahweh knows  “just a little bit” (actually “infinitely”)   

more than they do about  “humans”,  and of their characters,  -  therefore Yahweh provides both  “the carrot and stick”  to be used,  thus demonstrating 

a positive interest in the future welfare of the recipient  from which improvement will be forthcoming. 

This does  not  mean JC was inherently evil and needed correction to reform,  but rather he  “physically proceeded through”  to experience  

the persecution inflicted upon him by those  “Religious Leaders”  hostile to  “their (hypocritical) way of life”  being publicly exposed.   

JC experienced this pain and suffering so that  no  entity in the future  (for example Satan)  could state    

“You were only good because  “you got it easy”  while you were a human and thus not a perfect example of what most humans face”,   

precisely as Satan said of Job in Job.1v8-11, 2v3-4. 

These  “frighteners”  were placed upon JC early  (being  “the affliction”  delivered by members of  “The Religious Authorities”  fulfilling their desire 

imitating Satan’s methodology) –  following Satan’s desire to dissuade him from progressing forward with his ultimate task of becoming  “The Ransom 

Sacrifice”. 

What do I mean? 

Any intelligent  person/entity  would know that once surrendered into the hands of The World  (of its respective leaders)  then  “the brakes would be off”  

allowing the full animosity to be unleashed in the hours before  his/her  public execution –  where   “Anything goes,  because  he/she  is going to be killed 

anyway”  (attitude).   

This would have been one of the things Satan would have made very clearly known to JC during the middle period of his ministry to try and deflect JC 

from becoming  “The Ransom Sacrifice to remove Satan’s hold over JCg’s creation”. 

The question being raised in JC's mind    

Do you really want to personally go through that pain and suffering  -  ultimately knowing that public execution  “by the Roman 

way”  is slow and painful. 

JC was obedient to Yahweh's  only righteous solution  that provided a righteous escape route for all people who ultimately over their 2 part life freely 

choose to imitate JC’s lifestyle –  being that it was he who provided  “The Means”  to  “The Solution for Salvation”.  JC also knew there were the 

prophecies of which he had to fulfil,  those of so many in Isaiah  (only a few given here)  to be  “the specific god”  born  Isa.9v1-7, 11v10, 28v16, 49v5-

10 and 53v1-12  being key to what he had to expect in the future to fulfil the earlier prophecies.   

Also JC  intimately  knowing The Tanakh,  would have realised in his mid-twenties that the whole Psa.118  (and many others)  was written in prophecy 

for him to personally fulfil –  being so many key verses within it.  I could on, and on, and on,  to give so many more prophecies as examples –  but I need 

to continue with finishing Hebrews commentary  (rather than quote the many  hundreds  of prophecies that JC personally fulfilled before,  during and 

after his death –  where many fulfilments were  outside  his control –  even if he tried to project himself back as having fulfilled those early ones –  

through  “supposed coincidence”  of his position). 

We are told,  Yahweh allows His true Sons  (of Abraham/God [TCs])  to suffer under the hands of The World  (1Cor.11v32) –  as chastisement of a son 

beloved by the father  (Heb.12v6-9)  where Paul is speaking of JC and those people likewise trying to imitate him.  This creates refinement of their 

personal character  (1Cor.3v13)  and total devotion to their  (adopting)  Father exhibited by  their dedication to further their spiritual Father’s Desire.  

Yahweh allows this to occur because as Paul tells us   

This is for  “The Greater Expectation”  being  “The Priesthood”  (Ex.19v5-6), 1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6)  where the TC will be given a  

heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body for  guaranteed  eternal life and to be  entrusted with the full capability of Yahweh’s  Capability/Authority  

to fully express Yahweh’s HS in The Millennium and thereafter. 

This understanding is all contrary to that given by our  worldly Christian leaders who claim to represent Yahweh,  but speak of  nothing  concerning 

“The Acceptable Year of the Lord” (Luke.4v16-19)  and the righteous exegesis  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to  support/substantiate  this teaching. 
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Because they are reneges to  “The Requirement”  of what they supposedly represent,  then they shall receive much chastisement  (Luke.12v47-49)  

during The Millennium being specifically those people who  “said yes –  but did  not  do what their Father asked”   (Matt.21v28-31 read in context with 

my local commentaries). 

Consequently because of this,  then  worldly Christian leaders  (by definition)  cannot  be adopted sons into The Father’s  repose/abode/rest  (of which 

Paul spoke in the earlier chapters).  Quite simply for them to behave as they are presently doing,  shows them  “not to believe”  upon the subject they 

supposedly avowal –  else I would have thought they should be teaching what I am teaching on  “FutureLife.Org”!    

How can they be representing Yahweh's Interests when they are so  delinquent in their duty  (by being slaves to The World)? 

They have a choice   Either be Nicodemus or Caiaphas?    

Which is it to be? 

Heb.   5v9 og also   

Heb.   5v9 og (the having been) completed/accomplished/{consummated (in character)}/ 

/consecrated/fulfilled/{made perfect}   

Heb.   5v9 og (he) {became to be}  to the (persons)  {attentively hearkening}/complying/obeying/submitting   

Heb.   5v9 og (to the) him  (to the) all (persons)   (the [JC]) causative/{the causer}/author   

Heb.   5v9 og (of the) rescue/deliver/salvation/health/safety  (of the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting, 

Heb.   5v9 = also  the having been  completed/accomplished/{consummated in character}/fulfilled/{made perfect}   

he (JC)  {became to be}  {the causer}/author   (The Means/Enabler)   

of  perpetual/everlasting  rescue/deliverance/salvation   

to the people  {attentively hearkening}/complying/obedient  to the  him    (JC as “The Word of God”), 

 

also  (JC)  having been  {consummated in character}/{made perfect}   (in The Midst of Yahweh's Judgement  for  “Sonship”) 

he (JC)  became to be  {the causer}   (“The Means/Enabler”)    (because without JC's actions then  “Mankind”  has a  zero  future) 

of the everlasting  rescue/salvation   ( [1] by us purifying our mind on God's Word  [2] by enabling us to gain a purified new body from Yahweh) 

to the people  {attentively hearkening}/obeying  to him   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind to precisely imitate  him). 

                 (Over what is to be a person's  “2 part spiritual and 2 part physical life”  [noting there is  no  3 part spiritual or physical]). 

 

We are told,  through what JC did - 

(1) Because JC was obedient to Yahweh then we are to be imitators of him and likewise to become obedient to him as “The Word of God”, 

(2) and because he went through  duress/affliction  by only fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to edify people to his own hurt,  therefore also   

(3) he became to be as  “The Exemplar/Template”  (in both word and deed)  for us likewise diligently aiming to become TCs and   

(4) thus being  “The Perfect Ransom Sacrifice”  he was ultimately  “completed/accomplished/{consummated (in 

character)}/consecrated/fulfilled/{made perfect}”  proven both in  (1) The Mind (spiritual) and  (2) The Body (physical) being that The Mind 

was made perfect by JC  himself  because  he freely chose to fulfil  “The Word of God”   to become  “The Wisdom of God”,   

Consequently,  Yahweh made  The Body commensurate  to what The Mind had produced in the 1st part of JC’s physical life upon resurrection 

as  “The  First/Only (at the time)  Begotten Son of God”  (see middle of my commentary to Heb.5v5 that explains this terminology). 

It is so important for us to fully understand this. 

Can the reader understand this?    You do well to understand it,  because it is wholly  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders! 

Worryingly,  this is absolutely  not  what we are told by our  errant  worldly Christian  theologians/scholars  being  the spin  they put upon those four 

statements to devalue what The Bible teaches us,  into what only comes from them to be a  “Gospel of Excuses”  to  “Remain human”! 

I wish to let the reader into a secret of which is no longer a secret due to the amount of times I have written it down on FutureLife.Org. 

Yahweh does not want any human to exist beyond The Millennium – and all humans shall be annihilated   (as The Bible tells us)! 

Yahweh shall only allow people who precisely imitate JC’s deportment to live beyond The Millennium   (as The Bible tells us)! 

Because of the above,  then I  strongly  urge  the very best  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  on this planet to contact this website to explain their 

“faulty exegesis”,  so I might publicly clarify to The World their errors line by line through a comprehensive written reply! 

However I would much rather they carefully read the exegesis given on this website and imbue what is clearly  new  knowledge within their minds and 

then  start imitating JC –  by  actively  teaching The World  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”   rather than the  faulty/{non-existent}  

message they currently give  (at the time of writing 2010/15/21 CE)  to please worldly minds,  by  “excusing worldly methodology”  in presumptuous 

vanity.   

This needs to be a complete methodology change at  all  seminaries around The World!   

Are they prepared to do it?    

Or do they prefer the old  (stale)  wine  (vinegar [Luke.5v39],  rejected by JC at his imminent death  [John.19v29-30])? 

Let me explain the other section of the verse –  being something else  worldly Christian scholars get wrong  (because they do not presently  [at 2010 CE]  

understand the righteous exegesis to support it) - 

(1) (Guaranteed) “Everlasting salvation  (is only given)  to those  specific people  obeying him”  now,  as TCs resurrected into  

heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies at  “The 1st Resurrection”  being JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.25v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55,  

being the  same  occurrence at  “The 7th Trumpet”  Rev.11v15, being sounded)      or  

(2) To the rest of us in perfected DNA fleshly bodies  given in trust  during  The Millennium who ultimately freely choose to imitate JC’s 

lifestyle when experiencing what a perfected society is like and the methodology behind what makes it effective  (being  the mutual 

edification  between all entities.  This is “True [agapao] Love”  and is  not  quite what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders). 

So what does  everlasting salvation  mean? 

Unfortunately absolutely  all  worldly religions have got this  wrong  (I explain elsewhere specifically why this is done). 

In reality,  true everlasting  “salvation”  comes in  two phases  and  “the method”  depends upon the type of person we are! 
The Bible actually tells us this salvation occurs over two phases,  but the vast majority of  worldly Christian representatives tell us something very 

different. 

So what does The Bible  actually tell us? 

This brief overview tells us  (what The Bible  tells us)  

1. Group 1 = TCs (apostle like)  are those specific individuals who by  their thoughts of committed belief in JC,  demonstrated by their actions 

precisely following the commands JC gave to us  (hence John.14v15,21, 15v10, Mark.12v30-31, Matt.28v18-20, etc.,)  before he returned to 

Yahweh.  In the 1st part of their physical life where these TCs demonstrate themselves  “to be a  slave of Yahweh”  (being a slave who  fulfils  

Yahweh's Desire,  noting the example at Luke.17v7-10)  then Yahweh considers these TC’s to be righteous at the end of the 1st part of their 

physical life  (just as was JC).  They will be resurrected together at  one time  “together”   (Isa.66v8, 1Pet.2v9 of 144000 people)  being JC’s 

1st 2nd C  (1Thes.4v13-18, etc.,)  with those people still alive,  all into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies about 3.5 years before the end of this 

system  (being The Gospel Age)  and the start of The Millennium (Dan.12v11-12, etc.).  These specific individuals become  “The Priesthood”  

(Rev.1v6)  and are  “The Firstfruits” having been brought to The Temple  (Ex.19v5-6 and Ex.23v19)  whose foundation was laid by JC.   

These 144000 individuals shall have a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body that means  guaranteed  everlasting life, =  incapable  of dying.  The 

Bible tells us several times this group of righteous humans will be less than 0.01% of the human population being  “a Remnant that returns to 

Yahweh  (from out of the 2nd Epoch Israel’ = The Christian Nation).  These 144000 TCs become  “The  Heirs//Inheritors”  (“Sons of God”,  
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Rom.8v17,23)  over/of  “The Inheritance”  (= “The Resurrected World”).  I have only given a few citations – there are many more that 

support the above. 

Let me repeat what I confirm by many examples elsewhere   “Numbers in The Bible are  never  allegoric”,  they are  always factual. 

2. Group 2 = Everyone else.  These are humans who are  not  considered  “significantly righteous”  in the 1st part of their physical life by 

Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  to become  heirs  of  “The Inheritance” –  but they can be  part  of  “The Inheritance”  

(please see glossary).  The Bible tells us   “JC died for all” (1John.2v2, 4v14)  = everyone  (without any  qualifiers/caveats,  noting this was 

said of JC, Matt.22v16).  Thus  all  people are given another opportunity to  (truly) “believe in JC”  according to the original promise in the 

beginning given to Adam and Eve was  everlasting life in a fleshly body  subject to death [being annihilation without JC’s 2nd Death] if they 

sin.  Thus  “Everyone else”  will be resurrected  (under JC’s 1st Death)  into perfected DNA fleshly bodies  given in trust  (similar as they are 

now,  but the  “Junk DNA”  has been repaired to give  “system support”  to stop systemic DNA decay)  in  “The General Resurrection”  

within the commencement of The Millennium.  

Thus  “Everyone else”  must now demonstrate their  “belief in JC”  by our thoughts leading to actions  (works, being the same type of works 

the TC’s did in the 1st part of their physical life,  living in the 2nd part of their spiritual life unto perfection)  during and after their education 

period from those  Kings/Priests (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.19v16)  now of Group (1) above ,  during The Millennium period.  

This however for  “Everyone else”  is the  2nd part of their physical life  in their  (perfected DNA)  fleshly body,  and hence being in a fleshly 

body they are  still subject  to  (death as were Adam and Eve the first time around)  “The 2nd Death” (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  if they sin again.  

Effectively  “Everyone else”  is given a  “restart”  position as Adam and Eve were given in the Garden of Eden,  and now each person in 

their own right can make a  “free choice”  after knowing of a Good society  (in The Millennium)  and a Bad society  (now during this present 

6000 years),  leading to  either  everlasting life  or  their 2nd Death.   This now becomes a personal  educated decision –  thus righteous! 

This is  not  an impossible dream –  already human scientists say that as they understand the ageing process of the cell,  through DNA break-

down then it is quite possible to live 500 years or perhaps even 1000 years  based upon current knowledge.  With the knowledge of our 

Creator offering us the equivalent to  “The Tree of Life”  giving the correct precursor enzymes to operate the DNA self-repair mechanisms  

(of which most is considered as  “supposed junk DNA” –  though this at present is  non-functioning  and thus faulty  “Self-Repair DNA”).      

I explain this technically in much more detail elsewhere on this Website. 

3. Group 3 = a small  special/infamous  group   who shall  never  be resurrected and will  not  be given another opportunity  over and above 

what they have already had    (and  overtly rejected).   I explain this elsewhere   (please see  “2 part life”  in glossary.   These people  are  

charlatan Christian leaders imitating their rejected   “13th tribe leader of  Israel”   “Judas Iscariot”  (John.12v6),  noting the 13th Tribe of 

Israel did not exist in the “1st Epoch of Israel” – neither shall it in The Millennium (hence “annihilation”). 

Sections 1 and 2 above  IS “The Good News”  but is  never  (up to 2007 CE)  preached/taught  by virtually all of God’s supposed representatives! 

How bad is that! 

Yet this complete process and future scenario is what The Bible screams out to us! 
Heb.   5v10 og (the having been) {toward the marketplace}/harangued/addressed/{(saluted by) name}/accosted/{called out}   

Heb.   5v10 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) God [Yahweh]   (the) {High Priest}/{Chief of all priests} [JC]  

Heb.   5v10 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  

Heb.   5v10 og the  {regulated arrangement}/{(fixed) succession}/{official dignity}/order  (the) Melchizedek. 
Heb.   5v10 = (JC)  having been  harangued/addressed/accosted  under  of the  God  (Yahweh):   

The High Priest  according to  the  {regulated arrangement}/{fixed succession}/order   (of)   the  Melchizedek. 

 

(JC)  having been  addressed/harangued  by the God  (Yahweh)   

  “The High Priest according to the regulated arrangement  (of)  the Melchizedek”. 

 

We read here,  JC has been addressed publicly by Yahweh to become  “The High Priest”  under the same regulated arrangement as that assigned by 

Yahweh to Melchizedek. 

The Appendix shows the extraordinary closeness of similarities between Melchizedek and his relationship with Abraham who was analogous to Yahweh,  

of which Paul would have been teaching to his listeners during his publicising of God’s Word. 
 

50th Comment – Paul states,  while these  “holy Brethren”  have the correct mental basis  (not worldly orientated)  they 

are still very immature and would find some of the things outlined about the analogies between Melchizedek and JC 

difficult to fully appreciate and comprehend  (also by extension,  the many other thousands of  prophecies/allegories). 

89th Reasoning – Because these brethren have found the unfolding of Yahweh's Comprehensive Plan bewildering,  this has 

meant they have become sluggish in their duty to broadcast it to The World to form that solid foundation of “The Real 

Faith”  (of “1st Century Christianity”)  in other people –  so they too might become “bright luminaries” to The World. 

23rd Warning – Has the reader heard of these things from their  worldly Christian Leader to bolster your faith?   If Yes, 

then Good!    If not, then your  worldly Christian leader is like these sluggish brethren  not  yet fulfilling Yahweh's Desire! 

47th Instruction – It is The Duty of Christian Leaders to give  solid food  to their congregations else they become sluggish.  

TCs are recognised by Yahweh as  giving solid food  to their neighbour to bring them to The Lord as an offering produced 

by the sacrifice of the TC’s  “{occupational effort}/work/labours”  for  no  worldly return –  hence the public execution of 

the TC away from this present World by becoming a sojourner within it by having  no  ties with worldly methodology. 

Heb.   5v11 og Concerning/About  {of whom/which}  (the) many/much/plenteous  {to us}  

Heb.   5v11 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   also  (the) {difficult to explain}/{hard to interpret}  (to) state/exclaim   

Heb.   5v11 og thereupon/since/else/otherwise  (the) sluggish/lazy/stupid/dull/slothful [plural]   (you have) {become to be}   

Heb.   5v11 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  hearings/fame/reports/rumours/audiences. 

Heb.   5v11 = Concerning  of whom  (JC and Melchizedek)  to us  many  words/sayings/reasonings,   

also  to state   {difficult to explain}/{hard to interpret}  (to yourselves)  

thereupon/since  you have  {become to be}  sluggish/lazy/slothful  to the  hearings/reports/rumour. 

 

Concerning of whom  (JC and Melchizedek)  to us the many  words/sayings/reasonings   (Paul can explain  so much  Tanakh allegory) 

(but)  also to state  (this knowledge is)  difficult to explain   (to yourselves) 

since you have become to be  sluggish/slothful  to the  reports/rumour   (being  “The Teachings”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  of apostles). 

 

Paul states the allegories regarding JC and Melchizedek require many words that would be difficult to understand by those people who are not inclined 

to listen and imbue the information within to  their/our  very existence –  being to consider the full impactions of what  they/we  hear.   

Paul is thus telling them    

You would not recognise all the connections between the two individuals. 
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This website fully explains the connections that  (as I currently understand at the time of writing)  are  not  available on any website,  nor  available in 

any literature on this planet –  please see the appendix at the end of this epistle –  for some of the things Paul would have explained to his listeners. 

 

48th Instruction – It is the duty of  all  Brethren/Christians  to become instructors and take upon ourselves the different 

weights of responsibility (10/5 or 5/2  minas/talents),  else we become the 1 minas/talent “light weighted”  steward  (with 

God’s Word).   Start with our neighbours and then broaden out – it is a personal responsibility.  

49th Instruction – It is the duty of  all  Brethren/Christians  to become instructors and take upon ourselves the different 

weights of responsibility (10/5 or 5/2  minas/talents),  else we become the 1 minas/talent “light weighted”  steward  (with 

God’s Word).   We are required to learn and then practise The Scriptures,  else we are just merely hot air! 

50th Instruction – It is the duty of  all  Brethren/Christians  to become instructors and take upon ourselves the different 

weights of responsibility (10/5 or 5/2  minas/talents),  else we become the 1 minas/talent “light weighted”  steward  (with 

God’s Word).   Then with JC’s parousia within us,  we shall gain the HS to copy JC’s ministry/deportment. 

24th Warning – If your Christian leaders are  not  teaching these requirements of YOU then they  are  failed  instructors – 

by not imitating Paul as he copied JC.  They shall be rejected by Yahweh for Sonship  (not next to JCg in The Millennium)! 

51st Instruction – Paul specifically instructs us to learn  all  the  fundamentals/elements  and  not  merely a superficial 

overview justified by blind faith  that is so easily manipulated by  charlatan Christian leaders for their self-indulgent gain! 

52nd Instruction – Presently,  Christian children  (of immature knowledge)  are fed a hint of  “The Knowledge”  but it 

becomes a  dual responsibility  of both the immature Christian and mature leader to move the recipient onto solid food 

being  all  the bedrock exegesis that supports Yahweh's holistic righteous Plan  (for us to become competent instructors). 

51st Comment – Yahweh's “Holistic Righteous Plan”  has been  lost  in the preaching of  worldly Christian leaders for the 

last 1700 or so years and now has resurfaced in its entirety for The World to view since 2007 CE when this website 

became live.  It is important to note,  many of the concepts have been around for the last century or so,  but it is only now 

the links have been broken and then  logically reconnected in the most righteous manner –  truly sourced by Yahweh. 

53rd Instruction – It  now  becomes The Duty for Christian leaders to teach what is taught on this website rather than what 

they are taught in their seminaries  (Matt.23v15)  else they become condemned by Yahweh –  because now they have  no 

excuse to claim “ignorance” upon their resurrection in The Millennium!  (That may perhaps causes a positive response!) 

This is not given to chide, but rather an exhortation as Paul would give to his readers to bring-on true worship to Yahweh 

60th Allegory – milk = metaphoric for “early learning”  being simply of  “The Goal” and “How Mankind is to righteously 

achieve Salvation”  over our 2 part life  (2 part physical and 2 pat spiritual).   None of this is presently known today! 

61st Allegory – solid food = metaphoric for substantial knowledge to become  “The Bed-Rock for Real Faith”  that  can 

lead to Sonship  if  the leader does not follow the path of our millions of  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  

52nd Comment – Paul states the obvious:-  If you are only fed on milk then you remain as infants  (sadly virtually all 

Christian congregational members are held in this state –  by their  worldly religious leaders as JC tells us at Matt.23v13) 

Looking at The Basics in “Allegory – Milk”,  then the leaders of Christendom have  not  even supplied  the basic milk! 

90th Reasoning – If the congregational members are held in the immature state,  then both the congregational members 

and leaders are  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!   This is exactly what The Bible text tells us,  this is  not my imagination! 

54th Instruction – Congregational members  must be brought to maturity on solid food  and the reasoning faculties must 

be exercised in The Knowledge through active  (“habitual use”)  ministry work being  “on the job training”  if they are 

desirous to truly worship Yahweh by completely fulfilling His Desire through works that imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

91st Reasoning – Furthermore,  what is the  spin-off  from imbuing  “accurate knowledge”,  and habitually using it in the 

teaching work  -  apart from us joyfully fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire? 

Just as Paul tells us:-  We become protected  from the  charlatan Christian leaders who have now sprung up at the closing 

stages of The Gospel Age parading around as  “false anointed sons of God” (Mark.13v21-23)  signing up huge followings  

of sadly duped and yet innocent Christian followers sincerely trying to find The Lord.  Thus our  knowledge and reasoning 

faculties are finely tuned to spot and then put down through exegesis the inviting lures of their  (entirely worldly)  ministry 

55th Instruction – We are to gain  “Knowledge”  and  rationally exercise the mind upon it  in the most  righteous/rigorous  

manner, ideally for all people on this planet,  enabling us to  discern/discriminate  between the  virtuous/worthy  things to 

edify everyone to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and the  worthless/harmful  things that impede us from doing Yahweh’s Desire. 

25th Warning – There are despicable,  yet  beloved/adored  Christian leaders in The World,  who as  charmers  are 

exceedingly experienced to  “deceive and seduce” –  to give the enchanted flock what they think they want,  in order they 

might be milked by their leaders!   Beware,  because there are so  very many  religious leaders in The World using all 

forms of technology to aid deception.  Learn the Bible so  “The Knowledge”  imbued and thoroughly tested will protect us 

from deliberate fraud,  and from missing the  “Sonship”  of which Yahweh now offers to  humble/hearkening  people. 

Heb.   5v12 og also  For   (the being) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought/obligated     

Heb.   5v12 og {to be/exist}  (the) instructors/doctors/masters/teachers  through (reason of)   

Heb.   5v12 og the  {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time,   

Heb.   5v12 og anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  (the) affair/need/demand/requirement/necessity/want   

Heb.   5v12 og (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  of the   (to) {cause to learn}/teach/train  {specifically yourselves}  

Heb.   5v12 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   {some/any/certain person}, 

Heb.   5v12 og the (things)   {(those things) orderly in arrangement}/basal/fundamentals/elements/principles/rudiments   

Heb.   5v12 og of the  beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/wholly/ 

/chief/power/principality/rule/leaders   

Heb.   5v12 og of the  {utterances of God}/oracles  of the  God [Yahweh];   
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Heb.   5v12 og also  (you) {became to be}  (the) affair/need/demand/requirement/necessity/want   

Heb.   5v12 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  (of the) milk,   

Heb.   5v12 og also  not  (of the) solid/stable/steadfast/strong/sure/firm  (of the) nourishment/{rations (wages)}/food. 

Heb.   5v12 = For  also  (you)  owing/{become indebted}/ought  to be  instructors/teachers,    (You should become teachers) 

through reason of  the  opportunity/while/time    (while you still have time during the 1st part of your physical life – prove yourself … ) 

anew/furthermore/again  whether  you  possess/have  need/requirement/necessity    (but yet you have a need ... ) 

some person  who  to  {cause to learn}/teach  {specifically yourselves},     (for specifically yourselves to learn ... ) 

the  {things orderly in arrangement}/fundamentals/principles     (the basics upon which  “Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”  hinges) 

of the  commencement/beginning/wholly  of the  {utterances of God}/oracles  of God;    (starting with Yahweh’s  commands/prophecies) 

also  you  {become to be}  the  need/requirement/necessity  of   obtaining/having   milk,    (you have need to obtain simple instruction) 

also  not  the  solid/steadfast/sure  nourishment/rations/food.      (and not the complicated interactions that underwrite Yahweh’s Plan) 

 

For also  (you)  ought to be teachers   (you should have become teachers by now,  by tapping into my knowledge base explaining the Tanakh), 

through reason of the opportunity   (you had time to become better,  now use the remaining time to  prove yourselves worthy of future Sonship) 

whether you again have need some person to teach specifically yourselves    (perhaps I have need to start teaching you again … … ) 

the beginning  fundamentals/principles   (the basic knowledge  that becomes  “The Foundation”  upon which  “1st Century Christianity”  is built) 

of the oracles of the God   (these  instructions/prophecies  are given in The Tanakh as  “God’s Word part 1”,  noting Acts17v11,  2Tim3v15-17); 

also you become to be  (in)  the  need/necessity  of obtaining milk   (it seems you need to start with the simpler things again … … ) 
also not the solid food   (it seems you cannot digest  [= hearken]  the more difficult,  but required knowledge  to build a new TC). 

 

An interesting verse! 

Paul instructs these  “holy” brethren that in time they will have need to become instructors,  but yet they require someone to teach  “specifically them”  

the  basic/fundamentals  utterances of Yahweh,  being those of both command and prophecy  (to imitate JC and to personally fulfil prophecy).   

Clearly Paul can recognise the ardent desire behind these specific individuals to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  yet they are still immature,  requiring someone 

like Paul to carefully explain the full exegesis behind The Scriptures,  being of the specific responsibilities in personally making possible  “The 

Acceptable Year of The Lord”  as given in  “1st Century Christianity”,  and as thoroughly explained on this website “FutureLife.Org”.  

Paul then goes on to explain they have need to be fed upon the more basic scriptural  “knowledge/understanding”  before advancing to the more detailed 

underlining exegesis that becomes the bedrock upon which to build the  “assurance”,  competence and authority that yields the mental strength to act 

with  “fidelity”  =  “The Real Faith”  (Matt.7v24-26). 

It is specifically this of which our  worldly Christian leaders  should  be teaching to their congregations -  but sadly they do  not  understand nor 

recognise this exegesis,  to then be in the position to teach this  “knowledge”  of basic bedrock to their congregations so they  (of the congregations)  

might become encouraged by the strength of their convictions  (based upon  accurate  “knowledge”)  to be competently positioned to  accurately   

publicise/teach  to The World. 

That is stage 1,  but there is yet stage 2 and 3 to yield  “Real Faith”  being the extension Paul is  “demanding”  of them. 

Stage 2.  They require to  vigorously  test/assay/prove  “The Knowledge”  within their mind to ensure  (1) the  “knowledge”  is accurate  [and 

it would be – because he was “Paul”  and  not  that given by a  worldly Christian leader of today],  and  (2) it is only through this method do 

we  thoroughly understand  the subject matter to then be a  competent teacher  with  “authority”  [to satisfactorily answer difficult and 

awkward questions]. 

Finally stage 3,  to operate with  “fidelity”  to “The Knowledge”  and physically become  “The Teacher”  in real,  unfeigned charity,  to 

charge  absolutely nothing  (in money/glory/leverage/position/etc.)  from the recipient for the  accurate  teaching of this knowledge. 

Thus,  they are still babies requiring beginners’ “knowledge”  (see the previous verse)  finding things Paul states as being difficult to understand 

(2Pet.3v16)  and to personally implement within their lives  and not yet ready to consume the  “solid high energy nourishment”  taken by a   “racing 

athlete” –  being the similes used by Paul elsewhere for our active guidance. 

Today,  where can people gain this knowledge?   Certainly not from our  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  neither academic Christian scholars 

or theologians – because they have demonstrably  “The Wrong Mindset”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – as their output profusely shows to The World!   

They do not  teach/explain  what Yahweh wants to hear,  but they only preach “Religion” being what The World wants to hear for a worldly salary – all 

gained from their worldly seminaries whose material is not from God’s Word of The Bible – but only what has been passed through Rev.22v18-19 in the 

minds of their  gurus/sages  of old who equally did not understand what they outputted!   The whole thing is an absolute charade and farce,  being 

exactly what JC repeatedly said of them through his observations and parables – directly aimed at them!   Hence of their great detestation of him! 

I could fill that paragraph with a page full of quotes,  but if the reader sufficiently knows their bible – then these should already be known! 

If not,  then the reader has a personal problem – and part of this grouping of people of whom Paul is speaking! 

Heb.   5v13 og every (person)   For   

Heb.   5v13 og the  sharing/participating/partaking/pertaining/{taking part in}/using  (of the) milk,   

Heb.   5v13 og (the) inexperienced/ignorant/unskilled/uneducated   (of the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   

Heb.   5v13 og (of the) righteousness/equality/justification;   

Heb.   5v13 og (the) infant/{simple minded}/{immature Christian}/childish  for  (he/she) is. 

Heb.   5v13 = For  every person  the  sharing/participating/partaking/using  of the  milk,     (staying only with the basics) 

(is)   the  inexperienced/ignorant/unskilled    (unaware of the  prophecies/allegories  and how the commands should be upheld ...) 

(in)  of the  righteous/equitable/justifiable  word/saying/reasoning,    (that forms The Bedrock of  “1st Century Christianity”) 

for  he/she  is  the  infant/{immature Christian}.     (thereby presently having  very little  real  faith) 

 

For every person  sharing/partaking  of the milk   (has only the basic ingredients  -  not capable of feeding a fully  “racing athlete”,  1Cor.9v24-26) 

(is)  inexperienced/unskilled   (incapable of becoming a high-class calibre person in their required  “teaching responsibility”) 

(in)  of the righteous/equitable  word/saying/reasoning   (unable to correctly represent  “Yahweh’s Interests” –  fails in His Judgement) 

for  he/she  is the infant   (a person having an immature mind,  built upon weak knowledge and unable to correctly express themselves). 
                 (He/she  would be slaughtered in a face to face encounter with a religious leader or an atheist!   It would be the other way around with a TC) 

 

Paul starts his exhortation again for The Brethren  (Christians)  to become TCs in the  real  service of The Lord,  rather than remain  passive/apathetic  

to what Yahweh Desires of all people claiming to be  “Christians”.  Paul began in the previous verse by saying we must not stay as we are,  but rather 

stretch ourselves to become instructors having solid knowledge  (obviously an  accurate instructor  requires  accurate knowledge). 

Those people having no interest in promoting God’s Word are like babes just living on milk  (minimal knowledge)  having no understanding as to  why 

they  must  progress to  gain more understanding –  and that is the position  worldly Christian leaders like to keep their flock –  because these innocent 

babes then  reciprocate by feeding the  worldly Christian leaders with worldly returns  (to Yahweh’s disgust)!    

Keep  “corralled cattle”  ignorant (Luke.16v19-21+),  because all farmers know that  “thinking animals”  can be dangerous animals!    

Likewise,  “knowledgeable congregational members”  will start asking awkward questions! 

But it should  not  be like this! 
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Christian leaders fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire would behave like Paul –  to be constantly urging their congregations to be like them,  like Paul,  like JC 

(Mark.1v22, 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, etc.,)  using all their (spare) time in the constant teaching of God’s Word to The World  

(Matt.24v14).  Amen. 

But to do this,  then as Paul teaches   – We  must  accurately imbue  “The Word of God”  being  all  its understanding that is  all  the supporting 

structure enabling the teacher (TC) to  clearly explain  Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  to  “The Heathen World”  that sadly 

includes most Christians  (taught to be as such,  by their leaders)  not  knowing,  nor understanding Yahweh’s Desire of them  personally.  

Paul recognises this and thus exhorts them to leave the  “milk”  (sadly today,  it is merely  “white water”  given by  worldly Christian leaders where 

some is effectively  “laced with poison” –  as my detailed critiques of sample transcribed sermons demonstrate).  Paul exhorts these brethren  

(Christians)  to move onto the solid food to give maximum  vigour/{fighting strength}  to press forward with the ministry work to The World,  because 

remaining as a babe  untried/untested/unskilled  in how to use  “The Word of God”  (Eph.6v17)  as part of that fighting machine for Yahweh’s Cause,  

means we an  ineffective  slave for Yahweh.  Thus sadly,  we then have become either a slave to our self-indulgence,  or the slave to our worldly leader’s 

self-indulgence.  There is absolutely  no  other alternative –  either a slave to Yahweh  (to edify our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  or a slave to 

The World  (of self-indulgence somewhere down the line)  being what JC taught us regarding two masters  (Matt.6v24, Luke.16v13). 

None  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders –  because it is  not  in their immediate self-interests to do it –  however they will regret it for an 

eternity  (Matt.8v12, 22v13, 24v31, 25v30, Luke.13v28, etc.), –  because they would have missed  “the election to Sonship”  to Yahweh that is  only  

available by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of our physical life.   

This is specifically as Paul explained earlier and  why  he is exhorting us now within these next series of verses to become part of  “The Order of JC”,  

who himself,  followed in the line of prophecy,  by analogy of  “Melchizedek”.  

With Paul exhorting us  now,  there is logically no recourse back upon him in The Millennium by disgruntled humans who would say   

Paul,  you did not persistently urge me to become like you !” 

This is  precisely why worldly  Christian leaders of The Gospel Age were kindly given the warning by JC at Luke.16v1-13  as  “a call to reform”  so they 

would  not  be dismissed when The Millennium is instituted  (Luke.20v16)  if they fulfilled The Master’s Desire. 

Can the reader understand all this?   It is utterly crucial in the understanding of what is occurring within The World today! 

As I keep stating to  “ad nausea”  none of this is taught –  we must  wake-up  to what is occurring around us!  
Heb.   5v14 og (of the) complete/perfect/mature/{fully grown}  And  (it) is  the  solid/stable/steadfast/strong/sure/firm   

Heb.   5v14 og (of the) nourishment/{rations (wages)}/food  of the (persons)  through (reason of)   

Heb.   5v14 og the  habit/practice/use  the  {organs of perception}/judgements/senses/{mental faculties}   

Heb.   5v14 og (the having been) {practised naked (in the games)}/trained/exercised [plural]  

Heb.   5v14 og (of the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural]   toward/nearness/{accession to}   

Heb.   5v14 og (the) {judicial estimation}/discern/disputation/discriminate  

Heb.   5v14 og (of the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  both 

Heb.   5v14 og also  (of the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked. 

Heb.   5v14 = And  of the  solid/steadfast/sure  nourishment/rations/food    (all the details of Yahweh’s Plan in prophetic allegories) 

it is  the  complete/perfect/mature  for the  people    (TCs realise how they fit within Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation) 

through reason of  the  {organs of perception}/senses/{mental faculties}     (TCs are always  reading/assaying/understanding  The Bible) 

having been  habitual/practised/used  trained/exercised,     (their reasoning is constantly exercised on God’s Word) 

of the  possessing/having  {judicial estimation}/discerning/discrimination     (TCs are educated to make accurate decisions) 

toward  both  of the  virtuous/valuable/worthy   (things/deeds)   also  of the  worthless/hurtful/harmful    (things/deeds). 

 

And of the  solid/steadfast  food/nourishment   (the  thousands  of prophetic allegories given in The Tanakh that teach us of Yahweh’s Plan)  

is the  complete/perfect  for the person   (imbuing Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  given in The Tanakh and lived by JC) 

through reason of the  senses/{mental faculties}   (constant assaying “The Knowledge”  and applying it by interaction within The Environment) 

having been habitually  trained/exercised   (the TC is constantly reassessing  “Bible Knowledge”  to better apply it in our  teaching/deportment) 

(for)  having  discernment/discrimination   (being able to  accurately  determine what is sourced by Yahweh,  and what is sourced by “Religion”) 

toward both the  virtuous/worthy  (things/deeds)    (to yield the next generation of TCs,  for Yahweh’s Pleasure,  and of  “Mankind’s Salvation”) 

also of the  worthless/harmful  (things/deeds)    (to yield the next generation of religious devotees,  for the religious leaders’  worldly pleasure). 

 

This is an interesting verse and no doubt I will cause more controversy with my logical and righteous explanations! 

Paul is continuing to exhort these  “holy  (blameless/innocent/{ separate from the world})  brethren”  who are still immature Christians. 

Is this a contradiction of terms? 

Absolutely not!   Contrary to what connotation our  worldly  reasoning leaders might choose to imply by the word  “holy”. 

Inasmuch presumptuously claimed, 

         Religious leaders are “holy”  and the congregation have not yet reached that stage. 

Where I might argue with justification,  quite the opposite! 

So again –  what do I mean?   I must explain myself! 

“Holy”  means  “blameless/innocent/{without charge}/pure/{separate from this world of sin}” 

“Immature Christians”  means  “Humans having very limited knowledge of Yahweh’s method to achieve Human Salvation” 

Thus  “holy”  applied to an  “immature Christian”  can be a most apt phrase. 

This phrase would describe a person utterly dissatisfied with the present  worldly  methodology and desires a methodology  “that  is  separate 

from The World of sin”! 

They,  as the brethren actively aiming to become TCs,  demonstrate this new methodology  (rejecting worldly methodology)  as being virtuous to their 

neighbour  (to their own discomfort  =  put themselves out to edify their neighbour),  of which certainly,  non-Christians  are equally able to do. 

Well  -  we are almost there with  “The Definition”! 

While in this state of dissatisfaction with the World’s present state and  trying to be  good/blameless/innocent  people,  they then come across  “The 

Knowledge of JC”  and of his  ministry/lifestyle,  shall yield a  “holy immature Christian”. 

Which really begs the question  (being the  inverse  to the above statement)    

What about those people calling themselves  “holy”,  being supposedly most   “learned in the scriptures”,  but do the most despicable things 

to other people,  using an example of priest paedophiles publicly exposed in the last few years at the time of writing  (2010 CE)? 

Thereby being  “unholy mature Christians”  (in a worldly judgement)  to yield  “worldly knowledgeable Christians”. 

The answer is obvious –  and JC often spoke of  “the hypocrisy” of  “The Religious Establishment”  (Mat.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1, etc.) –  being the so 

very many differing aspects of it. 

With that background,  Paul is making the specific point to these  “holy immature Christians”,  they must gain this solid nourishment  (being the part  

worldly Christian leaders do  not  teach –  or twist it so badly  [through Rev.22v18-19]  to become  unrelated  to what The Bible teaches –  as my copious 

examples demonstrate)!   Consequently,  these diligent  “holy brethren”  are to become in the position to be an instructor in  “The Word of God”  to  

competently  and authoritatively teach The World of people  with  sane/reasoning  minds 
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Most certainly we must  not  present “The Word of God”  in a  “drunken state” of gibberish,  or rolling around in the dust under the apparent 

delusion of being  “slain in the spirit”.  These various  “circus stage-shows”  for  animalistic/carnal  gratification promote self-indulgence 

within both the audience and leader,  that is  utterly alien to what The Bible specifically teaches us  as I very carefully delineate elsewhere on 

this website.   

The  charlatan Christian leaders endorsing this type of practice are absolutely condemned by Yahweh  (1Cor.14v23)! 

Furthermore,  the Christian leaders silent on this appalling situation are  likewise condemned by Yahweh  (Rom.1v32) 

Thus just as I can  “show-down”  a  worldly (or worse a charlatan)  Christian leader by quoting The Bible in context and deflect their weak attacks by 

explaining the  “out-of-context”  nature of their quotes  (because I  thoroughly know and understand  “The Subject Matter”)  –  then likewise so are all 

people who diligently study  “The Word of God”  and know it like  “the back of one’s hand”,  as do I.  

This is the specific point Paul is making,  and warns us  (who read The Bible)  in just so many other places  (especially in Galatians, Thessalonians  

Timothy, Titus,  and John in 1,3John)  of these deviant  worldly Christian leaders  coming-in  “to spoil the flock” (Acts.20v29)  with faulty teaching  

(where our scholars of today excuse themselves by pointing at  “The Gnostics”,  merely to take the attention away from their  own  faulty reasoning –  

just like the  “naughty schoolboy”  deflecting criticism from  “The Authority”  by stating   “He over there is worse than me because … … etc.”)! 

Now we come to the last part of the verse - 

By imbuing all this  accurate  knowledge and applying it with gusto,  then we become  a competent trooper  for  The Lord/Master  in The Ministry Work 

– so The Lord/Master will attain His required 144000 TCs  (Matt.20v23)  before He chooses to terminate this present worldly system operating under 

Satan’s methodology   (hence Matt.24v36,  because of Matt.20v23). 

It is  only  through the  accurate  ministry work,  we personally gain  “on-the-job training”  precisely like JC sent out the disciples several times,  once in 

the early days,  it was the first 12,  in groups of two  (Luke.9v1-10),  and later he sent out 70 more,  in groups of two  (Luke.10v1-17) –  to gain the all-

important ministerial work to  (1) “sharpen the mental faculties”  and  (2) further  “reinforce a solid working knowledge”  of God’s Word  within the 

brethren members actively aiming to become TCs. 

Thus it is by becoming a  competent trooper  “skilled in combat duty”  (“using The Word of God”  in our discussions)  for  The Lord/Master  

that  “our senses become sharpened”,  and we effectively gain a 6th sense,  where we can spot  charlatan  Christian leaders before  they open 

their mouth –  by observing their deportment,  and the way they address the members of the congregation.   

Likewise,  a careful examination of their fruitage (Matt.7v16-20)  –  Does the fruitage  (the devotees)  precisely imitate JC? 

Moreover,  when these  charlatan Christian leaders open their mouth,  then while the audience take great pleasure and delight in what is being given,  I 

internally wince because  “one verse quotes”  are being fraudulently misapplied when the reasoning given alongside is  full of errors  (when taken 

holistically with what God’s Word teaches us as contained in  “The Whole Unadulterated Bible”).   Therefore,  these sermons are specifically what 

Yahweh would  not  desire to hear being taught to the innocent congregation  (Rom.16v17-18)! 

consequently,  it is of this deviancy (2Pet.2v1)  of which Paul is speaking at the end of this verse. 

It must be clearly understood  if  these brethren are already  “Holy”  then  they would  not  require to know what is  harmful/hurtful/bad/evil  because 

they are already  not  operating to these principles!  

That is obvious! 

Thus Paul is speaking now about  “The Doctrine”  upon which they  could  become misled  (Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, etc.,  from  “fallen away”  religious leaders, 

1John.2v18-19, Acts.20v29)   and thus require to gain the  accurate  “Knowledge”  being  “The Substance”  of Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  

(as given on this website  “FutureLife.Org”).   Thereby,  enabling them to ultimately become TCs in their own right by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire 

through their own  accurate  teaching  (to become the next generation of TCs to personally fulfil the 144000 TC  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”). 

This is exactly  why  our  worldly (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders  cannot  become TCs  unless they seriously reform  their mindset and become  

truly  “Holy”  being  “The Driver”  to start using  all that knowledge they have,  so they might  start correctly  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle, –  else 

quite simply,  they shall become condemned by Yahweh,  because they  were/are  being  “the faithless steward”  over Yahweh’s household  (Matt.24v48-

51, Luke.12v45-46  as a couple of many examples I could give).   About half of JC’s parables and illustrations are specific warnings about  worldly  

Christian leaders  rejected by Yahweh  that were to come throughout The Gospel Age. 

Thus by example,  Satan attacked JC by misquoting The Bible scriptures  (Matt.4v1-12),  and JC was competently able to quote the scriptures in context 

and thus rebuff Satan’s attacks.  Likewise TCs  must  be  competently  able to do the same with worldly spiritual attacks given out by religious sources 

(as was JC during his exchanges with them Matt.22v15-46) – this is spiritual refinement  (1Cor.3v13) -  and can only occur by  thoroughly knowing our 

subject matter  to become  competent auditors  and skilled solders with  “The Word of God” (Eph.6v17). 

An interesting comment I need to make about a secret of mine - 

When I was young and immature  “searching for Reason and Understanding”,  a  worldly Christian leader said to me about a grouping of people  

“Beware of that specific grouping of people –  because they know The Bible very well!” 

In my naive and innocent state I took heed of this  “supposed advice”  from someone who was apparently authorised to teach  “The Word of God”! 

Since then,  in the meantime,  by imbuing and then fully understanding  “The Word of God” –  I competently realise - 

What is wrong with intimately knowing The Bible  (being  “The Word of God”)? –   That is surely a good thing! 

And  yes  -  it is a good thing! 

This is the specific point I am making –  charlatan Christian leaders do  not  want their congregational members to  intimately  know The Bible– else 

these leaders become exposed as being hypocrites to  “The Word of God”  (by the then knowledgeable eyes and  sane/reasoning  minds)  to become 

condemned in the eyes of their  informed/learned  congregational members!    

Moreover,  their worldly income of whatever  (money/power/prestige/sex/{debilitating habits}/leverage/{self-glory}/etc.)  will dry-up! 

This  is  the problem we face within The World today –  precisely as it was in the days of JC –  and has been ever since then,  throughout The Ages!   

Precisely the  one/same  mindset of person  takes the very same positions  within “Religion”,  generation after generation! 

“Keep the masses ignorant!” –  “Hide The Truth”  (being how to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire, Matt.23v13)  and comfortably live in The 

World on the proceeds gained by  “milking the members”  of the congregations  (Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29, John.11v47-53, etc.)! 

I realise this is hard doctrine –  and  not  all Christian leaders are like this – but how do we know unless we  intimately  know and understand The Bible? 

Moreover,  when in this state,  then we personally  do not need them!     

That is the point of this commentary – being able to recognise the worldly concern they have for themselves  (hence falling afoul of Matt.6v24, etc.,)  

and that we must not be like them,  by having personally thoroughly studied The Bible and using its contents to personally reform ourselves to be truly 

Christlike. 

 

 

Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside)  means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  

Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 

Reasoning – repeat - Without the  “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined 

and then given by Yahweh = to become His future  “Sons of God” –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 

56th Instruction – It is by having “The Knowledge “ (previous verses)  that becomes the start of  “The Anointing process”, 

do not linger at the beginning,  but rather  endure and push forward  to the  “state of perfection”  (= possible Sonship). 

57th Instruction – Do not return to The Worldly methodology by casting down a foundation of presently spiritually dead 

people,  because  without  a personal mindset change,  then these individuals have  no  future of eternal salvation. 
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62nd Allegory – works of the dead = Worldly people having a lifestyle ruled by worldly methodology  (self-indulgence),  

that shall ultimately lead to annihilation unless self-reform occurs during  their/our  2 part life. 

92nd Reasoning – By gaining  “Real Faith”  (= accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity)  that is ultimately sourced 

by Yahweh,  then we  can  complete the  “anointing process”  unto Sonship by having a perfected mindset like JC. 

53rd Comment – It must be understood,  a person might live and die rejecting JC,  but upon their resurrection and given 

the opportunity to  really/truly  “believe in JC”  taught by  competent  people  (TCs as Sons of God) with the  one/same  

spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JC  then they can live forever –  see 2 part life explained in Glossary. 

58th Instruction – Yahweh’s Plan consists of  baptism  that must be first,  accurately taught  (not taught correctly today)! 

59th Instruction – Yahweh’s Plan consists of  the laying on of hands  (and is  not  taught/practised  correctly today)! 

60th Instruction – Yahweh’s Plan consists of  the resurrection of dead people  (and is  not  taught correctly today)! 

61st Instruction – Yahweh’s Plan consists of  the everlasting judgements  (and is  not  taught correctly today)! 

93rd Reasoning – Please read commentary to understand how widely “off the mark” (sinning)  worldly Christian leaders 

are on some of these core topics of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” as explained in “1st Century Christianity”  (see 

glossary –  because  none  of this is understood by our  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders, lost in mystery)! 

62nd Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs  must  accurately  teach these  core topics  to The 

World  with fidelity  to “The Word of God”  and by personal actions  (not  hypocritical to “The Word of God”).   

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - Thus as we read - there is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs,  being The Almighty God. 

94th Reasoning – Notice  what/how  Yahweh uses His HS upon the TCs:  “this we will do provided Yahweh permits”.  

What are we told TCs must do?  Accurately teach the fundamentals of Core Christianity.  They did not roll in the dirt 

feigning” slain in the spirit”,  speak worthless self-indulgent gibberish amongst themselves!   Feigning miraculous events! 

Miracles are used to  (1) further The Spread God’s Word  (2) assist The Brethren (for [1]).  This speaks volumes! 

Check-out the numbers of (real) miracles for the number of Apostles over 30 years  (< 1 miracle/apostle/{five years}) 

From this calculation,  we can realise  charlatan Christian leaders expressing “supposed miracles”  are  fraudsters! 

63rd Instruction – “If The Lord permits”  means  (1) we must  firstly  make ourselves presentable  (in every respect, 

knowledgeable [learn our material],  physically presentable,  pleasant persona,  willing to do, etc),  then  (2) Yahweh will 

open doors around us so we can move forward to  accurately  teach “The Word of God”.  This means,  “Do  not  preach 

Religion”!   We must explain  (1) “The Goal”  and how to personally achieve it,  and  (2) “The Millennium”  and how the 

members of  “The Resurrected World”  must personally reform to copy JC to achieve personal salvation. 

All the above must be underwritten by using content from both The Old and New Testaments of the Bible!  

Heb.   6v1 og Therefore/Consequently  

Heb.   6v1 og (the having) sent/left/forsook/{yielded up}/{laid aside}/pardoned/excused/allowed/remitted/forgave [plural]  

Heb.   6v1 og the [word]   

Heb.   6v1 og of the  beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/ 

/wholly/chief/power/principality/rule/leaders 

Heb.   6v1 og of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning,   

Heb.   6v1 og over/upon/concerning  the  {(the state of) completeness/perfectness}/perfection/{full growth}   

Heb.   6v1 og (let us) endure/{to bear/carry}/{go on}/uphold/lead/move/reach/bring,   

Heb.   6v1 og not  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again   (the) {something put down}/substruction/foundation   

Heb.   6v1 og (the) {throwing down}/{casting down}/descending/{laying down} [middle voice]  

Heb.   6v1 og (of the) {compunction (for guilt)}/reformation/{reversal (of decision)}/repentance  off/away/separated/from   

Heb.   6v1 og (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers    

Heb.   6v1 og (of the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds,   

Heb.   6v1 og also  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  over/upon/concerning  (the) God [Yahweh], 

Heb.   6v1 = Consequently having  {laid aside}/{yielded up}    (Paul exhorts:  Having left behind ...) 

the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  commencement/beginning    (the simple things taught when you first heard of ... … ) 

of the  Christ/Anointed,     (of  “The Office”  of  “The Anointing”  to become a future  “Son of God”) 

let us  endure/{go on}/reach  concerning  {the state of completeness/perfection},      (we must persist unto perfection,  to imitate JC) 

not  {back once more}/again  to  personally  {cast/lay down}     (Do not personally start again at the beginning ... … ) 

the  {substruction}/foundation  of the  reformation/repentance    (do not be laying down the foundation for a 2nd time  ... … ) 

off/from  of the  {occupational efforts}/works/deeds  of the  {dead people}/corpses,     (from of the  works/deeds  of the dead people) 

also  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  concerning the  God  (Yahweh).     (also be coming back upon  “The Faith of Yahweh”) 

 

Consequently  (we)  having laid aside   (we must leave aside … )  
the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the beginning   (… the simplistic words we first heard about JC's ministry and ransom sacrifice,  being … ) 

of the Anointed   (“The Goal”  of becoming  “anointed unto Sonship”  by Yahweh,  because we have precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 

let us reach concerning the state of  completeness/perfection   ( [1] keep learning more,  and  [2] start  accurately  applying  what we know) 

(and)  not  (to return)  back once more to personally lay down   (do  not  personally return to  worldly methodology driving our life) 
the foundation of repentance   (if having become worldly then will need to start upon the long the road of  “repentance”  a second time) 

from  (starting again with)  the occupational efforts of the  (spiritually)  dead people   (when operating according to  worldly methodology), 

also of the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  concerning the God   (Yahweh via  “The Word of God”  through JC). 

 

If  we are to grow and mature in capability so we become competent to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,   
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Then  we  must personally progress beyond  the simple things we gained at  “the beginning of Christ”  (where we began to learn how to 

become a “Son of God”)  and move onto  “The Solid Food”  (to make “Sonship” a future personal reality). 

This will give us strength and fortitude to face what The World  (worldly  focused  “Leaders of Religion”)  will throw at us,  because they are 

threatened by  “The Contents”  of  an active TC at work  personally fulfilling Yahweh's Desire by precisely imitating JC that  is  “The Way to 

Sonship”  (John.14v5-15, etc.). 

This solid food of  thoroughly knowing  The Bible yields  competence within the TC  (Heb.5v14)  so they  can  be useful in Yahweh’s  “occupational 

effort”  through the TC actively fulfilling Yahweh's Desire as a faithful steward operating in the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which 

operated within JC,  who equally fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire. 

Notice again the use of  “Christ”  without  “Jesus”  (common expression of Paul in his epistles when)  being towards The Goal of which we should aim! 

It is  “The Target”  (being  the commencement)  of  “Anointing”  for us Brethren  (aiming to become TCs)  towards which we should be aspiring,  -  

being that of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  through His  “Anointing”  (“Christ”)  of the 144000 TCs upon their  election/selection  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  

(Rev.20v6),  being  “The Time of JCg’s 1st 2nd C”  to collect his future  “Bride of Christ”  (as  “fellow  brothers/sisters  together/with  JCg”). 

This knowledge has been lost for the last 1700+ years or so,  because Satan does not want this knowledge to be known  (see  “Satan’s Desire”  in my 

glossary) –  but Yahweh makes all things known in due season –  which is now  at  “The End of The Gospel Age”  (Matt.24v14). 

So Paul continues    

If  this is to be our goal   “Christ” =  to become  “anointed”  as future  “Sons of God”  (Rom.8v17-23),   

Then  we are  not  to go back again to the time when we repented  (turned away)  from the  “occupational efforts”  of the  (spiritually)  dead 

people  (operating according to “worldly methodology”). 

We are to ever move forward from that  beginning point  in our life when we made the transition from the 1st part of our spiritual life  (being 

of The World)  into  the beginning  of the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (to become a Christian)  only made possible by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  

and of his Ransom Sacrifice. 

The reference to  “dead people”  only means people operating in the 1st part of their spiritual life  (according to “worldly methodology” = “self-indulge 

to our neighbour's hurt”).  Where, if they show no  reform/readjustment  during their 2 part physical life  (i.e. [1] either now,  or  [2] during their 

existence in The Millennium throughout their training period)  then they cannot have eternal life and shall face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation at the 

end of The Millennium during the final assay period,  Rev.20v7-15). 

So Paul exhorts us brethren  (Christians)  to be having  “The Real Faith” (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  by gaining all the accurate 

knowledge  (as given in The Bible)  and being able  to effectively use it in The Ministry Work to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

For instance today on The Radio,  I heard an obviously  worldly Christian leader speak about a  “painting of a family”. 

This was a family painting,  but she did not know who they were,  however she began to  “supposedly teach”  us about how these people 

started to live within us as we reflected upon what was in the picture!   And that is what we are to be doing as we think of those people having 

left us in death,  so that through us,  they might live on!   And that was the sum total of her sermon!    

Of what is this religious  (claiming to represent Yahweh)  person speaking –  is it the  worldly  waffle we so often hear,  being that we only live again by 

what people remember,  or think of us!   Why  should she promote  such rubbish  when JC and the apostles speak of  “The Future Resurrection”  in just 

so many places,  and the two types of resurrection which are possible  (1Cor.15v35-55)  for us –  where JCg showed this to be possible at John.20v26, 

1Cor.15v6, etc.).  

It is precisely this  humbug  rubbish  that TCs  must combat –  being  the delusions promulgated by these worthless  (in what they teach)  worldly 

Christian leaders  (as “spiritual paedophiles”, Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42, Luke.17v2) –  leading their innocent spiritual children astray so  “they both fall 

into the ditch”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)!   Most worryingly,  these Christian leaders learn  this type of rubbish  in their seminaries  (Matt.23v15 being 

how to contest  “Yahweh’s Word”  with  “Man’s Word”,  rather than to imbue precisely what God states in The Bible)!   

I think I would ruffle a few feathers if I went through one of these seminaries now with my knowledge! –  I probably would be expelled after 

the first day –  equivalent to being  “thrown out of the temple”  in the days of JC  (John.9v35)!    

Then I recall another instance  -  I give specific  program/date  citation elsewhere –  where they teach at the seminaries –  I quote   “It is good to die”  -  

This statement is a heinous insult to what JC personally did for us,  through what he had to suffer in his ransom sacrifice to give us   “Life”!    

However,  these spiritually blind seminary leaders have not the faintest idea about what they speak –  lost in a mystery of their own creation!    

I physically shake with rage when I consider the utterly ridiculous things our  “worldly eminent”  religious leaders teach us –  they are an 

abomination for what Yahweh represents! 

No wonder then,  JC detests them –  Matt.23v15   (while they would state to the contrary,  that   “JC loves them”  and their devotees say   Amen’)! 

What an unhealthy pantomime! 

Heb.   6v2 og (of the) ablutions/baptisms/washings  (of the) instruction/doctrine/{what is taught},   

Heb.   6v2 og (of the) {an imposition (of hands officially)}/{laying/putting on}  both   

Heb.   6v2 og (of the) {hollowness for grasping}/hands,   

Heb.   6v2 og (of the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  both   (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers 

Heb.   6v2 og also  (of the) decision/judgement/conclusion/sentence/lawsuit  (of the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting. 

Heb.   6v2 = both  of the  instruction/doctrine  of the  ablutions/baptisms  (and)  of the  {laying/putting  on}  of  hands 

both  of the  {standing up again}/resurrection  of the  {dead people}/corpses   

also  of the  perpetual/everlasting  decision/judgement. 

 

both  (1) of the instruction of the baptisms   (a  bilateral  agreement  [1] promise to imitate JC,  [2] Yahweh reciprocates with  “Sonship”) 

               (Where,  If we fail to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  then Yahweh [with sadness] must refuse to give us personal Sonship [for only 144000 TCs]) 

(and the instruction)  (2) of the putting on of hands   (a once only  acknowledgement of  commitment/task   [not  “the nonsense”  we see today]) 
both  (1) of the resurrection of the dead people   (being 2 stage,   [1] The 1st Resurrection for TCs,  [2] The 2nd Resurrection for everyone else) 

also  (2) of the everlasting decision   (occurring  [1] Now yielding  Early Adopters,  [2] at “The End of The Millennium”  yielding  Late Adopters) 

             (All of which  is  basic  “1st Century Christianity”   -  and yet  none  of this is taught today by our  delinquent  worldly Christian leaders) 

 

Paul is  moving-on  to give subject areas in which the immature Christian must learn what these terms really mean,  else apostates will come in and 

distort all the supporting sub-structure under these headings  (which is precisely what has occurred over the last 1700+ years to yield the some 37000+ 

[2007 CE]  worldly Christian schisms around  The World,  some of the  very worst  in the last 100 years). 

Of which,  if I had the time,  then I would carefully analyse what these some 37000  worldly Christian schisms do,  and compare their activity against 

what The Bible  specifically teaches  to show how demonstrably  wrong  they are in what they preach,  what they claim should be done and further,  what 

they really do –  often being contrary to what they preach!  (Matt.23v1-3, etc.) –  But more importantly,  all  are against what The Bible teaches us.   

These  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  can get away with taught “distortion”,  because their acolytes do  not  read The Bible in its 

entirety and they are  not  taught  how  to understand The Bible –  but only what their demonstrably errant  worldly Christian leaders deem 

their acolytes should know  (being  mostly alien  to what Yahweh Desires)! 

In the short term I feel so saddened for these congregational members because  they are being short-changed  (by “rogue traders”),  but in the long 

term –  in The Millennium,  the tables will be turned,  “The Congregational Members”  will blossom in that newly prevailing  “Righteousness” –  

because essentially they  are  searching for The Lord,  but by contrast,  many of these self-indulgent  worldly Christian leaders have much  

reform/readjustment  to make in their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to ultimately succeed by avoiding  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation! 

However that is  why  I am writing this website  
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To create  “The Audit Material”  to make all of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  so perfectly clear! 

Thus - 

“Baptism”  is a  once only action  and is to only  occur  when the  individual fully understands precisely of what they are to undertake for the remaining 

part of their existence.  Again it is  not  as we are taught by many Christian leaders –  and I will not go into all the worldly permutations of what is 

errantly practised in those very worldly schisms –  else that will add perhaps another  “hundred plus”  pages to this commentary! 

“Laying on Hands”  This is absolutely  not  to be taken lightly  (2Tim.5v22)  but an act signifying an important acceptance for a specific role 

(Acts.13v2-3),  or for a life changing event (1Tim.4v14, 2Tim.1v6, Acts.6v6, 13v3).  This is act is  closely linked in the context of Baptism  being the life 

changing event of individuals  (Acts.8v17-19)  having  received/accepted  into their life  “The Word of God”  to become their master  leading them out 

from The World of self-indulgence.   

Moreover,  this act can occur for the special event in a person’s life having received healing directly from JC or Paul  (Luke.4v40, and other healing 

examples by JC, Acts.19v6,11, 28v8).  These are the  only  places where  “Laying on Hands”  in the positive sense exist in The Bible other than to  

“forcibly impose”.  Note in places like the example given at Luke.18v15 the specific term  “laying of hands”  (having the connotation built within it to be 

“life changing”)  is  not  used,   but only that  “JC might touch them” –  that might be under the extension of  “metaphorical”  (being to make spiritual 

contact with  “The Word of God”  of JC,  being an experience for them not to miss). 

Thus from these examples that are closely coupled with  “baptism”  enables us to make the following observances  -  for our guidance. 

1. Laying-On of hands must only be done  with careful consideration,  thus only  when the recipient is ready/competent.  It is not a frivolous act. 

2. Laying-On of hands occurs only once within an individual’s life  (being  “the life changing”  act of [3])  of an event change. 

3. It occurs at a life changing situation upon the recipient –  being perhaps the commencement of a gift  (thus once only required). 

4. Invariably occurs at baptism. 

5. Occurred when either JC or one of  “The Foremost Apostles”  “laid their hands”  upon someone to cause the curing of some ailment. 

There are absolutely  no  other examples in The Bible –  thus it is a solemn act that creates much joy  afterwards. 

Confirming what The Bible also teaches by inference - 

1. It must  not  be done lightly or in a hyped emotional atmosphere  (we must be sober and  never  intoxicated.  1Thes.5v6,8, 1Tim.2v15, 3v11, 

2Tim.4v5, Tit.1v8, 2v2,4,6, 1Pet.1v13, 4v7, 5v8, etc.) 

2. It is most probable  (with no evidence to the contrary)  it is done once in a person’s life  (because on only one life changing event). 

3. It only occurred when a  demonstrable  TC laid their hands to cure the recipient of an ailment.  Under the  correct  definition of a TC. 

From this we can immediately recognise those  charlatan Christian Leaders who depart from what The Bible  specifically teaches us  -  unless obviously, 

they can find verses in The Bible  within context  to counter precisely what I have given here by Bible citation!    

Notice I have not entered examples from The Old Testament here,  yet! 

As I stated earlier,  notice how Paul has  linked these two items together  by the word  “both”  thus by indication to be synonymous with one another, 

where in many events they would have occurred together. 

“{Standing up again}/Resurrection/{rising again}”  means just as the words state   “standing up”,  “rising again”  but sadly we have a huge range of 

deviant teaching by our  worldly Christian leaders on what happens when we die –  and I cover this elsewhere,  so there really is no need to repeat it 

again verbatim –  but only suggest our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  should  just read The Bible  instead of material sourced by “Mankind”,  

so they might then understand what  will  occur in the now  “near future”!   Then I strongly suggest they teach to their congregations what  The Bible so 

clearly tells us –  so they do  not  feel  “The Wrath of Yahweh”  upon them when they are  “standing up”  again! 

“Perpetual/Everlasting decisions/judgements” [plural]  is again just what it states.  Notice again how Paul links this phrase with the proceeding phrase 

concerning the  “resurrection”  of humans by the word  “both” –  that is also lost in many  worldly  bible translations  (being so very typical of the NIV),  

where it is this  lack of precision  within our very  worldly  translations that disguises Yahweh’s True Word.  This website tries to burrow inside the 

scribe’s head and thoroughly understand  “The Subject Matter”,  of which I bring out for the reader’s benefit. 

Thus linking the two subjects teaches us,  the  various  judgements  are to be made upon our resurrection that have everlasting consequences. 

We might ask - 

Are these everlasting judgements anything like the things we are taught by our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians? 

Obviously not! 

Why Not? 

Because as I explain copiously elsewhere,  what we are taught by our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  is wholly  unrighteous,  and thus  wrong! 

I strongly urge the world’s  very best  theologians to contest that statement by giving their reasons to this website through the email route given,  so I 

might have more material with which to publicly critique line by line on this website  (as my examples show)!   Because simply  they are wrong  in what 

they preach!   I do desire  not  to be confrontational,  but I would much rather they just imbue this knowledge The Bible teaches of which I thoroughly 

explain,  for them to start teaching this knowledge to The World in its entirety  (Matt.24v14)! 

Yahweh is  “The Most Righteous Entity”  in The Universe, –  being  “The Source of Perfection” –   “The Source of all intrinsically  

ideal/good  things”,  being  “The Standard”  towards Whom all entities must ultimately aim to fulfil His Desire  (Ecc.12v13-14). 

To save explaining Yahweh’s Plan verbatim again –  please look at  “2 part life”  in glossary that carefully explains how Yahweh has put together “The 

Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  together so that every person having existed over the last 6000 years might achieve salvation. 

      This is something that  NO  “Religion” on this planet can successively explain – regarding those people living  before  “the Religion”  itself began! 

This  “Most Righteous Plan”  sourced by Yahweh fully explains how - 

1. People who existed  before  the birth of JC are equally covered in the most righteous manner. 

2. People in The Gospel Age having  never  heard of JC are equally covered in the most righteous manner. 

3. People in The Gospel Age calling themselves “Christians”  but not deemed righteous,  are  covered  in the most righteous manner. 

4. People presently mentally retarded are equally covered in the most righteous manner. 

5. People having died while still infants are equally covered in the most righteous manner. 

6. And many other examples –  are all covered in the most righteous manner. 

7. Where, by  thousands of prophetic allegories righteously unfold through millennia  (precisely as this website  “FutureLife.Org”  shows)! 

There is certainly  no  (“absolute zero”)  world religion  existing on this planet  that can fulfil the criteria mentioned above –  except  “1st Century 

Christianity”  as  wholly taught by JC and the apostles,  and as explained on this website  “FutureLife.Org”.  FutureLife.Org only gives what The Bible 

succinctly teaches us –  if  we start with a  good/faithful  translation and  not  “The Resultant”  of our modern translators passing  “The Original Greek”  

through Rev.22v18-19  at critical doctrinal places! 

I apologise,  and will now stop ranting –  but I feel exceedingly passionately about this and it shows in my writings  –  because what this website states is  

“utterly righteous”,  yet this knowledge is  never  taught by those leaders claiming to represent Yahweh,  presently feeding indulgent,  but worthless,  

scraps  (Luke.16v21)  to the thousands and millions of adoring devotees  (short changed by their  “rogue traders”,  being groomed and then ravished by 

these  “spiritual paedophiles”, Luke.17v2, Matt.18v6, Acts.20v29)! 

Essentially, the three outcomes for any specific human  (of the Gospel Age)  are - 

1. Resurrection unto Sonship as a future Son of God  (in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body)  (available for 144000 people, Rev.14v1-4). 

2. Resurrection as a human requiring more education in a perfected society  (in perfected DNA fleshly bodies)  (virtually every person). 

3. Never  to be resurrected  (the  charlatan Christian leaders , termed “iniquitous”,  of whom Judas Iscariot was the first in this category). 

All of this is never explained by our present  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  because they do  not  recognise what The Bible tells them  

(2010/15/21 CE). 

Now my regular warning to  all  Christian leaders  on this planet  (so they might not be ignorant)  now follows - 
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Worldly Christian leaders recognising the deviant activity of the  charlatan Christian leaders and remain silent upon their utterly self-

indulgent activities,  become entirely complicit to these activities and are thus  equally condemned  in Yahweh’s Special/Greater (1st) 

Judgement!   This judgement (as only deemed by Yahweh)  may possibly go the same way as The Charlatan Christian leaders,  being that of 

annihilation upon the ending of their present existence –  as we are to read in the next section!    

But I suppose Christian leaders  “worldly reason”    “When living in glass houses –  then do not cast the first stone!” 

All of which shows to us the strength of their  (blind) faith! 

Heb.   6v3 og Also  that/this/there/here  (we will) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,   

Heb.   6v3 og {if it be that}/{if at all events}  (He [Yahweh] may/should) {turn over (transfer)}/{give leave}/allow/let/permit   

Heb.   6v3 og the  {specific god} [Yahweh]. 

Heb.   6v3 = Also  this  we will   do/make/perform/practice,   

{if it be that}  “the specific god”  may/should  {give leave}/allow/permit. 

 

Also this we (TCs)  will  do/perform   (being of the  accurate  teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”  [but absolutely  not  worldly Christianity]) 

if it be that  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh [referenced to TCs])  might  allow/permit. 

 

Paul states quite clearly  (based upon the preceding verses)  he will - 

1. Guide these holy brethren away from the simpler aspects of  “1st Century Christianity”,  and give them more substantial teaching. 

2. Through the exegesis given that would underpin  “The Instruction”  with righteous  “knowledge”  to give them  “assurance”.  

3. By giving this more detailed teaching enables these holy brethren become effective instructors over other people. 

4. Assist them in teaching methods to make them competent troopers for The Lord’s ministry. 

5. Ensuring their deportment is that of JC,  being that  “deportment”  often  “speaks louder than words”! 

6. In this manner Paul will be bringing them into  “The Order of Melchizedek”  firmly  substantiated/established  by JC worthy of Sonship. 

So we might ask  

Is this what our Christian leaders do to their congregations?   

If not, –  then  why  not? 

I let the reader answer those questions! 

Except  by contrast to Paul's instruction,  our  worldly Christian leaders  keep  their congregational members on the  “simple/beginning  aspects of JC”,  

so the congregational members can be  “kept ignorant by knowing nothing else”!     

Why?   Because the leaders would be exposed as being  entirely delinquent  by  a more educated congregational member! 

Let the reader be my witness –  ask any “Christian”  what they know about Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  and then compare 

their answer to  “The Disclosing Truth”  as written on  “FutureLife.Org”  (explaining what we are succinctly told in The Bible)! 

Now the next section  

Why the comment   “If  “the specific god”  might allow us”? 

To whom is the floating pointer referenced  (being of its context)? 

It is referenced upon the TCs and thus points directly to Yahweh  (as  “the adopting Father”). 

Now we must put the quote back into context  (this is always an essential practice –  but not often done today –  by  “You know who”). 

The context is speaking of people being selected for growth in  “The Real Faith”  (= Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity). 

The growth is for the brethren,  so that some specific members will ultimately become TCs hence Christian  Apostles/Leaders =  the  teachers/prophets. 

Then the cryptic comment  “that is if The Specific God  (Yahweh)  might allow us”. 

Thus we must reason along these lines,  there are some brethren  (aspiring TCs)  who could be in any one of the three different groupings - 

1. People having become wonderful TCs,  because  “the specific god” (Yahweh)  through JCg has  allowed/assisted  them to grow into that 

position with copious dispensed HS based entirely upon  “The Word of God”  (being that sourced by The Bible and not man [Gal.1v10-12]). 

2. People who  “the specific god”  (JCg)  as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  is rejected to their growth  (see 1Tim.1v20 with reference to 

Hymenaeus and Alexander)  -  and thus Paul reckons   Because it will be better for them to be left with Satan in the 1st part of their physical 

life so they will not throw away the 2nd part of their life after Baptism,  and thus lose their 2nd opportunity in The Millennium  (by requiring a 

3rd conscious existence –  that has  not  been atoned and then covered by JC –  see later section). 

3. Then there is the 3rd group,  those people who  “the specific god”  allows to become  “false TCs”  to mislead  (perhaps the ultimate example 

would be Judas who knew all things  [in The Knowledge]  but freely chose to follow worldly desires,  in this instance money –  John.12v6, and 

power [see my commentaries in The Gospels starting at Matt.27v3]).  We are told he has lost all,  inasmuch it would be better if he had not 

been born (Matt.26v24).  This is of what we are warned,  see 6v4 for example unto which this verse leads,  as one of several within The Bible. 

Please also see my commentary at John.6v64 and 67 that states something  most important,  utterly ignored  by our  “worldly scholarly”  

theologians supposedly understanding “Christianity”. 

So we have  all  three possible options.  I also understand we have  all  possible people within the Christian community at present  (Rev.2v1-3v22).  

Consequently it is so important for the reader to audit exactly what these leaders say against what The Bible  specifically teaches us.  

In theory,  if the reader becomes fully fluent in The Bible,  then it is  “the specific god”  (being Both as a double reference)  that makes this TC grow and  

not  the Christian leader,  as we are told in the Bible  (see 1Cor 3v5-6 – in context).  Thus by inference  if  we regularly  “go to church”  and leave it to 

the leader to keep  “drip feeding”  watered-down milk  to us,  then we are  not  deemed by Yahweh to be a TC by what we  given/told  within The Bible. 

A TC initiates contact; “the specific god”  (Yahweh)  through  “The Word of God”  (JC)  makes the TC grow –   not  the Christian leader 

anymore!   The Christian leader should  “water the seed sown” –  that means   “Explains/guides  the new person to understand precisely 

what  “The Word of God”  really  means at a  personal  level”.   This does  not  occur today,  nor has it been done for the last some 1900 

years by supposed  “Leaders of Religion”  taking their positions  (Acts.20v29)  after the second generation of Apostles died. 

If  worldly  Christian leaders allow this passivity to occur  then  equally,  they too  are  not  carrying out God’s Word as we have just read, 

and they do not  imitate Paul,  as Paul imitates JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  and therefore they too are  not  giving sacred service,  and thus  cannot 
present any offerings  (TCs)  in their  “supposed sacrifice”  (as apparent service to Yahweh,  to be delivering offerings of  the next generation 

of TCs)! 

Still within context,  we move to v4 below,  where Paul now discusses the implications of being a TC,  being the resultant of the work he is putting into 

these  “holy brethren”  (“innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from the world}  Christians”  but as  immature  [= lacking  knowledge/understanding] 

Christians  [Heb.3v1]) to precisely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (for more TCs to finally end The Gospel Age when “144000” is achieved). 

Please Note   This cautionary request to the reader   If a religious leader quotes a single verse  out of context –  just ignore them!   Else obtain the Book, 

Chapter and Verse of the quotation.  Then place this quotation back within The Bible to read about 5 verses either side.  The reader is very 

likely to find that it does  not  actually mean what their religious leader is attaching to it!   This is of what The Bible constantly warns us. 

Naturally -  please apply the  same  standard to what you read on this website  “FutureLife.Org” –  noting the holistic content of my single cited verses! 

Being a practice of which Paul praised the Beroens  (Acts.17v11) –  something of which we  all  should be doing! 

 

54th Comment – Paul starts his reasoning  for the next three verses  by gathering attributes of  “a type of Christian”. 

95th Reasoning – Who would have these attributes?   Obviously it does  not  include non-Christians! 
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But neither does it include  the majority  of Christians!  -  Why?  Because the vast majority of Christians have  not  the 

faintest idea of what all this truly means  “Being enlightened (given to know)”, “tasted (to absorb)  the extra-terrestrial 

sacrificial gift”, “also become sharers of the HS (committed to imitate JC)”, “also tasted (comprehend)  virtuous 

reasonings of God”, “miraculous power (to transform The Mind)”, “also The Expectancy of The Millennium”.   

Because they have  not  been taught by people supposedly knowing of these things,  then the majority  are  innocent! 

So of whom is Paul speaking?   Paul can  only  be speaking about Christian Leaders who  are  in this position to know. 

55th Comment – Paul has now set out his stall.  He has defined a specific group of  privileged  people for our attention. 

This grouping of privileged people is likened by JC to  “a rich man in sumptuous (purple) clothing”  (Luke.16v19). 

56th Comment – Paul now makes the following condition:  They fall  (turn)  away! 

96th Reasoning – What does this mean – “They fall away”  

This can mean one of two things:  (1) Reject Christianity  (become atheist/{beholden to another religion})  or for most of 

them,  (2) remain in Christianity,  but will “take what they can” from God’s Word for self-indulgent reasons (Luke.16v3). 

However, staying in Christianity and not taking worldly gain removes the person (as are most) out of this grouping (2). 

97th Reasoning – Expanding (2) – obviously to gain from God’s Word in a worldly sense means that a most endearing and 

wonderful façade must be presented –  else they do not gain the desired worldly return from  “the punters”  (that sadly is 

how these Christian leaders privately view their congregations  [by example at John.7v49,  see my local commentary]). 

26th Warning – These  charlatan Christian leaders will give to the congregational members what these members desire 

(2Tim.4v3-4)  so these leaders might maximise their indulgent  worldly return  (money/power/prestige/sex/glory/etc.) 

(Daily abject humility and contriteness of  spirit/personality/desires/traits  will be almost  non-existent in their lifestyle,  

except when the public façade is raised to continue the income stream from duped clientele). 

57th Comment – Paul has now fully categorised who these specific people are. 

They are  charlatan Christian leaders –  taking the high places within Christian communities so they might personally 

gain  “The Most”  from their elevated public position given to them by their congregations and The World at large. 

98th Reasoning – Paul then comes out with: “The Sting”. 

These specific leaders cannot be renewing again themselves unto salvation  (being the specific point of what Paul is 

speaking – “dead corpses”)  when they have rejected imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (being the context of Heb.6v1-3). 

Where “rejection” means  not  operating under the  one/same  spirit/personality/desire/traits  of JC – that is  not  visible 

to the adoring worldly crowds – but plainly visible by Yahweh Who looks through The Façade as though it is non-existent. 

58th Comment – Paul concludes:  Do they expect JC to put himself to public shame  (of the public execution on a pole)  for 

a second time to enable a 3rd part of a spiritual life.  See “2 part life” in glossary that clearly explains this exegesis. 

99th Reasoning – What does this mean (1)? 

It means,  charlatan Christian leaders shall  never  be resurrected upon their forthcoming death  (see “2 part life” in 

glossary).  They shall be annihilated by having no 2nd atonement – JC  only  died  The Once  for the 1st part of their life. 

Else quite simply:  How many times does a  charlatan Christian leader desire JC to die so they might continue their 

iniquitous behaviour for an eternity?   (2Pet.2v18-22)? 

100th Reasoning – What does this mean (2)? 

It does mean however,  as JC told us in the parables of The Prodigal Son or The Lost Sheep from a fold of 100 sheep,  if a  

charlatan Christian Leader does  sincerely repent and utterly change  his/her  lifestyle  to be practising humility and 

contriteness of heart  during the remaining 1st part of  his/her  physical life  (while still conscious  [when having a soul]  to 

do something about their waywardness)  –  then  Yahweh will gladly welcome them back. 

27th Warning – What does this  not  mean? 

It does  not  mean what many of our  worldly Christian leaders errantly preach to us  (citing v4 out of context)  that once 

having the HS, then it shall never leave us.  They ignore so many Bible passages that teach  against  this errant doctrine! 

Heb.   6v4 og (the) powerless/unable/weak/impotent/incompetent/impossible  For  the (persons)   

Heb.   6v4 og {one/single time}/{once for all time}    

Heb.   6v4 og (the being) {cast rays}/{shed light}/brightened/enlightened/illuminated,   

Heb.   6v4 og (the having) tasted/eaten/experienced  [middle voice, plural]   both   

Heb.   6v4 og of the  {a gratuity}/{gift (especially sacrificial)}  of the  {outer sky/(singular heaven)}/celestial/extra-terrestrial,  

Heb.   6v4 og also  (the) sharers/associates/fellows/partakers/partners  (the having) {become to be}   

Heb.   6v4 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   

Heb.   6v4 og (of the) holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin} [HS], 

Heb.   6v4 = For the  powerless/unable/weakness/impotent/incompetent  people   

{single time}/once  being  brightened/enlightened/illuminated,   

both  having  personally  tasted/experienced  of the  {outer sky}/celestial/{extra-terrestrial}  gratuity/{sacrificial gift}   

also  the having  {become to be}  sharers/associates/partakers/partners   

of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin},  (the HS), 

 

For the  impotent/incompetent  people   (people  ultimately  refusing to reform themselves –  thus a  charlatan Christian leader  “of today”) 

           (A person who is  impotent/incompetent  to fulfil Yahweh's requirement  [1] to accurately teach people and  [2] for self-reform,  context of v1-3) 
the once being  brightened/enlightened   (given the full opportunity to become a TC with  “The Word of God”  and thus a possible “Son of God”) 

both  (1) having experienced of the  extra-terrestrial  sacrificial gift   (fully understanding  what JC did for us as  “individuals” … … ) 

also  (2) having become to be  sharers/partakers   (fully understanding  what  “The Word of God”  really means to the  “individual”) 

of the  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  personality/desires/traits   (the HS). 
            (Inasmuch,  they publicly claim to  “understand The Mind of Yahweh”  and purposefully represent Him as supposedly being  “His agent”.) 

 

Now for a serious  Health Warning! –  Why? 
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Because in the next few verses we enter a minefield of pandemic apostate  worldly Christian teaching! 

Where the spin doctors working for our worldly politicians would be so pleased with themselves if they were able to create such  

misinformation  as do some of our  worldly theologians,  in  direct contrast  with Paul’s original thoughts as he specifically scribed! 

A further Note   “adunatos” (StrongsTM = 102)  is an adjective to describe  “the people”.  However our translators spin The Original Greek to put  “it 

is”  into the text to take away the  “describing quality”  away from the people!   How bad is that!  

Please see v18 where the same word  “impossible”  (which I deliberately do not use –  but alternatives to help us think)  is used in relation to Yahweh. 

Quite simply many  worldly Christian leaders  misquote  v4  and then ignore the concluding v6 of this section that answers v4 and v5 ! 

The Claim - 

Our  worldly Christian leaders misquote this verse as being scriptural evidence for it is  “impossible”  for the HS to leave us once we have 

been enlightened by the HS.   

But upon close inspection this verse says  nothing of the sort –  it is structured as being part of an opening statement  -  where the conclusion is located 

in v6  -  and it describes  “the people”! 

However,  this is  utterly typical  of many of our  worldly (and worse charlatan) Christian  leaders/theologians  spinning  God’s Word  “on its head”  for 

their own popularity upon which they might personally graze for their worldly self-indulgence  (2Pet.2v1, Acts.20v29)!   

Yahweh will be most wrathful to these religious leaders  misrepresenting  His interests  (to righteously yield Mankind’s Salvation)! 

By precisely  understanding  Yahweh’s Desire,  means we  can  penetrate through the self-interested,  deceptive façade presented by our  worldly 

Christian leaders,  thereby enabling us to obtain  “The Absolute Disclosing Truth”,  being Yahweh throughout The Gospel Age is  electing out  His  

validated  future 144000  “Sons of God”  who sincerely,  with  accurate “knowledge”,  fulfilled/fulfil  His Desire by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   

Obvious examples would be  “The Original Disciples”  (less Iscariot),  Stephen and Paul,  but maybe I would include other people perhaps behaving like 

William Tyndale some 500 years ago.   However,  it is  most unlikely  those people made  “saints”  by mortal men presumptuously presuming themselves 

to be Yahweh  (ignoring Bible scripture,  examples being, Matt.20v20-23 –  hence Mark.13v32,  because it is  He  who is choosing  His Own Personal  

Sons as  “The Adopting Father”).  Where it is common knowledge that supposedly  “expert witnesses”  are paid much money to give their  “witness”'  in 

the process Manmade saints  (reminds me of Matt.26v59-60)! 

What is the point of this preamble? 

Yahweh Desires all humans who have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC,  as he was of Yahweh  (John.14v19-21, 17v21-26, 

etc.)  and this can  only  occur if the individuals fully imbue  “The Word of God”  and start operating under this  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is 

separate from the world” (“HS”),  which means we as individuals,  must  not  return to The World  (being of its methodology of  self-indulgence) –  and 

we are back to this section –  noting likewise Peter’s teaching at 2Pet.2v18-22. 

This verse is really teaching us - 

1. “The Word of God”  illuminates our thinking so we might clearly see what we should be doing  (to edify our neighbour to understand how 

they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire),  rather than to be following the  self-indulgence  delivered by The World  (and of its methodology).   

2. We must exactly understand all the implications of what this  “Celestial Gift”  really means to us,  being that JC gave his life as  “the ransom 

sacrifice”  to make possible a  “2 part life”  rather than a “1 part life”  with guaranteed annihilation at the end of it.  This  is  precisely true  

irrespective of what our faulty  worldly Christian leaders  (of  “Religion”)  erroneously preach to us. 

By having  (1) and (2)  correctly operating  within us  as sharers  of  “The  One/Same  spirit/personality/desires/traits”   then as we read later,  it is most 

certainly  not  that  “we will never lose the HS”,  but rather the focus is that  

IF  we turn away  from  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  by  not  having  “assurance”  upon it,  and by  not  

operating with  “fidelity”  to the  “accurate knowledge”,   

THEN  we have personally thrown away  “The Gift”  JC gave to us,  because as Paul tells us later in several places – it is only a  once  given 

gift being  “a once only atonement”  while  “innocent”’  (being away from “The Knowledge”)  in what becomes the 1st part of our existence.   

It is all conditional! 

All of which precisely supports what I state at the end of the explanation of  “2 part life”  as given in the glossary,  where - 

If  we lose our  {conscious existence}/soul  while being  “iniquitous”  during the 2nd part of our spiritual life,  upon which there is  no  3rd part 

of our spiritual life  (conscious existence)  within which to reform,    

Then  we become  “annihilated”  at the end of our present existence  (= the 1st part of our physical life). 

So in the earlier verses Paul is encouraging these  “holy Brethren”  to aim towards  “The Goal of Sonship”  -   but there is a caveat! 

Paul is now giving this warning to the  “holy brethren” -  

“Beware  -  once you commit yourself to this path there is no turning back  (Luke.9v62)”   

This becomes a precise warning against those specific Christian leaders today  (in perhaps their millions)  who  are  “spinning a yarn”  on what this 

verse really means to support their  iniquitous and self-indulgent  reasoning  (precisely as did Judas,  John.12v6)!   All of which fulfils “Satan’s desire”  

(see glossary)  because there becomes even fewer people making the grade for  “Sonship”  (hence delay Rev.20v1-3, 10)  because they have been  

seduced/deluded  by their religious leaders,  being those leaders giving their supporting congregational members what they desire to hear  (2Tim.4v3-4). 

This is precisely  why  Yahweh will be  vengeful/wrathful  upon these deviant religious leaders beguiling their flocks  (Luke.12v46-48). 

All this is just so  logically obvious  (and moreover,  precisely what we witness)  and exactly what The Bible tells us, –  then I muse upon why   

more people have not seen  “The Obvious”  earlier!    However,  this is understandable when we read Matt.24v24,  where false Christs are 

these  charlatan Christian leaders creating so much  self-indulgent  hype –  between all parties involved,  running amok on the back of God’s 

Word,  distorted for the mutual indulgence delivered –  being the convincing power of this charade that could even perhaps mislead those 

people who would be chosen  (TCs)  for Sonship. Matt.24v24! 

Thus after several ranting paragraphs  (given only to provoke  “independent thought” –  to  “bring about reasoning”,   away from our  

delinquent/incompetent  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  given within this verse)  -  we understand that Paul is warning specifically about these  

charlatan  Christian leaders  with their  “millions upon millions”  of deluded devotees adoring their leaders' every action!   

These  charlatan Christian leaders are  (let me paraphrase this verse)   

“powerless/unable/weak/impotent/incompetent  people”  with respect to what Yahweh Desires to be made manifest within The Environment -  

and thus they are   “powerless/unable/weak/impotent/incompetent  to the HS”  and effectively  “blaspheming against the HS”! 

(Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32, etc.) 

However as I state,  these very  seductive  charismatic leaders are adored by their  “millions upon millions”  of people –  but are detested by Yahweh. 

Why? 

Because quite simply they are hijacking  “God’s Word”  to gain worldly return  (being their key driver   fame/glory/money/honour/leverage/sex/etc.)  

and they are  not  bringing their audience to Yahweh  (Matt.23v13) –  but they are merely using  “The Audience”  to further their own worldly aims!    

This is  “sequestrating from what The Master owns”  on a grand scale!  

JC tells us   We know  “The Tree”  by examining  “The Fruitage”  (Matt.7v16-20)  -  where we ask  “The Question”   

“Is  The Fruitage  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle?”  –  If not then  “The Tree”  is to be cut down  (Matt.3v10). 

This is precisely what this suite of verses is telling us! 

It must be clearly understood,  if these leaders are wrong in one thing –   demonstrating their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is at variance to that of 

Yahweh,  then they are most likely to be wrong in more things  (invariably in  all  things pertaining to  “1st Century Christianity”),  thus we are to get 

away from them  (being precisely of what James warns us at James.3v11-12)!   Interestingly another quote of James applicable here is James.2v19 when 

comparing  charlatan Christian leaders with “demons”!  Considering, the weak (human)  charlatan Christian leaders seemingly have no fear of Yahweh  

calling Him to do their bidding while ignoring Matt.4v7,  (because inwardly they do  not  really believe in  “Yahweh”,  He being used as a tool for their 

extravagant lifestyle),  but the more powerful demons  shudder/quake  before Yahweh  (fully recognising Yahweh's Authority)! 
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It all makes for careful reasoning! 

Heb.   6v5 og also  (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  (the having) tasted/eaten/experienced  [mid. voice, plural] 

Heb.   6v5 og (of the) God [Yahweh]   (the) utterance/speech/narration/declaration,   

Heb.   6v5 og (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty works} [plural] 

Heb.   6v5 og both  (of the) expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming  (of the) age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}, 

Heb.   6v5 = also  the  having  personally  tasted/experienced  the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  utterance/declaration  of the  God,   

both  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}   

(also)  of the  expectancy/necessity/coming  of the  age/{Messianic period}, 

 

also having personally experienced the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  utterance/declaration  of God   (“The Means”  to  perfect  our mind) 

both  (1) the mighty power   (of God's Word  able to reform/purify  a previously  callous/hardened,   but  repentant/contrite/hearkening  mind) 

(also)  (2) of the  expectancy/necessity  of the  age/{Messianic period}   (“The Requirement of The Millennium”  to  reform/purify “Mankind”). 
                 (Where  it is  “The Word of God”  required to gain  “The Early Adopters”  now,  and  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium) 

 

Thus Paul continues in this  conditional  statement  (apologies for the length,  but it forms part of a truly  “legal statement”  [by covenant/contract])  

If - 

(of the previous verse)  also  {specifically yourselves}  understand by tasting the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  “Word of God”,  the miraculous 

power  of this  word/sayings/reasoning  within you  to change your  mind/deportment  from your former existence  (being  the change  from 

the 1st part of your spiritual life into the 2nd part of your spiritual life)  to become a Christian aiming to become a TC  (an apostle)  and  fully 

understand  “The Promise”  of becoming  “Heirs over The Inheritance”  (“Sons of God” over The Millennium)  is within your grasp by 

precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (being exactly what Judas Iscariot knew and participated within it –  see my local commentaries of 

the appropriate verses in the Gospels). 

Then  the next verse - 

Heb.   6v6 og also  (the having) {fallen aside}/{failing alongside}/apostatised/{fallen away (from The Real faith)} [plural],   

Heb.   6v6 og anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again   (to) renovate/renew  into/unto   

Heb.   6v6 og (the) {compunction (for guilt)}/reformation/{reversal (of decision)}/repentance,   

Heb.   6v6 og (the) {publicly executing again}/{impaling on fixed stakes again} [plural] 

Heb.   6v6 og (to the)  {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]  the  son [JC]  of the  God [Yahweh]  

Heb.   6v6 og also  (the [him/JC]) {showing alongside (the public)}/{exposing to infamy}/{making a public example}/ 

/{putting to an open shame} [plural]. 

Heb.   6v6 = also  having  {fallen aside}/{failing alongside}/{become apostatised},   

to  renew/renovate  {back once more}/again  unto  the  reformation/repentance,   

{to publicly execute again}  for  themselves  the Son  (JCg)   of the  God  (Yahweh)  

also  the him  (JCg)   {to show alongside (the public)}/{make a public example}/{put to an open shame}. 

 

Also having  (spiritually)  {fallen aside}/{failing alongside}   (outwardly feigning to be like JC,  but having  no  internal reform,  2Tim.3v5, etc.) 
              (“failing alongside”  = pretending to represent Yahweh  [like a charlatan Christian leader],  but actually  not  behaving as would a true TC) 
to renew back once more unto repentance   (requiring a second  “reset condition”  condition,  having cast aside JC's ransom sacrifice, etc.), 

for themselves to publicly execute again the Son (JC)  of God (Yahweh)    (a person rejecting what JC  truly means  to reform The Mind) 

also make him (JC)  a public shameful example  (pretending to represent Yahweh,  but rejecting the required internal reform,  Titus.1v16, etc.). 

               (Inasmuch JC as  “The Word of God” [Rev.19v13]    is  [1] to  correctly  reform our mind  [2] correctly  reform the mind of our neighbour) 

               (and if  [1] and [2]  does not occur,  then we have brought JC to public shame,  the worst being,  if we replace  “JC”  with  “ourselves”!) 

               (As we witness when auditing the “millions” of  charlatan Christian leaders sequestrating off  “The Word of God”,  being of what is Yahweh’s) 

 

We righteous ask  

So what does verse mean? 

This verse becomes  “The Answer”  to the set of preconditions put forward in verses 4-5. 

It is the  “also”  in the construction of this  “suite of verses”  that becomes  “the conditioner”  to the  “if”  postulation given earlier. 

It is this specific answer that also substantiates precisely what this website gives as a dire warning to all those  iniquitous/charlatan  (as 

deemed by Yahweh)  Christian leaders. 

Paul is telling us  (see also the repeated sentiment at Heb.12v16-22) - 

Once having come so close to be understanding  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire as given in verses 4-5 to  then - 

“ALSO  having  {fallen aside}/{failing alongside}/{become apostatised},  so as to be requiring  renewing/{returning once more}  

for themselves that JC should be  {put to open shame}/{make a public example}  by  {public execution again}. 

Where critically - 

The inference is that this will  NOT  occur again! 

The inference Paul is making in the same constructional manner that he does in his other epistles being this - 

Do you  really  consider,  JC must go through the same pain and suffering again –  to atone and cover yourselves for a 2nd time! 

Inasmuch that you have need for a 3rd existence to get it correct within your head,   when you already know what is available in the 2nd part of your 

spiritual life so as to be rejecting that so glorious offer on the back of such a wonderful celestial gift. 

The obvious,  and  only  answer is   NO! 

Any other answer is  “Unrighteous”,   and  “Unrighteousness”  is  not  within Yahweh’s operation! 

The answer Paul is teaching us is this -  

JC will  not  go through all that pain and suffering  again  to give specifically yourselves a 3rd opportunity after you are perfectly aware of 

what is on offer in the 2nd part of your spiritual life  (being an entry to  “The Word of God”  to purify your mind)!  

This is precisely the point Paul makes again later at Heb.10v26-30  (and by similarity,  a couple of times during the  in-between  verses),  and at 

Heb.12v20  (see my local commentary),  likewise lest we forget the similar point is made by  “The Rock” (Matt.16v18) –  Peter at 2Pet.2v18-22. 

This is constantly the point made by this website through given warning to the  many  thousands upon thousands of  charlatan Christian leaders –  they 

have  no opportunity if they die during their physical life while existing in the 2nd part of their spiritual life  that has been  consciously/publicly  rejected.  

They would thus require a 2nd physical life and a 3rd spiritual life which JC  cannot righteously  cover  (being unrighteous) –  he only made available the 

one life split into  two parts –  both 2 part physical and 2 part spiritual  (not a 2 and 3 part). 

Anything other than this becomes unrighteous and thus counters Yahweh’s Decree on sin leading to  “annihilation”. 

Can the reader understand this? –   

Because it is this warning,  Paul is giving out to  all  humans  (without exception)  who boldly take on “The Ministry Work”  (Luke.14v28). 

If there are any  charlatan Christian leaders who disagree with this –  then I cordially invite them to publicly explain themselves  (using any Bible quotes 

in context to supposedly support what they state)  on this website,  and I will need to untangle their unrighteous exegesis so the poor innocents  (of the 
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congregations)  are  not  confused by their leader’s wanton nature  (being a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that  is  of this world  [rather than being 

separate to it and thus “holy”]). 

However I would  much rather  they repent as did the prodigal son or lost sheep  (Luke.15v4-32)  by having the righteous material on this website to 

bring them back to The Lord so there would be great rejoicing in the heavens –  because Yahweh does not take pleasure in annihilating entities  

(Ez.33v11, 2Pet.3v9) –  but He  will  do so,  if  they do  not  ultimately fulfil His Desire.   Noting specifically what we are taught at Ecc.12v13-14. 

Next are some comments I wrote concerning these suite of verses some 7 years earlier –  and choose not to remove them because they do add 

another point of which I introduced first and then repeat from a different angle –  because it is so very important. 

“The specific god”  is not to be mocked  (Gal.6v7)  and we cannot keep changing sides  (James.1v6-8) –  to be for The World one day,  and then for JC 

the next!   He died only  The Once  for each of us. 

Verse 6 shows  impossible’  is the  incorrect  translation  in standard Bible translations as given in v4  (but see  “Further expansion of verse 4-6 to 

qualify this statement).  I have used the Greek alternative that now fits the context  as a warning to weaker members –  This is a serious commitment 

when aiming to become a TC!  

This reasoning is also supported in numerous other places within The Bible  [example - particularly with Judas Iscariot]  he tasted all these things –  The 

Bible told us,   he went out and was astonished at what he and the other disciples could do with the HS operating within and around them (Mark.6v7-13),  

but he lost it all –  so the word  “impossible”  has the wrong connotations when twisted by errant religious leaders –  but we know Judas was a worldly  

weak  (“impotent/incompetent”)  person –  “affectionate for money”  (1Tim.6v10)!   Furthermore,  this interpretation corrects the prevalent lie   “That 

once a Christian with the HS then we can never lose it” – well Judas did lose it,  and numerous others have as well –  for instance Balaam –  often cited 

by The Apostles as by warning of what could occur to us.  

We must - 

Beware of false teaching and always keep a close audit on our  attitude/knowledge/actions,  always compare what we hear directly with The 

Bible  (using an  accurate  and faithful translation [of pre-1950 translation, or use FutureLife.Org]). 

Further expansion of verses 4-6. 

The word  “impossible”  could  only be justified provided the very important word  “also”  at the beginning of verse 6 is used to  join  this verse with the 

word  “impossible”  of verse 4.  Thus paraphrasing these verses - 

It is  impossible   for a person having the knowledge of JC and received the  gifts/favours  from Yahweh via the HS …… also  then to fall aside 

from The Real Faith  to then be accepted  by Yahweh,  if these false Christians have reneged  (remained unrepentant unto death)  and thus 

bringing JCg to ridicule  (before other entities of The Universe by the false Christian  expecting  JCg to do this).  These individuals have 

utterly rejected what the HS means  (being its true composite definition –  see commentary end)  because of 2Tim.3v5,  Titus.1v16. 

This results in precisely the same conclusion for  charlatan Christian leaders  -  as discussed earlier. 

In this light,  then the word  “impossible”  becomes acceptable –  I however still prefer  “weakness/incompetence”  as it fits better within the context. 

But as I consistently say    

Many, many  worldly Christian leaders put the  opposite spin  (noting Rev.22v18-19)  on passages within The Bible,  this would be one of 

those many examples,  by quoting verse 4 completely out of context,  to infer that once we have the HS it is impossible for our 

“thinking/reasoning  like Yahweh”  to leave us!   When understanding what HS  really means  then obviously it  is  possible for us to lose it!  

Worldly Christian doctrinal rendering leads to all types of confusion within The Bible,  and those individuals promoting this falsehood will have a very 

difficult time in defending their position before JCg and Yahweh  (if  they are ever resurrected)! 

Check the translation of your bible –  Does it make this point clear? –  

Some bible translations  do not! 

Now in context,  Paul speaks again of this warning of which he gives now,  by contrast of what is correct and then what is wrong  (being in the context of 

these previous verses). 

Note   The accurate  composite  definition of  “HS”  to counter the dangerous nonsense  (because it perpetuates an unreformed mind)  taught by  worldly 

(and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  for their self-indulgent and  animalistic/carnal  minds - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 

2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

From this accurate definition,  we realise these  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders have  zero  “HS”,  irrespective of how much they  

(and their acolytes) might profess to have the  “HS”  to their adoring audiences!   I just think of  “rogue traders”  verbally hyping up their abilities 

because they have  no  genuine works to show –  and likewise with these  “spiritual paedophiles”  grooming their spiritual children (charlatan Christian 

leaders –  noting Matt.18v6, Luke.17v2, etc.).  Because quite simply they do  not  know what is Yahweh’s Desire,  neither have they any intention of 

having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC or Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26),  because their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  

is that of The World  (Eph2v2)  having their methodology sourced by John.8v44, 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4.  That is why they inwardly hate JC sufficiently  

(John.17v14-17)  to betray  “The Word of God”  as did Judas for a worldly return of  “whatever”. 

The reader can see my righteous wrath of their animalistic activities,  comes out in my writings! 

However this is  not  a negative attack –  but rather  a spiritual hard kick,  a wake-up call –  that might lead to  “repentance and internal 

reform” –  while it is still possible  within a  {conscious existence}/soul  (see glossary)  that is presently covered by JC’s actions! 

Where,  we might ask  

Who really is driven by agapao and demonstrates agape in what  he/she  does? 

 

59th Comment – Paul now gives two contrasting examples of  “Good”  and then  “Bad”  Christian leaders by simile. 

63rd Allegory – land = The Planet containing humans. 

64th Allegory – drinking = imbuing  “The Word of God”. 

65th Allegory – rain = “The Word of God” falling upon The World. 

66th Allegory – Frequently coming upon it = “The Word of God”  being applied repeatedly upon The World. 

67th Allegory – vegetation = Christians  (Non-Christians are  not  a subject of this parable –  they have The Millennium). 

68th Allegory – useful vegetation = Next generation of good active Christians desiring  “to please”  Yahweh. 

69th Allegory – briers/thistle  vegetation = next generation of self-indulgent Christians of  “rebellious spirit”  to Yahweh. 

70th Allegory – Workers tilling the land = Standard Gaussian Distribution of Christian leaders. 

71st Allegory – participates ... fine blessing = ultimately receives Sonship from Yahweh. 

72nd Allegory – end goal is burning = ultimately shall be facing  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 

101st Reasoning – In the first grouping of good Christian leaders we have congregations working hard “to please” 

Yahweh by trying to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle –  very much like  “The Recipients”  of this Epistle “Hebrews”.  They 

are taught correctly by their leaders through instruction,  by both  exhortation/encouragement  and  discipline/chastening. 

102nd Reasoning – The second grouping consists of bad Christian leaders who self-indulgently use God’s Word to take 

what they want and thus their congregations  from Yahweh's point of view are worthless  (in The Required Goal of 
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Achieving Sonship – to actively bring forth The Millennium).  Even though  “The Briers/Thistles” themselves  think they 

are very  comely/presentable  plants,  doing supposedly,  “the correct things”  as presumably given by God's Word! 

32nd Good News – The good Christian leaders (TCs) shall be resurrected unto Sonship to Yahweh  (and bring forth The 

Millennium)  because their fruitage from The Land is a fine presentation to The Lord of their sacrificial working. 

28th Warning – The bad Christian leaders (charlatans)  after their death shall be ignored by Yahweh  (1) at “JCg’s 1st 2nd 

C”  and then ignored again  (2) at “The General Resurrection”,  thus they shall  never  regain consciousness,  which is 

effectively being “annihilated” –  being The Resultant of the initial constituents of  “the burning process”  within a fire. 

29th Warning – That is the resultant of the bad farmers.  -  Furthermore,  what of their produce? 

The Bible does speak of repentance and of a two part existence  (in the dark and then in the light)  Matt.13v24-30  where 

reform  can  be made.  However if  no  reform is made,  being set in the original DNA sourced by The World rather than 

from the spiritual RNA sourced by Yahweh through  “The Word of God”  (see “Born Again” in glossary),  then the 

outcome at the end of the Millennium shall be personal annihilation for each of the weeds. 

Heb.   6v7 og (the) Earth/land/province/country/region  For  the [earth]  imbibing/drinking   

Heb.   6v7 og the [rain]  over/upon/concerning  her/it  {many times}/frequently/{often-times}   

Heb.   6v7 og (the) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming [middle voice]   (the) rain/{shower (water)},   

Heb.   6v7 og also  (the) {producing (from seed/mother)}/bearing/{being born/delivered}/{bringing forth}   

Heb.   6v7 og (the) herbage/vegetation  (the) {well placed}/appropriate/suitable/fit  {to those} (persons)  through (reason of)    

Heb.   6v7 og whom/which/that [people, plural]   also  (it is) {(farmer) worked the land}/{tilled (the soil)}/{dressed (the land)}   

Heb.   6v7 og (he/she/it) {gets hold of together}/participates/{accepts and uses}/{becomes a partaker}   

Heb.   6v7 og (of the) {fine speaking}/{eloquence of language}/blessing/benefits  off/away/separated/from   

Heb.   6v7 og of the  God [Yahweh]. 

Heb.   6v7 = For  the  earth/land/country  drinking  the  rain/shower  {many times}/frequently  coming  upon  it,   

also   producing/{bringing forth}  the  herbage/vegetation  {well placed}/appropriate/suitable  to  those  (recipients)   

{through reason of}  (= for)  whom  also  it is  {worked the land}/{tilled the soil}/cultivated   

he/she/it  {gets hold of together}/participates/{accepts and uses}  of the  {fine speaking}/blessings/benefits  from  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

For the land drinking the rain frequently coming upon it   (“rain”  in prophetic allegory is  always  “knowledge”  given to  “Mankind”) 

also producing vegetation  appropriate/useful  to the people   (the farmers choose what seed to sow for the final crop,  see commentary) 

                  (By allegory, meaning “receptive people [Early Adopters] to the knowledge”  who then go on to edify Mankind  [hence “useful to people”]) 

for whom  also it is cultivated   (the land yields useful produce for the people who work the land) 

it becomes a partaker of the fine speaking from of the God  (Yahweh)    (Yahweh elects the hearkening people to become future “Sons of God”). 

 

An obvious question  

What  “on Earth”  does this verse mean? 

And why is this verse and the next verse located here? 

Our  worldly Christian  “supposed scholars/theologians”  not  understanding Paul's Mind –  merely state it is  “an addition”  from someone else! 

However when understanding  “1st Century Christianity”  as explained on  “FutureLife.Org”,  then we realise that Paul  (as does JC)  felt moved to 

interject a  “farming illustration”  to explain of what he has just been speaking  (being that many people were then farmers,  and thus would understand 

the relevance of this illustration). 

Just to recap    

Paul has recognised the  “holy brethren”  operate under a  “methodology that is separate from this world of sin”,  and yet they were still 

young/immature  in  “The Real Faith” (of “1st Century Christianity”) –  and could be subject to skewing off course  (being diverted from 

fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire, 2Pet.2v1 because of 1John.2v18-19 hence becoming part of Acts.20v29).  

Paul therefore invites them to advance further so they might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by being  competent/accurate  instructors of  “The Real 

Faith”  (of  “1st Century Christianity”).   

However,  this comes with a warning  

We must not lustfully look back to The World  (Luke.9v62)  and the  self-indulgence  that it delivers,  because there is no 2nd opportunity if we 

throw away  “The Once Only Celestial Gift”  of which JC gave to all of us that covers the 1st part of our physical and spiritual life. 

Now Paul gives this farming illustration to support what he has just taught us -  

The Land is just that,  but the plants that grow upon this planet represent  “The World of Humans”  who in this verse  could  become  

good/useful  plants  as  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Rain  (God’s Word).  This is much like  “The Vineyard”  representing  “The 

World”  (that must be tended)  in JC’s various parables  (to include the parable of the sower teaching us of the types of ground , stony, weedy 

or good ground,  Matt.13v16-23, etc.). 

The workers in this verse are  “The Proven Mature TCs”  working the land to positively enable the  good/useful  plants  (being potential next 

generation of TCs)  to grow. 

The rain represents The World being showered with  “The Word of God”  (where “water”  always  means  “knowledge” –  see glossary).   

So Paul states  

It is the workers who  are  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by working closely with  “The People”  (the good plants)  growing in  “The Land”  and 

assisting in good plant growth  (as possible “next generation of TCs”)  shall be blessed by Yahweh. 

Thus the plants become  “The Fruitage”  of the TCs'  “occupational effort”  of  agape/{edifying love}  being the time given freely for  no  worldly return 

to  accurately  publicise/teach  “The Word of God”  to The World.  This becomes their fruitage  offering  to Yahweh as a  sacrifice  of the mature TC’s 

time during the 1st part of their physical life while they are working  (purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  as a priestly functionary at  The Altar  

of “The Lord”  (where  “the altar”  means  “our local environment”  within which we live). 

It cannot be over emphasised “works speak louder than words”,   thus a TC’s deportment must be precisely that of JC –  else be a hypocrite and a shame 

upon Yahweh both in Yahweh’s Eyes and within the eyes of “The Watching/Judging World”.  Not only do  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  fail in 

accurately teaching “The Word of Yahweh”  (though quite able to “teach the word of god” 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4),  but they also fail in their deportment 

of  not  “exactly imitating JC’s deportment”  (1Pet.2v18-24, etc.)! 

Heb.   6v8 og (the) {bearing out}/{bringing forth}{carrying out}  And  (the) thorns   

Heb.   6v8 og also  (the) {crow foots}/{thorny plants (caltrop)}/briers/thistles   

Heb.   6v8 og (the) unapproved/rejected/worthless/reprobate/castaway/disqualified   

Heb.   6v8 og also  (the) imprecation/execration/curse  squeezed/throttled/restricted/{near at hand}/ready,   

Heb.   6v8 og {of whom/which}  the  {set out to/for point/goal/limit}/termination/end/finality  into/unto   
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Heb.   6v8 og (the) {burning (the act)}/{being burned}. 

Heb.   6v8 = And  the  {bearing out}/{bringing forth}  thorns  also  briers/thistles      (nothing useful to fulfil Yahweh's Desire ... … ) 

(is)  unapproved/rejected/worthless/disqualified      (to represent Yahweh  [and thus represents  “Leaders of Religion”]) 

also  the  {squeezing close}/{near at hand}  an  imprecation/execration/curse,     (these leaders are becoming a curse ... … ) 

{of whom}  (is)  the  goal/{end point}/finality  unto  the  burning.     (of whom,  they shall become annihilated – if they refuse reform) 

 

And   (by contrast with the previous verse) 

the   (cultivated land,  being supposedly watered with  “The Word of God”  raining upon it)    
(is)  bringing forth thorns  also thistles   (vegetation that is  not  useful to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  [but are using God’s Word as “A Tool”]) 

(it is)  unapproved/rejected/disqualified   (to represent Yahweh  [and thus becomes  “The Resultant”  of  “Religion”]) 

also the near at hand the curse   (“The Curse of Satan”  =  “The 2nd Death”  of  “annihilation”  [if reform is not forthcoming]) 

of whom  (is)  the  goal/finality  unto the burning   (“annihilation”  will result  if reform does not occur over our  “2 part life”  [Matt.13v30]). 
                (Hence of JC’s impassioned  instruction/plea  by means of the two parables in Luke chapter 15 [Lost sheep and Prodigal Son].) 

                (As was John the Baptist’s warning given to the same mindset of people taking these positions of responsibility  [Matt.3v10].) 
 

Again - 

What does this verse mean? 

The context is by means of contrast to the previous verse  (being of  “The Responsibilities”  when gaining  “The Word of God”  [as the rain]).   

Where  “The Word of God”  yields the two types of people  (1) New TCs or  (2) Religious Leaders. 

Thus this verse warns TCs  not  to behave in an unprofitable manner (to Mankind)  –  if they have ignored the warning given in v4 to 6 above. 

We must understand all the analogies remain as for the previous verse,  but we are now to reason upon  

(1)  The  type of produce being grown  and   

(2)  Why it is growing –  that becomes of our principal interest. 

This produce coming  “off the land”  having received  “The Word of God”,  and thus still speaking of  “Christians” –  because all non-Christians are 

ignored –  they are caught by The Millennium  (safety net),  also  in context  Paul is only speaking about the possible future outcomes for these presently  

“holy brethren”  having  “The Word of God”  “showered upon them”). 

Thus if some Christians  refuse  to accurately imbue  “The Word of God”  (as the rain)  correctly  and thus effectively  “grow”  upon this  “Word of 

God”  as  weeds/briers/thistles  being  unusable for Yahweh  and “Growing themselves”  (being of no use to Mankind),  then at the harvest they shall be 

burnt destroyed  (see The Darnel seed parable of JC correctly explained within my local commentary –  as given on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  at 

Matt.13v24-30). 

This verse cannot be left  mid-stream  here,  there is still yet an interesting extension never explained  (for obvious reasons as we shall see)! 

A good farmer working the land tries to produce good plants and would not allow  weeds/briers/thistles  to grow in the first instance,  as we are taught in 

the previous verse.  However these  weeds/briers/thistles  must by inference,  be nurtured by some bad farmers  (mature religious leaders)  who are  not  

trying to produce good fruit  (hence being,  “powerless/unable/weak/impotent/incompetent  people” –  see 6v4 in context –  hence the link our worldly  

scholars/theologians  ignore)  and thus by inference are most certainly  not  praised by Yahweh for producing  weeds/briers/thistles  in their fields!   

Thus they shall be rejected  (Luke.20v16, etc.). 

Consequently we can see from both of these verses how  very relevant  they are in the context of what Paul is teaching us! 

In both verses,  Paul is specifically speaking of  “The Farmers”  and only secondly about the plants,  because Paul is exhorting these  “holy young”  

brethren to  become like the farmers  (instructors - Heb.5v12)  to be blessed in the previous verse  (in the same manner as workers in The Vineyard at 

both Matt.20v1-12  and  21v28-32). 

It is exceedingly important to understand the farmers producing the  weeds/briers/thistles  are only deemed to be such by Yahweh,  because they are  not  

fulfilling His Desire,  but must change to become  His slaves  (noting  Luke.17v7-10)  and therefore they  must   precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

These  weeds/briers/thistles  of this verse might be the most  gregarious/{(worldly) delightful}  Christians having a most wonderful worldly time singing 

and praising God  (but He has closed His ears to their type of  “worldly worship”  that a  human leader having a  worldly/animalistic  mind would like to 

hear)  and equally the  charlatan Christian leaders saying the most wonderfully  enchanting/engaging/{(worldly) uplifting}  things to their huge 

congregations –  but considered by Yahweh as being  apostates to fulfilling His Desire. 

“Beware” –  is the constant warning given in The Epistles –  always audit yourself against what The Bible specifically teaches us –  is my best advice –  

else you will most certainly become deceived and seduced by these  “very gifted”  sweet-talking  leaders (2Tim.4v3-4),  who could  almost  deceive  “The 

Elect” Matt.24v24  (where “the elect” are TCs  very knowledgeable in The Scriptures).  So obviously,  “standard Christians”  will most certainly be 

deceived!    

We might ask   So what  “hope”  is there for  “standard Christians”  not  truly interested in  “searching to find”  ([Sonship]  Matt.7v7-8, 

Luke.11v10)  being people “going along with the crowd”  through the wide inviting gate  (Matt.7v12-14,  please see my local commentaries)?   

Fortunately in Yahweh’s Righteousness,  He has provided The Millennium to catch these individuals,  along with  all  non-Christians.   

However returning to the  worldly  Christian leaders –  is the warning at Luke.12v46-48, 20v16  -  and for the  charlatan  Christian leaders is this section 

of v4 to 6 being the dire warning of  “annihilation”  at the end of their  present existence  (by having  no  resurrection)! 

Thus the warning,  again -  do not be a false teacher and produce weeds from your preaching –  else all will be burnt up  (1Cor.3v13)! 

Again all this  re-emphasises  the correct interpretation of 6v4 above  when placed back within context  of v5 and v6. 

It is essential to reject  worldly  Christian teaching as given by our leaders  (Rev.18v4) –  it is ALL inherently WRONG –  because quite simply they 

have the  wrong driver  behind their painted public façade  (else they would be internally motivated to change and  not  teach  “unrighteous nonsense”)!    

It is imperative for the reader to get behind this crafted façade –  quite simply the easiest,  is to be as a  “child”  (precisely as JC instructs of us)  and 

keep asking    “Why, Why, Why, Why, Why!”   Then  worldly  Christian  “doctrine”  just crumbles after about the third  “Why”,  but  “1st Century 

Christianity”  as given by JC,  and as fully explained on  “FutureLife.Org”  gives  “The Most Righteous Answers”  –  irrespective of however many  

levels of  “Whys” are asked!   That is why “worldly Christianity”  is a subset of “Religion”,  “Religion” just crumbles under righteous interrogation! 
The difference between  “The Representatives”  of  “Worldly Christianity”  and those people of  “1st Century Christianity”  is the former grouping will 

resent too many  “whys”  being asked,  and will either become very  evasive/defensive/aggressive –  or capitulate in “it is a mystery”. 

By contrast,  the people of the latter grouping  welcome  as many “whys” as the questioner desires to ask –  always giving a  sensible/righteous  answer 

to their  valid questioning.   In fact,  the representatives of  “1st Century Christianity”  implore  recipients to ask as  many questions as possible –  so the 

recipients might become likewise  “competent  teachers” (as judged by Yahweh)  -  precisely like the teachers of  “1st century Christianity”  before them. 

That is how  “The True Seeker”  differentiates between  “Religion” (sourced by Satan)  and  “1st Century Christianity” (sourced by Yahweh)! 

We will not gain much common sense out of  “Religion”,  but  unrighteous nonsense  with regard to  “Human Salvation”!   

However Yahweh sources  “The Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  held together over millennia that  no  entity in The Universe could ever into 

The Eternity,  righteously challenge or condemn! 

 

60th Comment – After the warnings given in the previous verses,  Paul confidently states:  He has no worries about the 

recipients of this epistle –  being considered as “holy brethren/sisters”  (see my commentary and glossary on these terms). 

33rd Good News – Paul is persuaded these  “holy brethren”  are of better things having  (guaranteed)  salvation as future 

“Sons of God”  and thus he can speak easily of these matters  (good and bad outcomes of different groupings of people). 
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‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - Thus as we read - there is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs,  being  “The Almighty God”. 

103rd Reasoning – It is Yahweh Who  examines/assays  the  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  of Christians throughout 

The Gospel Age during His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement” based upon “The Golden Standard” as “The Foundation”  

(of the Temple)  laid down by JC  (for his 144000 TC stones to be laid upon, 1Pet.2v5)  see glossary on all of these terms. 

34th Good News – Yahweh is righteously  examining/assaying  the  “{occupational effort}/works/labours”  of the TCs and 

finds them to be of  the same standard as laid down by JC –  being the specific point of JC’s ministry to teach humans to 

become like him  (where in The Gospel Age –  the quality of  “imitating JC’s ministry”  is  also  being assessed). 

Consequently,  these TCs are  “deemed entirely worthy”  of  “Sonship”  by Yahweh. 

104th Reasoning – The Brethren (Christians) deemed by Yahweh as TCs during the 1st part of their physical life to have:- 

1. Given “{occupational effort}/works/labour”,  (contrary to what is stated as being required by  worldly Christian leaders). 

2. Given Charity ministry to teach people,  (contrary to what is stated as being required by  worldly Christian leaders). 

3. Operated in Yahweh's  Name/Character/Authority,  (contrary to what is stated as being required by  worldly Christian leaders). 

4. Waited menially upon TCs,  (contrary to what is stated as being required by  worldly Christian leaders). 

5. Extension of (2) adding deserving people,  (contrary to what is stated as being required by  worldly Christian leaders). 

Note: If any person dares to contend the small print then I will use The Internet to provide examples to support my stance! 

Is the sum of this expressly taught to the congregations as being the  members’ specific responsibility?   If not,  then it  is:- 

“(contrary to what is stated as being required by  worldly Christian leaders)”.  However  Paul teaches it –  all as we read here! 

64th Instruction – “(contrary to what is stated as being required by worldly Christian leaders)” we  all  are instructed to precisely imitate 

JC’s ministry/lifestyle  if  we are to aim for  The Expectation of The Promise fulfilled within us.  Else as I paraphrase  

worldly Christian leaders  “it is a hope of something … in an uncertain future” (Radio 4. 22nd June 2010).  

(They are  utterly useless  in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  and this was a bishop speaking –  who is  “supposed”  to know)! 

65th Instruction – TCs exhort The Brethren (Christians) to become like them,  to replace them as best as they are 

personally able for 5 or 2 talent weighted stewards –  to gain  “the confidence”  by solid exegesis based upon  “The 

Bedrock of God’s Word”,  and not the sand of worldly “hope”  as given by our  worldly Christian leaders whose feet are 

planted in The World’s quicksand (Matt.7v26-27)! –  TCs exhort The Brethren (Christians) to become like them,  to show 

the same  diligence/eagerness  towards  “The Expectancy”  until we together achieve by making possible  “The Goal”  

(“Sonship to Yahweh”,  being  the most  wonderful goal available for  any  entity in  “The Universe”  to personally gain). 

73rd Allegory – The Goal = To Fulfil Yahweh's Desire of The Age  (that for The Gospel Age is,  His 144000 Sons of God). 

74th Allegory – sluggish/slow = A person having no desire to personally press forward to make something happen. 

Only prepared to let other people do the work because  “it is too much effort to do the work for one’s self”! 

A company requires a “product champion”  to push that new product through the various stages within a company out to 

the customer.  This is the type of person Yahweh is seeking to prove themselves now as the faithful steward! 

30th Warning – TCs urge The Brethren (Christians)  not  to be  sluggish/lazy/dull/slothful  else they  will  be rejected for 

The Position of Sonship –  a position Yahweh Desires all worthy humans to fill  (as assayed by Yahweh).  But provided 

they are not iniquitous by becoming charlatans,  then failures will have The Millennium to learn where they went wrong. 

66th Instruction – TCs exhort The Brethren (Christians)  to become like them,  to show the same  diligence/eagerness  

towards “The Expectancy”  until we together achieve The Goal  (Sonship to Yahweh – the most superlative available). 

67th Instruction – TCs exhort The Brethren (Christians)  to become like them,  to operate in patience  (thus avoid worldly 

politics like the plague)  while they exactly copy JC’s ministry/lifestyle  until JCg comes at his 1st 2nd C.  It must be noted,  

JCg is also patiently waiting alongside Yahweh until Yahweh Personally deems He has His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  

before  He gives JCg full Authority to move-in and physically remove this present worldly system (Psa.110v1, Rev.19v16-

21).  We must  not  physically do this –  we are  only  to  actively  canvas for The Millennium of the New Worldly System 

by means of  “Strength of argument”  (meaning,  “Using the Bible  content/exegesis  to prove our stance”). 

Allegory – repeat - The heirs = role as The Kings/Priests  (being the 144000 future “Sons of God”  as  “The Early 

Adopters”)  ruling over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium to teach  “Righteousness”  before the final assay of 

Mankind  (Rev.20v7-12),  out of which shall yield  “The Late Adopters” during those 1000 years. 

75th Allegory – The Promises = Originally given to Abraham,  partially fulfilled through  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (to yield 

The Prophets and thus JC's 1st Advent),  further fulfilled through  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (to yield the 144000 TCs and 

thus JCg's 2nd Advent),  and finally  completed/perfected  in The Millennium when  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (“The 

Resurrected World")  is taught  “Righteousness”,  so the three  “Remnants of Israel will have returned to The Lord”. 

Inasmuch no entity in The Universe can call “Foul”  upon this most righteous scheme for Mankind’s Salvation! 

61st Comment – Do  worldly Christian leaders copy Paul to be  exhorting/encouraging  and warning their congregations 

of their  personal responsibility in the ministry  “occupational effort”?   Who does the reader consider will be resurrected 

as a Son of God,  and who does the reader think shall be rejected from this most excellent position  (Matt.22v11-14)? 

68th Instruction – Paul is directly speaking of  “Heirship”  – being that of becoming a  “Son of God”  hence  “The 

Promise”  through  “The Loins of Abraham”  representing  “Sonship to Yahweh”.  We are told  “the number”  of these 

people out of The Christian Nation is to be 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  to become “The Bride of Christ”  (Rev.21v2,9). 

Heb.   6v9 og (we have been) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured  And   

Heb.   6v9 og concerning/about  {of yourselves},   
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Heb.   6v9 og (the) {dearly/well-loved}/beloved,  the (things)  vigorous/stronger/better/nobler   

Heb.   6v9 og also  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  (the) rescue/delivery/salvation/health/safety,   

Heb.   6v9 og if  also  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  (we) speak/utter/say; 

Heb.   6v9 = And  we  (as mature TCs/auditors)   

have been  pacified/agreed/persuaded  concerning  yourselves    (as {separate from this world of sin} brethren/sisters)   

the  {dearly loved}/beloved,      (because you  are  aiming to become TCs by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle ... … ) 

also  the  vigorous/stronger/better  things of  possessing/having  deliverance/salvation,     (you are understanding what is required) 

if  also  we  speak/utter  {in this manner}/likewise.     (where we as TCs validate your progress unto possible Sonship) 

 

And we (mature TCs)  have been  persuaded/assured  concerning yourselves   (audited as being truly  “separate from this world of sin”) 

the beloved   (because these brethren  are  actively aiming to become TCs –  by   [1] learning,  [2] assaying  [3] putting into practice what they know), 
also the  vigorous/stronger  things of having salvation   (you having  “The Knowledge”  understand  “what is required to imitate JC”) 

if  also we speak in this manner   (TCs are able to accurately audit the intentions of their pupils,  and able to give the next verse). 

 

So after  (1) the exhortation to become instructors yielding useful fruit of next generation of TCs,  and  (2) the warnings that come with that position  

about delivering fruitage of  weeds/briers/thistles,   Paul then states - 

But we mature TCs have agreed amongst ourselves that specifically yourselves  “holy brethren”  are sincere enough to progress sufficiently 

to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and produce good plants  (new Early Adopters)  from the land.  But we needed to speak like this,  giving the 

warnings so that you know how serious the task ahead is to become a TC  (Luke.14v28-32). 

The question must be - 

Do our  worldly  (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders speak like this to their congregations? 

1. To be exhorting them to gain the  accurate supporting substructure  (as JC gave in “1st Century Christianity” –  Mark.1v22)  so the 

congregational members might become valiant instructors of other people in their neighbourhood? 

2. To be warning them of the serious consequences and responsibilities of being an instructor? 

         If not, –  then   Why not? 

And the answer to that last question shows to us the following conclusion -  

1. They are  not  good farmers tilling the soil while the rain of God’s Word waters the ground! 

2. They are  not  cultivating plants who are to then fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (but sadly  growing-on  briers/weeds  to  “love themselves”)! 

Therefore logically they  cannot  be TCs fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire themselves – because they are not imitating Paul as he imitates JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1) 

It is just  so obvious  –  provided we logically and rationally follow through Paul’s given exegesis! 

Concerningly,  our  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders do  not  want us to know “Paul’s Mind”,  and thus they  “mask it all” -  to then  

“throw us off the scent”  by telling us   Paul is speaking about non-Christians!    

Logically,  this is rubbish –  because it is  the responsibility of The Christian  (being The Weight of talents/minas,  Matt.25v12-22, Luke.19v12-19)  to 

personally go out into The World and  accurately  teach people about  “The Word of God”  (hence “Ecclesia” = “Calling out”)! 

Where “teaching”  is by both  (1) word and most importantly,  by  (2) deportment!    

If I was an atheist then I would run a mile if some  “pious religious person”  tried to teach me something based upon their  “normal behaviour”! 

Yahweh does not want a person like that!   Yahweh wants someone like 1Cor.9v16-23 who engages with the unfortunate people  bogged down in religion,  

to give them a release from the burden of conflicting and unrighteous nonsense they carry in their minds!   This is  “The Release”  unto freedom that “1st 

Century Christianity”  as taught by JC gives to us  (John.8v33-36). 

We must realise, 

If the non-Christian remains as a non-Christian because  “The Word of God”  has been falsely portrayed,  then whose fault is that?  

“The Responsibility”  lies with the person claiming to have  “The Knowledge”  not  teaching it correctly  =  a  false  teacher! 

“Christians”  are  not  supposed to put  “non-Christians”  off  “The Word of God”  through their  foolish antics and illogical teaching  (1Cor.14v23) –  

or perhaps,  to be frightening them into  “supposed submission”  with  “hell-fire and damnation” –  all this is just an  unrighteous farce!   

Paul  never  used any of this against  “The  Non-Christians”  of his day, –  but his biggest problem was  “The Established Religion”  then  (Judaism)  

and likewise the mirror now at The End of The Gospel Age,  it is  Worldly Christianity  -  hence JCg’s call at Rev.18v4   (see my local commentaries)! 

Heb.   6v10 og not  For  (the) unjust/unrighteous/wicked/heathen/{not equitable}  the  {specific god} [Yahweh and JC]  

Heb.   6v10 og (to be) {losing out of mind}/neglecting/forgetful [middle voice]   

Heb.   6v10 og of the  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  {of yourselves} [aiming to be, and being, TCs],   

Heb.   6v10 og also  [of the  {sapping toil}/pained/{strength wanes in labour}/weariness = (possible) CA thus should ignore]   

Heb.   6v10 og of the  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love  {of whom/which}   

Heb.   6v10 og (you) {pointed out}/indicated/{showed forth}/displayed/demonstrated/exhibited   

Heb.   6v10 og into/unto  the  name/character/authority  (of the) him [JC],  

Heb.   6v10 og (the having) {waited upon menially}/{servant assisting}/ministered   

Heb.   6v10 og to the  blameless/{holy persons} [TCs]   

Heb.   6v10 og also  (the) {waiting upon menially}/{servant assisting}/ministering/serving/{attending/hosting upon}. 

Heb.   6v10 = For  “the specific god”  (is)  not  unjust/unrighteous/{not equitable}     (“the specific god”  is  righteous) 

to be  personally  neglecting/forgetting  your  {occupational effort}/work/labour,     (by inference then we  are  “judged on works”)  

also  of the  agape/{charity love}     (freely giving  -  to be expecting  no  worldly return) 

{of which}  you  showed/displayed  unto  His  name/character/authority,     (this was given in The Character and The Authority) 
having  {waited upon menially}/ministered  to the  blameless/{holy people}/TCs,     (supplying physical provisions daily for  TCs) 

also  now  {waiting upon menially}/ministering  (to other people).      (supplying  spiritual ministerial service to  non-Christians) 

 

For  “the specific god”   (note the relative nature of this terminology,  firstly  [1] JC to The World,   secondly  [2] Yahweh to the TCs) 

is not unrighteous   ( [1] JC as “The Word of God” gives possible reform over a 2 part life,   [2] Yahweh will elevate TCs to “Sonship”) 

to be personally forgetting your occupational efforts   ( [1] personal struggle to reform our mind  [2] TCs facing Religious persecution) 

                  (Noting the important warning given at Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26 based upon how we personally respond to “The Word of God”) 
also of the  agape/charity   ( [1] mutually to our neighbours upon our personal reform,  [2] TCs in the ministry imitating JC) 

of which you showed unto His  name/character/authority   ( [1] JC,  we while still learning   [2] TCs fully like Yahweh, John.14v20, 17v21-26), 

(you)  having waited upon menially   (to other people,  by exactly imitating JC’s ministry teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  and not  “Religion”) 

 

There is much in this verse that can go unnoticed in a casual read! 

Firstly,  we again notice how Paul uses the  “ho theos”  as the relative pointer because these individuals are transferring over from JCg who knocked on 

the door (Rev.3v20 as “The Intercessor”),  to Yahweh as “The Adopting Father”  of those individuals actively aiming to be,  and ultimately become TCs. 

As we read here,  Yahweh does not forget the  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  already put in by these  “holy brethren”  inferring to me that if 

driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  to deliver the  agape/{charity love}  in works  freely/simply  given  -  and this labour continues to the end of the 1st part 
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of their physical life  -  then their name shall be validated upon the  “scroll of (guaranteed) life”  as future  “Sons of God”  (opened/collected  by JCg,  

Rev.5v1-10, 1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.19v6-9, 20v6, etc.). 

Depending upon the Greek source of the translation given,  then the word  “kopos” StrongsTM = 2873 to mean  “{sapping toil}/pained/{strength wanes in 

labour}/weariness”  is used in the Greek version sourced for the KJV  (translated as “labour”)  and not used in the Greek sourced for the NIV. 

Note   It does confer the idea to the reader that  agape/{charity love}  can be painful  (because of the persecution received from  accurately  teaching  

“The Word of God”  to The World  [as any whistle-blower inevitably receives]) –  and thus depending upon the copier’s instruction  (from higher 

worldly authorities)  this could be added or removed from the script.   

However,  that is at the discretion of  “an opinion”  rather than forming part of Christian doctrine. 

Importantly,  “The Key”  to this verse is understanding,  Paul recognises these  “Holy”  people  are  operating  outside  worldly methodology,  and thus 

operating with  agape/{ charity love}  to - 

1. The  apostles/TCs  (telling us they are  not  yet presently  apostles/TCs  themselves)  by sending parcels of  food/provisions,  or offering their 

house as a place to stay over within.  Consequently,  Paul through his exhorting is encouraging them to be operating in  charity/{agape love}  

by learning all the supporting structure of  “The Word of God”  so they too  can  become  apostles/TCs  with accurate doctrine  (hence all the 

previous verses)  so they might then minister not just  physically  to the TCs,  but - 

2. Also  then  become TCs themselves as they minister  spiritually  (in the charity of  freely giving their time)  to the heathen  (non-Christians),  

not necessarily in missionary journeys,  but talking and then expanding into teaching  within their local neighbourhood  (Yahweh’s Altar).   

For us of today,  this can be our sacrifice  (of time)  in  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  (after we have first accurately learnt it)  in 

what is to be our neighbourhood,  where the active recipients become our offering of possible future TCs to Yahweh –  for His pleasure! 

Interestingly –  is this what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 

Hardly! 

Obviously they preach the part about  “giving money to them”  –  (supposedly)  for  “The Lord’s Work”  (a  “likely”  story)! 

However,  there is no instruction to be learning The Scriptures so that  all  the congregational members might become possible future TCs  (competent 

and authoritative teachers and instructors)  to their neighbours and  “The Word of God”  expands like a  “exothermic reaction”  (without the need for 

any money to be sequestrated by our worldly  [and worse, charlatan]  Christian leaders,  for their pleasure)! 

Clearly it is easier to  “toss a bit of money”  to  “The Professional”  “Leaders of Religion”  rather than  freely give  ministerial service  because of  

“The Personal Work”  involved to become  competent  teachers  (in the manner that Yahweh Desires)  is too hard,  but  “professional”   “Leaders of 

Religion”  gain their return now  (ROI),  however the144000 TCs gain theirs upon their resurrection!   

Consequently,  these leaders  “oblige our desires”  by return  (by teaching us that  “we are not judged on works”,  so no change is required) – precisely 

as we are told at 2Tim.4v3-4! 

Yahweh is  not  deceived by this charade –  acted upon through  both  parties! –  We must not mock God’s Word (JC) or Yahweh’s Judgment 

upon us  (Gal.6v7). 

In the present context,  Paul recognises these specific recipients are  not  like the many false teachers  (being  “Leaders of Religion”)  springing up 

throughout  “The Ecclesia”  (1John.2v18-19, Gal.1v6-8, 3v1)  to morph what was taught by  “The 1st Century Apostles”  into what was to ultimately 

become  “worldly Christianity”  (via Gnostic teaching)  of what we have today,  officially made part of  “world Religion”  at 325 CE in Nicea.    

The reader of today must get their head around what is so well crafted today,  being so  very different in spirit  to what JC and the apostles taught,  hence 

of JC’s warning of just this sort of thing at Matt.12v43-45, Luke.11v24-26. 

Paul knew these specific recipients of God’s Word were sincerely trying to move forward with it,  in the same manner as had Paul and the other apostles. 

Hence the next few verses in context - 

Heb.   6v11 og (we) {set our heart upon}/covert/desire/lust/{long for}  And  each/any/every (person)  {of yourselves}   

Heb.   6v11 og the  her/it/same  (to) {to point out}/{to indicate}/{show forth}/display/demonstrate/exhibit   

Heb.   6v11 og (the) hastiness/dispatches/earnestness/diligence/eagerness/forwardness  toward/nearness/{accession to}   

Heb.   6v11 og the  {entirely confident}/{full assurance}  of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence   

Heb.   6v11 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  (the) {set out to/for point/goal/limit}/termination/end/finality; 

Heb.   6v11 = And  we (TCs)  {set our heart upon}/desire/{long for}    (TC's are internally motivated … … ) 

each person of  yourselves  (brethren/Christians)   to  indicate/show/display     (to give all accurate knowledge so that the recipient will ...) 

the  same  hastiness/earnestness/diligence/eagerness  towards     (gain the same methodology as that which drives the TCs ... … ) 

the  {entire confidence}/{full assurance}  of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence    (of what will occur in The Millennium ... … ) 

{up to}/{as far as}/until  the  goal/termination/finality.     (To the end of the 1st part of our physical life,  resulting in The Millennium) 

 

And we (TCs)  set our heart upon   (TCs are internally driven … … ) 

each person of yourselves (brethren/{Christian congregations})  to display   (all  “Christians”  to have  “The Knowledge”  to be displayed) 
the same  hastiness/diligence/eagerness  towards   (all Christians to gain,  and thus have the internal driver to become TCs imitating JC) 

the full assurance   (that can only occur after having  vigorously/relentlessly  assayed/tested  “The Word of God”  to determine its  integrity) 

of the  expectancy/confidence   (of what will occur in The Millennium  -  this is  not  a  vain  “hope”  as we constantly hear taught by  “Religion”) 

as far as the  goal/finality   ([1] ideally Sonship to Yahweh   [2] everlasting life imitating JC). 

 

It is useful to ask this question - 

What did the apostles of the 1st Century Christians consider as being  “The Anticipation/Expectancy”  occurring at  “The Goal/End/Finality”  

(of this present evil system)?   

Would the recipients already know –  so by consequence,  Paul had  no need  to write it down in The Epistle? 

Now think about today  

Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us? 
Would the congregational members today even know what is  really  available? 

Not really –  because our  worldly Christian leaders merely preach  “a shadow”  of what is to occur  (and get most of that   “Wrong”)! 

So what is  “The Goal”  -  being the whole point Paul is making in the context of Hebrews  (and elsewhere in his writings)? 

Paul has been exhorting the  “holy brethren”  to  take-on  the  “personal responsibility”  of accurately teaching  (as “instructors”)  to become like TCs.    

However,  before they can become competent in this role,  then they require to personally gain  accurate  “knowledge”,  being the deeper things behind 

what they first knew when becoming Christians  (6v1 in context),  being all  “the supporting structure”  of Yahweh’s  “Perfect Plan for Human 

Salvation”.   Is this true today of our congregations,  do they really know much more  (being of relevance)  than when they first attended?  

Yahweh requires faithful  servants/stewards  who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to become the future  “Sons of God”  and administer  “The 

Resurrected World”  alongside JCg (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.).  Yahweh has already drawn out  “The 1st Remnant”  (prophets, etc.,)  from out of  

“The 1st Epoch Israel”  (who through their actions,  effectively yielded  “JC’s 1st Advent”).  Now,  Yahweh has almost fully validated,  by election,  “The 

2nd Remnant”  (144000 TCs)  from out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (who through their actions effectively yield  “JCg’s 2nd Advent”  by they personally 

fulfilling prophecy, Rev.14v1-4).     

It is to this  “Anticipation/Expectation”  that we  (as Christians aiming to become TCs)  have within ourselves  “The Kingdom of God” 

operating in our mind (Luke.17v21),  upon which we must persistently remain imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  unto the end of the 1st part of 

our physical life –  just as did JC and the apostles following afterwards.  
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If  we do  not  behave like this,  then  we are  passive/apathetic  “Christians”  and thus are behaving in the manner as  not  to be  

“Anticipating/Expecting”   “The Goal of Sonship”  (being of what JC gained)  to Yahweh,  as  “The Heirs”  to be  administrating  “The Inheritance”.   

Furthermore,  the worst possibility,  if  we behave like  charlatan Christian leaders who iniquitously  twist/distort  God’s Word to  justify/{add succour}  

to their worldly self-indulgences,  then  we shall be like Judas Iscariot,  being the subject of Paul’s earlier warnings,  and shall  never  be resurrected –  

thus become personally annihilated. 

It is  not  my decision about the conclusion of any person –  but it  is  my responsibility to warn –  else I shall be condemned as keeping silent about  

“The Absolute Disclosing Truth”, - when I am charged to be  “speaking out with boldness”  (Eze.33v1-20 and Heb.3v6)! 

Are there places on  “The Scroll of Sonship” ( of “guaranteed life”, Rev.5v2-9)  still remaining to be validated? 

Yes!   There  are  places remaining  for you –  the reader,  to become a TC and become part of  “The Bride of Christ”  (Matt.22/25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 

21v2, 9, etc.). 

How do I know? 

Because - 

1. The Bible  tells us,  they (TCs),  all 144000  (Rev.14v1-4),  to be taken together  (1Thes.4v13-18, Isa.66v8, 1Cor.15v50-55, etc.). 

2. The Bible  tells us,  one (TC) shall be taken,  and one (worldly person)  shall be remaining  (Matt.24v40-44). 

3. The Bible  tells us,  there shall be two witnesses who shall be murdered and rise on the 3rd day  (together with those of 1,2)  (Rev.11v3-13) 

4. The Bible  tells us,  the World shall become severely troubled so that unless Yahweh steps in,  then no flesh will be saved  (Matt.24v21-22). 

All  these things have  not yet occurred  but they  will  and are relatively  very soon to occur   (about mid-21st Century CE) –  and thus Yahweh  is  still  

waiting for all those assigned places  (Rom.8v29-30)  to be validated –  hence possibly YOU, –  the reader,  could be part of  “The Heavenly Host”  upon 

your resurrection. 

Once Yahweh has His 144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6),  then  He will move Mankind forward by  

bringing-on  The Millennium,  to bring upon The World  “The General Resurrection”  at “The 2nd Resurrection”.  This might be perhaps staggered –  as 

the infra-structure becomes established by  “The Power and Authority of Yahweh”  pertaining to this planet assigned to JCg,  the 144000 Sons of God 

and The Prophets and Ancient Worthies in  absolute full control  (with no if’s, but’s, or maybe’s)  having unbounded control ensuring  “self-indulgence 

to the hurt of our neighbour”  is completely  “snuffed-out”,  Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15, etc. 

However,  for a member of The Brethren (Christian)  to be part of this wonderful Goal  (open just “The Once” in our whole existence),  then they must  

demonstrate the same   “hastiness/earnestness/diligence/eagerness”  as did the apostles then,  and the TCs throughout The Gospel Age,  including 

today,  do in their lifestyle to personally  make this occasion occur.  They do this by the  “occupational effort/work/labour”  in precisely imitating JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle  to  accurately  teach The World about  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  of which this website makes so perfectly 

clear –  as does Paul in the next verse! 

It is only by doing this,  the TCs truly show the commitment for “The Vista”  driving their minds (Luke.17v21)  to become a physical reality in the future. 

These people  prove their worthiness  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  -  do they not?!    If they were the very specific people who 

made it occur by  personally fulfilling  “The Prophecy of Rev.14v1-4”!   Is that not a  “Righteous Payment”  (Matt.20v10-14)  being v10 in context? 

It is however, not what many  worldly Christian schisms presently do, or preach –  to their error  (if compared to what  The Bible teaches us)! 

They do  not  teach these things –  being what The Bible tells us –  thus they are hiding God’s Word under a bushel  (Matt.5v15, Luke.11v33) 

and closing the gate to Sonship both for themselves  (having been nurtured at Matt.23v15)  and for their devotees  (Matt.23v13). 

Heb.   6v12 og that  not  (the) sluggish/lazy/stupid/dull/slothful [plural]   (you) {become to be},    

Heb.   6v12 og (the) imitators/followers/mimics  and  of the (persons)  through (reason of)   

Heb.   6v12 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  also 

Heb.   6v12 og (the) {long-suffering}/patience/fortitude/forbearance/stoic  [plural]   

Heb.   6v12 og (of the) {being heirs}/inheriting  the  announcements/pledges/{divine assurances}/promises. 

Heb.   6v12 = That  not  you (brethren/Christians)  {become to be}  sluggish/lazy/dull/slothful,      (therefore  become  “workers”) 

and  (thus you become)  the  imitators/followers  of the  people   (TCs)     (working in the ministry by truly imitating JC) 

through reason  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}     (it is understanding  “The Real Faith”  that drives us) 

also  the  forbearance/{long-suffering}/patience     (that comes from The Persecution sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 

of  {being heirs}/inheriting  the  announcements/pledges/promises.     (to become the future  “Sons of God”  in The Millennium) 

 

That not you (brethren/Christians)  become to be  sluggish/slothful   (we must  not  become apathetic,  we must continually work to imitate JC) 

and  (so you might thus become)  the imitators of the people  (TCs)    (imitate Paul  [1Cor.4v16, 11v1]  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
through reason of the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity, = “1st Century Christianity”  to guide us in  the correct direction)    

also the  forbearance/patience   (that comes from  “not reacting”  to the persecution sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 

of inheriting the promises   (by becoming the future  “Sons of God”  in The Millennium over  “The Inheritance”  [= “The Resurrected World”]). 

 

Here is Paul’s exhortation again to  {The Brethren}/Christians  (of The World)  

Do  not  become personally  “sluggish/lazy/dull/slothful”  (where “dull” = “not shining out The Word of God”  to our neighbour in both 

word and deed).  Become imitators of The Apostles who imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in  accurately  teaching The World about the deeper 

understanding of God’s Word.  We must understand  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19)  thoroughly explaining Yahweh’s 

Plan to righteously achieve  “The Salvation of Mankind”,  made possible to all those  specific individuals who ultimately choose to imitate 

JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life.   If  “you”  personally do this with  “forbearance/{long-suffering}/patience”  (against  “The Persecution”  

that inevitably follows,  John.16v1-4, 2Tim.3v11-13, etc.),  then  “{specifically yourselves}”  have  “The Real Faith”  (Accurate Knowledge + 

Assurance + Fidelity)  and shall become  partakers/sharers as  “The Heirs”  over/of  “The Inheritance”  being the fulfilment of  “The 

Promise”  given to Abraham as  “The Loving Father” –  see next few verses. 

When  we have fully imbued  “The Word of God”  and thoroughly understand its full implications by vigorous assay,  following through to precisely 

operate upon it with absolutely fidelity,  then  we are promised to have the HS operating within us.  This shall help us from within  (to be of sober mind,  

to speak for us during our ministry,  minimising ailments)  because we fully have  “The  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is separate from this world 

of sin to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  (“HS”)  and outside  (being The Environment manipulated by Yahweh appropriately 

so His Word becomes  accurately broadcast to The World through a truly proven faithful slave,  Matt.24v14).   

Consequently, -  because  the TCs  (as deemed by Yahweh)  demonstrably show themselves to have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JC,  

then  “we”  can  become  sharers/partakers  of what he is soon to be assigned –  being  “The Administration of The World”  in The Millennium as future  

(co-) Sons of God –  precisely as Paul tells us throughout his epistles  (for example, Rom.8v17, 23, etc.). 

 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - Thus as we read - there is Yahweh as “The Specific God” of Ancient Worthies, = The Almighty God. 

Allegory – repeat - “Abraham” = “The Loving Father” = The metaphoric representation of  “Almighty God”,  Yahweh. 
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Allegory – repeat - Offspring of Abraham = “The Early Adopters” endeavouring to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  The Prophets 

in 1st Epoch Israel,  the 144000 TCs of the 2nd Epoch Israel to become The Bride of JCg  (Rev.21v2, 9). 

Ultimately,  this includes “The Late Adopters”  who change sides from Satan’s worldly methodology to Yahweh’s Word. 

Instruction – repeat - Paul is directly speaking of  “Heirship”  – being that of becoming a  “Son of God”  hence  “The 

Promise”  through  “The Loins of Abraham”  representing  “Sonship to Yahweh”.  We are told  “the number”  of these 

people out of The Christian Nation is to be 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  to become “The Bride of Christ”  (Rev.21v2,9). 

62nd Comment – Yahweh makes an oath upon Himself given to Abraham. 

105th Reasoning – Yahweh being  “The Almighty Entity”  pertaining to this Universe has  no  higher Entity upon which to  

sanction/underwrite/secure   “The Oath”  made to Abraham,  thus Yahweh becomes “The Authority of Everything”. 

19th Prophecy – Yahweh made a promise to Abraham,  he will be praised and his seed will abundantly fill The Earth. 

8th Prophecy fulfilled – Abraham became “The Father” of  both  “The Arab Nation”  and  “The Israelite Nation”. 

9th Prophecy fulfilled – From Abraham  (and later through  ‘Jerusalem’)  came the  three  worldly  religious faiths of 

Judaism,  Christianity and Islam –  therefore Abraham’s Name has become blessed by people of those  worldly  faiths. 

63rd Comment – Abraham was  {long-spirited}/patient  in waiting  (25 years)  for his son (of Sarah) to be born from being 

giving the 1st Instruction -  during which time he patiently fulfilled Yahweh's Desire by following instruction  beforehand. 

76th Allegory – Abraham {patiently enduring}  =  Yahweh  {patiently enduring}  for His Plan to be fulfilled at the correct 

points in time – The Prophets,  JC’s birth/ministry/murder,  TCs to be collected over some 2000 years of The Gospel Age,  

The Millennium of some 1000 years before those  successful  people of  “The Resurrected World”  become  “perfected”. 

106th Reasoning – JCg must  {patiently endure}  before Yahweh gives full authority for JCg to  “move-in”  and restore 

righteous  “law and order”  at  “the commencement” of The Millennium.  Likewise,  we aiming to become TCs must  

{patiently endure}  this present evil World while we keep precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to be part of the 

144000 TCs for which Yahweh waits to first occur  before  He can institute The Millennium!   It is a  “pipeline process”. 

64th Comment – Humans  must  take an oath according to a mightier Entity – so no dispute might arise between them. 

But Yahweh shall not dispute,  being far more willing to show the  indisputable/steadfast  nature of His  “Purpose to The 

Heirs (TCs) of The Promise” – by confirming  “The Oath”  upon Himself  (to underwrite what He purposes). 

107th Reasoning – Yahweh must wait for 144000 TCs to  validate themselves as being worthy to  “The Watching/Judging 

World”  to rule as  kings/priests  over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.  These 144000 TCs are  not  proving 

themselves worthy to Yahweh – He already knew who they would be before  The Creation of Mankind (Rom.8v29). 

Therefore  all  members of  “The Resurrected World”  have  no excuse not to hearken  to these  validated  144000 TCs! 

108th Reasoning – Paul confirms,  by becoming a “Son of Abraham (The Loving Father)” now by  thinking/reasoning  like 

Abraham means becoming a  “Son of God (Yahweh [I make become who/what I choose to become])”  in The Millennium 

by having the  one/same  mind as JCg and Yahweh (John.14v20, 17v21-26).  This promise is  absolutely guaranteed  by 

the  Omnificence/Omnipotent  Yahweh for all people precisely imitating JC during The Gospel Age. 

65th Comment – An interesting use of words  “unchangeable/immutableness/steadfast”  being assigned to Yahweh that 

somewhat contradicts what our  worldly Christian leaders infer about God’s Word –  being they feel quite at liberty 

change God’s Word because it does not suit their self-indulgent  worldly orientated activity  (I have many cited examples)! 

66th Comment – Paul states,  Yahweh will not lie about two unchangeable matters so that  (1) we as TCs have a powerful 

exhortation to persevere to  “The Goal of Sonship/Heirs”  and  (2) of  “The Inheritance” being “The Resurrected World”. 

69th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs  must  {flee away from}  worldly methodology  (basic 

“self-indulgence”)  and become  utterly neutral  in  all  (political) matters,  which is done by imbuing God’s Word to 

change our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  away  from The World to become entirely Christlike  (see later). 

109th Reasoning – TCs are able to flee from “worldly methodology” because by accurately imbuing  “The Word of God” 

enables TCs to mentally steer through the distractions that  “ensnare  worldly Christians deep into The World”  and thus 

TCs can focus upon  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  in their mind’s vista,  yielding what is required in our 

canvassing work so we might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by exactly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (Mark.1v38, Acts.6v4). 

67th Comment – “The Knowledge” of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  culminating in The Millennium enables TCs to 

gain a mental picture of what it will be like under JCg’s rule and thus work ever harder to make this reality come sooner. 

35th Good News – It is because the TCs have  “The Accurate Knowledge”  delivering an  accurate  mental picture of what 

The Millennium will be like,  that becomes a solid anchor throughout the TC’s life/existence  (Luke.17v21). 

36th Good News – It is because the TCs have  “The Accurate Knowledge”  delivering an  accurate  mental picture of what 

The Millennium will be like that gives the TC  certainty/steadfastness/stoicism  in presently very  uncertain/shaky  World. 

31st Warning – TCs gain this  certainty/steadfastness  as a mental and physical protection  (by being wise)  from what The 

World will become like in the next decade or two,  where The World will spiral into chaos (implode)  through unrestrained 

self-indulgence  by people with the power to exercise it upon others  (all as JC foretold – Matt.24v21-22, Luke.21v26).  

37th Good News – It is because the TCs have  “The Accurate Knowledge”  delivering an  accurate  mental picture of what 

The Millennium will be like that gives the TC the motivation to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so they can follow through 

behind JCg as The Firstfruits (Rev.20v6, Isa.66v8)  beyond The Veil to be in Yahweh’s presence (of The Most Holy Place). 

110th Reasoning – Just as Paul states – it was JC  {arose into}  The Most Holy Place  as “The  {Fore-Runner}/Precursor”  

for those specific people (TCs,  deemed as such by Yahweh)  having copied JC to the very best of their ability,  are those 

named people able to follow through afterwards – when JCg comes to collect them at  “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6). 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory but a  

very necessary definition because of the utter foolishness spoken by people claiming to know – but obviously do not know!) 

Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website –  that clearly explain what the word  really  means! 
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Allegory – repeat - High Priest = JC = Direct line of communication to Yahweh,  as the intercessor to  (2 Epochs) Israel,  

as we are told by Paul at  Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5,  moreover,  no other entity has any right  to intercede on our behalf. 

111th Reasoning – Moreover,  because Melchizedek blessed  “The Loins of Abraham”,  being the priests coming through 

as  “Sons of Abraham”,  then they too form part of  the same lineage as JCg.  These are the 144000 TC Priests. 

112th Reasoning – It is very important to understand,  only  The Priests  working priestly duties in The Holy Place  are 

positioned  to witness the veil being rent,  and thus located to follow through after  “The High Priest”  JCg.  The Israelites  

outside  The Temple will  not  witness the veil being rent,  and thus are  not  located to follow through behind JCg. 

This obvious understanding appears to be lost in the minds of our religious leaders in their  utterly ridiculous exegesis. 

The full implications of this just blows away  worldly Christian Doctrine that is sadly  not  based upon solid foundations, 

but created by those specific leaders in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  located  outside  The Temple  (and not Yahweh’s priests)! 

68th Comment – Thus JC becomes under the same Order as Melchizedek,  (1) The High Priest to The Almighty God,  and 

(2) The King of “Salem” = The King of Peace – being that he will quash all worldly self-indulgence in The Millennium. 

Comment – repeat - Melchizedek (unlike The Ancient Worthies) had no Jewish record of parentage, or record of his death 

Prophecy – repeat - Melchizedek typifying JCg had no human  (male/legal)  ancestry,  nor was his fleshly carcass found. 

Comment – repeat - Melchizedek was both king of the city called “Salem” (“Peace”)  and priest of “The Almighty God”. 

Prophecy – repeat - Melchizedek represents JCg future ruler of New Jerusalem and is the (High) Priest of Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek no record of human lineage = JCg whose Father was Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek no record of his death/body = JCg who was resurrected to eternal life. 

Allegory – repeat - Salem => would become “Jerusalem” = “The City of Peace” – ultimately becoming “Yahweh’s 

Organisation”  here upon The Earth in The Millennium to establish peace and restitution under  “The Kingship of JCg”. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek was priest to The Almighty God = JCg becomes The High Priest to Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek blesses the seed in Abraham’s loins = The future priesthood  (initially Aaron –  but 

ultimately rejected for a better line)  through JC and the 144000 TCs who follow on in the new line of “Judah” (see later). 

Good News – repeat - JCg will be ruling The World under Yahweh’s Methodology for an eternity after The Millennium. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Israel” = “persevering/persisting  with  subjector/God”. This is the perfect description for “Israel” 

throughout time because we have:- 

1. People who  persevere/persist  in rebellion  with  subjector/God = The Majority of Israel. 

2. People who  persevere/persist  in loyal servitude  with  subjector/God = The Remnant of Israel. 

Where,  we understand “Israel” occurs over 3 Epochs of Time.  (1) Jews, (2) Christians, (3) Resurrected World. 

Heb.   6v13 og to the  For  Abraham   

Heb.   6v13 og (having the) {announced upon}/{engaged (to do something)}/{asserted (something with respect to oneself)}/ 

/pledged/professed/{(made) promise}   

Heb.   6v13 og the  {specific god} [Yahweh]  thereupon/since/else/otherwise  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to) 

Heb.   6v13 og {not even one}/{no one}/none [Entity]   (He [Yahweh]) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had   

Heb.   6v13 og (the) bigger/larger/mightier/exceedingly/greater  (to) swear/{take/declare an oath}   

Heb.   6v13 og (He [Yahweh]) swore/{took/declared an oath}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to) 

Heb.   6v13 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= Himself,  Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.12v1-3,7, 15v5-7, 17v1-6, 21v1-7, 18v17-19. 

Heb.   6v13 = For  “the specific god”  having made the  announcement/pledge/promise  to the  Abraham   

thereupon/since  accordingly  He  (Yahweh)   possessed/had  {not even one}/{no one}  larger/mightier/greater  {to swear}/{take oath},  

(thus)  He  (Yahweh)   swore/{took oath}  accordingly/against  Himself. 

 

For  “The Specific God” (Yahweh)  having made the promise to Abraham   (being that he was to seed  “The Heirs of The Promise”) 

since accordingly He (Yahweh)  had no one  (Entity)  greater to take an oath   (inasmuch,  to become beholden if the oath was broken), 

(thus)  He (Yahweh)  took an oath accordingly to Himself   (Yahweh could only use  “Himself”  to underwrite  “The Oath”  made to Abraham). 

 

Because  “The Specific God”  is referenced to Abraham,  then it points directly to Yahweh.   

Thus Yahweh made the  announcement/pledge/promise  to Abraham  (see my commentary of next verse)  and made  “The Oath”  against/upon  Himself 

because it is He  “Yahweh”  (whose name means   “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”)  that can make all things come to pass according to 

His Desire.  The Name  “Yahweh”  thus means anything is possible  (of which “Yahweh so Desires”)   because Yahweh uses  “The Laws of Nature”,  

about all of which we can presently only but dream what they might be.  A man of 1000 years ago,  not educated to our level in  “The Laws of Nature”  

would not realise what is possible today –  they would be mere dreams  -  if he could even conceptualise what was possible!    

For instance;  could mobile phones be conceptualised some 200 years ago –  when communication was only face to face!  

We humans now,  are like that person –  mere  cretins  to  “The Knowledge”  from  “The Source of All Knowledge”  that operates within this Universe.   

That is  why  “Yahweh”  “makes become  who/what  He chooses to become”  (being those entities who  can  become part of His Name). 

A 4th revision Addition. 

I was speaking to a Senior Futurologist working for a large public corporate body over this matter of  “Yahweh accurately predicting the future”. 

This being a concept of which humans cannot comprehend in the “Time domain”,  that can supposedly only operate as hindsight to us. 

We finally concluded together there is a possible simple route that explains this concept,  moreover it is endorsed by what The Bible tells us  (as written 

in Hebrews, for example).  

If  we are fully learned within our subject matter and can make suitable causal effects within the environment to fulfil our objectives. 

Then  effectively “we can see into the future”  because we shall make subtle changes in course to achieve our  objective/desires. 

This is true at one level in all our everyday experiences to achieve an objective, to perhaps an extreme as that of ensuring a spacecraft reaches a distant 

planet through mid-flight corrective course changes. 

Where we fail in  “seeing into the future”  through this means is our  “course corrections”  can be erroneous and thus not achieve our objectives,  

however if we have full capability to ensure the  “course correction is not erroneous”  then we fulfil our objectives and have effectively predicted the 

future with accuracy!   This is precisely how Yahweh operates,  covertly within the environment to ensure that while Mankind bumps around doing its 

own thing in the manner of  “Brownian Motion”  (so its members can learn from their mistakes)  the general drift within the ultimate confines of the 

environment  (as controlled by Yahweh)  fulfils what He purposely prophesied! 
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Heb.   6v14 og (the) stating/exclaiming:   

Heb.   6v14 og {Absolutely/Utterly  assuredly/surely}  (the) {speaking well of}/blessing/praising   

Heb.   6v14 og (I [Yahweh] will) {speak well of}/bless/praise  (singularly) thee/thy/thou [Abraham],  

Heb.   6v14 og also  (of the) increasing/multiplying/abounding  (I [Yahweh] will) increase/multiply/abound   

Heb.   6v14 og (singularly) thee/thy/thou [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.22v16-17. 

Heb.   6v14 = Stating: 

{Absolutely assuredly}  the  blessing/praising,   

I (Yahweh)  will  bless/praise  you  (Abraham),   

also  of the  increasing/multiplying/abounding   (descendants  [initially “The Early Adopters” of the first two Epochs of Israel]),   

I (Yahweh)  will  increase/multiply/abound  you  (Abraham). 

 

(Yahweh)  stating   (in His Promise given as  “The Oath”  to Abraham):- 

  Absolutely assuredly the blessing   (I give in My Promise) 

  I (Yahweh)  will bless you  (Abraham) 

  also of the abounding  (descendants)    ( [1] The Prophets,  [2] The 144000 TCs,  [3] The Reformed People from out of  “The Resurrected World”) 

               (Because of what was stated at Gen.18v19 – where these three groupings  are   “His household after him  shall keep the ways of The Lord …”) 
  I (Yahweh)  will increase you  (Abraham)    (“Abraham” is allegoric to “Yahweh”,  when God’s Word is operating in our  hearkening  mind) 

 

Because Abraham remained faithful to Yahweh’s promise,  first given in Gen.12v1-3;  at which point in time,  Abram (original name)  with his wife 

(Sarai)  and nephew called  “Lot”  left his father’s home in Haran and moved in a southerly direction into the promised land  (Canaan, being what is 

approximately now “Israel Land”).  Yahweh repeated the promise again while Abraham was here  (Gen.12v7)  in Canaan.  Because Abraham was 

faithful in precisely what he did  (to the requests of Yahweh),  then progressively more reassurance was given by Yahweh at Gen.15v5-7.  The prophecy 

of the Israelite’s servitude to the Egyptians for 240 years  (see justification I give elsewhere –  it is  not  the short 210 or long 450 year as generally 

misunderstood)  was given here at Gen.15v13,  so The Egyptians  (by analogy,  read “The World”)  shall be judged,  and thus forced to give  

goods/wares  to The Israelites when they leave.  There is so  much  prophetic analogy here to fill pages,  but all this prophetic allegory is outside the 

scope of this verse,  please see my dissertation entitled   “Yahweh's Plan as given in Genesis”  consisting of some 70 pages,   as would have been 

similarly taught by JC in his sermons.   

“The Covenant”  was confirmed again at Gen.17v1-6,  and Abram’s name was changed to Abraham,  likewise Sarai  (Abraham’s wife)  changed to 

Sarah  (again, there is much  more  prophetic analogy here of relevance for us of today,  but again outside the scope of the verse,  else this commentary 

could be perhaps forty pages).   

Circumcision was introduced as  “the human acknowledgement”  of  “The  (physical)  Covenant”  for  “The Promise of The First Inheritance”  as  “The 

Administration of Canaan” –  just as is Baptism  “the human acknowledgement”  of  “The Next  (spiritual)  Covenant”  (spiritually now Luke.17v21),  

being  “The Promise of The Second Inheritance”  to become  “The Physical”,  as “The Administration of The World”  (being Sonship to Yahweh)  if  

and only if,  we remain precisely faithful –  exactly as did Abraham remain precisely faithful –  being the whole point of this quoted verse by Paul. 

Most important to understand. 

The physical of  “The 1st Covenant”  was only with “males”  (noting they all failed for Sonship),  but it was given because JC  “The Firstborn Male”  to 

a human  (Mary)  could achieve Sonship and thus opened the door to Sonship under  “The 2nd Covenant”  (hence Jer.31v31-33 given some 600 years 

earlier),  noting JC’s important comment at Matt.11v11.   Because we can enter The 2nd Covenant by baptism through  “the circumcision of the heart”  

(Rom. Chapters 2 to 4)  then this  “Ideal Goal of Sonship”  has now been opened up to  both  sexes during The Gospel Age  (noting what JC said about  

“sex”  upon our resurrection at Matt.22v30, Mark.12v25, Luke.20v35.  Please read all my cited local commentaries. 

Please note,  we enter this discussion on  “The 1st (Old) and  The 2nd (New) Covenants”  in much greater detail later. 

Abraham has his only son with Sarah called  “Isaac”  at Gen.21v1-7. 

Yahweh then tested Abraham  (representing Yahweh)  by asking Abraham to take his only young son Isaac  (representing JC)  to sacrifice him at Moriah 

(Gen.22v1-2)  where the area Moriah  is The Mount Zion  where some 1900 years later JC was sentenced to death as  “The Perfect Sacrifice” –  in the 

midst of Yahweh’s Decree on sin.  Furthermore,  we are told they travelled together  (Abraham/Isaac now,  Yahweh/JC 1900 years later)  for three and 

half days  (being the  only  journey recorded in Genesis  “specifying a duration”) –  and thus represents by allegory the  “three and half years”  of JC's 

ministry with Yahweh (Abraham)  alongside,  before his ransom sacrifice  (in that manner at Num.14v34 – of contrasting engagement). 

The quote occurs at the point where Abraham is about to sacrifice his son  (early 20's in age)  and then Yahweh  steps-in  with a ram  (male lamb)  and 

this becomes the  “perfect male Lamb”  as sacrifice  (later to be typified by The Israelites  [Christian Nation]  saved by coming out of Egypt  [The 

World]  through the  “perfect male lamb” [JC]  given at  “The Passover”  [The Last supper –  Remembrance Meal at Nisan 14, Luke.22v15, 19]). 

It must be recognised the prophetic allegory of the perfect lamb being held back for four days before the sacrifice (Exod.12v3,6)  being representative of 

JC holding back for 4000 years  (Psm.90v4, 2Pet.3v8)  before he became  “The Perfect Ransom Sacrifice”  for Mankind in that role of The High Priest 

and Intercessor for Mankind to Yahweh  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5),  all of which Paul discusses later in Hebrews. 

Abraham is blessed by both  (1) the Arab nation through  “Ishmael”  (by Hagar –  Abram’s maid servant –  see my detailed commentary given at 

Gal.4v22-31,  where all the analogies are thoroughly explained)  and  (2) the Israelite nation through  “Isaac”  (by Sarah –  Abraham’s half-sister –  see 

my commentary of next verse where all the analogies are explained –  and further,  in my dissertation  “Yahweh's Plan as given in Genesis”). 

A 4th revision addition. 

Just a quick note on Nisan 14.  Please see my exceptionally detailed commentary at John.19v14 that untangles much misinformation  “doing the rounds”  

within Christendom, –  where our religious leaders demonstrably do not understand what is occurring at this time in JC’s life and how all the detailed 

prophetic allegories were being fulfilled. 

         I really do not know what they have been taught in their seminaries,  but it must be totally incoherent to them when I  read/audit  their sermons! 

Not really the sort of thing that should be occurring  -  if  (fraudulently)  claiming to represent The Authority having meticulously established everything! 

         They really must  “Up their game”,  but I suppose this matter of life and annihilation is only  “Just a game to them”  and thus they do not care!   

Heb.   6v15 og Also  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   

Heb.   6v15 og (the being) {long spirited}/forbearing/{patiently enduring}/{be long-suffering}   

Heb.   6v15 og (he [Abraham]) {chanced upon}/attained/obtained   

Heb.   6v15 og of the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise. 

Heb.   6v15 = Also  {in this manner}/likewise  the being  {long spirited}/{patiently enduring}   

he  (Abraham)   {chanced upon}/attained/obtained  of the  announcement/pledge/promise. 

 

Also in this manner  (Abraham)  being patiently enduring   (to receive “The Means”,  to be having an heir [Isaac]  to yield The Promise) 

he (Abraham)  attained of The Promise   (being   “The Birth of Isaac”,  some  25 years  after  the promise  was first given). 
                 (During which time Abraham was  “proving himself faithful”  before  Yahweh made possible His promise!) 

 

The two important points Paul makes to us - 
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1. Abraham (as Abram)  received  “The Promise of The Future”  and so,  at an old age  (of 75 years,  Gen.12v4),  he left the security of his 

permanent home  (representing the 1st part of his spiritual life being attached to the present worldly system)  and became a sojourner  (a 

nomad)  in The Land  “Canaan/Israel”  that was to become His Inheritance  (being representative of the 2nd part of his spiritual life).  

Likewise TCs become sojourners in this present world because they too have left this present World  (being tied to its methodology of the 1st 

part of their spiritual life)  and they  (in the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  are operating within their minds  “The Kingdom of God”  

(Luke.17v21)  being  “The Methodology of The New World Order”  under Christ Jesus’ rule based upon  “The Word of God”  (JCg’s 

presence/parousia  operating within the TCs to give them the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/{separate from this 

world of sin}” (“HS”). 

2. Thus Abraham exercised patience for those years without having any means of achieving  “The Inheritance” –  having no descendent.   

His first descendent  “Ishmael”  (Gen.16v16 at the age of 86 years)  through the Egyptian (of The World)  maidservant represents The World 

and its methodology that  came first.  However, Abraham was still waiting for  “The Inheritance”  through the half that was  “not of The 

World”  represented by Sarah being his  half-sister  (Gen.11v31)  coming through what is half of The World and half of what was sourced by 

Yahweh to yield  “Isaac”  (Gen.21v3 based upon Gen.17v24 plus one year makes Abraham 100 years old).  Isaac is archetypical of JC 

coming from Mary and Yahweh –  hence  “son of Man” and  “Son of God”).  This teaches us by illustration,  humans who were initially of 

The World can come back to Yahweh as future Sons of God, which is  why  JC became  “The Link”,  and  “The First of The Firstfruits”  

(being  “The Waved Barley” –  Lev.23v5-25).  This being the enabling route for the return of those people (TCs)  within  “The World”  back 

to God  (Ex.23v19)   as  “The Remnant of Israel that returns to The Lord “  (Isa.10v20-22),  where they become  “The Firstfruits of The 

World”   (being  “The Waved Wheat”  some 50 days later at  Pentecost/Ingathering Feast of  what would occur –  Lev23v5-25, Acts.2v1-40). 

Being of  “what would occur”,  the gathering of 144000 new Sons of God  (Rev.14v1-4)  over The Gospel Age of some 2000 years.  

Likewise Yahweh had to wait patiently in stages before He could move forward to the ultimate conclusion of human salvation  (being JC’s 

ministry and ransom sacrifice,  then The Millennium). 

Similarly TCs exercise patience while  sojourning within this world  avoiding  all  forms of politics and worldly affairs,  so that by remaining 

precisely neutral in all aspects  of The World,  they do  not  have their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  tainted/blemished/scarred/seared  by  

“The Methodology”  of this present worldly system.  Their mindset operates according to  “The Mindset of The Millennium”  of which they 

shall  lead/rule –  having  wholly perfected their mind  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire in the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (Luke.17v21) –  while JC 

covered the 1st part of their physical life  (having first atoned for them).  Consequently,  JC made them spiritual virgins –  and they then 

remained as spiritual virgins  (Matt.25v1-12)  by learning to imitate him! 

Thus we have The Two Nations being  “The Two Epochs of Israel”  out of which come  “The Prophets (1st Remnant)”  and then  “The TCs (2nd 

Remnant)”  (hence John.10v16)  from which,  as we are told in The Bible,  it is  “The Sons (TCs)  who perfect The Fathers (Prophets)” -  I will let the 

scholars find that quote  (I have already given it earlier in my commentaries and shall do later).  Then by extension,  in  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  these 

many allegories cover The World  (all references to Israel,  sons,  fathers,  etc.  -  I allow the reader to put all the links together within their mind). 

Heb.   6v16 og (the) countenances/{human beings}/men  truly/indeed/{singularly one}   

Heb.   6v16 og for  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to) 

Heb.   6v16 og of the  (One [Entity])  bigger/larger/mightier/exceedingly/greater  (to) swear/{take/declare an oath},   

Heb.   6v16 og also  (of the) all [strife]  {to them}  (of the) disputing/disobedience/contradicting/gainsaying/strife   

Heb.   6v16 og (the) extremity/end/{utter most part}  into/unto [= for]   (the) stabiliment/confirmation/establishment    

Heb.   6v16 og the  fence/limit/{(sacred) restraint}/oath; 

Heb.   6v16 = For  truly/indeed  men/(women)   to  swear/{take oath}  accordingly/against  of the  (entity)   larger/mightier/greater, 

also  the  oath/limit/{sacred restraint}   unto   (= for/provides/yields)   the  confirmation/establishment  

(is)  to them  the  final/end/uttermost  of  all  their   disputing/disobedience/strife.  

; 

 

For truly,  men/(women)  take to an oath against of the mightier   (Entity as “The 3rd Party”  to ensure  “The Oath/Promise”  is  binding/enforced) 

also the oath for  confirmation/establishment  is to them   (being the two parties making an agreement between themselves) 

the end of all  disputing/strife   (because The Oath enforced by  “The 3rd Party having Greater Authority”  ends possible dispute between parties); 

 

Paul entered this suite of verses stating Yahweh’s Omnificence  (v13)  to underwrite Paul’s theme of -  “The Goal of Sonship  is possible”. 

Paul then takes a human example where people will make an oath to underwrite a  bilateral  promise/covenant.  

People adding veracity to what they state with the oath to make themselves subject  (not  to break the oath)  to The Higher Authority. 

Inasmuch,  “The Higher Authority”  oversees the fulfilment of  “The Oath of Commitment”  between both parties. 

Likewise,  by making themselves subject to  this higher authority over the proceedings  means there will be  no  dispute/contradiction/strife  

between the two parties,  and thus  confirms/establishes  the oath made. 

The point Paul is moving on to make is this - 

While humans are often impotent to guarantee fulfilment,  – because something might occur outside their limited authority,  hence the oath to 

a higher entity as an attempt to show a commitment unto fulfilment,  yet by contrast,  Yahweh can fulfil anything of which He contracts to do,  

having infinite capability to make possible any promise made. 

Yahweh has contracted  “Sonship is possible”  provided  we precisely imitate JC, –  as JC likewise contracted to Yahweh and both entities 

fulfilled each side of The Agreement  (John.17v1-2). 

This is Paul’s continual push for us – being  “The Goal of Sonship is possible” –  provided we imitate Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.). 

Heb.   6v17 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}    

Heb.   6v17 og (the) {(in a) more superabundant way}/{a great deal}/{far more}/{more vehemently/earnestly}   

Heb.   6v17 og (the) {being willing/disposed}/minding/intending/purposing [middle voice]   the  {specific god} [Yahweh]  

Heb.   6v17 og (to) {over show (physical/mentioning)}/exhibit/demonstrate   

Heb.   6v17 og to the  inheritors/{possessors by apportion}/{sharers by lot}   

Heb.   6v17 og of the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   

Heb.   6v17 og the  unchangeableness/unchangeability/immutableness   

Heb.   6v17 og of the  volition/advice/purpose/counsel  (of the) him [Yahweh],   

Heb.   6v17 og (He [Yahweh]) {interposed (as arbitrator)}/{ratified (as surety)}/confirmed   

Heb.   6v17 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) fence/limit/{(sacred) restraint}/oath, 

Heb.   6v17 = within which  “the specific god”   

{in a more superabundant}/{far more}   personally  {being willing}/intending/purposing   

to  {over show}/exhibit  to the  inheritors/{possessors by apportion}  of the  announcement/pledge/promise  

(of)  the  unchangeable/immutableness/steadfast  (nature/capability)  of His  violation/advice/purpose/council,   

He (Yahweh)  {ratified as surety}/confirmed  to the  limit/{sacred restraint}/oath, 
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within which   (this matter concerning  “The Oath”  that Yahweh made  [“The Promise of Heirs”  through Abraham’s Loins,  having Yahweh’s Mind]) 

“The Specific God”    ( [1] JC as God's Word reforms us to comply,  ideally to become TCs  [2] Yahweh oaths to give  “Sonship to TCs”) 
personally intending more abundantly to exhibit to the heirs   (the 144000 TCs demonstrably imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

of the promise   (to become  “The 144000 Heirs”  ruling over  “The Inheritance”  of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium) 

of His unchangeable purpose   (of  character/capability  to ensure that what He oaths shall occur,  precisely so)  

He (Yahweh)  confirmed in the oath   (Yahweh underwrote  “what He promised to give” –  if  and only if,  Abraham remained faithful). 
                (In the manner Abraham proved himself faithful for 25 years before receiving confirmation from Yahweh,  so similarly,  we also … … ) 

 

In this specific oath Yahweh made to Abraham,  Yahweh is  desirous/purposing  to show the future inheritors   (TCs of The Gospel Age)  “The Certainty”  

of the fulfilment of this future  prophecy/oath  by it working through Abraham as only  a part fulfilment  of the much greater fulfilment in The Millennium.  

This is of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (= “The Resurrected World”)  overshadowed by  “The Remnants”  (= prophets + 144000 TCs)  of  “The 1st and 2nd 

Epoch Israels”  (The Jewish Nation and then The Christian Nation)  as JC told us at John.10v16.  Where ultimately,  all three groupings of people 

become  “The Household of Abraham”  who entirely   “Keep the ways of The Lord,  to do justice and judgement”  (Gen.18v19). 

Thus Yahweh ensured  “The Oath”  would be fulfilled to Abraham just as Yahweh preordained –  by underwriting what He declared by Promise. 

Likewise with TCs of The Gospel Age,  Yahweh has underwritten through what He did for JC,  by resurrecting him as   “The First/Only  Begotten Son”  

from this World   as  the  first/only/chief  (at the time Paul's writing  [and now, 2021 CE])  of  “The Firstfruits”  being future  “Early Harvest”  that are 

brought to The Temple  (Ex.23v19,  noting by prophecy Lev.23v5-25 to ultimately yield JC and then the 144000 TCs).  All this is by prophetic allegory to 

become part of  “The New Temple of The Millennium”  built from 144000  white (perfected)  stones  (steadfast/everlasting)  that are to be the 144000 

TCs elected from out of  “The Christian Nation”  during The Gospel Age.  Please see glossary to understand what many of these terms mean. 

These new white stones are laid upon  “The Foundation  (of the temple)  built upon JC”  as  “The Firstfruit JC  (Barley)”  of  “The Firstfruits 144000 

TCs  (Wheat)”  of which both Paul and John teach us  (Rom.8v17, 23, Rev.14v1-4, etc.). 

Heb.   6v18 og that  through (reason of)  two/dual  (of the) affairs/deeds/businesses/matters/things/transactions   

Heb.   6v18 og (of the) unchangeable/unchangeability/immutable  in  {to [= within] whom/which} [plural]  

Heb.   6v18 og (the) powerless/unable/weak/impotent/incompetent/impossible 

Heb.   6v18 og (to) {deceive by falsehood}/{utter an untruth}/lie [middle voice]   

Heb.   6v18 og (the) God [Yahweh],  (the) forcible/boisterous/mighty/powerful/valiant   

Heb.   6v18 og (the) imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty/encouragement   

Heb.   6v18 og (we [TCs] may/should) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   

Heb.   6v18 og the (persons [TCs])   (having) {fled down (away)}  (to) {use strength to seize/retain/obtain}   

Heb.   6v18 og of the  {lie before the view}/{be present (to the mind)}/{stand forth}/presentation/{be first}/{set before}   

Heb.   6v18 og (of the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence; 

Heb.   6v18 = that through reason of  two  unchangeable/immutable/steadfast  deeds/affairs/matters/things/works 

within  which  the  God  (Yahweh)   (is)   unable/impotent/impossible  to  personally  {deceive by falsehood}/lie,   

(so)  we  (hearkening TCs)   may/should  possess/have  the  forcible/mighty/powerful/valiant  the  imploring/exhortation/entreaty,   

the (persons [TCs])  having  {fled away}   (from The World’s methodology)     (to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

to  {use strength to seize/obtain}  of the  anticipation/expectancy     (being of the perseverance to attain  “Sonship to Yahweh”)  

{that lies in view}/{that stands forth in the mind}/presentation;     (The Millennium and of our part within it) 

 

That through reason of two unchangeable things   ( [1] “The Word of God” given as a promise,  [2] “The Oath of God” underwriting the promise) 

within which the God (Yahweh)   (is)  unable/impotent  to personally lie   (else Yahweh becomes  “Unrighteous”  [this is never so]), 
(so that)   we (hearkening TCs)  having fled away   (from worldly methodology,  by grasping Yahweh’s Methodology  [to imitate JC]) 

might have the forcible exhortation to use strength to obtain   (“The Inheritance”  by becoming  “The Heirs”  during The Millennium) 

the expectancy  (of Sonship)  that lies in view   (within a mind that has only been built upon  “The Word of God”   Luke.17v21); 

 

Thus we  (TCs imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  have two  unchangeable/steadfast  things within which Yahweh is  unable/incapable  (being much better 

words than  “impossible” [a bland connotation]  as used in deficient bible translations)  to Personally lie.  

What are these two steadfast things? 

1.  “The Word of God”   “to announce The Promise”,  that has been expressly sourced by Yahweh. 

(Noting this was  “Part 1 as given in The Tanakh”  and became  “Part 2 through the actions of JC”) 

2.  “The Oath”  that Yahweh gave  “to underwrite The Promise”  because being  “The Most Almighty Entity”   then  “The Promise shall be 

fulfilled”  because no entity can undermine “The Promise”  “Yahweh”  (= “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”)  gave. 

They all form part of  “The Promise” - 

1.    The World  (comprising of those individuals of Mankind ultimately choosing to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life)  will occupy The 

Earth and not die-out as a species  (that would have  occurred if Yahweh,  through JC,  had  not  stepped-in,  as and when required). 

2.     Those people who fulfil Yahweh's Desire during the 1st part of their physical life  (see Heb. Chapter 11)  (perfecting the 2nd part of their 

spiritual life imitating JC)  shall become  “The Inheritors”  (The Administrators)  of The World  (of item 1 above)  bringing-in  Yahweh's 

Desire upon all The World through the unlimited use of Yahweh’s infinite Capability to underwrite the TCs  -  “who make His Desire 

manifest within The Environment” ([driven by] the “HS”). 

This is a compressed form of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” (Luke.4v16-19) –  but  none  of which is accurately taught by those religious leaders 

who claim to represent Yahweh –  hence this website to make all things regarding  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  very clear to The World. 

Thus Paul goes on to teach us     

It is by having this  accurate  knowledge –  being the  detailed understanding  of how it all righteous links together based upon  “The Original Oath”  

sworn upon Himself  (“Who makes become  who/what  He chooses to become”) of this having been fulfilled through  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  and now 

presently being fulfilled in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  to finally yield  “The Fulfilment of The Oath”  during  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  -  that gives us during  

“The 2nd Epoch Israel”  the - 

“Forcible/Mighty/Powerful/Valiant   imploring/exhortation/entreaty  to us  (TCs)   having  {fled away}   (from the present worldly myths 

and methodology)   to  {use strength to seize/obtain}  of  The  Anticipation/Expectancy  of   (Sonship)   that  {which lies in our 

view}/{which stands forth in our mind}   (being of The Millennium and our  responsible  part within it).” 

Thus it is  “The Vista”  within our mind based upon  “The Word of God”  accurately working within us  to become  “The Kingdom of God”  operating 

within us that becomes  “The Mighty Exhortation”  to drive us away from  “The Present World”  (being of its methodology to self-indulge),  so we might 

use our  fortitude/strength/resilience/stoicism  to  seize/grasp  what is already operating in our mind,  that shall become  “the physical reality”  upon our 

resurrection,  where we will be  selected/elected/chosen  by Yahweh to assist JCg to make that  (being what was operating within our mind –  controlled 

by Yahweh’s Methodology)  become a physical reality  over all of  “The Resurrected World”. 

Can the reader see what is in Paul’s mind?   
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Being what  keeps driving him forward in his ministry work  based upon his knowledge of The Tanakh and of his experience on  “The Road to 

Damascus”  (Acts.9/22/26v1-15)  where JCg made it perfectly clear at 1Cor.12v1-3 precisely what Paul would be doing then in The 

Millennium  (please read all my local commentaries). 

Thus  “The Expectation for TCs”  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire is  “His fulfilment of The Oath”  that Yahweh made with Abraham that ripples down 

through the present ages,  being progressively fulfilled through the required stages of righteousness,  all according to what He  “Foreknew before The 

Creation of Mankind”  by His son JCg  (“the specific god”  of us  inviting/calling  us by  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]).  

Where it is the TCs who shall become  “The Bride of Christ”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (JCg’s 1st 2nd C)  where  “The Mystery of  God/{The Bible}”  

that could  not  be found by The Prophets  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10,  only because they did not have The Template [= JC] upon which to 

copy)  becomes revealed - 

“Where members of The Creation of  “the specific god”  (JCg)  become like their creator (JCg)  as future  “Sons of God” (Sons of Yahweh).” 

This has been  unknown  to our  worldly  Christian scholars for the last some 1700+ years,  but was discovered  (unknowingly)  by thousands of people, 

being those  (perhaps like William Tyndale)  who only tried to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they were able,  and has now been put into 

words by this website  “FutureLife.Org”  in  The Last  “days”  of The Gospel Age,  –  where Yahweh makes  “all known”  through progressive stages in   

“due season”. 

Heb.   6v19 og who/which/that  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) anchor  (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   

Heb.   6v19 og of the  breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence},   

Heb.   6v19 og (the) {not fail}/secure/certainty/safely  both  also  (the) stable/firm/sure/steadfast,   

Heb.   6v19 og also  (the) entering/{arising into}/{going in}  into/unto  the  interior/inner/within   

Heb.   6v19 og of the  {(something) spread thoroughly}/{(especially the door) screen (to the Most Holy Place)}/veil; 

Heb.   6v19 = That  (expectation)  we  possess/have  likewise/as  the  anchor  of the  life/soul/{conscious existence},   

both  the  secure/certain/safe  also  the  stable/firm/sure/steadfast,   

also  entering/arising/going  into  the  interior/inner/within  (beyond)  of the  {screen to the Most Holy Place}/veil. 
That  (“expectation to be a future heir”)   we have as the anchor of the  life/soul/{conscious existence}   (for our future existence), 

both secure  also steadfast   (because  of  “The Promise”  that Yahweh has  [1] given by His Word  and  [2] underwritten by His Oath), 
                 (As firstly shown by JC – who entrusted upon his Father to fulfil The Promise,  as The Vanguard for his 144000 brothers/[sisters].)  

also   (the TC as a  proven priest having precisely imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of  his/her  physical life)   

entering into the interior   (“The Most Holy Place”,  that  only  “The High Priest”  is allowed to go once a year) 

(beyond)   the screen  (veil)  of The Most Holy Place   (The Holy of Holies). 
 

Paul correctly tells us,  this knowledge  (from “The Word of God”)  imbued/inculcated  within us,  is working/operating  within us as  “The Vista”  

becomes clearly seen based upon real understanding to give  “The Assurance”  within those people having the fervent desire to drive their  

“occupational effort”  with  “The Fidelity”  to what they  “accurately know”.  This demonstrates  “The Wisdom of God”  to the judging World. 

This  readjustment/changing  of  The Mind/{spirit/personality/desires/traits}  based upon  “accurate knowledge”  correctly explained  will give them  

“The Certainty”  that becomes  “The Bedrock”,  “The Anchor of Stability”,  while we presently sojourn within a worldly system  (that itself is operating 

according to worldly methodology sourced by Satan),  of which we know,  shall  dissolve/melt  away  (2Pet.3v10-14 at Rev.19v16-21).   

Thus we having  “The Knowledge”  that drove JC,  driving us  (having  only  come from God's Word  [part 1 righteously answered by part 

2])  causes us to look forward to The Millennium under Christ Jesus’ rule  (Rev.21v1-4)  to make roots in our  permanent  home within that 

future new perfect system operating under Yahweh's Methodology  (rather than Satan,  as do  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders).  Amen. 

Thus from the  correct definition  of  “soul”   we understand,  in our  “{conscious existence}/breathing/alive”  we are safe and secure,  always knowing 

we have made a pleasing reservation in that future world in the 2nd part of our physical life –  only made possible by Yahweh operating through what JCg 

so graciously gave to his personal creation.  

Because we  have  this certainty  (expressed in our works, James.2v16-26)  –  then we  can  follow JCg through The Veil into  “The Holy of Holies”  

(“The Most Holy Place”)  upon our resurrection by  then  being  truly/indeed  “Born Again” (see glossary)  as selected by Yahweh  (as The Midwife to 

His Sons)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 

We become  fully  “Born Again”  when  (1) our spiritual mind imitates JC and  (2) we have a commensurate perfected physical body as given 

by Yahweh who makes The Decision as to whether we have been  truly  “Born Again”  and not a  “rogue trader” or “spiritual paedophile”  

with  “God’s Word”! 

That statement is completely  incomprehensible  to  worldly  “Born Again Christians”! 

Reaffirming,  we have a  “soul/{conscious existence}”  when consciously operating either in the 1st part of our physical life or upon our resurrecting into 

the 2nd part of our physical life. 

However,    

If  we deliberately rebel while  in the 2nd part of our life either physically or spiritually  (because  only  the 1st part of our physical life was  

atoned  by JC at The Passover to give us a  reset  condition,  and then covered over The Millennium  [“The Great Sabbath Day” as  “The 

Passover Jewish Time”  immediately after  “The Sacrifice made”  on  “the closing of the previous Jewish Day”])   

Then  we shall face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  =  zero existence to be as though we had never been born  (very close to what was 

stated about Judas Iscariot by JC,  Matt.26v24). 

My necessary 3rd revision clarification. 

We must clearly understand - 

In the 1st part of our physical life,  while purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  then by 

equivalence  “we are carrying out priestly services in The Holy Place”  but presently  not  able to proceed unto  “The Most Holy Place”  

being blocked by  “The Veil”,  that can only be passed through by  “The High Priest”  once a year after he has been purified by sacrifice  

(see later in Hebrews). 

I also copy and paste what I wrote at Luke.23v45 and Mark.15v38  (having some repetition of the above) - 

Luke  23v45 What is significant about the  veil/curtain  of the temple? 

“The Veil” tearing asunder at JC's death  

We understand this tear was not by human hand starting at the bottom,  but from the top –  thus by Yahweh from above. 

This was not any simple piece of cloth.  It was about 60 feet (18m)  high, 30 feet (9m)  across and  4 inches (100 mm) thick! 

What is significant about the  veil/curtain  of the temple? 

Background and link to  “The Christian Nation”. 

This is the veil that separates  “The Most Holy Place”  from  “The Holy Place”  within the temple.  

“The Most Holy Place”  held  The Ark of The Covenant’  being the  bilateral  agreement between Yahweh and His people  (being The Jews of that time). 

Where  “His People”  of  “The 1st Covenant”  (contained within The Ark  [of The Covenant])  were supposed to accurately represent 

Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority  to all the nations of The World  -  and for this,  Yahweh would support them.   

Needless to say,  generally they failed abysmally!   Thus Yahweh ignored them  -  and allowed The World to have its way over them! 

The Law of Moses on stone tablets were contained within The Ark.   Moreover, to repeat the above  -  because it is just so important. 
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The  Agreement/Covenant  was,  the Jews were to adhere to these Laws,  and if so,  Yahweh would honour His part of the agreement by protecting and 

strengthening His people.  Sadly this bilateral agreement was broken many times by the Jews,  and as such,  the agreement was physically terminated in 

70 CE and the Jews were dispersed throughout the nations. 

This bilateral agreement is now  perfectly replicated  by The Christian Nation through baptism –  but with  a bonus of “Sonship”! 

JC as  The Temple of God’  contained  The 2 Laws of JC  operating within the mind  being  “The Most Holy place”  (located at Mark.12v30-31).  

The Christian Nation as a whole represents the rebellious Jewish Nation  -  where both are termed  “Israel”  because they are responsible with God’s 

Word appropriate for  The Era/Epoch  of  “Israel”  and the members of which can go one of two ways -  “persevere  positively or negatively  with God”. 

The members of The Christian Nation know The 2 Laws  (endorsing/representing/supporting  The Laws of Moses)  and either adhere or refuse to follow 

these laws within their lifestyle,  where The Majority of the members of The Christian Nation negatively  “persevered with God/Subjector”.  

As such Yahweh ignores The Christian Nation  as a whole  precisely  as He did to The Old Jewish Nation.  However there are those few individuals who 

follow these 2 Laws of JC by  precisely imitating  JC in their lifestyle  (having reformed their mind, Luke.17v21)  and Yahweh thus accepts them as TCs 

training  (as “stewards”,  Luke.19v14-21)  to become  possible  future  “Sons of God”.  

(And  “jumping on a bit”  for context)  

These TCs have entered into this  bilateral  covenant with Yahweh through JC as The Temple Foundation and able to operate in  “The Most Holy Place”  

by their thoughts operating upon these 2 Laws of JC  (in their mind),  metaphorically as  “The Ark of The Covenant”  being  “The 2nd Covenant”  JC 

inaugurated at his murder and Yahweh inaugurates at JCg’s resurrection  (as Paul explains in Romans). 

Yahweh then reciprocates by protecting  (when and where required),  strengthens them with  “The Word of God”  yielding His HS  (correctly defined)  

and finally rewards them with Sonship –  in exactly the same manner as demonstrated with His Son JC and to  those individuals who precisely   imitate  

His Son JC. 

I also copy and paste what I wrote at Luke.23v45 and Mark.15v38  (having some repetition of the above) - 

That is the background of then and now.   But how is The Veil involved in this? 

The Most Holy Place was reserved for a single visit per year during Atonement by  only  The High Priest.  No other human was allowed in this utterly 

exclusive area.  Beforehand,  the High Priest was instructed to make a sacrifice to atone for the sins of himself and then for the people before he could 

come in to this small room  –  only once a year,  and naturally he had to pass through the veil that hid  “The Most High Place”  from the visibility of any 

onlookers  –  being the  (normal)  Priests. 

It is very important  to thoroughly understand  the following points before moving on   

1. Only the High Priest was allowed to pass through The Veil into The Most Holy Place being the domain of Yahweh  (through The Covenant). 

2. The  (normal)  priests residing in The Holy Place could not look directly into The Most Holy Place  (because of their sin not being atoned by 

sacrifice)  and thus this veil partition  protected  them from Yahweh. 

3. The Jews as a nation could not even enter The Holy Place  (being part of the Temple)  where the  (normal)  priests resided. 

4. The Jews as a nation knew The Laws of Moses but refused to follow them and relied upon their priests for their intercession. 

5. The  gentiles/nations/heathen  of The World knew nothing of the above. 

It is  very important  to fully understand the full significance of the above before moving on. 

Now we read that at JC’s death  =  The Culmination of JC’s Work to bring in  “The 2nd Covenant”;  the veil was torn vertically through the middle. 

(Thus,  broken open at the top but the last vestiges of the bottom of the veil still joined  –  so a person could step  over/through  it to Yahweh). 

Imagine if you were a  (normal)  priest standing in The Holy Place when this occurred,  then you would be able to see directly into The Most Holy Place 

being  The Sanctuary/Domain  of Yahweh operating through The (1st/2nd) Covenant.  And Who made this occur?  –  It was Yahweh at the murder of JC,  

being The Culmination of JC’s work to inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”. 

Now feed all this information back into what we have detailed earlier – this is all explained by Paul in Heb. Chapters 8-10. 

The High Priest was sinful and had to atone his sins with sacrifice and then  atone/cover  sacrifice for the people. 

JC however became to be proved as the  Perfect  High Priest who had  no  need to offer sacrifices on his behalf. 

Moreover,  the sacrifice he made on behalf of the people was not of an animal  (being lower than is a human),  but of an equal to every person on this 

planet  –  nothing more and nothing less  =  an exact like-for-like equivalence.    He freely offered  his own perfect life  as The Perfect High Priest,  shed 

at that moment in time when the veil was ripped in two,  right through the middle to expose The Domain of Yahweh  (all explained in Paul’s Letter to The 

Hebrews). 

But to whom was it exposed? 

It was  only exposed to the priests operating within the temple  of The Holy Place. 

It was  not  exposed to anyone else outside The Temple  –  and they would  not be aware of it  –  because  they would not be there! 

Thus, the Jews of the nation would  not  see The Most Holy Place because they were  not  allowed/accepted  in The Temple. 

Yet most importantly,  it was only  after  The Event  -  days later when it was too late  (the route would become  closed)! 

Now I ask the reader to carry out this exact  like-for-like  substitution  

High Priest =  JC offering himself as the perfect sacrifice to cover the nation  (because he had no need to cover himself). 

The Priests =  the  (accepted by Yahweh)  TCs of The Gospel Age. 

The Jewish Nation =  The  worldly Christian Nation. 

Those people outside The Jewish Nation =  Those people outside The Christian Nation  (termed “the heathen” = all non-Christians). 

The Temple was JC’s ministry,  “The Word of God”  accurately taught to The World =  the means of The World to know of Yahweh. 

Now substitute these definitions back into the 5 points above =  The Most Perfect  Equivalent Fit.  

The major thing to understand is that  only  the TCs are accepted as being in The Temple  (by demonstrating their “Real Faith”). 

They do this by  precisely imitating  JC in their lifestyle that are accepted by Yahweh to be  in the position within the temple to  see through  into The 

Most Holy Place,  which is where as we are told  “JC was The Witness of Yahweh”  as stated during his ministry.   

It is  not  The Christians generally  who as  “Israelites”  (of its 2nd Epoch)  are  only  allowed in The Courtyard of The Temple. 

Conclusion. 

Thus,  at the point of JC’s death  The New (2nd) Covenant  became exposed to The Normal Priests,  and came into existence. 

This became a mutual agreement between Yahweh and those people who precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of their physical life 

during the next 2000 years of The Gospel Age.  These people become TCs by taking upon themselves the two additional Laws of JC that  control The 

Mind  (and then the body follows – with appropriate works to visibly demonstrate The Mind,  and thus covers The (many) Laws of Moses).   

These works are most certainly  not  the religious works created by Man  (Matt.23v23, of which “Religion” is sated),  but righteous works of  

agape/charity  that are  agapao/phileo  (edifying/attractively loved)  of by Yahweh driven by  agapao/phileo  operating within The Mind of the person 

intently trying to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  given  freely/simply  (= for  no  worldly return).  

Thus,  these priests have been welcomed by Yahweh  into His domain  being The Most Holy Place,  and they must stay within The Temple  (= “The Real 

Faith”  of publicly exhibiting  “1st Century Christianity”)  for the remaining 1st part of their physical life.   This process enables the perfecting of the 2nd 

part of their spiritual life that enables them to then be allowed into The Most Holy Place as a future Son of God in the 2nd part of their physical life to 

become part of Yahweh’s most exclusive Family. 

That correct  “conditional explanation”  is  never  explained to Christians by their leaders – for several obvious reasons! 

Therefore,  making them  “Adversarial”  to what Yahweh desires to achieve,  hence they are “Fraudsters”  to what they claim to represent! 

Hence,  they are “Anti-Christ”,  being  “Anti-Anointing the 144000 TCs”   (1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc.). 
Finally I recall the same comment at the end of my commentary to Heb.2v10 - 

Have you in YOUR  “perhaps 20”  years of attendance to a Christian congregation,  or “perhaps 5”  years in a seminary pumping out  

“Religion”   learnt as much about Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation”  as you have read here within this  one  commentary?    
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However,  I have hundreds more similar sized commentaries all adding more and more to explain how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Mankind’s Salvation”  is to 

righteously unfold in the very near future. 

For example,  please see my commentary at Heb.2v14 that contains so much more –  never  taught today –  but was  common place  in JC’s teachings! 

So I ask this question - 

To whom should you go to learn how to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 

1. People who  only  speak unrighteous humbug within mysteries –  giving lures of nice soundbites as might  any good  atheist  state? 

2. Or to  “FutureLife.Org”  that clearly explains Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for our Salvation”  –  so we all know how to behave? 

I think the answer is most obvious –  but then it depends upon YOUR heart condition  (and if you fall for the lures of “Religion”,  whose leaders are  

pulling upon your natural strings of  “good will”  and relying upon you giving them  “the benefit of the doubt”)! 

Noting     

People can always  outwardly appear to be very charitable  when actually  behind the scenes they are  living off someone else! 

There are  “net givers”  and  “net takers”  within society –  and it is Yahweh Who making the decision on this for The Millennium! 

After reading that,  then we are primed for the next verse - 
Heb.   6v20 og {what/where ever}/{in any location}  (the) {runner ahead}/scout/precursor/forerunner/explorer   

Heb.   6v20 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of/from us}   

Heb.   6v20 og (he [JC]) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  (the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves}   

Heb.   6v20 og `down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   

Heb.   6v20 og the  {regulated arrangement}/{(fixed) succession}/{official dignity}/order  (the) Melchizedek   

Heb.   6v20 og {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests} [JC]   (the having) {become to be}  into/unto   

Heb.   6v20 og the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.14v17-20. 

Heb.   6v20 = {where ever}/{in any location}  the  {runner ahead}/scout/precursor  Jesus, 

he  entered/{arose into}/{went in}  {for the sake of}/{on behalf of}  {of us},   

according to  the  {regulated arrangement}/order  (of) the  Melchizedek   

having  {become to be}  the High Priest  unto the  age/{Messianic period}. 

 

Where the forerunner Jesus has gone   (into the interior of  “The Most Holy Place”  to be with Yahweh and  “The Ark  of  The Covenant”) 

for the sake of us   (the TCs having  “The Expectation of The Promise” –  because  they truly precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

                 (For those people thinking they have this expectation,  but do  not  precisely imitate JC,  are fooling themselves and only have  “vain hope”), 

according to the regulated arrangement  (of)  the Melchizedek   (being that of  “non-worldly”  methodology,  but that of Yahweh’s Methodology) 
having become to be The High Priest unto the Messianic period   (The Millennium =  “The Sabbath Day”  of 1000 years). 

 

So the Forerunner  (of what is to become  =  [1] Sonship and  [2] Resurrection being possible)  Jesus - 

1. He became the precursor of what is to follow  (being the TCs who precisely imitate his  ministry/lifestyle). 

2. He entered on behalf of us  (to give us “the atonement as a pardon” for the 1st part of our life)  as “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to become  “The 

Passover Lamb”  hence the expression used at Rev.21v9 in context with the 144000 TCs having  equally sacrificed their lives. 

3. Of which he was able to cover us over the following  “Day of  The Great Sabbath”  (John.19v31, 20v1, Mark.2v27-28)  of The Millennium 

before our final assay  (Rev.20v7-15)  over a period of about 3.5 years to precisely replicate what JC had to experience during his ministry to 

prove himself perfect for The Eternity. 

4. JC's background followed  “The Prophetic Example”  as set by Melchizedek  (fully explained in the appendix)  some 1950 years earlier. 

5. Thus from (4) JC becomes “The High Priest” for the future age  (being The Millennium)  to draw out  “The 3rd Remnant of 3rd Epoch Israel”. 

It might be argued this verse does not mean any of this! 

Inasmuch - 

How can JC be both  “the precursor of what is to follow”  and at the same time,  “going in on behalf of us (TCs)”  if as this website claims, 

JC’s ransom sacrifice covers all people by atonement –  that by inference means he cannot be going in just for the TC’s,  but for all people! 

Those people using that argument have been sadly confused by  rampant errant  worldly Christian doctrine. 

Let me explain this misunderstanding - 

Statement 1   JC was The Precursor = means there are other people to follow  (of which I state are  “the TCs”). 

Statement 2   JC went in on behalf of us = JC  atones/resets  the sins of TCs so the 1st part of their spiritual life has been bought-back from 

annihilation,  and the TCs enter the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  who then  successfully perfect  the 2nd part of their spiritual life as  “The 

Early Adopters”  

“The Early Adopters”  precisely imitate  JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  (as deemed by Yahweh)  in the remaining part of the 1st part of their physical 

life,  during which time they are in the  process of generation  (of  “being  born again”  as a gestation period.  This is  not  the same as the 

one-off  event  physically  “Born Again”  that occurs at  the end  of our gestation period within “The Womb” [of the 1st part of our physical 

life]).   The Early Adopters are proving themselves  “by means of Sacrifice”  thereby honing  their mind  away from  worldly methodology 

that becomes the sacrificial output in deeds – where sadly,  many shall become physical martyrs by the retribution of  “Religious Leaders”. 

The TCs' spirit/personality/desires/traits  are being  adjusted/reformed  (= perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  to become the  

one/same  as JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that was moulded upon  “The Word of God”  (JC).  Essentially  “The Word of God”  is 

metaphorically equivalent to the  (spiritual) RNA forming to become the  (spiritual) DNA within the individual -  to become  “The New 

Creature”  within us,  precisely as Paul tells us at 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15 and elsewhere. 

From statement 2 we can understand there is a separation as defined by Yahweh being  -  

Who is going to  follow-in  after JC? 

Because,  while JC died to  atone/{buy-back}/reparation/recompense/reset  all  humans  (1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.) –  there are  only  144000 individuals 

truly hearken to what JC during the 1st part of their physical life – by imitating him becoming as metaphoric priests,  of whom Yahweh deems 

as sufficiently worthy to follow in after JC through the torn veil into The Most Holy Place.  

Obviously Paul  (and the apostles)  follow through after JC,  and thus Paul uses the inclusive  “we”  as an exhortation  (just as we have read throughout 

the previous chapters -  and will do so later)  to become like him,  to become as  partakers/sharers  over  “The Inheritance”  (Rom.8v17, 23)  that JC 

became  “The Precursor”  for the following  “144000 Sons of God”  (Rev.14v1-4). 

However,  because the TCs  are  to become  “Sons of God”  then they have  guaranteed  everlasting life because their resurrected body shall be  

heavenly/spiritual/celestial  and  not  based upon fleshly DNA   (1Cor.15v35-55)  that  is  potentially  “subject to Death”  if the genome system support 

structure decays and returns to the present  “Junk DNA”  within  “The Human Genome”. 

Thus JC has  atoned/{bought back}  the rest of The World from  “The 1st Death”  (that would have been  the only Death  and thus would be  

“annihilation”),  so that all people might be resurrected  (perhaps in discrete stages, Isa.65v20)  in what is termed  “The General Resurrection”  into the 

2nd part of their life to learn  “Righteousness”  (to imitate JC’s lifestyle to their neighbour)  within a perfected environment  (see the chapters at the end 

of Isaiah). 

        The Crux of the reasoning is this - 
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Yahweh has deemed  “The Early Adopters”  as having demonstrably purified their mind on  “The Word of God”  to think precisely as did JC 

in all matters  (as did the 5 wise virgins, Matt.25v1-12).  They clearly have JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  operating as a  

presence/parousia  within them  (Luke.17v21, as “the lord/master”  entirely controlling  their  slave-like  mind – Luke.17v7-10). 

Therefore they  are  the  one/same  with JC and the  one/same  as Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  in their thoughts that are separate from 

this world of sin to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment  (HS),  which is to bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over  

“The 3 Epochs of Israel”.   This  is  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  as taught by JC  (Luke.4v16-19)  in his ministry  (Mark.1v22, 38)  of 

some 3.5 years to become  “1st Century Christianity” –  never  taught today  (except  unrighteous  religious humbug and nonsense)! 

The reader can see,  Paul wrote perfectly logical and righteous sense by explaining the prophetic allegories.  It is certainly  not  contradictory in itself,  

nor contradictory to the general theme of God’s Plan as precisely explained on this website  (launched unto The World in 2007 CE). 

Just reaffirming what occurred at JC’s death and of its relevance to  “The Veil”  mentioned here. 

This is  “The Most Holy place”  within the temple,  only visited once a year by the high priest and a veil was always present as a divide  between  “The 

Holy Place”  and  “The Most Holy Place”,  so the  “present officiating temple priests”  (of The Holy Place)  could  not  look into this most exclusive of 

places  (The Most Holy Place).   

However,  when JC died during his public execution,  this separating  veil/curtain  was torn in two  (by Yahweh)  to signify  The Presently Officiating 

Priests  (accepted as TCs by Yahweh, 1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6)  could now follow through behind  “The Christ Jesus”  who opened  “The Most Holy 

Place”  for them  (see my previous commentary).   

Note however,  The Israelites  (allegoric for The Christian Nation  now  in The Gospel Age)  generally,  and certainly “the Gentiles”  

(meaning, “non-Christians” now everything has shifted up a level)  were outside  The Temple and thus  could not see this occur –  hence 

those people being outside,  and not allowed within the temple,  are thus  not  in the position to move forward into  “The Most Holy Place”.  

This thoroughly supports my ascertain that  only  the TCs and  not  The World  (or worldly Christians)  are covered in this verse!   

Moreover,  most certainly  (based upon their audited output)  “Professional Priests”  are certainly  not  part of the TCs inside  “The Holy 

Place”  as deemed by Yahweh  in His  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement  (James.3v1). 

This true  “Act of God”  in the temple at JC’s death,  symbolised through JC’s sacrifice in death that he became The High Priest,  but being perfect,  JC 

had no need to present a sacrifice for himself (see later),  and we all now  (only if we demonstrate our desire by precisely imitating JC),  have access to  

Yahweh/God  through JC,  who through that specific action to become  “The Saviour”  unto his personal creation –  “us”.   

“Us”  being - 

1. Presently those TCs  (as  “The Early Adopters”)  who  freely choose  to inculcate  God’s Word  now in the 1st part of our life  to become 

part of the  proven righteous  Priesthood within Yahweh's Temple,  or    

2. For the people outside The Temple to be the 2nd part of our life  (of a  “perfected DNA fleshly body”  given in trust  to then be positioned 

to commensurately  “perfect the mind”)  within The Millennium having fallen short of  “The Priesthood”,  when as The Bible tells us,  

they shall be going to The Jerusalem (and Temple) in The Millennium  (Isa,64v10-66v20, Joel.3v20-21, Micah.4v1-13, 5v7-9, Haba.3v1-

19, Zeph.3v14-20, Zech.2v10-13, 8v1-23, 9v9  12v1-14, 14v16-21). 

It should be noted,  “the adversaries”  amongst those references  are allegoric  for  “the members”  of  “The Resurrected World”  being rebellious  

against  “The Authority”  (Rev.22v15)  wielded by  “Jerusalem”  (meaning,  Yahweh’s proven  “Early Adopters” of “The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel”)  

ruling over  “The Resurrected World”  during The Millennium.  These Adversaries being forced to  bend/bow  before The Supremacy of Yahweh’s 

Representatives administrating  “The Resurrected World”  during The Millennium  (of  “Yahweh’s Rest”, Heb.4v3-6). 

Yahweh’s Representatives having  absolutely  “Infinite Capability”  making the most incredible abilities seen in Science Fiction Movies seem 

insignificant to what Yahweh’s Representatives could call upon to support their actions,  importantly everything will be underwritten by  

“Righteousness”  in the following manner - 

1. Guidance  will be given to inform on how the members can improve themselves and that of society. 

2. Warning  will be given for what will occur to those people hurting themselves and that of society. 

3. Time  will be given,  allowing people to learn and improve themselves to the overall betterment of society. 

4. Annihilation  for persistent rebellious people refusing to improve themselves resulting in the hurt of the perfected society. 

Noting,  the rebellious people will be  “jumped upon”  while only  “conceiving nefarious actions”  before the actions have occurred  and then forced to 

do  “community service”  to whom would have been the intended target of their  “Machiavellian scheming”  -  with a guaranteed 100% success rate!  

It will be an absolutely miserable time for people having profiteered out of their victims during the 1st part of our physical life,  and they shall soon  “get 

the message”  to start changing their deportment!   People persistently refusing to reform,  shall be annihilated during The Millennium,  and those who 

learn to  “temporally reform”  to  “keep The Authorities off their back”  will be given 3.5 years at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7)  to  “do what 

they naturally want”  after which  Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15 shall occur in  “The Natural Dichotomy”  that shall form within society. 

Finally,  the then  “Perfected World”  shall continue forth developing itself through every avenue  (arts and technology [without pollution in either])  

into The Eternity,  and to establish bilateral  contact/interaction  with  all  the myriads of Yahweh’s other perfected civilisations within The Universe.  

Amen! 

Please see my musing in the 4th revision addition at the end of 1Thes.4v14 of  (1) what may have occurred and of  (2) what might occur in the future. 

 

 

69th Comment – Paul uses such wonderful analogy as prophecy of what is to occur in the very near future. 

20th Prophecy – Paul uses The Prophecy of  events/places/people  some 2000 years earlier to show us what is to occur 

through The Gospel Age,  and then some 2000 years later at the close of The Gospel Age as it heralds-in The Millennium. 

77th Allegory – sovereigns/kings = The Authorities  (Religion/Politics/Commerce)  of  “worldly methodology”. 

Allegory – repeat - “Abraham” = “The Loving Father” =  The metaphoric representation of  “Almighty God”,  Yahweh. 

Comment – repeat - Thus JC becomes under the same Order as Melchizedek,  (1) The High Priest to The Almighty God, 

and  (2) The King of “Salem” = The King of Peace – where he will quash all worldly self-indulgence in The Millennium. 

Comment – repeat - Melchizedek (unlike The Ancient Worthies) had no Jewish record of parentage, or record of his death 

Prophecy – repeat - Melchizedek typifying JCg had no human  (male/legal)  ancestry,  nor was his fleshly carcass found. 

Comment – repeat - Melchizedek was both king of the city called “Salem” (“Peace”)  and priest of “The Almighty God”. 

Prophecy – repeat - Melchizedek represents JCg future ruler of New Jerusalem and is the (High) Priest of Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek no record of human lineage = JCg whose Father was Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek no record of his death/body = JCg who was resurrected to eternal life. 

Allegory – repeat - Salem => would become “Jerusalem” = “The City of Peace” – ultimately becoming “Yahweh’s 

Organisation”  here upon The Earth in The Millennium to establish peace and restitution under  “The Kingship of JCg”. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek was priest to The Almighty God = JCg becomes The High Priest to Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek blesses the seed in Abraham’s loins = The future priesthood  (initially Aaron –  but 

ultimately rejected for a better line)  through JC and the 144000 TCs who follow on in the new line of “Judah” (see later). 
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Good News – repeat - JCg will be ruling The World under Yahweh’s Methodology for an eternity after The Millennium. 

21st Prophecy – JCg will be  “The High Priest”  (to “Israel” of the 3 Epochs)  for  “The Almighty God”  into the eternity. 

Heb.   7v1 og this/that (specifically)  For  the  Melchizedek;  (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king 

Heb.   7v1 og (of the) Salem/peace/friendliness/quietness [StrongsTM 4532 and 8003],   

Heb.   7v1 og {the priest}  of the  God [Yahweh]  of the  highest/{the Supreme (God)}/heavens/{most high},   

Heb.   7v1 og the (person [Melchizedek])   (having) {together against (contrasts)}/{met with}/{to occur}/befell  (the) Abraham   

Heb.   7v1 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {turning under}/returning/{coming again}/{turning back}  off/away/separated/from  

Heb.   7v1 og of the  cutting/carnage/slaughter  of the  {foundations of power}/sovereigns/kings   

Heb.   7v1 og also  (the having) {spoken well of}/blessed/praised  (the) him [Abraham]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.14v17-20. 

Heb.   7v1 = For  this specific  Melchizedek;     (meaning,   “My King of Righteousness”) 

the  {foundation of power}/king  of  Salem,     (meaning,   “The King of Peace”) 

the priest  of the  highest/supreme  God,     (The Priest of The Supreme God,  Yahweh) 

the person having  {met with}  Abraham  returning/{turning back}     (after Abraham rescued his nephew) 

from  of the  carnage/slaughter  of the  sovereigns/kings     (the marauding kings from north/east of Canaan) 

also  (then Melchizedek)  having  blessed/praised  the him (Abraham).     (JC speaking well-of Yahweh after his worldly conquest) 

 

For this specific  “Melchizedek”   (whose name means   “My King of  Righteousness”) 

The King of  “Salem”   (the city’s name means  “Peace”,  hence also  “The King of  Peace”) 

The priest of the supreme God   (Yahweh)    (meaning,  “The  [High}  Priest  of  The Supreme God”,  Yahweh) 

                (Three wonderful superlatives that epitomise  what/who  JC[g] really  was/[is]) 

the person (Melchizedek)  having met with Abraham   (always  allegoric to be   “Yahweh) 

(Abraham)  returning back   (from rescuing his nephew Lot having been taken captive by the marauding four kings over Canaan  [the  future Israel]) 

from the slaughter of the kings   (from the north and east of Canaan,  allegorically they represent  “The World and its methodology”) 

also  (then Melchizedek)  having blessed the him  (Abraham)   (JC spoke well  [glorified]  Yahweh after his conquest  [John.13v31-32, 17v1-2]) 

 

We must always ask -   

Why did Paul write this down? 

What was going through his mind? 

Every single word  penned in this verse has a specific part to play within what Paul is trying to explain to us –  being Yahweh’s  “Righteous Master 

Plan”  steadily unfolding through millennia –  to show that He is  “holding it all together”,  so that in  “The Culmination”  we can look back and sigh 

with relief,  always conscious we can fully trust Yahweh to know  “The End at The Beginning”  -  and thus we,  as the successful people,  shall be safe 

into The Eternity! 

It is  a critical verse  – of the most import  prophetic allegory  – perhaps  “One of the Most So”  in the whole Bible! 

This event occurred almost 2000 years before JC’s 1st Advent,  and was recorded by Moses some 500 years later! 

It is imperative for the reader to fully digest and understand the full implications of what this verse states by prophetic allegory. 

This verse is perhaps best explained by embedding the explanation within the text of the verse. 

Melchizedek,  King of Salem   (= “King of Peace” –  this is exactly what JCg is and will be seen to be forever),   

the priest of the highest God  (exactly what JCg is now for us),   

who meets with Abraham   (= “Loving Father” typifying Yahweh),   

returning from combat with the (worldly)  kings   (typifying  “The Future End Times”,  Yahweh places JC’s enemies at JCg’s feet Psm.110v1)  

and blessed him   (JCg blesses Yahweh – for yielding his bride of 144000 TCs  coming back from The World  at “The 1st Resurrection”). 

Please read The Appendix –  the  additional  analogies are utterly astounding between what occurred then,  and what is occurring now! 

It is  this understanding  that teaches me about  “1st Century  Christianity”  as being disclosed today is  “The Absolute Disclosing Truth” –  because 

after  many hundreds  of overlapping  “supposed coincidences (if only as a pair)”  then the only  sensible conclusion  to any  sane/reasoning  individual 

would be,  there  is  something here to be investigated  (Matt.7v7-8)! 

Incidentally,  there is  absolutely nothing  like this in  all  world religions, –  and what is most sad,  our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  

having access to all this,  are just so incredibly quiet on this marvellous  self-supporting/interlocking  “knowledge”! 

They should be  screaming  this  “knowledge”  out in the streets and market places  (if they truly loved Yahweh)! 

But they do not care!   They would much rather preach “Religion”  being  wholly redundant  to  “The Salvation of Mankind”! 

I can only presume they do  not  read The Bible –  else surely they would know, -  however if they do know,  but keep quiet,  then they are  even more 

culpable  to a  vengeful/wrathful  God!   A most unpleasant situation of which they will face in the 2nd part of their life  (if they are personally fortunate 

enough to be resurrected [noting Luke.12v4-5],  and not ignored at death as is the prognosis for our  charlatan Christian leaders imitating Judas 

Iscariot – John.12v6,  and betraying what  “The Word of God”  really means  - 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.)!   

However after reading this,  then they now  do know  -  and thus they have  no  excuse  not  to start teaching it to their congregations! 

Moreover,  if they choose to fault it,  purely as an excuse  not to teach it –  then surely,  they shall be deemed to be  “iniquitous”  by going against 

Yahweh’s Desire,  of which as I explain is  “blaspheming against the HS”  (Matt.12v31, Mark.3v28-29,  and see glossary)  that  “cannot be forgiven” –  

and thus they shall be ignored by Yahweh at both  “The 1st and 2nd Resurrections”  (thereby being annihilated –  being  “The Full Wrath of God”)! 

The future of our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  lies entirely  in their own hands  without the excuse now of  “being ignorant”,  because 

“FutureLife.Org”  has explained  everything  to them  -  it is now,  just a matter of their mindset – is it to reform,  or remain callous? 

Heb.   7v2 og {to whom/which}  also   (the) tenth/tithe  off/away/separated/from  (of the) all [the booty]  

Heb.   7v2 og (he [Abraham]) {to part}/apportioned/divided/distributed  (the) Abraham,   

Heb.   7v2 og (the) firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  truly/indeed/{that one}  (the being) translated/interpreted   

Heb.   7v2 og (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  (of the) righteousness/equality/justification,   

Heb.   7v2 og thereafter/{after that}/then  and  also  (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king   

Heb.   7v2 og (the) Salem/peace/friendliness/quietness [StrongsTM 4532 and 8003],   

Heb.   7v2 og who/which/that  (he [Melchizedek allegoric for JC]) is   

Heb.   7v2 og (the) {foundation of power}/sovereign/king  (of the) peace/prosperity/rest; 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.14v20. 

Heb.   7v2 = also  {to whom}   (Melchizedek),  

the  Abraham  (he gave)  the  tenth/tithe  off/from  of  all  the  apportion/division/distribution     (taken from the worldly kings) 

[firstly/chiefly  truly/indeed  being  translated/interpreted]    (that must first be interpreted as ... … ) 

the  {foundation of power}/king  of the  righteousness/equality,     (Melchizedek/JC  as  “The King of Righteousness”) 
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and  thereafter/then  also  the  {foundation of power}/king  of  Salem,     (Melchizedek/JC  then as  “The King of Salem”) 

which is  the  {foundation of power}/king  of the  peace/prosperity/rest.     (which is  “The King of Peace”) 

 

also to whom   (Melchizedek) 

Abraham  (gave)  the tithe from all the apportion   (taken from the worldly kings  - see allegoric explanation in commentary) 
[firstly being truly interpreted]   (we must understand this incident  is a prophetic allegory  -  see next line for the brief explanation -) 

              (Abraham gave a tithe to Melchizedek  =  Yahweh gives 144000 TCs  [as a future bride]  to JCg to rule over The Millennium) 
The King of Righteousness   (Melchizedek)   (JC to be resurrected as JCg to rule  [1] The Early Adopters, now  [2] The Resurrected World later) 

and then  also The King of Salem   (Melchizedek)   (JC to be resurrected as JCg to lead over  “The New Jerusalem”  of The Millennium) 

which is The King of Peace   (“Salem”  =  “Peace”,  which then means    “Jerusalem”  =  “The  City/Organisation  of Peace”) 

              (of which  “The New Spiritual  (Yahweh’s Early Adopters)  Jerusalem”  of The Millennium Rev.21v1-4  shall yield real peace.) 

 

Perhaps again this is best explained by embedding the explanation within the text of the verse  (as verified in following verses).  

        (JC will thank his Father Yahweh for this action of destroying  “The Hold”  kings administering worldly authority have over their subjects),   

to whom,  Abraham (Yahweh)  also gave  a tithe   (typifies  The Bride [TCs]  that Yahweh has  raised early  for JCg through Yahweh’s infinite 

capability,  at JCg 1st 2nd C)   

from out of  all  the  apportion/division   (= worldly humans),   

[firstly, truly being translated]  King of Righteousness  (JCg),  

and then  also as the King of Salem  (JCg),   

also means King of Peace  (JCg);  

Paul is emphasising both aspects of Melchizedek - 

1. Melch means  “My King”,   Zedek means  “Righteousness”. 

2. “King of Salem”  to mean  “King of Peace”. 

It must be clearly understood the  “spoils of the war”  are by allegory representative of those people having been taken away from the clutches of those 

evil  (normal worldly)  leaders  (kings)  who are contending against Yahweh’s  (Abraham’s)  Righteousness –  who might seem normal and aceptable  

leaders as deemed by ordinary normal worldly people  (having a mind seared to present normality)!      

It  must be clearly understood by analogy  that we are speaking of  “religious matters”  pertaining to what Yahweh Desires –  being His future Sons of 

God.  Thus these evil  (= normal worldly)  kings holding sway over “ what pertains to Yahweh”  would  not  be political leaders  (because  they are part 

of the heathen world  and are caught by the safety net of The Millennium –  being the 2nd part of their physical life). 

No!  -  But rather,  these  “evil kings” are of  “The Religious Domain”  (as the thrust of Paul’s teaching)  and represent  charlatan Christian 

leaders who have stolen  “the spoil”  of The World by  seduction/deception  of the minds of people genuinely searching for  “The Truth”.   

Thus Abraham has brought back to himself (Yahweh)  these spoils  (people returning back to him),  but the tithe out of these people represents those 

specific individuals given to JCg  (as his Bride)  being 144000 TCs who personally feasted upon  “The Word of God”  thereby  “The Specific God” was 

making  “The Growth” (1Cor.3v6).   This is specifically of what JC was teaching us at Matt.12v29, Mark.3v27. 

Can the reader understand  why  Paul is using this allegory –  especially when he warns of the “evil kings/(priests)” at Acts.20v29? 

Heb.   7v3 og (the) fatherless/{unrecorded paternity}/{without father},   

Heb.   7v3 og (the) motherless/{without maternity}/{without mother},   

Heb.   7v3 og (the) {unregistered (as to birth)}/{unknown genealogy}/{without descent}/{no known pedigree},   

Heb.   7v3 og beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/wholly/ 

/chief/power/principality/rule/leader 

Heb.   7v3 og (of the) days/{periods of time}  {not too/even}/neither  (of the) life/existence   

Heb.   7v3 og (the) goal/resultant/conclusion/end  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having,   

Heb.   7v3 og (the having been) {off-assimilated}/{assimilated closely}/{made like}  and   

Heb.   7v3 og to the  son [JC to be JCg]  of the  God [Yahweh],   

Heb.   7v3 og (he [JCg]) stays/remains/abides/dwells/endures/stands  {the priest}  into/unto   

Heb.   7v3 og the  {carried through}/{the into}/perpetually/continually/forever. 

Heb.   7v3 = (Melchizedek was recorded in The Tanakh for us to read)   Without father,   without mother,   

{unregistered (as to birth)}/{without descent},   neither  having  the  commencement/beginning  of the  days,   

neither  possessing/having  the  conclusion/end  of  life/existence,   

and  the having been  {off/closely  assimilated}/{made like}  to the  son  (JC)   of the  God  (Yahweh),   

he  (JCg)   stays/remains/endures  (as)  the  priest  unto  the  {carried through}/continually/forever. 

 

         (This record of Melchizedek given to us  [by allegory of  “greater things to follow”]  in The Tanakh was … … ) 
Without father,  without mother   (no records as to who he was –  being of his worldly parentage   [JCg existed before  “Mankind”  was created]) 

without descent   (having no human genealogy –  as to the male line   [JC{g},  whose Father was Yahweh])   

neither having the beginning of days   (we do not know when he was originally created   [JCg before “Mankind” existed]) 

neither having the end of life   (we do not know  when/if  he died   [JCg now lives alongside His Father]) 
and having been made like to the Son (JC[g])  of the God  (Yahweh), 

he (JCg)  endures  (as)  the priest unto the forever   (therefore,  JCg can be likened to Melchizedek,  and be existing forever). 

 

Perhaps this is best explained by embedding the explanation within the text of the verse. 

         (Recorded as being)   

Without (human) father,  without mother   (JCg as an initial entity was from Yahweh before this planet existed),   

{unregistered as to birth}   (no human ancestry – correct,  because JCg created us  in the beginning!),   

neither having beginning of days   (relative to the world –  created before the world existed)   

neither an end of life   (being in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body that can never die,  also the fleshly body could not be found John.20v5-7)   

and having been {made like}   (Melchizedek is like)   

the Son of God  (JCg the Son of Yahweh),  

is remaining a priest continually   (within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body). 

Thus Paul continues with the analogy between Melchizedek and JC after the link has been established between Abraham  (representing Yahweh)  and 

Melchizedek  (representing JC)  as his role to bring forth TCs from out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (The Christian Nation)  being  “The Means”  to yield 

the fulfilment of  “The Greater Promise”  (“Sonship to Yahweh”)  for 144000 successful individuals  (having precisely imitated JC). 

The two vehicles of 1st and 2nd Epoch Israel is explained by prophetic allegory at Rev.12v1-4. 

The Jews were fastidious with their family trees all the way back through the 240 years of slavery  (under the Egyptians)  to  “Isaac”  (represents  “JC”)  

to  “Abraham”  (represents  “Yahweh”)  and in the book of Genesis we have limited information further back to Adam.   
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Consequently,  if this was available for other people,  then there should have been records of this great leader Melchizedek  (because by Paul’s 

inference,  there would have been the records of other people alongside him in powerful office),  but there was obviously no record of his birth,  nor of 

his death in the Jewish family tree of  “Ancient Worthies”  therefore,  ancestrally outside “Israel”.   

This prophetic analogy is critical. 

       He was thus an enigma when compared with those other  “Ancient Worthies”  pertaining to The Israelites who would have birth and death records. 

Therefore Paul is making the point,  “Melchizedek”  becomes the forerunner for  “JC”,  just as  “JC”  becomes  “The Forerunner”  of his priests to 

follow  (being the 144000 TCs)  being  selected/elected/chosen  by Yahweh from out of The Christian Nation  (see my commentary of previous verse and 

also my commentaries at Matt.20v16, 22v14). 

Finally this is another verse that destroys the Trinity myth sourced by The World designed by Satan to confuse and waste time for human  “worldly 

scholars”  vainly  debating/writing  (just as we are warned in  1 and 2 Timothy, Titus)  instead of carrying out  “The Real Work”  of  accurately  

learning and then teaching  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World  (being of what I scribe in my commentaries).   

So where is  “the put down”?   

“And having been  {off/closely  assimilated}/{made like}  to the Son (JC)  of God (Yahweh),  stays/remains/endures  (as)  the priest unto the  

{carried through}/continually/forever.”   

Thus Paul teaches us  “of JCg as being a priest for an eternity.” –  So is this a reference to  “The Almighty God”  or as Paul means by  specifically what 

he states   “the priest who serves Yahweh  for an eternity”  because we cannot serve ourselves  (unless  “the twist”  of  “self-indulgence”  [and the 

Trinity myth]  sourced by Satan)! 

This reasoning based upon  what The Bible tells me  (having a  logical/rational  mind thinking like Paul rather than musing on Man’s output  [Gal.1v10-

12])  –  all as given to us by Yahweh through JCg  [making us “gods” – Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35])  that JCg is  “a separately reasoning entity”  as 

Melchizedek who serves The Almighty God! 

When  are  our  worldly Christian theologians going to wake-up out of their  self-imposed  stupor? 

They always too fearful of their peers and  (what is merely transient)  worldly income  (of whatever  money/power/prestige/leverage/glory/etc.)  to be the 

first to break ranks and thus become in  the new position  to actually start fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  as did Nicodemus  (John.7v50, 19v39 standing 

against his peers)  because he was truly searching Matt.7v7-8,  and he found!    

Surely  “aim for Sonship”  that lasts an eternity pleasing Yahweh,  than to be presently sinking into a bog of senselessness that pleases Satan!   

See  “Yahweh's Desire”  and  “Satan’s desire”  in my glossary to understand what is occurring  NOW  on this planet! 

Because you will not gather this sensible knowledge from our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

 

78th Allegory – Best of The Booty = The Best of “what was captured from the  worldly sovereigns” = 144000 TCs,  where 

“the booty generally”  represents The Christian Nation having their  worldly methodology replaced  by  The Word of God. 

Thus  “the best” of The Booty are “the 144000 TCs”  because they  have perfected  their mind upon  “The Word of God”. 

79th Allegory – worldly sovereigns = leaders of  politics/religion/commerce  operating to worldly methodology. 

38th Good News – TCs consider how great JCg is in  dignity/eminence  (and are thus desirous to precisely copy him in 

ministry/lifestyle)  that Yahweh freely chooses to offer a tithe to JCg being  “the 144000 TCs”  resurrected to be like JCg,  

thereby becoming JCg's metaphoric  wife/partner  into The Eternity  to yield  “The Children of The Resurrected World”. 

This is  “The Main Thrust”  throughout The Bible,  and yet it is  never  taught by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

113th Reasoning – It is the TCs having had God’s Word  (as Abraham’s activity)  working within them that rescues them 

from clutches of the three sovereigns  (of politics/commerce/religion)  of The World and thus,  these “Firstfruits” (best of 

the booty)  are given by God (Abraham)  to JCg (Melchizedek)  as tithes  (formally originating from the World). 

80th Allegory – Sons of Levi (via Moses) = Sons of Judah  (via JCg, Gen.49v8-12 prophecy)  being the 144000 TCs,  

noting of the requirement by prophecy given at Jer.31v31-33 for fulfilment by JC some 600 years after the prophecy. 

81st Allegory – Priests of Levi as brothers of each other through the ages under “The Old Covenant”  (of Moses) = TCs 

through The Gospel Age as priests operating under  “The New Covenant”  (of JCg). 

114th Reasoning – Paul goes on from explaining  tithes/TCs  given by  Abraham/God  downwards to  Melchizedek/JCg  to 

be explaining the tithes moving up from (3 Epoch) “Israels” to The Priests by example of what occurred in “The 1st Epoch 

Israel”.  Why?  Because Paul is  “setting the scene”  The Priests  (being towards what TCs should be aiming)  are The 

Guides steering Israel so the members  are  edified to fulfil Yahweh's Desire.  That does  not  occur with  worldly priests! 

115th Reasoning – Because these TC guides do  correctly/accurately  steer their  “brothers/sisters of Israel”  to fulfil 

Yahweh's Desire then it is the responsibility of  “Israel” to support the  “day to day”  running expenses of a fleshly body  

(“body of Christ”).   The  “Day to Day running expenses” does  not  mean what we witness today  (certain religious 

leaders living a flamboyant lifestyle on “The Donations”)  –  but rather what JC,  Paul, Peter, TCs  demonstrated! 

82nd Allegory – priestly duties = TCs  accurately  teach  The Word of God  to people listening who have metaphorically 

“come to The Temple”  (constructed out of The 144000 Stones = TCs of The Gospel Age)  to actively learn about Yahweh. 

116th Reasoning – Tithing was laid down in law because the priests and those of Israel  were/are  all brothers under “The 

Same Covenant”, Yahweh selects the priests in both Epochs of Israel (1st Epoch as Firstborn),  targeted by JCg (Rev.3v20) 

of 2nd Epoch Israel,  and it is Yahweh as  “the specific god” of TCs  (1Cor.3v6)  bringing on growth as future Sons of God. 

83rd Allegory – The Firstborn of Levi to be Priests = The Firstborn of The Judah (representative of the Christian Nation)  

to be the TCs who are  “awakened/roused”  in  “The 1st Resurrection of The Firstfruits”  to be  Kings/Priests  of The 

Millennium  (Rev.1v6, 20v6, Isa.66v8, Lev.23v5-25, John.4v35, 1John.2v9.  etc.). 

Comment – repeat - Thus JC becomes under the same Order as Melchizedek,  (1) The High Priest to The Almighty God, 

and  (2) The King of “Salem” = The King of Peace – where he will quash all worldly self-indulgence in The Millennium. 

Comment – repeat - Melchizedek (unlike The Ancient Worthies) had no Jewish record of parentage, or record of his death 

Prophecy – repeat - Melchizedek typifying JCg had no human  (male/legal)  ancestry,  nor was his fleshly carcass found. 

Comment – repeat - Melchizedek was both king of the city called “Salem” (“Peace”)  and priest of “The Almighty God”. 

Prophecy – repeat - Melchizedek represents JCg future ruler of New Jerusalem and is the (High) Priest of Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek no record of human lineage = JCg whose Father was Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek no record of his death/body = JCg who was resurrected to eternal life. 
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Allegory – repeat - Salem => would become “Jerusalem” = “The City of Peace” – ultimately becoming “Yahweh’s 

Organisation”  here upon The Earth in The Millennium to establish peace and restitution under  “The Kingship of JCg”. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek was priest to The Almighty God = JCg becomes The High Priest to Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - “Abraham” = “The Loving Father” =  The metaphoric representation of  “Almighty God”,  Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - tithes taken from worldly kings = The Christian Nation taken from the control of worldly methodology 

Allegory – repeat - The best of the tithes given by Abraham to Melchizedek = The TCs elected as future sons of God to 

become  “The Bride of Christ”  (Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Rev.4-9, 21v2, 9,  please see my commentaries at John.2v1-12) . 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek blesses the seed in Abraham’s loins = The future priesthood (initially Aaron – but 

ultimately rejected for a better line) through JC and the 144000 TCs who follow on in the new line of Judah (see later). 

70th Comment – The  inferior/lesser  (Abraham/Yahweh)  blessed by the  better/nobler  (Melchizedek/JCg) –  is surely a 

“dispute/contradiction/strife”. –  Does Paul really mean this? 

117th Reasoning – There is absolutely  no  contradiction –  when we understand the point being made by Paul.   

The point is,  Melchizedek/JCg  is blessing  Abraham’s/Yahweh’s  seed  being  “The Priestly Line”,  being  “Levi” under  

“The 1st Covenant”  and then  “Judah”  under  “The 2nd Covenant”.  This is point Paul is  striving to explain  to his 

readers –  “you must aim to  become TCs”  to be part of this promise  (to be of Abraham’s/Yahweh’s Firstfruit seed)! 

71st Comment – Paul states,  dying men  (Levi Priests of  “The 1st Covenant”)  received tithes  (from their dying brothers)  

at  “The (future) Temple of Jerusalem”  – being  the place  where Melchizedek met Abraham and blessed his seed. 

84th Allegory – “and here dying men receive tithes” = operates at two levels  (1) JC “here” coming through the loins of 

Abraham and is the saviour of humans,  (2) to make [item 1] occur then JC died “here” on the outside of Jerusalem where 

Melchizedek/JC  met  Abraham/Yahweh  (some 2000 years earlier),  where JC at the higher level makes possible “The 

Priests of TCs”  become the tithes to save dying men  (in The Millennium). 

Moreover,  Paul endorses this by knowing,  this is as truth because JC lives now (1Cor.15v8) -  to make this all possible. 

72nd Comment – Paul now comes in to state this is a prophecy involving the Levi Priests that are to come out of the loins 

of Abraham –  but  The Crux  is this,  Paul would  not  be using this prophecy  unless  Paul is using this as an analogy of 

the point being conveyed to the Reader:  “The Priesthood of The 2nd Covenant” =  the 144000 TCs elected by Yahweh. 

This is the continuous thrust of his teaching,  being “The Goal of Sonship to Yahweh”  -  to personally “Make the Grade”! 

22nd Prophecy – The Seed of Abraham yields Priests of ultimately Two Covenants under lineage of Levi and then Judah. 

Heb.   7v4 og (you) {(to be a) spectator of}/discern/experience/behold/consider/{look on}/perceive  And   

Heb.   7v4 og (the) {how much (in size/dignity)}/{how great/large}  this/that (specifically)   (one/person [Melchizedek])   

Heb.   7v4 og {to whom/which} [Melchizedek]  also  (the) tenth/tithe  (the) Abraham  gave/bestowed/granted   

Heb.   7v4 og {from/out  of}  of the  {top of the heap}/{best of the booty}/spoils  the  progenitor/patriarch. 

Heb.   7v4 = And  you  discern/behold/consider  {how  great  (in dignity/eminence)}  this specific one  (Melchizedek)   

{to whom}  also the  tenth/tithe  the  progenitor/patriarch  Abraham  gave/granted/bestowed   

{from out of}  of the  {top of the heap}/{best of the booty}. 

 

And you  (brethren/Christians)   (claiming to represent JC) 

discern/consider  how great  (in  dignity/eminence)  this specific one   (Melchizedek allegoric to JC[g]) 
to whom (Melchizedek)   also the patriarch Abraham gave the tithe   (from out of what the  worldly  kings originally stole) 

from out of the best of the booty   (“The Best”  of what was returned from out of The World  =   “The 144000 Early Adopters”  [as “the tithe”]). 
       (Yahweh gives the 144000 TCs to be  “The Bride”  to JCg  [Melchizedek],   being  “The Best”  from out of The World as spoils of his take-over) 

       (Yahweh makes physically possible  [1] The Resurrection,  [2] The Transfiguration from Fleshly to Celestial Bodies, 1Cor.15v35-55, 1Thes.4v13-18) 
 

Paul invites us to consider all these deeper similarities of which this website “FutureLife.Org”  thoroughly explains –  being only what The Bible teaches 

–  but our  worldly Christian leaders  absolutely do not –  they hold their congregations in contempt,  starving within  “spiritual darkness”  and feed 

them nothing of real value  (Luke.16v20-30)  as my critique of the transcripts of their  prayers/sermons  on this website duly testify.  Moreover, I have yet 

100s more of public transcripts I could carefully audit against what The Bible specifically teaches us,   when I have the time to do so. 

So we can perceive the similarities between Melchizedek and JC,  being the great eminence of the two individuals,  and thus as we read here in the 

correct translation of “spoils”,  Paul actually teaches us,  “Abraham”  gives/elects  “the best  from his booty”,  being representative of the TCs who 

shall be  elected  (by “Yahweh”)  from out of The Christian Nation during  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  and given to JCg  (represented here by Melchizedek)  

to become his future  “Bride of Christ”  (Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.). 

Where,  as I stated earlier,  “The Booty obtained by  Yahweh/Abraham”  (being The World)  taken away from the  charlatan  religious leaders of The 

World who by following their own self-indulgence  (The Methodology of the present worldly system)  to  “be taking from”  Yahweh.  Consequently,  they 

become representatives of Satan  (2Cor.11v13-15)  being  opposers/resistors/adversaries  to  “Yahweh's Desire being manifest within The Environment” 

–  thus they are  “blaspheming against the HS”  of which  there is no forgiveness  -  hence they are ignored for any form of resurrection). 

Heb.   7v5 og Also  the (persons)  truly/indeed  {from/out  of}  of the  sons  (the) Levi  

Heb.   7v5 og the  priestliness/{sacerdotal function}/{office of the priesthood}/{priest’s office}   

Heb.   7v5 og (the) {getting hold of}/grasping/{taking up/away}/having/receiving/attaining   

Heb.   7v5 og (the) {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept  (they) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   

Heb.   7v5 og {to tithe (as debtor or creditor)}/{(give/pay/take) tithe}  the  populace/{grouping of people}   

Heb.   7v5 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   

Heb.   7v5 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law,   

Heb.   7v5 og {that is (to say)}  (it) is  the  brothers/{The Brethren}  {of them},   

Heb.   7v5 og {and indeed}/nevertheless/notwithstanding/although   

Heb.   7v5 og (the having) issued/{come forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded [plural]   

Heb.   7v5 og {from/out  of}  of the  {the loins/hips}/{procreative powers}  (the) Abraham, 

Old Testament reference located at  Ex.40v12-15,  Num.18v20-24. 

Heb.   7v5 = Also  the people  truly/indeed  {from out of}  the  sons  (of)  Levi     (worldly hereditary priesthood  -  see commentary) 

the  {getting hold of}/receiving  the  {sacerdotal function}/{office of priesthood}     (supposedly representing Yahweh) 
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possess/have  the  {authoritative prescription}/commandment/directive     (for daily subsistence only) 

to  tithe  the  populace/{grouping of people},     (supposedly to be  “bilateral good quality”  -  both ways  [spiritual for the fleshly]!) 

according to  The Regulation/Law,     (as that determined by Yahweh) 

{that is to say}  it is  their brothers  {and indeed}/notwithstanding     (The 11 Tribes of Israel) 

the having  issued/{come forth}  of the  loins/{procreative powers}  (of)  the Abraham     (both halves of  “Fleshly  and  Spiritual Israel”) 

 

         (Paul takes the allegory further from  Abraham/Melchizedek  to the descendants = The 11 Tribes of Israel paying tithes to the single Levi tribe -) 
Also the people truly from out of the sons  (of)  Levi   (the worldly hereditary priesthood,  starting with Aaron  [supposedly spiritual Israel]) 

                 (Noting the Priests are to be  the spiritual interface  to Yahweh for Israel’s  “murmurings”  Num.17v5-10) 
the getting hold of the office of priesthood   (to be supposedly  representing/interfacing  Yahweh,  as  “The Spiritual Israel”) 
have the directive   (given by Yahweh,  only  for their fleshly  daily sustenance [noting by allegory,  Num.11v32-33,  when being too greedy]) 

to tithe the grouping of people   (the eleven  Tribes/Brothers  of Israel that are to support  The Priestly  Tribe/brother  of Levi) 

according to the law   (as originally given by Yahweh,  Num.17v8, 18v6, 18v8-21) 

that is to say it is their brothers   (the eleven fleshly tribes of Israel  to support the fleshly requirements of Levi) 
notwithstanding   (these eleven brothers  are still part of  “Israel”  but they are representative of  “The Fleshly Israel”) 
                  (Eleven  fleshly  tribes,  plus Levi  spiritual  tribe  together form “Israel”  being  the two halves  of  “Israel”  =  a  most important concept)   
having come forth from the loins  (of)  Abraham   (having come forth from Yahweh,  being Paul’s prophetic allegory for  “Christians”) 

 

Again Paul is speaking of similes –  to project his argument forward regarding the  “future TCs elected from out of The Christian Nation”  becomes the 

subject matter towards which Paul is working in the next few verses,  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to achieve His future  “Sons of God”. 

Where it is  “The New Spiritual Israel”  (the 144000 TCs represented by  “The Tribe of Levi”  [noting  the new line of Judah with JC  as  “The New 

High Priest”, Jer.31v31-33]  out of  “The Old Spiritual Israel”)  elected from out of the  “The New Fleshly Israel”  (“The Remainder of The Christian 

Nation”  represented by the 11 Tribes of  “The Old Fleshly Israel”) 

So what is Paul trying to tell us  (living in The Gospel Age)  in context with his exhortation of all people who hearken to become like him? 

Perhaps this is best explained by embedding the explanation within the text of the verse. 

Also the people   (metaphorically TCs who are to come out of Judah  [being the new hereditary line of JC])   

truly/indeed  {from/out  of}  the sons  of Levi   (Priests of The 1st Epoch Israelite Nation)   

who obtained  {office of priesthood}   (ordained by Yahweh through Moses,  then likewise through JC’s ministry)   

have a commandment to take tithes   (provisions for fleshly Levi priests from 11 tribes of 1st Epoch Israel; then likewise the TCs can take 

provisions from the 11 metaphoric tribes from the  nations/gentiles  of the 2nd Epoch Israel  [mixed DNA physically substantiates this 

assertion,  please see my commentaries to Rev.7v4-8])   

from the people   (then of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  but now from The World – via  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” [Christian Nation]),   

according to The Law   (then of Moses [for works], but now of JC [for The Mind])   

that is their brethren   (explained earlier),   

even those people who have come out of the loins of Abraham   (figuratively to mean TCs having automatically become adopted Sons of 

Abraham = Sons of the Loving Father = Sons of God). 

A most important note  

The Levi priests were to have  no  physical inheritance of the land of Israel,  and thus were  not  tied to “This Present World”  representing  

TCs who themselves are mere sojourners in this present world having no ties to  “This Present World”  because they are looking forward to  

“The Inheritance of The Millennium”,  where they are  (in 3rd Heaven/Authority – singular – 2Cor.12v1-3)  to be administrating the spiritual 

affairs of  “The Resurrected World”  being  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”.   

Then what do we read in Rev.7v7 about Levi?  

Having no physical inheritance,  means The Revelation is speaking about  “The 2nd Epoch Spiritual Israel”  (the 144000 TCs)  elected from 

out of  The Christian Nation/World  (“The 2nd Epoch Physical Israel”).  We can confidently state  “The Christian World”  and  not  fleshly 

“Jewish Israel” (by worldly name only),  because our  “errant  scholars/theologians”  seem to have misread Rev.7v4-8,  inasmuch they must 

have missed the fact that  “Dan”  has been replaced by  “Manasseh”,  furthermore,  they are  not  understanding the reasons why  (1) 

Manasseh was the adopted-in son  to  “The Spiritual Israel”  from the union of  “Joseph and Asenath”  Gen.41v45, v51  and noting 

specifically why  (2) Jacob/Israel  behaved as he did at Gen.48v17.   

Simply explained as  (1) Asenath was Egyptian (The World)  and  (2) Manasseh as  “The Firstfruit”  of The Womb being  “The Last/Least”  

in this worldly system will become  “The First/Most”  within The Millennium  -  precisely as JC tells us.   

I explain all this in my dissertation entitled   “Yahweh’s Plan as given in Genesis”. 

Paul further expands this idea in the next few verses.   

It must be clearly understood by the reader   

Paul is introducing background substructure to support his explanation of Yahweh’s Plan through his exhortation  (of the preceding chapters)  

for the  “holy  brethren/priesthood”  (1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6)  presently weak in faith,  but are to grow strong and become like Paul ,  thereby  

spiritually  joining  “The Priesthood”  (without  the  physical  worldly religious  garb/trinkets/idols  hanging off leaders).  These TCs were 

foreknown by Yahweh when giving the initial promise to Abraham,  while the metaphoric seed (of the TCs)  was in Abraham’s loins  (physical 

DNA allegory to represent  “The Spiritual DNA” [sourced by Yahweh]  of  “The Early Adopters”  [1] Prophets  [2] grafted-in TCs). 

A further analogy given by Yahweh to show us how His plan is logically unfolding is  

His requirement  “The Firstborn”  sons of Levi families were to be offered into  “The Priestly functions”.  

Now clearly this was mirrored by JC  born of a virgin  (thus obviously, Firstborn)  whose  RNA was sourced by Yahweh  to start  “The 2nd Covenant”  

through JCg as  “The High Priest”.   However,  it extends beyond that analogy.  This is a pointer to the TCs precisely imitating JC ministry/lifestyle  are 

becoming accepted by Yahweh as the temple functionaries in their personal ministry  “{occupational effort}/labour”  and shall become  “The Firstborn”  

and blessed at  “The First Resurrection” (Rev.20v6)  as The Prophet Isaiah rhetorically states at Isa.66v8,  as a nation  (1Pet.2v9)  of 144000 TCs. 

Note  The first sentence of Rev.20v5  is a copyist addition and must be blanked out  (of which I carefully explain in my local 17000 word commentary) –  

then the context reads correctly.  These TCs become the  kings/priests  over  “The Resurrected World”  of  “The 2nd Resurrection”.  Note the supportive 

text at Ex.19v5-6 and Ex.23v19 where  “The Firstfruits”  (firstly “The Barley”,  and then 50 days later it is   “The Wheat”)  were  handed-in  to The 

Temple –  “they belong to God”  upon which  “The Levi Priests”  eat  (importantly by analogy, to be metaphorically “Sons of God”   firstly JC,  and 

then throughout The Gospel Age were to come the 144000 TCs –  precisely  as The Bible  tells us). 
Heb.   7v6 og the (person [Melchizedek])  And  not  

Heb.   7v6 og (the) {reckoning by generations}/{tracing in genealogy}/{counting by descent}/ 

/{determining by pedigree}   

Heb.   7v6 og {from/out  of}  {of them}  (he [Abraham] has) {given (or) taken a tenth}/{paid/received a tithe}  

Heb.   7v6 og the  Abraham,   also  the (one [Abraham])  holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   

Heb.   7v6 og the  announcements/pledges/{divine assurances}/promises  

Heb.   7v6 og (he [Melchizedek]) {spoke well of}/blessed/praised. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.14v19-20. 
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Heb.   7v6 = And  the person   (Melchizedek)     (Melchizedek representing JC)   

 not  {reckoned by generations}/{traced in genealogy}     (symbolically  not  from Mankind) 

{from out of}  {of them},     (Melchizedek was not from the tribes of Israel) 

the Abraham  (represents Yahweh)   he has  {given a tenth}/{paid a tithe},      (symbolically giving the 144000 TCs as a bride to JCg) 

also  he  (Melchizedek)   blessed/praised  the person  (Abraham)     (in JC's ministry/lifestyle  and ransom sacrifice) 

possessing/having  the  announcements/pledges/promises.      (Being that of having The Inheritance –  ultimately The Resurrected World) 

 

And the person   (Melchizedek,  representing JC) 

not traced in genealogy   (symbolically  not  from Mankind) 

Abraham  (representing Yahweh)   has given a tithe  (to Melchizedek)    (“The Best” [TCs]  of  “The Booty” [The Resurrected World]) 

             (Yahweh elects the 144000 TCs,  and then gives them by  resurrection/transfiguration,  to JCg to be his bride at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 
also he (Melchizedek)  blessed the person (Abraham)    (JC's ministry/lifestyle  blesses Yahweh [Rev.17v1-2],  and then more,  in The Millennium) 

(Abraham,  “The Loving Father”)  having the promises   (which is to make possible  “The 3 Remnants of Israel that return to The Lord”). 

 

Paul is telling us,  Melchizedek was  not  from out of the Ancient Worthies' genealogy  heading up  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  thus Melchizedek is taking 

his tithe from Abraham  (representing Yahweh)  taken from The Gospel Age,  being  “The Tithe”  that Paul is  striving to make occur  through his present 

exhortations in this  (and other)  epistles. 

This is  “The Crux”  of Paul’s argument  

By simile,  the tithe is coming from Yahweh,  being His choice by  selection/election  from out of The Gospel Age   (being  “The Best  [The 

144000 TCs]  of the booty  [The Resurrected World]”)  to close the loop  of the seed from Abraham’s loins  (being  [1] The Prophets directly 

from  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,   and  [2] The TCs from  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” –  grafted-in as  “The Adopted Sons of Abraham” –  precisely 

as Paul teaches us in his epistle,  Rom.11v15-25,  and likewise JC at John.15v1-6). 

Thus JCg receives  “The Tithe”  (being the 144000 TCs –  to metaphorically become JCg's  wife/mate)  from Yahweh elected from out of The Gospel Age  

(by Yahweh's  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  of  “Christians”)  which came about because JCg,  as JC,  in his fleshly existence  blessed/praised  

Yahweh God by being  “The Word of God”  given with absolute fidelity during his  ministry/sacrifice  (John.13v31, 17v1). 

The  announcements/pledges/promises  given to Abraham was to have   (the  heirs/inheritors  over)  “The Future Inheritance”  in the fleshly 

sense of “The Resurrected World”. 

As I show on this website,  in  “The Culmination”  after  the final assay at  “The End of The Millennium”  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15, etc.),  

when  “The Main Harvest Wheat” (“The 3rd Remnant of Israel returns to The Lord”  personally reformed from out of  “The Resurrected World”)   has 

been brought into Yahweh’s granary by JCg’s actions.   This process occurs over what would have been the 7 metaphoric days  (6000  [working week 

under Satan's toil] + 1000  [in Yahweh's Rest] years),  then Yahweh  (represented by Abraham)  would have  “The Inheritance of The World”  purified,  

and returned to Him in the form of  “The Remnant”  over what becomes  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  (precisely as we are told by Isaiah  “per epoch”  of  

“Israel” –  Isa.10v20-22). 

Heb.   7v7 og separately/apart/without  And  (of the) all  (of the) dispute/disobedience/contradiction/gainsaying/strife,   

Heb.   7v7 og the  smaller/younger/inferior/lesser  under/through/inferior/below/by   

Heb.   7v7 og of the  vigorous/stronger/better/nobler  (he/she/it  is) {spoken well of}/blessed/praised. 

Heb.   7v7 = And  apart/without  all  (= any)   dispute/contradiction/strife,     (there is  no  contradiction  [in what I am about to state]) 

the  inferior/lesser  (Abraham [= Yahweh])  is  blessed/praised  under/beneath/by  the  better/nobler  (Melchizedek [= JC]). 

 

And without any dispute  (meaning,  there  [should be]  no possible argument,  about what I state here), 

the inferior (Abraham [= Yahweh])  is blessed by the better  (Melchizedek [= JC]). 
                  (When understanding the allegoric prophecy of the two people!) 

 

How strange! 

Surely this  is  a contradiction at several levels? 

How can Yahweh be thought of as being inferior to JC? 

Is Paul speaking specifically at  “The Highest Level”? 

Yes and No!   

Taking the  “No”  first - 

If we reason through Paul’s argument up to this point and furthermore,  to see where he is going,  then we realise that Paul is speaking about  

“The Seed of Abraham”  being representative of  “The Seed of Yahweh”  being blessed by  Melchizedek/JC  (in both word and actions). 

This is specifically why Paul prefaces  “the inferior is blessed by the better”  with -  “I do not want to dispute this  (supposed contradiction)  with my 

readers” 

This is  not  a contradiction  if  we understand this is an  illustrative prophecy  being of the future fulfilment of  “The Promise”  through the 

respective Entities involved.   This is  “The Crux”  of what Paul is teaching us in this chapter,  being about  what is to occur in The Future. 

Melchizedek was giving a benediction upon  Abraham’s seed  being  The Sons of Abraham  (TCs  selected/elected  by Yahweh based upon the work that 

JC  [Melchizedek as  “The Priest of God”]  put in during his ministry as  “The Word of God”  as he blessed Yahweh in his  ministry/lifestyle  to yield 

The 144000 TCs out of The Gospel Age,  for Yahweh by return,  to then  elect/choose  these specific TCs,  Matt.20v23, 20v16, 22v14). 

Thus it was  not  a blessing specifically upon  “The Tribe of Levi”  originating with Aaron  sourced by man,  but rather it through  “The Tribe of Judah”  

(Gen.49v8-12)  that delivered  King David  (to become  the archetypal JC  (please see  “David”  in glossary for the very many direct allegories),  and 

then some 1000 years later  to yield JC  whose  “male genealogy”  was  sourced directly by Yahweh  (Luke.3v23,  notice the  all-important  switch in 

terminology at Mary's father and Joseph her husband).  Please read my local cited commentaries. 

Now considering the  “Yes” - 

As stated here,  there is a blessing at  “The Higher Level”,  when we realise that JC  blessed/glorified  His Father in his ministry and with the  follow-

through  of  “The Ransom Sacrifice” (John.14v13, 17v4).  Where the sacrifice JC puts in,  delivers the blessings of 144000 future  “Sons of God”  for 

Yahweh’s pleasure,  to be  “The Early Adopters”  captured by JC’s ministry  (Rev.6v2,  see my local commentary)  from out of  “The Forthcoming 

Gospel Age”  of some 2000 years.   They who likewise,  equally glorify Yahweh  (John.15v8)  because they  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  

(hence Matt.3v17, 17v5, etc.)  -  only  because they too  are  driven by the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is separate from this world of 

sin to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  (“HS”). 

That is why Paul continues as he does in the next few verses - 

Heb.   7v8 og Also  {in this same spot}/hither/here  truly/indeed/{that one}  (the) tenths/tithes 

Heb.   7v8 og (the) dying/expiring   (the) countenances/{human beings}/men   

Heb.   7v8 og {get hold of}/grasp/{take up/away}/have/receive/attain;  there/thither  and   

Heb.   7v8 og (the being) {what is given}/{adduce as a witness}/{to obtest} [middle voice]   because  (he [JCg]) lives/exists. 

Heb.   7v8 = Also  {in this same spot}/here  truly/indeed   

the  dying men  {get hold of}/receive  the  tenths/tithes;     (Levi High Priests physically cannot offer life;  and they receive worldly tithes) 

and  there  being   personally  {what is given}/{adduce as a witness}  because  he  (JCg)   lives/exists. 
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          (By contrast JCg is a witness to life – and thus he receives  spiritually perfected  tithes of  the TCs themselves) 

 

Also here   (in the given previous allegoric example)  

truly mortal men get hold of the tithes   (The Levi priests physically cannot live for ever –  or give “life”,  but they are given fleshly tithes) 
and  (by contrast)  because of what  (I) personally  “give by witness”  (Paul has seen JCg,  Acts.9v1-12),    he (JCg)  lives/exists 

                   (Mortal priests  “tithe to physically live”,  and yet they die!   However JC  blesses Abraham’s offspring  and  “they shall live like JC”!) 

 

After reading this we might ask - 

Why did Paul write  “{in this same spot}/here”  in the opening part of the verse? 

The city of  “Salem”  meaning  “Peace”  where Melchizedek was both  “The King and The Priest of God”. 

“The city of Salem”  was later renamed  “Jerusalem”  meaning  “The  City/Organisation  of Peace”. 

Please see  “Jerusalem”  and  “New Jerusalem”  in glossary that explain the allegoric connections between all these aspects  (plus a few more)! 

Therefore Melchizedek came out of  “The  City/Organisation”  named  “Salem”  to meet Abraham returning from slaying the  worldly adversaries  

(noting specifically what JC said at Matt.22v44 –  being what King David gave by prophecy about 1000 years earlier at Psm.110v1). 

This is precisely the same position where The Temple was built,  within which the worldly priests officiated and where JC’s murder was planned by the 

chief priests,  all as we read at John.11v47-53! 

Thus Paul used  “here”  because he was speaking of The Priests  who were part of The World,  having no means of saving themselves,  however they 

were representative of greater things to come in The Gospel Age,  but they received worldly tithes from  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (being representative of 

only what the high priests themselves could deliver   guaranteed  “death”). 

But - 

At two levels there is a  “personal witness” - 

1. Paul has personally seen,  JCg exists  (after his  “death and resurrection”)  on  “The Road to Damascus”  (Acts.9/22/26v1-15)  as he 

states at 1Cor.15v8. 

2. JC was  “The Personal Witness”  of  “God’s Word” to become  “The Wisdom of God”  (his actions precisely replicated God’s Word) 

Therefore in  this very place  (Jerusalem)  there was  “The Personal Witness” –  JC who  personally  gave his  ministry/lifestyle  and Ransom Sacrifice 

and yet he exists because the disciples meeting with Paul  (Gal.1v18, etc.,)  would have spoken of the time when JCg met with them after his resurrection 

(John.20v11-29, 1Cor.15v3-9, etc.),  and on the road to Damascus at his conversion he  “met”  JCg (Acts.9v2-10, 22v11),  –  and thus Paul has the utter 

certainty to make this statement with complete conviction. 

Consequently the point Paul makes is this.    

The existing priests of  “The Levi Tribe”  from  “The 1st Epoch Israelite Nation”  had a dead leader  (Aaron)  being human and the priests of Levi were  

“dying men”  themselves,  inasmuch they could not deliver “life”,  but we aiming to become TCs who become  “The Priests”  from  “The Tribe of 

Judah”  (Gen.49v8-12,  Jer.31v31-33, Heb.8v8)  are headed up by JC who lives after being  “The High Priest”  following from the line of Melchizedek. 

(Heb.7v3).   This allegoric New Line had no human ancestor –  but an ancestry sourced by Yahweh –  being Yahweh's  “Desire made manifest within The 

Environment” (“HS”)  working on Mary,  to set His sourced RNA within a virgin for Mary’s Fleshly half to unite with the extra-terrestrial sourced RNA  

(at the physical level  encapsulating the essence of JC’s Personality  [Spiritual half]). 

Thus by analogy,  these priests of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  where working for a “dead cause”  (and yet received tithes from men for their effort),  

themselves where actually put in place by Yahweh for  the greater fulfilment  brought about The Template being established by JC in his ministry for a  

“certainty of Sonship”  being  guaranteed  everlasting life in a  heavily/spiritual/celestial  body by becoming  “The First of The Firstfruits”  

(1Cor.15v20-23, etc.). 

JC was “The Barley”,  and the following  “Firstfruits”  are the TCs to be “The Wheat”  (Lev.23v5-25)  who can come through by  selection/election  

unto Sonship to reign alongside JCg in The Millennium  (to then yield  “The Wheat”  “Main Harvest”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”  precisely 

as JC told us at Matt.13v24-30).   

By the previous analogy,  the  {TC}/(Priests)  now receive fleshly provisional tithes from  {The Christian Nation}/(Israelites)  for their fleshly 

support,  but it is Yahweh  (represented by Abraham)  that sources  “The Word of God”  (faithfully replicated by JC)  that ultimately yields 

the HS for their spiritual growth.   Noting the TCs by contrast to their allegoric forebears are working to successfully yield “Life”  (for both 

of themselves as  “The Early Adopters”,  and equally for  “The Late Adopters”  within The Millennium). 

It is in  “The Culmination”  where the fulfilment of the physical body  (in the 2nd part of their physical life)  is made by Yahweh comparable to their 

spiritual perfection personally made possible in the 2nd part of their spiritual life while still in the 1st part of their physical life. 

This is precisely  why  Paul moves onto this aspect in the next verse by analogy - 

Heb.   7v9 og Also  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {(speaking a) word}  (to) say/utter/speak/command/grant;   

Heb.   7v9 og through (reason of)    (the) Abraham  also  (the) Levi  the  tenths/tithes   

Heb.   7v9 og (the) {getting hold of}/grasping/{taking up/away}/having/receiving/attaining   

Heb.   7v9 og (he has been) {given (or) taken a tenth}/{paid/received  tithes}; 

Heb.   7v9 = Also  {in that manner}/likewise  {speaking a word}  to  utter/speak   (illustrating in prophecy):- 

Through Abraham  also  Levi the  tenths/tithes  {getting hold of}/receiving,     (from Abraham's loins physically came Levi priests) 

has  {taken a tenth}/{received tithes}:     (and thus Abraham has metaphorically received tithes from his descendants) 

 

Also likewise to speak a word   (to further illustrate this allegory of which I,  Paul am teaching,  -  “for Yahweh  to gain His TCs”) 

         (let us extend this to … … )   
Levi getting hold of tithes   (“Priests of Israel”  receiving tithes from the 11 tribes of Israel)  

                  (by allegory of Melchizedek to be receiving  “the best of the booty”  as  “gift offerings”  from  “The World”  via  Abraham/Yahweh) 
also has paid tithes through Abraham   (metaphorically Levi  [Priests]  would have been in Abraham's DNA paying the tithes [TCs] from The World) 

                 (Paul is using  “The Physical DNA”  to be linked to  “The Spiritual DNA”  =  “Yahweh's Methodology”  to yield the future TCs) 

 

Through Abraham  (typifying Yahweh),  Levi  (within the DNA “loins” of Abraham)  as head of the future Levite Priestly tribe also would be receiving 

the tithes from 11 tribes of Israel,  (representative of the future Levites)  have been tithed,  by Abraham giving tithes to Melchizedek  (thus full circle of 

the  two way tithe  analogy is now explained) - 

Firstly,  JC did  not  come out of Levi –  but out from  “The Tribe of Judah”  (as given in the most wonderful prophesy given some 1800 years earlier 

Gen.49v8-12),  because a clean slate was required,  a completely new beginning  (“The 2nd Covenant”  for “The Mind” –  see later)  to yield  “The 

Celestial Line”  of  “The New Priests”  (144000 TCs)  that were to come from out of The Gospel Age sourced by  “The Template Exemplar” -  JC. 

However,  Paul is giving all this  by analogy for The Future  (being The Gospel Age of which Paul is so motivated in sowing and watering The Seed for 

this new Priesthood,  where, “the specific god”  makes this new priesthood grow  [1Cor.3v2-6]).  “The New Priesthood”  (1Pet.2v9)  is to be given as a 

tithe by Yahweh to JCg at the beginning of The Millennium  (being those [TCs]  “supremely blessed”  in  “The 1st Resurrection”,   Rev.20v6 that occurs 

in a single day,  Isa.66v8). 

JC’s ministry yields during The Gospel Age,  144000 TCs who glorify Yahweh in their deportment and Yahweh glorifies them at “The 1st Resurrection”  

because they have the  one/same  mind as JC – hence John.17v1-2, - they receive the  one/same  as did JC,  becoming  “begotten”  at his resurrection.  

Consequently,  these TCs become the best booty as  “The Tithes”  from out of their 11 fleshly tribes of 2nd Epoch Israel  (Christians). 

Let me explain - 
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JCg  (replacing Levi),  is collecting  “Sons of God”  (replaced tithes)  from the brethren  (“1st Epoch Israel”  mirroring  “2nd Epoch Israel”  

[Christian Nation])  during The Gospel Age,  through his ministry and personal sacrifice  (High Priest [JC]  surrounded by the Levi priests 

[TCs]  doing the Temple work [teaching  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”   to those people around about]).   

However these future  “Sons of God”,  approximately half of whom are presently dead  (where perhaps there are about 70,000 living today in 

its  “last generation”  – based upon the population explosion at  “The End of The Gospel Age),  then JC,  now as JCg comes at the 1st 2nd C to 

collect his Bride of TCs  (half are dead and the other half alive shall be transfigured  [as was JC at Matt.17v3-5]  at the same time into 

spiritual bodies 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v35-55, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13).  

It requires  “The Intervention of Yahweh”  to glorify JCg  (Yahweh’s Son)  by bringing  part  of JCg’s  own  creation  unto similar status as The Creator,  

to be JCg’s Bride,  a complement to metaphorically become as  “physically one flesh”  (Gen.2v24,  hence Paul's comment at Eph.5v30-32, and his 

warning given at 1Cor.6v16).  JCg is now glorified by Yahweh’s intervention by changing those people of JC’s creation who  dedicated their lives as  

slaves  to their master’s desire  (“The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  absolutely controlling their mind)   during the 1st part of their physical life,  through 

the use of His Capability  (JCg could not do this without his Father’s Authority working through JCg)  to make  “Yahweh's Desire manifest in The 

Environment”  (“HS”)  that is to  righteously  bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”.    

The HS is  not  expressed to indulge the  animalistic/carnal  mind for  “The Immediacy”  as we witness in most self-indulgent  “Christian 

congregations”  of  “The Mainstream and to include specifically The Charismatic Fringe” –  all  of whom  are rejected by Yahweh,  for 

“Sonship”  only because they  demonstrably have the wrong mindset to  “Responsibly Rule”   “The Resurrected World”.   

Taught  not  to have  “Responsibility”,  nor to  “Behave responsibly”  (by their  delinquent  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)! 

Thus it is God Yahweh using His infinite capability to resurrect the TCs  (thus expressing Yahweh's Pure Desire in The Environment [HS]),  then to 

transfigure both  “The Resurrected TCs”  and the  “still alive fleshly TCs”  into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies,  so they all might be collected in the 

air by JCg  (this is the prophecy of the dry bones in Eze.37v1-14 with regard to  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  over the different periods of time). 

Thus repeating again in summary to help the explanation   

JC did the priestly work as did the Levites then,  and collected the tithes  (symbolising TCs to be future Sons of God),  God  (symbolised by 

Abraham)  then gives the TCs spiritual bodies and hands them back to his Son JCg as his Bride.  This is what Paul is trying to explain in this 

whole piece in an illustrative,  but yet in an  “encoded by allegory”  manner. 

As JC said    

Parables are given,  but are only to be understood at the correct time  (and by the correct people  [Matt.7v7-8]).   

Paul was following this principle  (1Cor.3v2, etc.). 

The Gospel Age is relatively  (with reference to 2000 years)  very soon to close  because Yahweh  almost has  His prophesied full quota of future 144000 

TCs to become  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  to  bring-in  The Millennium,  and yet there are still a few names to be validated,  perhaps for you,  

The Reader,   because JCg has not yet come  (at 2015/21 CE).   I explain in my other commentaries it is my opinion,  the Gospel Age will be terminated 

by Yahweh before 2067 CE being a Jubilee year  (for Rev.21v1-4 to occur)  that becomes the ultimate in escalation of what occurred during the three 

previous Jubilee years of  2017, 1967, and 1917 CE regarding specifically  “Jerusalem”! 

Heb.   7v10 og yet/still/more  For  in  to the [= within]  {the loins/hips}/{procreative powers}   

Heb.   7v10 og of the  father/forebear  (he [Aaron representative of JC]) was,   

Heb.   7v10 og {at which too}/when   (he) {together against (contrasts)}/{met with}/{to occur}/befall  (to the) him   

Heb.   7v10 og the  Melchizedek. 

Heb.   7v10 = For  yet/still   

within the  {loins/hips}/{procreative powers}  of the  father/forebear  (Abraham)   he  (Aaron representative of JC)   was,   

{at which too}/when  Melchizedek  {met with}  him  (Abraham). 

 

For yet  (while Melchizedek was physically receiving these tithes) 

he  (Aaron representative of JC)  was within the loins of the forefather  (Abraham) 

when Melchizedek met with him  (Abraham) 

 

As explained in the commentary of the previous verse –  but going through it again here  

1. Levi,  one of twelve brothers  (a great grandson  [through Isaac]  of Abraham)  was The Head of the fleshly priests  (Num.2v50)  that were to 

follow throughout  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  where,  the first high priest being Aaron  (Num.3v2-10)  followed some 450 years or so later  

(after “The Original Promise”  was given to Abraham).  Abraham gave the  very best tithes  from The World stolen by the  (religious)  

leaders of The World  (as represented by the four worldly kings).   

     Then  Melchizedek,  “The King of Peace”,  blessed Abraham  (for these tithes [TCs] from The Rescued Spoils [Resurrected World]). 

(Prophetic allegories of the above line are translated and given in  […]. 

2. Judah  (sourcing the new  [brother/tribe]  line through JC)  a brother to Levi,  similarly a great grandson  (through JC)  Son of Yahweh 

(metaphorically Abraham)  become the future  “adopted-in”  priests elected from out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (see  all  my commentaries 

located at Heb.11v11 and Gal.4v20-31 that fully explain the perhaps 40+ prophetic allegories).  Thus,  these future priests (TCs)  are  

grafted-in  to become The Seed  (sons)  of Abraham  (John.8v39)  because it is Their Mind  (reformed by “The Word of God” [= JC, 

Rev.19v13])  driving their works to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (being to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 

Then JCg  (after receiving the tithes)  blesses  (glorifies,  John.13v31-32, 14v13, 17v1-4, etc.)  Yahweh by bringing  “The Remnant of The 

World”  (being  “The Reformed”  people from out of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”)  in true praise  back to Him at  The End  of The Millennium  

(having been taught  “Righteousness”  by JCg and his faithful bride  [comprising of the 144000 TCs elected out of The Gospel Age]). 
To clarify the above,  Paul is telling us this - 

Just as what would occur during  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (The Jews) - 

The Sons of Levi Tribe were in the loins of Abraham and received the blessing of Melchizedek for The Best given by Abraham from out of The 

World to Melchizedek. 

Then likewise during The Gospel Age of what would occur during  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (The Christians) - 

The Sons of Judea Tribe were in The Loins of Yahweh  (Rom.8v29)  and received the blessing of JCg for The Best (TCs)  given by Yahweh (to 

be JCg’s Bride at  “The 1st Resurrection”)  from out of The World to JCg to then start The Millennium. 

 

73rd Comment – Paul asks -   

If  the  “Levi Priesthood”  was capable of perfecting humans through  “The Law of Moses”,   

Then  why  was it necessary for  “a new priest”  under “The Order of Melchizedek”  to continue the practice and  

not  the old priests under  “The Order of Aaron”  ? 

Comment – repeat -Thus JC becomes under the same Order as Melchizedek,  (1) “The High Priest to The Almighty God”, 

and  (2) The King of “Salem” = “The King of Peace”,  where he will quash all worldly self-indulgence in The Millennium. 

Comment – repeat - Melchizedek (unlike The Ancient Worthies) had no Jewish record of parentage, or record of his death 

Prophecy – repeat - Melchizedek typifying JCg had no human  (male/legal)  ancestry,  nor was his fleshly carcass found. 
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Comment – repeat - Melchizedek was both king of the city called “Salem” (“Peace”)  and priest of “The Almighty God”. 

Prophecy – repeat - Melchizedek represents JCg future ruler of New Jerusalem and is the (High) Priest of Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek no record of human lineage = JCg whose Father was Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek no record of his death/body = JCg who was resurrected to eternal life. 

Allegory – repeat - Salem => would become “Jerusalem” = “The City of Peace” – ultimately becoming “Yahweh’s 

Organisation”  here upon The Earth in The Millennium to establish peace and restitution under  “The Kingship of JCg”. 

Allegory – repeat - Melchizedek was priest to The Almighty God = JCg becomes The High Priest to Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - “Abraham” = “The Loving Father” =  The metaphoric representation of  “Almighty God”,  Yahweh. 

Comment – repeat - Melchizedek was given the best of Abraham’s tithes captured from the kings of The World. 

Comment – repeat - Melchizedek blessed the seed in Abraham’s loins (= his priestly progeny). 

118th Reasoning – It was required to change the old priesthood for a new priesthood when The Methodology was changed 

119th Reasoning – The Methodology changed from  being judged upon The Works  performed -  to a judgement of The 

Mind,  where Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  is upon  “The Synapse Construction”  based upon  “The 

Golden Standard” as  “The Foundation”  laid down by JC ministry/lifestyle,  thus  “genuine sideslips”  can  be ignored. 

Allegory – repeat - Moses gives The 1st Covenant = JC gives The 2nd Covenant  (explained thoroughly later in Hebrews). 

120th Reasoning – The Law of  “The 1st Covenant”  had to be changed to The New Law of  “The 2nd Covenant”  because 

“The Method of Judgement”  was changed that required a completely  new leader to head  “The New Methodology”. 

121st Reasoning – Yahweh changed The Priesthood lineage from the Levi tribe of  “The 1st Covenant”  to the tribe of 

Judah of  “The 2nd Covenant”  as prophesied some 1800 years earlier by Israel (Jacob) himself  (Gen.49v8-12),  and then 

by the Prophet Jeremiah at Jer.31v31-33 some 600 years before JC’s ministry of  “The New Covenant”. 

85th Allegory – altar (place where priests offer their sacrifice to Yahweh)  = TCs who present the sacrifice of their lives by their 

offerings (of new generation TCs)  to Yahweh by their priestly duties in “The Temple”,  meaning, “teaching local people”. 

Where “The Altar” is the TC’s local environment,  teaching the local people by both word and importantly, deportment. 

122nd Reasoning – Moses spoke nothing about  “The New Priesthood”  because he and his brother Aaron were of Levi as 

instructed by Yahweh for “The 1st Epoch Israel”.  JC came from Judah to lead the new Priesthood for  “The 2nd Epoch 

Israel”  whose methodology was so vastly different –  driven by The Mind  (in {agapao love})  to edify the neighbour to 

understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire through  agape/{charity love}  giving of one’s time,  rather 

than to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt! 

Heb.   7v11 og if  truly/indeed/{that one}  therefore/then   

Heb.   7v11 og (the) {(act of) completion}/{(prophecy the) verification}/{(expiation the) absolution}/{(the fulfilment of) perfection}   

Heb.   7v11 og through (reason of)  of the  Levitical  (of the) sacredness/{priestly office}/priesthood  (he/it) was    

Heb.   7v11 og the  populace/{grouping of people}  for  over/upon/concerning  {to her/it} 

Heb.   7v11 og (it has been given) {legislation}/{(Mosaic) enactments (enjoined)}/{sanction (to them)}/ 

/{establishment/reception  of  The Law},   

Heb.   7v11 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  yet/still/more   

Heb.   7v11 og (the) affair/need/demand/requirement/necessity/want  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   

Heb.   7v11 og the  {regulated arrangement}/{(fixed) succession}/{official dignity}/order  (the)  Melchizedek   

Heb.   7v11 og (the) other/different/altered  (to) {stand up}/arise/{rise up}  {the priest} [JC],   

Heb.   7v11 og also  not  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   

Heb.   7v11 og the  {regulated arrangement}/{(fixed) succession}/{official dignity}/order 

Heb.   7v11 og (the) Aaron  (to be) stated/exclaimed/{laid out}? 

Heb.   7v11 = Therefore/Then  if  truly/indeed  {the act of completion}/{the fulfilment of perfection}     (atonement/forgiveness  of sins)   

it was  through reason of the Levitical  priesthood  {to legislate}/{establish  The Law of Moses}   

for the  populace/{grouping of people}  concerning  {to it (= perfection)};   

therefore/then  what  need/necessity/want  yet/still  another/different  priest  to  {stand up}/arise   

according to the  {regulated arrangement}/order  of Melchizedek,   

also  not  stated/exclaimed  according to the  {regulated arrangement}/order  (of)  Aaron? 

 

Therefore if truly the act of completion   (to ideally become  “the fulfilment of perfection”  to yield  “Mankind’s Salvation”) 

was through the Levitical Priesthood to establish The Law of Moses   (“Judgement”  was only based upon  “Works”  [not “The Mind”])   
concerning for the populace   (to bring the people to Yahweh =  attain everlasting life  within a  perfect operating  society  [else what is the point]); 
               (The point being,  “this route failed for humans” – they soon reverted back to sin by failing in  “Works”  the day after Yom Kippur!)  

               (Noting,  this Law of Moses was  only laid down to prove JC righteous  so he could institute  “The Law for The Mind”  to yield good works) 

then what need  (is there)  yet  (for)  another priest (JC)  to arise   (the point being   Yes! – There  was  a need for a  different  “head/leader” … … ) 

according to the regulated arrangement of Melchizedek   (to have all the credentials of  “Melchizedek”  as discussed in 7v3-8),   
also  (for this new High Priest [JC])   not  stated/{laid out}   (meaning,  “by not being part of” … … )   

according to the regulated arrangement of Aaron   (being of an  animalistic/carnal  worldly minded pedigree  [Human])? 
              (This is a perfectly valid question!) 

 

Paul makes the observation - 

If  the Levitical priesthood  (under Aaron)  was established  (by Yahweh)  to legislate  “The Law of Moses”  to bring the nation of  (1st Epoch) 

Israel unto perfection under the worldly sourced High Priest through sacrifice  (Yom Kippur – Day of Atonement),  

Then  why was it necessary for Yahweh to  bring-in  a different High Priest with the credentials of Melchizedek,  who was not part of the  

order/arrangement  originally  headed-up  by Aaron? 

Quite a valid point – is it not? 

To save answering it specifically in detail over perhaps two pages of commentary and duplicating what I state earlier and elsewhere,  then I shall stop 

here because  Paul answers it together with my  inter-verse  commentaries given to the following verses. 

Obvious to say,   Aaron as  “The 1st High Priest”  appointed,  from the Levi tribe,  was  not  the permanent solution to Mankind’s sin. 
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Quite simply  -  judgement on  “The Law of Works”  failed,  and thus a  new  Order/Arrangement  had to be introduced,  where  “judgement”  based 

upon  agapao/{edifying  love}  driving  “The Mind”  “to edify our neighbour”  based upon  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC.   

Thus JC was able to fulfil  “The Law on Works” (Matt.5v17-18)   and thus did not deserve to die  (murdered by  “Leaders of Religion”  operating under 

this world’s methodology  [= “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”]).  However,  JC set  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  of  agapao/{edifying love},  

therefore now enabling all those humans  (in the 1st part of their physical life)  who claim to  “believe in JC”  (Christians)  are  thus  judged in Yahweh’s  

“Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  on their mindset  (being of their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and  not  works)  to determine if they 

imitated JC’s  agapao/{edifying  love}  by imitating his  ministry/lifestyle.    

If  they  have  precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  within the mind to yield physical  agape/{charity 

love}  [as  “The Works”  driven by a perfected mind]) –   

Then  they become  “The Priests  (as Sons of God – like JCg)  of The Millennium to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  

(being how to imitate JC)  in the 2nd part of their physical life. 

There –  that is  “The Overview”  of  “The Answer”  to explain this verse! 

That quite simply  is  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  –  but it is  never  taught correctly by our  worldly Christian leaders 

by both word or deed  (true  at 2007 CE  when this website  “FutureLife.Org”  became live to The World on The Internet  [Matt.24v14])! 

Interestingly,  while we are  only  judged by  The  Spirit/personality/Desires/Traits  of The Mind,  we  only  operate with fidelity to  “The Knowledge”  

within our mind by delivering works that must be the  one/same  as that given by JC –  being of his ministry.  Importantly,  we must teach with authority  

(Mark.1v22)  being his primary aim  (Mark.1v38)  because we are to have fully imbued  “The Word of God”  to absolutely reform our mind,  precisely in 

the same manner as did JC  (Luke.2v46-50)  and Paul  (Act.22v3, 26v3-6),  as Paul likewise commended Timothy (2Tim.3v15-17).   

Then by default we do become judged upon our works  -  inasmuch they must be forthcoming –  else we are hypocritical to  “The Word of God”! 

Insofar as,  we are  not  judged on  “negative works”,  but rather judged on  “positive works”  that importantly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (noting useful 

citations at Rom.4v1-5,  James 2v16-26,  and Heb. Chapter 11, etc.). 

All this righteous  reasoning/exegesis  wholly undermines the  “unrighteous nonsense”  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders fraudulently stating  

“we are not judged on works but only our faith saves us”  (ignoring James.2v16-26, Hebrews chapter 11, etc.)!   They are so utterly delinquent to the 

fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire and are thus  “blaspheming against the HS”  (Mark.3v28-29)  by effectively teaching a  “Gospel of Excuses to remain 

Human”  and are thus  adversarial/satanic  to  “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 

Heb.   7v12 og (the being) {transferred of places}/transported/exchanged/{changed sides}/translated/turned/{carried over}   

Heb.   7v12 og For  of the  sacredness/{priestly office}/priesthood   

Heb.   7v12 og {from/out  of}  (the) constraint/distress/{must/dire needs}/necessity/must   

Heb.   7v12 og also  (of the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   

Heb.   7v12 og (the) transferral/{disestablishment (of a law)}/change/removing/translation  (it) {becomes to be} [mid. voice]. 

Heb.   7v12 = For  being  the  {transferral of places}/exchanged/{changed sides}  of the  priesthood   

(then)  {from out of}  {dire needs}/necessity/must   

also  it  personally  {becomes to be}  the  transferral/{disestablishment of law}/translation/change  of the  Law. 

 

For  (when there is)  being the exchange of the Priesthood   (JC being  “The New Priest”  who now intercedes between us and Yahweh) 

(then)   from out of necessity   (it is an absolute requirement … … ) 
it personally becomes to be the change of The Law   (of Moses,  being a judgement only upon “Works”  of which we have all failed,  Rom.3v23) 

                (JC  heads-up  the  new Priesthood,  where  “The New Law”  [of JC,  Mark.12v30-31]  has a judgement based  only upon  “The Mind”.) 

                (And yet,  The Mind purified yields  worthy/beautiful  works,  upon which The World can then make judgment about what  is  in the mind.) 

                (As the maxim goes,  “A new broom sweeps clean”!) 
 

We must understand - 

The Law is to be changed,  to righteously enable  “Yahweh's Desire to be manifest within The Environment”  (that is to ultimately yield 

Mankind's Salvation over what then becomes our 2 part life  [2 part physical and 2 part spiritual]). 

Because The Law  is  to be changed,  then  The Priesthood  must  change  to enable  “The New Law”  to be  accurately enacted. 

The reason for the required change is this - 

“The Previous Representatives”  (worldly priests/administration)  physical selected by  “position of birth”  could not bring  “life” 

However,  

“The New Priests”  imitating  JC will  (like their mentor)  bring about salvation to  “The Resurrected World” -  because they  have been  

uniquely identified by Yahweh as being  “entirely worthy”  (spiritually selected)  for “The Future Requirement”  to teach “The Resurrected 

World”  “Righteousness”,  all precisely as we are told  (1Pet.2v9, 5v4, 2Tim.4v6-8, Rev.1v6, etc.). 

This requires these people to take upon themselves  “Responsibility”  and also to  “Behave Responsibly”  -  Now! 

Now explaining this verse. 

“The Law of Moses”  could save no person (Rom.3v23) –  except JC  (who had a  mindset/spirit  to consistently deliver  “righteous works”).   

Importantly,  It was upon this,  that JC was judged by Yahweh upon  “The Law of Works”.   

        However it was JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  being the  one/same  as Yahweh’s (HS),  that enabled JC to  pass  “The Law on Works”.   

Because JC passed  “The Law on Works”  based upon a mindset to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  enables the members of The Christian Nation to be likewise 

judged upon precisely  the same standard  (to be driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  [to thus imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle])  that JC  used to pass  “The 

Law on Works”  and thus be saved!   

Sadly  virtually all  Christians fail  (by varying degrees)  and thus cannot be deemed by Yahweh as having  precisely  imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (to 

the very best they are personally able)  and thus  cannot  become  “The Priests for The Millennium”. 

However the point of this explanatory preamble is to show  “The Law of Moses”  failed only because  “humans were  not  up to it”  in their 

present uneducated state  (having a mind presently poisoned by worldly methodology)! 

However there  are  some people  (as “Christians” about 1 in 30000 [justified in many other places])  who desperately try to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  but 

occasionally  trespass/sideslip  and thus they are  not  judged on their works,  but rather judged upon their struggles to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  This is 

specifically what JC used to drive himself to pass  “The Law on Works”  (and having passed “ The Law on Works” –  enabled him to be resurrected 

again),  explained by it being  agapao/{edifying love}  driving the mind,   that delivered  agape/{charity love}  in works. 

It is towards this point Paul is taking us in his exegesis  (and makes specific mention in his epistle to the Romans)! 

The Law changed from that of  “Works”,  to a Law that was driven by  “The Mind”  reformed/adjusted  to become Christlike.  

Thus  “The Law”  changed from  “The Law of Moses”  to become  “The Law of JC”  (Mark.12v30-31)  -  please see glossary. 

As such,  the priesthood changed from that based upon  “The World”  “of Works”  that failed because humans were driven by  “self-indulgence”,   to a  

new  priesthood that was  not  sourced by The World  (being a new priesthood  [headed up by JC]  having no records of male  lineage/descent  [allegoric 

to worldly methodology]  and no records of death  [because JCg  “lives”]).  This shall be a new priesthood driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  as sourced 

by Yahweh  (for His Creation of The Universe  as a Whole  where self-indulgent  individuals/entities  shall ultimately be surgically removed  -  with  no  

“collateral damage”  Matt.13v29-30). 

Can the reader understand this? 

This absolutely crucial exegesis righteously explains how  “The New Law”  (of  “The New Covenant”)  opens up  “The Righteous Option for Sonship”  

to Yahweh –  being  how  “The Mystery of God “  is  personally solved  by 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  throughout The Gospel Age. 
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The  “Mystery of God”  is absolutely  not  what our errant  worldly Christian theologians teach us –  who presently do  not  understand  any  of this 

exegesis for obvious reasons –  but hopefully they will,  now everything has been made  very clear to them  on this website   “FutureLife.Org”! 

The erroneous point these  worldly Christian leaders try to make –  to excuse themselves and that of their congregations is supposedly that, 

      “We are not saved on works but faith alone,”  and  misquote  The Bible out of context in an attempt justify this  unrighteous  statement! 

This is a classic half-truth that is actually a lie!   But the reader must know by now – this is what we must,  and can only,  expect from them! 

The crux of the matter is that - 

1. JC saved us from our negative works driven by a mind operating to worldly methodology. 

2. JC gave us The Ministry to purify our minds so that positive works  underwrite  what occurs within our mind. 

Inasmuch  “faith without works is dead”  James.2v16-26. 

Thus  “Yahweh”  judges our mind,  and  “The World”  judges us upon our works  that should ideally imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

        Where,  it is not us calling ourselves Christians,  but rather the external World equates us as being “Christlike”  (to ultimately rule over them). 

We can now see the subtlety of all this and the heinous distortion given out by  charlatan Christian leaders who are  “blaspheming against the HS”  

(Matt.12v31-32, Mark.3v28-29)  because they are opposing what Yahweh Desires –  being to gain His 144000 TCs out of  “The Gospel Age”  so that He 

can righteously increment forward  “The Salvation of Mankind”  into its  “3rd Epoch of Israel”.  These  charlatan Christian leaders are giving out 

twisted messages  “of (shallow, supposed) love”  so that  “millions upon millions”  of people come running to them  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23)  

for  “a good time”  “to please an animalistic mind”  for  “The Immediacy”  of  “The Circus Act”  to whet the  “animalistic emotions of a carnal mind” –  

for a financial payback  in donations!   Essentially these leaders give succour to  “worldly methodology”  within  (1) themselves and the  (2) 

deluded/bewitched  devotees  (Gal.3v1)! 

This is  not  reform of The Mind to precisely imitate JC in our  ministry/deportment!    

But an endorsement, nurturing of the present worldly mind! 

Yahweh absolutely  detests  these  “millions”  of  “Professional Religious Leaders”! 

Heb.   7v13 og over/upon/concerning  {of whom/which}  For  (it is) stated/exclaimed  these (things),   

Heb.   7v13 og (the) offshoot/tribe/race/kindred/clansman  (of the) other/different/altered   

Heb.   7v13 og (he/it has) {shared/participated}/partaken/pertained/{taken part in}/used,   

Heb.   7v13 og off/away/separated/from  {of whom/which}  {not even one}/{no one}/none (person) 

Heb.   7v13 og (he/it has) {held to the mind}/{paid attention}/{applied oneself}/{had regard}/heeded/addicted/attended   

Heb.   7v13 og to the  {place of sacrifice}/altar; 

Heb.   7v13 = For  upon  {of whom}  (JC)   it is  stated  these things: 

He has  partaken/shared/participated  of  another/different  tribe/clansman,   

from  {of which}  {not even one}/{no one}  (person)   

has  {held to the mind}/{applied oneself}/heeded  to the  {place of sacrifice}/altar. 

 

For concerning of whom (JC as The New High Priest)  it is stated these things:- 

  He (JC)  has partaken of another tribe   (JC could not come from the original  brother/tribe,  Levi,  but another  brother/tribe  [of Judah]), 

  from of which not even one person   (from The Tribe of Judah)   

  has applied oneself to the alter   (to be offering sacrifices to Yahweh). 

 

So what does this mean? 

Quite simply  

1. The  “different tribe”  was the transferral from  “Levi” to “Judah”,  being the most wonderful prophecy full of allegories  (as I very carefully 

explain elsewhere)  in The Bible given about 1700 years before JC’s birth by  Jacob/(renamed “Israel”)  when he blessed his son  “Judah” 

(Gen.49v8-12)  amongst his other eleven brothers. 

2. “No man heeded at the altar”  means at a spiritual level   not able to give  devotional worship  by  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  in personal 

sacrifice to edify their neighbour,   so the recipient might also  know/understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (until JC 

came to set The New Standard for The Mind). 

Obviously at  “The Physical Level”  in  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  no person from The Tribe of Judah officiated at The Altar,   but in  “The 2nd 

Epoch Israel”  it jumps up to  “The Spiritual Level”  under  “The New Lineage of Judah”. 

At the spiritual level,  the TC fulfils this requirement to bring a true sacrifice of personal labour to Yahweh’s Altar  (the local environment of the 

TC)  in  “the offering”  of the next generation of TCs  (created by our personal labours).  

Effectively JC was the first  {son of Man }/{Son of God}  to correctly do this! 

Heb.   7v14 og (the) {plain before (all men)}/obvious/evident/{manifest (open) beforehand}  For  because  {from/out of}   

Heb.   7v14 og Judah  (he [JC] has) arisen/{made to rise}/{at the rising}/{sprung (up)}   

Heb.   7v14 og the  lord/master [JC]  {of/from us},   

Heb.   7v14 og into/unto  whom/which/that  (the) offshoot/tribe/race/kindred/clansman   

Heb.   7v14 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  concerning/about  (the) sacredness/{priestly office}/priesthood   

Heb.   7v14 og (the) Moses  (he) spoke/uttered/said. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.49v8-12. 

Old Testament reference located at  Jer.31v31-33. 

Heb.   7v14 = For  (it is)  the  {plain before all men}/obvious   

because  {from/out of}  Judah  our  lord/master  (JC)   he has  arisen/{made to rise}/{sprung up},   

unto  which  the  tribe/clansman  Moses  he  spoke/said  nothing  concerning/about  the  priesthood. 

 

For it is obvious   (to all people) 
because he (Lord)  has arisen from out of  (the tribe of)  Judah, 

our  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind to precisely imitate him  [within  humble/hearkening  people]) 

unto which Moses said nothing about the  (present or future )  priesthood.   (Moses only spoke about Levites being High Priests.) 

 

The family trees of both JC's mother and  (worldly assumed)  father show JC came through King David who himself was from the tribe of Judah. 

A most important note  

Matt.1v1-16 gives  The Legal (Paternal) route  through Joseph  (JC’s step father)  so the Pharisees could not publicly object to JC’s claim to 

be through the lineage of King David  (being given in many prophecies).  Also notice the switch in terminology at JC’s step father Joseph  

being the husband of Mary  who was the mother of JC –  thus indicting it was Yahweh who directly  fathered  JC. 

Interestingly The Bible deliberately records for us that Jehoiakim  (Chron.3v16)  was cursed by Yahweh so that none of his descendants can 

sit upon David's throne Jer.36v30,  but Matt.1v11 takes JC's apparent ancestry through Jehoiakim .  This shows  (1) a sign from Yahweh that 

He was The Father in  “The Paternal/Legal Route”  and  (2) The Pharisees where either not intelligent enough,  or were fraudsters with 

God's Word as not to quote this to JC – or perhaps they did not want to give “ammunition” to JC in a public arena!  
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Luke.3v23-38 gives  The Maternal route  being through Mary,  again notice the jump to Joseph’s  father-in-law  called Heli,  the Father of 

Mary that again runs up through the generations to King David.  Where Heli in Hebrew means “High/Lofty” as in  “Exalted”  being the 

father to Mary and represents  “The Most High”  “Yahweh”,  being the allegoric link between Abraham and Sarah. 

This would have all been stated in the public records for examination –  hence Paul’s strident claim  

“It is obvious that JC came from Judah  (just check the public records)!” 

An important aside    

These public records were destroyed by The Romans (70 CE) –  so that any individual claim of heredity to Abraham by any Jewish person 

after 70 CE,  could  not  be verified. 

This was specifically done by Yahweh to symbolise His recruitment of  “The Grafted-In Sons”  to Abraham (TCs)  during The Gospel Age. 

Hence Paul’s point - 

Moses spoke nothing about a different priesthood,  but only the priestly line instructed by Yahweh was through his brother Aaron of the  Levi  tribe (who 

importantly had  no  claim over  “The Physical Land of Canaan”),  and the members of that tribe to carry out all the priestly duties associated with The 

Tabernacle and then later in The Temple culminating at a dead end with Annas and Caiaphas.  These  “dead-end”  high priests were the two High 

Priests politically colluding with The World  (Luke.3v2, John.18v13,24, Act.4v6)  that was utterly wrong –  because there should only be  one  high priest 

at any one time.  It was a bit like having two “Popes”,  or two  “Archbishops of Canterbury”  (in more ways than one)  all of which just shows how bad 

“The Established Religion”  situation had become  (and stayed there ever since, –  variously throughout The World) –  because    

Where is  “The Driver”  for them to be any different –  when they are  locked-in  with The Worldly political system? 

Interestingly there were actually three high priests at the time  – No! –  Rather The One High Priest  (JC)  and two charlatans  (Annas and Caiaphas)! 

Thus Moses only spoke of what  he was given to know,  however Yahweh had previously already chosen the tribe of Judah  (Gen.49v8-12)  given 1700 

years or so earlier in prophecy to become the  new tribe through which would come JC  and the new “grafted-in”  priests  (Rom.11v15-25, 144000 TCs 

to be elected out of The Gospel Age). 

Hence the next verse as Paul explains by concurring with my former analysis of his exegesis - 
 

70th Instruction - Aaron “the 1st High Priest” of  “The Old Covenant”  was sourced by The World and male lineage to 

Levi,  he was nothing special  but JC as “the 1st High Priest”  of  “The New Covenant”  had no male human lineage,  

except through Mary to Judah through The King David some 1000 years earlier as further fulfilment of prophecy.   

123rd Reasoning – JC’s credentials were so vastly superior to Aaron’s,  because JC was compared to Melchizedek as 

being  “The Priest of The Almighty God and The King of Peace”,  driven by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  

as that of Yahweh,  hence Yahweh gave tithes  (“giving the best of the booty”)  and not by those people of The World. 

71st Instruction – JC did not come to enforce  “The Law of Moses”  upon humans through prescriptive command  (that 

resulted in “death”)  but rather,  he came firstly to fulfil  “The Old Law” (Matt.5v17-18)  thereby justly qualifying him to 

introduce  “The New Law” (Mark.12v30-31)  that was accordingly able to give the miraculous power of endless life  (by 

physical sacrifice and to be changing our mind based upon Yahweh's Methodology explained as  “The Word of God”). 

124th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood,  endless life can  only  occur through the correct mindset – being of the 

one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (as had JC in a fleshly body to yield a righteous lifestyle to Yahweh’s 

Requirements as given by The Law of Moses).   This mindset is the same as JCg has now in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  

body.  It is the specific mindset of a Christian precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to edify our neighbour to fulfil 

Yahweh's Desire -  that Yahweh is seeking out in The Gospel Age to be given  guaranteed  eternal life being blessed of  

“The 1st Resurrection”  upon which  “The 2nd Death”  has no power (Rev.20v6).  However Yahweh can  only  find 144000 

TCs throughout The Gospel Age with that quality,  for the rest of us,  we need to wait until The Millennium to learn how to 

be exactly Christlike,  then we shall be judged by JCg and his 144000 brothers “Sons of God” (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3). 

23rd Prophecy – It was through a prophecy by King David some 1000 years before the birth of JC,  King David  (also 

known as a prophet)  recognised JC would be  “a priest living for perpetuity”  according to  “The Order of Melchizedek”. 

Good News – repeat - JCg will be ruling The World under Yahweh’s Methodology for an eternity after The Millennium. 

86th Allegory – Man's Animalistic Mind required an animal sacrifice  =  JC's Pure Mind gave a pure human sacrifice. 

125th Reasoning – It is a bit more than the allegory given above – being only The Heading to the following reasoning.   

The Mind of Man inherently sinful (Rom.3v23)  was supposed to recognise the pressganged  innocent  animal,  and then 

repent of their self-indulgent activity.  It might have worked for a week,  but because The Mind was  not  reformed,  then 

Man returned to the old self-indulgent activity – hence the annual nature of The Animal sacrifice.  But JC had a pure mind 

built only upon Yahweh's Methodology to edify our neighbour to our own hurt –  and thus JC needed  no  sacrifice for 

himself –  he was already  “perfect to Yahweh's Desire”.  But importantly because he was  a voluntary martyr  (and not 

pressganged)  then he established  “The New Covenant”  that would succeed into The Eternity  built upon his mindset.  

Consequently,  it is  only  those people perfecting their mind to be Christlike over what becomes their 2 part life  (because 

of JC's Ransom Sacrifice covering the 1st part of their life)  who shall succeed into The Eternity beyond The Millennium.   

72nd Instruction – It is Yahweh's Methodology that righteously surpasses worldly methodology.  That is how Yahweh  can 

righteously  redeem humans when they are placed in the position to make an  educated  decision based upon what these 

individuals have experienced over their 2 part life, –  “evil” under Satan's system,  “goodness” under JCg's Millennium. 

Heb.   7v15 og Also   (the) {(in a) more superabundant way}/{a great deal}/{far more}/{more vehemently/earnestly}     

Heb.   7v15 og yet/still/more  (the) {intensely evidently}/{abundantly clear}/{utterly manifest}  (he/it) is  if   

Heb.   7v15 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  resemblance/{like as}/similitude  (the) Melchizedek   

Heb.   7v15 og (he) {stands up}/arises/{rises up} [middle voice]  {the priest}  other/different/altered; 

Heb.   7v15 = Also  it is  yet/still   

the  {in a more superabundant way}/{far more}  the  {intensely evident}/{utterly manifest}   

if  another/different  priest  he  (JC)   {stands up}/arises   according to  the  resemblance/similitude  (of)  the  Melchizedek. 

 

Also it is still far more intensely evident   (to us  “of The World”  if there is a break in leadership  “away from The Word”)  
if a different priest   (in the  new methodology  priestly line of Judah,  and  not  to the former  old worldly  priestly line of Levi)   

he (JC)  personally stands up according to the resemblance  (of)  Melchizedek   (of no worldly [methodology] paternity). 
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So based upon what we have read in the previous commentary,  Paul by inference tells us of the  charlatan Christian leaders in league with The World  

(driven by the methodology of The World)  ended up as being like Annas and Caiaphas,  thus Yahweh had to start with something completely new,  

having a lineage  wholly different  to what  The World could deliver for The People. (presently being  “of The World”  [having its methodology])  

So it is wholly evident that JC’s methodology was to edify his neighbour so they might understand  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  

(Yahweh’s Methodology);  rather than how to personally gain from our neighbour to our neighbour's hurt  (The World’s methodology).  

This requires a completely new start based upon Melchizedek,  being  “The King of Peace”  and also  “The High Priest of God”  (see Heb.7v9)  who had  

no  worldly lineage of ancestors being part of this world and  no  record of his  (permanent)  death –  being to languish in hell  (a hole in the ground 

where the fleshly body rots to dust and  “consciousness”  does not exist = personal  annihilation)  for an eternity  (without  “The New Methodology”  

and  “The Perfect Ransom Sacrifice”). 

Note   This is absolutely true –  irrespective of what  any  wholly misguided  worldly religious leader might preach to the contrary  (see glossary). 

Let them try to justify their nonsense to us by reasoned argument rather than  “just because they say so”  (as might  “a flat Earth”  theorist state)! 
Heb.   7v16 og who/which/that  not  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)    

Heb.   7v16 og (the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   

Heb.   7v16 og (of the) {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept   

Heb.   7v16 og (of the) {being fleshly}/animal/temporal/carnal   (he has) {become to be},   

Heb.   7v16 og but  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   

Heb.   7v16 og (of the) life/existence  (of the) {unable to be demolished}/unshakable/indissoluble/permanent/endless. 

Heb.   7v16 = who (JC)  he has  not  {become to be}   

accordingly/against  the law (of Moses)  of  the  fleshly/carnal/animalistic  {authoritative prescription}/command,   

but  accordingly/against  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of  {unable to be demolished}/indissoluble/endless  life/existence. 

 

Who (JC)  has not become to be   (found guilty) 

according to The Law (of Moses)  of the  animalistic command   (The Law that only operates upon  displayed works), 
                   (Inasmuch,  JC passed The Law that dealt with the animalistic mind that delivered  animalistic/worldly  focussed works) 

but according to the mighty work of endless life   (the  “mighty work of God's Word”  to purify  “The Mind”  that leads to “Life”) 

                   (JC had a mind that operated to Yahweh’s Methodology,  whose works as  “The Wisdom of God”  shall yield  “Life”.) 
 

This does not contradict what I state in the explanatory commentary of Heb.7v12,  but rather supports it. 

The point Paul makes is that JC did not come to shore-up,  make firmer,  the law  (of works  [fleshly/animalistic command]),  but rather,  he brought in 

“The New Law”   that  guides The Mind  “by reason”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (Mark.12v30-31).  Yahweh could save  no  human  (JC excepted)  based 

upon  “The Law of Moses”  as demonstrated  (because  “The Mind”  remained polluted) –  however The Law had to be laid down so that humans could 

be redeemed through JC,  enabling him to introduce  “The New Law”  (simply stated at Mark.12v30-31)! 

How can humans be redeemed upon something that proved itself to be defunct  (read Romans chapter 3 to 7,  and next few verses)? 

Humans  can  be redeemed on  “The Law of Works”  ONLY  because it became  “The Standard”  upon which JC  was judged  (by Yahweh)  and thus  

proved his Methodology  on delivering  “success” against  “The Law on Works”.  Thus if humans over their 2 part physical life choose ultimately to 

operate upon this methodology operating within The Mind (of JC),  then they too can live forever  even  (and this is the specific point)  if they personally  

transgress/sideslip  in  genuine error  (by a sincere accident).   That is why the Old Law is not repealed  (Matt.5v17-18). 

Thus  if  they were judged upon  “The Law of Moses”  then this accident would mean “annihilation”,  but moving to  “The Law of JC”  means 

transgressions can be overlooked,  because the human is personally trying to help their neighbour –  thus if a sin was committed in genuine error  (hence 

termed “sideslip”)  then it is ignored because the person is only being judged upon  agapao/{edifying  love}  (within the mind)  operating through their 

actions  (as charity/agape). 

Can the reader understand this exegesis? 

Which is precisely  why  when JC was asked    

How many times we are to forgive our brethren?   (It was not asked for our “neighbour”) 

He effectively answered  “an infinite number of times”  (Matt.18v21 -22).   

Yet again,  this is absolutely  not  as we are most erroneously taught by our very  worldly  and thus  unrighteous Christian leaders,  who in 

their  “worldly wisdom”  make a mockery of what Yahweh teaches us in His  “Word of God”  through JC. 

We are  not  instructed to forgive everyone  “come-what-may”! 

The Greek word used here means  “unintentional errors”  that must be  forgiven unconditionally  by those people trying to imitate JC. 

We are also instructed to  “unconditionally forgive”  someone who might have deliberately caused sin against us –  BUT - 

Only  when they have come in genuine repentance  to ask for  “forgiveness”.  

And this is underwritten by the sinner’s intensity to make for genuine restitution for the hurt done. 

However there is absolutely  nowhere  in The Bible where we are instructed to forgive any person who deliberately causes  sin/offence,  and who is  not  

repentant towards us –  else it makes an utter mockery of Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  in purging The World of those people who ultimately 

refuse to personally imitate JC’s lifestyle and methodology.  Conversely –  there are perhaps  hundreds  of examples in The Bible that support my claim,  

those people who persistently cause  pain/suffering  by rebellion  shall  not  be forgiven,  and shall be personally removed from society, indefinitely. 

Thus JC teaches us,  in The Millennium and beyond,  humans will cause  “unintentional errors”  to their neighbour,  but they will be forgiven and no 

offence taken by the recipient who shall unconditionally forgive them –  this will be  entirely mutual throughout society  (Matt.18v22). 

What will  not  be tolerated,  and thus shall ultimately lead to  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation,  would be those people who  (1) premeditate  sin/offence  

to their neighbour and  (2) refuse to be repentant for what they have done.   

This will culminate in the  “personal annihilation”  of that individual. 

But ideally,  following what Paul teaches us    

If  we operate under JC’s methodology  (that fulfils The Law of Moses [Matt.5v17-18])  -  then we shall achieve everlasting life.   

Why?   

Because it is through the  “{miraculous power}/{mighty work}”  being  “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment” (“HS”),  where it is  

“The Word of God”  working within our mind  (to become  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within us,  Luke.17v21,  which is JC’s  presence/parousia)  

operating within us to reform our  “spirit/personality/desires/traits to be separate from the world of sin” (“HS”). 

Where it this  spirit/personality/desires/traits  sourced by  “The Word of God”  operating within us,  that  reforms/adjusts  our  “synapse construction 

mapping”  (called  “learning”,  to create the new  creature/creation  within us,  2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  that Yahweh captures to become our  “Heavenly 

Treasure”,  safely stored by Yahweh in the heavens  where not  thief/moth  can harm it  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v32-33). 

Can the reader see the righteous,  virtuous circle of this exegesis –  fully supported by  every verse  on this subject in The Bible! 

Unlike the  unrighteous nonsense  and humbug taught by our  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders given to distort and twist God’s Word for some 

self-indulgent  reason of perhaps being  “holier than thou”  attitude –  of which I am called to straighten out by reasoned exposure! 

Heb.   7v17 og (he/it) witnessed/reported  [the person giving the evidence, by prophecy]  For: 

Heb.   7v17 og Because  [singularly] thou/you [JC]  {the priest}  into/unto  the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}   

Heb.   7v17 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
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Heb.   7v17 og the  {regulated arrangement}/{(fixed) succession}/{official dignity}/order  (the) Melchizedek. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.110v4. 

Heb.   7v17 = For  he  (King David)   witnesses/reports   (personally gives by prophecy):- 

Because  you  (JC given in prophecy)   (are)   the  priest  unto  the  age/perpetuity   

according  to the  {regulated arrangement}/order  (of)  Melchizedek. 

 

For he (King David)  reports   (personally gives by prophecy):- 

  Because you (JC  [given in prophecy])   (are)   the priest unto the perpetuity 

  according to the regulated arrangement  (of)  Melchizedek. 

 

“King David”  (being the archetypical JC in just so many ways – please see my glossary)  gives in prophecy what is to occur in about a 1000 years’ time 

(being of JC’s ministry)  based upon an individual  (Melchizedek)  living perhaps about 1000 years before David’s prophecy. 

Utterly incredible –  all recorded at the time –  and  not  as our utterly “errant worldly scholars”  try to rubbish by stating these records were originally 

scribed after the event  (only  because they are trying to  “fill their time”  by gaining worthless  worldly  paper doctorate in the process –  that means 

utterly “nothing”  to Yahweh in  “The Grand Scheme of Things”,  John.7v15, Acts.4v13). 

Their assertion is total rubbish! 

Why? 

Because closely  examine The Evidence –  look at the very word structure and  get in the scribe’s mind  while we do it. 

Compare that with the word structure sourced by those people of today who try to concoct a document that presumes to be written before an event,  but 

has later been shown to have originated after the event  (again  “get in the scribe’s mind  while we do it”)! 

The  style  of writing is different between the two types of documents  (the  “intent”  of either cannot be  hidden/masked). 

I will not expand here –  being outside the scope of the verse –  but I could perhaps write a small book on this subject giving researched examples. 

Furthermore,  we must consider the following fact     

When these prophecies were written down in genuine  “good faith”  by the scribes,  many of the faithful scribes  did not even understand  the full 

significance of what they were writing,  where the content of their writings would  only  be fully understood in  “The Fullness of Time”  some several 

millennia later!   Then how could these writings be concocted at some time between when they were originally sourced and today,  especially if our 

scholars of the intervening time likewise did not understand what these writings meant,  or even understand today  (when they  repeatedly  “get the 

wrong end of the stick”)  until now, as explained on “FutureLife.Org”!     

Our supposed  theologians’/scholars'  “deficient worldly reasoning”  is utterly absurd!   

 

74th Comment – Paul recognised  “The Law of Moses”  needed to be annulled because it was feeble and useless for the 

primary objective of saving humans! 

126th Reasoning – Why  was  “The Law of Moses”  given in the first instance? 

1. To show humans were not able through The Law on Works to be capable of  saving themselves. 

2. To set  “The Required Standard”  upon which  one  entity  was  able to save himself! 

Yahweh placed  “The Law of Moses”  so that JC might be judged upon it!   JC had to be judged upon something to enable 

Yahweh to resurrected him back into his former existence –  not  as a human,  but as  “the  first/only/chief  begotten Son of 

God”  being   “The  First/Only/Chief  Person resurrected  from a fleshy body into a  heavenly/celestial  body”.   

The Crux becomes that JC could set  a new standard  of judgement for  all  people after its introduction –  not by works,  

but rather,  it was The Mindset that made JC successful over “The Law of Moses”.  Thus humans can now be judged upon 

their mindset rather than their works because The Mindset drives The Works. –  Can the reader understand this exegesis? 

This exegesis is utterly alien to our  worldly Christian scholars,  – it is presently like a foreign language to them,  as we 

witness in  worldly Christian leaders’ sermons and by their activities of feeding a corrupt fleshly body  (the Fruit of The 

Tree)  either of themselves or the members of their congregations  -  driven by The Mind working on  faulty  knowledge! 

73rdInstruction – “The Laws of JC”  (Mark.12v30-31)  govern The Mind to create an  agapao/{love by principle}  to edify 

our neighbour in preference to ourselves (often to our own hurt).   Only  this route shall lead to personal everlasting life! 

This allows humans to live forever in perfected DNA fleshly bodies upon their resurrection into The Millennium and 

beyond.  But  better  we aim for  “The Goal”  now  (by exactly copying JC)  to attain possible  “Sonship” for guaranteed  

everlasting life in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body by sowing correctly in the 1st part of our life  (1Cor.15v35-55). 

74th Instruction – “The Law of Moses”  made no human perfect (Rom.3v23),  because  they/we  were  not  driven by an  

agapao/{edifying love}  mindset –  they/we  made errors by desiring  “The Self”  at the expense of the neighbour at some 

point in  their/our  life  and “The Works”  commensurate for that  “desire”  followed,  consequently  “The Human” failed! 

75th Instruction – It is by having  “The New Covenant”  inaugurated by JC of a  “super-introduced”  “methodology of 

agapao”  that can bring us close to “The All Agapao Father (Yahweh)”.  This occurs for the TCs  in the 1st part of their 

life and it  will  occur to  all successful  people in the 2nd part of their life in The Millennium,  proven after their education. 

127th Reasoning – Paul can state  “we” only  if  the TCs have already made that  reformation/adjustment  in their mindset 

in the 1st part of their physical life to be drawn close to  “The Adopting Father”  by  “The Adopting Father”. 

39th Good News – All this occurred by JC  without  an oath taking  (upon a higher Entity - Yahweh) –  except within 

himself to continue through in subservience to what Yahweh Desired to edify JC’s  “neighbour”  (“us” – “humans”)! 

40th Good News – Because JC would be known as being  “perfect”,  then it was Yahweh who swore by an oath to Himself,  

that JCg would become a priest for an eternity according to  “The Order of Melchizedek”. 

32nd Warning – Do not  be confused by the Trinity myth – How can JCg be a priest to The Almighty God for an eternity if 

JCg and The Almighty God are the same Entity!   Clearly They are different Entities but have the same mindset of purpose. 

Good News – repeat - JCg will be ruling The World under Yahweh’s Methodology for an eternity after The Millennium. 

128th Reasoning – Based upon what we read,  then JCg has become to be The  Pledge/Surety  of a vastly better Covenant 

that was made  righteously  possible by “Yahweh”  (= “I make become who/what I choose to become”)! 

87th Allegory – The Levi Priests  (in reality The Prophets)  1st Epoch = The Judah Priests  (in reality The TCs)  2nd Epoch. 
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129th Reasoning – The Prophets, and later the TCs, are still being prevented from existing with The Lord by their physical 

death  (asleep = the 1st Death from which there  is  a resurrection)  and thus all of humanity is awaiting for  “The 144000 

Trigger Threshold of TCs”  to be achieved  before Yahweh will move to the next stage of His “Plan for Human Salvation” 

Why? – Because a  non-allegoric number has been sourced by Yahweh in prophecy for people elected out of the 2nd Epoch 

Israel and because Yahweh is unchanging,  then so is His Word!  Because JCg has not yet come in his 1st 2nd C for the TCs 

then clearly Yahweh has not achieved the full number and is still waiting for the special people to validate themselves. 

33rd Warning – Do not  become confused by the ridiculous Christian Doctrine stating:  As soon as we die we go to heaven 

and look down upon our relatives,  THIS IS A LIE.  We are told,  there is “The 1st Resurrection” (so clearly there must be 

a 2nd resurrection)  and people of “The 1st Resurrection” are blessed, TCs (Rev.20v6) so obviously no resurrection has yet 

occurred, because Yahweh is still waiting to collect “The Blessed Ones” (1Thes.4v13-18)!   This logic seems to have 

eluded our religious scholars,  up to 2007 CE,  they do not understand it!   But hopefully they now do, having been taught! 

41st Good News – TCs  (having been taught  [by The Word of God]  and saved  [by JC’s ransom sacrifice])  through 

reason of JC shall remain unto the perpetuity holding the priesthood which for them  (as Sons of God) shall not pass away.  

Heb.   7v18 og (the) cancellation/annulment/{put away}/repudiation  truly/indeed  For   

Heb.   7v18 og (it may/should) {become to be} [middle voice]   (of the) {leading forward}/preceding/{going before}   

Heb.   7v18 og (of the) {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept,  through (reason of)  the  her/it/same   

Heb.   7v18 og (the) {without strength}/feeble/impotent/sickness/weakness  also  

Heb.   7v18 og (the) uselessness/inutility/unprofitableness/futility, 

Heb.   7v18 = For  truly/indeed  it  may/should  personally  {become to be}  the  cancellation/annulment/repudiation   

of the  {leading forward}/preceding  {authoritative prescription}/commandment,      (Law of Moses becomes cancelled)   

through reason  of the  it/same  (Law of Moses)   (was)   the  feeble/impotent  also  the  useless/{not fit for purpose}. 

 

For truly it   (“The New Law” of JC   Mark.12v30-31  inaugurated as  “The New Covenant”  at JC's murder,  that judges upon  “The Mind”)    

might become to be the cancellation of the preceding commandment   (“The Old Law”  of Moses  that only judged upon  “Works”) 

                 (“The New Law” of JC,  forces a  cancelation/annulment  of the earlier “Old Law” of Moses as the only means to deliver  “Life”) 
through reason of it  (The Law of Moses)   (was)  impotent  also useless   (to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”). 

 

So Paul goes on to say  

This old law on works given to us through Moses had to be  cancelled/annulled  because it was  “not fit for purpose”  (to yield “Life”). 

Where  “the purpose”  was to give a  legitimate method  (according to Yahweh's Decree on sin)  of us  (humans)  achieving personal salvation. 

Again does this contradict what I stated earlier in Heb.7v12,16 –  inasmuch  “The Law of Moses”  was  useless/{not fit for purpose}? 

Most certainly not! 

As I stated earlier it was  absolutely needed   “To Set  The Required Operating Standard”  to The World  (for it to implement). 

The only reason  why  it was useless –  being  useless to us “humans”,  because  we choose to be fallible  in our  (often self-indulgent)  actions! 

It was  not  however useless to JC –  who was personally able to fulfil this  “benchmark”  of  “requirement to be successful”  to achieve  life/existence  

after his murder because Yahweh was  “legitimately allowed”  (against His own Edict)  to resurrect JC again,  but  not  in a DNA fleshly body  (see my 

commentary at Matt.3v15) –  but rather a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body that can morph to whatever is required to fulfil Yahweh's Desire at the time.  

Thus we have the instances of this occurring after his resurrection  (or perhaps Yahweh clouded the recognition centres of the recipient’s brain until the 

veil was allowed to lift ,  for example at   John.20v13-17, Luke.24v13-16, 20-32, etc.). 

All of which then leads us to the explanations given in the commentaries located at Heb.7v12, 16  that becomes  “The Means”  for humans to live forever 

in what has now become our  “2 part life”  (see glossary)  only made possible by JC’s  (1) ministry  (for our  spiritual mind)  and  (2) the ransom 

sacrifice for our new  physical body). 

It is all this deeper understanding that should be taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  if  they were fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 

Because they do  not  teach it  (nor even the correct facets)  but often,  much discordant  unrighteous rubbish,  then they are  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s 

Desire and are thus are  not  imitating Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  and consequently they are  not  “deemed entirely worthy”  by Yahweh 

to become future “Sons of God”.    However as The Bible distinctly teaches us in many places as I show  (and will show in my electronic “Concordance 

of Topics”)  those people with much  (knowledge and capability),  then much shall be expected;  and if failing their duty,  then they  “shall be beaten with 

many stripes”  upon their resurrection into The Millennium  (Luke.12v46-48, etc.). 

This is metaphoric –  this “beating with many stripes”  only means  severe “mental readjustment”  within their  “synapse construction”  will be required 

that shall be personally painful when going through a completely new set of educational processes of   “mind reform”  to become entirely  Christlike   

(edify our neighbour to our own hurt) –  away from the formally heavily imprinted worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt). 

Heb.   7v19 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  For   

Heb.   7v19 og (it) completed/accomplished/{consummated (in character)}/consecrated/furnished/fulfilled/{made perfect}   

Heb.   7v19 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law,  

Heb.   7v19 og (the) {bringing in over}/{a super/further introduction}/additional  and 

Heb.   7v19 og (of the) vigorous/stronger/better/nobler  (of the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence,   

Heb.   7v19 og through (reason of)  {of whom/which}  (we) {make near}/approach/{draw close}/{be neigh}   

Heb.   7v19 og to the  God [Yahweh]. 

Heb.   7v19 = for  the  law   (of Moses)   

it  {consummated in character}/fulfilled/{made perfect}  {not one}/nothing   

and  {the  bringing in over}/{super introduction}  of the  vigorous/better/nobler  anticipation/expectancy/confidence,   

through reason  {of which}  we  approach/{draw near}  to the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

For the Law  (of Moses)  {consummated in character}/{made perfect}  nothing   (because  “The Mind”  remained  imperfect  [unchanged]) 

                (Noting,  JC’s mind was already perfect  [and had no need to be changed]  hence he could fulfil “The Old Law”  based upon “Works”!) 

and  (it is)  through reason of the introduction   (JC as   “The New High Priest”  bringing in  “The 2nd Covenant”  [to change The Mind of us]) 

of the surpassing  vigorous/better  anticipation/expectation   (Yahweh's Methodology driving the mind yields  [1] ideally Sonship,  [2] “Life”) 

                  (The better anticipation [more than “life”]  is to become a  “Son of God”  only  available to “The Early Adopters”  of The Gospel Age.) 
of which we (aiming to become TCs)  draw near to the God   (Yahweh,  sourcing “The Word of God”  [JC our intercessor making it possible]) 

 

A simple –  but quite deeply reasoning verse! 

Paul states  

“Nothing has been  {consummated in character}/{made perfect}  by  The Law on Works.” 
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That is the specific point of  “The New Testament”  teaching,  of which is absolutely  never  made clear by our  worldly Christian leaders in  

their  preaching efforts,  thereby showing us,  they  “choose not to understand”  God's Word  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50). 

The point  is  that we should  not  be judged upon our works –  but rather upon what we   “Desire to Do”! 

Being that we are  “judged upon our mind”! 

Yahweh Desires our thoughts should be perfected  (1Sam.16v7),  and this is the point Paul is specifically making here.   

Laws  cannot  make our works  “perfect”  by excluding  what  “motivates/drives”  us. 

Why? 

Because humans will see  “The Law”,  and instead of making their minds perfect to obey  “The Law”, –  they use their time in working out how to  

bend/{get around}  “The Law”,  so their works can  continue to be excused  through some facet –  thereby using a  loop-hole  to circumvent  “The Law”  

and therefore  operating against   “The Spirit of The Law”   (a very important concept –  it does not make  “The Law”  “a personage”!)! 

Thus a person  without  a  reformed/adjusted  mindset will spend an eternity finding loop-holes in which to  get around   “The Law”! 

Thus JC sets  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  to  reform/adjust  “The Mindset”  so that  {intrinsically good}/ideal  “occupational effort”  follows 

through from an intrinsically good source  (being  agapao/{edifying love}  operating within the mind)  to edify our neighbour. 

As it is said,  “The Body follows The Mind”! 

At present most people  (especially  “The Leaders of Whatever”  of  “This World”)  see no need to operate like this,  because they operate 

within  “The World’s methodology”   (“to self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt”)  and they climb up in their respective positions within 

society  (of whatever “Establishment” –  of politics, commerce, religion)  operating with that worldly mindset  (discovered to be  “successful 

in a  worldly sense”  from their birth). 

It is by operating according to  “worldly methodology”,  they become very successful  (in a worldly sense)  by applying that specific type of 

mindset  (but  “with age”  having skilfully learnt  “how to hid their errant behaviour”  from public view)  that prefers metaphoric  

“darkness”  because of the hypocritical things done in secret –  desiring these things hidden from public examination!  

However JC and The Apostles teach in  “The New Testament”  of  “The Methodology ruling their minds” –  to be expressed as a physical reality within 

The Millennium,  that ultimately Yahweh's World shall  not  be like that now occurring on this planet.  It will be these  “Early Adopters”  of Yahweh's 

Methodology  (“edify our neighbour to our own hurt”)  in The Millennium,  where Yahweh shall have deemed these  “144000 TCs”  (and support staff of  

“The Prophets”)  sufficiently worthy  (by imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)  to be ruling as  Kings/Priests  (2Tim.4v6-8. 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.),  and thus 

the future edified society will positively grow by people learning that - 

We shall become hurt by following the methodology of the 1st part of our spiritual life,  and we will only become successful by following  “The 

New Methodology”  sourced by Yahweh through JCg as  “The Word of God”,  thereby we shall personally  grow and prosper by  edifying 

our neighbour  and in the process be perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life –  as did  “The Early Adopters”  (TCs)  now to be ruling us! 

This is all counter intuitive within this present worldly methodology,  which is precisely  why  those people presently prospering as  “The Leaders”  in 

today’s world  (operating under Satan’s methodology of self-indulgence  [as  The First/Most])  living according to the present rules must learn this is the  

wrong  methodology for society to be successful in the long-term.  From this activity, they,  and society prosper together by  imitating  JC’s methodology.   

It is by  understanding  this presently  “alien concept”  becomes  “The Driver”  to  reform/adjust  “the self”  when people personally witness and 

experience  “The Reality of The New Society”  operating under this new methodology  (Yahweh's Methodology to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  

in The Millennium.  

And this is the specific point being made in this verse  (including the context around this verse). 

Therefore  “The Law of Moses”  could  not  make the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  perfect,  which is  why  the  “bringing in over”  us of  “JC’s 

Methodology”  so that  “The Kingdom of God”  operates within us  (Luke.17v21)  that shall then yield  the  “vigorous/better/nobler  

anticipation/expectancy/confidence”  of  (1) Sonship as The Goal and  (2) of The Millennium (to yield “The Late Adopters”)  thereby validating 

Yahweh’s Righteous Nature  (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9). 

Where ultimately,  in The Culmination  “The Methodology of JC”  shall reign over all of  “The World’s Society”  (rather than just within the locality of 

JC’s personal operation in Israel being merely  a foretaste of what is to come over the whole World)  that shall edify society into a wonderful state,  

rather than what we presently have,  that pulls society apart  (and shall be proved to be non-self-sustaining as JC forewarned Matt.24v22). 

It goes without saying  (but shall for completeness) - 

How is it possible for people to truly have the  “vigorous/better/nobler  anticipation/expectancy/confidence”  when they do  not  practice with 

“Fidelity”  the  “specific knowledge”  they now have  -  thus showing a personal lack of  “Assurance”  in what must be  weak knowledge! 

From which we can assume Yahweh will  not  draw close to them –  but leave them within The World at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (1Thes.4v13-18). 

That yields  “blind faith”  and thus,  they are rejected for future Sonship to Yahweh. 

Certainly food for thought! 

Clearly,  those specific people truly exhibiting  “Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  will come close to Yahweh by having  “The 

Kingdom of God”  presently operating within them  (Luke.17v21),  and certainly Yahweh,  as the adopting Father,  will certainly draw close to them! 

This deeper understanding is  never  taught  (by “you know who”) –  and I muse why this might be so?    

The answer is just so obvious! 

Heb.   7v20 og Also  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  not   

Heb.   7v20 og separately/apart/without  (the) {asseveration on oath}/{oath taking}, 

Heb.   7v20 = Also  according to  {as much/great}  not  apart/without  the  {oath taking},   

 

Also accordingly to as much   (for JC to become  “The High Priest”) 

not without oath taking   (“this occurred when an oath was made”  by Yahweh through King David,  Heb.7v17, –  and thus holds doubly assured) 

                  (“JC became High Priest for a  new priestly line  by an Oath made and thus underwritten by Yahweh”  [through prophecy via King David]) 

 

Please read this verse as stating - 

“Also according to  {as much}  with an oath”,    

Thus the point Paul makes is    

The 2nd Epoch Priests  (TCs,  but  most unlikely  people calling themselves  “priests”  today),  are these TCs elected from out of The Christian 

Nation by Yahweh,  having come with an oath of being blessed by Melchizedek while they were still in Abraham’s loins.  Inasmuch those 

specific people shall be  grafted-in  through Melchizedek’s lineage  that bypassed The Worldly  (physical)  Levi lineage headed by Aaron of  

“The 1st Epoch Israel”.  These individuals (TCs),  clearly from what Paul has been telling us earlier,  are to come through the Judah lineage  

(spiritually)  under JC by  being his body  (as only determined by Yahweh, Matt.20v23)  that The Bible calls “The Body of Christ”  

(1Cor.12v12-22).   These are the specific individuals who  correctly,  personally respond to the stimuli originating from The Head (JCg)  as  

“the Word of God”  (being  The Lord/Master  of our mind)  –  else,  as we are told, –  they shall be severed from The Body –  for  “The Good 

of The Body”  (John.15v1-6, Rom,11v17-20,  by extension of Matt.18v9, etc.)! 

Thus,  these  special/peculiar  people  (1Pet.2v9)  become the 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  that Yahweh is  still electing out of The Christian Nation today  

because there are still remaining places to be validated by virtue that JCg  (at 2015/21 CE)  has not yet come at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  in 

his 1st 2nd C to collect his Bride –  thus there is still a possible place for YOU –  the reader! 

“The Crux”  to this point is this  

Are we being driven by The Head  (JCg as  “The Word of God”) –  to precisely fulfil what  “The  Head/Master”  demands of its limbs? 

Heb.   7v21 og the (persons)  truly/indeed  For  separately/apart/without      
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Heb.   7v21 og (of the) {asseveration on oath}/{oath taking}   {they are/be}  (the) priests   (the having) {become to be}, 

Heb.   7v21 og the (person [JC])  and  {amid/together/with (meta)}  (of the) {emphatic assertion on oath}/{oath taking},   

Heb.   7v21 og through (reason of)   of the (One [Yahweh])   stating/exclaiming   

Heb.   7v21 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him [JC],   

Heb.   7v21 og (He [Yahweh]) swore/{took/declared an oath}  (the) lord/master [Yahweh]   

Heb.   7v21 og also  not  (he/Yahweh will) {care afterwards}/regret/repent,   

Heb.   7v21 og (singularly) thou/you [JC]  {the priest} [JCg]  into/unto  the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}   

Heb.   7v21 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   

Heb.   7v21 og the  {regulated arrangement}/{(fixed) succession}/{official dignity}/order  (the) Melchizedek; 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.110v4. 

Heb.   7v21 = for  truly/indeed  the people  apart/without  of the  {oath taking}     (they became priests  by default of birth) 

they are  the having  {become to be}  the priests,     (first born Levites of the 1st Epoch Israel)  

and  the person  (JC)   amid/with  {emphatic assertion on oath},      (to lead the next epoch of Priests out of The Christian Nation) 

through reason of the  One (Yahweh)   stating  towards  the him      (JC via King David’s prophecy),   

The  Lord/Master (Yahweh)   He  swore/{declared an oath} 

also  not  He  personally {care afterwards}/repent:      (Yahweh will not recall this oath – its stands forever) 

You  (JC)   the priest  into the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}  according to  the  {regulated arrangement}/order  of  Melchizedek. 

 

For truly the people without  oath-taking   (directly from Yahweh)     (The Priests  “became priests”  by default,  being of the Levi Tribe by birth) 

they having become to be priests   (only two requirements for priesthood to be,  [1] born in The Tribe of Levi,  [2] Firstborn male) 

               (Those were the  only “fleshly”  criterions -  and thus perhaps  “not minded”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  but of one’s own desire  [as now]!) 
and the person (JC)  with an emphatic assertion on oath   (to be  “The High Priest”  for  “The New Priestly Line”) 

               (Where here,  “Levi”  represents  “Christian Leaders”  and  “The Priests”  are the  144000 TCs  “Firstborn”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 

               (Where for completeness,  the 11 other tribes of Israel represent “The Christian Nation as a whole”,  [Gentiles represent Non-Christians]) 

Through reason of The One (Yahweh)  stating to him   (JC via King David’s prophecy some 1000 years earlier): 
The  Lord/Master  (Yahweh)  declared an oath,  also not He (Yahweh)  personally repents:   (Yahweh shall never renege on an oath) 

  You (JC)  the priest into the Messianic period (The Millennium)  according to the regulated arrangement  (of)  Melchizedek. 

 

Paul is capitalising on what is available to us,  where we  can  become part of a much better  “{regulated arrangement}/order”  through reason of an 

oath made by Yahweh upon His premier Son,  JC,  in prophecy through King David the archetypical JC who came some 1000 years earlier  (when the 

prophecy/oath  was made). 

The verses 20,  22 and 23 are linked together,  and this verse 21 is an interjection to give validity to the other three verses. 

In verse 20 Paul states   For it is through an oath ………………….. to follow on with verse 22 and 23. 

But at the beginning of v21 Paul states - 

21(a)  There were truly priests made without an oath  (thus inferring they did not carry much weight in Yahweh’s sight)  being those priests of 

a worldly Levi order that was to become defunct when - 

21(b)  JC was to become part of an emphatic  (not requiring substantiation)  oath made by Yahweh directly  (Who swore upon Himself –  

being there is none higher upon which He could declare by oath, Heb.6v13)  that JC would become  “The High Priest”  upon the same  

“{regulated arrangement}/order”  as was Melchizedek –  thus to become  “The King of Peace”,  “The Priest of The Almighty God”. 

The differentiation that must be made between the two Priest Groupings is this - 

The 1st Group  were worldly humans and merely put in place to  typify what was to follow  in so many allegories for The Gospel Age. 

Inasmuch it was so important to  show by allegory  “The More Important route to Sonship in The Gospel Age”  for us to recognise and learn.  

Thereby exhibiting  “The Omnipotence”  of Yahweh to enact His  “Most Righteous Plan”  throughout The Ages –  unto  “The Culmination of all time”. 

The first grouping were physically placed by being  “The Firstborn of families registered in The Levi Tribe” –  and thus they were driven by  “The 

Physical Animalistic Mind” –  so they had no real driver to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  and thus Yahweh’s Desire was fulfilled by individuals outside this 

unique position,  being  The Prophets –  demonstrated by  “works”  (I realise this is a dirty word amongst  worldly Christian leaders –  as their sermons 

confusingly testify)!   And thus these individuals –  “The Prophets”  become  “The 1st Remnant that returns to The Lord out of Israel”  (Isa.10v20-22). 

The 2nd Group  come out of The Christian Nation to form a unique (spiritual) tribe themselves  (1Pet.2v9)  driven by JC working in their mind 

as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and thus they become part of JC’s lineage  (the spiritual Judah)  and  not  the physical Levi  (above).   

It is Yahweh who decides who actually sits in this unique grouping  (and absolutely  not  our  “Leaders of Religion”  presumptuously thinking themselves 

to be “God” ignoring Matt.20v23),  where it is a few people  (about 1 in 30000 today)  elected/selected  from out of  “The Large Grouping”  consisting 

of The Christian Nation,  noting Matt.7v12-14, 20v16, 22v14, etc.). 

Thus Yahweh is specifically choosing those very particular individuals who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to enter  “The Order of 

Melchizedek”,  only  because they  have  divorced themselves of any vestiges of worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  and to 

fully  imbue/inculcate  “The Word of God”  (JC’s)  presence/parousia,  thereby to be operating  only  on Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour 

to our own hurt). 

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  demonstrably show they have  not  fully embraced Yahweh’s Methodology –  if at all! 

Sadly,  the devotees know no different,  because obviously their leaders do not teach Yahweh's Methodology –  nor what His Desire is to occur within The 

Environment  (because their leaders demonstrably have  no interest in it –  else they would personally discover,  and then publicly teach it –  as do I)! 

Heb.   7v22 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  

Heb.   7v22 og (the) {so vast as this}/{such a large/great}/{these many}/{by so much}   

Heb.   7v22 og (of the) vigorous/stronger/better/nobler   (of the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement   

Heb.   7v22 og (he [JC] has) {become to be}  (the) {pledged (as if articulated by a member) as a bondsman}/surety/sponsor  

Heb.   7v22 og (the) Jesus. 

Heb.   7v22 = accordingly  {so vast as this}/{by so much} 

Jesus,  he has  {become to be}  the  {pledge (of another}/surety  of the  better/nobler  contract/covenant/agreement. 

        (JC has become the pledge of Yahweh for a  better  [bilateral]  agreement  for  “The Priests”  of The Judah Line in the Christian Nation) 

 

Accordingly so vast as this   (both  [1] by The Oath of Sonship by Yahweh  and  [2] fulfilment of so many prophecies sourced by Yahweh) 
Jesus has become to be the pledge by a bondsman of the better  contract/agreement   (The 2nd and New Covenant  [enabling life and Sonship]) 

 

So without the verse 21 interjection we have - 

In verse 20 Paul states    

For it is through an oath ………………….. to follow on with verse 22 and 23. 

And here in verse 22 - 
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According to so much more JC has become to be  “The Pledge”  by Yahweh of a better  (bilateral)  contract/agreement. 

Some worldly translated bibles mistranslate  “contract/agreement”  to be “promise”. 

This again is  the usual  “dumbing-down”  at critical places we see in our  worldly  bible translations that suits  “Satan’s desire”  (see glossary) –  being 

the  “watering-down”  of our requirements to Yahweh,  so we  cannot  fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  because  “The Word of God”  has been distorted by a 

human created  subtly  inaccurate  translation  (to throw us off  “The Scent of Yahweh's Requirement”)  having been passed through Rev.22v18-19)! 

As Paul says to The Galatians   “Who has slid this new doctrine  in alongside  what we have taught you”,  Gal.3v1,  (as Peter forewarned, 2Pet.2v1),  

inasmuch it is similar to what we TCs teach,  but is sufficiently deviant as to  “throw you off the scent”  to what Yahweh truly desires from humans  (who 

are supposed to be aiming to become TCs). 

Thus this verse states - 

It  is  a  “contract” –  between  two  Parties! 

“The Contract”  goes like this at our baptism  (see the contract between Abraham and Yahweh regarding  “circumcision" –  there is  “no difference”) - 

1. From Yahweh   If you  as an individual,  promise to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best you are able during the 1st 

part of your physical life,  then upon your resurrection into the 2nd part of your life,  I  (Yahweh)  shall make you a future Son of God. 

2. From us  as individuals   We promise to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we are able for  “The Fulfilment of The 

Promise”  being that   We shall aim to be  “The Heir”  (as a future “Son of God”),  thereby to be obtaining  “The Inheritance”  (of The 

Resurrected World),  so we might  continue our ministerial work  of the 1st part of our physical life in teaching  “Righteousness”  to  

“The (Resurrected) World”  in the 2nd part of our physical life. 

As I state elsewhere,  absolutely  the vast majority  (some 99.9+ %)  of us  (as “Christians”)  fail our part of the contract,  and sadly,  Yahweh can only 

give us a resurrection as a fleshly bodied human  (given in trust)  to continue our education and ideally become more like JC in the 2nd part of our 

physical life.  As I explain elsewhere  iniquitous  Christian leaders being like Judas Iscariot will  never  be resurrected,  because they have  no  2nd  

atonement process by JC dying a 2nd time for us to give us a 3rd part of our life  –  as I very carefully explain elsewhere in Hebrews and in  “2 part life”  

in glossary  (also see 2Pet.2v18-22). 

But there shall be 144000 TCs,  of whom Yahweh can joyously glorify as future  “Sons of God”  because they truly glorified Yahweh during 

the 1st part of their physical life  (just as did JC,  see John.14v1+  etc.). 

Thus as this verse teaches us –  JC introduces us  (as Christians)  to a much better covenant than to that given to the priests of  “The Levi Order”  (they 

could never become “Sons of God”  (even of John the Baptist,  Matt.11v11),  nor could they give  “Life”  to any person  [even to themselves])! 

However,  it is only 144000 individuals  elected/selected/chosen  from out of The Christian Nation  (by Yahweh)  during The Gospel Age who themselves 

become accepted as righteous priests by Yahweh under this  New Order  headed up by JC along the same start and finish conditions. 

Where the start conditions are    

Having  “a beginning”  not  of this world  (being sourced by Yahweh –  having been foreknown by Yahweh before humans existed). 

Where the finish conditions are    

Having no recorded death in this world –  thus by inference having  guaranteed  everlasting life as a future  “Son of God”. 

As the reader can appreciate;  none  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders –  because until 2007 CE when this website  “FutureLife.Org” 

became live to The World  (Matt.24v14)  –  this knowledge had not even entered their mindset  (as I carefully explain elsewhere).  But it is all being made 

very clear to The World as the HS deems fit appropriate to time period within The Gospel Age  (that is presently  very near to its finality). 

Heb.   7v23 og Also  the (persons)  truly/indeed   (the) more/greater/most  {they are/be} [present, indicative] 

Heb.   7v23 og (the having) {become to be}  (the) priests,   

Heb.   7v23 og through (reason of)  the  (to the) death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified   

Heb.   7v23 og (the being) estop{prevented (by word or act)}/forbidden/{kept from}/withstand/halted   

Heb.   7v23 og (to) {stay near}/remain/abide/tarry/continue; 

Heb.   7v23 = Also   the people  having  {become to be}  the  priests  {they are}  truly/indeed  more/many,   

(but)   through reason of  the  death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified   (1st death)   

(they are)   being  prevented/{kept from}/halted  to  {stay near}/abide   (in office). 

 

Also the people having become to be the priests   (of the 1st Epoch Israelites [Jews]  truly allegoric  for the 2nd Epoch Israelites [Christians]) 

they are  (see commentary)  truly many, 

(but)  through reason of the death   (“The 1st Death”  takes them) 

(they are)  being prevented to abide   (in  “The Office of Priesthood”). 

 

Thus under  “The Old Covenant”  the fleshly priests are dead and cannot be with The Lord  (being human – worldly minded priest failures).  

However this verse is written in comparative prophetic allegory,  being “The Whole Point”  why  Paul is specifically writing this Epistle! 

He is showing through similes that under  “The New Covenant”  made possible by JCg creates  “The Opportunity”  for  new  Priests  (of  The  

One/Same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  led by  “The High Priest”  [JC]  of  “The New Order”),  some who themselves are presently dead but will 

become The Ones who make perfect  “The Priests of the Old Covenant”  (actually “The Priests”  as  recognised  by Yahweh would be  The Prophets). 

A necessary early interjection to quieten the Greek Scholars vainly contesting my commentaries.   

“they are”  is present and indicative tense –  hence I use “are” and not “were”.   

However Greek scholars will state their translation of  “were”  is correct because sometimes the  “present”  tense is used as  “a lively 

expression of a past action”.   But our translators  not  understanding what is in Paul's mind –  and jump to this conclusion.  However Paul is  

writing in allegory for The Future,  being the priests that  Yahweh Desires  and is  actively now choosing to become part of the 144000 TCs.  

Thus Paul carefully uses this specific Greek word to spin  “The Priests”  into  “The Present Tense”  specifically for The Gospel Age. 

Quite simply,  Yahweh does not want these 144000 priests  (TCs,  not worldly Christian leaders)  to die,  but to continue alongside JC into 

The Millennium,  in their priestly duties teaching  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  in the  same  “Order as Melchizedek”  for an 

eternity –  being  “The Context of the Subject Matter!” 

These specific people  selected/elected  by Yahweh will be the 144000 TCs whose minds were perfected by  The Template/Exemplar  of JCg  -  who then 

upon their  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (JCg’s 1st 2nd C)  shall themselves become  “The Human Standard”  that 

Yahweh can  righteously  use to  perfect/complete  “The Prophets of The 1st Covenant”.  This understanding logically explains the passage,  “the sons 

shall perfect the fathers”  a statement of which religious scholars presently cannot get their head around –  because up to 2007 CE  “The 

Understanding”  of Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  has not been available –  without this website  “FutureLife.Org”. 

So in the previous verse Paul stated this new  “Regulated Arrangement”  had been established under  “The Emphatic Oath”  made by Yahweh through 

the Prophet King David,  stating  (within his linage),  “A New Priestly Lineage of Melchizedek”  (being  not  of this world)  headed up by JC  (1Pet.2v9),  

and thus JC becomes The High Priest  (as JCg)  who shall live forever. 

Paul therefore makes the point,  there were priests  (of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”)  without part of the new oath,  but how much better is it for those priests  

(of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  who become part of this  “New Priestly Lineage”  under  “The Anointed Jesus”  (for themselves to be likewise “anointed”). 

Where,  it is these priests who come under this new oath must be those priests of The Gospel Age elected by Yahweh as Priests  (and emphatically  not  

our present day  worldly  [spiritual Levi]  “priests”  for a worldly return).    

Yahweh's Priests are recognised by  “The Watching/Judging World”  as TCs  (having precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  as the perfect High Priest 

over them  [as God’s Word truly driving their Mind]). 

Can the reader understand this?    
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Because it is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  (being  the very thing  they  should  be teaching)! 

Thus just as this website consistently and persistently states throughout,  without  contradiction to  any verse  in The Bible - 

These 144000 people (1Pet.2v9)  have become accepted by Yahweh as being priests after the  “Regimented Arrangement of Melchizedek”  

under  “The High Priest”  JCg,  and have validated the placement of their names on  “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life”  ready for JCg  

“deemed entirely worthy”  to collect them  (Rev.5v2-10).  This shall occur when Yahweh considers the time is correct to physically  (at the  

early  harvest resurrection)  gather-in to Himself those specific individuals as His adopted children.  They are participants of  “The 1st 

Resurrection”  (Isa.66v8, Rev.20v6)  that has  not  yet occurred (2015/21 CE),  but will do so before 2067 CE  (the next Jewish Jubilee Year). 

Heb.   7v24 og the (person [man])  And  through (reason of)   the  (to) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand  (the) him [JCg]  

Heb.   7v24 og into/unto  the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period},   

Heb.   7v24 og (the) {not passing away}/{not going contrary}/{untransferrable (perpetual)}/unchangeable   

Heb.   7v24 og (he) holds/possesses/obtains/has  the  sacredness/{priestly office}/priesthood. 

Heb.   7v24 = And  the person  (JC)   

through reason of  the him  (now as JCg)   the  staying/remaining/enduring/standing  into  the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period},  

he (JCg)  holds/possesses/has  the  priesthood  {not passing away}/{not transferable}/unchangeable/perpetually. 

 

And the person   (JC  [in a  physical  fleshly frame],  equally as the  “Son of God”  [=  spiritually  Yahweh’s Methodology driving his mind]) 

through reason of him   (now as JCg in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  John.20v17, 19, 26,  Luke.24v31, etc.) 

staying/enduring  into the Messianic period   (To rule  [1] spiritually “The Early Adopters”  [2] physically “The Resurrected World”) 

            (It is important to understand   God's Word drives The Mind of the TCs,  and The TCs  live by physical example  to teach The Resurrected World) 
he (JCg)  has the perpetual priesthood   (JC is  “The Head” of “The New Priestly Line”  that shall last into The Eternity  [beyond The Millennium]). 
                  (Importantly,  of which  “The 144000 TCs”  equally have -  by being  elected/chosen  into  “The Order of JC”  by Yahweh.) 

 

Just as Paul tells us  

JCg has forever The Priesthood,  as  “The High Priest”  that shall never be transferred to any other entity. 

Moreover,  it is into this priesthood,  we  “Christians as The Brethren”,  should be targeting the 1st part of our physical life –  to be fulfilling Yahweh’s 

Desire so we might be purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life unto  completeness/perfection  by the time of our  death/fatality. 

Yahweh is most desirous for each one of us to personally become a TC,  and thus continue onto becoming a future  “Son of God”. 

Therefore,  Yahweh is greatly saddened,  as He watches us,  one by one,  freely choose to return to the self-indulgences of which The World can provide 

for vain consumption of our time  (Matt.13v18-22),  rather than be used for the  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  to preferentially imitate JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle  (Matt.13v23, Ecc.12v13-14 – hence Matt.3v17, 17v5  and John.17v1-4). 

But while that being said,  ultimately,  The Gospel Age  shall yield 144000 individuals  who personally choose to remain utterly faithful to  “The Bilateral  

Agreement/Covenant”,  with  recorded demonstrable  (Luke.12v2-3)  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to 

the very best they are able.   This can be as either 5 or 2 talent stewards   (Luke.19v16-19)  while their master is physically away  “in a far off land”  

(Luke.19v12-14)  but having left his  presence/parousia  as  “The Word of God”  operating within their minds as  “The Methodology”  of  “The Kingdom 

of God”  is inside them  (Luke.17v21)  ready for  “The Real Physical Thing”  (Environment Reality)  within The Millennium under JCg's rule  

(Rev.19v16).  Ideally,  we all should be aiming to achieve this personal goal! 

 

75th Comment – It is those people  (initially TCs)  who come to Yahweh of whom JCg can entirely preserve because JCg  

(as “The Word of God” – giving “The Knowledge” by ministry)  can become an intercessor on their behalf. 

130th Reasoning – Why is JC able to be an intercessor?   Because:  These people  diligently desire  to come to Yahweh. 

They  reach  Yahweh because  Yahweh chooses not to draw away,  and Yahweh chooses “not to draw away”  because 

these people (TCs)  choose to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  and JCg is there covering them as an intercessor. 

Naturally  none  of this is  accurately  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders to their congregation,  which is precisely 

why  The Tree and its fruit  cannot  become TCs as they presently stand  (unless serious personal reform occurs). 

42nd Good News – JCg  can  intercede for those people presently choosing to come to Yahweh by exactly copying JC,  

which  first means wholly imbuing The Word of God.   That is how JC can intercede on our behalf.  -  Obvious really! 

24th Prophecy – JCg  will  save those people who choose to come to Yahweh by precisely imitating JC,  and this will occur 

over the various Epochs of Israel  (ultimately, being the people of  “The Resurrected World”  who reform to be like JC). 

76th Comment – It is  only  the TCs who recognise JCg as  “The High Priest”  to be  diligently desirous to imitate him. 

131st Reasoning – Worldly Christians are not diligently desirous to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (as we 

witness)  and thus are  not  prepared as priests to enter His Order that is similar to  “The Order of Melchizedek”  hence 

they remain  outside  “The Holy Place”  along with  “The Rest/Majority of Israel”.  It is only the people who  truly value  

JC become personally moved to  precisely imitate  him  (Mark.1v38, etc.,)  officiating in  “The Holy Place”  ready to move 

forward through  “The Rent Veil”  (Luke.23v45)  into  “The Most Holy Place”  to be in the presence of Yahweh. 

34th Warning – Worldly Christians feel pleased to  {repetitively chant emotional songs}/{cartwheel down the 

aisles}/{speaking gibberish}/etc.,  at one extreme,  or be utterly  apathetic/passive  in dead sermons of the other extreme. 

These people have  not  the correct mind to successfully fulfil the places of Sonship as 5 and 2 talent stewards,  but sadly 

they are the 1 talent stewards with  “The Word of God”.   Note: This does  not  stop them having a resurrection into The 

Millennium to learn  “Righteousness”  in perfected DNA  fleshly bodies over a possible 1000 year training period. 

132nd Reasoning – TCs recognise JC’s qualities of sacredness, innocence, purity, separated from sinners  (demonstrating 

a perfect character)  and thus fervently imitate these qualities.  Because these qualities mean so much to the TCs then 

likewise,  they  (as 5 faithful virgins – Matt.25v1-12)  shall follow him at JCg’s 1st 2nd C to become future “Sons of God”. 

133rd Reasoning – TCs recognise JC’s qualities of sacredness, innocence, purity, separated from sinners  (demonstrating 

a perfect character)  and thus fervently imitate these qualities to reform their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be the  

one/same  as that of JCg,  and as that of Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26  – because of John.14v15,21). 

43rd Good News – JCg was  “proven as perfect”  and had no need to present an animal sacrifice on his behalf. 

134th Reasoning – JC was proven perfect -  because  he  was  resurrected  (else he would have been annihilated)  having 

been proved righteous according to  “The Law of Moses”  driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  operating within The Mind! 
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77th Comment – The High Priests of Levi had to present a sin offering for themselves first -  before they then moved on to 

the next stage of offering the sacrifice for The Israelite Nation  (once every year on The Day of Atonement - Yom Kippur). 

76th Instruction – While the Levi High Priest had to perform the animal sacrifice once every year,  by contrast,  a perfect 

volunteer,  JCg only needed to offer himself  “The Once”  and  never  again  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.). 

135th Reasoning – Why the difference (1)? 

The obvious always given by religious leaders is that JCg was  (1) utterly perfect and  (2) being a human was then a  like-

for-like  direct equivalence to other humans on a  one-to-one  basis  (all explained later). 

       However  why  The Once  not  covered in the above exegesis -  hence the confusion in  worldly Christianity? 

136th Reasoning – Why the difference (2)? 

Never satisfactorily explained (if at all) is “The 2nd Covenant” brought in what becomes now a “2 part life” (see glossary) 

at both the physical and spiritual levels  (2 part physical and 2 part spiritual),  where we move from “The Law of Works” 

to  “The Law of The Mind”  (that governs The Works).  Now we understand why this section is  never  taught because it is  

“Too Hard”  for religious Christian leaders to practice and then teach  (John.6v60 – where “hear” = “hearken” = fulfil). 

All this is explained in great detail within the various commentaries around the appropriate verses. 

35th Warning – By understanding what 7v27 really means becomes a bright light that illuminates the faulty exegesis 

behind which  worldly  (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders hide,  for themselves and their congregations that  “we”  

are always covered as “Christians”  and thus can do what we like!   Absolutely Not!   All through The Bible by example in 

The Old and New Testament,  teach us –  This is: Not So!   Consequently, this exegesis is sourced by Satan to keep us in 

an  unreformed state to  excuse our self-indulgent activities believing  “no reform is required”! 

Thus  preventing  Yahweh from achieving His 144000 TCs  (to become “The Trigger Threshold”  for The Millennium)  

who themselves most certainly do  not  think or behave in such a manner  (see “Satan’s desire” in glossary)! 

78th Comment – How many times do  charlatan Christian leaders want JC to die for them – so they and their entranced 

and paying entourage might continue their iniquitous behaviour indefinitely? 

44th Good News – JCg was proven as perfect and by giving us all a 2 part life,  then he personally will  never  have need 

to go through so much  pain/suffering  on our behalf any more – but now  enjoy  The Wine  (The Resultant from the grapes 

of the vineyard,  being humans formally of The World -  but reformed and then assayed through “The Winepress”). 

77th Instruction – Now JC has given us a 2 part Life then  The Responsibility of our future  now rests in our own “hands”. 

It is this that makes Yahweh's Plan utterly  righteous  by bringing-in  The Millennium so then  all  humans – even those not 

in the position to make an educated decision  (those who died as babies, mentally impaired and those never in the position 

to know of JC in the 1st part of their life, etc.,)  shall be given the opportunity in a perfected body,  in a perfected society to 

come to learn about  “The Word of God”.  They shall then have the opportunity to make an educated decision whether to 

truly “believe in JC”  for eternal life.  This exegesis is  utterly unknown  in  worldly religious communities – till 2007 CE. 

Heb.   7v25 og {from which (place/source/cause)}/{from thence}/wherefore  Also   

Heb.   7v25 og (to) deliver/{to save}/protect/heal/{make whole}/preserve  into/unto   

Heb.   7v25 og the  {full-ended}/entire/completion/uttermost/perfection  (he is) able/possible/capable [middle voice] 

Heb.   7v25 og the (persons)  {coming near}/approaching/consenting/assenting/{drawing close}   

Heb.   7v25 og through (reason of)   (of the) him [JC]  to the  God [Yahweh],   

Heb.   7v25 og {every when}/{at all times}/always   (the) living/existing  into/unto   

Heb.   7v25 og the  (to) {speak on the behalf}/{make intercession for}/entreat/intercede   

Heb.   7v25 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of them}. 

Heb.   7v25 = Also  {from which}  he  (JC)   is  able/capable  to  deliver/{make whole}/preserve   

unto  {full ended}/entirety/completion  the people     (TCs of The 2nd Epoch Israel,  reformed humans of The 3rd Epoch Israel) 

{coming near}/approaching/consenting/{drawing close}  to the  God  (Yahweh)   

through reason  of the  him  (JC),      ( [1] The Ministry as The Word of God [for our mind],   [2] The Ransom Sacrifice [for our body]) 

always  the  (one [JCg])   living/existing  to  {speak on behalf}/{make intercession for}  {for the sake of}/{on behalf of}  {of them}. 

 

Also from which  (as The High Priest)   he (JC)  is able to deliver unto completion   (perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life)    

the people   ( [1] TCs of The Gospel Age  and  [2] reformed humans from out of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  [= “The Resurrected World”]) 

(spiritually)  coming near   (by  [1]  learning  and  [2] then  doing  “The Word of God”   to then become  [3] “The Wisdom of God”)    

to the God  (Yahweh) 
through reason of him  (JC)   ( [1] Ministry for us  to perfect our mind  [2] The Ransom Sacrifice, enabling Yahweh  to give us a new perfect body) 

                  (The above line yields our salvation,  I only see “us” and “Yahweh” above in bold.   I do not see “Religious Leader” anywhere!) 
always the  living/existing  one (JCg)  to speak on behalf for the sake of them   (JCg teaches us how to behave,  and speaks for us to Yahweh). 
 

We might ask  

So what does this verse mean? 

Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 

Not quite, –  but at least it is not the  direct opposite  as to what we read in other places of The Bible  (as my audits of their sermons expose)! 

Always  place the verse to be analysed into context. 

Paul has been exhorting the  “holy brethren”  to become like him.   

They  (1) are eager,   (2) have a methodology that is  “separate from this world of sin”,  but they  (3) have not much knowledge  (Heb.5v11-12)!    

Paul teaches them the deeper understanding  (as that taught on FutureLife.Org)  so they might become instructors themselves,  and thus start to fulfil 

Yahweh’s Desire  (and  not  be apathetic to  “Yahweh’s Desire”  [being what  “Yahweh’s Desire”  should really  mean –  please see glossary]  as are 

our  worldly Christian leaders). 

He has also warned them,  this it is a big commitment and very dangerous at two levels -   

(1)  Persecution by Religious Leaders now  (but only transient  [ending at our death/asleep]),  and the alternative -  

(2)  Annihilation by Yahweh in the future  (that continues forever [Luke.12v4-5])! 

Because once we have all this knowledge,  while  (1) is painful,  but the alternative  (2) is infinitely more serious! 
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While we must accept (1)  is inevitable,  and cannot do much about it,  but with (2)  then we must  never  do anything that brings  The Lord’s  

Name/Character/Authority  into  shame/ridicule/rejection  within the  sane/reasoning  mind of those people of whom we have responsibility  (being  all  

people of The World)  to bring unto The Lord –  else we shall face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation because JC only died  The Once,  not twice or three 

times,  or whatever  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-30, 2Pet.2v18-22)!   

In fact how many times do  charlatan  Christian leaders want JC to die for them,  so they can continue their blasphemy indefinitely? 

Already we know that many of the most ardent self-claimed  “Christians”  bring  The Lord’s  Name/Character/Authority  into  contempt/disrepute   

within  sane/reasoning  minds  watching-on,  by what they  say/teach/do.   Therefore, with all this context  -  then -    

What is Paul teaching us here? 

Paul is telling us about  “The Priesthood”  being  “Regulated Arrangement”  (counter to Matt.7v23)  after Melchizedek that is headed up by JCg being  

“The High Priest”  over Israel of its respective epochs. 

Paul is  not  speaking about The World,  and certainly  not  those people  outside  The (JCg's) Priesthood,  who presumptuously think they are part of 

“The 2nd Epoch Israel”  priesthood  (as did the Levi priests of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”)! 

Did the 11 tribes of Israel think they were part of The Priesthood?   -   No! 

Did the  (Levi)  Priests have any land from which to gather their produce?   -   No! 

These 11 tribes and the people of Levi formed the whole of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  of which under the new administration are to carry God’s Word to 

The People that is to become The Christian Nation –  that has now become  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”.  Likewise as above,  Yahweh choosing  His  priests  

(who have  no  inheritance to the present world,  [and thus have  no  worldly return])  who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that is  not  the whole 

of The Christian Nation,  and sadly  very few  “Christians” meet “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC  to become the priests of his Order! 

So I repeat - 

Paul is  not  speaking of The Heathen World here  (they will be caught in the safety net of The Millennium). 

Paul is  not  speaking of the vast majority of The Christian Nation  (where most of whom will be caught in the safety net of The Millennium). 

This might be painful to hear,  yet it is utterly true - irrespective of what The Christian Nation’s present  worldly  leaders might fraudulently teach them! 

Importantly,  it is  our personal responsibility  to do something about it – rather than to complain when an auditor points out something we do 

not like to hear!   The auditor is  not  trying to be malicious –  but rather guide the individuals  to fulfil    What is written in The Procedure! 

“The Procedure”  is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  as written in The Bible –  it is absolutely nothing else  (Ecc.12v13-14)! 

The Procedure as given by Yahweh,  is  not  a procedure invented by worldly priests fulfilling their own worldly desire  (Rev.22v18-19)! 

Therefore continuing - 

Paul is teaching these  “holy brethren”,  if they imitate Paul,  then they will be  guaranteed  deliverance/salvation  through him (JCg) whom 

they are trying to emulate,  because they will be drawing close to Yahweh  (only because they  are  fulfilling His Desire and thus,  He 

[Yahweh]  wishes to adopt them as future  “Sons of God”). 

JCg is always speaking on behalf of them –  because he  (1) has atoned them and  (2) continuously covering the 1st part of their physical life and through  

“The Word of God” operating within them is guiding their  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become  separate from this world of sin” (“HS”)  during 

the 2nd part of their spiritual life.  This is the “Gestation period”  of the new Creation/Creature,  2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, but is  not  yet  “Born Again”.   

Obviously JCg being a conscious reasoning entity alongside his Father in the heavens  would discuss the competency  (and it is through  “The Word of 

God”  that gives personal guidance)  whenever/wherever  as required through  “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment” (“HS”). 

However this verse does not entirely exclude those people in the two outsider groupings above. 

What do I mean?    

Am I now contradicting myself? 

No –  I am  not  contradicting myself –  but rather intend to show how God’s Word marvellously covers,  and does not exclude. 

These two groupings are only excluded during  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” –  but there is  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  to occur in The Millennium  (see “2 part 

life”  in glossary to understand how this righteously operates). 

It is in  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  these two groupings then become covered by this verse –  provided  the individuals reform themselves within the 

righteously operating society to imitate JC’s lifestyle and thus  “draw close to Yahweh”. 

Question! 

How much of that concurs with what our  worldly Christian leaders have been preaching to us –  if they were supposedly doing their “job”?  

For which they get paid by The World!  -  But because I give this freely –  then Whose interests am I truly representing,  and what becomes my driver? 

Who is objective in what they present to The World? 

Heb.   7v26 og {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such one}  For  {to us}   

Heb.   7v26 og (he was) {to tower up}/{be conspicuous}/suitable/proper/fitting/becoming   

Heb.   7v26 og {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests},   

Heb.   7v26 og (the) {right/correctness/proper (by intrinsic or divine character)}/pious/sacred,   

Heb.   7v26 og (the) {not bad}/innocent/unsuspecting/simple/guileless,  (the) unsoiled/pure/undefiled/unblemished,   

Heb.   7v26 og (the having been) {placed space between}/departed/separated   

Heb.   7v26 og off/away/separated/from  of the  sinful/offenders/sinners,   

Heb.   7v26 og also  (the) loftier/higher/esteemed  of the  {zones above the land/earth}/heavens   

Heb.   7v26 og (the having) {become to be} [middle voice]; 

Heb.   7v26 = For  {truly this}/{such one}  {the High Priest}  he  (JC)   was  {to tower up}/{be conspicuous}  {to us}  (TCs),   

the  correct/{proper divine character}/sacred,   the  {not bad}/innocent/guileless,   the  unsoiled/pure/undefiled/unblemished,  

the having been  separated/{placed spaced between}  away/from  the  sinful/sinners,   

also  the  having  personally  {become to be}  the  lofty/higher/esteemed  (in)   of the  heavens. 

 

For truly this High Priest (JC)  he was  suitable/proper  to us  (TCs)   (JC was  “The Exhibit/Exemplar”  of whom TCs desire to imitate) 

(JC was)  the  {correct divine character}/sacred   (his mind only operates upon Yahweh's Methodology) 

(JC was)  {not bad}/innocent/guileless   (JC chooses only to edify his neighbours and not to defraud the recipients  [as do other leaders]) 

(JC was)  the  unsoiled/pure/undefiled   (JC chooses only to  “make Yahweh's pure Desire manifest in The Environment” [“HS”]) 

having been separated  (his mind)  away/from  the sinful people   (who themselves,  operate according to worldly methodology [often the leaders]) 
also having personally become to be the  higher/esteemed  (in)  the heavens   (JCg is now highly rated by extra-terrestrial entities).  

 

It is  only  the TCs who consider JC to be conspicuous and  worth emulating  because he is their High Priest! –   

Sadly,  other people vary from totally ignoring him,  to others saying the most wonderful things about him –  but ignore what he teaches them to do –  if  

they truly  “believe in JC”!    

Words in  “apparent worship”  are cheap!   

But deeds that  “emulate The Founder”  are worthy  in our  true worship  to Yahweh! 

The worst offenders would be the  “millions”  of  “Professional Religious Leaders”  ardently claiming to represent JC and then  preach/practice  to their 

congregations what  “The Adversary”  (Satan)  desires to hear!    This is an abomination! 
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JC behaved correctly according to Yahweh’s Desire,  he was  innocent/guileless,  unsoiled/pure/undefiled  (1Pet.2v21-23)  and kept himself away from 

sinful self-indulgences sourced by The World,  thus enabling him to fulfil  “The Law of Moses”  that ensured Yahweh could righteously resurrect His Son 

into the position of  “Premier Sonship”.  This position allowing JCg to sit at  “The Right Side”  of Yahweh regarding everything pertaining to this planet  

“Earth”  and  “The World”  (StrongsTM = 2889 = “Decoration/Adornment”  =  “all forms of Life” on this planet). 
Heb.   7v27 og who/which/that  no/not/none  (he) held/possessed/obtained/has  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to) 

Heb.   7v27 og (the) day/{period of time}  (the) constraint/distress/{must/dire  needs}/necessity/must,   

Heb.   7v27 og {just as}/{exactly like}  the [plural]  {High Priests}/{Chiefs of all priests},   

Heb.   7v27 og (the) previously/before/former  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   

Heb.   7v27 og of the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (of the) sins/faults/offences  (of the) sacrifice (the act or the victim)   

Heb.   7v27 og (to) {take up}/{bear/bring (carry/lead)}/{offer (up)},   

Heb.   7v27 og thereafter/{after that}/then  of the (people [of Israel)  of the  populace/{grouping of people};   

Heb.   7v27 og that/this/there/here  for   (he [JC]) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised   

Heb.   7v27 og {upon one occasion}/{at the once},    (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself, JC]    

Heb.   7v27 og (the having) {taken up}/{borne/brought (carried/led)}/{offered (up)}. 

Heb.   7v27 = he  (JC)   who  has  not  needed/required   (to present a sin offering)   according/against  to  the  day/{period of time},   

{just as}  the   (worldly/sinful)   High Priests,   

(had/required to)  {to take up}/{offer up}  of the  sacrifice   

previously/before  {for the sake of}/{on behalf of}  of the  self/{one’s own}  the  sins/faults/offences,   

{after that}/then  (sacrifices)  of the  people  of the  populace/{grouping of people}   (The 1st Epoch Israel);   

for  this   he  (JC)   did/yielded/provided  {upon one occasion}/{at the once},   

himself  having  {taken up}/{offered up}. 

 

He (JC)  who has not required  (to present a sin offering)  according to the day   (Yom Kippur,  when The Jews yearly “Reset” themselves), 

just as the  (worldly/sinful) High Priests  (required)  to take up of the sacrifice   (present a sin offering) 

before for the sake of his own  sins/offences   (The High Priest had to present a sin offering for himself first) 

then  (once  “purified”  [for the day until he next sinned]  he could present sacrifices on behalf)  of the populace   (The 1st Epoch Israel) 
for this he (JC)  provided himself upon one occasion    (a most important phrase –  see commentary) 

(when)  having offered up himself   (as The  [Perfect Lamb]  Sacrifice for the populace of  “Israel”  [noting the important “Epochs” of Israel]). 

 

It is most important to understand - 

This is a crucial verse to conceptually understand  The True Christian message =  “1st Century Christianity”,  because presently  (at the time 

of writing – 2010/15/21 CE)  our religious scholars have absolutely  no  understanding of the types of  “Israel”  presented to The World – 

that logically explain Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

As I state,  we have  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (as the Israelite Nation)  and we have in The Gospel Age  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  now  (as “The Christian 

Nation”)  and in The Millennium,  we shall have  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (as  “The Resurrected World”). 

Thus we have the archetypical 1st Israel  (of the Jews  [and  not  “the heathen world”])  who were being covered by a sacrifice at Yom Kippur  (Day of 

Atonement)  in a service carried out by a fleshly worldly High Priest once a year. 

The problem with the  worldly  fleshly high priest was that he was equally sinful during the previous year –  so he could not present a sacrifice for the 

people of  .“The 1st Epoch Israel”  because he,  himself,  was sinful and  The Sacrifice  for the people of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  would be  

blemished/tainted/defiled. 

Thus,  the worldly fleshly High Priest presented a sacrifice for himself –  to cover his sins by purifying himself,  before he then offered the 2nd sacrifice on 

behalf of the people.  Actually the sacrifice for the people was split into two,  a scapegoat was part of the sacrifice and that animal was allowed to carry 

the sins of the nation into the wilderness.  Please see  “scapegoat”  in glossary because it means  so much more  by allegory than what our Rabbinic and 

Christian scholars tell us –  who themselves are presently unable  (but will  [when this website covers The World])  to see the greater vista of Yahweh’s  

“Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

As I stated earlier –  

This becomes mirrored by JC becoming  “The High Priest”  of The Christian Nation that itself  (like  “The 1st Epoch Israel”)  with Yahweh’s Word 

(appropriate for The Age)  was/is  supposed to teach The World  “Righteousness”.  And  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”,  like  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  behaves 

in precisely the same manner –  but actually  “The 2nd Epoch  Israel”  is far more culpable than  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  because the members  should  

have learnt from  “its”  predecessor's mistakes  (as we are told in The Bible). 

Likewise  “The Future 3rd Epoch Israel”  when in a perfected society and having had the experience of the 1st part of their physical life,  thus the 

members will have absolutely  no  excuse –  hence the  righteous  “2nd Death of annihilation”  for those people persistently offending  “to the hurt of 

their neighbour”.  Sadly I have need to drift slightly off context –  because  “worldly  religious understanding”  is so  incredibly wrong in places,  that I 

need to stitch across to so many areas and concepts to bind together Yahweh’s Plan in the most righteous manner.   It really is an intellectual battle  

(with the  prevalent/malevolent  worldly Christianity being pumped out into The World), –  knowing just how far for me to go –  and I seem to be 

repeating myself in so many places to counter errant  worldly Christianity,  depending where the reader may come into my commentaries. 

However JC was perfect over his assay period of 3.5 years  ministry/lifestyle  and ultimately his murder  (under Satan’s methodology within 

the world –  to be repeated at the end of The Millennium for 3.5 years –  Rev.20v7-15 upon  The World to  righteously  become a  direct  

“like-for-like”  equivalence of salvation  into The Culmination). 

Because JC  was  perfect at the time of his sacrifice then he had no requirement for a personal sacrifice to atone for himself first,  before he then covered 

the people with  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  of his own body.   

Thus  he could present the sacrifice on behalf of his people   (1st [prophets],  2nd [TCs], [see John.10v16]  and  3rd [The Resurrected World]  

“Israel”)  without  going through the process of cleansing himself first with a sacrifice.   

However,  JC did  not  present an animal on behalf of his people  (“Israel” of all 3 Epochs]  that was less than adequate to cover the people on a  one-

for-one  likeness,  he therefore became the  personal sacrifice himself  in the midst of Yahweh’s  “Decree on Sin”,  being a decree that itself is applicable 

to  all  entities of The Universe  throughout all time. 

Thus JC became  the precise equivalence  on behalf of a  one for one  individual payment for the previous sins of those people of whom he bought-back.   

The point is  -  When does this precise  “like-for-like direct equivalence”  begin? 

The point of time when this ransom sacrifice  “begins”  depends upon circumstance. 

If a person does not hear of JC and of what he did  (or know about it)  then  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  begins upon their resurrection into The Millennium  

(most of The World throughout time)  where they shall be given an opportunity to learn  “Righteousness”  by precisely imitating JC –  The Person (JC) 

who was their personal ransom sacrifice  -  under  “The Example”  set by the then new  “Ruling Early Adopters”. 

If a person hears  “The Word of God”  and then imbues this knowledge,  to become a Christian at baptism,  then  “the ransom sacrifice”  begins for the 

2nd part of their spiritual life –  they are able to enter into what this website terms the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  with the physical resurrection into 

the  2nd part of their physical life to follow later. 
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If the Christian individual precisely imitates The Person who gave  “the ransom sacrifice”  in the beginning  (JC – being the subject of this verse)  then 

upon their  awakening/rousing  (resurrection)  into the 2nd part of their physical life they shall be given a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body 

commensurate with the perfected mindset –  that imitated JC  (being the perfected 2nd part of their spiritual life).  They shall then follow through as The 

Firstfruits,  showing themselves to The World has being  “The Early Adopters”  of  “Yahweh’s Required Methodology” –  for an individual’s salvation. 

If however they fail this grade  (and the vast majority of  “Christians”  will)  then they become like the original heathen who shall be resurrected into 

perfected DNA fleshly bodies  (given in trust)  so the mindset can be  readjusted/reformed  as individually required to imitate The Person who gave them  

“the ransom sacrifice”  in the first instance. 

Please see  “2 part life”  in glossary that explains all this,  including the present  iniquitous Christian leaders who shall  never  be resurrected after their 

present existence because there is  no  logical,  righteous mechanism to enable it to occur.   But they do not care,  because they do not intrinsically 

believe about what they preach –  they are only interested in how they can use  “The Word of God”  as a tool at the worldly level to yield  “The 

Immediate”  worldly returns  (glory/money/leverage/honour/sex/pension/etc.)  unto which a  carnal/animalistic  mind lusts! 

Being the point of which this verse concludes and repeated elsewhere in Hebrews and in other epistles   “JC only died The Once”. 

Inasmuch - 

1. He only needed to die the once as  “the ransom sacrifice”  because we individually now gain a 2 part life based upon that  one single action. 

Thus our single life  (being both aspects,  spiritual/physical)  that was previously a 1 part life has now become 2 part  (both 2 part spiritual 

and 2 part physical)  with a  “sleep”  period  (“death/{deadly result}”,  now as “The 1st Death”)  occurring in the middle  (as a separator). 

2. However being  The Once  means JC can  only  righteously offer us the now 2 part life  (comprising of 2 parts spiritual and 2 parts physical). 

He cannot offer a 3 part spiritual with a 2 part physical –  thus once entering the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (whenever)  we must  not reject 

this by turning our back upon it in  “blasphemy”  (by words or deeds,  noting the warning at Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32, etc.,)  during our 

conscious existence either in the 1st or 2nd part physical existence,  else we become like Judas Iscariot and become annihilated.  

(See also Heb.2v3, 6v4-6, 9v28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.). 
 

79th Comment – “The Law of Moses”  appointed men  (of Levi)  as High Priests who were  (spiritually)  feeble. 

137th Reasoning – Because the Levi High Priests were spiritually feeble,  then Yahweh's  “Emphatic assertion on Oath”  

could not be for them,  but rather for the one (JC)  who was  not  spiritually  feeble/weak  but had the strength and 

fortitude to remain utterly faithful to Yahweh’s Desire so JCg might redeem his personal creation from the clutches of 

death  (that beforehand would have been annihilation for us as individuals -  if it had not been for JC's Ransom Sacrifice). 

138th Reasoning – Because JC was  not  spiritually  weak/feeble  then Yahweh’s emphatic oath  (Heb.7v21)  could be 

fulfilled through JC so upon his “awakening/rousing” (resurrection)  then he,  as JCg,  becomes  “The High Priest of 

Almighty God”  unto  “The Order of Melchizedek”  for an eternity  (as The  Premier  Son of God)  to rule as  “The King 

of Peace”  over this Earth starting in The Millennium when Yahweh has His full quota of 144000 TCs elected out of The 

Gospel Age.  Where it is the 144000 TCs who become The Temple within “Yahweh’s Organisation”  of  “Jerusalem”. 

Where  “The Temple”  means  “Command, Control Centre”  of  Jerusalem. 

139th Reasoning – It is because JC came from a new line  (from Judah)  meant,  Yahweh’s Oath became fulfilled at the 

inauguration of  “The New Covenant”  through JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and sealed at his murder on “fixed stakes”. 

Heb.   7v28 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  for   

Heb.   7v28 og (the)  countenances/{human beings}/men   

Heb.   7v28 og (it [Law]) {placed down (permanently)}/designates/constitutes/conveys/appoints/makes/ordains/sets   

Heb.   7v28 og (the) {the High Priests}/{Chiefs of all priests} [plural]     

Heb.   7v28 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  (the) feebleness/malady/infirmity/weakness;   

Heb.   7v28 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  and  of the  {asseveration on oath}/{oath taking}   

Heb.   7v28 og of the  {after (meta)}  the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   

Heb.   7v28 og (appoints/makes)   (the) son   into/unto  the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}   

Heb.   7v28 og (the having been) completed/accomplished/{consummated (in character)}/ 

/consecrated/fulfilled/{made perfect}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.110v4. 

Heb.   7v28 = For  the Law  (of Moses)   designated/constituted/appointed  men  the  High Priests,      

possessing/having  (spiritual)  feebleness/malady/infirmity/weakness;     (not having the mindset to fulfil Yahweh' Desire) 

and  the  word/sayings/reasoning   (of God)  of the  {emphatic assertion on oath}  after  the  regulation/law   

the son  (JCg)   having been  completed/fulfilled/{made perfect}    (The Exemplar)  

unto  the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}.     (Plus the adopted 144000 TCs future  “Sons of God” – hence the verse lead-in)  

 

For the Law (of Moses)  constituted men  (to be)  the High Priests     

having  (spiritual)  feebleness/weakness   (worldly high priests not having the correct mindset to fulfil Yahweh's Desire); 
and the  word/saying/reasoning  (of The God,  Yahweh)  of the emphatic assertion on oath   (by King David as  an allegoric prophecy) 

after The Law  (of Moses)    (that had established “The Constitution”  -  specifically for this special event for JC to make possible  “Salvation”) 

(appoints/makes)   the son (JCg)  having been  completed/fulfilled   (JC entirely fulfils Yahweh's righteous requirement according to The Law) 
unto the Messianic period   (of The Millennium and then on into The Eternity) 

                 (Yahweh had established The Constitution so the appointed Son [JC] could be proven to completely fulfil its requirements [Matt.5v17-18]) 

 

We might ask - 

What does this verse mean? 

“The Law of Moses”  designated/constituted/appointed  high priests out of men who are  feeble/week  within their mind  (they are  

not  able to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 

Just as we have witnessed throughout history with our  worldly  priests  appointed by men –  having succumbed to the self-indulgences The World offers 

for their self-pleasure (of whatever).  The World offers inducements to fill our time to  “please the self”,  rather than be using our time to fulfil Yahweh’s 

Desire – that is presently to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (driven by an appropriate mindset). 

Now clearly there are many non-Christians who put themselves out to help people in a physical manner and Yahweh knows these people  are  

“intrinsically good people”  who will prosper and shine brightly in The Millennium.  So even though they are  non-Christians now,  but upon their 

resurrection into The Millennium and living within a perfected society,  then this shall be like  “second nature”  to them  -  they will sail through The 

Millennium and gain  “everlasting life”  afterwards. 
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But this is  not  “The Ideal”  they could be doing –  instead of exhibiting  {charity love}/agape  by  “edifying the physical body”  of their neighbour  (that 

ultimately rots away to nothing),  it would be so much better to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  if they were  “educating the spiritual  “body”  (being The 

Mind,  of which Yahweh shall place in a  new  physical body that  can  last for an eternity)”  to ultimately yield a perfect society.   

Sadly the present  “global society [of TCs]”  (1Pet.2v9)  can only operate within The Mind  (Luke.17v21,  in the 144000 TCs) –  but this becomes  “The 

Driver”   for  “The Self”  to be delivering charity work.  This is to occur through our personal  “occupational effort”  of precisely imitating JC  

(ministry/lifestyle)  thereby enabling Yahweh to confirm at least one more place upon  “The Scroll of  (guaranteed)  Life”  and thus making The 

Millennium come that  ever-closer  (when ultimately 144000 named places become validated). 

We now come onto the second part of the verse. 

“and the  word/sayings/reasoning  (of God as)  the  {emphatic assertion on oath}  after the  regulation/law  has validated the 

appointed son to be  completed/fulfilled/{made perfect}  unto the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}.” 

“the  words/sayings/reasoning  (of God)  of the  {emphatic assertion on oath}”  can only be the  “{emphatic assertion on oath}”  that Paul has been 

speaking about all through this Chapter and beyond,  –  it being I quote - 

“Because you  (JC given in prophecy)  are  the priest unto the  age/perpetuity  according to the  {regulated arrangement}/order  of  

Melchizedek.” 

This was given in prophecy by  “King David”  (see glossary  -  archetypical of JC)  about 1000 years  before  JC’s ministry. 

This prophecy by King David was given about 900 years  after  Abraham’s blessing by Melchizedek  (thus being fulfilled almost 2000 years later by JC). 

Then we are given in this verse  

“after the  regulation/law”   would be The Law given to The Israelites by Yahweh through Moses  (“The Law of Moses”)  about  half way between 

Abraham’s blessing by Melchizedek and King David’s prophecy of what was to come a 1000 years later.  

Then we have -  

“has then  completed/fulfilled/{made perfect}  the son  unto the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}”  would be explaining by prophecy,  JC had 

completed  (his mission)  and was deemed as being perfect to become  “The High Priest” for an eternity fulfilling the prophecies given so much earlier. 

This only occurred   (being the specific point Paul is making here),  because  “The Regulation of The Law”  (given by Moses)  had to be in place  before  

JC started his ministry  (and then there was David’s Prophecy to ensure all was  “laid in place” to be fulfilled)  else there was nothing upon which JC 

could be judged as being perfect! 

Thus  “The Law”  failed humans  (perhaps   the other way around)  to not be giving them  “life”,  but it was able to give JC  “life”  when he 

was judged upon it by Yahweh in the midst of the  watching/judging  World  (noting what an outsider said at Matt.27v54). 

Furthermore,  because JC had  agapao/{edifying love}  operating within his mind to edify his neighbour so they too might know  why/how  to fulfil 

Yahweh’s Desire  (Ecc.12v13-14),  then we who follow,  need  not  be judged upon our works  provided  we sincerely  are trying to edify our neighbour to 

fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (that will obviously display itself in  “occupational effort”) –  please see next verse in context –  though starting a new chapter! 

And that  is  the specific point. 

If  we try to imitate JC’s lifestyle driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  through our education period by imbuing  “The Word of God”  over our 2 part life 

(after JC’s atonement and then cover while we learn to purify the 2nd part of spiritual life,  as the five wise virgins [Matt.25v1-12]  ideally as an  “Early 

Adopter”  rather than leave it unto the Millennium and become a  “Late Adopter”)  –  

Then  we  can  righteously live forever  (being the 2nd part of our life extends indefinitely)  based upon what JC did for us. 

This is  not  how it is explained by our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  because they do  not  presently understand  (at the time of 

writing –  2010 CE)  this righteous exegesis that requires The Millennium and our 2 part life,  where we learn to precisely imitate JC’s 

lifestyle that shall give us the eternal life –   else  we  do  personally face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 

Now it has been explained,  then it now becomes  their  responsibility to start teaching it to The World –  else  they become culpable! 

They cannot use the excuse to Yahweh   “We are ignorant”  when  “FutureLife.Org”  has  very clearly  explained what they should be doing! 
 

 

78th Instruction – Paul states:  The Most important thing for  “The Brethren demonstrably aiming to become TCs”  is to 

understand,  we  now have  “The High Priest” (JCg)  seated at the right-hand side of Yahweh’s Throne in the heavens. 

140th Reasoning – If  JCg is sitting at the right-hand side of Yahweh  then  he cannot be Yahweh!  Thus JCg  is a separate 

entity to Yahweh – do not Trinitarians get this?   Preferring doctrines sourced by Mankind and not reading The Bible? 

They clearly operate contrary to the above comment and do not understand precisely what Paul states, is utterly amazing! 

So if our worldly Christian leaders cannot get “the obvious” correct, then they certainly stand no chance in other matters! 

79th Instruction – JCg has become  “The Functionary”  in  “The Most Holy Place”  as  “The High Priest”. 

80th Instruction – JCg also became “The True Tabernacle”  inasmuch he is  “The Word of God”  that  covers  the TC’s 

every aspect of  his/her  life.   A TC will not step outside that covering of God’s Word –  they only operate inside it,  hence 

JC’s expression at Luke.17v21,  where “The Word of God” controls every  thought/action  of the  hearkening person. 

81st Instruction – It is Yahweh who sources all intrinsically  ideal/good  things  (obviously/firstly God’s Word)  and thus it 

is Yahweh who sets up  “The Covering”  of which JCg has so kindly presented to us through his  ministry/lifestyle  and 

ultimately his ransom sacrifice  to personally express  “The Wisdom of God”  of which  we too must copy for salvation. 

141st Reasoning – It is Yahweh who sets up The Plan and slowly unfolds it across Mankind through The Ages as carefully 

required to bring His Plan to its ultimate conclusion.  Nothing like this is even remotely possible when sourced by Man,  

where the first thing to go wrong in any operation is  “The Plan”,  moreover this is so true in just small ventures,  but 

Yahweh is ensuring all occurs according to His Plan over millennium for billions of peoples!   Utterly staggering and 

mind blowing in how He  foreknew/organises  it,  where,  He tweaks The Environment to ensure His Plan  is on course to 

fulfil  His  thousands  of prophecies throughout millennia as recorded in The Bible – if we are only interested to read it!  

This is what  “Leaders of Christendom”  should be teaching,  but they have absolutely  no  interest in it – Yahweh rejects 

them,  as they rejected “His Word” of parts 1 and 2.  Yet this is what JC taught for days on end – hence Mark.1v22, 8v3! 

Allegory – repeat - seated at right hand side = 2nd in command only to Yahweh pertaining  everything  on this planet. 

Note: there is absolutely nothing in The Bible to state “2nd in command to The Universe”, but much to infer just The Earth 

Allegory – repeat - throne = The Position of Authority.  In this instance,  it is over The Universe = Yahweh’s Authority. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 

Thus singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 

Plural heavens  refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 

All this information is lost in many near useless bible translations (for analytical study) where in places the translators 

seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word (Matt.23v13)! 
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88th ‘Allegory’ – minister in The Most Holy Place = The High Priest, JCg accurately ministering to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 

89th Allegory – tabernacle = mobile covering = JCg as “The Word of God” covering our  methodology/lifestyle/works. 

Inasmuch it is The Presence/Parousia  of JCg  (as “The Word of God”)  drives our innermost thoughts resulting in works. 

90th Allegory – The Lord pitches = Yahweh is The Source of all  {intrinsically good}/ideal  things,  working thorough JCg. 

Thus Yahweh is building a spiritual mindset through JCg within the TCs – TCs ignore Mankind’s  methodology/Religion. 

80th Comment – Paul states:  The High Priest was designated to present unto Yahweh (1) gifts/offerings and (2) sacrifices. 

142nd Reasoning – The High Priest offers gifts of perfect animals  (supposedly to the hurt the person who sourced the 

animal)  and the sacrifice is The High Priest’s subservient lifestyle to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 

81st Comment – Paul now states:  JC as  “The High Priest”  must offer a gift to Yahweh. 

143rd Reasoning – It must be clearly understood,  “offerings/gifts” refers to the  object/entity  given to Yahweh,  but 

“sacrifice(s)” is  direct reference to “The Lifestyle of The Giver” personally given directly to Yahweh to fulfil His Desire. 

That is specifically  why  TCs imitating this standard offer  “The Next Generation TCs”  from the  accurate  ministry work 

in the self-sacrifice of their own life imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   In this manner they similarly copy JC’s sacrifice. 

Heb.   8v1 og (the) {principal (thing)}/{main point}/{an amount (of money)}/summary  And  over/upon/concerning   

Heb.   8v1 og to the (things)   (being) stated/exclaimed [plural]:    

Heb.   8v1 og {Truly this}/{Of this sort}/Like/{Such ones}  (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   

Heb.   8v1 og {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests},   who/which/that   

Heb.   8v1 og (he [JC]) {sat down}/settled/tarried/contemplate  in  (to the [= within]) {right (hand side)}  

Heb.   8v1 og of the  {stately seat}/throne  of the  greatness/majesty/{exceedingly mighty}   

Heb.   8v1 og in  to the [= within]  {zones above the land/earth}/heavens, 

Heb.   8v1 = And  the  {principal thing}/{main point}/summary  concerning  to the  things  being  stated/exclaimed:- 

{Truly this}/{Such ones}  we  (TCs)   possess/have  the  High Priest  (JCg),   

who  he  (has)  {sat down}/settled  within the  {right hand side}  of the  {stately seat}/throne   

of the  Greatness/Majesty/{exceedingly Mighty}  within the  heavens, 

 

And the principal thing concerning in the things being stated:-   (The place where Paul has been leading us during the previous chapters … … ) 

Such ones we (actively aiming to be TCs)  have The High Priest  (JCg) 

who has sat down within the right hand side   (2nd in command to Yahweh –  with regard to this planet) 

of the throne  (occupied by Yahweh)  of The Majesty (Yahweh)  within the heavens, 

 

Yes! –  It is an obvious statement! 

But is it? 

Humans have an amazing  “gift”  of ignoring things they do not like to hear or see! 

They just compartmentalise aspects of their life and reasoning processes (to effectively become schizophrenic over certain matters)! 

An English expression is to  “bury our head in the sand”  and just because we cannot see things around about –  does not mean they are non-existent! 

Concerningly,  most  “Christians”  are like this –  some driven-on into this mindless stance,  by many  charlatan Christian leaders giving what their 

paying audience desires to hear through seductive and very  “selective teaching” (2Tim.4v3-4, 2Pet.2v1) – for the  self-indulgent  return of which these 

specific  charlatan Christian leaders personally enjoy  (money/power/glory/leverage/sex/influence/pension/etc.).   Hardly “objective”  to God’s Word! 

Thus the members of these congregations  “just bury their heads in the sand” –  as instructed by their sweet talking  worldly Christian leaders,  without 

realising they are  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (because of  not  knowing  “what  is  Yahweh's Desire that should be fulfilled”) –  even though they 

sincerely think they are fulfilling God's Desire  (see “delusion” in glossary)  in their apparent  “supposed worship’”  given with such great gusto! 

I realise this will not win me many friends –  but I can only tell it,  “the way it is” –  else I shall be judged  with severe harshness  by Yahweh –  if I do 

not teach  “The Knowledge and Understanding”  that He has so graciously given to me at  “The Closing of The Gospel Age”  (I must not remain silent 

else I shall be dealt with harshly by Yahweh,  for remaining quiet  – Eze.33v1-20, Luke.12v4-5, Luke.12v47-48, etc.). 

All through this epistle,  and likewise the others written –  the exhortation is  not  just to become a  “Christian”,  but rather to become a Christian who 

then grows to  precisely imitate The Apostles  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, etc.)  and thus become what this website terms a TC as  “deemed 

entirely worthy”  by Yahweh.  But Yahweh’s “measuring rod” is so vastly different to that used by Man  (being what  worldly Christian leaders give to 

us).  Man’s “measuring rod”  would be  “deceptive”  –  to give a façade of being a  “supposed saint”  (and perhaps even given  “sainthood”  by  

worldly  humans presumptuously presuming themselves to be Yahweh  [by contrast with Matt.20v23])  but upon close examination of the mindset  (as 

carried out by Yahweh)  would yield a very different conclusion  (when explained to us later,  Luke.12v2-3, etc.). 

My point is  not to criticise –  but rather - 

1. To start opening our mind to  “The Real Word of God”  of both parts 1 and 2  (Old and New Testaments of The Bible). 

2. Draw out precisely what the text is teaching us. 

3. Give help to guide ourselves forward to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (as given within the text)  by understanding what Yahweh’s Desire might be! 

For example,  if we see a child enjoying themselves by playing with a loaded gun, –  would we leave the loaded gun with the child to hurt  his/herself  or 

another person?     No!    We  exercising  “Responsibility”  must  step-in  and remove the gun –  even though they were enjoying themselves with it! 

That is precisely what I am doing here. 

Those people fully understanding what I am doing will appreciate what I write here,  but those people who lose-out in some form of self-indulgent 

activity and not caring for the future wellbeing will be most wrathful against me! 
So again after that rather long preamble,  then what does this verse mean? 

“{Truly this}/{Such ones}  we”   These “we” can  only  be TCs who with  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

“possess/have  the High Priest”  Presently it is  “The Priests [TCs] of The Gospel Age”  who are metaphorically working in  “The Holy Place”  become 

part of this  “{Regimented Arrangement}/Order”  of Melchizedek,  though  “The High Priest” (JCg).  Then later,  JCg shall cover other humans  (for 

only 1000 years)  until they understand  “The Reality”  that shall occur in The Millennium,  to then accept what  “The High Priest”  has done for them 

by entering this  “{Regimented Arrangement}/Order”  when precisely imitating JC’s lifestyle for eternal life. 

“{seated down}/settled  in the  {right hand side}  of the  {stately seat}/throne”   JC now as JCg,  being  “The Premier Son of God”  shall have full 

administrative control over everything pertaining to this planet,  which shall come in effect at  “The Start of The Millennium”,  when Yahweh has gained 

His 144000 proven righteous  (to His Word = imitate JC now)  during The Gospel Age. 

“{stately seat}/throne  of the  Greatness/Majesty/{exceedingly Mighty}”   This is Yahweh ensuring all things within His Universe ultimately fulfil His 

Righteous Desire,  else be  {permanently removed}/annihilated  (surely,  why leave  “hurt/harm/pain”  to continue for an eternity?   Hardly righteous!). 

“within the  heavens.”   Being plural heavens  (see glossary)  clearly tells us,  this is The Universe where Yahweh’s control is  “Absolute”. 

Sadly our worldly bible translations loose this critical information,  being whether it pertains just to  “The Earth”  or to  “The Universe”. 

Finally  if  JCg is sitting to the right hand side of Yahweh  (as the text clearly tells us),  then  this infers  two separate  Entities –  does it not?   

Else they would be sitting in the  one/same  place! 
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Thus,  this simple and obvious logic utterly dispels the worldly sourced Trinity myth,  showing it to be merely a  manmade  concoction full of unrighteous 

errors,  not  substantiated by any phrase in context within The Bible  (please see my dissertation  “What is The Trinity”  comprising of some 70 pages).  

This myth is created by people operating according to Satan's methodology,  whose protagonists are only too pleased to state is a mystery to them!    

Speaks volumes – does it not!   

If  we want an answer – then  we must  not  go to a person who says   “It is a mystery” –  else  we will  not  receive a  “sensible answer”! 

When are the Trinitarians going to  wake-up  out of their  self-imposed  stupor? 

Start reading The Bible comprising of an  accurate translation  and  not  the translations beholden to  errant worldly  Christian doctrine that spin the 

original Greek into a mishmash of unrighteous nonsense  (as I clearly show with my  most accurate,  transparent,  and commutative  translation)!   

What would Yahweh Desire? 

1. Change His Word to endorse  errant  worldly doctrine  (created by  spiritually blind  people,  Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)? 

Or - 

2. Change false Christian doctrine to suit His Original  “Word of God”?  

What is it to be,  – for YOU,  the reader,  -  what do YOU want to occur? 

It is wholly YOUR choice but whatever decision you personally choose to make  (the responsibility being solely upon YOUR shoulders) - 

Makes YOU the subject of Yahweh’s  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement,  a decision  that lasts for an eternity  during which time if we have 

made a bad decision now,  means we  (of some 99.99+% of The World)  must reconcile to ourselves over an eternity! 

Heb.   8v2 og of the  {sacred (thing/location)}/{holiest (of all)}/{holy place}/sanctuary   

Heb.   8v2 og (the) {public servant}/{functionary in temple}/worshipper/minister,   

Heb.   8v2 og also  of the  tent/{cloth hut}/habitation/tabernacle  of the  true/verity,   

Heb.   8v2 og whom/which/that  (he [Lord, JC]) {fixed ( peg’)}/{set up tent}/pitched  the  lord/master [JC],   

Heb.   8v2 og also  no/not/none  (the) countenance/{human being}/man. 

Heb.   8v2 = the  {functionary in temple}/minister  of the  sacred/{holiest of all},   

also  of the  true  tent/tabernacle,   

which  the  Lord/Master  {sets up tent}/pitches,   also  not  man. 

 

         (JCg,  unto whom we aiming to be TCs,  faithfully emulate)   
The functionary in the temple of the most holy   (JC functions in  “The Most Holy Place of The Temple”,  invites us to follow through the veil) 

also of the tabernacle   (a covering tent,  meaning,  Yahweh’s Methodology operates within our minds,  so we  precisely imitate JC  [1Pet.2v18-24]) 
which the lord   (JC as  “The Word of God”  [delivering “Yahweh’s Methodology”]  controlling our truly  contrite/hearkening  minds)   

sets up the tabernacle   (Restating,  The Covering of Yahweh’s Methodology operating in our mind  [wholly built upon God’s Word],  Luke.17v21.) 

also not man   (Man’s  “worldly methodology”  cannot be a good framework upon which to  build/drive  our mind  [as we witness today]). 

 

Paul goes on to say,  JC is the  {functionary in the temple}/minister  of the  sacred/{holiest of all}/sanctuary  that would imply  “The Most Holy Place”  

in the temple –  thus  “The High Priest”   (of which we should emulate  -  being the priests invited to go through the tent veil  (please see my commentary 

at Luke 23v45 and reproduced at Heb.6v19). 

Also JC becomes the true  tent/tabernacle  that means mobile covering,  and thus infers JC covers us humans.  

Now clearly he covers us in two ways - 

1. His ransom sacrifice to enable all humans access to a 2 part physical life –  so it now becomes a  personal responsibility  how we  “chose to 

conduct our deportment”  (either for [1] “life”  or  [2] “annihilation”),  rather than the  only  outcome of  “annihilation”  being forced upon 

us by our forebears  (Adam and Eve,  making the wrong decision, Gen.3v6-12 by introducing  “worldly methodology” into The New World). 

2. JC as  “The Word of God”  to purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life that should ideally be imbued within us for our protection away from  

“The World of Sin”  of which  “The Word of God”  will ultimately yield  “everlasting life”  provided  we take to this mobile protective 

covering,  by operating our life to  “The Word of God”  to emulate JC and thereby become  “The Wisdom of God”  operating within us. 

The verse then goes on to state  “of which The Lord pitches”  –  “not Man”. 

Obviously the verse teaches us,  this covering cannot come from worldly wisdom sourced by  “Mankind”,  but rather,  “The Wisdom”  that comes from 

Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13).  1Cor.3v6 teaches us,  it is  “the specific god”  (importantly, as the floating pointer)  that 

makes  “The Word of God”  grow and fully develop within us –  no human is able.  However,  people must  accurately and responsibly  “spread the seed 

and water the land”  that becomes the  “{occupational effort}/work/labour” of which a TC is only too pleased to  freely do.  All this requires us to be 

thoroughly educated in  “The Word of God”  given to us by The Bible  (of a good trustworthy translation –  suggest pre 1950 CE translations –  younger 

translations are often only  “errant worldly interpretations”  [some are on par with a “fairy story” in places] –  and most inferior for any form of 

analytical study)!   

Most importantly we  cannot  (I repeat “cannot”)  be accurately taught by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders who have  not  the 

faintest idea of what is Yahweh's Desire  -  being  utterly spiritually blind,  they will only take us into the  ditch/pit  after them  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  

as my many audits of their output against The Bible publicly testify. 

Note   “Wisdom”  means  “The Accurate Application of Knowledge”. 

Clearly we  “accurately apply”  “wholesome knowledge”  (sourced by Yahweh via JC and the TCs)  or  “hurtful knowledge”  (sourced by  “Leaders of 

Religion”,  because they understand  nothing  about  “The Salvation of Mankind”  in  “their exegesis”  that has as many holes within it,  as a colander). 
Heb.   8v3 og every  For  (the) {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}  into/unto  the  

Heb.   8v3 og (to) {bear toward}/{lead to}/{give (to God)}/treat/{deal with}/do/{offer (unto/up)}/{present unto}/{put to}   

Heb.   8v3 og (the) {presents (especially a sacrifice)}/gifts/offerings  both  also  (the) {sacrifices (the act or the victim)}  

Heb.   8v3 og (he is) {placed down (permanently)}/designated/constituted/conveyed/appointed/made/ordained/set;   

Heb.   8v3 og {from which (place/source/cause)}/{from thence}/wherefore  (the) necessary/needful/required   

Heb.   8v3 og (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  {some/any thing}  also  this (specific)  the (person)  who/which/that   

Heb.   8v3 og (he may/should) {bear toward}/{lead to}/{give (to God)}/treat/{deal with}/ 

/{offer (unto/up)}/{present unto}/{put to}. 

Heb.   8v3 = For  every  {High Priest}  he is  designated/constituted/appointed   

to  {give to God}/{offer up}/{present unto}  both  (1) the  gifts/offerings   also  (2) of the  sacrifices;   

{from which}/wherefore   (it is)   necessary/required   

also  {this specific}  person  (JC)   to  possess/have  something  which  he (JC)  may/should  {give to God}/{offer up}/{present unto}. 

 

For every High Priest is constituted to give to God (Yahweh)  both 

  (1) the  gifts/offerings   also  (2) of the sacrifices; 
from which it is necessary  also this specific person (priest)  to have something which he (priest)  might give to God  (Yahweh). 
              (The sinful worldly high priest gave the best perfected animal  [firstly for himself]  and then secondly,  another animal for  “Israel”  to Yahweh.) 

              (The perfect JC as high priest had no need to give an animal for himself,  and was able to give himself for  [3 Epoch’s of] “Israel”  to Yahweh.) 
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              (Noting what JC did give Yahweh from himself was of a perfected Mind delivering his ministry and deportment as “The Wisdom of God”.) 
 

Paul makes the specific point,  “The High Priest”  is appointed to present unto  God/Yahweh  both  gifts/offerings  and the sacrifices he makes in his  

personal  subservient lifestyle in the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire,  thus by extension Paul applies the same reasoning to JCg becoming our High Priest 

who presents something as an  offering/gift  up unto  God/Yahweh  on behalf of  his/JCg's  creation  (Mankind).   

JC  offered/gifted  a  perfect life  of  agapao/{edifying love}  driving his thoughts to edify his creation so those individuals who ultimately choose to 

imitate him over their 2 part life only made possible by his ransom sacrifice might also  “perfect their character”  as JCg,  by having the  one/same  

“spirit/personality/desire/traits  that is separate from this present world of sin” (“HS”) = “Yahweh’s pure desire made manifest within The 

Environment” (“HS”). 

 

82nd Comment – JC knowing the  worldly priests were under  “The Covenant of The Order of Levi”,  did not associate 

himself with their methodology and the specific (animal)  gifts they offered to Yahweh,  only given under “rote”. 

144th Reasoning – JC operated under a methodology alien to what is standard to The World,  and was desirous to 

inaugurate  “The New/2nd Covenant”  that would lead to everlasting life for those practitioners of his methodology over 

their 2 part life that JC would personally give to  all  humans  without distinction  through his ransom sacrifice.  This is  

true  agapao/{edifying love}  delivering  agape/{charity love} = the freely given  (simply = no strings attached)  of oneself 

to edify our neighbour so they might know  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – whosoever they might be. 

91st Allegory – shadow = an  outline/imitation/sketch  of  “The Real Thing”. 

92nd Allegory – celestial things = “a methodology” sourced by Yahweh  and  not  by The World. 

145th Reasoning – JC showed us an  outline/imitation  of how we are to behave if we are desirous to be a minister of God 

behaving in a manner  (driven by a mindset)  that is  not  contaminated by worldly methodology. 

82nd Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs  must precisely imitate  “The Specimen/Example”  of 

JC,  if we are to be considered by Yahweh for a position of Sonship alongside JCg for  “The Promise of The Inheritance”. 

93rd Allegory – Moses as  “The Law Giver to the 1st Epoch Israel”  =  JC as  “The Law Giver to the 2nd Epoch Israel”. 

94th Allegory – Moses instructed to finish The Tent (of 1st Covenant) = JC instructed to finish The Tent (of 2nd Covenant). 

Allegory – repeat - tabernacle = mobile covering = JCg as “The Word of God” covering our  methodology/lifestyle/works 

Inasmuch it is The Presence/Parousia  of JCg  (as The Word of God)  drives our innermost thoughts resulting in works. 

146th Reasoning – While  “The Tent/Tabernacle”  Moses created was the  physical  representation upon Earth of  

“Yahweh’s 1st Covenant” operating  within/over  the midst of  “His People”  to deliver works;  “The Tent”  JC creates is 

the  spiritual  representation of  “Yahweh’s 2nd Covenant”  (not  physically seen)  is operating within the TC’s mindset as 

agapao/{edifying love}  (Luke.17v21).  This “covering”  controls our mind  to then deliver  the physically seen  works of  

agape/{charity love}  to our neighbour,  edifying them to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – just as JC and the apostles did.   

None of this spiritual covering is seen  by/from  our worldly Christian leaders – because sadly they do  not  understand 

what they should be doing!   Hopefully all things are now perfectly clear for them  to begin  “to spiritually see”! 

95th Allegory – Pattern = “something that is copied”.   Thus this becomes  “A Command”  unto which we must hearken! 

83rd Instruction – JC becomes “The Specimen/Example” as described above for us to  precisely imitate  if we are desirous 

of The Methodology that delivers everlasting life.  Do it now  in the 1st part of our physical life for maybe  Sonship to God. 

96th Allegory – Mountain (always) = Authority – where in this instance it is Yahweh’s Authority sourcing “The Knowledge” 

147th Reasoning – Yahweh instructs His Methodology to be placed within His people  (3 Epoch Israels)  by those people 

responsible,  firstly Moses and then JC are The Patterns – being those whom we,  “who are aiming to become TCs”  must 

precisely emulate.  Sadly in this process we will face opposition and persecution by those people presently focused and 

firmly rooted within this worldly system and thus intrinsically detesting  “The New Order”  celestially sourced. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Israel” = “persevering/persisting  with  subjector/God”. This is the perfect description for “Israel” 

throughout time because we have:- 

1. People who  persevere/persist  in rebellion  with  subjector/God = The Majority of Israel. 

2. People who  persevere/persist  in loyal servitude  with  subjector/God = The Remnant of Israel. 

Where we understand that “Israel” occurs over 3 Epochs of Time.  (1) Jews, (2) Christians, (3) Resurrected World. 

Heb.   8v4 og if  truly/indeed/{that one}  For  (he [JC]) were  over/upon/concerning   

Heb.   8v4 og (the) Earth/land/province/country/region  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}   

Heb.   8v4 og wish/suppose  (he [JC]) were  {the priest},   (of the) being/have  of the  priests  of the  (persons [priests}) 

Heb.   8v4 og {bearing toward}/{leading to}/{giving (to God)}/{dealing with}/{offering (unto/up)}/{presenting unto} 

Heb.   8v4 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   

Heb.   8v4 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   

Heb.   8v4 og the  {presents (especially a sacrifice)}/gifts/offerings, 

Heb.   8v4 = For  if  truly/indeed  he (JC)  were upon the  Earth/land,    (Because of what JC was able give,  then if being on The Earth …) 

he (JC)  wish/suppose  neither/{not even}  he were  the priest,     (then JC would  not  be merely  “a priest” ... …)  

being  of the  priests  {giving to God}/{offering up}/{presenting unto}     (imitating merely what other  [worldly]  Priests give ... …) 

the  gifts/offerings  according to  The Law,    (being merely what The Law of Moses dictates for a [worldly] priest to do) 

 

For if truly he (JC)  was upon the Earth   (Because of the superlative that JC was able to physically give,  by being upon The Earth … … ) 

                 ( [1] perfect ministry,  [2] perfect  lifestyle/deportment  to become  “The Wisdom of God”  [and thus The Exemplar for us to imitate … … ) 

suppose not even he (JC)  were a priest   (meaning,  JC/he  was  not  a  “normal worldly priest”) 

being of the priests giving to God   (merely imitating what their forefathers had done,  -  just mechanically on rote doing  “the works”) 

                 (The required brain activity was just not there for  worldly priests  –  just  “doing their duty” – being  “what I am paid to do!” –  That is all!) 

                 (Yet by contrast,  JC was impassioned to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  to become “The Means”  for Mankind’s Salvation to righteously occur.) 

the  gifts/offerings  according to The Law   (just “following  orders/customs” representative of their position -  just as do Christian priests of today) 

                (Inasmuch  “Christian priests”  are  precisely like  “The Worldly Priests”  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel” -  just following customs of their schism) 
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This an important verse,  being  “The Opening”  of Paul's reasoning logic  

Paul is making a differentiation between  “The Old World Order”  through the  Aaron/Levi  route  (according to what  “The Law of Works” 

only dictated),   and  “The New Melchizedek Order”  being through  JC/Judah  route  (according to  “The Law of The Mind” - perfected). 

So Paul states  

If  JCg was on this planet now,   

Then  he would  not  be operating under the same methodology of those priests who were under  “The Old World Order”  giving up their 

offerings according to their  instruction/custom  under  “The Old Low of Moses”  on rote,  based upon the  (animal)  coverings required for  

“The Judgement on  (animal-like)  Works”. 

Likewise the TCs operating under  “The New World Methodology”  of The Millennium  (being  “The Kingdom of God”)  presently operating within them  

(Luke.17v21)  as a vista of  “The Future Physical Reality”  that is to occur when JCg rules  in The Millennium  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15, etc.),  these TCs 

now will  not  be operating under worldly methodology being  The Requirement  to cover our works with animal sacrifices. 

TCs have their worldly works covered by JC’s sacrifice –  but most importantly,  they  personally respect  this action given to them by JC,  to be thus 

imbuing  “The Word of God”  within them,  so as to be  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle   meaning their mindset becomes  reformed/adjusted  

and therefore it  is this  that covers their works based upon  “The Word of God”  operating within them during the 2nd part of their spiritual life. 

Consequently we realise,  it is Yahweh’s Methodology that covers them into The Eternity  (as practiced through JC)  and thus practiced within  

“The Early Adopters”  (not  specifically the  physical  “Ransom Sacrifice”,  which itself importantly,  was  “The Outward Manifestation”  of 

what was  spiritually  operating inside JC). 

This  is  the subtlety  never  taught,  nor explained by our  worldly Christian leaders –  because they just do  not  understand it,  else surely they would 

teach this to their congregations –  if  these leaders were truly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.   

But the real point is,  they  cannot do this themselves,  so   How can they teach this  “New Methodology”  to other people? 

They are just like the old  worldly priests of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (hence JC’s repartee with them at John.8v38-58)! 
Heb.   8v5 og who/which  (the high priests [men], plural) 

Heb.   8v5 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {exhibit (for imitation or warning)}/ 

/{specimen/adumbration/example/pattern (to copy/warn)}   

Heb.   8v5 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) shade/shadow/adumbration 

Heb.   8v5 og (they will) {be hired menials}/{be ministers (to God)}/worshippers/{give divine services}    

Heb.   8v5 og of the  {outer sky/(singular heaven)}/celestial/extra-terrestrial (things),   

Heb.   8v5 og just/as/that/how/when   

Heb.   8v5 og (he [Moses] was) {uttered an oracle}/{(divinely) intimated}/{bear (as a) title}/ 

/{admonished (warned) of God}/revealed   

Heb.   8v5 og (the) Moses  (the being) expected/intended/necessity/going/coming   

Heb.   8v5 og (to) {fulfil further/completely}/execute/accomplish/make/perfect/perform   

Heb.   8v5 og the  tent/{cloth hut}/habitation/tabernacle,   

Heb.   8v5 og (you [Moses]) {stare at}/{discern clearly}/behold/perceive/see/{take heed}  For 

Heb.   8v5 og (He [Yahweh]) shows/{make known his thoughts}/affirms/says,   

Heb.   8v5 og (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  (the) all (things)   

Heb.   8v5 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  stamp/pattern/die/mould/form/type  the [pattern]  

Heb.   8v5 og (being) shown/presented/exhibited  {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy   

Heb.   8v5 og in  to the [= within]  {rear up}/hill/mount/mountain. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exe.25v40. 

Heb.   8v5 = who  (the High Priests)   they will be  {hired menials}/{ministers of God}/{give divine services}       

by  (= as)   the  {exhibit for imitation}/{specimen/example/pattern to copy}    (allegoric  =  we  must  become TCs imitating JC) 

also  by  (= as)   the  shadow/adumbration     (allegoric  =  of what is to come in the future) 

of the  {outer sky}/celestial  things.    (The Methodology sourced by Yahweh  =  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”) 

just/as/when  Moses  was  {uttered an oracle}/{admonished of God}/revealed    (Paul states as by comparison:   Beginning with Moses ...) 

being  expected/intended  to  {fulfil completely}/execute/accomplish  the  tent/tabernacle,    (establishing a covering over The People) 

for  {discern clearly}/perceive/{take heed}  He  (Yahweh)   shows/{makes known His thoughts}/states:- 

You (Moses/[us])   work/make/perform/practice  all things  accordingly to    (Gave the instruction:  In everything we must perform ... … ) 

the  stamp/pattern/mould/form/type    (the required  “precise standard” ... … )  

being  shown/presented  to  thee/you  within  the  mountain.    (as  The Authority  laying over us   “The Shadow”   [as a tent housing us]) 

 

who   (The High Priests,  based upon what was constituted,  that began with Aaron,  to  physically  operate  during the “1st Epoch Israel”)   

they  “will”  be giving divine service   (“will”,  allegoric  to what we must do for  “Priestly Position”  now,  and moreover,  in The Millennium) 
as the  {exhibit for imitation}/{pattern to copy}   (allegoric  to us,  we who are aiming to be TCs  must precisely imitate  our  High Priest [JC]) 

also as the  adumbration/outline/sketch   (“to vaguely foreshadow”  what is to come in the future  [1] Gospel Age  [2] The Millennium)    

of the  extra-terrestrial  things   (being  “The Methodology sourced by Yahweh”  driving our minds for this  “priestly service”  [as the ideal goal]) . 
              (Being the  two  Tabernacles   “Spiritual Requirement” by JC for Christians  by allegory  of  “The Physical Requirement”  by Moses for Jews) 
Just/as  Moses was admonished of God   (When Moses was given the instruction to build  “The Tabernacle”,  housing  “The Ark of The Covenant”) 

(Moses)  being expected to fulfil completely the tabernacle   (of which he fulfilled both physically –  but important is  “The Spiritual Allegory”); 

for  “Take heed”  He (Yahweh)  makes known His thoughts   (Yahweh instructs us  “of His Requirements” –  we aiming to be TCs,  must obey) 

             (The Crux is  “we must obey”  in  “The Spiritual Building of The Tabernacle within our mind”  [as Moses obeyed in its physical construction]) 
  “(That)  you (Moses)  work all things accordingly to the pattern being shown to you within the mountain.”   (Yahweh’s “Authority”) 

             (Christians today, must “work all things according to JC”,  being JC as The Stone to build The Mountain [of The New Temple] Dan.2v35,44) 
 

Thus Paul states    

These High Priests of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  were  “an exhibit”,  being  “The Pattern to Copy”. 

From what Paul stated,  we realise - 

Yahweh established  “The Constitution”  ready for  what was to follow,  being -  [1] JC and then what is to be  [2] the 144000 TCs.  

JC  was  able to set  “The Perfect Example” –  much better than the basic examples given by these former  worldly High Priests. 

Furthermore,  the 144000 TCs would firstly be  “Loyal/Faithful Priests” (in the Holy Place)  during the 1st part of their physical life purifying 

the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  ready to follow The High Priest through The Veil into The Most Holy Place upon their death/sacrifice.  

Where JC became the  foundation/{corner stone}  of  “The New (Spiritual) Temple”  (Matt.26v61, 27v40, 63, etc.,  see also the linking being 

“The Crux” above,  and hence 1Cor.3v16 by practice to become one of the 144000 white stones of  “The New Temple”  (1Pet.2v5)  in The 
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Millennium  (Rev.3v12, 11v19, 14v15-17, 15v5-8, 16v1, 17, 21v22.   Please see all my cited local commentaries that explain precisely what 

these verses  really  mean in my exhaustive  770,000+ word  “most accurate translation and commentary”  of  “The Book of Revelations”  on 

this planet). 

From JC's example,  Paul will move forward later to teach us - 

“We are to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (spiritual agapao yielding physical agape)  to gain what JC acquired  -  Sonship.” 

So Paul gives us an illustration concerning JC by using  “The Prophet”  Moses,  who was an  “archetypical JC”  in that - 

Moses rescued The Nation  “Israel”  from Egypt  (with the connotations to  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  [Christian Nation]  rescued from out The 

World  [being of its methodology])  and gave  “The Law of God”  (part 1 of works)  to this New Nation “Israel”  (“The 1st Epoch Israel”)   

and JC gave  “The Law of God”  (part 2 of The Mind)  to this New Nation of “Israel”  (“The 2nd Epoch of Israel”). 

Please excuse the next long sentence explaining the allegories between 1st and 2nd Epoch “Israels” - 

Equally this nation Israel was allowed to wander in  “The Wilderness”  before it reached its promised land  (with all the connotations of  

“The 2nd Epoch Israel”  [“The Worldly Christian Nation”  unable to perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual life in the 1st part of their physical 

life])  being The Christian Nation failing to be reaching  (The Requirements [to become TCs] of)  The Millennium  (and hence metaphorically  

“falling in The Wilderness”  by dying and metaphorically  not  attaining  The Spiritual Requirements to Rule  as  “The Heirs/Inheritors”  of  

“The Resurrected World”  in  “The Forthcoming  Millennium”)`.    

Only Caleb and Joshua  (representing The 144000 TCs)  were able to enter Canaan  (The Resurrected World in The Millennium). 

“Mountain”  (without a place name)  in prophecy  always  means  “Authority” –  there is absolutely  no  exception to this rule anywhere in The Bible. 

Thus Yahweh is  “The Authority”  Who deems the requirement of The Tabernacle to be imposed upon  “Israel”  (ultimately upon all 3 Epochs of Israel). 

Thus  “The Tabernacle of a Tent”  (of our mind  [mobile, established in ourselves in the 1st part of our life])   and later  “The Temple of 

Jerusalem”  (“The Covering of Authority”  by imposed rules for  “The Betterment of Mankind”  [fixed, established over The World in The 

Millennium])  became  “The Mechanism”  of imposing  “Yahweh’s Presence upon The People”  through His  Laws  (see “Tent” and 

“Temple” in my glossary).   

Symbolically it was Yahweh’s Laws encompassing and enclosing over The People to protect them from the  evil/wicked/hurtful/malicious/harmful  

methodology that pervaded outside Yahweh’s protective laws,  being  “The Methodology of The World”  as sourced by Satan  (simply,  self-indulgence 

and selfishness yielding pain and suffering as witnessed today throughout society principally causes by “leaders”  of  whatever/wherever). 

These were  “The Laws of Moses”  contained upon tablets in  “The Ark of The Covenant”. 

Likewise - 

“The Laws of JC” (Mark.12v30-31)  are given to cover  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  that are now tablets operating upon our hearts (2Cor.3v3, 

Romans chapter 3 to 5).  Being  “The Seat our Motivation”  to fulfil within our life,  precisely what these tablets of JC's Laws  command of us. 

Consequently,  these become our tabernacle of  (sourced/specified  by)  God covering our deportment by what JC gave to us as  “The Word of 

God”  that if put into practice  (as did JC),   then becomes  “The Wisdom of God” –   rather than  “the wisdom of The World”. 

It is this that Paul by illustration is explaining to us –  hence the next verse in context. 

But first,  I invite the reader to now carefully consider what is stated here,  and then compare it with what is practised by our  charlatan Christian 

leaders to create the fervent  “self-indulgent hype”  in their  “circus performances”  continuing to nurture  a  fleshly/animalistic/carnal  mind.   

Can YOU the reader really believe JC and the apostles really behaved like that in their ministry?   

That Moses being  “The Meekest Man”  in his day  (Num.12v3)  physically leading  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  and  likewise JC  (1Pet.2v21-23)  spiritually 

leading The Mind of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  would behave in the manner witnessed at some of these charismatic and  such-like  gatherings! 

Thus we may ask - 

Whose methodology is being practised by these  charlatan Christian leaders?   

Is it The World’s Methodology –  being  “The Animalistic Returns for The Immediacy”  generated by their duped and intoxicated flock?   

Or Yahweh’s Methodology to yield  “circumspect people”  (Titus.2v2-8, etc.)  who carefully consider  “The Word of God”  and precisely 

imitate JC to  bring-on  the next generation of TCs who equally behave like JC and The Apostles ?    Noting specifically what JC teaches us at 

Matt.7v16-20  (where sadly,  we who are truly imitating JC will be persecuted  [2Tim.3v11-13],  being  metered-out  by those people whose 

hypocrisy is exposed)   

Where,  we realise Yahweh  “Primary Requirement”  is for  “Responsible People”,  “behaving Responsibly  to Rule The Resurrected World”. 

Is Yahweh really going to obtain  “Responsible People”  from these worldly gatherings to  “indulge-the-self”  in an animalistic manner? 

The fact our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  quote The Bible to speak out against these  “false Christs” (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23)  makes them  

equally complicit  in the whole debacle of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  being represented as  “The Harlot”  as prophesied in Rev. Chapter 17 and 18,  which 

must be replaced by The Methodology  celestially sourced.   Consequently,  Yahweh allows The World to  self-implode  to destroy what is  not  His 

Methodology –  to show that we can  only  survive as a species for an eternity by  following  His Methodology as we enter The Millennium  headed-up  by 

JCg and his 144000 TCs,  they having previously  “proved His Methodology”! 

It is just so  righteously obvious!   

However,  we know why our  worldly Christian leaders will  never  teach it  (for the precisely same reason as given at John.11v47-53)! 

Clearly they are too ashamed of JC as “The Word of God”  (Matt.8v38, Luke.9v26)  and will be cast aside in The Millennium  (Luke.16v1-8,  20v16, etc.) 
 

83rd Comment – Paul now leads into what JC has brought to Mankind = The 2nd Covenant that makes salvation possible. 

Allegory – repeat - Moses gives The 1st Covenant = JC giving The 2nd Covenant  (explained thoroughly later in Hebrews). 

45th Good News – “The 2nd Covenant”  was so much more powerful than  “The 1st Covenant”  because it presents a 2 part 

life  (2 part physical + 2 part spiritual)  to all humans,  made possible by  “The Spiritual Ministry”  JC gave for  (1) “The 

Mind”  and  (2) “The Physical Ransom Sacrifice”  for  “The Physical Body”.   Both of which working  together = “Soul”. 

Reasoning – repeat - The Methodology changed from  being judged upon The Works  performed -  to a judgement of The 

Mind,  where Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  is on  “The Synapse Construction”  based upon  “The 

Golden Standard” as  “The Foundation”  laid down by JC ministry/lifestyle,  thus  “genuine sideslips”  can  be ignored. 

Allegory – repeat - Moses gives The 1st Covenant = JC gives The 2nd Covenant  (explained thoroughly later in Hebrews). 

Reasoning – repeat - The Law of “The 1st Covenant”  had to be changed to The New Law of “The 2nd Covenant”  because 

“The Method of Judgement”  was changed that required a completely  new leader to head  “The New Methodology”. 

Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh changed The Priesthood lineage from the Levi tribe of  “The 1st Covenant”  to the tribe of 

Judah of  “The 2nd Covenant”  as prophesied some 1800 years earlier by Israel (Jacob) himself  (Gen.49v8-12),  and then 

by the Prophet Jeremiah at Jer.31v31-33 some 600 years before JC’s ministry of  “The New Covenant”.. 

46th Good News – JC from the tribe of Judah offered a much superior priestly service than the Levi High Priests were ever 

able,  and thus JC could become  “The  Intercessor/Mediator”  of the  nobler/better  covenants/agreements. 

47th Good News – JC from the tribe of Judah offered a much superior priestly service than the Levi High Priests were ever 

able,  and thus JC was able to inaugurate  “The New Law”  through his ministry and sacrifice. 
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148th Reasoning – If  the 1st Law offered the possibility of everlasting life  (through ideal works)  as demonstrated by JC  

then  what could be better than everlasting life?  Again what JC showed was possible by demonstration –  the possibility 

of Sonship to Yahweh because he fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  (of which Paul moves onto later – especially chapt.11). 

84th Comment – Paul makes the natural observation:-   

    If the 1st Covenant was faultless  (in offering salvation to humans)  then there would be no need for the 2nd Covenant! 

79th Comment – Yahweh consistently guided Israel as a nation through His spokespersons,  and Israel through its leaders 

(of Religion, Politics, and Commerce)  consistently ignored  God’s Word and  “Did their own thing!”   Repeated again 

with the 2nd Epoch Israel  (The Christian Nation)  and persecuted Yahweh’s spokespersons as done to William Tyndale!  

85th Comment – Yahweh blames “The 1st Epoch Israel”  for refusing to accept His Covenant,  then closes His relationship 

with them,  and thus opens up “The New (2nd) Covenant with the 2nd Epoch Israel”  (The Christian Nation)  through 

Judah,  Yahweh knew it too would fail,  but it would yield the 144000  TCs/{Sons of God}  to then rule The Millennium.  

84th Instruction – Generally The 2nd Epoch Israel is behaving  no  differently to The 1st Epoch Israel throughout its layers 

and thus Yahweh will  not  continue His Agreement with them as soon as He achieves the trigger threshold of 144000 TCs. 

This is what we are told in Rev. chapter 17 and 18 will occur and Yahweh uses The World to do it  (as He did at 70 CE). 

Allegory – repeat - Egypt = (always represents)  The World operating outside Yahweh’s Methodology. 

97th Allegory – Forefathers  (Ancient Worthies)  = “The 1st Century  Disciples/Apostles”  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”.  

98th Allegory – Israelites leaving Egypt = Christians  (supposedly)  leaving  “The World’s Methodology”. 

Reasoning – repeat - Christians who come out of “Egypt”,  by leaving worldly Methodology –  resent leaving The World 

and want to return to it  (Ex.16v1-3)  of which we witness in their self-indulgent activities,  behind a pretence to be 

“worshipping Yahweh”  –  but do  not  truly imitate JC and his faithful  apostles/TCs  throughout The Gospel Age. 

149th Reasoning – Yahweh terminates His covenant with “The 1st Epoch Israel” when JC had fulfilled his mission,  so 

Yahweh might start His covenant with “The 2nd Epoch Israel” to draw out JC’s own  flock/(body)  as The Returning (2nd) 

Remnant to The Lord.  When Yahweh attains the 144000 TCs He shall end His covenant with “The 2nd Epoch Israel”, then 

He shall enter the final section of His plan to  extend  “The 2nd Covenant”  unto  “The Resurrected World”  to enable the 

teaching of “Righteousness” to occur and the final assay to become “The Main Harvest”  (at the end of The Millennium). 

150th Reasoning – The Ancient Worthies and prophets imbued Yahweh’s methodology to become  “The Remnant of  (the 

1st Epoch)  Israel that returns to The Lord”  (JCg’s “other flock” [John.10v16]).  The TCs imbued Yahweh’s methodology 

to become “The Remnant of  (the 2nd Epoch)  Israel that returns to The Lord”  (JCg’s “own flock” [John.10v3]).  Those 

people of  “The Resurrected World”  who successfully imbue God’s Word shall be  “The Wheat  of The Main Harvest” 

represented as  “The Remnant of  (the 3rd Epoch)  Israel that returns to The Lord”  (as the children [“sons”] of JCg). 

85th Instruction – It is through JCg  (ministry as “The Word of God”,  and through reason of his ransom sacrifice)  that 

Yahweh is  righteously  able to have a  grouping of to be perfected people  taken over the  three  “Epochs of Israel”. 

86th Instruction – For an individual human to have eternal life then it is imperative for them to personally imbue JC’s 

methodology to deliver works that edify one’s neighbour  (= imitate JC’s lifestyle). 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “Israel” = “persevering/persisting  with  subjector/God”. This is the perfect description for “Israel” 

throughout time because we have:- 

1. People who  persevere/persist  in rebellion  with  subjector/God = The Majority of Israel. 

2. People who  persevere/persist  in loyal servitude  with  subjector/God = The Remnant of Israel. 

Where we understand that “Israel” occurs over 3 Epochs of Time.  (1) Jews, (2) Christians, (3) Resurrected World. 

Heb.   8v6 og {just now}  And  (of the) varying/differing/divers/surpassing/{more excellent} [comparative] 

Heb.   8v6 og (he [JC] has) {made ready}/{brought to pass}/attained/perchance/occurred   

Heb.   8v6 og (of the) {public function (as priest/almsgiver)}/ministration/service,   

Heb.   8v6 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  also  (of the) vigorous/stronger/better/nobler  (he [JC]) is   

Heb.   8v6 og (of the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement   

Heb.   8v6 og (the) {go-between}/{an internunciator}/reconciler/intercessor/mediator,   

Heb.   8v6 og who/which  over/upon/concerning  (the) vigorous/stronger/better/nobler   

Heb.   8v6 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) announcements/pledges/{divine assurances}/promises     

Heb.   8v6 og (it has been) legislated/{to have (Mosaic) enactments (enjoined)}/{sanctioned (by them)}/ 

/{established/received The Law}. 

Heb.   8v6 = And  {just now}  he  (JC)   has  {made ready}/{brought to pass}/attained    (by his ministry and ransom sacrifice) 

of the  differing/surpassing/{more excellent}   {public function as priest}/ministration/service,    (being what is now available) 

also  {as much}/whatsoever  he (JC)  is  the  {go between}/intercessor/mediator       (JC can righteously bring us back to Yahweh) 

of the  vigorous/better/nobler  contract/covenant/agreement,     (by something  much better  than what Moses gave to us) 

which  it has been  legislated/{The Law established}/instituted/enacted    (The two laws of JC given at Mark.12v30-31) 

upon/concerning  vigorous/better/nobler    (salvation is now possible for all people,  with the bonus for 144000 TCs of Sonship to Yahweh) 

announcements/pledges/promises.    (because when The Mind  becomes perfected  then the commensurate works follow) 

 

And just now he (JC)  has made ready   (by JC’s  [1] Ministry for  “The New Mind”,  and  [2] Ransom Sacrifice for  “The New Body”) 
the more excellent public function as a priest   (JC can personally provide a  “Reset State”  to the 1st part of our life,  both  physical/spiritual) 

also moreover he (JC)  is the  intercessor/mediator   (JC can bring us to Yahweh -  provided we wholly imbue and hearken to  “The Word of God”) 

of the  vigorous/better  contract/agreement   (The 2nd Contract enables   [1] Salvation is possible,  [2] Sonship to God is possible) 

which has been  legislated/instituted   (The two Laws of JC  [Mark.12v30-31]  practised as  “The Wisdom of God”  enables the above to occur) 
upon the  vigorous/better  promises   (Sonship and  guaranteed  salvation,  being better than what The Prophets could attain  -  Matt.11v11) 

                (This verse operates at  two  levels   [1] The World can gain “Life”,  [2] The 144000 TC Priests can become like JC [“Sons of God”]) 
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Paul tells us,  JC has brought in a different –  but  much better  {function as a priest}/ministration/service  being an  (1) atonement and then  (2) cover (of 

The Mind)  for those people who wish to come under this new tabernacle of the new priesthood that  replaces  the old worldly priesthood. 

Where,  JC as  “The High Priest”  becomes  “The  Intercessor/Mediator”  of those people in the priesthood  firstly  (the 144000 TCs),  and 

further on,  secondly,  out to “The Nation of Israel”  (of ultimately  The 3 Epochs of Israel,  all culminating in the 3rd Epoch of Israel).  

Note where I place the  “also” –  it is not quite in the same position as given by many bible translations that devalues,  and misapplies what is being 

stated. 

Inasmuch JC  only  becomes  The Intercessor  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  with those  very specific people  who  desire/yearn  to become part of  “The 

Covenant”  (a  bilateral  agreement).  This again shows the  “dumbing down”  of our errant bibles  of worldly translations,  to infer that JC indefinitely 

becomes our intercessor irrespective of our own self-indulgent attitude!   No – that is  not  quite what The Bible actually teaches us in  “The Original 

Greek”  and holistically throughout! 

JC  only  becomes  “The Intercessor”  for those people genuinely desiring to come to Yahweh  (over their “2 part life”).   

If  humans over their 2 part  physical/spiritual  life have no desire to come to Yahweh –  then  obviously JCg  cannot  be an intercessor! 

Thus this new covenant of which Paul speaks,  is based upon a  “better promise”.  

So what can this covenant of a  “better  promise”  be? 

It is  not  merely to a resurrection of eternal life – because already  “the prophets of old”  must have that,  and they were part of  “The Old Covenant”! 

So it is a  “New Covenant”  and is thus  better  than having  “eternal life”! 

Also we are told by both JC and Peter  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10)  the prophets of old searched but could not  see/achieve  “The Solution”  

(being what JC illuminated as  “The Exemplar”  for us to precisely imitate –  as Paul has been hortatively teaching us throughout his epistles). 

There is  only one thing  better than having eternal life in a wonderful society –  termed   “Paradise/Park”! 

What can be better than  “everlasting life in a perfected environment”  without   wars, starvation, pain, illnesses, fraud, suffering, etc.? 

Quite simply being  “The Promise of what JC personally received”,  and is on offer for those very specific people who  precisely imitate  “The Pattern” 

given by JC  (John.14v5-15),  it is - 

The Resurrection to become  “a future Son of God” –  to be awakened at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.20v6, Isa.66v8).   

Where the  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  will  not  be in perfected DNA fleshly bodies,  while most wonderful these bodies are,  they are still 

corruptible  (as were Adam/Eve,  and thus in the future still subject to  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation).   No,  the  translation/transfiguration  shall be 

in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  based upon a design sourced by Yahweh that is  not  based upon a physical frame of fleshly 

DNA,  but rather an  “incorruptible body”  guaranteed to  never  die  (1Cor.15v35-55). 

This body is like that given to JCg as he presently resides at the right-hand side of Yahweh,  this type of body is only available for 144000 TCs who are to 

be  elected/chosen  by Yahweh from out of The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age to be the  brothers/sisters  of JCg  alongside  (Matt.12v48-50). 

Some scholars might argue,  I have placed an incorrect interpretation on this verse. 

It could be suggested,  “The 2nd Covenant”  is better because it enables success for humans rather than a  “condemnation to failure”  as given by  “The 

1st Covenant”  through Moses.  However,  that is  not  what The Verse specifically states –  but rather this suggestion is a twist by  “worldly scholars”  

on what the verse specifically states!   They clearly do  not  holistically understand Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salivation” –  having no 

care to do so,  but rather be tossing the  “Darnel seed”  into the  “seeds of Wheat”  as taught by this website  (Matt.13v24-30)! 

We must realise the verse does not mention  “covenant”  but rather the two words  “Agreement”  and  “Promise”  that become part of a covenant.    

What was  “The Agreement”  and what was  “The Promise”  given by Moses? 

The Agreement was,  The Law given would separate The Israelites from The World – so ideally it would be possible to achieve everlasting life. 

The Promise was,  The Israelites would have their own home land to live within  (while ideally having everlasting life). 

There is no reference to becoming “Sons of God” –  because they had no template upon which to precisely imitate.  That is exactly why JC and Peter 

stated elsewhere  “The prophets looked for something better but could not find it”  (because they could not understand how a human could ever 

righteously become a future  “Son of God”  noting what Job thought of his future prospects [Job.19v26]). 

Thus what is better is  not  The Covenant directly  (though it is at another level),  but rather both  “The Agreement and The Promise”  which 

are on offer under the respective covenants  (being what The Verse states). 

“The Agreement”  Yahweh offers through JC is  the  one/same  as that  offered to JC  (Matt.3v15)  by agreeing to baptism to enter the 2nd part of his life 

in a  bilateral  agreement with Yahweh his Father –  that goes  two  ways - 

1. Precisely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire when entering into,  and during,  the 2nd part of our spiritual life for - 

2. By return,  Yahweh promises to resurrect the person unto  “Sonship”. 

“The Promise”  is righteously as the human individually  “agrees by oath”  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (mentally driven only by agapao to yield 

physical agape),  then by return Yahweh promises Sonship in The Millennium yielding  “The Promise of The Inheritance”  (and not just part of it)  as 

originally given to Abraham  (where the TCs metaphorically become the sons of Abraham)  -  selected  only  by Yahweh and made possible by Yahweh as 

He did to JC to become JCg. 
Heb.   8v7 og if  For  the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former   [Covenant]   {that one}  (it) was   

Heb.   8v7 og (the) irreproachable/blameless/faultless,   

Heb.   8v7 og no/not/none  wish/suppose  (of the) {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd   [Covenant]   

Heb.   8v7 og (the having been) sought/searched/endeavoured/inquired   

Heb.   8v7 og (the) spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room. 

Heb.   8v7 = For  if  the  first/former   (covenant)     (being what Yahweh gave through Moses) 

{that one}  was  blameless/faultless,    (If the 1st Covenant could make us perfect in the midst of Yahweh's  “Decree on Sin”,  then … … ) 

not  wish/suppose  the  spot/{place of occupancy}/position    (then logically,  there would be no requirement ... … ) 

the having been  sought/searched/inquired  of the   second   (covenant).      (to be having  “The 2nd Covenant” [for The Mind]  through JC.) 

 

For if the first  (Covenant)    (being what Yahweh  gave/instituted  through Moses based upon “Works”) 
that one was  blameless/faultless   (in delivering Mankind from  “annihilation”)   
            (That can only deliver “Life”  within “The Inheritance”) 

(then)  not suppose  (there be)  the position   (then there would be  no  requirement)  

having been sought  (by Mankind)  of the second  (covenant)    (to achieve “The Ideal Result”  of Mankind’s Salvation and not annihilation!) 

            (That can deliver “Life” [for all people over a 2 part life]  but importantly,  “The Early Adopters” can gain  “Sonship” over “The Inheritance”) 
 

Paul as usual,  states the obvious question –  before he launches off again through his very logical reasoning  

If  “The 1st Covenant”  was capable to deliver  “everlasting life” (salvation)  that came with a bilateral agreement was  useful/{fit for 

purpose}  for humans,  then  why  did Yahweh introduce a  new  bilateral covenant that was better than the former covenant offered? 

Clearly the  new  bilateral covenant  (introduced by JC's ministry/deportment  and inaugurated by JC's ransom sacrifice)  was better because - 

1. Now it was possible for people to achieve salvation if they decided to imitate JC  (to operate under  agapao/{edifying love})   that would 

excuse  accidents  in the works displayed to one’s neighbours  (Note  JC made  no  mistakes and  “thus deemed perfect”  also against  “The 

Law of Moses”).   The Crux being,  these people  make every effort to precisely imitate JC – this is being upon what they judged by Yahweh. 

2. Those people choosing to practice  (1) in the 1st part of their physical life have access to become precisely like JCg upon his entry into the 2nd 

part of his physical life  (see  “begotten”  in glossary –  it most certainly does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  

tell us about this subject),  and thus the 144000 TCs  can  become future  “Sons of God”. 
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3. Those people who leave this mental reform into the 2nd part of their physical life,  where they need  “The Physical Reality”  of  “The Kingdom 

of God”  operating within society,  to imitate JC’s lifestyle –  then this 2nd Covenant also righteously enables eternal life to occur for these 

individuals  (irrespective of what they may have done in the 1st part of their physical life  [charlatan Christian leaders excluded, theirs is 

“annihilation”]). 
Heb.   8v8 og (the) blaming/{finding fault}/censoring  For  them,  (he) states/exclaims:   

Heb.   8v8 og Behold/Lo/Look/See   (the) days/{periods of time}   

Heb.   8v8 og (they are) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming [middle voice],   (he) states/exclaims  (the) lord/master,   

Heb.   8v8 og also  (I will) {complete entirely}/execute/end/finish/fulfil  over/upon/concerning   

Heb.   8v8 og the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (the) Israel/{Persevere with Subjector}   

Heb.   8v8 og also  over/upon/concerning  the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of the) Judah   

Heb.   8v8 og (the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement  (the) new/freshness; 

Old Testament reference located at  Jer.31v31. 

Heb.   8v8 = For  blaming/{finding fault}  them   (Israelites of the 1st Epoch),    He  (Yahweh)   states/exclaims: 

Behold/Look  the  days/{periods of time}  are  appearing/coming;  states/exclaims  the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh),   

also  I will  {complete entirely}/end/finish   (the original covenant through Levi/Moses)   concerning  the  household/family  (of)  Israel,   

also  concerning  the  household/family  of the  Judah  the  new/fresh  contract/covenant/agreement   (through JC); 

 

For blaming them   (The Jews of The 1st Epoch Israel)     (Because “The 1st Epoch Israel” failed “The 1st Covenant”) 

He (Yahweh)  states: 

  Behold the periods of time are approaching;  states the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh) 

  also I (Yahweh)  will finish  (the  original covenant  through  Levi/Moses)  concerning the family of  (1st Epoch)  Israel, 
  also concerning the family of Judah   (under which of this  new  priestly line,  I [Yahweh]  will bring about … … )   

  the new  covenant/agreement   (through JC [of Judah Tribe of Israel],  for  the next  “Epoch of Israel”); 

 

Thus Yahweh states  over/concerning  “Israel”  (representing all 12 tribes) - 

You  “people”  should closely examine yourselves against what I state according to My Directives. 

I will finish My covenant with you  (because it is just not working to yield  “Righteousness”),  and  bring-on  a new covenant with a separate 

grouping of people  (to become The Christian Nation),  who are to be led by a  new  family name of  “Judah”  (see the wonderful prophecy 

given by  Jacob/Israel  to Judah  located at Gen.49v8-12  that was partially fulfilled through King David).  The person who was to lead this 

new nation under  “The New Covenant”  that he established with Yahweh through his personal works in ministry and sacrifice was  “JC”. 

Consequently  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  was born like  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  from a covenant legislated by Law based upon an original promise made to 

Abraham,  where  “a better promise”  with a  bilateral  covenant was now available based upon  “The Model/Template”  given to us by JC who became 

successful  over/surpassing  “The 1st Covenant”  (Matt.5v17-18)  to  righteously/competently  introduce  “The 2nd Covenant”  as   “The  

First/Chief/Only  Begotten Son of God”  from out of the fleshly body  to be the (premier) Son of God,  as The First  (The Barley waved)  Firstfruit  of the  

following  144000 TC  Firstfruits  (The Wheat waved of  “The Early Harvest”  starting 50 days later [Lev,23v5-15, John.20v1, Acts.2v1-40]),  being 

“Pentecost” as “The Feast of The Ingathering”  of The Harvest  (representative of  “The Firstfruits” [144000 TCs]  during The Gospel Age – ready for 

“The Main Harvest”  of  “Wheat”  in The Millennium). 

Thus it was a  new/better  covenant,  because what is now on offer under  “The 2nd Covenant”  is that a resurrection was  not only  to  “everlasting life”  

in a fleshly body  (as the prophets understood it to be  [see Job.19v26, etc.]),  but rather  “everlasting life”  is only an  “incidental”  to that which comes 

with  “The Superlative Goal”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh” –  by  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  now.   

This is how  “The Mystery of God”  (noting “ho theos”)  is  personally solved  by 144000 individuals during The Gospel Age. 
Heb.   8v9 og not  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  disposition/contract/covenant/agreement   

Heb.   8v9 og whom/which/that  (I [Yahweh]) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised   

Heb.   8v9 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  fathers/forebears  {of them}  in  (to the [= within])  day/{period of time}   

Heb.   8v9 og (of the) {holding upon}/{seizing (for any purpose)}/grasping/catching/{laying hold}/grasping (middle voice)    

Heb.   8v9 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my [Yahweh]  of the  {hollowness for grasping}/hands  {of them}   

Heb.   8v9 og (to) {lead forth}/{bring forth (out)}/{fetch (lead) out}  them   

Heb.   8v9 og {from/out  of}  (the) Earth/land/province/country/region  (of the) Egypt;  

Heb.   8v9 og because  they  no/not/none  (they) {stayed in (in the same place)}/persevered/continued   

Heb.   8v9 og in  to the [= within]  disposition/contract/covenant/agreement  {of me}/I/me/mine/my,   

Heb.   8v9 og {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  {have been careless of}/{made light of}/flippant/neglected/{not regarded}   

Heb.   8v9 og {of them},  (He [Yahweh]) states/exclaims  (the) lord/master [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Jer.31v32. 

Heb.   8v9 = not  according to  the  contract/covenant/agreement  that  I  (Yahweh)   

did/made/yielded/produced  with  their  fathers/forebears,   

within the  day/{period of time}  of Me  (Yahweh)   personally  {taking hold upon}/seizing/catching  of their  hands,   

{to lead forth}/{bring out}  them  {from out of}  the  land/country  of the  Egypt;    (prophetically always means:  The World)  

because  not  they    (“Israel” – generally,  but excluding  “The Remnant out of Israel that returns to The Lord”)    
persevered/continued  within  My  contract/covenant/agreement,     (being  The Means/Method  to obtain salvation) 

I also  {be careless of}/neglect/{not regard}  them;     (rebellious  “Israel” prophetically over its 3 Epochs)   

states/exclaims  the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh). 

 

         (This  New  [2nd]  Covenant  for  “The Spiritual Mind”  is - ) 
not according to the  (Old  [1st])  contract/agreement  (for “Physical Works”)  that I  (Yahweh) 

made with their (Jews)  fathers   (when  “The Original Contract”  was inaugurated) 

within the period of time of Me (Yahweh)  personally taking hold upon their hands   (both  physically/spiritually  to guide them … … ) 

to lead them forth   (Israelites  [ultimately over 3 Epochs]  from out of the land of Egypt  [“The Physical”  being prophetic for  “The Spiritual”]); 

because not they   (“Israel”  [being  “fleshly/animalistic  of mind”],  then  =  1st Epoch,  but is prophetic for the 2nd and 3rd Epochs])    

continued within My (Yahweh's)  contract/agreement   (being  “The Means”  to yield  “Personal Salvation”  [of its respective Epochs]) 

I (Yahweh)  neglect them   (Yahweh turns His back upon them at the close of each specific  “Epoch of Israel”  after giving time for  “reform”); 
                   (But importantly,  Yahweh stayed long enough with each Israel to gain  “The Respective Remnant that returns to The Lord”   [Isa.10v20-22]) 

states the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh,  sourcing  “The Methodology”  to control our mind). 
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Paul further explains this new covenant with  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (The Christian Nation)  is  not  like the old covenant with  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  

(The Israelites)  where Yahweh held their hand as they came out of Egypt  (just as He does with those people leaving The World  [allegory of Egypt]  and 

join with JC to ideally become TCs,  like the 5 faithful virgins and thus become “The Bride of Christ”  [Matt.25v1-12, John.3v29, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,v9, 

etc.]). 

Likewise those persons of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (The Christian Nation)  who ignore precisely what Yahweh Desires,  shall also be  

neglected/ignored/{not regarded}  so as  not  to be resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (JCg’s 1st 2nd C)  being like the 5 worldly virgins  (worldly 

Christians)  who were  not  ready at The Bridegroom (JCg)  coming to collect them  (Matt.25v1-12,  noting by contrast 1Thes.5v1-5). 

However,  there is The 3rd Epoch of Israel  (The Resurrected World)  during The Millennium,  becoming “The Last Chance”  for all people -  within 

which to reform and start imitating JC  (to become “The Late Adopters”)  before Yahweh closes that epoch of time after JC’s cover finishes and we stand 

(for “Life”)  or fall (become “Annihilated”)  upon what we have learnt from  “The Early Adopters”  teaching us. 
Heb.   8v10 og Because  this/that (specifically)  the  disposition/contract/covenant/agreement  whom/which/that   

Heb.   8v10 og (I [Yahweh] will) (make a disposition}/contract/covenant/{agree with} [middle voice] 

Heb.   8v10 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (the) Israel/{Persevere with Subjector}   

Heb.   8v10 og {after (meta)}   the  days/{periods of time}  these,   (he [Yahweh]) states/exclaims  (the) lord/master [Yahweh]:   

Heb.   8v10 og (The) Giving/Bestowing/Granting  (the) regulations/principles/laws  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  into/unto   

Heb.   8v10 og (the) {through deep thought}/{faculty of the mind working}/imagination/understanding  {of them},   

Heb.   8v10 og also  over/upon/concerning  (the) hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of them}   

Heb.   8v10 og (I [Yahweh] will) {write upon}/inscription/{inscribe over}  them  [The Remnant of Israel of its 3 Epochs];   

Heb.   8v10 og also  (I [Yahweh]) {shall be}/{will come to pass}  {to them}  into/unto  (the) God [Yahweh],   

Heb.   8v10 og also  they  {shall be}/{come to pass}  {to me}/mine  into/unto  (the) populace/{grouping of people}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Jer.31v33. 

Heb.   8v10 = “Because  this specific  contract/covenant/agreement    (precisely imitate JC to become a future  “Son of God”)    

which  I (Yahweh)  will be  personally  contracting/covenanting/{agreeing with}     (The Promise specific to the Epoch of Israel)  

to the  household/family  (of)  the  Israel     (ultimately over its 3 Epochs) 

after  those  days/{periods of time};”     (applicable to The Age of The Judgement) 

states/exclaims  the  Lord/Master.     (The Laws sourced by Yahweh applicable for The Epoch of Israel) 

“Bestowing/Granting  My  Laws    (those laws given at Mark.12v30-31  perfected/enacted  by JC for the 2nd Epoch of Israel) 

unto  their  {deep thought}/comprehension/understanding,     (thoroughly imbue/inculcate what Yahweh requires within our brain) 

also  I will  {write upon}/{inscribe over}  upon/concerning  their  hearts/{seats of motivation};     (our mind directs our motivation) 

also  I  {shall be}/{will come to pass}  the  God   (Yahweh) 

unto  them,     (we become  a true slave  to “The Word of God”  burning within our hearts) 

also  they  {shall be}/{will come to pass}  a  populace/{grouping of people}  unto me.”      (The Returning Remnant of Israel) 

 

  “Because this specific  (New [2nd])  contract/agreement   (“precisely imitate JC”  [1] now,  to be a future “Son of God”  [2] future,  for “Life”) 

  which I (Yahweh)  will be personally  contracting/{agreeing with}   (“The Promise”  appropriate to  “The Specific Epoch of Israel”) 
  to the family of Israel   (ultimately over 3 Epochs  [1] Jews pre-JC,  [2] Christians post-JC,  [3] “Resurrected World”  in The Millennium) 

  amid those periods of time;”   (applicable to  “The Epoch of The Judgement”) 

states the  Lord/Master   (The Laws sourced by Yahweh applicable to  “The Epoch”) 

  “Bestowing My (Yahweh's)  Laws   (through JC at Mark.12v30-31  -  precisely followed by JC himself to become  “The Wisdom of God”) 
  unto their  comprehension/understanding   (we learn,  and then do,  what we have learnt  =  “hearkening”) 

  also I (Yahweh)  write upon their hearts   (“The Knowledge”  assayed to gain  “Assurance” –  becomes  “The Driver”  to imitate JC) 

  also they shall be a populace unto Me”   (The 3 Remnants from out of the  [3 fleshly]  Israels that return to The Lord,  Isa.10v20-22, 1Pet.2v9). 

 

Thus while  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  is being  neglected/{not regarded}  in the future  as being responsible caretakers  for  “Yahweh’s Word part 1”  to be 

teaching The World how to behave,  Yahweh was transferring His attention over to  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (The Christian Nation)  led by JC,  where JC 

as  “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answers  “God’s Word part 1”.   

The Christian Nation was to become  “The Custodians”  for  the next stage  of Yahweh’s unfolding plan with  “The New Bilateral Covenant”.   

The transfer occurred over a period of about 40 years from 30 CE  (the start of JC’s ministry collecting his disciples)  and 70 CE  (the Roman Army 

destroyed Jerusalem,  The Temple and of its inhabitants),  where  “The New Spiritual Temple”  was being built out of  144000 white stones  (see glossary 

on many of these words,  also 1Cor.3v16, 1Pet.2v5, etc.,)  of the 144000 TCs being elected from out of The Christian Nation over a some 2000 year 

Gospel Age. 

Sadly,  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  generally,  has behaved no better,  in fact it should have learnt from the failings of  “The 1st Epoch Israel” –  and 

generally the members chose  not  to learn –  but because they fulfilled their self-indulgences,  then those people responsible are  even more culpable  

than the very worse members of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”. 

That is  why  charlatans of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  will  have another opportunity to  “get it correct”  in The Millennium being only party to 

the 1st  inferior  contract,  but the  charlatan Christian leaders of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  shall  never  be resurrected having renege on  the 

superior contact  which  was/is  able to give  “life”). 

However Yahweh is concentrating on achieving His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  being  “The New Spiritual Israel”  elected/selected  from out  of   

“The Fleshly Israel”  of  “The Worldly Christian Nation”.   “This New Spiritual Israel”  comprising only of the 144000 TCs shall have the inscription of 

JC’s Laws  (Mark.12v30-31)  written upon their  hearts/{seat of motivation}  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (Rom. chapters 3 to 5). 

Because these 144000 TCs  truly fulfil  Yahweh’s Desire by  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that demonstrates Yahweh is the real God to them  

(rather than just a  “say-so”  god),  then they become a populace  (The Remnant, 1Pet.2v9)  that returns back to Yahweh  (Who then adopts them as  

“The Loving Father”  to be  “His Sons/[Daughters]”  noting they are “neuters”). 
 

25th Prophecy – The two returned remnants consisting of  “The Prophets and The TCs”  (“The Early Adopters” of the 

first two  “Epochs of Israel”)  will teach  “The Resurrected World” (“The 3rd Epoch Israel”)  in The Millennium so they 

might become educated in a perfected system before The Assay at the end of The Millennium  (Matt.13v29-30). 

99th Allegory – brother = spiritually united by the RNA of Yahweh’s “Word of God”  having grown within those people 

during their education process yields the HS,  by virtue of imbuing  “The Word of God”  to imitate JC’s lifestyle. 

“Brother” also includes “Sister”  as being part of The Invitation to become a “Son of God” – I explain why elsewhere. 

151st Reasoning – Because these  “brothers”  have  been taught  correctly  by The Prophets and TCs who have already 

returned to The Lord  (Yahweh)  then they will  “absolutely know”  and they will  “understand Me  (Yahweh)”. 
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152nd Reasoning – This grouping of people led by the highest (TCs),  through the Prophets and down to the lowest  (those 

resurrected humans successfully learning about The Lord)  shall  all  “absolutely know and understand”  “Yahweh”. 

48th Good News – In The Millennium (principally afterwards),  Yahweh will choose to not to remember the sins committed 

by the members of this populace in the 1st part of their life driven by a methodology alien to that sourced by Yahweh. 

153rd Reasoning – Yahweh chooses not to remember the sins of His grouping of people led by the highest (TCs),  through 

the Prophets and down to the lowest  (those resurrected humans learning about The Lord)  because the 1st part of their 

spiritual life has been atoned by JC and the 2nd part of their spiritual life is desirous to imitate JC’s lifestyle  (and thus 

“genuine sideslips”  can be ignored 7 x 70 amongst  brothers/sisters –  Matt.18v22). 

36th Warning – Unlike what we are  errantly  taught by our  worldly Christian Leaders,  Yahweh does  not  forgive any 

sins,  but  He chooses to (quote)  “not {fix within the mind}/remember/{be mindful}” =  “choose to ignore”  (this is  not  

“forgive”)  because they are atoned by JC,  thus rather,  it is JC who forgives when he covers our sinful past  (Matt.9v6).  

This is  key  understanding that is lost in the  useless sermons  given by our  worldly Christian leaders,  and now they 

know – perhaps they will change what they preach to then be in harmony with what The Bible  specifically teaches us! 

Note: Yahweh can forgive the sideslips from His adopted sons – because they are  genuine errors  followed by repentance. 

49th Good News – Paul states:  Yahweh replaces The Old with The New!   What is  decayed/decrepit  is to vanish away! 

154th Reasoning – Not good news for some people who gain in this world by  “taking from other people”,  because that 

methodology is to be replaced!   This will  also  occur for the political and commercial arenas within The World today  

(after  “Religion” has been removed,  by educated people realising it is an embarrassment to a  sane/reasoning  mind). 

50th Good News – Yahweh is replacing the decrepit old Covenant with the new Covenant  (note : The Law still stands). 

51st Good News – Yahweh is replacing the decrepit Satan’s methodology of self-indulgence of the some 6000 years with 

Yahweh’s Methodology of edifying one’s neighbour for an eternity that shall result in a perfected society/env 

87th Instruction – We humans who desire salvation in a perfected World where mutual edification will be  “The New 

World Order”  (which is  all  that Yahweh Desires and  not  the ridiculous shenanigans that have occurred supposedly in 

His Name),  then we are to imbue  “The Word of God”  and personally  start imitating  JC’s lifestyle.  

88th Instruction – If we personally do this  now  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  agapao/{edifying 

love}  operating as  “The Kingdom of Heaven”  within our minds  (Luke.17v21)  then we  perhaps/may  be in the position 

to receive Sonship upon our  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 

37th Warning – However follow  “The Old World Order”  of practising self-indulgence over our 2 part life,  then we shall 

disappear/vanish  away and  not  be part of  “The New World Order”  that is certainly coming soon relative to 2021 CE 

(mid-21st century CE,  hence a serious warning to the possible “millions” of  charlatan Christian Leaders alive today). 

Heb.   8v11 og Also  no  not [= certainly not]   (they may/should) {cause to learn}/teach/train  (the) each/any/every (person)   

Heb.   8v11 og the  {close by}/neighbour/friend/countryman  {of them}  [The Respective Remnant of Israel of its 3 Epochs],   

Heb.   8v11 og also  (the) each/any/every (person)  the  brother/{The Brethren}  {of them},   (the) stating/saying:   

Heb.   8v11 og (You) {with certainty}/{absolute know/understand}  the  lord/master [Yahweh],  

Heb.   8v11 og because  (the) all (persons)   (they will) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  I/me/my,   

Heb.   8v11 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) small/least/less/little  {of them}  until/{up to}/while   

Heb.   8v11 og (of the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  {of them}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Jer.31v31-34. 

Heb.   8v11 = Also  certainly not  they  (prophets/TCs)   shall  {cause to learn}/teach     (When in The Millennium ... … )   

their  every  (resurrected)  neighbour/countrymen,     (The Prophets shall have no need to teach The 144000 TCs) 

also  their  every  brother,  stating/saying:-      (The 144000 TCs shall have no need to teach The Prophets) 

You  {With certainty}/{Absolutely know}  the  Lord  (Yahweh),    (having been deemed worthy by Yahweh to sit 'at His Table') 

because  all  people  will  know/understand/perceive  Me,      (having demonstrably fulfilled His Desire  applicable to The Age) 

from the  smallest/least  until/{up to}  the  largest/greatest  of them.      (as demonstrated by the 2 and 5 talent steward) 

 

Also certainly not they   (the  [1] prophets and  [2] TCs  [both taken out of their respective 2 Epochs of Israel]  after their resurrection) 

shall teach their every  (resurrected)  countrymen   (The “spiritual Israel”  comprising of 2 Epochs – noting 1Pet.2v9) 

              (Why?  Because  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The 2 Epochs of Israel”  have achieved  “The Grade”  as elected by Yahweh) 
              (Furthermore,  they have come together as the metaphoric  “Temple and New Jerusalem”  [John.10v16]  to rule  “The Resurrected World”) 

also their every  (spiritual)  brother stating  (to one another): 

  You  (proven “Early Adopters”)  absolutely know The Lord   (Yahweh,  as  “The Adopting Father”  to  “The Early Adopters”) 
because all people will  know/understand  Me  (Yahweh)   (because  “The Early Adopters”  think/act  as Yahweh would Desire) 

from the least up to the greatest of them  (2 talent up to the 5 talent man,   Matt.25v20-23 [as Temple],  noting also Matt.11v11  [as Jerusalem]). 
              (Where these are “The Early Adopters”,  “The Early Adopters”  are  required to make this verse a reality within  “The Resurrected World”) 

              (The Early Adopters of  1st/2nd  epochs of Israel shall yield  “The Late Adopters”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.) 
 

Again,  this is applicable to  “The Specific Epoch  (of Israel)  in Time”  being - 

1. “The Early Adopters of God's Word part 1”  in  “The 1st Epoch Israel” (Jews)  yields  The Prophets  elected/judged  by Yahweh  when 

rejecting Satan's Authority under  “The 1st Covenant”. 

2. “The Early Adopters of God's Word part 2”  in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (Christians)  yields  The 144000 TCs  elected/judged  by Yahweh  

when rejecting Satan's Authority under  “The 2nd Covenant”. 

3. “The Late Adopters”  forming  “The Remnant”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”  in  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  saved/judged  by JCg  

when rejecting Satan's methodology  (as originally carried over with them [at resurrection] from the 1st part of their physical life)  covered by 

JC in The Millennium  (over  “The Great Sabbath Day”, Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v9, and the period of John.19v38, 20v1). 

Thus we reason that while this has occurred  (through the prophets in  “The 1st Epoch Israel”)  and is occurring through the TCs in The Gospel Age so 

they become  “The (two) Remnants of Israel that return to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22, John.10v16),  this prophecy has  much greater  fulfilment in The 

Millennium upon  “The Resurrected World”  which itself shall be taught  “Righteousness”  by these 1st and 2nd Epoch “Remnants”.   

Please ignore  “the blatant copyist addition”  given as the first sentence at Rev.20v5  unsupported and contradicted elsewhere in The Bible,  

as my local commentary of some 17000 words explains,  being  why  it is a copyist addition and must be struck out of our mind. 
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These two remnants shall hold complete administrative control and have full access to Yahweh's Capability to maintain peace and tranquillity during this 

1000 year training period for the perfected DNA fleshly people who will be living in the 2nd part of their physical life –  so the final (3rd) remnant might 

be extracted out  (as “The Late Adopters")  and thus have cause to return to The Lord  (upon  personally perfecting  the 2nd part of their spiritual life on  

“The Word of God” –  to truly  “believe in JC”)  within a perfected environment. 

Because this prophecy is referenced upon the  time-frame  of this present World Order  (presently operating under The Methodology of Satan),  but 

relates to the future of The Millennium,  then Jeremiah is speaking about those people within  the present  World Order being either low or high within 

society.   This is at both the administrative level  as “The New Spiritual Israel”  (Temple and Jerusalem) and secondly,  at the recipient level of  “The 

New Fleshly Israel”  (Resurrected World)  who shall be taught  equally  (without any prejudice).  That is the specific point Jeremiah is making –  it does 

not matter what position we are in now during Satan’s present system,  in The Millennium all those people resurrected in perfected DNA fleshly bodies  

(given in trust)  shall be treated equally without special favour applied to any specific individual –  as demonstrated by JC  (Matt.22v16, Mark.12v14, 

Luke.20v21)   “heading-up”  this new society  (Rev.19v16). 

It must be clearly understood by the reader there are 144000 TCs as future  “Sons of God”,  where each  “Son of God”,  at any one time could call upon 

12 legions of angels  (Matt.26v53),  where a Roman legion would consist of about 6000 men  (thus totalling some 72000 angels per “Son of God”),  and 

each angel has the power to subdue 184,000 fighting men in one night (2Kings.19v35).  This means 144000 TCs will have authority to access  “the 

capability”  of enabling 144000*12*6000*185000  people to be subdued –  being sufficient to subdue  “100,000 Worlds”  in one night –  more than 

enough to maintain order and tranquillity for those people learning to imitate JC’s lifestyle during The Millennium!   
Note also JCg's Authority over  “The Resurrected World”  as stated at Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15  to ensure  “Righteousness”  ensues. 

Heb.   8v12 og Because  (the) {cheerful (as attractive)}/propitious/merciful/favourable  

Heb.   8v12 og (I [Yahweh]) {shall be}/{will come to pass}  to the (persons)  unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness   

Heb.   8v12 og {of them}  also  of the  sins/faults/offences  {of them}  [Israel of each Epoch] 

Heb.   8v12 og also  of the  violations/lawlessness/transgressions/wickedness [plural]  {of them}  [Israel of each Epoch] 

Heb.   8v12 og no  not  [= certainly not]   (I will) {fix within the mind}/recollect/remember/{be mindful}  yet/still/more. 

Old Testament reference located at  Jer.31v34. 

Heb.   8v12 = Because  I (Yahweh)  shall be  merciful/favourable     (to their future outcome) 

to their  unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness,     (the persons who reformed and then started fulfilling His Desire) 

also  of their  sins/faults/offences     (People imbuing  “The Word of God”  have become covered) 

also  of their  violations/transgressions/wickedness      (These things are of  “The Past”,  no longer operating within peoples' minds) 

yet  I  will  certainly not  {fix within the mind}/remember/{be mindful}.      (JC has righteously atoned and covered our old former self) 

 

Because I (Yahweh)  shall be  merciful/favourable   (because  “The Early Adopters”  will  prove perfect  the 2nd part of their spiritual life) 

to their  unrighteousness/wrongfulness   (that occurred in the 1st part of their physical life –  [but at the end,  they will be  proven perfect]) 

also of their  sins/faults/offences   (committed in the 1st part of their physical life -  but now wholly reformed to become  “Children of God”)  

also of their  violations/wickedness   (these were all  “Past Things”  not to be committed in the 2nd part of their physical life) 
yet I (Yahweh)  will certainly not remember   (the old sinful ways of  “The Early Adopters”  before they were  “proved perfect”) 

                (Clearly  “The Early Adopters”  are required first,  before this verse becomes equally true of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium) 

                (Note   Yahweh did not state  “I forgive”,  but rather  “Chooses not to remember”,  there is a difference between the two statements) 

 

This verse is a continuation of the previous verse,  and thus has the required earlier fulfilment with the 1st and 2nd Epoch “Israels”. 

Just as before,  the greater fulfilment is for  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  being  “The Resurrected World”  that is to be refined through the learning process,  

and it is those specific individuals who succeed through the final assay at The End of The Millennium  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-15)  become  

“The Remnant of The 3rd Epoch Israel” –  who then become  “the last subject”  of this verse  (to join the two earlier “Remnants”  previously fulfilling 

this verse). 

At which point in time The Planet has been cleansed from its  “pariah status”  and thus  “The 3rd Remnant”   (by joining the other 2 

Remnants of the two phases of  “The Early Adopters”   having previously,  personally reform away and out of Satan's Authority)  can have 

free intercourse with Yahweh's other creations  throughout The Universe. 

It must be clearly understood,  Yahweh requires the  two  groups of  “The Early Adopters” (John.10v16 and v3)   ( [1] The Prophets and  [2] the 144000 

TCs)  to achieve  “The Righteous Perfection Process”  of  “The Resurrected World”  (about 99.99+% of Mankind of the past some 6000 years)  over 

what becomes a 2 part physical and 2 part spiritual –  all made possible by JC's  (1) Ransom Sacrifice and  (2) Ministry some 2000 years ago. 

Heb.   8v13 og In  to the [= Within]   (to) state/exclaim:   

Heb.   8v13 og (The) New/Freshness,  (He [Yahweh] has) {made/become  worn out}/decayed   

Heb.   8v13 og the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former,   

Heb.   8v13 og the (thing [Covenant])   and  (the being) {made/become  worn out}/decayed   

Heb.   8v13 og also  (the) {being senescent}/{being old}/{growing aged},   

Heb.   8v13 og squeeze/throttle/restrict/{near at hand}/ready  (of the) disappearing/abrogation/{vanishing away}. 

Heb.   8v13 = Within  (which)  to  state/exclaim:-  

The  New/Fresh  (covenant),   the  thing  (old covenant)  He  (Yahweh)   has  {made worn out}/decayed,   

               (= [1] old covenant replaced with new covenant,  and also  [2] Satan’s methodology replaced with Yahweh’s methodology)   

and  the one  thing  being  {made worn out}/decayed  also  to be  senescent/old/{growing aged}/decrepit,     (The Old Requirement) 

(is)  squeezed/{near at hand}  to  disappear/{vanish away}.     (After JC had passed The Old Requirement,  he could inaugurate The New) 

 

Within  (which [concerning  “The Old Covenant”])  to state: 
  The New (covenant)   (to replace)  the one  (that)  has worn out    (Yahweh brings in  “The New Covenant”  that  shall succeed for Mankind) 

           (It must be clearly understood,  for Righteousness,  Yahweh needed The 1st to prove JC Perfect,  JC is then  able in inaugurate The New Covenant) 
  and the one (Old Covenant)  being worn out   (now  “not fit for purpose”  [it was only required   To righteously prove JC perfect]) 

  also being decrepit  (past useful function)  is near to passing away   (it is not to be used anymore for “Judgement purposes” to achieve “Life”) 

 

Paul used this quote from Yahweh’s prophet Jeremiah to teach us - 

Yes!   Things will be  very different  to how they are presently operating  (Rev.21v1-4)! 

Thus Paul reasons to the readers    

Because this  shall  occur to the Whole World;  then  you  now become an  “Early Adopter”  to imitate JC,  and thus gain the benefit of  “The 

Greater Promise”  that comes along within becoming  “The Heirs”  over  “The Inheritance of The World”  as the future  “Sons of God”. 

I am not certain if scholars are deliberately trying to be controversial –  or quite simply,  they just mentally  cannot  understand what  The 

Prophets/Apostles  are trying to convey. 

I hear these very  “worldly eminent scholars and theologians”  state  (noting Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39) -  
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The  prophets/apostles  always seems to think The Change is just around the corner –  when we  (“worldly learned scholars”  with  “the 

presumed benefit of hindsight”)  understand they were in  (supposedly)  “complete error”  with their exhortations to reform  (being by 

implication there was little time remaining before JC’s second coming). 

No!   

It does  not  mean that at all –  in fact Paul suggests that he already knew it would be in about 2000 years’ time from his ministry before The 

Millennium would start,  based upon allegory of what occurred before  (Heb.4v4 in context)! 

The point of Paul’s exhortation  (and that of other apostles)  is this - 

Yehweh desires to motivate all hearkening people to  their full potential  so each individual has  every opportunity  to become a future  “Son 

of God”,  because this fulfils Yahweh’s Immediate Desire  “to attain His future Sons of God”  before The Millennium can start. 

Furthermore,  because this requirement fulfils Yahweh’s Desire,  then Paul himself  is  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and shall personally attain Sonship to 

Yahweh  (2Tim.4v6-8),  likewise Peter  (1Pet.5v4). 

Moreover,  there is no recourse back to Paul  (because he exhorted us all  “to do our best”, 1Cor.11v1)  by all people over the next some 2000 years 

freely choosing to become apathetic or to rebel,  and thus personally failed to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”.  This is the  greatest threat  the  vast majority  of 

our  worldly Christian leaders will face in The Millennium by their resurrected congregations  demanding why  they were given  “watered down milk”  

rather than  “solid food” –  hence JC’s kindly warning given at Luke.16v1-12. 

Finally   The Obvious! 

We,  as humans,  only have an unknown period of time in which to  grab/grasp  “The Opportunity” –  because if we personally wait too long,  then we 

might be deemed by Yahweh as  “not to care”  to  “win The Race”  by grasping out for The Prize  (1Cor.9v23-25, 2Tim.2v5, etc.).   Thus, being slothful  

(having  not  “The Desire”  to show  “keenness and urgency”),  being the lack of  “internal drive”  (“fire in the belly”)  to show we personally  “care 

not for The Future” –  but rather having desires for the self-indulgence of the present world’s methodology.  Thereby showing we have put roots down in 

the present worldly system and are  not  like Abraham,  ideally being as  “sojourners”  in the present land,  who are keenly looking forward to “The 

Birthright”  as did Jacob,  and thus  “think and act”  upon  “The Vista of The New World Order”  of  “The Millennium”. 

By having this “fire in the belly”  to make something occur,  then we show the correct qualities of “Leadership”  for The Millennium  (not of this world)!  

What and how do you think on this subject matter? 

Do you personally want to make The Millennium occur  (the qualities as described in Rev.21v1-4)  where we must make this  first occur  

within our own mind  (Luke.17v21)  wholly driven by  “The Word of God”,  or are you happy with the present system under the present god of 

this world  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  as that driving our leaders of today  (Politics, Religion, Commerce)  to be just  “like they are”? 

 

 

86th Comment – Paul now starts by setting the scene of  “The 1st Covenant”  to show by analogy of what is to come in  

“The 2nd Covenant”  that can save humans who ultimately imbue what was spiritually given by Yahweh through JC in  

“The 2nd Covenant”,  but depicted in the physical objects of  “The 1st Covenant”.  Why?  Because humans need(ed)  “The 

Physical”  – because they could not appreciate “The Spiritual”  -  JC yields “The Spiritual”  for  “The Mind” of the TCs  

(being  “The Early Adopters”  of what we all must ultimately understand over our  “2 part life” in which to be successful). 

155th Reasoning – It must be perfectly understood,  Yahweh gave  “The 1st Covenant”  to set  “The Scene for Human 

Salvation”.  Yahweh knew it would not save humans,  but  the one entity  that would come some 1800-1900 years later in 

the form of JC.  It needed to be laid down to show us  what is required as works,  but humans could not achieve this 

because their mind was still beholden to  “The World’s Methodology”  (Rom.3v23).  This is specifically why it needed an 

entity whose  “spiritual RNA”  was from an  extra-terrestrial  Source  (Yahweh  [hence “Son of God”]).  

156th Reasoning – Most humans are presently incapable of understanding things at the spiritual level,  which is  why  

Yahweh gave physical objects to guide the minds of humans about His “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation” –  so 

they were  not  led astray by  worldly  things  e.g. “prayer beads”, “cross icons”, “religious relics”, etc.,  (being all the 

things of which  worldly Christian leaders  “dream up”  for an extra bit of cash to keep  “their punters”  happy)! 

Thus Yahweh gave them  “a focus for The Mind” –  to impose upon them dutiful works –  “to keep on the narrow path”. 

100th ‘Allegory’ – Divine Service = To fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (it is not to fulfil personal desires of  leader/congregation). 

Ultimately it will fulfil the desires of people who remain – when guided correctly – but presently  both  groups are blinded. 

101st ‘Allegory’ – Holy place = A place separate from this world of sin = a place to learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

157th Reasoning – Thus  “The 1st Covenant”  was given to establish what those people entrusted with the Devine service 

were supposed to do,  and to set all this in a place where humans might recognise this was to be attributable to Yahweh  

(and not to some worldly  concepts/traditions/ideals/religion/myths/relics/etc.  alien to the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire). 

Allegory – repeat - tabernacle = mobile covering = JCg as “The Word of God” covering our  methodology/lifestyle/works 

Inasmuch it is The Presence/Parousia  of JCg  (as The Word of God)  drives our innermost thoughts resulting in works. 

102nd Allegory – menorah =  “complete/perfect  light”  of  “The Word of God”  that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire (HS),  based 

upon the seven sticks of light (noting my commentary given at Rev.1v13). 

103rd Allegory – bread = The means to  life/salvation,  hence to  bodily  imitate JC’s lifestyle  (calories to provide motion). 

158th Reasoning – These two specific items were held in the first room  (The Holy Place)  of The Tabernacle because they 

are what the priests’ needed to  (1) administer sacred service and  (2) proceed into the next room  (The Most Holy Place) 

when elected.  Where in all instances these  items/procedures  are figurative  of what is to occur during The Gospel Age. 

87th Comment – Paul now comes to the point of his reasoning – being the entrance to  “The Most Holy Place”. 

159th Reasoning – Access to  “The Most Holy Place”  (being The Place to have  “audience”  with God)  is to be through 

“The Veil” that separates God from this world of sin  (for our sakes – else we would be annihilated, irrespective of what 

our  errant worldly  Christian leaders might state to the contrary).  But as we read later,  JC becomes “The Intercessor”. 

104th Allegory – The Veil = The separation between Yahweh’s Perfection and Man’s sinful nature  (noting Ex.33v20). 

105th 'Allegory’ – The Most Holy place = (metaphorically) Yahweh’s place here on the Earth = the place that Christians 

should  be aiming towards for The Millennium – Sonship to Yahweh – hence Yahweh’s instruction for it to be placed here. 

160th Reasoning – “The Most Holy Place”  should be  “The Goal”  for all Christians as  “brothers/sisters of JC”,  but the 

absolute vast majority of Christians want the accolade of having JC’s Name  (that is just a few words and just so easy to 
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say),  but either they do not know what to do,  because those leaders who claim to know,  have absolutely  no  interest in 

taking upon themselves his  (as “The Word of God”)  Character or Authority  of “The Subject Matter”! 

88th Comment – It must be  clearly understood,  all  these items  (and those following)  were carefully placed by Yahweh  

not  merely for  “The 1st Covenant”,  but  really for  the spiritual representations  all these items have for  “The 2nd 

Covenant”,  which is precisely  why  Paul is going through them for us  (Heb.9v23, 10v1). 

161st Reasoning – Therefore these items of  “The 1st Covenant”  were placed there by Yahweh for  “The Physical 

Representations”  of what is required at  “The Spiritual Level”  to be successful  in  “The Goal of The 2nd Covenant”. 

38th Warning – Because Yahweh has made everything so  perfectly/clearly  known in  “The 1st Covenant”  given to  “The 

1st Epoch Israel”  for our  (Christians of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  edification to learn from  “our forefathers”  (Jewish)  

mistakes,  then we have absolutely  no excuse  for any rebellion by using God’s Word for worldly indulgence.  Because we 

have  entered the 2nd part of our spiritual life for a greater reward,  then  “The Fall”  is just so much further  (there being 

no  redemption for  charlatan [iniquitous] Christian leaders  sequestrating off  “The Word of God” – John.12v6). 

But The Pharisees  (prior to JC’s ministry)  shall be resurrected to learn “Righteousness”  because they have  not  entered 

into the 2nd part of their spiritual life as given to them by JC  (they wholly rejected it –  without claiming to be part of it). 

162nd Reasoning – The veil was rent apart by Yahweh  (see my commentary at Luke.23v45)  to allow those priests in  “The 

Holy Place”  to see through into  “The Most Holy Place”,  enabling Yahweh to elect these priests (TCs) through to follow 

His Son JC.  This opening-up by Yahweh occurred when JC inaugurated  “The 2nd Covenant”  at his murder upon the 

public execution pole,  by handshake return  Yahweh inaugurated The 2nd Covenant at JC’s Resurrection. 

106th Allegory – Golden censer = the mechanism to produce a cloud where Man might  “meet”  Yahweh. 

163rd Reasoning – There are instances given in The Bible where a cloud veils Yahweh from Mankind,  or when JCg 

interfaces between the heavens  and Earth.  It is not as suggested by atheists an opportunity for humans to become “high”. 

107th Allegory – Ark = The Seal of the contents (The Covenant)  of Yahweh’s  bilateral  contract He has with Mankind. 

164th Reasoning – The Ark represents JCg becoming The Seal of intercession he has between Mankind and Yahweh. 

108th Allegory – Gold = everlasting purity of whatever is portrayed.  All part of  “Kingship”. 

165th Reasoning – The Gold represents the everlasting purity of JCg being of the  one/same  Methodology with Yahweh. 

109th Allegory – Jar containing manna = The vessel containing  “The food of life”  sourced by Yahweh. 

166th Reasoning – The Jar containing the manna represents  “JCg being The Vessel”  containing  “The Means to life”. 

110th Allegory – Aaron’s budded stick = symbol of “The High Priest’s assigned Authority”  giving  “life by generation”. 

167th Reasoning – The budded stick represents JCg as the selected  “High Priest to yield life”. 

Allegory – repeat - staff = The symbol of  “Authority” –  thus  “must be listened to … ”. 

111th Allegory – The two tablets of The Law = Instruction on how humans are to behave in order to ultimately survive. 

168th Reasoning – The two tablets of The Law represents JCg’s  two  laws given at Mark.12v30-31. 

89th Comment – Above The Ark are cherubim,  one at each end overseeing “The Mercy Seat” placed on the top of The Ark 

112th Allegory – The Cherubim = Extra-terrestrial entities of  “The Old Testament”  who act as an interface between 

Yahweh and humans = representative of JC as being  The Interface  between Yahweh and Mankind of The New Testament. 

169th Reasoning – The Cherubim overshadow “The Mercy Seat” so they metaphorically act as the interface between The 

Levi High Priest and Yahweh.  Again it is a physical representation offered by Yahweh to embolden the fallible human 

mind within the Levi High Priest.  Clearly these entities interfacing with Yahweh will be of  glory/honour/dignity. 

This becomes replaced by JCg interfacing between Yahweh and Mankind upon  “The Mercy Seat” –  through  “The 

Ransom Sacrifice”. 

Heb.   9v1 og (you)  held/taken/possessed/obtained/had  truly/indeed/{that one}  Therefore/Then  also   

Heb.   9v1 og the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  (the) {statutes/decisions of righteousness/justifications}   

Heb.   9v1 og (of the) {ministration of God}/worship/{divine service}  the  both   

Heb.   9v1 og (the) {sacred (thing/location)}/{holiest (of all)}/{holy place}/sanctuary  (the) {world/adornment/decoration}, 

Heb.   9v1 = Therefore/Then  also  truly/indeed  the  first/former  (covenant/tabernacle)  you  possessed/had 

both  (1) the  {righteous statutes}  of the  {ministration of God}/{divine service}    (The Law guiding our behaviour … … ) 

(and)  (2) the  {sacred location}/{holy place}/sanctuary  of the  world    (to be correctly guiding all life on this planet). 

 

Therefore,  also you  (Jews becoming Christians)   

truly had the first   (Covenant,  covering you like a tabernacle,  comprising of -  )   

both  (1) the righteous statutes of God's Ministration   (to oversee and direct you  [The Laws and The Priests to guide you,  Israelites]) 

(and)  (2) the sacred location  (The Most Holy Place in The Temple)  of The World   (Yahweh with you Israelites through The High Priest). 
                  (Inasmuch,  You Israelites had everything  [1] to guide yourselves  and  [2] becoming  “The Holy Exhibit”  for The World to imitate) 

 

Paul concluded the previous chapter by quoting Jeremiah’s prophecy requiring a  “New Leader of a New Methodology”  having  “New Roots in Judah”  

by allegory of Melchizedek having no worldly  ties/beginning. ] =’ This new approach would ultimately enable members of The World  (Mankind)  to 

return to The Lord in what I describe as  “The 3 Remnants from out of The 3 Epochs of Israel”  appropriate to The Age of Yahweh's  “Most Righteous 

Plan for Human Salvation”.   Paul explains about  “The Old Covenant”  (based upon  “works”  that only JC could surpass –  being  “The Reason”  for 

its introduction)  that was replaced by  “The New Covenant”  inaugurated by JC at his murder.   Yahweh instituted  “The New Covenant”  at JCg's 

resurrection on “The 3rd Day”. 

Where,  Jeremiah stated by prophecy,  a couple of verses earlier at Jer.31v31,  to write,  it required  “The New Covenant”  to make all this  

logically/righteously   possible –  as I carefully and precisely explain throughout this website  (but it is absolutely  never  taught by our  worldly 

Christian leaders –  when they are instructed  “to do just so”)!   Christian leaders  should  be teaching “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by 

JC,  and yet by rebellion,  they  only  preach  “worldly Christianity”  that is merely a subset of  “Religion”  wholly detested by Yahweh  (all as I explain 

elsewhere)! 

So by analogy,  Paul states  “The 1st Covenant”  had both - 

1. “Statues of Righteousness”  being “The Laws of Moses” (together with those laws pertaining to the priesthood)  that would  (rather, 

“should”)  deliver  “divine service”  by all the members of Israel,  inasmuch they would ideally obey these Laws and thus deliver a lifestyle to 
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fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (True Worship  [and  not  what we are  errantly  taught in both word and deed by our  worldly Christian leaders])! 

Notice how JC told us,  he did  not  change The Law,  but came to fulfil it  (Matt.5v17-18)  and thus become  “The Means”  to enable other 

people to righteously circumnavigate the requirements of perfect works always being required to achieve “Life”,  but that   Provided our 

mindset only desires to do  “what is correct to edify our neighbour”,  then if we make a  mistake/sideslip  in works  (that would have 

previously condemned us for an eternity)   we  can  now be forgiven by virtue that our mind did  not  desire to hurt our neighbour.  The reason 

is our  (new)  mind  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  is internally driven to be the  one/same  mind that enabled JC to fulfil  “The Old Law”. 

This I explain as being  agapao/{edifying love}  to build-up our neighbour so they too might come to know  why/how  to personally 

fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Also in that quote of JC,  he goes on to state  (Matt.5v17-20),  sooner the  heaven/earth  pass away before the smallest part of a letter be 

removed from The Law.  Thus The Old Law is  still  retained  (for those people choosing to step outside JC's covering in The Future)  but for 

those people choosing to precisely fulfil  “The Word of God”  operating in their mind,   and then  teach/explain/educate  “The Word of God”  

to compliant recipients will become great people in the heavens,  inasmuch as  being recognised  as truly  “good people”. 

2. A location within The World  (of humans)  where Yahweh's presence would be manifest –  in order to focus the attention of people in the 

correct direction.  Most humans of weak spiritual mind,  need to have a physical place within The World to have  “The Most Holy Place”  

that gives  “meaning”  within the mind of a  “weak minded person”  that would otherwise wander to give worship some form of worldly effigy  

(as we witness throughout all time in “Religion” –  counter to the first four commandments given at Ex.20v3-7). 

These are most important understandings that both become mirrored at  a higher level  under the second,  but better covenant –  all as I very carefully 

explain later in context. 

Heb.   9v2 og (the) tent/{cloth hut}/habitation/tabernacle  For  

Heb.   9v2 og (it was) {prepared thoroughly equipment}/constructed/created/built/ordained/prepared,   

Heb.   9v2 og the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  (place/location = room entered)   

Heb.   9v2 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  the  both  (the) {lamp stand}/candlestick  also  the  table (for business); 

Heb.   9v2 og also  the  {setting forth/out}/purposed/{proposal of intention}  of the  bread/loaves  who/which   

Heb.   9v2 og (it is) stated/exclaimed  (the) {sacred (thing/location)}/{holiest (of all)}/{holy place}/sanctuary. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.25v31-40, 40v23. 

Heb.   9v2 = For  the  tent/tabernacle    (later to become The Temple,  being what is to be our  “spiritual covering”  guiding our deportment) 

 was  {thoroughly prepared}/constructed,     (being physically presented for a reason ... … ) 

the  beginning/first   (room entered from outside)      (The Holy Place = our conditioning before entry to Yahweh ... … ) 

within which both  (1) the  {lamp stand}/candlestick     (the menorah = “complete/perfect light”  to show The Way forward ... …)   

also  (2) the table;    (typifies  “a place to do business” –  to enter into a contract) 

also  the  {setting forth}/purposed  of the  bread/loaf     (the show-bread,  representative of imitating JC's lifestyle ... … )   

which  (location)   is  stated/exclaimed  The Holy Place.     (All the above is required  before  we become acceptable to then meet Yahweh) 

 

For the tabernacle   ( [1] mobile tent (Sinai), [2] The Temple (Israel), [3] Spiritual in 144000 TCs (World)  [4] Physical “Sons of God” (Millennium) 

was thoroughly prepared   ([1] physically for 1st Epoch Israel,  [2] spiritually in the minds of 144000 TCs,  [3]  physically as “Sons of God”), 
the first  (room)   ([1] for 1st Epoch Israel Priests doing “the physical motions”,  [2] for 2nd Epoch Israel TCs “proving themselves spiritually perfect”) 

within which  (room)  both   

(1) the (7 branched)  candlestick   ([1st Epoch] “complete knowledge” shining on the priests,  [2nd Epoch] “God's Word” [JC]  shining on the TCs)  
                  ( [1] Yahweh’s Word given by The Law on Works to achieve Life,   [2] Expressed by JC as The Exemplar for us to imitate) 

                  (Note the important references at Rev.1v12-20 regarding the candlestick and my local commentaries). 

also  (2) the table   (“to do business”;  [1st Epoch]  Priests  “fulfilling their role”,  [2nd Epoch]  TCs  “fulfilling The New Covenant's requirements”) 
also the setting out of the bread   (“show bread”;  [1st Epoch]  “Bread of Life”,  [2nd Epoch]  “imitating JC's lifestyle”) 

which  (place)  is stated:  “The Holy Place”   (where  “The Officiators”  minister between  The People and Yahweh,  [1] Priests,  [2] TCs) 

 

Paul starts with his analogy of  “The Holy Place”  being the first room of  “The Tabernacle”  being  “The Covering”  that is to symbolise the presence 

of God upon Mankind  (being Yahweh's Methodology operating within our mind,  being of us  under the covering) –  and Paul is showing how these 

various stages relate to different individuals of  “The Israelite Nation”  that all formed part of  “The Old/First Covenant” –  in relation to  “The 

New/Second Covenant” –  as I carefully explain all the very many direct allegories throughout this chapter. 

Please see the document entitled  “The Tabernacle was a Picture”  of what is to become part of  “The 2nd Covenant” –  located under  

“Explanations/Other Topics”  where all this is carefully explained in pictorial format. 

Now let us start the very many crucial allegories of which we shall meet throughout this chapter. 

This first room  is for  “The Priests”  having been called by Yahweh = The Brethren  (Christians)  who  are working hard  to become TCs. 

(Note   Apathetic Christians are those people located in  The Outer Court  and  not  accepted by Yahweh to enter into  “The Holy Place”,  

these  (apathetic)  people are like  “The 11 Tribes of Israel”  not permitted into  “The Temple Holy Places”).   

Non-Christians are like  “The Gentiles”  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  and  nowhere near The Temple grounds! 

The Menorah = the “seven”  branched candelabrum = “complete/perfection (by oath)”  “Light”  as  God’s Word  to be imbued within us. 

The Show-bread =  “The Bread of  Life”  =  JC’s body  (Luke.22v19)  being  JC’s lifestyle  to “give life”  of which we should imbue by 

adoption. “ Bread” is used for two reasons  (1) it provides calories for energy to move our body [hence “lifestyle”]  and  (2) being the reason 

why Yahweh gave the manna in The Wilderness to “give life”  unto The People having left Egypt [worldly methodology].  Where,  this  

“Show-bread” is  visible  to The Priests,  and symbolic of  “The Manna  (Ex.16v33)  that brought Life”  hidden in  “The Ark of The 

Covenant”  in  “The Most Holy Place”  that is only accessible to  “The High Priest”.   Think deeply on all these things  (and other links given 

elsewhere)  being part of the very many allegories between  The 1st and 2nd Epochs of  “Israel”. 

Thus,  “The Crux”  of this precursor verse is that  all  Christians should be aiming for this  “Holy Place”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  

to enter in what will become  the personal fulfilment  of  “The 2nd Covenant”.  They must aim to become  “Priests of Yahweh”  (to become “Firstborn”) 

during the 1st part of their physical life.  Warning   This means we aim to become TCs in the 1st part of our physical life –  and  absolutely  not  aim to 

become  (worldly and worse, charlatan) Christian  “Priests”  who are abhorred by Yahweh.   For us to be in this position of being  “Priests of Yahweh”,  

then we must gain  “The Real Faith”  based upon  “The Word of God”  (that has not been passed through Rev.22v18-19 in our  worldly Christian 

leaders' minds). 

“The Real Faith”  can only occur by  imbuing  accurate knowledge  that has been personally  thoroughly/vigorously  assayed/proved/tested  for us to 

gain  assurance,  competence and authority of our subject matter thereby ensuring,  it is   

(1) Correctly sourced by Yahweh  (but  not  from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  and   

(2) To give us the fighting skills to use God's Word as an effective sword  (Eph.6v17)  when we operate with  fidelity  in our ministry of   

“{occupational effort}/works/labours”  against worldly sourced reasoning  (namely, “Religion”)! 

An aside   Noting what  “show-bread”  represents,  then we should pay particular attention to  JC's comment at John.6v32-35, v50-51, 58,  and 

specifically why JC answered as he did to the Pharisees about King David,  the archetypical  Priest/JC  at Matt.12v3.   Also specifically why King David 

will rule  “The Physical World”   (over fleshly people)  and JCg will rule  “The Spiritual World”  (of the 144000 TCs and Prophets  [including King 

David])  in The Millennium. 
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Where,  JCg will rule  “The Heaven” (singular as “The Local Authority”)  and The World  (Mankind)  in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16). 

This gives total consistency throughout all the chapters of The Bible  (when not hidden by inane reasoning created over the last 1700+ years). 

Heb.   9v3 og {after (meta)}  And  the  {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd  (place/location [room entered])   

Heb.   9v3 og (the) {(something) spread thoroughly}/{(especially the door) screen (to the Most Holy Place)}/veil   

Heb.   9v3 og (to [=in/with/by/on]  the) tent/{cloth hut}/habitation/tabernacle  the (one [room/place])    

Heb.   9v3 og (the being) stated/exclaimed  (the) {sacred (thing/location)}/{holiest (of all)}/{holy place}/sanctuary   

Heb.   9v3 og (of the) {sacred (thing/location)}/{holiest (of all)}/{holy place}/sanctuary [plural], 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.36v37, whole of Chapter 36 for the tent. 

Heb.   9v3 = And  after   (the first room)   the  second/afterward  (room)  within the  tent/tabernacle   

the  {screen (to the most holy place)}/veil  (to)  the one (room)  being  stated/exclaimed: 

the  sacred/{holy place}/sanctuary  of the  sacred/{holy places}/sanctuaries,     (“The Most Holy Place”  or  “The Holy of Holies”) 

 

And after  (the first room)   (as described in the previous verse … … ) 

the second  (room)  within the tabernacle 

(there is)  the veil  (separating the first and second  room)  to one ([second] room)  being stated: 

  The Holy Place of The Holy places   (“The Holy of Holies”  or  “The Most Holy Place”  that contains  “The Ark of The Covenant”). 

 

Paul started his theme with the previous verse,  and now he carefully develops his analogues to teach us about Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation” –  

where he knows from his encounter with JCg  (Acts.9/22/26v1-12)  and subsequently about 7 years later,  explaining what Paul must do to complete the 

1st part of his physical life,  and furthermore,  upon his resurrection into  The 3rd Heaven  (2Cor.12v1-3).  Please see my local commentary explaining  

precisely what all this means. 

Consequently Paul  moves-on  to use the analogy of the  next/second  location within the tabernacle hidden behind  The Veil/Curtain  called   “The Holy 

of Holies”,  also known as   “The Most Holy Place”. 

It was this specific  veil/curtain  within the large stone temple  (that replaced the  tent/tabernacle  given while the Priests of the Israelites were sojourners 

in the wilderness –  analogous to TCs with Yahweh personally covering them within The Christian Nation in the present wilderness)  that was ripped 

from the top to the bottom  (thus  initiated by Yahweh –  because no man could not reach the top without special equipment)  when JC finally died.  

Please see my commentary at Luke.23v45,  repeated at Heb.6v19,  for the  many important prophetic allegories  relating to this incident  – it is 

completely  mind-blowing  (again  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders –  thereby showing  zero  respect to Yahweh’s Omnipotence). 

“The Veil”  was used to hide  “The Most Holy Place”  (into which  The High Priest  entered once a year on  “The Day of Atonement”)  from  “The Holy 

Place”  within which area,  the normal priests would officiate.  Thus the normal priests would never see into  “The Most Holy Place”  (being the  

metaphoric  abode of Yahweh)  but only  “The High Priest”  would enter this most select place on Earth –  being analogous to Yahweh’s presence 

among Mankind via an  “Intercessor/Intermediary”  (as was JC, Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5). 

However,  Paul is setting  “the analogous scene”  for the TCs  (as  “the normal priests”  perfecting themselves)  and JC  (as The High Priest)  being part 

of  “The New Covenant”  that replaces  “The Old Covenant”  represented by  “The Tabernacle”  containing the articles to support the structure as 

given in verse 2 and 4. 

It must be  clearly understood  by the reader  “the supporting articles”  of  “The First Covenant”  as given in verse 2 and 4 are  totally allegoric  to the 

higher level of  “the supporting articles”  of  “The Second Covenant”  with an  important twist - 

Those articles of  “The First Covenant”  were  physical  that supported  “The Law of  (physical/tangible)  Works”. 

These articles of  “The First Covenant”  were  allegoric  to the  higher level  of  “The Second Covenant”  that is - 

Those articles of  “The Second Covenant”  were  spiritual  that supported  “The Law of  (spiritual)  The Mind”  (that  then  delivers the 

appropriate  unfeigned  works desired by Yahweh).” 

Paul is manoeuvring his reasoning to show how the TCs become  “the spiritual priests”  truly working for Yahweh  “perfecting their minds upon  The 

Word of God [= JC]”  in  “The Holy Place”  while in the 1st part of their physical life.  Importantly,  JC through his ransom sacrifice effectively ripped 

open The Veil,  thereby allowing The Priests  (only TCs  as deemed by Yahweh)  to see and then pass through to Yahweh  (in the 2nd part of their physical 

life)  by following  “The  First/Only/Chief  Begotten Son of God”   who made all this possible.  The 144000 TCs follow as  “The Firstfruits” in  the early 

harvest  as future  “Sons of God”  to become in Yahweh’s presence alongside with  “The High Priest”  (JCg Matt.12v48-50, 20v23, etc.). 

It must be clearly understood by the reader this does  not  apply to  “Christians”  generally,  because also by allegory –  they are part of the 11 tribes of 

Israel  outside  The Tabernacle and are  never  allowed into  “The Holy Place”  (as were able “The Levi Priests”)  and thus  “outside Israel”  (of the 11 

tribes)  who were not  then be in the position to see  The Veil as having been torn down! 

While further away are The Gentiles representing  “non-Christians”  of today  (yet all are safely captured within The Millennium). 

This righteous exegesis makes for  very sobering reading –  yet it is  absolutely true.   

However in  “The Religious Hype”  I have read from so very  many  false messianic “christ”  (certain  “proclaimed evangelists”)  of the  

“last days”  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.,)  with their  “millions upon  millions”  of ardent followers,  supposedly  “belonging only”  

to  “their group”,  they  shall  (presumptuously)  receive  “salvation in heaven”!   This is total baloney nonsense and complete hogwash! 

However,  JC clearly teaches us to be as  wise/cautious  as  snakes/serpents  (Matt.10v16)  else we will be sucked into what appears to be  “wonderful 

seductive teaching”  (2Pet.2v1)  -  but it is all  very deviant  and will  side-track  our sincere quest to be  personally  fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire. 

The deviant nature of the teaching given by  charlatan Christian leaders for the hapless devotees is it perpetuates  “The Now” –  in very much the same 

manner as those people of Chorazin  (Matt.11v21, Luke.10v23).  They had JC around them  (thus knowing about him,  and been part of those people who 

originally followed him around in John Chapter 6)  but they had no desire to be The Apostles  (and thus they just melted away from  “The Commitment” 

–  John.6v60, 66).    

Noting,   

If  everyone perpetuated our  worldly Christian leaders’  “teachings of indifference and excuses to remain human”  thereby being against,  
the personal  “exactly copying JC's ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return”,  except  “abuse”  (by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”),  

Then  Yahweh could never achieve His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 proven individuals  (Rev.14v1-4),   and  “The Human 

Species”  would annihilate itself operating to worldly methodology sourced by Satan  (perpetuated by  charlatan Christian leaders)! 

Can the reader understand this righteous logic? –  Precisely as The Bible  tells us –  I have invented  nothing! 

It only becomes wholly evident when  personally reasoning  upon The New Testament for  at least 50,000+ man hours in great depth as I have done  of 

which I  freely pass  onto the World for its gain. 

Heb.   9v4 og (the) {made of gold}/golden  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   

Heb.   9v4 og (the) {place of fumigation/smoking}/{the alter of incense (in the temple)}/censer,   

Heb.   9v4 og also  the  box/{(the sacred) ark (and the that of Noah)}/ark  of the  disposition/contract/covenant/agreement   

Heb.   9v4 og (the having been) {covered (all around)}/{entirely (the face/surface)}/blindfolded/covered/overlaid   

Heb.   9v4 og {from/on  all sides}/{on every side}/{round about}  

Heb.   9v4 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {golden article (plating/ornament/coin)}/{with gold},   

Heb.   9v4 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  (the) {(something) stationary}/jar/{earthen tank}/pot   
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Heb.   9v4 og (the) {made of gold}/golden  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   

Heb.   9v4 og the  {(Hebrew StrongsTM 4478) manna}/{edible gum}/manna,   

Heb.   9v4 og also  the  {stick/wand/cudgel}/{rod/sceptre/staff}   

Heb.   9v4 og (of the) Aaron  the  {sprouted/germinate}/{yielded fruit}/{brought forth}/budded/{sprung up},   

Heb.   9v4 og also  the  {moulding boards}/{flat surface plates/tablets}   

Heb.   9v4 og of the  disposition/contract/covenant/agreement, 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.25v10-11, 16v35, Deut.10v5, 31v26. 

Heb.   9v4 = (The Most Holy Place)  having  the golden censer,    ( a crucible within which to burn incense during sacrificial offering) 

also  the  box/{(the sacred) Ark}  of the  contract/covenant/agreement     (The Ark containing the Stone Tablets of The Law) 

the having been  {covered all around}/overlaid  {from all sides}/{round about}  {in/with gold},    (a precious item fit for The King) 

within which the  jar/pot  {made of gold}  holding/having  the  manna/{edible gum},     (the physical food sourced by Yahweh) 

also  the  sprouted/germinated/budded  stick/staff  of  Aaron,    (The stick that selected Levi tribe to priesthood,  the first was Aaron) 

also  the  {moulded boards}/{flat surface tablets}  of the  contract/covenant/agreement.    (tablets having The Law inscribed thereupon) 

         (The Most Holy Place) 
having the golden censor   (to burn incense is allegoric to the TC  “giving a pleasing ambience”  to Yahweh in  his/her  ministry/lifestyle) 

also  “The Box of The  Contract/Agreement”   (“The Ark of the Covenant”  =  Yahweh’s  Bilateral  Agreement that He has with “Mankind”) 
having been overlaid all around in gold   (allegoric to being  “a precious item that is fit for kingship”  -  “to rule”) 

within which the jar made of gold holding the manna   (manna =  “Life sustaining for deportment”  representative of  JC’s deportment) 

also the budded stick of Aaron   (physical  genealogy to be  “The Interface to Yahweh”  to give life,  replaced by JC’s  spiritual  genealogy) 

also the flat surface tablets of  “The  Contract/Agreement”   (“The Law of Works”  for Life,  replaced by  “JC’s Law of The Mind”  for Life). 

 

This innermost place within the tabernacle was sometimes called  “The Most Holy Place”,  being the place of  The Most Holy [God])  

“The golden censer”  is sometimes  misinterpreted as “altar”,  but in the Greek it is called the  “thymiaterion” (censor),  where much incense  

(Frankincense)  is burned to produce  “a sweet fragrant cloud”  between Man and God.  This comes with the prayers of the holy people as a  go-between  

Mankind and God  (Rev.8v3-4).  This  “cloud”  illustration  (of incense)  is much used when JCg is coming between Mankind and Yahweh  (see 

Matt.24v30, 26v64, Mark.13v26, 14v62, 1Thes.4v17, Rev.1v7). 

“The Ark of the Covenant”  is essentially a chest  (containing the three items within v4)  being  “The Seal”  of  “Yahweh’s  Bilateral  

Agreement with Mankind”. 

The Manna  is the food for fleshly life while the Israelites were in the wilderness  (Ex.16v15-35, Num.11v6-9, Deut.8v3-16, metaphorically at Rev.2v17), 

and thus represents Yahweh's Covenant to provide sustenance through JC’s covering  (represented  by lifestyle)  for  “The Fleshly Body”.  These are 

those specific people (TCs), John.6v31-58, hence Matt.26v26, etc.,  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and are  presently living as sojourners in The Wilderness  

(away from Satan's methodology)  in the Gospel Age. 

Aaron's “staff”  was the original  (presumed almond)  twig,  from out of the 12,  that itself budded indicating  The Tribe  for temple duty  (Num.17v1-13)  

that  “germinated”  meaning  “life giving”  to The World through  “The Priesthood”  ([supposedly]  accurately)  delivering  “God’s Word”. 

It was Aaron's “staff”  that became replaced by  “The Lion of Judah”  (JC,  as prophesied some 1900 years earlier at Gen.49v8-12). 

The two tablets containing The Law  written by Yahweh  (Ex.34v1-4, 29)  represents Yahweh’s Covenant to provide guidance for  contrite/hearkening  

people who fulfil His Desire –  where  “The Judgement”  (of  “The 1st Covenant”)  would righteously - 

Only be made  upon  “The Instruction given”. 

Consequently,  “The Judgement”  would have only been made upon “The Works”  (being  “The Resultant Output”  of our actions). 

But the allegoric extension is that JC’s Laws are for  “The Mind”  (Mark.12v30-31)  that Paul tells us,  “being tablets of instruction operating upon our 

hearts”  (2Cor.3v3),  and likewise in Rom. Chapters 3 to 5 speak of the circumcision of the  heart/{seat of motivation}  rather than of the fleshly body.  

Thus JC fulfils the instruction on these tablets and then,  He is in the position  (as underwritten by Yahweh upon JCg’s resurrection)  to issue JC’s own 

“Laws for The Mind”  (as the basis for judgment)  from which righteous works naturally follow  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”.   

Importantly,  genuine  sideslips  can be forgiven  by Yahweh –  because this potential TC  (as a possible future  “Son of God”)  has only  “The Mind 

being judged”,  because the TC would  never  try to hurt  his/her  neighbour and thus it would be a  genuine  mistake,  followed by  genuine  remorse and 

the faulted TC would freely offer personal recompense to the injured party. 

Where again the same process of  “Judgement”  (of  “The 2nd Covenant”)  would righteously - 

Only be made  upon  “The Instruction given”. 

Consequently,  “The Judgement”  would have only been made upon “The Mind”  (and not the possible negative output of our actions  done in error). 

An important note    

JC at his birth was given   Gold, Frankincense and Myrrh  (Matt.2v11).  

Why these three items?   

Gold  represents  “Kingship”,  Frankincense  representing the position of  “The High Priest”,  and  Myrrh  foretelling of  “JC’s death”  that was 

required to make the first two positions  become fulfilled in The Millennium. 

A 4th revision addition – just to clarify things. 

Yahweh is  “Righteous”  in His Actions - 

1. He instructs  (gives laws and guidance). 

2. He warns  (what will ultimately occur if His instruction is ignored). 

3. He waits  (for recipients to learn over time how to fulfil His laws and guidance). 

4. He acts to remove rebellious people flagrantly ignoring the three steps above! 

Is there  anything  that is  not  “Righteous”  in the above steps to personal annihilation  (if item [4] occurs)? 
Noting,  these steps are only given to ensure a perfect society without the pain and suffering presently witnessed and experienced caused by certain 

people  (behaving as “leaders”)  “self-indulging to their neighbour’s hurt”  (“worldly methodology”). 

Can any person really disagree with that long term goal of Yahweh’s for us?    Unless they wish to rebel against a perfect society? 

If that is the case,  then for the continuing benefit of the members of “The Perfect Society”,  Yahweh removes  “rebellious/(blasphemous) people”! 

Is this not logical and most righteous for a collective Eutopia  (certainly not Utopia [nothingness])? 

Clearly if someone has a problem with this reasoning,  then  he/she  can take it up with Yahweh -  but I know Who will win The Argument! 

Heb.   9v5 og {above upward}/{greatly higher (in place or rank)}/{far above}  And  her/its/(same)   

Heb.   9v5 og (the) {imaginary figure (Hebrew StrongsTM 3742)}/cherubim  (of the) glory/honour/dignity/majesty   

Heb.   9v5 og (the) {against/intensely  shading/shadowing}/{over-shading/shadowing}/covering/shadowing [plural]     

Heb.   9v5 og the  {expiatory (place or thing)}/{(an atoning) victim}/{lid (of the Ark in the temple)}/{mercy-seat}/propitiation;   

Heb.   9v5 og concerning/about  {of whom/which}  no/not/none  (it) is  now/present/immediate  (to) state/exclaim   

Heb.   9v5 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part  [= piece by piece]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.25v18-22. 
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Heb.   9v5 = And  {above upward}/{greatly higher}/{far above}  it/same,     (above  “The Ark of the Covenant/Agreement”)   

the  cherubim  of the  glory/honour/dignity    (a  “Celestial Link”  to Yahweh of  Glory/Honour … … ) 

the {against shading}/{over-shadowing}/covering  the  {having power to atone}/{mercy seat}/propitiation;   

            (representing by allegory,  JC of  “The New Covenant”) 

concerning/about  {of which}  not  is  presently/now  to  state/exclaim  the  piece/part  by  piece/part. 

 

And upward above it   (attached either side  and above  “The Seated Box”  [namely,  “The Ark of The Covenant”]), 

the cherubim of  glory/honour/dignity   (representing a  “Celestial Link”  to Yahweh's  Glory/Honour/Dignity)  

overshadow  “the  (seat)  having power to atone”   (the cherubim  look-over  the seat for people  “enabling to regain Yahweh's favour”). 
                  (thereby,  an allegoric representation of JC being the link between what the box’s contents represent to Mankind,  and to that of Yahweh) 

concerning of which,  now is not  (the time)  to state  (what this all means)  part by part. 
 

If the reader looks in a concordance of The Bible they will see that the word  “cherubim”  is used in the context of Yahweh.  

Either at His  “coming presence”  into  “The Local Environment”,  or carrying out some Desire of Yahweh within  “The Local Environment”. 

Thus we understand they are some  “imaginary”  (not knowing precise detail)  “Entity”  that provides a  “celestial link”  between Yahweh and Mankind. 

It is not vitally necessary for these entities to exist physically  (but they might well do so – see later),  but rather it is Yahweh using something of which we 

can figuratively have in our mind as being a representation of His link with us through His apparent assistants.   

Inasmuch,  we have an example of Yahweh speaking through an ass will suffice  (Num.22v30). 

Cherubim are considered to have wings,  and this suggests,  these entities are  “imaginary”  (in the sense we do not quite know what form they take)  

extra-terrestrial  entities –  we associate these entities coming to us,  quickly as from  “supposedly nowhere”,  then the ancient writers considered they 

must be like birds and able to fly  (being then,  the fastest means of transport).  However,  scientifically,  because we are speaking about  extra-terrestrial  

intervention being outside the zone of this planet,  then we enter  Space/Vacuum  (with no air) –  where  “wings”  would be of little use! 

Thus clearly they are represented  (or take the form)  of a human  (so we can associate with them to give communication)  having wings for 

rapid mobility  (to yield something we can accept within our mind)  as a form of anthropomorphism. 

This is what Yahweh allows  (or presents to)  us –  so we can readily identify to have Yahweh communicating to us  at  “The Ark of The Covenant”. 

Quite frankly,  they could be real entities operating within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body that can perhaps take any form –  (perhaps the science 

fiction fans would call them “shape-shifters”).  However I have never seen one,  and yet have no reason to doubt other humans have seen something –  

either real or within the mind –  but whatever,  they were sourced by Yahweh in His intercourse with certain specific individuals of Mankind. 

With that background explaining my understanding  (which is quite open on the subject) –  then we realise the cherubim are used by Yahweh for us to 

understand they  are  “a celestial link with Yahweh”  and that is  why  they have figuratively been placed on each side of  “The Mercy Seat” –  being the  

“link of intercourse”  between the human High Priest and Yahweh.  As equally  was/(is)  JC/(JCg)  between us and Yahweh  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5). 

Note   The Mercy-Seat is the lid of  “The Ark (Box) of The Covenant”  (of  “The Bilateral Agreement”). 

Paul says   I could go on explaining all the various allegoric representations between  “The 1st Covenant”  and  “The 2nd Covenant”, –  but he wishes to  

move-on  with his exegesis,  to be explaining how JC righteously became  “The Perfect Ransom Sacrifice”  for each one of us,  as individuals.    

However in my other sections I explain what Paul could have stated to expand all the allegories between  “The 1st and 2nd Covenants”  starting with  

“The  Tabernacle/Covering”.  

 

90th Comment – After introducing the physical representations used within “The 1st Covenant”,  then Paul now moves on 

to explain by analogy the practices and procedures covered within  “The 1st Covenant of Works”  reflected into “The 2nd 

Covenant”  to explain the spiritual aspects that are required to drive  “The Mind to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”. 

91st Comment – Paul states,  After the worldly high priests have completed what they needed to do then it was still not 

good enough!   Year after year the physical was done,  but it required an entity with  “The Correct Thought Processes”  to 

then only go through this atonement process “The Once”  for us to be  “Atoned the Once”  (not many times – else  “We 

have returned to The World”  within our thinking process, –  hence  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation)! 

Reasoning – repeat - It must be perfectly understood,  Yahweh gave  “The 1st Covenant”  to set  “The Scene for Human 

Salvation”.  Yahweh knew it would not save humans,  but  the one entity  that would come some 1800-1900 years later in 

the form of JC.  It needed to be laid down to show us  what is required as works,  but humans could not achieve this 

because their mind was still beholden to  “The World’s Methodology”  (Rom.3v23).  This is specifically why it needed an 

entity whose  “spiritual RNA”  was from an  extra-terrestrial  Source  (Yahweh). 

Reasoning – repeat - Most humans are presently incapable of understanding things at the spiritual level,  which is  why  

Yahweh gave physical objects to guide the minds of humans about His “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation” –  so 

they were  not  led astray by  worldly  things  e.g. “prayer beads”, “cross icons”, “religious relics”, etc.,  (being all the 

things of which  worldly Christian leaders  “dream up”  for an extra bit of cash to keep  “their punters”  happy)! 

Thus Yahweh gave them  “a focus for The Mind” –  to impose upon them dutiful works –  “to keep on the narrow path”. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat -Divine Service = To fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (it is not to fulfil personal desires of leader/congregation). 

Ultimately it will fulfil the desires of those who remain – when guided correctly – but presently  both  groups are blinded. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat -Holy place = A place separate from this world of sin = a place to learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 

Reasoning – repeat - Thus  “The 1st Covenant”  was given to establish what the people entrusted with the Devine service 

were supposed to do,  and to set all this in a place where humans might recognise this was to be attributable to Yahweh  

(and not to some worldly  concept/traditions/ideals/religion/myths/relics/etc.  alien to the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire). 

Allegory – repeat - tabernacle = mobile covering = JCg as “The Word of God” covering our  methodology/lifestyle/works 

Inasmuch it is The Presence/Parousia  of JCg  (as The Word of God)  drives our innermost thoughts resulting in works. 

Allegory – repeat -The Levi Priests (in reality The Prophets) 1st Epoch = The Judah Priests (in reality The TCs) 2nd Epoch. 

92nd Comment – Paul now is coming to the key features of Yom Kippur being the double sacrifice required under  “The 

Old/1st Covenant”  that was to be replaced by JC as  “The New/2nd Covenant”. 

113th Allegory – blood = The physical  “essence of life”  within a fleshly body. 

89th Instruction – Two sacrifices were made to atone/cover  the  {things ignored}/shortcomings/errors  of both  “The High 

Priest”  and then of  “The Israelite Nation”  on  “The Day of Atonement”  (Yom Kippur – The Jewish most sacred day). 
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170th Reasoning – Let us notice Paul uses the words  “{things ignored}/shortcomings/errors”  is much lighter than  

“sins/faults/offences”,  so Paul is giving by inference through this offering,  Yahweh will only  “choose to ignore”  what is 

done in error  rather than  deliberate/premeditated  sin to hurt one’s neighbour.  It is most important to recognise this! 

171st Reasoning – Clearly people presently ignorant  (outside “Israel”)  in the 1st part of their physical life can be atoned,  

whatever they might have been done.  But once in “The Israelite Nation” (of whatever 1st, 2nd, 3rd epoch)  then it is 

“sideslips/shortcomings”  that become covered by “offering made by sacrifice”  and  not  deliberate  sin/fault/offence  to 

hurt one’s neighbour  (whoever they might be).  Hence the Warning to charlatan Christian leaders now living in the 2nd 

part of their spiritual life – they cannot  be covered by blaspheming against the HS  (see glossary on many of these terms)! 

172nd Reasoning – Secondly,  notice the High Priest must  first  present an offering for himself before he then presents 

another offering for “The Israelite Nation”  (notice by allegory this 2nd offering is to occur over “The 3 Epochs of Israel”) 

93rd Comment – Having God’s Word operating within us by training our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become at the  

one/same  as Yahweh’s  “Desire made manifest within The Environment that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from 

this world of sin}”  (that should have unmasked the “mystery” of the  “HS”)  then it is  “{made plain}/declared/signifies”  

this holy place as first given is not the method for our salvation while it presently stands.  

173rd Reasoning – If  these deeds must be performed every year by The High Priest,  then  this holy place is unsatisfactory 

and the deeds performed within it must be replaced with something different  (not physical  but spiritual). 

90th Instruction – These articles and deeds performed are a comparison for a  present/impending  time where these 

gifts/offerings  and the deeds performed in the priestly service ministering unto God could not  complete/{consummate in 

character}/{make perfect}  the moral consciousness  (at a personal level). 

174th Reasoning – That is “The Crux” of “The 2nd Covenant”! 

“The 1st Covenant”  was merely like a sticking plaster over The Wound – but  “The 2nd Covenant”  was to cause the 

complete healing process within The Wound of our flesh lying between us and Yahweh.  JCg came to set “The Mindset” 

straight  by showing  how to apply  “The Word of God”  within our brains to reform  “the synapse construction”  at a 

personal level  (no one can do it for us – except to plant and water [1Cor.3v4-9])  and thus  when  exercised by  

accurately  applying what we know –  then  we become  “The Wisdom of God”  expressed within our lifestyle. 

39th Warning – As we can see the  ridiculous doctrine  presented by  worldly Christian leaders when they state:  “God 

Loves you but not your works”!   Just what Satan wants to hear – so people can still retain an unrepentant mindset!   No!  

It is the thoughts  (being intrinsically YOU operating under the world’s methodology)  that drives your works!   It is this 

mindset that must be reformed  (being  “The New Body”  [= the new spiritual mind]  we must put on)  built upon  “The 

Foundation”  as laid down by JC. 

91st Instruction – Likewise all the various religious laws in  “The 1st (and 2nd) Epoch Israel”  that required works are 

intrinsically worthless if  “The Mindset”  has  not  been reformed to operate on  agapao/{edifying love}  that precisely 

imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to edify our neighbour to know  why/how  they too might personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

Heb.   9v6 og {of (from or concerning) this (person or thing)}/{these (things)}  And  

Heb.   9v6 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   

Heb.   9v6 og (the having been) {prepared thoroughly equipment}/constructed/created/built/ordained/prepared,   

Heb.   9v6 og into/unto  truly/indeed/{that one}  the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former   

Heb.   9v6 og (the) tent/{cloth hut}/habitation/tabernacle  through (reason of)    (of the) all (person [priest])   

Heb.   9v6 og {to enter}/{enter (go) into}  the  priests  the  {ministry services of God}/worships/{divine services}   

Heb.   9v6 og (the) {fulfilling further/completely}/executing/accomplishing/perfecting/performing [plural]; 

Heb.   9v6 = And  {concerning of these things   (two separate rooms)}   

{in this manner}/likewise  the having been  {thoroughly prepared}/constructed/prepared,     (for its allegory into The Gospel Age) 

truly/indeed  {to enter}  into  the  first/former    (room of the … … ) 

tent/tabernacle  through reason of  all  the  priests     (allegoric for the 144000 TCs) 

the  {fulfilling completely}/accomplishing/performing  the  {ministry service of God}/{divine services};     (TCs precisely imitating JC) 

 

And concerning of these things   (being the reason for two separate rooms,  as an allegory for  [1] The Gospel Age leading into  [2] The Millennium) 

likewise having been thoroughly prepared   (for us,  of The Gospel Age,  [1] aiming to become TCs,  and then ideally  [2] future  “Sons of God”) 

truly into the first  (room of the)  tabernacle through reason of all the priests   (the 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age  perfecting their life) 

              (being The Invite to become a Christian for the greater goal of Sonship,  requiring  “The Proving by Participation”  to imitate JC) 

fulfilling completely  (precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)  the ministerial service of the God  (Yahweh); 
              (“The Proving by Participation”  at priestly duties copying JC is only achieved by 144000 TCs from out of 2000 year Gospel Age). 

              (144000 TCs place themselves as Firstborn in The Holy Place by copying JC,  Christians who do not,  are only part of The Levite Tribe outside,) 
 

Heb.   9v7 og into/unto  And  the  {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd  {one/single time}/{once for all time}     

Heb.   9v7 og merely/alone/only  the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests},   

Heb.   9v7 og of the  year  not  separately/apart/without  blood,  who/which/that   

Heb.   9v7 og (he) {bears toward}/{leads to}/{gives (to God)}/treats/{deals with}/{offers (unto/up)}/ 

/{presents unto}/{puts to} 

Heb.   9v7 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   

Heb.   9v7 og also  of the  populace/{grouping of people}  (of the) {(things) ignored}/shortcomings/errors; 

Heb.   9v7 = and  into  the second  (room),     (The Most Holy Place) 

{one single time}/once  of the  year  alone/only  The High Priest,   

not  without  blood  (meaning,  “with blood”  sacrifice),      (always analogous to  “the essence of life”) 

which  he  {bears toward}/{offers unto}/{puts to}  {for the sake of}/{on behalf of}  himself    (an animal sacrifice first for himself) 

also  the  {things ignored}/shortcomings/errors  of the  populace/{grouping of people};    (then an animal sacrifice second for The People) 
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and into the second   (room of the tabernacle,  being  “The Most Holy Place”  housing  “The Ark of The Covenant”) 

only The High Priest  (goes)  once a year   (at “Yom Kippur” =  The Annual Resetting of Israel's Sin) 
with blood   (“The Essence of Life”  that rightfully belongs to Yahweh  [and  not  to humans]) 

which he offers unto  (Yahweh,  being the  {things ignored}/errors)   for the sake of himself   (to first purify himself,  before  the second sacrifice) 

also the  {things ignored}/errors  of the populace   (the second sacrifice made to purify  “The Israelite People”). 

 

On  “The Day of Atonement”  (Yom Kippur)  The High Priest enters into  “The Most Holy Place”  (“The Holy of Holies”)  after he has offered-up a 

sacrifice on behalf of his sins,  then he offers a sacrifice on behalf of The People  of Israel  (and  not  for those people  outside  “Israel”  hence the most 

important nature of  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  and specifically how they unfold in Yahweh’s whole Plan righteously executed over many millennia).  

Also notice the important use of the Greek word  “{(things) ignored}/shortcomings/errors”,  it does  not  mean  “deliberate malicious acts of  self-

indulgence”  (sin/offence/fault)  of which the perpetrator has no intention of repentance. 

These are two aspects that utterly confuse our  worldly Christian leaders in their  “near useless exegesis”! 

Thus this offering  only  covers - 

1. Accidents,  lapses in behaviour  alien to what is normal  when compared with what JC would have done in his lifestyle. 

2. Deliberate  error/sin/offence/fault  provided  the perpetrator  then repents and shows genuine remorse. 

It does  not  cover - 

Deliberate  error/sin/offence  after which the perpetrator shows  no  remorse. 

This sadly,  exhibits the utter error of the completely deviant teaching given by our  spiritually blind   (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)   unrighteous  worldly 

Christian  scholars/theologians/leaders  who personally twist God’s Word to make it seem utterly  unrighteous  in the mind of The World,  given some 

semblance of a  “holier than thou”  stance!   We must recognise this  “bunkum preaching”  goes against all natural  justice/righteousness  -  and thus  

against  what  Yahweh specifically teaches us! 

Just today I heard a lady minister on the radio tell us - 

“To forgive people –  because this is what God wants us to do”,  without any qualifiers given to that statement.   

This is  utter distortion,  and makes Yahweh look ridiculous in the mind of the  sane/reasoning  minded individuals.   

These  worldly Christian leaders have so much for which to answer in The Millennium –  I would  not  wish to be in their shoes –  they have absolutely  

no  understanding!   It makes Yahweh look to be a  “walk-over”  and inconsistent in His judgements,  different between The Old and New Testaments,  

from which our  “worldly scholars”  then  twist the reasoning by suggesting it is the two different covenants that means Yahweh’s disposition to The 

World changes. 

This is utter rubbish!   The Bible tells us  Yahweh is unchanging –  nor His statutes unchanging  (Mal.3v6,  Matt.5v17-18  within context - also 

of  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”,  also James.1v17 to finally achieve His goal of  a righteous society  for those people who ultimately choose to 

imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life)! 

This also has  nothing  to do with the different covenants as I am trying to righteously explain here,  being Yahweh's  righteous  mechanism to 

achieve human salvation over our 2 part life  (if we so personally choose)  in this righteous society  (of a paradise/park)! 

Yahweh is  “The Righteous God”,  not  an  unrighteous God for a few examples   Ezr,9v15, Neh.9v8, Job.22v3, Psm.7v9, 116v5, 119v7,62, Jer.12v1, 

Lam.1v16, Dan.9v14, John.17v25, Rom.2v5, 2Thes.1v5, Rev.16v7, 19v2, etc. –  how many examples do I need?  -  Or have our  “worldly Christian  

scholars/theologians”  freely  “chosen to be ignorant”   (StrongsTM = 50)  over that statement? 

I suggest they return to The Bible and start to read The Bible  “a bit”  (actually, “much”)  more closely,  and then  start understanding it! 

Because at present  -  they are an utter abomination to Yahweh  when they falsely pretend to represent His Name but are fraudulent to both His  

Character and Authority! 

Heb.   9v8 og that/this/there/here  (the) {making plain}/declaring/showing/signifying   

Heb.   9v8 og of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   

Heb.   9v8 og of the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin} [=HS],   

Heb.   9v8 og {not yet}  (to have been) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest}/declared/revealed  

Heb.   9v8 og the [way]  of the  {sacred (thing/location)}/{holiest (of all)}/{holy place}/sanctuary [plural]   

Heb.   9v8 og (the) way/journey/progress/mode/means,   

Heb.   9v8 og yet/still/more  of the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former   

Heb.   9v8 og (of the) tent/{cloth hut}/habitation/tabernacle  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   

Heb.   9v8 og (the) {standing (the act)}/{(demonstrating a) position/existence}/{controversy (uprising/dissension/insurrection)}. 

Heb.   9v8 = this  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}    (a mindset like Yahweh) 

the  {making plain}/declaring/signifying,    (having Yahweh's view on things enables us to comprehend … … ) 

the  way/progress/mode/means  of the  sacred/{holy places}/sanctuaries    (the new way of precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

has  {not yet}  to have been  {rendered apparent}/{made manifest}/declared,    (into The Gospel Age – hence TCs  are required) 

yet/while/still  the  first/former  tent/tabernacle   (The Covering)     (being what The 1st Covenant represents … … ) 

the  holding/having  {a standing}/{demonstrating an existence}.     (the allegoric next stage for The 2nd Covenant of The Gospel Age) 

 

This  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  personality/desires/traits   (the “HS”, = the fruition of Yahweh’s Mind) 
making plain   (within our minds,  built solely upon  “The Word of God”  operating within us,  to correctly guide us … … ) 

(that)  the way of the holy places   (“The Most Holy Place”  – containing  “The Ark of The Covenant”) 

                (“The Means”  to  “personally access”  Yahweh  [to be in His Domain] –  is  only  by becoming precisely like The High Priest  =  JC) 
has not yet to have been rendered apparent   (for  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  -  they had  no  Perfect Pattern to emulate) 

               (Especially when we consider The Old High Priests would shut themselves away,  but JC  courted The General Public to be like him)  
while the first tabernacle   (the covering of  “The Holy Place”  - being for the use of the general priestly duties of purification) 

               (Paul is saying,  The 1st Covenant came with the 1st Tabernacle of both Holy and Most Holy Places  serviced by worldly priests) 

having a demonstrable existence   (allegoric to The TCs ministering,  but not yet achieved  “The Most Holy Place”  in The Gospel Age). 
               (Consequently,  while the  old/first  tent covered us,  then we could not directly access Yahweh – except through The High Priest) 

               (The Crux of where Paul is taking us,  we as one of the 144000 TCs can  “personally access”  Yahweh by  copying JC under the “New Tent”.) 
 

Paul is stating - 

“Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment”  (HS)  that is Yahweh's “holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin} 

spirit/personality/desires/traits”  (HS)  can  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become”  (I hope those definitions clear the air  “of 

mystique”  within  “a mystery”  of their own creation  of which our  worldly Christian theologians like to wallow for  “people control”),  

This  One/Same  Mindset  as operating within Yahweh,  thereby enables us to piece together His  “Most Marvellous and Righteous Plan for Humans 

Salvation”  over its 3 Epochs of  “Israel”. 

The  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that operates within Yahweh and Paul has made it perfectly clear to Paul that while  “The Holy Place”  

still stands in a physical form  (either as  The Tent or the Stone Temple of Jerusalem)  then this is unsatisfactory!   Yahweh desires to  move-on  to the 
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next stage of His  “Plan for Human Salvation” –  hence  “The  New  2nd Covenant”  is offered to all people of The Christian Nation explaining something 

better than a  “physical tabernacle”  within which  the worldly Priests operate their ministerial service.  Thus the  Old  Law only covers  The Outside. 

This Second Covenant is so much better - 

The  “physical tent”  is removed and replaced by the  “spiritual tent”  of Yahweh’s Laws  operating in our mind  as given by JC  (Mark.12vv30-31)  

displayed by  ministry/lifestyle  to fulfil these two laws that cover the individual’s body to deliver  agape/{charity love}  in  “The Correct Works”  

directed by these two laws  governing The Brain  (on  The Inside).  This personality change yields  agapao/{edifying  love}  to operate within The Mind  

reforming/adjusting  the  “synapse construction” –  to become  “The Heavenly Treasure”  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33,  see my glossary and my local 

commentaries,  on these many terms used). 

Thus rather than the priest officiating works of sacrifice within a  “physical tabernacle”  of  “The Old Covenant”,  Yahweh desires now the TCs to be the 

priests officiating works of sacrifice by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (The Laws are operating within our  “physical body”, 1Cor.3v16, Rom. 

chapters 3 to 5)  to yield  agape/charity to our neighbour’s edification for The Long Term Goal of Salvation.    Therefore we must not waste our time by 

indulging  “The Self”  upon what The World can deliver,  but rather we use all our time in charity  “occupational effort/works/labour”  (agape love)  to 

help our neighbour understand  why/how  they too should fulfil Yahweh's Desire.   

It is by taking upon ourselves  “The Responsibility”  in  freely  purifying  The People  (by  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  by both  

“word” and more importantly “deportment”),  the TCs become “Priests”  purifying their own mind  -  ready for  “The Main Responsibility”  

in The Millennium.   It is in this manner we become like  “The High Priest”  ready to cross over  “The Veil”  into “The Most Holy Place”,  

invited by Yahweh at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to become truly “Born Again”  as  recognised/{made possible}  by Yahweh.   

If we presumptuously think we are a  “Child of God”  before this occurs  (as presently do our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian 

leaders keep telling us,  then we  and they  shall be rejected –  Matt.22v11-14,  Luke.20v16, etc.,  because it is  only Yahweh Who determines 

who is to be  His  “Sons of God” (Matt.20v23),  He does not want other people to presumptuously do it for Him!    

We go on what The Bible tells us,  and  not  what our  “Leaders of Religion”  tell us,  because there is a  huge dichotomy between the two! 

This freely giving of our time purifying our neighbour's mind is the  true  sacrifice Yahweh Desires,  being  “The Time to self-indulge”  replaced  by 

unfeigned  “charity love to edify our neighbour”  so they might truly become the next generation of new TCs,  where these new TCs become  “The 

Offering”  made by the original TC’s hard work  (1Cor3v6-9, John.4v36-37, etc.).  Thus they imitate  “The New High Priest”  (JC)  ministry/lifestyle  

and by consequence,  are enabled to pass through  “The Veil”  to Yahweh as future  “Sons of God”  upon their  “awakening/rousing/resuscitation”  into 

the 2nd part of their physical life at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (JC’s 1st 2nd C,  Rev.20v6, 1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, etc.). 

Can the reader see this difference between the two covenants? 

The First is merely a Covenant of  mechanical  Works  (that may have  no  agapao/{edifying love}  or  phileo/{attract/binding love}  within the mind to 

our neighbour,  being merely  “a duty  according to external instruction”),  while  “The Second is a better Covenant”  of  agapao/{edifying love}  

operating within The Mind built upon  “The Word of God”  (to form  “The New Creature”  within us, 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15),  which is then outwardly 

expressed through  agape/{charity love}  delivering truly righteous works to our neighbour.    Ultimately in The Millennium this will be mutual,  thereby 

leading to a perfected society  -  “paradise/park”. 

Thus,  the  New  Law works  from within  The Priest,  covers  “The Inside “  of which  “The Presence/Parousia  of JC”  as  “The Word of 

God”  is seen by The World  from outside as works  that would be done by JC  (likewise driven by  agapao/{edifying love}!   

The Works”  as judged by The World become the outward manifestation of what is occurring within “The Mind” as judged by Yahweh. 

This is the subtlety  between  the two covenants –  absolutely  never  correctly explained by  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians,  because quite simply 

they do  not  understand it –  and if they did,  then it is rejected because  “The Resultant”  is personally too painful!  

So instead,  they teach “Religion” consisting of sycophancy  -  because they obtain a  “nice little earner”  from that! 

We all must clearly understand - 

It  is  “The Synapse Construction mapping”  of  all  Christians that  only  Yahweh shall judge in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement for Sonship”  (as 

we are told for our instruction at 1Sam.16v7,  where the context is for  future Kingship over “Israel”  [1st for David then,  2nd for JC,  and 3rd for the 

144000 TCs in The Millennium]). 

Heb.   9v9 og Who/Which   [was]   

Heb.   9v9 og (the) similitude/parable/{narrative (of common life conveying a moral)}/apothegm/adage/ 

/comparison/figure/proverb   

Heb.   9v9 og into/unto  the  time/season/occasion  the (one)  {place on hand}/impending/present,   

Heb.   9v9 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  whom/which/that   

Heb.   9v9 og (the) {presents (especially a sacrifice)}/gifts/offerings  both  also  (the) sacrifices (the act or the victim)   

Heb.   9v9 og (are being) {borne towards}/{led to}/{given (to God)}/treated/{dealt with}/{offered (unto/up)}/ 

/{presented unto}   

Heb.   9v9 og not  (being) able/possible/capable  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   

Heb.   9v9 og (the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience   

Heb.   9v9 og (to) {to complete}/accomplish/{consummate (in character)}/consecrate/furnish/fulfil/{make perfect}   

Heb.   9v9 og the (one)  {hired menial}/{ministering (to God)}/worshipping/{divine servicing}, 

Heb.   9v9 = Which  (was)  a  similitude/parable/comparison   (this instruction of The Old Covenant is all analogous to The New Covenant) 

unto  the  impending/present  time/occasion,    (of The Present Gospel Age … … ) 

according to  which,   both  the  gifts/offerings    (being of the next generation of TCs so that Yahweh achieves His 144000 TCs) 

also  the  sacrifices    (the present existence of mature TCs offering their life away from worldly methodology) 

are being  {borne toward}/offered/{presented unto},    (offered unto Yahweh within the TC’s  own local environment) 

the  {hired menial}/{minister to God}{/{divine servicing}    (just so – and  not  self-seeking on the back of God’s Word!) 
not  being    (and this is where the spiritual and physical separate – because Yahweh chooses His TCs  [rather than physically born into it]) 

able/possible  {to complete}/{consummate in character}/{make perfect}    (because TCs  have  perfected their mind upon God’s Word) 

according to  the  coperception/{moral consciousness},     (having thoroughly imbued/inculcated  “The Word of God”, [JC]) 

 

Which was the similitude   (this instruction given by Yahweh for  “The Old Covenant”  is  all analogous  to  “The New Covenant”)  

unto the present time   (the present time of  The Gospel Age) 

according to which,  both  (1) gifts/offerings   (the next generation of TCs  during The Gospel Age so that Yahweh achieves His  “Sons of God”) 
also  (2) sacrifices   (of the mature TC’s life  away from  “worldly methodology”  driven solely by  “Yahweh’s Methodology” James.1v6-8) 

are being borne toward   (both  [1] and [2]  are being given by the TC of The Gospel Age,  because of  “precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle”) 

not being   (the similitude separates here,  The Priests were chosen by  physical DNA,  The TCs are chosen by  spiritual DNA –  elected by Yahweh) 

able to  {consummate in character}/{make perfect}   (because The Old Law was only based upon Works,  The New Law is of The Mind) 
according to the moral consciousness   (having built their  “New Mind”  only upon  “The Word of God”  that yields  unfeigned  charity). 
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Paul explains what The Priests of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  are doing  “by instruction of works only”  (having  “not the mind to do it”)  and are only in 

that position because of physical DNA by birth and thus cannot wholly perfect themselves –  because the Mind is  inherently unreformed –  having no 

driver to reform The Mind!   Their work gives them an income and pension over their present existence –  so,  why change?    

It is precisely this  one/same  reasoning that went through mind of these  “1st Epoch Israelite Priests”  as it does today with  “The 2nd Epoch Israelite 

Priests”  (of The Christian Nation,  termed  “Esau” – please see my important commentary at Rom.9v13)!    However this is by similitude of what the 

TCs  (not  worldly Christian Priests)  will be doing in The Gospel Age,  offering services  (as I explain in my parenthesis above)  and in the active 

process of  purifying their mind  to become like  “The New High Priest”  – JC under  “The New Tribal Line of Judah”  in  “The Order of Melchizedek”. 

After my 3rd revision addition,  then let us return to my older commentary. 

This is precisely what I explain in the commentary to the previous verse –  almost as a prelude to this verse! 

Paul states   

We have the comparison between  “The Old Covenant”  then,  and  “The New Covenant”  now. 

Under what was  “The Old Covenant”,  we have  “The 1st Epoch Israelite Priest”  offering gifts and sacrifices as instructed by The Law  over-

shadowing,  in like manner as The Tabernacle/Tent,  within which The Priest operates.  But Paul states this does  not  make  “The Priest” - 

“{to complete}/accomplish/{consummate (in character)}/consecrate/fulfil/{made perfect}  his  coperception/{moral consciousness}” 

This priest may  “go through the motions”  to  perfectly fulfil what The Law on Works dictates –  but inside,  he may  detest  his  job. 

Or this priest may  “beat-up  his family”  or be  “a predatory monster”  lurking within society. 

Thus  “the works”  of the priest in the temple might be outwardly perfect,  but Paul is  homing-in  to this priest’s  

spirit/personality/desires/traits  as deemed by Yahweh,  may be disgusting! 

Regrettably,  this was not only true under  “The 1st Covenant”,  but  is  equally true under  “The 2nd Covenant”  (that itself,  is  much more demanding  

against possible  “blasphemy”).   

Thus speaking of  “The 2nd Covenant” - 

(1) It would seem the  worldly Christian leader who just  “goes through the motions”  correctly,  and yet may be detesting his job,  and where  he/she  

does not deliberately mislead the recipients of God’s Word,  he/she  shall be resurrected so that  he/she  might learn righteousness in The Millennium.  

(2) However,  those specific Christian leaders who The Bible suggests will  not  be resurrected  (after their present existence),  are those  charlatan  

Christian leaders who  “carefully twist”  (craft)  God’s Word to make a very nice worldly return  (money/power/prestige/sex/leverage/etc.  John.12v6)  

from their adoring crowds,  “millions upon millions” of people.   These recipients are being taught to have a  “most wonderful, uplifting”  time  (but it 

is self-indulgent and thus  animalistic/carnal)  of whatever, – being driven by animalistic emotions  “praising God”  by their  charlatan Christian leaders  

(for mutual payback)  as we are warned at Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.  These specific individuals should repent  (see all of  Luke chapter 15)  

while they still have a  soul/{conscious existence}  (see glossary)  else they shall have  no  future –  because JC,  as we are told in several places in 

Hebrews  (and Peter at 2Pet.2v18-22),  he only died  The Once  to give us a 2 part life  (and  not  a life consisting of  “infinite parts”  –  that would make 

a mockery of JC –  please see Gal.6v7)! 

After that very necessary warning –  else I become condemned by Yahweh for remaining silent on the subject –  then let us move on together. 

Paul now gives a few more examples of  “The Old System”  before he launches off into  “The New System”  at verse 11. 

Heb.   9v10 og merely/alone/only  over/upon/concerning 

Heb.   9v10 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) foods/victuals  also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) beverages/drinks   

Heb.   9v10 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) varying/differing/divers/surpassing/{more excellent}  

Heb.   9v10 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) ablutions/baptism/washings 

Heb.   9v10 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {statutes/decisions of righteous/justification}   

Heb.   9v10 og (of the) flesh/{carnal/animalistic minded}  {as far as}/{up to}/{the terminus}  (of the) day/{period of time}   

Heb.   9v10 og (of the) {straightening thoroughly}/rectification/{the Messianic restoration}/reformation   

Heb.   9v10 og (the being) {rested upon}/imposed/insistent/{laid on}/{pressed upon} [middle voiced, plural]. 

Heb.   9v10 = alone/only  concerns  with  the  foods  also  drinks,    (analogous to imbuing  “The Way of Life”  and  “Knowledge”) 

also with the  various/differing  ablutions/washings.    (Analogous to the cleaning away of the old personality to reveal The New) 

Also  the  {righteous statutes}  of the  flesh/{animalistic mind}    (being only what a worldly mind can understand at its 1st level) 

{as far as}/{up to}  The  Day/{period of time}    (The Millennium of 1000 years [2Pet.3v8] = The Great Sabbath Day [Mark.2v27-28]) 

of the  {thoroughly straightening}/{Messianic restoration}/reformation    (straightening out the minds of The Resurrected World) 

being  {rested upon}/imposed/{laid upon}.     (the responsibility of all this is laid upon us personally calling ourselves “Christians”) 

 

         (This is a similitude that - ) 
(The old statutes)  only concern with the foods  also drinks   (allegories -   [1] food/bread = “deportment”  and  [2] drink/water = “knowledge”) 

also with the various washings.   (allegory -  washing = removing “The Old Personality”,  and then to spiritually grow on  “The Word of God”) 

(These were)  also the righteous statutes of the  fleshly/animalistic  mind   (statutes for physical works  is all  an animalistic mind understands) 

being imposed   (for [1] by works proving JC's deportment becoming The Standard   [2] for The Mind proving TCs' aptitude for Sonship imitating JC) 
as far as  The Period of Time   ( [1] JC's ministry and ransom sacrifice  [2] TC's “perfection”  that brings forth The Millennium of 1000 years)   

of the thoroughly straightening   ( [1] setting “The Standard for Success”  [2] “Early Adopters”  [3] The Millennium for The Resurrected World) 

            (The Crux being is that once having the HS [v8] = a personality built on God's Word;  recognises the finality of these and  look to The Allegory) 

            (This is [1] “Responsibility” placed upon The TCs learning to administer and  [2] TCs to behave  “Responsibly” over “The Resurrected World”) 
 

So Paul states  

“The Old Covenant”  that came with salvation,  required The Priest to  perform  the offerings of gifts and sacrifices,  also to observe the laws 

on food and drinks with the various washings beforehand for cleansing the body  (on the outside –  see JC’s comments on this at Matt.23v23-

25,  Mark.7v2-8,  Luke.11v39)  and all the hundreds of statutes given to The Jews in Leviticus to keep them unspoiled. 

And all this was a  “waste”  of time!   

Because  “The Old Covenant”  saved no one  (Rom.3v23, except JC)  because no human could fulfil it –  only  because their mindset was  so 

devious  to avoid  (human)  detection,  and therefore retained their  self-indulgent  attitude  (being animalistic minded for “The Immediacy”)  

-  to the hurt of their neighbour! 

This is the point Paul makes  

All this continued for nearly 1500+ years  (pre JC’s ministry)  and Mankind was going nowhere  (ultimately,  it would annihilate itself)! 

Until a complete overhaul occurred with JC coming to  bring-in  “The New Covenant”  that set  different standards  upon which humans might be 

judged,  where JC now became  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  because  “The Standard of Works”  was  proven to be defunct.   Except most 

importantly,   it was required to enable JC to fulfil the existing standard  (Matt.5v17-18)  achieved only by  agapao/{edifying love}  operating within The 

Mind to deliver  agape/{charity love}  in physical works  freely/simply  for  no  worldly return. 

It must be understood that Paul states -  

What was only food,  drink and washings were given  for the  (“unlearned”)  “animalistic worldly mind”,  where the priests doing these 

things did  not  understand  “The Underlying Spiritual”  significance of this.  It was only when JC came as  “The Word of God”  to operate 

within The Minds did it then become realisable,  these things were to typify what was to occur in The Gospel Age for those specific priests of 
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whom Yahweh Desires. 

Where - 

       “Food” represents   “The Way of Life” –  being  “The Bread”  as JC told us in numerous places by allegory. 

       “Water” represents   “Knowledge” –  being  “The Word of God”  operating within our mind  (to become  The Presence/Parousia  of JC) 

       “Washing” represents   “Removing our old personality”  and be revealing  “The New Personality”  built upon  “God’s Word”. 

Noting  “Baptism”  is slightly different,  being  “The Forsaking/Death of our Old Self”  and entering into a Contract with Yahweh to copy JC. 

Thus we realise - 

That was Stage One,  being the priests covering The Nation and really,  they could not even atone or cover themselves!   

Thus everything moved on by one step,  upwards to an  “{intrinsically good}/ideal”  level being the TCs of whom Yahweh  selects/elects  in  His 

“Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  to Sonship based purely upon  agapao/{charity love}  operating within The Mind to precisely imitate 

JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Reasons”  for doing it.   This is not done by  self-indulging from The World,  for its worldly return of  

“whatever is the motivator”  for our  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders)  who behave precisely as did the fleshly Jewish priests of old.  

Where these fleshly Israelite priests were greatly condemned by The Prophets,  because the  one/same  mindset of person migrates to these positions 

throughout The Ages –  just different names and faces working on the back of  “a (blind) faith”  (of whatever it might be –  perhaps   “Fairies at the 

bottom of the Garden”)!   

This is where we now move to the next few verses in context. 

 

94th Comment – Paul now moves to explain  “The Step Change”  that occurred at his time spurring him to become one of 

the foremost  teachers/apostles  (appointed  by Yahweh  to tell The World) –  but sadly much of what he states is dismissed 

or distorted by our  worldly enlightened  Christian  scholars/theologians/leaders  (well they presently would – would they 

not – because it does not suit their present mindset of  “rebellion”,  as witnessed –  rather than that of “submission”)! 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - Anointed = Christ = Messiah = The Act of  recognising/acceptance  of  “The Position of Authority”. 

Yahweh designates  “The Anointed”  to be rulers over The World (people)  and over The Earth (systems/procedures/etc.). 

This becomes “The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing for the Kings/Priests of The Millennium”. 

92nd Instruction – JC came as  “The Christ/Anointed”  to become  “The High Priest”  because he was needed to  bring-in  

{intrinsically good}/ideal  things through means of a better tabernacle that was not physically made by Man but rather 

constructed for  “the spiritual mind”  by Yahweh. 

Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside)  means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  

Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 

Reasoning – repeat - Without the  “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined 

and then given by Yahweh = to become His future  “Sons of God” –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 

Reasoning – repeat - It must be perfectly understood,  Yahweh gave  “The 1st Covenant”  to set  “The Scene for Human 

Salvation”.  Yahweh knew it would not save humans,  but  the one entity  that would come some 1800-1900 years later in 

the form of JC.  It needed to be laid down to show us  what is required as works,  but humans could not achieve this 

because their mind was still beholden to  “The World’s Methodology”  (Rom.3v23).  This is specifically why it needed an 

entity whose  “spiritual RNA”  was from an  extra-terrestrial  Source  (Yahweh). 

Reasoning – repeat - Most humans are presently incapable of understanding things at the spiritual level,  which is  why  

Yahweh gave physical objects to guide the minds of humans about His “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation” –  so 

they were  not  led astray by  worldly  things  e.g. “prayer beads”, “cross icons”, “religious relics”, etc.,  (being all the 

things of which  worldly Christian leaders  “dream up”  for an extra bit of cash to keep  “their punters”  happy)! 

Thus Yahweh gave them  “a focus for The Mind” –  to impose upon them dutiful works –  “to keep on the narrow path”. 

93rd Instruction – JC came as  “The Christ/Anointed”  to become  “The High Priest”  so we humans might become a new  

formation/{The Thing}/creation  being built upon Yahweh’s Methodology given to us through JC.  This is done by us 

personally,  accurately  imbuing  “The Word of God”  (from a  trustworthy  source –  not  from worldly  or  charlatan 

Christian  scholars/theologians/leaders  relying upon a  “worldly sourced doctorate of divinity” [John.7v15,17]). 

94th Instruction – JC came as  “The Christ/Anointed”  to become  “The High Priest”  only The Once  (2Pet.2v18-22)  to 

make possible this new  formation/{The Thing}/creation  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  within each one of us  at a personal level 

–  so all of us at a personal level over our now 2 part life (see glossary)  can make an educated decision for everlasting life 

in a perfected society,  or reject it for a  self-indulgent  lifestyle to the hurt of our neighbour.   

175th Reasoning – As it can be seen the majority of humans will make The Grade –  because the majority of people want a 

peaceful time without  aggravation/toil  and have no intrinsic nature to self-indulge to the hurt of their neighbour.  But it is 

“the leaders”  now taking a position over their peers  (from an unreasonably overbearing family father,  to a gang fighter 

at street level, up to the leader of The Land).  These leaders throughout society  “taking to self-indulge”  in what their 

position delivers,  are the people requiring the greatest mindset change – and find it difficult to reform to a position of 

contrite humility – as required in The Millennium to be successful. 

114th Allegory – formation/{The Thing}/creation = “The New Personality” of which a person must make of themselves as 

he/she  is going through  the process  of being “Born Again”  (please see glossary – it is  not  as we are errantly taught). 

176th Reasoning – This new  formation/The Thing}/creation  is only to  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to edify 

our neighbour so they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire.  Forget all the worthless  pilgrimages,  icons,  religious works that 

are  meaningless  to Yahweh – He  spurns/rejects  such worthless religious laws  (Matt.23v23, Luke.11v42)  only created 

to give a semblance of a new grouping,  causing schisms,  enabling new leaders to arise to  “divide and rule”  and then 

“milk the new congregations formed”  – the now some 37,000+ schisms (2007 CE and rapidly growing)!    

    Note:  We are  only  instructed to remember  “The Lord’s Last Supper”  once  a year on  “Nissan 14”. 

Allegory – repeat - blood = The physical essence of life within a fleshly body. 

95th Instruction – It was not through the blood of animals,  but rather through JC’s  own  blood that he entered for  one 

occasion   {that once for all people} into “The Most Holy Place” (to provide) everlasting/perpetual  deliverance/salvation 
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Comment – repeat -The High Priests of Levi had to present a sin offering for themselves first,  before they then moved on 

to the next stage of offering the sacrifice for The Israelite Nation (once every year on The Day of Atonement,  Yom Kippur) 

Instruction – repeat - While The Levi High Priest had to perform the animal sacrifice once every year,  JCg was required 

only to offer himself  “The Once” and  never  again  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.). 

Reasoning – repeat - Why the difference (1)? 

The obvious always given by religious leaders is that JCg was  (1) utterly perfect and  (2) being a human was then a  like-

for-like  direct equivalence to other humans on a  one-to-one  basis  (all explained later). 

       However  why  The Once  not  covered in the above exegesis -  hence the confusion in  worldly Christianity? 

Reasoning – repeat - Why the difference (2)? 

Never satisfactorily explained (if at all) is “The 2nd Covenant” brought in what becomes now a “2 part life” (see glossary) 

at both the physical and spiritual levels  (2 part physical and 2 part spiritual),  where we move from “The Law of Works” 

to  “The Law of The Mind”  (that governs The Works).  Now we understand why this section is  never  taught because it is  

“Too Hard”  for religious Christian leaders to practice and then teach  (John.6v60 – where “hear” = “hearken” = fulfil). 

All this is explained in great detail within the various commentaries around the appropriate verses. 

Warning – repeat - By understanding what 7v27 really means,  becomes a bright light that illuminates the faulty exegesis 

behind which  worldly  (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders hide,  for themselves and their congregations that  “we”  

are always covered as “Christians”  and thus can do what we like!   Absolutely Not!   All through The Bible by example in 

The Old and New Testament,  teach us –  This is: Not So!   Consequently, this exegesis is sourced by Satan to keep us in 

an  unreformed state to  excuse our self-indulgent activities believing  “no reform is required”! 

Thus  preventing  Yahweh from achieving His 144000 TCs  (to become “The Trigger Threshold”  for The Millennium)  

who themselves most certainly do  not  think or behave in such a manner  (see “Satan’s desire” in glossary)! 

Comment – repeat - How many times do  charlatan Christian leaders want JC to die for them – so they and their 

entranced and paying entourage might continue their iniquitous behaviour indefinitely? 

Good News – repeat - JCg was proven as perfect and by giving us all a 2 part life,  then he personally will  never  have 

need to go through so much  pain/suffering  on our behalf any more – but now  enjoy  The Wine  (The Resultant from the 

grapes of the vineyard,  being humans formally of The World -  but reformed and then assayed through “The Winepress”). 

Instruction – repeat - Now JC gave us a 2 part Life then  The Responsibility of our future  now rests in our own “hands”. 

It is this that makes Yahweh's Plan utterly  righteous  by bringing-in  The Millennium so that  all  humans – even those not 

in the position to make an educated decision  (those who died as babies, mentally impaired and those never in the position 

to know of JC in the 1st part of their life, etc.,)  shall be given the opportunity in a perfected body,  in a perfected society to 

come to learn about  “The Word of God”  so they might have the opportunity to make an educated decision whether to 

truly “believe in JC”  for eternal life.  This exegesis is  utterly unknown  in  worldly religious communities – till 2007 CE. 

177th Reasoning – If  the blood of  bulls/goats  and the ashes sprinkled by Levi Priests presently  profane/worldly  can  

purify/consecrate  their  {carnal/animalistic  mind}  towards perfection  then:-  

How much greater is the blood of unblemished  Christ/Anointed  having the  one/same  everlasting  

spirit/personality/desires/traits  (mindset operating upon Yahweh's Methodology)  presented unto Yahweh  will  purify our 

moral consciousness away from worldly methodology that leads to death,  by being the hired menial (JC) to the living God 

178th Reasoning – That is “The Crux”  of Paul’s point –  ignored by  worldly Christian leaders in their sermons! 

“Purify your moral consciousness”  -  Do we desire to have our  “moral consciousness purified?” 

If we truly desire to have our  “moral consciousness purified” –  then do we show it in our fruitage to be imitating JC? 

It is  not  the outward display that becomes “a purified façade”,  but rather our innermost  (hidden from The World but 

fully exposed to Yahweh)  “synapse construction mapping”  that must be purified first,  to then deliver  genuine purified 

works  (that are “simply performed” =  without strings attached to the apparent  “charity”  given out of the  “excess”)! 

96th Instruction – JC’s blood is more precious than other blood,  not only because he was perfect  (as Christian leaders 

only state),  but  most importantly  he consciously  “volunteered his existence”  while wholly reliant upon Yahweh to 

resurrect him – because he had fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  (hence John.17v1-2).  It was this mindset to  “edify his 

neighbour [humans] to his own hurt”  (Yahweh’s Methodology)  as  “The Wisdom of God”  tested to the culmination of 

his murder that Yahweh respected and positively responded by resurrection.  JC then became  “a begotten Son of God”  

from  “flesh to celestial”  as  The Lead for another 144000 people to follow  likewise copying JC’s methodology during 

The Gospel Age.  This Goal drives Paul’s teaching for us to validate ourselves to ideally be part of these 144000 people. 

179th Reasoning – JC had the everlasting  spirit/personality/desires/traits  because it was the  one/same  as that of 

“Yahweh’s Desire made manifest in the environment that was separate from this world of sin” (“HS”). 

This is precisely “The Goal” towards which we as The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs,  should be striving! 

Allegory – repeat - works of the dead = Worldly people having a lifestyle ruled by worldly methodology (self-indulgency). 

97th Instruction – If we are aiming to precisely imitate JC for the same goal that was his Expectation to receive,  then we 

too must become as a  {hired menial}/{minister to God}/{divine service}  to  “The Living Yahweh”.   

180th Reasoning – To offer  “divine service”  means we are to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to edify our 

neighbour so they too might become the next generation of TCs in their own right to replace us – for  no worldly return of 

anything.  Therefore we become Yahweh’s  {hired menial}  with a payment of Sonship,  and  not  Satan’s  {hired menial}  

by a payment  presently sourced by The World!  “He who pays The Piper calls The Tune!   (Hence 2Tim.3v5, 4v3-4.)” 

Heb.   9v11 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  And   

Heb.   9v11 og (the having) {become near}/approached/arrived/{appeared publicly}/come  [as]   

Heb.   9v11 og (the) {High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}  of the  expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming   
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Heb.   9v11 og (of the) {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal (things),   

Heb.   9v11 og through (reason of)  of the  bigger/larger/mighty/exceedingly/greater   

Heb.   9v11 og also  (the) complete/perfect/mature  (of the) tent/{cloth hut}/habitation/tabernacle,   

Heb.   9v11 og not  (of the) {hand-made}/manufactured/{human construction},  {that is (to say)}  (it) is,   

Heb.   9v11 og not  this/that (specifically)  of the  formation/{the Thing}/creation/ordnance/creature, 

Heb.   9v11 = And  the  Christ/Anointed  the  having  {become near}/approached/{appeared publicly}    (“The Means”  to be  Anointed) 

as  {the High Priest}    (being  “The Intercessor/Mediator”  [Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5]  between Mankind and Yahweh) 

of the  expecting/necessity/coming  {intrinsically good}/ideal  things,     (“The Anointing”  by Yahweh to become a future  “Son of God”) 

through reason of  the  larger/greater    (greater than  “just”  everlasting life for people of  “The 1st Covenant” … … ) 

also  the  complete/perfect/mature  tent/tabernacle,     (the much better goal of sonship which is possible by The 2nd Covenant) 

not  {hand-made}/{human construction},     (Yahweh sources  [1] “The Word of God” for The Mind,  [2] “Celestial body” for Sonship) 

{that is to say}  it is,  not  of  this specific  formation/{The Thing}/creation,    (not physical by Mankind,  but celestial by Yahweh) 

 

And the Anointed having become near   (“The Goal for Anointing”  made publicly known by JC   [for any interested  recipient/person]) 

as The High Priest   (JC becomes  “The Demonstrably Perfect  Intercessor”  between  “Israel” (of the final 2 Epochs)  and Yahweh) 
of the expecting intrinsically  ideal/good  things   ([1] The Anointing by Yahweh as a [other]  future  Son[s]  of God   [2] Mankind’s Salvation) 

through reason of the greater   (greater than  “The 1st Covenant”  that professed to yield “Life”  but  it/we  failed each other) 

also the  complete/perfect/mature  tabernacle   ( [1] can yield future  “Sons of God”   [2] Mankind’s Salvation in The Millennium), 

not manmade   (“The Covering” of Yahweh’s Methodology via JC as “The Word of God” reforming a  hearkening/penitent  mind over a 2 part life) 
that is to say,  not of this specific  formation/creation  (Tabernacle)    (as would be sourced by The World,  but celestial,  as sourced by Yahweh) 

                  (This New Tabernacle is a covering for the spiritual mind created by Yahweh and not the physical Old Tent/Temple created by Mankind)  

 

Paul now introduces  “The 2nd Covenant”. 

It is JC who  personally  brings-in  “The 2nd Covenant”  to Mankind –  that becomes  “The Means”  to enable salvation  for those specific 

people who ultimately choose to imitate  “The Means”  who made their salvation possible –  thus it becomes an exact  “like for like”  

personal salvation over a 2 part life  (because Yahweh can  legitimately/righteously  make this all possible against His  “Decree on Sin”). 

Thus what Yahweh had set in motion some 1500 years earlier for  “The 1st Covenant”  through  “The High Priest”,  was designed to be  repeated  by JC 

as  “The New High Priest”  (of  “The New Order”  without worldly hereditary)  but operating at a higher level.  This  “Salvation”  was not within a 

DNA fleshly salvation  (as the physical works of  “The 1st Covenant”)  in a physical perfected genome  (as originated in Adam/Eve),  but rather,  a  

spiritual/celestial  salvation  (as the  one/same  spirit/personality/desire/traits  that is  not  sourced from this world  [HS]  of  “The 2nd Covenant”)  being 

the point Paul reaches at the end of the verse.   

Thus the  very best  outcome from  “The 1st Covenant”  that any human could expect would be  “everlasting life in perfected DNA fleshly body”  (As 

recognised by Job at Job.19v26),  which is specifically  why  JC  had  to be baptised  (Matt.3v15,  please read my local commentary)  else under  “The 1st 

Covenant”  upon which JC was judged –  then he would have been resurrected 3 days later in a fleshly DNA body and  not  a  heaven/spiritual/celestial  

body.   

Most importantly,  JC was  leading the way forward  as  “The First (barley) of The Firstfruits (wheat)”   for  “The  Special/Greater  (1st)  

Covenant/Judgement”  made by Yahweh upon those specific people who precisely  “imitate The Means”  -  shall  “follow The Means”  afterwards 

throughout The Gospel Age –  all 144000 TCs to become  “The Future Sons of God” –  as demonstrably faithful stewards  (Luke.19v16-19)  ready for the 

next stage in Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  during The Millennium.   This shall become  “The Great Sabbath Day”,  being  “The 7th Day  (of 

1000 years)”  that follows the approximate 6000 years of present human existence operating under Satan’s methodology –  where,  as we are told,  JC is  

“The Lord of The Sabbath”  (the Sabbath “Day” = The Millennium, 2Pet.3v8, Psm.90v4)  that has been made for man  (to purify him)  Mark.2v27-28. 

That explains most of what Paul wrote in the verse.  But perhaps I should make the links - 

“JC as the High Priest expecting ideal things” –  to be  “Sonship”  = to become  “The Heir”  (Son of God)  over  “The Inheritance”  (“The 

Resurrected World”). 

“Larger/greater  complete/perfect/mature  tent/tabernacle”  means  “The Word of God”  modifying the  “synapse construction”  so we personally 

operate as  “The Wisdom of God”  by imitating JC  that will yield Sonship upon our  awakening/rousing  into the 2nd part of our life at  “The 1st 

Resurrection”  (Rev.29v6).  Righteously,  because by precisely imitating JC in the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (thereby perfecting it)  while in the 1st part 

of our physical life,  then we can enter the 2nd part of our physical life  (at JCg’s 1st 2nd C)  in a  (heavenly/spiritual/celestial)  body  wholly commensurate  

with the  “complete/perfect/mature  tent/tabernacle”  covering.   This covering was made possible by JC operating as a  presence/parousia  within us as  

“The Word of God”  operating in a  hearkening/contrite  mind  (that has been  entirely reformed away from  worldly methodology). 

“Not made by human construction” - being the representative physical edifice built by  “The 1st Epoch Israelites”  being  “worldly of weak mind” 

required something  “externally physical”  in which to give  “some foundation to their limited faith”.  It being  far worse  now with  worldly Christians  

(fostered by their errant leaders)  promoting religious relics to give some fraudulent  “religious backbone”  to a  personal spineless faith  =  a  “blind  

faith”  (see  “faith”  and  “believe”  in glossary to understand what these terms really mean). 

Likewise with many evangelical preachers using specific worldly subjects as a tool to promote an  “us and them”  attitude rather than being neutral so 

that we might invite these  “outsiders”  in with us,   so as to  accurately explain through  “the righteous logic”  that Yahweh gives to us in His Word  how 

all things fit together,  rather than frothy hype  (of  no  substance)  that  any worthless world faith  gives  (in its pretence for “Human Salvation”)!  

Thus what  “The Early Adopters”  gain is  The  One/Same  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  as that originally sourced by Yahweh though JC as  “The 

Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  operating within us –  to make  “The Required Change to become Christlike”,  thereby gaining Yahweh's Methodology that 

replaces worldly methodology. 

“Not this specific  formation/creation” =  not the methodology sourced by The World –  but that sourced by Yahweh as  “The Word of God”,  which 

operates within  “The Self”  of those specific people  personally imbuing it to modify  their  spirit/personality/desires/traits,  so they might understand  

why/how  they too should edify their neighbour to the giver's own hurt. 

Heb.   9v12 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  through (reason of)  (the) blood  (of the) goats  also  (of the) calves,   

Heb.   9v12 og through (reason of)  and  of the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (the) blood,   

Heb.   9v12 og (he) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  {upon one occasion (only)}/{that once (for all)}  into/unto  the [plural]   

Heb.   9v12 og (the) {sacred (thing/location)}/{holiest (of all)}/{holy places}/sanctuaries [plural],   

Heb.   9v12 og (the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting  (the) redemption/ransom/deliverance  

Heb.   9v12 og (the having) found/obtained/seen/perceived. 

Old Testament reference located at  Lev.16v1-34. 

Heb.   9v12 = {not even}  through reason of  the  blood  of  goats  also  of  calves,    (The Essence of animal life could not cover a man's life) 

And  through reason of  {one’s own}  blood,     (“The Essence of JC's Life”  was  “perfection”) 

he (JC)  entered/{arose into}  {upon one occasion only}/{that once for all}     (JC was able to  [1] atone and then  [2] cover all people)   

into  the  {holy places}/sanctuaries   (being plural infers The Most Holy Place),    (hence JC became The Intercessor between Man and God) 

the having  found/obtained  perpetual/everlasting  redemption/ransom/deliverance.    (JC achieved this first as The Way to become JCg) 
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      (Being  “perfect in The Mind”  as  “The Template”  for us to imitate,  for us to ultimately achieve  “Personal Salvation”  over a 2 part life.) 

 

not even through reason of the blood of goats  also of calves   (“The Essence of animal”  cannot atone  “The Essence of Mankind”)  
      (Most importantly it is “the methodology of animal”  [innocent and yet taken]  only atoned  Mankind’s  immediate animalistic methodology) 

      (But  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  operating in JC  [innocent and yet freely given]  atoned  “Mankind’s old self”  and  launched Mankind’s New self”) 
and through reason of his (JC’s)  own blood   (consciously freely given)    (JC’s  “Essence of Life”  was perfect and can lead us all forward) 
he (JC)  entered for that  one only occasion   (not to be repeated,  and thus it was only given  “The Once”  -  to give us  only  a  “2 part life”) 

into the holy places  (The Most Holy Place)    (Thus JC became  “The Once Atonement”  between   Mankind and Yahweh) 

having obtained everlasting redemption   (JC having  “The Perfect Mind”  -  to yield  “The Perfect Mind”  within  hearkening/contrite  people). 
               (Firstly, “Get the Mind Correct”  over our 2 part life,  and  then  we shall live eternally in a  commensurate physical body) 

 

The calf sacrifice was made on behalf of the High Priest,  and the two goats covered the people.   

Two  “as near perfect”  goats were chosen and then the  “cast by lot”  two goats were separated,  to become the  “sacrifice goat”  and  “scapegoat”.  

The scapegoat  was supposed by the Jews to represent Esau  (it might well have done –  but there is a  much greater analogy today  with application to 

The Christian Nation presently  unknown  to Christian  scholars/theologians  until thoroughly explained within this website – please see  “scapegoat”  in 

glossary).    

The sacrifice goat  for The Israelites  (and by analogy,  members of The Christian Nation today –  see  “scapegoat”  in glossary). 

Yet here,  Paul explains how JC had no need to present a calf sacrifice on his own behalf  (as must the  worldly  High Priests of The Levi tribe before JC) 

–  because Yahweh accepted JC as being  “perfect to perform the sacrifice”  on behalf of The Israelites  (note the 3 Epochs)  at Yahweh’s altar. 

Where   “Yahweh’s Altar”  for JC and the following 144000 TCs is  “The Local Environment”  of their actions and deportment.  

Furthermore,  there was  no  scapegoat required to go out into The Wilderness,  and  no  goat taken in to The Most Holy Place to be sacrificed on behalf 

of  “The Final Two Epochs of  Israelites”  (The Christian Nation and The Resurrected World),  noting  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  was only a vehicle to 

deliver JC through  “The Early Adopters of The Prophets”.  This is perfectly allegoric of what was to come in The Gospel Age  (delivering  “The Early 

Adopters of TCs” –  when  whose number = 144000,  then  yields JCg's 2nd Advent  [at “The 1st Resurrection”]  as the fulfilment of Yahweh's prophecy).  

This is described by allegory at Rev.12v1-4.  We must importantly recognise,  JC’s 2nd Advent needed the 144000 TCs to “fulfil Prophecy”  (Rev.14v1-4) 

by imitating JC that yielded JCg  (“Anointed”),  but The Prophets required to  “give Prophecy”  so that JC may  “fulfil prophecy”  for his 1st Advent.   

Can the reader see the full significance of this and precisely why  it must righteously be precisely like this  into The Culmination? 

Thus it was JC who presented himself as  “The Perfect Sacrifice”  for  “The 3 Epochs Israels (of The Culmination)”  to graciously give for them,  not  an 

atonement over their past year  (by looking back –  being the  '”closing the door after the horse has bolted”),  but rather,  to be looking forward  to an 

everlasting life by  “correcting The Mind” –  thereby  opening up a future,  by covering the whole of their past life to make our life now become like  a 

single life comprising of  “2 parts”,  punctuated by a  “sleep”  period   (John.11v11-15)  of a variable term that may be in real time of 6000 years for 

some people (Abel),  and perhaps only a day for other people  (being  awakened/roused/resuscitated  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  just after their death). 

Thus as Paul teaches us here - 

JC presented no calf,  nor the two goats,  but went in  The Once for all people  (1John.2v2, 4v14) –  so that  all  people  (irrespective  if they are 

Christians  or not)  shall now have  (1) a 2 part physical life and  (2) a 2 part spiritual life  (but  not  a 3 part spiritual life –  charlatan Christian leaders 

must  “beware”)!   

JC offered himself effectively to Yahweh on our behalf –  that metaphorically became his entry into  “The Most Holy Place” –  he knowingly 

and freely gave his life  (being that  his Methodology conquered the methodology operating within  “The Professional Religious Leaders”).   

Most importantly from the outset –  when he agreed beforehand to enter a fleshly DNA body,  it was potentially his  “very existence”  placed in complete 

jeopardy  (possible annihilation).  He had to demonstrate over the 3.5 year  assay period  of his ministry period that he was  utterly perfect without a 

single deviation from entirely fulfilling Yahweh's Desire –  else he would have become annihilated,  and thus not even be in the position to see his own 

personal creation  “Mankind”  become annihilated perhaps some 2000 years after what might have been his own annihilation.   

This  righteous exegesis is utterly  unknown  to  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  lost in their  unrighteous muses,  supposedly about “[Almighty] 

God becoming human”,  “taking a chance with us”,  “trusting in humans”, etc.,  being all  “unrighteous bunkum and ridiculous twaddle”   (reminding 

me of reading about religious scholars in the early 1900’s discussing how many angels could dance on a pin head) –  it is all just farcical!    

It makes me want to weep when hearing this rubbish spoken by  “supposed learned”  (in what … !   Because it is not in Bible comprehension)  people! 

However  (ignoring the  “vain exegesis”  given by our very  worldly Christian leaders) - 

Because JC  was  “deemed entirely worthy”  (Rev.5v2-12)  by Yahweh's  Righteous  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement unto Sonship”  (thus JC must have 

been righteous and fulfilled Yahweh' s Desire  -  Matt.3v17 being  The Entry,  and Matt.17v5,  being  The Exit  of His ministry,  to be  “Good to go”   for 

his Ransom Sacrifice)  then he was  awakened/roused/resuscitated  (resurrected)  and equally became  “The Accepted Passover Lamb”  for  all  

members of Mankind.  For all people to consciously  (at baptism –  if a Christian)  or upon their resurrection  (as a non-Christian)  into The Millennium 

to learn  “Righteousness”  in the 2nd part of their spiritual life ideally built upon  “The Word of God”  accurately taught by leaders who  really care! 

The end of this verse tells us that a possible  “eternal ransom covering”  is possible through two routes  (as this website  screams  out to The World)  

1. The Ideal Route  is to become one of the 144000 TCs  (“The Early Adopters”)  elected from out of the Gospel Age,  given  guaranteed  

salvation,  of which Paul speaks when he states JC has become our savour  (guaranteed salvation –  “stated with certainty”  being a 

resurrection  not  in a corruptible fleshly body,  but rather a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body – 1Cor.15v35-55).   Please see Rev.20v6  

speaking of the TCs  “supremely blessed”  as  “The First Harvest”  of The Wheat  (before  “The Main Harvest of Wheat”  in The Millennium, 

Matt.13v28-30)  in JC’s 1st 2nd C,  having no fear of  “The 2nd Death” of annihilation  (Rev.2v11, 20v6).  Where JC was The Firstfruit  Barley  

some 50 days earlier before  Pentecost/Ingathering  (of the future harvest)  Acts.2v1-40,  all as Lev.23v5-25 tells us by allegory of what was 

to occur throughout The Gospel Age). 

2. The Safety Net route  through The Millennium  made available for all  humans –  but  guaranteed  salvation is  not  available!  ~ 

Salvation is  only  possible by then imbuing  “The Word of God”  and learning how to precisely imitate  (The  Redeemer)  JC’s lifestyle;  

being driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  to  build-up  our neighbour to be Christlike themselves  (and certainly  not  to excuse ourselves –  as 

is done in Christendom today).  Practice real agape  (driven by agapao)  for an eternity,  then we have  not wasted  JC’s atonement and 

covering  for us with his  “eternal  ransom covering”  over the 1st part of our  physical/spiritual  life. 

However,  if we step outside this covering,  through deliberate “premeditated sin”  to gain advantage  (self-indulgence)  at our neighbour’s 

expense,  then this shall result in  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation.   

The warning  (for  [1] charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age  [2] rebellious people of The Millennium) - 

If we become iniquitous  (knowing what is wrong,  but enjoying sinning) –   then we shall become rebellious, like Judas Iscariot,  together 

with  (perhaps) “millions”  of  charlatan Christian leaders  (throughout The Gospel Age)  thinking like Iscariot  (John.12v6,  for physical 

gain out of  “The Word of God”  Matt.26v14-16)  to gain advantage over the neighbours  “in their supposed care”  during the 1st part of their 

physical life.  These religious leaders  (beloved by their deluded devotees)  have stepped outside JC’s covering after they were baptised,  

having made the public declaration of entering into  “The 2nd Covenant”,  shall be annihilated at the end of their present existence,  because 

they have rejected  “The Atonement and Cover”  JC as  “The Word of God”  means concerning  “The Reform of The Mind”  to personally 

yield Salvation! 

Obviously  none  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  (because  they are “The Problem”,  just as were The Pharisees in The Day of JC,  

Matt.23v15) –  and it is specifically this exegesis they  should  be teaching to their congregations –  if  they were truly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by 

both word and deed  -  hence the instruction given at Rev.18v4  (as instructed by JCg through John,  and as Paul is doing here in his exegesis of  

“explanation”)! 
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However,  this is all part of the explanation of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  as taught by JC  (Luke.4v16-19, Mark.1v38)  detested by 

“The Professional Leaders of Religion”  as John tells us at John.11v47-53,  because it exposed  “Leaders of Religion” to be  “parasitic to the 

community”,  inasmuch - 

(1) JC is  “The  Only Means  of Saving us”,  and   

(2) we must  “personally  purify our mind”  over our “2 part life”;   

So what use are  “Leaders of Religion”  in Yahweh’s overall  “Plan for Human Salvation”  when they can do  neither  for us as individuals?! 

If  however,  they precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to bring forth the next generation of TCs to achieve  “The Prophesied Threshold 

of 144000 TCs”,  then  they  would  be doing something most useful in incrementing forward Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”! 

Can the reader understand this righteous logic and understand precisely why the  “Leaders of Religion”  detested JC?! 

This teaching of JC made the  “Leaders of Religion”  entirely redundant in the great scheme of things  (hence the comment at John.11v48). 

Because they only place themselves to be the  “apparent conduit to God”  for the tithes they can extract out of the deluded devotes! 

       That is  exactly why  “1st Century Christianity”  is  never  taught today  (by word or deportment), –  or for the last some 1900+ years! 

Interesting side note   

Notice how Yahweh instructed a Lamb for The Passover and the two goats for The Atonement of The People a few months later in The Year. 

What does this tell the  “reasoning individual”? 

We are told,  JC came from Judah because a new line was required to introduce  “The New/2nd Covenant”   (by wonderful prophecy, Gen.49v8-12). 

Thus JC was combining the two occasions as The Perfect Lamb.  He was still  “The Passover Lamb”  for all humans,  but he  replaced  the goat  (of the 

old Covenant)  to be  “The Lamb”  – and in his parables he speaks of the compliant lambs and the rebellious goats during the separation process  

(Matt.25v32-45)  (further inferring the  “metaphoric goats”  knew  [being of the old]  “The Knowledge”  but rejected it in preference of Worldly 

methodology).  Furthermore,  by allegoric prophecy,  The Perfect Lamb was held back for 4 days before its sacrifice  (Exod.12v3, 6),  just as JC was held 

back for 4000 years  (a day of the Lord is as a thousand years of Mankind  Psm.90v4, 2Pet.3v8). 

Again these little  “coincidences”  carefully laid within The Text  (inside The Bible of  “God’s Word – parts 1 and 2”)  so that in  “The Fullness of 

Time”  (at the end of The Millennium when  all  is so very carefully explained)  Yahweh can say   In My Omnipotence   

“I gave you all this knowledge and support infrastructure from The Beginning through My faithful scribes  (your rulers now)  to give you 

survivors a reassuring confidence,  that pain and suffering shall  never  break-out  again within Mankind into The Eternity”! 

Where,  those specific people who chose to rebel consistently throughout the various  “epochs of Israel”  -  did so,  because of an  “intrinsic rebellious 

nature”  of which they  personally  freely chose  not  to reform when  “righteously given  every opportunity  to become Christlike”  operating upon 

Yahweh’s Methodology to  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt” –  being mutual throughout society” 

What a wonderful scenario that will be (Rev.21v1-4).  Amen! 

Heb.   9v13 og if  For  the  blood  (of the) bulls  also  (of the) goats,   

Heb.   9v13 og also  (of the) ashes  (of the) heifer  (the) sprinkling  the (persons)   

Heb.   9v13 og (the having been) {considered profane}/common/defiled/polluted/unclean,   

Heb.   9v13 og (it) purifies/consecrates/{makes holy}/sanctifies  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the (cleanness)   

Heb.   9v13 og of the  flesh/{carnal/animalistic minded}  (the) cleanness/purification, 

Heb.   9v13 = For  if  the  blood  of the  bulls  also  the goats,     (given on behalf of The People of Israel) 

also  the  ashes  of the  heifer     (being the actions of The High Priest) 

the  sprinkling  (by)  the  people     (being specifically The High Priests of  “The 1st Covenant”) 

the having been  {considered profane}/defiled/polluted,    (having a mindset that refuses to fully imbue God’s Word) 

it   (being of these actions by The High Priests throughout the generations of Israelites)  

purifies/consecrates/{makes holy}  the  flesh/{carnal/animalistic  mind}     (inasmuch it is supposed to concentrate The Mind to … … ) 

towards  the  cleanness/purification,     (their animalistic mind supposedly purged by  realisation of a sacrificed animal life) 

 

For if the blood of the  (1) bulls  also  (2) the goats   (blood)    (given on behalf  [1] The High Priest  [2] The People of Israel) 

also the ashes of the heifer   (as the actions of  “The High Priest”) 
the sprinkling  (by)  the people   (“The  [Worldly]  High Priests”  of  “The 1st Covenant”) 

having been considered profane   (by  “The Law of Moses”, – only driven to be  “profane”  because of  an unreformed mind  during the earlier Year) 

it purifies the  flesh/animalistic  mind   (inasmuch,  these actions once a year,  should  concentrate the mind  unto  “reform”) 

towards the  cleanliness/purification   (their animalistic mind should have been cleaned,  by recognising  “an innocent life  had been taken”) 

              (Likewise,  “The Religious Leaders”  should repent  if  they truly recognised,  JC’s innocent life  had been taken by  “their spiritual fathers”) 

 

Paul as part of his greater 2nd Covenant explanation starts by asking the question - 

If  part of  “The 1st Covenant”  meant humans were accepted  (by Yahweh)  to make an offering  (that must intrinsically  “mean something”  

to us [as individuals]  –  see the end of commentary)  to give a purification of the mind before Yahweh's Judgements,   

then - (the next verse – v14  in context). 

We must clearly recognise,  if Yahweh can resurrect us again as spiritual clones of our former self,  then obviously,  Yahweh can process  our individual  

“synapse construction”  and determining our motives and desires  (that are laid out bare to Him,  1Sam.16v7) –  and thus,  He is quite able to reason 

upon the  “personal sacrifices”  we make within this world.   This is something our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  seem unable to compute! 

Sacrifices are  only  accepted by Yahweh  if  our  hearts/{seats of motivation}  are genuinely driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  to edify our neighbour  

(and not to fuel our own indulgences).  The most perfect sacrifice is to  accurately  teach  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”   to those 

people presently  “spiritually starving” –  starting with the vast majority of people within the present Christian Nation –  starved  by their religious 

leaders  (Luke.16v21)!   These “Professional Leaders of Religion”  should  know very much better  and they shall be  (metaphorically)  beaten with many 

stripes in The Millennium, Luke.12v47-48  during the painful personal reform of their  “synapse construction”  from what they desired to take from their 
deluded congregational members in the 1st part of their physical life! 

Clearly,  there should be absolutely  no joy  in killing an animal on our behalf!   

Yahweh is  not  a  blood-sucking  Despot  “craving for blood”  (as might be errantly claimed by some  “uneducated people”)! 

Kept  “uneducated”  because our  “Leaders of Religion”  have no real  intention of  accurately  representing Yahweh,  so the  sane/reasoning  

minded atheists of  “the new wine skins”, Luke.5v37-39)  might repent and ideally become TCs!   

If  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  had any intention of teaching what JC taught,   then they would accurately explain what  “The 

Acceptable Year of The Lord”  really means;  starting at   Gen.1v1,  without the  “unrighteous nonsense”  they presently preach to The World 

– to the  detestation  of Yahweh!   They are being judged over these 2000 years and  “found to be wanting”,  Dan.5v25-27. 

Therefore regarding animal sacrifices  

We all know every DNA physical species dies,  and while this is true,  Yahweh does expect us  to recognise and respect  “Life”  –  both human  and 

animal  – but both kinds must die sometime within a corruptible DNA body.  It is our personal responsibility to ensure,  both human and animal  “lives”,  

and that while  “alive” –  both human and animal should have the very best attention -  no persecution of any description should be metered out.   

So what is being stated here? 

The Crux to understand,  is this. 
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Humans have  animalistic (carnal)  minds living for  “The Immediacy”  of our worldly desires,  and not to Yahweh’s long term goals  (“to 

edify our neighbour to our own hurt”,  in all matters).   

As such,  people with  “animalistic minds”  can only respond to physical representations  (being exactly why  “Leaders of Religion” use such 

artefacts as a worldly lure) –  and thus these devotees have severe trouble in sorting out their own mind into rationalised and 

compartmentalised sections to process things in a logical manner. 

We must understand most people  “run on emotions”  (that is why  charlatan Christian leaders are so skilled in  “pulling on these strings”  in their 

sermons  “beloved by millions of people”,  but  detested by Yahweh).  Therefore Yahweh was not only using these things as metaphoric illustrations of 

what is to occur in The Gospel Age  (The 2nd Epoch Israel),  but also  (as Paul tells us here),  Yahweh is using the  physical act  of killing an animal – 

being  “The Surrendering of its  innocent life”  should have some meaning within  “The Animalistic Mind of The High Priest”  so this offering might 

reform  “The High Priest”  to carefully think about his duties during the following year  (perhaps like   “New Year Resolutions)!    

Where we can correctly assume,  an  “animalistic mind”  can reason upon  “The Physical Plane”  better than  “The Spiritual Plane” 

Consequently an  “animalistic minded”  High Priest required the  physical  annual sacrifice to bring about  “The Required Annual RESET”  of  “The 

Realisation”  of  “The Physical Sacrifice”  to reform  “The Animalistic Mind” –  of a human  having not personally reformed their mind to fulfil 

Yahweh’s Desire.  Perhaps the only wholly human sourced High Priest of noteworthiness,  who fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire,  would have been Samuel  

(first given and then secondly called by Yahweh,  as reported within the two books of  “Samuel”  of The Old Testament). 

It must be clearly understood,  “Sacrifice”  means  “what is offered”  must severely hurt  “The Giver”  - else it is  not  a sacrifice by  “The Giver”! 

A fairly logical statement! 

Because the sacrifice  must hurt  “The Giver” –  then the sacrifice must be  the very best  they could give –   else it would be ignored by Yahweh –  see 

the various prophets' complaints  (see commentaries at Heb.10v5-7, also Gen.4v3-6, Isa.1v11-15,  Amos.5v21-23 for examples of many)  against the 

people on sub-standard sacrifices  [all representative of  “The Worldly Christian Nation”  today]).    

A sacrifice is  not  something to be  fobbed-off  onto another entity  -  to become    “The Fall-Guy”  taking the punishment! 

That is abdicating personal  “Responsibility”! 

Think carefully on those statements. 

Let me give an example  

An Israelite Farmer of those days in deferential fear of Yahweh would give an animal sacrifice to Yahweh that  “hurt the farmer”. 

This farmer would not give his old bull or ram,  but rather he would give the best  “stud bull or ram”  of 2 to 3 years old in sacrifice. 

Yahweh recognising the  severe physical loss  to this farmer’s economic outlook through this personal sacrifice  would bless The Farmer. 

Sadly,  we read the prophets bewailing the Israelite farmers for giving their diseased also impotent bulls and rams in sacrifice,  to which,  Yahweh 

detested The Sacrifice –  not  The Animal,  but rather  “The Intent”  of The Farmer in the giving! 

Now after getting our head around what a  real  “sacrifice”  means –  and what is  not  a  “sacrifice”,  then let us consider  [1] JC and  [2] we “of JC”. 

(1) JC was perfect in every manner –  both physically and spiritually –  He was of no fault –  as said by a heathen leader  -  John.18v38. 

Unlike an animal not knowing of its future,  JC knew precisely what was to occur  before  he was baptised some 3.5 years prior to his murder. 

Furthermore,  unlike an animal sacrifice that is clean and ideally painless,  JC’s sacrifice  was designed  to be  excruciatingly painful,  all of 

which JC knew would occur  before his baptism  and throughout his 3.5 year ministry leading up to  “The Great Sabbath Day”. 

(2) So upon reading (1) above,  then how do we personally feel about what JC did for us?    

What does this knowledge motivate us to do with our life?     Being a  “Life”  now comprising of  “2 parts”? 

Therefore JC must intrinsically mean something to us in  what is to be our personal sacrifice –  else we have treated what he represents  (being  “The 

New World Order of The Millennium”)  with contempt and disdain! 

With all this in our mind,  then let us read further through this chapter to understand what Paul is driving towards through allegory. 
Heb.   9v14 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {how much}/{what amount}/{how great}  {greater degree}/{more than}/better     

Heb.   9v14 og the  blood  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   

Heb.   9v14 og who/which/that  through (reason of)   (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   

Heb.   9v14 og (of the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting,   (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   

Heb.   9v14 og (he [JC]) {bore toward}/{led to}/{gave (to God)}/treated/{dealt with}/{offered (unto/up)}/ 

/{presented unto}/{put to}   

Heb.   9v14 og (the) unblemished/{without blame}/faultless  to the  God [Yahweh],   (he [JC] will) cleanse/purge/purify   

Heb.   9v14 og the  coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience  {of yourselves}  off/away/separated/from  

Heb.   9v14 og (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers  (of the) {occupational efforts}/works/labours/deeds,   

Heb.   9v14 og into/unto  the  (to) {hired menial}/{minister (to God)}/worship/{divine service}  (to the) God [Yahweh]  

Heb.   9v14 og (to the) living/existing? 

Heb.   9v14 = by  {how much}/{how great}  {more than}/better   (than the blood of animals)  

(is)  the  blood  of the  Christ/Anointed,    (JC knowingly offering his life for a possible  “anointing”  to Sonship) 

who  through reason  of the  eternal/everlasting  spirit/personality/desires/traits,    (Yahweh’s Methodology operating within JC) 

he  (JC)   {bore toward}/{gave to God}/{presented unto}  himself  (JC)      

             (as The Ransom Sacrifice to righteously get us into the 2nd part of our physical life) 

the  unblemished/{without blame}/faultless    (JC had a purified mind  [1Pet.2v21-23]  to edify his neighbour to JC’s own hurt) 

to God,    (Yahweh being  “The Adjudicator”  of all things Righteous according to His Decree  [Gen.2v17]) 

will  cleanse/purge/purify  your  coperception/{moral consciousness}     (JC as “The Word of God” purifying our minds if we imitate him) 

from  {occupational efforts}/works/labours    (taking our mind away from worldly methodology yielding likewise works … … ) 

of the  {dead persons}/corpses ,     (where it is worldly methodology that ultimately leads to our annihilation) 

unto/for  the  {hired menial}/{minister to God}/{divine service}    (only by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to become a TC) 

to the  living/existing  God  (Yahweh).     (Only Yahweh is able to give  everlasting life –  else it is  death/annihilation  in the future!) 

 

by how much better   (over and above the blood of innocent animals  [unknowingly and painlessly  sacrificed]) 

(is)  the blood of the anointed   (JC offering his Life for  “The Goal”  [fully aware he would be most painfully  sacrificed in 3.5 years’ time]) 

who through reason of the everlasting  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (“Yahweh's Methodology”  operating within compliant entities) 

he bore toward  (to Yahweh)  himself  (JC)   (JC,  gave his  “conscious existence”  to Yahweh,  to balance our  old  “conscious existence”) 

(spiritually and physically)   unblemished/faultless   (JC became  “The Perfect Lamb Sacrifice”  to atone for our sinful state  [Rom.3v23])  

to God   (Yahweh, -  requiring all entities in  “The Universe”  to ultimately be driven by agapao,  meaning,  to be like JC)   

he (JC)  will  cleanse/purify  your moral consciousness   ( if we are sensible over our “2 part life”  and freely choose to imitate JC,  1Pet.2v21-23)  

from the dead person's occupational efforts   (by  turning away from  worldly methodology  [that shall ultimately lead to  “annihilation”]) 

for the divine service   (where ideally,  if  we imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  now,  to be an  “Early Adopter”  then  we  may  become a  “Son of God”) 
to the  living/existing  God  (Yahweh). 

 

We can therefore reason - 
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        If animal sacrifices  (as a poor substitute for us personally [as explained earlier])  were a necessary part of  “The 1st Covenant”,  then - 

How much of  more value  shall the innocent blood of a human entity given  freely  on behalf of someone else -  be considered by Yahweh? 

Moreover this individual was  not  blemished –  but rather,  driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  was deemed  entirely perfect  (Rev.5v2-12)  by 

The One  (Yahweh)  in His  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement  (to ideally become a future  “Son of God”)  of those people operating under His 

Word   (being  “The Word of God” [JC, Rev.19v13])  expressed within their deportment! 

This becomes our entry into  “The 2nd Covenant” –  but the salvation offered does not stay there,  “the onus”  now  transfers to us as individuals  when 

we enter this  bilateral  covenant  (either voluntarily in the 1st part of our physical life as a Christian)  or  “forced”  upon us during the 2nd part of our 

physical life in The Millennium when  living/existing  in a perfected society  (paradise/park)  operating upon (and under)  “The Word of God”.   

This will be a society where most humans  (of “The Resurrected World”)  shall gladly embrace this  New  (Yahweh’s) Methodology  once experiencing  

“The Reality”  delivered by JC replicating Yahweh’s Methodology.  This will only be an extension of Yahweh’s  “HS”,  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  

that is separate from this present sinful world”  to become  “Yahweh's Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”. 

That is what we read here within this verse –  being what some people might see as a caveat –  as a potential difficulty! 

What might be this  “caveat”  to us personally gaining  “eternal life”? 

JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  operating through the  “eternal  spirit/personality/desires/traits”,  being  JCg as  “The Word of God”  

physically imbued that title within himself,  and  accurately  applied this knowledge to become  “The Wisdom of God”  in his ministry.  All of which 

naturally made JC's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  eternal/everlasting  thereby enabling his resurrection  (else he would have been annihilated –  

according to Yahweh’s Decree on sin –  an example of which  was given to Mankind's ancestors at Gen.2v17).  

Consequently this  accurate  knowledge,  accurately  applied shall become  “The Wisdom of God”  within our lives that  (as I quote) - 

“will  cleanse/purge/purify  our   coperception/{moral consciousness}  from  {occupational efforts}/works/labours  of the  {dead 

people}/corpses,  unto the  {hired menial}/{minister to God}/{divine service}  to the  living/existing  God (Yahweh).” 

That  is  The Caveat! 

“The Caveat”  is that we  must  personally - 

(1) imbue  “The One True Knowledge”  (not  just “any knowledge”  but “accurate knowledge” –  being what The Bible teaches and  not  the 

“watered down milk”  our  worldly Christian leaders preach  [from one extreme of the “frothy” to the other “dead” extreme])  so that we   

(2) reform/adjust  our mindset  (“coperception/{moral consciousness}”)  not  to deliver  “{occupational works}/works/labour  of  the  {dead 

people}/corpses”  (of worldly self-indulgence),  but rather the  {occupational works}/works/labour  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of a true Priest 

in the  “Regulated Arrangement}/Order  of  Melchizedek”  We either do that now in the 1st part of our physical life  (to become  “Sons of 

God”),  or  we imitate JC’s lifestyle during the 2nd part of our physical life driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  for everlasting life as a human 

in a perfected DNA fleshly body  (given in trust  for us to  then  perfect our mind  to be commensurate  to the perfect  [but corruptible]  

physical body  [as originally given to Adam/Eve]). 

Thus,  as The Bible teaches us in many places  (as it does here),  and just as this website  “FutureLife.Org” –   teaches us throughout  

JC atoned the 1st part of our life both physically and spiritually to righteously  (before Yahweh’s Decree on sin)  get us into The Millennium. 

Then while we are covered by JC’s death over  only  “The Great Sabbath Day/Millennium”  we are  “guided to  personally  reform”,  being  

“The Born Again”  process/generation   unto  “righteousness”  where we then stand or fall based  upon what we have learnt –  and - put into 

practice.  Where,  those people leaving personal reform unto The Millennium become part of  “The Main Harvest”  and become truly 

physically  “Born Again”  by  surviving into The Eternity  after passing the final assay  (Matt.13v30, Rev.20v7-15)  at the end of The 

Millennium  (where the  iniquitous/rebellious  people shall become  “stillborn”  into  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation).  

Thus  “The Caveat for Success”  is  to precisely imitate JC  (being our redeemer)  in every respect  (noting also JC’s demeanour 1Pet.2v21-23)  to the 

very best we are able for all time that shall collectively yield a  “righteous society”  into The Eternity  (surely that is what we most desire)! 

This is the point I continuously make throughout Paul’s epistles –  because his style is so repetitive. 

When Paul speaks on a subject that involves the possibility of humans (TCs)  of reaching  “The Ideal Goal”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  and links it in 

with what Jesus Christ did for us –  then he only uses the word  “Anointed/Christ”  with the omission of “Jesus”.  I take this to be a double pointer where 

clearly he is speaking about JC,  but he is  “opening out”  “The Goal”  of  “Anointing” (meaning, “Christ”)  by Yahweh for  “us”  to become future  

“Sons of God”  alongside  “The One” (JCg)  already  “Anointed”  by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23).  Where,  JCg being presently  (at the time of writing)  “The  

First/Chief/Only  Begotten Son of God”  (see “begotten” in glossary –  because it is absolutely  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us 

regarding JCg)! 

What does this verse teach us about the Trinity myth? 

It utterly destroys it! 

It is utterly impossible to present yourself as an offering unto yourself! 

Also why would this be righteous?   It must be a presentation of yourself to a higher entity to placate this  “Other, More Powerful Entity”! 

Being the layers of  “Responsibility and Accountability”  when personally taking “Ownership”  of something! 

Else why do it? 

 

Good News – repeat - JC from the tribe of Judah offered a much superior priestly service than the Levi High Priests were 

ever able,  and thus JC could become  “The  Intercessor/Mediator”  of the  nobler/better  covenants/agreements. 

52nd Good News – JC from the tribe of Judah offered a much superior priestly service than the Levi High Priests were 

ever able,  and thus JC could nullify death,  so  “The (1st) Death”  becomes merely  “Asleep”  (John.11v11-15)  allowing  

all  humans to now have a 2 part life in which to learn how to imitate his  (The Redeemer’s)  lifestyle. 

98th Instruction – “Pledge/Promise”  An expression to make something occur in the future. 

This becomes  “The Invitation”  Yahweh makes to us through JC  (as “The Word of God”  teaching hearkening people)  

by example of  “What he gained (Sonship) because of what he did  (Ministry and Sacrifice)”.  

99th Instruction – “Contract”  is  “an agreement between two (or more) parties”.  This is  “The Contract”  a Christian 

has with Yahweh:  “You promise Sonship if I promise to imitate JC.”   It is as simple as that! 

However  “Leaders of Christendom”  excuse that contract into non-existence – being into a  “Gospel of Excuses”! 

By consequence they are being “Anti-Christ”  being “Anti-Anointing”  for “Sonship” (1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, Matt.23v13) 

181st Reasoning – Thus Paul looks forward to “The Contract” offered under “The 2nd Covenant”  where this new 

agreement  (offering a greater prize)  dispels the  violations/transgressions  created by  “The 1st Covenant”.   

He states:  Those people  invited/called  (Christians)  under  “The New Covenant”  might take up  (as TCs  imitating JC)  

“The Promise of The Everlasting Inheritance”  =  “The Responsibility  of  caring/administrating  The Inheritance”. 

Allegory – repeat - The heirs = role as The Kings/Priests  (being the 144000 future “Sons of God”  as  “The Early 

Adopters”)  ruling over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium to teach  “Righteousness”  before the final assay of 

Mankind  (Rev.20v7-12),  out of which shall yield  “The Late Adopters” during those 1000 years. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - deliverance/salvation = in the context of  guaranteed  deliverance/salvation  as a future Son of God. 
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Prophecy – repeat - The 144000 future Sons of God have guaranteed everlasting life in heavenly bodies (1Cor.15v35-55). 

115th Allegory – The Promise (singular) = Originally given to Abraham specifically about  “The Inheritance”,  where  

“The Inheritance”  (The Resurrected World)  is for the 144000 TCs future “Sons of God”  (see “inheritance” in glossary). 

95th Comment – Paul makes the obvious comment:   

The person having compiled a Will must die first,  before The Will can be  enforced/{acted upon}. 

182nd Reasoning – Therefore just as  “The 1st Covenant”  had blood in it,  to make it work  (by sacrifice for atonement);  

then likewise  “The 2nd Covenant”  being so much  better/nobler  must also have blood within it to make it  righteously  

work correctly.  Thus by analogy for a  better/nobler outcome  ([1] “The Promise of The Inheritance”  that comes with  

[2] guaranteed  everlasting life)  then  “The Offering through sacrifice”  must be  better/nobler. 

Allegory – repeat - blood = The physical  “essence of life”  within a fleshly body. 

116th Allegory – “JC gave his blood”  =  “JC physically gave in Sacrifice”  firstly  “spiritually away from what worldly 

methodology could give”  and then secondly  “physically by shedding his blood in death away from this world”. 

This process  (1) Anointed JC unto Sonship, (2) given us the opportunity to have a 2 part life (both spiritual both physical). 

By allegory,  we likewise must certainly spiritually sacrifice ourselves away from The World by imitating JC (for Sonship). 

Often,  this becomes “physical” because  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  retaliate against their exposed hypocrisy! 

96th Comment – Paul continues with the allegories Yahweh instituted through Moses to exhibit His (Yahweh’s) absolute  

and complete Omnipotence to ensure everything goes according to  His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

40th Warning – Do  not  be misled by the latest  worldly  rubbish taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,  “God was 

taking a risk in what He did (here or there)”   Utter rubbish!   Everything was carefully planned and orchestrated with 

ultimate precision through the millennia to ensure that His Plan unfolds in the most righteous manner; –  in particular to 

expose this worldly nonsense,  together with those intoxicated  “worldly scholars”  dreaming up such ridiculous ideas! 

Else why  “the certainty”  in the first prophecy as given in the Bible at Gen.3v15 if everything was supposedly uncertain?! 

100th Instruction – Thus Yahweh instructed through  “The 1st Covenant”  the blood of calves  (to cover the high priests 

through time)  and the goats  (to cover the Israelites)  and the splashing of water,  scarlet wool,  and by using hyssop,  the 

high priests  (through time)  sprinkles the scroll and the people. 

117th Allegory – splashing of water = symbolic of  “The Knowledge”  of God covering the people =  the acknowledgement 

of a new start – just as  “The Once only baptism”  means  the public entry  into the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 

118th Allegory – scarlet wool = red clothes of the high priest = the blood of the lamb to represent JC as  The High Priest. 

119th Allegory – hyssop = the plant Yahweh commanded the Israelites to use when sprinkling the blood on the door lintels 

for The 1st Passover to protect  the Firstborn  (The Firstfruit)  Israelite males while still slaves in “Egypt” (The World). 

120th Allegory – scroll = The Law to be impressed upon The People  (JC’s laws given at Mark.12v30-31). 

121st Allegory – The people of 1st Epoch Israel = The People of the 2nd and 3rd Epoch “Israels”. 

183rd Reasoning – We understand all the allegoric representations given above that Yahweh established are to become  

“The Pointers”  of what was to occur under  “The  Greater/Better/Nobler  Covenant”  inaugurated by JC. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

184th Reasoning – “the specific god”  is referenced upon those people of  (1st and 2nd Epoch)  Israel freely choosing to be 

beholden to the bilateral agreement  (The Prophets and The TCs)  and thus points directly to Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - tabernacle = mobile covering = JCg as “The Word of God” covering our  methodology/lifestyle/works 

Inasmuch it is The Presence/Parousia  of JCg  (as The Word of God)  drives our innermost thoughts resulting in works. 

Comment – Repeat – it must be  clearly understood,  all  these physical items  (and those following)  were carefully 

placed by Yahweh  not  merely for  “The 1st Covenant”,  but  really for  the spiritual representations  of which all these 

items have for  “The 2nd Covenant”.   That is precisely  why  Paul is going through them for us  (Heb.9v23, 10v1). 

122nd Allegory – utensils of the ministerial service = The specific gifts that TCs use in their ministry work. 

97th Comment – All things that pertain to the ministerial service must be purified by blood,  and no  freedom/pardon  can 

occur without  “the shedding of blood”  (being  “The Seriousness [life/death] of The Action”  that we must recognise). 

185th Reasoning – Everything required to deliver the  accurate  ministry of God’s Word will be covered by JC’s blood.  

What does this really mean?   Just as Paul states!   But  in the context how Yahweh is viewing The Situation  when He 

makes His  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement of Christians  (being the point of Paul’s exegesis of The New Covenant). 

Thus it is those Christian  using their gifts  (metaphoric temple utensils)  by  precisely imitating  JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  

who become accepted by Yahweh as having their gifts covered by JC’s blood – for  “The Next Stage” of “Sonship”. 

Without “Sons of God” proving themselves – then we cannot have The Millennium to  then gain  “The Late Adopters”! 

186th Reasoning – Paul states it is necessary to understand these physical things placed in  “The 1st Covenant”  needed to 

become cleansed by Yahweh before they are used as representing the spiritual things sourced by Yahweh to bring forth  

“The 2nd Covenant”  through JC to yield the future 144000  “Sons/(Daughters) of God”. 

98th Comment – Paul states:  The things relating to the  celestial/{extra-terrestrial}  attainable through  “The 2nd 

Covenant” (sourced by Yahweh through JC)  are more greatly  nobler/better  than the specific physical things  (sourced 

by the world of human manufacture)  relating to  “The 1st Covenant”. 

123rd Allegory – “JC gave his blood”  =  “JC physically gave in Sacrifice”  firstly  “spiritually away from what worldly 

methodology could give”  and then secondly  “physically by shedding his blood in death away from this world”. 

This process  (1) Anointed JC unto Sonship, (2) given us the opportunity to have a 2 part life (both spiritual both physical). 
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By allegory,  we likewise must certainly spiritually sacrifice ourselves away from The World by imitating JC (for Sonship). 

Often,  this becomes “physical” because  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  retaliate against their exposed hypocrisy! 

Heb.   9v15 og Also  through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  (the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement   

Heb.   9v15 og (of the) new/freshness   (the) {go-between}/{an internunciator}/reconciler/intercessor/mediator  (he) is,   

Heb.   9v15 og {whatever how}/{in the manner that}/{so that}  (of the) death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified  

Heb.   9v15 og (of the having) {become to be}  into/unto   (the) salvation/{ransom in full}/deliverance/redemption  

Heb.   9v15 og of the (persons)  over/upon/concerning  to the [= in/with/by/on]  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former   

Heb.   9v15 og (the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement   

Heb.   9v15 og (of the) {stepping to the side}/deviations/violations/breakings/transgressions,    

Heb.   9v15 og the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise   

Heb.   9v15 og (they may/should) {get hold of}/grasp/{take up/away}/have/receive  the (persons)   

Heb.   9v15 og (the being) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned [plural]  of the  perpetual/eternal/everlasting   

Heb.   9v15 og (of the) heirship/patrimony/possession/inheritance. 

Heb.   9v15 = Also  through reason   (of JC's above actions in v14) 

he  (JCg)   is  the  {go-between}/intercessor/mediator   

              (JC is  [1] “The Word of God” to purify our mind,  [2] “The Ransom Sacrifice” to get us into perfected bodies) 

of  this  new/fresh  contract/covenant/agreement,     (JC inaugurated  “The New Covenant”  at his murder) 

{in the manner that}/{so that}  the  death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified     (“The 1st Death”  that occurred to  Mankind/JC)   

has  {become to be}  unto/for  the  salvation/{full ransom}/deliverance/redemption  of the  people   

              (from The 1st Death,  but then  only  if we precisely imitate JC in our 2 part life –  else it is annihilation) 

upon/concerning  the  violations/breakings/transgressions     (we failed in our works because we were driven by worldly methodology) 

with  the  first/former  contract/covenant/agreement,     (The Law of Moses yielded death –  except for JC who surpassed it) 

the persons  being  called/summoned/assigned     (to become a “Christian”  so that we personally might be elected a TC) 

they  may/should  {get hold of}/grasp/{take up}  of the  announcement/pledge/promise     (The Promise as originally given to Abraham) 

of the  eternal/everlasting  heirship/patrimony/inheritance.      (“Sons of God”, guaranteed life as The Heirs over The Resurrected World) 

 

Also through reason of   (what JC did in v14) 

he (JC,  now as JCg)  is the  intercessor/mediator   (as  [1] “The Word of God” to purify our mind,  [2] Ransom Sacrifice for a perfected new body)  
of this new  contract/agreement   (“The 2nd Covenant”  inaugurated  by JC  at his murder,  inaugurated  by Yahweh  at JCg's resurrection) 

so that death   (it has now become  “The 1st Death”  that JC calls   “Asleep”,  John.11v11-15,  “The 2nd Death is  “real death” = “annihilation”) 

has become to be for the  salvation/redemption    (JC  “changed”  “The Old Contract”  into  “The New Contract”  able to yield  “salvation”) 
                (JC becomes  “The Righteous Means”  to transmute  “Death” unto “Salvation”  by means of a  “New Covenant”) 

of the people concerning the  violations/transgressions   (Mankind previously failing  “The Law on Works”  only yielded sinners)  
with the first  agreement/contract   (“The People of Israel”  directly of  “The 1st Covenant”  all failed,  and required  “The New Covenant”) 
                (All humans failed the  Old/1st  Covenant by being  “proven sinners”!) 

                (Noting,  “The Old/1st Covenant”  while could give “Life”  it would be on the terms of what  Adam/Eve  were judged – and yielded death). 

the people being  called/invited   (“The People of The New Israel”  under  “The New Covenant”  are invited to become  “Sons of God”)  
                (“The Old Invitation” of  “The 1st Covenant”  was “Life”.    “The New Invitation” of  “The 2nd Covenant”  is “Sonship” [guaranteed Life]!) 

                (Critically,  if we step outside The 2nd Covenant that gives “life”,  then  we fall back onto The 1st Covenant that only yields death for failures) 

they might grasp the  pledge/promise   (these people of  “The Christian Nation”  [under “The New Israelite Covenant” for the 2nd Epoch of Israel]) 

of the everlasting  heirship/inheritance   (if  these people imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle  then  they may become heirs over The Resurrected World). 

 

This is a crucial verse. 

It needs some explaining –  because it is  at variance to  (or lack thereof)  the things we are taught by our  worldly Christian Leaders! 

Let us start where I agree with what  worldly Christian leaders teach us  (only because it is a straight quote out of The Bible –  so they would surely 

struggle to get that wrong  [well maybe … … ?])! 

What we read is    JCg becomes  “The Intercessor”  between us  (humans)  and Yahweh  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5). 

But then  worldly Christian theologians completely mess-up what it directly states here by suggesting elsewhere that  “God”  (by implication The 

Almighty)  was JC here on Earth! 

That then prompts the question - 

If  JC was The Almighty God –  then  how is it possible for JC to be  “The Intercessor”  with himself? 

The concept is utterly mad for any  sane reasoning  individual!   And thus,  just another example of many that destroys the Trinity myth! 

However JCg as our personal creator becomes  “ho theos”  =  “the specific god” of us  and The Almighty God is the  “ho theos” of JCg –  precisely as 

The Bible tells us in so many places  (and utterly ignored by our  worldly Christian leaders) –  please see my dissertation on the subject on this website.  

This is precisely  why  JC  is  called  “The Son of God” –  precisely as The Bible  tells us! 

When are our  worldly scholars/theologians  “going to get real”  and wake-up to  “The Evidence”  presented to us within The Bible,  instead of creating 

nonsense  “mystic waffle”  for personal vanity  (of both the leader and recipients)! 

It really disturbs me unto a righteous anger,  to see them mislead the congregations (Rom.16v17-18, 2Pet.2v1),  these leaders are  “The 

Spiritually Blind”  leading the spiritually blind,  and they both fall into the ditch –  precisely as JC warned us at  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 

This becomes my spur to keep working in an attempt to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to The World (Matt.24v14). 
Now returning  (after that necessary outburst of what is readily observed) - 

JCg has introduced  “The New Contract”  to The World through his  “occupational effort/work/labour”  during his  ministry/lifestyle  and makes this  

physically  effective by becoming  “The Ransom Sacrifice”,  thus  “The Righteous Means”  as  “The Enabler”  for Yahweh to  righteously  (against His 

Decree on sin effectively stated at Gen.2v17)  give each person a  “2 part life”  (1John.2v2, 4v14). 

As we now progress with this verse,  we enter the realms of utter confusion as given by our  worldly Christian theologians –  lost in their own mysteries! 

Let us see what The Bible tells us here  (and equally,  elsewhere)  

JC becomes  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  for - 

“Those people having transgressed  “The First  Contract/Agreement”  (for us to have everlasting life)”. 

Well … - this includes everyone,  as Paul tells us   We all have sinned  (breaking The Law)  and fallen short of God’s glory  (Rom.3v23). 

Furthermore,  we are told many people have died without  The Law  (Rom.2v12-14)  being the people outside  “Israel”  (representing everyone  outside  

the respective 3 Epochs Israel  [where for completeness,  rebellious and thus iniquitous people  outside  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  shall be annihilated]).  

Noting  “iniquitous people”  means  “People know exactly what to do but enjoy doing the opposite to what is instructed”!   

Under this accurate definition then we understand the vast majority of people during the present 6000 years  (including those of 1st and 2nd 

Epoch Israel)  are not iniquitous because they are not accurately taught what “to do” and “not to do”  -  but their leaders know – and thus it 
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is their leaders who are “iniquitous” (hence Luke.12v46-48)!   However in The Millennium all people will be accurately taught and thus all 

people are educated and hence the final separation at The End of The Millennium  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15, etc.). 

Thus while many people  (1st Israel)  heard of The Law relating to  “The 1st Agreement”,  being the  bilateral  covenant between the members of  “The 1st 

Epoch Israel”  and Yahweh  (yet, they all died),  there was a huge number of people outside this 1st Agreement being  no part  of this bilateral agreement 

–  and they equally died!   Those people outside  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  died only because they had  at their time,   no  access to eternal life.   

It was no fault of their own – they just knew no better!   They had no laws directly from Yahweh. 

But their  “synapse construction mapping”  records  (created by their  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  have been righteously kept safe  (as “Heavenly 

Treasure”)  by Yahweh  (because He knew JC would succeed as  “The Ransom Sacrifice”)  for their righteous resurrection  (into The Millennium)  when 

they are brought into  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  still operating to  “The 2nd Covenant”,  being only   “Personally imitate JC’s lifestyle to attain eternal life 

in a perfected DNA fleshly body”. 

Being  no less  of a promise than that originally given to  Adam/Eve. 

However,  then we have been given within this verse - 

“The people assigned might take up  The Pledge  of  The Eternal Inheritance” 

This is  not  relating to  “The Old Covenant” –  because we are told it is  relating to “The New Covenant” –  just as we have been told in the 1st part of 

the verse,  all relating to  “us”  of The Gospel Age during the 1st part of our physical life. 

While  all  humans failed  “The 1st Covenant”  to achieve eternal life,  there were individuals  (the prophets and others – see all of Heb. Chapter 11)  who 

tried their utmost to fulfil Yahweh's Desire for them  “as Individuals”  at  “Their Specific Time” in history,  and thus,  though they died –  their  

spirit/personality/desires/traits  captured within their individual  “synapse construction mapping”  is retained by Yahweh,  which shall mean upon 

resurrection they will achieve everlasting life because they were loyal to Yahweh when  “their life was tough” (Heb.11v38-40)  –  then how much more 

likely are they to fulfil Yahweh's Desire in a perfected environment! 

Thus by analogy those people upon whom  “The 2nd Covenant”  has been conferred –  of which as this website teaches is   “The Christian Nation”, 

representative of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”,  and it's members are behaving in precisely the same manner did the people of   “The 1st Israel”  gone before 

–  where the vast majority of this 2nd Israel turn their backs upon  “The Promised to be fulfilled”  (to precisely imitate JC).   

           But as we are told,  this  “New Covenant”  is capable of yielding a  greater promise  than “The 1st Covenant” –  of which  “The 1st Covenant”  

can  “only”  yield  “everlasting life”  (as it did to JC,  to become JCg). 

“The Old Covenant”  could only yield  “eternal life”,  but  “The New Covenant” is  the  culmination/{fulfilment by JC}  of  “The Promise”  given to 

Abraham being of  “The Inheritance of Canaan”  as  “The Heirs”.   “The  Pattern/Exemplar”  was JC,  for us to precisely imitate,  as we are repeatedly 

told.   Consequently,  “The New Covenant”  is ideally a covenant of  “Sonship to Yahweh”,  being that given  (again)  to JC by Yahweh upon his 

successful mission to redeem his personal creation away from annihilation.  Of which  “Sonship to Yahweh”  is likewise available to specifically those 

people within  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  who freely choose to  precisely  imitate their master (JC)  leading before them  (for absolutely  no  worldly return 

–  else we shall follow the wrong master  [Matt.6v24,  please see my local commentary]).  

Notice how Paul carefully states - 

“The people  called/invited  might  take up” 

Thus it is all  conditional –  people are  called/invited  to take up positions of  “Responsible Stewardship”,  to personally take upon themselves a certain 

number of  “talents/minas” (meaning, “Weights of Responsibility”),  and the question must be  (Luke.19v12-27) - 

Are we (1) 10 minas stewards,  (2) 5 minas stewards who received commendation and become  “The Heirs over The Inheritance”  stated  (in 

The Millennium),  or regrettably  (3) the 1 minas stewards to be rejected from this position of Sonship to Yahweh? 

These people are given authority within The Christian Nation as a pool of people from which Yahweh is making His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement 

for Sonship”  (priesthood – 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6)  so they might become  “The Heirs  over  The Inheritance of The World”  (“The 3rd 

Epoch Israel”  – as explained to Paul by JCg – 2Cor.12v1-3) –  being  “The Culmination of The Promise”  given to Abraham.  

Dissenters to this exegesis might argue   “How is it logically possible for me to flip from  “The 1st Covenant”  to  “The 2nd Covenant”? 

To which I answer  

Paul states that it is    

“Christ who became The Intercessor between  “The Old Covenant”  given,  and  “The New Covenant”  of which he represents.” 

Moreover,  we are  all still subject to “The Law of Moses”  and shall be for certainly the present system,  because as JC told us,  he has not come to 

destroy The Law but rather to fulfil it  (Matt.5v17),  furthermore,  the heaven and earth pass  (away),  before The Law might be changed (Matt.5v18).   

All this understanding seems to be lost amongst our worldly Christian scholars and theologians consumed within their worldly reasoning! 

I urge them to jump out of their  shown-to-be  “defunct reasoning”  and to start teaching The World  “a righteous message”!   

It is depressingly sad,  they have so much knowledge,  yet it is all  screwed-up  within their minds by old errant  worldly  Christian doctrine –  because so 

many of these leaders still prefer the old wine  (Luke.5v39),  and fear of their peers –  just like Aesop’s Fable of  “The Emperor’s New Clothing” –  that I 

recognise as being  “herd instinct”,  “group think”  operating in their midst!   I shout out  “Get Real” – “Wake up”! 

I retain something I wrote 7 years ago when I carried out my first primitive translation and commentary  

It is obvious to the reader,  people today  not desiring to put work effort in  now  to be with Yahweh for a  guaranteed  eternity are clearly not interested 

in this promise from Yahweh  (as likewise,  Esau at Gen.25v29-34)!   Thus The Millennium becomes the  fall-back position  for the vast majority  (some 

99.9+%)  of people for  “only”  (but wonderful)  “perfected DNA fleshly body”  (still subject to [their possible 2nd] death)  as originally offered to Adam 

and Eve prior to their sin. 

So logically,  this stated promise of  “guaranteed eternal life”  from Yahweh is  not  applicable to these people  who know  but  do not desire  “This 

Expectation”  by  following exactly  (by  demonstrated  works of imitating JC)  the requirements Yahweh has of us  (as individuals)  through His Son JC,  

so clearly,  this refers to  worldly Christians –  living a  passive/apathetic  lifestyle.  This does  not  mean they are  evil/wicked –  but just indifferent to 

what Yahweh  really desires  but most likely to be misguided by their  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders,  so the members of these 

congregations think they are doing what God desires –  but sadly they are kept ignorant by their delinquent leaders  (Rom.16v17-18, Luke.16v19-22+)! 

We must realise - 

If any form of money is requested  (under the cloak of  “gifted”)  in publications ostentatiously for “The Greater Ministry Work” –  then it is 

likely to be -   of  The World,  for  The World  (“being worldly money”  to  “feed a worldly spirit”)! 

We might ask - 

Have you personally checked their audited accounts?   

Do you really know how much is being sequestrated by  “The Religious Leaders”  to self-indulge their lifestyle?   

Is their lifestyle like JC’s, Paul’s and the other apostles,  -  being destitute?   

Do they teach  “Responsibility”  in all aspects of life,   to be  sane/sober  of mind,  -  to gain  “Respect”  from people outside their group? 

Do they have secular work from which gain a fleshly living as instructed by Paul (Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12)  and give God's Word  freely? 

If  “The Word”  was being accurately given,  then logically these leaders would have  no  need to ask for any money –  because instead of 

providing  “The Spectacle for money”  (to be creamed off) –  “The True Ministry”  would be a geometric progression,  where all people 

partake in the ministry  (to replace the leader) –  being precisely what The Bible teaches us  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Matt.7v15-20, etc.)!   

Thus obviously,  they are not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  but spinning God’s Word for self-indulgent purposes,  to fulfil their worldly desires!   

But  “millions upon millions”  of fervent Christians fill the flocks of these  charlatan Christian leaders  (Matt.24v23-26,  Mark.13v21-23) – 

being a worldly faith presenting the  “feigned healing”  occurring at The Spectacle –  it is a symbiotic  (worldly)  relationship! 

Sorry for the diversion,  but I have just read a pamphlet given to me by an ardent follower of one large European evangelistic grouping –  where I find 

misapplied  (out of context)  Bible verses carefully placed to give  “The Feel Good Factor”  and at the end,  I read the  “supposedly innocent”  “begging 
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box”  for money to  (supposedly)  help in the missionary evangelistic work!   All so well crafted by a  “religious marketing team”  skilled in pressing all 

the correct  “donation buttons”!    

It is just a scam,  being performed by  “Rogue Traders”  acting as “Spiritual Paedophiles”,  but beloved by their  groomed/conned  children! 

Now for a second example,  through a third person report I heard of a  stage-hand  at one of these theological  “circus acts”  comment on seeing the 

same stooges come up each night with a feigned ailment to be  “miraculously cured” –  in front of the enraptured crowd emptying their pockets of their 

money  – of which  (this stage hand said)  was carried out in huge boxes at the end of the show.  But it was all symbiotic –  the audience freely paid to 

have their emotions bewitched  (Gal.3v1, Matt.24v23-26, etc.),  and the leaders filled their pockets with the worldly proceeds of  “untraceable cash”! 

This was spoken in confidence –  because these leaders are so powerfully rich,  as to crush any dissenter –  the dissenter would never find work again,  

as it is true for any whistle-blower –  exactly as history shows throughout!    

So who has The Correct Mindset to be precisely imitating JC? 

Perhaps some people want the prize of which Paul speaks  (1Cor.9v23-26),  but they do not want to run for it  (by putting the  effort/work  into the 

running of the race,  but more importantly,  the 10,000's hours of practice beforehand),  or perhaps they do not abide by The Rules  (2Tim.2v5)  of 

precisely imitating JC driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  based upon Yahweh's Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)!    

Is that what our  charlatan  Christian leaders are doing,  as described above? 

I am not trying to be unpleasant,  but sometimes we all need to be prodded,  and this is written  (just like Paul’s writing)  only to prompt the reader into 

carrying out some serious self-assessment and self-auditing to The Bible’s requirements,  else we will just lay back feeling self-justified! 

The Bible constantly warns us against this danger –  But I  never  hear this  preached/taught  by those worldly and supposedly God’s representatives! 

I must at this stage rebuff potential critics who will twist what I proposing to suggest,  I mention people are only given an opportunity of resurrection 

through their works  (strangely enough look deeply into  worldly Christian doctrine we discover this is precisely what they propose,  saved by  

“believing”  in JC  and being good,  else be resurrected to instant torment –  if bad!).  This is not much different reasoning than that doctrine given by 

other false worldly religions! 

What I am proposing by quoting The Bible is that JC died  for us all  (1John.2v2, 4v14,  and no caveat given).   This means  we all must  righteously have 

an opportunity to  truly  “believe in JC”  (meaning,  “to precisely imitate his  ministry/lifestyle”),  and then be judged upon that  “belief”.  

Hence the Millennium to   demonstrate  this  “righteous belief”  for all people  (to then be judged by JCg and the 144000 TCs as we are taught at  

John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3). 

Moreover,  I make claim,   

If  we aiming to become a TC demonstrate righteous works now  (as The Bible constantly tells us being derived  from  righteous thoughts) 

Then  Yahweh has something  much better  on offer for those people specifically doing this.  However  no  resurrection would be possible for  

any human in Mankind  of any religion,  without the intervention from its creator –  JCg’s saving works for his creation some 2000 years ago! 

Heb.   9v16 og {what/where ever}/{in any location}  For  (the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement,   

Heb.   9v16 og (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified   

Heb.   9v16 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) constraint/distress/{must/dire  needs}/necessity/must   

Heb.   9v16 og (to be [= in/with/by/on]) endured/{borne/carried}/{go on}/upheld/led/moved/reached   

Heb.   9v16 og of the  {through  place/purpose}/{put apart}/{disposed (by assignment/compact/bequest)}/ 

/appointed/covenanted/testator; 

Heb.   9v16 = For  wherever/{in any location}   (there is)   the  contract/covenant/agreement,    (The Inheritance given by a Will ... … )   

by  necessity/must  (there be)  the  death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified     (requires for a death to occur ... … ) 

to be  endured/borne/upheld  of the  person  {through purpose}/covenanted/testator.     (of the person making The Will) 

 

For wherever  (there is)  the  contract/agreement   (a written Will giving details of  “The Inheritance”  to be given to  “The Heirs”) 

(then there)   must be endured the death of the testator   (requires  the death  of the originator of The Will for The Heirs to gain  “The Inheritance”) 

 

Just rewording this verse to make the understanding a little clearer - 

Wherever in The World a contract  (to dispose of assets = The Will)  is drawn up,  then it is necessary for the person who wrote  “The 

Covenant/Will”  to die first,  before  “The Covenant/Will”  can be exercised. 

This is the specific point of The New Testament - 

Being of what The New Testament screams out to its readers    

“The Heirs”  (Sons of God)  to be inheriting  “The Inheritance”  (“The Resurrected World”)  that is to be divided up amongst those people 

who are  “deemed entirely worthy”  to acquire divisions  (as the  “co-heirs” Rom.8v17, 23)  of this  “Inheritance”. 

It is those specific people of whom Yahweh  “deems entirely worthy”  (“supremely blessed “– Rev.20v6) –  who have themselves  personally and  

precisely imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they could with their naturally given capabilities.  It is by taking upon ourselves the different  

“Weights of Responsibility”  allegorically written as the differing numbers of  Talents/Minas  we take upon ourselves  (Matt.25v14-22, Luke.19v12-20).  

Again dissenters might argue against me by stating  

There is a disconnection within my argument because it was JC who died,  but it is Yahweh who makes  “The Decision”  who is to be  “The 

Inheritors”.  Thus the analogy of Paul’s fails –  or my understanding of Yahweh’s Plan fails! 

Let me explain what has occurred! 

Yahweh gives  “The Universal Law”  to  all  entities within The Universe    

“Be subject to My commands  (to edify all members of society),  else ultimately,  personally face annihilation” 

JCg as our creator  (thus  “the specific god” of us)  has  created  Mankind  (thereby expressing Yahweh’s HS,  and thus JC has assistance 

from Yahweh hence the plural at Gen.1v26, John.1v1-3),  where “Mankind”  is a species that  “thinks and reasons like a god”  (Gen.1v26, 

John.10v34-35).  This specific creation having the ability to live forever within a physical perfected DNA genome,  but spiritually fails a test 

of  “negative suggestion”  and thus without access to necessary enzymes to maintain the physical body  (Gen.3v24),  then suffers  

discrete/quantised  systemic DNA breakdown within the genome to ultimately yield an existence of 70 years  (Ps.90v10),  and  personal 

annihilation afterwards.  

JCg as our creator  (thus “the specific god” of us)  voluntarily  steps-in  to  redeem  his personal creation  (JC was not “sent”). 

JCg becomes JC to take  personal responsibility  of his creation and becomes  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  on its members' behalf. 

Yahweh as  “The Almighty God”  is  “The Righteous Overseer”  of all things pertaining to  His  Universe to ensure that  all  things  

behave/occur  in  “The Most Righteous Manner”  within His sphere of influence  (which naturally = “The Universe”  in its entirety). 

Thus apply this righteous understanding  (rather than the human created Trinity myth,  created by  spiritually blind  leaders,  oozing with utter 

confusion)  and we  then  understand in relation to this verse - 

It is JCg as our  “specific god”  (“ho theos”)  who has  made himself  part of  “The New Covenant”  that enables humans to be saved from 

annihilation –  if they so choose  to personally imitate JC over what now becomes their  “2 part life”. 

Thus we enter into this contract with JC under  “The Authority”  of Yahweh  (Heb.6v13),  being  “The Entity”  to ensure  “Righteousness in The 

Culmination”  shall operate. 

I realise I state elsewhere on this website that this becomes a  Bilateral  agreement between us and Yahweh,  which is true  (as The Overseer) –  but it 

would not be possible for anything to occur if it was  not for the contract we make with Yahweh through JC  by  truly  “believing in him”  =  precisely 

imitate him  (being to  precisely imitate his ministry/lifestyle  if we are aiming  to be like him  in The Millennium).  Hence JC being “The Intercessor”! 
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Clearly if we freely choose  not  to truly  “believe in him”  (as a non-Christian  or  apathetic/passive  Christian,  then we have the option to “believe in 

him”  in The Millennium by only imitating his lifestyle,  because  “The Reality”  of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  would already be upon us and 

thus  “The Ministry of it”  would  not  be required.   However  “Sonship to Yahweh”  would be missed for an eternity –  for this grouping of people  (as 

“The Late Adopters”)  becoming sons  (and daughters)  of JCg and of his bride  (the 144000 TCs who personally  truly believed  in the 1st part of their 

physical life by perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life  [imitating JC,  while under Satan’s local heaven]). 

This is the specific point Paul makes here,  being  “The New Covenant”  drawn up by Yahweh –  but  made by JC to us mutually at a personal level. 

This understanding is utterly lost in the ridiculous  worldly doctrine of  worldly Christianity  given by men,  to confuse men  so they both fall 

into the ditch!   They really must change their reasoning and start to base it upon  The Facts given to us in The Bible! 

Finally it  cannot  be JC who makes  “The Decision”  (when only  “The Intercessor”) –  but rather  The Adjudicator of The Proceedings  being Yahweh. 

It is Yahweh Who Personally decides amongst The Christians living during The Gospel Age who are  “deemed entirely worthy”  as to have been 

precisely imitating JC driven by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desire/traits  (of  agapao/edifying love)  that drove JC to personally fulfil Yahweh's  

Desire  -  where it is Yahweh as  “The Adjudicator”  making  “The Special/Greater 1st Judgement”  (James.3v1). 

Can the reader begin to see the utter righteous logic behind this understanding? –  

Yet it is  just so simple –  without  the worthless waffle of confusion  (noting 1Cor.14v33)! 

But our  worldly Christian leaders just make it so complicated and contradictory  (creating fogging mystique  to have a hold over their devotees)!  

They just want to “Control People” to make “worldly gain” out of them,  just as do “worldly politicians” and the  unhypocritical leaders of commerce! 

All of which shows us how their mind must be operating,  and thus  not  the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of Yahweh! 

Therefore we could apply  “Occam’s Razor”  here –  and deduce what I give is the most likely solution –  unless our scholars can dig up something I 

have not already seen from The Bible to refute what I state here!   However it would be so much better for them to just  “imbue this freely given 

knowledge”  given to us at  “The End of The Gospel Age”,  leave their sinking ship  (Rev.18v4)  and start teaching it to The World  (Matt.24v14) –  

because   it will occur –  so get out there and tell The World first!   Be an  “Early Adopter”  as only elected by Yahweh (Matt.20v23)! 

In the science community,  the best hypothesis fitting  “The Facts”  gains traction and the other theories fall to the wayside. 

This is how it should be in all disciplines,  except in “Religion”,  the opposite seems to occur,  crazy ideas proliferate under  “Divide and rule”! 

Moreover, “Professional Leaders of Religion”  having such a weak argument,  then go out and  “kill the opposition”  (as history readily shows)! 

Hardly the sort of practices Yahweh would desire to occur in His Universe! 

So how can our  “Professional Religious Leaders”  represent Him?    

Clearly they do not,  because they do not have the holy spirit operating within them  (noting its correct definition)! 

Heb.   9v17 og (the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement  For  over/upon/concerning    

Heb.   9v17 og (to the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers   (to the) stable/firm/sure/steadfast,   

Heb.   9v17 og thereupon/since/else/otherwise  not  {at sometime/ever}/when/previously   

Heb.   9v17 og (it) {has/exercised force}/{be able}/{can do}/{be of strength}  {at which too}/when/while 

Heb.   9v17 og (he/she/it)  living/existing  the (person)   

Heb.   9v17 og (the having) {through  purpose}/{put apart}/{disposed (by assignment/compact/bequest)}/ 

/appointed/covenanted/testator. 

Heb.   9v17 = For  the  contract/covenant/agreement    (The Will of Agreement to what is promised … … )  

upon/concerning  {dead people}/corpses  is  stable/firm/sure/steadfast,    (becomes a reality when The Promiser of The Will dies … … ) 

else/otherwise  not  {exercising force}/{be of strength}    (because The Will is ineffective up to that point ... … ) 

while the person   (the {through purpose}/covenanted/testator)   is   (still)   living.      (while The Promiser is still alive) 

 

For the  contract/agreement   (“The Will”  of what has been promised to  “The Heirs”) 

is  sure/firm  concerning the dead people   (“The Will”  becomes  effective/sure/firm  [fulfilled]  upon the originator dying) 
else  (The  Will/Agreement)  not comes into force    (held in abeyance,  and drifts [hence, not sure/firm],  being not effective … … )  

while the person  (originator)   (is still)  living. 

 

Just rewording this to make it a little clearer - 

A contract  (of a Will regarding “The Inheritance”)  will only become executed when the person dies,  and does not come into force while the  

covenanted/testator  is still alive. 

Simply put - 

The person who makes out The Will must die first before  “The Inheritors”  gain  “The Inheritance”. 

Where actually,  The Bible states   “Co-Sharers”  of  “The Inheritance”  (Rom.8v17, 23, etc.),  thus the resurrected JCg is prepared to share out  “The 

Inheritance”  to those people of whom Yahweh  “deems entirely worthy”  as having precisely imitated His Premier Son  (JCg)  to the very best of their 

ability  (as faithful stewards of His Word). 

Just as The Bible metaphorically states the two shall be one flesh  (Gen.2v24)  husband and wife  –  to share with each other,  and likewise this is one 

supportive reason why the 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-9)  shall be resurrected in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  (1Cor.15v35-55)  so they too might 

become one  “metaphoric (celestial) flesh”  as husband and wife of The Millennium  (as explained at the spiritual level by Paul, Eph.5v30-32 and in 

warning 1Cor.6v16).  Then together as husband and wife  (Rev.21v2, 9)  they might yield  “The 3rd Remnant of the 3rd Epoch Israel”  back to Yahweh  as 

their children  (humans in perfected DNA fleshly bodies)  correctly educated to become  “The Late Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology. 

Now  “back-peddling”  a little  

Paul is making the statement for this Covenant to be fulfilled  (as I have just explained in the previous paragraph)  then the person must die first,  being 

the testator who contracts into this agreement  (put together by Yahweh  [as The Lawyer] –  overseeing that  “fair-play”  occurs – see 2Tim2v5)  for both 

parties –  else  “The Covenant”  cannot be ratified unto completion,  while the testator is still living! 

Thus Paul is telling us,  JC must die  (murdered by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”)  to enable this whole New Covenant to be concluded for the 

beneficiaries  (TCs for The Goal of being  “Anointed”  by Yahweh). 

Thus Paul uses the argument based upon the readers' experience,  while my exegesis presented on this website uses pure righteous logic of the 2 part life 

to show how Yahweh can  legitimately/righteously  (against His Decree on Sin effectively given at Gen.2v17)  open up this New Covenant to those 

specific individuals who precisely imitate JC  (resulting in personal Sonship).  Furthermore,  the same covenant has sufficient strength to offer  all  

humans a RESET condition to start imitating JC in  “The Most  Righteous/Wonderful  Society”  (“Paradise/Park”)  in The Millennium. 

Absolutely  none  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian Leaders because at the time of writing  (2007 CE)  they have  not  the faintest idea 

that all this is occurring around them  (as their  sermons/prayers  testify with utter silence on this subject)!  

Some 14 years later on my 4th revision – nothing has changed – except they have seemed to become  “more perverse in their musing”! 

Hopefully,  this website will bring their thinking to be  in-line  with that given by Yahweh – so The Millennium may come all that much sooner –  and thus 

to quickly remove all the present distressing pain and suffering (Rom.8v22)  experienced by the billions of innocents within this present  hurtful/malicious  

regime caused by leaders taking their positions within this world –  operating under Satan’s methodology of self-indulgence with the power to exercise it! 

Heb.   9v18 og {from which (place/source/cause)}/{from thence}/wherefore   {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}   

Heb.   9v18 og the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  separately/apart/without  (the) blood   

Heb.   9v18 og (it was) renewed/inaugurated/consecrated/dedicated; 
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Heb.   9v18 = {From which}/Wherefore  {not however}/{not even}  the  first/former  (covenant)   

was  renewed/inaugurated/consecrated/dedicated  apart/without  the blood.     (The 1st Covenant required  “the essence”  of  “Life”  shed)  

 

From which cause   (of v17)    (meaning,  some entity had to die first,  before  “The  Will/Agreement”  comes into force … … ) 

neither  (was)  the first   (Covenant/agreement/contract)   

inaugurated without blood   (“The Essence of Life”  was required to be shed,   to bring-in  “The Covenant” for “Life”  to become  “The Balance”); 

 

Paul returns to the original Covenant to reinforce his argument regarding the  better/greater  Second/New Covenant to be made,  being built upon the 

archetypical  First/Old  covenant inaugurated by Moses - 

“From which  “The 1st Covenant”  was  inaugurated/consecrated  with blood.” 

Thus this practice was brought in by Yahweh to typify  what was to be a necessary requirement  for  “The 2nd Covenant”. 

Not that The Physical shedding of blood was to deliver the 2nd Covenant  (that was only the outward sign of sacrifice)  but most importantly,  

it was  “The Mental Acceptance”  by JC this was required to  {confirm with}/{follow through}  his continual commitment of applying 

Yahweh’s Methodology in his life to supersede the worldly methodology being applied by  “Professional Religious Leaders”. 

Hence  the first night  of the  “three nights and three days in the belly of The Earth”  began at John.13v27,  see my local commentary. 

It is important to recognise,  the offerings of  “The 1st Covenant”  were to  “hurt the person giving” –  so that it might be a genuine penitent act of 

humility showing deep remorse of one’s past actions and a personal dedication to improve.  Consequently Yahweh would approve of such an act.  

However this was abused,  because decrepit sacrifices were offered and Yahweh was disgusted in what was presented  (Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v21-23) –  

not of the sacrificed object itself,  but rather the person’s  reasoning behind the sacrifice  (where the specific person’s  “synapse construction”  was 

abhorred by Yahweh). 

This same analogy now occurs within  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” –  of which I could give pages of examples,  but the reader must be able to witness the 

same by a quick scan on The Internet. 

We realise here,  this sacrifice would severely hurt both giving Entities  

JC  physically  and Yahweh  mentally  in this  once only  occasion  (2Pet.2v18-22). 

It is for this reason it can only be righteous for our  once only  occasion –  else it is  not   righteously  “balanced”! 

Where,  we are only placed in  “The RESET Condition” (of atonement)  by JC's Sacrifice/Murder –  and then the vast majority of us are covered by JC's 

death over The Millennium  (2Pet.3v8)  of  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (John.19v31, 20v1)  where JC is  “The Lord of The Sabbath”,  where  “The 

Sabbath was made to purify Men”  (to become  “The Remnant of Israel that returns to The Lord”  [Isa.10v20-22])  and not men for The Sabbath  

(Mark.2v27-28).  Where  “The Purification Process”  occurs to  “The Resurrected World”  (to yield “The Late Adopters”)  made possible by  “The 

Early Adopters”  (The Prophets + the 144000 TCs)  of  “The 1st (Jews)  and 2nd  (Christians)  Epochs of Israel”. 

Can The Reader see how Yahweh's Plan is righteously mapping out? 

Furthermore,  it is almost finished at  “The Present Closing of The Gospel Age”  in its two stages. 

Firstly, the collection of the 144000 TCs by JCg for his metaphoric marriage  (John.3v28-30, Eph.5v30-32, 1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.22v1-9, 4v40-44, 25v1-

12, 1Cor.15v50-55, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.19v4-9, 20v6, 21v2,9, etc.). 

Secondly,  some 3.5 years later,  JCg with his 144000 TCs with  infinite  capability/authority  shall remove worldly rule  (Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v10-12)  

and institute their own rule over a period of 45 days  (Dan.12v11-12)  to  bring-in  The Millennium in its entirety  (Rev.21v1-4),  where JCg shall then 

become  “The King of kings and The Lord of lords”  (Rev.19v16).  Amen. 

A 4th revision addition. 

Notwithstanding Matt.24v36,  I think some 2000 years later after that statement,  now based upon Yahweh’s Omnificence,  then Rev.21v1-4 shall occur in 

2067 CE being the next Jewish Jubilee Year,  when considering what occurred on the three previous Jubilee years of 1917, 1967 and 2017 regarding the 

route in  “Establishing Jerusalem”  (Yahweh’s New Jerusalem)!     I explain all elsewhere.   

Naturally, I wish it would occur tomorrow  (ref 03 June 2021 as I write this)  but Yahweh has His Clock ticking  “its own time”! 

Heb.   9v19 og (the having been) spoken/uttered/said   For  (of the) every   

Heb.   9v19 og (of the) {authoritative prescription}/commandment/injunction/precept   

Heb.   9v19 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  

Heb.   9v19 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   

Heb.   9v19 og under/through/inferior/below/by/inferior/below/by  (the) Moses   

Heb.   9v19 og (to the) all  to the  populace/{grouping of people}   

Heb.   9v19 og (the having) {got hold of}/grasped/{taken up/away}/had/received   

Heb.   9v19 og the  blood  of the  calves  also  (of the) goats,   

Heb.   9v19 og amid/together/with/{after (with accusative  or “infinitive)}     

Heb.   9v19 og (of the) {water (as if splashing/rainy)}  also   (of the) wool   (of the) {crimson coloured}/scarlet    

Heb.   9v19 og also  (of the) hyssop  it/same  both  the  roll/bill/book/scroll/writing   

Heb.   9v19 og also  (the) all (persons)  the  populace/{grouping of people}  (he [high priest]) sprinkled, 

Old Testament reference located at  Ex.12v22. 

Heb.   9v19 = For  every  {authoritative prescription}/commandment  the having been  spoken/uttered 

to  all  the  populace/{grouping of people}  through/by  Moses  according to  The Law,     (By similitude before with The 1st Covenant …) 

the having  {got hold of}/{taken up}/received  the  blood  of the  calves  also  of the  goats,  

             (= The ‘Essence of Life’ demonstrating the magnitude of The Required Commitment into what was later to become The 1st Covenant) 

together/with  {splashing water},  also  scarlet wool,  also  hyssop,     (firstly occurred at The Passover,  and then at Yom Kippur) 

he  (High Priest)   sprinkles both the  scroll/book  itself/same     (thus by the blood covers  “The Law of Moses” –  as did JC fulfil) 

also  all  the  populace/{grouping of people}.     (Thus by the blood covers The People – as did JC’s ransom sacrifice.) 

 

For when every commandment of the law   (being  “The  Enactment/Inauguration  of  The Law”  to  “The 1st Covenant”) 

having been spoken by Moses to all the people   (“The Prophet and Lawgiver”  for  “The 1st Covenant”), 

the  (High Priest])  having got hold of the blood of  (1) calves  also of  (2) goats  (as the covering  [1] The High Priest  [2] The Israelite Nation) 

with water  also of wool  also of hyssop he sprinkled   (meaning,  “The Knowledge”  of   “The Lamb”  by  “Means of The Applicator”) 
both it  (1) the  roll/scroll  also  (2) all the populace   (the above cleanses  The Old Law [to “The New Law”]  and consequently “The People”). 
                  (JC fulfilled two things  [1] The Law of Moses, Matt.5v17,  and  [2] sprinkled his blood upon The Law  [of The Scroll]  by his sacrifice.) 

                  (And thus,  by this means,  JC sprinkled his blood upon Mankind  [of Israel’s last 2 Epochs, noting 1st Epoch is gathered in the 3rd Epoch.) 
 

I give the Bible reference  (in green above)  to the original commandment given by Yahweh to protect  “The Firstborn”  of the Israelites throughout the 

families  (not just children – but throughout the generations where those who died might have been fathers)  from  “the destroyer” of “The 1st Passover”  

that JC replaced when inaugurating  “The 2nd Covenant”  with  {The World}/Mankind  of some 6000 years.   

Again it must be noted,  JC was  “The Firstborn”  (obviously from a virgin)  and thus by analogy represents  “The Perfect Passover Lamb”  dying as  

“The Firstborn”  in the family to protect  his  family ultimately comprising of two groupings - 
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1.  “The Early Adopters”  out of  “1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel”   (The Prophets and 144000 TCs). 

      For “us” of The Gospel Age to  possibly/maybe  become the wife of JCg as the  Firstborn/Firstfruits  (as were The Prophets). 

2.  “The Late Adopters”  from out of  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  (People who ultimately reform from out of  “The Resurrected World”). 

JC protected these two groupings from  death/{deadly result}/fatality  by giving us what is now a  “2 part life”  (in which to come to him = imitate him). 

Moving on to explain why the hyssop was used during Yom Kippur  (The Day of Atonement)  when we,  as humans were to be placed into a 

“RESET condition”  (into the 2nd part of our life)  in the midst of Yahweh’s Decree on sin. 

We are told,  to give protection to  “The Firstborn”  within the families,  then they were to use a sprig of hyssop  (a blue flowered minty plant)  dipped in 

blood to strike the lintel and door posts –  so as to leave blood stains as protection from  “The Destroyer”  (metaphoric to “Yahweh”,  being “that 

destroyer”  to  “anything outside His protection”). 

Thus Paul describes the  set-up  being  “The High Priest”  dressed in scarlet wool  (red representing The Blood)  and the woollen clothes,  representing 

The Wool surrounding the High Priest who himself by prophecy,  typifies the  would-be  “Prefect Ransom Lamb”,  (JC)  who was to come later.   

It is  this  “support information”  forming  “The Bed-Rock”  of Yahweh’s meticulous  “Plan for Human Salvation”  (being His Omnipotence to ensure 

these prophetic allegories occur),  that  worldly Christian leaders  should  be teaching their congregations and  not  the distorted (Man’s) word which 

degenerates to almost  “farcical nonsense”  from their lips  (they presently are wholly  clueless  to what they should be doing to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)! 

Paul explains  “The High Priest”  sprinkles blood on The Scroll containing The Law and then upon the people. 

Why? 

Because it is to foreshadow the link of JC’s blood covering The Old Law and introducing The People  (“The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  to  “The New 

Law”  through his blood covering them both. 

Consequently,  those people outside this sprinkling of blood are resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life because JC has  automatically  

atoned/reset  the 1st part of their physical life –  without  them consciously realising it!   Obviously they will understand,  upon recovering their senses 

within the 1st hour or so of their resurrection,  having then been given an induction talk by JCg  (Rev.21v7-8)  explaining what has occurred,  and what 

they should be doing to initiate spiritual reform away from the 1st part of their spiritual life of the 1st part of their physical life.  Thus they will then 

become covered by this sprinkling of blood –  and then  “The Responsibility for their future salvation”   becomes personal –  they have been placed in 

the same position as Adam and Eve  before  they sinned.   However  all  people in  “the 2nd part of their physical life” –  shall have  “the benefit of 

hindsight” –  not  to repeat what they had done in the 1st part of their physical life that led to the experienced pain and suffering.  Also there will be much 

supportive help on hand to give aid and guidance –  sourced by The Prophets and TCs having unlimited access to express Yahweh’s HS.   That is  “True 

Righteousness”  -  as  never  taught by “Religion”,  that is  specifically why  “Religion”  itself  is  sourced by Satan,  because Satan does not want this 

righteous scenario  (1) to occur and  (2) be taught now to give people an educated  “Expectation”  of what is soon to occur  (noting Rev.12v12)! 

A 4th revision addition. 

Furthermore,  as soon as the  “144000 Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4) occurs,  then Rev.20 v1-3, 10 automatically follows 

through,  resulting in Satan’s nemesis! 

Any  “Reasoning Despotic Entity”  would not desire the above to occur,  hence he is working overtime through his compliant cohorts  “Leaders of 

Religion” (2Cor.11v13-15)  hiding all possible means  (Matt.23v13)  of 144000 people attaining “The Ideal Goal of Sonship”  that would bring forth 

The Millennium and of Satan’s demise! 

Fairly logical observation –  is it not? 

Moreover it is precisely what we witness in their output – as my detailed audits of their work  (sermons/prayers)  clearly show! 

Let me ask the simple question - 

When  has the reader ever heard anything like the content written within my thousands of commentaries? 

I have done nothing other than  “wholly  explain/publicise  by quotation”  The Bible  (God’s Word of parts 1 and 2).    Where is my sin? 

I have not hidden anything or twisted anything!   Where is my sin? 

I have  not  gained  one single  penny/cent  from The Public for my output  (in my 50,000+ hours of analytical work)!    Where is my sin? 

Now compare the above with  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  then a wholly different scenario is forthcoming! 

So  who  is fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and  who  is fulfilling Satan’s desire? 

Heb.   9v20 og (The) Stating/Exclaiming:  that/this/there/here  the  blood   

Heb.   9v20 og of the  disposition/contract/covenant/agreement  {of whom/which}  

Heb.   9v20 og (He [the specific god]) enjoined/{(gave)  charge/command}/ordered  toward/nearness/{accession to}   

Heb.   9v20 og {specifically yourselves}  the  {specific god} [Yahweh through JC]. 

Heb.   9v20 = Stating:   

This/Here  (is)  the blood  of the  contract/covenant/agreement  {of which}  “the specific god”    (notice the dual nature of  “ho theos”) 

He  enjoined/{gave charge/command}  to  {specifically yourselves}.     (The Contract we have with Yahweh through JC, “The Enabler”) 

 

(Moses)  Stating:- 

   Here is the blood of  The Contract/Agreement   (“The Bilateral Covenant”  between Mankind and Yahweh inaugurated by  [1] Moses, [2] JC) 

  of which  “the specific god”   ([1] Yahweh  [actually  for only JC  could pass it]  then ,   [2] JCg establishes  for us “humans”  to pass) 

  gave command to specifically yourselves   (of  “The Contract”  specific to  “The respective Epoch of Israel”). 
 

Quite a deep verse,  but with few words! 

The blood is both physically and metaphorically  “The Life-force”  or  “The Essence of Life”   (see glossary),  and Paul states here,  it is the blood that 

makes  “The Covenant”  righteously operate  (against what was given in  “The Law”  for salvation).  It was Yahweh’s attempt to give  (a representative 

group  [then] of)  humans a covering during  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (always knowing they would fail),  but most importantly,  they would become  “the 

very necessary vehicle”  for  “The Deliverer”  (JC)  and to show Yahweh’s complete Omnipotence through His prophecies in  time/place/people/events  

all through millennia  to be  fulfilled precisely as He foretold –  and exactly as this website profusely explains.    

This is  not  to promote Self-glory within Himself –  but rather,  to give all entities (and humans)  of The Universe in The Culmination  -  a 
sigh of  relief/contentment,  consciously knowing that Yahweh always had,  and  always will have,  all things  in perfect control  for their 

safety and  security into the eternity! 

Note how  “the specific god”  is used as a floating pointer again.  Showing how it can point to either JC or Yahweh depending upon both  (1) the context 

of the subject within the verse and  (2) to what layer is of The Contract.   

To the 1st Covenant – “The Specific God” is “Yahweh” because it relates to JC,  being the only person who could pass “The Law of Moses”. 

To the 2nd Covenant – “the specific god” is “JCg”  because it is what he did to become  “The Interface”  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  unto which 

people are invited to become  (1) future  “Sons of God”  during The Gospel Age and  (2) unto personal salvation for those people of The 

Resurrected World who are prepared to  personally reform  and for most people to  start imitating  JC,  their saviour. 

Furthermore,  at the other level –  being  “The Spiritual Progress”  during The Gospel Age. 

We see it is referenced to  “{specifically yourselves}”  being the  “holy brethren”  who are still immature children having the capacity to become TCs –  

if they so choose to put in the  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Presently they are being  called/invited  by “JCg”  (as the 

“specific god” to them)  knocking at their door  (Rev.3v20)  through Paul’s ministry –  but  “Yahweh”  can adopt them as  “The Loving Father”  so they 

might ultimately become TCs and thus look to  “Yahweh”  as  “The Specific God”  to them. 

Thus  “The Contract”  is offered by JCg to those specific people  (“{specifically yourselves}”)  who  are  interested with taking it further –  the 5, 2, 1 

talents (being “The Weight of personal Responsibility”)  being accepted by differing stewards  (Matt.25v15)  as  “The Leaders over The Household”.  
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Importantly,  it is  “The Word of God”  “employing”  the present DNA capabilities we already personally have,  1Cor.12v12-22  and it is dependent 

upon the seriousness the stewards  personally take of their responsibility  to be using their own DNA capability to   “Further Yahweh’s  pure/innocent  

Desire to be made manifest within The Environment”  (“HS”).    

Can The reader see the righteous circular nature of all this? 

Where the question is - 

What are  “The Recipients”  to do with  “The Knowledge”  that has been given to them  (by “The Word of God”)?   

JCg only dispenses (by righteous answer)  what is sourced by Yahweh,  and it is Yahweh Who makes  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  

(James.3v1)  upon people declaring themselves to be  “Christians”,  where    Yahweh’s Decision can go  one  of  THREE  ways! 

1. To be anointed as a future  “Son of God”  in a  heavenly/celestial  physical body for 144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age. 

This is to occur in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  of  “The  Firstfruit  Harvest”  (Rev.14v1-4)  being made at the end of the TC’s 

1st part of  his/her  physical life  -  having already purified the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (upon  “The Word of God”),  by precisely 

imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  These people are  “The Early Adopters”  of  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  operating within their minds 

(Luke.17v21)  while the World operated under  Satan’s all-encompassing worldly methodology  (Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 

2. To be resurrected in a perfected DNA fleshly body  (given in trust)  for the average “Christian”  (along with  all  non-Christians – 

1John.2v2, 4v14)  for further  spiritual refinement of The Mind  (to become commensurate to the perfected DNA fleshly body given in 

trust)  that is to precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle in The Millennium.  This is  “The 2nd Resurrection”  to become  “The Growth to 

Maturity”  of  “The Main Crop” –  for  “The  Main Harvest”  to occur at  the end  of The Millennium  (Matt.13v30, Rev.20v7-15). 

These people are  “The Late Adopters”  who required Yahweh’s all-encompassing Methodology in The Millennium to yield reform. 

Thereby being slightly different to  “The Early Adopters”  (of 1 above)  inasmuch the majority of  “The Main Harvest”  will have 

required the 2nd part of their physical life within which to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (upon  “The Word of God”  given in a 

perfected society in The Millennium –  by  “The Early Adopter”  leaders of [1] above).  Those people remaining rebellious to  “The 

Word of God”  shall be annihilated at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-15, 22v15, Matt.13v28-30)  when they revert to 

the old worldly methodology  (by metaphor –  of Lot's Wife lusting after the old world,  Gen.19v26). 

3. To be simply  ignored  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  and then  ignored  at  “The 2nd Resurrection”  for  charlatan Christian leaders.  

There is  no  3rd Resurrection occasion,  and thus  charlatan Christian leaders will  cease to exist at the end of their present existence = 

they shall be annihilated,  and be following after  The 13th Tribe of Israel’  headed up by  “Judas Iscariot”,  noting there was  no  

existing 13th Tribe of  “the 1st Epoch of Israel” –  and hence it must be one of  “annihilation”  for  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”. 

Noting,  Paul became  “The Real Replacement 12th Apostle”  as  “personally invited by JC”  (Acts.9v3-6, 1Cor.15v8). 

Matthias was only  “the stand-in”  at Acts.1v23-26)  to  graft-in  “The Gentiles”  (John.15v1-6, Rom.11v13-25)  into  “The New 

Spiritual Israel”  elected from out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (Christian Nation).  Further supported by  “Manasseh” replacing “Dan”  

in the final  “Spiritual Israel”  overseeing  “The Resurrected World”  (Rev.7v6 [of 4-8]).  Please read all my cited commentaries.  

All this is  precisely what The Bible teaches us  as  “1st Century Christianity” –  but is absolutely  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders –  

because quite simply they do  not  understand it,  nor believe it sufficiently to  “even want to understand it”,  and then be  “positioned to teach it” –  for 

which  they stand condemned  by Yahweh in His 1st Judgement for “Sonship”!   Quite simply they are rejected,  as perhaps most of JC’s parables tell us! 

Therefore    How can our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  truly represent Yahweh  when  they ignore The Bedrock  (Matt.7v24-25)?   

Obviously they do  not  represent Yahweh, –  they solely represent themselves upon  “The Back”  of God’s Word,  thereby operating to  worldly 

methodology sourced by Satan to deliver  “Religion”  into The Word that  opposes/satanic  in virtually all respects  “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for 

Human Salvation”.   “FutureLife.Org” boldly publicises The Bedrock of Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation,  being only what JC 

taught us as  “1st Century Christianity”  in his parables and illustrations  -  foreknowing all this would occur! 

Heb.   9v21 og also  the  tent/{cloth hut}/habitation/tabernacle   

Heb.   9v21 og And  also  (the) all  the  implements/equipments/apparatus/vessels   

Heb.   9v21 og of the  {public function (as priest/almsgiver)}/ministration/service   

Heb.   9v21 og to the [= in/with/by/on]   blood  similarity/likeness/likewise/so  (he [high priest]) sprinkled. 

Heb.   9v21 = Also  the  tent/tabernacle    (representative of The 1st and then The 2nd Covenant covering … … ) 

and  also  all  the  implements/equipments/vessels    (The  Tools/Gifts  to enable The Personal Ministry to occur … … ) 

of the  {of the  public function}/ministration/service    (as above throughout the Two Covenants) 

he sprinkled  similarly/likewise  with blood.     (The High Priest  reset  the purity of what these things represent within The Mind) 

 

Also the tabernacle   (representative of  “The Mobile Covering”  [Yahweh’s  “Word of God”  ideally controlling our minds by Covenant]) 

and,  also all the implements   (being  part  of The Priests duties  =  [1] the articles in The Tabernacle  [2] The DNA capability of a TC) 
                (Where the DNA capability of a TC is under  “the tent/tabernacle”  of Yahweh’s Methodology wholly controlling The Mind of a TC) 

of the  {public function}/ministration   (as explained above  - for both Covenants) 

he  (Moses instituting the High Priest [firstly it was Aaron])   
likewise sprinkled with blood   (The Inaugurator of The Covenant  [followed by The High Priests]  establish a purified reset condition)  
                (Of which JC combined both roles as  [1] The Inaugurator  and  [2] High Priest  [because humans could  not  fulfil  both  roles])  

 

Again,  Paul recognises and uses the analogies Yahweh put  physically  in place during  “The 1st Covenant”  ready for the  spiritual  use in  “The 2nd 

Covenant”  and my  inter-verse  interjection attempts to show how all this links together  “The Two Covenants” –  together with my associate 

commentaries. 

The tabernacle here is representing  “The Covenant”  overshadowing  “The Law”  being  “The Word of God”  covering people participating 

within  “The Covenant”. 

The  implements/vessels  are as I describe elsewhere,  metaphorically represent Yahweh’s HS,  JC’s body,  completeness/perfection,  The Law,  Right to 

Officiate,  {gifts used},  etc.  (see my document entitled  “The Tabernacle was a picture”  being of what was to occur in The Gospel Age shifted up from 

“The Physical”  to  “The Spiritual”),  see also,  Paul’s comment in verse 23,  and my commentary located at Heb.10v1. 

All these implements are used by The TCs  (the priests of  “The New [2nd] Covenant”)  at  “the Spiritual Level”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in 

their  accurate  ministry work.   

It is through JC’s blood being spilt in his sacrificial murder that enables these implements and vessels  (metaphorically within –  being the  spiritual  

representation of  “The 2nd Covenant”)  to be used by The Priests  (TCs -  as  determined by Yahweh  and absolutely  not  our  worldly priests today)  to 

make possible  “The Realisation”  of Yahweh’s  “ Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

Heb.   9v22 og Also  nigh/nearly/almost  in  (to the [= within]) blood   (the) all (things)   

Heb.   9v22 og (are to be) cleansed/cleaned/purged/purified  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   

Heb.   9v22 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law,   

Heb.   9v22 og also  separately/apart/without   (the) {an effusion of blood}/{shedding of blood}   

Heb.   9v22 og not   (it) {becomes to be} [middle voice]   (the) freedom/pardon/deliverance/forgiveness/liberty/remission. 

Heb.   9v22 = Also  according to  The Law   (as delivered to us via Moses)   

nearly/almost  all  things  are  to be  cleansed/purged/purified  within  the  blood,     (infers a very serious matter to become perfected) 
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also  not  it  {becomes to be}  the  freedom/pardon/forgiveness/remission     (thus there is no  pardon/forgiveness … … ) 

apart/without  the  {shedding of blood}. 

         (meaning,  without the giving of  “The Essence of Life”  from a donor over this serious matter  to perfect  the recipient) 

 

Also according to The Law   (as  [1] delivered by Moses for  “The 1st Covenant”,   [2] as delivered by JC for  “The 2nd Covenant”) 

almost all things are to be  cleansed/purified  within blood   (it is a serious matter to be subject to  “The Law” –  and of our perfecting in it) 
also not becomes to be the  pardon/remission   (there is no pardon within The Law unless … … ) 

without the shedding of blood.   (“The Essence of Life” must be given  to  balance/atone  our departure from “The Law” that  could  give “Life”) 

                (Metaphorically  “we shed our life”  away from  “worldly methodology”  being our death to it – by imbuing  “Yahweh’s Methodology”) 

                (By consequence,  we then gain “Life” by rejecting worldly methodology,  hence  Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, John.12v25) 
 

As I explained in the previous verse –  “The Old Law” (of Moses)  stated this requirement as prophecy of the analogous picture of what was to occur in 

“The  Larger/Greater  Covenant”  where JC was to cover the TCs and the spiritual  implements/equipment/vessels  (being “The Given Tools”)  that 

ideally we can use to bring forth the 144000 TCs by ideally our  “{occupational efforts}/works/labour”  of sacrifice  in delivering the next generation 

TCs as  our personal offering to Yahweh’s Altar  (where  “Yahweh’s Altar”  is  “our local environment”  being inspected by Yahweh). 

Thus blood  (being  “the essence of the redeemer’s life”)  must be shed  (the “essence of a life” used to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  [not  to take “life”,  

noting Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9,  but rather when  righteously  enabled   To give  “Life”)  because we,  aiming to become TCs,  were alienated from perfect  

Yahweh/God  through our sinful works  (driven by a self-indulgent attitude in the 1st part of our life).   Therefore the imperfect  “like-for-like”  animal 

sacrifice of  “The 1st Covenant”  was  inadequate  to atone  (and then cover),  being that we are  not  to imitate an innocent animal “pressed-ganged”  in 

the 2nd part of our life, –  but rather,  we are to  voluntarily  imitate the perfect  “like-for-like”  atonement  (and then cover,  “while we learn”)  JC our 

redeemer  (who  volunteered  himself)  being  “The Subject”  of  “The 2nd Covenant.     

Can the reader understand the  very important subtleties  behind this critical exegesis? 

We must understand that by being  not  perfect in our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (thereby sadly,  being self-indulgent to the hurt of our neighbour)  

means we have lost the ability to live forever  (DNA structure mutated and lost its self-repair mechanisms for eternal life “bottle-necked” at “The Flood”  

with Noah having a faulty gene  (an  “apocryphal book”  suggested he was perhaps an albino),  that rippled down through his family –  to all of us. 

Yahweh will  not  repair this DNA  degenerative flaw  until He has sorted out a  righteous  method of survival  (led by The Perfected Mind)  –  

else He would be declared as being unrighteous according to  “The Universal Law”  of  not  sinning in the sense of premeditated  “self-

indulgence to the hurt of our neighbour”. 

Yahweh is  not  “unrighteous” –  but rather He  is   righteous/equitable/just  in all His actions upon  His  Universe. 

Thus we having only the  “one life” of perhaps a nominal 70 years and then  “annihilation afterwards”,  moreover,  because we are away from God 

(Yahweh)  through sin,  consequently we were  locked out of salvation  because most humans  (specifically “Leaders”)  did/do  not desire  “Yahweh’s 

Methodology”,  demonstrated through ungodly selfish ways.  Furthermore,  we really know no better within  “The Environment of this sinful world”  

operating under Satan’s rulership.   

Consequently,  because of this  “lock-out”  we would  never  have the opportunity to live again to experience what life  should be like  within a perfect 

environment –  for the very reason we  are  sinful and  destined to eternal death after this present  (1 part) life  (until JC stepped in to redeem us). 

It is  only  through Jesus Christ  stepping-in  on behalf of his creation,  and takes upon himself,  his creation’s sin in the midst of his Father –  Yahweh’s 

“Universal Law”  (applicable throughout the whole Universe,  sin and you die [= annihilation]) –  to make it correct  before all  celestial-watching  

eyes!   

No entity in the whole Universe can be seen -  “to sin,  and then get away with it (indefinitely)”!   

Else it is a  “free-for-all”  pass for any deviant to  “Get away with it”  and ultimately  “Take the Universe down the plug hole”! 

This is  why  JCg  is  so wonderful –  as  “the specific god”  of us  -  “The Creator”  of us  volunteering by sacrifice his perfect life  (and possible 

“existence” –  if he failed)  for his personal creation!   Giving the 2nd opportunity for us all to learn  “Righteous”  (meaning, “how to be perfect” in “The 

Manner he did it”)  within the now fast approaching Millennium (mid-21st Century CE).  This is  “The Real Gospel”  of  “The Good News”  of  “1st 

Century Christianity”  as continuously taught by JC and his apostles  but is yet  never  taught by our demonstrably  spiritually blind   worldly Christian 

Leaders only teaching  “Religion”  today!  

They only preach a minuscule of  “The Disclosing Truth” –  the remainder is laced with  lies and distortion  (thereby being  poison  against what Yahweh  

really  Desires to hear taught to The World)! 

I ask the reader   

When was this  specific message  of The Millennium ever given by their Christian Leader? 

Ideally this most  accurate/commutative  translation and commentary will  actively motivate  the leaders to begin  accurately  teaching  exclusively “The 

Word of God”  and  not  the word of their emphatically  “spiritually blind  gurus/sages”  of the last some 1700+ years  “chanted out by rote”  at  very 

worldly  seminaries  (Matt.23v15),  and let the reader use this document to help them  test/audit  what  his/her  religious leader emits into The 

Environment,  and for whose benefit!? 

Heb.   9v23 og (it was) constraint/distress/{must/dire  needs}/necessity/must  Therefore/Then   

Heb.   9v23 og the (things [exhibits])   truly/indeed/{that one}   

Heb.   9v23 og (the) {exhibits (for imitation or warning)}/{specimens/adumbrations/examples/patterns (to copy/warn)}    

Heb.   9v23 og of the (things)  in  to the [= within]  {zones above the land/earth}/heavens   

Heb.   9v23 og {to these  (persons/things)}   (to be) cleansed/cleaned/purged/purified,   

Heb.   9v23 og they/them (neuter)   and   the (things)   (the) {outer sky/(singular heaven)}/celestial/{extra-terrestrial}   

Heb.   9v23 og (to the ) vigorous/stronger/better/nobler   (to the) {sacrifices (the act or the victim)}  

Heb.   9v23 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  this/that (specifically). 

Heb.   9v23 = Therefore/Then  truly/indeed  it was  {must needs}/necessary    (There is The Requirement for these … … ) 

to these  exhibits/examples/patterns  of the things within the  heavens    (exhibits to have been  sourced by Yahweh  for our education)   

to be  cleansed/purged/purified,     (anything that is to be associated with Yahweh must be cleansed/perfected) 

and  these  celestial/{extra-terrestrial}  things    (being what is required to gain access to Yahweh) 

to be  better/nobler  sacrifices    (requires some better sacrifice – being  “The Intent of The Giver”  to yield perfection) 

against/alongside  those specific things.     (over and above the  exhibits/examples  covered by animal sacrifices previously done) 

 

Therefore truly it was necessary   (to be righteous  [as Yahweh can only be  “Righteous”  to source  “Human Salvation”,  else  “all”  collapses])  

in these  exhibits/examples  of the things within the heavens   (these things represent  “what is required to fulfil Yahweh's Requirements”) 

to be  cleansed/purified   (representative items pertaining to Yahweh  used by polluting man,  must be purified first by sacrifice) 
              (“worldly things”  synonymous to  “worldly methodology”  requires  the sacrifice of leaving  “self-indulgence that often hurts our neighbour”) 

and  (hence,  by elevation … … )   

these  celestial/{extra-terrestrial}  things   (= all the things enabling us to become future  “Sons of God”  under “The 2nd Covenant”) 

(are)  to be better sacrifices   ([1] The Sacrifice by JC,  and then  [2] the personal sacrifices made by  all  the 144000 TCs  imitating JC,  John.14v5+) 

              (These sacrifices by “willing entities fully knowing of their imminent pain”,  is so much better than an “unknowing animal killed painlessly”.) 
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alongside these things  (the present  “physical representations” of the future “spiritual requirements”  had to be purified by  “a respective sacrifice”). 

 

This is precisely the point I made in the earlier verse 21 – being that Yahweh put the objects in  “The 1st Covenant”  to represent the heavenly things  

(used in our personal spiritual growth)  of “The 2nd Covenant” –  that are required to make  “The 2nd Covenant”  righteously/correctly  operate  into  

“The Eternity”.   The physical worldly things were only to help the “worldly mind”  unable to understand The Need to fulfil Yahweh’s Methodology. 

So Paul states both sides of the analogous equation being - 

1. The physical representations  (the 7 branched candelabra, etc.)  of the spiritual  heavenly/celestial  things  (perfect/complete HS, etc.)  must 

be sprinkled with blood  (animal for  “The 1st Covenant”,  JC for “The 2nd Covenant”)  for atonement,  because they are tainted with The 

World comprising of its methodology,  and thus blemished. 

2. The  heavenly/celestial  spiritual things  (sourced by Yahweh through JC)  with  better/nobler  sacrifices of  “The 2nd Covenant”  are superior 

to those things represented by physical worldly  exhibits/patterns  (sourced by worldly manufacture)  installed by Moses through  “The Law” 

that supported  “The 1st Covenant”. 

And thus - 

We must understand 

(1)  the  physical  things of  “The 1st Covenant”  correspond to worldly methodology  (because the priests were not interested in reforming 

their mind –  they being merely physically placed in this position of priesthood by birth  [Firstborn of Levi Tribe]) and performing to  

“expected custom”  that is archetypical to,   

(2)  the  spiritual  things of  “The 2nd Covenant”  corresponding to Yahweh's Methodology  (because its priests [144000 TCs]  have truly 

reformed their mind  [“Firstfruit of The Judah Tribe”  chosen  by Yahweh as was the budded Almond branch  initially only for Aaron)]  upon  

“The Word of God”  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle). 

Thus the worldly  physical  representations were covered with animal blood as a foretaste of what was to come in the bigger picture as JC was required 

to cover all  spiritual  things pertaining  “the salvation”  of those members within Mankind who ultimately choose to imitate JC’s lifestyle over what has 

now become their “2 part life”. 

Thus JC became  “The Intercessor”  on our behalf to Yahweh, – where it is  “The Word of God operating within recipients”  that yields Yahweh's HS 

operating within  “The Very Compliant Early Adopters”  (TCs)  to become  “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within the environment”  within 

individuals by knocking at the door  (Rev.3v20)  of those specific people potentially having the capacity to respond in a positive manner.  So all the time 

throughout  “The Gospel Age of some 2000 years”,  Yahweh becomes positioned to elect His future 144000 future Sons of God  (Matt.20v23). 

Noting it is written in the terminology of hindsight for us humans, when in reality,  Yahweh foreknew the names of all 144000 TCs before the creation of 

Mankind  (Rom.8v29,  etc.)  and He is only waiting for these specific people to validate themselves as being entirely worthy to the present  

“Watching/Judging World”  for their positions of rulership  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)  over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - Anointed = Christ = Messiah = The Act of  recognising/acceptance  of  “The Position of Authority”. 

Yahweh designates  “The Anointed”  to be rulers over The World (people)  and over The Earth (systems/procedures/etc.). 

This becomes “The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing for the Kings/Priests of The Millennium”. 

Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside)  means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  

Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 

Reasoning – repeat - Without the  “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined 

and then given by Yahweh = to become His future  “Sons of God” –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 

101st Instruction – Paul states,  JCg did not enter “The Holy Places” of a manmade physical tabernacle covering a small 

piece of ground,  but rather The Tabernacle that shall cover the whole Earth (in The Millennium and thereafter)  being the 

covering whose construction  (spiritual Methodology)  is sourced by Yahweh via  “The Word of God”  (JCg, Rev.19v13). 

187th Reasoning – JCg is fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to set in place  “The New System”  that is to be covered by  “The 2nd 

Covenant”  sourced by Yahweh to deliver  “The Methodology”  that edifies and protects those innocent people operating 

within it  (and shall operate within it  -  when  they know about it within their  “2 part life”). 

188th Reasoning – The New System starts by  “The Word of God”  being imbued within The Mind to precisely imitate JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle  to edify our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh's Desire.  This becomes “The Kingdom of God” operating within 

a TC by having JCg’s presence/parousia  operating  within them  (Luke.17v21).  In this manner they become the physical 

body of JCg (1Cor.12v12-22)  here upon the Earth during The Gospel Age driven by The Mind (JCg) whose instructions 

are metaphorically the electrical stimuli of the HS controlling The Body.  When Yahweh has His 144000 TCs then He shall  

bring-in  The Millennium under the full control of JCg and the 144000 TCs to be then future Sons of God alongside JCg. 

Allegory – repeat - tabernacle = mobile covering = JCg as “The Word of God” covering our  methodology/lifestyle/works 

Inasmuch it is The Presence/Parousia  of JCg  (as The Word of God)  drives our innermost thoughts resulting in works. 

Comment – Repeat – It must be  clearly understood,  all  these items  (and those following)  were carefully placed by 

Yahweh  not  merely for  “The 1st Covenant”,  but  really for  the spiritual representations  that all these items have for  

“The 2nd Covenant”,  which is precisely  why  Paul is going through them for us  (Heb.9v23, 10v1). 

Allegory – repeat - utensils of the ministerial service = The specific gifts that TCs use in their ministry work. 

Allegory – repeat - heavenly (singular) = Ruling Authority  (analogous to the sky)  over  The Earth in The Millennium. 

Reasoning – repeat - The 144000 TCs elected from out of The World during The Gospel Age shall become  “The Ruling 

Authority”  over The Earth in The Millennium as the future  “Sons of God”  to teach The World “Righteousness”. 

189th Reasoning – It is JCg now as  “The Premier Son of God”,  who through what he has done by laying  “The 

Foundation”  of his works can show before Yahweh how wonderful are those TCs  (The Apostles, Paul, Stephen, perhaps 

William Tyndale were in their self-sacrifice for The Cause to  accurately promote  God’s Word to The People for  no  

worldly return except abuse and persecution)  throughout The Gospel Age by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

41st Warning – Absolutely contrary to what we are told by  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians,  it is Yahweh 

Who is Personally carrying out “The Greater/Special (1st) Judgement”  upon The Christian Nation throughout The Gospel 

Age to elect His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6, 1Thes.4v13-18)  – hence it is JCg 

personally exhibiting these TCs to the countenance/face of Yahweh.   How will we fair? –  Because it can go 1 of 3 ways! 

Heb.   9v24 og not  For  into/unto   (the) {hand-made}/manufactured/{human construction} [plural]   

Heb.   9v24 og (the) {sacred (thing/location)}/{holiest (of all)}/{holy places}/sanctuaries [plural]   
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Heb.   9v24 og (he [JC]) entered/{arose into}/{went in}  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   

Heb.   9v24 og (the) {opposites/correspondence moulds/patterns}/corresponding/’antitypes’/representatives/counterparts   

Heb.   9v24 og of the  {of the truthful (as not concealing)} (things),   

Heb.   9v24 og but  into/unto  (the) his/it(self)  the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven,  now/present/immediate   

Heb.   9v24 og (to) {exhibit (in person)}/{disclose (by words)}/appear/declare/{(plainly) inform}/{(will) manifest}   

Heb.   9v24 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  of the  God   

Heb.   9v24 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of/from us}; 

Heb.   9v24 = For  the  Christ/Anointed  not  entered/{arose into}    (At his murder, The High Priest [JC]  became anointed unto Sonship …) 

into/into  the {hand-made}/{human construction}  {holy places}/sanctuaries,    (The Most Holy place,  allegoric to Yahweh's Abode) 

anti-types/representatives/counterparts  of the  truthful/disclosing  things,     (representing what is absolutely possible) 

but into the  heaven/sky  itself,      (to become  “The Authority over The World” –  presently only  in  “The Early Adopters”  [Luke.17v21]) 

now/presently  to  {personally exhibit}/disclose/declare    (to become God's Word working within our mind so that ... … )  

to/in  the  countenance/aspect/face  of God  {for the sake of}/{on behalf of}  us;     (a  wholly reformed  mind in a TC brings us to Yahweh) 

 

For the Anointed   ( [1] The worldly High Priest then goes into manmade places,  [2] JCg can physically go to  The Heavens  alongside Yahweh) 
              (Ultimately of The Goal for the 144000 TCs,  it being possible for humans [old fleshly high priest]  yet  celestial/Sonship  made possible by JC) 

not entered into the manmade holy places   (The Most Holy Place)   (Humans not able to enter where Yahweh metaphorically resides, Ex.33v20) 

             (Paul is telling us,  unlike worldly high priests entering The Place of God made by Man,  JCg can return to The Heavens  made by Yahweh) 

(as)  the counterparts of The Disclosing Truth   (meaning,  all the  physical things associated with the High Priest move up to a  spiritual level) 

            (What has been hidden for millennia in the physical things become clones to spiritually yield  “Sonship to Yahweh”  as now possible to humans) 

            (Being  “counterparts”  to show what is possible in the future,  The Mould of what JC represents  – “Sonship”  comes out of The Mould  of JC) 

            (These  “counterparts”  become  “the 144000 TCs” as “body parts” Firstfruit Wheat  can then follow after  “The Head”  Firstfruit Barley) 

but into the  heaven/sky   (“the local authority”  over The Earth)   itself   (that is  only  presently occurring within  “The Early Adopters”) 

now to personally exhibit   ( [1] JC showed what is possible  and it is  [2] our personal responsibility to copy JC for what is  now possible) 

in the countenance of The God (Yahweh)  for the sake of us   (TCs assiduously aiming to become Anointed by Yahweh as future  “Sons of God”). 

 

Thus based upon the blood of the animal sacrifice  only  atoning Israelites ready for the next year,  and covering the analogous worldly  

exhibits/examples  of the  heavenly/celestial  things,  Paul then goes on to state,  it was JC's blood  (being the  “{life force}/{essence of life}”  [as 

controlled by his methodology]  shed from himself in a precise  “like-for-like”  expiatory/propitiation)  that enables  “The New Covenant”  to come into 

existence.  This/His  blood atones and then covers humans from the 1st part of their physical life so that we might gain entrance into the 2nd part of our  

“conscious life” (“soul”)  and equally covers the other  “apparatus/equipment”  required to get us there –  for example the  “complete/perfect  HS,  

etc.”  that comes through JC fully imbued as  “The Word of God”. 

Because of human mindedness the animal sacrifice  had to occur every year,   however  truly  “Reformed People”  of the next  “2 Epochs of 

Israel”  personally ensure that JC’s  once only sacrifice  is  “all that is needed”  because they choose  not  to return to  “worldly 

methodology”.  However people who deliberately revert to  “worldly methodology”  (self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt)  have cast away 

this atonement and fall back upon  “The Original Covenant”  of works and then fail (Rom.3v23)  and thus become annihilated. 

This is  “iniquity”  practised by two groups of people  (after JC’s ransom sacrifice) - 

1. Charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age – like Judas Iscariot,  shall never be resurrected. 

2. Rebellious people of The Resurrected World freely choosing not to imitate JC’s deportment to their neighbour. 

Consequently because JC  was  proven perfect through his  ministry/lifestyle,  and by offering up himself to his  religious  enemies  (who claimed to be 

representing God themselves  [and where have I heard that said before?])  to be murdered,  then he through these actions could  {personally 

exhibit}/disclose/declare  those specific people ultimately choosing to precisely imitate JC over what shall become their 2 part life,  an everlasting 

existence unto the  countenance/face  of God (Yahweh). 

Note,  how  singular  heaven is used here  (thus  “The Authority/Control  pertaining to The Earth”  leading to and including The Millennium)  

and not the one implied within our  worldly  mistranslations of The Bible's original Greek text. 

The proven perfect JC having atoned all humans, has now the authority granted  (by Yahweh)  to enter the  {holy (separate from this world of sin) 

places}/sanctuaries  being the realm of Yahweh’s construction consisting of both physical  (heavenly/celestial  body)  and spiritual  (purified mind built 

upon  “The Word of God”)  off from the  “immediate zone above the surface of this earth”  (authority of the  “heaven/sky”  conquering receptive minds 

Rev.6v2 of  “The Early Adopters”  throughout The Gospel Age of some 2000 years). 

Where,  it is presently the TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  now imbuing  “The Word of God”  (to be having JCg’s presence/parousia  operating within,  

noting Rev.19v13)  to have  “The Kingdom of God operating within them”  (Luke.17v21)  ready to become  “Anointed”  by Yahweh as  “The 

Authorities/Heirs”  over The World  (as the  “singular heaven”  over The Earth)  alongside JCg in The Millennium.   All precisely as The Bible tells us! 

Furthermore,  it is only  “The Early Adopters”  having recognised the full significance of the preceding verses of Chapter 9  (upon themselves – as 

individuals)  to share within  “The Sacrifice”  that JC freely gave to us,  so we equally  sacrifice ourselves  (means “not being paid”)  in  “The 

Ministration of The Word of God”,  -  where we personally receive absolutely  no  worldly income  (money/power/glory/leverage/sex/pension/etc.)  for 

what we teach.   Else we become subject to Matt.6v24, 22v21 as we witness throughout  all  of “Religion”  shown to be  non-objective  for  “The 

Salvation of Mankind”!   These leaders merely choose for their  “immediate salvation”  of their present existence  for  a pretence of the future –  but 

demonstrably having no care for  “The Millennium”, –  which is precisely why they  never  teach of it and how to get there  (Matt.23v13)! 

Let the reader be my witness!   When was  he/she  last taught about the things of which  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches us? 

All I witness is banality and insipidness within their sermons (Rev.3v14-17)! 

Yet, they are so wonderfully capable of preaching “Religion”  that has almost  zero relevance  to Mankind’s Salvation! 

Professional Religious Leaders  “give to keep”  the  present continuity of worldly methodology – and yet give zero knowledge of what Yahweh  demands 
to occur in The Millennium  as given in The Bible over millennia to bring forth Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Mankind’s future”. 

They only preach “Religion”  (1) to keep the devotees ignorant,  and  (2) the “Leaders of Religion”  worldly sated! 

A situation of  complete detestation  to Yahweh  (noting Luke.12v46-48)! 

 

102nd Instruction – JCg only presents himself  The Once  to Yahweh with  his own blood,  unlike the worldly Levi High 

Priest being required to enter  “The Holy Places”  every year with  (animal) blood to cover people other than himself. 

190th Reasoning – JCg experienced much mental anguish since the beginning of Mankind,  witnessing what was occurring 

upon this planet before he offered himself to Yahweh  The Once  to cover what is now  “The 1st Part of all human life”. 

103rd Instruction – Through the ransom sacrifice JCg can  cancel/annul  for all time  the  sin/fault/offence  of those people  

living in ignorance away from “The Word of God” –  being  “The 1st Part of our  spiritual/physical  life”. 
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191st Reasoning – It must be clearly understood,  JCg can freely give to  all  humans  (without strings attached)  a “2 part 

life” (see glossary)  through what he did.  Christians enter the 2nd part of their spiritual life earlier than all other humans 

and thus become judged in their worthiness for Sonship in The Millennium on a  (similar)  “like for like”  with JCg. 

Allegory – repeat - blood = The physical  “essence of life”  within a fleshly body. 

192nd Reasoning – When becoming a Christian,  we personally enter the 2nd part of our spiritual life and now we become 

atoned for  sin/fault/offence  while in ignorance of what becomes The Past  “1st part of our spiritual life”.   

We as Christians are now being judged upon our mindset and how it matches with  The Genuineness  of JC’s  

spirit/personality/desires/traits  to edify our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and thus we become excused on  

innocent/pure  sideslips/transgressions  provided these errors were done while  edifying our neighbour.  

42nd Warning – Christians are  not  excused from  “The Worst Form of deliberate sin” = “blaspheming against the HS” 

= “deny by rebellion Yahweh’s Desire made manifest in The Environment”  (see glossary on many of these words - 

because they are  not  what we are  incorrectly taught by our errant  worldly Christian leaders in their  utter confusion)!   

If we behave in the manner to impede Yahweh’s Plan being fulfilled  (by self-indulging ourselves)  then we despised our  

agreement/contract  with Him and shall be rejected by Yahweh at both 1st and 2nd Resurrections  (hence annihilation)  

because we have thrown away JC’s atonement and exposed our wretchedness to Yahweh’s fiery glare  (Ex.33v20)! 

104th Instruction – Humans are given only  once  to die = to become  annihilated. 

124th Allegory – Men given  The Once  to die = JC dies  The Once  to cover what would have been our  once only  death. 

This being of personal “annihilation”,  that has been transmuted to become  “The 2nd Death”  because of our 2 part life. 

193rd Reasoning – Because humans are given only  once  to die  (annihilated)  then this teaches us,  JC made  “The (1st) 

Death”  (that would have been our annihilation)  become merely “asleep” so that as The Bible teaches us  (correctly 

translated)  we become  “awakened/aroused/{regain consciousness}”  either in  “The 1st or 2nd Resurrection”.   

Therefore we enter what now becomes the 2nd part of our physical life in either the 1st part of our spiritual life  [non-

Christian],  or a continuation of the 2nd part of our spiritual life [Christian] to be honed to perfection).  At the end of this 

period  if  we are in a perfected DNA fleshly body  then  we will be assayed at the end of The Millennium,  and  if  

rebellious,  then  those individuals will face  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation  (being then the  ONE  death [= 

annihilation]  –  because  “The 1st Death”  was merely  “asleep”  [John.11v11-15, etc.]). 

Good News – repeat - JC endured during his 3.5 year assay to remain perfect unto his murder and thus became  “The 

Ransom Sacrifice”  to cover what thus becomes the 1st part of our 2 part life  (= 2 part physical and 2 part spiritual). 

Reasoning – repeat - Because JC was murdered while remaining perfect to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire then he has become 

in the position to righteously offer a direct like-for-like equivalence of a resurrection for  every  individual who has existed 

that is  not conditional on anything  because  it is free  (contrary to what our  errant worldly Christian leaders preach). 

Please read  “2 part life”  in glossary to remove the utter confusion  worldly Christian theologians wallow within! 

Good News – repeat - JC through obedience to fulfil Yahweh's Desire became  perfect/{fully accomplished}  and thus was 

in the position to become  “The Author/Enabler” of perpetual salvation to all humans who  {attentively hearken} unto him 

Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside)  means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  

Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 

Reasoning – repeat - Without the  “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined 

and then given by Yahweh = to become His future  “Sons of God” –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 

105th Instruction – The Christ having presented himself  The Once  to Yahweh for many  sins/faults/offences  of Mankind 

will personally show himself  (as JCg at the 1st 2nd C)  to the people  (TCs fully expecting him)  to  rescue/save  them. 

99th Comment – How can I interpret the verse to be a switch from many  sins/faults/offenses  to be just referenced to TCs? 

194th Reasoning – Because it is errant worldly Christian leaders who themselves have  self-indulgently  read  more  into 

The Verse (28) than what is actually stated within it!   The many  sins/faults/offences  being covered by JC’s  The Once  

action,  will apply to  all  humans,  but that is  not  the context of this epistle,  rather the contents have been honed down to 

be directed to  “holy brethren”  “aiming to become TCs” – and it is  dependent upon us  whether we choose to be in this 

grouping  by what we do  rather than what we think about ourselves and where we should be placed at The Lord’s Table! 

Noting JC’s teaching of specifically this situation at Luke.14v7-11  (alongside that given at Matt.20v23). 

Furthermore, The Application to all humans only occurs at The 2nd Resurrection to enable them to enter The Millennium. 

Our Christian theologians just cannot grasp the important subtlety of this paragraph – lost in their human muses! 

106th Instruction – Carefully reading The Verse tells us,  it is directed to  “holy brethren”  actively  aiming to become TCs 

because look at the end of the verse:- “appear to those people  {fully expecting}/{eagerly awaiting}  him (JCg)” 

195th Reasoning – We need to understand precisely what this means:  {fully expecting}/{eagerly awaiting}  can only be 

applied to “house-masters”, “stewards with 5 and 2 talent stewards”  who are  knowingly fulfilling  The Master’s Desire 

and  not  the  “house-masters”  or stewards with 1 talents  knowingly  not  to fulfil The Master’s Desire,  and just merely 

“hope”  upon an uncertain future as demonstrated by their actions. 

The question is: “Who eagerly awaits the results of an audit report?” 

The Results of “The Audit Report” made by Yahweh upon all humans stating themselves Christians will be made available 

at 1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44.  Paul is applauding the specific individuals who will  not  be  “seen naked”.  

43rd Warning – Worldly (and worse charlatan) Christian leaders will always “dumb-down” God’s Word by corruption to 

make it appear their  “paying clientele” (congregational members)  are in  “The (supposedly) Correct Grouping”  “to be 

saved” –  and of course they would – would they not!  They have a  worldly vestige interest  in promoting such  unholy 

methodology by defrauding The Word of God  (both to their congregations [John.10v1-9] and to Yahweh [of TCs])! 
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The Gospel and Epistles  “scream out”  by exhortation of a higher calling for Sonship to Yahweh from the practising 

grounds of  “The Ecclesia”  where the stewards are  putting-in  the training within The Vineyard (world)  for greater 

responsibility later. 

None  of this is taught,  thus our worldly religious leaders  cannot  be TCs and  are  thus  rejected  by Yahweh! 

It is  only  those Christians who through self-sacrifice  accurately  promote God’s Word for  no  worldly return except by 

persecution shall receive Sonship  (as JC teaches us throughout John Gospel chapters 13 to 17 inclusively). 

Heb.   9v25 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  that  {many times}/frequently/{often-times}   

Heb.   9v25 og (he [JC] should) {bear toward}/{lead to}/{give (to God)}/treat/{deal with}/do/{offer (unto/up)}/ 

/{present unto}/{put to}   

Heb.   9v25 og {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself, JC],   

Heb.   9v25 og {just as}/{exactly like}  the  {High Priest}/{Chief of all priests}  (he) enters/{arises into}/{goes in}   

Heb.   9v25 og into/unto  the  {sacred (thing/location)}/{holiest (of all)}/{holy places}/sanctuaries [plural]   

Heb.   9v25 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  (the)  year  [= year by year = every year] 

Heb.   9v25 og in  (to the [= within]) blood  (of the) another/foreigners/{not akin}/hostiles  (= not his own blood) 

Heb.   9v25 = Neither  that  he (JC)  {bear toward}/{give to God}/{offer up}/present unto}  himself  (JC)  {many times}/frequently,   

         (JC had  no need  to keep going to The Most Holy Place year after year –  but only  “The Once”)    

{just as}/{exactly like}  the  {High Priest}     (in the same manner as did the worldly high priests of  “The 1st Covenant” ... … ) 

he  (High Priest)   enters/{arises into}  unto  the  {holy places}/sanctuaries     (High Priest goes into The Most Holy Place,) 

accordingly  every year  with  the blood  of another  (entity).    (the worldly High Priests were not prepared to spill their own blood) 

          (and thus their mind was not operating to Yahweh's Methodology,  they were not prepared to edify their neighbour to their own hurt) 

 

Neither   (“by contrast”  to worldly high priests offerings,  operating at  “The Physical Level”)    

that he (JC)  should bear toward   (offer himself to Yahweh as a sacrifice  -  to initiate  “The 2nd Covenant”) 

himself frequently   (as a sacrifice every year,  because  “The 2nd Covenant”  operates at  “The Spiritual Level”) 

exactly like the  (worldly)  High Priest   (of  “The 1st Covenant”,  operating at  “The Physical Level”) 
enters into the holy places   (plural meaning,  “The Most Holy Place”) 

accordingly every year with the blood of another  (entity)    (not his own blood  =  The High Priests did not physically sacrifice themselves) 

 

Paul now moves on to explain two aspects. 

1. Worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  give out  “The Seductive and Enticing Lure”  that   

       “JC freely gave his Life to save us”  for those  “who believe”!  

Inasmuch by inference from their teaching -   

         We only need publicly state   “we believe in JC”  and sing a few happy songs together  -  and we have safely  “got it in the bag”!  

No! -  It does  not  righteously  work like that,  -  as I am forced to repeatedly unscramble throughout my exegesis on this website - 

         “The Introduction to JC”  as  “The Word of God”  is merely  “The 1st Square”  on perhaps a 100 square board! 

What our Christian leaders ignore in their very   “highly selective teaching”  (passed through Rev.22v18-19)  is the second part of what Paul finally 

explains in the last verse of this chapter  (and thereby they likewise ignore the examples Paul gives in 1Tim.1v20). 

2. Once we enter into the 2nd part of our spiritual life,  and  then  we throw all this wonderful  “knowledge”  away by becoming  charlatan 

Christian leaders  (to be leading people  away  from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  but only to fulfil their own desire,   “by rebellion”) 

then  JC does  not  propose to come back for the 2nd time to give these people a 3rd existence  (= a 3rd part of their life)!  

See Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28 inclusive –  JC  only  atoned us  “The Once”  being the time we operated  in ignorance  to  “The Absolute 

Truth”  in the 1st part of our life  (noting Paul’s comment about himself at 1Tim.1v13). 

Thus explaining the first aspect. 

It is a welcome for the novice to hear of an entity  (called “god”)  having atoned and then covered their previous sins –  and it truly is a wonderful gift! 

But from then on,  we are  bombarded by  “the distortions”  erroneously uttered by our  worldly Christian leaders,  suchlike - 

1. You need to  “believe in JC”  to be saved hence - 

Just say nice things about  (to)  JC  (or Yahweh –  but many Christians are so confused as  not  to know quite towards Whom they are praying  

[especially when  tossing-in  a few  “supposed saints”])  in fervent  (worldly)  praise,  and by doing this  “you shall be saved”  (actually this 

only a  tiny part  of  “the whole truth”  as given in The Bible)! 

2. “Remain as a Christian”  in a  (their)  “Christian Group”  to be saved  (depends upon the definition of  “Christian”  and based upon what I 

know taught and practised in many of these some 37000+ schisms,  then this also is  not  “The Disclosing Truth”  JC taught)! 

I cover these points elsewhere on the website –  so I will not use several pages here explaining my reasoning,  along with Internet examples. 

The second aspect needs to be explained. 

Of which this is  never  taught because it would prise open the reasoning mind of the congregational member to what they witness operating round them. 

What do I mean? 

The Bible teaches us,  this atonement for  “Our Old Self”,  and subsequent covering for “The New Self”  is a  “once only”  gratuity  (2Pet.2v18-22)  that 

ends after we have been given an opportunity to  know and understand how to apply “The Word of God”.  The atonement,  as we are told,  covers the 

time period  when we were ignorant,  but it does  not  cover us if we personally choose to rebel against what we know  (this is  “iniquity”) –  witness the  

like-for-like  examples in The Tanakh  (Old Testament)  Korah (Num.16v1-35),  Achan (Joshua.7v1, 10, 20-26),  Gehazi (2Kings.5v1-27),  Uzziah 

(2Chron.26v16-21),  etc.,  and in The New Testament   Iscariot (John.6v70-71, 12v4-6, Matt.26v24-25),  Ananias/Sapphira  (Acts.5v1-10),  Simon 

(Acts.8v18-24), etc.   I implore the reader “to get in the mind”  of these individuals to understand what was driving their  spirit/personality/desires/traits.  

Precisely the same will occur to those people having this knowledge  today  and then freely choose for self-indulgent reasons to gratify  “The Self”  at the 

expense of their neighbour.  We must realise at the end of The Millennium – JC’s cover in death over  “The Great Sabbath”  finishes, –  we stand 

(everlasting life)  or fall (annihilation)  on our uptake and of our output of Yahweh’s Methodology  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v12-15, etc.). 

So what is the point I am making  (of which  worldly Christian leaders  “choose to ignore”,  “agnoeo” [StrongsTM = 50])? 

The point is,  that personal  reform/adjustment  must  occur within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the individual,  else however much a pretence 

is given to one’s peers of  “apparent worship”, –  but if the person is still polluted inside  (Matt.23v27),  then this person is only a hypocrite to what they 

claim to represent (Acts.23v3)!   Being the very thing JC kept saying of the religious leaders Matt.23v28-29, Mark.12v15, Luke.11v44, 12v1 –  and  “The 

Gaussian Distribution”  of any similar population will be absolutely  no  different today!    

Same mindset,  but just different names and faces fill the slots within  “The Religious Establishment”  generation after generation! 

We also have  worldly Christian leaders keep stating  “love”  (this,  that and the other)  as though they have the monopoly on  “love”  with the unsaid 

implication that non-Christians have little or no “Love” –  but they  never  explain what this word  “love”  really means  being what separates  

“supposed Christians”  from  “non-Christians”,  to be in the position to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   

Please read this website which explains exactly what this all means. 
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To redress the balance,  the congregational members of any religion teach  THE SAME THING  regarding  “Love” –  and likewise sane minded 

atheists equally teach that we must  “love each other” –  therefore  “Christians”  do  not  have a monopoly on “Love”!   

Interestingly,  “Christians” may state   “We are separated because we love our enemies!”    

Then I look around me and realise that is the most hypocritical statement perhaps ever made –  supposedly justified with many mitigating excuses! 

So we might ask   What really does separate  “Christians”  from people of global  “Religion”? 

Intrinsically   Absolutely nothing –  except it could be suggested merely the names of a few Deities – and front men starting The Religion”!   

And what knowledge  do  “Christians”  have to answer that quite plausible accusation? 

“Virtually nothing” -  when I start to question  any  “Christian”  in great depth on what they know and importantly on what they understand! 

Thus we must gain  “The Knowledge”  (being  “The Word of God”  from a good quality Bible of at least pre 1950 CE translation) –  so we are 

competently able to answer this,  and at the same time be able to expose the flaws within  worldly Christian teaching,  in both our word and deportment! 

Heb.   9v26 og thereupon/since/else/otherwise  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  (the) him [= he] 

Heb.   9v26 og {many times}/frequently/{often-times}  (to) {experienced/felt (usually pain)}/passion/vexed/suffered   

Heb.   9v26 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) {deposition}/founding/conception/foundation   

Heb.   9v26 og (of the) World/Adornment/Decoration/Life (= all life on this planet),   

Heb.   9v26 og now/present/immediate  and  {one/single time}/{once for all time}    over/upon/concerning   

Heb.   9v26 og (the) {entire completion}/{consummation (of a dispensation)}/{end (of this present system)}   

Heb.   9v26 og of the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}   

Heb.   9v26 og into/unto  (the) cancellation/annulment/{putting away}/repudiation  (of the) sin/fault/offense   

Heb.   9v26 og through (reason of)  of the  {sacrifice (the act or the victim)}  (of the) him   

Heb.   9v26 og (he/it has been) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest}/declared. 

Heb.   9v26 = Thereupon  he (JCg)  {was necessary}/should/must  {many times}/frequently    (JCg held back from intervening ... … ) 

to  {experience pain}/vex/suffer    (and thus had mental anguish to see his creation  “go off The Rails”  before he could intervene) 

away/from  of the  conception/foundation  of the  World/Life,     (keeping away for 4000 years before  “The/his 1st Advent”) 

and  now/present  the  {one single time}/once     (being The Culmination of JC's 1st Advent =  “The Ransom Sacrifice”) 

upon/concerning  the  {entire completion}/consummation/end  of the  ages/{Messianic periods}     (to RESET humans over 6000 years) 

unto  the  cancellation/annulment/repudiation  of  sin/fault/offense    (cancelling out all Mankind's sin over the 6000 years period) 

it    (the cancellation process of sin) 

has been  {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest}/declared     (JC demonstrated this cancelation to all reasoning entities ... … ) 

through reason of his sacrifice.    (JC’s fidelity to  “The Word of God”  as Yahweh's Methodology operating within a pure mind) 

 

Thereupon he (JC)  must frequently   (constantly witnessing the hurt and pain between humans operating to worldly methodology for 4000 years) 

to experience pain   (the mental anguish of seeing his personal Creation fighting within itself to the hurt of its fellow members [Gen.6v6] … … )   

from the foundation of the World  (= Life)    (from the beginning of his creation of Mankind –  he had to wait until his 1st Advent to resolve things) 

and now the once   (being  “The 1st Advent”  -  [1] yielding his ministry to purify our mind and  [2] ending in his ransom sacrifice for new bodies) 
concerning the entire completion of the ages   (over a total period of approximately  4000 + 2000 years under Satan's methodology) 

unto the  cancellation/repudiation  of  sin/fault/offense   (The Perfect  “Like-for-like”  Balance on an individual basis over 6000 years) 

has been made apparent   (JC demonstrated his  “Real faith”  to all reasoning entities, –  Yahweh reciprocated by resurrecting JC to be JCg)  

through reason of his sacrifice   (“The Word of God” operated with fidelity within JC to show he faithfully represented Yahweh). 

 

Thus Paul tells us,  since JCg created us  (using Yahweh’s assistance,  hence all  ideal/good  things are attributed to Yahweh),  where “Mankind”  is 

“The Culmination of Life” (the “World”,  see glossary)  on this planet,  then he and Yahweh were pained by what was witnessed  (Gen.6v6 –  as one 

example)  and thus JCg personally assumed responsibility for his creation.  Where we are told,  because he  (JCg)  so  {edifying loved}/agapao  The 

World that as  “the specific god” of us,  he (JCg)  volunteered himself to become the only begotten Son of God so those people ultimately  

entrusting/committing  in him shall not be  perished/destroyed  (annihilated)  but have everlasting life.  I deem this to be the  correct  interpretation of the 

translation of John.3v16 and is not quite what we are given by our  worldly  translators beholden  (because they are contracted by commission)  to our 

errant  worldly Christian  theologians/leaders. 

Thus JCg voluntarily forsook his entirely safe existence  (as a former Son of God in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body that cannot die)  to personally 

redeem those members within his creation  who choose to personally imitate him over their  “2 part life”.  JCg had his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  

(that was contained within the then heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body, where  “both together”  means “soul/{conscious existence}”)  placed by Yahweh’s 

infinite capability expressed as the “HS”  (“Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”)  into a fleshly body  (to form a  

“soul/{conscious existence}”  again).   Within this fleshly DNA body,  if  JC sinned against Yahweh’s Desire during his  evaluation/assay  period of 3.5 

years,   then  upon JC's death,  he would have been utterly annihilated,  and likewise so would we be annihilated,  personally and equally as a species.  

Where it is those people with the worldly authority to exercise self-indulgence,  raped and pillaged both their neighbour and the planet itself until it 

becomes a  burnt-out  shell and hence  “species annihilation” –  Matt.24v22, etc.).  Interestingly,  we are present within  “The Greatest Mass Extinction” 

(by rate of change)  this planet has witnessed over it 3 billion years of  “Life on this planet”,  being its  “sixth mass extinction”,  precipitated by Mankind  

-  how bad is that!   Caused specifically by its leaders operating according to “worldly methodology”. 

Thus,  because JCg came the  once  to perform our salvation,  during which time,  he suffered personal humiliation,  abuse and ultimately the 

physical pain,  he has  no  reason to go through this again  (noting specifically what Peter tells us at 2Pet.2v18-22)!   

Perhaps  worldly Christian leaders might like to suggest  “an infinite number of times”  that JC should repeatedly come to atone them in the 

manner as did the high priest to The Old Covenant,  so that they might personally  self-indulge  forever!   It “kind of shows” their mindset! 

JC  only  (1) resets our previous existence while we were ignorant of  “JC = The Word of God” (1Tim.1v13)  and  (2) covers us over a 1000 
year learning period,  after that;  then  we must be imitating JC to survive into The Eternity!   Let us get our personal reform in early  -  now! 

Thus by going through this acute episode within his existence,  JCg has therefore given us all  one final  opportunity  to  “get it correct”  by learning 

from our mistakes in the 1st part of our physical life,  so that during the 2nd part of our physical life we can  reform/adjust  ourselves to become Christlike,  

being The Entity that gave us the opportunity to become like him!  -  This is true  “like-for-like”  righteousness regarding Yahweh’s Decree on Sin,  

especially when we reason that at the close of The Millennium  (Rev.2-v7-15)  we shall be  assayed/tested  for a  “short while”  of 3.5 years  (as precisely 

was JC's ministry period) -  so we,  who are unwavering with Yahweh's Methodology,  can righteously continue into The Eternity,  as will JCg showing 

us the way  (John.14v5-15). 

Thus it becomes  “made  visible/manifest”  to us how it is possible for JC to have  cancelled/annulled  (premeditated/intentional sin  -  for  self-indulgent 

return from the world)  sin/fault/offence  (of the 1st part of our life)  covered by his ransom sacrifice. 

Because JC was resurrected by Yahweh to become  “The Premier Son of God”,  then we clearly understand,  he has removed Sin’s grip upon 

our mind  (being the driver of Satan’s methodology operating within our mindset)  resulting in  “The 1st Death”  upon us  (now = “asleep”  

because of JC’s ransom sacrifice annulled  our initial  “death”).   Furthermore,  that means JC has  not  covered  “The 2nd Death” of 

annihilation  that shall occur  at the end of our life  (= end of the 2nd part of our life)  if  we personally are unable to reform ourselves to 

become Christlike over that whole  “2 part life”  period,  requiring The Millennium for virtually all people  to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 
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Thus JC  ideally  becomes revealed within each one of us  through our personal understanding to be imitating him  and thus do it during the 1st part of 

our physical life  (thereby purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life - early),  so enabling us to be placed within the position of attaining possible Sonship 

in Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of only  “Christians”.    Non-Christians are automatically resurrected in The Millennium to be given 

the last opportunity to “believe in JC”  to then  “have life”  by  “precisely imitating his deportment”.   This is what  “real belief”  means. 

Heb.   9v27 og Also  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever   

Heb.   9v27 og (it is) {be reserved}/{to await/appointed}/{be laid up}  to the  countenances/{human beings}/men   

Heb.   9v27 og {one/single time}/{once for all time}    (to) die/expire/decease,   

Heb.   9v27 og {after (meta)}  and  that/this/there/here  (the) {decision (either for or against)}/tribunal/justice/judgement; 

Heb.   9v27 = Also  accordingly  {as much}/whatsoever  it is  reserved/appointed/{laid up}    (after Adam/Eve introduced sin into Mankind)  

to the  men  {single time}/once  to  die/death,    (this became fixed into Mankind and Yahweh set up The 1st Covenant to extract Mankind) 

and  after  this/here  the  decision/judgement.    (A judgement is forthcoming based upon what we have done) 

 

Also accordingly whatsoever is  reserved/appointed   (after  Adam/Eve  introduced sin into Mankind) 

to the men once to die   (this became fixed within Mankind,  Yahweh set up 1st Covenant to yield JC,  and 2nd Covenant to yield Mankind's Salvation) 

and after this  (comes)  the judgement   (The Judgement is based upon what our present mind delivers into The Environment) 

 

As this website clearly explains –  we as humans,  have a  “2 part life”  only made possible by JC   (1) teaching  “The Word of God”  and  (2) freely 

giving himself  (hence  “gifted”  to  all  people –  because there can be no payment for it from us as individuals,  irrespective of who we are, or what we 

have done)  as The Ransom Sacrifice.   Virtually all people need the 2nd part of their physical life to learn how to imitate JC’s lifestyle  (by  correctly  

imbuing  “The Word of God”)  upon which  JCg and his 144000 assistants  (TCs as  kings/priests –  2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.)  will be  

continuously judging  (John.5v22-30, 1Cor.6v1-3, Matt.19v28, etc.,)  their children  (= “The 3rd Epoch Israel” = “The Resurrected World”)  over the 

1000 year Millennium  (where JCg is  “The Lord of The Sabbath Day”  (Mark.2v27-28),  being  “The 7th Day”  of completeness/perfection  [StrongsTM = 

7650/1]  where  “The Day of the Lord is as a 1000 years”  [2Pet.3v8]).  Note  The first sentence of Rev.20v5 is a copyist addition as my some 17000 

word local commentary thoroughly explains. 

However,  during The Gospel Age,  Christians are  continuously judged  by Yahweh  (1Sam.16v7-13, for future kingship)  during the 1st part of their 

physical life while operating in the 2nd part of the spiritual life  (given by JC as  “The Word of God”)  and those  Christians  “deemed entirely worthy”  

(the 144000 TCs “supremely blessed”,  Rev.20v6)  shall be resurrected as future Sons of God to become  “The Bride of Christ”  (of which I give so many 

citations elsewhere). 

Suddenly it all makes perfect sense and supports  “The Most Righteous Plan”  given elsewhere in The Bible,  and by the original Greek wording 

accurately  translated on this website  “FutureLife.Org”,  where logically we should change the  worldly Christian Doctrine to suit The Original Greek,  

rather than change The Greek in our  human/worldly  translated bibles to suit the  very errant  worldly Christian doctrine!    

Most worryingly,  we will  not  see these  errors  unless we know The Original Greek  (having become pulled into  “'the net of deviant teaching”  over the 

last some 1700+ years  “to please”  our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  preferring to retain a worldly reasoning mind,  2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, 

1John.2v18-19, etc.)!    

I therefore repeat - 

Surely deviant  “worldly Christian doctrine”  should be changed to suit  “The Original Greek text”! 

However,  this will only occur if,  and only if,  those people responsible are genuinely searching for  “The Absolute Truth”  (Matt.7v7-8)  –  or do they 

prefer the old wine  (Luke.5v39)  of  worldly Christian doctrine  (being what it yields, John.11v48)  because Yahweh becomes the second master within 

their mind  (Matt.6v24).   

Let me ask a simple question - 

What would Yahweh prefer us,  as people  (you and me  at a personal level)  to be doing right  now? 

The answer is obvious!   -   As this website states so often,  and yet I will repeat again what JC teaches us - 

“Search and you shall find … ,”  and we are to  “come as children”  –  which means   keep asking and questioning  “knowledge” 

so that we might iterate to  “The Disclosing Truth”.   

JC knew  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  would be obstructive (Matt.23v13)  to fulfil their own animalistic mind! 

Consequently we  must  be on our guard from these wolves  (Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29, etc.)  “man-handling”  God’s Word to make  “a nice 

little earner”  from it  (Matt.24v23-26, John.12v6, etc.) 

Notice how Paul states   We are told  “we (as humans),  are given once to die”  and that is precisely  why  The Bible uses the term “sleep” (John.11v11-

15),  “awaken/rouse/{regain senses}”  being what JC made our immediate “Death” (originally “annihilation”)  to now become   “The 1st Death”  

(hence  “sleep”  because there is a  “rousing/awakening/resuscitation” into the conscious 2nd part of our physical life).   

As usual,  the near useless English bible translations  (at critical places)  use  “rise up”  which is a  physical  (worldly)  term rather than the  spiritual  

(celestial)  term  (to  “correct The Mind”  unto “perfection”)  that The Bible uses and thus our delinquent translators  lose the fundamental aspect  of 

what is being taught here!   Thus  “The 1st Death”  now translates to  “asleep”  and  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev,2v11, 20v6)  now becomes  “The Real 

Death”  =  “Annihilation”  = “Nothingness” = “non-existence” =  “being of a condition where we are not even in a conscious state to realise that we 

do not exist!”   (I give that last definition to counter then nonsense of  “purgatory”  and  “everlasting torture”  given by our  spiritually blind  religious 

leaders chasing after  “filthy Lucre”!  

But access to the 2nd part of our life was  only  made possible by JC’s Ransom Sacrifice to cover  all  humans  (without distinction 

(Matt.22v16, 1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.).  

Please see  “2 Part Life”  in glossary that explains all this. 

Heb.   9v28 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   

Heb.   9v28 og {one/single time}/{once for all time}  

Heb.   9v28 og (the having been)  {borne toward}/{led to}/{given (to God)}/treated/{dealt with}/{offered (unto/up)}/ 

/{presented unto}/{put to} 

Heb.   9v28 og into/unto  the [sins]   (of the) many/much/plenteous   (to) {take up}/{bear/bring (carry/lead)}/{offer (up)}   

Heb.   9v28 og (the) sins/faults/offences,   

Heb.   9v28 og {from/out  of}  (of the) {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd  (time)  separately/apart/without   

Heb.   9v28 og (of the) sin/fault/offence    

Heb.   9v28 og (he will be) {gazed at wide eyed}/{at shown self/appearance of}/{watching (as transfixed) from a distance}   

Heb.   9v28 og to the (persons [TCs])   (the) him [JCg]   (they) {expecting fully}/{eagerly awaiting} [middle voiced]  

Heb.   9v28 og into/unto  (the) rescue/delivery/salvation/health/safety. 

Heb.   9v28 = {In this manner}/{After that}/Likewise  the  Christ/Anointed,     (likewise being what is available to  “The Anointed” … … ) 

the having been  {borne toward}/{given to God}/{presented unto}     (having presented a  ministry/lifestyle/sacrifice  to Yahweh … … ) 

{single time}/{once for all time}     (The ONCE in an existence upon which judgement  [previous verse]  is to be made … … ) 

unto/for  the  many/plenteous  sins/faults/offences,     (having been within a world of much sin within which JC had to contend … … ) 

{from out of}  the  second/afterward  time  apart/without  sins/faults/offences    (JC by judgement, is proven perfect to be raised as JCg) 
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he shall  personally  {gaze wide eyed}/{shown self}/appear  to the  people  (TCs)     (JCg shall stupendously present himself to the TCs) 

they  {fully expecting}/{eagerly awaiting}    (the TCs having likewise  “presented a  ministry/lifestyle/sacrifice  to Yahweh” … …) 

him  (JC)   unto the  rescue/delivery/salvation.     (meet JCg together,  all as  “Sons of God”  [1Thes.4v13-18]  for  guaranteed  life) 

 

In this manner the Anointed   (JC as  “The Goal”  for  “The Early Adopters”  to achieve,  being  “The Anointed”  by Yahweh,  Matt.20v23) 

(JC)  having been borne toward   (JC had given his life in sacrifice to Yahweh on behalf of his personal Creation,  “Mankind”) 
Once   (“a  one off  occasion”  JC freely went through severe torture to give us a 2nd opportunity  “to get it Correct”  in the midst of Yahweh’ Decree) 

for the many  sins/faults/offences   (being all our sins,  as individual people,  atoned  “The Once” only,  after which,  we must learn to imitate JC) 
                 (And for  all  people because it is a “gift” not to exclude any person 1John.2v2, – because JC was  “not a respecter of persons”  Matt.22v16) 

from out of   (which  [after atoning all our  sins/faults/offences in  “The Once”  only occasion] … … ) 

the second time   (JC being resurrected as JCg  into a second conscious existence)    
without fault   (having been  deemed/judged  “perfect”  by Yahweh) 

he (JCg)  shall personally show self to the people  (TCs)    (JCg shall present himself to the  contrite/hearkening  “Early Adopters”) 

                 (JCg shows self to  “The Early Adopters”  they imitating JC  [1] spiritually as  “The Word of God”   [2] physically at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 

they (144000 TCs)  fully expecting   (1Thes.5v1-5)    (The TCs having  spiritually/physically  sacrificed their life away from worldly methodology)  

him (JCg)  unto  (guaranteed)  rescue/salvation   (as 144000  future  “Sons of God”). 

                 (“Salvation”  must be guaranteed to these people,  else it is  “not salvation”  if they shall die in 1000, 10,000 or 100,000,000+ years’ time!) 
 

An interesting verse because - 

Some  English Bible translations have  different  interpretations for this  same  Greek verse  (The Original given above for your inspection)! 

Again,  how does the hapless reader know which interpretation is correct  (or even if there are several interpretations)?   

When they only have the one version of  worldly interpretation   (generated by  spiritually blind  scholars)  presented to them! 

However,  I have been transparent by giving the reader the  amplified exact Greek structure  and alongside,  my interpretation given underneath is 

accurate,  and furthermore,  it fits Yahweh’s righteous and holistic  “Plan for Human Salvation”  as taught by JC and  “The 1st Century Apostles”,  

being wholly consistent to the context of the surrounding verses in Paul’s epistle to the Hebrews. 

So with that supportive, coherent, holistic  background,  then what translation should the reader trust? 

It is interesting some of the translations given in  worldly  bibles do not even make sense and are thus  unrighteous  to what JC did for  “Mankind”  

(consequently they are only based upon  “worldly doctrinal reasoning”  ultimately sourced by Satan)!   I will not add about 10 pages of commentary 

merely to explain the unrighteous nature of each translation version given  (else these commentaries become so long)  but rather explain  why  I give my 

interpretation. 

Perhaps I had better tackle the part that causes the problem within the various  translations/interpretations  being - 

“{gaze wide eyed}/{shown self}/appearance [middle voice]” = StrongsTM = 3700 = “optanomai”. 

Let me just quote StrongsTM so that the reader can understand how to interpret what is being stated by Paul - 

3700  ὸπτάνομαι  optanomai,  op-tan-om-ahee,  a (mid. voice)  prol. form of the primary (mid. voice). 

ὸπτομαι  optomai,  op-tom-ahee;  which is used for it in certain tenses ; and both as alternate of 3708;  to gaze  (i.e. with wide open eyes, as at 

something remarkable, and thus differing from 991,  which denotes simply voluntary observation;  and from 1492,  which expresses merely 

mechanical passive or casual vision;  while 2300,  and still more emphatically its intensive 2334,  signifies an earnest but more continued 

inspection;  and 4648 a watching from a distance)   appear, look, see, shew self. 

That is  not  sourced from me –  but rather given by The World’s acclaimed master reference “StrongsTM”,  for you  -  the reader to guide  your own,  but 

now  educated  decision on what  translation/interpretation  is most likely to be correct  (given within The Context of Yahweh’s Plan) - 

1. The one you have in your (worldly) bible.   OR 

2. The one that I give underneath The Original Greek. 

Some background behind the Greek word Paul uses. 

1. It is middle voice – which is perhaps best explained  “the subject  (person)  doing it within themselves”  thus they seem passive  (inactive)  

from outside,  but inside they are working away at something.  It can be expanded to become reflexive and thus the person acts on or for their 

self  (hence the reason why I add  “(personally)”  in front of the  “middle voice”  words used). 

2. It is an action by an observer doing something  (absorbing incredible information through the eyes)  about what is occurring around them. 

So let us go through this verse –  but also placing it within context of the previous and following verses. 

The previous verses teach us of JC becoming the perfect “High Priest” able to cover us with his ransom sacrifice in the midst of Yahweh's Decree. 

Because of JC’s actions,  he then becomes  “The Intercessor”  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  on behalf of his creation,  which itself personally  (being its 

members)  rebelled against Yahweh’s “Decree on Sin” (Gen.2v17).  JC has thus successfully given  all  the members of his creation a  “2 part life”  (2 

part physical and 2 part spiritual)  so they might learn from their mistakes made during the 1st part of their  physical/spiritual  life while living away from 

Yahweh’s mandate of  “edifying one’s neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  (meaning,  “drawing the members together within a perfected society”  = 

“paradise/park”). 

Then,  v27 taught us how we are all to be judged according to the  “knowledge”  we possess at the time of the continuous  judgement/assessment  (1st or 

2nd part of our physical life)  where ideally it should be as TCs so the  “once death”  of finality  (rather than just “asleep”)  will not be a worry 

(Rev.2v11, 20v6)  to those  “supremely blessed”  people  of  “The 1st Resurrection”  (JCg’s 1st 2nd C to collect his 144000 TCs,  as his bride – 

1Thes.4v13-18,  Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12,  24v40-44,  1Cor.50-50,  2Pet.5v4,  Rev.11v11-13,  19v4-9,  21v2,9,  etc.). 

The following chapter  (Chapt.10)  starts again,  at the beginning  to explain  “The Old Law”  from a slightly different angle –  so we can gain a 

composite mental picture of what is in Paul’s mind,  being the representative customs,  how JC cannot be trodden upon,  and how TCs will try to exactly  

imitate/emulate  JC,  expecting to be  awakened/roused  (physically resurrected)  alongside him. 

Thus chapter 10  is  a parallel  chapter to its previous chapter 9,  as Paul tries to reinforce the understanding within the reader’s mind. 

So then having this knowledge,  what does the last verse in chapter 9 teach us? 
Let us go through it together - 

Knowing from the previous verse 27,  “we”  (as Christians,  – but actually it is  only  TCs who are demonstrably,  personally interested in The Gospel to 

be sufficiently  motivated to do something  about affecting their future outcome  [of  possible  Sonship  as only deemed by Yahweh]  driven by  

agapao/{edifying love})  are to be judged during the 1st part of  “our”  physical life being the specific individuals who,  as this verse tells us,  are - 

1. Covered by JC’s ransom sacrifice to become perfected without  sin/offence  (hence the “virgins” of Matt.25v1-12)  and  

2. Because they have desperately tried to precisely  imitate/emulate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able,  are thus judged on 

their  agapao/{edifying love}  (operating within their mind to yield  agape/{charity love}  freely/simply)  being equal to that of JC;  then their 

minor  transgressions/sideslips  are righteously ignored  (as I carefully explain elsewhere)  by Yahweh during His  “Special/Greater (1st) 

Judgement”  of TCs.   Consequently,  “deeming them entirely worthy”  of becoming “Anointed”  as future  “Sons of God”. 

(Hence the  five wise  virgins [144000 TCs] of Matt.25v1-12 unlike the unwise virgins [worldly Christian leaders].) 

Because of (2)  then these specific individuals have demonstrably shown they have been personally gazing wide eyed at the shew self,  of the appearance 

of JCg at his 1st 2nd C when he collects those specific individuals –  the 144000 TCs who were during the 1st part of their physical life driven by the joyous  

expectation  of this occasion to be with  The Lord/Master  (and they,  his slaves –  inasmuch it was  “The Word of God”  that  drove and controlled their 

mind),  then this “shew-self”  physically occurs at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  upon whom  “The 2nd Death”  has no power  (Rev.2v11, 20v6) –  and thus 

this resultant becomes  guaranteed  rescue/delivery/salvation!    
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All of which explains precisely why  “parousia”  is used in The Bible to indicate  (1) JC as  “The Word of God”  is spiritually operating as an 

inner  “presence”  within a TC during the 1st part of their physical life and then it becomes  JCg  physically  “coming”  to collect his 144000 

TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to start the 2nd part of their physical life.  I realise this is all  incomprehensible  to our  worldly Christian 

leaders/scholars/theologians,  because they preach  “all manner of things”  except  “what Yahweh wants taught”! 

However,  they are so wonderfully competent and authoritative at teaching “Religion”  (as sourced by Satan  to oppose Yahweh’s Plan)! 

Therefore we realise that when it states  “The 2nd Death cannot  hurt/{have power over} us”  means it is  guaranteed  salvation for 144000 TCs,  else 

logically,  it  cannot  be  a once only  “rescue/delivery/salvation”  from  “death”,  if at some time in the future the recipients become subject to it again! 

As I explained,  for these specific individuals to be in this position then as  {in this manner}/likewise  “The  Christ/Anointed”  (as  The Firstfruit  of some 

144000 following “Firstfruits”  (Rom.8v23, James.1v18,  Rev.14v1-4, etc.)  having been borne toward Yahweh just  The Once  for many faults then shall 

the TCs be borne to The Lord,  when they personally  (imbuing the spectacle)  gaze wide eyed at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to meet JCg at his 1st 2nd C.  

(“The 1st Resurrection”) 

Let me just discuss the most prevalent interpretation of this verse. 

The translators attach the  “{in that manner}/likewise”  to the previous verses and then spin the  “{gaze wide eyed}/{shown self}/appearance  [middle 

voice]”  correctly applied to JC himself  (“third person singular”  is used)  and leave it at that,   but the crux to understanding what is in Paul’s mind is 

to place the verse in context. 

If we are not conscious of The Context,  then it is possible to  spin the interpretation  (as given by some of our translators)  to give - 

Because JC suffered persecution for the sake of peoples' many sins then he shall personally appear perfected. 

But this understanding makes  no  common sense!   

Why should JC appear perfect,  when  he is already deemed perfect  (being the very reason why he was resurrected in the first instance)!   

Especially to those specific people (TCs)  who recognise JC as  already being perfect  else they would not have bothered to try and imitate 

him –  because he would not be worth it! 

Noting the verse speaks of  “The People Expecting”  him (JCg) to come -  where,  “people personally make an expectation a reality”! 

That is  why  I trust my translation and subsequent reasoned interpretation,  hence rationally rejecting the prevalent  worldly interpretation  yielding a 

faulty translation –  that becomes accepted as  “uncontested fact”  yet with  no  righteous foundation! 

However some spiritually blind  worldly scholars might erroneously state    

JC became imperfect because he bore our sins at his death  -  then hence this verse! 

Right? 

No!  -   Wrong! 

They absolutely do not understand  “Yahweh’s Righteousness”! 

They might even cite Matt.27v46  (please see my local commentary)  spun out of all recognition to give credence that JC was so  “dirty”  with Mankind’s 

sin that Yahweh had to be forsaking him! 

Right? 

No!  -   Wrong! 

They absolutely do not understand  “Yahweh’s Righteousness”! 

I do not wish to use another page to untangle their  “spiritually blind  reasoning” –  but please read my local commentary at Matt.27v46. 

It is my  constant battle  to untangle  “worldly Christian Doctrine”  perpetuated for millennia by people who do  not  care for  “The Disclosing Truth”,  

else,  surely they would have discovered it during the last some 1700 years and started teaching it in their sermons! 

I leave this following old commentary of mine,  written some seven years earlier –  as it makes some useful general points –  of which I feel 

give valuable insight into what is within Paul’s mind as he is writing these notes in his epistle. 

This is a  very important verse.   

It has three aspects that need amplifying. 

1.  The TCs have been  elected/adopted  by Yahweh to be His Sons –  and thus accepted to be  “perfect”  (according to what Yahweh expected 

from them,  as metaphorically either 2/5 or 5/10 talent/minas people, Matt.25v15-22, Luke.19v16-19)  =  “apart from sin”  and thus the link 

to perfect JCg.  Both parties are  “judged”  “perfect”  by  “The Matchmaker”  Yahweh  for a perfect union in marriage  (see my important 

commentaries at John.2v1-12);  they form a compliment to each other as the scriptures tell us  (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32 and by warning at 

1Cor.6v16, etc.). 

JCg comes to collect his Bride  (John.3v28-30, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9,  1Thes.4v13-18, etc.,  after Yahweh has made this possible,  hence 

expressing his HS  [Yahweh’s  power/authority  exercised to fulfil His Pure Desire in The Environment])  at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  and 

then JCg takes his Bride to see  “her Father-in-Law”  Who becomes   “The Adopting Father”! 

Why is this possible  (noting Ex.33v20)?  

Because  it was Yahweh Who deemed them perfect  (Matt.20v23)  and equally comparable to JC  (having adopted  “The Image”  themselves 

at John.14v5-15),  thus Yahweh is hardly likely to exterminate His  personally adopted  144000 Sons!   It would be illogical in righteousness! 

Can the reader see the full circle of righteousness? 

Also,  as stated above;  they are demonstrably  the only people  “expecting JCg”  as the faithful virgins because they have demonstrated their 

fidelity to  “The Word of God”  (JC to be their future husband,  Rev.19v7-9, 13)  through their works driven by the  one/same  mind as JC  

(please see my important commentaries at Matt.25v1-12)! 

2.  JC has only once offered himself for our sins  -  while we were ignorant.  That  once  is for  all  humans who have ever lived  (1John.2v2, 

4v14,  having no caveats)  irrespective of how bad they were/are.  They have an opportunity  (unknown to most of them,  because of the  

useless  teaching efforts of our  worldly Christian leaders for the last some 1700+ years)  of a resurrection in a  perfected  DNA fleshly body  

(given in trust  within which they have an opportunity to  commensurately purify their mind)  of no more than what was on offer to Adam and 

Eve.  A perfected DNA fleshly body that  can  live forever  (if  and only if,  The Mind attains  “perfection”  during a 1000 year learning 

process,  Rev.20v3-7),  but if any individual  (premeditated)  sins  just the once,  when they have learnt  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium,  

they will begin to die  (in this instance it will now be  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation –  because JC only died  The Once  (2Pet.2v18-22)  to 

atone for us while we were ignorant  in the 1st part of our physical life.  It should be noted, “Sin” is a  “deliberate error”,  while a “Sideslip” 

is an  “accidental error”,  the former is likely to result in annihilation,  but the latter will be forgiven. 

3.  However JC,  now as JCg has explained and then demonstrated  “through this Mystery of God”  (see glossary –  because it is absolutely  

not  what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us  [as usual]),  being the demonstration to us in The Gospel Age,  proven by his works,  that 

“resurrection”  is now possible in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (1Cor.15v35-55, etc.).  The caveat being,  the person now takes JC on 

through intense respect for what JC has done,  as the saviour  (just as JC looked to his Creator, Yahweh to save him in  “The Expectation”  

through  “{occupational efforts}/works/labours”  ministry/lifestyle  and then his ransom sacrifice).  This means  not  just merely  “accepting 

it in belief”,  but demonstrating this by similar works as JC  -  else quite simply we are “hypocrites”!   The Bible constantly tells us  “to be 

imitating JC”  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Pet.2v21, etc.).  

We need to demonstrate this commitment to be a True Christian  (TC)  by precisely following through with  “The Commitment to 

what we profess to know”  after Baptism,  because  “faith without works is dead”  (James.2v16-26).  

Let me explain “Baptism”. 

Baptism is our public declaration  (for The Record)  to all people,   we have  thrown away our old worldly lifestyle  (of thoughts and actions)  

and we enter into an agreement with Yahweh to  now live a lifestyle befitting to be called  “a disciple of JC”.  

Actually being a  bilateral  agreement –  where,  if  we fulfil our commitment to precisely imitate JC,  then  Yahweh will  gladly respond  

likewise to how He responded to His premier son  “JC”,  being a  resurrection/anointing  unto Sonship.  Sadly,  the absolutely vast majority 
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of “Christians”  (about 1 in 30000)  renege on this bilateral agreement,  and regrettably,  Yahweh  cannot  righteously  resurrect them to  

“Sonship” –  He must wait longer  for  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs   (Rev.14v1-4)  to occur within The Gospel Age. 

But by warning  (to the “millions” of  charlatan Christian leaders –  hence Luke. Chapter 15 appealing for their repentance),  it is absolutely crucial to 

understand - 

By  “throwing away our old life and living in our faith to JC”  means    that  “we now have nothing upon which to fall back to save us”  if 

we now mentally turn our back upon JCg  (our  only  intercessor and saviour)  by us performing iniquitous works  (against JC as “The Word 

of God”)  after our baptism  (being of our original public declared commitment to JCg). 

Where “Iniquitous Works”  means pretending to represent Yahweh through His  “Word of God” (JC)  with all the supporting glitz and 

showman like activities,  but having internally rejected  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  to reform The Mind  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, 

etc.)  whose fruitage become bewitched with emotion  (Gal.3v1, Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23)  sadly pandemic today at  “The Close”  of  

The Gospel Age  (all as forewarned by JC). 

Whereupon we can accurately reason - 

If we have nothing upon which to fall back  (except “The 1st Covenant on Works” of which all humans fail [Rom.3v23] given only for JC to 

pass),  then how can we become righteously resurrected? 

We will be ignored by Yahweh at  “The 1st Resurrection”  because we clearly have not made the grade as a  king/priest  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev1v6).   

Then a few years later when all humans are resurrected  (perhaps in stages Isa.65v20)  in The Millennium to learn “Righteousness”,  we have already  

squandered/thrown  away the1st part of our life at baptism to live  on the precious perfect life given to us  “in trust”  by JC  to present ourselves to 

Yahweh as worthy  (that is why we must now imitate JC to be worthy,  else we call him a liar and put JC to shame before other entities in the Universe)! 

So again,  we will be ignored because we have nothing to offer –  it has already gone!    

Quite simply,  we will  never  be resurrected,  because  “Righteous Yahweh”   cannot  righteously  resurrect us! 

Upon what basis can He, – when  “we”  having  “The Knowledge”  have personally defecated upon what it truly means for personal reform! 

Can the reader see how logically righteous all this is? 

It must be logical because Yahweh  cannot  be demonstrably  unrighteous in His actions to save JCg’s creation  before other entities in the Universe. 
Otherwise,  anarchy would break out in The Universe because a  “finger”  could be pointed at humans on this planet Earth  escaping  

righteous justice  for their iniquity! 

Thus,  we must continue to demonstrate our commitment to be a TC by  our works of  imitating  JC –  by doing what he commanded us to do.  

In this manner we demonstrate our loyalty to The Master  (operating as a  presence/parousia  within us as  “The Word of God”)  to what he commanded 

us to do,  just as JC did what his Father commanded him to do.  Yahweh looks upon these actions of TCs,  considers them righteous  (as we are told 

elsewhere)  and resurrects these TCs,  as He did to his Son JC,  in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body,  to become the future  “Sons of God”. 

Everything I have stated here can be supported by copious scriptures,  of which I will show later in my electronic   “Concordance of Topics”  to counter 

the  “unrighteous nonsense and humbug pumped out into The Environment”  by our  worldly Christian leaders mincing up  “The Word of God”  in their 

sermons having passed their knowledge through Rev.22v18-19! 

However,  the vast majority of Christians do not really know how to imitate JC –  because they do  not  “really know him” –  they  “think they know 

him”  (based upon the  errant  teaching of their leaders),  but they absolutely do  not  “know him”!  Because quite simply they do  not  personally read 

The Bible to know what is in there to imitate  (rather like the Amalekite who thought he  “knew”  King David –  but clearly he did not,  and lost his life 

because of his  self-indulgent  mistake – 2Sam.1-16).  Let that be a warning to us physically given by a prophet  (David)  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”. 

Now the necessary clarification  

Clearly there are degrees of  “works”  -  from one extreme of  “no works”  (of worldly Christians)  to those of a slave of JCg unto death  (a TC)! 

There is a dividing line somewhere.  I am  not  a judge,  and I do  not  presume to know where it is  (unlike some  worldly Christian leaders)! 

But it  is  my responsibility as  “a most competent auditor”  of their output to give warning and instruction where their output departs from 

what The Bible  clearly tells us –  else I become subject to Exe.33v1-20.    Quite simply   “They are on Notice!” 

But as a guide   

We are all to do the very best with our abilities and take upon ourselves  “The Weight of Responsibility”   (ideally as 10 or 5 minas stewards,  

Luke.19v16-19),  that  “our time”  gives to us,  in obvious hardship to ourselves,  to edify all people around us in  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st 

Century Christianity”  either in the front line,  or within a supporting role  (and further by how we live with those people of whom we have 

daily interaction).  In doing so,  we must be truly “holy” that means we are  “innocent/blameless of any charge”  that any human of which we 

have interaction might care to bring against us, – to be a perfect model secular citizen of the community – a lawful and upstanding person.  

Clearly there are very many baptised people who do  not  perform enough works  (the 1 talent/minas stewards,  directed to  worldly Christian leaders)  

and are thus ignored by Yahweh for resurrection at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (“The 1st Resurrection”  of 144000 TCs),  but this does  not  mean they automatically 

miss  “The General Resurrection”  in The Millennium.  They have  not  “actively correctly taught”,  nor “actively gone against” JCg,  but being   They 

were just ignorant  worldly  Christian leaders  spiritually blind  (as  “The Blind leading the blind” [Matt.15v14])  to what they should be doing,  and 

thus they will slide into  “The General Resurrection”  to learn  “Righteousness”  (and their works will demonstrate whether this knowledge has been 

fully  imbued/inculcated). 

As I have alluded to elsewhere;  there is the distinct problem for those baptised Christian Leaders  promoting Lawlessness  (Matt.7v20-22)  to their 

spiritual children  (in the faith  [Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42, Luke.17v2]).  These  charlatan Christian leaders are  living iniquitous lifestyles,  undermining 

the  exact word of the Bible,  changing what the Bible tells us to do,  so it suits their self-gratification  within The World.   

They will be in serious personal trouble!   

They are  not  accurately  promoting  “The Word of God”,  and The Bible tells us in many places these people  are  condemned!   

They are  not  accurately teaching what  “The Word of God”  means within ourselves –  being that we are to ultimately think and reason like 

JC,  they merely excuse our present behaviour and live off the backs of their devotees with  self-indulgent  sermons/prayers/songs/worship!  

“Condemned”  normally means  “to death” –  thus I understand from The Scriptures they have lost everything to their present and  only life now  (see  

“2 part life” in glossary)  because quite simply,  there is not a 3rd opportunity to gain a 3rd part to our spiritual life  (JC  only  died  The Once – 

2Pet.2v18-22)! 

 

 

100th Comment – Paul is going through this subject matter again to ensure it is clear in the reader’s mind. 

107th Instruction – “The Law of Moses” was given by Yahweh to be a  “foretaste”  of the  {intrinsically good/ideal}  

things that are to come.  Not physically the same practices as did the Levi High Priests,  because if these sacrifices where 

continued for an eternity,  no person approaching Yahweh could be  complete/{consummate in character}/{made perfect}. 

196th Reasoning – Thus it was  “The Methodology”  that had to change.  Works driven by a  corrupt/{self-indulgent}  

mind  could never perfect a person.  It required a mind in  “a giver”  that desired to perfect  “the neighbour”  into the  

one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the one making the sacrifice  (“the giver”)  based upon  “The Methodology” 

sourced by Yahweh that would enable  “the saved neighbour”  to live for an eternity in the presence of Yahweh. 

It is by having this understanding to unlock what we see within The World today,  to separate the  charlatan/hypocritical 

Christian leaders away  from  the 144000 TCs being elected by Yahweh as having  precisely imitated  JC’s mindset. 
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53rd Good News – There  are  the 144000 people of The Gospel Age who  are  of precisely the  one/same  mindset as JC 

and thus  are  personally prepared to  precisely imitate  his  ministry/lifestyle  (just as Paul was able)  as witnessed by his  

deeds/actions/lifestyle  given to us in The Bible’s reports. 

101st Comment – Paul again states the obvious:    

It must be supposed the Levi Priests would have stopped giving offerings of sacrifice if a priest was singularly 

cleansed,  and none having a sinful moral conscience upon what they had done in the previous year. 

But these priests still needed to remember their sins once every year  -  and give the sacrifice because of it! 

197th Reasoning – That  is  The Crux  towards which Paul is driving in explaining  “The 2nd Covenant”. 

These priests still remembered their  sins/faults/offences  every year.   So what is the point Paul is making? 

“The 1st Covenant”  was  not  able to cleanse  The Mind,  it just RESET  The Works  and their errant works were repeated 

year in,  and then year out,  and this pattern would continue for an eternity  never  yielding perfection within The Mind,  

hence it would  never  create a perfected  world/society  into The Eternity. 

However  “The 2nd Covenant”  operated upon “The Mind”.  Thus driving “The Mind” to operate upon the same standard 

as  “The Mind”  of an individual who  was  able to surpass  “The 1st Covenant”  has then nullified  “The 1st Covenant”  

for those people operating upon the  one/same  methodology as  the successful JC.  Therefore  if  we operate upon this  

one/same methodology constantly  then  we have  no  need to keep  “RESETTING”  ourselves every year on our works.    

Can the reader understand this?   

102nd Comment – Therefore under  “The 1st Covenant”  the blood of animals offered in sacrifice could  never  remove sin. 

This is  why  Yahweh states through His prophets  (Isa.1v11-16, Amos.5v20-23, etc.).   

He did not delight in offerings,  and yet He desired a whole  (perfected)  person to come to Him. 

198th Reasoning – This means Yahweh desired humans to come to Him in utter humility to fulfil His Desire completely. 

However, we humans,  could not do this driven by a mindset as it was  (of the 1st part of our life);  thus it was JCg,  who as 

JC could specifically do this -  to edify his neighbour to know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire through The Mind. 

This is absolutely “The Crux” to how “The 2nd Covenant” works, but this exegesis is utterly unknown as stated in  worldly 

Christian understanding –  because by default,  the leaders are still operating in the 1st part of their spiritual life with The 

World’s methodology,  having  not  yet made the full jump to become precisely like JC in the 2nd part of their spiritual life! 

That is why they still need The Millennium to further improve –  as do all humans having  not  made the full jump across! 

Allegory – repeat - blood = The physical  “essence of life”  within a fleshly body. 

54th Good News – JCg desired to completely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and  volunteered  himself for the mission to redeem his 

creation from an implosion unto annihilation in some 2000 years’ time  (ref. his ministry and ransom sacrifice). 

108th Instruction – It is  not  quite as stated in Christian Doctrine by misquoting John.3v16 (see my local commentary),  

that “Yahweh sent His Son”  JCg,  but rather JCg  volunteered  to put his very existence in jeopardy to redeem those 

people  of  his creation  who ultimately desire to operate with the  one/same  mindset  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  as 

he demonstrated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to bring humans unto his Father –  “Yahweh”.   

(Please see the  true  meaning of  “ho theos”  relative to The World  of sinful humans). 

Good News – repeat - JCg was proven as perfect and by giving us all a 2 part life,  then he personally will  never  have 

need to go through so much  pain/suffering  on our behalf any more – but now  enjoy  The Wine  (The Resultant from the 

grapes of the vineyard,  being humans formally of The World -  but reformed and then assayed through “The Winepress”). 

Instruction – repeat - Now JC gave us a 2 part Life then  The Responsibility of our future  now rests in our own “hands”. 

It is this that makes Yahweh's Plan utterly  righteous  by bringing-in  The Millennium so that  all  humans – even those not 

in the position to make an educated decision  (those who died as babies, mentally impaired and those never in the position 

to know of JC in the 1st part of their life, etc.,)  shall be given the opportunity in a perfected body,  in a perfected society to 

come to learn about  “The Word of God”  so they might have the opportunity to make an educated decision whether to 

truly “believe in JC”  for eternal life.  This exegesis is  utterly unknown  in  worldly religious communities – till 2007 CE. 

103rd Comment – Therefore as Paul states,  JCg came to this planet driven by a  greater/higher  statement that raised  

“The Standard of  The Gifts/Offerings”  given to Yahweh,  in which He would be delighted.   

199th Reasoning – It is not  The Blood that Yahweh delights in  (as deliberately misconstrued by some people),  but rather 

“The Mindset that delivered The Gift/Offering”  and upon which Yahweh  can  to offer  in return  the position of Sonship 

to those individuals offering the 1st part of their physical life in daily sacrifice  (for no worldly return)  to  accurately  edify 

their neighbour themselves to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire under Satan’s Regime operating in this present worldly system 

104th Comment – Too much then and today,  people in the position to make offerings use  “The Offering”  as a transferral 

of responsibility from the giver to what is given.  What do I mean?   “The Offering”  becomes  “The Excuse”  to pass 

responsibility from  “The Self”  in an indulgent attitude of having excused themselves to then continue  “The Offence”. 

That is  why  “The Offering”  JC gave came from The Heart/{seat of motivation},  but those people giving animals  (then 

and worldly things today)  self-excused themselves,  and thereby  allowing their original sin to continue.  This is crucial 

understanding to comprehend what  “The 2nd Covenant”  really means within us –  and to be taught in The Millennium! 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - Thus as we read - there is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of JC,  being  “The Almighty God”. 

Reasoning – repeat - “the specific god”  is referenced upon those people of  (1st and 2nd Epoch)  Israel freely choosing to 

be beholden to the bilateral agreement  (The Prophets and The TCs)  and thus points directly to Yahweh. 
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200th Reasoning – Therefore as Paul states:  JC through his complete set of actions driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  to 

edify his neighbour for  no  worldly return can nullify  “The Effects of The 1st Covenant”  upon us  (who take up “1st 

Century Christianity”)  and to  righteously/equitably/justly  introduce/inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”  for us who take up 

True Christianity by  truly believing  in JC  by precisely imitating his ministry/lifestyle  to the very best of our ability. 

201st Reasoning – Therefore as Paul states:  Because TCs are sincerely motivated to truly imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle 

by successfully imbuing  “The Word of God”  (JCg’s presence/parousia  within themselves),  then they  (as TCs)  can 

righteously/equitably/justly  become “The Fleshly Body” of Christ driven by a mindset being controlled by the spiritual 

head (JCg) whose spiritual parousia is within us,  but whose physical (heavenly/celestial)  presence is in The Heavens    

202nd Reasoning – Therefore as Paul states:  It is  “The Purpose”  of Yahweh that  we (as TCs)  are  purified/consecrated  

through reason of JC presenting his whole body for  “The One Occasion”  sacrifice/resurrection  (likewise with the TCs). 

125th Allegory – The Body of Christ as The Offering acceptable to Yahweh = The fleshly body of the 144000 TCs elected 

out of The Gospel Age is an acceptable offering to Yahweh for Sonship as “Firstfruits”  alongside JCg in The Millennium. 

Heb.  10v1 og (the) shade/shadow/adumbration  For  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  [= being] 

Heb.  10v1 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   

Heb.  10v1 og of the  expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming   

Heb.  10v1 og (of the) {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal (things),   

Heb.  10v1 og not  her/it(self)  the  likeness/image/representation/resemblance   

Heb.  10v1 og of the  affairs/deeds/businesses/matters/things,   

Heb.  10v1 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) year  [= year by year = every year] 

Heb.  10v1 og to the [sacrifices]  {to them/(same)}   (to the) {sacrifices (the act or the victim)}  whom/which/that   

Heb.  10v1 og (they [high priests]) {borne toward}/{led to}/{gave (to God)}/treated/{dealt with}/ 

/{offered (unto/up)}/{presented unto}/{put to},   

Heb.  10v1 og into/unto  the  {carried through}/{the into}/perpetually/continually/forever   

Heb.  10v1 og {not even at any time}/{never at all}/never/{nothing at any time}  

Heb.  10v1 og (he/it is) able/possible/capable [middle voice]  

Heb.  10v1 og the (persons [of Israel])  {coming near}/approaching/consenting/assenting/{drawing close} [middle voice]  

Heb.  10v1 og (to) complete/accomplish/{consummate (in character)}/consecrate/furnish/fulfil/{make perfect}. 

Heb.  10v1 = For  The Law  (of Moses)     (judgement uniquely based upon works,  given by Yahweh via Moses of which only JC surpassed) 

being  the  shadow/adumbration/sketch     (similar in outline to ... … ) 

of the  expecting/intending/coming  {intrinsically good}/ideal  things,     (the expectation of intrinsically ideal things to come)  

not  the same  likeness/image/representation/resemblance    (not the likeness of  “The Old Law”  of which The Priests represented) 

of the  affairs/businesses/matters  every year     (being their representation to Yahweh,  greatly surpassed by JC) 

to the same sacrifices  which     (“dumb animal”  sacrifices compared against JC's  “conscious decision to be a martyr, painfully killed”) 

they  (The High Priests)   {borne towards}/{offered to God}/{presented unto},    

             (“The Essence of Life”  given on behalf of the “dying Israel”) 

{not even at any time}/never  unto  perpetually/continually/forever   

the  people  (priests/populace of “Israel”)   {coming near}/approaching/consenting/{drawing close}   

it  (the Law)  is  personally  able/possible/capable  to  complete/accomplish/{consummate in character}/fulfil/{make perfect}. 

        (something better was required because after years of repeated sacrifices,  “Israel”  could not be purified  [within The Mind]!) 

 

For The Law (of Moses)    (inaugurated by Moses to be  “The Standard for Salvation” based upon “Works”;  only  JC was able to fulfil “The Law”) 

being the  adumbration/outline/sketch   (“to vaguely foreshadow”  what is to come in the future  =  “The Law of JC”  for  “The Mind”) 
of the  expecting/coming  intrinsically  ideal/good  things   (of what JC could show,  by becoming  “The Goal of Anointing”) 

              (What can be better than Salvation?     Except, being able to  perhaps  become a future  “Son of God”  and edifying  “The Resurrected World”!) 

      (and of which,  “the expecting intrinsically  ideal/good  things”  is … … )    
not the same  likeness/image   (not the same  “Law of Physical Works”  under which  “The Worldly High Priests”  officiated),   

of the  affairs/matters  every year   (performing the customs “of works”  yearly,  to absolve our  “past works” –  being of  a retrospective action) 

in the sacrifices whom   (The High Priests)    (giving dumb and innocent animals  pressganged  into being a sacrifice) 
they borne towards   (Yahweh)    (Specifically done to absolve past sins –  thereby gaining a  “Reset State”  over the previous year),  

(The Law [through animal sacrifice])  is never able to  {consummate in character}/{make perfect}  the people approaching  (Yahweh). 
              (Because quite simply  “The Mind giving the sacrifice”  was  not  contrite/humble, -  the animal became  “the excuse”  not to  “reform”) 

 

Again the similar observation - 

The translation structure is not quite as found in some other bible translations –  but I consider my translation best conveys what was in 

Paul’s mind as he quickly scribed his letter,  perhaps written by someone else because of Paul’s presumed poor eyesight  (Gal.4v15, 6v11). 

Again the most important thing to amplify in this verse is what might be easily dismissed - 

“the people of Israel  {coming near}/approaching/consenting/{drawing close}” 

It is to this  specific grouping of people  about which Paul is writing  by analogy  – being the  “holy brothers”  (Heb.3v1)  as the recipients of this epistle. 

It must be understood  The Whole Bible  is teaching by analogy –  so that we,  of The Gospel Age,  have the  “full kit”  to become future  “Sons of God”  

by  precisely imbuing and practising  specifically what The Bible teaches  (and  not  to do what the Bible does  not  teach) –  so that  we as Christians 

have absolutely no excuse –  not  to  “precisely imitate JC” –  because we have the whole picture laid bare in front of us,  based upon the analogies 

given in the  “past Israel”  (and even more so –  for  “The Final Israel”  of The Millennium comprising of  “The Resurrected World”).   

Sadly there is virtually  no one  who is imbuing this knowledge and putting it into practise –  so they   “might become instructors” 

(Heb.5v12). 

I heard today on the radio a  worldly Christian leader doing  “the best”  he could,  saying the same things as a Hindu,  Bahia,  Muslim,  Buddhist, etc. 

(or an atheist)  might state,  being that it is our sole duty to  “love our neighbour” –  Yes, –  but - 

1. What does this word  “love”  really mean  (when there are four  different  Greek words for  “love”  plus the variations within the four)? 

(Actually there are about eight Greek words for Love,  but the Bible only uses three and a couple of their subvariants. 

2. What makes  “Christianity”  different from these other worldly religions?   

Because  “True Christianity”  (“1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles)  is  vastly different  in what  “True Love”  really 

means,  over and above what our  worldly Christian leaders might preach to us  (by both word and deportment)! 

This is just my point –  our  worldly Christian leaders have absolutely  no  understanding of what they should be teaching! 
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Much of what they do teach  (supposedly about JC),  is just  plain  wrong  (as soon as they stray from direct quotes out of The Bible)! 

I justifiably become so frustrated with their sheer and utter  incompetence  and  personal delinquency  in  “dumbing down”  “The Word of God”  to 

become  “watered-down milk”  by  worldly Christian leaders  (occasionally laced with  sweet  poison –  by those  charlatan Christian leaders amongst 

them)  enticing by lures their innocent,  spiritually starving  (to what Yahweh truly desires)  congregational members  (Luke.16v19-21+)! 

I apologise for my rant  (but feel intensely moved to do so,  when daily,  I  hear/read  complete inaccuracies  by those  worldly Christian 

leaders  “presuming to know”  and just do not),  but please let me continue with explaining this verse. 

Paul is speaking about The Israelites –  but not any Israelites.  He is speaking about those specific Israelites who were - 

“{coming near}/approaching/consenting/{drawing close}”  to Yahweh. 

The context is of  “The Old Israelites”,  but Paul realises,  Yahweh is using  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  to illustrate of what Yahweh sees and desires for 

“The 2nd Epoch Israel”   being both  (1) the apathetic people  (hence “fleshly/animalistic  Israel”)  and  (2) the zealous workers  (prophets and then the 

144000 TCs,  termed  “spiritual  [to Yahweh's Desire]  Israel”).     

This is the specific point Paul is making here at two levels - 

1. The first level is those people who come to Yahweh  “in a show”  to their peers –  being this is  “what we are supposed to do”  -  for the self-

indulgent peer feedback  on par with  “What a wonderful person they are”  and the such like.   These are  “The Fleshly Israelites”. 

        Would Yahweh listen to these people?   -   Obviously not!  

2. The second level would be the people at the other end of the spectrum to those apathetic persons of (1) above,  being the zealous TCs who 

ardently fulfil Yahweh's Word  (as did the Prophets) -  that becomes JC in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”.  These are  “The Spiritual Israelites”. 

        Would Yahweh listen to these people?  -  Obviously He would!   

Consequently  

Paul,  within the context of Hebrews,  is stating,  under  “The New Covenant”  those people of now  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  who are truly,  

actively drawing close to Yahweh  can  by implication  be made perfect  through what JC did for all humans  provided they precisely imitate 

him.  This is the whole point of JC’s Parable of the five wise and foolish virgins (Matt.25v1-12), the wise virgins drew close to Yahweh by 

collecting oil for their lamps while the foolish did not.  There are many important allegories within that parable that are only made public 

through my local commentaries. 

However,  the specific point is this  

Imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  now in the 1st part of our physical life –  means we  may/possibly  (being conditional)  receive the same 

Expectation of what is to occur in The Future as that which occurred to JC who led  “The Way Forward”  for  “The First Harvest”  to be 

presented to God  (Ex.34v26) –  again by allegory,  to be the 144000 TCs that JC presents to his Father, Yahweh.  Thus,  they collectively   

become  recipients/heirs  of  The Inheritance  as  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”  as originally given to Abraham. 

Clearly if we wait  (by not being personally active to make it occur)  until  “The Event”  occurs  (The Millennium –  being the 2nd part of our 

physical life)  then we have missed out for an eternity,  on what was uniquely possible –  being  “Sonship to Yahweh”,  but then in The 

Millennium,  only having what is now second,  – being  “Sonship to JCg”  (and of JCg's bride,  being the 144000 TCs). 

Thus we become  part of  “The Inheritance”,  but we do  not attain  “The Inheritance”.   

It is that  subtlety  of which I understand  no  worldly Christian  scholar/theologian  has recognised in the last 1700+  years in their supposed  

“study of Christianity” –  as I have found nothing written to explain this,  within their  (near worthless)  muses! 

It is from understanding  “The Above”,  that becomes  “The Real Faith”  (noting what it really means – hence chapter11 in context where Paul is trying 

to explain what “Faith” really means to substantiate chapters 8 to 10)  that becomes  “The Salvation”  given at its respective two levels - 

1.  “The Early Adopters”  based their  “Real Faith”  (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire)  on  spiritually  recognising what had occurred previously  in 

Yahweh's Plan by  “The Early Adopters”  living generations  before  the new to be  “Early Adopters”.  Inasmuch they have a mind wishing to 

become like Yahweh’s Mind and thus prepared to do something about it while being oppressed around about by  people/leaders   preferring to 

operate to Satan’s present worldly methodology. 

2.   “The Late Adopters”  based their  “Real Faith”  (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire)  on  physically  recognising what is occurring around them in 

Yahweh's Plan when living in  Paradise/Park  in The Millennium.  Inasmuch being of animalistic mind previously,  they required The Physical 

operating around them before they gained  “Real Faith”  to precisely imitate JC.  

As I constantly state    

This is  incomprehensible  exegesis to our  worldly Christian leaders –  because they  never  teach it! 

Utter shame on them!   That is why Yahweh  shall  reject them for  “The Teaching Role”  as  “The Heirs”  over  “The Inheritance”! 

All as perhaps the majority of JC's teachings tell us on this subject  (please see my  inter-verse  commentaries within The Four Gospels). 

It must be clearly understood   Humans are very selective  in their pick and mix of what they want to remember,  and also upon what to abide.  

It  is  the Apostles  (TCs of The Gospel Age)  drawing out  those very specific individuals  to attain  “The Inheritance”  and not  just  become part  of  

“The Inheritance” –  because  “The Whole Resurrected World”  is  “The Inheritance”  (worldly Christians  and  non-Christians)  but  only  a few 

individuals  (as  “The Firstfruit Harvest”)  can  have  “The Inheritance”  by becoming directly  “Sons of God”.  Then,  as  “Sons of God”,  to be in the 

position to righteously  teach/instruct  “The Resurrected World”  so those specific members who ultimately reform in The Millennium,  by precisely 

imitating JC’s lifestyle  (only)  become part of  “The Eternal Inheritance”  when finally adopted into Yahweh’s family at the end of The Millennium 

Assay  (Rev.20v7-15). 

Can the reader see precisely the differentiation made within the text? –  Being only what The Bible teaches throughout! 

So I have just explained the part of the verse  ignored/missed  by our  “spiritually blind leaders” (being “all” religious leaders as likewise collectively 

bundled together by JC in his generalisation),  and now for the parts around those few words,  so we can see how they all holistically fit together. 

Paul starts again at the beginning. 

All the things pertaining to  “The Law”  that itself was to substantiate  “The 1st Covenant”  were only pointers of  “the much better things to come”. 

Note   There is  (1) Yom Kippur = the annual atonement of the People,  and  (2) the consecration of The Priests when they enter service to The Lord. 

I have presently combined the two –  because they are all part of   “The 1st Covenant”  -  that mirrors  “The 2nd Covenant”. 
 

Old Covenant  (based upon physical works immediate return) New Covenant  (drives the mind for future expectation) 

(The shadow/adumbration/sketch)   ({Intrinsically  good}/ideal  things) 

1st Four Laws of the 10 commandments  (Ex.20v3-11)  1st Law as given by JC  (Mark.12v30) 

2nd Six Laws of the 10 commandments  (Ex.20v12-17)  2nd Law as given by JC  (Mark.12v31) 

The Two tablets      The two inclusive laws given by JC. 

The Laws given by God through Moses embodies The Covenant The Laws given by God through JC embodies The Covenant. 

Moses the leader for The Covenant,  stated as the meekest man JC the leader for The Covenant,  was likewise the meekest man. 

The Tabernacle  (God’s Law covering the people)  God’s Law through JC expressing His Methodology 

Perfect Sheep at the Passover to protect the 1st born  JC as the perfect Lamb of God was the 1st born as sacrifice. 

The Passover Lamb held back for four days   JC held back for four thousand years  (“Day of the Lord as 1000 years”) 

The 1st born of The Levi were  The Priests/{High Priests} JC was The 1st born and ultimately became  The High Priest. 

The High Priest perfects himself with a sacrifice   JC was perfect and thus accepted by Yahweh as  The High Priest. 

The High Priest covers Israel with goat   JC covers Israel with a precise  like-for-like  sacrifice (of himself). 

The scapegoat carried the sins of Esau in the wilderness The scapegoat caries the sins of worldly Christians in this worldly system. 

1st Born of The Levi to become priests.   1st Born under Judah = the TCs awakened in The 1st Resurrection (priests) 

Seven branched Menorah     The  {complete/perfect}  God's Word shining out The Light yields the HS. 
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The Unleavened Bread to give sustenance for “life”.  JC’s Body,  being his lifestyle of which we are to imitate for  “life”. 

Unleavened.      JC was uncorrupted with hypocrisy  (not self-indulgent with God’s Word). 

Covered with oil     JC anointed with oil as being  “the perfect anointed”. 

Washed with water     Baptism  (Matt.3v15) 

The insides of the sacrifice presented to Yahweh  Yahweh performing the Special/Greater Judgement upon our  inner state. 

The outside of the sacrifice burnt outside the camp  Fleshly human  (1st part of our life)  destroyed outside Yahweh's presence. 

The Manna given by God to give salvation in The Wilderness The Word of God giving salvation in the wilderness of this worldly system. 

The Israelites outside     Christians not accepted for priestly positions 

The Gentiles     The Non-Christians 

The Priests      The TCs 

The Court outside     The Gospel Age containing The Christian Nation. 

The Holy Place     The Gospel Age containing those people actively aiming to become TCs. 

The Most Holy Place     Residing with Yahweh as  “the future Sons of God”. 

The Veil      The separation between the priests in fleshly body and spiritual body. 

Etc.      Etc. 

That is enough to be considering for the moment that has sprung to my mind while merely writing this piece in perhaps ten minutes –  there are quite a 

few more,  and I will add these as and when I have time to research the subject further. 

So we are told,  all the works and the procedures to be carried out,  all give a  “semblance”  of eternal life that could  never  work –   because Yahweh 

ultimately only desires a  human mind  (= peoples’  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  that itself chooses to be Christlike   (to edify our neighbour in 

preference to one’s self)  and it is by this method   “The Mind”   (“The Intrinsic Person”)  becomes purified.   

By judging our works  “based upon procedures”  does not make for a contrite  heart/{seat of motivation}  but more likely,  a rebellious  

callous/seared/hardened  mind.   It is only by understanding what we must do to achieve a righteous society,  requiring a  contrite/humble  demeanour to 

be bringing our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become the  one/same  as that operating within JC  (by imbuing  “The Word of God”).  It is this that 

develops  “The Internal Motivator”  to change our mindset,  so our mind is  not  “one of rebellion”,  but rather  “a mind of submission”  to both Yahweh  

(the 1st Law of JC)  and that to our neighbour  (the 2nd Law of JC)  which shall be mutual throughout in  “The Perfect Society”.  That automatically rules 

out  “leaders of this present world”  (operating to the spirit of this world Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19  to take their present positions)  to become TCs 

(in their present state)  because they demonstrably do  not  have a mind of submission,  but the very opposite –  that is why the allegoric term “horn”  is 

used in The Bible for “leader”. 

To escape this malaise,  then our present worldly mind requires JC to become  “The  Template/Pattern/Mould”  as  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for 

us to imitate  (driven by Yahweh’s Methodology). 

Do this  now  in the 1st part of our physical life to  receive  “The Inheritance” (as a “Son of God”),  or  we wait until the 2nd part of our 

physical life to then become  part  of  “The Inheritance”  (“The Resurrected World”). 

Thus become a  sincere  donor  (in charity – ideally ministry [best by exampled deportment])  to all people around us,  by becoming   “The Last/Least”  

(in the 1st part of our physical life) –  then Yahweh  (reading our  reformed/adjusted  mindset)  shall give us the position of supreme everlasting  

authority/capability  as a future  “Son of God”  by becoming  “The First/Most”  (Luke.9v48, 14v9-11, 16v10, etc., in the other gospels)  in the 2nd part of 

our physical life. 

It is by comprehensively understanding this,  conclusively shows our “leaders” in a worldly sense of whatever  (in society comprising of the three 

groupings –  Politics, Religion, Commerce)  cannot  become future Sons of God  (in their present condition) –  because they have entirely  The Wrong 

mindset!   Please see 1Pet.2v21-23 with regard to JC,  or Num.12v3 for another great leader,  Moses,  and thus we ask   Do we see this in our leaders? 

A final important observation - 

If we naturally desire to  “control people”  now,  for the worldly gains this brings by becoming today’s leaders –  then obviously we are 

rejected for Sonship!,  because we would have demonstrated  “The  Wrong  Mindset”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”!  

Also by warning -   

If we hypocritically take   “The Least/Lowly”  place now during The Gospel Age in  the vain attempt  to be given  “The  First/Most”  in The 

Millennium to gain authority to  “control people”,  having boldly suppressed the urge to  “control people”  now,  for that future scenario of 

authority and power – then likewise,  Yahweh will reject us!   Because quite simply we are displaying “hypocrisy” within our mind –  of which 

Yahweh shall get behind our poor façade during His internal examination  (1Sam.16v7-13,  for future Kingship). 

It is essential - 

We must  personally  root-out  of ourselves any desire to  “control people”  (for worldly return of whatever) –  because we who  are  to 

become  “The New Rulers”  (as the future Sons of God) -  we must be internally driven by  “a slave-like mind  of  contriteness/humility”  

(noting Luke17v7-10) –  where we are to be appearing as  “the  dross/scum  of the present world”  (1Cor.4v13).    

(Not in physical appearance,  but rather,  our deportment of servitude in aiding the spiritual development of other people is  not publicly 

valued.)    These are hardly  “the descriptors”  of a present worldly leader taking  “The Best”  for themselves from out of society! 

That is precisely why our leaders of Christianity  taking  “The High Place”  now –  are automatically rejected by Yahweh to lead in The Millennium! 

Quite simply they have  “the wrong mindset” –  especially the  charlatan  Christian leaders as  “The Ring Masters”  in their  “circus acts”  delighting 

and nurturing the  carnal/animalistic  minds of their bewitched devotes living for  “The Immediacy”  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, Gal.3v1, etc.)! 

All this is an  abomination  to Yahweh –  as He so clearly tells us in The Bible  (too many citations to be placed here)! 
Heb.  10v2 og thereupon/since/else/otherwise  no/not/none  wish/suppose   

Heb.  10v2 og (they have) paused/restrained/quitted/desisted/leave/refrained/ceased   

Heb.  10v2 og (the being) {borne towards}/{led to}/{given (to God)}/treated/{dealt with}/{offered (unto/up)}/ 

/{presented unto}/{put to},   

Heb.  10v2 og through (reason of)  the  {not even one}/{no one}/none  (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  yet/still/more   

Heb.  10v2 og (the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience  (of the) sins/faults/offences   

Heb.  10v2 og the (persons)  {hired menial}/{ministering (to God)}/worshipping/{divine servicing},   

Heb.  10v2 og {one/single time}/{once for all time}  (the having been) cleansed/pruned/expiated/purged? 

Heb.  10v2 = Else/Otherwise:     (otherwise we could reason … … ) 

Not  they  wish/would  have  paused/refrained/ceased  being  {borne toward}/{giving to God}/{presenting unto}   (every year),   

           (they would have no need to keep giving sacrifices every year … … ) 

through reason of  the people  {hired menials}/{ministers to God}/{divine serving}     (because the priests would have … … )   

the having been  {single time}/once  cleansed/expiated/purged   (are)     (in the single sacrificial event been purified forever … … ) 

to  hold/possess/have  {not even one}/none/no   yet/still/more  the  coperception/{moral consciousness}  of the  sins/faults/offences? 

            (and never to have the moral compunction to sin again.) 

 

Otherwise  (surely it would seem that,  - “stated as a rhetorical question” … … ) 

not they (The High Priests)  would have ceased giving  (sacrifices)  to God   (Yahweh,  every year), 
              (because  if  they  had  purified their mind,  then  they would have  no  need to repeatedly offer sacrifice  [leading from  “The Top”]) 
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through reason of the hired menials  (The High Priests)  having been once cleansed   (if  they had been  truly  driven by “God's Word”) 

to have no more a moral conscience of  sins/faults/offences   (a purified mind has no desire to repeatedly sin,  and thus needs no more sacrifices!) 

             (The Crux being  “The Law on Works”  did not tackle  “The Reform of The Mind”   -  thus people repeatedly sinned  after  the sacrifice)  

             (Tackling/judging  “the output”  would not solve the problem in society,  but only tackling “The Mind”  will ultimately solve society’s problems.) 

             (Only “The Early Adopters”  reform their mind now,  most people, to become  “The Late Adopters”, need The Millennium under JCg to change.)  
 

Let me just slightly rewrite this so that we might precisely understand what Paul is posing as a question for our consideration  

10v1   There is something better on offer than  “The 1st Covenant” –  because whatever the priests did,  they could not make themselves 

perfect in the midst of Yahweh’s requirements of all entities that are to survive for an eternity  (and neither could the populace under a  

sinful/worldly  leader,  endorsing worldly methodology  [as that which also occurs extensively today]). 

Most importantly,  for society to improve,  then it must start from “The Top”  (that is  why  society has failed for the last 6000 years)! 

10v2   Else  

Would the ministers not have  stopped/ceased  presenting unto  God (Yahweh)  every year,  because surely,  if those priests once having been  

cleansed/purged  would then no longer have the moral compunction to  sin/offense  again? 

Inasmuch they knew they had deliberately  sinned/offended  their neighbour during the previous year –  because their  

spirit/personality/desires/traits  had  not  a template (JC)  upon which to be  reformed/adjusted.  Consequently, Yahweh righteously had no 

valid gauge  (before all potentially accusing entities –  for example Satan –  Job.1v9-11)  upon which to make  “The Special/Greater (1st) 

Judgement”,  and hence the very specific  comment/{declaration made}  given at Rev.5v2-10. 

Notice Paul is  not  speaking about  “The Israelite Nation”  generally  -  but  principally  of  The Priests being cleansed! 

This is because  The New Testament  is  primarily  {calling out}/ecclesia  for “Christians”  from out of  The World  (of non-Christians). 

Whereby,  Yahweh then has  “a pool of individuals”  (of some 3 billion over The Gospel Age)  out of which Yahweh can then righteously  select/elect  

“144000 TCs”  (from out of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” [The Christian Nation])  over the past some 2000 years.  These are the specific individuals who  are  

sincerely motivated to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they can under their particular circumstances  (and receive nothing  [of 

whatever/whenever/however])  by return from The World  (Matt.20v16, 22v14).    

All in the same manner as did Yahweh in electing out  “The Prophets”  from out of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  so that JC as  “The Word of God”  

(Rev.19v13)  might attain his  two  flocks  (both representing “The Word of God”)  coming together  (John.10v16)  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in 

The Millennium. 

This is  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  never  taught today –  hence Paul’s urging call  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.). 

Because our  worldly  Christian  leaders/theologians  are  not  teaching this by  words/deeds  then they too,  cannot  be part of this Elected Class! 

This is precisely  why  it is taking  so long  (almost some 2000 years)  for Yahweh to gather together His future 144000  “Sons of God”  

because  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  of all time  have always  “Matt.23v13” plus a few more,  for example,  John.11v47-53! 
Heb.  10v3 og But  in  {to [= within] them}  (the) recollection/remembrance  (of the) sins/faults/offences   

Heb.  10v3 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) year  [= year by year = every year]; 

Heb.  10v3 = But  within  them    (the priests practising The Law of Works) 

(there is)  the  recollection/remembrance  of the  sins/faults/offences  accordingly  every  year. 

 

But within them   (The High Priests  dutifully practising  “The Law of Works”  in public ritual,  but perhaps inwardly  “detesting their job”)  

(there is)  remembrance of the  sin/offences  every year   (because The Priests have  “The Excuse of The Future Sacrifice”  to absolve themselves). 

              (By warning Christians now,  and all people of  “The Resurrected World”  will  not  have a  future  Sacrifice – it must truly be  personal reform) 

 

This is explained in the commentary to the previous verse –  the priests were very conscious they had practised premeditated sin against their neighbour 

during the year for self-indulgent reasons  -  but always knowing the future sacrifice will  “let them off the hook”  for another year,  in which they can 

freely sin again in the meantime!   This becomes  “A Gospel of Excuses to remain Human”  -  just as is equally taught in Christendom today! 

Then and now,  this methodology is  “Led from The Top”  and taught as being (supposedly) correct  “From The Top”!    So how is society to improve? 

That is why we need The Millennium and  completely new  leaders to rule  -  who  are  contrite/humble/circumspect/accountable/responsible  having 

previously proved themselves to be the true  slaves/servants  of society in the 1st part of their physical life while proving the 2nd part of their spiritual life!  

This  is  The Crux  towards which Paul is driving in explaining  “The 2nd Covenant”. 

These priests still remembered their  sins/faults/offences  every year  -  and were prepared to repeat them again,  without remorse!    

And so did Yahweh remember their sins,  – but He was  not  impressed! 

Yahweh had deliberately  installed/ordained  this practice - 

1. To give an opportunity for The Priests to reflect upon what they had done,  and ideally realise,  “a life”  was being sacrificed upon 

their behalf  (albeit an  innocent  animal  pressganged  into a painless sacrifice)  and this might cause personal reform in a 

sincere person. 

2. To become  “The  Adumbration/Sketch  of  “The Greater  Innocent  Sacrifice” of JC  (freely volunteered himself to become The 

Painful Sacrifice)  to follow and inaugurate  “The New Covenant”,  of which Paul goes into great lengths to explain in this epistle 

to The Hebrews. 

So what is the point Paul is making? 

“The 1st Covenant”  was  not  able to cleanse  “The Mind”,  it merely  “RESET the Works”  and their errant works were repeated year after year,  and 

this pattern would continue for an eternity  NEVER  to be yielding  “perfection within The Mind”  because it was built upon  “mental excuses”! 

However  “The 2nd Covenant”  operates solely upon  “The Mind”.   

Thus driving  “The Mind”  to operate upon the  one/same  standard as  “The Mind”  of an  innocent  individual who  was  able to surpass  “The 1st 

Covenant”  (Matt.5v17-18)  has then nullified  “The 1st Covenant”  for those people operating upon the  one/same  methodology as the successful JC.   

Therefore  if  we operate upon this  one/same  methodology  constantly  then  we have  no  need to keep  RESETTING  ourselves every year 

on our works.    
Can the reader understand this crucial exegesis?   

This means Yahweh desired humans to come to Him in utter humility to perfectly fulfil His Desire,  however we “humans”,  could not do this driven by a 

mindset as it was  (of the 1st part of our spiritual life –  built solely upon worldly methodology)  and thus it was JCg  (having his mind built upon 

Yahweh’s Methodology)  who became JC to specifically show us  “what we need to do within our life”  -  to edify  his/our  neighbour to know  why/how  

to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  through The Mind  (Ecc.12v13-14). 

It must be recognised JC died as The Sacrifice to atone for our past sins,  while we were ignorant  and he only further covers us over  “The Great 

Sabbath Day”  of The Millennium  -  then,  after that  “we are on our own”  so to speak,  because after this then we become “iniquitous”  (“knowing 

what is wrong and enjoy still doing it”).  We have had enough of life’s experiences  (over a 2 part life in both types of  “bad” [now]  and  “good” 

[Millennium] societies)  in which to have learnt how to behave respectively to our neighbour  -  hence  “JC’s cover is removed”  at the end of The 

Millennium  (Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-15 and the final  sifting-out,  Matt.13-30)! 

This is absolutely  “The Crux”  to how  “The 2nd Covenant”  works,  but again I need to stress,  this exegesis is  utterly unknown  as stated in  worldly 

Christian understanding –  because by default,  the leaders’  spiritual life  is still  dominated  by The World’s methodology,  having  not  yet made the full 

jump to become precisely like JC,  to be purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life!   They merely live in a shell  (just as did the High priest and lower 

priests did before JC’s 1st Advent)  –  presenting an acceptable façade –  but are worldly within  (Matt.23v27-32, etc.) –   the same mindset throughout  

“The Ages of Mankind” –  but different faces and names take these relative positions within “Religion”  generation after generation! 
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That is  why  they  still  need The Millennium to  further improve –  as do  all  humans who have  not  made the full jump across,  now! 

Heb.  10v4 og powerless/unable/weak/impotent/incompetent/impossible  For   

Heb.  10v4 og (the) blood  (of the) bulls  also  (of the) goats  (to) remove/{cut off}/{take away}  (the) sins/faults/offences. 

Old Testament reference located at  Ex.29v1-46. 

Heb.  10v4 = For  the  blood  of the  bulls,   also  of the  goats   

(is)  unable/impotent  to  remove/{cut off}/{take away}  sins/faults/offences. 

 

For the blood of the bulls   (for the High Priests through the years),    

also of the goats  (for The Populace)  is unable to remove  sin/offence. 
                  (Because  [1] they were no substitute for “The Real Thing”,  [2] the sacrifices only absolved the giver from reforming  his/her  mind) 

                  (The supposed  “reset and cover”  – just melted away over time within the minds of the participants of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”.) 
 

Just as Paul tells us,  this mechanical exercise could not make people’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  pure,  but the practice could make them cold and 

heartless.  The only people who would be recognised by Yahweh as having made a decent offering to  “reset and cover”  their repentant sin would be 

specifically those individuals who offered  the very best they could  to become “a personally painful loss”.  For example,  if this person was a farmer – 

then he would offer his  prize  bull/ram  that most people would keep to procreate future progeny.  This specific person would be favoured by Yahweh 

because  “The Gift”  truly  hurt the giver  (see Mark.12v42-43, Luke.21v2-3)!   Likewise today –  not by giving a physical offering of an animal –  but a 

much better commodity,  being  the sacrifice of ourselves  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  where we use  all our time  in  accurately  teaching  “The 

Word of God”  to our fellow humans for absolutely  no  physical  self-indulgent  return from The World of whatever can be gained by having a worldly 

mind  (money/power/prestige/sex/pension/influence/leverage/glory/etc.).  Yahweh will favour those specific individuals in The Millennium with Sonship 

because they have come up to  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  being  “The Template”  given to us by JC  (as  “The Word of God”)  and not backed 

away from its requirements  (2Tim.2v5)! 

Thus,  this becomes a sacrifice of our mindset given to Yahweh –  where our offering is  the future next generation of TCs  who follow through after us by 

what they learnt from our personal  accurate  ministry work,  so we all might meet together in the air together with our  Lord/Master  JCg  (1Thes.4v13-

18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-9, 20v6, etc.),  at his 1st 2nd C  (“The 1st Resurrection”). 

Therefore this mindset is not  “cold and heartless”  or  “calloused/seared”  but genuinely  innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from this world of sin}’  

and thus considered by Yahweh as being  “holy”  like His premier son JC,  and thus  “deemed entirely worthy”  of Sonship –  who,  himself was to have 

personally surpassed  “The Law of Moses”  – being  “The 1st Covenant”  and thus worthy to set  “The 2nd Covenant”  (Psa.51v17 in context)  for his 

followers  (where   the word  “followers”  truly means,  “imitators”). 

Can the reader understand the righteous logic behind Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”? 

Never  explained by those  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who claim to know  -  but demonstrably do not know by audit of their output! 

“They clearly do not know”,  because  they  “choose not to know”   by virtue of the implications to their lifestyle  if  they  “wanted to know”!  

Just to repeat this from another angle so we are all exceedingly clear about what this verse means. 

While the animal was  innocent of any crime  (as was JC),  the animal was pressganged into becoming The Sacrifice,  and the priests performing the 

ritual had no intention of purifying their mind towards Yahweh,  so for  “The Salvation of Israel”  this was a farce –  being only a  “worldly religious 

ritual”,  very much as that occurs today in  “Religion”  (and incidentally very like  “The Confession custom”  as that occurs in  worldly Christianity). 

The priests themselves were  physically born into this position  being  The Firstborn  (notice the allegory for the future TCs)  into a Levi family making 

them eligible to become priests  (Num.3v12-13, Lev.6v14-23) –  but they had no mind to fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  it was  “only a job”  to fill their time 

for a worldly return!   Moreover, there is absolutely  no  spiritual difference  today  (irrespective of the protestations to the contrary),  the  one/same  

mindset of being  “a job”  to fill their time for a physical worldly  return/existence  (noting Luke.16v3),  but different names and faces through the ages! 

However,  as Paul tells us,  this is all a  foreshadow/sketch  of what was to come –  being  “The Next Stage of Yahweh's Plan”  in The Gospel Age –  

where everything that was done by Law in  “The 1st Covenant”  was a direct allegory of what Yahweh was to show in The Gospel Age –  I would need 

perhaps 100 pages to go through everything of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  and how it was to be repeated at  “The Next/Spiritual Level”  in  The Gospel Age  

through  The Christian Nation –  and thus cannot start here –  else these commentaries become so long to read! 

But this is  what JC taught and explained  as “1st Century Christianity” –  hence Mark.1v22,  and the  three day continuous  teachings to the  

very same attentive  audience  (Mark.8v2-3, etc.),  noting of his authority and command of his subject matter  (again, Mark.1v22)! 

However quickly moving on,  JC led  “The Way Forward”  being driven by The Mind  to fulfil Yahweh Desire –  JC knew precisely what was Yahweh's 

Desire and told us what it was in his ministry –  please see in glossary  “Yahweh's Desire”,  also  my dissertations entitled  “The Crux of Christianity” 

and  “Yahweh's Plan as given in Genesis”. 

This  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders because they do  not  have the faintest idea what it is! 

The point is,  that like their predecessors of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  their mind is  not  suitably instructed upon  “The Word of God” –  it is rebellious,  

and thus JC's sacrifice has  not  purified their mind  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, 1John.2v18-19, etc.) –  in the same manner as the animal sacrifices did not 

purify  “The Mind”  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel’s priests”  (as we read at Matt.3v7-10, and the questioning at John.1v19-25 – was  not  “to humbly learn”,  

but only  “to contest”). 

        Thus we can conclude the  “official”  priests of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  treat JC's  sacrifice/martyrdom  in the same manner as that of an animal! 

Hard words –  I know, -  but hopefully it will bring forward the odd Nicodemus out of the  “official”  priests in the last generation of The Gospel Age. 

But! 

There  are  “The Official Priests”  anointed by Yahweh  who are  not  “professionally employed”  in a  worldly manner  “to peddle”  (worldly)  

“Christianity”  as are the  worldly  “official”  priests of Christendom of the some 45000+  schisms in The World today (2016 CE)  operating under the  

one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  The Air  (Eph.2v2)  being  “The  Heaven/Authority  of  The Evil One”  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  of worldly 

methodology  (originally sourced by Satan at Gen.3v1-5). 

Who are Yahweh's  “Official Priests”? 

Yahweh's Priests started with Stephen  (Acts.7v60),  then James  (Acts.12v2),  then through all the apostles and many other people throughout  The 
Gospel Age,  to perhaps include William Tyndale  (and those people like him)  some 500 years ago,  right through to the present day! 

Yahweh's Priests  take  “The Last/Least”  position in society developing a  humble/contrite  heart/{seat of motivation}  growing  “The New  (spiritual)  

Creature”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  inside themselves upon  “The Word of God”  to have JC's presence/parousia  -  so that Yahweh shall  give  to them  

“The First/Most”  position in society in The Millennium.  These  “Unprofessional”  (“not  paid by The World”)  “Priests of Yahweh”  are purifying the 

2nd part of their spiritual life to become eligible future Sons of God,  because what else is their driver – if they receive nothing from the World?   

They take upon themselves  “The Responsibility”  to behave correctly  (imitate JC)  themselves and the  “weight of the education program”  of their 

spiritual children.  They can purify their mind because they only have  “The One Master” (JC)  and  not  the master of worldly methodology  

(Matt.6v24),  they have secular employment  outside  “Religion”  to give subsistence to their fleshly body  (as Paul taught us at Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-

12, etc.),  and thus able to  freely/simply  give  “The Word of God”  to their recipients for absolutely  no  worldly return.   

Why?    

Because they  are  “objective”  and have  no  “conflict of interests”  in what they freely give to The World  (Matt.6v24).    

What else is their driver,  except  “fidelity and integrity”  to  “The Word of God”? 

Especially if the only return is persecution by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  detesting their own hypocrisy exposed (Luke.12v1)! 

These unpaid TCs  (almost as “lay-preachers”)  precisely fulfil  “The Word of God”  by imitating Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  as Paul 

showed by example  (see Acts.18v3,  and 2Thes.3v6-12). 
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So,  we realise Yahweh's Priests are  “ordinary”  -  but  “a bit strange”  (1Pet.2v9),  inasmuch they choose  not  to do the same type of things worldly 

people consider as  “The Norm”  (Matt.11v17, Luke.7v32),  but certainly they are  not  leaders of Politics, Religion or Commerce –  because  “The 

Mind”  of a worldly leader within The World under Satan’s present rule  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19,  hence John.17v13-17)  is wholly different  to that of JC 

(hence John.19v18)  or Moses  (Num.12v3)! 

The contents in this commentary succinctly explains what Paul is teaching us here and throughout this chapter! 

That is  specifically why  JCg told us through John   “To get out of her (Religion)”  (Rev.18v4 –  please see all my local commentaries). 

Some probing questions - 

Would you read a commentary like this sourced by  “The Priests of Christendom”? 

What might you think the answer to that question would be? 

Do I have need to write an answer to that question? 

Heb.  10v5 og Therefore/consequently  (the) entering/{arising into}/{going in}  into/unto   

Heb.  10v5 og the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life (= all life on this planet)   (he/it) states/exclaims:   

Heb.  10v5 og (the) {sacrifice (the act or the victim)}  also   (the) presentation/oblation/sacrifice/offering   

Heb.  10v5 og not  (You [Yahweh]) determined/{delighted in}/desired/{be pleased},   

Heb.  10v5 og (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily  and   

Heb.  10v5 og (You [Yahweh]) {completed thoroughly}/{been fitted}/repaired/restored [middle voice]  {to me}/mine [JCg], 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.39v6-9  (primary). 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.1v11, Amos.5v21  (secondary). 

Heb.  10v5 = Consequently  entering/{going in}  into  The World   (Life = Mankind)   he  (King David for JCg)   states: 

The  sacrifices  also  the  presentations/offerings  not  You  (Yahweh)   {delight in}/desired/{be pleased},   

and the  {whole body}  You  (Yahweh)   {completed thoroughly}/repaired/restored  {to me}  (King David for JCg). 

 

Consequently entering into the World (Life = Mankind)  he (King David prophetically  speaking for JC  a 1000 years earlier)  states: 

  The sacrifices,  also the presentations not You (Yahweh)  desire   (Yahweh detests  “The Motive”  behind  “The Sacrifice”) 

             (Inasmuch JC recognised this,  and  gave his own body  that Yahweh truly desires and recognised  “The Motive”  behind JC’s giving.) 
             (JC’s motive  [Yahweh’s Methodology expressed by JC]  trumped  “The Religious Leaders” motive  [Satan’s methodology expressed by them]) 

             (JC’s motive was  “to edify his neighbour [us] to his own hurt”,  “Religious Leaders” motive is “self-indulge to their neighbour’s [JC/us] hurt”) 

  and the whole body You (Yahweh)  completed thoroughly to me   (JCg was given a resurrection to become a  “Son of God”). 

 

Several critical things of which this verse  screams out –  but utterly lost in the  malaise  of  worldly  Christian doctrine. 

1. There are clearly two separate entities here   one (JCg)  stating to  The Other (Yahweh). 

(King David  [archetypical of JC]  saying it about himself,  but given in prophecy to speak about JC,  that is why Paul quoted it). 

“The tense”  as written in the original Greek speaks of the 1st part of the verse occurring before JC’s existence within a fleshly body – 

inasmuch he is making the statement   “Yahweh,  You do not accept what is occurring here”  and by inference a conscious decision is to be 

made   “I,  JCg will  step-in  to become that perfect sacrifice –  if You can  “engineer”  the circumstance to make this possible  (put my 

“existence”  within a fleshly body –  to then  try/assay  my  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within a corruptible fleshly body subject to the  

tests/temptations  that my (JCg's)  creation experiences,  and if I remain faithful unto death,  then You  (Yahweh),  shall have  “The Required 

Righteous Sacrifice”  on behalf of my creation –  so the members of my creation who freely  choose to imitate me  over their  “2 part life”  

shall have salvation. 

It should be absolutely noted   Yahweh is  not  blood-thirsty –  but was put into this position by an upstart  (Satan)  trying to usurp Yahweh's  

“Right to Rule”  within  “The Collective Mind”  of JCg's creation.   Consequently,  to righteously retrieve the situation  (Gen.3v15)  Yahweh 

is Righteously  sifting-out  within JCg's creation  “The Good from The Bad”  (Matt.13v28-30)  into The Eternity by the  only  righteous 

method possible before all other  on-looking  celestial entities  (within The Universe)  reasoning upon  “The Scene”  operating over a period 

of some 7000 years within The World.  Moreover,  in  “The Process”,  Yahweh is able to righteously gain another 144000  new  “Sons of 

God”  into The Universe,  and for JCg,  these 144000 “Sons of God” (Rev.14v1-4)  become his  “like-minded”  partners  (hence Eph.5v30-

32,  and warning at 1Cor.6v16).  Please see my interesting muse at the end of my commentary to 1Thes.4v14. 

2. The 2nd part of the verse now speaks in  “the tense”  of being  “after the event”,  inasmuch JCg has succeeded  (true at the time Paul is 

writing this epistle,  about 61 CE)  and thus having been resurrected  from out of a defunct fleshly body  as  “The  First/Chief/Only  begotten 

Son of God”  (see “begotten” in glossary)  within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (1Cor.15v35-55),  being within the same incorruptible 

body within which JCg was originally created by Yahweh before the existence of The World  (The Adornment/Decoration = Life – StrongsTM 

= 2889). 

3. Furthermore in  prophecy,  JCg speaks of his fleshly body operating in The World throughout The Gospel Age comprising of the 144000 TCs 

who at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  becomes fully restored as  “The Wife”  at his side to become metaphorically as  “one flesh”  (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32,  

and by warning at 1Cor.6v16).  Therefore, it is Yahweh’s gift to JCg to make his body  (of 144000 TCs, 1Cor.12v12-22 physically working 

during The Gospel Age)  become resurrected to join him as his metaphoric wife  ready for the next stage of Mankind’s Salvation,  to then gain  

“The Late Adopters”  in The Millennium.  This gift of future  “Sons of God”  is given by JCg to Yahweh  (of which Yahweh  gives by return  

as JCg’s Wife)  by JC sacrificing himself in his ministry and ransom sacrifice,  hence  “the mirror”  as explained in Heb.7v1-5 regarding 

exchanging of tithes  (and The Appendix to this epistle -  explaining the analogy between Melchizedek and Abraham).    

The  most  obvious conclusion that stands out from this  within the logical and reasoning mind –  is the now  demonstrably defunct  Trinity doctrine – 

that makes absolutely  no  sense –  but an  absurd dogma  created by Man to confuse  “so both fall into the ditch”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 

When  are our Christian  theologians/scholars  going to  wake up?   Quite frankly,  because  they must have a capable reasoning mind to 

reach the position they occupy,  then  logically I can only presume they do  not  believe anything they state,  but just outwardly  “go through 

the motions”  to present an acceptable façade so –  as to receive a  worldly  income (of whatever).   Then we are back to the previous 

commentary of the 1st Epoch Israel priests  “going through the motions” –  “it is just a job”,  for which  “we get a worldly income”  for our 

fleshly body!   

I personally cannot explain what I witness in any other manner. –  But it must be so personally depressing if we do not  “believe”  in what we publicly 

purport to “believe” –  because we become a “hypocrite”,  split between two masters  (Matt.6v24)  and Yahweh will not work with us  (James.1v6-8).   

It must put a severe strain on the brain to be pulled in two diametrically opposed directions! 
Heb.  10v6 og (the) {wholly consumed (sacrifices)}/{burnt offerings}  also  concerning/about  (the) sins/faults/offences   

Heb.  10v6 og no/not/none  (You [Yahweh]) {thought well of}/approved/{thought it good}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.40v6, 51v16. Hosea.8v13, Amos.5v21-22, 

Heb.  10v6 = also  not  You  (Yahweh)   {thought well of}/approved/{thought it good} 

the  {wholly consumed sacrifices}/{burnt offerings}  concerning/about  sins/faults/offences. 

 

Also not You (Yahweh)  approved the wholly consumed sacrifices concerning  sins/offences. 
                 (Because again,  “The Motive”  was wrong  within  “The Mind”  of  “The Worldly Giver”) 
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Thus King David  (archetypical JC – see  “King David”  in glossary)  speaking as though he was representing JCg  (some 1000 years before JCg 

physically offered himself to Yahweh to redeem his creation)  wrote this psalm through divine inspiration.   

It would do well for the reader to read the whole quoted Psalm 51,  in particular the verses after v16 which give insight in what Yahweh truly desires – 

being what this website  screams out  to The World for its members’ personal redemption. 

But we see precisely the same thing stated by  “The Prophets”  following King David some 400 to 500 years later  (Hosea and Amos cited)  where  “The 

Prophets”  being  outside  what the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  represented,  became  competent auditors  of the worldly  “official”  priests of  

“The 1st Epoch Israel”  (The Jews).  Likewise,  we, aiming to become TCs can  competently audit  the  worldly  “official”  priests of  “The 2nd Epoch 

Israel”  (The Christian Nation)  when they give their  “supposed offerings of worship”  equally  wholly rejected  by Yahweh –  but these leaders are  

wholly beloved  by their deluded congregational members!   

“The Crux”  of this piece is to  “Understand what is going through our mind” –  being what should be  “a  sane/reasoning  mind”  to -  

“Edify our neighbour to our own hurt” 

Or by contrast,   

“Be self-indulging our animalistic mind for  The Immediacy  to the ultimate hurt to our neighbour”  (against what we should have been doing 

with our time  [being our most important commodity]). 

So we must ask ourselves - 

What is it to be? 
Heb.  10v7 og Then/{At the time}  (I) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   

Heb.  10v7 og Behold/Lo/Look/See   (I) come/arrive/{be present}   

Heb.  10v7 og in  (to the [= within]) {knob (on the) end (of a stick which scripture [Tanakh] was rolled)}/heading/volume   

Heb.  10v7 og (of the) roll/bill/book/scroll/writing  (it was) written/scribed/engraved  concerning/about  {of me}/mine   

Heb.  10v7 og of the (one [JC])   (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,  the  {specific god},   

Heb.  10v7 og the  determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire   (of the) (singularly) thee/thy/thou/you (Yahweh). 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.40v6-8. 

Heb.  10v7 = Then/{At the time}  I  (JC)   said/spoke/uttered: 

Behold/Look   I  (JC)   come/arrive/{be present}    

[within the  heading  of the  scroll,   it was  written  of me  (JC)],   

of the  one  (JC)   to  do/make/perform/practice   

Your  (Yahweh)   determination/decree/purpose/will/desire,   “the specific god”  (Yahweh). 

 

        (King David writing in despair of what he was inheriting,  and would do something about it in his rule over Israel some 1000 years earlier … … ) 

        (JC thought likewise about  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  in his day [and subsequently],  also he is ruling the New Spiritual Israel [TCs]) 

Then I (David/JC)  said:- 

  Behold I (David/JC)  come/arrive   (I present myself ready,  at my  “1st Advent”  to give my  [1] Ministry,  and then  [2] Ransom Sacrifice) 
  [in the heading of the scroll,  it is written of me (JC)]   (meaning,  It has been written about me by prophecy, –  of which I [JC] am now to fulfil) 

  of the one (David/JC)  to  do/perform   (in my 3.5 year ministry  ending with my murder  [a conspiracy committed by  “The Leaders of Religion”]) 

  Your (Yahweh’s)  determination/purpose,  “the specific god”  (Yahweh). 

 

Let us quickly remove the matter of the floating pointer  “ho theos”  located at the end of the verse.   It is clearly referenced upon JC and thus points to 

Yahweh.  It is King David under divine inspiration speaking as  “The Lord of my lord”  (see Psa. 110v1-2, Matt.22v42-45,  which was analogous to  

“The Rosetta Stone”  for me regarding the understanding of  “ho theos”  -  that came to me when I was writing machine code for microprocessors 

contemplating  “relative and absolute stack pointers”  in about 2002 CE). 

King David of like mind to JC,  is voicing the thoughts of JCg for our benefit  (and this gives me the security of absolutely knowing Yahweh has all things 

under perfect control –  allowing  “snippets of knowledge and understanding”  to  “seep-out”  through the millennia according to His Desire being 

fulfilled in  “The Culmination”  through  “The 2nd Covenant”. 

Getting to  “The Meat”  of the verse,  we read,  King David having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as  did/(does)  JC(g),  then we 

understand  both entities wholly intended to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

That is precisely what this website  screams out  to The World regarding what  “we”  should be doing at a personal level. 

Sadly,  virtually  no  one on this planet  really  knows what is Yahweh’s Desire regarding  “us”  [1] individually,  and  [2] Mankind generally, –  and 

consequently people clearly have severe trouble in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire even if they  (of whom,  many  do)  genuinely want to fulfil His Desire! 

Please read  “Yahweh's Desire”  in glossary to understand precisely what is occurring on this planet today,  and what is required,  thus knowing how 

“we”,  at a  distinctly personal level,  might completely fulfil His Desire. 

All throughout the scriptures we have written down for us the prophecies of JC coming to redeem  “Mankind”  (starting with the very first prophecy 

given at Gen.3v15),  where here,  we have speaking in  “the first person”  saying    

A great prophet like me (JC) coming out of Israel (Deut.18v15),  and JC speaking of himself  (Luke.24v44),  Peter confirming  (Acts.10v43), 

etc.  And JC is then able to say   “Yes,  that was me who wholly fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire”  (Rev.5v1-12). 

Furthermore,  ideally  “we”  who  are diligently aiming to become TCs  –  can equally say this of ourselves! 

Heb.  10v8 og (The)  upper/{a more conspicuous (place)}/above/higher  (the) stating/exclaiming  because   

Heb.  10v8 og (the) {sacrifice (the act or the victim)}  also   (the) presentation/oblation/sacrifice/offering  also   

Heb.  10v8 og (the) {wholly consumed (sacrifices)}/{burnt offerings}  also  (sacrifices/offerings)  concerning/about   

Heb.  10v8 og (the) sins/faults/offences  no/not/none  (You [Yahweh]) determined/{delighted in}/desired/{be pleased},   

Heb.  10v8 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}   (You [Yahweh]) {thought well of}/approved/{thought it good}   

Heb.  10v8 og (the) who/which [plural]  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  

Heb.  10v8 og the  {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law   

Heb.  10v8 og (they [sacrifices] are) {borne toward}/{led to}/{given (to God)}/treated/{dealt with}/{offered (up)}/ 

/{presented unto}/{put to}]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.40v6-8, Amos.5v21-24. 

Heb.  10v8 = The  upper/{more conspicuous}/higher  the  statement/exclamation: 

Because  the  sacrifice   also  the  oblations/sacrifices/offerings,   also  the  {burnt offerings},  

also  the  sacrifices/offerings  concerning/about  the  sins/faults/offences   

not  You  (Yahweh)   {delighted in}/desired/{be pleased},   

neither/{not even}  You  (Yahweh)   {thought well of}/approved/{thought it good}    

the  which  they are  {borne toward}/{given to God}/{presented unto}  according to  The Law  (of Moses). 

 

The higher statement   (as sourced by  one of The Prophets –  speaking as a person truly understanding Yahweh’s Mind):- 
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  Because the sacrifice  also the  oblations/offerings,  also the burnt offerings,   (as given by “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 

  also the sacrifices concerning the  sins/offences 
  not You (Yahweh)  be pleased,  neither You (Yahweh)  thought it was good;   (because The Motive was wrong!) 

  (of)  which they (the sacrifices)  are given to God according to The Law  (of Moses). 
                 (Thus even  “The Givers”  knew what they gave was useless  [decrepit rejects of animal sacrifice],  -  it was all a charade!) 

                 (What is different now – today -  by our  “Leaders of Religion”  in their  “feigned public worship”  and  “supposed sacrifices”  of whatever?) 

 

So Paul paraphrases what King David said,  and repeated by  “The Prophet”  Amos  (and Isa.1v11-21)  under divine inspiration as prophecy to the 

reason why JC had to come and bring upon us  “The New Covenant”  that operates within The Mind and thus judges The Mind  (in Yahweh's  

“Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”.  This Judgement is solely based upon what JC laid down for  “The Foundation of The Future Temple”  to be 

constructed out of some 144000  white [purified]  stones  [everlasting/steadfast/unmovable,  1Cor.3v16, 1Pet.2v5-7, etc.,]  laid upon  “The Foundation 

of JC”  [Isa.28v16, Eph.2v20, etc.]). 

The statement of greatest importance is - 

Sacrifices and offerings,  burnt offerings and sacrifices concerning our  (deliberate)  sins/faults/offences,  You, Yahweh,  have  no  pleasure in 

them  (Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v21-24),  neither approved of them  (even though they were offered in works according to  “The Law of Moses”)! 

Likewise with  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  being The Christian Nation,  the apparent  praise/worship/sacrifices  (for a worldly self-indulgent return,  of 

whatever)  in our large church  (of whatever)  congregations brings absolutely  no  pleasure to Yahweh,  because  “we”  would be having our reward  

now  (Matt.6v1-18)  to be pleasing  “the animalistic mind”  (2Tim.4v3-4),  by making our home within The World  (of  unreformed  methodology).   

This is true even if we are stating all the wonderful things according to  “The Law”  of -  “I believe in JC”. 

But are we  precisely imitating  his  ministry/lifestyle? 

Else we become  “hypocrites”  to what we publicly state –  therefore this verse becomes  “The Warning”  for us  to reform.   

If no  reform/adjustment  is forthcoming,  then we shall be rejected as  not  being acceptable  “trainee priests”  now  (rejected from  “The Holy Place”),  

and thus be going into The Millennium  requiring further reform  (within our mind) –  being the  specific point of  “The New Covenant”. 

“The New Covenant”  first needs  its  “Early Adopters”  following in behind JC as  “The High Priest”  to Yahweh, –  and when fulfilled in number  (of 

144000 TCs becomes  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”,  Rev.14v1-4),  thereby allowing the next section to occur – being The Millennium during 

which  “The General Resurrection”  of all humans shall occur in perhaps staggered stages of 100 years  (Isa.65v20 –  speaking specifically of this 

period of time –  as also at Rev.22v15). 

This key sequence of events is presently unknown to our  worldly Christian  theologians/scholars, –  but this is principally what Paul is driving home in 

Hebrews and of his other epistles –  culminating in John’s Revelations to make everything  so very clear  at  “The Close of The Gospel Age” –  as I so  

very carefully and thoroughly explain  on this website of  “The Most Accurate”  Translation and Commentary of the New Testament comprising of some 

4,000,000+ words. 
Heb.  10v9 og Then/{At the time}  (He [Yahweh]) said/uttered/spoke:   

Heb.  10v9 og Behold/Lo/Look/See   (I [JCg]) come/arrive/{be present},   

Heb.  10v9 og of the (one [JC])   (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,  the  {specific god} [Yahweh],   

Heb.  10v9 og the  determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  (of the) (singularly) thee/thy/thou/you [Yahweh]. 

Heb.  10v9 og (he [JC]) {takes up again}/adopts/{takes away (violently) abolishes/murders}/slays   

Heb.  10v9 og the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  [Covenant based upon Works],   

Heb.  10v9 og that  the  {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd  [Covenant based upon the Mind] 

Heb.  10v9 og (he [JCg] may/should) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide. 

Heb.  10v9 = Then/{At the time}  he  (JCg)   said/spoke/uttered: 

Behold/Look  I  (JCg)   come/arrive/{be present},   

the one  to  do/work/perform/practice  Your  (Yahweh)   determination/decree/purpose/will/desire,   “the specific god”   (Yahweh). 

He  (JC)   is  {taking away}/removing  the  first/former   (covenant),   

that  he  (JC)   may/should  {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}  the  second/afterward   (covenant). 

 

Then he (JCg)  said:- 

  Behold I (JCg)  come/arrive   (I present myself ready,  at my  “1st Advent”  to give my  [1] Ministry,  and then  [2] Ransom Sacrifice), 

  The person (JC)  to  do/perform  Your (Yahweh)  determination/purpose,  “the specific god” (Yahweh). 

He (JC)  is taking away The First  (Covenant,  being only a judgement upon  “The Works”  [being “The Output”]) 

(so)  that he (JC)  might establish The Second  (Covenant,  being only a judgement upon  “The Mind”  [being  “The Driver”]).  

 

Paul affirms for us what was given in prophecy - 

I,  JC,  came to fulfil Your Desire,  Yahweh.  I will,  through my  [1] ministry/lifestyle  and  [2] Ransom Sacrifice,  remove the old defunct 

covenant  (based upon “works”)  and replace it with a new covenant  (based upon “The Mind”)  of which I will set  “The Golden Standard”  

on how people should behave to one another.  People are to mutually “edify each other”  (in contrast to physically  “taking from others”  for 

self-indulgent gratification).  Freely edifying our neighbour for them to know  why/how  to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  becomes  “The 

Golden Standard”  led by my  (JCg’s)  actions  (JC’s Mind delivered righteous works of sacrifice). 

Therefore as Paul states    

JCg came to this planet driven by a  greater/higher  statement that raised  “The Standard”  of  “The  Gifts/Offerings”  given to Yahweh,  in 

which Yahweh would be delighted.  

It must be understood,  it is  not  “The Blood”  that Yahweh delights in  (as deliberated misstated by certain “ignorant” people) –  but rather  “The 

Mindset”  that has delivered  “The Gift/Offering”  and upon which Yahweh  is  righteously able to offer  in return  the position of Sonship to those 

individuals like JC within a  heavenly/celestial  body.  The people likewise,  offered the 1st part of their physical life in daily sacrifice  (for  no  worldly 

return,  but pain within  “The Giver” –  as I explained earlier with the animal sacrifices)  to  accurately  edify their neighbour themselves to be fulfilling 

Yahweh’s Desire under Satan’s Regime operating in this present worldly system. 

If the sacrifice is too painful for the giver  (and thus not done correctly),  then,  as equally today,  people in the position to make  public  

offerings use  “The Offering”  as  a transferral of responsibility  away from  “The Giver”.   to the thing that is  “given”.   

What do I mean?   

“The Offering”  becomes  “The Excuse”  to pass  responsibility  from  “The Self”  in an indulgent attitude of having excused ourselves,  to 

then continue  “The Offence”. 

That is  why  “The Offering”  JC gave came from  “The Heart  (seat of motivation)”,  but those people giving  (2nd/3rd quality)  animals  (then and 

worldly things today)  self-excused  themselves,  and are thereby  allowing their original sin to continue.   

This  not  true  “repentance” ,  but is a sham,   and all this is crucial understanding to personally comprehend  “The 2nd Covenant”! 
Heb.  10v10 og In  {to [within] whom/which}  (the) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire   

Heb.  10v10 og (the) purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified [plural]  {we are/being}  through (reason of)    

Heb.  10v10 og of the  {bearing toward}/{leading to}/{giving (to God)}/{dealing with}/ 
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/{offering (unto/up)}/{presenting unto}   

Heb.  10v10 og of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  of the  Jesus/{Yahweh saves}  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   

Heb.  10v10 og {upon one occasion}/{at the once}. 

Heb.  10v10 = Within  which  the  decree/purpose/desire  (of Yahweh)    (being The New Mechanism through which … … ) 

we (TCs)  are  purified/consecrated/sanctified    (all humans are purified  [but only TCs have presently  reciprocated and are accepted]) 

through reason  of the  {bearing toward}/{giving to God}/{presenting unto}     (because Yahweh has received a perfect offering) 

of the  {whole body}  of the  Jesus  Christ  {upon one occasion}/{at the once}.     (JC – The Once – offered his sacrifice) 

 

Within which the  determination/desire   (of Yahweh  fulfilled through  JC)    (JC operating to Yahweh’s Methodology –  yields The 2nd Covenant) 

we are purified   (all humans are purified to a RESET state,  but  only  “The Early Adopters”  are now accepted in the 1st part of their physical life) 
through reason of the giving to God   (because Yahweh has received  “a perfect offering” –  The Giver’s  Motive  [JC]  was perfect) 

of the whole body of the Anointed  Jesus   (JC freely gave his life for his Creation’s Salvation –  and TCs imitating JC shall be likewise anointed) 

upon one occasion   (“The Once  Reset Condition” – we all  now have a 2 part life –  but  not a 3 part life,  we must  “get it correct”  in the 2nd part). 
               (All counter to what we are errantly taught by our  worldly Christian leaders for several obvious reasons!  -   Do they actually read The Bible?) 

 

Thus we  (as TCs)  become  purified/consecrated/sanctified  through reason of JC presenting his body to Yahweh for  “The  One  Occasion”. 

What does this  really mean  in the long term? 

Is it what our  worldly  Christian leaders tell us? 

No  (as usual)! 

I state   

“We (as TCs) are purified”  as stated in the verse,  because that terminology is precisely what Paul means,  Paul is  exhorting and urging  the  

“holy brethren”  (being those people  actively trying  to be  “separate from this world of sin”)  to become like him, –  where those people of 

the inclusive  “we”  do become purified for Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  that  may/possibly  lead to Sonship. 

Now the bit  worldly Christian leaders get correct. 

Yes! -  JC  is  capable of atoning and covering  any  person  the once  being our former self  (covering our deliberate sins  while ignorant)!  

Good -  we can agree on one thing! 

Actually, No!   Because Christian leaders add the caveat  -  “You must become a Christian of our sect to be saved!” 

This is not what it says in The Bible!   But only when the scriptures are passed through Rev.22v18-19! 

Moreover,  worldly Christian leaders completely  “mess it all up”  by adding the extension to state   JC covers us for all our future sins as well! 

Actually,  there is  absolutely nothing  in The Bible they can find to substantiate that statement  (I know –  because I have translated and written an inter-

verse commentary for the whole New Testament  (over a time period of some 50,000+ hours,  consisting of some 4+ million words)  –  and there is  

nothing  that makes,  or even supports that statement of theirs)! 

However,  there is much I can find to tell us that  if  we have  “the knowledge”,  and  then  deliberately go against Yahweh's Desire  (to be iniquitous) –   

this shall result in  “no future for us”  – we shall be like  “Judas Iscariot”,  annihilated! 

Please see  “2 part life”  in glossary that explains this. 

However what The Bible  does  teach us is this - 

Once we have the knowledge of JC  (being  “The Word of God”)  then we  must  operate upon it to become much better people,  where we  

personally  leave  “The Methodology of The World”  and enter  “Yahweh's Methodology”  that is to then rule our lifestyle –  forever.  

Yahweh’s Methodology ruling our mind means that  “we precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by his  one/same  motive”! 

If  we  do this,  then  we  are - 

1. Purified by JC’s ransom sacrifice of his life being given to Yahweh on behalf of our life  -  to now give us a 2 part life. 

During which after becoming virgins (by JC’s gift)  we then gain our oil by remaining virgins  (inasmuch our mind is controlled by JC’s 

Methodology [as The Word of God] as The Lord/Master of our mind)  to be collected by JCg as  “The Early Adopters”  (Matt.25v1-12). 

2. Brings the 2nd part of our life into harmony with Yahweh's Desire by edifying our neighbour so they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

This is the action of the five virgins gaining their oil (Matt.25v4)  Please read my important commentaries to this cited parable. 

Do this,  and we become fully purified  (in our 2 part spiritual life). 

If  this is done in the 1st part of our physical life then we shall receive a body commensurate with what we sowed in the 2nd part of our 

spiritual life  (Matt.13v16-23, Gal.6v5, 1Cor.15v35-55)  being a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body commensurate with the purified  

spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the 2nd part of our spiritual life that occurred in the 1st part of our physical life imbuing  “The Word of 

God”  and acting with fidelity upon it). 

This is  never  accurately taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  (up to 2007 CE)  because they have  no  comprehension of this  “Righteousness” –  

hence the reason of this website is to make this knowledge  “crystal clear” –  so they might  then  start  accurately  teaching this  “Knowledge”  to those 

people of whom they are personally responsible –  else they shall be  “called to account”  in The Millennium  (Luke.12v46-48)! 

Finally,  it must be clearly understood  (because again,  this is  never  righteously/accurately  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders) -  

The point Paul makes is this - 

1. JC had his sole existence in a fleshly body.  He did  not  have a  “back-up existence”  somewhere else.  JC  “stood or fell”  upon whether his 

spirit/personality/desires/traits  chose to fulfil Yahweh's Desire/Methodology,  or  The World’s methodology. 

Yahweh was judging His Son,  JC’s very existence upon  “The Law of Moses” –  driven by his internal  agapao/{edifying love}  to utterly 

fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  and thus deemed entirely  “perfect”.   Where to  agapao/{edifying love}  Yahweh is to    

“Magnify what Yahweh  truly means  in a  sane/reasoning  mind of a fellow human,  so  he/she  too might precisely imitate JC's 

ministry/lifestyle”. 

Why?   

       So over a recipient's 2 part life,  then  he/she  has no righteous excuse  “not to imitate JC”,  and have a possible everlasting existence. 

2. Therefore when JC offered up his life,   he was  not  only offering-up a  (his)  fleshly body –  but he had put  his very existence in jeopardy.   

His body contained the  spirits/personality/desires/traits  of his former existence as the Son of God  (and our creator).  Therefore,  because 

his  “operating functional fleshly DNA body”  contained his  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  upon the platform of a functioning fleshly 

synapse construction mapping”  then this  functioning combination of both parts  means  “soul”  was  “put in jeopardy”  for the salvation of 

those members of his personal creation who ultimately choose to imitate their saviour over what now becomes their 2 part life. 

“Soul”  absolutely does  not  mean what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  errantly teach  us –  they are  hopelessly lost  in the myths 

of  their own creation;  – “soul” is  not  something ethereal that  “drifts around in the ether”  after we are dead!   This is an  utter lie  

designed to perpetuate Satan’s Lie  (John.8v44)  given to Eve that if you sin  (thereby contravening Yahweh's Word Gen.2v17)  “you will 

surely not die”  (Gen.3v4). 

Therefore we conclude  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  represent Satan's methodology,  and  not  Yahweh's Methodology!    

Furthermore,  if they get one thing wrong,  then what else do they get wrong  (James.3v11-12)?   Virtually everything -  as I show in my closely 

reasoned exegesis!   They are  utterly useless  when it comes to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (see Matt.7v12-27 and all of chapter 23 –  all of which 

pretty much describes them,  absolutely)! 

So if these religious leaders get  “the very basis of our existence”  wrong  then there is  not  much else of value we can trust to be given from them! 
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“Yahweh”  Whose  “Name”  means   “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”  has  “The  Authority/Capability/Means”  to capture our very 

“synapse construction mapping”  and store it  (as the  “heavenly treasure”  see glossary and my commentaries at Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33)  so we 

might be resurrected  (awakened/roused)  as given by allegory in Eze.37v1-28.  This allegoric prophecy is representative of  “The Two Remnants out of 

The 1st and 2nd Epoch Israel”,  and then  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  generally,  for its members’ education and final judgement made by JCg and the 

144000 TCs  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 

The point of this explanation  

1. Untangle the unrighteous garbage taught to us by those  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  “claiming to know”  (but fraudulently do  not)! 

2. Show there  is  a  logical/righteous  mechanism for our personal salvation. 

3. Show that JC  was/is  not  “The Almighty God”  (as our worldly Christian theologians completely entangle in myth of their  own  creation). 

4. To show that JC did something  very serious for us –  not just experiencing incredible pain and suffering on our behalf –  but he also placed 

his  “very existence”  in jeopardy.  There were only two outcomes for JC,  (1) everlasting life  or  (2) annihilation! 

5. From (4) JC  has  rescued  all of us  from what would have been automatic  “annihilation”  (being a choice made for us by Adam and Eve)  

and he changed it to become  a personal choice for each one of us to make “The Decision”  (over what has become a “2 part life”)  whether 

we  (1) personally choose to live forever within a perfected society,  or  (2) revert to our old methodology  (represented by Lot’s Wife  

hankering after her life in Sodom  symbolised by the words merely stating  “she looked back” [in lust]  to the destruction of Sodom – 

Gen.19v26)  and thus face personal annihilation of  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev2v11, 20v6 that will not occur to the successful TCs in  

heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies given in  “The 1st Resurrection”  = JCg’s 1st 2nd C –  see glossary). 

Important Note   Lot’s wife  will  be resurrected to learn  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium –  but as to her success –  it is her decision. 

6. The choice of this  “2 part life”  means - 

6.1  Have the vista of  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within our mind  (Luke.17v21)  now  within the 1st part of our physical life  by 

imitating JC’s ministry//lifestyle  (as a TC)  means we have  sown the correct seed  (1Cor.15v35-55)  for a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body 

upon our  awakening/rousing /resuscitation  (= resurrection). 

6.2  Leave it until the 2nd part of our physical life  (awakening/rousing/resuscitation)  being the resurrection into the perfected DNA fleshly 

body  (given in trust)  as a member of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (to become  part of  “The Inheritance”)  where we require  the reality  of  

“The Kingdom of God”  physically operating around us  to cause reform within our  “synapse construction mapping”  (our brain taught how 

think correctly)  to become Christlike,  so only then can we attain everlasting life. 

Therefore Paul is teaching us by analogy  “The Body of JC”  offered at his sacrifice was acceptable to Yahweh,  and likewise the metaphoric 

fleshly body of JCg operating in The World throughout The Gospel Age  comprising of 144000 TCs   (1Cor.12v12-22)  becomes  “The Acceptable 

Whole Body”.  This body to be resurrected for Sonship at JCg’s 1st 2nd C,  when he (JCg)  and his body (144000 TCs)  shall metaphorically be as of 

one flesh  (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32,  and by warning 1Cor.6v16)  so they together might then teach  “The Resurrected World”  righteousness for its 

final assay at the end of The Millennium (Rev.20v7-15). 

This is  The True Gospel  that JC taught in his ministry,  precisely as  “The 1st Century Christians”  taught,  built upon The Substruction of The Tanakh, 

–  but was  never  taught since  (as records show)  until this website has become live in 2007 CE –  being Yahweh's Plan righteously explained to The 

World and  not  to be confused with much public  unrighteous misinformation as erroneously taught by our  worldly religious leaders of all persuasions  

(in their respective seminaries  [Matt.23v15]  and to the populace)!  

All I ask is they imbue this  “Righteous Knowledge”  as given on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  and then  start teaching it to The World  (Matt.24v14)  

so that Yahweh might gain His 144000 future Sons of God  ever-sooner  and then bring in The Millennium –  that this website so copiously explains.  

Amen. 

Note –  Now  the religious leaders  have  “The Knowledge”  coherently explained –  they  now  have  no excuse  before Yahweh not to teach this  

“Knowledge”  to The World at  “The Closing of The Gospel Age”!   They now have  no  defence of  “being ignorant” –  and thus they become entirely 

culpable and answerable to Yahweh  (Matt.8v12 etc.) –  do  not  blaspheme against The HS,   Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31, Luke.12v10,  (please see  

“blaspheme” and “Holy Spirit”  in glossary;  and fear  “The One”  [Yahweh]  who has The Authority over  “life and annihilation”,  Luke.12v4-5). 
 

105th Comment – Now Paul moves from  “The High Priest”  to his immediate underlings  (the priests in servitude). 

Allegory – repeat - The Firstborn of Levi to be Priests = The Firstborn of The Judah (representative of the Christian 

Nation)  to be the TCs who are  “awakened/roused”  in  “The 1st Resurrection of The Firstfruits”  to be  Kings/Priests  of 

The Millennium  (Rev.1v6, 20v6, Isa.66v8, Lev.23v5-25, John.4v35, 1John.2v9.  etc.). 

Allegory – repeat - The Levi Priests (in reality The Prophets) 1st Epoch = The Judah Priests (in reality The TCs) 2nd Epoch 

Allegory – repeat - Temple Functionaries = TCs who offer their life in service to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  

to The World – in this manner they  “Worship God”  by imitating  “The High Priest”  (JC)  to the very best they are able. 

Allegory – repeat - Temple (worldly defn.) =  presumed to be where  “God”  resides  (but,  a place of hypocritical piety). 

Allegory – repeat - Temple (spiritual defn.) =  a place to learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  so we as a group might be 

in the position to worship Yahweh by imitating JC  (as The Word of God –“The Ecclesia”) “calling out” in our lifestyle. 

Allegory – repeat - Temple  (ultimate defn.) =  The 144000 TCs resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life  (as Sons 

of God)  to teach  “The Resurrected World” “righteousness”. 

Reasoning – repeat - This is True Worship,  it fulfils Yahweh’s Desire to bring The Millennium ever-closer as shown by 

JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  It is  not  as we witness today with charlatans mincing The Truth for their own deviant aims to get 

people  “chanting songs”,  speaking unintelligent gibberish,  rolling around the floor,  cart-wheeling down the aisles, 

shouting soundbites, etc.!   Is it recorded anywhere in The Gospels that JC did this?  If not,  then do not do it (Rev.22v18)! 

Allegory –repeat - priestly duties = TCs  accurately teaching The Word of God to those people listening by metaphorically 

coming to The Temple  (constructed out of The 144000 Stones = TCs of The Gospel Age)  to actively learn about Yahweh.. 

203rd Reasoning – The  (Levi)  Priests presented  gifts/offerings  of their daily sacrifice  while being paid by their eleven 

tribal brothers  that were not possible of removing all  sins/faults/offences.  In contrasting similitude, the  (Judah)  priests 

(TCs)  of The Gospel Age offer their  {performing charitable functions}  being  the freely giving of their time  (for no 

worldly return from Christians [or non-Christians])  in  accurately  teaching “The Word of God”  to edify the spiritual 

mind of their neighbour.  This is the premier responsibility of a TC.  It is  not  as we are errantly taught by our  worldly 

Christian leaders,  to feed the fleshly body that is destined to die in the present worldly methodology.  This demonstrates 

just how so very far off target they are in their methodology,  and shows where their heart truly lies! 

However TCs  accurately  teaching The Gospel to bring forth the next generation TCs in personal sacrifice to Yahweh  is  

presenting a body  (of a 144000 individuals)  worthy for Yahweh to accept  (of ministerial temple service)  and thus able to 

remove  sin/fault/offence  in their brothers,  by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (being truly “their High Priest”). 
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       Can the reader see how tightly interlocked this exegesis is by analogy? –   It is exactly what The Bible teaches us! 

204th Reasoning – That is precisely  why  Paul can speak about the TCs who are  accurately  carrying out priestly service 

in accordance to “The Example” as set by “The Perfect High Priest (JC)” as  having been saved  in the absolute certainty 

of it occurring because JC though the  “One Sacrifice of his life”  was/is  emulated by the TCs for the  same  Expectation. 

If a person has no interest in making  “something happen” – then  why  should they be in charge of it  “when it occurs”? 

Allegory – repeat - seated at right hand side = 2nd in command only to Yahweh pertaining  everything  on this planet. 

205th Reasoning – Because JC through that  “One Sacrifice”  could righteously sit at the  right-hand  side of Yahweh as 

“The Premier Son of God”  (pertaining to this planet),  then likewise TCs offering temple ministerial sacred sacrifice of 

their lifestyle will have “The Expectation” of being with “The One” (JC) they accurately (as deemed by Yahweh) imitated. 

109th Instruction – JCg sitting at the right-hand side of Yahweh is patiently waiting until his enemies are made to become 

his footstool by Yahweh assigning  “full Authority” to JCg,  so he might exercise Yahweh’s infinite capability to fulfil 

Yahweh’s Desire upon JCg’s zone of responsibility  (The World)  because JCg operates under the  one/same  

spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of Yahweh. 

110th Instruction – Likewise The Body of JCg  (the 144000 TCs)  must patiently wait by remaining  utterly neutral  in all 

forms of worldly interaction  (especially politics),  but consistently canvass  (in  “The New World”  political sense)  by 

accurately  teaching “The Word of God”  by both word and deed of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” (Luke.3v16-19). 

126th Allegory – footstool = The suppression of all human opposition. 

127th Allegory – Adversaries = humans who  “oppose”  Yahweh’s Desire (2.Cor.11v13-15)  each would be a  “satan”  by 

definition.  They are  not  non-Christians because non-Christians only have relevance in The Millennium.  

The Subject  of The New Testament are  all types of Christians  (to separate out those for The Goal)  where non-Christians 

are just covered in a couple of words as being  “The Vineyard”  (and the suchlike)  supposedly  cared for by Christians! 

206th Reasoning – Who are JCg’s adversaries?   They are humans  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  moreover they are 

people self-indulgently fulfilling their  own  desire.  This now includes very many people from  “the obvious”  but also the 

“not so obvious”  being the  charlatan Christian leaders having huge followings  (collectively of millions upon millions of  

worldly Christian devotees knowing no better [Mark.13v21-23, Rom.16v17-18, etc.]).   Why this delusion?   Because these  

worldly Christian devotees are sincerely trying to find Yahweh  but these  charlatan Christian leaders are  “getting in the 

way”  of the congregational members from them personally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire (Matt.23v13)  to gain Sonship. 

106th Comment – Yahweh’s Adversaries are  NOT  atheists because  they are neutral  in Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan 

for Human Salvation”  irrespective of what they say or do – because  they are publicly recognised as being  “Outsiders”! 

The real damage is done by  “Insiders”  particularly those people with  “Responsibility”  bending  “God’s Word”  into 

an  “Unrighteous Mess”.  These “Insiders”  are most of  “The Leaders of Christendom”  preaching  “Worldly Religion”! 

“Worldly Religion”  is entirely  satanic/adversarial/opposing  to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”! 

Heb.  10v11 og Also  every  truly/indeed/{that one}  (the) priest   

Heb.  10v11 og (he) {stands staunch}/establishes/{holds up}/appointed/abides   

Heb.  10v11 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) day/{period of time} [= day by day = every day] 

Heb.  10v11 og (the) {public serving}/{performing charitable functions}/ministering,   

Heb.  10v11 og also  the (sacrifices)  them/(same)  {many times}/frequently/{often-times}   

Heb.  10v11 og (the) {bearing toward}/{leading to}/{giving (to God)}/{dealing with}/{offering (unto/up)}/{presenting unto}  

Heb.  10v11 og (the) {sacrifices (the act or the victim)},   

Heb.  10v11 og (the) who/which [plural]   {not even at any time}/{never at all}/never/{nothing at any time}   

Heb.  10v11 og (they are) able/possible/capable [middle voice]  

Heb.  10v11 og (to) {remove all around}/unveil/{cast off}/expiate/{take away}  (the) sins/faults/offences. 

Heb.  10v11 = Also  truly/indeed  every  priest  {stands staunch}/establishes/{holds up}   

the  {public serving}/{performing charitable functions}/ministering  every  day,   

also  frequently/often  {bearing toward}/{giving to God}/{presenting unto}  the  same  sacrifices,   

which  {not even at any time}/never  they  are  able/possible/capable  to  {remove all around}/{cast off}/expiate  the  sins/faults/offences 

 

Also truly every priest establishes   ([1] worldly priests in direct caparison  to the  [2] 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age) 

performing charitable functions every day   (of which  both  do  [1] worldly priests  as by duty for fleshly return,   [2] TCs are  truly freely given), 

also often giving to God the same sacrifices   (repetitive day by day for both groupings  as separated above), 

which they  (the sacrifices)  are never able to remove all around the  sins/offences   (because  The Mind was wrong  with  “worldly priests”). 
                  (By contrast the TCs are  purifying their mind  through  genuine  charity in precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

 

Paul reiterates what was done in  “The Old Covenant”  to show that it was a  “waste of time”  (to save humans) –  but this rote was required to - 

1. Show by image what is required for  “The 2nd Covenant” –  that means everything for our possible salvation. 

2. Show how fallible humans are –  as the members of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  were unable to fulfil their side of  “The Covenant”! 

3. Show how righteous and  agapao/{edifying loving}  JC is to his creation – by  “putting himself out”  in pain and suffering for our redemption. 

4. In The Culmination –  all those people  finally imitating The Master will look back and  understand/appreciate  why  we had to go through 

what appeared to be a tortuous route –  only  because of our  “stiff-necked attitude”  that needed  to be tamed by personal experience  of the 

1st part of our life,  demonstrating where unrestrained  self-indulgence  takes the human species  (Matt.24v21-22). 

We must clearly recognise - 

1. Yahweh needed  “The Prophets” (The Remnant of Israel that returned to The Lord)  so that by their prophecies  (as sourced by Yahweh)  as 

being  “The Word of God spoken”  (hence being  “JC's” other flock –  John.10v16)  JC's 1st Advent could occur. 

This being  “The Mechanism of JC's ministry/lifestyle/{ransom sacrifice}”  to righteously bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind” –  by 

firstly  righteously enabling  The Resurrection of His  “Early Adopters”  unto  guaranteed  salvation –  as future  “Sons of God”. 

2. Yahweh needs The 144000 TCs  (“The Remnant of Israel that returned to The Lord “ as “The Early Adopters”)  so by John's prophecy 

(Rev.14v1-4 for v9,  21v2,9;  sourced by Yahweh through JCg)  then JCg's 2nd Advent will occur. 
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This being  “The Mechanism of The Millennium”  to righteously bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”  -  by  righteously collecting  at  

“The 1st Resurrection”  of his  “Early Adopters”  unto  guaranteed  salvation ). 

Thus it is by the coming together of  “The Two Remnants”  (being the two flocks of JC  [John.10v16] as  “The Word of God” given as  “parts 1 and 2”  

respectively)  having faithfully,  with fidelity,  replicated  “The Word of God”  both within their life and by their ministry as  “The Early Adopters”  (of 

their respective Epoch of Israel)  shall ultimately yield  “The 3rd Remnant out of The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  (as “The Late Adopters”)  that returns to The 

Lord  (by faithfully and with fidelity,  replicate  “The Word of God”  to  “The Resurrected World”  in the exhaustive teaching program of  

“Righteousness” –  hence   John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 

This is  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders for the last some 1700+ years,  because quite 

simply it is  not in their interests to do so  for two reasons - 

1. It requires a painful personal spiritual reform away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology. 

2. The Requirements of (1)  becomes dissipated into two levels 

2.1  Item (1) would be personally too painful to our  “Leaders of Religion”  (having the same mindset at John.11v47-53). 

2.2  Item (1) is too painful for the congregational members,  consequently the leaders would lose their income stream,  being what they 

sequestrate from out of  “The Returns”  that should be given to Yahweh from  “their adoring minions”  (John.12v6)! 

If taught correctly then the populace would realise  “1st Century Christianity”  nullified any position “Professional Leaders of Religion”  have over 

them!   

For  only two essential  reasons - 

1. It was only JC that saves  all  humans  (not  “Leaders of Religion”)  irrespective of what any human might now think,  from what is now  “The 

1st Death”  to get everyone into The Millennium  (by JC giving all of us  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  -  of which we are told,  no  human can do 

this for us).  

2. Personal salvation  can  only  occur by  personal repentance   (away from worldly methodology),  and then to  personally,  fully imbue and 

inculcate  “The Word of God”  (JC's ministry/lifestyle,  thereby gaining Yahweh's Methodology)  either now to become  “The Early 

Adopters”  (to become Sons of Yahweh)  or leaving it until the 2nd part of our physical life in The Millennium  becoming “The Late Adopters”  

(to become Sons of JCg). 

This is  “The Reason”  for John the Baptist having to  “Prepare The Path” of  “Repentance”  first,  to then be followed by  “The Complete 

Take-up”  of  “The Word of God”  afterwards that was to be given by JC –  so Yahweh could ultimately achieve His 144000 TCs. 

Consequently,  we realise there is  no  need for  “Leaders of Religion”  for (1) above,  because JC has done everything for us to give us a 2 part life,  

moreover,  there is  no  need for  “Leaders of Religion” for  (2) above, because our salvation now becomes  very personal –  being our  own 

responsibility  over  our  “2 part life”! 

The above is summed up as being   Imitate JC our saviour when driven by his methodology to achieve personal salvation. 

This is what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  (Mark.1v22)  based upon the analogies that Yahweh had set in place within The Tanakh projected 

forward into The Gospel Age and beyond into The Millennium  for  “Mankind's Salvation”!   Thus is specifically why the  “Leaders of Religion”  

detested JC  (John.11v47-53)  because the then educated populace  (by JC's authentic teaching  of/as  “The Word of God”)  realised these  “Leaders of 

Religion”  could offer  no  “salvation”  themselves to the populace –  but were only  “parasitic to the community”  hawking a philosophy  (of whatever)  

merely for worldly personal gain,  behaving as  “hypocrites”! 

That is  specifically why  “1st Century Christianity”  had to morph  (1John.2v18-19, Acts.20v29)  during  “The 2nd Century”  into the  “worldly 

Christianity”  of which we have today,  and thus becomes a subset of “Religion”  having the  one/same  methodology operating within its leaders,  

whatever the deity's name might be! 

Heb.  10v12 og he [JC]  And  (the) first/certain/one  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   

Heb.  10v12 og (of the) sin/faults/offences   

Heb.  10v12 og (the having) {borne toward}/{led to}/{given (to God)}/treated/{dealt with}/{offered (unto/up)}/ 

/{presented unto}/{put to}   

Heb.  10v12 og (the) sacrifice (the act or the victim)   into/unto   

Heb.  10v12 og the  {carried through}/{the into}/perpetually/continually/forever   

Heb.  10v12 og (he [JCg]) {to seat down}/settled/tarried/contemplated   

Heb.  10v12 og in  (to the [= within]) {right (hand side)}  of the  God [Yahweh],  

Heb.  10v12 = And  he  (JC as The High Priest)  having  {borne toward}/{offered to God}/{presented unto}     (presented to Yahweh ... … ) 

the  first/certain/one  sacrifice  {for the sake of}/{behalf of}  of the  sins/faults/offences     (one sacrifice for all  humans  without prejudice) 

unto  the  {carried through}/perpetually/continually    (being the sacrifice to nullify the sins of the 1st part of our spiritual life) 

he  {seated down}/settled  within  the  {right-hand side}  of the  God  (Yahweh),      (JCg can now become The King of kings) 

 

And he (JC as The High Priest)  having  offered/presented  to God  (Yahweh)  

the  first/certain/one  (The 1st Sacrifice that really meant something to Yahweh)   sacrifice for the sake of the  sins/offences 

                 (This special and The 1st Sacrifice that  could cause  internal  mental/spiritual  reform  [over what is to become our  “2 part life”]) 
unto the perpetuity  (being  “The First/One  Special Sacrifice”  that only JC could give on our behalf to Yahweh,  to nullify our sins while ignorant), 

(after JC's resurrection)  he (JC)  seated down within the right-hand side of the God  (Yahweh)    (JCg will rule over The World). 

 

Paul makes it crystal clear,  JC has made the  “first/certain/one  sacrifice”  that is given on behalf of the  sins/faults/offences  perpetrated by all humans 

in what shall become the 1st part of their spiritual life,  thereby allowing their entry into the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  by learning how to imitate JC’s 

lifestyle for  “everlasting salvation”  driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  operating within our minds,  thereby allowing  unintentional 

sideslips/transgressions  to occur upon their neighbour  (as  genuine  accidents). 

After providing humans with this most wonderful service of providing  personal  atonement for us,  then JC has fulfilled his mission,  and now  The 
Responsibility rests entirely upon  our  shoulders  for our future success  -  it is up to us as  individuals  how we progress from here!   

We have now been provided with a wonderful gift  freely given  by JC  (and thus this gift cannot be bought by anything we do –  thus  logically  

it  even extends to include non-Christians)  that is now a 2 part life  (2 part physical and 2 part spiritual).  Because we cannot pay for it,  then 

the very least we can do is to respect what JC has done for us,  which  is to  “precisely imitate his ministry/lifestyle” -  to ideally become 

likewise a  “beloved”  Son of God  (Matt.3v17, 17v5), –  else we are spurning what JC has personally done for us, –  we effectively devalue 

what it means,  if we are  not  prepared likewise imitate him.   This is all counter to what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders by 

inference;  inasmuch they preach   “We are not judged on works”,  with the inferred implication,  we have no need to do works –  what a lie!    

Why?   Because our works are a visible manifestation of what is operating within our mind!    I interrogate many other empty  worldly 

Christian  soundbites  elsewhere to expose their malignancy,  and thus these soundbites are  adversarial/satanic  to Yahweh's Desire. 

Thus once we enter the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (by imbuing  “The Word of God”)  then we must learn to imitate JC’s lifestyle for personal salvation.  

Do this now,  with  the ministry work for  possible/maybe  “Sonship to Yahweh”  upon resurrection in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial body,  

else wait unto the 2nd part of our physical life,  to then possibly become a  “Son of JCg”  within a perfected DNA fleshly body by imitating his 

lifestyle.   Please note as I copiously state elsewhere,  “son” is just terminology,  both male and female now shall be resurrected as neuters in 

The Millennium and thus “son” is inclusive of both “former male and female”  (Matt.22v30, Mark.12v25, Luke.20v35). 

Notice how the verse states    
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“JCg presently sits at the right-hand side of Yahweh”.  

Consequently,  a logical and  sane/reasoning  mind realises that JCg is  not  Yahweh,  but rather JCg is Yahweh’s  “right-hand man”.  

Being precisely what Paul tells us some 30 years  after  JCg has returned  (in a  heavenly/celestial  body)  to be with his Father (Yahweh). 

The Trinity myth does  not  exist –  it is a weak and senseless human fabricated  notion  given to  cause confusion,  which successfully it does  (whose 

protagonists are only too proud to declare it is a  “mystery”  to them) –  and thus  is  sourced by Satan!   Yahweh is  not  a  “God of confusion”  

(1Cor.14v33)  but  “The God of clarity”  and makes all things known to those specific people who seek and shall find  (Matt.7v7-8, Luke.11v9-13)  and 

the real  “people of God”  are  “given to know”  (Matt.13v11-12);  all of which speaks volumes about those  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  

claiming to represent Yahweh  and then find God  “a mystery”!    

What a farce! 

It just shows their mind is  not  attuned to Yahweh  (hence  not  part of  John.14v20, 17v21-26),  and thus they become like their master of John.8v44 as 

JC observed and made public comment (Luke.12v1, etc.,)  to result in this retaliation  (John.11v47-53, Matt.26v4)  to silence  “The Whistle-blower 

representing Yahweh”! 

Heb.  10v13 og the (time awaiting)  remaining/besides/finally/rest/moreover/henceforth   

Heb.  10v13 og (the) {accepting from (a source)}/awaiting/expecting/{looking for}/tarrying   

Heb.  10v13 og until/{up to}/while   (they may/should be) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed   

Heb.  10v13 og the  hateful/hostiles/adversaries/opposers/enemies  (of the) him [JCg]   

Heb.  10v13 og (the) {under the feet}/{foot rest}/footstool  of the  feet  (of the) him [JCg]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.110v1. 

Heb.  10v13 = the  (tarrying)  remaining/besides/henceforth     (The Gospel Age of some 2000 years after JC's Resurrection)  

the  awaiting/expecting/tarrying  until/{up to}/while     (alongside Yahweh,  until Yahweh has His 144000 TCs to be The Wife to JCg) 

his  (JCg’s)   hostiles/adversaries/opposers    (Professional Leaders of Religion … … ) 

they  may/should  be  placed/{laid down}/purposed     (exposing their  delinquency/inadequacy  during The Gospel Age) 

(as)  the  {foot rest}/footstool  of  his  (JCg’s)   feet.     (“gnashing their teeth”  in The Millennium while learning  “Righteousness”) 

 

         (JCg presently at the right-hand side of God  [Matt.25v14, Luke.19v12]) 
the tarrying henceforth   (for about 2000 years of The Gospel Age,  until  Yahweh shall gain His prophesied 144000 TCs,  Rev.14v1-4)     

until his (JCg's)  hostiles/adversaries   (“Professional Leaders of Religion”  over The Gospel Age period,  hostile  to  “The Word of God”) 

                 (“Hostile”  inasmuch  “deliberately  spinning/misapplying  God’s Word for self-indulgent gain”  to the ultimate hurt of their recipients) 
might be  placed/purposed   ( [1] demonstrably shown to be adversarial  [Rom.1v16-32],   [2] at Rev.19v16-21  when Yahweh has His TCs) 

(as)  the footstool of his (JCg's)  feet   (these adversarial people shall be wholly subject to JCg  [exercising Yahweh's infinite Authority]).    

 

Here Paul is explaining what is occurring during The Gospel Age  (contrary  to what our  worldly Christian leaders errantly preach to us).   

Paul explains from verse 12,  JCg has finished his ministry  (having given “The Word of God”)  by both word and deportment  as “The Wisdom of God”,  

became  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  and thus atoned what now becomes the 1st part of  every  person’s life to give  all  humans now a “2 part life”.    

Paul links it now in with the prophecy given by King David some 1000 years earlier that JCg is presently awaiting until Yahweh decides  (Matt.24v36)  

to give JCg full Authority to take The World  (Rev.19v16-21)  away from Satan  (Rev.20v1-3)  and give  “Mankind”  some rest bite from that which 

occurred under Satan’s present some 6000 year misrule. 

It is Yahweh Who decides  (and no other entity)  because Yahweh is waiting for - 

1. The Earth to become full  (Gen.1v28, 9v1). 

2. Yahweh to attain His 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  of whom He Personally  (Matt.20v23)  elected/selected  from out of  The Christian Nation,   

(Matt.20v16, 22v14)  that itself had been  called/invited  (as  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  from out of The World over the 2000 year,  or so,  

period of The Gospel Age. 

3. Mankind to implode  (culminating in almost self-destruction –  Matt.24v21-22)  through unrestrained self-indulgence by those individuals 

(leaders of/within society)  with the power  (at every level of society)  to exercise it –  so  all  humans might understand they  cannot  

ultimately survive as a species operating according to worldly methodology,  by being  outside  Yahweh's Methodology  but by only living 

within Yahweh’s Laws  -  as demonstrated by JC. 

In Yahweh’s Omnipotence –  He foreknew all these  three  things would occur  at the same time  within Mankind’s “destiny”  and chose all the  

indicators/allegories  as prophecy throughout millennia,  to demonstrate this fact in  “The Culmination”  -  so those people ultimately surviving,  shall 

have  “peace of mind”  always knowing  “The Omniscient/Omnipotent”  “Yahweh”   (to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become”)  is  in 

perfect control to resolve all things  before  other entities could conceive of the outcome! 

That is  true  security for our mind into The Eternity! 

But sadly we must all go through this process of pain and suffering (Rom.8v22)  because of the  stiff-necked  “die-hards”  who keep telling us    

“Give Mankind enough time so we can (supposedly) solve all the problems ourselves operating within the present worldly methodology !” 

Sadly thus,  in Yahweh's Righteousness,   Yahweh is righteously  “forced”  (because of  our weakness of mind)  to allow these  “die-hards”  and pundits 

demonstrate their  total foolishness  that sadly spawns the pain and hurt of the innocents around about  -  for even  more  years! 

JCg  will  come  soon  (because that is about all  “Mankind”  has left remaining  “to hang on”  before near self-annihilation occurs).] 

Of which,  futurologists now recognise will  “come to a head”  before the 21st Century ends  (actually Yahweh plans about mid-21st Century). 

JCg will come with  “The Full and Unrestrained Authority of Yahweh”  having been placed within his hands  (as “The Fully Grown Lion” [Gen.49v8-

12]) –  having the full access to Yahweh’s capability  “to express Yahweh's Pure Desire in The Environment”  (“HS”)  that would make our hydrogen 

bombs appear as puny as small  {fire-crackers}/{party poppers}  that we might use in our festivals – as by comparison with Yahweh’s infinite Capability. 

Yahweh shall express the “HS”  (“Yahweh’s Pure Desire that is separate from this world of sin made manifest within The Environment”)  using the 

forces nature of which He has created and many of which,  we can only but presently dream what they might be! 

 

107th Comment – Paul states with  one  oblation/offering  JC has  {consummated in character}/{made perfect}  forever 

those people made  pure/innocent/holy/{separate from this world of sin}  (over the whole of their “2 part life”). 

207th Reasoning – As this website tries to show in its exegesis  – it is  only  those very specific individuals who  utterly 

reform to imitate JC  who ultimately reach  {consummation in character}  to achieve everlasting life, –  which is possible 

over a now  (because of what JC did)  “2 part life” (see glossary)  through  The One  Oblation/Offering  sacrifice by JC. 

111th Instruction – “Yahweh's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is separate from this world of sin made manifest in 

The Environment” (“HS”)  derived solely through  “The Word of God”  creates TCs of  “The 2nd Covenant”  and thus 

correctly predicts in those specific days:   I  (Yahweh)  will place My laws upon their  hearts/{seats of motivation}  and  I  

(Yahweh)  will write these Laws in their deep thoughts.  Also their  sins/faults  also  violations/transgressions  I  (Yahweh)  

will not  {not fix in my mind}/recall.    Because they have personally created a mind like Mine  (John.17v21-26). 
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55th Good News – What a wonderful time that will be –  and will occur in  “The Culmination”  after The Millennium upon 

all three  Remnants of the 3 Epochs of Israel who have  voluntarily  returned to The Lord  (Yahweh). 

208th Reasoning – It must be thoroughly understood,  this is a process of  “The Remnants returning to The Lord”  

(Isa.10v20-22)  through  the 3 Epochs  of “Israel”.   (1) The Prophets of  “The 1st Epoch of Israel”  have already returned 

to The Lord,  (2) the TCs of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  are now validating the 144000 names on The Scroll (Rev.5v1-9),  and 

in the process of returning to The Lord,  and then  (3) we will have The 3rd Remnant of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  of  “The 

Resurrected World”  yet reform out of the 1000 year Millennium.  –  Oh so very soon,  about mid-21st Century!   Amen. 

112th Instruction – It must be clearly understood,  these covenants are  bilateral agreements  between Yahweh and 

Mankind.  Almost every member  of Mankind  (about 99,999 in 100,000 today)  through the ages fail their side of  “The 

Agreement”  and sadly,  is  why  in Satan’s Worldly  system/methodology  so few members of the  first  2 Remnants can 

return to The Lord.  However,  the  righteous/equitable  “Safety Net of The Millennium”  shall catch all those people  

(returned in  “The General [2nd] Resurrection”)  with a propensity to return to The Lord during their training program. 

209th Reasoning – It is through the personal  reformation/adjustment  of  “The Mindset”  to become like JC that allows 

everlasting life to occur through the capability of  “Yahweh”  able to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become”. 

“Yahweh”,  “The Loving Father”,  clearly chooses to allow entities who precisely imitate JC to live for an eternity and 

thus has set this marvellous  “Righteous Plan”  in action where ultimately:-  

The Sins have been pardoned and a further Offering for sins is not required after The Sabbath Day cover. 

113th Instruction – We must clearly understand,  Yahweh does  not  “forgive”  (as we are  errantly  told by our worldly 

Christian leaders with exceedingly little  righteous  understanding),  but rather quote:-  

“not  {fix within the mind}/recollect/remember”  thus Yahweh chooses to  “turn a blind eye”  upon what occurred in the 

1st part of our spiritual life  only  because it is  atoned/covered  by what JC did for us in his ransom sacrifice.  It is JC who 

chooses to forgive us  (Matt.9v6)  and Yahweh gives JC  “The Authority”  to do this by expressing His HS to support JC’s 

actions.  (This reasoning is absolutely  unknown  to our  “Leaders of Religion”  lost in their  unrighteous  mysteries). 

However,  Yahweh  does  forgive His elected future Sons of God being the 144000 TCs,  looking to their adopting Father,  

because  (1) their errors are truly accidental,  (2) they wholly repent and  (3) will make recompense to any hurt person. 

Instruction – repeat - While the Levi High Priest had to perform the animal sacrifice once every year,  by contrast,  a 

perfect volunteer,  JCg only needed to offer himself  “The Once”  and  never  again  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22. 

Reasoning – repeat - Why the difference (1)? 

The obvious always given by religious leaders is that JCg was  (1) utterly perfect and  (2) being a human was then a  like-

for-like  direct equivalence to other humans on a  one-to-one  basis  (all explained later). 

       However  why  The Once  not  covered in the above exegesis -  hence the confusion in  worldly Christianity? 

Reasoning – repeat - Why the difference (2)? 

Never satisfactorily explained (if at all) is “The 2nd Covenant” brought in what becomes now a “2 part life” (see glossary) 

at both the physical and spiritual levels  (2 part physical and 2 part spiritual),  where we move from “The Law of Works” 

to  “The Law of The Mind”  (that governs The Works).  Now we understand why this section is  never  taught because it is  

“Too Hard”  for religious Christian leaders to practice and then teach  (John.6v60 – where “hear” = “hearken” = fulfil). 

All this is explained in great detail within the various commentaries around the appropriate verses. 

Warning – repeat - By understanding what 7v27 really means,  becomes a bright light that illuminates the faulty exegesis 

behind which  worldly  (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders hide,  for themselves and their congregations that  “we”  

are always covered as “Christians”  and thus can do what we like!   Absolutely Not!   All through The Bible by example in 

The Old and New Testament,  teach us –  This is: Not So!   Consequently, this exegesis is sourced by Satan to keep us in 

an  unreformed state to  excuse our self-indulgent activities believing  “no reform is required”! 

Thus  preventing  Yahweh from achieving His 144000 TCs  (to become “The Trigger Threshold”  for The Millennium)  

who themselves most certainly do  not  think or behave in such a manner  (see “Satan’s desire” in glossary)! 

Comment – repeat - How many times do  charlatan Christian leaders want JC to die for them – so they and their 

entranced and paying entourage might continue their iniquitous behaviour indefinitely? 

Good News – repeat - JCg was proven as perfect and by giving us all a 2 part life,  then he personally will  never  have 

need to go through so much  pain/suffering  on our behalf any more – but now  enjoy  The Wine  (The Resultant from the 

grapes of the vineyard,  being humans formally of The World -  but reformed and then assayed through “The Winepress”). 

Instruction – repeat - Now JC gave us a 2 part Life then  The Responsibility of our future  now rests in our own “hands”. 

It is this that makes Yahweh's Plan utterly  righteous  by bringing-in  The Millennium so that  all  humans – even those not 

in the position to make an educated decision  (those who died as babies, mentally impaired and those never in the position 

to know of JC in the 1st part of their life, etc.,)  shall be given the opportunity in a perfected body,  in a perfected society to 

come to learn about  “The Word of God”  so they might have the opportunity to make an educated decision whether to  

truly “believe in JC”  for eternal life.  This exegesis is  utterly unknown  in  worldly religious communities – till 2007 CE. 

44th Warning – Beware of what  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders preach,  being a  “Gospel of Excuses 

to remain Human”  often by using this suite of verses to fraudulently substantiate what they falsely claim! 

It is absolutely essential to recognise  -  Yahweh is deriving a purified society through His “Most Righteous Plan”. 

Yahweh requires wholly  perfected/reformed  minds.  Just saying  “we believe in Jesus”  is not good enough,  it only 

makes us  “hypocrites”  and to be  “worse within the mind”  than atheists,  as viewed by Yahweh  (Luke.12v46-48, etc.)!  

Heb.  10v14 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) first/certain/one  For  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) presenting/oblation/sacrificing/offering   

Heb.  10v14 og (he has) completed/accomplished/{consummated (in character)}/consecrated/fulfilled/{made perfect}   

Heb.  10v14 og into/unto  the  {carried through}/{the into}/perpetuity/continually/forever   
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Heb.  10v14 og the (persons)   (the being) purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified. 

Heb.  10v14 = For  by  first/certain/one  oblation/sacrificing/offering   

he (JC)  has  completed/accomplished/{consummated in character}/{made perfect}   

unto  the  {carried through}/perpetual/forever   

the  people  being  purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified. 

 

For by  first/certain/one  (the first, special and one)  offering   (being JC's absolutely  unique sacrifice  given only  “The Once”) 

he (JC)  has consummated in character   (“The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  accurately taught  to yield a  “2 part spiritual life”) 
the people being purified unto the perpetuity   ( [1] “The Early Adopters” now,   [2] The 3rd Remnant returning out of  “The Resurrected World”) 

                  (Importantly,  Yahweh righteously needs  [1] to occur first,  before He can work on  [2]  through JCg and the 144000 TCs) 

 

This needs to be read in the context of the quoted prophecy of verse 16 and 17,  unto which Paul moves after this statement of verse 14. 

Now for a serious health warning - 

This needs to be read differently to what our  worldly Christian leaders conveniently presume it to mean  (especially in the context of verse 16)! 

So what do I mean? 

I ask the reader to  carefully consider  what Paul is  precisely teaching  us here within this verse. 

Is it - 

1. By the  first/certain/one  offering JC has  completed/accomplished/{consummated in character}/{made perfect}  unto the  perpetual/forever  

the people being  purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified? 

. OR: 

2. By the  first/certain/one  offering  JC has  completed/accomplished/{consummated in character}/{made perfect}  unto the perpetual/forever  

the people being  purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified? 

Read both statements a couple of times and see if you can spot the difference between the two! 

Is there a difference? 

Carefully read both and spot the difference! 

This is  not  supposed to be a trick question,  because actually   Yes!  There  is  a difference  -  provided  we look  behind  what the two statements tell us,  

because the wording is actually identical! 

What do I mean? 

Either it is - 

i. Through the one sacrifice JC makes humans perfect who can then live forever. 

     (Being what our  worldly Christian leaders conveniently presume to teach us). 

ii. Through the one sacrifice JC makes the 1st part of our life  completed/accomplished/{consummated in character}/{made perfect}  the 

people who can live forever  (provided)  they are being  purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified  (within the mind by imitating JC in 

agapao to yield agape in what we do). 

     (Item [ii] is what The Bible  holistically tells us,  and this website carefully distinguishes by its exegesis). 

Thus expanding to explain the point I am specifically making is this - 

Why  did Paul seemingly repeat himself  twice  in the same verse? 

1. completed/accomplished/{consummated in character}/{made perfect} 

2. purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified 

Unless Paul is speaking about  two  different things –  especially within the context of v16 upon which Paul calls,  being the prophecy given some 600 

years earlier from a premier prophet Jeremiah.  These two things are - 

1. JC atones  all  humans so  their past  is covered for an eternity  (hence [1] “made perfect”). 

2. Those people having been atoned  (of 1)   and   then  {made holy}  (hence [2] “made perfect”)  shall live for an eternity in to the future. 

Now the reader can begin to see the very subtle difference between the two and the  error  of deception  taught by our  worldly Christian  

leaders/theologians/scholars  by their  errant  exegesis given to support   

             (i)  above as being a lure to gain  “Quantity”  from which to gain worldly tithes.  

In direct contrast to  

–          (ii)  as harmoniously taught by this website and  throughout The Bible  (verse 16 for example). 

Being for Yahweh to gain  “a perfected society”  into The Eternity  (where Yahweh  firstly  requires  “Quality”  of  “The Early Adopters”  

perfecting their mind to become Christlike to bring about by leadership,  what shall become  “The Perfect Society”  of The Millennium to then 

gain  “The Late Adopters”). 

It must be clearly understood,  JC actually did  two  things for us  

1. JC through his ransom sacrifice,  atoned  all  humans so  their past  is covered  for an eternity  (inclusive for  all  humans  without prejudice, 

1John.2v2, 4v14,  Matt.22v16, etc.). 

2. JC as  “The Word of God”  can  purify/consecrate/{make holy}/sanctify  those specific humans who imbue  “The Word of God”  within their 

very existence and  then act upon this knowledge with fidelity  to become  “The Wisdom of God”,  hence verse 16 in context.   

It is  only  after the two items above have occurred to those people specifically doing this who  “shall live forever”. 

As this website carefully explains  (1) and (2) operates at two levels. 

It is  guaranteed  everlasting life for  “The Early Adopters”  comprising of the TCs covered by item (1) above and voluntarily take upon 

themselves item (2)  by rejecting this present worldly methodology,  who shall then upon their resurrection become as “Firstfruits”,  the 

future  “Sons of God”  (as determined by Yahweh,  Matt.20v23).  Where sadly this full route during the 1st part of our physical life will be 

very painful,  because of  “The Vestige Interests”  of this present worldly methodology (leaders)  do not like  “their boat being rocked”  (and 

then we are back to John.11v47-53,  hence JC's warning at John.16v1-4, - and that of Paul at 2Tim.3v11-13).  Likewise,  this is exactly what 

William Tyndale discovered resulting in the unnatural termination of the 1st part of his physical life  (by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 

–  as do  all  martyrs for  “The Cause”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  into  “The Community of The World”! 

However for those people putting-off  (2)  for the 2nd part of their physical life,  then they still can have  “eternal life”,  but within  perfected  DNA fleshly 

bodies,  given in trust,  so they may purify their mind to become likewise purified  (but not the same type of  “physical body”  within which JCg now 

resides as a  [premier]  Son of God),  These fleshly bodied people shall have  “The Reality”  of a perfected society  (Paradise/Park)  operating under 

Yahweh's Methodology enforced by JCg and the 144000 TCs having  infinite  capability and authority of Yahweh behind them  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15),  

to ensure deviant behaviour will be  “guided out of society”  whenever it should raise its  “ugly head”  (Rev.22v15). 

All this is precisely what The Bible teaches us throughout  –   likewise here and within context. 

Heb.  10v15 og (it) witnesses/reports (displaying the evidence)   And  {to us}   

Heb.  10v15 og also  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (neuter)  

Heb.  10v15 og the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  (neuter [or masculine]);   

Heb.  10v15 og {after (meta)}  for  the (spirit [neuter])   (to have) predicted/{said already}/foretold/{said before}: 

Heb.  10v15 = And  the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits   

also  it  reports/{displays the evidence}  {to us}  for  after  the (spirit)   to have  predicted/foretold:- 
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And the  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  personality/desires/traits  (HS) 

also it  (the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  like that within both JCg and Yahweh  [operating in our mind])   
displays the evidence to us (TCs)    (after  we have built our mind upon God's Word,  so we  think/reason  like  Yahweh  [John.14v20, 17v21-26]) 

for after the spirit to have  predicted/foretold   (through The Prophet Jeremiah –  who equally  thought/reasoned  like Yahweh)  

 

Our “worldly translators”  “just cannot seem help themselves”  from  “getting on the wrong side of Yahweh”  by  deliberate  mistranslation 

of His Word given in the  original  Greek that was firstly given to correctly guide us in its  original word  (before “they” got hold of it)! 

“They” being paid by The World  (under the responsibility of our  worldly Christian leaders)  to  bend/twist  “The Original Greek”  to support errant 

doctrine,  rather then what Yahweh would desire to see,  being that  worldly Christian Doctrine should be returned back to  “The Original Greek”  of  

“The Word of God”  as originally given,  before it was passed through Rev.22v18-19 in the minds of our   “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

Please see  “neuter”  alongside the relevant words in the original Greek given above,  and then compare with your bible translation to see the word  

“he”  or  “himself”  lurking somewhere in the translation!   Why?   Just to bolster up a proven  defunct  Trinity doctrine!   I need say no more! 

After that important observation,  let me explain the verse.  

It almost goes without stating,  we must have  “The Knowledge of The Scriptures”  in the first instance,  for our mind to then be in the educated position 

to accurately understand it and then be sufficiently educated to recall it. 

Obviously if we have  no  Bible knowledge then we  cannot  be in the position to quote it! 

More importantly,  JC as  “The Word of God”   (to become his  presence/parousia  within us  [Rev.19v13])  to yield  “The Real  Faith”  (= 

accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  shall ultimately yield the HS within us  -  because  “The Word of God”  is controlling our mind  

so that we precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  By obvious inductive reasoning,  we  cannot  gain any HS,  if the first part of this logical 

reasoning has  not  taken place.  Consequently,  if  we have no HS,  then  the HS cannot work within our mind,  if our mind has  no  

knowledge  (of God’s Word)  upon which to work! 

This logical reasoning then begs the question  

How are these many  “millions upon millions”  of  “Christians”  today able to  (fraudulently)  claim to have the HS operating within them,  

when they demonstrably have virtually  no  knowledge upon which to yield the HS -  for it then to work within them!    

Moreover,  they obviously have  no  real faith because they do  not  precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle! 

Can the  charlatan Christian leaders please answer this fairly simple reasoning? –   

When it is specifically they who promote such worthless  self-indulgent  activity within their  “supposedly innocent”  congregations  

(inasmuch these devotees are taught no differently)! 

We must understand  

Yahweh will  only  work with those specific individuals who have  accurate  knowledge of The Bible, and  who are of  stable and sane  mind  

that is firmly rooted within The Scriptures,   who then behave “responsibly”  within their life while having no form of “hypocrisy”  operating 

within them.  These are the type of people Yahweh Desires to become “The Future World Leaders”  over The Millennium!   

This is precisely what Paul teaches us in the epistles of Timothy and Titus,  also so equally does James at James.1v6-8.   

The Bible teaches us  (1) Yahweh only desires humans to teach solid doctrine to imitate JC  (Mark.1v38)  and fulfil his command at Matt.24v14, – and  

(2) whose HS is used to  edify other humans  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (to gain the next generation of TCs)  rather than for  self-indulgence  to fulfil our 

emotional or physical desires that operate within sadly,  an uneducated  carnal/animalistic  mind that operates for  “The Immediacy”,  knowing no 

better! 

So in context we move to the next verse - 
Heb.  10v16 og this/that (specifically)  the  disposition/contract/covenant/agreement  whom/which/that   

Heb.  10v16 og (I will) {through  purpose}/{to put apart}/{dispose (by assignment/compact/bequest)}/appoint/covenant/testator   

Heb.  10v16 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  them   {after (meta)}  the  days/{periods of time}  {that one}/those;   

Heb.  10v16 og (he) states/exclaims  (the) lord/master,  (the) giving/bestowing/granting   

Heb.  10v16 og (the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usages}/regulations/principles/laws   

Heb.  10v16 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  over/upon/concerning  (the) hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of them},   

Heb.  10v16 og also  over/upon/concerning   

Heb.  10v16 og the  {through deep thoughts}/{faculties of the mind working}/imaginations/understandings   

Heb.  10v16 og {of them}  (I will) {put inscription}/{write upon}/{inscribe over}  them. 

Old Testament reference located at  Jer.31v33. 

Heb.  10v16 = This  specifically  (is)  the  contract/covenant/agreement    (ideally to become a future  “Son of God” = an heir) 

which  I  (Yahweh)   will  {through purpose}/covenant/{dispose by compact}     (this is on offer to  “Christians”)  

towards  them   (compliant recipients)   after  those  (specific)  days/{periods of time};    (appropriate for The Gospel Age) 

He  (Yahweh)  states/exclaims  the  Lord/Master:    (as proclaimed by Yahweh) 

The  Giving/Bestowing  My  laws     (being what Yahweh requires to be driving our mind with  accurate  knowledge ... … ) 

upon/concerning  their  hearts/{seats of motivation},     (our heart is steered in the correct direction by the knowledge in our mind) 

also  I  (Yahweh)  will  inscribe/write  them    (the accurate knowledge of God's Laws given to us by JC as  “The Word of God”) 

upon/concerning  their  {deep thoughts}/{faculties of the working mind}/understandings.    (We are to carefully reason upon God's Laws) 

 

This specifically is the  contract/agreement   ( [1] ideally to become a “Son of God”,   [2] salvation is possible for everyone else,) 

which I (Yahweh)  will covenant towards them   (the hearkening recipients  [1] The Early Adopters now  [2] The Late Adopters in Millennium) 

after those specific periods of time   ( [1] The Gospel Age for “The Early Adopters”  [2] The Millennium for “The Resurrected World”) 

He states the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh,  as  “The Ultimate Master”  of  “The Hearkening”  recipients  [throughout The Universe]): 
Giving My (Yahweh’s)  laws   (The two Laws of JC given at Mark.12v30-31,  that are to entirely reform a  contrite/hearkening  mind) 

upon their hearts   (meaning, “seats of motivation”) 

also I (Yahweh)  will write them   (these laws,  being  “The Two Laws”  of JC,  Mark.12v30-31) 
upon their faculties of the working mind   (a  sane/reasoning  mind   [not a mind drunk with hype, emotion and sensationalism,  as is done today]). 

 

An obvious statement  

Yahweh’s Laws will  only  enter a  “compliant  heart/{seat of motivation}”! 

This is why “John the Baptist” teaching a  “Gospel of Repentance”  had to precede JC for  “The Word of God”  to enter a receptive mind. 

This prophecy by Jeremiah,  having been repeated by Paul,  is making the specific point,  it is  only  those TCs of The Present Gospel Age who fulfil this 

requirement and thus receive  “The Goal”  of which Yahweh Desires to give to all of those specific individuals,  whom Yahweh  “deems entirely worthy”  

of that special position.   

That is not to say within  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  the majority will also wholly imbue  “The Word of God”  within their hearts when they compare what 

Yahweh’s Methodology delivers within society,  in contrast to the resultant of Satan’s methodology having operated in the 1st part of their physical life. 

This is the specific point of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  being the  two  layer structure  never  presently taught . 
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In fact  the opposite is taught  being,  I quote  “We are all equal!”   That is  an utter lie  given by our religious leaders in distorting The Truth  -  as 

society shows throughout,  and to what The Bible teaches us  (concerning the  5,2 and 1 talent individuals as an obvious example)!    

However what  is  equal  -  is the  one/same  opportunity  (Matt.20v1-12)  is given to any individual within The World to come with a  

contrite/penitent  heart to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to be correctly working in The Vineyard) –  so they might attain  The Goal of Sonship.   

But because our  worldly Christian leaders seem  unable  to teach this,  then how can they get the remainder of The Bible correct  (James.3v11-12)! 

Just to clarify  

“The heart”  is metaphorically  “the seat of motivation”,  being the  zeal/passion/desire  to get something done which then drives the body to carry out 

the work as directed by The Head  having imbued  accurate  knowledge!   The problem is “Religion” puts  “the wrong  (untested)  information”  into the 

mind,  so the poor  unfortunates/recipients  numbered in the  “billions”  go off with great  zeal/passion  in  the wrong direction! 

Thus JC’s Law of  “charity selfless Love”  in the  heart/{seat of motivation}  can only bring out good fruit to edify other people to understand  

why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (that is to gain the next generation of TCs).   

How many people have this driver today?  

Or even have any accurate knowledge  -  should they even have the driver (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)? 

Sadly it is only the TCs –  as deemed by Yahweh  (and  not  by Mankind –  because,  we are  not  given to judge for the worthiness of Sonship). 

Clearly this must be demonstrated by having a  ministry/lifestyle  exactly like JC that naturally means we must copy him  (as Paul 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.). 

This means   We are commanded to  accurately  teach  all  of  “The Good News”  of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Mark.1v38 and fulfil JC’s 

command at Matt.24v14) –  that involves The Millennium as being critical to its  righteous  success.  Moreover,  to  accurately  teach,  then we must 

thoroughly learn our subject matter -  but absolutely do  not  go to a seminary  (Matt.23v15)  to learn merely “Religion”  (sourced by Mankind noting 

what Paul said at Gal.1v10-12)  - noting what is possible  without  going to a seminary  (John.7v15, Acts.4v13). 
Heb.  10v17 og Also  of the  sins/faults/offences  {of them}   

Heb.  10v17 og also  of the  violations/lawlessness/transgressions/wickedness  {of them}  no  not [= certainly not]   

Heb.  10v17 og (I [Yahweh] will) {fix within the mind}/recollect/remember/{be mindful}  yet/still/more. 

Old Testament reference located at  Jer.31v34. 

Heb.  10v17 = Also  of their  sins/faults/offences     (being what occurred in the 1st part of our spiritual life) 

also  of their  violations/lawlessness/transgressions/wickedness,     (being what occurred in the 1st part of our spiritual life) 

I  (Yahweh)   will  certainly not  {fix within the mind}/recollect/remember  more.    (Having perfected the 2nd part of our spiritual life) 

 

Also of their  sins/offences   (of -  [1] “The Early Adopters”   [2] “The Hearkening/Reformed People”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”) 

               (Where  “the hearkening/reformed people”  from out of “The Resurrected World” become “The Late Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology) 
also I (Yahweh)  will certainly no more remember   (Because both groups have perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “God’s Word”) 

of their  violations/transgressions.   (Of -  [1] “The Early Adopters”   [2] “The Reformed People”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”) 
 

It is utterly crucial to understand what is occurring here –  else we will just sink together into the  unrighteous  misunderstanding given to us by our 

worldly religious leaders –  who presently have  no  understanding to be teaching such material  -  only teaching  “half” (being overly generous)   “The 

Truth”  and thus by definition,  the other  “half”  is  a lie! 

Unless we  thoroughly know  our subject matter then we cannot differentiate between the half-truth and half-lie,  being why  “Professional Religious 

Leaders”  maintain this aberration and keep their devotees in  “an ignorant condition” –  so they do not ask awkward questions! 

Obviously we do not wish to follow their example,   and become bogged down “in the ditch” (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  of their reasoning! 

As  worldly Christian leaders correctly state  

“JC atones our sins”  (they cannot get that wrong because that is what The Bible states)! 

But because this is where they stop in their teaching  (actually, they toss in the word  “Love”  here,  there and everywhere –  without explaining what the 

word  “Love”  precisely means –  from  Yahweh’s point of view  (rather than a worldly  [self-indulgent]  form of  “Love” of “eros”)  and thus devalue  

Christianity’  to become like  any  major  worldly religion);  means they deliver a devalued  “Gospel”  without  “The Spice”  of  “Certainty and 

Expectation”.   

This clarity of  “The Expectation”  can  only  grow upon  solid exegesis (Matt.7v24-25) –  by  clearly understanding  Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan 

for Human Salvation” –  that is very plainly told to us in The Bible –  if these leaders only took the trouble to read and understand it –  rather than what 

they are taught by irrational  worldly sourced  musing/documentation  in their seminaries  (Matt.23v15)! 

This is all part of  “the searching”  (Matt.7v7-8, Luke.12v31) –  and thus  “being given to understand”  (Matt.11v11-13) –   to then  “operate 

with fidelity upon The Knowledge”  become those people of whom Yahweh is  electing/selecting  from out of The Gospel Age. 

So after that minor rant  (given not to chide,  but only to  “prise open”  those mental barriers) –  what does all this mean? 

Yes!  -  JC has atoned and covered  all  humans for the 1st part of their life –  both physical and spiritual. 

The 2nd part of our physical life  (assuming a 2nd part of our spiritual life is available  [see “charlatan” and “2 part life” in glossary])  will 

occur upon our physical  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (the physical resurrection)  into The Millennium  

However the 2nd part of our spiritual life can be started at any time in our whole life  (comprising of 2 parts)  or,  perhaps never,  for those  

people  persistently rebel against God’s Word  (being  the point  of the previous verse). 

So it must be understood,  all  humans will have the opportunity in their 2 part life to come into  accurate  contact with  “The Word of God”  and thus to 

be given the opportunity to  truly  “believe in JC”  by precisely imitating his lifestyle  (thus this must be correct –  because it is utterly righteous,  but  not 

much  of what our religious leaders  [of any religion on this planet]  state can be correct!    Because what they state is  not  righteous for  every  person 

who has ever existed on this planet  (especially living before that specific religion existed) -  they merely pump out lures to  “please the mind”  of their  

(inanely)  “believing devotees”  [Matt.24v23-26, 2Tim.4v3-4])  being what physical returns they can get  (from living people)! 

Why? –   Because  “Human Salvation”  needs to be righteous  for  every human  who has existed  on this planet,  because  “The Plan”  is  

sourced by  “The Most Righteous  Almighty God”  (Yahweh)!   And it  must be seen  to be  “righteous”  by  all  reasoning entities within 

“The Universe”  (for stability to remain within The Universe)   else there will always be that  “accusing finger pointing”  to state  “You 

(Yahweh) were not righteous to that specific individual there …”  -  Even if it was Satan standing on the  side-lines  to rock  “the reasoning 

centres”  amongst his listeners  (as do “religious leaders”). 

So continuing with this precept within our mind - 

The whole point of Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan,  is to create  in The Culmination  righteous people  through a wholly righteous process  

(being what this website describes,  which is only what The Bible clearly tells us  [before  “Leaders of Religion”  get in the way, 

Matt.23v13]). 

“Righteous humans”  by definition –  are people behaving equitably to their neighbour –  and equitably to Yahweh’s  Prescribed Laws’,  precisely as JC 

taught us at Mark.12v30-31 and elsewhere. 

Thus we need a process to get from where we are now, –  unto this future state  (being precisely what this website describes through the 2 part life). 

This is what The Bible so clearly tells us before our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  drag it through the mire of unrighteousness! 

JC has enabled the 1st stage to occur –  being  “The 2nd Covenant”  through him  (requiring  “The 1st Covenant”  to righteously deliver  JC – 

for him to then personally  to enable   “The 2nd Covenant”).   

Can the reader understand this? -  Because it is crucial in understanding this righteous exegesis. 

Thus we either become - 

(1) Ideally  “The Early Adopters”  as TCs by imbuing this new methodology  (given/practised  by JC to become  “The Wisdom of God”)  or  
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(2) Less ideal,  we  (as the vast majority of The World)  wait until the 2nd part of our life to imbue this new methodology. 

Where those people of  (2) are to be taught  “Righteousness”  by  (1) “The Early Adopters”  who by  “grabbing”  (as did “Jacob”)  “The Birthright”  of  

“The Inheritance”  (where  “The Inheritance”  is  those specific people of  (2) as the majority of  “Mankind”,  who waited until the 2nd part of their 

physical life,  before  freely  becoming controlled by  “The Word of God”).  

Can the reader see how the  prophecies/allegories  are starting to come together  (again  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders),  

because as I explain elsewhere    

It is  not  in their worldly interests to teach  “1st Century Christianity”  because they cannot make a fleshly living out of it! 

Inasmuch,  how can  “Leaders of Religion”  make a living out of 1 person (TC) in 100000 people (normal populace)? 

Where interestingly,  they could make an  “eternal living out of it”  – but they rather have the  “worldly living”  of  “The Immediacy”  by 

teaching  “Religion”  that ultimately leads to  “death”  unless personal reform occurs  (to imitate JC,  over what could be a 2 part physical 

life  [unless behaving as a  charlatan Christian leader])! 

I apologise beforehand about the next long sentence – but it is all conditional - 

Thus it is the three groups of  “The Remnant”  coming out of   “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  (being the  three  epochs of time  [1] pre JC’s ministry,  [2] The 

Gospel Age and then  [3] The Millennium)  that Yahweh can  righteously  (because of JC's ransom sacrifice)  decide to  “yet/still  not  choose to recall”  

their errors and allow them to exist into The Eternity because their mind has become transformed  (“internally transfigured”)  to be  “{consummated in 

character}/{made perfect}”  by operating with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as JC –  “The One”  who has given a precise  “like-for-

like”  redemption over what will be precisely the same assay period of 3.5 years at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-11).  Where through this whole 

process it was JC who  gave/as  “The Word of God”  to make this transformation occur within all  humble/compliant/hearkening  people. 

Again this is utterly stupendous –  but again  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders –  because they do  not  care for The Truth!  

Else they would  not  have waited for the last some 1700 years for someone like me and a few others  to explain it to them! 

This  is  all part of  “The Real Gospel”  as given by  “1st Century Christianity”  wholly taught by JC and his apostles! 

The important thing to clearly understand is that Yahweh  chooses to ignore  (this is  not  “forgive”)   their past  (and  present/future  “sideslips”)  

because these 3 Remnants who “return to The Lord”  shall over their  reform/readjustment  sincerely choose to precisely imitate JC by being equitable to 

one’s neighbour and equitable to Yahweh’s  “Prescribed Laws”  (being internally driven by  agapao/{edifying love}). 

The prophets of   “The (1st) Remnant from  (the 1st Epoch)  Israel”  (Isa.10v20-22)  chose to meet the above requirements  (elected by Yahweh 

to become  “JC’s other flock”  [John.10v16]),  (inasmuch they gave by prophecy,  “God’s Word part 1”  to yield JC,  of which JC righteously 

answered to personally become  “God’s Word part 2”  (Rev.19v13) 

The TCs of   “The (2nd) Remnant from  (the 2nd Epoch)  Israel”  (Isa.10v20-22)  chose to meet the above requirements  (hence elected  by 

Yahweh to become JC’s small flock  [Luke.12v32, John.10v3]),  inasmuch they fulfilled prophecy (Rev.14v1-4) to make JC’s 2nd Advent occur. 

Likewise  when  “The Resurrected Humans”  have  “The Reality of Paradise”  in the 2nd part of their physical life and most importantly,  

accurately  taught “The Word of God”  (not done today in “Religion”) –  then  they too as  “The (3rd) Remnant from  (the 3rd Epoch)  Israel”  

(Isa.10v20-22)  choose to meet the above requirements  (to be judged as righteous by JCg and his 144000 TCs  [John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 

1Cor.6v1-3, etc.]). 

However those specific people having great knowledge of God’s Word and choose to “blaspheme”  (“deny by rebellion” [being The Driver behind 

words/actions  against Yahweh, James.3v5-10])  against  “Yahweh's  Pure/Holy  Desire being made manifest within The Environment” (“HS”)  cannot 

be forgiven  (hence,  annihilated,  Matt.12v31-32, Mark.3v28-29, )  are like  (1) the  charlatan Christian leaders,  and  (2) those resurrected people in 

The Millennium who revert to the methodology of  self-indulgence  during the 1st part of their life of which JC so graciously covered.  These individuals 

would have stepped outside JC’s  once only covering  (being the point Paul makes throughout Hebrews)  and thus shall personally face  “annihilation”  

because  “The Righteous Yahweh”  can do no other than  not  to forget the  subsequent  violations/lawlessness/transgressions/wickedness  by those 

people freely choosing to blaspheme  (deny by rebellion)  against the  “HS”  (Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment)  which is to 

yield a  righteous/equitable  society. 

Can the reader understand this?  -  I apologise to keep repeating this question verbatim,  –  but as I keep stating,  no one of whom I know has 

ever stated this,  but this is only  what The Bible repeatedly  tells us! 

Therefore,  it is my duty to keep stating the logical exegesis as given by The Bible to support this most wonderful future –  because presently it seems that  

“no one”,  I repeat,  “no one”  is fulfilling this requirement! 

Sadly these commentaries need to be  so long  because I am forced to untangle prevalent  misinformation,  and I am forced to tie all the verses to the 

structured skeletal exegesis of which I now present to The World.   Also these commentaries must be  so repetitive  to give some  righteous balance  

against the prevalent  unrighteous hogwash and bunkum  taught by our  spiritually blind   “worldly professional”  “Leaders of Religion”  throughout 

The World. 

Because to them   “It is only a job for them to receive some worldly return”! 

Else surely,  they would accurately teach  “The Word of God”  as given on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  -  if  they truly cared! 

But to me,  it is my  “raison d’etre”  to search for “The Disclosing Truth”  and yet  millions upon millions  of  “Religious Leaders”  over millennia are 

obstructing me with their fallacious and unrighteous nonsense!     

I had to start with a blank paper,  with an open mind  (as a new wineskin, Matt.5v37-39)  and read the Bible many times  to then understand 

Yahweh’s Mind  for our salvation.  Most importantly,  avoid Man’s religious output like the  plague/curse  that it is to our sane reasoning! 

Heb.  10v18 og {what/where ever}/{in any location}  And  

Heb.  10v18 og (the) freedom/pardon/deliverance/forgiveness/liberty/remission   

Heb.  10v18 og {of (from or concerning) this (person or thing)}/{these (things)}  [=  of sins/faults/offences],   

Heb.  10v18 og {no longer/more}/{yet not to}  (the)  presenting/oblation/sacrificing/offering  concerning/about   

Heb.  10v18 og (the) sins/faults/offences. 

Heb.  10v18 = And  {where ever}/{in any location}   (is)  the  freedom/pardon/forgiveness/liberty  {of these  sins/faults/offences},   

(then)  {no more}/{yet not}  the  presenting/sacrificing/offering  concerning/about  the  sins/faults/offences. 

 

And wherever  (there is)  the  freedom/pardon   (made possible for us humans  by JC,  being the whole point of Paul's teaching in these chapters) 
of these  sins/offences   (in the  one-off  atonement by JC for the 1st part of our physical life) 

(then)  no more  (is the requirement for)  the presenting (of sacrifices)  concerning the  sins/offences   (in a mind being  actively purified). 
            (This one-off atonement covers us  while we were ignorant,  after which once knowing,  we become iniquitous – and then there is  no more cover!) 

            (JC gave us The 2nd Covenant for The Mind,  if we rebel against this,  then we fall back to The Law of Moses of which we fail,  = annihilation!)  

            (Why?  Because the Law of Moses is “The Backstop”,  and if failing JC’s Laws,  then our mind can only yield failed works = annihilation!) 

            (This righteous logic is totally  incomprehensible  to our  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  by  witness/audit  of what they preach!) 
 

The last four lines of parenthesis were added on my 4th revision  -  that logically explains what will righteously occur to us,  as individuals. 

It is wholly  unintelligible  to our “Professional Leaders of Religion”  as evidential,  because they never explain it to their  “kept uneducated”  devotees. 

Paul teaches us clearly  

When there is a pardon of the  (previous)  sins  (of the 1st part of our life),  then there is no more requirement to be offering another sacrifice 

when  “that once”   has covered all  sin/faults/offences  gone before  -  while  we were still  ignorant/uneducated. 

Where it is  not  Yahweh  “forgiving us”,  – but rather it is JC forgiving our sins  (Matt.9v2-4)  when he freely covers us from Yahweh's gaze. 
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The point being  (as we are told)  is that we are  not  judged upon works,  but rather our  “synapse construction mapping” (1Sam.16v7) –  being our 

innermost thoughts that in The Millennium will be exposed  (Luke.12v2-3).  It is our  “synapse construction mapping”  modified by  “The Word of God”  

operating on our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is to be judged   (if a Christian,  then first  [in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”]  by 

Yahweh for possible “Sonship”).   If we have failed,  then later,  to be judged by JCg and his 144000 TCs  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3)  for 

all  “failed”  [in Yahweh’s Judgement for Sonship]  Christians  (being  virtually all  Christians)  and equally,  all  non-Christians during  “the learning 

of righteousness”,  and then at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-15,  please see all my local cited commentaries). 

Yahweh and JCg cannot be considered  “righteous”  if  They allow humans to contravene Yahweh’s Laws and indefinitely rebel against JC’s Laws 

located at Mark.12v30-31,  being JCg as  “The Enabler”  for Yahweh to make physically possible  “The Resurrection”  for each one of us,  which is 

specifically  why  there is  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation (Rev.2v11, 20v6).  Those individuals who are rebelling  (“blaspheming against the HS”)  

against what they clearly know and understand,  have  no  future,  because  (1) they have stepped outside JC’s covering,  and  (2) rejected his 

methodology  (being applied as  “The Wisdom of God”)  for success in Yahweh’s Environment  (The/His Universe)! 

It must be clearly understood - 

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  give out  unsupported lures and only underwrite the current worldly methodology  -  by excuse! 

They do this  to gain out of The World  (thereby underwriting the methodology operating in their mind)  that  “leaks out”  in their preaching! 

That is why Yahweh  cannot  operate with these  “professional”  “Leaders of Religion”,  because their mind is  demonstrably not  humble to His Word. 

They only give what The World wants to hear,  and  not  what Yahweh wants to hear! 

They are paid by The World to give to The World what The World wants to hear! 

That is  “grooming”  by  “spiritual paedophiles”  and likened to  “shoddy work”  given by  “rogue traders”  as judged by an Auditor! 

Yahweh is The Auditor of their output and it is  “found to be wanting”  as perhaps most of JC’s parables teach us about them! 

Please read my  most accurate  translation and commentaries of the four gospels comprising of almost 2,000,000 words that wholly explains  “The Mind 

of JC”  in what he was carefully teaching us,  recorded with fidelity by the four scribes in their output,  because this  “Knowledge”  of what JC taught 

meant so much to them,  then these original Gospel writers preserved its integrity!   Just ignore the nonsense our professional scholars say about these 

gospels’ authenticity -  because when we audit these scholars’ output we realise they do not understand what they are prattling on about – given only to 

gain worldly kudos and a worldly paper doctorate that has  no relevance to Yahweh  (Matt.23v15, John.7v15, Acts.4v13, etc.)! 

 

114th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  diligently aiming to become TCs must be  accurately  {all out 

speaking}/publicly  teaching  “The Word of God”  being  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  correctly explained  to 

enable an entry into “The New Tabernacle”  of  “The 2nd Covenant”  brought in by the blood of JC shed on our behalf.   

This is OUR personal responsibility  (irrespective of what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders preach)! 

210th Reasoning – It becomes OUR responsibility if we choose by allegory to be  “priestly functionaries in The Temple” 

imitating our leader  “The Perfect High Priest JCg”  who gave so much for us  (being those people recognising what he 

did by our personal actions imitating him).  Thus JCg becomes OUR  master  (as “The Word of God”  driving our mind),  

where we have shunned worldly methodology by our actions.  The question must be:  Does the reader feel the same way?   

It is this instruction Paul impresses upon us in his writings of admonishment, guidance, and exhortation. 

Reasoning – repeat - Access to  “The Most Holy Place”  (being The Place to have “audience” with God)  is to be through 

“The Veil” that separates God from this world of sin  (for our sakes – else we would be annihilated, irrespective of what 

our  errant worldly  Christian leaders might state to the contrary).  But as we read later,  JC becomes “The Intercessor”. 

Allegory – repeat - The Veil = The separation between Yahweh’s Perfection and Man’s sinful nature  (noting Ex.33v20). 

'Allegory’ – repeat - The Most Holy place = (metaphorically) Yahweh’s place here on the Earth = the place Christians 

should  be aiming towards for The Millennium – Sonship to Yahweh – hence Yahweh’s instruction for it to be placed here. 

Reasoning – “The Most Holy Place”  should be  “The Goal”  for all Christians to be  “brothers/sisters of JC”,  but the 

absolute vast majority of Christians want the accolade of having JC’s Name  (that is just a few words and just so easy to 

say),  but they do not know what to do,  because those leaders claiming to know,  have absolutely  no  interest in taking 

upon themselves his  (as “The Word of God”)  Character or Authority  of  “The Subject Matter”! 

56th Good News – JC was slain by  “The Offering of his flesh”,  but now  awakened/roused  living/existing  as JCg has 

inaugurated for TCs the progression through  “The Veil”  to  “The Most Holy Place”  where Yahweh metaphorically 

resides,  and yet they shall physically meet Yahweh  (as His new 144000 Sons of God in  “The Universe”).  

Reasoning – repeat - It is very important that  only  The Priests  working priestly duties in The Holy Place  are 

positioned  to witness the veil being rent,  and thus located to follow through after  “The High Priest”  JCg.  The Israelites  

outside  The Temple will  not  witness the veil being rent,  and thus are  not  located to follow through behind JCg. 

This obvious understanding appears to be lost in the minds of our religious leaders in their  utterly ridiculous exegesis. 

The full implications of this just blows away  worldly Christian Doctrine that is sadly  not  based upon solid foundations, 

but created by those specific leaders in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  located  outside  The Temple  (and not Yahweh’s priests)! 

Comment – repeat -Thus JC becomes under the same Order as Melchizedek,  (1) “The High Priest to The Almighty God”, 

and  (2) The King of “Salem” = “The King of Peace”,  where he will quash all worldly self-indulgence in The Millennium. 

Good News – repeat - JCg will be ruling The World under Yahweh’s Methodology for an eternity after The Millennium. 

Heb.  10v19 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  Therefore/Then   (the) brothers/{The Brethren}   

Heb.  10v19 og (the) {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicity/plainly/clearly   

Heb.  10v19 og into/unto  the  entrance/coming/entering    

Heb.  10v19 og of the  {sacred (thing/location)}/{holiest (of all)}/{holy places}/sanctuaries [plural]   

Heb.  10v19 og in  to the [= within]  blood  (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves}, 

Heb.  10v19 = Therefore/Then  brothers,   the  possessing/having  the  {all out speaking}/frankness/publicly    (teaching God's Word)   

unto  the  entrance/entering  of the  {holy places}/sanctuaries     (plural,  and thus,  The Most Holy Place)   

within  the  blood  of the  Jesus,     (“The Essence of Life”  spiritually/physically  of purity for us likewise to imitate ) 

 

Therefore brothers,  having the  all-out  speaking   (in the  accurate  teaching of  “The Word of God”  as given by  “1st Century Christianity”) 
unto the entering of the holy places   (“The Most Holy Place”  [Yahweh's Domain]  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

               (It is by the  accurate all-out speaking  of God's Word  and lifestyle that enables us to become a future Son of God,  within Yahweh's Domain) 
within the blood of Jesus   (“The Essence of Life” given by JC has opened-up  “The Possibility” for “The Early Adopters” to gain what JC gained) 
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               (Yahweh must gain His 144000 TCs entering into The Most Holy Place  before  He can move on to  “The Salvation of The Resurrected World”) 

 

Sadly the  mistranslation  in our  worldly bibles occurs again,  to  “dumb-down”  God’s Word –  operating against the necessary requirements for us,  

thereby they are  “hiding from view”  what Yahweh is truly seeking from us! 

I ask the reader to  check-out  their English Bibles –  for the word “parrhesia” (StrongsTM = 3954)  to mean  “all out speaking”  without inhibition. 

I would suggest they perhaps might read in its place the words “confidence” or perhaps “boldness” –  yes, -  but in what subject matter? 

It is  “that”  which is lost within the  “dumbed-down”  bible translations given to The World. 

To be  effectively  confident or bold,  then the person must  intimately  know their subject matter  (like JC [Mark.1v22], Paul, etc.)  to have  “Recognised 

Authority”  over their subject matter,  to then be in the position to  boldly speak  correctly  (driven by  the correct motive)  in the ministry work  

(Mark.1v38)  imitating Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 

Thus,  it is JC who opens the way to Yahweh,  and it to us,  imitating JC in the  accurate  ministry/lifestyle  commanded of us  (Matt.24v14)  that allows 

us to follow through into  “The Most Holy Place”  without fear of Yahweh destroying us,  as He will do to the  charlatan Christian leaders who  in 

pretence  follow through  (without reverence, Matt.22v11-13, testing Yahweh, Matt.4v7, noting James.2v19)  as hypocrites  to be ultimately destroyed  

(“The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation)  as soon as they touch  “The Ark”  (1Sam.6v19-20, 2Sam.6v6-7,  noting also Heb.12v20)  in The Most Holy Place.   

Most worryingly,  these  charlatan Christian leaders are so beloved by their  “millions upon millions”  of deluded devotees around The World,  

bewitched into thinking they are on their way to “heaven” -  but have certainly rejected themselves from  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (Matt.7v12-15)! 

Consequently,  as the  original  Greek  teaches us in this verse –  we  are  to imitate JC in  ministry  (with  “all-out speaking”)  work that requires - 

1. Accurate  knowledge of The Scriptures  (to gain  “The Real Faith”  by fervent assay to gain assurance,  competence and authority,  following 

through with fidelity to what is known,  and thereby yielding the HS,  within and around us,  to  accurately  promote Yahweh’s interests 

Heb.10v15 in context). 

2. A disposition to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (that must not revert to worldly self-indulgence). 

3. To physically give our time freely  (agape/charity)  in  “The Ministry Work”  driven within the mind by  agapao/{edifying love}  (to fulfil 

Yahweh’s Desire to  bring-on  salvation to any interested person  [without  any duress of either  positive or negative  worldly/fleshly  

persuasion]). 

Where the summation of the three above gives us the  confidence/boldness  to walk through into  “The Most Holy Place”  without retribution from 

Yahweh,  because of what JC did for us - 

1. Gave us the knowledge and understanding of The Scriptures  (by JC righteously answering The Tanakh,  to become “The Wisdom of God”). 

2. Had a disposition to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to redeem JC's Creation. 

3. Gave his time and life  freely  in the ministry work and ultimately as  “The Ransom Sacrifice”. 

Thus the righteous linkage to enable TCs to follow through after  “The  Pattern/Mould/Type/Form”   (made by JC)   fulfilled in their own lives. 

Consequently,  as I explain elsewhere,  the TCs become the  “Firstborn”  “practising Priests”  working/living  in  “The Holy Place”  who  are in the 

position to see the veil rent down  (Luke.23v45,  please see my local commentary)  and thus enter through into  “The Most Holy Place” to become future 

Sons of God – however this is  not  true for  “The 11 Tribes” of “The Israelites”  outside,  representing the bulk of  “The 2nd Epoch Israelites” (The 

Christian Nation  not  precisely imitating JC). 

It must be clearly understood the  “Professional Priests”  of  worldly Christianity are by definition,  not  operating within  “The Holy Place”. 

They are like  the 2nd and 3rd born  Levites not allowed to be priests and are thus outside  “The Holy Place”!  

Yahweh has wholesale rejected these  “Worldly Professional Priests”   (Matt.8v12, 22v11-13, Luke.20v16, etc.)  driven by  animalistic/carnal  

mind for the wrong master as JC warned us at  Matt.6v24  being  paid by The World to give to The World what The World wants to hear! 
Heb.  10v20 og whom/which/that  (he [JC]) renewed/inaugurated/consecrated/dedicated  {to us}   

Heb.  10v20 og (the) way/journey/progress/mode/means   

Heb.  10v20 og (the) {previously (recently)  slain (fresh)}/{lately made}/new  also  (the) living/existing,   

Heb.  10v20 og through  of the  {(something) spread thoroughly}/{(especially the door) screen (to the Most Holy Place)}/veil,   

Heb.  10v20 og {that is (to say)}  (it) is  of the  flesh/{carnal/animalistic minded}  (of the) him [JC], 

Heb.  10v20 = whom (JC)  {previously slain}/{lately made}           (= JC in a corruptible body was subject to death) 

also  living/existing  he (JC)  renewed/inaugurated/consecrated  {to us} (= TCs)      (= now living JC righteously balanced us to Yahweh)  

the  ways/progress/means  through the veil,             (= JC has opened up The Way to Yahweh for sonship – to be millennial priests) 

{that is to say}  is his flesh.     (= The Mind drives The Flesh,  JC's agapao for his neighbour allowed his flesh to sacrificed) 

 

whom (JC)  previously slain   (The “Professional Leaders of Religion”  murdered  “The Son of God”  while in his physical DNA fleshly body) 

also  (now)  the living   (JC's resurrection on  “The 3rd Day”  and now physically with Yahweh until  “The 1st Resurrection”  of The TCs),    
that is to say he (JC)  renewed/inaugurated/consecrated  us  (TCs)   (because it is  only  the TCs who  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

the  ways/progress/means  (JC's lifestyle/deportment)  through the veil   (Giving  “us”  entry to be in Yahweh’s Most Sacred Domain  [Sonship]) 

that is to say   (this covenant unto possible  “Sonship” –  if we as individuals are wholly beloved by Yahweh  [having precisely imitated JC])    

is his flesh   (lifestyle/deportment  as given in JC's sacrifice –  both  [1] spiritual ministry and  [2] physical public execution). 

 

JC died through torn flesh  (by offering his life on a precise  like-for-like  for us at an individual level)  and it is through this torn flesh,  thereby enabling 

us  (who precisely imitate JC  and accepted as such by Yahweh  [Matt.22v11-14])  to  safely  (Ex.33v20)  walk through the torn curtain unto God in  

“The Most Holy Place”. 

It must be clearly understood it is  “The Mind that drives The Flesh”.   

Thus it was Yahweh's Methodology operating within JC's mind that drove his body to edify (by ministry),  atone (buy back our sin by ransom sacrifice),  

and then cover us  (in his death over “The Great Sabbath Day”)  as his neighbour,  “humans”,  (to JC's hurt)  in the face of the worldly methodology as 

practised by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”.   

Thus it was -  
Yahweh's Methodology that triumphed over worldly methodology operating  within the participants involved.   

The full significance of this very personnel daily demonstration driven by The Mind is   not  communicated by many Christian leaders upon their 

congregation,  and thus they and the recipients of this censored information (hence Rev.22v19)  within the congregations logically cannot be TCs –  

because  “The Word of God”  is  not  being  accurately  publicised/taught.  Furthermore,  “God’s Word”  is not being  accurately  received through lack 

of the works of which Yahweh Desires by “Professionals”,  but the required works are only given by  “The Early Adopters”  (appropriate for their time)  

who precisely imitate JC  -  driven by Yahweh's Methodology to yield The Works commensurate to that of JC,  Peter and Paul, etc. 

Again,  I cannot over stress that  –  

We are not saved by our works  from  (The 1st)  Death, –  but  only by the works of JC  while he was in a fleshly body during his ministry.  

However,  Yahweh most certainly expects  “works”  from us  as individuals  (to  underwrite  “The Supposed Knowledge/Methodology”  within our mind) 

–  to reciprocate  “The Works”  that JC did for his creation –  else we  are  “hypocrites”  to what we supposedly know  (James.2v16-26).   

Furthermore,  it is  “The Works of a TC”  of which  “The Watching/Judging World”  view that  validates  the TCs as being  “The Worthy Rulers”  over  

“The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium,  even though Yahweh knew the names of all 144000 TCs  before  “The Creation of Mankind”  (Rom.8v29)  

thereby enabling Him to write them on  “The Scroll of (Guaranteed) Life” (Rev.5v2-9)  of which JC  (as “The Word of God” working in The World)  is 

able to unfurl over the next 2000 years to gain his bride  (Rev.6v2 to Rev.19v9)!    Please read my translation and commentaries to the “Book of 

Revelations”  comprising of some 770,000 words that wholly explains what JCg was specifically teaching us prophecy through his beloved disciple John. 
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Can the reader understand this crucial exegesis of the above paragraph? 

Let me repeat  

No one  is excused from  “works”,  being principally of the accurate publicising  (of  accurate ministry and  not “charlatan ministry”)  and of 

its supporting operations!   

It is this prime requirement that specifically makes a TC  (hence by allegory the next chapter),  and before all entities  Yahweh can righteously act 

without contravening His decree on sin  by offering  “Sonship”  to the TC early at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6) -  before  “The General (2nd) 

Resurrection”. 

Why? 

Because these individuals have taken upon themselves  “The Responsibility”  of what it means to be  “Christlike”  to be  urging/encouraging  other 

people to become entirely  “Christlike”  themselves  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal,4v12, etc.)  in that manner as a geometric progression  -  being responsible 

in small matters  (over one’s local environment –  as did JC in Israel for 3.5 years)  to then be given greater responsibility over big matters in The 

Millennium  (Matt.25v18-22, Luke.19v16-19)  being  “The Future Salvation”  of hearkening people  in  “The Resurrected World”  by teaching  

“Righteousness”   (by both word and deportment)  to imitate our savour JC. 

        These people are of the correct mind to  “Champion Through”  the requirements for The Millennium and are thus best placed to administer it! 

By contrast our  “professional”  worldly Christian leaders teach  none  of this.   

They only preach  “apathy”  and  “self-indulgence”  for people  to exist in the present world and of its norms.  

They errantly preach  “God is in you”  irrespective that  only  Yahweh determines who really imitates JC  (Matt.20v23) 

(I devote many pages untangling this humbug teaching designed to push  “the bar down to the floor”  for the worldly returns that  “Quantity” 

yields,  in direct contrast to be  “raising the bar”  for Yahweh to gain “Quality” to become  “The Tools”  to perfect  “The Resurrected 

World”  in The Millennium). 

JC and the disciples went out to bring people  up  to their standard  (Mark.1v22),  by contrast our  worldly Christian leaders keep their 

congregations  “ignorant” –  by only tossing out scraps  (Luke.16v19-21+)  of  “worthlessness”. 

JC and his apostles taught we must be  sane/responsible/respectable  within The Mind  (Titus.2v2-8)  and within Society,  all of which must be 

wholly exercised to gain experience.  By contrast, our  worldly Christian leaders teach none of this to the beguiled devotees rolling around in 

the dust supposedly slain in the spirit,  speaking  “the gibberish of tongues” (1Cor.14v23),  self-indulgent prophecies,  feigned miracles. 

All this activity  is an abomination to Yahweh –  He absolutely detests this activity  committed by leaders fraudulently claiming  to represent Him! 

Furthermore,  ALL  Christian leaders remaining quiet on this bogus activity,  too afraid to  “confidently/boldly”  speak-out against this  blatant abuse  

of God’s Word,  are ashamed of JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13),  then they too shall be  equally be rejected by Yahweh  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)  

being considered as equally culpable (Rom.1v31-32)  –  whoever they are! 

Heb.  10v21 og also  {the priest}  (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  over/upon/concerning   

Heb.  10v21 og the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  of the  God [Yahweh]. 

Heb.  10v21 = also  (JC)  the priest  the  mighty/exceedingly/great  over/upon  the  household/family  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Also  (JC,  resurrected as JCg)  the  mighty/great  (high)  priest over the house   (those entities having His Methodology  working  in their mind) 

of the God  (Yahweh).    (“The Household”  comprising of  [1] The Prophets  [2] The 144000 TCs  [3] reformed people of “The Resurrected World”) 

 

When considering how Paul is explaining  “The Greater Prize”  on offer throughout Hebrews being  “Sonship to Yahweh”,  then we realise Paul is  still  

running on the analogy of  “The Temple”,  being of  “The High Priest”  and of his assistants in  “The Temple Work”  (1Cor.3v16, 1Pet.2-9) –  that is 

principally the greater work of bringing  all  hearkening  people unto Yahweh in The Millennium  (else   Why  is he using this epistle to be teaching the  

“holy brethren”  [Heb.3v1] –  unless by analogy?). 

The stewards proved faithful in small things during the 1st part of their physical life are then given greater responsibility during the 2nd part of their 

physical life over 10 or 5 cities (Luke.19v16-19)  according to their ability  (Matt.25v15). 

It is to these specific individuals as  “The Early Adopters”  of what is forthcoming  (to  make  The Millennium  a reality)  that Yahweh Desires for this 

“greater responsibility”  in The Millennium to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  as the future  “Sons of God”  driven by the  one/same 

mindset as  “The High Priest”  they emulate and followed through towards Yahweh in  “The Most Holy Place”. 

That is the specific point Paul is making here –  being,  it is these 144000 people following  “The High Priest”  into  “Yahweh’s Place”  to become part 

of Yahweh’s family –  being they  chose correctly  in the 1st part of their physical life –  hence Paul’s exhortative call in the next verse. 

“The Resurrected World”  (presently worldly members)  requires the next phase  (the 2nd part of the individual’s physical life in The Millennium)  where 

they can make their  own educated personal decision  whether to  “become part of The Family”  (by purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life) -  or 

reject it,  by reverting to the 1st part of their spiritual life  (of worldly methodology = “self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”). 

Is that  “Righteous”,  or not  “Righteous”? 

If it is  “Righteous”  then it is sourced by Yahweh,  and if it is  not  “Righteous”  then it is  not  sourced by Yahweh,  but Satan through Mankind! 

It really is not difficult to understand  -  except our  “Leaders of Religion” make it very difficult to understand because they teach  “Unrighteousness”! 
 

108th Comment – Paul exhorts all members of the human species desirous to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to 

draw close to one another –  hence the importance of the  true  requirement of  The “Ecclesia”  (The “Calling Out”). 

115th Instruction – People aiming to be TCs  “draw close to one another”  with a true  heart/{seat of motivation}. 

116th Instruction – People aiming to be TCs  “draw close to one another”  with full confidence in  “The Real Faith”. 

117th Instruction – People aiming to be TCs  “draw close to one another”  away from a hurtful moral consciousness. 

118th Instruction – People aiming to be TCs  “draw close to one another”  with a whole body physical/spiritually washed. 

128th Allegory – clean/pure = away from this world of defilement consisting of sinful methodology. 

129th Allegory – water = The Knowledge of Yahweh’s Word  (that is pure,  given by a TC)  in a  good  Bible translation. 

The Bible translation must be pre-1950,  all later translations are likely to be  worldly interpretations  (the NIV is bad)! 

130th Allegory – body (1) = both physically  (being the works delivered)  and spiritual  (the mind being The Driver). 

131st Allegory – body (2) = The group of 144000 TCs are operating as of one mindset driven by the one mind of JCg. 

119th Instruction – It must be clearly recognised that to reach The Goal of Sonship,  then Christians (leaders)  must have 

the correct  “heart”  condition,  being “the seat of motivation”  that  truly desires to edify the recipient  with an  accurate  

rendering of  “The Word of God”.  The heart condition must  not  be driven by desiring  anything  sourced by The World  

(money/glory/power/prestige/sex/{debilitating habits}/leverage/control/etc.). 

120th Instruction – Christians (leaders)  must have  “Real Faith”  =  (accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity),  else 

it is impossible for them to get off the starting blocks because  without accurate  knowledge,  then they  are  mentally lost! 
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121st Instruction – Christians (leaders)  must have  no  reason to operate under a mind with hurtful consciousness,  else 

quite simply they are  not  operating under  agapao/{edifying love}  where the mind is disposed to be edifying our 

neighbour to be personally fulfilling Yahweh's Desire.  This is impossible,  if the mind is motivated to indulge “The Self”. 

If the Christian Leader is not exhorting by both word and deportment the recipient to precisely imitate JC for Sonship then 

this Christian leader is personally  hurtful/harmful  to the recipient’s future irrespective of the worldly “circus show”! 

122nd Instruction – Christians (leaders) must have their whole mind reformed to be effectively putting on a new body so  

“The New Body”  (personality/character)  seen by The World is driven by a mindset  alien  to the methodology sourced by 

The World.  They must stand out like beacons  (not  with a  dress/garb/{fancy speech}  façade)  but by their character of  

contriteness/humility  taking nothing for themselves from The World for their wholesome teaching. 

211th Reasoning – The washing process is God’s Word that has purged out the worldly methodology of the 1st part of our 

spiritual life enabling us to enter the 2nd part of our spiritual life – first as children,  but we must grow to maturity by  

accurately  knowing and understanding God’s Word to be in the steadfast position to  actively speak out against  all those 

religious leaders  (in their millions)  who  mash/mince/trash  “God’s Word”  for their own self-indulgent worldly returns.  

212th Reasoning – It is the  clean/pure  “Word of God”  as only  sourced by The Original Greek  that can cause a 

“complete wash down”  away from the utterly  errant  religious  dogma  of some 1700+ years.  I am so disappointed by 

the manner in which  worldly  religious establishments have  bent/twisted  God’s Word to suit their  errant  doctrine! 

The many perversions both spiritually and physically demonstrated throughout the some 1700+ years,  search the internet.   

123rd Instruction – People assiduously aiming to be TCs must  cling/retain  to The Agreement made with Yahweh for  

“The Expectancy”  without wavering,  misled by what The World and its  “Established Religious satellites”  impose on us. 

45th Warning – Paul gives this exhortation because it is  quite obvious there will be so much delusion given  to mislead 

millions upon millions of Christians  (who themselves are sincerely searching for God)  are being stopped by their leaders 

(Matt.23v23, Gal.1v6-7, 3v1-3, Matt.24v4-5,11, 24, etc.) – we must beware - it  is  occurring to  billions  of people - now! 

57th Good News – Yahweh is faithful to those people actively searching “The Word of God”  in a  good  Bible translation, 

enabling us vision through “The Spin” created by our  worldly Christian leaders.  By consequence, Yahweh will provide 

mental protection in the present system and by taking the least now in The World,  He will elevate us in The Millennium. 

124th Instruction – People fervently aiming to be TCs must carefully observe one another to  encourage/incite  unfeigned  

charity expressed within  virtuous/valuable/worthy  {occupational efforts}/works/labours. 

213th Reasoning – What does  agape/{charity love}  really mean?  (Not quite as instructed by both word and deed as given 

by our  worldly Christian leaders)! 

In the context of Bible  teaching/instruction  (as  “The Ideal Goal” –  and thus become what should be taught)! 

1. Primary aim is to personally and  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  for absolutely  no  worldly return. 

Being of its full implications for us personally and that of The World  (being of everyone’s future). 

2. If we are not able to teach,  then we are to support those people who  are  accurately  teaching The Word of God 

– being those people who precisely  imitate  JC’s and Paul’s lifestyle = TCs are on the  verge of destitution.  

TCs are not people driving around in good cars – having a good home  “to lay their head”,  etc., etc., etc. 

3. Genuine  widows over the age of 60 years having no family or means of support.  

4. If  perchance  we come across a neighbour who requires physical assistance then we are to help. 

That is where our charity goes – if any more is suggested  then it is not from God but rather from The World  for perhaps 

a  “101”  self-indulgent reasons I can perhaps suggest  (where it is  not  done “simply” = “without strings attached”). 

125th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) aiming to become TCs are to be providing  “occupational 

effort}/work/labour”  in their  agape/{charity love}  if we are to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 

46th Warning – This is  never  taught by  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders except what we witnessed is 

the  {begging bowl}/{electronic transaction}  for money  (all supposedly for a “good cause” in The Lord’s Work)  except it 

becomes a  “money pot”  that becomes The Source to feed self-indulgent activity  (John.12v5-6  is very analogous). 

Thus the devotees are  not trained to become stewards of talents  but rather  milked to further the leader’s self-indulgence. 

What would Yahweh Desire?   Please see “Yahweh’s Desire” and “Satan’s desire”  in glossary. 

126th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must not be forgetting to assemble together,  but not 

in the manner of some people  (= those who come for a “Good Time”),  but to  beseech/exhort  (into The Service as 

described in the previous verse),  to keep more so to this instruction the closer The Day (The Millennium)  approaches. 

214th Reasoning – It must be understood  why  Christians of The Ecclesia  are to be coming together.  Those two words 

alone should give a very good clue!   But is this done?   Do we follow what Paul exhorts us to do  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)? 

By truly understanding  why  Christians of The Ecclesia come together will then explain what  true  worship really means! 

Everything  must be viewed from Yahweh’s vantage point and  not  a  “picture painted”  by our  worldly Christian leaders 

to serve their worldly reasons why the picture should be crafted in the manner  “spin doctors”  wish it to be displayed! 

132nd Allegory – “The Day Approaches”  operates at two levels  (and [2] requires [1] occurring first, hence synonymous), 

1. “The 1st Resurrection”  unto “Sonship”  alongside JCg  (Matt.20v23, 1Thes.4v13-18, Rev.20v6, 14v1-4).  

2. “The Great Sabbath Day”  of  “The Millennium”  being  “Yahweh’s Day of Rest for us”  away from this present 

world of sin  (as presently constructed by our leaders of politics, religion, and commerce throughout society). 

Sadly this is  unintelligible  to our Leaders of Christendom – when examining their output in both word and deed! 

Heb.  10v22 og (Let us) {come near}/approach/consent/assent/{draw close}/{drawing close}  

Heb.  10v22 og {amid/together/with (meta)}   (of the) trustworthy/{of the truthful (as not concealing)}   

Heb.  10v22 og (the) heart/{seat of motivation}  in  (to the [= within]) {entirely confident}/{full assurance}   

Heb.  10v22 og (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
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Heb.  10v22 og (the having been) sprinkled  the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  off/away/separated/from   

Heb.  10v22 og (of the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience   

Heb.  10v22 og (the) hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd,   

Heb.  10v22 og also  (the having been) {bathed (the whole person)}/{whole body washed}  the  {whole/sound body}/bodily   

Heb.  10v22 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {water (as if splashing/rainy)}  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) clean/clear/pure. 

Heb.  10v22 = Let us  (TCs)   {come near}/approach/{draw close}  together/with  the  {disclosing truthful}  heart/{seat of motivation} 

within  the  {entire confidence}/{full assurance}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},     (being what comes with  Real Faith) 

the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  the having been  sprinkled     (JC's  “essence of life”  on our behalf has motivated us to imitate him) 

off/away/from  the  hurtful/harmful/malicious  {moral consciousness}/conscience,     (TCs rejecting worldly methodology) 

also  the  {whole body}  the having been  {whole body washed}  in the  clean/pure  water  (splashing over). 

         (JC's ministry has purified our hearkening mind  [that controls our body]  thus purifying our works from our fleshly body [as a tool]) 

 

Let us  (actively aiming to be TCs)  come near   (to  “The Teachings”  of  “The Word of God”  as  only  given by  “The High Priest”  [JCg]) 

together/with  the disclosing truthful heart   (the  “seat of motivation”  that only desires to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
within the full assurance of the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  built  only  upon  “1st Century Christianity”) 

the hearts   (the “seat of motivation” –  driving us to become faithful tools in  “The Service of Yahweh”  both  [1] now,  and  [2] in The Millennium) 

having been sprinkled   (having  “The Understanding”  built upon  “accurate knowledge”  driving us  to imitate JC’s sacrifice in our ministry) 

away/from  the  hurtful/harmful  moral conscious   (of  “worldly methodology”  =  “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”) 
also the whole body   ([1] The Mind spiritually driven by agapao to deliver  [2] agape in physical works,  thus underwriting what is in our mind) 

having been washed   (our  “old personality”  has been removed and we have personally taken upon ourselves,  “JC’s personality”) 

in  clean/pure  water   (“The Pure Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  as sourced by JC,  before  our  worldly Christian leaders got hold of it). 

 

Contrary to what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us for bilateral self-indulgent reasons –  “to draw close”  means  it must be mutual  (hence v23) 

else obviously,   one party will move away  while the other believes they are drawing close as being only a figment of  irrational  reasoning on their part  

(fed by their  charlatan Christian leaders for the  prestige/glory/money  received from this  ploy/craft/wile)! 

That is where the next part of the verse comes into play - 

“with a true  heart/{set of motivation}  in  {entire confidence}/{full assurance}  of  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}” 

It is with those words –  being  the understanding behind  those quoted words that becomes  “The Answer”  to whom Yahweh chooses as becoming His 

future  “Sons of God”.  I copiously explain what all those words  truly  mean elsewhere on this website.  But the important thing that comes to mind is 

this question    Who do our  worldly religious leaders copy?    Is it - 

1. The leaders of The World  (politics/commerce)  with soundbites of  “wonderful sounding”  platitudes given to The Public for “The Return”, 

. OR 

2. A lifestyle of JC,  or that of Paul -  that perhaps I should draw the reader to The Bible  (Luke.9v58, 1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v23-27, etc.). 

The point being - 

Who is  “The Master”  of the  “professional”  worldly Christian leader?    Is it  

1. The World  (being what it delivers  now  as we witness by their lifestyle,  for  the worldly return now, upon which to self-indulge) 

. OR 

2. A true servant to Yahweh  (being what Yahweh  shall  deliver to  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium through our efforts). 

        Hence the instruction JC gave to us at Matt.22v20-24. 

This is the specific point JC makes at John.12v25,  -  we are told that we cannot serve two masters –  one will always be dominant to the other 

(Matt.6v24, Luke.16v13).  If we desire to become a TC,  then Yahweh is to have our  exclusive  devotion by us  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  

to edify our neighbour,  so they too might know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire themselves,  and with the detailed knowledge of Yahweh’s Plan  (for 

“Human Salvation”)  to become suitably motivated to be part of it,  by fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 

Thus Paul goes on to explain,  our hearts that once where embroiled within The World,  being of its methodology that ultimately results in 

hurt/pain/harm  just as we witness occurring throughout The World  (glorified and imposed upon us for our entertainment –  films, video games, etc.),  

but TCs find this repulsive because their mind has been transposed with  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within it  (Luke.17v21)!   Because the TCs’ 

minds are looking forward to  “The Vista of The Millennium”  and presently operating upon its future principles.  This has occurred because as Paul 

tells us,  it is JC who gave both his  ministry/lifestyle  and ultimately his life,  thus metaphorically sprinkled our  hearts/{seats of motivation}  to start 

imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and publicly executing ourselves from the present worldly methodology.  It was  “The Accurate Knowledge”  

(metaphorically  “clean water”  see glossary)  that JC gave to us as  “The Word of God”  that sprinkles over the whole body of us,   provided we  [1] ask 

for it and then  importantly  [2]  imbue/inculcate it  -  as did Peter  (John.13v9)  and then  most importantly  [3] put it into practice with the utmost 

fidelity, -  as did Peter afterwards to be a demonstrable  faithful apostle  (Matt.19v27, etc.). 

In this manner we shall then receive a  new/different  incorruptible body  (1Cor.15v35-55)  commensurate with our then perfected mind  upon  “The 1st 

Resurrection”  that is  not  of The World,  but of  The Heavens  [plural]. 

It is this  (all  this exegesis)  that our  worldly Christian leaders  should  be explaining to their congregations  (and  not  selective “feel-good” 

soundbites,  2Tim.4v3-4 to titivate the recipients for the worldly return that  “Quantity”  can yield when  “professionally milked”)! 

If we are truly represent Yahweh  -  then we should  not  be teaching a  “Gospel of Excuses to remain Human”! 

I let the reader into a secret  (yet it should be no secret  [if our Christian leaders took their responsibilities a bit more seriously]) - 

Yahweh desires  no  human to exist beyond The Millennium! 

Yahweh shall  only allow  people who  imitate JC  to exist beyond The Millennium and on into The Eternity! 

Heb.  10v23 og (Let us) {hold down}/cling/retain/possess/adhere/{firmly grip}   

Heb.  10v23 og the  acknowledgement/confession/profession/agreement/assent/consent   

Heb.  10v23 og of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence   

Heb.  10v23 og (the) {not leaning}/firm/unbending/unyielding/{without wavering}   

Heb.  10v23 og [(the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true  for  the (One [Yahweh])   

Heb.  10v23 og (the having) {announced upon}/{engaged (to do something)}/{asserted (something with respect to oneself)}/ 

/pledged/professed/{(made) promise}]; 

Heb.  10v23 = Let us  (TCs)   {hold down}/cling/retain  (to)  the  acknowledgement/agreement    (we are to firmly cling to The Anointing) 

of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  {without wavering}/firmly/unbending/unyielding,     (must not be swayed by The World) 

[for  the One (Yahweh)  is  trustful/faithful/sure    (Yahweh has demonstrably shown to fully  endorse/underwrite ... … ) 

the having  {announced upon}/{engaged to do}/{made promise}];     (whatever has been stated by His oath) 

 

Let us  (assiduously aiming to be TCs)   

cling/retain  (to)  the  acknowledgement/agreement   (“The 2nd Covenant”,  [1] ideally to achieve “The Anointing”   [2] also yields “Salvation”) 

of the  anticipation/expectation   (of ideally achieving what JC achieved,  to become a future  “Son of God”) 
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{without wavering}/unyielding   (by not  returning to worldly methodology  [by not  “self-indulging to our neighbour’s hurt”]) 

For  (we know,)  The One (Yahweh)  is  trustful/sure   (“Yahweh cannot lie”,  Yahweh endorsed  “The Promise”,  by JC becoming JCg) 

                (Just as Yahweh upheld His promise to Abraham and yielded Isaac following Abraham’s 25 years of faithful service.) 

(Yahweh)  having made the promise   (that He will uphold His side of  “The Agreement”  of  “Imitate JC,  and you too,  can become a Son of God”); 

 

This verse is split into two halves. 

It all centres upon the word  “acknowledgement/agreement”  being the  two  halves of a  contract/covenant  between  two  parties. 

This is precisely what Paul states here –  being the two halves of   “The  Bilateral  Contract”. 

The 1st half of The Contract is regarding us  “Christians” –  which simply states  

Do we  “Christians”  personally choose to remain part of  “The Agreement”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  without wavering 

from  “The Expectancy of The Promise”  (being  “The Heirs”  over/of  “The Inheritance”  [of  “The Resurrected World”]  given by Yahweh 

to His future  “Sons of God”)? 

Because as Paul states in the 2nd half of  “The Contract” - 

Yahweh is utterly trustworthy and will give according to  “The Promise”  He makes within  “The Covenant”. 

So  “The Question”  must be  

If  Yahweh will most certainly give according to His Promise (and He will, Heb.6v13)   then - 

Are  we,  ourselves  personally prepared to sacrifice our life  (by public execution)  away from The World and of its indulgences to precisely 

imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by living like Abraham  (to whom  “The Original Promise”  was made)  as a sojourner in this World because 

our future home is to be  “The Heirs  over/of  The Inheritance”  of  The Millennium  (and all that is within it)? 

      (As by prophetic analogy likewise the Levi tribe of Israel [out of which came The Priests]  to have no holding of land in Canaan) 

That is a purely  personal  decision for  all  Christians of The Gospel Age –  and it  is  Yahweh making  “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  

(James.3v1, Matt.20v23, etc.)  during the 2nd part of our spiritual life while we are living during the 1st part of our physical life,  to how we measure up 

against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC when he personally put down  “The Foundation for The New Temple”,  of which  “The New 

Temple”  comprises of some 144000 futures stones  (please see my glossary on all these terms,  and 1Cor.3v16, 1Pet.2v5-9, Rev.14v1-4, etc.). 

Quite simply  

If  we  are true  to  “The Agreement”  being that we seek  “The Prize”  (given by  “The Authority”  laying down the rules to The Race 

[1Cor.9v23-26, 2Tim.2v5]),  then we must  not  waver/bend/slide/yield  into The World  (being of its  methodology and standards) –  but 

rather,  we are to go out with  all  energy/drive  to  win that race  during the 1st part of our physical life! 

Ultimately  we only have ourselves to blame  (Matt.8v12, 22v13, 24v51, 25v30,  please see all my local commentaries)  at  the beginning  of The 

Millennium when we finally realise that   “We had the most wonderful thing in the palm of our hand”  and we tossed  “Sonship to Yahweh”  away so 

lightly –  without a care!    Noting we will have to live with that failed decision  for an eternity,  if we pass our assay at the end of The Millennium! 

All as precisely did Esau  Gen.25v29-34, 27v34,  and hence Paul’s comment at Rom.9v13,  please see my local commentaries. 

Important Note.  Matt.13v42, 50  occurs at  the end  of The Millennium –  this terminology describes  two different  occasions and are not to be lumped 

together as one occasion –  being one of  many  errors in standard  worldly Christian doctrine.  Why  assume the same used words mean the same  event 

–  all they do is describe the same  emotion  displayed at  two  different events –  being the whole point of the verses in question –  something  

irretrievably lost  where it is Sonship in the 1st,  and Existence in the 2nd  -  only because of previously  stupid/foolish  personal  actions  (where no one 

else can be blamed for what we  freely  chose to do ourselves  (Gen.27v34, Heb.12v17)  is the specific point being made at these verses. 

That is the point Paul is making here in this verse –  and it is up to us to freely remain faithful to our part of  “The Bilateral Agreement” –  

but always knowing,  Yahweh is faithful in what He promises.  Hence  “the onus is on us”  and of the next verse in context - 

Heb.  10v24 og Also  (let us) {to observe fully}/behold/consider/discover/perceive  {one another}/mutual/together   

Heb.  10v24 og into/unto  (the) {incitement (to good,  or) dispute (in anger)}/’paroxysm’/contention/{provoke unto}   

Heb.  10v24 og (of the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love  also  (of the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   

Heb.  10v24 og (of the) {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds; 

Heb.  10v24 = Also  let us  {observe fully}/consider/perceive  {one another}/mutual/together   (The Brethren)   

unto  the  incitement/{provoke unto}  of the  agape/{charity love}     (incitement to works of imitating JC's Ministry …) 

also  of the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  {occupational efforts}/works/labours.     (that yields virtuous works to purify recipients’ minds) 

 

Also  (to achieve v23 above,  then)  let us  (diligently aiming to be TCs)  {observe fully}/consider  (the needs)  of one another   (The Brethren) 
unto the incitement of  agape/charity   (to be  [1] spiritually edifying the mind  [2] physically supporting the TCs in their  accurate  ministry) 

also of the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  occupational efforts   (being that this is used to purify The Mind of the recipient of [1] and [2] above). 

 

We must ask - 

What does this verse  really  mean?  

“Real love”  (being physically expressed as  {charity love}/agape)  is a  selfless  “unfeigned  love”  and this means we are to put ourselves out to assist 

someone else,  to our own hurt  (for  “no gain”  by return).  Sadly this is the opposite to what we see by the dearly revered   charlatan Christian leaders 

giving the appearance of being  “Christs”  (“supposedly anointed” by Yahweh to represent Him) –  having  some knowledge that is manipulated  to 

make them great and authoritative to  “millions upon millions”  of deluded devotees,  bewitched by their  sweet-talking  charm,  and from which circus 

performances,  then can be extracted worldly return  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23)  of  money/power/glory/prestige/leverage/sex/pension/etc. 

However,  the  virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  acts can only be the  “edifying acts”  and these are what JC instructed us to do –  “Follow/imitate  me 

and  accurately  teach my word to the World”,  and during this,  the fruit of the HS  (Gal.5v22-23, Eph.5v9)  follow to assist in The Ministry work  (not  

used to indulge  “The Self”).  

Put these two aspects together.  

Satan hates  “The Word of God”  being  accurately  publicised/taught  and he  (through his cohorts –  2Cor.11v13-15  [“Leaders of Religion”]  

operating to his methodology)  will make life most difficult for the TC truly fulfilling God’s Will  (John.16v1-4, 2Tim.3v11-13, etc.),  as shown by the 

apostles and subsequent people  (for instance,  William Tyndale).  Thus,  by doing what JC commanded us to do,  Satan  will  oppose us  through his 

cohorts -  being Yahweh’s adversary  (to the TCs).  Thus  accurately  carrying out this accurate teaching work  will  bring much personal hardship  (just 

as we are told in The Bible in so many places –  because we upset  “The Religious Authorities” –  of  whatever prevailing worldly religion  within any 

country,  often having their tenacles firmly within the political power of that country).   

We  (aiming to be TCs)  go through this personal hardship because through our selfless  {edifying love}  for our fellow human –  being presently lost 

within this world of sin,  we  accurately  teach the  “Word of God”  to edify our fellow human  (in their future prospects)  for absolutely  no  worldly 

return of whatever.  That is how it all symbiotically links together.  This is  why  in this verse Paul is speaking of a TC and  not  a worldly  

(passive/apathetic)  Christian –  this is what the whole Gospel message is about –   “calling out people for this publicity work”  to yield people as the 

Priests of The Millennium  (1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.)  within whom to be having much larger field to work,  reference to JC’s parables of  “The 

Stewards”  proved faithful and given much greater responsibility  (Matt.25v15-22, Luke.19v14-19) –  else - 

From JCg’s point of view -  How is Yahweh going to achieve His Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TCs  (Matt.9v37-38)? 

This  accurate  message is  not  taught by most Christian Leaders –  for which they must answer later  (Luke.12v46-48, etc.). –   

There is a specific reason as to  why  our  worldly Christian leaders preach in the manner they do  (as likewise did The Pharisees/Sadducees,  

John.11v47-53),  and I let the reader follow through the logic within their mind to its natural conclusion  of what we are truly taught! 
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Heb.  10v25 og not  (the) {leaving behind}/{remaining over}/deserting/forsaking  

Heb.  10v25 og the  {complete collection}/{whole assembling}/{full gathering together}   

Heb.  10v25 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves],   just/as/that/how/when    

Heb.  10v25 og (the) {usage (prescribed by habit/law)}/custom/manner  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {some/any/certain persons},   

Heb.  10v25 og but  (the) {calling near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseeching/exhorting/entreating/urging,   

Heb.  10v25 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {so vast as this}/{such a large/great}/{these many}/{by so much}   

Heb.  10v25 og (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better  {as  much/great/many/long}/whatsoever   

Heb.  10v25 og (you) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed}   

Heb.  10v25 og (the) {making near}/approaching/{drawing close}/{being neigh}  the  day/{period of time}. 

Heb.  10v25 = not  the  {leaving behind}/{remaining over}/forsaking     (the “1st Century Christianity” as taught by JC)  

the  {complete collection}/{whole assembly}/{full gathering together}  of  ourselves,      (being the TCs and of their teaching)   

just/as  the  {habitual usage}/custom/manner  in  {some people},      (some leaders aspiring for power are rejecting TCs) 

but  {invoke by imploring}/beseeching/exhorting,     (TCs implore recipients to exhort each other to stay faithful to 1st Century Christianity) 

also  in  {so vast as this}/{such a great}  {more so}/better  {as long}     (remain faithful to something so much better ... … ) 

you  behold/beware/{take heed}  The  Day/{period of time}  approaching/{drawing close}.     (as The Millennium draws closer.) 

 

         (Driven by  “Yahweh's Methodology”  yielding real agape and therefore - ) 
not forsaking the whole assembly of ourselves   ( [1] the 144000 TCs,  and  [2] the congregational members aiming to become TCs themselves) 

just/as  the habitual usage in some people   (“Leaders of Religion”,  taking  “The Word of God”  and then twisting it for self-indulgent return) 
but invoke by imploring   (TCs urge recipients to exhort each other to remain faithful to  “1st Century Christianity”,  and  reject  worldly Christianity) 

also all the more so as you   (brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs) 

behold The Day (The Millennium)  approaching   (being more TCs during The Gospel Age filling 144000 TC quota,  brings forth The Millennium). 

 

Paul exhorts the members of The Ecclesia  (The Calling Out)  to remain close so they  self-help  one another to enable them as a grouping,  to be more 

effective in  “The Calling Out”  (enabling  non-Christians to clearly understand  “The Word of God”,  so they too might know  why/how  to fulfil 

Yahweh’s Desire  at a personal level). 

That is the specific point Paul is making! 

We are at a personal level,  to be going out into The Public and  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  (so God's Word stands up staunchly and 

robustly against worldly  [justified]  enquiring criticism) –  being of what this website specifically teaches.  “The Word of God”  is  not  to be made a  

justified  “laughing-stock”  by the shenanigans of our  worldly Christian leaders.   The worst being,  the  charlatan Christian leaders encouraging 

members of their flock to roll around in the dirt under the misapprehension they are  “slain in the spirit”  (I would suggest it being the spirit of their 

leaders’ self-indulgence)  when there is  absolutely nothing  in The Bible that supports that ridiculous activity  (and many other ludicrous activities 

perpetrated by those people of such worldly followings) –  but there is much scriptural teaching  against it!    

But how do the devotees know,  when they do  not  read The Bible for themselves? 

Look at what Paul specifically teaches    

Not  to be forsaking the coming together of ourselves  (to be learning  “1st Century Christianity”  and of  its responsibilities) 

as habitually done by some people  (at two levels  [1] new leaders of religion rejecting the TC's and of their teaching,  3John.v10),  and  [2] 

weaker members of the newly formed congregations reneging on their commitment to be precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle,  preferring 

a more self-indulgent form of  “Christianity”  (1John.2v18-19, 1Thes.2v3-6, 2Tim.4v3-4, etc.),  being that of the newly forming  “worldly  

Christianity”,  of which we have today in its various guises covering the planet). 

Thus - 

The point is,  we must not come only to have  “A Good Self-Indulgent Time”  -  and if we do,  then we should go elsewhere for worldly 

entertainment of  “The Emotions”  (in like manner at 1Cor.11v20-22),  but  beseech/exhort  that you behave as instructed in the previous 

verse for Sonship and thus fulfil Yahweh's Desire that is focussed upon  “Mankind’s Salvation”  and  not  petty self-indulgence! 

This should raise alarm bells within the minds of those people who are genuinely concerned with personally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.  

However those people refusing to respond to this warning –  do not care –  because they come for  “a good time”  to please their animalistic 

mind yearning to be satisfied by  “The Immediacy”  of pleasing one’s emotions  (invariably a dangerous course of action)! 

It is essential to get into  “The Mind”  of Paul and what he is really teaching us!   

It is by understanding what  “True Worship”  really  means,  that unlocks what we are supposed to be doing when we come together as a 

grouping in  “The Ecclesia”  (“Calling Out”  [of  “The Word of God”]).   

It must be clearly reasoned:-  

Worldly and  Charlatan Christian leaders  “reason like Man”  and instruct their devotees to think Yahweh reasons  “like Man”  -  

to be having much outward singing and praise given to Him generated by fired up  (transient/worked)  emotion! 

But no!   Yahweh detests that type of worship (Isa,1v11-19, Amos.5v20-23, etc.)  if  it is  not  supported by a mind delivering works 

that fulfils His Desire.   This is precisely what The Bible teaches throughout -  it is almost exactly  the opposite  to what our  

“Leaders of Religion”  teach by both word and deed!   So does Yahweh  phileo/{attractively loves}  these leaders?   Hardly! 

They teach for  “The  Outward  Show”  (in the manner  a worldly leader likes to view)! 

Yahweh desires  “The  Inward Transformation”  built on  “The Word of God”  (1Pet.2v20-23, 1Sam.16v7) 

I should be only too pleased to enter into a written discussion with the premier activists of such  deviant  teaching to publicly expose the 

errors of such wayward activity by quoting The Bible in context to support what I accurately state on this subject –  please visit  “The Terms 

and Conditions”  off the Home Page before contacting me –  so these people are fully aware of how I will respond. 

Thus,  we are  not  to imitate our  worldly Christian leaders (Matt.23v1-3),  and most certainly  not  our  charlatan Christian leaders – in fact,  our  

charlatan Christian leaders (by nature)  would  not  want a newcomer on  “their patch” –  to steal their  worldly  return by indulging their congregations 

with sycophancy and yet “keep them ignorant”,  so the leader may remain in personal control!    

The common denominator  “They like to control people”!   Yahweh does  not  want these  “type of people”  to rule in The Millennium! 

Interestingly our  worldly Christian leaders teach their congregations to be  passive/apathetic,  and our  charlatan Christian leaders indulge their 

congregations to ignore  (by twisting/distorting)  what The Bible teaches and replace  “The Knowledge”  with  “their knowledge”  of self-indulgent 

activity.   Thus,  really this verse cannot be applied to our congregations of some 37000+ different Christian sects,  where presuming virtually all  (with 

perhaps a couple of exceptions)  none of these  worldly Christian sects follow what  “ecclesia”  really means by both word and deed  (as Paul’s 

searching comment at 1Cor.4v15 states)! 

Thus they are  intrinsically  operating  outside  what The Bible commands,  even though in their close-knit community of  “commonality”  the members 

might state they fulfil what Paul instructs here and hence erroneously tick their box of personal  “supposed acceptability”  to Yahweh.  However,  

Yahweh has moved away from them many years ago,  and He is allowing all to be revealed in The Millennium  (Rom.1v16-32, Luke.12v3)  during  “The 

Righteous Teaching Program”  that will then start.    

Sadly these devotees have fallen victim to  “herd instinct” and “Group Think”  having been taught  “not to think and question”! 

That is the first section explained and now for the second section of this verse. 
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Again,  Paul exhorts these “holy brethren”  (Heb.3v1)  who in sincerity  are  actively trying to  know/understand  how to imitate Paul.  This sincere  

zeal/passion  is recognised by Paul and thus he urges them to continue learning  “The Word of God”  (Heb.5v12-14)  so they might become competent 

instructors of new people (non-Christians)  to  “The Real Faith”  (of accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  to increase the size of  The Ecclesia  

for that most important  “Trigger Threshold of 144000”  to occur  all that sooner,  because there would be more people  “deemed entirely worthy”  by 

Yahweh as future  “Sons of God”.  

The Day of which Paul speaks, is  “The Day” of  The Millennium  being  “The Day of The Lord” (2Pet.3v8, Ps.90v4)  =  “The Sabbath Day”  

where JCg becomes  “The Lord of The Sabbath”  to purify Mankind  (Mark.2v27-28)  that occurs on  “The 7th Day”,  which shall bring in  

“completeness/perfection”  by oath  (StrongsTM = 7650/1  shaba/sheba  of the same root). 

This is of the time of which The Prophets speak in their writings and of which JC explained to The Crowds during his ministry,  again,  none 

of this is taught by our worldly Christian leaders -  as if  “They are too afraid”  to speak about God’s Word  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)! 

This is  “The Time”  of which the Apostles speak  -  when at the beginning of it  (at JCg’s 1st 2nd C)  they shall be resurrected as future  “Sons of God”  

(1Thes.4v13-18, etc.),  Satan will be restrained  (Rev.20v1-3)  and then  “The General Resurrection”  will occur so that  all  humans might enter  “the 

2nd part of their physical life”   to be taught  “Righteousness”  from the proven virtuous 144000 TCs  (to be then  “Sons of God”)  thus ideally,  entering  

“the 2nd part of their spiritual life”  of which these people can then perfect,  to become commensurate  to their perfected DNA bodies  given in trust. 

So Paul urges these fledgling brethren to become mature in  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  and become part of that 

number (of 144000)  by remaining  steadfast/stoic  to  “The Accurate Knowledge”,  having  “firm Assurance”  based upon the coherent structure  within 

it to provide the motivation to deliver  {intrinsically good}/ideal  “{occupational effort}/work/labour  with Fidelity”   to the  “accurate knowledge”  

operating within the  “synapse mapping”  that Yahweh will store as positive  “heavenly treasure”  to be used in the  awakening/rousing  of the individual 

into the 2nd part of their physical life. 

Can the reader now understand  why  Paul keeps exhorting his readers within his epistles and gives them the detailed information being how it all links 

together,  as likewise this website, –  but sadly our  worldly Christian leaders presently (at 2007 CE) do not –  as we witness within their  “near useless” 

sermons/prayers  as regard to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (though these  sermons/prayers  fulfil Satan’s desire,  being to deliver insipid  “nothingness” 

[Rev.3v14-22]  and worse,  produce total  confusion/lawlessness  against God’s Word as given within  “The Original  [Hebrew/Greek]  Word Bible”)!   

That is why it is best to burn the NIV because it is  utterly useless  for any form of  analytical study –  with  gross errors  at key doctrinal positions in its 

very  worldly interpretation  that render it neigh to a  “fairy story”  in places with regard to accurately representing what was within The Scribe's mind! 

 

109th Comment – Paul moves-on after his exhortation for The Brethren (Christians)  to assemble together correctly for  

true worship,  to then state  The Most Important Caveat in The Bible  that is always utterly ignored by our  worldly (and 

worse, charlatan) Christian leaders, – and when read,  we then understand  why  they ignore it both in sermons and deed. 

47th Warning – Quite simply put by Paul:  

If  we take upon ourselves  discernment/realisation  of The Truth  and then choose to voluntarily  sin/fault/offend  

(against the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire, Mark.3v28-29, 1John.5v17 [but “annihilation”])  then  no longer 

remains a sacrifice  (given by JC)  concerning our sins/faults/offences! 

Has the reader ever  been warned of this?   Or have they been told:   

“Yahweh loves whoever you are!”  Or,  “We see God in you!”    Or, 

“Once having the HS it shall never leave you”  Or  “... ...” etc., etc.,  for  “almost an infinitum”  of examples! 

The warning is  a quote from The Bible,  but the statements from our worldly Christian leaders do  not  exist in The Bible, 

but there are many more quotes from The Bible I could give to the contrary! 

So who should YOU trust?   What The Bible states –  or what our  worldly Christian leaders  errantly  state? 

Noting James’ teaching at James.3v11-12. 

215th Reasoning – As we are told: “JC only died  The Once”  and thus he  only  gives us  one  additional  opportunity to 

become part of  “The Remnant that returns to The Lord (Yahweh)”  (either in The 2nd or 3rd Epoch Israel)  -  please see “2 

part life” in glossary.  Therefore,  if we become a  charlatan Christian leader self-indulging from the worldly proceeds of 

God’s Word  (as did Judas Iscariot, John.12v6)  then it would be better if we had not been born  (Mark.14v21)  by 

betraying The Son of God = The Word of God  (being  distorted/twisted  within the minds of the recipients by our false 

teaching, Luke.17v2)  by  “blaspheming against the HS for which there is no forgiveness” (Mark.3v28-29, etc.). 

48th Warning – Quite simply these charlatan (deemed by Yahweh) Christian leaders shall be annihilated upon their death. 

49th Warning – Some people (of 10v26)  are  (obviously)  looking towards a  frightful/fearful  decision/judgement  (of no 

return  from annihilation),  also of the necessary driving power to devour these adversaries to Yahweh’s Desire fulfilled. 

Allegory – repeat - Adversaries = humans who  “oppose”  Yahweh’s Desire (2.Cor.11v13-15)  each would be a  “satan”  

by definition.  They are  not  non-Christians because non-Christians only have relevance in The Millennium.  

The Subject  of The New Testament are  all types of Christians  (to separate out those for The Goal)  where non-Christians 

are just covered in a couple of words as being  “The Vineyard”  (and the suchlike)  supposedly cared for by Christians! 

Heb.  10v26 og (the) voluntarily/wilfully/willingly/spontaneously  For  (of the) sinning/faulting/offending [plural] 

Heb.  10v26 og {of/from us}  {after (meta)}   the  (to) {get hold of}/grasped/{taken up/away}/had/received   

Heb.  10v26 og the  recognition/discernment/acknowledgement/knowledge/realisation  of the  truth/verity,   

Heb.  10v26 og {no longer/more}/{yet not to}   concerning/about   (of the) sins/faults/offences   

Heb.  10v26 og (it) {leaves behind}/forsakes/leaves/remains  (to the) {sacrifice (the act or the victim)}, 

Heb.  10v26 = For  (if)  we  (are)  the  voluntarily/wilfully  sinning/faulting/offending   

after  the  recognition/discernment/knowledge/realisation  of the  truth  to   (have)   {got hold of}/taken up}/received,   

(then)  {no longer more}  it  {leaves behind}/remains  the  sacrifice  concerning/about  (our)  sins/faults/offences, 

 

For  (if)  we  (aiming to be TCs)   (are)  voluntarily/wilfully  sinning/offending   (by going against  “The Spirit”  of  “The 2nd Covenant”) 

                 (We have the same secular terminology   “He has operated against The Spirit of The Law!”   Does that mean “The Law” is a personage?) 
after having got hold of the  recognition/discernment/realisation  of the truth   (wholly learning of God's Word and entering The 2nd Covenant) 

(then)  no longer more the sacrifice remains concerning the  (= our)  sins/offences   (we have  cast aside  JC's covering). 

 

How often is this verse taught by our worldly Christian leaders having naturally passed God's Word through “The Mincer” of Rev.22v18-19? 

It is essential to understand - 

This verse is absolutely key –  perhaps right up there –  along with those many other  incredibly important  verses in The Bible! 

This is a two layered verse! 
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The first layer is more obvious than the second. 

This verse shows the  “2 part life”  in operation in precisely the manner as this website  “FutureLife.Org”  so very carefully explains,  inasmuch of the 

phrase -  “... after having got hold of the …”    so obviously there is a  “before”  and  “after”  situation,  

Clearly in the 1st part of our  spiritual/physical  life when  “we”  (as being most of The World through The Ages)  have  no  knowledge of Yahweh’s Word 

then we are ignorant  (1Tim.1v13-15)  and JC’s ransom sacrifice  (as we are told elsewhere)  shall absolve us of our former sins into what is to become 

for most of us,  the 2nd part of our physical life,  being a resurrection into The Millennium.  In the Millennium we shall all by default enter the 2nd part of 

our spiritual life under the pandemic extensive teaching program  (but some people may refuse to imbue  “The Knowledge”  accurately taught) –  while 

JC  covers us in his death over “The Great Sabbath Day”  of The Millennium  (Mark.2v27-28, Luke.23v55-24v1, John.19v31, 20v1,  2Pet.3v8)  during 

our learning and application of this “Knowledge”. 

However this verse speaks particularly about the 2nd part of our  spiritual life –  irrespective at what point in the 1st or 2nd part of our  physical  life. 

The 2nd part of our spiritual life is entered when we start to consciously imbue  “The Word of God”  within us.  This is normally publicly demonstrated by 

“baptism”  where the individual now enters into the  bilateral  agreement with Yahweh as I have copiously explained elsewhere  (for example in the local 

commentary for Heb.7v22).   

We now enter this verse.  

We enter what this website calls the 2nd part of our  spiritual  life made possible by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (note,  it was JC’s  ransom sacrifice  that 

enabled the 2nd part of our  physical  life to be righteously possible –  so that  operating together  physical/spiritual  life form what is termed a  “soul”  

see glossary and my dissertation entitled   “What is a Soul”). 

Ideally having this  accurate  knowledge within us to build a firm foundation (Matt.7v24-26),  then we should know what we are supposed to be doing –  

(and for people still not knowing)  it is  “to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  (driven by the  one/same  spirits/personality/desires/traits)  to fulfil 

Yahweh’s Desire  (to be the HS operating within us)  and thus,  if Yahweh so deems,  we shall become  “The Heirs”  to gain  “The Future Inheritance”. 

Sadly,  because the vast majority of Christians in those congregations have  not  the faintest idea how to  truly  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (because they are 

not  correctly taught by their leaders –  who are spiritually blind themselves)  then they shall  not  attain  “Sonship”.   Furthermore,  they need a little 

more education that shall occur within The Millennium so they might then fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  and  very many will succeed –  because  inherently 

they  are  good people –  but presently misled by those “Professional Leaders of Religion”  fraudulently claiming to know,  but blocking the way to 

Yahweh  (Matt.23v13)! 

This  whole process  from start to finish is called by JC,  “Born Again”  (John.3v1-24 –  where the latter section is quite applicable to this verse) –  

however it is absolutely  not  the  “born again”  as we are  errantly  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  (please see  “Born Again”  in glossary). 

Consequently we understand there must be a complete personality adjustment from that of  “worldly methodology” –  to  “The Methodology that will 

operate within The Millennium” –  being the time when JCg will exercise  “The Full Power of Yahweh’s Capability”  expressed as the HS upon  “The 

Resurrected World”  so  “the mutual edification of one’s neighbour”  shall be universal.  Amen!   

This is precisely The Methodology  (Yahweh's Methodology)  that is to operate within those very specific people fervently aiming to become TCs.  They 

are to have this methodology operating within their minds –  just as JC said  “To have The Kingdom of God  (operating) within you”  (Luke.17v21) 

All this is quite appropriate as we now enter the second level of this verse! 

Once we have this  “accurate knowledge”,  –  then:   What are we instructed to do with it? 

It is our responsibility that once having  “The Truth”,  then,  to do something with  “The Disclosing Truth”! 

The very worst thing,  is to deprive some other person of possible  “Sonship” –  by holding  “The Real Faith”  away from them  (Luke.16v19-31)  either - 

1. In frivolous and self-indulgent activity in  “The Pretence”  it is fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  because everyone is  “hyped up”  (intoxicated)! 

2. In an apathetic and passive manner –  so there is no  {“get up and go” enthusiasm}/{fire in the belly}  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 

However,  while the congregations  are  innocent  (Rom.16v17-18) –  because they are taught  not  “to know any other”.   It is  the responsibility  of  

“The Christians Leaders”  (upon which they  will  be judged by Yahweh –  Matt.24v43-51, 25v28-30, Mark.13v30-37, Luke.13v24-27, 20v14-18,  all 

variations of the same theme)  to  accurately  teach  how  their congregations  are  to  personally  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (thereby  “making Yahweh's 

Desire manifest within The Environment”  =  the “HS”  operating within and around them). 

Thus it is by truly understanding  (1) what JC really did for us,  and  (2) how we should respond to this most precious gift  (of which nothing we can do 

enables us to purchase it –  thus  freely given  to  all  humans,  1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.)  that  should motivate  us,   if  we  “truly believe”,   to precisely 

imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we are able. 

This is  true  “praise”  and real,  meaningful  “worship”  to Yahweh  (who passionately loves His now premier Son JCg –  Luke 3v22, 9v35)! 

“Real Worship”  is absolutely  not  the  worthless “feel-good factor”  songs,  or receive sycophantic sermons that  “please/satisfy  the ear” (2Tim.4v3-4,  

where the preacher has gone on a self-indulgent ego trip in worldly wisdom  [I have exampled dated public transcripts]), when collectively,  we ignore 

what JC commanded of us  (Matt.24v14, noting Mark.1v38) –  hence the true understanding behind “Ecclesia” (The “Calling Out”)  that should not 

become an empty  “church”  because God’s Word is not being correctly followed! 

Hence this sacrifice of JC must  not  be thrown away once we have picked it up and voluntarily offered it to Yahweh as the  only  perfect thing we have to 

give to Him  (in our bilateral covenant at baptism),  because as we are told  (v28)  it is only a  once given  offering,  and once we have exchanged it for 

the 1st part of our life to enable us to enter the 2nd part of our life before Yahweh –  then we have nothing more that is  “perfect”  to offer,  if we  

tarnish/soil/blemish  the  once-off  perfection freely given to us. 

Finally –  There  are  Christian leaders who  do  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  but they will  not  be seeking prominent public exposure for  “worldly return” 

(thus they take a low profile)  and are only  accurately  publicising and teaching  “The Word of God”  for absolutely  no  worldly return at a  “one to 

one”  personal relationship with their listener.  They shall be living and teaching like JC and Paul,  suffering personal hardship,  and perhaps some 

persecution  (sourced by “Professional Leaders of Religion” as  Satan’s tools)  in attempt to cause them to desist from their obviously  effective ministry  

work.  Please use the tools and guidance given on this website to locate them –  because they are certainly searching for you from out of this present 

world!   Also we are to use these tools given on this website to audit our own Christian leaders to see if they are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  but sadly 

based upon  “long odds”  of probability –  they are not,  but deceiving us for their own self-indulgent aims to our hurt  (applying worldly methodology)!    

So how are they able to represent Yahweh's Methodology when it is not operating within them?   Obviously they do not! 

As I state    

             They operate for “The Worldly Acclaim  and/or  Financial Return”,  but  not  to be creating the next generation of TCs  for Yahweh's Pleasure! 
Heb.  10v27 og (the) frightful/formidable/fearful/terrible  And  {some/any/certain thing/person}  

Heb.  10v27 og (the) {looking for}/seeking/expectation  (of the) {decision  (either for or against)}/tribunal/justice/judgement,   

Heb.  10v27 og also  (of the) heat/lightening/power/energy/fire  (the) zeal/passion/ardour/drive/motivation  (to) eat/devour   

Heb.  10v27 og (the) expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming   

Heb.  10v27 og the  {(covertly) under contrary}/opposers/opponents/adversaries/{persons against}. 

Heb.  10v27 = and  {some/any/certain person}  the  expecting/{looking for}     (If any person’s deportment is such to be expecting … … ) 

the  frightful/formidable/fearful  of the  decision/justice/judgement,      (of the future  “frightful decision”  [= annihilation]  … … ) 

also  of the  expecting/necessity/coming     (that becomes a necessity to some deviant people … … ) 

the  zeal/passion/drive/motivation  the  lightening/power/energy      (of fervent certainty to ensure annihilation occurs … … ) 

to  eat/devour    (to ensure that these people are completely removed … … ) 

the  {covertly contrary}/opponents/adversaries/{persons against}.     (to stop them being adversarial to Yahweh’s Desire fulfilled) 

 

        (once having no more sacrifice – after we have personally squandered what it means for us then … … ) 
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And  (that)  certain person  (shall be)  expecting the  frightful/fearful  decision   (to be classed as  “a charlatan Christian leader”) 

also of the necessary motivation   (for Yahweh  “moved to deliver”) 
the  power/energy  to devour the adversaries   (actually by negation,  Yahweh ignores these leaders at both 1st and 2nd Resurrection,  = annihilation)  

 

Interesting start  

“And that certain person expecting …”  this person must be “knowledgeable”,  else he/she  would  not  be educated to  “expect”  something! 

So we might ask - 

Of whom is this verse speaking? 

Our  worldly Christian leaders would obviously state it is  non-Christians who are against “Christianity”  and thus by definition are  “opposing/against” 

“Christianity”  and shall face the fearsome judgement of Yahweh's Wrath. 

Of course they would! –  Would they not?    

It keeps “their faithful”  devotees together in  (worldly) “Christianity “ (under the thumb of their leaders –  to keep  “The Worldly Return” coming in)! 

However  -  Is this  really  what The Bible teaches us?   

Is this truly righteous from  “The All-Righteous God”  -  “Yahweh”? 

There are several markers within The Bible that make us question the  “supposedly obvious”  declaration made by our  worldly Christian leaders! 

1. The most obvious to state is JC’s comment regarding Chorazin being a village a few miles outside Capernaum  (the centre of JC’s operations)  

that can be located at Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13  where JC states it will be worse for them in  “The Day of Judgement”  than those people 

having lived in Tyre and Sidon! 

Where clearly these individuals of Chorazin knew everything there was to know about JC  (being that he was operating right next to them in 

their locality),  but they took  no active note in their life to become imitators of him.  They believed he existed –  and when asked,  they would 

have said  “we believe in him”,  meaning,  “we know all about him”,  just as we hear so many Christians say today –  but they do  not  

imitate him -  just like those people of Chorazin! 

They too, were  “good people”  in a  “worldly sense”  (noting Paul's comment about what made Abraham “righteous” Rom.4v1-5)  –  helped 

each other,  friendly to one another,  ate,  drunk,  married,  sung and  “danced in the market places”  (Matt.11v17) –  just like the people 

calling themselves  “Christians”  of today! 

. So  “what is the intrinsic difference”  between then and now?  

This can only be answered at a personal level, –  it is between us,  as individuals,  and Yahweh! 

But it  is  my  “responsibility”  to raise the questions –  for the reader to then personally answer  (as they will to JCg in The Millennium).   

It is  not  my responsibility to judge any specific person about their future.     

But it  is  my responsibility to give  “warning” –  else I stand condemned by Yahweh  (Eze.33v1-20). 

2. We then have the numerous parables given by JC,  split into several groupings. 

2.1  Those people having responsibility –  some were loyal to their master’s wishes,  and others were disloyal. 

2.2  Those people having deserted  “The Family” –  but who  {were found}/returned  and receive a joyful home-coming. 

2.3  There are warnings given to those people who might slip away,  make mistakes by being too presumptuous with what they have. 

2.4  People not looking back while ploughing,  or not counting the cost when building a tower. 

The common denominator is this.   These parables are all about people  having “knowledge”.  These can only be people who are Christians 

with  “The Knowledge”!   Because The Bible is  very quiet  about  non-Christians,  being they are represented by  “The Vineyard”  (as The 

World)  that requires tending and nurturing by  “The Workers”  ([supposed] “Christians”). 

3. We are taught,  Yahweh is “The Righteous God”,  also He desires no human to be destroyed (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9)  and thus He will only  

destroy/annihilate  those people having received every opportunity to truly “believe in JC”,  thereby having the opportunity to imbue  “The 

Word of God”  as a  presence/parousia  to gain agapao operating within The Mind,  from which we might give  agape/charity  freely/simply  

to our neighbour for  absolutely no return.  Thus during our present existence we can exclude  all  non-Christians! 

4. We are also taught,  Yahweh  is  vengeful.  As I very carefully explain elsewhere Yahweh can  only  be  “vengeful” against those specific 

people who abuse Yahweh’s  “Personal”  Word,  being to  “adroitly by  craft/wile”  twist and bend God’s Word to support whatever these 

practitioners choose for  their own self-indulgences. 

5. We are told,  JC was  “no respecter of persons”  (Matt.22v16),  also we are told that JC has come to give salvation to all humans and this is 

freely given to  all  people.  Thus  if  there is absolutely no possibility for any human to earn this freely given gift,  then  this gift is given to  all  

people  without any demarcation  (no respecter of persons).  Thus  all  humans have access to the 2nd part of their physical life –  in which 

there is obviously access to  “The Knowledge”  so they might learn  “Righteousness”  from  “The Righteous God”  through His proven 

representatives.  Else what is the point of The Millennium – noting what JC said about The Requirement of The Millennium? 

6. We are also taught by JC to not waste time in the ministry work with people not prepared to imbue  “The Knowledge”  (the instruction given 

to the disciples –  to shake the sand off your sandals and move on to the next village,  Mark.6v11, etc.).  Equally,  Paul teaches us in his letters 

to Timothy and Titus – not to enter into fruitless debates with other people.  Again we are not to try and force a conversion onto those people 

not receptive to The Message  in their current state  where they need  “The Reality of The Physical Environment”  within which to carry out 

the necessary reform  (being  “The Resurrected World in The Millennium”).  Thus Yahweh is presently  (during The Gospel Age)  only  

searching out very specific people who are  exhaustively serving His interests  ready for the next stage of His Plan to bring about  “Human 

Salvation”  in the most righteous manner.  I call these specific people  “TCs”,  being  “The Remnant of The 2nd Epoch Israel returning to 

Yahweh”  as  “The Early Adopters” actively working to make The Vista in their mind (Luke.17v21)  a future reality by personally bring forth 

The Prophesied Trigger Threshold  (Rev.14v1-4). 

Thus from the formidable assembled information we understand Yahweh is operating in the following manner - 

1. He is concentrating on  electing/selecting  out those very specific people who freely desire to fulfil His Desire  in present adversity  (for they 

receive  no  worldly return  [except suffering]  and thus their driver  must be genuine  as  “true martyrs for The Cause” –  and  not  feigned –  

else  why  personally suffer?) 

2. The rest of The World is allowed to continue on its  “merry little way”  totally disregarding Yahweh’s Instruction  (Matt.11v17, 24v38) –  

Yahweh does  not really exist to them –  and thus they require The Millennium  (of the 2nd part of their physical life)  to  “bring most people to 

their senses”  within a perfected  society/environment   (to be compared with the 1st part of our physical life)  and adopt  “Righteousness”  

(being Yahweh's Methodology as perfectly expressed by JC's ministry/lifestyle)! 

Consequently,  where does this reasoning take us? 

It tells us,  Yahweh’s focus of wrath is righteously directed upon those people  who know  by  having “The Knowledge” –  but they abuse this 

knowledge  for self-indulgent gain.  It is  only  under  “The 2nd Covenant”  this really matters,  because  “The 1st Covenant”  was only 

established as a  “pattern”/”shadow”/”sketch”  of The Future,  and was set in place  only  to  prove/assay  JC perfect  (being  “to fulfil The 

Law”  Matt.5v17-18).  This route enabled JC to become  “The Springboard”  upon which  all  humans are to be judged during their whole 

life  (comprising of  2  physical parts)  based upon the spiritual knowledge gained in the 2nd part of their spiritual life. 

. Can the reader understand the righteous logic behind this explanation? –   It is crucial to understand this. 

Thus Yahweh judges Christians in the 1st part of their physical life on our progress in purifying the 2nd part our spiritual life  (in  “His 

Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”,  James.3v1),  and it is JCg and his 144000 TC assistants  (then to be as  kings/priests, 2Tim.4v6-8, 

1Pet,5v4, Rev,1v6, etc.),  who shall judge  all  the resurrected humans  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.)  in the 2nd part of their 

physical life on how well they have adopted  “The New Methodology”  (being the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  sourced by Yahweh,  given to 

us by JC as  “The Word of God”. 
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This is true  “Righteousness”. 

Furthermore,  this is precisely  “Logical”. 

Moreover,  this is  exactly what The Bible tells us! 

This is  absolutely correct  and thus  will occur  (based upon  “The Assumption”  there does exist  “The Most Righteous  Almighty God”)! 

It is also what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do  not  tell us,  hence  adversarial/satanic  to  “Yahweh's Desire being made manifest within 

The Environment”,  and thus they are  “blaspheming against the HS”,  Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32, etc.)  

We might ask - 

So how does this rather long preamble answer my original question?   

And,  -  How relevant is it to The Verse under our scrutiny? 

Before I finally answer these questions,  please look at the Greek Word used in the last position of the verse. 

It actually means  “covertly/{under contrary}”,  thus what has been presented to us is  not obviously  “adversarial”  to what the recipient's 

accept as  “being loved by God”,  where,  it is these very recipients who are trying to find Yahweh. 

So the source of this information is  not  “immediately obvious”  to be  against  “Christianity”  (being what we think God likes)  so the source  must  be  

within  Christianity and therefore  not  non-Christians!   This is what the apostles saw starting to occur in their day, 2Pet.2v1, Gal.1v6-7, 3v1, 

Acts.20v29, 1John.2v18-19, etc. 

Thus together with the previous statements plus this final observation,  we understand it is  not  non-Christians who are to be an immediate 

target for Yahweh's Wrath –  but rather  those very specific people  having  “The Knowledge” –  but personally  abuse  “The Knowledge”. 

People will only abuse  (twist/distort)  because they receive pleasure from out of this practice,  upon which to self-indulge,  and in this situation they are 

deemed by Yahweh to be  “iniquitous”  (please see glossary). 

Finally,  we have warnings given by Paul and the other apostles about leaders who infiltrate  “The Flock”,  who then climb up through The Flock to 

mislead the members and thus by subterfuge  (“covertly/under contrary”)  create their own flocks  (see my commentaries at John.10v1-5 given by JC) –  

which we now witness with the some 42000+  Christian schisms  (flocks)  at the time of writing this later revision,  and thus becomes  “The Record”  to 

what I accurately state has already occurred. 

The greatest warning we have was given by JC speaking of false christs coming  (Matt.24v24, Mark.13v21-23) ,  who  “sound so convincing”   (at a 

superficial level)   as to  almost  (and thus not quite)  mislead  “The Very Elect”  (TCs)  and we are told in Gal.4v14 that Paul said to the Galatians  

“You even thought I was The Christ [Anointed] when I gave you The (Real) Gospel  (of  “1st Century Christianity”).” 

Where,  by using JC’s tool that he so kindly gave us at Matt.7v16-19,  is to carefully examine The Fruitage of The Tree to ascertain its  “spiritual DNA” 

and ask the question    “Does the fruitage precisely imitate JC to become the next generation of TCs”?   As did much of the fruitage of Paul’s ministry! 

Assembling all this information,  we understand it  is  “The False Christs”  being the  charlatan Christian leaders who are misleading the  “millions 

upon millions” of Christians  today  who will personally receive  “The Wrath of Yahweh” –  perhaps the worst being,  to be personally ignored by 

Yahweh,  so they shall not be resurrected and thus become  annihilated  upon their forthcoming death –  as I very carefully explain the reasoning in the 

glossary under  “2 part life”. 

Thus the  “fearsome/frightful  decision/judgement”  =  “annihilation”  (“fearsome/frightful”  because there is  no return  from annihilation). 

I have read their material and it reads to be so absolutely convincing  “as to even perhaps mislead The Elect (TCs)”  (Matt.24v24)  all apparently 

working hard  “in the Lord’s Name”, etc.,  but there is always that little box entitled  “please donate money”  somewhere,  that shows their real driver –  

increase the flock size for  increasing “The Worldly Return” –  all crafted by a Marketing Team within The Group receiving their worldly return!   And 

that is precisely  why  we have JC’s parables in The Bible about The Prodigal Son and The Lost sheep out of 100  (Luke.15v1-32)- –  because it is  not  

Yahweh's Desire to annihilate any reasoning entity without first giving them a full opportunity to reform  (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9)!    

Why?   

Because  Yahweh  is   “The Most  Righteous/Equitable  Entity”!   

However,  it must be remembered,  righteousness/equality/justice  goes both ways –  inasmuch it becomes the final arbitrator to  “annihilate iniquity”! 

I could have extended all this reasoning by so very many more pages to give a far more detailed exegesis in support of this assertion –  but I think what is 

given is substantial enough without adding what would ultimately become  “waffle”  (noting what JC said at   Matt.10v14, Mark.6v11, Luke.9v5,  to 

people who refuse to respond to  “The Obvious”  and thus classed in The Bible as being,  “Foolish”)! 

This becomes a  dire warning  ignored by many Christians (leaders) who are baptised,  I see  no  comeback from this statement,  and 

therefore this auditor states   “Christian Leaders  -  You Beware!” 

Hence in context of the next few verses –  Paul calls upon the warning given by  “The Old Law”  of  “just death”  (that we know is now to be  “asleep”  

for all those individuals because of  “The Better Covenant”  following) –  that is mirrored by  “The New Law”  (of  “The Better Covenant”)  that shall 

be  annihilation  because  there is nothing better  following this  “2nd  (Better)  Covenant”  to cover those people falling afoul of this covenant! 

Knowing that if they have fallen away from The 2nd Covenant,  then there is only “The Default Covenant” on works of which we fail,  hence annihilation! 

Can the reader  understand  this most important  rolling analogy? 

(Being of what can deliver “Guaranteed Life” and the  only  “other state to this”  is “Guaranteed Death”  [= “annihilation”].) 

Most importantly,  understanding the logical cover afforded by  “The 2nd (Greater) Covenant”  is automatically conferred upon those people of  “The 1st 

Covenant” within The Millennium.   However, this gives  no  protection to those people entering  “The 2nd Covenant”  and then reject it.  

This occurs at two levels - 

1. Charlatan Christian leaders now  during  “the 1st part”  of their physical life during The Gospel Age rejecting  “The Vista of God’s 

Kingdom within their mind”   (Luke.17v21),  and equally,   

2. The future  apathetic Christians or  non-Christians who in  “the 2nd part”  of their physical life rejecting  “The Reality of The 

Millennium” –  having achieved this realisation through  “The 2nd Covenant”  (by resurrection)  being graciously given to them by JC 

without favour! 

It all makes  perfect,  rational,  logical,  and righteous  sense!    

Yet,  all this is a  “million miles”  away from the  unrighteous  “rubbish and humbug”  given by  worldly Christian doctrine on this subject!   

I implore the Christian leaders to imbue this knowledge and  start teaching this new found knowledge with fidelity  to The World in  the “last days” of 

this present system of things  as   “The Curtain”  is lowered to  “close down the show”  of Satan’s despicable methodology –  imitated by those  

charlatan Christian leaders who appear to be  “angels of light”  (2Cor.11v13-15). 

 

110th Comment – Paul now returns to  “The Old Covenant”  to explain  the fearsome side  of  “The New Covenant”. 

127th Instruction – Any person who disesteemed  “The Law of Moses”  under  “The Old Covenant”  dies without 

compassion based upon the witness of two individuals. 

(Noting,  all  people living before JC’s 1st Advent  [about 2000 years ago]  shall be  automatically resurrected.) 

216th Reasoning – Therefore what sort of worse punishment would you deem a person to receive who has rejected with 

disdain the Son of God,  also to personally deem the blood of  “The Agreement”  as being  sinful/worldly,  in which JC 

was purified and also this person insults the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  gifts/favour/benefit? 

50th Warning – The conclusion  is obvious  =  annihilation  upon  the next “death”  of the individual! 

217th Reasoning – The righteous reason is this.   The individual has already come to know Yahweh's Word through JCg 

and then they reject God’s Word by treating it with little esteem.  Yet having sufficient self-interested esteem to manipulate 
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it for their own worldly indulgence and make a  “nice little (big) earner”  if they can entice a large duped flock under 

their magic spell of delusion!   Moreover,  these wonderfully inspiring leaders  (to get us to part with some money)  with 

millions of devotees being  “bused-in”  to  “The Circuses of (self-indulgent) Worship”,  (if deemed by Yahweh)  will be 

ignored  upon  “The 1st and 2nd Resurrection”  –  and there is  no  3rd resurrection! 

51st Warning – Yahweh states:  Mine is The Vengeance,  I will  requite/repay! 

218th Reasoning – Vengeance  is a  repayment  made upon a  personal attack.   We humans have  no  power to attack 

Yahweh physically – but we attack Him spiritually by twisting and distorting  His  Perfect Word to make it become worldly 

to suit our own despicable self-indulgence desires.  By soiling God’s Word we have made a personal attack upon “The 

Most Powerful Entity” of The Universe,  The Entity that created The Universe.  Does that not inspire fear and reverence!? 

Obviously not in many of those people claiming to represent Him in their most vocal of sermons –  therefore, it is to them 

Yahweh will be vengeful – by ignoring them at both The 1st (Rev.20v6 for the TCs) and 2nd resurrections  (“The General 

Resurrection” for The World [over perhaps stages]) – and there is  no  3rd resurrection mentioned anywhere in The Bible! 

52nd Warning – Yahweh states:  “The Lord will judiciously decide His grouping of people”. 

133rd Allegory – His Grouping of People = “Israel”  (being “The 3 Epochs of Israel” as appropriate of the specific era). 

These are people having  “The Word of God”  in their midst to be collectively named as  “His People”  by  “Outsiders”. 

219th Reasoning – Yahweh separates out His Remnant  (prophets + TCs)  returning to Him over  “The 1st and 2nd Epoch 

Israel”  (Jews and then The Christian Nation)  and it is He as  “The Witness of JCg”,  Who oversees JCg later judging 

“The Resurrected World”.    Note this is  not  “The separating of The Sheep from The Goats”  (Matt.25v31-32)  being 

Yahweh making The Judgement on Christian Leaders of The Gospel Age,  and it is  JCg on his ruling throne  (Rev.19v16)  

collecting his 144000 TCs for his bride to  “Inherit the Kingdom”  (Matt.25v34)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 

This paragraph is presently,  completely unintelligible  to our Christian scholars, leaders, and theologians lost in mystery. 

53rd Warning – It is  terrible/frightful  for a human to become  entrapped/overwhelmed  in  “The Hands of The Almighty 

God”  (Luke.12v4-5).  What more can be added to that statement? 

Heb.  10v28 og (the having) {to set aside}/disesteemed/neutralised/violated/{cast off}/rejected/frustrated/disannul/despised   

Heb.  10v28 og {some/any/certain person}   

Heb.  10v28 og (the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  (of the) Moses   

Heb.  10v28 og separately/apart/without  (of the) pity/compassion [plural] 

Heb.  10v28 og over/upon/concerning  (to the) dual/both/two  or/than/either/rather  (to the) three   

Heb.  10v28 og (to the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause}  (he/she/it) dies/expires/deceases  . 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.17v6. 

Heb.  10v28 = {some/any/certain person}  the having  {set aside}/disesteemed/{cast off}  the  Law  of the  Moses,   he/she  dies/expires   

apart/without  pity/compassion  upon/concerning  two or three  {witnesses for the record}. 

 

        (Paul poses,  Let us consider,  if … …  )   
Any person having set aside The Law of Moses dies   (a person is put to death having sinned against a law covered by animal sacrifices) 

without compassion  (of The Authority),  based upon  (the evidence)  of two or three witnesses for the record   (testifying in a court of law) 

 

This becomes  “The Crux”  to the point Paul is making,  as he starts to reach his crescendo in exegesis! 

We had  “The 1st Covenant”  that could kill people on just the  “say-so”  of two or three worldly reasoning people giving themselves as 

“witnesses for The Record”.  

Consequently,  “The 1st Covenant”  needed to be overturned by a  “Witness for The Record”  who was  not  “worldly reasoning” –  but only driven by  

“Yahweh’s Methodology”  that yielded  agapao/{edifying love}  operating within The Mind to give all humans a fair opportunity to survive and  not  to 

be annihilated  (as did the former law specify).   All of which is overseen by The Assessor of all things ensuring  “Righteousness”  ensues,  because in 

this instance  “JC proving himself as a Testifier to The Instituted Law”  (Matt.5v17-18)  was falsely accused by people wrongly using The Law to accuse 

a perfect person. 

Heb.  10v29 og {How much}/{What amount}/{How great}  (you) think/{be accounted}/deem/suppose/presume,   

Heb.  10v29 og (of the) {more evil}/aggravated/sorer/worse   

Heb.  10v29 og (it will be) {deemed entitled}/{thought good}/{counted worthy}   

Heb.  10v29 og (the) vindication/{a penalty (required)}/{be punished with}  the (person)  the  son [JC]  of the  God [Yahweh]  

Heb.  10v29 og (the [person]  having) {trampled down (as on a path)}/{rejected (with disdain)}/{trodden down (under foot)},   

Heb.  10v29 og also  the  blood  of the  disposition/contract/covenant/agreement   

Heb.  10v29 og (the) {commonly shared}/profane/defiled/unclean/unholy   

Heb.  10v29 og (the [person] having) led/commanded/deemed/considered/accounted/{ruled over}/thought [middle voice]   

Heb.  10v29 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  (he/she  was) purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified   

Heb.  10v29 og also  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit   

Heb.  10v29 og (the) insulted/{been spiteful}/{done despite unto}? 

Heb.  10v29 = {How much}/{What amount}  you  think/deem/suppose:-      (Shall we consider:- … … ) 

the  person  will be  {deemed entitled}/{thought good}/{counted worthy}/deserved     (How much will be the person deserving … … ) 

(to have)  the  aggravated/hurtful/worse/severe  the  vindication/{penalty required}/punishment     (to have a worse punishment … … ) 

(when)  having  {trampled down}/{rejected with distain}/{trodden upon}  the son  of God,     (when they have rejected the Son of God …) 

also  (personally) deemed/considered/think  the blood of the  contract/covenant/agreement     (also be thinking the contract of life … … ) 

as  common/unholy     (as being not important … … ) 

within which  he/she  was purified/consecrated/{made holy},     (when this person knew what JC did made them holy in a RESET state …) 

also  insulted/{bene spiteful to}  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  {gifts/favour}/benefit?    (insults The Reason driving the gift) 

 

How much  (more do)  you suppose: 
  The person  (sinning against  “The 2nd Covenant”  [being what it represents in The Mind,  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”])   

  will be deemed entitled  (to have)  the worse  penalty/punishment   (to have something  worse  than  “dying with no compassion”  v28) 

  (when)  having  {trampled down}/{rejected with disdain}  the Son (JC)  of God (Yahweh) 
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              (Having no regard to what  “The Word of God”  really means to personally change a mind  away from the world,  unto Yahweh’s Methodology) 
  also  (this  charlatan Christian leader)  personally considered the blood of  The  Contract/Agreement   (made with Yahweh  through  JC) 

  as common   (The “Essence of Life”  shed for us to have a  “2 part life”  as being  worthless  [as not to carry out The Required Reform of The Mind]) 
  within which  he/she  (claiming to represent Yahweh)  was purified   (by having the 1st part of  his/her  life atoned by JC’s ransom sacrifice) 

  also  (this  charlatan Christian leader)  insults the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  gift/favour? 

              (The Christian leader  knowing  what JC really means,  but rejects  “The Intent behind  The Gift”  by acting according to worldly methodology) 

 

Paul now poses the question to his reader - 

How much do you think the person shall be deemed as deserving a more severe punishment,  when having trampled down the  “Son of God”,  

and personally considered JC’s  blood/{essence of life}  that enabled  “The Covenant”  within which the recipient was purified by being given 

a RESET state over the 1st part of their physical life.  Where,  “The Contract of Life” is only deemed as being  common/{without importance};   

and by consequence,  this mentality within the recipient  insults  “The  Reasoning/Spirit”  behind  “The Giving of The Gift”  from  “The Son 

of God”!    The Mindset of this charlatan Christian Leader is callous to The Mindset of JC gifting a  new/only  way to yield Guaranteed Life. 

This is the point of my reasoning in the  “2 part life”  explanation regarding  

(1) Charlatan Christian leaders living in the  present  existence of their physical life  (but living in the 2nd part of their spiritual life rejecting what 

JC means within The Mind)  and   

(2) Resurrected humans who in the  future  are then living in the 2nd part of their physical life within a paradise of The Millennium  (but  in the 2nd 

part of the spiritual life rejecting what JCg means within The Mind).   

This uniformly occurs when  both  groups know of  “The Expectation” –  where the  charlatan Christian leaders  know “The Theory”,  and the 

resurrected humans  experience  “The Reality” –  and yet,  both groupings reject all of this  to indulge  “The Self” –  just as this verse states. 

Thus the punishment  (in context of v28)  must be worse than that stated in v28,  because the covering sacrifice is so much greater in  “The New 

Covenant”  therefore the punishment for rejection shall likewise be so much greater.   

“The Punishment for Rejection”  in  “The 1st Covenant”  would have been “death” (meaning “annihilation”)  but JC atoned for that in his 

inauguration of  “The 2nd Covenant”,  so that  (The 1st)  Death under  “The 1st Covenant”  now becomes “Asleep”  (John.11v11-15)  thus 

allowing Yahweh to  righteously  resurrect people into what becomes the 2nd part of their physical life.     

By contrast,  there is  no  additional covering for rejection of  “The Greater’ 2nd Covenant”,  because what can be greater than the shedding of a perfect 

entity’s life on behalf of those people having failed  “The Law on Works”.   

“The Greater 2nd Covenant”  drives thoughts  (spirit/personality/desires/traits  that becomes  “The Driver for The Intrinsically ideal/good 

Works”)  and thus it is  “The Thoughts”  (being what becomes  the 2nd part of our spiritual life)  that are judged,  and  not  “The Works”  

(that may be done in error –  but having the correct thoughts behind them). 

Thus provided a person always operates to edify their neighbour and does  not  deliberately commit  premeditated  sin,  then sideslips and minor 

transgressions  can be ignored  under  “The Greater Judgement of Thoughts”  that are of the  one/same  as  JC and  “Yahweh’s  

spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is made manifest within The Environment” (“HS”),  John.14v20, 17v21-26. 

It is crucial for the reader to understand this logical,  and more importantly,  righteous explanation. 

Apologies first,  for another long sentence –  but everything is conditional - 

How can the person be redeemed if they have been given  all  “The Information”,  accepted everything and then covenanted to it through the  

bilateral  agreement based upon this very  “life/annihilation  covenant”  given by a perfect entity’s life  -  but then to reject this covenant to 

blaspheme  (“deny by rebellion”  inside  [often outwardly “expressed in words”] –  see glossary)  against  “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest 

within The Environment”  (hence Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31, etc.) –  means there cannot be any further covering,  and thus resulting in 

annihilation,  being what would have occurred under  “The 1st Covenant”  had it not been for  “The Greater 2nd Covenant”  inaugurated by 

JC's ministry and ransom sacrifice. 

Hopefully that fully explains what was on Paul’s mind. 

However I leave something I wrote some 7 years earlier –  that explains the same thing in a slightly different manner. 

This verse becomes the extension of v27,  where it becomes worse,  because the perpetrator has put away the 1st part of  his/her  earthly life in baptism 

and now is living in faith by putting all trust in their future husband, of JCg  (JC put his whole trust in his Father to resurrect him,  and remained perfect 

to enable this to occur).  Now if the perpetrator has rejected  his/her  possible future husband and only saviour,  then  he/she  has nothing upon which to 

fall back (reiterating 9v28).  We are told   It was our potential future husband who gave his life only  The Once  for our sins.  In faith we took on 

ourselves this new life through “baptism”  (by  “dying away from the old self”).   It is through  “The Word of God”  accurately  imbued/inculcated  that 

we,  through the HS forming within us as we grow a new spiritual embryo upon  “The Word of God”,   in the womb  (of our physical body while living in 

this world)  to be a new  Creature/Creation  (2 Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15).  At the point of death,  Yahweh,  the metaphoric “Midwife”,  delivers us being 

physically Born Again  (after we have perfected the 2nd part of our spiritual life in the 1st part of our physical life)  into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  

body  (appropriate to the perfected mind,  1Cor.15v35-55) –  to be a  “Son of God”,  and  “The Bride of Christ”  (Matt.22v1-9, 5v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 

21v2, 9, etc.).  

However,  the  charlatan Christian leader has thrown all this away during this present fleshly life and thus  has nothing upon which to fall back.  He/she 

has even lost what  all  non-Christians have,  being  the certain  resurrection back into a perfected DNA fleshly body (given in trust)  to personally learn  

“Righteousness”  within a perfected environment  (hence Paul’s comment given at 1Tim.1v20 –  please see all my above cited commentaries).  

These false Christian leaders  (false christs, Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23)  have  lost everything!   

The Bible teaches us  (together with JC mentioning the millstone placed around such a person’s neck and being thrown into the sea,  Luke.17v2, 

Matt.18v6, etc.),  these individuals will  not  receive a resurrection.  They knew  “The Disclosing Truth”,  and finally turned their back upon it  -  and 

corrupted their groomed ”spiritual children”  in  “Christianity”,  who were themselves sincerely trying to get to Yahweh (Matt.23v13).  

Again,  for the sake of repeating myself,  Christian leaders who by  craft/wile,  carefully  distort/twist  God’s Word  (for personal gain),  being contrary 

to what is contained within The Bible by passing God’s Word through  The Mincer  of Rev.22v18-19  –  should beware of this possible future for them.  

It is for this very specific reason –  losing the chance of a resurrection –  that it  can  be worse than  “just”  a fleshly death under  “The Law 

of Moses”  (that  does  have  a return in The Millennium  for  all  those people  judged upon  “The Law of Moses”  and failed in the 1st part of 

their physical life). 

Sadly all this exegesis is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders,  they have  no  mind to understand this  (demonstrated by  the fact  they  never  

teach it) –  except perhaps the odd Nicodemus amongst them who converts to  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles! 

Revisited by  “FutureLife.Org”  and given freely for The World at  “The Imminent Close of The Gospel Age”  (Matt.24v14). 
Heb.  10v30 og (we) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  For  the (one [Yahweh])   

Heb.  10v30 og (the having) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   

Heb.  10v30 og {To Me} [Yahweh]   (the) satisfaction/vengeance/punishment/{retributive justice}/avenge,   

Heb.  10v30 og (emphatic) I/me [Yahweh]   (I will) requite/recompense/render/repay!  

Heb.  10v30 og (He) States/Exclaims  (the) lord/master [Yahweh]  also  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again:   

Heb.  10v30 og (The) lord/master [Yahweh]    (he will) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge   

Heb.  10v30 og the  populace/{grouping of people} [Israel, of both epochs]    (of the) him [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.32v35, Isa.47v3, 63v4, Jer.19v20, 50v15,28, Ez.25v12,17. 
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Old Testament reference located at  Gen.15v13-14, Deut.32v36, 1Sam.2v10, Psa.7v8, 50v4, 72v2, 92v10. 

Heb.  10v30 = For  we  know/understand/perceive  The One (Yahweh),  having  said/uttered:- 

To Me  (is)  the  vindication/retribution/revenge,  emphatic  I  will  requite/recompense/repay! 

The Lord  states/exclaims  also  furthermore/again:- 

The Lord will  {judiciously decide}/conclude  His  populace/{grouping of people}. 

 

For we  (assiduously aiming to be TCs)  know/understand  The One (Yahweh)  having said:- 

  To Me (Yahweh)   (is)  the  vindication/retribution,  emphatic I (Yahweh)  will  requite/repay!   (Directed to  charlatan Christian leaders) 
The Lord (Yahweh)  also states furthermore:- 

  The Lord (Yahweh)  will judiciously decide His populace  (Yahweh judges each “Christian”,  The Result of each can go  one  of  three  ways) 

                 (This is  “The Special/Greater Judgement”   [1] sonship for TCs,  [2] resurrection for most Christians  [3] annihilation for Charlatans)    

                 (Noting  “His Populace”  is speaking directly about 1st and 2nd Epoch Israel  [while representing Yahweh during Satan’s rule over the Earth]) 
 

There are a number of references given.  They have  not  been quoted in a haphazard manner,  but given by analogy of Yahweh’s Plan being unfolded 

through  The Gospel Age  and on into The Millennium.  

As I constantly state (copying Paul)    The Old Testament was given to us as  “The Pattern/Template/Sketch”  of what is to come in the future. 

It was precisely this that JC explained in his  3 day  ministries  (Mark.8v2-3 and hence the comment Mark.1v22)  to the same people. 

(Likewise Paul’s comments about Timothy being well grounded in The Scriptures [Old Testament] – was good for him 

[2Tim.3v15-17],  where the inference would be,  “It is not good for us to,  not be well grounded in The Old Testament”!)   

How many Christians  intimately know  The Old Testament? 

JC explained The Old Testament in great detail to his receptive listeners,  he would  not  be speaking  “worldly waffle”  in his sermons,  that is sadly 

constantly done today in Christian sermons and their output has zero usefulness to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (to yield the next generation of TCs)! 

To understand the analogous connection between The Old Testament and now,  it is  absolutely essential  for us to get our mind into “allegoric mode”,  

else it will be difficult to comprehend what is occurring,  and thus dismiss  The Old Testament  as being a sequence of unconnected and irrelevant  

events/places/times/people/sequences/etc.  as is done in  worldly Christian sermons today. 

It is  by understanding the allegories  of  The Old Testament  that brings understanding to what is given in  The New Testament  (2Tim.3v15-17)  and 

moreover  fits-in  with what we see at the present closing stages of The Gospel Age and entry into The Millennium through the various layers of 

presented prophecy given in The Bible.  All this JC understood,  and he carefully taught this  “Knowledge”  for 3 years in his ministry –  having 

mentioned  nothing  about his future murder until about the last 6 months of his fleshly existence on his last journey to Jerusalem (only to his disciples).  

He explained how all the allegories of  The Old Testament  are to be fulfilled throughout  “The Forthcoming Gospel Age”  and further out into The 

Millennium –  precisely as I describe on “FutureLife.Org”,  yet  none  of this is taught in “Christendom”!   So how are its members copying JC? 

Please see by example my dissertation entitled   “Yahweh's Plan as given in Genesis”. 

All of which is to show Yahweh’s Omnipotence,  that shall be recognised in “The Culmination”  when all has been explained and personally understood. 

Please read the glossary as it  will  open the reader's  eyes/understanding  to the Bible’s universal allegoric usage of words and phrases. 

This information will help us to understand how all the references given above act as prophecy –  fulfilled and presently partly fulfilled. 

The quotes above speak of - 

1. Yahweh’s Promise to Abraham. 

2. The failing  (from within)  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (The Jewish Nation). 

3. The World shall be suppressed by Yahweh's capability when  “The Correct Time”  has arrived. 

4. The “Horn”  (always in prophecy)  = “leader”  (JC)  who shall bring in  “The New Covenant”. 

5. The failing  (from within)  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (The Christian Nation). 

6. The Temple  (Remnant)  being restored to a position of Glory. 

7. The Millennium being instituted and the various epochs of  “Israel’s”  coming together into their respective positions. 

8. The final rebellious  “side/part of Israel”  being finally subdued by annihilation –  leaving  “The 3 Remnants as having returned to The Lord” 

Principally we,  in our present position at the end of  The Gospel Age,  should be concerned with what we are supposed to be doing –  hence “watching”. 

This word actually means   “watching  ourselves”  by  auditing ourselves against specifically how we measure up against  “The Golden/Kingly 

Standard”  as laid-down  by JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   

We are  not  to be judging ourselves against our brethren,  nor our brethren against our performance! 

Thus,  with this understanding we must consider the references in conjunction with what Paul is teaching us here by analogy with  “The 2nd Covenant”. 

Therefore,  Paul is speaking about  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  whose yield from it becomes  “The 2nd Remnant from The 2nd 

Epoch Israel”  (The Christian Nation),  where  “The Remnant is the 144000 TCs”  who are to become  “The Key”  to unlocking the next stage of 

Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

These people are those TCs to be  “Sons of God”  within  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  (1Cor.15v35-55),  and thus judged by The Lord,  Yahweh.  

The rest of us  not  achieving this grade shall become part of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  and thus become JCg’s people,  resurrected into perfected DNA 

based fleshly bodies a little later in  “The General Resurrection”  and judged by JCg  (and the 144000 TCs – John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, 

etc.)  during,  and at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-15 – please see my local commentaries). 

Furthermore;  Why does Yahweh say   “Vengeance is mine?” 

It is  not  vengeance against those tormentors who are afflicting the TC in the 1st part of their physical life,  because these tormentors are resurrected 

again to learn  “Righteousness”,  which means they  (1) may pass through easily when they see the error of their ways,  or  (2) may well fail and lose all  

-  at their last opportunity to become  “righteous”  to Yahweh's  “Requirements of Humans”. 

So then,  against whom is Yahweh being vengeful? 

I propose it is those people spoken of just a little bit earlier  (thus still within context of verses 26–29),  where  Yahweh is taking vengeance against those  

charlatan Christian leaders  “working harm”  against His personal Word,  by knowingly distorting and twisting God’s Word for personal worldly gains 

during their life now,  and to be,  the  only  life/existence  for their own  animalistic/carnal  self-gratification! 

Why? 

Because the vengeance is taken at Yahweh’s judging that is only of those people to become  His “Sons of God”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (being  JCg’s 

1st 2nd C)  because these people entered  “The Race”  (1Cor.9v24-26,  Gal.2v2, Phil.2v16, Heb12v1)  for this prize  (noting  “The Rules”,  2Tim.2v5).  

Yahweh’s vengeance is that He simply  ignores  charlatan Christian Leaders,  at this present judgement period at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  and then He 

simply  ignores  them again for the second time during  “The General Resurrection”  of apathetic Christians and  all  non-Christians,  because these  

charlatan Christian leaders have already used up their  Once Only  credit life  (equivalence/worth  of JC’s Ransom Sacrifice)  from JC’s actions in the 

1st part of their physical life at Baptism before they started to malign God’s Word. 

In conclusion,  Yahweh can only be  vengeful  against those people making an attack against  “for what He  personally  represents”! 

It is  “The Vengeance of The Lord”,  taken by The Lord  upon His enemies  (when  fully understanding  His Word)  at the due time  and not by humans 

ignorantly  claiming to be His helpers in this task  (of killing people they do not like)  as we seen occur within numerous  false  world religions  

(Christianity, Islam, etc.)!  

As The Bible says   “I will repay” –  and  not  humans claiming to represent Me! 

Paul goes on to quote  The Tanakh  that   “Yahweh will  {Judiciously Decide}/Conclude  His grouping of people.”   
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This means Yahweh is to judiciously decide the outcome of the members of the various  “The first 2 Epochs of Israel”  to become  “The Tools”  for Him 

to use to  then  draw-out  “The 3rd Remnant of Israel from out of The Resurrected World”.  Where it is the future  “Sons of God”  (JCg and his bride of 

144000 TCs)  who teach,  and then finally judge  “The Resurrected World”  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 

It works like this  (as explained elsewhere on this website)  

Yahweh decides who is to be  “The Remnant that returns to Him”  from out of   “The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel”  (where  “Israel”  means  

“perseverance with Subjector/God” –  either  “ positively”  to become  “The Remnant”  or  “negatively”  to become  “The Rejected”).  

The 1st Remnant from 1st Epoch Israel = The Prophets and ancient Worthies  - judged by Yahweh.  Becomes JCg’s  other  flock  (John.10v16). 

The 2nd Remnant from 2nd Epoch Israel = The 144000 TCs –  judged by Yahweh.  Becomes JCg’s  own  flock  (John.10v3). 

The 3rd Remnant from 3rd Epoch Israel = The people out of The Resurrected World who learnt righteousness over the 1000 year Millennium. 

“The 3rd Remnant”  shall be judged by JCg and the 144000 TCs  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.)  and the people rebelling against this 

righteous society (Rev.22v15, etc.,)  where goodness is being taught,  shall receive  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  (by counter at Rev2v11, 20v6 for 

the TCs).  

Thus we can see,  Yahweh is making  (1) “The Judgement”  during Satan’s Rule for  “The Specific Humans to Dine at His own Table”  (The first two 

Remnants),  and righteously provides  (2) “The Safety Net”  of The Millennium where  “The Resurrected World”  is to be  judged by JCg  (and overseen 

by Yahweh –  as JC says   “Yahweh is my Witness over these matters”,  John.8v18, likewise Paul at Rom.1v9)  to yield JCg’s own children  (from out of  

“The 3rd Epoch Israel”). 

None  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders today  (at the time of writing –  2015/21 CE)  because  “no-one”  understands this  utterly 

righteous  scenario –  all specifically as  The Bible tells us! –  It is this that must be taught throughout The World being  “The Real Gospel”  so this 

scenario might occur ever sooner (Matt.24v14),  thereby enabling Yahweh to achieve His  “Prophesied Threshold of 144000 TCs”  ever sooner  (14v1-

4).  Relatively,  we  are  presently at  “The Very End of The Gospel Age”,  and Yahweh is making all things clear at the appropriate time through His HS 

operating within those individuals who  are  truly fulfilling His Desire. 

Heb.  10v31 og (The) frightful/formidable/fearful/terrible  the (thing)   

Heb.  10v31 og (to) {fall upon}/{be entrapped by}/{be overwhelmed}  into/unto  (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hands   

Heb.  10v31 og (of the) God [Yahweh]   (of the) living/existing. 

Heb.  10v31 = (It is)  The  frightful/terrible  thing     (Therefore do not go there … … !) 

to  {fall upon}/entrapped/overwhelmed  into  the hands  of the  living/existing  God  (Yahweh).     (Do not incur Yahweh’s Anger) 

 

(It is)  The Frightful Thing   (Therefore   “Do not even contemplate riling Yahweh”) 

to fall upon into the hands of the existing God (Yahweh)    (Therefore   “Do not incur Yahweh's wrath acting upon you”) 

 

It must be clearly understood that - 

In Yahweh’s Righteousness,  then  no  human will fall into the hands of Yahweh when they have been  (1) atoned  by JC’s ransom sacrifice  

and then  (2) while they are covered during The Millennium  by JC’s death over The Great Sabbath Day (John.19v31). 

Inasmuch,  no person will be facing personal  “annihilation”  (endorsed by Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9)! 

But - 

If  we should  “Step outside JC’s cover  through  self-indulgent  practised iniquity  when in the 2nd part of our  spiritual life  (while either in 

the 1st  or  2nd part of our physical life)”,  then  we personally enter  “The Hands of Yahweh”  and be deemed  sinful/unholy/iniquitous  within 

the  “perfect righteous hands”  of Yahweh!    

We have witnessed in The Old Testament where this occurred  (provided we read The Bible to know what is in it),  personal rebellion  (hence knowing 

the difference between “right and wrong”)  resulted  in summary execution  directly by Yahweh  (Gen.19v26, Num.16v32, etc.). 

However,  while the Jews of  “The 1st Covenant”  (subject to summary execution by Yahweh)  are subsequently covered by JC  (following afterwards)  

and receive a resurrection into The Millennium,  by contrast,  there will be  no  resurrection if in the 2nd part of our spiritual life as a  charlatan 

Christian leaders  (in 1st part of their physical life)  in their  “possible millions”  now  (during  The Gospel Age)  shall become annihilated at the end of 

their present existence. 

Likewise,  resurrected people entering The Millennium and choose to be iniquitous to what they know  (as were the charlatan Christian Leaders in the 

Epoch of Israel before them)  then these resurrected people become  annihilated  because they have  no  future cover beyond The Millennium! 

JC did  not  die twice,  or extend his death indefinitely beyond The Great Sabbath Day –  to continually indulge our sinful practices,  2Pet.2v18-22. 
 

111th Comment – Paul asks his readers to recall their earlier days when they were enlightened by  “The Word of God”. 

58th Good News – When these  “Holy Brethren”  were first enlightened with  “The Word of God”  they remained faithful 

to  “The Word of God”  with  fortitude/endurance  to many  hardships/struggles/conflicts/sufferings/pains/afflictions. 

54th Warning – The “Holy Brethren”  will encounter  hardships/struggles/conflicts/sufferings/pains/afflictions  only  from 

those people within The World being exposed as  “hypocrites”  to  “The Word of God”  of which they claim to represent. 

55th Warning – “Holy Brethren”  will become  {a spectacle}/{gazed upon}  by The World when they are subjected to 

verbal abuse also  afflictions/burdens/persecutions  from those people retaliating to their “hypocrisy”  being exposed! 

112th Comment – The “Holy Brethren”  will share this  common bond of affliction  metered out by  “Professional Leaders 

of Religion”  detesting their  (worldly)  position/credibility  undermined by the  competent/authoritative  TCs. 

59th Good News – Through this persecution the  “Holy Brethren”  become  sharers/partners  with  Christ/Anointed  and 

The Apostles because they have overturned their life away from  “the worldly methodology”  to become of the  one/same  

spirit/personality/desire/traits  JC had with his Father and our adopting Father  (John.14v20, 17v21-26, Matt.19v27). 

220th Reasoning – It must be absolutely understood the persecution must  only  come from  accurately  teaching The Word 

of God to The World.  It must not come by reason of any other source.  Thus TCs must be  utterly neutral  in  all  world 

affairs  (especially politics – that  must  be avoided like  “the plague”,  of which it is)  so the TCs are  only  known for 

their persecution because of their  accurate  teaching of  “The Word of God”  by both word and deportment.   

In  all other respects  they must be model secular citizens –  absolutely law abiding and respectful to secular authority! 

They show themselves to be  contrite/humble/respectable  now,  and thus appropriate administrators in The Millennium. 

128th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  and be 

model secular citizens  (avoiding worldly politics like the plague) –  for which they are to expect  “persecution”  from the 

religious leaders of The World finding their own position has now become exposed by the TCs’ righteous activity. 

221st Reasoning – If we do not receive this persecution for  only  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then perhaps a 

personal question should be asked –  “Am I really fulfilling Yahweh's Desire because I am  not  receiving  unjustified 
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abuse?”  Because in Satan’s World – his cohorts  (of his methodology)  being those people feeling threatened will 

retaliate to silence TCs in their  accurate  ministry of  “{occupational effort}/work/labour” (John.16v1-4, etc.). 

Furthermore,  if this is  not being suggested by Christian leaders, then whose side might they be on?   Because this is what 

The Bible  tells us –  and  it should be communicated!   And if not,  sections of The Bible are being cut out  (Rev.22v19)! 

222nd Reasoning – Paul realises The Brethren (Christians)  who are aiming to become TCs truly sympathise with Paul 

because they  are  of  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to fulfil  “Yahweh's  pure/innocent/blameless Desire made 

manifest within The Environment” (“HS”). 

223rd Reasoning – Paul realises The Brethren (Christians)  who are actively aiming to become TCs are awaiting with 

cheerfulness  (during their persecution)  absolutely knowing  they have nobler existence (soured by The Methodology)  in 

the heavens  (operating within their minds, Luke.17v21)  and this existence stays for an eternity upon our Resurrection. 

129th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  who are aiming to become TCs must continue with their  all-out  speaking,  

being very public about  “The Real Gospel” of “1st Century Christianity”  comprising of its two most important parts  

(never taught today)  that has gained these people  (Christians aiming to become TCs)  great  recompense  of reward. 

224th Reasoning – “The Great Recompense of Reward”  (is not only everlasting life that could come with  “The 1st 

Covenant” – as JC showed)  but rather it is recompense for the  affliction/suffering/persecution  for precisely imitating 

JC’s ministry lifestyle that enables a human to be  “deemed entirely worthy”  (by Yahweh)  as being a TC!   This reward 

(as screamed out to The World by FutureLife.Org)  is principally “Sonship to Yahweh”  being  “The Mystery of God”  

explained  (that sadly,  people  not imitating JC  [virtually all Christian Leaders]  cannot  personally solve)! 

134th Allegory – Better existence = The Position of Sonship rather than a resurrection of a fleshly human  (1Cor.15v35-

55),  where  “proprietorship in property/substance”  could refer to the responsibility of teaching the resurrected people. 

113th Comment – Are these last few  “Reasonings and Instructions”  taught within our  worldly Christian congregations – 

and if not – then why not?   Please ask your leaders  why  they do not!   Because at present they are  not  fulfilling 

Yahweh's Desire and thus  cannot  be  “deemed entirely worthy”  of Sonship –  thus,  they presently are rejected! 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 

Thus singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now,  or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 

Plural heavens refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 

All this information is lost in many near useless bible translations (for analytical study)  where in places the translators 

seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word (Matt.23v13)! 

225th Reasoning – Therefore the  “synapse construction mapping”  of the TCs is safely retained off this planet inside 

Yahweh’s depository where  moth/thief  cannot harm it  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v32-33)  for a resurrection unto Sonship. 

Heb.  10v32 og (you) remind/recollect/remember/recall  And  the [plural]  previously/before/former   

Heb.  10v32 og (the) days/{periods of time},    in  {to [= within] whom/which}   

Heb.  10v32 og (the having been) {cast rays}/{shed light}/brightened/enlightened/illuminated [plural] 

Heb.  10v32 og (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) struggle/conflict/fight   

Heb.  10v32 og (you) remained/underwent/resilient/bore/{had fortitude/patience}/endured/persevered   

Heb.  10v32 og (of the) hardships/sufferings/pains/afflictions; 

Heb.  10v32 = And  you  recollect/remember  the  previous/former/earlier  days    (imbuing Paul’s teaching of The Real Gospel … … ) 

within  which  the having been  {cast rays}/enlightened/illuminated,    (with The Knowledge of The Real Gospel … … ) 

you  remained/{had fortitude}/endured     (People aiming to become TCs will face … … ) 

the  much  struggle/conflict  of  hardships/sufferings/pains/afflictions.     (persecution sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 

 

And you remember the earlier days   (when I,  Paul,  originally taught you  “The Word of God”  [= “1st Century Christianity”]) 

within which  (“1st Century Christianity”)  having been illuminated   (yourselves understanding precisely what Yahweh desires of you) 

you (aiming to be TCs)  endured much  struggle/conflict  of  hardships/afflictions   (persecution sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”). 

 

The reason  why  Paul gave the warning in the previous verse  (where the righteous logic is succinctly explained within in my commentary)  was for him 

to motivate the readers  (“holy brethren”  Heb.3v1)  to cast their mind back to the persecution received  (from people around about)  for imbuing  “The 

Word of God”  within themselves,  and then be operating with fidelity upon it,  to be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   

These  “holy brethren”  held firm to  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  of  “1st Century Christianity”  (as then taught by 

Paul)  yielding  agapao/{edifying love}  in thoughts,  which then in turn,  delivered  holy/{separate from this world of sin}  “{occupational 

effort}/works/labours”  to what  “The Knowledge”  within  “The Real Faith”  (= “1st Century Christianity”)  delivered in their  reformed/adjusted  

“synapse construction mapping”  built upon  “The Word of God”. 

Therefore,  Paul’s specific point is the same as he made in the previous verse - 

After being faithful to  “The Word of God”  through difficult times,  then do not throw all the hard effort away by becoming like  charlatan  

Christian leaders whose only future shall be  “annihilation”  (unless personal reform occurs –  hence Luke chapter 15,  else chapter 16). 

The other point to clearly understand is,  those brethren  actively  aiming to become TCs by imitating Paul  will  experience the same suffering as did 

Paul,  being precisely what JC stated at John.16v1-4  (likewise Timothy 2Tim.3v11-13),  and William Tyndale experienced some 500 years ago! 

Thus  (again)  contrary to what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us - 

The  Christians fulfilling Yahweh's Desire will be persecuted –  irrespective within what country in The World they might live. 

But  most importantly  (again ignored by our  worldly Christian leaders fawning over Dietrich Bonhoeffer and his exploits)  is the following - 

The persecution must  only  occur by  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Persecution must  not  be sourced by  (1) contradicting society’s laws or  (2) by being “an idiot”  to our fellow neighbour,  thereby causing 

(justified worldly)  retaliation or  (3) making foolish decisions in life  (note Luke.13v1-5, Rom.13v1-5, etc.). 

All of which means - 

By inductive reasoning,  a Christian being persecuted by behaving as a  model secular citizen  has  no secular cause for which to be 

persecuted  and thus can  only  be publicly known for being persecuted  for being Christlike  (see v33 in context) –  that is to say     

To be persecuted  for edifying our neighbour  without prejudice.  

Thus  “the persecution”  can  only  be sourced by those specific people having their  “hypocrisy”  publicly exposed by the  righteous  (implying  

“holy/pure”)  lifestyle of what becomes evidently a TC imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   Whistle-blowers are  always  persecuted  by leaders of society! 

Thus we reason - 
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“Persecution”  will come from  “The Religious Authorities”  of  whatever/wherever  in The World –  because it is they,  who become exposed 

–   and this is precisely what occurred to JC and the apostles –  and  throughout The Gospel Age  for example with William Tyndale  (some 

500 years ago). 

So we might ask - 

What  will be different today?    

If it has been like this for the last 2000 years –  and to the prophets 900 years before JC,  whose murder was planned and authorised by “The 

Religious Authority”  being metaphorically “Jerusalem” –  hence JC’s comments at Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34. 

It must be clearly understood by The Reader,  those people  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire will  not  be persecuted,  assuming they are  not  (1) 

contradicting society’s laws or  not  (2) being  “an idiot”  to our fellow neighbour or  not  (3) making foolish decisions in life. 

Why is this true? 

Because - 

Those people following  “The World’s Methodology”  shall be  “loved by The World”  (as led  by the inevitably worldly  “Religious 

Authorities”  within their positions of authority). 

However by contrast - 

Those people following  “Yahweh's Methodology”  shall be  “hated by The World”  (as led  by the inevitably worldly  “Religious Authorities” 

–  being those people exposed to be operating according to worldly methodology behind a  “charade of godliness”  2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16). 

All just as JC told us -  John.15v18-21, 17v6-9   (where, those people who “kept my word = imitated JC”),  hence by consequence,  the people 

fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire will  not  be surprised when this persecution occurs,  just as JC told us  (John.16v1-4). 

It is really not  “rocket science”  to understand this –  but it just   “Plainly obvious”!   Moreover,  witnessed throughout history! 

I need to make  perfectly clear –  it  is  presently Satan’s worldly system  (John.17v14-16, 18v36, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19, etc.,) –  being that 

humans generally follow his methodology of self-indulgence to the hurt of their neighbour!   Consequently,  those people prospering in this 

present worldly system by climbing to their respective positions of power  (“limited only by their incompetence”  [as “the saying goes”])  will 

exercise their authority to ensure their position  in/over  society remains  “just so”  (John.11v48)! 

We must recognise the leaders are generally intelligent individuals  (hence,  able to climb to their worldly position)  and will ensure they have a number 

of projects in hand to show what  “supposedly wonderful”  people they are –  but that is  “The Façade” –  “The Public Face”  (an “insurance policy”) –  

but we are told,  Yahweh is  not  judging as men do  (1Sam.16v7,  for future rulership [see local context])  but judges the very inside  (being the very  

“synapse construction mapping” =  “The Motive”  of the  spirits/personality/desires/traits).  This is what humans cannot see,  but this shall be made very 

public in The Millennium  (Luke.12v3)  being the evidential reasons for Yahweh’s decisions of whom are to be His 144000  “Sons of God”. 

It becomes crystal clear  why  our  worldly Christian leaders would teach  the opposite  (hence “satanic”)  to this stated  righteous  logic  (for 

many reasons of which I very carefully discuss elsewhere on this website –  with many supportive examples given off the internet)! 

Heb.  10v33 og that/this/there/here  truly/indeed/{that one}  

Heb.  10v33 og (to the [= in/with/by/on])  contumely/reproaches/{expressions to hurt}  both   

Heb.  10v33 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) afflictions/pressurises/burdens/persecutions  

Heb.  10v33 og (the being) {exposed as a spectacle}/{made as a gazing stock},   

Heb.  10v33 og that/this/there/here  and  (the) sharers/associates/companions/fellowship/partakers/partners   

Heb.  10v33 og of the (persons [TCs])   {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   

Heb.  10v33 og (of the) overturning/returning/{busying one’s self}/behaving/conversing [plural]  [= new life/existence]   

Heb.  10v33 og (the having) {become to be}. 

Heb.  10v33 = that  truly/indeed  being  {exposed as a spectacle}/{made as a gazing stock}     (The Public ask:  Why are TCs being martyrs?) 

both  (1)  in the  contumely/reproaches/{expressions to hurt}    (TCs are to experience reproach from religious leaders …) 

also  (2) in the  afflictions/pressures/burdens/persecutions,     (TCs are to experience persecution from religious leaders …) 

and  that  having  {become to be}  the  sharers/companions/partners  of the  people    (so we TCs,  might imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)   

likewise/as  the  overturning/{busying one’s self}/behaviour.     (begin a  new  life/existence  driven by Yahweh’s Methodology) 
 

that truly  (we aiming to be TCs)  being exposed as a spectacle   (The Public ask   Why do these people behave like martyrs?) 

                (Why do they take the  last/least  position in society,  to become as the scum of the Earth [1Cor.4v13] -  we worldly people would not do that!) 
both  (1) in the expressions to hurt   (“Professional Leaders of Religion”  starting  “smear campaigns”  as they did of JC and the apostles)  

also  (2) in the persecution   (“Leaders of Religion”  resorting to this when (1)  fails  [in The Public’s eye –  seeing these TCs are  truly “blameless”]) 

                (As did Pontus Pilate state about JC [John.18v38],  knowing JC was no threat  [having commissioned spies previously to check upon JC]) 
and that  (we aiming to become TCs)  become to be  sharers/partners  of the people   (the apostles imitating JC,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.) 
likewise the (= our)  behaviour   (we begin a  new  lifestyle that  precisely imitates  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by Yahweh’s Methodology). 
               (Where, we,  if/perhaps/maybe  successful  sharers/partners  of Sonship alongside JCg,  Rom.8v17, 23,  2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, etc.) 

 

This becomes Paul’s exhortation to “The (holy) Christians” = “(holy) Brethren” = “people new in Christianity correctly motivated”  (noting the correct 

definition of  “holy” = “pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”,  hardly appropriate descriptors of our  “Leaders of Religion”  -  

please trawl The Internet.   It is specifically these correctly motivated  “holy brethren”   who are personally trying to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  

because  -  being  “holy”  then,  they are   “pure/innocent/blameless/{not part of this sinful world}”,  no person can lay a valid charge against them. 

This is what  all  Christians –  who  call themselves  “Christians”  should  be  doing/working  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  but again this  is not  what our  

worldly Christian leaders teach us.  They teach us to involve ourselves in The World and of its sickening politics! 

It is important to understand,  “holy Christians”  are people (TCs) who are individually  “blameless/innocent”  of any charge that might be 

laid against them by any person on this planet,  because Yahweh is seeking validation of people  who can be trusted  to rule  “The 

Resurrected World”  in The Millennium with His Methodology. 

These people are aiming to become TCs and thus become  “sojourners/aliens  within this present worldly system”  (as The Bible repeatedly tells us)  –  

merely existing through the 1st part of their physical life,  and are personally only desirous of  “The New Vista of The Millennium”  (that becomes  “The 

Environmental Reality”  in the 2nd part of their physical life)  to become  “The Driver” as “The Methodology of The Kingdom of  God/Heaven”  

operating within them  (Luke.17v21)  that makes them suitable candidates to make this a reality as  “The Authority”  (as “Sons of God”)  upon their 

resurrection.   

They have demonstrated themselves faithful in small things in the 1st part of their physical life,  and thus can be given more responsibility in 

the 2nd part of their physical life  (precisely as JC tells us in several places). 

This Methodology is based upon  “The Word of God”,  being  “The Instruction of God”  on how to behave to our neighbour as exemplified by JC who 

was thus  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  operating with fidelity  in his lifestyle to become  “The Wisdom of God”  (see glossary). 

As this verse then goes on to teach us –  “we become publicly exposed”  (hence “publicly executed” [by wish of religious authorities]) – either physically 

or through character assignation by people threatened by a TC’s righteous living.  But in doing-so,  validated TCs become grouped together throughout 

The Gospel Age on  “The Scroll of  (guaranteed)  Life”  of which JC opens through  “The Seven Seals”  (Revelations chapter 5 to 19).   These 144000 

TCs to become resurrected as future  “Sons of God”  to  make the wonderful reality of The Millennium possible  under the guidance of JCg exercising 

the full authority of Yahweh’s Capability to make this reality achievable –  expressed as the HS. 

Just leaving in something I wrote seven years ago - 
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Contrary to much modern popular belief;  being a TC  is  really difficult in Satan’s world,  we stand out as being   Nice but  “odd”!  

Quite logical  -  because Satan does not want  “us” to be a success in  accurately  teaching God’s Word so by consequence,  the universal  

“Methodology of The World”  as practiced by The World makes  “us”  appear  “odd”,  and Satan’s cohorts thinking the same self-indulgent thoughts 

shall exercise their power over TCs attempting to dissuade The World from imitating us – because it exposes The Leaders as  “delinquent”  to fulfilling 

Yahweh’s Desire.   This is what Paul is telling us here and in many other places within The Bible.   

Thus perhaps by extension we can reason in this manner   

If life is  rolling-on  in a reasonable and fairly  “risk-free”  fashion –  and we are having the same worldly problems as does everyone else –  

not being particularly bad –  obeying the National Laws –  then we are perhaps not a TC?  

Maybe those readers disagreeing with me,  may find a verse  in context  within  The New Testament  that teaches to the contrary? 

Let me know and then we can enter into a  public discussion  with each other on  “The Internet for The World”  to view –  because I am only searching 

for  “The Absolute Truth”  (and perhaps I need further input)!   However,  I can support my understanding with well over 50,000+  personal man hours 

of my spare time to be comprehensibly searching The Bible and assaying it to ensure I discover  “Yahweh’s Disclosing Truth”  within its pages  

(Matt.7v7-8) –  of which I freely give  “The Resultant”  of my activity to edify The World in real charity! 

What has your “Religious Leader” done to be  competent/authoritative  in  his/her  subject matter? 

Heb.  10v34 og also  For  to the [= in/with/by/on])  bands/{ligaments of body/shackle}/bonds/chains/strings   

Heb.  10v34 og {of me}/I/me/mine/my  (you) {felt sympathy (with)}/{commiserated together}/{had compassion},   

Heb.  10v34 og also  the  pillaged/extortion/ravened/spoiling/seizure  of the  properties/possessions/goods/substances   

Heb.  10v34 og {of yourselves}  {amid/together/with (meta)}   

Heb.  10v34 og (of the) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy   

Heb.  10v34 og (you) {admitted (into some intercourse of  hospitality/credence/endurance)}/awaited/allowed/accepted/{looked for},   

Heb.  10v34 og (the) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}  (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   

Heb.  10v34 og in  (to the [= within]) {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves]   (the) vigorous/stronger/better/nobler   

Heb.  10v34 og (the) {existence/proprietorship  in  property/wealth/goods/substance}   

Heb.  10v34 og in  (to the [= within]) {zones above the land/earth}/heavens   

Heb.  10v34 og also  (the) staying/remaining/abiding/dwelling/enduring/standing. 

Heb.  10v34 = For  also  you  sympathise/{have compassion}  with  my  bands/bonds/chains,    (truly holy people can empathise with TCs) 

also  you  await/anticipate/aware  amid/with  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/joy,   (of the future Millennium while in context of v33 and v34) 

{with certainty}/{absolutely knowing}  to  hold/possess/have  within  yourselves    (utter confidence based upon accurate knowledge) 

the  better/nobler  {existence/proprietorship  in  property/substance}  within  the  heavens     (heavenly treasure for Sonship) 

also  (this existence/proprietorship)  stays/remains/endures     (for an eternity). 

 

For  also you  (fervently aiming to be TCs)  sympathise with my (Paul’s)  bonds   (because TCs have been through a similar experience as Paul) 

also you  (who are aiming to be TCs)  await/anticipate  with cheerfulness   (of the  future Millennium  [while being presently persecuted]) 
absolutely knowing to have within yourselves   (complete confidence yielded by the 3 stages of Real Faith built on “1st Century Christianity”) 

the  better/nobler  proprietorship in substance   ( [1] a perfected mind like JC,  suitable  [2] to be  “The Heir”  of  “The Resurrected World”) 

within the heavens   ( [1] Yahweh sourced our knowledge  [2] stores our “synapse construction”  [3] gives future  “Sonship”  to TCs) 

also  (this better proprietorship made possible by JC unto hearkening recipients)  endures   (guaranteed for an eternity as a future “Son of God”). 

 

I added the parenthesis  (bracketed)  items to clearly explain what was in Paul’s mind –  being what he has taught in parallel  (by spoken word ministry,  

so the readers can easily identify what Paul is teaching them by filling in between the lines  [of which we do not have this luxury, and by necessity gain 

this knowledge by reading  the whole Bible]). 

Thus in context of the previous verses we can understand  why  Paul states here  “they are still remaining  cheerful/joyful”  while being persecuted for 

only imitating JC’s lifestyle.  These specific individuals  have  “The Expectation of The Millennium”  by precisely copying Paul,  who himself copies JC,  

not in perhaps  “The Pretence”  as we witness today by those  “Christians”  who claim to represent Yahweh . 

TCs are driven by a true  agapao/{edifying love}  (separate from this world of sin)  to edify one’s neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Check your bibles for the word  “heavens”  used here! 

We see here the plural heavens  term being used to explain their  “synapse construction mapping”  which has been moulded upon what has been sourced 

by  “The Authority”  of Yahweh  (overshadowing The Universe)  is being safety retained by Yahweh as  “heavenly treasure”  (see glossary and following 

citations)  where no moth or thief can affect their personal future outcome  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33).  

Notice also the correct translation of Greek to tell us of Sonship that can be attained for those specific individuals (TCs)  who through  “{occupational 

effort}/works/labours”  being the  “existence/proprietorship  in  property/substance}”  given to mean  “The Inheritance”  that is an understanding 

virtually lost in our  near useless  “younger English bible translations”  for any analytical work requiring fidelity to source material. 

Effectively they are trashing  “The Word of God”  (Rev.22v18-19)  by  “dumbing-down  The Intent”  given behind  “The Original Greek text”,  and they 

complain about copyist additions in the first millennia distorting God’s Word – seems to me like  “the pot calling the kettle, black”! 

Humans just cannot seem to help themselves in their displayed “hypocrisy”! 

Heb.  10v35 og not  (you) {throw off}/{cast away}/{abandon with no regard}  Therefore/Then   

Heb.  10v35 og the  {all out speaking}/frankness/boldness/bluntness/publicity/plainly/clearly  {of yourselves},   

Heb.  10v35 og who/which  (it) holds/possesses/obtains/has  (the) {requital (good or bad)}/{recompense of reward}   

Heb.  10v35 og (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great. 

Heb.  10v35 = Therefore/Then  not  you  {throw off}/{cast away}  your  {all out speaking}/frankness/publicity,   

which  it  obtains/has  the  large/great  {(good) requital}/{recompense of reward}. 

 

Therefore not you  (diligently aiming to become TCs)  cast away your all out speaking   (of  “The Word of God”  = “1st Century Christianity”) 
which obtains great recompense of reward   (precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  through persecution shall receive Sonship to Yahweh). 

 

Again notice the use of  “all out speaking” –  please see discussion in the commentary located at Heb.10v19. 

The rewards from this positive and very active  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  are twofold,  but inextricably linked. 

1. More  new  (the next generation)  TCs are brought forward as  “The Sacred Offering”  to Yahweh in the mature TCs' sacrifice of  

“{occupational effort}/work/labours”  in  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  for absolutely  no  worldly return. 

2. Naturally,  because the mature TC  is  operating with the  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  being separate from the world of sin” (HS)  that is 

the  one/same  as JC,  which is the  one/same  fulfilling  “Yahweh’s Desire to be made manifest within The Environment” (HS)  means they 

shall receive the  one/same  reward as did JC  =  to become a future  “Son of God”  (like JCg).  -  All of which again,  fulfils Yahweh's Desire 

enabling Him to righteously move to the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation” –  being   The Millennium to then 

yield  “The Late Adopters”  from “The Special Marriage”  of JCg and the 144000 TCs (Eph.5v30-32, Rev.21v2,9,  etc.)! 
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It is this information  (along with very much more)  worldly Christian leaders  should  be teaching to their congregations,  rather than the  near useless  

“soundbites”  of Man’s Output given to only  “please the ear”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  of which they currently preach! 

 

130th Instruction – It is essential for The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs to be  patient/enduring  so that by 

abiding to “The Requirements” they fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and thus might receive  “The Promise (of The Inheritance)”. 

131st Instruction – It is essential for The Brethren (Christians)  to avoid worldly politics  (else they become contaminated 

by The World’s methodology “to gain at someone else’s expense”).   Thus remain entirely faithful to “The Word of God” 

60th Good News – It is Yahweh’s Desire to offer  any  human the position of future Sonship –  all we need to do is exactly 

imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  The offer is open:  It is for us,  as individuals,  to personally reach out and grasp for it! 

114th Comment – Upon our resurrection and discovering we have missed  for an eternity  the position of Sonship to God,  

then we cannot blame any person except ourselves – hence  “the gnashing of teeth”  when decisions are made (Matt.8v12) 

61st Good News – Always relative to our short life span JCg is soon to come and collect the TCs at his 1st 2nd C. 

226th Reasoning – It must be understood that while we are conscious, time appears to pass slowly – but when  “asleep”  it 

becomes  “instantaneous”  so that as soon as we die,  then the next thing we know is JCg collecting us (1Thes.4v13-18). 

That is  why  “parousia”  is used.  We have JCg as “The Word of God” operating within us as his  presence  while alive,  

and the very next thing we know is that he has  come  to collect us upon our resurrection at his 1st 2nd C  (see glossary). 

62nd Good News – Always know the  righteous/equitable (to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire)  person shall  (be guaranteed to)  

live/exist  because  he/she  exercises “Real Faith” (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 

135th Allegory – shrinks back = Refusing to take personal responsibility to gain “Real Faith”  when having God’s Word, 

thereby preferring to return to worldly methodology to  “indulge the self”  rather than edifying our neighbour. 

56th Warning – Also always knowing the person shrinking back from precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  has not  

Yahweh’s conscious approval for Sonship,  and thus  he/she  shall be rejected to sit alongside JCg  (Matt.20v23). 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory but a  

very necessary definition because of the utter foolishness spoken by people claiming to know – but obviously do not know!) 

Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website –  that clearly explain what the word  really  means! 

136th Allegory – ruin/destruction (always)  =  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation  (when someone is “Iniquitous”). 

(This occurs for  [1] charlatan Christian leaders at their death,  [2] resurrected rebellious people in The Millennium.) 

132nd Instruction – Paul’s exhortation:  We (to include people aiming to become TCs) are not for shrinking back from our 

personal responsibility to imitate JC that otherwise leads to  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation,  but we are of  “The Real 

Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  that leads to obtaining  guaranteed  life/{conscious existence}. 

57th Warning – Shrinking back unto apostasy,  where leaders having knowledge of God’s Word  twist/bend  it to suit their 

own worldly desire shall  not  have JC covering them for a 2nd time and thus they  will  face annihilation upon their death. 

227th Reasoning – Those people remaining steadfast in The Accurate Knowledge,  have Assurance and practice Fidelity 

to The Knowledge  shall copy JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and attain  guaranteed  everlasting life as future  “Sons of God”. 

115th Comment – Paul makes the interesting comment: “We are not of the people shrinking away”  from personal 

responsibility to God’s Word,  where the inference must be there are  other very similar people in what they teach  but yet  

are  different because their methodology  is  to  (professionally)  gain from what they teach  (rather than as instructed,  to 

freely give for no worldly return)! 

Heb.  10v36 og (of the) patience/endurance/{patient continuance}  For  (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   

Heb.  10v36 og (the) affair/need/demand/requirement/necessity/want,   

Heb.  10v36 og that  the  determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  of the  God [Yahweh]   

Heb.  10v36 og (the having) actioned/{performed (of the law)}/deed/done   

Heb.  10v36 og (you may/should) tend/{take care of}/{provide for}/{carry off}/obtain/receive   

Heb.  10v36 og the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise. 

Heb.  10v36 = For  you    (brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs)   

hold/have  the  need/necessity  of the  patience/endurance/{patient endurance},     (must gain the  correct  heart condition)  

that  having  {actioned/performed  to the law}  the  determination/purpose/desire  of  the God     (that after fulfilling Yahweh's Desire)   

you  may/should  tend/{take care}/obtain/receive  the  pledge/{divine assurance}/promise.    (you will receive the promise of sonship) 

 

For you  (aiming to become TCs,  knowing of what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches -  [1] Sonship  [2] purification of The World in The Millennium) 

have need of the patient endurance   (= to gain  “The Correct Heart Condition”  to become Christlike,  be personally “peaceful”), 
               (It is essential to remain out of worldly political affairs “like the plague”  -  else  “become tarred with its methodology”.   Be wholly neutral)! 

that having performed The Law   (Mark.12v30-31 of precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  being of  one/same  mind)   
you might  tend/{take care}  (as a  continuous action  for  The  Result/Goal)   the promise   (of Sonship,  = “The Goal of Anointing”  by Yahweh). 

 

Check your bible translations. 

Do you see  “tend/{take care}”  or just  “receive”?     

Consider the connotations behind these words  (where any inanimate object could passively  “receive”  something)! 

Then ask yourselves   Why  “dumb-down”  here and elsewhere  what Yahweh truly desires from us? 

Quite simply rationalised    The whole  ambience/tenure  of our  worldly translated bibles is such that   We are deflected from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 

What would Yahweh desire to be translated –  inasmuch,  to become  “The Driver”  to personally bring forth The Millennium? 

After that necessary observation,  then let us get down into the detail of the verse. 

These brethren being taught in great detail by Paul how The Tanakh  (The Old Testament, rearranged)  had  (1) prophesied about JC in several hundred 

places and  (2) how Yahweh had expressed the unfolding Promise of having  “The Inheritance”  throughout millennia of time. 

The questions to be asked of the reader would be - 

1. How many of the  several hundred of prophecies of JC  does the reader know of which exist in The Tanakh  (the first located at Gen.3v15)? 

2. Does The Reader know of the  many thousands of allegories  in  time/place/person  of how Yahweh’s Plan is steadily unfolding? 

All of which show   “The  Majesty/Omnipotence  of Yahweh”  (within  sane/reasoning  minds)   to be - 
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       (1) “predicting what is to occur”  and then  (2) “holding it all together through millennia”.   

If not –  then  why  not?    

What  have our  worldly Christian leaders been teaching us?    

This is what JC and The Apostles taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  (hence, Mark.1v22)! 

Moreover,  we are instructed to imitate them,  as they imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)! 

This  is  “The Problem”  we face in The Gospel Age –  that is far worse now –  because virtually  no-one  knows what is in The Bible  correctly 

sequenced to yield  “Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation!”    

Why?    

Because our Religious leaders  do not care,  else quite simply they  would  teach it  -  if  they were sincerely fulfilling The Almighty God's Desire?! 

So what should we be doing? 

We are instructed to fully imbue  “The Word of God”  (2Tim.3v15-17)  and then operate our life upon it with the utmost fidelity to prove our mind is 

learning how to think and reason as Yahweh’s Mind is now so doing upon our activities (“World”)  and of its support procedures  (allegoric “Earth”). 

In this manner we are becoming TCs and thus have the patience  (not  to interfere in with The World and of its politics),  but to keep  accurately  teaching 

in  “The Ministry Work”  freely,  and thus we are  “Performing to The Law”  as instructed by Yahweh through JC  (Mark.12v30-31)  to edify our 

neighbour so they too,  will personally know  why/how  to fulfil  “Yahweh’s  Determination/Purpose/Desire”  (Ecc.12v13-14). 

By doing all of this –  then  we might  “tend/{take care}  the  pledge/{divine assurance}/promise”  of  “The Inheritance”  by being 

resurrected into the position of Sonship to Yahweh –  hence the next verse in context. 

I had need to  “spell out this verse”  because our  worldly Christian leaders are so  “competent in devaluing”  what Paul is strictly teaching us,  to 

perhaps fulfil their own  self-indulgence  delivered by their  “large doting audiences”.  I only write like this to  “wake-up people”,  so they might 

recognise the most wonderful and marvellous future  is  available to those people who  put in the effort  during the 1st part of their physical life  (when 

having entered into the 2nd part of their spiritual life –  when knowing the  correct  direction to take their life).   

          Something only becomes personally valuable when we,  as individuals,  put time,  effort, and resources into whatever we are desirous! 

I  do  sincerely care,  and that is  why  I speak in  “{all out speaking}/frankness/publicly”  so that  all  humans have the opportunity to fulfil Yahweh’s 

Desire themselves,  hence this  “hard talking”  (John.6v60, Gal.4v16) –  but by contrast,  charlatan Christian leaders do  not  sincerely care for the 

future of the members of their congregations  (but only for  “The Immediacy”  of which an adoring crowd can give by return) –  irrespective of the most 

wonderful and smiling charismatic face they present  (else surely they  would  give  accurate  teaching,  rather than fraudulent lures of speech,  slick 

[meaningless] phrases,  customs,  myths and  “fake miracles”)! 
Heb.  10v37 og yet/still/more  For  (the) {small space of time/degree}/little/while   

Heb.  10v37 og {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever,   {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever   

Heb.  10v37 og the (one [JCg])  accompanying/appearing/coming [middle voice],   

Heb.  10v37 og (he will) come/arrive/{be present}  also  not  (he will) {take time}/delay/linger/tarry. 

Old Testament prophecy located at  Hab.2v3. 

Heb.  10v37 = For  yet/still  {as much/long}  the  little/while,      (We only need to wait for a little while ...) 

{as much/long}  (= will arrive)    the one  (JCg)  personally  appearing/coming  

         (for JCg’s 1st 2nd C,  at “The 1st Resurrection”  to collect the 144000 TCs)    

also  he will  not  {take time}/delay/tarry.     (Because JCg will not delay indefinitely from what is promised) 

 

For yet a little while   (relative to “eternity”),    

the one (JCg)  personally coming will arrive   (taking “as long” as it is necessary,   for JCg to come at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 
also he (JCg)  will not tarry   (beyond what is required  -  when Yahweh has gained His validated 144000 TCs  [Matt.24v36]). 
                  (JCg will take as long as it takes for  144000 TCs to validate their credentials of copying JC  as determined by Yahweh.) 

                  (So perhaps the most important question     “Who is waiting for who?”) 
 

Paul quotes Habakkuk prophecy regarding the coming Messiah/Anointed (JC),  speaking of him coming  (as a cub Gen.49v8-12 some 1900 years ago),  

and then Paul from his intermediate vantage point  (of The Gospel Age)  quotes this prophecy  looking forward  in regard to JCg’s 1st 2nd C   (“The 1st 

Resurrection”)  with full  authority/capability  (returning as the fully matured lion Gen.49v8-12)  in a  (relatively)  few  (ref. to 2016/21 CE)  years to  

bring-in  The Millennium.  All this is as The Bible gives by prophecy  in so many places,  equally as this website shows throughout  (whose understanding 

is  never  given by certain  “professional”  worldly Christian leaders –  and I just wish they would try to prove me wrong,  so I can expose them)! 

However,  I aim to bring out my “electronic Concordance of Topics”  so The World can use this source to by-pass  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  

of which this subject shall be a topic. 

As I state elsewhere regarding  “will not tarry”, –  the prophets and apostles did not write this terminology thinking this event would occur physically 

very soon,  but rather this expression means - 

Relatively speaking, our life is short to the overall term before  JCg will come   (emphasising their inherent certainty to the reader) 

That period where we are dead  (having  previously stored  “treasure in the heavens”  during the 1st part of our physical life within our 

fleshly body)  shall appear as  “nothing”  in time,  because we are “asleep”.  So when we die  (“sleep” for “The 1st death”,  John.11v11-15)  

after having worked so hard for God’s Word,  then the next thing of which we know –  (relatively  [but in real time perhaps 1 to 2000 years 

depending when the person died])  an instant later  upon regaining  “consciousness”  (“soul” = “spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating 

within a functioning physical body”),  being when JC,  as JCg,  collects  “us”  (comprising of 144000 individuals)  at his 1st 2nd C  

(Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.),  to become his Bride  (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9). 

However to be in the position of being  elected/chosen  by Yahweh –  then it is  essential  to have the  personal  zeal/passion/drive  to fulfil His Desire. 

If we personally desire to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire then we  cannot  leave it to someone else to do it for us  (Ecc.12v13-14)! 

Yahweh is seeking new World Leaders to personally validate themselves as being entirely trustworthy in small matters  (being how we behave 

to other people locally around us)  before  He will assign us for greater responsibility over 10 or 5 cities in The Millennium  (Luke.19v16-19).   

All this being utterly contrary to what is said by our  worldly (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders in their confused state –  and they would,  would 

they not?   

Because they want to maintain their position  over  us,  so they might  “milk us”  for their worldly self-indulgence (falling afoul of Matt.6v24)! 

However,  what The Bible teaches us –  “it is personal” –  we must drive ourselves  (for Yahweh's gain,  not ourselves  [for  “we are slaves” and deserve 

nothing])  with passion by personally permeating  “The Word of God”  within us and becoming like an apostle ourselves –  this is  “The Goal”  of which 

true apostles  (like Paul)  incite of their readers.  This is what  all  Christian leaders  should  be teaching and instructing of their congregations –  but 

because they do not, –  then they are  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  but abusing it,  and are thus  they are rejected by Yahweh  in His  

“Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  as we read in the next verse  (and within most of JC’s parables and illustrations)! 
Heb.  10v38 og the (person)  And  (of the) equitable/innocent/righteous  {from/out  of}   

Heb.  10v38 og (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (he/she shall) live/exist [middle voice];   

Heb.  10v38 og also  if/whenever  (he/she) {withholds under}/cowers/{shrinks back}/conceals/withdraws/shuns,  

Heb.  10v38 og no/not/none  (it is) {thought well of}/approved/{thought it good}   

Heb.  10v38 og the  breath/life/soul/{conscious existence}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  in  (to the [= within]) him. 
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Old Testament prophecy located at  Hab.2v4. 

Heb.  10v38 = And  the  equitable/innocent/righteous  person     (equitable to what Yahweh Desires of us,  as individuals) 

shall  live/exist  {from out of}  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},     (Real Faith is shown by  precisely imitating JC) 

also  if  he/she  withholds/cowers/{shrinks back}/shuns,     (away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of  precisely imitating JC) 

(then)   My  soul/{conscious existence}  is  not  {thought well of}/approved  within  him/(her).     (This person is rejected from Sonship) 

 

And the  equitable/righteous  person   (equivalent to what Yahweh desires of us,  specifically as individuals,  Rom.4v1-7) 

                (This person is a TC precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  [taking the least position],  being perhaps in magnitude of about 70k today) 
shall live from out of the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  solely built upon  “1st Century Christianity”) 
also if  he/she  cowers/{shrinks back}   (away from precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle,  that ultimately fulfils Yahweh's Desire) 

                (This person could be a  worldly [or worse, charlatan] Christian leader  [taking the most position],  in their millions today) 

                (Certainly it means  all  apathetic/passive/{non-committed}/{emotional/fun seeking}  Christians,  in their billions today) 
(then)  My (Yahweh)  soul/{conscious existence}  is not approved within  him/(her)    (this person is rejected for Sonship). 
                  (Because quite simply,  he/she  has not The Mind to become The Vanguard  [suffering stress]  to  personally make possible  The Millennium.) 

                  (This does  not  necessary make the person evil  [unless they pretend “what they are not”]  but they are not  “cut-out”  for that position.) 
 

It is very instructive to read Habakkuk.2v5-20  to understand how Yahweh is speaking of His self-claimed representatives being  “The Established 

Religious Leaders”  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel” (Jews),  who are now mirrored in personality over the next 2000 years by  “The Established Religious 

Leaders”  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (The Christian Nation) –  as we have witnessed and continue to witness over that period of time –  because as I 

logically state elsewhere  

The Mindset is the  one/same  for those people climbing into those places of power of  any  religion in The World  (the subject matter of  “The 

Religion”  can be different,  but always The Mindset is  the same) – yet having different names and faces throughout The Ages! 

It must be recognised  “The Specific Religion”  is only a  “Tool”  harnessed,  to make personal gain by The Leaders  “Controlling People”! 

As we read here,  we as individuals,  are to fully imbue  “The Word of God”  within us –  and any person stopping us from continuously fulfilling this 

process is  “satanic”  (apposer/adversarial/resisting  “Yahweh’s  Pure /Innocent  Desire being made manifest within The Environment”  [“HS”]).   

We are on a daily basis,  to continuous imbue God’s Word and learn what  it personally means to edify our neighbour  so they too,  personally 

understand  why/how  they might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  As this verse teaches us –  we must not shrink back from this  duty as a faithful slave  (if we 

have chosen to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  -  Luke.9v62, 14v27-33 –  see local commentary).  We must  “boldly/confidently speak”  this  “Knowledge”  to our 

neighbour with competence and authority concerning our subject matter. 

Sadly,  I had one deceived,  but ardent  worldly Christian person state to me    

“You should read this  (worldly Christian)  book,  and this other  (worldly Christian)  book –  these writers are such loving people.”   

By contrast,  all I saw was  a worldly distraction  that would consume my time in vanity,  other than to be reading  “The Most Accurate Handbook”  

given to us by  “The  Most Loving  Entity”  in  The Universe = “Yahweh”  =  “I make become who/what I choose to become”!  

I had a quick scan,  and these books truly had  “lovely soundbites” –  but  were scripturally,  inherently wrong –  promoting  defunct/errant  worldly 

Christian doctrine that was not much different to that given by other worldly religions.  Thus it was like counterfeit money swamping the genuine money 

in circulation and thus devaluing  “The Absolute Truth” –  being  “The True Word of God”.  Furthermore,  the person giving me these books to read,  

had very rarely looked in The Bible and knew very little of its contents  (and much less understood it, when I questioned her on it) –  but she had attended 

so many frothy religious sermons and conventions!   Presumably to vainly bolster  preconceived worldly emotional needs  through the conduit of  worldly 

Christianity (Religion). 

This speaks volumes of what we witness –  this person  was most sincere,  but  utterly misguided  by  “The World of Religion”. 

Another  highly educated  person to whom I spoke,  was a most ardent Christian,  who regularly attended Church and thus considered himself to be very 

sincere Christian,  but when I spoke of Abraham and the analogies of Abraham,  he thought Abraham lived after Jacob!    

This is the result  of our crass  worldly Christian teaching –  it is utterly useless –  hence Yahweh’s complete dismissal of our self–acclaimed 

Christian leaders who deliver pupils with this type of  “inane education”  (Luke.12v46-48, etc.)! 

If they do not even  “know The Basics”,  how on Earth are they in a position to understand  “The 3 dimensional picture through millennia”? 

Thus it is by having - 

Real Faith = accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity    

“Real Faith”  shall give the person a 6th sense to guide  him/her  through the  guile/craft/fraud/art/skulduggery/wile  practised within this 

world by  “professional”  “Leaders of Religion”  “living off the backs”  of their clientele, –  just like  “rogue traders”  (Acts.20v29)  

operating as  “spiritual paedophiles”  “grooming their children” (Matt.18v6, Luke.17v2, etc.). 

This equation is  not  fulfilled by lacking  any  of those  “four words”  on the right hand side;  if any one of those four words is missing then it will yield  

“blind faith”  that sadly plagues the minds of  “all”  the religious congregational members in this world  (“pious religious” being the worse,  because 

their minds are firmly closed  to sane reasoning).   

It is  not  their fault –  most  are  trying to find  “The Real Faith”,  but it is the  charlatan Christian leaders who get between them and their desired goal  

(Matt.23v13)  that stop these innocents from achieving their desired goal  (ideally for Sonship),  for which many religious people of these congregations  

is  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  but they do  not  really know what it is or how to do it!    Moreover, for that matter,  neither do the  “professional”  

“Leaders of Religion”  when auditing their output,  but  they do not care – else they would sincerely do sometime about it,  to delineate between fact and 

fiction   (as did Nicodemus – John.3v1-15)!   But they gaily repeat myth as being fact  (as did their forefathers of  “like spiritual mind”)! 

Please see both  “Yahweh's Desire”  and  “Satan’s Desire”  in glossary to understand precisely what  is  occurring within this World at the 

present time –  and what is relatively  soon  to occur. 

Hence  if  we  are  aiming to become TCs  then  we are to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly return. 

Thus v39 in context - 
Heb.  10v39 og {we ourselves}  And  no/not/none  {we are/being}   

Heb.  10v39 og (of the [persons]) {shrinkage (timidity)}/apostasy/{drawing back}  into/unto  (the) ruin/destruction/perish/lost,   

Heb.  10v39 og but  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  into/unto   

Heb.  10v39 og (the) {acquisition (the act or thing)}/preservation/obtaining/purchased/possession/saving   

Heb.  10v39 og (of the) breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}. 

Heb.  10v39 = And  {we ourselves},     (TCs)   

we are  not  of the   (people)   {shrinking back}/apostasy  unto  the  ruin/destruction/lost,     (the charlatan Christian leaders) 

but  (we [TCs] are)  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}     (being  “1st Century Christianity”  truly driving our mind) 

unto  the  acquisition/preservation/obtaining     (TCs shall certainly obtain ... … ) 

of the   (guaranteed)   breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}.     (everlasting life as a future Son of God in a celestial physical body) 

 

And we ourselves   (assiduously aiming to be TCs)   
we  (aiming to be TCs)  are not the people shrinking back into the  ruin/destruction   (by becoming  charlatan Christian leaders)  

but  (we TCs are)  of the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  built upon  “1st Century Christianity”  driving our mind) 
            (TCs know The Goal unto which to aim,  they know where they are going,  by virtue of their  “rigorously assayed knowledge” yields “real faith”) 
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unto the  acquisition/obtaining   (a certainty of having what JCg gained –  when we imitate him  for  “The Anointing”  by Yahweh) 

of the  (guaranteed) life/soul/{conscious existence}   (of guaranteed everlasting life as future “Sons of God” in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies) 

 

Whenever  “ruin/destruction/perish/lost”  is used,  then this is equivalent to  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation,  meaning utter  “nothingness” –  as 

though the  thing/person/object  had never existed.  

This is of what Paul is teaching,  and what this website teaches throughout  (please see “2 part life” in glossary),  being that it  is  possible once having 

the HS,  we  can  shrink back into The World and become lost  (that  obviously  means we  have lost  the HS somewhere along the process to 

annihilation).  This scriptural truth is utterly contrary to what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us in their  absolute error –  by given lovely 

soundbites  of effective poison –  to lull us into a  false sense of security  (proposing there is no need for personal change,  but to merely  “believe in JC”)  

–   for which these leaders shall be severely chastised  (if ever resurrected again –  being subject to the 1st part of this verse). 

Thus we are exhorted by Paul  not  to be as these evil people  (dragging other people into their own ditch  [Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39]  by their poisonous 

and yet so  seductive/bewitching  teaching, Gal.3v1, 1Thes.2v4-6),  but rather,  we are to be speaking with  {all out speaking}/frankly/boldly  having  

“The Confidence”  of  “The Real Faith”  to  accurately  guide people to be  “personally imitating JC”.  This occurs by giving wholesome corrective 

teaching that shall ultimately lead to  guaranteed  life/existence  as future  “Sons of God”  for those specific people sufficiently motivated to stoically 

push forward through persecution,  personally driven by  accurate  knowledge  having the  assurance to behave with  fidelity  to deliver works 

commensurate with  “The Real Faith”  by having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as our master  “Christ/Anointed  Jesus”. 

Paul makes the interesting comment   

“We are  not  of the people shrinking away”,  where the inference must be   There  are  other people giving very similar teachings,  but yet  

are  different because their methodology is to  “gain from what they teach”,  rather than only to  “give for  no  worldly return”! 

            (Please see 1Thes.2v2-6, 1John.2v18-19, 2Pet.2v1, Acts.20v29, etc.  because of 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16). 

Please also read  “soul”  in glossary,  and also several dissertations I have on the subject on this website that clearly explains what  “soul”  means.  

It is  absolutely not  what our  worldly religious leaders  (of any worldly based religion –  they are  all  wrong  [because of their common denominator 

Gen.3v4, John.8v44] –  because they do  not  read The Bible that tells us precisely what  “soul”  means)  and thus they  are  presently utterly lost in their 

thinking! –  So  why  should we go to them about the most important thing regarding our existence when they choose not understand what it means!   

Speaks volumes about their  utter incompetence  on the subject! 

I leave a section I wrote some seven years ago on my first pass of creating  “The Most  Accurate/Transparent  Translation and Commentary” 

to combat the prevalent insidious distortion given throughout The World by those people  “claiming to know”  at a  “professional worldly 

level”  (i.e. being paid  for what they deliver –  where   “He who pays the piper,  calls the tune”)! 

The whole end section in this chapter clearly shows the falsehood many Christian leaders errantly distribute to their congregations    

Once a  “Christian”  and “supposedly been given”  the HS,  then we are always saved,  and the HS will never leave us.   

This is absolute  heresy  – against what the Bible specifically says in so many places!   The evidence they draw upon is 6v4,  but I have shown this is an  

incorrect/misapplication  of the translation from the original Greek by demonstrating that it does not fit the surrounding text,  and yet teaches us  the 

very opposite!    

Yet Satan through his cohorts  (2Cor.11v13-15)  wants people to feel secure  in their falsehoods  (living within a sphere of  “deception” and 

“delusion”) –  so  “The Word of God”  is  not  accurately spread throughout The World to yield 144000 TCs.   

Satan desires  “confusion and uncertainty”  so his desire is fulfilled –  he does  not  desire to be restrained  (Rev.20v1-3)  and of his nemesis 

(Rev.20v10)  when the 144000 Prophesied Threshold  (Rev.14v1-4)  becomes triggered.  The person who controls the fog of confusion in a 

war zone controls the battle. 

Fortunately it is only  “just a battle”  and not  “the war” –  JCg having the full (infinite) Capability and Authority of Yahweh  (Psa.110v1)  will  “win the 

war”  in The Millennium  (starting at Rev.19v16-21 and on into Rev. chapter 20)  according to Yahweh’s Meticulous Plan put into action some 6000 

years ago  (Gen.3v15). 

 

 

133rd Instruction – Faith is the substance of expecting  affairs/matters,  of which the proof of conviction has not been seen. 

228th Reasoning – What does this definition mean?   (Please see also “faith” in glossary)   

A state of mind  “absolutely knowing what is to occur in the future”  based upon  “The Certainty of Knowledge”  

“of what has  (1) already been experienced and  (2) reasoned through the resultant of the experience”. 

Most importantly,  “The Knowledge of what will occur  has a common source  to that already having been experienced!” 

Consequently,  “The Common Source”  has been proven to be reliable -  thereby making the future event trustworthy. 

134th Instruction – Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity   (this is a most important equation,  sadly it 

is  wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

229th Reasoning – (1) Knowledge:  It is essential to have  accurate knowledge  else it is absolutely impossible to correctly 

get off the first square, because the person will be going in the wrong direction within their mental reasoning.  The 

common expression “knowledge is power” is accepted as being most accurate.  Sadly virtually all humans operate upon  

inaccurate information that becomes the first obstacle to  “coordinating sanity”  within this World.  Satan sows half-truths  

so people  must thoroughly know their subject matter  to be in the educated position  to discern  “fact from fiction”. 

230th Reasoning – (2) Assurance:  Once having  accurate knowledge  then we have a solid mental platform upon which to 

work.  We are then in the position to rigorously  reason/test/assay  this  accurate  knowledge to then branch off securely 

into whatever direction of choice.  We  gain  the  firm Assurance  to entrust upon what we  accurately know  because we 

have been able to  reason/test/assay  what is absolutely known,  from this activity,  we gain  competence and authority  

within our subject matter.  Assurance cannot be attained if the analyser can see errors within the sourced knowledge –  the 

person would become a  “hypocrite” (controlled)  or  “schizophrenic” (uncontrolled). 

We are also positioned to determine  “The Source of The Knowledge”  (either from Yahweh or from “Religion” [= Satan,  

opposing Yahweh’s  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  with innumerate  unrighteous  suggestions/copies]). 

231st Reasoning – (3) Fidelity: Once having  accurate knowledge  that has been credibly  reasoned/tested/assayed  to 

contain  zero defects,  upon which we have gained firm assurance from  testing assaying  this perfect knowledge.  We now 

have a choice in how we desire to act  -  that has many  “pulls”  upon it! 

1. We have a choice to act dishonourably to “The Knowledge” – because of external pressures to self-indulge. 

2. We have a choice to act honourably to “The Knowledge” – because we are beholden to “The Absolute Truth”. 

We thus act with  precise Fidelity  to  “The Knowledge”  gained – that is precisely  why “The Knowledge” must 

be accurate –  else we become dangerous to ourselves or to others  (for example – “suicidal bombers”). 
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232nd Reasoning – We are now in the position to understand precisely what  “Real Faith”  means. 

Sadly,  charlatan Christian leaders  (or some people of other professions)  act dishonourably to  “The Knowledge”  

because they indulge  “The Self”  or,  other people pulling “the strings”  for  “The Worldly Return of The Immediacy”. 

Martyrs and  “whistle-blowers”  act honourably to  “The Knowledge”  and are  always persecuted  in pursuance of  “The 

Truth”,  because while most people ascribe to “The Truth”,  the vast majority of people reject  “The Truth”  if it adversely 

effects what they currently enjoy.   

          Looking forward  -  TCs are martyrs and beloved by Yahweh –  and greatly recompensed upon resurrection. 

Heb.  11v1 og (it) is  And  (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (of the being) expectant/confident/assured/entrusting   

Heb.  11v1 og (the) {setting/standing under (support)}/essence/assurance/confidence/ 

/substance/{an assumed/assured position}/basis   

Heb.  11v1 og (of the) affairs/deeds/businesses/matters/things  

Heb.  11v1 og (the) {proof to conviction}/reproof/{applied evidence}/refutation/{certain persuasion}   

Heb.  11v1 og not  (of the being) beheld/seen/beware/{taken heed} [plural]. 

Heb.  11v1 = And  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

it is  the being  {setting under (= the support)}/essence/substance   

of the  expecting/confiding/entrusting  of the  affairs/deeds/businesses/matters/things,   

(of which)  the  {proof to conviction}/reproof  not  being  (physically)  beheld/seen/{taken heed}. 

 

And the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 

              (Where “The Accurate Knowledge and Assurance” is built upon “The Firm Foundation of Testable Fact”-  not whims and myths of “Religion”) 
is being the  “setting under”   (“substantiated foundation” =  proven fact, of the  affairs/deeds/matters  [being based upon what previously occurred]) 
of the  confidence/assurance  (only gained from  the testability  of what has  previously occurred  [being that of  “proven accurate knowledge”]) 

of the  affairs/deeds/matters   (things that previously occurred,  of which has been personally tested  - and then personally acted upon with fidelity) 

(of which)  the proof to conviction   (“evidential exhibit of Reality”)  not being  (yet physically)  beheld. 
             (= Assayed  previous  affairs/matters/deeds  gives  “assurance”  in  “The Same Source”  that shall deliver what has been  previously proven) 

             (“Religion” [including worldly Christianity]  gives  untestable  [within itself]  mythical teaching and thus generates  blind faith  and  vain hope) 

 

This is an important chapter in The Bible – because Paul goes through numerous personal examples given within The Tanakh so that if we are interested,  

then we might learn from them –  and therefore we have  no  excuse before Yahweh  (particularly those leaders today  “claiming to know”,  but sadly,  

badly  represent Yahweh's interests)!   Paul cites these  “People of Old”  to provide  “The Example”  (of “real faith”)  for us to imitate,  today. 

They had no Bible or Tanakh –  but they had  “The Correct Heart Condition”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire at  “The Time”  and thus Yahweh 

was able to work with them!   Effectively these people were going forward into the future  “blind”  with regard to Yahweh’s  “Plan for 

Human Salvation” –  but  they had  the correct mental compunction to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  based upon  “what was proven”  around 

themselves  at the time,  the relevance being made known to them  “on the hoof”  as it were.   

Sadly this important fact is  never  clearly explained by our  worldly Christian leaders –  who themselves with  all this information they have today,  just 

casually dismiss it  “without a care”  –  as mere “stories”   (by implication to be  “fables”,  “fabrications”,  and  “myths”)!    

How much shall Yahweh deal with them later!      

But they do not care – because inside,  they presently do not think Yahweh exists  (when we audit their output  [Rom.1v16-32])! 

So after that important background –  then let us continue - 

This chapter helps us to understand what and how  real  “faith”  (see glossary)  is augmented within an individual,  who at a personal level,  freely 

chooses to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  not  because they are pressurised from outside to do so –  but rather  they inherently want to fulfil His Desire –  

come whatever may.  This inevitably results in persecution –  because Yahweh's methodology  “rocks the boat”  of those leaders with worldly power 

operating according to worldly methodology.  Consequently it is absolutely essential to be  a model secular citizen  being  utterly neutral in all worldly 

political affairs  (Rom.13v1-5, and Luke.13v1-5)  so our persecution  only  comes from  accurately  portraying JC’s lifestyle  (that naturally upsets the  

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  John.11v47-53, Matt.26v3-4   being the very people who claim to represent   “The Almighty God”). 

In this manner we then become truly representative of Yahweh and His Methodology rather than being pulled into The World’s methodology 

that operates to fulfil Satan’s desire of self-indulgence  (and then publicly recognised as being tarnished with The World). 

Thus Paul explains in this first verse the following - 

1. “Faith”  is  “The Support/Substance”  of  “things/deeds/matters”  having previously occurred,  and then we,  upon personally testing its 

validity,  can  personally  expect/confide/entrust  upon  “The Source”  of these  “things/deeds/matters”.    

This ensures we have  “Accurate Knowledge”  upon which to base our “modus operandi”. 

It means we personally  rely/{have confidence}  on the underlying substance of which we already know  (because it has been tested). 

2. By extension,  “faith”  gives us the  mental support   (being “The Assurance” gained by testing the knowledge)  concerning the  

“things/deeds/matters”  that are  yet to come  upon us,  to then wholly  trust/rely  upon  “The Source”  of these  “things/deeds/matters”   

(because we have personally validated what has previously occurred by  proving/assaying  the knowledge for its integrity). 

3. Thus with practised  “fidelity”  as the important  (and often ignored)  third aspect of  “Real Faith”  gives us the direction and guidance to 

shape our behaviour ready for the  things/deeds/matters  of which we are to face in the future. 

Thus for consideration by warning - 

It is quite possible for us to gain  weak/poor  information based upon  a faulty source  (often a religious leader)  and then,  when we try to apply this 

knowledge in the future,  we fail and hurt ourselves.  This requires  “correction”  if we desire to be successful in the future,  provided we are in the 

fortunate position to have a second attempt to avoid what occurred as our first disaster.  Thus we learn how to avoid problems based upon faith that is  

not  “blind faith”  ultimately leading to our  ruin/destruction,  but rather as this website carefully explains comprises of this  very important equation - 

Real Faith = Accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity. 

As I carefully explain elsewhere - 

1. Knowledge can either be wholesome or hurtful –  being subject to its source.  That is why it  must  be  accurate  to Yahweh's Word and  not  

bent/twisted  by coming out of a  worldly religious leader’s mouth  (Rev.22v18-19, given to indulge  “The Self”  of both the source and 

recipient – for an immediate worldly return)! 

2. Assurance can only come from something about which we feel confident.  Now clearly,  rational reasoning  should be used to  vigorously and 

rigorously  assay/prove/test  what is known,  to ensure that  (1) it is sourced by  “The Righteous Yahweh”  (and  not  by  “professional”  

“Leaders of Religion”  having a incorrectly biased interest Matt.6v24,  and thus,  not objective to be representing Yahweh’s Interests). 

Secondly.  (2) ensuring we thoroughly understand it  (thus practising with  “The Word of God”  like a sword,  Eph.6v17)  rather than  

“irrational reasoning”  often based upon  “dangerous emotions” (Jer.17v9)  –  that can be manipulated by  “The Source”  of  The 

Knowledge’.  No one can have  “assurance”  in any  “knowledge”  if they can see errors within what they know –  they will be leading a  

“double life”,  being the warning given at James.1v6-8  (of which we profusely witness within  “The [worldly] Religious Groupings”  
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operating upon  “blind faith”).   By personally  “putting in the front end work”  to verify  “The Knowledge”  will also bring competence and 

authority to publicly speak about our subject matter,  as JC showed at Mark.1v22, Matt.22v46, etc. 

3. Fidelity comes from an internal driver operating to what is known,  to fulfil what  “The Knowledge”  demands to deliver  in our life,  being 

what it promises.  But if  “The Knowledge”  is faulty having  not  been correctly assayed –  then we will go off in the wrong direction –  with 

regard to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  because Yahweh's Knowledge only leads in  “The  ONE  Correct”  direction  (unlike  “Religion”  that 

takes us in  any  direction,  other  than  the correct direction)! 

Religious suicidal bombers outwardly appear to have strong faith –  they operate with superb fidelity,  all based upon  “knowledge” –   but that  

“knowledge”  is faulty  (unknown to these people)  because they have  incorrectly  assayed  “assurance”!   –  Their “knowledge” is given from  a  

corrupt source  that hurts both themselves,  and those people around them!   Thus this poisonous  “knowledge”  is ultimately sourced by Satan –  

because it does  not  edify  (1) the self or  (2) our neighbours  (to yield  “a perfected society”) –  and is very  partial/respecter  in its application,  

demonstrating a partisan understanding that is counter to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire as expressed through JC  shown by Matt.22v16, 1John.2v2, 4v14  

(in-line with Yahweh’s view,  Acts.10v34-35).  

If  we understand  “The Absolute Truth”  being  “The  Correct/Accurate  Knowledge”  as sourced by The Bible,  and  not  by  worldly  “professional”  

“religious leaders”  (of  any  persuasion)  then  we can gain  “assurance”  that then becomes  “The Driver”  to operate with  “fidelity”  to deliver what  

“The Knowledge”  demands in our life,  and by return,  fulfils  “the expectation”  given by  “The Knowledge”  thoroughly assayed.   

Can the reader understand this?    

Again sadly,  I must say  - It is  never  correctly explained  (by those millions of religious leaders fraudulently  “claiming to know”). 

This is  why  Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is utterly righteous  (when  correctly  explained) –  because it gives  all  humans a 2nd opportunity 

to personally get our methodology correct  at an individual level  in the 2nd part of our spiritual life that must be solely based upon JC’s lifestyle,  and 

this shall  then  yield  “a perfect society”  solely and wholly built upon Yahweh's Methodology operating within us in The Millennium. 

We shall read together from v4 through the human examples given within The Tanakh,  of which Paul shows for our edification  (hence his 

comments to Timothy at 2Tim.3v15-17,  of which  we would do well to hearken). 

 

116th Comment – The elders of The Ecclesia (The Calling Out)  were  witnesses/reporters  of  “The Evidential Faith”.  

Based upon the previous examples of The Ancient Worthies and Prophets of  “The 1st Epoch Israel” (Jews). 

233rd Reasoning – The elders of The Ecclesia were old enough to have been  witnesses/reporters  of JC’s ministry,  death 

and resurrection,  thus be in the position,  based upon what they knew and assayed,  to have “Real Faith in The Gospel”  

that is a resurrection in The Millennium and for TCs a position of  “Sonship” over “The Inheritance” (see glossary). 

They also have  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Firm/Stoic Stand”  taken by  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The 1st Epoch 

Israel”  as we shall see by example throughout this chapter 11,  of which these elders take inspiration to imitate. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity   (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

135th Instruction – It is by having  “Real Faith”  of which we  (aiming to become TCs)  can exercise “The Mind” through 

observation  (of “The Knowledge”)  not  beheld/seen  from the  obvious/apparent  things today,  that  “The Ages”  

(Millennium) is to be thoroughly  completed/restored  by  “The Word of God”  for these things  (of the future)  shall occur 

63rd Good News – TCs are utterly confident the present hurtful self-indulgent worldly system  will  be replaced by “The 

New World Order”  heralded by JCg  when  Yahweh  has  elected/selected  His prophesied future 144000 elders (TCs) 

(Rev.14v1-4)  prewritten on  “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life”  (Rev.5v1-2, Rom.8v29)  of which  “The Word of God” 

(JC) reveals throughout The Gospel Age ready for “The 1st Resurrection”. 

Heb.  11v2 og in  (to [= within]) this/that (specifically)  For  (they  were/became) witness/reporters (the person giving the evidence)   

Heb.  11v2 og the  {(comparative of) older}/{Elders (of the ecclesia)} [plural]. 

Heb.  11v2 = For  within specifically this   (evidential [real] faith)   the elders  of the  ecclesia were  witnesses/reporters. 

 

For within specifically this   (evidential  “real faith”  operating within a hearkening  sane/reasoning  individual  assaying  “The Evidence”)   

the elders   ( [1] the given examples within this chapter [pre-JC],   [2] TCs, for example Stephen,  Acts.7v58-60;   James,  Acts.12v1-2,  [post-JC]) 
were  witnesses/reporters   (to us who follow behind them  -  “follow behind”  means “imitate them”  because  we have  “real faith”  of  the 3 stages) 

 

Paul starts with the term  “Elders”  being  “The Forerunners”  of  “The 1st Covenant”  proving themselves,  as an example  of what is to come in “The 

2nd Covenant”,  where  “The Elders of The Ecclesia”  are to become  “The Forerunners”  of their congregations –  who are to personally instruct and 

lead in  “The Calling-Out”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  (not  “worldly Christianity”  of which we have today)  into The World. 

Please see my dissertation entitled   “What is 1st Century Christianity”  that specifically distinguishes itself from  “worldly Christianity”  of today. 

Thus we are to understand  “The Elders of The Ecclesia”  being formed at the start of  “The New (2nd) Covenant”  ready to become  “The Dispersion 

into The Gentiles”  to form  “The Christian Nation”  that has now  “become responsible for Yahweh's Word”.  It is these specific individuals who are  

“the prime movers”  to firm-up  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  within their congregations –  something that should occur today,  but 

sadly the very opposite,  when witness  “the nonsense and humbug”  now taught  (see a few of the possible hundreds of  typical/representative  worldly 

Christian sourced prayers and sermons that have passed through my  “line by line”  critique on this website  “FutureLife.Org”)! 

At the time of Paul's writing,  these elders were around when JC was giving his ministry,  witnessed his death and then perhaps were some of those 

people who saw JC  (now as JCg)  after  his resurrection unto position of premier Sonship to Yahweh  (1Cor.15v6 as an example). 

They had the strength of conviction based upon what they saw –  and thus able to pass  “this certainty”  onto their newly forming congregations. 
Heb.  11v3 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  

Heb.  11v3 og (we) {exercise the mind (through observation)}/comprehend/heed/consider/perceive/think/understand   

Heb.  11v3 og (to have been) {completed thoroughly}/{been fitted}/repaired/restored   

Heb.  11v3 og the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}   

Heb.  11v3 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) utterance/speech/narration/declaration  (of the) God,    

Heb.  11v3 og into/unto  the [singular]   not  {from/out  of} 

Heb.  11v3 og (of the) {causing to appear}/{being visible}/lightens/showing/appearing [plural,  middle voice, neuter]  

Heb.  11v3 og the (things)   (being) beheld/seen/be-warned/{taken heed} [plural, neuter]    (to) {become to be}. 

Heb.  11v3 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

we  (TCs)   {exercise the mind by observation}/comprehend/understand  the  ages/perpetuities/Messianic periods}   

to have been  {thoroughly completed}/{been fitted}/repaired/restored  by the  utterance/declaration  of the  God  (Yahweh),   

unto  the things  being  beheld/seen/{taken heed}  to  {become to be}  not  {from out of}  the thing  {being visible}/showing/appearing. 
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In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  rigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

we  (aiming to be TCs)  are exercising the mind by observing the ages   (carefully considering God’s Plan throughout  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”) 
to have been thoroughly completed by the declaration of God   (Yahweh states “this is how it is to be”,  and it surely operates   “just so”) 

unto the things   (“The Component Parts”  of Yahweh’s Plan throughout millennia to ultimately bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”) 

being beheld to become to be   (unfolding in time by  people/places/events   becoming to be  “the amassed evidence”  for later public scrutiny) 

                   (where it is this  “demonstrable evidence”  that publicly shows  “The Righteousness”  of Yahweh driving their mind) 
not from out of the thing   (Yahweh’s  “Ultimate Plan for The Human Species”   =  “The Righteous Salvation of Mankind”)   
being visible   (as these events occur,  the individuals are not seeing The Whole Picture,  they only form  “The Component Parts”  of  “The Picture”) 

                   (Finally, humans  can  only recognise “This Righteous Plan”  with hindsight –  after  various sequential events have previously occurred.) 
 

Check your bibles and see the action of  Rev.22v18-19  “ramping into gear”! 

At least the reader sees what Paul  originally  stated –  I have honestly kept it like that,  and only added my interpretation in blue italics! 

Some translators put in  “world”  and others  “Universe”  - but they  lose/hide  “The Thrust”  of what Paul is specifically teaching us - 

Yahweh desires His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  as  “The Early Adopters”  first,  before  He can move to the next stage of His Plan  -  to  

bring-on  The Millennium and then yield  “The Late Adopters”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”. 

Let me continue after that observation. 

Again to state the obvious –  

It is  only  TCs who  demonstrate to Yahweh by imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  they are  truly  exercising  “The  Real  Faith”  of  “1st 

Century Christianity”  to be  comprehending/understanding  (within The Mind  -  Luke.17v21)  The Messianic Periods  (ruled by JCg, 

Rev.19v16)  that are to come, –  commencing with The Millennium.  This only occurs by the TCs truly operating with the  one/same  

spirit/personality/desires/traits  based solely upon  “The Word of God”  operating within them as it  did/(does)  JC/(JCg). 

It is impossible to do this,  unless the individual is  truly imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Else - 

How can we demonstrate to The World  (because this is what we are instructed to do)  this true commitment for the  one/same  Expectation 

that drove JC to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 

This is true irrespective of what any  worldly Christian leader might state to the contrary  (of which they have an amazing capacity to do) –  and I 

cordially invite their comments to this website stating  “the contrary” –  obviously quoting Bible scripture in context to  “supposedly support”  their  

“demonstrably errant exegesis”,  they having a great capability to  “compartmentalise”  most aspects of The Bible in their mind!   

This invitation shall enable me to publicly process their misinterpretation on this website,  - word by word and line by line  (as demonstrated 

elsewhere on this website). 

Thus as I carefully explained in verse 1,  “Real Faith”  comes firstly from attaining  accurate  “knowledge” –  for if this does not occur in the first 

instance,  then it is impossible to leave   “The First Square”!   This is a major hurdle –  made worse because the vast majority of  “Christians”  do not 

realise they truly have   “The Most Errant Knowledge” –  purely because they do  not  read The Bible,  but listen to what their leaders preach to them  

(because it is easier,  counter to Matt.7v7,  being personally “hard work”)!    Moreover,  those people trying to read God’s Word are directed to read 

perhaps one of the worse translations  (for accuracy)  possible –  being the NIV  (New International Version)  that is  “a flagrant travesty to The Truth”  

in critical places –  predominately in the places that prop up  errant  “worldly Christian Doctrine”! 

Sincerity to  “what is known”  is  not  good enough –  as we witness with religious suicidal bombers who show  more  faith  (but yet “blind”)  than the 

majority of people calling themselves   “Christians”! 

Their  errant  knowledge drives an  errant  lifestyle –  and that is the precisely same problem with -   The Worldly Christian Nation! 

Because TCs ensure they attain  “The Best Knowledge”  (at their particular time frame reference within The Gospel Age)  and are sincerely motivated to 

do the best they can with it –  make them suitable candidates for Yahweh to  select/elect  them out of The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age,  

precisely as JC tells us at Matt.20v16, 22v14,  and yet  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  (as with most of The Bible)! 

Thus as this verse states    

It is  “The Word of God”  (JC faithfully speaking for Yahweh)  being JCg’s  presence/parousia  operating within the individual,  that will over 

time  (when there are 144000 TCs elected),  become fulfilled in The Millennium.  This first occurs within those specific individual people 

freely choosing to gain  “The Real Faith”  over its required  “Three  Stage Process”. 

I apologise for the some 35 lines of earlier explanation –  but I am trying to show the virtuous circle of what Paul is stating here –  and I need to add at 

least another 50+% more to unpick the  unrighteous  worldly Christian doctrine taught to The World by those  “rogue traders”/”spiritual paedophiles”  

showing themselves to be  spiritually blind  to “The Real Knowledge”  (Matt.18v6, Luke.17v2,  Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39, etc.)  because of Matt.23v15 ! 

Once seeing the virtuous circle that brings forward The Millennium,  then it becomes obvious that we,  actively aiming to become TCs,  shall be living as 

sojourners in this present  hurtful/harmful  worldly system because we are - 

“Aiming unto the things that  {become to be}  beheld/seen/{taken heed}  not  {from out of}  the  being  visible/showing/appearing  (thing).” 

So what does this mean? 

Paul is speaking as a TC -  being an individual who has  in-depth  “knowledge”  of The Old Testament (Acts.22v3, 26v4-6)  linked to  “The Knowledge”  

given to him by  “The Original Disciples”  enabled him to combine  the two halves  of God’s Plan together,  and this gave him  “The Assurance”  to 

operate with  “The Fidelity”  to this knowledge  gained by intense study.  This is what we are to do with God’s Word  (JC, Luke.2v46-52, Paul, 

Acts.22v3, 26v3-6, Timothy, 2Tim.3v15-17,  people of Barea, Acts17v11, etc.).   Paul teaches us,  “Real  Faith”  (as to what it really means -  of which,  I 

carefully explained in v1)  will give a solid foundation upon which the TC can look forward with  absolute certainty  for  “The Expectation”  of attaining  

“The Inheritance”,  knowing  they (TCs)  are precisely walking in the footsteps of JC  (and thus the tracks are indistinct from one another to an outside 

observer –  by virtue of being considered as being  “identical tracks”  [as it were the tracks of two people made within the newly fallen snow to only look 

as one set of tracks]).   

Furthermore, like JC,  the TCs have absolutely no regard for  present-day  religious  lures/icons/customs/mysticism/doctrines/relics/{and general 

humbug}  created within Satan’s present worldly system  (Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19, etc.,)  as seen now,  neither have they any interest in the 

output of Politics and Commerce  (being those present worldly things that attract Mankind to fulfil their self-indulgences).   Because TCs are  only 

focused  upon fulfilling “Yahweh’s Desire”  to bring forth His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  within  their own life  as  “The Component 

Parts”  of  “Yahweh’s Much Greater Unseen Plan”.   Thereby,  they personally bringing forth The Millennium – are the best people to rule it! 

At which point in context –  Paul explains this with examples - 

(Note   Can the reader see how my explanation is more appropriate to the context –  than our  worldly interpreted  bible translations of this verse?) 

Finally before we enter this listing of examples of which Paul gives  -  then I ask this one thing of The Reader - 

With every example given throughout all these verse then please do this - 

Put yourself into the position of the exampled individual –  think very carefully of  “The Environmental Pressures”  impacting 

upon this person and how  he/she  must have personally felt being “blind”  to Yahweh’s overall Plan –  by  not having The Bible 

next to them,  because they were  “creating The Bible”  for us to learn from their actions! 

Think most carefully upon this –  it is exceedingly important for us to appreciate their situation and judgment calls,  for us  to then apply it in our lives! 

 

117th Comment – Abel reported himself as being  equitable/innocent/righteous  when he gave to God a  greater/better  

sacrifice than his brother Cain.   
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234th Reasoning – Obviously both “boys” were taught by their parents  (Adam and Eve)  of  “Their Unique History”  and 

personal fall from Yahweh’s favour.  Clearly this  accurate  knowledge gave assurance to Abel and he personally felt 

moved to  fear/revere  Yahweh,  hence Abel performed with fidelity through his offering.  However the self-indulgent Cain 

displayed the opposite emotions to that of his brother,  and despised Yahweh for making  “his life difficult”  (expulsion by 

default through parents),  as we read at Gen.4v9,  Cain’s disdainful answer to Yahweh! 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity   (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

118th Comment – Yahweh reported Abel’s behaviour to faithful scribes  (Moses some 2000 years later)  for our instruction 

that Abel demonstrated “Real Faith”  concerning Abel’s sacrificial presentations,  and while he died,  yet he lives both in 

the written word of The Bible,  and secondly,  he shall with physical certainty in The Millennium. 

Heb.  11v4 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (the) more/greater/most   

Heb.  11v4 og (the) {sacrifice (the act or the victim)}   (the) Abel  near/beside/with/against/alongside  (the) Cain   

Heb.  11v4 og (he [Abel]) {borne towards}/{led to}/{given (to God)}/treated/{dealt with}/{offered (unto/up)}/ 

/{presented unto}/{put to}   

Heb.  11v4 og to the  God,   through (reason of)  {of whom/which}  (he was) witnessed/reported  (the person giving the evidence)   

Heb.  11v4 og {to be/exist}  (the) equitable/innocent/righteous,  (the) witnessing/reporting (the person giving the evidence)   

Heb.  11v4 og over/upon/concerning  to the [= in/with/by/on]  {presents (especially a sacrifice)}/gifts/offerings 

Heb.  11v4 og (of the) him  of the  God,   

Heb.  11v4 og also  through (reason of)  her/its/same   (the having) died/expired/deceased,  yet/still  (he) speaks/utters/says. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.4v1-12. 

Heb.  11v4 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  Abel  {bears toward}/{gave to God}/{presents unto}  to the  God  (Yahweh)   

the  more/greater  sacrifice  near/alongside  (his brother)  Cain,   

through reason  of which  he  (Abel)   was the  witness/reporter  to be  the  equitable/innocent/righteous,      (to Yahweh’s Requirement) 

God  the  witnessing/reporting  over/concerning  with  his  (Abel’s)   {sacrificial presents}/gifts/offerings,   

also  he  (Abel)   having  died/deceased  through reason of  it  (being of  “his sacrifices”),   (Abel was murdered by his jealous brother Cain) 

yet/still  he  (Abel)   speaks/utters.   (Abel’s recorded example gives voice to us in how we are to behave and of what to expect in this world) 

 

In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

Abel bears toward  (his sacrificial gift)  to the God  (Yahweh) 

the  greater/better  sacrifice alongside  (than the sacrifice given by his brother)  Cain, 

through reason of which he (Abel)  was the reporter being  equitable/righteous   (to Yahweh’s Requirement) 
                 (Abel  showed/reported  [to us]  “The Correct Heart/{seat of motivation}”  condition,  truly motivated to fulfil  “Yahweh’s Pleasure”.)   

God witnessing over with his (Abel’s)  sacrificial presents   (accepted as being “good”,  and Yahweh replied as such with favour) 

also he (Abel)  having died  (killed by his brother Cain)  through reason of it   (the good quality sacrifices by Abel accepted as such by Yahweh) 

yet he (Abel)  speaks   (Abel’s recorded example  “gives voice”  to us in how we too are to behave,  and what to expect today when pleasing Yahweh). 

 

Cain (eldest) and Abel (younger) sons of the first two  real  humans of a  new  “superhuman”  species,  “Adam and Eve”.  These two people were given 

the possibility of an eternal future  (to reason and live  “like gods”  Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35, –  rather than annihilation as metered out for animals  

[and  previous humanoids  of perhaps some 100,000 years,  hence Gen.4v14 in context,  ignored by Christians] –  that could not recognise “gods”). 

As we read in the quoted verses,  Abel  (the younger –  quite significant analogy throughout other “twins” [Jacob/Esau,  Manasseh/Ephraim, etc.])  

presented something acceptable to Yahweh because he respected Yahweh’s position over him. 

Thus in Abel’s sacrifice,  he would have - 

1. Presented the  very best  offering to Yahweh –  because Abel was  humble/contrite  in mindset – Yahweh  came first  in Abel’s life. 

2. Not begrudged the offering presented –  driven by a mindset that desired to please Yahweh. 

3. Perhaps nurtured the offering  weeks/months  before,  so it was  pristine/perfect  for The Day –  showing a continual subservient mindset. 

4. Trying to  repair/atone  for his parent’s mistakes in The Garden of Eden –  being what  Mankind/Abel  lost by freely leaving Yahweh. 

But Cain demonstrated the self-indulgent attitude of The World in his offering presented to Yahweh. 

1. Gave inferior product to Yahweh – because  “I produced it –  then the best belongs to me” –  Yahweh came a distinct second.  

2. Begrudged Yahweh having what  “Cain himself”  could have –  thus  “please myself”,  my neighbour and Yahweh “have what is remaining”. 

3. Gave whatever came easiest,  irrespective of the quality –  my time is for myself –  give to Yahweh when I feel like it! 

4. Resenting the loss of an easy life –  to a life comprising now of toil  (Gen.3v19) –  It was  “Yahweh’s fault”  this was forced upon humans! 

Because Yahweh was capable of reading the very  “synapse construction”  of the two individuals,  being  “The Mindset”  (formed by their 

spirit/personality/desires/traits),  then Yahweh was only desirous of accepting Abel’s offering,  but Cain’s sacrifice was rejected –  because of The 

Mindset  of the person presenting  “The Offering”.  This is utterly key to understand what is occurring today during Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) 

Judgement”  of The Christian Nation,  while He is carefully  selecting/choosing/electing  out His future  to-be  144000  “Sons of God”  (Rev.4v6  [please 

read my local commentaries to understand all the allegories],  based upon their public execution from this world by precisely imitating JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle  driven by the  one/same  mindset as that was demonstrated by Abel). 

This is precisely  why  Paul starts with this example –  and explains it  (and not just because it is chronologically appropriate). 

Consequently,  as Paul goes on to explain - 

It was with Abel’s knowledge of past events in  “The Garden of Eden”  (Adam and Eve telling their children about what they all lost by not fulfilling 

Yahweh’s Desire)  that drove him to try and become reconciled to Yahweh through his best possible efforts that became a  witness/reporter  to his 

internal mindset that was becoming  equitable/innocent/righteous  to Yahweh’s Requirements of this particular individual –  as demonstrated by his 

sacrifice of offerings  (hence,  this good mindset is displayed within his gifting). 

Consequently,  Yahweh made this known to The World in The Bible –  as “The Example”  that we are  all  to copy for ultimate salvation  (to put Yahweh  

first  being internally driven [1Sam.16v7],  and not in external  “hypocritical show”  [as we witness with pious religious people]). 

But though Abel  died/{was murdered},  this example speaks loudly  for us to emulate in our lifestyle  that is to be given for Yahweh’s Pleasure –  this is  

True  Worship  (not merely  vain/empty  words/singing  irrespective of how  passionately/emotionally  it might be presented)! 

Leaving part of a commentary I wrote seven years ago for this verse. 

There are just so many parallels to be had between Abel and Cain,  compared with The Gospel Age of TCs and  worldly Christians  (also perhaps as with 

Satan and JCg),  which may be why Paul started off with it as an example  (other than the start,  being the allegory of the finish of Satan’s system).   

TCs offer their  just/perfect/complete  “worship to Yahweh”  through their endless  “{occupational effort}/work/labour  in  accurately  teaching  “The 

Word of God”.   Yahweh considers  “The Resultant”  of this work,  being “the fruitage”  of these mature TCs as  the next generation of righteous TCs,  

and will resurrect them in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  being JCg’s 1st 2nd C.   However, the other brother  (in  “the family”  of Christians)  only 
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offers  “second best fruit”  of their work  (by seeking worldly desires)  and consequently  “the offerings”  of  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders are 

rejected.  Thus we see  “The Fruit”  (of more  worldly Christians)  from their work demonstrated  (to the world)  by their thoughts and  mind-set  is  not  

appropriate to become future  “Sons of God”  (Matt.7v16-20).  The mindset of Abel showed himself to be righteous,  while that of Cain showed himself to 

be unrighteous.  It is important to note,  both brothers  knew about God  and  both  offered  (“sacrificial”)  works to  “the commonly known God”. 

What happens? 

The unrighteous brother Cain murders his righteous brother Abel,  because God sees Abel’s works as being righteous. 

Has this happened in the Christian Religion? 

Just look at recorded history – to be my witness!   

It perhaps has been one of the most violent and murderous of religions  (interesting when it fraudulently proclaims to be driven by “love”),  specifically 

against those people,  of whose members call   “Heretics”! 

One notable example receiving  “The Religious Establishment’s wrath” –  would be William Tyndale –  his only  “supposed crime”  was to translate  

“The Bible”  into the English language for the common people to read for themselves   “The Word of God”!     

Would Yahweh consider that a Crime –  worthy of his murder? 

That is what we are dealing with today –  noting what JC stated of The Pharisees  (Matt.23v27-32, etc.)! 

Then we understand it being appropriate to mention another two brothers  “Jacob and Esau”  (Rom.9v13,  please see my local commentary)  that our  

“supposedly most eminent”  Christian Theologians  erroneously  preach to us,  “Jacob stole the Birthright from Esau”!   

I presume they have not read Gen.25v29-34,  which is another example of Rev.22v18-19 occurring,  out of the many hundreds I illuminate 

within my several thousands of inter-verse commentaries.   Can  “professional religious leaders”  get anything correct?   

Not really,  with respect to  “Yahweh’s  Pure/Innocent  Desire being made manifest within The Environment”  (“HS”)  as we clearly witness! 

 

119th Comment – Enoch was  {transferred places}  so that he might not  know/perceive  death,  also his body was not  

found/obtained  inasmuch  “the specific god”  {transferred places}  Enoch. 

235th Reasoning – Enoch  “walked with God”  and thus demonstrated himself utterly faithful to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire 

while society around him was degenerating  ever-further  away from following Yahweh’s methodology.  He based his 

lifestyle and methodology upon what he had learnt from his forefathers,  tested/assayed  this  “knowledge”,  upon which 

he gained  assurance  and then operated with  fidelity  upon this  “knowledge”. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity   (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

64th Good News – Thus Yahweh was entirely gratified by  “The Report”  compiled over Enoch’s period upon this Earth 

before his  {transferral of places}. 

Heb.  11v5 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (the) Enoch   

Heb.  11v5 og (he was) {transferred places}/transported/exchanged/{changed sides}/translated/turned/{carried over}   

Heb.  11v5 og of the (person [Enoch])  not  (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   

Heb.  11v5 og (the) death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified,   

Heb.  11v5 og also  no/not/none  (he/it was to be) found/obtained/seen/perceived,  inasmuch/{because that}   

Heb.  11v5 og (He) {transferred places}/transported/exchanged/{changed sides}/translated/turned/{carried over}   

Heb.  11v5 og (the) him  the  {specific God} [Yahweh];   

Heb.  11v5 og fore/{in front of}/prior/before  for   

Heb.  11v5 og of the  transferral/{disestablishment (of a law)}/changing/removing/translation  (of the) him   

Heb.  11v5 og (he [Enoch] was) witness/reporter (the person giving the evidence)   

Heb.  11v5 og (to have been) {gratified entirely}/{fully pleasing}  to the  God [Yahweh]; 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.5v18-24. 

Heb.  11v5 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}    (because of Enoch’s Real Faith … … ) 

Enoch  was  {transferred places}/transported/exchanged/{carried over}     (Enoch was physically moved in  location/body … … ) 

of the  person  (Enoch)   not  to  know/understand/see/perceive  the  death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified,   

           (so he would not experience  death/{termination of our conscious existence}) 

also   (the body)   he/it  was  not  to be  found/obtained/seen,     (endorsed by Enoch’s body could not found … … ) 

inasmuch  “the specific god”     (because Yahweh  [referenced to an Early Adopter]  … … ) 

he  {transferred places}/transported/exchanged/{carried over}  him  (Enoch);    {had physically moved him  [away from us])  

for  (reason)  prior/before  his  transferral/change/translation     (for the reason that before Enoch’s physical move … … ) 

he was the  witness/reporter  to have been  {entirely gratifying}/{fully pleasing}  to the  God.      (Enoch fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire) 

 

In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

Enoch was  {transferred places}/transported/exchanged   (Enoch was physically moved from one  state/condition [present fleshly]  to another) 
of the person (Enoch)  not to  know/understand  the death   (so that Enoch would not experience  “death”) 

also  he/it  (the body,  like JC’s)  was not to be  found/obtained/seen   (the fact of  “exchanged”,  endorsed because his body was not discovered) 

inasmuch  “The Specific God”   (Yahweh because “ho theos” is based upon the context of  “Enoch”  and  not  a  “worldly minded person”) 
He (Yahweh)  {transferred places}/transported/exchanged  him  (Enoch)    (to become part of  “Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”,  Rev.11v3) 

for  (reason that)  before his (Enoch’s)  transferral/translation/exchange   (Enoch had become a  “component part”  of Yahweh’s Plan) 

he (Enoch)  was the reporter to have been fully pleasing to the God  (Yahweh)    (Enoch fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire). 

 

Paul explains,  Enoch  (7th generation from Adam – Jude.v14)  demonstrated himself to be utterly faithful to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire while The 

World was falling apart around him  (in the context of Gen.6v5).  Thus because Enoch separated himself from The World –  being of  its methodology 

(that has not changed in the last 6000 years)  then he was deemed by Yahweh as being entirely  equitable/innocent/righteous  to Yahweh’s Desire –  we 

are told   “he walked with God”  (Gen.5v24).  This is a wonderful accolade to be said of a person.  Yahweh also has a unique task for Enoch  (along with 

Elijah –  please see my commentary at Matt.17v1-8 and Rev.11v3-8 on this website)  that will exemplify Enoch’s  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  to 

fulfil Yahweh’s Desire unto death. 

Because of this task to become a  “witness/reporter”  (Rev.11v3)  of what he  (Enoch)  has  “personally seen”  through the ages of Mankind in the midst 

of Yahweh through JCg,  then,  Enoch and Elijah brings the 6000 year period of Satan’s self-indulgent methodology  to a close  and heralds-in The 

Millennium to operate under Yahweh’s Methodology.  And it is for this reason why Paul writes as he does   

“{transferred places}/transported/exchanged/{carried over}”   
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To mean,  Enoch has been changed  (to a perfected DNA fleshly body –  as that originally given to Adam/Eve)  so he is not to experience  “death”  at the 

time of writing  (about 61 CE)  until  logically/righteously  he must,  so he might be covered by JC’s ransom sacrifice –  hence his  (and Elijah’s)  

prophesied murder in Rev.11v7   (please read all my cited commentaries). 

Thus Enoch witnessed by his lifestyle to those people around him of Yahweh’s importance to him,  by demonstrating a lifestyle that would have placed his 

neighbour before himself,  and as such,  Yahweh could use this genuine mindset for a greater purpose as I explain on this website. 

Some scholars suggest this terminology means Enoch was put into an unconscious state before he died  (thus could not  “know/see  death”). 

There is nothing in the writing to suggest such an interpretation –  the wording is much starker than to suggest this  “presumed understanding”. 

Let us look at the words - 

“{transferred places}/transported/exchanged/{carried over}”  does nothing to suggest  “being drugged before death”! 

Furthermore,  Paul makes the specific point his body could not be found –  inasmuch it was  moved/changed  state. 

Moreover,  for what reason would Yahweh have done this?   Did Yahweh do this for Elijah  (2Kings.2v1-14)  before he was taken  not  to see death? 

These are the  only  two individuals who we have been told  “have not seen death”,  (apart from resurrected JCg who went into the heavens  [Acts.1v9-

11]),  so surely that means something  “special is to occur” –  that fits in very nicely with what we are told at Rev.11v3-8 to  “Close The Gospel Age”. 

Yahweh chose to do this because Enoch fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire,  and thus could be trusted with a more important mission, later! 

 

120th Comment – Humans without  “Real Faith”  are  unable  to be fully pleasing to Yahweh!   An obvious statement,  

but:  “Oh –  how this is so very twisted by our  worldly Christian leaders  [to their duped and innocent flock]!” 

236th Reasoning – Obviously it must be “Real Faith”  because a suicidal bomber has assurance and fidelity to “The 

Cause”  but all this is based upon  faulty  knowledge and thus Yahweh would detest this action.  That is a black example  

at one end and the white example would be JC at the other extreme with all shades of grey between,  which is precisely  

why  Paul states “unable to be fully pleasing” –  where  “fully pleasing”  must be based upon  accurate  “knowledge”. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity   (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

58th Warning – Real Faith is  not  “blind faith”.  Reasoning based upon  faulty  “knowledge” is  blind  faith –  Yahweh is 

not pleased with people having “blind faith”  – sadly  virtually all  people operate upon  “blind faith” because their 

source is  not  The Bible – but regrettably,  upon their  worldly Christian leaders twisting God’s Word  into a faulty state! 

237th Reasoning – Yahweh is not pleased with people having  “blind faith”  because they are  intrinsically incapable  of 

imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  of which they find impossible  (because accurate Bible knowledge has not  been imbued)! 

59th Warning – Worldly and charlatan Christian leaders are culpable,  and answerable to Yahweh through JCg –  their 

future is dire  (to varying degrees)  unless they carry out personal reform and  start  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle! 

136th Instruction – It is necessary for a person to have  “Real Faith”  to approach Yahweh –  else Yahweh  will  “back 

away”  because the person has the  wrong  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to please Him  (James.1v6-8) –  preferring a 

mindset demonstrated by works that desires what The World can deliver through its methodology actioned in our life! 

137th Instruction – We must  first  put in The Work  (copy JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  for Yahweh to pay us with Sonship! 

65th Good News – Yahweh will recompense the wages of those people fulfilling His Desire by  {searching out}/craving  for 

His Word and then operating upon it with  fidelity  (while facing persecution for  precisely imitating  JC). 

121st Comment – Do YOU as the reader crave for “The Truth”?   Because that is “The 1st stage”  of a “3 stage process”. 

If you do not  {search out}/investigate/crave/{diligently seek}  God’s Word, then are you really desirous for “Real Faith”? 

The Most  accurate  translation and commentary is on this website –  are you desirous to imbue it?   (Matt.7v7)   It is only 

the resultant of my desire to  {search out}/investigate/crave/{diligently seek}  God’s Word  that I  freely  pass on to YOU. 

I have done my part (sowed/watered),  the responsibility now passes over to YOU to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (Eze.33v1-20) 

Heb.  11v6 og separately/apart/without  and  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Heb.  11v6 og (the) powerless/unable/weak/impotent/incompetent/impossible  

Heb.  11v6 og (to) {gratify entirely}/{be fully pleasing}  [Yahweh],   

Heb.  11v6 og (to) commit/believe/entrust  for  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  the (person)   

Heb.  11v6 og (the) {coming near}/approaching/consenting/assenting/{drawing close}  to the  God [Yahweh],   

Heb.  11v6 og because  (He/it [Yahweh]) is  also  to the (persons [TCs])   

Heb.  11v6 og (the) {searching out}/investigating/craving/demanding/worshipping/{seeking after  carefully/diligently}   

Heb.  11v6 og (the) him [Yahweh]   (of the) {give away the hire}/{recompense the wages}/renumerator/rewarder   

Heb.  11v6 og (He [Yahweh]) {becomes to be}. 

Heb.  11v6 = And  apart/without  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}      (humans without The Real Faith [to imitate JC] ... … ) 

the  powerless/unable/impotent  to  {entirely gratify}/{be fully pleasing}   (Yahweh),      (are unable to be pleasing to Yahweh) 

for  {it is necessary}/behoves/must  the person  to  commit/believe/entrust     (fully imbue/inculcate The Word of God to imitate JC ... …) 

the  {coming near}/approaching/{drawing close}  to the  God,     (to have the one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh) 
because  also  He  (Yahweh)   is  to the  people   (TCs)   

the  {searching out}/investigating/craving/{diligently seeking after}  Him.     (TCs entirely seek to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 

He  {becomes to be}  the  {giving away the hire}/{recompense the wages}/rewarder     (pays with The Anointing for future Sons of God) 
 

And  (any person)  without the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  of  “1st Century Christianity”) 

(then he/she is)  powerless/unable  to be fully pleasing  (Yahweh)    (we are unable to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  [if we do not imitate JC]) 

for the person must  commit/entrust   (within  “1st Century Christianity”  -  to be precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

(to then be positioned)  to come near to the God   (meaning,  to become attractive to Yahweh,  for Yahweh to consider this person to be like JC) 

because  also He (Yahweh)   

becomes to be the recompense for wages   ([Yes!  Contrary to what Christian leaders teach!]  Yahweh  pays wages  [= “Sonship”  Matt.20v1-12]) 

to the people (144000 TCs)  diligently seeking after Him  (Yahweh)    (“We” striving to imitate JC  [John.14v5-15]  often in difficult situations). 

 

There is much in this verse that is distorted or twisted in the sermons given by our  worldly Christian leaders! 

What might the subject matter be? 
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Let us take two examples out of many topics within the proclaimed mantra of their  “dumbed-down”  sermons designed to take us  away  from fulfilling 

Yahweh’s Desire. 

1. God loves us  (“just as we are”). 

2. We are not saved  (implying “everlasting”)  by works –  but by JC’s love! 

1.  “God loves us  (just as we are).” 

I honestly ask  -  Is this  really  what the Bible teaches us,  when we have what is stated in this verse? 

Let me quote it - 

Humans  without   faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity  are then  powerless/unable/impotent  to  {entirely gratify}/{fully please}  Yahweh.  

The point of this chapter explaining  Real  “faith”  by example  (so we are not ignorant)  must comprise of all the required three terms  

(knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  based upon  accurate  knowledge  (thereby not to have  “blind/faulty  faith”). 

We are taught throughout The New Testament to  change our character  (not only  “what we know”,  but rather “The Knowledge”  operating in our 

mind changes our deportment);  the whole point of  “The New Covenant”  through JC is,  “we  must  entirely  change our worldly  Character to become 

precisely like JC -  being to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle.  Thus if we freely choose not to hold Yahweh in high regard within our mind to 

“precisely imitate JC”,  then we become like Cain and  physically  offer  “second best”  in our lifestyle which by subsequent definition would mean a 

“worldly lifestyle”.  Thus these people would then  not  be in the position to fully please Yahweh,  and by  “holding Him in low regard”  choosing  not  to  

“please Him”  means,  we would  not  be in the position to be called  “Beloved Son”  as Yahweh did of JC  (Luke.3v22, 9v35,  prophesied at Psa.2v7) –  

being  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for us humans to achieve  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 

I would think no  worldly  Christian leader in their right mind would argue with that paragraph! 

I could extend the exegesis through a few more pages pulling out many more quotations in context within The Bible to support what I stated,  and thus it 

becomes obvious the statement  “God loves us as we are”  is  “a satanic statement”  inasmuch it opposes Yahweh’s Desire to  purify our mind  to 

ultimately yield a  “perfected future society”.  Thus,  this  “worldly Christian soundbite”  is designed  not  to promote improvement within humans to  

“The Standard”  Yahweh desires to see in people –  for their ultimate salvation by imitating JC.    

Thus  worldly  Christian leaders stating that  “soundbite”  are effectively   “Sentencing us to annihilation”! 

2.  “We are not saved by works –  but by JC’s love!” 

Is this true? 

Actually what is worse than telling a complete lie –  is to tell a  “half-lie  and  half-truth”  -  because the recipient must  intimately  know their  “subject 

matter”  else they  will  become confused. 

That is the problem with this quote of  worldly Christian leaders, –  it is a  “half-truth”  and  “half-lie”. 

“The New Covenant”  with JC allows a  “2 part life”  to be given to  all  humans  (including  non-Christians – 1John.2v2, 4v14).  Thus correctly,  we 

are saved by JC’s  agapao/{edifying love}  for his creation by making  “The 1st Death”  (that would have been personal annihilation –  without JC’s 

intervention)  to become only  “asleep”  (John.11v11-15). 

Importantly through this  “New Covenant”  we  are  expected to  imitate  the lifestyle of  “The One” (JC)  who became  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to 

demonstrate our  “The Real Faith” –  else there is no ultimate deliverance –  but rather our snide rejection of the wonderful gift given to us by JC  (being  

the whole point of this chapter,  please see earlier verses in context). 

So ultimately,  “over our 2 part life”,  we are required  to  “imitate JC”  if  we choose to be ultimately saved from Yahweh’s universal,  and  “never to be 

repelled”   “Law on Sin”  (Matt.5v17-18,  expressed in one form at Gen.2v17). 

During the Gospel Age,  this does mean some work –  it means personally  learning  “Accurate Knowledge”  (to become a competent teacher Heb.5v12-

14) –  so people are then on the correct road to personally  gain  assurance, competence, and authority of subject matter,  and then we are to personally  

act  with fidelity by  imitating  JC –  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  that we are ultimately to match  (if we choose to be saved for an eternity). 

As this website carefully explains  “we as humans”  have  two  alternatives to achieve  “everlasting life” - 

1. Imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  now in the 1st part of our physical life to attain  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (“everlasting life”  is guaranteed). 

(By which means we become an  “Early Adopter” of Yahweh’s Methodology.) 

2. Imitate JC’s only  lifestyle  in the 2nd part of our physical life to attain  “sonship to JCg”  and the 144000 TCs  (being those of [1] above). 

(By which means we become a  “Late Adopter” of Yahweh’s Methodology.) 

In both occasions this means personal work  needs  to be done on  (1) ourselves and  (2) to edify our neighbours so they too might 

know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Please see  “2 part life”  in glossary to understand how all this righteously operates –  also the exegesis is copiously covered elsewhere on this website. 

Thus we now see the  “half-lie”  in what our obviously delinquent  worldly Christian leaders erroneously preach to us.  I find when I listen to a  worldly 

Christian leader “supposedly teaching”  us  -  there is  a scriptural error  in just about every other sentence they speak  (as soon as the deviate from 

quoting The Bible)! 

But what has this to do with the verse under discussion? 

It is this section - 

“because  also  He (Yahweh)  {becomes to be}  {giving away the hire}/{recompense the wages}/rewarder  to the  people  (TCs)  {searching 

out}/investigating/craving/{diligently seeking after}  (Matt.7v7-8)  Him  (Yahweh).” 

This is specifically written by Paul  (and the other apostles –  elsewhere  [James.2v14-26]  for example)  to teach us,  “we  are to work” - 

1. By searching (Matt.7v7-8)   for  “The Absolute Truth”  being  “The Accurate Knowledge”  (of “1st Century Christianity”)  upon which we 

can then build  “The Real Faith”  (of its three component parts). 

2. Then by acting with fidelity in  agape /{charity love}  being the works of our time  given freely  in  “The Ministry Work”  to truly edify our 

neighbour in the judgement of Yahweh  (for absolutely  no  worldly return). 

As we read here –  the Greek word means  

“{giving away the hire}/{recompense the wages}/rewarder”  - that means  someone is being paid for the work they put in earlier. 

Because  “The Gospel”  is primary written for The Gospel Age  (an obvious definition)  then it is written to be fulfilling Yahweh’s  primary aim  that is  

to achieve  His future  “Sons of God”  ready for the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation” –  to reach its culmination in The 

Millennium. 

Thus,  the payment is  not  “merely”  everlasting life  (that is a guaranteed  “by-product”  of  the primary objective) –  but rather,  it is to be paid  

(Matt.20v1-12)  by becoming a future  “Son of God”  “deemed entirely worthy”  of that distinction by becoming a faithful servant in small matters  

(imitating JC’s ministry in the 1st part of our physical life,  thereby purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life)  to be given  greater responsibility  over 10 

or 5 cities  (Luke.19v16-19)  in the 2nd part of their physical life as a future  “Son of God”  in The Millennium. 

Furthermore,  this verse teaches us that we must,  as an individual   To  actively seek  “The Absolute Truth”  and once we have found it  (Matt.13v44-50) 

–  then it becomes  precious to us  (holding what it means to us in great respect),   and thus we are to then act with fidelity upon what this knowledge 

teaches us,  being that,  “Real Faith”  shall ultimately yield  “The Wisdom of God”  operating within us. 

This is all as The Bible teaches us –  it is what Yahweh desires to be taught –  it is what this website teaches –  but sadly our  worldly (and worse 

charlatan)  Christian leaders give  “lovely/alluring”  soundbites to gain  present favour  from their adoring crowds –  but really these words  are laced 

with  “sweet poison”  –  because they do  not  encourage  the correct mind reform  from out of this present evil  (hurtful/harmful)  worldly system. 

Why do I write as such?  

Because I genuinely  agapao/{edifying love}  the recipients of this message that I give,  and to be helping the recipients  to become approved by Yahweh.  

Yet,  by contrast,  “professional”  worldly Christian leaders demonstrably have  no  such compunction, –  and are only giving  “beautiful”  soundbites to 

lull humans into  “a  false  sense of security”  (2Pet.2v1)  –  before opening the wide door to The Wolf  (Matt.7v12-15),  noting who are  “the wolves”  

(Acts.20v29-30)! 
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A 4th revision addition. 

It is very easy to determine a cult by making this simple observation - 

The Leadership of a cult will not allow people to ask questions concerning their leadership’s methodology. 

By contrast,  Yahweh expects and demands all doubting people to ask questions so they understand the full implications of The Methodology when the 

answers are given by reply,  knowing The Resultant of such methodology shall yield  edified/purified  people and a perfectly functioning society for  all  

of its members on into the eternity.   Consequently,  if a person is rebellious to this “true love” of agapao, phileo, and storge  (edify, attractive, family 

love)  then after warnings to reform and they refuse,  they make themselves “iniquitous”  to the goals of that society and thus  “outlaws”  to Jerusalem 

out from which they must be expelled  (that becomes their 2nd Death of Annihilation,  because Yahweh’s Society fills The Universe). 

It is not for us humans to make that decision but only Yahweh! 

This definition for  “cult”  can be used in all three sectors of worldly activity,  namely  Religion, Politics and Commerce  through despotic rule of a 

demonstrably weak leader – fearing all forms of  questioning  opposition that would open up a chink in  his/her  decrepit charade! 

Yahweh being infinitely strong can have any question made of Him,  because He already has  “The Righteous Solution/Answer”  on hand,  just as was JC 

so deftly able with  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  of his day  (Matt.22v46, Luke.20v40). 

 

122nd Comment – Noah having been warned by Yahweh concerning  “The Flood”  that was to occur in 120 years had not 

yet been seen –  but based upon what Noah witnessed,  and was taught by his father,  he gained assurance;  and with 

fidelity to this knowledge,  he built  “The Means to Salvation”  for him and his family. 

238th Reasoning – Noah demonstrated Real Faith and thus survived what was to occur and likewise we too must gain Real 

Faith (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) to gain The Means of our Salvation (precisely imitate our saviour, JC). 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity   (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

137th Allegory – Ark = The Means to deliver salvation = “The Resultant of Noah’s fidelity to The Knowledge”  =  TCs 

fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire – hence the subject matter in Paul’s list of examples  (TCs shall achieve guaranteed Salvation). 

138th Allegory – Noah = “TCs” make “The Means of Salvation”  by exactly copying JC’s ministry/lifestyle;  upon their 

resurrection it becomes The Means to save their family  (The “Children” of The Millennium)  by teaching righteousness. 

123rd Comment – Noah’s actions condemned The World around him.  Noah responded to God’s Word,  but The World 

rejected God’s Word because its members did not act with fidelity upon it  (they ignored Noah’s teaching and warnings. 

60th Warning – TCs respond to God’s Word for  guaranteed life,  but people reverting to The World after having tasted all 

the fine qualities of God’s Word shall not be saved – and likewise in The Millennium when all humans have their  last 

opportunity to imbue God’s Word –  if they revert to their former methodology –  then they too are condemned. 

239th Reasoning – Therefore Noah,  and the TCs behaving likewise,  shall become  “inheritors of  righteousness/equality”  

by Yahweh  “recompensing in wages”  proportionate to  “The Real Faith”  demonstrated in their lifestyle. 

66th Good News – Yahweh recognises the  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  individuals put into fulfilling Yahweh’s 

Desire and will  “recompense in wages”  during the 2nd part of their physical life.  This is alien to what we are taught by  

all  our  worldly Christian leaders by both word and deportment  (because they do  not  understand their subject matter). 

Heb.  11v7 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Heb.  11v7 og (the having been) {uttered an oracle}/{(divinely) intimated}/{bear (as a) title}/ 

/{admonished (warned) of God}/revealed/spoken   

Heb.  11v7 og (the) Noah  concerning/about  of the (things)  {not even yet}  

Heb.  11v7 og (of the being) beheld/seen/observed/warned/{taken heed},   

Heb.  11v7 og (the having been) {circumspect/apprehensive}/{(religiously to) reverence}/{(moved with) fear} [middle voice]   

Heb.  11v7 og (he) {prepared thoroughly equipment}/constructed/created/built/ordained/prepared   

Heb.  11v7 og (the) box/{(the sacred) ark (and the that of Noah)}/ark  into/unto  (the) rescue/delivery/salvation/health/safety   

Heb.  11v7 og of the  dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of the) him,   

Heb.  11v7 og through (reason of)  {of whom/which}  (he [Noah]) {judged against}/sentenced/condemned   

Heb.  11v7 og the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life [= all life on this planet],   

Heb.  11v7 og also  of the  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Heb.  11v7 og (of the) righteousness/equality/justification  (he) {became to be} [middle voice]   

Heb.  11v7 og (the) inheritor/{possessor by apportion}/{sharer by lot}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.6v8-22. 

Heb.  11v7 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  

Noah  the having been  {uttered an oracle}/{divinely intimated}/{warned by God}     (Yahweh knew Noah would positively respond) 

concerning/about  of the  things  {not even yet}  been  beheld/seen/observed,     (Noah was warned of a future flood to occur ... … )   

(Noah)  having been  personally  circumspect/apprehensive/{moved with fear}     (Noah was personally motivated to do something ... … ) 

he  (Noah)   {prepared thoroughly}/constructed/prepared  the  box/ark/boat     (Noah worked for many decades to build a boat ... … ) 

unto/for  the  rescue/delivery/salvation  of his  household/family,     (Noah's  works/labours  saved his family ... … ) 

through reason  {of which}  he    (because of his action  [of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire],  Noah … … )   

{judged against}/sentenced/condemned  The World     (his works of righteousness fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  was ignored by The World)   

also  he  personally  {became to be}  an  inheritor/{possessor by portion}/{sharer by lot}     

(Noah will become resurrected as a future ruler in The Millennium) 

of  righteousness/equality/justification  according to  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}.   (Noah's righteousness matched his faith) 

 

In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 
Noah having been told The Oracle   (Yahweh knew Noah would positively respond  [hearken]  and thus gave Noah  “The Flood Warning”) 

concerning of the things not yet seen   (Yahweh’s Plan to rid The Nephilim and increment forward  “The Means for Mankind’s Salvation”) 

(Noah)  having been personally  circumspect/reverential   (recognised Yahweh for Whom He was,  and behaved responsibly to  “The Oracle”) 

prepared thoroughly the  box/ark/boat   (Noah  worked for many decades  to  freely  build  “The Ark”  [would we,  or our leaders do the same?]) 
for the  rescue/salvation  of his household   (Noah saved his people,  likewise TCs are ultimately to save their household in The Millennium) 

through reason of which he  (Noah)    (because Noah  [1] took note and  [2] then acted with fidelity to what Yahweh desired,  then … … ) 
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(Noah)  judges against The World   (because his righteous works  [to Yahweh’s Requirement]  was ignored by The World) 

also he (Noah)  became to be an  inheritor/{possessor by portion}   (Noah has been positioned to become a future ruler in The Millennium) 

 

Put this in the context of what Paul is teaching us in Hebrews to understand what was then going through his mind. 

Now read the verse again! 

We are told in Gen.6v9  

Noah was faultless when compared with The World around him,  also he was an  equitable/righteous  man who  “walked with Yahweh”. 

Also Paul states   Noah had  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  concerning what Yahweh told him about the forthcoming flood. 

It must be understood from the context of Gen.6v22,  we read,  he precisely fulfilled what Yahweh had commanded of him. 

Furthermore,  for how long did he  “precisely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”? 

Was it for a day,  week,  year or perhaps a decade? 

How long would  You,  the reader,  keep fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire? 

Where Yahweh’s Desire was - 

To be  preaching/teaching  and  to build an  Ark/Boat  in a world full of violence (Gen.6v5),  experiencing personal  ridicule/persecution. 

Just as The Bible tells us at Gen.6v3.  It was for  120 years  before The Flood came upon The Earth and covered The Mountains  (where “mountains”  

always  means  “The Authorities of The World”,  and drowned them,  [these were absolutely  not  the physical mountains]).   “The Authorities”  

comprising of  “The Nephilim”  as we are told at Gen.6v4 termed  “giants  [mountains]  among the men”  (not to be just physically –  but more 

importantly,  having  “mental agility”  to rule with  self-imposing  authority).  

It is with this background we understand  why/how  Noah was deemed faithful to Yahweh. 

It is for this reason why Paul calls upon this example. 

What about  You –  “the reader”? 

Could you be used as an example? 

This is precisely  why  we have the next section within the verse! 

Paul moves on to state  (in the context of Hebrews) - 

“also  {became to be}  an  inheritor/{possessor by portion}/{sharer by lot}  of  righteousness/equality/justification  according to  the 

faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 

Thus we are told,  he becomes  “an  inheritor/{possessor by portion}/{sharer by lot}  of  righteousness/equality/justification” 

This means he,  as one of  “The Ancient Worthies”  according to  righteousness/equality/justification,  will be sharing part of what is to be 

coming to him,  being that of  “The Inheritance”  (meaning, “The Resurrected World”).   

The Bible teaches they are to become administrators during The Millennium having been covered by  “The TCs of The Gospel Age”  where we are told 

in the Bible,  “the Fathers (prophets prior to JC’s ministry)  are perfected by their sons  (The TCs)”  (being the two groups of Early Adopters coming 

together in the future administrative roles (John.16v10)  over  “The Resurrected World”. 

That is  “The Specific Point”  of the illustrative analogy Paul is making to us - 

Those specific individuals (TCs)  operating within  “The New (2nd) Covenant”  according to Yahweh’s Desire by  precisely imitating  JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle  shall  equally  become - 

“inheritors/{possessors by portion}/{sharers by lot}  of  righteousness/equality/justification  according to  

faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  as displayed within the 1st part of their physical life. 

The Flood  by analogy  (Matt.24v38-39)  represents the successive closing of the two remaining epochs - 

1. The Closure of Satan’s present system  (when JCg [“Barley”] comes to collect his 144000 TCs of The Firstfruits [“Wheat”]) 

2. and ultimately  “The Final (Main) Harvest”  (of “Wheat”)  at  The End  of The Millennium  (Matt.11v24-30). 

The World then represents the future World,  and scornful people rejected by refusing to imbue  “The Word of God”  in The Millennium. 

The  Ark/Box  represents both  “The 1st and 2nd Covenant”  to carry us to  “salvation”  within a perfected society  (all people imitate “JC”). 

“The  Household/Family”  represents those humans who are drawn through  the flood’  by the righteous work of the TC. 

“The Judgement”  (against The World)  represents the freely chosen path away from  selection/election  by Yahweh to a position of Salvation. 

The act of water drowning people, is Yahweh’s final enactment at the close of The Millennium (Rev.20v12-15) – when people refuse to reform. 

The New Testament is  “calling out for Election”  those specific people demonstrating  “The Real  Faith”  in the 2nd part of their spiritual life for the 

position of  kingship/priesthood  in The Millennium,  and  not  the  “pretend faith”  (“blind faith”,  built upon  humbug and  unrighteous  nonsense)  as 

given by our  worldly religious leaders of  all  worldly persuasions  (Matt.7v26-27)! 

 

124th Comment – Abraham,  having been assigned by Yahweh,  attentively hearkened to proceed to the place of which he 

expected to receive his inheritance.  He followed through the process of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire before he knew where 

he was supposed to be going –  and while old  (75 years of age),  prior to having any offspring  (occurring 25 years later)! 

240th Reasoning – Abraham demonstrated Real Faith to leave his ancestral home and became a  physical nomad for the 

remainder of his life. Likewise TCs are to imitate Abraham and become a  spiritual nomad within this world for the rest of 

our life.   We must have no self-indulgent ties because our  expectation  is for  “The Inheritance of The Future World”  of 

The Millennium.  Thus we fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to exist now and  actively/publicly  canvass for The Millennium  

(Matt.24v14)  by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity   (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

Allegory – repeat - The heirs = role as The Kings/Priests  (being the 144000 future “Sons of God”  as  “The Early 

Adopters”)  ruling over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium to teach  “Righteousness”  before the final assay of 

Mankind  (Rev.20v7-12),  out of which shall yield  “The Late Adopters” during those 1000 years. 

125th Comment – In  “Real Faith”  Abraham resided as a foreigner in the land that is to become his inheritance. 

126th Comment – In  “Real Faith”  Abraham resided under a tent together with co-heirs of  “The Same Promise”. 

127th Comment – Likewise  “in Real Faith”  Abraham’s son  “Isaac”, and grandson “Jacob (Israel)”,  resided as 

foreigners in the land (Canaan)  that would become their Inheritance being  “The 1st Resultant of The Promise”. 

It is very important to understand the allegory of  “Isaac and Jacob”  =  “JCg and 144000 TCs” in The Millennium. 

Allegory – repeat - “Abraham” = “The Loving Father” =  The metaphoric representation of  “Almighty God”,  Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Offspring of Abraham = “The Early Adopters” endeavouring to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  The Prophets 

in 1st Epoch Israel,  the 144000 TCs of the 2nd Epoch Israel to become The Bride of JCg  (Rev.21v2, 9). 

Ultimately,  this includes “The Late Adopters”  who change sides from Satan’s worldly methodology to Yahweh’s Word. 
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241st Reasoning – It must be understood,  to become a  “Son of  Abraham/God”  then we must have the  one/same  

“spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is separate from this world of sin” (“HS”)  as of which Abraham had,  to become 

part of his pedigree for  “Sonship”.   That is precisely  why  we  must be spiritual nomads  in this present world. 

139th Allegory – Physical Nomad = Spiritual Nomad by having no self-indulgent ties with this World and certainly no 

political ties – thus rendering TCs to be  entirely neutral in all (political) worldly matters  and mentally blemished free! 

140th Allegory – tent = mobile covering = “The Word of God”  covering these patriarchs’  methodology/lifestyle/works. 

141st Allegory – Canaan prior to The Israelites = The World prior to The Millennium under  The 2 (+1) Epochs of Israel. 

138th Instruction – Abraham accepted from Yahweh,  the city that had its foundations put down by  “the specific god”. 

142nd Allegory – city = a community operating under a lawful framework = “The New Jerusalem” of The Millennium = 

The Organisation led by JCg,  The Temple (144000 TCs),  prophets as authorities to rule The Earth,  plus lesser entities. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning - repeat - As we read - there is JC as “the specific god” of us who was,  and now is,  the premier Son of God. 

Reasoning – repeat - Thus as we read - there is Yahweh as “The Specific God” of JC,  being  “The Almighty God”. 

Instruction – repeat - Thus Yahweh and JC are two Separate Entities – JC was not The Almighty God here upon the Earth 

242nd Reasoning – “The specific god” is JCg of  “The Resurrected World”  who laid  “The Foundation”  as being  “The 

Word of God”  brought down upon this Earth to inaugurate  “The 2nd Covenant”  for all humans to imbue for their 

personal salvation,  if they so choose  over what is to be a  “2 part life”  (2 part physical, 2 part spiritual). 

243rd Reasoning – It is “The Specific God”  Yahweh Who has  organised all things unto perfection –  through The 

Righteous Plan  “played through”  so The Earth might be sustainably filled in  “The Culmination” –  with self-indulgence  

(to the hurt of our neighbour - by not edifying their conscious existence)  completely removed  from society. 

Heb.  11v8 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Heb.  11v8 og (the being) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned   

Heb.  11v8 og (the) Abraham  (he) {attentively hearkened}/complied/obeyed/submitted   

Heb.  11v8 og (to) issue/{come forth/out}/depart/{spread abroad}/proceed  into/unto   

Heb.  11v8 og the  spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  whom/which/that   

Heb.  11v8 og (he) expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming  (to) {get hold of}/grasp/{take up/away}/have/receive   

Heb.  11v8 og into/unto  (the) heirship/patrimony/possession/inheritance,   

Heb.  11v8 og also  (he) issued/{went forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded   

Heb.  11v8 og not  (the) {putting the mind upon}/comprehending/{acquainting with}/understanding [middle voice]   

Heb.  11v8 og what/where  (he) accompanied/appeared/brought/came/went [middle voice]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.12v1-7. 

Heb.  11v8 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Abraham  being  called/summoned/named/assigned     (Yahweh called Abraham for The Future Inheritance … … ) 

he  {attentively hearkened}/complied/obeyed   (Yahweh)     (Abraham precisely fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire … … ) 

to  issue/{come forth}/proceed  into  the  spot/{place of occupancy}/location    (Abraham became a  nomad within this world … … ) 

that  he  expecting/intending  to  {get hold of}/grasp/receive  unto  the  heirship/inheritance,     (to receive a future inheritance … … ) 

also  he  issued/{went forth}/proceeded     (by going out into The World for his future … … ) 

not  personally  {putting the mind upon}/comprehending/{acquainted with}    (not knowing quite what Yahweh had in mind for … … ) 

where  he  personally  appeared/came/went.     (Abraham and his heirs’ future   [before they received “The Inheritance”]) 

 

In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

Abraham being  called/summoned   (Yahweh called Abraham for  “The Future Inheritance”,  knowing he would positively respond) 

he attentively hearkened   (Abraham aged 75 years choose to precisely fulfil Yahweh's Desire  and left his  fixed/worldly  land/abode/possessions) 

to come forth into the location   (Abraham then became a nomad into  the future land of his heirs  [while having  no  godly heirs  for 25 years]) 
which he  (was)  expecting/intending  to get hold of the inheritance   (his progeny would gain The Responsibility of The Land and Contents) 

also he went forth not personally putting the mind upon   (Abraham not personally considered his future,  but relied upon Yahweh for direction) 

where he personally  came/went   (Abraham relied upon Yahweh to guide him  [= Abraham did not actively try to gain over his neighbour]). 

 

Abraham  (then called Abram)  was the son of Terah  (Gen.11v27)  and became the husband to his half-sister  (same father Terah – Gen.11v31).  The 

whole family had moved from Ur of the Chaldeans  (Gen.11v28)  to Haran  (Gen.11v31) –  located near the middle of the northern border of Syria  (with 

Turkey). 

When Terah died,  Yahweh instructed Abram to become a nomad  (“sojourner”)  and move southwards into the land that would become his inheritance 

and within which he would father a great nation.  The land was then called “Canaan”,  to later become “Israel”. 

Because of this  (and it is critical to our understanding – especially today),  we realise,  Abram  must  have found favour in Yahweh’s eyes  (like Abel and 

later Noah)  BEFORE  Yahweh makes contact with him,  proving  he already has the  correct mindset beforehand  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  for him to 

later demonstrate his  “faithfulness”. 

In this instance,  we are told,  Abram did not comprehend how all this was going to be  “worked out”  in   “The Future Reality”  (hence in the context of 

Heb.11v3 and my explanation,  contrary  to our repeatedly errant  worldly Christian theologians) –  but he was prepared to fully absorb what Yahweh 

instructed and then through  “occupational effort}/work/labour”  fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire in a faultless manner  (Gen.17v1). 

As the Reader can recognise –  this terminology is precisely the same as that used for the TC who equally does not fully comprehend what “The Reality 

of The Millennium”  is to be like  (1Cor.13v12),  but they are  “operating in  Real Faith”  to exactly imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  having the  one/same  

mindset as did  Abraham/JC  likewise for  “The Inheritance”.  Where we are to understand,  Abram,  JC  and the TC  all have the  one/same  

spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.) –  and as the reader might already know,  when  “Abram”,  became 

circumcised  (equivalent to baptism)  by entering the bilateral covenant with Yahweh,  he was instructed to change his name to “Abraham”  that means 

he takes on  “the analogy of Yahweh”  with the new name that means   “The Loving Father”. 

Thus as we are to read –  Abraham becomes the physical representation  (driven by the correct mind)  of what was to follow,  being  “The Early 

Adopters”  (The Prophets and then the 144000 TCs –  who likewise are driven by the correct mind  [as deemed by Yahweh – 1Sam.16v7, Matt.20v23])  
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of both  “The 1st and 2nd Covenants”.  These special people  (of which you too could become)  shall come together as JCg’s  (“The Word of God”  

fulfilled within them)  two  flocks  (John.10v16)  as “The Co-Heirs”  (Rom.8v17, 23)  in The Millennium to rule  “The Resurrected World”  (“The 

Inheritance”)  unto  “Righteousness” –  where,  JCg will be  “The King of kings and The Lord of lords”  (Rev.19v16).   

Please see all my cited local commentaries. 

All this is going through Paul’s mind as he writes by  simile/allegory  these verses for our edification. 

Heb.  11v9 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Heb.  11v9 og (he) {dwelt near}/{resided (as a) foreigner}/{sojourned in}/{camped (as a) stranger}/tenanted  into/unto  

Heb.  11v9 og the  Earth/land/province/country/region  of the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise,   

Heb.  11v9 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) another/foreigner/{not akin}/hostile/alien,   

Heb.  11v9 og in  (to the [= within]) tents/{cloth huts}/habitations/tabernacles   

Heb.  11v9 og (the) {housing permanently}/{firmly inhabiting}/{persistently dwelling}  

Heb.  11v9 og {amid/together/with (meta)}     

Heb.  11v9 og Isaac  also  Jacob,  of the  {co-heirs}/{joint-heirs}/{participants in common}/{heirs together}   

Heb.  11v9 og of the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise  of the  her/its/same. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.15v18-21,  Gen.24v1-4,  Gen.28v1-2. 

Heb.  11v9 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

he  (Abraham)   {dwelt near}/{resided as a foreigner}/{sojourned in}     (Abraham represents us,  spiritually  living as strangers … … ) 

unto/for  the  land/province/region  of the  pledge/{divine assurance}/promise,     (being  The Methodology  of The Millennium … … ) 

{in that manner}/as  a  foreigner/{not akin}/alien,     (alien to worldly methodology to self-indulge … … ) 

within  tents/{cloth huts}  {permanently housed}/{persistently dwelling}    (living under the temporary housing of Yahweh’s Methodology) 

together with  Isaac also Jacob,    (being the  one/same  Methodology as JC and The New Spiritual Israel … … ) 

the  {co-heirs}/{heirs together}  of the  one/same  pledge/{divine assurance}/promise.     (generational joint-rulers of The Millennium) 

 

In  (real)  faith   (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

he (Abraham)  resides as a foreigner   (within the future land;  as do  “TCs on The Earth”  today,  to be  “The Future Heirs”  in The Millennium) 

for the  land/region  of The Promise   ([1] Canaan,  to be “Israel”  [2] Local area for the TCs,  to then be  [3] The Earth in The Millennium”) 

in that manner as a  foreigner/alien  ([1] Abraham physically  [2] Yahweh  spiritually  in the minds of The TCs surrounded by worldly methodology) 
permanently housed within tents   (living permanently under Yahweh's Methodology covering their mind  =  directing their works) 

together with Isaac and Jacob   (always  by prophecy,  Isaac => JC,  and Jacob => The TCs  [for completeness, Esau => worldly Christian leaders]) 
                   (Showing the  spiritual genetic line  of Abraham,  begets Isaac,  begets Jacob,  begets “The Early Adopters” [prophets and TCs]  to rule.)  

the  co-heirs   (Rom.8v17, 23,  thus JCg as  “The King of kings”  and  “his wife”  of 144000 TCs are to rule  “The Resurrected World”) 

of the  one/same  promise   (“The Inheritance”  that becomes  “The Resurrected World”  in  “The Millennium,  and then on,  into The Culmination”).   

 

Abram becomes Abraham when he enters into the  bilateral  agreement with Yahweh  (Gen.17v5,10)  to make the promise given,  later in time to become 

The Physical Reality.   Partially completed by simile in the 1st part of our physical life as  fleshly  “Israel”  replacing Canaan,  but fully complete in the 

2nd part of our physical life where  fleshly  “Israel”  becomes  “The New World”   (2Pet.3v8-13)  of The Millennium.  Furthermore,  the  spiritual  half 

accepted by Yahweh as being  “The Remnant of Israel that returns to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22  becomes  “The Prophets”  and  “The 144000 TCs”  

Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  as “The Early Adopters”  being the  spiritual Israel  (operating to The Methodology sourced by Yahweh –  hence “sons in 

Abraham’s loins”)  and  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  becomes purified at the close of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-15)  through  “The Responsible Work”  of 

these  “Early Adopters”  teaching their  “spiritual children”  “Righteousness” in The Millennium.   Please see my dissertation  “Yahweh’s Plan as given 

in Genesis”. 

Something I wrote in my previous commentary some 7 years earlier - 

As the quoted references given for  Isaac  (Abraham’s  “only son”)  through whom the promise becomes  “The Birthright of The Inheritance”  (noting 

“Ishmael”  born earlier represents The World coming first,  after which,  come “The Early Adopters”  [through Isaac]  where  “The Former is blessed 

by The Latter]  both physically and then spiritually). 

Then Jacob  as the younger twin  (being the one who  “grabs”  for  “The Birthright of The Inheritance”)  both  (Isaac and Jacob  in their respective 

generations)  return to their father’s family northeast of Canaan for their mate to  continue the hereditary link  with  “Abraham”  (allegoric to Yahweh 

as  “The Loving Father”) –  rather than become tainted with the local  (Worldly)  heathen.   This hereditary route for “The Wives”  was through 

Abraham's brother  “Nahor” Gen.11v27.  

This is to typify the bigger promise of  “The New Spiritual Israel”  comprising purely of God’s chosen Sons,  of TCs to be  “The Bride of Christ”.   

This  “New Spiritual Israel”  (as  “The Remnant which returns back to Yahweh”)  is  chosen/elected  by Yahweh from out of the fleshly  “Israel”  of The 

Christian Nation. 

As this website copiously explains,  there are altogether  3 Epochs  of “Israel”,  whose  “spiritual”  Remnant of each “Israel” returns back to Yahweh.  

I call it  “spiritual”  (leading  “the physical”)  because it is  “The Mind”  of these specific individuals that must first become  reformed/adjusted  to 

become acceptable to Yahweh  over  “The 3 Epochs of Time” –  being  “The Salvation”  period operating upon Mankind through  “The Two Covenants”  

that became introduced to Abraham under the universal  “Promise of The Inheritance”  ultimately covering The Earth  -  hence Gen.1v28, 9v1. 

Thus we understand during The Gospel Age  (being the point of Paul’s epistle to the Hebrews)  is the TC are presently  physically  camping in an  “alien  

Land” –  presently  “Satan’s World”  at  “The Spiritual Level”,  because the land was then,  and The World now,  today,  is under a  rulership  

counter/alien  to God/Yahweh  (John.17v5-16, 18v36, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 

Abraham  (representing Yahweh)  then becoming  “The Father to The Old  (1st Epoch)  Israel”  through Isaac  (in Canaan of The World)  under  “The 1st 

Covenant”,  and Yahweh Fathering the TCs  through JC/[Isaac]   presently living  (in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”,  The Christian Nation)  for  “The 

Promise”  that is to become a reality  =  The Millennium,  where  “The Resurrected World”  is  “The New  (3rd Epoch)  Israel”. 

In both cases  (“1st and 2nd Epoch Israel”),  are living in the area where  “The Promise is to be located”  (Canaan and then The Earth).   

Thus the Bible is showing us,  we  all  (even TCs)  do  not  go off to “heaven”  (and stay there forever)  when we die  (as we are  erroneously  

taught by our entirely  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders  -  Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 

Finally reaffirming,   “The Proven Spiritual”  Prophets and 144000 TCs  (of the 1st part of their physical life to become  “The Early Adopters”)  shall 

lead  (by teaching “righteousness”)  “The  Fleshly/Physical  Israel”  (“The 3rd Epoch Israel”)  being  “The Resurrected World”  (in the 2nd part of 

everyone's physical life)  to then yield  “The Late Adopters”.  This process fully expresses Yahweh’s Righteous Character, Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9,  where 

everyone of the last some 6000 years shall have an opportunity to  “personally reform”  for  “personal salvation”,  no more or no less than what was 

originally promised to Adam/Eve). 

Hence the next verse in context - 

Heb.  11v10 og (he) {accepted from (a source)}/awaited/expected/{looked for}/tarried [middle voice]  for  the [city]   

Heb.  11v10 og the  {things put down}/substructions/foundations  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   

Heb.  11v10 og (the) {town large/or with walls}/city,   

Heb.  11v10 og {of whom/which}  (the) artisan/founder/creator/builder/craftsman  also   
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Heb.  11v10 og (the) {occupational worker (for the) people}/{mechanic (spoken of the) creator}/maker  the  {specific god}. 

Heb.  11v10 = For  he  (Abraham)   personally  {accepted from  (Yahweh)}/awaited/{looked for}     (Abraham had The Expectation … … ) 

the  city  holding/possessing/having  {things put down}/foundations     (the future organisation whose spiritual driver … … ) 

{of which}  the  artisan/founder/creator/builder    (of  “The New Jerusalem”  whose inhabitants are  “The Future World Rulers” … … ) 

also  the  {occupational worker (for the people)}/{creative mechanic}  is  “the specific god”.     (Created by Yahweh’s Methodology.) 

 

For he (Abraham)  accepted  (from Yahweh)    (Abraham expected  “The Future Promise”  from  “The Highest Authority”  … … ) 

the city   (an  "organised collective”)    (actually this is  “The New  Spiritual  Jerusalem”  of  The Millennium … … ) 
having the foundations   (“JC”  yielding the  “support staff”  elected out of   “The First Two Epochs of Israel”  [Jews and then Christians]) 

                  (“The support staff”  as  “The Physical Inhabitants of Spiritual Jerusalem”  are  “The Early Adopters”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”.) 
of which   (“The New Spiritual City”  comprising of  “The Early Adopters”  elected from out of  “The Jews and Christians”  [Matt.20v16, 22v14])    

The  Creator/Founder   (Yahweh,  distributing  “The Word of God”  to  hearkening  people  [by JC’s ministry,  and then as “a presence” in TCs]) 

also the Creative Mechanic   (Yahweh working in The Environment to assist  only  “The Early Adopters”  who entirely fulfil His Desire)  
is The Specific God   (Yahweh,  “ho theos”  is based upon “The Early Adopters”  being  the subcomponents  of  “The New Spiritual Jerusalem”). 

 

As we are aware –  Paul is speaking of  “The New Covenant”  and how it replaces  “The Old Covenant”,  which again is specifically why Paul uses the 

floating pointer of  “ho theos” (“the specific god”)  because - 

1. It is JCg  (“the specific god”)  who makes the introduction  (Rev.3v20)  to us as sinful humans operating according to worldly methodology. 

2. And to those recipients who  positively  respond,  then Yahweh  (“The Specific God”)  becomes  “The Adopting Father”. 

Principally in  “The Culmination”  it resides with Yahweh,  because  “The Co-heirs”  (including JCg)  subject themselves to Yahweh.  

I explain all this in just so many places elsewhere and thus it is unnecessary to go through it again here –  to save on space! 

Thus we know,  JCg becomes  “The Means”  (“The Foundation”)  as  “The Word of God”  to  build/edify  people,  which becomes  “The New (Spiritual) 

Creature/Creation”   within our mind  2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15,   being the new  spiritual  DNA built upon the RNA of  “The Word of God” = JC’s 

presence/parousia  (Rev.19v13)  truly operating within us . 

It is then  Yahweh  Who makes  “The Judgement/Assessment”   upon  “The Resultant Growth”  of this embryo within each “Christian”. 

If   “The Resultant”  of this growth  (built upon JC as  “The Word of God”)  within a  “Christian”   has become precisely like that of JC,  

Then  Yahweh as  “The Righteous 3rd Party”  selects/elects  those successful individual persons  (TCs as “The Early Adopters”)   as future  

“Sons of God”  where they might then feed  (gain more “knowledge”)  at  “The Father’s Table”  (along with  Abraham,  Isaac and Jacob –  

Matt.8v11, Luke.13v28  -  noting the all-important allegories for these three people)  for  their future task of administration  (over “The 

Resurrected World”  of The Millennium).   

Furthermore,  just as we are told in those Bible references,  the  (1st and 2nd Epoch Israel)  worldly  religious leaders shall weep  (elsewhere called 

gnashing their teeth,  Matt.8v12, etc.)  by being  “locked away from positions of Office”  Luke.16v1-8, 19v20-27, 20v16, etc.)  because they truly had a  

different  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to that demonstrated by JC  (and of  “The Ancient Worthies”).  

Can the reader see how all this logic righteously goes through a whole virtuous circle? 

A “city”  represents  “people operating according to authority”,  and  “The City”  spoken of here is to become “The New Jerusalem” = “The New City 

of Peace”  that is to occur in The Millennium.  However before that occurs,  we had  “Salem”  (“Peace” -  of whom Melchizedek  [Heb.7v2])  was both 

the king and the priest of God)  and then to be renamed  “Jerusalem”  within  which was to be built  “The Stone Temple”.   This  physical  Stone Temple 

was destroyed by The Romans in 70 CE as prophesied by JC  (Matt.24v2,  warned in Luke.21v20-23 that an escape window of 3 years would be given –  

which actually occurred from 67 CE to 70 CE).  This “Temple” was  spiritually  replaced by The 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age as the  white  (purified)  

stones (everlasting/steadfast, 1Pet.2v5)  to form  “The New Temple”  (of 144000  physical  leaders)  within  “The New Spiritual (Ruling) Jerusalem”  (of 

which JCg is to be both king and the priest of God)  that shall become the sacred administration over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

This is what The Bible  specifically teaches us  as  “1st Century Christianity” –  but absolutely  none  of this is taught in our  near useless 

sermons given by our utterly delinquent  and incompetent  worldly Christian leaders! 

Worldly Christian leaders are condemned from out of their own mouth  (because quite simply they have  no  “Real  faith”  as fully explained elsewhere)! 

 

128th Comment – Sarah  (Abraham’s Wife – and half-sister)  received the mighty power of Yahweh’s Capability expressed 

as the HS  (noting its correct definition)  upon her when Yahweh opened up her  barren/”withered”  womb at the age of 90 

years to yield her Firstborn –  her only son called “Isaac”.  She had therefore entrusted in the prophecy to occur in order 

to fulfil The Promise – especially when as The Wife she had to leave her home ties and live as a nomad with her husband 

some  25 years earlier!   How many wives would do that, today – at that age? 

Allegory – repeat - “Abraham” = “The Loving Father” =  The metaphoric representation of  “Almighty God”,  Yahweh. 

244th Reasoning – Abraham demonstrated  “Real Faith”  to leave his ancestral home and become a nomad for the 

remainder of his life.  Likewise  TCs are to imitate Abraham and have  no  (metaphoric) home within this World for the 

reminder of the 1st part of our physical life –  we are to have  no  self-indulgent ties,  because our  “Expectation”  is for 

“The Inheritance of The Future World”  of The Millennium.  Thus we fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to exist now and  

actively/publicly  canvass for The Millennium  (Matt.24v14)  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity   (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

143rd Allegory – Sarah = Mary the mother of JC – her father “Heli” = “My God” and thus typifies  Abraham/Yahweh  

with common DNA to Mary as being  part of The Family  to yield  “Sons of God”. 

144th Allegory – Isaac (Firstborn son of Sarah and Abraham)  =  JC (Firstborn son of Mary and Yahweh). 

129th Comment – From Abraham was begotten  (the one son)  “Isaac”,  and from one womb that was dead came all these 

children,  metaphorically as large as the number of stars,  or the sand on the seashore. 

26th Prophecy – From Abraham and Sarah would come the children who would attain “The Promise of The Inheritance”. 

245th Reasoning – From Abraham,  through “Isaac”  and then  “Jacob” (“Israel”)  comes  “The 3 Remnants of Israel”  

over  “The 3 Epochs of Ages”  that  “Return to The Lord”  (Yahweh)  who themselves fill The Earth in The Culmination. 

Heb.  11v11 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  also  she,  Sarah,   

Heb.  11v11 og (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  into/unto   

Heb.  11v11 og (the) deposition/founding/conception/foundation  (of the) seed/offspring/issue   

Heb.  11v11 og (she) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received,   also  near/beside/with/against/alongside   

Heb.  11v11 og (the) time/season/occasion  (of the) {maturity (in years or size)}/age/stature   
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Heb.  11v11 og (she) {produced (from seed/mother)}/borne/delivered}/{brought forth}/{was in travail},   

Heb.  11v11 og thereupon/since/else/otherwise  (the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true   

Heb.  11v11 og (she) led/commanded/deemed/considered/accounted/{ruled over}/thought [middle voice]  the (One [Yahweh])   

Heb.  11v11 og (the having) {announced upon}/{engaged (to do something)}/ 

/{asserted (something respecting oneself)}/pledged/professed/{(made) promise}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.21v1-7. 

Heb.  11v11 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  also  she,     (Sara, renamed Sarah) 

Sarah  {got hold of}/{took up}  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}    (Yahweh’s Desire made manifest,  enabling Sarah’s conception … ..) 

unto/for  the  deposition/founding/conception  of the  seed/offspring/issue,     (to bring forth Isaac as the future heir … … ) 

also  near/with/alongside  the  time/occasion  of  maturity/age  she  produced/borne/{brought forth},     (at her age of 90 she conceived) 

thereupon/since  she  personally  deemed/considered/accounted  trustful/faithful/sure     (being proven faithful to her husband … … ) 

the One  (Yahweh)   having  {announced upon}/{engaged to do}/pledged/promised.     (Because Yahweh promised to do so.) 

 

In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

also she,  Sarah got hold of mighty work   (Yahweh's Expressed Desire  made manifest in The Environment (“HS”)  enabling conception) 

for the  deposition/conception  of  seed/offspring   (to bring forth  “Isaac”  as  “The Head Heir”  [analogous to be  “JC”  over  “Jacob/TCs”]) 

also near the time of maturity  (about 90 years old)  she (Sarah)  borne   (Sarah conceived  many  years  after  her menopause) 
since she personally considered  trustful/sure   (proven faithful to her husband   Abraham/{allegoric Yahweh}) 

The One (Yahweh)  having promised   (Yahweh gave  “The Promise”  to Abraham) 

 

Again this event typifies Yahweh’s  infinite  Capability made manifest within The Environment,  expressing Yahweh’s HS that resulted in the conception 

of JC within Mary  (some 2000 years later),  in the same manner Yahweh had previously made possible by the conception of Isaac within Sarah.  

We must recognise  both  wombs  in their natural state  could  not  bear children,  Sarah’s was  “dried up”  with age;  and Mary’s of a virgin –  thus 

Yahweh’s  infinite  Capability  (to  “make  what/who  I choose to become” = “Yahweh”)  intervened in both instances to extend the analogy. 

Even further analogy can be realised,  because Sarah was the  half-sister  to Abraham  (Gen.11v31).   

So what? 

It tells us the  “husband of Sarah”  sourcing the DNA for Isaac was  “Abraham”  (representing  “The Loving Father”  =  Yahweh),  likewise with Mary 

it was Yahweh sourcing the DNA for His Son,  JC.  But the extension being Abraham typifying Yahweh from the  “stock of God”  and so  equally was 

Sarah being Abraham’s half-sister,  and likewise Mary’s father was named Heli being the derivative  “stock of Eli”  to mean  “My God”  (originally of 

Hebrew StrongsTM = 5941 = “High/Lofty”,  hence “Exulted”,  extended to the Greek StrongsTM = 2241 = “my God”,  2242 = “of Eli”). 

There are so many  “supposed coincidences”  there alone, but we have hardly started! 

Notice how  Abraham/Sarah  was kept  waiting patiently  for the pregnancy –  just as  Yahweh/{The World}  needed to patiently wait for the correct time 

for  “The Messiah/Anointed”,  when JC’s first came as  “a cub”  (Gen.49v8-12),  and likewise for the second time as  “a roaring/mature lion”  with all 

power assigned to him  (all as  “The Prophecies”  tell us)  when he comes as JCg at his 1st 2nd C  (= “The 1st Resurrection”).   

Furthermore,  we have the following prophetic allegories - 

Also notice during this period when the local Egyptian king  (representative of The World)  desired to steal Sarah’s “virginity”  from God  (Abraham)  

then Yahweh stepped-in to ensure she remained  “metaphorically an unsoiled/unblemished virgin”  for Yahweh  (Abraham) –  Gen.20v1-7.  Thus it was 

through Sarah's “Real Faith”  exercising her fidelity to her husband (Abraham)  that Yahweh ultimately responded positively to give her a child  (Isaac).  

Likewise we must be faithful in our mind to Yahweh’s  (represented by Abraham)  Methodology by operating in fidelity to His Word as JC  (as “The 

Word of God”,  Rev.19v13)  growing within us –  so we might also yield  “The New Creature”  within us  (as was  Isaac/JC)  to become  “The Heirs of 

The Millennium”  over “The Resurrected World”.  This is all in Paul’s mind as he is fervently writing this down –  expecting us to imbue this knowledge 

within our mind  “in due season”  when Yahweh deems The Gospel Age is to close,  thereby sealing-in  the last generation  of the 144000 TCs onto  “The 

Scroll of guaranteed Life”  (Rev.5v2-10)  to be opened by JC as  “The Word of God”  operating throughout  The Gospel Age  within the TCs Rev.6v2  (as 

overseen by Yahweh at Rev.4v6).    

Can the reader see the stupendous events unravelling throughout The Ages? –  Precisely designed by Yahweh! 

Then the analogies just keep continuing  (see also my subsequent write-up entitled  “Yahweh’s Plan as given in Genesis”  for  many  more) - 

“Isaac”  (the father to  “Jacob”)  was offered as a sacrifice to God as atonement for Abraham’s future national  (twelve)  Sons demonstrating the 

commitment  (“Abraham”  as  “The Loving Father”  has for His future Sons of God –  elected from out of The Gospel Age to become the 144000 TCs). 

Isaac did not die in his voluntary sacrifice,  and was thus able to father  (The 1st Epoch)  “Israel”  (Jacob),  but was ransomed by Yahweh 

with a male sheep  (Gen.22v6-13).  

JC became the male sheep who was ransomed and able to father  (The 2nd Epoch) “Israel”  (The Christian Nation)  from fleshly death. 

Noting that just as The Perfect Lamb had to be held back for four days before its sacrifice  (Exod.12v3,6),  so likewise JC was held back for 

4000 years from Adam’s/Eve’s conscious sin,  being a day with the lord is that of Man  (Ps.90v4, 2Pet.3v8). 

Isaac brought forth  two  sons  (typifying JC’s creation of  “two types of Christian”).  

The eldest twin son,  “Esau”  = The worldly Christian leaders who  had/have  no real interest in  “The Birthright of The Inheritance”  

(Sonship to Yahweh)  desiring worldly  self-indulgence  rather than  “The Promise”  and thus squander what it means within their minds by 

preferring the  “fleshly things for the stomach”  of which The World  can deliver  (Gen.25v30-34),  having the wrong master controlling their 

mind  (Matt.6v24). 

However - 

The younger twin son “Jacob” =  grabbed  (Gen.25v26)  for  “The Birthright of The Inheritance”  from which came  “The 1st Epoch 

Israel”  specifically through The Prophets giving  “The Prophecies”  that became  “The Vehicle”  (spoken about as  “The Woman”,  

Rev.12v1-2,  see my local commentaries)  to yield JC –  The Saviour  (as JC at his 1st Advent).  But this typifies the TCs  (also as “The 

Woman”, Rev.12v1-4)  who  Grasp/Grab  “The Birthright of The Inheritance”  (as  “The Prize”  in Paul’s allegoric race, 1Cor.9v22-26)  to 

become  “The New Spiritual Israel”  selected/elected  by Yahweh to become the 144000 future  “Sons of God”  (Matt.29v16, 22v14).  Where 

it is the 144000 TC’s who personally become  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  to yield JCg –  The Saviour  (as JCg at his 2nd Advent =  

“The 1st Resurrection”  of the TCs). 

Noting  (explained in more detail later) - 

Jacob  (the “grabber” for  “The Birthright of The Inheritance”)  to be renamed  “Israel” (“Persevere with Subjector/God”  either  

“positively to please”  or  “negatively to rebel”)  that becomes so appropriate to the people within  “Israel”  who can either - 

“Persevere positively with Yahweh”  as appropriate for the specific Epoch of Israel  (for all three epochs). 

“Persevere negatively with Yahweh” as appropriate for the specific Epoch of Israel  (for all three epochs). 

The reader is starting to  see/understand  how astounding is The Bible in setting a series of allegoric patterns,  being part of the  thousands  of allegories 

and prophecies recorded throughout The Ages of millennia,  for our education of what is occurring now  (hence 2Tim.3v15-17),  and will do soon at 

JCg’s 1st 2nd C that is to  herald-in  The Millennium.   It is certainly  not  to my glory that I give  “this understanding”  –  but rather it is Yahweh having 

Personally set all this in motion throughout millennia –  I only explain  “what I see”  as a mere reporter,  for  (1) our education and  (2) Yahweh’s Glory 

within our mind –  where we can likewise be  {edifying love}  Yahweh by appreciating  “His Absolute Omnipotence”  within and throughout  “The/His 

Universe”.   
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There is  nothing  like this in the  utterly worthless  “master documents of Religion”  scattered all around The World –  but solely  

“unrighteous nonsense”  as regards to  “Human Salvation”!    I invite scholars of such documents to contact this website with  hundreds of 

comparable examples  through millennia  (as I can show)  to substantiate their presupposed validity to consume our valuable time over their 

contemplation!  

After my outburst –  let us continue - 

The Bible also tells us why Yahweh desired Jacob to change his name –  being allegoric of what was to follow throughout The Ages.  

Jacob was  “permanently affected”  in his  “perseverance with God”  when he was required to change his name to “Israel”  (Gen.32v28). 

Noting this again was given at  “The Physical”,  but becomes  “The Spiritual”  for TCs when they make their  “permanent change”  from worldly to 

Yahweh’s Methodology after “Persevering with Yahweh”  by becoming The New Creature/Creation (2Cor.5v17, Gal6v15)! 

It is the  perseverance  that the 1st then,  and the 2nd now,  (then the 3rd in The Millennium)  Epoch  “Israel”  has with Yahweh. 

This  “perseverance”  for the inhabitants of  “Israel”  can go one of  two  ways for any specific Individual  (with  “The Word of God”)  as members of 

“Israel”   (within The Mind,  yielding the appropriate consequential physical works) –  either - 

1. To fulfil Yahweh’s Desire or  

2. To rebel against Yahweh’s Desire –  hence to  “blaspheme against the HS”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32).  

Where the inhabitants of  “Israel”,  are those people with  “The Word of God”  who shall be in one of these two groupings,  either - 

1. Yield the 3 Remnants  (1. Prophets,  2. TCs,  3. The Humans who ultimately reform to become righteous)  or  

2. The 2nd Death of annihilation for those of Israel,  who with  “The Word of God”,   freely choose to rebel in the 2nd part of their spiritual 

life  [having JC as “The Word of God”] –  by refusing to use  “The Safety Net”  of The Millennium. 

I challenge any “Professional Religious Leader” on this planet to refute this claim - 

       It must be clearly stated    “For The Record”  (demonstrable  over millennia) - 

No religion in The World can come anywhere close to The Bible,  thus showing that The Bible is  sourced by  “The Almighty God” –  

setting these events  “in train”  of prophetic analogy following analogy –  far beyond the organising power of us,  “impotent humans”.  

It  is  this  stupendous  knowledge  (sadly,  never  taught by our  utterly delinquent, renege, incompetent  worldly Christian leaders)  that gives me 

complete  “Real  Faith”  in The Bible’s integrity  throughout! 

To add insult to injury - 

Our  worldly Christian leaders  having access  to this  “stupendous wealth of knowledge” -  ignore it,  and worse,  most of them spin it around 

and turn it upside down on its head to make it less wonderful than perhaps the most contemptible example within collective  “Religion”! 

How bad is that! 

It is as though our  worldly Christian leaders  are consciously  trying to fulfil Satan’s desire  in  suppressing  all this  wonderful information, –  and 

sadly,  they are so  most expertly competent  at doing it  (Matt.24v23-26, 2Cor.11v13-15, etc.,) -  only because they operate with worldly methodology  

(to self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt –  Matt.23v13, etc.).  Their output totally condemns them (Rom.1v31-32).  This is occurring in direct contrast to 

be operating with Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  thereby yielding pure fruitage  (Matt.7v16-20)  to become the next 

generation of TCs,  enabling Yahweh to achieve  “His Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000  ever-sooner!   Amen.    

Please see all my local cited commentaries. 

These examples given in this commentary are an  infinitesimal  number  of  all the collective  analogies/allegories  in  time/places/persons/events  

contained within The Bible  (please see my  “Concordance of Topics”  to show them all)  that make  all  (other)  religious  “master documents”  just pale 

into complete insignificance –  being  “mere noise”  created by Satan trying to  drown-out  “The Absolute Truth”  that might lead to  our personal 

salvation,  and to  his nemesis  (Rev.20v1-3, 10)! 

I realise for the vast majority of people,  this writing will appear to be  “shocking to our senses” -  but that is only because we have grown-up  

within  “worldly methodology”,  and all of its norms operating around us –  so that we cannot look out through the darkened window  

(1Cor.13v12)  and mentally understand  “The Vista of The Millennium”,  being how Yahweh really Desires us to achieve that goal. 

The content on this website  should  be taught by our “Christian Leaders”  -  if  they truly desired to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (but they do not)! 

This is exactly what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  and  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  murdered him for it  (John.19v12)! 

Heb.  11v12 og Therefore/Consequently  also  off/away/separated/from  (of the) one/singularly   

Heb.  11v12 og (they were) {process of procreation/generated/beget},   

Heb.  11v12 og also  these (persons [children])   (of the [one] having) died/subdued/mortified,   

Heb.  11v12 og just/as/that/how/when  the  stars  of the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky   

Heb.  11v12 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {large number}/throng/populace/bundle/company/multitude,   

Heb.  11v12 og also  {as if}/{as (it had been, it were)}/{like (as)}  (the) {heaped beached sand}   

Heb.  11v12 og the  near/beside/with/against/alongside  the  {place of pouring}/lip/shore  of the  sea 

Heb.  11v12 og the  unnumbered/{without number}/innumerable. 

Heb.  11v12 = Consequently  also  off/from  of the  singular/one  (Abraham)   they were  procreated/generated/beget,      (the heirs ... … ) 

also  these  children  (future heirs)   of the  one  (womb)  having  died/subdued/mortified,     (being from Sarah … … ) 

just/as  in the  {large number}/multitude  of stars  of the  heaven/sky,     (being what was visible then,  representing The Prophets and TCs) 

also  {as if}/{like as}  the  {without number}/innumerable  the  {heaped beach sand}  beside/alongside  the shore  of the  sea. 

 

Consequently  also  off/from  of the  singular/one   (Abraham,  metaphorically  “Yahweh”)  

they   (Isaac  metaphorically  JC  to head-up  [The Family] “Israel”  of its  two  Epochs within The World under Satan's ruling methodology) 

also these children   (“The Future Heirs” = “The Spiritual Side”  of Israel,  elected from out of  “The Fleshly Israel”   [of both Epochs]) 

of the one (womb)  having died   (an impossible natural conception for Isaac  [in the same manner as it was Mary's virgin womb for JC]) 
just/as  the large number of stars   (allegoric  “All entities giving knowledge  [of various  illumination/quality]”)    

of the sky   (allegoric   “The local authority over The World”) 
                 (These “Early Adopters”  having The Authority over The Resurrected World to teach  “Righteousness” … … ) 

also as if without number heaped beached sand   (allegoric   The reformed people as have come out of sea [Mankind/World])    
alongside the shore of the sea   (allegoric  The World). 

                 (As both the  [1] “Early Adopters”  to teach the then  [2] “Late Adopters”  having themselves come out of  “The Resurrected World”) 
 

So Paul tells us -  

From Abraham (Yahweh)  was procreated  (to yield  Isaac/[JC])  through a  dead/subdued  womb,  all these children  (Prophets/[TCs] being 

The Early Adopters)  as large in quantity to be similar to the number of stars in  heaven/sky  (as viewed from Earth with naked eye),  also 

innumerable like the sand on the sea shore. 

Note   By prophetic allegory  “sea” always  means  “Restless Mankind”  tossed about by  “The Spirit of The Air”  Eph.2v2,  being “worldly 

methodology” 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19,  causing the confrontation witnessed within the  “turbulent  sea/Mankind”). 

Consequently,  by using “The Sea”  then Paul is by extension to then include both  “The Early and then Late Adopters”  as both groups who 

come out of the present  “Sea of Mankind”  in their  “respective epochs of Israel”. 

Because of what Paul is teaching us in his epistle to the Hebrews  -  we automatically translate this up by one level and read - 
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From Yahweh was procreated  (to yield JC)  through a virgin womb all these TCs as large in quantity as of the stars in  heaven/sky  (as 

viewed from Earth with a naked eye),  also innumerable like the sand on the sea shore  (actually to be 144000 –  but it is what they are to 

yield –  see next  verse). 

Therefore - 

By extension to  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (“The Resurrected World”)  then we will have billions of people as  adjusted/reformed  children of 

JCg and his metaphoric wife  (the 144000 TCs –  see above). 

Please note   Many other bibles interject the wrong words  (of various combinations)  for “Abraham”, “Isaac” and “womb”  where the translators have 

not  “got inside Paul’s head”  to understand what he was trying to covey by allegory –  being the whole point of the exegesis throughout Hebrews. 

The interjections I put within the verse  are accurate to Paul’s  “precise thought processes”  as he originally scribed for our benefit.   

However You,  the reader,  now have  “The Complete”  Original Greek  so you are presently placed into the educated position to judge upon  “The Full 

Evidence”  yourself –  without worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  becoming obstructive  (Matt.23v13, etc.,)  by  messing-up  and 

clouding our minds with  unrighteous worldly sourced nonsense with regard to  “The Salvation of Mankind”!      “They just do  not  get it!” 

“They are paid by The World to give to The World what The World wants to hear.” 

A most accurate description for  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  precisely as JC thought of them – as most of his  parables/illustrations  teach us! 

 

130th Comment – Speaking of “The Ancient Worthies of Israel”,  Paul then states these people died and have not yet 

received “The Promise of The Inheritance” of “Israel”  (actually The 3rd Epoch Israel),  but only seen afar  (mind’s vista). 

246th Reasoning – Therefore these Ancient Worthies of Israel were persuaded and embraced  “The Vista”  of their mind’s 

eye to be covenanted  (bilateral agreement)  with Yahweh about  “The Future Promise”.  They looked to  “The Future”  

(“The New World Order” under JCg’s rule, Rev.19v16)  because they were still  aliens/foreigners  in this present world. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity   (a most important equation,  sadly it is  

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

Allegory – repeat - Canaan prior to The Israelites = The World prior to The Millennium under the 2 (+1) Epochs of Israel 

Allegory – repeat - Physical Nomad = Spiritual Nomad by having no  self-indulgent  ties with this World and certainly no 

political ties – thus rendering the TCs to be  utterly neutral in all worldly (political) matters  and mentally blemished free! 

139th Instruction – The people who through ideological reasons  (to imitate JC)  do not settle in this present World  (by 

operating within its methodology)  because they  crave/{search for}  “A New World”  to be their future  homeland/{father 

land}  where “The Methodology of The Kingdom of God”  operates within their own mind –  so they might become  

suitable administrators  of this new system when they are  “awakened/roused/resuscitated”  (resurrected).   

Yahweh is  specifically searching  for these demonstrably  “Responsible  (with “The Knowledge”)  Individuals”. 

247th Reasoning – Because these people have  “The Kingdom of God”  genuinely operating within themselves 

(Luke.17v21)  by having JCg’s presence/parousia  operating within them as  “The Word of God”  (growing in stature  by 

personally working at it)  then they become as shining beacons to be precisely imitating  “The Ministry/Lifestyle”  as 

demonstrated by JC as  “1st Century Christianity”,  and equally by his apostles  (during the 1st part of their lives). 

131st Comment – Who do YOU witness as being like JC?  The lowly TC or the “high profile charlatan Christian leader”? 

Whose  mindset does the “lowly TC” have?  And whose  mindset does the “high profile charlatan Christian leader” have? 

And  why  do they take their respective positions within The World?   Who is sojourning and  who is part of The World? 

132nd Comment – And if these  “Ancient Worthies”  chose to  return/remember  what their previous existence was like –  

then suppose they might have returned to it.   The point being,  “They did not want to return to The Old Ways”! 

248th Reasoning – Thus by knowing what is in  “The Future”  being the realisation of  “The Promise of The Inheritance”  

of a  “New World Order”  then would they really desire to return to the old methodology?  –   Clearly the answer would 

be:   They are sincerely searching for  “The Realisation of The Better/Nobler Covenant”,  likewise so are  “The TCs of 

The Gospel Age”  be searching out  “The New World Order”  and  not  return to The World –  as Paul keeps warning us  

not  to do!   “Keep firmly on The Road”  of precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that perfects The Mind. 

61st Warning – By inferred warning,  what about  charlatan Christian leaders knowing of  “The New World Order”  but 

shrink back from it?   They exercise the present worldly methodology for a person to  worldly gain  on the back of God’s 

Word and thus have cast aside JC’s  ONCE  only gift  by behaving like Judas Iscariot  John.12v6, etc.! 

62nd Warning – Beware of those people having thrown away access to God’s Kingdom in their methodology,  and then 

also shut off the access to their devotees (Matt.23v13).  These are deemed false Christs and  will misled millions. 

They only pamper “self-indulgence”  and  not  a contrite/repentant  heart to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle! 

Heb.  11v13 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Heb.  11v13 og (they) died/deceased/expired  this/that/these (specifically)   (the) all (persons),   

Heb.  11v13 og not  (the having) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received   

Heb.  11v13 og the  announcements/pledges/{divine assurances}/promises,  

Heb.  11v13 og but  {from far}/{at a distance}/distantly/{afar of}  them   

Heb.  11v13 og (the having) known/understood/{been aware}/seen/perceived,   

Heb.  11v13 og also  (the being) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured,   

Heb.  11v13 og also  (the having) {enfolded in the arms}/embraced/saluted/greeted [middle voice],   

Heb.  11v13 og also  (the having) assented/confessed/acknowledged/promised/agreed/{spoken in confidence}/engaged   

Heb.  11v13 og because  (the) foreigners/hosts/entertainers/guests/strangers   

Heb.  11v13 og also  (the) {aliens alongside}/{resident foreigners}/pilgrims/strangers  {they are/be}   

Heb.  11v13 og over/upon/concerning  of the  Earth/land/province/country/region. 

Heb.  11v13 = All  these specific  people  died/expired     (being subject to Adam's original sin)   

         (it was most  “unrighteous”  for these  “righteous people”  to die ... …  [see conclusion to this chapter at v38-40]) 

according to  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},     (while they fulfilled Yahweh's Desire in their mind delivering deeds ... …) 

not  having  {got hold of}/{taken up}/received  the  pledges/{divine assurances}/promises,     (and did not receive The Inheritance ... …) 

but  having  known/{been aware}/perceived  them  (the promises)  {from far}/{at a distance},     (having the interaction with Yahweh) 
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also  the being  pacified/persuaded/assured,   

also  the having  embraced/greeted,   

also  the having  covenanted/acknowledged/agreed   

because  they  (the heirs)  are  {aliens alongside}/{resident foreigners}      (driven by a mind operating to Yahweh's Methodology … … ) 

upon/concerning  of the  Earth/land/country.       (having wholly rejected worldly methodology out of their mind) 

 

All these specific people   (of The Promise  [Abraham,  then Isaac,  then Jacob/Israel]  representing  “The Early Adopters”)   

died   (under Adam's Death sentence,  even though these  reformed  people had  “not righteously”  died when  actively trying  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 

(while operating)  according to the (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  appropriate to their  time/place  to  please  Yahweh)   

not having got hold of the promises   (“The Things”  suitable to  “The Early Adopters”  for personally fulfilling Yahweh's Desire)  

but having known them  (the promises due)  from afar   (something that would only occur in the 2nd part of their physical life  [in the flesh]) 

also being  persuaded/assured   (with their conviction based upon personally  “assayed accurate knowledge”) 
also having embraced   (they personally  wholly imbued this proven/tested knowledge  and  operated upon it with fidelity) 

also having  covenanted/agreed   (once having  “the real faith”  from the above actions,  we then  agreed to our responsibility  of  “The Promise”) 

because they (The Early Adopters)  are aliens alongside   (because these people have  no roots in the present world –  but only in The Future) 

concerning of the  Earth/country   (“The Early Adopters”  do  not  follow  “The Norms”  of the various worldly  [religious]  groupings). 

 

Paul stating of this certainty  “The Ancient Worthies”  showed  (examples given below from The Tanakh of which Paul had studied) - 

Abraham bought land at Hebron in what is now  “Israel”  to bury his wife,  and for himself to be laid there when he died  (Gen.23v17-20). 

Isaac’s blessing of Jacob to father a congregation of peoples and reside in the land  (where they were currently alien)  (Gen.28v1-4). 

Jacob is promised the land at Gen.28v13-15 by Yahweh. 

Jacob’s (= Israel’s)  blessing of his 12 sons –  where principally he gives a most wonderfully prophetic blessing to Judah  (Gen.49v8-12)  

speaking of JC who was to come some 1800 years later through his lineage (reemphasised by Jeramiah at Jer.31v31-33). 

Then we also have Job who stated that   In his flesh he will see his redeemer (Job.19v25-27). 

We realise  “The Ancient Worthies”  knew what was coming,  and the first layer was to occur with  “The 1st Epoch Israel”.   

But the link to  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  was unknown to them –  being through Judah –  as  “The Prophecy”  given to Judah by  Jacob/Israel  on his 

death bed,  that we with hindsight can decipher.  

If  the present-day  worldly Christian leaders were doing their  “job”  properly,  then  the reader would  already  be aware of the some 100’s of 

prophecies throughout The Tanakh  (The Old Testament)  that refer in some manner to JC’s 1st Advent to become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  and thus 

bring in  “The New Covenant”  through  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”. 

The  physical  customs/names/places/items  given in  The Old Testament period  precisely mirror  in a  spiritual  fashion what is required to occur in 

“The Gospel Period”  now.  Thus,  the TCs who  show their true desire  for The Millennium through working as JC commanded in the Bible –  just as 

the apostles tell us in so many places within the epistles.  The TCs’  “belief”  is  not  an empty boast for The Millennium,  but a  full hard-on,  life-long  

commitment  just as  “The Ancient Worthies”  demonstrated their  “Real Faith”  in the examples Paul uses within this chapter.   

This was true for those individual people  “elected/selected”  from out of  “The Jewish Nation”  in  The Old Testament  (to become  “The 1st Remnant 

that returns to The Lord”),  just as it is true now for the TCs to be  “elected/selected”  from out of the  “Christian Nation”  (to become  “The 2nd 

Remnant that returns to The Lord”,  Isa.10v20-22). 

Interestingly,  in 61 CE or thereabouts when this epistle was written,  Paul states   

All these specific people  (Ancient Worthies of Israel)  did  not  receive  “The Promise”  and only discerned it a distance. 

Noting similarly what Peter understood at 1Pet.1v10. 

So what? 

Paul is telling us at the time of writing  “The Ancient Worthies”  had died and  not  physically received  “The Promise”. 

Yes, –  so what? 

If  they have died,  and have not yet received  “The Promise of The Inheritance”,  then  surely that means they have not regained consciousness to 

receive  “The Promise of The Inheritance (of Israel)”,  because Paul has not mentioned of their resurrection  (noting specifically his warning to 

Timothy, 2Tim.2v18) –  here,  or in any epistle –  nor any other Apostle’s epistle! 

So what does that tell us about the things our  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders preach to their congregations? 

Inasmuch they preach to us   (1) When we die,  we go to heaven, and  (2) can talk to the dead and yet conscious saints to interceded for us! 

Two  absolute lies  of which there is not a single contextual scripture  anywhere  in The Bible that teaches those two lies,  accept many of which I could 

use that directly refute what they preach to us! 

Quite simply  -  They errantly preach what is  not  in The Bible  (Rev.22v18-19)  being  unrighteous inventions and myths!  
If  any  Bible Scholar wishes to contend, –  he/she  should beware,  I have spent more than 50,000+ hours of personal study  of only The Bible  (unlike 

religious scholars of Christianity who seem to spend a similar time period on studying anything [from Man]  but  not  The Bible [from Yahweh])! 

So who represents who? 

Heb.  11v14 og the (persons)   For  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones/things}  (the) stating/exclaiming   

Heb.  11v14 og (they) {exhibited (in person)}/{disclosed (by words)}/appeared/declared/ 

/{(plainly) informed}/{(being) manifest}   

Heb.  11v14 og because  (the) {father-land}/{native town}/{heavenly home}/{ancestral/own country}   

Heb.  11v14 og (they) search/inquire/seek/demand/crave. 

Heb.  11v14 = For  the people  stating/exclaiming  {truly this}/{such things}     (driven by agapao to fulfil Yahweh's Desire ... … ) 

they  exhibited/disclosed/declared  because/that     (evidential to The World they are different ... … ) 

they  search/inquire/seek/crave    (looking for something different to worldly methodology ... … ) 
the  {father-land}/{native town}/{own country}.     (The Millennium that shall operate according to their and Yahweh's Methodology) 

 

For the people exclaiming such things   (within their deportment  to The World -  showing their true driver by their statement of deeds) 

                (Abraham, Isaac, Jacob searching for  “The Future Promised Land”  of  “The Inheritance”,  allegoric to Prophets and then TCs) 
they  exhibited/declared   (these  “Early Adopters”  are truly fulfilling what Yahweh Desires to occur within The Environment)  

because they are  searching/inquiring   (looking to be personally fulfilling The Promise,  by their individual actions  [noting Heb.11v3]) 
the fatherland   (“The Land” that operates according to Yahweh's Methodology,  headed-up by “The Early Adopters” of God's  Word/Requirements) 

 

Paul is making the analogy between  “These Ancient Worthies”  who looked forward to  “The Promise”  being fulfilled in the future,  and that of the TCs 

who have  “The Solution”  given to them through JC  (as  “The Word of God”  correctly inculcated)  yielding  “The Route”  (John.14v5-15)  to  

“guaranteed  salvation”  of becoming  “The Heirs”  and thus,  attaining  “The Inheritance of The Nations of The World”  in The Millennium. 

Both groupings  (Prophets/TCs)  have the  one/same  mindset that is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire appropriate for them and of The Age. 

These Ancient Worthies,  Prophets of Old,  and the TC now,  are seeking  “The New Country”  having the attributes  of  “The  New Spiritual Israel”. 

Notice that Paul uses the term  “searching/enquiring/craving”  that is precisely the same term JC uses in his parables when describing the activity of 

those people  “searching/enquiring/craving”  what is lost  (= not presently available) –  being  “The Kingdom of God”  operating here upon this Earth,  
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that presently only operates within those individuals  (Luke.17v21)  who are to be  chosen/elected  by Yahweh for greater responsibility in the 2nd part of 

their physical life. 

Several inquiring comments and questions upon which the mind might reason - 

“The Early Adopters”,  for ideological reasons  (to imitate JC)  do not settle in the present world  (by operating within its methodology)  because they  

crave/{search for}  “The New World”  to be their future  homeland/fatherland  where  “The Methodology of The Kingdom of God”  operates within their 

own mind –  so they might become  suitable administrators  of this new system when they are  “awakened/roused/resuscitated”  (resurrected into the 2nd 

part of their physical life). 

Because these people have  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within themselves  (Luke.17v21)  by having JCg’s presence/parousia  operating within 

them as  The Lord/Master  controlling them  by  “The Word of God”  (growing in stature, Rev.19v13)  then they become as shining beacons to be 

precisely imitating  “The Ministry/Lifestyle”  as demonstrated by JC and his apostles. 

Who  do YOU witness as being like JC?   The lowly TC in  two-way  teaching,  or the high profile  charlatan Christian leader “overlord”? 

Whose  mindset does the  “lowly TC”  have?   And  whose  mindset does the  “high profile  charlatan Christian leader”  have? 

Moreover,  why  do they  take  their respective positions within The World?   Who  is sojourning,  and  who  is part of The World? 

Remember –  I am  not  making the final judgement,  but it is wise to temporally place ourselves in the position of Yahweh and carefully reason  how  He 

might make  “The Judgement”  on our future,  based upon what JC  “did”,   and more importantly  “did not do”  (Matt.3v17, 17v5)! 

However,  to understand  how  Yahweh would make the decision –  then it is  not  based upon  “The World’s Methodology”  as it presently stands –  but 

upon a set of rules for The Mind,  based upon  “The Methodology of  The New (Eternal) World Order”  -  sourced by Yahweh.   

Moreover,  to understand that future prospect –  then we must  precisely understand  “The Word of God”,  and then  faithfully do it! 

Furthermore,  before that can occur,  then we  must  read a  good  translation of The Bible so we  accurately  know  “The Word of God”  

(avoid the NIV like the plague –  it is an  appalling translation –  infused throughout with  worldly erroneous interpretation). 

It must be clearly understood  “The Word of God”  is  not  the  snippets/soundbites  given out by  worldly  (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders 

carefully crafted to illustrate  what they “want us to believe”   but rather it also comprises of those  huge  sections they do  not  tell us  (Rev.22v19)! 

Heb.  11v15 og Also  if  truly/indeed   (of the) {that one}  [The Old Country of which they left before being sojourners] 

Heb.  11v15 og (they kept) {exercising the memory}/{recollecting deeds}/{making mention}/{being mindful} [imperfect] 

Heb.  11v15 og off/away/separated/from  {of whom/which}   

Heb.  11v15 og (they) issued/{came forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded;   

Heb.  11v15 og (they may/should) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  wish/suppose  (the) time/season/occasion   

Heb.  11v15 og (to) {repeatedly bend}/{turning back}/return? 

Heb.  11v15 = Also  if  truly/indeed  of that one   (future country [Canaan]  = The Millennium) 

they kept  {exercising their mind}/{recollecting deeds}  off/from  {of which}   (worldly country)   they  issued/{came forth}/departed;   

wish/suppose  they  may/should  take/possess/obtain  the  time/occasion  to  {turn back}/return? 

 

Also if they   (Abraham, Isaac, Jacob representative of “The Early Adopters”  of  “1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel”,  namely,  “The Prophets and TCs”)   

kept exercising their mind  (thinking)  truly of that one   (“The Old Country”  of which these  “Early Adopters”  had previously vacated) 

                 (Paul is using the analogy of The Physical to represent The Spiritual   [worldly methodology vacated in favour of Yahweh’s Methodology]) 
from of which (the old land)   they (Early Adopters)  had departed   (of  “the old land”  representing  “worldly methodology”) 

(then)  suppose they might take the time (opportunity)  to return   (to the old Land representing worldly methodology)? 

                 (“The Early Adopters”  would have returned back to The World,  if  they had  not  been internally driven for Yahweh's future World) 

 

Again check your bible translations! 

We reason the TCs are seeking  a new  “country”  (Yahweh’s Family,  inasmuch being within  “That Spiritual Environment”)  rather than remain within  

“The Spiritual Environment”  of this  present world.  Consequently when they are  striving  to purify their mind to be appropriate for  “The New 

Physical World”  of Yahweh's Rest of The Millennium (Heb.4v4-6),  then they would hardly desire to mentally return to the old methodology out of which 

they had strived so hard to leave! 

Clearly these TCs would only need to recall to their mind  (in v15)  for a short while  (period)  how horrible was the old worldly system,  

before thinking how overjoyed they are in escaping from it  (Phil.1v21-24)  by operating entirely upon  “The Word of God”.   

Therefore this understanding makes perfect sense!   

Paul poses the rhetorical question at the end of the verse     

Would they really wish to take the opportunity to return to worldly methodology  (of which they worked so hard to leave)? 

Obviously not! 

Sadly a few  worldly  bible translations  distort/twist  the original Greek to make it appear that the righteous people  (aiming to be “Sons of God”)  

would want to go back to Satan’s world if they had the opportunity!   I hardly think so!  

The reader must be so careful with existing translations –  do they really make any rational sense?   

But  if  the translators and  worldly scholars have not much idea of Yahweh’s Plan,  and how it is to be fulfilled –  then they  will  give the  wrong  

interpretation, –  will they not? 

Especially as we now run into v16 in context - 
 

139th Instruction – And now  (brought to the present tense)  The Brethren (Christians)  assiduously aiming to become TCs 

are to be imitating  “The Ancient Worthies”  and their methodology. 

249th Reasoning – We are to change our methodology so we stretch out  (like  “The Ancient Worthies”)  to the  

better/nobler  Cause.   To  “The Celestial Cause”  so that  “the specific god”  is not feeling ashamed of us when he calls 

upon us to stretch out for  “The New City”  (“The New Jerusalem”)  that He has personally prepared for us. 

145th Allegory – The Ancient Worthies seeking “The New City”  =  The TCs of The Gospel Age seeking  “The New City”. 

Instruction – repeat - Abraham accepted from Yahweh the city that had its foundations put down by “the specific god”. 

Allegory – repeat - city = a community operating under a lawful framework = “The New Jerusalem” of The Millennium = 

The Organisation led by JCg,  The Temple (144000 TCs),  prophets as authorities to rule The Earth,  plus lesser entities. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - As we read - there is JC as “the specific god” of us  who was, and now is, the premier Son of God. 

Reasoning – repeat - Thus as we read - there is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of JC,  being  “The Almighty God”. 

Instruction – repeat - Thus Yahweh and JC are two Separate Entities – JC was not The Almighty God here upon the Earth 
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Reasoning – repeat - “The specific god” is JCg of  “The Resurrected World” who laid “The Foundation”  as being  “The 

Word of God”  brought down upon this Earth as  “The 2nd Covenant”  for all humans to imbue for their personal 

salvation,  if they so choose over what is to be a  “2 part life”. 

Reasoning – repeat - It is “The Specific God”  Yahweh Who has  organised all things unto perfection –  through The 

Righteous Plan  “played through”  so The Earth might be sustainably filled in  “The Culmination” –  with self-indulgence  

(to the hurt of our neighbour - by not edifying their conscious existence)  completely removed  from society. 

Heb.  11v16 og {just now}  And  (of the) vigorous/stronger/better/nobler   

Heb.  11v16 og (they) {stretched themselves}/{reached out after}/{coveted after} [middle voice]   {that is (to say)}   

Heb.  11v16 og (it) is   (of the) {outer sky/(singular heaven)}/celestial/{extra-terrestrial};   

Heb.  11v16 og therefore/consequently  no/not/none   (he is) {feeling/being shamed/ashamed/guilty/disgraced}   

Heb.  11v16 og them  the  {specific god},    (the) {specific god}   

Heb.  11v16 og (to be) entitled/{invoked decision/aid}/appealed/{called upon} [middle voice]  {of them};   

Heb.  11v16 og (he) prepared/provided/adjusted/{made ready}  for  {to them}  (the) {town large/or with walls}/city. 

Heb.  11v16 = And  {just now}   

they  personally  {stretch themselves}/{reach out after}/{covert after}  the  better/nobler,    (strain ourselves to attain a better ... … ) 

{that is to say}  it is  of the  celestial/{extra-terrestrial};    (resultant/culmination  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire ... …) 

consequently  “the specific god”  he is not  {feeling ashamed}  of them    (thus the specific God will not be ashamed of the TCs ... … ) 

to be  personally  entitled/{invoked decision}/{called upon}  their  “the specific god”,     (God is pleased to be associated with TCs … … ) 

for  He  prepared/provided/{made ready}  the  city  {to them}     (Yahweh prepares The New Jerusalem over The Millennium) 

 

And just now they   (Abraham, Isaac, Jacob/Israel  representing  “The Early Adopters”  [of  “The 2 Epochs of Israel”];  The Prophets and TCs)   

personally stretch themselves for the  better/nobler  (country)    (a country representative of their now perfected personal methodology) 
            (“The Early Adopters”  put themselves in  difficult  conditions of persecution  to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire  [see Biblical examples]) 
that is to say of the  extra-terrestrial  (country)   (The Methodology sourced by Yahweh,  to be fulfilled in  “The Local Environment”) 

consequently  “The Specific God”   ( [1] JC first as “The Intercessor”  when we are of The World   [2] Yahweh when a  proven  “Early Adopter”) 

is not feeling ashamed of them   (these  “Early Adopters”  truly exhibit  “The Character and Authority of Yahweh”  required at  “The Time”) 

to be personally  entitled/called/named  “their Specific God”   (Yahweh is pleased to be publicly associated with  “The Early Adopters”) 
for He (Yahweh)  prepared the city   (“The New Spiritual Jerusalem”  to rule over  “The Country”  [= “The Resurrected World”]) 

to them  (TCs becoming  “The Early Adopters”). 
             (Yahweh resurrects the “The Early Adopters”  to be personally  “The New Jerusalem”  over  “The Resurrected World”  of The Millennium)   

 

Now we see Paul speaks  by analogy  to show how their methodology becomes applicable for us today diligently aiming to become TCs  (to be imitating  

“The Ancient Worthies”  in their methodology). 

To understand this verse then it is essential to get inside Paul’s head and understand Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”. 

It is just as this website makes so very clear to The World in so many places –  thus I will only give a shortened explanation in the context of this verse. 

The Christians (Brethren)  having the mindset and inclination to  stretch forth  to grab  “The Prize”  for coming  first  in  “The Race”  (of the 1st part of 

our physical life 1Cor.9v24-26, provided we run according to The Rules, 2Tim.2v5 [imitating JC]).   These runners  straining  themselves to win,  will 

not look back to the old worldly system as confirmed in the previous verse –  and equally JC in his parables  (Luke.9v62),  moreover,  we  do  count the 

cost first  to ensure  we do finish first,   and  not   “fail to finish”  (Luke.14v28). 

Many humans are weak in the mind – inasmuch,  they not visionaries,  but need  “The Physical Reality”  to succeed – so this means  righteously/equably, 

Yahweh can  only  be presently  electing/selecting  out in  The Gospel Age  those specific people who  are  visionaries,  are  having “The Kingdom of 

God”  operating  within their minds  (Luke.17v21, based upon  “The Word of God”  Rev.19v13)  while The World around about is still operating under 

Satan’s Methodology  (because these people can spiritually see nothing else).  Therefore it becomes JC as  “the specific god”  of us having called us to 

become possible TCs,  and further JC as  “The Word of God”  who advocates to Yahweh of our acceptability to become possible future  “Sons of God”  

(Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26),  but it is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  is not ashamed to elect us  (Matt.20v23)  as future  “Sons of God”  and He publicly 

call us  “beloved”  (Matt.3v17, 17v5)  alongside JCg  (Matt.12v48-50,  20v23).   

Can the reader see how this all logically and righteously pans out,  precisely as The Bible tells us? 

However it is absolutely  not  the  unrighteous  “nonsense and humbug”  our  worldly Christian leaders  errantly  preach to us! 

Thus Yahweh can  only  be  electing/selecting  out those  (144000) very specific individuals who are demonstrable faithful stewards,  and who have 

perfected their mindset based upon  “The Word of God”  fully imbued within them  (as  “The Presence/Parousia”  of JCg operating within them)  for a 

future  “career”  of  responsible and trustworthy  administration,  just as we are told in Luke.19v12-19. 

We can now see how this verse pans out within the knowledge of the background given. 

Paul is teaching us how the TCs are sincerely motivated by having  “Real  Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + Assurance + fidelity)  to  stretch out,  being 

to  “overtax/stress  ourselves”  to  gain/”grab”  “The Promise of The Inheritance” (see glossary)  that is  better/nobler  than anything this  

hurtful/harmful  worldly system can deliver.  In very much as we are told by Paul,  being  “the hard work of a top athlete”   “practising at the games”  

that means,  thorough study of God's Word and to be  accurately  teaching it skilfully,  to  bring-on  the next generation of TCs. 

This does  not  mean turning up once a week to have a  “fun time”  pleasing the animalistic emotions,  or to a  “circus carnival”  given by  “The Ring 

Master”  of a  charlatan Christian leader with a begging bowl  “to hand”,  either physically or through some electronic means!   This is an abomination 

to Yahweh,  and He finds no pleasure in this!    By contrast,  Yahweh finds pleasure in the honest  hard-work  of a person striving perhaps 6 hours a day,  

3 hours either side of their 8 hour secular occupation  (for the material  fleshly/physical  things in life)  in spiritually learning  “The Word of God”  from 

an accurate source.   Then once being skilled,  to then teach The World in precisely the  one/same  manner as  “The Arduous Work” required for an 

Olympian Athlete striving for The Gold Medal as The Prize for Winning The Race  (1Cor.9v24-26)  and having run according to The Rules  (2Tim.2v5, 

which for a TC is to be imitating JC). 

This is precisely what The Bible  tells us,  it is precisely what our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  practise,  nor teach! 

So we must ask,  “How can” - 

1.  Our  worldly Christian leaders fulfil Yahweh's Desire to become future  “Sons of God”  when they  fail at every hurdle? 

2.  Their spiritually starving congregational members ever become future  “Sons of God”  when listening to what their leaders teach them? 

The answer is only too painfully obvious! 

Sadly those leaders of (1)  do not care,  they have their present fleshly return now,  and those recipients of (2)  are kept blissfully ignorant! 

However,  we who are educated upon specifically what The Bible tells us,  realise,  it is by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (by having the  

“one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is separate from this world of sin” [“HS”])  that fulfils Yahweh’s Pure Desire  (where “Yahweh’s 

Blameless Desire is made manifest within The Environment” [“HS”])  then we shall have waiting for us  “a future city built for us” –  where  ideally,  

we as the 144000 TCs become metaphorically  “The Temple”  located within its very centre  (see glossary).  

The city being built by Yahweh is  “The New (spiritual) Jerusalem”  that shall become  “Yahweh’s Organisation”  of which we are told is to come down 

upon this Earth to rule  (Rev.21v1-4  [comprising of some of the most beautiful verses in The Bible])  during The Millennium and  bring-in  righteousness 
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prior to  “The General Resurrection”  of all humans,  so these people might learn how to become  “Righteous” in the 2nd part of their physical life  

(perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  accurately taught  by  “The Early Adopters”  within this future perfected 

environment).  

Clearly the 144000 TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  will have been demonstrably completely adopted by their  agapao/{edifying loving}  Father who 

becomes  “The Specific God”  of them,  Who shall not be ashamed of them when He declares them to be the future 144000  “Sons of God”  over the 

forthcoming  “Resurrected World”. 

Likewise JCg as  “the specific god”  of us  worldly humans,  when he knocked at our door  (Rev.3v20)  while we were operating in the dross of this 

present worldly system,  supped with us and we imbued his parousia within us,  he,  JCg,  feels so proud of his virgin bride as he presents his future wife 

to his Father Yahweh for adoption  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26).  Hence Paul’s appropriate use again of  “ho theos”  in the present context.   

All this understanding  (at the time of writing 2007 CE)  is presently  unknown  to  worldly Christian scholars studying  “The Ancient Greek” 

–  hence the reason  why  this website has been written to  “scream out”  “This Knowledge”  to The World  at The Close of The Gospel Age. 

A few notes  

A TC becomes part of JCg’s Virgin Bride  only  through the following route - 

1. He/she  fully repents from  his/her  previous lifestyle  (being of its methodology)  and willingly accepts the atonement of JC’s ransom sacrifice  

once only given  -  the human now  “becomes perfected” –  whose past life has been entirely shrouded by JC’s perfection  (from Yahweh's 

Judgement). 

2. The person now enters the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (see “2 part life” in glossary)  by gaining “Accurate Knowledge” of “God’s Word”. 

3. The person  only  becomes a TC  (accepted as such by Yahweh)  if  they precisely practice what they know –  wholly based upon  accurate 

knowledge  that gives the individual  assurance  to practice with  fidelity  what they know in the 2nd part of their spiritual life. 

4. He/she  “practices with fidelity what is known”  -  which is to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to become  “The Wisdom of God”  

and thus  he/she  does not become a hypocrite  “to what is known”. 

5. Do this for the remaining part of the 1st part of our physical life  (of varying lengths as JC told us at Matt.20v1-16)  then we shall be deemed 

by Yahweh as being entirely worthy to sit alongside JCg upon our resurrection during the 2nd part of our physical life just as JC tells us  

(Matt.20v23, Mark.10v40). 

Moreover,  “this person” could be “us”  (as I allude to in [5] above)  provided we personally go through the prescribed route given above! 

Just an aside;  I might make significance of two equations given earlier - 

1. “one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}” = the “HS” 

2. “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment” = the “HS” 

Thus we can reason the following definition from the expression of  (1)  =  (2) which is - 

      “one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits that is separate from this world of sin” = “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment” 

Yes!  This is occurring now,  and shall occur to  “make all things New”  in the most righteous manner –  as precisely explained on this website. 

I leave the reader with a commentary I wrote some seven years earlier on this verse - 

How does Yahweh,  through  “JCg's 1st Advent”,  build this new city? 

We are told,  the  “stones” (see glossary)  comprise of  “The Early Adopters”,  namely the TCs of The Gospel Age.   

We are told,  the temple  (within The City)  is built from these stones  (1Pet.2v5). 

So the only solution for Yahweh to have enough stones to build the prophesied future  (spiritual)  temple  (priests comprising of TC)  that is to teach 

“Righteousness”  in The Millennium  -  is through producing  more  stones (TCs)  during The Gospel Age until Yahweh achieves His  “Prophesied 

Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 (Rev.14v1-4)  stones,  by becoming mini-temples ourselves in the ministry work  (1Cor.3v16,  hence becoming  “The 

Profit”  produced at Luke.19v16-17).  Please read all my commentaries at the given citations. 

We are also told,  JC said he had to go to the heavens  so the HS could come down to Earth to enter the Apostles = TCs  (John.16v7-8). 

Put all this together and what do we have? 

JCg goes to the heavens  because he as the  “heart-knower”  (of the individuals of his creation)  has already dispensed his  presence/parousia  into The 

World specifically as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  faithfully replicated by his faithful servants –  the 144000 TCs  (who supped with JC Rev.3v20 

during The Gospel Age of some 2000 years).   

They become the physical extension of JCg’s controlling mind (as God’s Word)  that controls the  hearkening  physical body  (1Cor.12v12-22  [the 

144000 TCs]),  else its members are stripped away  ([worldly/charlatan Christian leaders] John.15v1-6, Rom.11v15-25, etc.).   Yahweh works through 

these very specific individuals  (144000 TCs)  having thoroughly  imbued/inculcated  God's Word and operate with fidelity upon it to precisely imitate 

JC's ministry/lifestyle  for absolutely  no  worldly return,  shall gain Yahweh's HS by definition  (John.14v20, 17v21-26).  Yahweh works through them,  

because  they have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire 

manifest within The Environment –  which is to righteously bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over its members'  “2 part life”. 

It is utterly crucial to understand this next part – because it unlocks everything regarding the HS. 

When JC had physically left the Apostles  (their spokesperson and prop  had physically gone),  the apostles must now  grow-up exceedingly quickly! 

It was incumbent for them to  personally work though  (to carefully reason upon)  what  “The Word of God”  really means to  them/us  as individuals,  

and what it means to The World,  and how  them/we  involve ourselves within The World.  This becomes the  rigorous  assay/proving/testing  upon what 

we accurately know –  then we operate with fidelity upon this  “reasoned knowledge”   to gain  “The Real Faith” –   that is why,  after the apostles had 

gone through this process within their mind,  then  they gained the HS.  I explain this in much greater depth within my commentaries to Acts chapter 1. 

But for what?    

To create more TCs  through  accurately  publicising/teaching  of God’s Word so the recipients might accurately fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  hence Paul's  

constant exhortation  throughout his epistles (1Cor.3v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, 1Thes.1v6, etc.). 

In this way JC,  as  “The Word of God”  (being his  presence/parousia  within his fleshly body of the 144000 TCs)  is creating more stones to build this 

new spiritual Temple within this “new spiritual city”  (The Controlling Jerusalem).  It is by doing this,  then JCg has started  the  “building of Yahweh's 

New City”  presenting  “The Stones”  for Yahweh's evaluation in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  and is thus  “preparing a place for us”  who 

are truly fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  through the HS  (as explained earlier)  to the mature working TCs to  “prepare future TCs”  a place for them! 

Understanding how all this operates to fulfil Yahweh's Desire for  “The New Kingdom of The Millennium”  clearly shows us,  the evil  (wicked/harmful)  

operations of  charlatan Christian leaders spinning God’s Word to  give The Pretence of HS operating  within their environment in the midst of their 

duped audiences in a frenzy of self-indulgent hype  (that does  nothing  to  bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over a 2 part life).   I can give the 

reader my full assurance that knowing and understanding how The Lord operates today means He would  not  be endorsing these “circus performances”  

(feigned miracles running on  adrenalin/dopamine) –  where the mindset is intoxicated  (and thus not sane – Titus.2v2-8) –  promoted by indulgent 

leaders with the worldly  “begging bowl”  for  money/fame/prestige/etc.!   These people are absolutely  not  suitable candidates for this new city to rule  

“The Resurrected World”!   Furthermore,  if Yahweh deems them to be  charlatan Christian leaders  (maybe in their “millions” over the some 2000 year 

Gospel Age),  then they shall  never  be resurrected,  because they have  not  “The Vista of The Millennium”  operating in their minds (2Tim.3v5, 

Titus.1v16)  and wholly cast aside what JC should mean within their minds  (being that of complete humble reform)! 

Moreover,  those Christian leaders remaining quiet on that appalling farce are to be equally condemned as being complicit to these fraudulent 

operations!   But I simply muse that  “when in glass houses – do not cast the first stone”  that shows the strength of their (non-existent)  faith! 

Where are  “The Auditors”  to this fraud operating at an  industrial/global  level throughout  all  “Religion”? 

What makes “Worldly Christianity”  “The Great Harlot”  of Rev.17v1, 19v2,  is that it has  “All the Information”  and yet its leaders defecate upon it! 
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133rd Comment – Abraham,  having been assigned by Yahweh,  was then  tested/assayed  when Yahweh asked Abraham to 

“offer his seed/offspring unto Him” (Yahweh)  in the sacrifice of “Isaac”.  This was the only son Abraham had with 

Sarah,  through whom  “The Promise”  (regarding “The Obtaining of The Inheritance”)  was to be fulfilled. 

250th Reasoning – Abraham demonstrated  “Real Faith”  in Yahweh  “To Provide in The Future” –  of which Yahweh 

subsequently did to reinforce the mutual bond He had with Abraham. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

Allegory – repeat - “Abraham” = “The Loving Father” =  The metaphoric representation of  “Almighty God”,  Yahweh. 

Allegory – repeat - Isaac (Firstborn son of Sarah and Abraham)  =  JC (Firstborn son of Mary and Yahweh). 

146th Allegory – Abraham’s offering of Isaac = Yahweh’s offering of JC to The World  for  “The Sons of Abraham”. 

147th Allegory – “only Born” = Being  “For The Role”.  Isaac to start The Jews,  JC to start The Christians. 

251st Reasoning – Never recognised nor understood by  worldly Christian leaders – JC  offered himself  to make possible 

The 3 Remnants of Israel who in The Culmination become Sons of Abraham/(Yahweh).  But to this end JC has righteously 

opened the gate for  all  people to have it made known over their 2 part life so they might make an  educated  decision. 

148th Allegory – Abraham’s physical assay = the TC’s physical assay they experience within The World today  by sacrifice 

Allegory – repeat - The heirs = role as The Kings/Priests  (being the 144000 future “Sons of God”  as  “The Early 

Adopters”)  ruling over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium to teach  “Righteousness”  before the final assay of 

Mankind (Rev.20v7-12),  out of which shall yield  “The Late Adopters” during those 1000 years. 

Allegory – repeat - The Promises = Originally given to Abraham,  partially fulfilled through  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (to 

yield The Prophets and thus JC's 1st Advent),  further fulfilled through  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (to yield the 144000 TCs 

and thus JCg's 2nd Advent),  and finally  completed/perfected  in The Millennium when  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (“The 

Resurrected World")  is taught  “Righteousness”,  so the three  “Remnants of Israel will have returned to The Lord”. 

Inasmuch no entity in The Universe can call “Foul”  upon this most righteous scheme! 

Allegory – repeat - Seed of Abraham = The future Sons of God = The 144000 TCs to become  “The Bride of Christ”. 

TCs are supervisors united as companions with attendants (the Brethren).  This is our initial goal of The Gospel Age. 

134th Comment – Abraham reasoned  “Yahweh”  (“I make become  who/what  I choose to become”)  could resurrect 

Isaac from  “The  {Dead People}/Corpses”  to make  “The Promise of The Inheritance”  a reality. 

252nd Reasoning – Thus likewise,  Isaac too must have understood this,  else he would have run away!    

Also JC realised this on the night of his arrest and subsequent murder –  where  both  individuals  volunteered  themselves 

for “The Sacrifice”.  This is why JC said to Judas “Do what you have to do” – this starts the count of three  days/nights! 

Likewise TCs must  volunteer  in sacrifice their life away from the present World by offering their life away from the 

present World  (which itself offers transient “self-indulgence”),  but offering to imitate JC gives eternal life –  as we read. 

149th Allegory – “Isaac”  allowing his sacrifice knowing Yahweh would resurrect for “The Promise of The Inheritance”  

=  “JC”  allowing his sacrifice knowing Yahweh would resurrect him for  “The Promise of The Inheritance”. 

Heb.  11v17 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Heb.  11v17 og (he [Abraham]) {borne toward}/{led to}/{gave (to God)}/treated/{dealt with}/{offered (unto/up)}/ 

/{presented unto}/{put to}   

Heb.  11v17 og (the) Abraham  the  Isaac  (the being) tested/endeavoured/scrutinised/assayed/examined/proved/tempted,   

Heb.  11v17 og also  the  {only (become to be) born}/sole/{only (begotten/child)}   

Heb.  11v17 og (he [Abraham] was) {bearing toward}/{leading to}/{giving (to God)}/{dealing with}/ 

/{offering (unto/up)}/{presenting unto} 

Heb.  11v17 og the (person)    [upon whom]    the  announcements/pledges/{divine assurances}/promises   

Heb.  11v17 og (the having been) {repeated receiving}/{entertained (as a guest receiving)}/received [middle voice], 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.22v1-13. 

Heb.  11v17 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Abraham  the being  tested/scrutinised/assayed/examined,  he  {offered toward}/{presented unto}   (Yahweh)   the  (his son)   Isaac,   

also  he  (Abraham)   {offering toward}/{presenting unto}  the  {only born}/sole  (child, Isaac)     (representative of JC – of 2nd Covenant) 

having  personally  received/entertained  the  pledges/{divine assurances}/promises. 

         (to be heir [JC],  through whom more heirs [TCs] would come during The Gospel Age.) 

 

In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

Abraham being  tested/assayed   (Yahweh is using Abraham as an example,  to  how we should behave  in our  “own right and circumstances”) 

offered toward  (Yahweh)  the son   (Yahweh requested the son,  Isaac,  to be a sacrificial offering –  Abraham giving his  Most Precious Thing. 
also  (Abraham)  offered toward  (Yahweh)  the only born   (son,  Isaac,  being the supposed seed for a future nation  [as was JC,  following]) 

                (At this time of  “The Offering”,  Isaac would be in his mid-twenties and Abraham in his mid-hundred and twenties!) 
having personally received the promises   (Isaac was supposed to be  “The Line”  to yield  “The Inheritance”  [as  was/{is}  JC{g}]). 

 

Paul goes on to state,  it was because Abraham had  (1) The Promise  and  (2) The Real Faith –  combined together meant,  Abraham trusted upon 

Yahweh  “knowing best”  and  would provide  “The Solution”  appropriately, –  of which Yahweh did at the  “crunch time”! 

Abraham did not lean upon his own understanding  (Prov.3v5-8)  but faithfully fulfilled what Yahweh asked of him, –  which is  precisely how  TCs of The 

Gospel Age are to be assayed when it becomes  “Their Crunch-Time”!   

Quite simply    

Are they driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  to deliver  agape/{charity love}  (freely/simply =  without  strings attached)  to their neighbour so 

they too might know  why/how  to  personally  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire themselves.  Only TCs can personally achieve  “This Golden/Kingly 

Standard”  and thereby  personally solving  “The Mystery of God”.   

The Solution is  no “mystery”,  but really,  it is so very simply stated   

“Precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle”  now. 
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Thus as we read in the quoted text,  Yahweh  “knew best”  and provided  “The Solution”  appropriately in the form of  “The Male Lamb” –  that was 

allegoric to JC becoming  “The Perfected Male Passover Lamb”  (Ex.12v5, Rev.5v12, 22v1,3) –  supplied by Yahweh in  both  instances. 

“The Promise”  becomes plural because of all the  sub-conditions  within  “The Promise of Sonship”  being  “The Means”  of attaining  “The 

Inheritance”. 

Sadly our  worldly Christian  theologians/scholars  completely muddle up what the term  “Inheritance”  means,  and thus leave a wake of total confusion 

in their path  (please read  “Inheritance”  in glossary and the rest of this website to understand what really  is  occurring in The Environment today)! 

Thus extending what this verse means    

Was Abraham prepared to  “offer his  seed  unto Yahweh”  that by allegory means,  through his  “physical loins”  came The Prophets and 

The TCs  (“1st and 2nd Remnants of the 2 Epochs of Israel”)  who offer themselves to The Lord in their  own personal sacrifice  being of his  

“spiritual loins”  (of their lives dedicated to the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire). 

Then likewise,  their seed  (being their children)  of The Millennium  (“The Resurrected World”  entering the 2nd part of their life)  are the 

successful members of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  who return to The Lord as  “The 3rd Remnant”  (Isa.10v20-22)  by sacrificing themselves 

away from the 1st part of their spiritual life  (of worldly methodology). 

All this as we are told –  were  “The Promises”  made through that one son  (Isaac)  of Abraham  (that by allegory also represents JC). 

Can the reader understand this?   –   It is utterly crucial exegesis of prophetic allegories!   

This is what Paul is endeavouring to tell us in this specific epistle. 

Incidentally Isaac was in his early to mid-20's when this incident occurred.   

Interestingly he considered Yahweh in the same manner as did his father Abraham, –  most people of that age would think their father of about 124 years 

in age had gone  “stark raving mad”  to be tying him up and about to kill him –  they would have run a mile -  long before that stage!    

Thus they  both  had assurance  (hence, the same metaphoric spiritual DNA)  in Yahweh to provide  -  “The Solution”! 

It should be noted this is the  only  account in Genesis where a  “journey time”  is given,  in this instance 3 days to see mount Moriah,  and a further 

partial day to reach it,  to be about 3.5 days in total where  Abraham/Yahweh  walked with  Isaac/JC  before  “The Sacrifice”. 

So what you might ask? 

This yet another prophetic allegory of what was to occur during JC's 3.5 year ministry before his ransom sacrifice for us.   

There are  thousands upon thousands  of  prophesies/allegories  throughout The Bible time of millennia showing Yahweh's Omnipotence to bring about  

“Mankind's Salvation”  in  “Yahweh's Righteous Time”.   There is nothing that can compare with this in  “Religion's master documents”! 

And yet,  – our  wholly delinquent leaders  of Christendom  sit on all of this  (Matt.5v15, Mark.4v21, Luke.11v33, 16v19-21+)  in direct contrast to  

“screaming it out from the house-tops”  to truly magnify Yahweh’s Name in the minds of Mankind  rather than covering it up in  “The Excrement of 

Religion”  sourced by Man  (in direct contrast to what Paul taught,  Gal.1v10-12)! 

Heb.  11v18 og (the) toward/nearness/{accession to}  whom/which/that  (it was) spoken/uttered/said   

Heb.  11v18 og because  in  Isaac  (it shall be) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned   

Heb.  11v18 og {to thee}/thine/own/thou/thy  (the) seed/offspring/issue, 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.21v12. 

Heb.  11v18 = Toward whom  (Abraham)   it was spoken:- 

Because  in  Isaac  shall  your  seed/offspring/issue  be  called/summoned/named/assigned, 

 

Toward whom (Abraham)  it was spoken  (by Yahweh):- 

  Because in Isaac shall your  seed/offspring  be  called/assigned   (by Yahweh for the future  “Responsibility”  to rule in The Millennium) 

 

“The Seed of Isaac”  was  “Jacob”  to be renamed  “Israel”  (of  “The 1st Epoch”),  who fathered  “The 12 Tribes of Israel”  within which Yahweh was 

able to demonstrate His Omnipotence through much prophecy and allegory,  and also by  fulfilment  of prophecy given through allegories,  ultimately 

yielding JC who then personally inaugurated  “The New (2nd) Covenant” –  that enabled True Salvation to righteously occur for Humans. 

Then we move into the second part being  “The Extension”  of what Yahweh has established. 

“The Seed of JC”  (analogous to Isaac)  that became  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  fathered  “The 12 tribes of the 2nd Epoch Israel”  under  “The 12 disciples  

(where Paul was personally invited by JCg  [Acts.9/22/26v1-12, 1Cor.15v8]  became  “The Official 12th Disciple  [counter to the stand-in Matthias 

Acts.1v26]  to  graft-in  The Gentiles)  precisely as we read  (in Rev.7v4-8)  where Dan is removed and Joseph’s one  (of two) offspring  from the union 

with his Egyptian wife  (“Egypt”  in prophecy  always  means  “the heathen world”  =  “outside The Jews” = “Gentiles”),  please see my commentaries 

at Rev.7v4-8. 

This  is precisely why  “Manasseh”  is mentioned in  “The  Prophesied Spiritual  12 Tribes of Israel”  (alongside his father “Joseph”)  mentioned in  

“The Book of Revelation”  – because this knowledge tells us,  Yahweh during The Gospel Age has grafted in  “The New  Spiritual Israel”  from out  of  

“The World of Gentiles”  =  “the 144000  TCs”  as an exact number from all  “The Nations of The World”  (including Jews) –  hence  “The Dispersion”  

both by  “spirit”  (as The Gospel)  and  “physically”  by The Romans in 70 CE that forced the Jewish DNA pool to spread throughout The World by 

subsequent inter-breeding!   Importantly too,  The Hereditary Records kept in the temple were  burnt/destroyed  so no Jew could legitimately trace their 

ancestry back to Abraham,  thereby showing Yahweh had opened up “Sonship”  to Himself  (represented by Abraham)  during The Gospel Age from out 

of all nations of The World (including Jews). 

Notice how Ephraim  (Manasseh’s brother)  is  not  mentioned –  but only in derogatory terms  (in The Prophets’ writings)  because this 

represents the acclaimed leaders of The Christian Nation leading  “2nd Epoch Israel astray”  and consequently they shall  not  be part of  

“The Temple”  within  “The New Jerusalem”  spoken of earlier  (hence the crossing of hands by  Jacob/Israel  at his two grand-sons' 

blessings,  Gen.48v17-19). 

Thus clearly,  Yahweh can generate the precise numbers as given in Revelations being how it is possible for  “snippets”  of physical DNA from The 

Jewish Nation to be diversified throughout The World during The Gospel Age –  being that  “all humans”  have some Jewish DNA source within them 

indicating The Christian Nation was to become physically  “custodians of God’s Word”.  Just as prophesied by Jacob in his blessing over Joseph in the 

rather long piece at Gen.49v22-26,  same as that given to Judah regarding JC who was to lead The Christian Nation.  None of this is recognised by our  

worldly Christian Scholars –  but now it is made clear for them to start reasoning upon this  (apparently new [for them])  given  “Understanding”,  then 

ideally this will lead to internal reform with those few receptive persons likened to Nicodemus  (John.3v1-15)! 

Thus we have both the  “spiritual”  and  “physical”  diversification –  so Yahweh can officially call  “The Christian Nation”  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  

from which He is able to righteously draw out by election,  the full quota of 12,000 of TCs from each tribe of   “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  having the DNA of  

“The 1st Epoch Israel”  within them  (because of what The Romans did at 70 CE).  

Please check at Rev.7v4-8,  where we read of  “Joseph”  included,  and no  “Dan”  but rather in his place  “Manasseh”  (Joseph’s son – Gen.48v1)  

metaphorically indicating  “the grafting-in”  of those people originating in The World  (The Gentiles).   

For the reader’s convenience I have printed out the two listings and coloured yellow the duplicated names. 

What staggers me is that our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  (at 2007 CE)  have not grasped these  most simple  of allegories! 

They have had some 1700 years within which to do it – clearly they must have no intrinsic desire to search for “The Disclosing Truth”! 

Perhaps they spend all their time reading the output of Man for the last 1700 years  (a waste of time)  rather than reading The Bible! 

That was a rhetorical question,  because Yahweh  only makes known with His HS in due  season/time.   It is  only now  at  The End  of The Gospel Age,  

that Yahweh makes  all very clear  to those people who  are  “{searching out}/investigating/craving/demanding/{seeking after  carefully/diligently}”   the 

scriptures  (Matt.7v7-8)  to find  “The Absolute Disclosing Truth”,  and be commissioned to teach The World,  thereby then enabling  The Millennium to 

be introduced  (Matt.24v14).  Amen. 
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The 12 Official Tribes of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”    The 12 Representative Tribes of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”. 

Reuben         Juda 

Simeon and Levi        Reuben 

Judah gives the wonderful prophesy of JC’s 1st and then 2nd coming.   Gad 

Zebulun         Aser 

Issachar         Nepthalim 

Dan – ignored by John in his “Revelation” and replaced by a “son of The World”  Manasseh (son of Joseph) 

Gad         Simeon 

Asher         Levi 

Naphtali         Issachar 

Joseph – fruitful through Egypt, through the gentiles to deliver The Christian Nation.  Zabulon 

Benjamin         Joseph 

         Benjamin 

All as specifically stated at - 

Gen.49v1-28        Rev7v4-8 

One final note   To contest the die-hards stating 144000 is merely allegoric,  then I would like to ask our  worldly Christian theologians this question - 

While  names/places/actions  are allegoric,  can they find  any instance  in The Bible where numbers are allegoric? 

Numbers are  never  allegoric in The Bible –  they are used as  “ 

The Links”  that bind the allegoric  names/places/people/things  together. 

Let me give just a few citations   Gen.37v710, 40v5-13, 41v25-32, Dan.8v20-22, Rev.17v9-12, etc.  How many examples do we need to be convinced? 

Please read my detailed commentary of explanation given at Rev.13v18. 

Perhaps also drawing the readers’ attention to the 12 disciples –  to be the same in number as the 12 tribes of Israel  (heads of the previous epoch 

Israel),  why not 4 or 21 or perhaps more original disciples!    

       And I could go on and on with examples.  But how many can the  “spiritually blind die-hards”  conjure up to support their empty reasonings? 

       Taught only  “to be negatively criticising”  to contest  “sound original thought”  rather than to be  “to be positively criticising”  for personal gain! 

Precisely as  “Edward de Bono” said of them,  when likeminded academics negatively contested his work on  “lateral thinking”! 

I personally think it is just  “sour grapes”  -  upset they did not think of it first! 

I write like this  not  to be rude,  but rather to  shake their minds  so that some common sense might enter,  to counter their wholly foolish comments! 

Leave the old sinking ship while you have time  (having a “conscious existence” [= “soul”],  and jump to  “The New Ship”  with a Future! 

Heb.  11v19 og (the having) reckoned/calculated/reasoned [middle voice]   because  also  {from/out  of}   

Heb.  11v19 og (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers  (to) {collect the senses}/awaken/rouse/arise/resuscitate    

Heb.  11v19 og (the) able/possible/capable  the  {specific god}   

Heb.  11v19 og {from which (place/source/cause)}/{from thence}/wherefore  (the) him  also  in   

Heb.  11v19 og (the) similitude/parable/{narrative (of common life conveying a moral)}/apothegm/adage/comparison/proverb   

Heb.  11v19 og (he) tended/{taken care of}/{provided for}/{carried off}/obtained/received. 

Heb.  11v19 = because  (Abraham)  the having  personally  reckoned/reasoned   

also  {from out of}  of the  {dead people}/corpses  “the specific god”   

(was)   the  able/capable  to  {collect the senses}/awaken/rouse  him  (Isaac)  {from thence},  

also  he  tended/{provided for}  the  similitude/parable/comparison     (of what was to  “kick-start”  “The 2nd Covenant”  for The Mind.) 

 

because  (Abraham)  having personally reckoned  

also  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh)   (was)  able to  awaken/resuscitate  him (Isaac)  from out of the dead people 

also he (Abraham representing Yahweh)  provided for the comparison   (of Isaac representing JC to follow some 1900 years later). 

 

Because Abraham was an Ancient Worthy then the floating pointer is directed straight to Yahweh –  thus read  “The Specific God”  of The Universe. 

As we know   “Yahweh”  means  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”,  and thus Abraham knew that all things are possible with Yahweh. 

Hence with this absolute firm conviction,  Abraham went through to fulfil Yahweh’s Request and thus righteously fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire. 

It is critical to recognise this righteous overlay - 

This was a  “test for The Mind”  just as was JC’s personal Sacrifice,  hence requiring JC to bring forth  “The 2nd Covenant”  being  “The 

Judgement of The Mind”  that could only be righteously inaugurated because JC fulfilled the earlier Law of Moses on Works (Matt.5v17-18)! 

Paul keeps bringing through the analogies to his reader,  being this action was a  “similitude”  to what was to occur some 1900 years later,  being  “The 

Ransom Sacrifice”  of which JC would present himself on behalf of all humans  (without exception). 

The “he” in the second part of the verse could equally,  and correctly for each case taken,  refer either to Abraham/Yahweh  or  Isaac. 

1. If  Abraham/Yahweh,  then it is Yahweh providing this example as a similitude. 

2. If Isaac,  then he becomes the subject of the similitude with that of JC. 

The important thing to understand is that,  not only Abraham had  Real Faith  but also  the potential victim  (Isaac)! 

We read in Gen.22v7  how Isaac correctly observed there was no lamb to be sacrificed –  but he choose  not  to run away from what might have been 

assumed to be a psychopathic father!   But rather,  he stayed with his father even to the point where Abraham raised his hand with the knife to strike 

Isaac –  before Yahweh called out    

“Abraham, Abraham –  stop what you are doing –  look over there to the thicket for your sacrifice!”    (Gen.22v12.) 

Upon that announcement,  Abraham saw the entrapped  ram  that was to become The Sacrifice instead of Isaac. 

Thus again the similitude –  JC knew he was to become The Sacrifice and equally that Yahweh would ensure his resurrection. 

As I mention elsewhere –  This spot at the place of Moriah where Abraham was assayed to sacrifice his son Isaac on one of The Mountains. 

This was  not  just  any  place –  but rather it was to become the place of Jerusalem where JC was executed perhaps on Mount Moriah where The Holy 

Temple was placed and JC’s execution was planned by the scribes and Sadducees/Pharisees  (John.11v47-53)!   Furthermore,  JC was to be  “the perfect 

ram”  as “The Passover Sacrifice”  that was to provide  “The Once only Reset”  condition for all members of Mankind,  to give us all a “2 part life”. 

That is true prophecy in action! 

Do we get  anything  like this  (or thousands of other prophetic examples through millennia)  to be seen within  any  religion? 

The reader must know by now,  the correct answer to that rhetorical question! 

I demand these religious gurus of their faiths to stand-up by means of contest to present their case  (by similitude to that given at 1Kings.18v19-38)! 

If they were sensible,  then they would dare not! 

 

135th Comment – Isaac then blessed his son, Jacob (Israel), and then also the elder son Esau regarding what was to occur 

253rd Reasoning – Isaac (JCg) in faith spoke to his twin sons regarding what was to occur over  “The Promise of The 

Inheritance”  that specifically pertained to them –  see allegory. 
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Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

150th Allegory – The two immediate descendants of Isaac = The Christian Nation of  “The 2nd Epoch  physical  Israel”. 

254th Reasoning – Isaac represents JCg and his immediate offspring twins  thus born together  represent “The Christian 

Nation”  born out of  “The Loins of JCg”  (of JC’s ministry).  Jacob  “grabbed (upon the heel)”  for  “The Birthright of 

The Inheritance”  while Esau  forsook  the Birthright representing  “The Promise of The Inheritance”.   Thus Jacob  (= 

“The Spiritual Israel”)  represents The TCs,  while Esau represents  worldly Christian leaders being  “rough/(heathen)”  

to  “The Requirements of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire”.  We must recognise,  “Ishmael”  represents  “The Heathen World”  

generally –  hence he came  first  from Yahweh  (Abraham’s union with The Egyptian  [in prophecy = The World]  

housemaid Hagar).  Isaac was to come later  (metaphorically,  JC some 4000 years later.  Gen.3v15). 

     None  of this is taught by our  utterly useless  worldly Christian leaders –  hence their demise  (Rev. chapt.17-18)! 

136th Comment – Jacob then blessed his grandchildren  (but only through Joseph),  being a major event that was to occur. 

255th Reasoning – Jacob spoke to his two grandchildren from Joseph’s union with The World  (Asenath daughter to the 

chief priest)  regarding what they,  Ephraim and Manasseh, were to represent regarding The Christian Nation by allegory 

under “The 2nd Covenant”  (because The 1st Covenant was with  The 12 Brothers  as heads of ideally The Spiritual Israel). 

Most importantly,  it was  only through Joseph,  because he assumed  headship  over the 12 tribes of Israel (1Chron.5v1). 

151st Allegory –Two grandsons Ephraim/Manasseh = Heads of The Grafted-in Gentile Nation (forming Christian Nation) 

152nd Allegory – Manasseh = TCs of The Christian Nation  (hence included in the Rev.7v4-8 listing). 

153rd Allegory – Ephraim = Worldly Christian leaders  (hence The Prophets’ condemnation,  and subsequent omission in 

Revelation’s listing as given at Rev.7v4-8,  please see all my local commentaries that thoroughly explain this). 

Allegory – repeat - staff = The symbol of Authority –  thus the person holding it  “must be listened to”. 

137th Comment – Joseph in faith requested his fleshly remains to be taken with The Israelites when they left Egypt in some 

200 years’ time. 

256th Reasoning – Joseph made this request for his bones to be removed because he knew his physical future was to be 

with  “The Inheritance”  when Canaan had been subdued to become  “Israel”  in due time  (importantly over the various 

epochs of “Israel”  in due time). 

154th Allegory – Egypt (always in prophecy) = The World  (being of its methodology – and alien to what Yahweh Desires). 

155th Allegory – Canaan (always in prophecy) = The Millennium – of  “The Whole World”  under Yahweh’s Methodology. 

Heb.  11v20 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  concerning/about   

Heb.  11v20 og (of the) expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming (things)   (he) {spoken well of}/blessed/praised  (the) Isaac  

Heb.  11v20 og the  Jacob,  also  the  Esau. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.27v18-40. 

Heb.  11v20 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

(the Father)  Isaac  {spoke well of}/blessed  the  (son)   Jacob   (to be renamed “Israel”)   

also  the  (other son)   Esau  concerning/about  the  expecting/coming  things. 

 

         (In the next generation … … ) 
In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

Isaac (now the father)  blessed Jacob   (Isaac’s younger son with  “The Birthright”  to gain  “The Promise”  of  “The Inheritance”) 

also  (Isaac blessed his elder son)  Esau concerning the coming things   (over the next 3 Epochs of Israel). 

 

Note the important (now fulfilled) prophecy at Gen.25v23 regarding Jacob and Esau,  hence Paul’s use of it at Rom.9v13 as I partially explain below. 

“Jacob”  means  “Heel Grabber”  (Gen.25v26)  and thus  “grabbing for the heel”  therefore spiritually analogous to the TC grabbing after JC as The 

Word of God to become a future  “Son of God” 

“Esau”  means  ”rough handling”  (Gen.25v25)  and thus signifying an uncultured individual.  Though this will not win me any friends,  it is spiritually 

analogous to the  worldly Christian leaders preferring the  rough/painful  worldly methodology of self-indulgence to  “please the body”,  rather than the 

refinement of Yahweh’s Righteous Methodology,  and hence these  worldly  people are prepared to  sell-off  “The Birthright”  (Gen.25v31-33)  that leads 

towards]p Sonship to Yahweh. 

- Just as Esau stated   “What is the use of  The Birthright –  I am going to die anyway!”  

He did  not  understand that it was by retaining  “The Birthright”  gives  guaranteed  salvation –  firstly by being  “The Vehicle”  to deliver 

JC in his 1st Advent to fulfil prophetic prophecy,  but secondly for the TCs to achieve the position of being future  “Sons of God”  and  the 

fulfilment of prophecy  in their number  (Rev.14v1-4)  to then personally yield JCg at his 2nd Advent.   

- However Jacob knew the deeper meaning and went for The Birthright!   It meant something to him –  so he  worked  for it! 

It is interesting to note when given the analogous understanding behind what is written within Genesis –  how JC invokes the same sentiment in those 

people who presently feel rejected –  caused by their own stupidity  (hence Matt.8v12, etc.)! 

Esau –  looked back after the event  (of the assignment of  “The Birthright”)  and realised how he sold his Birthright to Jacob  (sourced by  Isaac/JC)  

and was crying bitterly to be blessed  (Gen.27v34).   Crying after having recognised his own stupidity,  but as  Isaac/JC  stated   “I cannot give it to you,  

it has been and gone –  given to Jacob”  (Matt.25v31-45,  see below). 

Worldly Christian leaders –  will look back after the event  (of the 1st part of our physical life)  and realised how they sold their Birthright to TCs  

(sourced by JC)  for worldly self-indulgence to metaphorically  “please the stomach”  (just as Esau had done)  and they shall weep and wail,  gnash their 

teeth with frustration at their  own  stupidity  (Matt.8v12, etc.)  because The Birthright has been and then gone in the 1st part of their life! 

None  of this is a figment of my imagination –  it is precisely as The Bible  tells us,  I am only  “Bringing the Bible to Life”  –  showing us how relevant it 

is today for our edification,  and as a warning for our personal improvement!  -  Start fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire while we still have a  soul/{conscious 

existence}  (a spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating within a physical operating platform [physical body,  either fleshly DNA or celestial)  to do 

something about it  -  now!    I really cannot state it any more clearly than that! 

Notice the  “clarity of understanding”  I give –  it is  not  “mystery and confusion”  as sourced by our  worldly Christian leaders full of  empty  and  

unrighteous  soundbites  (hence “deceit”)  being on the par with our  worldly politicians  (hence JC’s warning given at Luke.16v1-12)  when  “The 

Disclosing Truth”  is publicly broadcast in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)! 

So by analogy we see - 

  1st Epoch Israel     2nd Epoch Israel 

1. Isaac is the Son of The Promise with Abraham  JC is the Son of The Promise with Yahweh. 
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2. Isaac has two twins,  Esau rejects The Promise. JC has two sons,  worldly Christian leaders reject The Promise 

3. Isaac has two twins,  Jacob grabs The Promise. JC has two sons,  TCs grab The Promise 

I realise this is painful,  some things an auditor might state within  his/her  report  will be painful  when spotting    

“Non-compliance to The Procedures as laid down within The Quality Manual”   

But it does not make the auditor evil for stating a non-conformance to procedures as given in The Quality Manual –  they are only   “Doing their job”  

else they too become condemned  (Ez.33v1-12)!    Noting what Paul states on this   Gal.1v10-12, 4v16. 

In fact  “The Auditor”  is demonstrating  agapao/{edifying love}  because  he/she  is sincerely trying to improve things within The Environment! 

The recipients who generally want to improve for The Goal,  will thank  “The Auditor”. 

The recipients who do not want to improve,  preferring  “the old ways”,  will detest  “The Auditor”. 

“Leaders of Religion”  desire to kill  “The Auditor”  (John.11v47-53, 16v1-4, 2Tim.3v11-13, etc.),  as we have witnessed throughout The Gospel Age! 

What does this say about their mindset?   And likewise JC say about their subsequent generations (Matt.23v27-32). 

Can any person on this planet please give me a qualified answer to the contrary upon this repetitive observation made on every generation? 

Whistle-blowers  (having a conscience)  are always condemned by those people  (without a conscience)  having their hypocrisy exposed! 

This is precisely what JC did to  “The Professional Religious Leaders” of his day!   (Hence the retaliation at Matt.26v4, John.11v47-53, etc.!) 

Heb.  11v21 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (the) Jacob   

Heb.  11v21 og (the) dying/{experiencing death}/expiring    

Heb.  11v21 og (the) each (person)  of the  sons  [of]   (the) Joseph  (he) {spoke well of}/blessed/praised,  

Heb.  11v21 og also  (he) {kissed (like a dog licking his master’s hand)}/fawned/crouched/{prostrated in homage}/ 

/{gave reverence to}/adored/worshipped   

Heb.  11v21 og over/upon/concerning  the  {the extremity}/{one end}/{uttermost part}/top   

Heb.  11v21 og of the  {stick/wand/cudgel}/{a rod/sceptre/staff}  (of the) him. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.48v1-22  (Jacob blesses Joseph’s two sons [= grandchildren of The World’]). 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.49v1-28  (Jacob then blesses his 12 sons [= sons of God, to make the above occur]). 
Heb.  11v21 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

the  dying  Jacob  (renamed “Israel”)   {speaks well of}/blesses  each  of the  sons  of the  Joseph,   

also  he  {gave reverence to}/worshipped  (Yahweh)  over/upon  {the extremity}/{uppermost part}  of his  stick/rod/staff. 

 

        (Regarding his two “grandsons” [representing the two groups of leaders within Christianity during The Gospel Age, hence “grandsons”])  
        (Noting how “sons” represented The 1st Epoch Israel) 

In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

the dying Jacob  (now “Israel”)  blesses each of the (two sons)  of Joseph   (the  “assigned leader brother”  over his other eleven other brothers). 
also he (Jacob)  worshipped  (Yahweh)  over the extremity of his  rod/staff   (The TCs  [as The Temple]  having  “The Right to Rule”).   

 

There is just so much prophetic allegory in these two sections that I could write a small book on just these two sections alone  (entitled “The Prophecies 

of Israel’s Blessings”)!   However that is outside the scope of this verse and I will only pick a small  “taster”  of the more appropriate  (because I still 

have so much more translation and commentary to write,  and just so little time to do it in –  perhaps someone else might follow in my tracks and  pick-up  

the baton from where I have left off)!    

However please read my comprehensive dissertation entitled   “Yahweh's Plan as given in Genesis” 

The imperative point to make is,  Jacob/“Israel”  chose to bless  only  Joseph’s grandchildren and  not  the grandchildren of his other 11 sons  (see how 

many there were at Gen.46v7-27)! 

There is something most profound about that  (for it to be written down for us  [especially  if  he did bless the other children,  but clearly  not  important 

enough  to be recorded for us]) –  and that is the specific point I make elsewhere,  how  “The Plan of Human Salvation”  is righteously recorded 

through the Bible,  while other offshoots having no relevance are discarded!   There clearly is  “An Authority”  holding all this together,  because it is 

more than  “just coincidence”! 

Where it must be  “extra-terrestrial”  because  “The Whole Righteous Plan”  spans “millennia”  and whose participants in The Old Testament most 

often did not know they were part of God’s Plan,  or if as the spokespersons of Yahweh,  neither understood quite what they recorded for our benefit  (for 

an example of many, Dan.12v8-9)! 

So what does this all say to  “The Reasoning/Thinking Mind? 

What conclusions can we draw from this?  -  or perhaps  “What conclusions  should  we draw from this? 

It is  this  that becomes  “The Separator”  for  The Mind  of which Yahweh is using to draw out by validation  “The Early Adopters”!   

Who is prepared to  “Pick up and then personally run with the baton”  (1Cor.9v24-28)? 

Returning to this verse after that rumination. 

I should make the observation,  “Reuben”  as  “The Firstborn”  (of Leah)  of the 12 brothers was transferred to  “Joseph”  as “The Firstborn” (of 

Rachel)  as we are importantly told at 1Chron.5v1,  because Joseph  demonstrated greater moral integrity  than all of his brothers  (of which I explain in 

my earlier dissertation,  noting  “Rachael was most loved by (Jacob)/Israel”,  all most important prophetic allegories of which I explain elsewhere). 

Note   What I state here is further confirmed by the later prophecy  Jacob (Israel)  gave to Joseph  (on par with that given to Judah,  see later, 

hence the similitude)  at Gen.49v22-26 where Jacob (father) is bringing Manasseh (grandchild) into The World  through the seed of Joseph 

(son)  –  to represent The Christian Nation being within The Gentiles represented by the union of Joseph through Egypt  (The World).   

Hence this incident and of the events up to it are of great prophetic importance –  else why write it down for us to read!? 

Joseph (son of Jacob/Israel)  married an Egyptian wife  (Asenath,  the daughter of Potipherah the priest of On – Gen.41v45,50; 46v20)  and it is the 

issue of Manasseh (grandchild of Jacob/Israel)  from this union that  Jacob/“Israel”  (father)  blesses. 

We read that Manasseh was one of the grandchildren (being  “The Only One”)  mentioned  usurping the place  of Dan in Rev.7v4-8 –  “how strange”,  

–  unless  it is a metaphoric pointer to tell us,  Yahweh is  grafting-in   “Sons of Abraham”  from  outside  “The Jewish Nation”  (Rom.11v13-24)  -  

being precisely what JC taught in his ministry  (after firstly going to The Jews  [Matt.15v23-26, Mark.7v27-28],  then The Gentiles came in later  [also 

said by Paul 1v16, etc.]),  as shown by  “The Grandchildren”  of Joseph  and of his Egyptian wife –  where  “Egypt”  in prophecy  always  = The World,  

effectively being of  “its methodology”). 

Interestingly  Jacob (as Israel)  must have recalled what occurred to him,  and to his brother Esau so many years earlier,  where he  (Jacob)  

as the younger received the greater blessing over the elder brother  (Esau)  from his father Isaac. 

Perhaps Yahweh brought this to mind  for the future prophecy  of which I will explain later. 

Jacob (as Israel)  crosses his hands upon his two grandchildren (Gen.48v14)  and gives the greater blessing to the  younger  Ephraim (Gen.48v19). 

I ask the reader to take a Word Concordance and look through the listings of  “Ephraim”  and then against  “Manasseh”. 

Carefully take notice of the important differences between the two groupings. 

Ephraim is spoken of in prophecy through the prophets as being a type of person who  wanders away from The Truth,  and  is unreliable. 

Manasseh is spoken of in a  “matter of fact”  manner,  being of historical importance only. 

This must be significant –  it must relate to what Paul is teaching  (likewise  by similitude  at Rom.9v13,  regarding Jacob and Esau) –  representing  

“The 2nd Covenant”  of The Christian Nation. 
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Furthermore,  we have Manasseh mentioned in the final grouping of  “The Spiritual Israel”  comprising of 144000 TCs  (at Gen.7v4-8) –  but Ephraim is 

mentioned nowhere in this final scenario! 

So how do we explain Ephraim to be the greater but  not  mentioned in the final grouping of the  “Sons of God”? –  What a conundrum! 

Repeating –  

1. We have two individuals from a  Jewish union  with The World  (Joseph and his Egyptian wife). 

2. It is  only  these two grandchildren reported in The Bible (out of many that could be recorded)  as being blessed by  Jacob/Israel. 

3. One is blessed more greatly than the other  (deliberately so because  Jacob/Israel  crossed his hands). 

4. The one who is blessed more greatly is harshly criticised throughout by The Prophets and receives  no  “Sonship to Yahweh”. 

5. The one who is not blessed greatly has no criticism from The Prophets and receives  “Sonship to Yahweh”. 

Overlay this with what JC teaches about  “The  First/Most  becoming  The Last/Least”,  and  “The Last/Least  becoming  The First/Most”  (Luke.9v48, 

14v9-11, 16v10, etc.,  in the other Gospels) –  where the former condition represents the 1st part of our physical life and the latter condition represents 

the 2nd part of our physical life  (in The Millennium). 

Things now start to come together in this  metaphoric/prophetic  fashion - 

Ephraim and Manasseh represent members of “The 2nd Epoch Israel” grafted-in  as potential “Sons of Abraham” from The Christian Nation. 

This is as we are told by JC and Paul at John.15v1-6, Rom.11v15-24  (being The Grafting In and of The Cutting Out). 

Ephraim represents the pool of  worldly Christian leaders claiming the greater places  now  during The Gospel Age. 

Manasseh represents the pool of  TCs  not  claiming the greater places  (but only take  The Last/Least  positions within society). 

Thus it is from the pool of  contrite/humble  humans  not  taking the prestigious positions of worldly power that will become those individuals who will 

become  “The New Spiritual Israel”  that is representative of the future  “Sons of God”  to be  given  by Yahweh. 

Quite a sobering thought,  but entirely in line with  every scripture on the subject  within The Bible –  I invite scholars to challenge this hypothesis! 

Quite simply it is back to The Mindset to be  “humble and contrite to Yahweh” –  and this condition in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is completely 

incompatible for those people personally striving to reach the top  over other  people in their present existence.   It is this,  JC and the apostles taught,  

and was hated for it by  “The Religious Authorities”  because these leaders had so much to lose in the sight of their congregations  (John.11v47-53)! 

After that rather presumptuous statement –  and letting the dust settle  (in some readers’ minds),  then let me give  one on the most beautiful 

prophecies  in the Bible  (comparable in its beauty to Rev.21v1-4)  that was given almost at the same time by  Jacob/(Israel)  to his 12 sons. 

Gen.49v8-12 - 

“Judah, your brothers will praise you,  your hand will be on the neck of your enemies,  your father’s sons will bow down to you.  You are a 

lion’s cub,  O Judah,  you return from the prey my son,  like a lion he crouches and lies down,  like a lioness –  who dares to awaken him?   

The sceptre will not depart from Judah,  nor the ruler’s staff from between his feet, until he comes to whom it belongs,  and the obedience of 

the nations is his. 

He will tether his donkey to a vine,  his colt to be the choicest branch;  he will wash his garments in wine his teeth whiter than milk.” 

This is speaking directly of JC coming the first time to this world to give his ministry and ransom sacrifice,  then secondly,  of his position within The 

Millennium period. 

Let me translate the prophecy to make this clear for us. 

Explaining “the resultant” - 

Judah,  your brothers will praise you  (The New Spiritual Israel will praise your seed,  being JC.  Speaking now of Judah’s seed = JC,  

supported by Jer.31v31-33. “The New Spiritual Israel”  [TCs]  will worship you as a righteous bride does to a righteous husband, John.3v28-

30, Matt.22v1-9, Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9,  hence the account at John.2v1-12,  please see all my commentaries.) 

Your hand will be on the neck of your enemies  (After your resurrection you will be assigned all power and authority  by  Yahweh to control 

your enemies,  comprising of world leaders of the last 6000 years – principally,  those fraudulently claiming to represent You).  

Your Father’s Sons will bow down to you  (144000 TCs treating JCg as both their husband and Lord/Master, Rev.19v16)   

You,  JC were initially as the  “weak cub”  during your ministry,  but after your resurrection,  you became a fully grown lion.   

You,  now as  “the specific god”  of us,  JCg fully grown in stature and as The King  (Rev.19v16)  (metaphorically of animals = humans)  

having all the power to destroy your enemies with Yahweh’s Capability,  ensuring Yahweh’s HS pervades when displaying  “The Wrath of 

God”  (Psm.110v1),  but able to herald in The Millennium into a restitution of peace and rest.   

Who dares to awaken him  (After this show of strength –  what human would dare to test themselves against JCg,  Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)? 

The sceptre will not depart from Judah,  nor the ruler’s staff from between his feet.  This promise will not pass from the lineage of Judah and 

the items of kingship will not leave this lineage until JCg comes at his 2nd Advent to collect his bride/brothers/[sisters], Matt.12v48-50,  as we 

are told at Matt.24v40-44, Acts.1v11, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, etc.). 

Until he comes to whom it belongs,  and the obedience of the nations is his  (TCs at the 1st 2nd C  [Isa.66v8, Rev.20v6, see my glossary]  and 

the obedience of all the nations will be demonstrated in The Millennium,  within the complete regime change [2Pet.3v10-12, Rev.19v16-21]). 

How “the resultant” is righteously achieved - 

He will tether his donkey to a vine,  (He will come in to Jerusalem on his  colt/donkey,  then after he has died and then become resurrected,  

(Matt.28v5-20, Mark.16v6-7, Luke.24v5-7, 13-31, John.20v11-31, 21v1-25, 1Cor.15v7-8, etc.),  he becomes the  root-stock  to The Vine 

[John.15v1-5],  where the branches of The TCs are being pruned and dressed by his Father Yahweh during The Gospel Age  [of the present 

some 2000 years]).   

His colt to be the choicest branch,   (His Colt will be tied to the best branches being his original  Disciples/Apostles  holding the Colt, 

Matt.21v2-5, Mark.11v1-9, Luke.19v30-35).   

He will wash the garments in wine  ([“garments” always = lifestyles]  of the TCs with the blood of his Undeserved Gift represented by the 

wine  [Matt.26v27, Mark.14v23-25, Luke.22v20,  also being the acceptable fruitage of The Vine to Yahweh, John.15v1-5]  who imitate JC  

[and later atones and then covers the lifestyles of all the nations to enable them a resurrection  “to learn righteousness”  in The Millennium]).   

His teeth whiter than milk  (represent a mouth visibly open and thus speaking  in whiteness,  being the purity  of Yahweh’s Word for salvation 

to those people choosing to imitate JC,  and milk being given to children who are new to  “The Real Faith”  [of  “1st Century Christianity”]  

as Paul tells us within his writings). 

Is this not a most wonderful prophecy? –  Half fulfilled.  and the remainder  so very soon  to occur!   Amen! 

It makes me feel very emotional every time I read the  accuracy  of this written word some 1700 years earlier and about 3800 years earlier than The 

Millennium that will very soon come into force  (Rev.19v16-21).  Another equally comparable prophecy is Rev.21v1-4. 

This is only  an infinitesimal number of prophecies contained in The Bible  that puts The Bible as sourced by Yahweh into an  entirely different league  to  

ALL  the worldly religions’ “supposedly foremost”  writings  (as sourced by The World),  that just pale into  utter insignificance –  I know  -  because I 

have read them  (and they are an utter,  and  complete waste of time  to source the  righteous method  of providing universal  “Human Salvation”)! 

It is for this reason,  those people with this truth as given by Yahweh through The Bible,  and claim to represent it  must be faithfully reproducing  it to 

the recipient,  rather than distorting it through the mangle of Rev.22v18-19,  and thus  degenerate/debase  it to become  worldly Christianity as 

pandemically taught today,  and thus brought down to the same level as  “Religion”  (hence Rev.18v4)!   

Yahweh  will  demand much from them,  and they having  failed  Yahweh's Desire  (Rom.9v13),  then JCg shall execute His Judgement upon 

them in The Millennium when they are placed in  “The Last/Least  position in society”  to then personally learn  “humility”. 

All this is as most of JC’s parables and illustrations tell us.   

Please read my translation and commentaries of nearing 2,000,000 words that  fully explains  the contents within The Four Gospels. 

This is  not  my invention –  it is precisely what The Bible  tells us  and yet,  it is utterly ignored  by our  entirely delinquent  worldly Christian leaders! 
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It is specifically  all this knowledge  that galvanises recipient people to change and start imitating JC for our personal salvation over our 2 part life,  so 

kindly given to us by JC,  because we truly have grown an intrinsic new self that recognises Yahweh’s Omnificence and Omnipotence in The Universe to 

expressly make possible Mankind’s Salvation throughout millennia by thousands of given prophecy to then be righteously fulfilled! 

Moreover  “it is all this knowledge”  that both magnifies and brings real worship to Yahweh within the recipients’ minds. 

Hypocritically,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  ignore all this and supervene themselves,  to gain personal glory on the back of God’s Word! 

How disgusting and reprehensible is that! 

Heb.  11v22 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (the) Joseph   

Heb.  11v22 og (the) {finishing life}/expiring/demise/decease/dying   

Heb.  11v22 og concerning/about  of the  {from/of  the road/journey}/{to exit}/’exodus’/departing  of the  sons   

Heb.  11v22 og (of) Israel/{Persevere with Subjector} 

Heb.  11v22 og (he [Joseph]) {exercised the memory}/{recollected deeds}/{made mention}/{being mindful}/remembered,   

Heb.  11v22 og also  concerning/about  of the  bones  (of the) him  (he) enjoined/{(gave)  charged/commanded} [middle voice]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.49v29-33. 

Heb.  11v22 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

the  {finishing life}/dying  Joseph  {exercised the memory}/{recollected deeds}/{made mention}     (Joseph’s dying request … … ) 

concerning/about  The  Exodus/Departing  of the  sons  of the  Israel,     (that was to occur in the future when his descendants left Egyp) 

also  he  enjoined/{gave charge/command}  concerning/about  his  bones.     (Joseph had no desire to remain in “The World”) 

 

         (In Joseph’s expectation of what was to occur to Israel in the future,  in prophetic allegory of the 3 Epochs yielding The Millennium … … ) 
In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

the dying Joseph  (allegoric to be “The New Spiritual Israel”)   made mention   (Joseph's dying request given to his sons,  Ephraim and Manasseh) 
concerning The Exodus of the sons of Israel   (when they would leave Egypt in a couple of centuries) 

also gave command concerning his bones   (Joseph had no desire to remain in Egypt  [allegoric to TCs not remaining in worldly methodology]). 

 

This statement would have been based upon the prophecy given by Yahweh to Abraham  (Gen.15v13)  about the 400 years before the affliction from The 

Egyptians would cease,  of which it would have been  spoken/discussed  through the generations of Isaac and then to Jacob.  Particularly interesting,  

Jacob stated this while he was dying in Egypt –  in  a conflict of understanding  because we know this statement was made by  Jacob/Israel  when his son 

occupied the 2nd highest position in  “The Land of Egypt”  and everything was at the hand to those people of Joseph’s family  (Gen.41v39-41, 45v17-20) 

desiring it! 

It shows how things can change –  a family in the highest position  (2nd only to Pharaoh)  falling to the position of slave in some 240 years! 

Another parallel that should be understood and  why  Paul is using this example to become an analogy of the future events within The New 

Christian Nation of which Paul and his fellow apostles where trying to grow to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

We read,  Israel/(Jacob)  was dying in this  world/(Egypt)  and he  (as an Ancient Worthy representing the TCs)  would be taken to  “The Promised 

Land”,  Canaan/(The Paradise World in The Millennium).   He had no desire to remain in Egypt  (that  always  represents “Worldly Methodology”),  but 

rather,  he desired to be where Yahweh desired Joseph to remain for an eternity  (at “Yahweh's Rest”, Heb.4v4)  by  “The Promise”  (being the  

one/same  driver that causes wholesale reform of a TC’s Mind to aim for  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”). 

Thus TCs dying away from  “The Present World”  by public execution  (hence 1Cor.4v13,  meaning,  demonstrably living according to  “The Word of 

God”   accurately  imbued within the  body/mind)  shall be  chosen/elected  by Yahweh to become  “The Heirs/Inheritors”  of  “The New Promised 

Land”.   This new land represents  “The New Society”  that operates under Yahweh's Methodology  headed-up  by JCg  (and his metaphoric wife  [= 

“The Physical Reality”  of the 144000 TCs ruling as  kings/priests  2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6]). 

It must be clearly understood by The Reader,  Paul is using all these examples for us to  “hook-into  with our mind” –  so we may likewise exhibit the 

same driver to  yearn/lust  for  “The Same Expectation”  as did these people –  and likewise JC on his way for certain martyrdom from out of this world,  

who should become The Driver within our minds  (hence the  parousia/presence  as  “The Word of God”)  to emulate precisely what he (and they) did. 

 

138th Comment – In faith the parents of Moses  (having no fear of the Pharaoh’s decree)  hid the baby boy from execution 

(because the baby boy had fair  hair/complexion  and would stand out as being so very different to The Egyptians). 

257th Reasoning – The parents trusted in Yahweh to provide a safe future for their son Moses –  especially by placing him 

in the bulrushes along the river bank. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

139th Comment – In faith,  Moses  (at about 40 years old)  personally rejected  “The Egyptian System”  by  (not)  being 

called  “The Son of Pharaoh’s daughter”. 

156th Allegory – The Egyptian System (always by prophecy) = The Worldly System under Satan’s methodology. 

157th Allegory – Pharaoh = Ruler of both politics and religion  (of which commerce would inevitably be subservient). 

Therefore Moses was rejecting both  “worldly politics and religion”  (and the principals of commerce operating within 

and between the two)  all of which TCs likewise reject today. 

158th Allegory – daughter = “Subject to The Father”  and through her becomes  “The Means to deliver”. 

258th Reasoning – Moses  “rejected everything regarding The World”  and  “what it could deliver”.  Thus, Moses was 

looking forward to  “The Promise of The Inheritance”  and did not associate himself with the present world order.  

Likewise being the point Paul is making,  TCs as future  “Sons of God”  must be same-minded -  only have JC’s view. 

140th Comment – Moses made the better choice to endure persecution together with  “The People of God”  for  “The 

Inheritance”  rather than those leaders of the present authority temporary fully indulging upon sin  (The World today). 

159th Allegory – The Egyptians oppressed the people of God  =  The World  (only from its “leaders”)  oppress TCs. 

Because it is only the leaders taking upon themselves The Responsibility of The World,  not the members of The Public. 

259th Reasoning – Moses associated himself with leading forth Yahweh’s people being persecuted by the present Egyptian 

(worldly) system.  Likewise so do the TCs in both word and deportment to edify their neighbour. 

160th Allegory – Egyptian riches = The World’s riches gathered during The Gospel Age upon which humans self-indulge. 

161st Allegory – wealth of Christ = Anointed  as a future  “Son of God”  (assigned to the TCs of The Gospel Age). 

260th Reasoning – Moses turned his back upon the riches of Egypt  (The World)  and by analogy,  The Brethren 

(Christians) aiming to become TCs are to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for the  anointing  as future  “Sons of 
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God”.  JC precisely teaches us  -  we must be  utterly humble  -  by taking upon ourselves  “the reproach of Christ”  by 

becoming  “The Last/Least”  during The 1st part of our physical life for which  (if Yahweh so deems)  then we shall be 

given “The First/Most”  in the 2nd part of our physical life as future  “Sons of God”.    Obviously  “Professional Leaders 

of Religion”  do not expect this to occur – that is why they take  The First/Most  now and  never teach of The Millennium! 

67th Good News – The Ancient Worthies,  Prophets and The TCs are given recompense of reward in The Millennium. 

Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside)  means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  

Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 

Reasoning – repeat - Without the  “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined 

and then given by Yahweh = to become His future  “Sons of God” –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 

Heb.  11v23 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (the) Moses   

Heb.  11v23 og (the having been) {(process of) procreated/generated/beget}/regenerated/begotten   

Heb.  11v23 og (he was) concealed/hidden/{kept secret}  {three months}  under/through/inferior/below/by    

Heb.  11v23 og of the  fathers/forebears/parents  (of the) him [Moses],   

Heb.  11v23 og inasmuch/{because that}  (they) knew/understood/{been aware}/saw/perceived   

Heb.  11v23 og (the) urbane/handsome/fair  the  child/infant/{immature Christian};   

Heb.  11v23 og also  no/not/none  (they were) frightened/alarmed/awed/revered/afraid/respected/deferred   

Heb.  11v23 og the  arrangement/{(authoritative) edict}/decree/commandment   

Heb.  11v23 og of the  {foundation of power}/sovereign/king. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.2v1-3. 

Heb.  11v23 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   

Moses  the having been  procreated/generated,     (The baby Moses was born to the slave Israelite parents in Egypt … … ) 

he  (Moses)   was  concealed/hidden/{kept secret}  (for)  {three months}  by  of his  forebears,     (His parents hid the baby Moses … … ) 

because they  knew/perceived  the  child/infant  (was)  the  handsome/fair;   (the baby had a fair complexion,  and obviously not Egyptian) 

also  they  (parents)   were  not  afraid/fearful  of the king’s  Decree/Commandment.     (of harbouring infants that must be killed) 

 

         (Jumping on from Joseph by numerous generations  [of some 200 years] … … ) 
In  (real)  faith   (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

Moses having been procreated   (as a baby,  born  to the slave Israelite parents in Egypt)    
was concealed  (for)  three months by his parents   (his parents hid the baby Moses) 

because they knew the child  (was)  fair   (skin/hair/complexion)   (obviously not an Egyptian,  and therefore he would be killed)  

also they  (the parents)  were not afraid of the Pharaoh's decree   (being,  “all slave male infants must be slaughtered”). 

 

The Pharaoh was becoming fearful of the growing multitude of Jewish slaves within his country and thus issued a decree for all male babies to be killed 

at birth  -  but the daughters would be spared.  However a Levi father and mother were not fearful of The Pharaoh’s decree  (and thus disobeyed it)  and 

consequently kept their baby boy hidden for three months before the mother moved him out of the house and hid her baby in the bulrushes.  At which time 

the Pharaoh’s daughter espied the baby and took him in to be her own baby.  The real mother watching from aside volunteered her services to the 

Pharaoh’s daughter to care for this boy  (in the pretence that her son had been killed under The Decree)  and wanted a baby to wet-nurse.  And that is 

the start of Moses’ life,  living in  “The Opulence”  delivered by the Pharaoh’s Family  (with his real mother as a maid to The Pharaoh’s daughter)! 

We read of Moses’ fair complexion and thus he would have  stood-out  from the Egyptian babies having themselves,  dark hair and complexion,  perhaps 

that is why the Pharaoh’s daughter  “took a liking”  towards the baby –  being different to her native Egyptian babies around her.  

With that background we can understand the next few verses. 

It is a long way from Heb.11v3 and let me have the indulgence to repeat the last part of my commentary to that verse - 

With every example given throughout all these verse then please do this - 

Put yourself into the position of the exampled individual –  think very carefully of  “The Environmental Pressures”  impacting 

upon this person and how  he/she  must have personally felt –  not having The Bible next to them,  because they were  “creating 

The Bible”  for us to learn from their actions! 

We must not dismiss these events as mere imaginations,  but real people having to make some tough personal decisions! 

Think most carefully upon this –  it is exceedingly important for us to appreciate their situation and judgment calls,  for us  to then apply it in our lives! 

It is interesting to note,  the beginning of Moses’ life was traumatised by the same type of kingly command as that of JC  (Matt.2v13-14  [and of its 

additional allegoric prophecies]),  of whom,  both leaders were  “the Law Givers”  to their respective covenants applied to the respective Epochs of 

Israel and both survived by the required extreme actions of their parents.  All the above shows additional examples of  “Real Faith”  (of the parents)  to 

increment Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation. 

Heb.  11v24 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (the) Moses   

Heb.  11v24 og (the) bigger/larger/mightier/exceedingly/greater  (the having) {become to be}   

Heb.  11v24 og (the) contradicted/disavowed/rejected/abnegated/denied/refused [middle voice]   

Heb.  11v24 og (to be) stated/exclaimed:  (The) son  (of the) daughter  (the) Pharaoh, 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.2v11-15. 

Heb.  11v24 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Moses  the having  {become to be}  the  larger/greater    (as Moses grew up into “manhood” … … ) 

personally  rejected/abnegated/refused  to be  stated/exclaimed:   ‘The Son of Pharaoh’s daughter’.      (he rejected  “The World”) 

 

         (When Moses grew up to be a man  [in The Pharaoh's Palace] … … ) 
In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

Moses having become to be  bigger/greater   (as a  “princely”  mature man … … ) 

(he)  personally rejected to be called:  “The Son of Pharaoh's daughter” 

 

Moses was about 40 years old when this quotation was said about him. 

Notice the quote in Exodus does not state Moses rejected the position   “The Son of Pharaoh’s daughter”,  but  “being called”  thus Paul is speaking 

about  Moses’ Mind –  delivering  “The Actions”  demonstrating he was  not  “The Son of Pharaoh’s daughter”  being to indulge on what that position 

could give  (inasmuch we aiming to be TCs might  [positionally]  live within The World  [in a wealthy family],  but The Methodology that drives our mind 

is  “Yahweh’s Methodology” Luke.17v21),  and thus importantly we read   

“that he went out to his brothers that he might look at their burdens”. 
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When written like this,  we understand he did not go out to gawk at the situation  (for “the public acclaim”)  as we witness occur with some of our  

worldly religious leaders in a disaster situation,  but rather,  he was  genuinely  concerned,  and was wondering how he might improve their situation.   

He became so exasperated when he saw a  “fellow brother”  beaten by an Egyptian overlord  that he physically intervened to defend the slave and killed 

the Egyptian.  In this manner he  stepped-in  on the side of  “The Under-Dog”  and against Pharaoh’s  (worldly) system –  showing Moses’  righteous 

character and thus rejecting the methodology becoming of being  “The Son of Pharaoh’s daughter”. 

It is important to note  

Moses operated with  accurate  knowledge being  “the rights of humans”,  and having the assurance of this knowledge,  then behaved with fidelity to this 

knowledge in rejecting  'The Egyptian Methodology',  and operated under  “Yahweh’s Methodology”. 

Where - 

“Egyptian Methodology”  is allegoric to “worldly methodology” =  “self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”. 

“Yahweh's Methodology”  for  “The New Country”  (The  Earth/World  in The Millennium)  =  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”.  

It must be understood  

There was  no  Bible then!    

Moses was the writer of the first five books  (irrespective of what our  faulty  scholars  vainly/irrationally claim  for worthless  worldly  

doctorates of today,  just disregard them –  as does Yahweh presently,  they are  “having their day now”  for a worldly return –  but they will 

be rejected for any teaching position in The Millennium,  unless they personally reform to imitate JC).   

Moses under instruction would write the first five books of The Bible some 50-70 years later in The Wilderness! 

The 10 commandments and associate laws were to come  later  to The Israelite Nation,  in some 40 or so years’ time. 

There was  no  JC to be  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  upon how we are to behave. 

Moses could only act upon his  “righteous instinct”  on how humans should behave to one another! 

There was no Law in The World then –  except what those leaders in power deemed  “The Law”  to be!   And this is what Moses had just rejected! 

Noting the Pharoah was  (deemed) “god”  of  both  the religious and political system within Egypt  (and obviously had his hand in the commerce). 

Moses was about 40 years old when he made this decision –  for which he had to run away for his own protection as we continue to read after the quote. 

This situation shows us how,  Moses chose to run away from The World  (Egyptians)  and sought refuge with  “Jethro”,  the priest  (serving The Almighty 

God)  of Midian,  and married his daughter  “Zipporah”  (Ex.2v21-3v1)  demonstrating his bond to Yahweh was greatly strengthening. 

Notice in like manner many generations earlier,  Abraham had  “runaway”   (following Yahweh's instruction)  the local ungodly methodology of the 

Chaldeans and live in  “The Expectation”  of greater and better things of The Future.  Both individuals put themselves  “out-on-a-limb”. 

As likewise did Isaac,  by allowing himself to be a possible sacrifice,  and Jacob a generation later,  to be grabbing for  “The Birthright”.   

This is  “The Whole Point”  Paul is making  for us to imitate    

“We are to personally put ourselves  out-on-a-limb  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire”,  because quite simply;  these are the type of resourceful, stoic, 

steadfast, compliant and trustworthy people expressing  “Responsibility”  for their own actions that progressively  increment forward  

Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”,  of whom Yahweh requires to become  “The Leaders”  for  “The New Country”  of The Millennium. 

For the Gospel Age,  “The Requirement”  is for the  “prophecy to be fulfilled”  to yield by verification the  “144000 TCs”  required to become future  

“Sons of God”  to lead in The Millennium by both word and most importantly,  by deportment,  thereby showing The World they are  not  “hypocrites”  

when expressing  “The Wisdom of God”  in their works  (daily deportment to their neighbours)! 

That is why our  “herd-like”,  “Group Think”    worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  driven by  “worldly methodology”  are  not  presently 

suitable material to rule  “The Resurrected World”  and precisely why  they shall be rejected by Yahweh  as The Bible profusely states throughout the 

appropriate sections  (most of JC’s illustrations and parables). 

Heb.  11v25 og (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better  (the having) {taking for oneself}/preferred/chosen   

Heb.  11v25 og (to be) {maltreating (in company) with}/{enduring persecution together}/ 

/{suffering affliction with} [middle voice]  

Heb.  11v25 og to the (= in/with/by/on])  populace/{grouping of people}  of the  God  or/than/either/rather  

Heb.  11v25 og (the) {for the  occasion/season  only}/temporary/awhile/{not lasting}   

Heb.  11v25 og (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  (of the) sin/fault/offence   

Heb.  11v25 og (the) {obtaining a portion of a thing}/enjoyment/pleasure/{beneficial participation}; 

Heb.  11v25 =  the having  {taking for oneself}/chosen  the  better/rather   

to be  personally  {suffering affliction with}/{enduring persecution together}  with  the   populace/{grouping of people}  of the  God,   

rather/than  to  possess/have   the  temporary/{not lasting}  the  {full enjoyment}  of the  sin/offence. 

 

(Moses)  having taken for himself   (a personal decision and remained steadfast to it over many years  [while maturing to the age of 40 years]) 

the better to be personally suffering affliction with the population of the God  (Yahweh)    (aiming for Yahweh's Methodology) 
rather/than  to have the temporary full enjoyment of the  sin/offence   (driven by worldly methodology as would a  worldly/Egyptian  leader). 
              (Moses refused to be tied to The Egyptian’s system and morality  -  he broke away from that opulence to become a lowly person)  

 

The Israelites were to become  “The People”  with whom Yahweh chose to work for the next 1700 years or so.   

It was with “The Israelites”  of whom Moses chose in preference;  he was to become their leader,   “Prophet and Law Giver”  some 40 years later. 

It was with “The 2nd Epoch Israelites”  JC chose to become their leader  by example,   “Prophet and Law Giver”  some 1700 years later. 

In this manner Moses chose to reject The World that only gives  temporary  full enjoyment to satisfy  “The Immediacy” of an  animalistic/carnal  mind. 

Likewise Paul uses Moses as a simile for TCs to imitate –  they too,  are to reject The World and of its temporary  “full enjoyment”  for The Self –  being 

what this website terms  “self-indulgence”  for  “The Immediacy of an  animalistic/carnal  mind”.  Ultimately,  as our goal,  we must be personally 

edifying our neighbour to our own detriment  (thus we  sacrifice the time   that would normally be for ourselves –  and  freely/simply  give it to edify our 

neighbour),  that shows the correct mindset for a person to be successful in the second part of their life,  naturally a mutual action in The Millennium. 

This is precisely what Paul is telling us in the next verse - 

Heb.  11v26 og (the) bigger/larger/mightier/exceedingly/greater  (the) wealth/possessions/abundance/riches   

Heb.  11v26 og (the having) {been led}/commanded/deemed/considered/accounted/{ruled over}/thought [middle voice]   

Heb.  11v26 og of the  (treasures)  in  (to the [= within]) Egypt  (of the) deposits/treasures/wealth   

Heb.  11v26 og the  contumely/reproach/{expression to hurt}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   

Heb.  11v26 og (he was) {looking away (from everything else)}/{(intently) regarding}/{having respect}  for   

Heb.  11v26 og into/unto  the  {requital (good or bad)}/{recompense of reward}. 

Heb.  11v26 = (Moses)  the  having  personally  deemed/considered/thought     (= representing by example,  TCs of The 2nd Epoch Israel …) 

the  contumely/reproach/disgrace  of the  Christ/Anointed     (= being Anointed by Yahweh for a future purpose … … ) 

(as)   the  wealth/riches  the  mightier/greater     (the Heavenly Wealth of a perfected mind … … ) 

(than)  of the  deposits/treasures  within  Egypt,     (being what The World can deliver … … ) 

for  he was  {looking away from everything else}/{intently regarding}     (personally aiming to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire … … ) 

unto  the  requital/{recompense of reward}.     (being what Yahweh has in Mind for us as individuals.) 
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(Moses)   having personally  deemed/thought   (Moses, and TCs,  personally consider  “What should be right in The World”  and then act upon it) 

               (Importantly,  they do it  “With the mind of Yahweh”  and thus by return,  Yahweh works with them to make it occur  [1John.5v14-15]) 

the  reproach/disgrace  of the  Christ/Anointed   (what Yahweh requires  [reject worldly methodology]  for a person to be  “Anointed as a Leader”) 
(as)   the  greater/mightier  wealth/riches   (“The Reproach”  becomes  “The Route”  to be perfecting The Mind on Yahweh's Methodology) 

(than)   of the  deposits/treasures  within Egypt   (allegoric to be fulfilling  “The Immediacy”  of an animalistic mind within The World) 

for he  (Moses/[TCs])  was intently regarding   (aiming to be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  [by not looking at worldly “distraction”, Matt.13v20-22]) 

unto the recompense of reward   (being what Yahweh Desires  “to give by return”  for us  previously  precisely fulfilling His Desire). 
                (Proving our mind to be truly Christlike in the Gospel Age shall personally yield the position of being Anointed as future “Sons of God”.) 

 

Interestingly,  Moses knew absolutely nothing about  “Christ”  (in the sense of JC and of what he would achieve)  and so    

Why  is Paul using this word? 

For precisely the point I make elsewhere when Paul uses the word  “Christ”  in isolation of the word “Jesus”. 

It is for the  “Anointing”  being of  “The Election”,  which is precisely the point Paul is trying to convey to us in his teaching  throughout his epistles. 

It is  “The Calling Out”  to become part of  “The Pool”  (in our case of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  =  The Christian Nation of some 3 billion 

individuals),  from out of which  Yahweh can then make  “The Election”  of the 144000 TCs  (at Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement” 

–  James.3v1).    All precisely as JC taught at Matt.20v16, 22v14  (please see my local commentaries). 

Paul is trying to convey to The Brethren,  this  “Anointing”  being  “The Goal”  towards which we all should be aiming –  thereby giving 

Yahweh the possibility of judging us worthy by  “Election”.  This is  “The Christ/Anointing”  being  “The Ideal Manner”  in which to  fulfil  

Yahweh's Desire  =  True Worship.   That is specifically why Yahweh reciprocated at the  “beginning of JC’s ministry”  and at the “beginning 

of JC’s imminent murder”  as He did at Matt.3v17, 17v5, etc.,  being two milestones of both  “Acknowledgement”  and  “Good to go”  to the 

next stage during JC’s 1st Advent. 

Thus  “The Brethren”  must  not  have the mindset that craves after the things  (power/money/sex/prestige/{debilitating habits}/glory/etc.)  of  The World  

as do our  worldly Christian leaders  (demonstrated by their actions,  contradicted by their words –  Matt.23v1-3)  but rather,  to have a mindset that 

craves after “The Methodology of what will operate within The Millennium”  (Luke.17v21)   being  “to edify our neighbour as ourselves”  (Mark.12v31).   

This reformed intrinsic nature of  agapao/{edifying love}  delivers the required practical  agape/{charity love}  that is time  freely/simply  given to  

accurately  teach  “The Knowledge”  to get people into the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  and then to perfect it!  

This is what Moses demonstrated –  he had a  sincere/genuine  desire to edify people to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to lead people out of the slavery to the 

Egyptians  (read   “people to become Christians led out of worldly methodology”)  unto  “The Promised Land”  (read   “where people to fulfil Yahweh's 

Desire in The Millennium”). 

The Israelites as they previous stood, –  could not do this –  and that is specifically  why  Yahweh  moved-in  at the  (non) burning bush to 

commission Moses  (Ex.3v2-10)  into what would then become his  life-long  work - 

“To lead  The People  (Israelites)  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire.”  

Furthermore by metaphor,  that is precisely why we have The Millennium,  because presently in Satan’s world during The Gospel Age  “Christians”  

(and by default,  all non-Christians)  are all like  “The 1st Epoch Israelites” (and Gentiles at the time),  and not in the position to pull themselves out of 

The World  (being its methodology)!   They require  “The Early Adopters”  to lead them out of worldly methodology  (by example)  during The 

Millennium within a perfected Environment –  made just so by JCg and his assistants  (144000 TCs [and The Prophets])  with infinite capability  [of 

Yahweh's supporting Authority –  as did Moses,  Ex. chapters 7 to 12]  to make it  “just-so”). 

 

141st Comment – In faith Moses left Egypt  (leading The Israelites out with him)  having no fear of the Pharaoh’s wrath;  

for Moses  (at 80 years old)  was  strong/steadfast  {taking heed}/{clearly discerning}  “The Invisible God”  (Yahweh)  

within his mind to wholly fulfil The Word of God to be wholly directing him  (Moses was a  contrite/compliant  person). 

261st Reasoning – “Moses clearly discerning The Invisible God”.  No contradiction.  While Yahweh is physically invisible 

to us  (Ex.33v20),  Moses had the correct mind to fully imbue  “The Word of God”  and hearken upon it.   Moses showed 

true deference of a humble mind – being the type of mind Yahweh chooses to lead people now and in The Millennium. 

262nd Reasoning – Moses had The Mission assigned to him by Yahweh and he would not fail Yahweh having the full 

confidence of the earlier miracles (Ex.4v1-7) – being “Real Faith”  built upon  accurate  “knowledge”,  having the 

assurance from which Moses demonstrated fidelity  “to become a god to Pharaoh” (Ex.7v1, to subject him) –  obviously 

Yahweh supporting him  because Moses had “Real Faith”  (and was  working with fidelity  to  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

Allegory – repeat - The Egyptian System (always by prophecy)  =  The Worldly System under Satan’s methodology. 

Reasoning – repeat – Moses turned his back upon the riches of Egypt  (The World)  and by analogy,  The Brethren 

(Christians) aiming to become TCs are to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for the  anointing  as future  “Sons of 

God”.  JC precisely teaches us  -  we must be  utterly humble  -  by taking upon ourselves  “the reproach of Christ”  by 

becoming  “The Last/Least”  during The 1st part of our physical life for which  (if Yahweh so deems)  then we shall be 

given “The First/Most”  in the 2nd part of our physical life as future  “Sons of God”.    Obviously  “Professional Leaders 

of Religion”  do not expect this to occur – that is why they take  The First/Most  now and  never teach of The Millennium! 

263rd Reasoning – Yahweh is invisible to people closing their eyes to what  “He chooses to make become who/what He 

chooses to become” – where today He is ignored.  But He progressively waits until another  “milestone”  is met and then 

steers The Environment towards the next  “milestone”  while He extracts The Remnant at the required progressive pace. 

Heb.  11v27 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  

Heb.  11v27 og (he [Moses]) {left down/behind}/abandoned/reserved/{had remaining}  (the) Egypt,   

Heb.  11v27 og not  (the being) frightened/alarmed/awe/revering/fearful/respectful/deferential  the   

Heb.  11v27 og {passion (as if breathing hard)}/fierceness/indignation/wrath  of the  {foundation of power}/sovereign/king;   

Heb.  11v27 og the (One [Yahweh])  For  (the) invisible/unseen  {in that manner}/likewise/as   

Heb.  11v27 og (the) {staring at}/{discerning clearly}/beholding/perceiving/seeing/{taking heed}   

Heb.  11v27 og (he) {was stout/strong}/{patiently steadfast/endured}/{kept on}/{bear up with fortitude}/stoic. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.2v1-3. 

Heb.  11v27 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

he  (Moses)   {left behind}/abandoned  Egypt,     (Moses  [representing TCs]   left Egypt  [TCs leave “worldly methodology”] … … ) 
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not  being  frightened/alarmed/fearful  the  passion/fierceness/wrath  of the  king;    (TCs are not fearful of  “Leaders of Religion” … … ) 

For  he  (Moses)   {was strong}/steadfast/endured/stoic  {in that manner}/as     (Moses was utterly resolute … … ) 

the  {staring at}/{discerning clearly}/{taking heed}  The One  (Yahweh)   invisible/unseen.    (TCs aim towards the new Future Mind) 

 

In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

he (Moses)  abandoned Egypt   (as the allegoric example  -  we aiming to be  “anointed”  for leadership  must leave  “worldly methodology”) 
not being  frightened/fearful  of the  passion/wrath  of the Pharaoh   (leaving  worldly  methodology  will bring  Satan's wrath upon TCs)  
               (The wrath will come from Satan's cohorts  -  Principally “Leaders of Religion”  [1Cor.11v13-15]  having their “hypocrisy” exposed.) 
               (“Pharaoh” was both  “The Leader of Religion and Politics”  (hand in glove) -  hence the wrath from these two quarters upon TCs) 

for he (Moses)  was  strong/resolute/stoic  (in mind)    (by having  “Real Faith”  of the required 3 stages) 

discerning clearly  The Invisible One  (Yahweh)    (the TCs likewise can discern clearly God's Word –  while it is  not  seen by most people). 

 

There are  “two schools of thought”  regarding this verse. 

1. It refers to the time when Moses fled Egypt at an age of about 40 years when he intervened to protect the Israelite slave (Ex.2v15).  

2. It refers to the time when he left Egypt at an age of about 80 years leading the Israelites out of Egypt (Ex.13v17). 

I understand it to be the (2) for several reasons - 

1. He had to face the wrath of the king  after every plague –  when he asked   “Can my people go!”    

  -  And in anger,  the Pharoah rejected his request! 

2. This was the time when Moses was strong in The Lord  (some 40 years earlier he had run away  “in fear”)! 

3. Here he was clearly discerning  “The Invisible One” (Yahweh) –  being that he was faithfully fulfilling His Desire  (Ex.3v10). 

4. Then we have the context of the next verse being the ultimate persuasion to turn the Pharoah’s mind and release the captive Israelites. 

Likewise TCs have the identical resolution as they face the wrath of The World for  only  “exactly fulfilling Yahweh's Desire”  that is to - 

1. Precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (comprising of the following) - 

1.1  Accurately  teach  “The Word of God”. 

1.2  Take  nothing  from The World of whatever  (glory/position/power/money/fame/leverage/etc.)   

for  accurately  giving this knowledge to The World  (freely  given in our time and resources). 

2. Avoid worldly politics  like the plague –  so that we remain  unblemished/unstained/pure  for Yahweh’s service. 

3. Remain absolutely neutral in all worldly affairs –  so no worldly label can be placed upon us that could become an impediment to providing 

an  accurate  ministry  (of  “The Lords’ Acceptable Year”)  to any person on this planet without  favour/partisanship  (1Cor.8v1-13, 9v20-24, 

Rom.14v1-23, Matt.22v16, etc.) 

This is  precisely what  The Bible so very  clearly  teaches us! 

But it is  not  what our  “professional”  worldly Christian leaders  errantly  teach –  because they  are  involved within The World and its methodology! 

Thus we understand TCs  are  set apart –  because they make themselves  “set apart”  so they imitate their leader Christ Jesus  (as  “The Word of God”  

to wholly direct their mind),  who himself was portrayed earlier by  “The Prophet and Law Giver”  Moses leading his people from out of  Egypt  (The 

World). 

None  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders. 

But instead,  today on the radio,  I heard one of them extolling the virtues of  “the Greek gods”!   

And many years later  (on a revision later),  I heard a Jesuit speak of praying to supposed saints of this,  that or the other! –   

I am completely staggered at their  total incompetence and delinquent  nature! 

They are  utterly useless  at fulfilling Yahweh's Desire!     

Does Yahweh really  “phileo/{attractively love}”  them?    

Obviously  not –  when they entirely reject what He teaches us! 

And yet they profusely state   “We represent God!” 

“What god”  -  I ask  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)! 

Most worryingly,  this is all too pandemic today,  hence my driver to readdress the balance in this “Spiritually blind World”  made just so by “Religion”! 

 

142nd Comment – In faith Moses performed  “The Passover  also  “the sprinkling of blood”,  so  “The Spoiler/Slayer”  

should not manipulate their  “Firstborn”  within The Family members. 

264th Reasoning – Moses acted with fidelity and took upon himself  “the responsibility”  to ensure all the families of  “The 

Israelite Nation”  would follow the procedure to ensure  “the Firstborn”  were protected from  “The Slayer”. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

162nd Allegory – The Passover cover for  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  =  “The Cover”  JC gave firstly for  “The 2nd Epoch 

Israel” in “The 2nd Covenant”  to draw out his fellow “Sons of God”  to become  “The Firstborn” – and then later ideally 

all people in  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  so they all might righteously have an opportunity to  really  “believe in JC”  by  

precisely imitating  his lifestyle when personally educated in both environments  (1) now,  and  (2) in The Millennium. 

163rd Allegory – The blood covering of the lamb sacrifice  =  The blood covering of JC’s sacrifice. 

Allegory – repeat - blood = The physical  “essence of life”  within a fleshly body. 

265th Reasoning – The Slayer is sometimes called  “The  Angel/(Communicator)  of Death”.  The terminology just means 

that Yahweh caused death in  “The Firstborn”.  However they have  not  been annihilated.  But  by analogy  if we are  not  

covered by JC’s blood then we  will be subject to death – but this time it will be “The 2nd Death”  = “annihilation”,  

because JC only died The Once,  we have no more cover for any 3rd part of our existence  (see “2 part life” in glossary). 

164th Allegory – The Firstborn Covered = The Firstfruits covered = The Prophets and then TCs being  “The Early 

Adopters”  of Yahweh’s  Word/Methodology  while under Satan’s heaven (Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19)  given  guaranteed  life. 

Heb.  11v28 og (To the [= in/with.by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Heb.  11v28 og (he [Moses]) did/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised   

Heb.  11v28 og the  Passover  also  the  sprinkling  of the  blood,   

Heb.  11v28 og that  not  the (one [entity])   spoiling/ruining/slaying/destroying  the  Firstborn/{chief begotten} [plural]   

Heb.  11v28 og (he/it should)  {to finger}/manipulate/{to have to do with (to injure)}/handle/touch   {of them}. 

Heb.  11v28 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

he  (Moses)   made/performed/practised  the  Passover     (an action instructed by Yahweh as The Separator … … ) 

also  the sprinkling  of the  blood,     (being  “The Essence of Life”  given … … ) 

that  the one  (entity)   spoiling/ruining/slaying/destroying     (The Resultant from a  failed course of action … … ) 
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he/it  should  not  manipulate/handle/touch      (physically interfere … … ) 

their  Firstborn/{chief begotten}  (plural).     (Paul’s allegory representative of The Firstfruits being the TCs of The Gospel Age) 

 

In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

he (Moses)  performed The Passover   (Moses set in motion  “The Most Important Custom”  for  “The Salvation of Mankind”) 
also the sprinkling of the blood   (the  “Essence of Life”  to  atone/cover  initially “The Firstborn” [TCs]   and then  “The Nation” [The World]) 

that the one  (entity)  spoiling/ruining/slaying   (this will occur,  if we personally choose  not  to fulfil Yahweh's Instruction  to yield success) 

should not manipulate their Firstborn   (Paul's contextual allegory for us aiming to be TCs –  do  not  be misled by  “Religion”) 

 

We understand  “the sacrificial lamb taking care of  “The Firstborn”  of  The (1st Epoch)  Israelite Nation’  so death cannot touch them”. 

What is special about that?  

What does it typify?    

Being whole the point of Paul’s examples of which he uses here to specifically  teach us  about  “The Goal”  (of election). 

Now replace a couple of key nouns  (and putting it into flowing English) - 

“The JC taking care of  The Firstborn (1st harvest)  of  (The 2nd Epoch)  Israel  (The Christian nation)  so death cannot touch them.” 

Translated  

JC takes care of  “The Firstborn”  (of  “The 1st Resurrection”,  Rev.20v6  [see “Born Again” in glossary]  and also as  “The Firstfruits, 

Rev.14v1-4)  at his 1st 2nd C to collect them to be his Bride  (under his protection)  resurrected in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body so  (The 

2nd)  Death cannot touch them  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)”. 

If  “death”  cannot touch them, –  then this can only mean  “a resurrection unto  guaranteed  everlasting life”. 

This  is  the differentiation our  worldly Christian  theologians/scholars  have  not  understood for the last 1700+ years or so! 

Being there is  (1) “guaranteed life” (for resurrected celestial TCs),  and there is  (2) “life” (for resurrected fleshly humans). 

The point being,  those people of  (2) can receive  “a resurrection to life or death”.   

Precisely as Rev.20v12-15 tells us,  but noting the copyist’s addition of the first sentence at 20v5 that must be removed out of our 

mind  (invented to support errant, unrighteous Christian doctrine) –  please see all my local commentaries.  

This terminology  “a resurrection to life or death”  does not mean perfected DNA fleshly people are resurrected,  to then be killed –  it is 

absolutely  farcical to suggest such an absurdity –  but our  theologians/scholars  do just this in their  “supposed exegesis”.     

It is an  “utterly insane, crass and inane  understanding”  showing they have  not  the  one/same  mind as Yahweh if they think in such an  

unrighteous  manner,  moreover,  they have no desire to even want to correct it!   

Why invent text that does not exist  (ignoring Rev.22v18)? 

Why add  “the time domain”  into the text by adding “immediately”  when there is  no  time domain in the local text! 

If there is  no  time domain,  then we look elsewhere for the  “time domain” –  and we are told it is 1000 years  (and by allegory as I explain elsewhere)!  

The phrase  “resurrection to life or death”  precisely means - 

1. A resurrection of which after  “a period of time”,  everlasting life ensues. 

2. A resurrection of which after  “a period of time”,  everlasting death ensues. 

It means absolutely nothing else! 

Moreover this correct understanding supports what this website  “screams out”  to The World,  being that of - 

The 1000 year Millennium where  “humans”  are given the opportunity in the 2nd part of their physical life to learn  “Righteousness”,  to then 

imbue this Knowledge within them and thus demonstrate the 2nd part of their spiritual life to be imitating JC’s lifestyle  (therefore to be truly 

believing in JC’)  then they shall have - 

A resurrection of which after  “a period of time”,  everlasting life ensues. 

Furthermore - 

If the person individually chooses to rebel and  not  imbue  “The Word of God”  within themselves during the 1000 year learning period  (by 

not truly “believing in JC”)  then they shall have - 

A resurrection of which after  “a period of time'”  everlasting death ensues  =  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 

This exegesis  (given to The World in 2007 CE through this website  “FutureLife.Org”)  is - 

1. Obvious! 

2. Righteous! 

3. Precisely what The Bible  tells us. 

4. The Absolute Truth  (irrespective of what our wholly incompetent  worldly religious leaders  [of whatever persuasion]  tell us to the contrary 

–   they are just lost in a mystery of their  own  creation –  thus it is much safer for us to just  ignore  them –  hence their downfall,  Rev. 

chapters 17 and 18). 

Quite simply   If you,  the reader,  want a fairy story,  then go to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to have your ears tickled  (2Tim.3v3-4). 

However,  if you yearn to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire then leave their worldly methodology  (metaphorically “Egypt” vacated by The Jews)  and precisely 

imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (and ignore  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  whose output becomes just a “byword”  (Deut.28v37, 1Kings.9v7, 

2Chor.7v20, Ps.44v14).  

However,  for us to be in this authoritative position  (Mark.1v22) ,  then this requires  work to educate ourselves  within   “The Scriptures”  and should 

use this website to assist ourselves in our reasoning of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation” –  to  understand/{consciously register}  

“The Omnipotence of Yahweh”  through the millennia in bringing forth His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 

None  of this can be seen in our  useless/planer  “master references”  of “Religion”  having no depth through time  –  or  supposed  sages/gurus  of 

“Religion” – it is all just  nonsense,  I know,  because I have read many of them –  and disregarded them to be  “Just nonsense”  to achieve  “Human 

Salvation”  (to include  worldly Christianity as taught today  [and has been for the last some 1700+ years])! 

           Yahweh is  (and has always done)  working in parallel to  “Leaders of Religion”,  because He is  drawing out by Election  His  “Early Adopters”.   

“Leaders of Religion”  are merely  “a continuum”  out of which Yahweh  can  draw His “Early Adopters”  -  and this is precisely what JC and the 

original apostles taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  and they were detested for it  (John.11v47-53) –  please see my dissertations  “The Crux of 

Christianity”  and also  “What is 1st Century Christianity?”. 

 

143rd Comment – In  “Real Faith”,  The Israelites crossed  “The  Red/Reed  Sea”  as though it were  “dry” land –  the 

water having  “rolled back”  to allow Israelite passage,  then returned as a tsunami and drowned the Egyptians. 

266th Reasoning – The Israelites  had seen The Miracles in Egypt  (knowing Yahweh was presently with them – to give 

aid)  and witnessed the water roll back off the land to clear a path across the “dry” bed – this was  accurate  knowledge 

and the assurance,  gained from the  test/assay  results which inspired them to move forward in fidelity across the sea bed. 

Note also: Yahweh led them by the column of  smoke/fire – thus showing His continual involvement with them Ex.13v21. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 
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144th Comment – The Egyptians  tested/assayed  Yahweh believing they too could call upon God’s capability to allow 

themselves passage through the waters after The Israelites –  however the tsunami came into the land and drowned them. 

267th Reasoning – The Egyptians operating as The World  test/assay  Yahweh –  the worst offenders are  charlatan 

Christian leaders feigning miraculous  wonders/cures  for their own glory on the back of God’s Word –  however Yahweh 

is  NOT  to be  tested/assayed  (Matt.4v7) by  any entity in The Universe – we  all  are to fulfil His Desire – not ours!   

However if our mindset is the  one/same  as Yahweh’s mindset  then  we fulfil our desire  because it fulfils Yahweh’s 

Desire,  hence the writing at 1John.5v14-15  because of John.14v20, 17v21-26.  All this is  unintelligible  to our 

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  as both their words and deportment testify to us and to Yahweh  (Rom.1v16-32)! 

Heb.  11v29 og (To the [= in/with.by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  the  Red/{Reed[?]}  (the) sea   

Heb.  11v29 og (they) {walked through}/crossed/{came/over/passed through}   

Heb.  11v29 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  through (reason of)   

Heb.  11v29 og (of the) scorched/arid/dry/shrunken/{dry earth/land}/withered   

Heb.  11v29 og {of whom/which}  (the) {piercing (human experience)}/testing/attempting/assaying/trialling   

Heb.  11v29 og (the having) {getting hold of}/grasping/{taking up/away}/having/receiving  the  Egyptians   

Heb.  11v29 og (they were) {drunk down}/{gulped entirely}/devoured/drowned/{swallowed up}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.14v21-31. 

Heb.  11v29 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

they  (The Israelites)   {walked through}/crossed  the  Red/Reed  sea   

{in that manner}/as  through  the  (sea bed was as)  scorched/arid/{dry land}   

{of which}  (the sea)  {getting hold of}/{taking away}  the  testing/attempting  the  Egyptians   

they were  {drunk down}/{gulped entirely}/drowned. 

 

In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

they (The Israelites)  waked across the Reed sea   (being the flooded land on The Delta of The River Nile) 

in that manner as through reason of the  (sea bed was as)  dry land 

of which  (the sea returning back)  getting hold of the  testing/assaying   (of Yahweh's Patience)   
the Egyptians,  they were drowned. 

 

We read how Yahweh caused the waters to move aside and allowed the Israelites to cross on what appeared to be  “dry land”  (as the  

mud/sand/pebbles),  then having crossed over this part of the shore bed,  the waters returned around the ensuing Egyptians and thus drowned them.   

This is similarly a typical event preceding a forthcoming tsunami when the sea draws back for a period of time,  and then rushes back into the flooded 

area with considerable force because it has such a long wavelength –  and thus just  “keeps coming-in”!   We have sadly witnessed this on cameras 

today,  being how utterly devastating a tsunami can become when rolling onto the flat coastal land (as might a river delta be)  –  nothing can stop it! 

Yahweh could time these events  (placing The Israelite nation – just so)  in order for these events to be used with maximum effect to fulfil His Desire. 

“The 1st Epoch Israel”  (“The Israelite Nation”)  was guided away from Egyptians by Yahweh using His Capability expressed as the HS  

through Moses –  being of His Capability exercised to make  “His Pure Desire manifest within The Environment”. 

“The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (the Christian Nation)  was guided away from The World  (worldly methodology)  by Yahweh using His Capability 

expressed as the HS  through JC –  being His Capability exercised to make  “His Pure Desire manifest within The Environment”. 

Paul is calling upon all these allegories throughout these support verses to show the link between  Real Faith  based upon  “The Witnessed Examples”  

known as being correct to form  “The Basis of Confidence”,  and then applied with fidelity to ultimately fulfil Yahweh’s Desire while accepting affliction 

from other people for merely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (see glossary).    

Where these individuals  “put themselves out on a limb”  -  they had to show their reliance upon Yahweh –  to  swoop-in  to help.   

Why?   Because of  “The Work”  they put in  BEFOREHAND!     

They had to  do something FIRST –  in EVERY instance –  please check The Context of each example! 

Let me give a practical example of which we must beware. 

I had a well-meaning  worldly Christian person challenge me over the three basic requirements necessary for  “The Real Faith”  and then cite this 

example in The Bible    

How could the Israelites have Real Faith when they had  not  the accurate knowledge of the sea opening before them –  being inland people? 

On the face of it –  it seems like a good question –   and I am pleased she asked the question because I was then able to show how The Israelites should 

have  “Real Faith” –  being the very point made by Paul. 

1. Firstly they had the ten miracles to get them out of Egypt –  that can be explained away as a volcanic eruption somewhere.  But that does not 

explain away either Yahweh’s  (1) foreknowledge  (of perhaps several months)  of The Event and getting Moses in place with Aaron and start 

challenging the Pharaoh  or  Yahweh  (2) deliberately making  the  eruption/earthquake  occur when He so deemed appropriate to set in train 

the disastrous events for The Egyptians. 

2. Yahweh guided them with a pillar of smoke in the day and fire by night  (Ex.13v21)  to the shore of   “The Red/Reed  Sea”. 

This would have been quite an extraordinary event –  certainly miraculous! 

After doing all this,  then logic tells us,  after Yahweh has expended time, energy and capability to get The Israelites this far,  then 

He was hardly likely to abandon them to the devices of  “The Egyptians”!    

Thus the Israelites had  “The Accurate Knowledge”  of all the things that Yahweh had done previously for them –  so based upon  “The Assurance of The 

Witnessed Evidenced”  –  then they could expect Yahweh to save them from the calamitous events unfolding upon them –  namely  “The Egyptian Army”  

bearing down upon them! 

Thus when Yahweh caused The Sea to  “open up”  (apparently rolling back,  being another miraculous event for the time)  then based upon  “The 

Accurate Knowledge + The Assurance”,  then they had the choice to apply with  “Fidelity”  what they knew  (being “The Escape from Egypt”)  to walk 

in confidence across  “The Sea Bed”  shallows to their safety in  “Real Faith”. 

This explanation satisfied the Christian recipient,  and she now in confidence could understand what Paul was teaching us here. 

But this uncertainty in her own mind was  only created,  because she had been subjected to  the rubbish taught to her  from our  worldly Christian 

leaders having  “blinded her reasoning”  to what  “Real Faith”  really means at an individual level.   

Inasmuch just  “believing in JC”  “saves you”  because  “you have faith”!    

This  half-truth  (and thus dangerous)  “nonsense”  is pandemic by the  useless  (as assayed by Yahweh)  “teaching”  given out by our  charlatan 

Christian leaders –  making a worldly living  “on the back”  of these poor innocents  (Luke.16v19-31,  Rom.16v17-18,  1Thes.2v5-6, Acts.20v29, etc.)! 

A 4th revision addition. 

I have watched several interesting programs regarding both the largest volcanic eruption in human history occurring about 1626 BC and of the Ten 

Plagues of Egypt as having occurred due to a volcanic eruption. 

The program was investigating the disappearance of “Atlantis” and finally concluded it consisted of the much larger Island of Santorini before much of 

it was blasted into the air by its volcano  (Thera)  and most of the remainder sunk below the sea. 
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Tying this event in with the Ten Plagues of Egypt,  both occurring at about the same time in history gives independent confirmation of this event as 

described within The Bible.  Now clearly,  the sea sinking back from the “Reed Sea”  due to a Tsunami caused by the volcano Thera eruption is on the 

wrong side of the plagues occurring  (the eruption must occur first for the consequential fallout to cause the plagues Ex.7v1+ to 10v21).   

However,  with that being said,  it most certainly is not beyond the realms of possibility,  the huge volcano blast had locally distorted the Earth’s crust by 

moving stress around the local area to perhaps cause an underwater earthquake in The Mediterranean Sea a few weeks later  -  just at the same time 

when The Israelites were leaving Egypt and needed to cross The Reed Sea to flee from the pursuing Egyptians,  of which the Israelites safely crossed and 

the Egyptians drowned  (Ex.14v21-26)! 

Those would be the basics and Yahweh could  “top and tail”  the other events as described within that section of the Book of  Exodus. 

 

145th Comment – In faith displayed by The Israelites,  Yahweh caused the walls of Jericho to fall down having been 

surrounded for 7 days by the encircling Israelite warriors. 

268th Reasoning – The Israelites gained  “knowledge”  by having personally seen the miracles of minor victories upon 

their entry into Canaan were filled with assurance,  to operate with  fidelity  to Yahweh’s instruction,  they knowing He 

would show His  Authority/Capability  expressed in The Environment (as the HS)  would cause the walls to fall –  thus 

putting fear into the surrounding towns. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

165th Allegory – Seven (always by allegory) = “completeness/perfection by oath”  (StrongsTM = 7650/1 shaba/sheba). 

Heb.  11v30 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Heb.  11v30 og the  walls  (of the) Jericho  (it) alighting/{gently fell down}   

Heb.  11v30 og (the having been) encircled/surrounded/{compassed (about)}/{come (stand) round about}   

Heb.  11v30 og over/upon/concerning  seven  (of the) days/{periods of time}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Josh.6v1-21. 

Heb.  11v30 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

the walls  of the  Jericho  {gently fell down},   

the having been  encircled/surrounded  over/upon/concerning  seven  days.     (by the circulating Israelite  priests/warriors) 

 

        (Some forty years later … … ) 

In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

the walls of Jericho fell down   
having been encircled over seven days   (by the circulating Israelite  priests/warriors). 

 

The point Paul makes is this - 

The Israelites had to entrust that Yahweh would do something on the seventh  (= complete/perfect – StrongsTM = 7650/1 shaba/sheba –  

common Hebrew root)  day  (again analogous to “The 7th Day”  of The Millennium  [2Pet.3v8, Heb.4v4, Rev.20v7, etc.],  being  “The Great 

Sabbath Day”  covered by JCg's ransom sacrifice  [John.19v31, 20v1],  where JCg is to be  “The Lord of The Sabbath”  [Mark.2v27-28]).   

These are all pointers that Yahweh uses to show His Omnipotence through The Ages,  so that in The Culmination,  when we having been perfected,  then 

we can look back to view all this recorded history demonstrably controlled within boundaries shall give us mental security.  It is by being mentally 

fortified with this foundation of proven knowledge,  then we can look forward into The Future always knowing and having  “The Confidence”,  Yahweh 

has  ALL  things in perfect control –  to give us,  along with all the other entities of The Universe,  a secure  future –  without inflicted premeditated pain 

and suffering  (as occurred during our learning period of some 6000 years under Satan’s methodology within the 1st part of our physical life). 

Consequently under instruction from Yahweh,  -  the Israelites trusted that by silently marching around Jericho out of range of possible 

missiles launched from Jericho –  that on the 7th day Yahweh would  “do something”  to make the  “The Capture of Jericho”  possible! 

But on the 7th Day,  still under instruction from Yahweh it was to be different!   

Seven priests and Levites carrying  “The Ark of The Covenant”  leading The Warriors,  would march around Jericho  seven times  and then 

blow the rams horns and shout very loudly –  then,  “something would happen”. 

With hindsight,  that  “something”  would be  “the walls to collapse”,  allowing immediate access into the city. 

Just think of the utter psychological fear of  increasing  suspense generated within the people of Jericho  (knowing of the Israelite’s previous victories) – 

to see this happening,  day after day –  with no noise,  but this silent procession around the city –  like an  “all-powerful predator”  assessing its next 

victim before it leaps in for  a certain kill. 

There must have been utter terror within the city! 

Then on the 7th day the inhabitants would know that it would be  “today”  because of the differently employed procedure,  -  as soon as the Israelites 

started the 2nd circuit,  then the 3rd and so on! 

I could expect the inhabitants would have  “knocked down the walls”  themselves just to get out and run away! 

“Yahweh”  precisely knew what would occur because His Desire (HS) was to be expressed capability to  “make become what He chose to become”. 

That is the specific point to be made today  

Are we doing things in His Name  (or JC’s name)  because this is what people  (worldly)  expect should be done?   

Or  rather,  we intrinsically choose to fulfil His Pure Desire  (to make possible the HS within us)? 

Furthermore,  if we do  not  know what Yahweh's Desire really is –  then we  cannot  even get onto  “The First Square”  to start being successful! 

Please read  “Yahweh's Desire”  and the counter – “Satan’s Desire”  in glossary to understand  precisely  what  is occurring on this planet today. 

 

146th Comment – In faith,  Rahab the harlot did not die with the rebellious people of Jericho,  because she welcomed the 

Jewish spies with peace. 

269th Reasoning – Because Rahab  knowing  who/what  the spies represented  (being “The New Order” over The Land)  

then with assurance,  she changed sides to become committed to exercise  fidelity  to what she knew by working alongside  

“The Israelites”.  In this manner she demonstrated “Real Faith”  (away from the present system of things),  and was thus 

saved when “The Day of Destruction” arrived,  caused by Yahweh to remove any opposition against the fulfilment of His 

Desire.  Yahweh does cause to remember those people who exercised  “Real Faith”  and He will spare them. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

63rd Warning – If we are not prepared to change allegiances from the 1st part of our life to the 2nd part of our life then we 

shall also die like those people  not  prepared to become part of  “The Remnant of Israel”  (over its 3 Epochs). 
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64th Warning – “Disobeying” is “Rebellion”  against authority.  All forms of rebellion against authority (Matt.7v21-23)  

is an anathema to Yahweh seeking to bring forth Law and Order within His Universe.  This is why Yahweh is so harsh 

upon Blasphemers (“speaking rebellion”,  or  “deny by rebellion”,  see my commentaries at Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-

32).  “Blaspheming”  does  not  mean what  “Professional Religious Leaders”  tell us –  as with much of what they say! 

Heb.  11v31 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  Rahab  the  strumpet/idolater/harlot/whore    

Heb.  11v31 og not  (she) {with destruction}/{perish with}/{to destroy (middle voice or passive) be slain with}   

Heb.  11v31 og to the ([=in/with/by/on] persons)   (to the having) disbelieved/disobeyed/rebelled/uncommitted [plural],   

Heb.  11v31 og (the) received/accepted/took/welcomed [middle voice]   

Heb.  11v31 og the  {intensely peering}/watchers/reconnoitres/spies  

Heb.  11v31 og {amid/together/with (meta)}   (the) peace/prosperity/rest. 

Old Testament reference located at  Josh.2v1-21, 6v22-25. 

Heb.  11v31 = In  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   

Rahab  the  harlot/whore  not  she  {perished with}/{slain alongside}  with the  people   (of Jericho)   having  disobeyed/rebelled,   

(she)  personally  received/accepted/welcomed  the  reconnoitres/spies   (from the Israelites)   together/with  the  peace/rest. 

 

        (At the time of this event, Rahab inside Jericho … … ) 

In  (real) faith  (= accurate  “knowledge”,  vigorously tested to gain  “assurance”,  operated upon with  “fidelity”  to  “The Proven Knowledge”) 

Rahab the harlot,  not she perished with the people  (of Jericho)  having disobeyed   (Yahweh's requirements to capitulate) 

(she)  personally welcomed the reconnoitres with peace. 

 

The point being made here is this - 

Yahweh gave the inhabitants a chance to leave  if  they truly  “believed in Yahweh” –  to be believing,  He  would  destroy Jericho  (by some 

means,  as demonstrated to earlier towns) –  during the previous six days  when  “the warning”  was given to Jericho by  “the marching 

procession”  indicating  “they were the next target”.   

I would have left by night and run away after perhaps the 4th day!   But these inhabitants trusted in their walls made of worldly stone up to the 7th day  –  

and became as I quote - 

“the  disobedient/rebellious/uncommitted  people  (of Jericho)”. 

They were like this because they gave  no  respect to Yahweh’s  Almighty  (= infinite)  Authority/Capability  (as demonstrated elsewhere). 

Likewise today  

Many people calling themselves  “Christians”  spend more time watching soap operas on television than reading The Bible! 

(A 4th revision addition   “Playing on their mobile phones”,  countered at Matt.11v17,  noting my all-important commentary at Rev.13v11.) 

Why? 

Because soap operas have apparently more relevance to them today than does  “The Author of The Bible”  and  “Creator of The Universe!” 

And  why  is that so? 

Because our  worldly Christian Leaders  devalue  Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority  to a point of  “nothingness”  in their sermons!   

Yes, -  they give frothy soundbites,  but these have  no  intrinsic value,  no  real depth –  just  emptiness and vanity –  for them and 

their congregations  (precisely as JC warned at Matt.7v26-27)! 

Consequently,  Yahweh  will  remove these  worldly Christian leaders from their apparent position of security  (Luke.16v1-12, 20v16,  Rev.19v16-21) –  

under the power of those people of whom Yahweh  “deems entirely worthy”  of that position.   

This is the point Paul is making –  (1) imbue that  accurate  knowledge  about Yahweh,  (2) personally gain  assurance, competence and authority upon 

that knowledge by  thoroughly testing it,  and then  (3) personally act with  fidelity  upon that knowledge so we might not be like the - 

“the  disobedient/rebellious/uncommitted  people  (of Jericho)”.  

Therefore,  we might become accepted by Yahweh as being TCs,  that He might choose us to become future  “Sons of God” –  because we ideally acted 

with  “Real Faith” –  being    The specific point Paul is making in the whole of this chapter! 

Noting that  if  at the end of  “The 7th Day”  of 1000 years we do  not  become  humble/contrite  to Yahweh's Requirements,  then  like  “The 

Rebellious People”  of Jericho,  we shall be annihilated at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-15). 

These are  not  idle events of worthless words written on a page for us to ignore  (to our ultimate harm)  - but they have been written by Paul because he 

understands and recognises the deeper significance of all these events in The Tanakh  (hence 1Tim.3v15-17)  in relation to The Gospel Age  -  being that 

he is not  “shutting the gate after the horse has bolted”,  but rather,  teaching us of what should occur to us personally! 

It is imperative for us  (and of The World,  if we wish to be personally responsible for it)  to heed  “The Word of God part 1”  just as did JC to personally 

righteously answer it,  to become “The Word of God part 2”  -  and that is exactly what we must do if we wish to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (Ecc.12v13-14)  

so that we might personally bring forth JC’s 2nd Advent  (to ideally collect us)  and then The Millennium,  some 3.5 years later,  during which to collect  

“The (billions) of (reformed) Late Adopters”. 

 

147th Comment – Paul states there were so many individuals during  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  who exercised faith.  Mighty 

names  -  Gideon, Barak, Samson, Jephthah, David, Samuel and then the inspired  teachers/prophets. 

270th Reasoning – It was through exercising “Real Faith”  by imbuing  accurate knowledge,  gaining assurance upon this 

accurate knowledge,  then having the mindset to operate with fidelity that ensured Yahweh’s favour in their fulfilment of 

His Desire.  See “Yahweh’s Desire” in glossary, so that YOU,  the reader may know how to fulfil His Desire today. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

148th Comment – Yahweh worked through these individuals who exhibited  “Real Faith”  so they were able to subdue 

kingdoms,  toiled for  righteousness/equality,  attained the promises of inheritances and blocked up the mouths of lions.  

Also able to quench the force of fire,  fled the edge of swords,  empowered from a state of weakness,  became to be 

powerful in battle and the enemy routed. 

271st Reasoning – This occurred  because the individual concerned  operated in harmony with Yahweh – they were part of 

His  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and their lifestyle fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire, not self-indulgently motivated. 

Therefore Yahweh planted within their mind  the successful route – and they obediently hearkened to what was supplanted. 

65th Warning – Beware - it is often  very difficult to spot a charlatan (a confidence trickster) who will claim to be fulfilling 

Yahweh’s Desire, produce all the “wonderful miracles”  sourced by  pretence of the HS –  but they are  not  motivated for 

our edification –  but like a leach draw out of us what they can in a worldly sense.  These people are detested by Yahweh! 

But these leaders are dearly beloved by their  “millions upon millions  of bewitched devotees” –  being utterly deluded! 
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Heb.  11v32 og Also  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  yet/still/more  (I) state/exclaim?    

Heb.  11v32 og (it will) {leave/fail upon}/{be insufficient for}/fail  For  I/me/my  (the) {relating fully}/declaring/telling   

Heb.  11v32 og the  {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time     

Heb.  11v32 og concerning/about  (the) Gideon,  (the) Barak,  both  also  (the) Samson  also  (the) Jephthah,    

Heb.  11v32 og (the) David  both  also  (the) Samuel  also  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers, 

Old Testament reference located at  Judg.7v1-8v30,  25, Judg.4v6-5v15, Judg.14v1-16v30, Judg.11v1-12v7. 

Those for King David and The High Priest Samuel and are too numerous to quote – generally Samuel/Kings. 

Heb.  11v32 = Also  what  yet/more  I  state/exclaim? 

For  the  time/opportunity  it will  {to be insufficient}/fail  me  the  {fully relating}/declaring  concerning about:- 

Gideon,  Barak,  also  both  Samson  also  Jephthah,  both  David  also  Samuel,  also  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}. 

 

          (Paul begins his conclusion … … ) 

Also what more  (need)  I state?    (To show examples of people putting themselves  “out on a limb”  to faithfully fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 

For the time will fail me fully relating concerning:-    (How long should this epistle be to amplify my point with yet more examples?) 
  Gideon,  Barak,  also both Samson  also Jephthah,  both  (King) David  also Samuel,  also of the prophets  (see above citations). 

 

Paul could call upon so many examples of people who had  “The Accurate Knowledge”  (based upon earlier events)  to be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire and 

then with  fidelity  fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire because they were motivated by the  assurance  they had,  based upon what they knew and assayed.  

I cannot overstress the next  (long)  sentence - 

It is  absolutely essential  to  correctly  understand Yahweh’s Desire –  because religious suicidal bombers are sincerely motivated to fulfil 

what they deem to be  “The Almighty God’s Desire” –  but they have been fed with  faulty information –  and sadly,  to varying degrees 

absolutely  all religious people are fed with faulty knowledge  because quite simply they either do  not  read,  nor understand The Bible  (but 

rather read any manner of other documents) –   and are merely fed with  errant  “worldly knowledge”  by those  “Professional Leaders of  

Religion”  falsely/fraudulently  claiming to represent  “The Almighty God” –  for their own self-indulgent  worldly  return! 

Else quite simply they  would  give the correct message for  no  worldly return!   

Inasmuch  “The Content”  (when correctly understood)  teaches us,  “The Knowledge”  should be freely given  (Matt.10v8) 

This website  “FutureLife.Org”  is making  thoroughly clear  to The World  without equivocation,  what  is  Yahweh's Desire,  for us to personally fulfil. 

Gideon  (Judges.7v2-3,7)  selects in a peculiar manner (as Yahweh instructs)  only 300 fighting men out of an army of 32,000 because Yahweh wants the 

future enemy to know that it was  Yahweh Who fought on the side of The Israelites,  and it was  not  won by large numbers of men!    

Summarising what occurred.  The Israelites were contesting three separate armies  (Jud.7v12)  camped together without number  (at least 135000 

fighting men being those killed in Jud.8v10). 

Thus 300 Israelite men killed over 135000 Midian, Amalek and Eastern men!   

And how did they do it? 

The 300 Israelite men at night sneaked their way into the middle of the camp –  blew the rams horns and caused such a rumpus with torches and jars that 

the three armies started to fight amongst themselves –  rather than the 300 Israelites  (who slid out immediate afterwards)! 

That required  Real Faith to be exercised by The Israelites in Yahweh –  when considering they were outnumbered perhaps  500 1  in the original 

fighting strength!   None of the Israelites were reported to have lost their life. 

Barak  (Judges.4v4-9)  is told by Deborah,  a prophetess,  to take an army of 10,000 men to defeat the king of Canaan –  and she would come with the 

Israelites to ensure  “The Word”  was reported around the future enemies of Israel,  the chief of armies,  Sisera  (with some 900 chariots having iron 

scythes on the wheels Jud.4v13)  was defeated by a woman  (with a twist).  Barak rushed down the hill with 10,000 men behind him and throw the 

enemy’s army into such confusion they took flight,  and Sisera fled and rested in a camp of what he considered to be a friendly alliance with a neighbour 

– whose leader’s wife Jael turned allegiance and knocked a tent peg through the temples of the sleeping Sisera  (Jud.4v21)! 

Again that required  Real Faith to be exercised by Barak to launch an attack into the middle of this fearsome army –  leading to its rout! 

Samson  (Judges.13v2-3)  the son of Manoah and his previously barren  (of children)  wife was a recipient of awesome strength  (inasmuch it was 

Yahweh working around him –  like a man in an exoskeleton robot amplifying muscle power)  provided he remained faithful to Yahweh’s requirements  

that were twofold  (Jud.13v5,  based upon the requirements for a Nazirite given at Num.6v1-21) - 

1. To drink no alcohol or eat unclean meat. 

2. To be as a Nazirite of God and not cut his hair. 

Most people have heard of the events between Samson and Delilah through modern songs –  but perhaps only considered it to be a myth! 

Well it is not a myth –  it really occurred! 

Please read Judges. Chapter 15 to see how strong he was,  and he kept the Philistines at bay for some 20 years (v20) –   during which time The 

Philistines kept asking Delilah  (as his wife)  to discover the source of his strength. 

As we know,  Samson finally capitulated to his wife’s requests and divulged it was through his unshaven hair  (as a Nazirite). 

Delilah cut his hair and the now weakened  (Yahweh removed His protection)  Samson was captured,  imprisoned and had his eyes removed. 

After time,  his hair grew  (being  “The Sign”  that Yahweh was once again prepared to work with him)  and the partying Philistine leaders of some 3000 

with a huge entourage,  called for Samson to be brought in so that they might have fun mocking him! 

This they did,  and Samson prayed to Yahweh asking for the strength to be returned so that he could take out all these  leaders  and entourage in one 

final act.  He asked to be placed between the two centre support pillars of the huge building and bracing himself between pushed them apart and 

destroyed more philistines then in that one place,  than in the previous part of his life  (Jud.16v28-30). 

Jephthah  (Judges.11v4-11)  acquiesces to his fellow Israelites asking for his leadership to stop the Ammonites from attacking them.  He tries to parley 

with them,  but to no avail  (Jud.11v28)  then Jephthah makes his famous vow to Yahweh    

“If you give me victory then I shall offer to You the first thing coming from the doors of my house I see on my return from battle!” 

Needless to say with Yahweh working with Jephthah then the sons of Ammon were completely subdued. 

Jephthah returns home to find his daughter comes running out to meet her victorious father!   

At which point Jephthah breaks down and weeps because of his earlier vow  (Jud.11v35) –   but he will not go against his vow because he honours 

Yahweh so much.  Thus his daughter becomes a worker in The Temple as a virgin to The Lord for the remaining part of her life  (Jud.11v37-40). 

Important to note is this,  his daughter loved Yahweh and respected her father’s vow to go along with it.  How many daughters would do that today? 

That concludes the single noted examples demonstrating  “Real  Faith”! 

There are far too many examples to go through with Samuel and King David – please read The Bible to find out more about these two incredible leaders. 

The point is this - 

How does  our  “faith”  align with that demonstrated by those people given within this verse? 

Would we demonstrate  “Real Faith”? 

Do we know what we should be doing a personal level? 

The point is this,  -  we are taught by Paul to   “Imitate me,  as I imitate JC”   (1Cor.4v16. 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 

Look at what Paul went through at  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v22-28)! 

This  is what our Christian Leaders  should  be instructing of us,  furthermore,  they  should  be  leading by example –  just as Paul led by example. 
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Yet sadly,  because they do  not  “imitate Paul as Paul imitates JC”  in both respects  (by both word and deed),  and likewise the congregations do  not  

“imitate Paul as he imitates JC”  (only because they are  not  instructed to do this –  I am sure many would,  if they knew they had to),  then  none  of 

them can be deemed as being Christlike!   Quite simply,  it is the case of  “The Blind leading the blind and they both fall into the ditch”  (Matt.15v14, 

Luke.6v39)  and thus  none  of these people can be accepted by Yahweh as being future  “Sons of God”. 

That is precisely  why  Yahweh  cannot  find any more than 144000 TCs out of the some 2000 years of The Gospel Age –  before  “Mankind” 

implodes upon itself  (Matt.24v21-22).  

Moreover,  that is why The Millennium  is delayed –  because our  worldly  Christian leaders  are  impeding its onset by keeping their 

devotees in  “Darkness” –  and thus  they are working in  “opposition to Yahweh”  (meaning they  are  “satanic”  to Yahweh)! 

A 4th revision addition. 

It does not matter how much information you give to someone,  if they do not want to believe in The Resultant of this information then they will not! 

This saying is so true - 

“There is no person as blind,  as a person who wants to be blind!” 

This is particularly true with people refusing to change their mind over something,  that,  for interesting reasons,  is often not immediately related to  

“the resultant”  of what is being conveyed!   Quite simply if someone does not want to do something then all and any manner of excuses are forthcoming 

as to supposedly why it is not possible to do “the sensible thing”  -  being to change one’s opinion on something!  

I give an example regarding Covid-19.  By using risk based analysis then having a vaccine outweighs  by orders of magnitude  the hurt caused by 

actually contracting Covid-19 without having had a vaccine.  And yet people still refuse to be vaccinated -  even when I have explained to one such 

person,  the mental doors just come down within his mind -  disregarding all the evidence I raised by irrationally stating it is propaganda  (but ironically,  

personally ignoring the basis of what propaganda he was reliant upon to come to his decision)! 

         I do like the proverb at Prov.26v13 given by someone who is trying to use even the most unlikeliest of events as an excuse not to do something! 

Paul in Hebrews chapter 11 is explaining by example  “What we should be doing”  by using the example of these other people. 

If we do not want to do it,  then it does not necessarily make us “evil people”  -  but rather we have not the aptitude to do these things. 

The example I give is this. 

If you have a water leak in your house,  you do not call in an electrician to repair the water leak! 

You call a plumber to repair the water leak. 

That does not make the electrician an “evil person”  just because he has not the aptitude or put in the training to be a plumber! 

It just means the electrician is not  “cut out”  to be a plumber! 

Likewise with  “The Early Adopters”  -  Yahweh is drawing out by election for  “The Millennium position of Rulership”  to yield “The Late Adopters”. 

If a person is capable and learns how to be an  “Early Adopter”  then  he/she  will be given more responsibility in The Millennium  (Luke.19v12-20). 

If as a house owner you have a water leak in the house and you call a plumber to do the job and yet  he/she  is not skilled at it – just a fraudster falsely 

claiming to represent  “The Guild of Plumbers”  then they are “Rogue Traders” living of the good will of people not experienced in their specific trade. 

However an auditor with much experience in plumbing can accurately assess if  “The Job done”  will last for an eternity as given by a “Good Plumber”  

or just a week before it fails again given by a “Rogue Trader”! 

This is exactly what we face within “Religion”! 

Do I have need to explain the parable I give regarding its contents,  or is it obvious as to who are the “TCs” to be compared with the “Rogue Traders”? 

Heb.  11v33 og who/which/that [plural]   through (reason of)   (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Heb.  11v33 og (they) {struggled/contested  against}/overcame/subdued [middle voice]    (the) kingdoms/reigns/realms,   

Heb.  11v33 og (they) {toiled as occupation}/effected/{be engaged with}/{laboured for} [middle voice]   

Heb.  11v33 og (the) righteousness/equality/justification,   

Heb.  11v33 og (they) {chanced upon}/attained/obtained  (of the) announcements/pledges/{divine assurances}/promises,   

Heb.  11v33 og (they) {fenced/enclosed}/{blocked up}/silenced/stopped   

Heb.  11v33 og (the) {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  (of the) lions. 

Old Testament reference located at  2kings.19v10-37, 2Chr.20v14-30,  (two of many),  Dan.6v6-24. 

Heb.  11v33 = who  (these warriors for Yahweh)   through reason  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

they  personally  {contested against}/overcame/subdued  kingdoms/realms,     (likewise at a spiritual level,  so do TCs of The Gospel Age) 

they  personally  {toiled as occupation}/{laboured for}  righteousness/equality/justification,     (doing what Yahweh precisely instructed) 

they  {chanced upon}/happened/attained  of the  pledges/{divine assurances}/promises,    (having the correct methodology  [not worldly]) 

they  {fenced over}/{blocked up}/closed  the  mouth  of the  lions.     (for example:  Daniel) 

 

         (these  physical  warriors for Yahweh   [are to be representative of the TCs showing themselves to be  spiritual  warriors for Yahweh]) 
who through reason of  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 

they personally contested against kingdoms   (likewise at the  spiritual  level,  so do the 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age) 

they personally toiled as occupation for righteousness   (to specifically what Yahweh  desire/required  of them,  as an individual that responded) 

they chanced upon the promises   (having the correct mind at The Time to fulfil Yahweh's Desire for them,  and thus useful for  “The Future Rule”) 
they blocked over the mouths of the lions   (for example   Daniel,  see above citations) 

 

There are just too many examples given above to go through as I did in the previous verse –  please read The Bible to discover these most wonderful 

interventions by Yahweh to validate Himself through those specific individuals who personally held Yahweh in higher regard,  than the general public of  

“Mankind”.  

These quoted examples displayed  “Real  Faith”  in Yahweh,  by having  “The Accurate Knowledge”  operating within them,  gaining “Assurance” 

competence and authority,  then operating with  “Fidelity”  upon this  accurate  knowledge,  demonstrating  “The Responsibility”  to make them worthy 

of a future position of  “Authority”  in JCg’s  “New Kingdom Arrangement”  in The Millennium. 

Again we must understand,  Paul is using all these examples  as illustrations  for us  upon which to reason and thus lock ourselves  into fulfilling  

Yahweh’s Desire  firstly, over many years  without care for what occurs to ourselves –  always knowing through our reasoned assurance based upon our  

accurate  knowledge,  Yahweh  will then  Personally draw close to us –  rather than be moving away when we call unto Him. 

Yahweh must wait for many years before He then starts to work with us  (counter to the nonsense presently taught by “you know who”)  because the 

unsuccessful people will always state in the culmination   You TCs, are only successful because Yahweh was making your life easy from the beginning!  

Precisely as Satan stated to Yahweh about Job (Job.1v8-12, 2v1-2)  -  being perhaps  the main reason  why Yahweh ensured The Book of Job was placed 

in The Bible for our understanding of this reality.   

Thus we understand from this verse - 

It is through  “Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  operating within individuals that will over time  subdue/overcome  Satan’s 

present worldly system  (when Yahweh achieves His 144000 Trigger Threshold)  by the heralding-in of The Millennium through JCg’s 1st 2nd C. 

“The Promises”  shall become  “The Resultants of Yahweh’s Capability”  to ensure  “His Desire  is  made manifest within The Environment”  (“HS”). 

Heb.  11v34 og (they) extinguished/{go out}/quenched  (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   

Heb.  11v34 og (of the) heat/lightening/power/energy/fire,  (they) {ran away}/shunned/vanished/escaped/fled   

Heb.  11v34 og (the) {‘gash in face’}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face   
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Heb.  11v34 og (of the) knives/dirks/{(figurative) war}/{judicial punishments}/swords,   

Heb.  11v34 og (they being) empowered/enabled/{(increased in) strength}/{be (made) strong}/{acquired power}   

Heb.  11v34 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) feebleness/malady/infirmity/weakness [plural],   

Heb.  11v34 og (they having) {become to be}  (the) forcible/boisterous/mighty/powerful/valiant (persons) 

Heb.  11v34 og in  (to the [= within]) bustle/warfare/battle/fight/war,   

Heb.  11v34 og (the) {throwing in beside (juxtaposition)}/{battle arrays}/encampments/armies/castles   

Heb.  11v34 og (they) {slant/slope/incline/recline}/{bowed (down)}/{far spent}/laid/ 

/{turned/put to flight}/{worn away}/{made to yield}   

Heb.  11v34 og (of the) others/foreigners/{not akin}/hostiles. 

Old Testament reference located at  Dan.3v8-30,  (also examples given earlier of what is described here). 

Heb.  11v34 = they  extinguished/quenched  the  {miraculous force}  of the  energy/fire,   

they  {ran away}/fled  the  edge  of the  swords,   

they being  empowered/{acquired power}  away/from  feebleness/malady/weakness,   

they having  {become to be}  forcible/mighty/powerful  within  warfare/battle/war,   

the  {battle arrays}/encampments/armies  of the  foreigners/aliens/hostiles  being  {turned/put to flight}/{worn away}. 

 

         (These exampled warriors for Yahweh … … )  
They extinguished  (meaning, “successfully countered”)   the miraculous force of the  energy/fire   (from their opponents) 

they  (successfully)  fled  (away [as required] from)  the edge of the swords   (of their opponents) 

they being empowered  away/from  feebleness/weakness   (Yahweh's warriors became stronger than their opposition) 

they having become to be  forcible/mighty  within warfare   (to subdue the opposition) 

the battle arrays of the foreigners (the opposition)  being turned to flight   (“The Opposition”  was repelled) 

                (Paul uses the past  physical  examples as an exhortation for The Brethren to become TCs in  spiritual  warfare during The Gospel Age.)  

 

Paul’s mind ran along from Daniel’s demonstration of  “Real  Faith”  as given at the end of the previous verse to Daniel’s three friends’ experience 

given earlier in the book of Daniel.  The three individuals concerned were Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego  (the respective Hebrew names being 

Hananiah, Mishael, Azariah)  being prisoners taken by The Babylonians along with most of the other Israelites over a period between 610 to 600 BCE 

under the powerful Babylonian leader,  Nebuchadnezzar.  The most talented of Jewish individuals were taken to be taught in  “The Babylonian Manner” 

of  “doing things”,  and we read these three individuals where ten times better than their comparable peers of Babylonian origin because of their refusal 

to partake within the Babylonian delicacies  (Dan.1v3-20).  By virtue of  refusing  to worship a man-made idol,  then they were thrust into a fiery furnace  

-  but they were protected inside,  while those heathen guards throwing them in,  were themselves overcome by the heat and died.   

These three shining examples survived because of their steadfast  “Real Faith”  displayed  beforehand  as we read within the text –  and Yahweh  then  

afterwards  reciprocated by providing protection perhaps with some  “force field”  around the fourth  (extra-terrestrial)  entity  -  witnessed from outside 

to be protecting these three humans. 

There were many other examples –  some quoted earlier,  where  “the enemy”  was routed by the Israelite warriors. 

Again,  this is the point of Paul’s message here in Hebrews being the analogy between those specific individuals demonstrating  “Real Faith”  in  “The 

1st Epoch Israel”,  and likewise those very specific individuals of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”,  who by demonstrating  “Real Faith”  are  precisely imitating 

JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (by copying Paul as he copied JC)  who shall be  elected/chosen  by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  given 

upon all Christians during the 1st part of their physical life of The Gospel Age. 

It  is  to these specific individual people,  Paul is exhorting to become like these shining examples of people many years earlier who exercised  

“Real Faith”  by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 

“Fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire”  is  not  to promote self-indulgent vanity  (both of the  charlatan leaders,  and sadly,  the misled congregations) - 

1. Rolling around on the floor under the self-indulgent belief of being slain in the spirit!   (Actually slain by  the worldly spirit of their leader)! 

2. Speaking gibberish in the self-indulgent pretence it means something!   (Actually a  gross distortion  of selective biblical teaching)! 

3. “Self-indulgent prophecies”  for the vanity of an animalistic mind  (that contributes nothing in bringing forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”)! 

Does the reader actually believe these worthy examples of people in ancient times performed such exampled activity as vainly taught today!    

Did Paul ever perform such activity? 

Does the reader really think that JC and his disciples performed such activity?   -  And they had far more HS than anyone else! 

Can the reader find  any  scriptural example in The Bible  (not  out of context)  that would support these utterly deviant  worldly  activities? 

I know The Bible almost like the back of my hand and I can assure the reader there is  no  such scriptural reference!   But many to the contrary! 

I welcome  charlatan Christian leaders to contact this website explaining their utterly deviant activities  (obviously they must quote The Bible 

as appropriate) –  so I should expose their  errant  activities to The World!   Please note the terms and conditions of acceptance. 

However,  the point I am making  once again,  is those specific individuals fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire are like these warriors of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  

showing themselves throughout  “The Ages of Time”  as Yahweh requires,  to steer the  wandering/wayward  (in their theology)  Israelites  (now read 

“The Christian Nation”)  as we read in  “The Book of Judges”,  back on the path towards  “The Lord”  as did John the Baptist.   Particularly as  “The 

End”  of a particular Epoch draws ever closer  (as does The Gospel Age draw to its imminent closure  [near to mid-21st Century CE]). 

 

149th Comment – Paul recalls the instances in The Tanakh of prophets’ actions,  and what the disciples stated about Jesus 

rising up again the sons of widows.  Moreover,  there were other sons of The Gospel Age beaten to death,  not asking for 

escape because they knew there was a  “better”  resurrection. 

272nd Reasoning – What does this mean?  Paul is now speaking by comparison.  There are  two  types of  “resurrection” 

depending upon what was sown (1Cor.15v34-55).  The first was faith shown by the widows on behalf of their sons,  the 

second was the faith shown by the individuals themselves. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

166th Allegory – better  resurrection = The resurrection to become a future “Son of God”  (in a  heavenly/celestial  body). 

Note: The standard  resurrection is back in a  (perfected)  DNA fleshly body – given to  virtually all  people. 

273rd Reasoning – It is important to note  “{make ready}/perchance”  and thus is  not  guaranteed –  but a  possibility.  

Thus we make ourselves ready  (as the 5 wise virgins)  and we might  perchance  be taken by JCg to become his mate, 

depending upon what we have sown  (in the process of making ourselves ready).  This requires  “Real  Faith” –  because 

otherwise we will not even be placed upon  “The Short List”  for evaluation. 
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66th Warning – Sadly certain human leaders being what they are,  and what they do to maintain their position over the 

populace,  will persecute any person countering their comfortable lifestyle;  this is true in all the three areas that prop up 

this worldly society –  politics, commerce, and the very worst, “religion”.  Thus martyrs for  “The Real Faith”  will  be 

persecuted by  “The Established Religious Leaders”  “professionally”  protecting “their patch”.  Because this  is  Satan’s 

worldly system then we can reason logically:  If we are  not  being persecuted for  “precisely imitating JC” –  then,  quite 

simply,  we are  not  precisely imitating JC,  but being part of The World,  John.16v1-4, 17v5-16, 2Tim.3v11-13, etc. 

68th Good News – There is a  better  resurrection for those people who  do  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Heb.  11v35 og (they) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received  (the) women/wives  {from/out  of}   

Heb.  11v35 og (of the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}   

Heb.  11v35 og the (persons)   (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers  {of them},   

Heb.  11v35 og and  (the) else/different/more/other (persons) 

Heb.  11v35 og (they were) {drum/’tympanum’}/{(stretch out on an instrument of) torture}/{(thus) beaten to death}/tortured,  not   

Heb.  11v35 og (the having) {admitted (into some intercourse of  hospitality/credence/endurance)}/awaited/allowed/looked [mid. voice] 

Heb.  11v35 og the  salvation/{ransom in full}/deliverance/redemption  that  (of the) vigorous/stronger/better/nobler   

Heb.  11v35 og (of the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}   

Heb.  11v35 og (they may/should) {make ready}/{bring to pass}/attain/perchance/occur. 

Old Testament reference located at  1Kings.17v9-24, 2Kings.4v34, Luke.7v11-17 for resurrected sons of widows. 

New Testament reference located at  Acts.7v54-60  (as one example of many martyrs). 

Heb.  11v35 = The  women  they  {got hold of}/grasped/{took away}/received   

{from/out  of}  of the  {the standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  their  (sons)  dead,   

and  the  other  people  they were  {beaten to death}/tortured,   

not  the having  admitted/allowed  the  salvation/deliverance   

that  they  may/should  {make ready}/{bring to pass}/perchance  the  better/nobler  {the standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again} 

 

          (Examples then,  of what shall occur to bring forth The Millennium … … ) 

The women got hold of their dead sons from out  of the resurrection   (Yahweh brought mothers' sons back to life) 

and other  (people)  were beaten to death refusing to accept deliverance   (see commentary) 

that they might make ready the  better/nobler  resurrection   (see commentary) 

 

This is a most important verse,  naturally ignored by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion” (as usual)  perpetuating  senseless  “worldly Christianity”! 

Paul  deliberately  wrote the verse in this manner,  and placed it accordingly,  to be  an illustration  of the  two  types of resurrection. 

This being the  ever-continuing  exhortation for us of The Gospel Age to be aiming towards  “The Goal”  of  “The Better Resurrection”  (both described 

in 1Cor.15v35-55)  by  “putting in the work”  now  during the 1st part of our physical life for  “The Expectation”  (as had done JC during his 1st Advent 

some 2000 years ago).  

These “Early Adopters”  show themselves to be  “The Five Wise Virgins”  out of the ten virgins  (Matt.25v12)  who prepared themselves by precisely 

imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus became acceptable at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  to be collected by JCg at his 1st 2nd C,  whilst the five 

rejected virgins represent  “The 2nd Epoch Israel  (worldly Christians),  for which there is  “The 2nd Resurrection”  to fully learn  “Righteousness”  in 

The Millennium. 

Consequently by Paul’s allegoric illustration we realise - 

There is  “The Normal Resurrection”  that is coming for the vast majority of people  [“women obtained their dead by resurrection  {into fleshly 

bodies}”]  and  there is  “A Better Resurrection”  for the TC  [“that they may receive a better resurrection  {into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies}”].  

The TC receives a  “Better/Nobler  Resurrection”,  because  he/she  is resurrected at JCg’s 1st 2nd C into a more prestigious position  =  kings/priests 

within  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  (1Cor.15v35-55, 2Tim.4v6-8, Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.),  as the 144000 future  “Sons of God”,  to teach and 

maintain righteousness amongst  the rest of us resurrected in perfected DNA fleshly bodies  (yielded by  “the normal [2nd] resurrection”). 

Furthermore,  because we shall be in these DNA fleshly bodies,  then we become subject to  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  at the end of The 

Millennium  (or earlier if too stiff-necked and refuse to  demonstrate/show/operate  “works of righteousness”  to our neighbour in  “The Resurrected 

World”  of The Millennium  [Rev.22v15, etc.]). 

 

150th Comment – Paul states there  were/will  be martyrs who are mentally assayed by mockings,  physically whipped and 

others imprisoned.  Persons stoned,  examined,  decapitated,  slain by sword.  These people  (past and future)  walk about 

in the most basic of clothing,  destitute,  afflicted and tormented.  The World does not deserve people like that!    

These people as nomads wandering from civilization into the mountains and water sources around the country! 

274th Reasoning – What does this mean?   Paul is now speaking by comparison.  There are  two  types of leaders,  those 

who  “suffer for The Cause”  of imitating JC  -  or  those persons who climb up in The World and  “cause the suffering”!   

It is by climbing up within  “The (Worldly) Public  (knowing no better - and kept like that)”  so these leaders might then 

self-indulge from The Public.  These leaders  give  what members of  “The Public”  (think they)  want –  so the leaders can 

then receive the self-indulgent worldly feedback in a symbiotic manner  from  the members of  “The Public”. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

275th Reasoning – To be suffering,  beaten and imprisoned means the person has taken  “The Lowly position in society”  

for what sin?   If it is to become a TC,  then it will be  only  for  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  This requires 

“Real Faith”  to be a TC –  because otherwise we will not even be placed upon  “The Short List”  for evaluation. 

Warning – repeat - Sadly certain human leaders being what they are,  and what they do to maintain their position over the 

populace,  will persecute any person who counters their comfortable lifestyle;  this is true in all the three areas that prop 

up this worldly society –  political, commercial and the worst “religious”.  Thus martyrs for  “The Real Faith”  will  be 

persecuted by  “The Established Religious Leaders”  “professionally”  protecting ‘their patch’.  Because this  is  Satan’s 

worldly system then we can reason logically:  If we are  not  being persecuted for  “precisely imitating JC”  then,  quite 

simply,  we are  not  precisely imitating JC,  but being part of The World,  John.16v1-4, 17v5-16, 2Tim.3v11-13, etc. 
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151st Comment – Paul states The World as it presently stands does not deserve such wonderful people who sacrifice the 1st 

part of their physical life in such an arduous manner to help others come to know of  “The Accurate Knowledge”  

appropriate to “The Age”  proportionate to  the advancing fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire upon Mankind.    

Where,  Yahweh is  progressively and righteously  incrementing forward  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over its  “2 part 

life”  by working with His  proven/validated  “Early Adopters”.    

Some important questions:    What is your religious leader really like  (behind  “The Crafted Public Façade”)?   

What are  his/her  REAL credentials to teach –  are  they really  appointed by Yahweh  to tell? 

Or, are they appointed by The World (religious authorities) to be paid by The World to tell what The World wants to hear? 

Heb.  11v36 og (the) other/different/altered (persons)  And  (of the) derisions/mockings   

Heb.  11v36 og also  (of the) {contacts by whippings}/flagellums/scourgings   

Heb.  11v36 og (the) {piercing (human experience)}/test/attempt/assaying/trial   

Heb.  11v36 og (they) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received,   

Heb.  11v36 og yet/still/more  and  (of the) {ligaments of body/shackle}/bands/bonds/chains/strings   

Heb.  11v36 og also  (of the) guarding/cage/hold/prison/watch. 

Old Testament reference located at  Jer.18v18,22,  26v8, 37v15-16  (as an example of one prophet out of many). 

Heb.  11v36 = And  other people  they  had/received  the  test/trial/assay  of the  derisions/mockings  also  of the  whippings/scourgings,   

and  yet/still/more  (people held in)  of the  bonds/chains  also  of the  guarding/imprisonment. 

 

         (These prophets  [read “TCs” for “us”  of The Gospel Age]  truly representing Yahweh are … … ) 
And other people they received the  test/assay  of derisions  also of whippings   (orchestrated by the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 

and  yet/more  (people held in)  bonds  also imprisoned   (to stop these  prophets/”us”  from exposing the religious leaders' hypocrisy). 

 

We read a few examples of what Jeremiah faced during his life in the above referenced quotes –  and we notice it was  “The Professional Religious 

Leaders”  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  instigating his woes –  only because he  (with the other prophets –  see next verse)  clearly demonstrated the 

hypocrisy of these religious leaders being  “out of touch”  with what truly Yahweh Desired.   

All endorsed by what JC said of The Prophets at Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34,  please read my cited commentaries, 

Furthermore, this is exactly what we witnessed throughout The Gospel Age in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”   (hence what we read in Paul’s copious writings)! 

So can  any  person on this planet please logically explain  why  it should be any different today  in the last few decades of The Gospel Age? 

When it has been  “just so”  -  for the last 3500 years! 

Different faces –  but  precisely the  one/same  mindset  for those people climbing to all those specific positions in the religious hierarchy! 

Naturally throughout all those last 3500 years these leaders generally would be publicly presenting  “the best possible face”  to their adoring crowds to  

exact their self-indulgent returns!   Remember it is  not  “The Method”  used  (being what is the visible  variable  presented to The World) –  but rather  

“The Common Motive”  (that is invisible to The World but  consistent  in every instance)  of which Yahweh is examining  (1Sam.16v7, Rev.4v6,  please 

see my local commentary)  during  His  Judgement of humans for the inclusion in  “The Remnant of Israel”! 

- This is precisely  why  JC gives us that  all-important  tool to  “prise open”  “the character”  of these leaders. 

We are to - 

Look at the fruits of The Tree  (Matt.7v17-19,  12v32-33,  Luke.6v43-44,  please see my local commentaries). 

The fruits are  not  just what The Leader does in  his/her  life  (some of which are awful –  physical paedophilia –  for example),  but  more importantly - 

Does their congregation feel internally driven to ardently  “copy Paul as he copied JC”  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)? 

That is the  real  key to be answering this question  –  “Is the Christian leader  truly  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire?” 

I call this  spiritual  paedophilia by insidious grooming  –  being of  the worst form!    

Because as we read in Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42, Luke.17v2 –  it directly affects a person’s ultimate possibility of achieving everlasting Sonship to Yahweh 

by misappropriating the recipient’s mind  away  from Yahweh's Desire! 

Can the reader understand this righteous inductive reasoning? 
Heb.  11v37 og (They were) lapidated/stoned,  (they were) tested/endeavoured/scrutinised/assayed/examined/proved/tempted,   

Heb.  11v37 og (they were) {(strengthened form of) to saw}/{sawn apart}/{cut in two},   

Heb.  11v37 og in  (to the [= within]) murder/killing/slaughter   

Heb.  11v37 og (of the) knife/dirk/{(figurative) war}/{judicial punishment}/sword   (they) died/deceased/expired;   

Heb.  11v37 og (they) {come all around}/stroll/vacillate/vagabond/{wandering about}  in  (to the [= within]) sheepskins,   

Heb.  11v37 og in  (to the [= within]) goats   (the) {(made from) hides}/skins,   

Heb.  11v37 og (the being) {be later}/inferior/{fall short}/destitute/lack/suffer/need/want/behind [plural],   

Heb.  11v37 og (the being) crowded/afflicted/narrowed/thronged/{suffered tribulation}/troubled [plural],   

Heb.  11v37 og (the being) {held (so as) to maltreat}/{suffering in adversity}/tormented/{ill-treated} [plural], 

Old Testament reference located at  2Chr.24v18-22. 1Kings18v13, as confirmed by JC at Luke.13v34. 

Heb.  11v37 = They were  stoned,  they were  tested/scrutinised/examined,   

they were  {sawn apart}/{cut in two},   they  died/expired  within  murder/killing  of the  knife/sword;   

they  {went all around}/{wandering about}  within  sheepskins,  within  goat  hides/skins,   

the being  destitute/lacking/needy/want,  the being  afflicted/troubled,  the being  {held for maltreating}/tormented, 

 

         (These prophets  [read “TCs” for “us”  of The Gospel Age]  truly representing Yahweh are … … ) 
They were sawn apart,  they died by murder of the sword 
they went all about within sheepskins,  within goat skins 

(they)  being destitute,  being afflicted,  being tormented.    

 

It must be thoroughly understood by the reader that  “it  was  Jerusalem who killed the prophets”  Luke.13v34, etc.) –  not physically,  but rather  “the 

orders”  came from  “on high”  being  “The Religious Leaders”  of Jerusalem operating in  “The Stone [worldly] Temple”  (and not Yahweh's Spiritual 

[heavenly] Temple of The Millennium).   

I write this to counter a  foolish  worldly commentary of which I have read,  that  “erroneously taught”  its readers   

“We are to dismiss this comment of JC because we know many prophets were not killed in Jerusalem!” 

The  “worldly acclaimed”  scholars of this particular commentary obviously did  not  (or chose not to)  understand what JC was teaching us!   

JC was  not  looking at  “The Location of The Specific Physical Acts”  (atrocious as they were) –  but rather  “The Location of  The Spiritual Driver”  

being the heart condition of  “The Religious Leaders”  who claimed to represent Yahweh  (removing the prophets being specifically those people who 

correctly fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire –  see also John.11v47-53 –  being the location where that Machiavellian meeting occurred)! 
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Furthermore,  by further reading of this verse,  we understand the prophets of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (read   TCs of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  lived an 

utterly different lifestyle to that of  “The Religious Leaders”  (Mark.12v38-40)  who themselves were expecting  “The Best out of their position in 

society”).   

Just as we read of John the Baptist with minimal clothing  (Mark.1v6)  publicising and teaching in The Wilderness,  destitute in fleshly want  (as The 

World would view him)  but overflowing in spiritual driver –  and being claimed as  “the Greatest Prophet”  by JC  (Matt.11v11-12) –  yet he will be  

“The Least in The Heavens”  because he could not return as a future “Son of God”  (noting his prophetic comment at John.3v29).  Thus designated as 

such because he died  before  JC was murdered,  which becomes  “The Specific Change-over”  from  “The Old Covenant”  to  “The New Covenant”.   

It is the commencement of  “The New Covenant”  that starts  “The 2nd Flock of JC”   (being JC’s  “own”  flock John.10v3),  where the first  (“other” 

John.10v16)  flock comprises of  “The Prophets”  (to be including John the Baptist)  are those people who shall become  “The  Princes/Governors”  of  

“The New World Order”  in The Millennium. 

Equally,  John the Baptist was imprisoned and beheaded  (Mark.6v24-29) –  thus  “cut in two”  just as this verse teaches us. 

There are just too many references to quote regarding the maltreatment and affliction those specific people who fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire had to endure 

during the 1st part of their physical life in  “The 1st Epoch Israel”.   

So why should it be different today  (John.16v1-4)  for those specific individuals  (for example William Tyndale)  who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 

The Prophets and TCs do not want to be physical martyrs,  they are  not  masochists,  but sadly,   “Professional Leaders of Religion”  make 

this so,  by reason of  “Their Professionalism”  requires  “TCs”  be removed for  “Religious Leaders”  to retain their present lifestyle!  
Heb.  11v38 og {of whom/which}  no/not/none  (it [World]) was  deserving/worthy/{due reward}   

Heb.  11v38 og the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life  [= all life on this planet],   

Heb.  11v38 og in  (to the [= within]) solitude/deserts/wildernesses 

Heb.  11v38 og (the) {causing to roam from ‘normality’}/wandering/straying [plural]   

Heb.  11v38 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {rear up}/hills/mounts/mountains   

Heb.  11v38 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) grottos/caverns/{hiding places}/resorts/caves/dens   

Heb.  11v38 og also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  holes/caverns/{springs (of water)}/places   

Heb.  11v38 og of the  Earth/land/province/country/region. 

Old Testament reference located at  1Kings.17v2-4, 1Sam.19v22, 1Kings18v4-5. 

Heb.  11v38 = {of whom}   (the prophets and subsequent TCs)   The  (sinful)  World  was  not  deserving/worthy,   

(the prophets)  {roaming from normality}/{wandering from civilisation},   

also  in  mountains,  also in  caverns/caves,  also in  holes/springs/{cisterns of water}  of the  Earth/land/country. 

 

Of whom  (The Prophets of “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  and The 144000 TCs of “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  become  “The Early Adopters” of God’s Word)    

The  (sinful) World is not  deserving/worthy   (of such  people/martyrs  giving freely  of their time and efforts to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 

               (These Early Adopters are  only  “making possible The Salvation of Mankind”  of which  “Professional Religious Leaders”  detest the method!) 

               (By  “detesting the method”  means they are adversarial to Yahweh (being of His HS)  by refusing to reform their mind to become Christlike.) 

(these martyrs)  roaming from normality   (forsaking the self-indulgences of worldly people satisfying  “The Immediacy”  of an animalistic mind), 

also  (residing)  in mountains,  also in caves,  also in holes of the  Earth/Country   (“Early Adopters”  are rejected by worldly society). 
               (Where the allegoric representation of this is that,  TCs  reject worldly methodology,  by spiritually hiding away from it within their lifestyle) 

 

Exactly as Paul states  

This (sinful) World does not deserve these type of individuals  who  agapao/{edifying love}  their fellow humans so much,  they  freely 

choose to give of their time and  “{occupational effort}/work/labours”  in  agape/{charity work}  to truly educate their neighbour so they too 

might personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (unlike “professional” by definition,  “Leaders of Religion”  giving so that  “they might take”)! 

However it  is  this type of person who  personally takes  “The Last/Least”  now  (in the 1st part of their physical life)  becomes part of  “The Grouping of 

People”  (1Pet.2v9)  who shall be  given by Yahweh   “The First/Most”  (in the 2nd part of their physical life)  within The Millennium and they shall teach  

“The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”,  being only an extension of what these TCs presently do within their life! 

With the difference, –  they will have  infinite resources  (made possible by Yahweh)  to ensure,  “every person possible”  will reform. 

These specific individuals do  not  claim/take   “The First/Most”  from The World,   but they personally live in relative poverty and receive  utterly 

nothing  from The World for their labours,  which is to them,  pleasant and stimulating ministry work.  TCs solely take enough  “just to”  survive from 

day to day  -  as this verse effectively states. 

They do not cajole,  incite through  “the standard emotional tools”  (used to  “work the crowd”)  as we sadly witness today  (Matt.24v23-26, 

Mark.13v21-23, 1Thes.2v5-6, etc.,)  in so many religious arenas  “to get money”  to  “supposedly further the work”  of  The Leader  in  “The Wonderful 

Cause”  (John.12v6).  This just shows these  “professional”  “Leaders of Religion”  are  not  imitating JC,  but they are simply  “living for The Self”,  

because they should be exhorting  YOU  to replace them –   not,  that  YOU  should be funding the continuation of  THEIR  lifestyle on The Podium!    

It is by  “this means”  demonstrated by TCs,  “the exponential progression”  is established with all people imitating Paul as he imitated JC! 

By contrast,  the  “so very many”  charlatan Christian leaders do not internally want recipient growth  (behind the public façade) –  they just 

want our money and our infatuation for their glory!   With  “God” tacked-on  as  “their Tool”  to make this personal worldly return possible! 

It is a complete abomination! –  They are  detested  by Yahweh –  and shall be recipients of His Wrath!  

JC and the Apostle exhorted The Populace to become like themselves  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  to become apostles with them  (you know  “The Tree”  by 

examining “The Fruitage”,  Matt.7v16-20), –  not  just to take our money and applause so they can very comfortable live off  OUR efforts,  like worldly 

parasites!    The reason why “Professional Leaders of Religions”  behave like this is given at Luke.16v3. 

 

152nd Comment – Paul states all these martyrs for  “The Cause”  became  “The Reporters”  to state what  “Real Faith” 

means in an individual,  but none of them have yet carried off with themselves “The Promise of having The Inheritance”. 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

276th Reasoning – Paul calling upon the examples he witnessed within his life  (Stephen for example Acts.7v58)  teaches 

us they have  not  yet received  “The Promise of The Inheritance” –  so obviously they have  not  yet been resurrected  

(contrary to our  worldly Christian leaders state –  who must still be of the same  rebellious sect  as those people subject to  

Paul’s comment of  2Tim.2v18). 

67th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders state the resurrection  has/is  occurring -  contrary to what Paul teaches us and 

equally of what John teaches at Rev.20v6.  If they get one obvious thing wrong  concerning life and death –  then what else 

do they get wrong?   Actually much of what they state  is wrong  as soon as they deviate from directly quoting The Bible! 

Thus, can they really be accepted by Yahweh as being His ambassadors?   Obviously not, it is The Blind leading the blind! 
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140th Instruction – These martyrs for  “The Cause”  who precisely imitate JC throughout The Gospel Age  (being the 

point of Paul’s analogy of the past)  have  not  yet received  “The Promise of The Inheritance”  and are thus still waiting 

for  “The 1st Resurrection”  to become part of  “The Firstfruit harvest”  at JCg’s 1st 2nd C to collect his bride (Rev.20v6).   

Those people of  “The 1st Resurrection”  are blessed and logically can  only  be TCs awakened/roused  as future  “Sons of 

God”  to rule alongside JCg  (Luke.19v16-19)  because they were  proven faithful  stewards of precisely imitating JC. 

153rd Comment – Yahweh foreknew the TCs where to be given  better/nobler  position,  because without these people of  

“The 2nd Epoch Israel”,   then these individuals of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  could not be  perfected/{consummated in 

character}.  Yahweh knew beforehand precisely how many  “Early Adopters”  both Epochs of Israel would yield. 

277th Reasoning – What does this mean?   Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us?   Obviously not!   

JC ministry/lifestyle  set  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for Sonship to Yahweh of whom the TCs ultimately emulate 

during the 1st part of their physical life and thus achieve.  But  “The Prophets”  of  “The Old Israel” did not have this 

standard laid down by JC's ministry/lifestyle –  not even John the Baptist  (Matt.11v11, Luke.7v28)  because  they all died  

before  JC was consummated at his murder (by religious leaders),  being the inauguration of  “The 2nd Covenant”. 

Thus TCs have  passed the given standard  of JC.   But what standard have  “The Prophets and Ancient Worthies”?  

Legitimately  Yahweh can  “back engineer”  a righteous standard  for the prophets to have  high  resurrection status 

because Yahweh can use  “The Standard”  set by  “The TCs”  to state:-  “The Prophets fulfilled My Desire  just as did 

The TCs,  thus on a  like for like  righteous/equality  they too can become administrators over The Resurrected World”. 

Instruction – It was Yahweh using His Capability ensured all things behaved righteously.  But JC became “The Enabler” 

for Yahweh to righteously use His  Authority/Capability  upon  “The Proceedings”.  The TCs precisely imitated JC by 

building upon  “The Foundation laid by JC”  become  metaphorically  “The Temple of Jerusalem”  (1Pet.2v5)  who 

themselves enabled The Prophets to become like them – authorities over  “The Resurrected World”.  Thus  “The 

Prophets”  become perfected to  “Their Righteous Position”  over  “The Resurrected World”  alongside  “The TCs”.   

This exegesis is  utterly unknown  to  worldly Christian scholars  (up to 2007 CE)  intoxicated by the old wine  (Luke.5v39)  

of their forebears from about 325 CE  onwards  (because it yields better  [worldly]  return for an  “animalistic mind”). 

278th Reasoning – As this website states,  it is all about  “The Mindset of The Individual”  that is under careful 

examination by Yahweh as He peers deeply through into  “The Mindset of Christians”  during The Gospel Age.   

Are YOU working with JC gathering or against JC dispersing (Matt.12v30)?   I am  not  The Arbitrator,  because Yahweh 

is  “The Arbitrator and Judge”  –  but it  is  my duty  to warn  (Eze.33v1-20)  and  to explain all  -  as this present Epoch 

of The Gospel Age  comes to a close  (mid-21st Century CE)  -  else I become culpable for remaining silent. 

Heb.  11v39 og Also  this/that/these (specifically)   (the) all (persons)  

Heb.  11v39 og (becoming/obtaining) witnesses/reporters [the person giving the evidence]   

Heb.  11v39 og through (reason of)  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

Heb.  11v39 og no/not/none  (they) tended/{took care of}/{provided for}/{carried off}/obtained/received [middle voice] 

Heb.  11v39 og the  announcement/pledge/{divine assurance}/promise, 

Heb.  11v39 = Also  all  these specific people  becoming  the  witnesses/reporters   (from whom we should be learning to become like them) 

through reason of  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   

(and)  not  they  personally  {carried off}/obtained/received  the  pledge/{divine assurance}/promise, 

          (But they did  not  receive The Pledge – yet by inference,  YOU,  the reader,  could become a future  son/[daughter]  of God) 

 

          (The Old Testament of The Bible gives these examples for our learning … … ) 

Also all these specific people  (becoming)  the reporters   (from which we  are to learn  from  “Their Life’s Story”  kindly written down for us) 

through reason of the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  of which they practised to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire at The Time)   

(and yet)   not they personally received the promise   (they  [1] are still  “dead”,  and  [2] not been given  “heirship to rule in The Millennium”) 

           (The inference is “we”,  now alive to do something,  also having JC as  “The Anointed Goal”,  then  maybe  we become Heirs of The Millennium) 

 

Paul clearly states  

All these  specific  people of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  became  witnesses/reporters  for Yahweh by their clear demonstration of  Real Faith. 

(Who  [on mass]  then becomes  “The  [1st]  Remnant of  [The 1st Epoch]  Israel that returns to The Lord  [Yahweh]”  Isa.10v20-22). 

However,  Paul then states - 

None of these people  (of The 1st Remnant)  {carried off}/obtained/received  “The Promise”  (of becoming “Heirs”). 

This was written by Paul in about 61 CE,  which immediate contradicts much of what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us on this subject (as always)! 

1. If  by 61 CE these illustrious prophets  (operating under  “The 1st Covenant”)  had  not  received The Promise,  then  what does this tell us? 

1.1  Either the resurrection has not occurred yet –  and thus destroys the common declaration by our  worldly Christian leaders,  we go to 

heaven,  and then we are in the position to look down on our relatives  (or use dead supposed saints to intercede for us).    OR - 

1.2  If it has,  then these eminent people are  not  good enough to be going to heaven for  “The Promise”.   

Perhaps they are in hell or in torment? 

2. What has occurred to Stephen  (Acts.7v59-60)?   

He was stoned to death,  and being part of The 2nd Promise –  should he then have received The Promise? 

Has he?   No,  because Paul has taught us that we are to beware of those people who teach the Resurrection has occurred  (2Tim.2v18). 

We are equally told those people being partakers of  “The 1st Resurrection”  are supremely blessed  (Rev.20v6) –  and that occasion has  not  yet 

occurred  (when Revelations was written another 30 years later  after  this epistle)! 

From this we can conclude - 

1. The people  “blessed”  are those specific people who  do  receive  “The Promise” –  because we are told  “The 2nd Death”  has no power 

over them  (Rev.20v6,  nor are hurt,  Rev.2v11). 

2. Because that is  “The 1st Resurrection”  (having  not  yet occurred)  and that it is  only  for those specific individuals who  are blessed,  thus  

“elected”,  (meaning,  those people  not  blessed and  not  part of  “The 1st Resurrection”,  must then  [by inference of  “The 1st“  given in 

Rev.20v6]  be part of  “The 2nd Resurrection”)  and therefore  all  other people have equally  not  yet been resurrected! 

I had better interject here! 

Why? 

Else we shall become utterly confused with  worldly Christian doctrine  proven to be defunct,  and I need to straighten everything out. 
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Firstly,  it is  absolutely essential  to wipe out of our mind what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us  -  it is inherently    “Wrong”  (being  against  what 

The Bible specifically  tells us  almost at  every level  we choose to assay their output)! 

When we have cleared our mind  (and become metaphorically  “the new wineskins”  – Luke.5v37-39)  then we are positioned to understand  what is 

presently occurring ,  being  “The First Parts”  of Yahweh's  “Whole Righteous Plan to yield Mankind's Salvation” . 

1. All dead people of  “The 1st (Prophets)  and 2nd Remnant  (TCs)”  (where The 2nd is almost complete)  along with  “The Rest”  (all humans not 

in the two remnants [being about 99.99+% of The World])  are  all  presently in  “hell”  that is  only  a  “hole in the ground”  where our 

body rots away to something not very viable!    

(See Peter’s teaching on this at Acts.2v27, 31- in  direct contrast  to what our  worldly Christian leaders’ teach  [do they read The Bible?]). 

Because our  “Heavenly Treasure” (“stored synapse construction mapping”)  is not existing in a viable physical body  (either DNA or 

Celestial based,  1Cor.15v35-55),  then obviously  no  consciousness exists in  “Hell”! 

2. No human has yet been resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life  (true at 2015 CE,  on my 3rd revision of this commentary). 

3. No human having finished the 1st part of their physical life has yet regained any  “conscious existence by operating within a body” (= soul). 

(All except JC,  whom Yahweh  resuscitated/resurrected  to become JCg,   and is  now  “The Premier Son of God”). 

This is what The Bible  tells us –  irrespective  of the nonsense that  any  worldly  religious leader might  errantly  teach to the contrary. 

Please see my commentaries regarding Lazarus – explaining exactly what was occurring at this event. 

Furthermore, we are told,  Enoch and Elijah have not seen death or taken while alive -  thus they equally shall die  and then be resurrected as 

we are told by inference using standard Bible allegories,  it is these two people at Rev.11v3-13. 

Please read the remainder of this website to understand  precisely what is occurring today,  and what  will  occur  (being  only  what The Bible tells us). 

Moving forward from this verse, Paul shall teach us in the next verse of something much better,  where this  “Promise”  is  something those people of  

“The 2nd Covenant”  can  receive and  co-participate  within  (Rom.8v17, 23, etc.). 

Closing this verse,  we read of these  “eminently worthy”  people of  “The 1st Covenant”  did  not  receive  “The Promise of Priesthood”  (Sonship to 

Yahweh)  prior  to JC’s ministry –  it was not known at their time of existence  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10,  hence Job.19v25-27 –  speaking in 

prophecy)! 

Why? 

Because those people of  “The 1st Covenant”  had  no  template upon which to emulate  (hence John.14v5-15),  it is  only  the people of  “The 

2nd Covenant”  who  can  precisely imitate the one (JC)  personally  “commissioning-in”  “The 2nd Covenant”  by example. 
Heb.  11v40 og Of the  God  concerning/about  {of/from us}  

Heb.  11v40 og (the) vigorous/stronger/better/nobler  {some/any/certain thing}   

Heb.  11v40 og (of the having) {beheld/looked-out beforehand}/{furnished in advance}/foreseen/provided   

Heb.  11v40 og that  not  separately/apart/without  {of/from us} 

Heb.  11v40 og (they  may/should  be) completed/accomplished/{consummated (in character)}/consecrated/ 

/furnished/fulfilled/{made perfect}. 

Heb.  11v40 = Of the  God  (Yahweh)   the having  {beheld beforehand}/foreseen   

something  better/nobler  concerning/about  {of us}  (TCs)     (The 144000 TCs shall receive something better than The Prophets … … ) 

that  not  separately/without  of us,    (that furthermore without us  [TCs]  then … … ) 

they  (Prophets)   may/should  not be  completed/{consummated in character}/fulfilled/{made perfect}. 

           (righteously,  if it had not been for us TCs imitating JC,  then they would not likewise become  co-rulers over The Resurrected World) 

 

The God (Yahweh)  having foreseen   (Yahweh knew  before  “The Creation of Mankind” [Rom.8v29, etc.],  He was able to set in motion … … ) 

something  better/nobler  concerning of us   (brethren diligently aiming to be TCs)   

that without   (meaning,  “without having this better something”  [of Sonship]  then … … )  

they (The Prophets of “The 1st Covenant”)  might not be consummated in character   (to righteously become heirs over  “The Resurrected World”). 

 

We must recognise - 

This is  a key verse!   

       But obviously  not  understood by our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  in the rubbish doctrine they give out regarding  “Human Salvation”! 

Consequently,  we must apply reason upon this verse - 

What does this verse  precisely  mean? 

It means,  exactly what this website  “FutureLife.Org”  repetitively  screams out  to The World! 

Yahweh foreknew those specific individuals  (“The Early Adopters”  of both  “The 1st and 2nd Covenants”)  who were to become  “The Tools”  required 

in His Plan to  righteously  bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”,  and how it was to be precisely executed over seven millennia  (seven day week)! 

He arranged the first part of His Plan to unfold over two stages being  “The  Two  Covenants”  as presented  (before the 3rd and final stage of His Plan 

for  “Human Salvation through The Millennium”  can occur)  -  (1) The Prophets were required  before  “The 1st Advent of JC”,  and then  (2) The 

144000 TCs in number  (to become  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”,  Rev.14v1-4)  are required  first  before  “JCg's 2nd Advent”  can occur. 

Where  “The 1st Covenant”  needed to  “set the scene”  (being of the righteous conditions)  for  “The 2nd Covenant”  to be fulfilled  

(Matt.5v17-18). 

This is the point Paul is trying to make in his exhortation! 

“Come on,  you Brethren!” 

YOU  are required to make this Plan work –  YOU  are to be part of  “The 2nd Covenant” –  so  “The 3rd Stage”  might then occur! 

These exemplary individuals  (Ancient Worthies and prophets)  are waiting for  “specifically yourselves”,  Brethren,  to take your place 

alongside JCg  (as we are told in Matt.20v20-23, 1Cor.6v1-6)  so that once all these positions are verified at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= 

JCg's 1st 2nd C),  then  these Ancient Worthies and Prophets  might become  completed/perfected  (to be resurrected as the future leaders in 
The Millennium,  to become part of  “The New Spiritual Jerusalem”).’ 

This immediate teaches us two things - 

1. They have  not  yet been resurrected,  because they are  still  waiting for  “The Brethren”  to reach 144000 TCs,   hence Paul’s exhortation! 

2. They are waiting  (rather,  Yahweh is  righteously  waiting,  because these individuals are still “asleep” =  dead  and thus unconscious)  for 

that prophesied  “Trigger Threshold of 144000”  to occur  (that  must  occur first –  else the scriptures  cannot be fulfilled –  and thus 

Yahweh’s Word  cannot  be fulfilled –  and would otherwise,  become a lie  [that shall never occur]).  

Paul is therefore exhorting The Brethren to look at those  wonderful/superlative  people operating under  “The 1st Covenant”  in  “Real Faith”  to be 

fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire as an inspiration for them  to grasp at  “The 2nd Covenant”  and thus become like him,  as he copies JC –  so that Yahweh can 

wholly complete   “The First Stage”  (being the gathering of Yahweh's Tools = “The Proven Early Adopters”)  ready for the  final  stage of His  “Plan 

for Human Salvation”  (The Millennium to teach and then yield  “The Wheat Main Harvest”  over 1000 years).   

Paul  wants to give  “life”  to these wonderful people  as soon as possible, –  and the  only  “human way”  for this to occur,  is for Yahweh to obtain His 

144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age –  so Paul exhorts us  all -    

“Come on  -  let us together,  make this occur!” 

This  is  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  of which JC carefully explained in his sermons to The People  (Luke.4v16-19,  see my local commentaries). 

This however,  is never  explained by our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians – because quite simply,  they do  not  understand it! 
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Actually they  “agnoeo”  (StrongsTM= 50  “rather be ignorant”)  to it -  because of the implications on their present lifestyle! 

We need a  “humble and compliant”  mindset to be in the position  “to  want  to understand it”  and then to imbue this knowledge within ourselves. 

It is specifically these  “humble and contrite”  people and yet importantly,  they take  “Responsible for their actions” people,  Yahweh is seeking to rule 

in The Millennium –  where they are  all  having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to edify our neighbour  (at our own  expense/hurt  

beforehand).  In this manner,  they/we  are demonstrating  them/ourselves  to be  utterly trustworthy  to handle the full  unlimited access  to Yahweh’s 

Capability  (being His HS expressed within The Environment)  in The Millennium.   

It almost goes without saying,  those humans who demonstrate a capacity to indulge themselves with small things  (being what they can grab from The 

World today)  would abuse the full power of Yahweh’s Capability  (being a  faulty  HS,  i.e.  not  the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is 

separate from this world of sin)   in The Millennium upon themselves  (just as did Satan in  “The Garden of Eden”  over Adam and Eve,  please see 

Gen.3v1-5, Eze.28v11-19)! 

Can the reader understand this? 

Because it is utterly crucial to our full understanding how the  selection/election  is being made by Yahweh! 

Again I have another piece I wrote some seven years earlier of which I would like to retain for the reader to digest  (sadly my commentaries must be so 

long to untangle some 1700+ years of  “wholly deviant and unrighteous nonsense” –  whose proponents proudly claim   “They cannot understand it!”). 

What a total farce! 

Standard Christian  (erroneous)  reasoning only states - 

The prophets only knew of  “half the truth”  because they only had  “The Law of Moses”,  and these Ancient Worthies become complete 

through  “Christians”  of today who knew the whole truth  (being of what JC taught)   

Where I could counter -  Based upon  “The Evidence” –  do  (worldly) “Christians”  really know  “The Disclosing Truth”? 

Actually,  Christians of today know virtually  nothing  regarding what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”. 

Consequently standard Christian reasoning on this subject is wrong  (as with just about everything relating to what JC taught some 2000 years ago). 

Moreover, if they did know  (inasmuch  “ignorance”  presently saves them for entry into The Millennium),  would they actually do it,  if not,  they become 

worse, –  to be “hypocrites”!   

(We witness the leaders of Christianity perverting  “The Truth into a lie” –  as we witness in their sermons of frothy  vanity/soundbites  to 

please an animalistic mind  (as though presented to  “a worldly minded god”  [upon which these sermons are designed –  1John.5v19]),  

containing no  real  instruction sourced by Yahweh,  but only  ill-informed  worldly interpretation –  hence Rev.18v4)! 

I therefore reason,  this verse extends  much beyond what worldly Christian leaders tell us  (and links up with other verses in the Bible  “fathers saved 

through their sons”,  “John the Baptist least among those”  where TCs are resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  and assumed to go to the heavens  for 

3.5 years).   

We should remember  God/Yahweh  must be,  and will be seen,  to be completely impartial to all humans  (Acts.10v34-35,  like JC – Matt.22v16).   

All humans will be saved from their 1st death  by JC’s works and of his murder upon the “fixed posts”.   

However ultimately,  all humans will  only  be saved by their  individual  works of righteousness  demonstrating  the depth of their personal  

“faith/belief  in JC”  within The Millennium by  precisely imitating their saviour,  having saved them from  “The 1st Death”.   

It must be wholly understood - 

Absolutely  every single  human is given a  “2 part life” –  “de facto”  by what JC did through his ransom sacrifice  (1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.). 

It does not matter what  he/she  (1) believes or  (2) did;   in the 1st part of  his/her  life  now  -  because  every person  receives a “2 part life”! 

This 2 part life  (2 part physical and 2 part spiritual)  has  only  been made possible by - 

          1. JC's ministry  given to purify the mind in the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (away from worldly methodology of the 1st part of our spiritual life) 

          2. JC's ransom sacrifice  to righteously allow Yahweh to resurrect us into the 2nd part of our physical life  (from “death” closing the 1st part of our  

               physical life). 

During our 2 part life we  all  have the  one  opportunity to truly  “believe in JC”  (to  “believe in  The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]). 

Where,  to  “believe in JC” = “believe in The Word of God”  means,  “we must precisely fulfil Yahweh's Desire”. 

Ideally this means   “We are to make Yahweh's  pure/innocent/holy  Desire manifest within The Environment”  = the “HS”. 

Virtually all humans  (about 99.99+%)  cannot fulfil this necessary requirement in the 1st part of their physical life. 

Because quite simply most people do not come into contact with  “The Word of God”  (certainly not  through  all  our “Leaders of Religion”) 

There are two epochs of Israel within which Yahweh introduces His  “Word of God”,  -  and it is  “The Early Adopters”  within both of these two epochs 

of Israel who then - 

“Truly believe in The Word of God”  because  “they precisely fulfil Yahweh's Desire”  (thereby operating according to the HS). 

“The 1st Epoch of Israel”  yielded  “The Prophets”  and  their prophecies  yielded JC  (who came as “The Physical Word of God”,  but son of man). 

“The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  yielded  “The 144000 TCs” and  they fulfilling prophecy  yielded JCg  (who shall come as “The Physical Son of God”). 

The 1st and 2nd Epoch of Israel  “failures”  not truly “believing in The Word of God” have “The 3rd Epoch Israel” within which to  “truly believe in JC”. 

All people outside  “The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel likewise have  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  within which to  “truly believe in JC”. 

Where,  during the 1st part of our physical life - 

    The 1st Epoch Israel was  “The Jewish Nation”  before JC's 1st Advent,  where Satan rules the  singular heaven  (The Authority over The Earth). 

    The 2nd Epoch Israel is  “The Christian Nation”  before JCg's 2nd Advent,  where Satan rules the  singular heaven  (The Authority over The Earth). 

Where during the 2nd part of our physical life  (after  our resurrection) - 

    The 3rd Epoch Israel will be “The Resurrected World” after JCg's 2nd Advent,  where JCg rules the  singular heaven  (The Authority over The Earth). 

Over  “all Time”  Yahweh rules  plural heavens  (as The Authority over The Universe  to ensure  “Righteousness” ultimately abounds). 

In all instances  (either the 1st or 2nd part of our life)  it is  “The Responsibility of The Individual”  to  “truly believe in JC”  during the time we are given 

“The Word of God”  and thereby enter  “the 2nd part of our spiritual life”.   Once we enter  “the 2nd part of our spiritual life”  when we have  “The 

Knowledge”  of what JC has done to become our personal saviour,  and we must then  not  become  “iniquitous”  to  “The Knowledge”  else we face 

“annihilation”,  because JC  only  sacrificed his  “existence”  (to counter “annihilation”)  “The Once”  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22). 

JC did  not  provide a righteous balance for a 3rd part of our life and thus  (1) charlatan Christian leaders of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”,  and  (2) rebellious 

people of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  shall be annihilated at the end of  their respective  “Epoch of Israel”. 

All the above is  precisely what The Bible righteously teaches us,  but is sadly,  “light years”  away from anything our  “Professional Leaders 

of Religion”  preach to us in their discordant noise throughout The Present Environment! 

Let me repeat this most important aspect - 

“Salvation”  ultimately relies upon an individual’s desire to be  “righteous”  (to Yahweh’s Requirement of us)  either now in adversity  (within this 

present world to become a  TC/{Early Adopter})  or within The Millennium during our last  chance/opportunity  within a perfected DNA fleshly body  

“given in trust”  by Yahweh through  “The Means”  of JC’s ransom sacrifice.  Thereby during this  last opportunity  in a perfected environment of 

Paradise in The Millennium of 1000 years,  we might purify  “the 2nd part of our spiritual life” (to become a Late Adopter)  to be commensurate  to our 

perfected DNA fleshly body  (given in trust,  and ideally not to go the same way as did  Adam/Eve  during their  first  opportunity when tested by 

“negative suggestion”  (Gen.2v17). 

It is exceedingly important to understand this verse in the following manner - 

It is specifically “The Early Adopters”  (144000 TCs)  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  having  “The Goal”  of  “The Anointed Jesus”  to imitate 

and thus become  Kings/Priests.   However, based upon This Standard  (of imitating JC)  by these people becoming  “Sons of God”  they only 

demonstrated  precisely the same qualities of those people  mentioned in chapter 11 within Satan’s World of opposition   (being those people  

not  having  “The Goal of The Anointed JC”  to precisely emulate).  
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Therefore  righteously  (by reversing “The Equation”)  then  “The Early Adopters”  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  should receive a similar 

position of rulership over  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  as do  “The Early Adopters” of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”. 

Because there is no intrinsic difference in mindset of these  “Early Adopters”  for  “a position of Rulership”. 

Except those people of the 2nd Epoch knew where they were going (as The New Spiritual Temple),  while those people of the 1st Epoch had no 

idea of what was available. 

Furthermore,  repeating,  it firstly required the people of the 2nd Epoch to prove themselves for The Goal  to righteously allow  Yahweh to give 

a similar elevated position of the worthy people in the 1st Epoch  (of like mind to their sons/daughters in 2nd Epoch Israel)  to rule over  “The 

Resurrected World”  as  “The New Spiritual Jerusalem”. 

Explaining the above in more words. 

We inductively reason  “The True Prophets”  (of Yahweh),  and people like King David,  Joshua,  etc.  deserve much more than just a resurrection in a 

perfected DNA fleshly body and  “just be part of”  The Inheritance –  but this is all that was promised to them at the time during their lifetime –  under  

“The Law of Moses”.  It was JC who through his personnel action of redemption demonstrated,  to what was witnessed  (= a resurrection into a  

heavenly/celestial  physical body)   that opened up the possibility for just a few people,  being practising TCs to become this  “New Spiritual 2nd Epoch 

Israel”,  by working as did JC while in Satan’s world as it presently operates  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19).  

This is where these very important v39 and v40 come into operation. 

Yahweh,  in the midst of all entities could not offer something better  -  before it was on offer through His son JC,  else it would be claimed  (by Satan as 

an example),  Yahweh was giving something that was not  “yet on the table”.  But because of the TCs’  righteous acts  now  within The Gospel Age,  they 

could be shown  to be comparable to those specific individuals prior to JC’s ministry.  In this manner,  Yahweh is able to show that because TCs’ 

demonstrated  “Righteousness”  though their works during this Gospel Age,  then  by similitude  those specific individuals who demonstrated  equal  

“Righteousness”  while  “the offer was  not  on the table”  could  also  be part of  “The New Spiritual Israel Nation”  established by JC  for the TCs  

(where “spiritual”  means “leaders”  [being metaphorically “The Mind”]  ruling the “fleshly Israel”)  

The Ancient Worthies are thus  righteously  now able to be  “at the table”  and become  “part of the family”  as JC’s parables and John tell us  

(John.10v16, etc.). 

A further note to explain “spiritual”.  When I use the word “Spiritual”  then I mean  “The Head”  (as The Instructor/Teacher)  leading  “The Flesh” 

(as the hearkening recipients).   Thus my use of  “spiritual”  means  “The Methodology of Yahweh”  operates in  “The Rulers/Heirs”  (as “The Spiritual 

3rd Epoch  Israel”)  teaching/guiding  over “The Inheritance”  (as  “The Fleshly 3rd Epoch Israel”)  being instructed to change away from “worldly 

methodology”  to “Yahweh's Methodology”.   

Now a general comment on the whole of Heb. Chapter 11. 

This is a basic comment on what is preached today by so many  worldly Christian Leaders  (wholly lost in  “spiritual darkness”). 

They blithely preach  (without much sincerity)   

Become a Christian through  “believing on JC”,  and if you do this,  then when you die,  you go straight to heaven for everlasting life. 

Let me now demonstrate  why  this  is  a  false  statement.    

I ask the reader –  What does Chapter 11 really teach us? 

It is recognised by all people as being  “The Chapter”  in The Bible explaining   “Faith”.  

Faith is much  more  than just  “believing”;  as this chapter has just told us  (please see my commentaries at John.6v64 and James.2v16-26)!    

However,  the depth of this aspect is  utterly ignored  by our  worldly Christian leaders in their sermons! 

What demonstrable hypocrisy! 

Paul is teaching us through all these examples,  these people did  more  than  “merely believe”  in the existence of  “something”,  because they showed 

their belief through  solid/demonstrable/responsible  works in this world during their lifetime  (this is what JC  commanded  us to do Matt.24v14),  where 

often  “they placed their life in jeopardy”  (just as did JC).   

They were put through  extremes of  pain/suffering  for the sake of their demonstrable  real  faith,  (“The World was  not  worthy of what these people 

did”)  and after all that,  they still could  not  be  “completely perfected”,  meaning  “to go to the  heaven/heavens”.  

(Just a note   Heaven singular = to rule over The Earth,  Heaven plural = to be imbuing knowledge at Yahweh's Table off this planet.) 

If just on that one observation based upon what The Bible has told us,  then - 

How “on Earth”  can a Christian leader now preach  “only believe to be saved”  (at the very superficial level taught),  and further   

“because you are saved through your belief you go to heaven?”   Also in direct contravention of what James teaches us at James.2v16-26! 

This runs entirely counter,  not only to the verses in this chapter but so many more that I will bring together in one of my future write-ups,  specifically 

my future electronic  “Concordance of Topics”.  I will not use my imagination   (and endemic copious waffle of worldly platitudes and lovely  

“soundbites”  that “soothe the ear” [2Tim.4v3-4]  of the listener leading to their deception) –  I will  only  use text  directly copied out of the Bible  

(within context)  to support what I am explaining  (notice what Paul said at Gal.1v10-12, 1Thes.2v5-7, etc.). 

The difference is,  I truly agapao The World by putting in this time and effort to personally seek  “The Disclosing Truth”  (Matt.7v7-8, etc.),  and in  no  

manner am I seeking to gain worldly return by  “pleasing the ears of my listener”,  as do  “professional”  “Leaders of Religion”  (noting Matt.6v24) –  

where greater the  “Quantity”  of devotees,  then greater is the worldly return!   By contrast,  Yahweh is only seeking  “Quality”  to bring forth His  

“Plan for Human Salvation”  over  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  -  and it is merely that –  of which I am trying to convey to The World. 

Realising,  that seeking  “Quality”  does not win many friends –  when  “sub-standard”  universally  “rules OK”, –  however Yahweh is 

looking to  “The Future”  and is sifting out His future Tools  (“The Early Adopters”)  to make  “Perfection”  a reality within  “The 

Resurrected World”  of The Millennium. 

These “tools”  must demonstrate  “Responsibility”  with  [1] what they know and  [2] how they use their life,  to be given  “The Greater 

Responsibility”   to  “Rule in The Millennium”.  It is of these qualities our religious leaders should be teaching -  but hardly -  it is not even 

on their “radar screens”  because  “they put a hammer through these screens”  beforehand when they walked into a seminary (Matt.23v15) –  

as  “an excuse to remain ignorant”  Eze.33v1-20! 

It is so interesting,  “Christians”  are so readily able to recognise hapless people entrapped in  other  religious  sects/schisms  -  but with regard to their 

own  “Christian Group”   they are  “presumptuously safe and secure”  in “The (supposed) Truth”!   And yet to an outside  auditor  (intimately knowing 

their subject matter)  looking on,  will readily recognise this  “pious religious person”  making a rational valid  judgement on what they can easily 

recognise  outside  their schism.  However,  they are  unable  to make the same rational valid judgement upon  his/her own entrapment  within their own  

“religious sect/schism”,  This occurs by the tight  strangle-hold  these most deviant  “Leaders of Religion”  have over  “the mind”  of their  

unquestioning  (thereby “duped”)  devotees,  kept in an ignorant state to be farmed as “stock animals”! 

This is what Paul recognised within a few years of his teaching stating   “Who has bewitched you!”  (Gal.3v1) and warning about “the Wolves” 

(Acts.20v29),  so think what must it be like today with some 1900+ years having passed,  for  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to perfect  “Their 

Craft”  of bewitching the minds of their hapless  recipients/victims! 

I can only take The Reader to  “The Water of Knowledge”,  I cannot make  YOU  drink  “The Water as sourced by Yahweh” –  that is  YOUR  decision! 

It becomes a  personal  decision to gain  “Real Faith” =  Accurate  Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity. 

And it is upon this that Yahweh is judging us  (James.3v1)  during the 1st part of our physical life!    

This is what Paul is teaching us here within this chapter! –  Now  “the baton has been passed”  from me over to  YOU! 

Are  YOU  going to run with it  (1Cor.9v23-26)  and run according to The Rules  (2Tim2v5)  by precisely copying Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)? 

It is upon precisely this –  that Yahweh is making  “The Special Greater [1st] Judgement”  (James.3v1) –   not  me,  I am only an instructor and follow-up 

auditor presenting an internal report so people have an opportunity to reform and wholly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  before  “The All Important External 

Audit”  by Yahweh at the close of  their/our  present existence! 
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154th Comment – Paul states  “we”  (people fervently aiming to become TCs)  have such a vast grouping of martyrs 

around us,  so cast off all our encumbrance,  also the sin thwarting us from all around,  because of the  

contest/conflict/race  lying ahead of us in the midst of our view. 

167th ‘Allegory’ – burden/weight = The Worldly encumbrances that just consume our time in self-indulgence. 

(For example,  it is reported [2021 CE],  1/3 of a person’s time awake is motionless in front of some form of video 

equipment,  so the question must be:  How does this fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  [to yield Mankind’s Salvation]?)  

168th ‘Allegory’ – sin thwarting us = sourced by people whose lifestyle becomes compromised by the TCs’ work  (v3). 

169th Allegory – contest/race = the daily struggle during the 1st part of our physical life precisely imitating what JC did. 

141st Instruction – Paul exhorts us to imitate these martyrs -  to be casting off  all  worldly encumbrance,  and the sin 

encountered from The World while we push forward to complete our race as we precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

279th Reasoning – It is “A Contest of Determination”  to succeed because there are so many distractions sucking our time 

away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire on one hand,  and on the other hand,  we have  active/hostile  opposition by people 

seeing their comfortable lifestyle affected by The Ministry work given by a TC (martyring their lifestyle) Matt.13v20-23. 

280th Reasoning – From the previous chapter on  “(Real) Faith”  being required  “to carry through to The End that is yet 

unseen”  means,  we too must diligently struggle in the  accurate  ministry work while only contending with the rampant  

misinformation promulgated by  worldly (and worse charlatan) Christian leaders – being a pandemic problem today. 

155th Comment – Paul states “we” (people fastidiously aiming to become TCs)  must be attentive to  stare/consider  “The 

Finisher” JC,  “The Leader of Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  had cheerfulness of mind to continue through 

the public execution for  “The Goal”,  and then afterwards to be permanently settled at the right-hand side of Yahweh. 

69th Good News – JCg has completed  “The Race”  successfully and established  “The Rules of The Race”  (2Tim.2v5)  

and leads us all to ideally do likewise –  by imitating him –  truly driven by  {agapao love}  to edify our neighbour so they 

too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (for more TCs)  –  just as he did and was recognised for it  (Luke 3.22, 9v35). 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

142nd Instruction – Paul tells us:  Thus  examine what JC did and then copy him,  because,  just as he had to endure 

persecution for fulfilling Yahweh's Desire that yielded  “Sonship”, –  then so must we  (just as did those martyrs of 12v1). 

170th Allegory – stake/{self-denial} = cutting out of our life the indulgences sourced by The World to consume our time 

that should only be used to exactly copy JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  Thus we become dead to worldly sourced indulgences.  

68th Warning – Do not follow satanic  (defn.= “adversarial” to Yahweh)  practices endorsed by worldly Christian leaders 

of replacing self-gratifying  “worldly indulgences”  with  “religious indulgences”  to bolster  “The Established Worldly 

Religion”  and does  nothing  to edify our neighbour into understanding  why/how  they too should fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

Both worldly and religious indulgences  “self-indulge Man” at a fleshly level –  but do  nothing  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

281st Reasoning – JC suffered persecution as a supposed criminal to carry our sins,  a perfect entity made to appear 

disgraced by religious people pretending to represent Yahweh,  but only operating under worldly methodology,  preferring 

what the present worldly system  was/is  able to source for  “The Immediacy”  driving a  carnal/animalistic  mind. 

70th Good News – JC,  as JCg,  is now fully conscious  (for the last 2000 years or so)  and has been given by Yahweh full 

“Authority”.  JCg shall be instructed to exercise this authority over The Planet  as soon as Yahweh has His 144000 TCs. 

Heb.  12v1 og {Truly for then}/Consequently/Therefore  also  {we ourselves},   

Heb.  12v1 og {so vast as this}/{such a large/great}/{these many}  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   

Heb.  12v1 og (the) {lying all around}/enclosing/encircling/hampering/{being bound (compassed) with}/{hanging about}   

Heb.  12v1 og {to us}  (the) cloud  (of the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause},   

Heb.  12v1 og (the) {mass (as) bending (or) bulging (by its load)}/burden/hindrance/weight   

Heb.  12v1 og (the having) {put away}/{cast off}/{laid apart}  (the) every (thing),   

Heb.  12v1 og also  the  {well standing around}/{easily/constantly encompassing}/entangling/ 

/{(like a) competitor thwarting a racer (in every direction)}/ 

/{(sin) thwarting us all around (as the air we breathe)}  

Heb.  12v1 og (the) sin/fault/offence,   

Heb.  12v1 og through (reason of)    (of the) patience/endurance/{patient continuance}  

Heb.  12v1 og (let us) {hastily walk}/{have course}/run   

Heb.  12v1 og the  {lying before the view}/{being present (to the mind)}/{standing forth}/presentation/{being first}   

Heb.  12v1 og {to us}  (the) contest/{effort or anxiety}/conflict/contention/struggle/fight/race/agony, 

Heb.  12v1 = Consequently  also  {we ourselves}  (TCs)   

the  possessing/obtaining/having  {so vast as this}/{such a great}  {lying all around}/enclosing  to us   

           (we have so many examples of wonderful people throughout history fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire… … ) 

the cloud of the  witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause},    (being our fellow  “Early Adopters”  of 2 Epochs suffering as martyrs) 

(Then likewise,  we ourselves … … ) 

the having  {put away}/{cast off}  the every  {massive loading}/burden/weight,     (we  likewise  throw off every worldly burden … … ) 

also  the  sin/fault/offence  {thwarting us from all around}/entangling    (being of worldly methodology originally driving our thoughts) 

Let us  run  through reason  of the  patience/endurance  the  contest/conflict/struggle/race 

            (contesting our original thoughts  [and leaders objecting to our lifestyle exposing their hypocrisy] … … ) 

{lying before the view}/{being present to the mind}  {to us},       (during the remaining part of our present existence) 

 

Consequently   (because of what  “The Early Adopters”  did during  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  [The Jewish Nation],  then … ) 
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also we ourselves   (“The Early Adopters”  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  [= The Christian Nation]) 

having such a great cloud of witnesses laying all around us   (both from  “The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel”  throughout The Ages) 

               (With the inference   We should behave precisely like them  -  striding-out  with confidence to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.) 

               (Inasmuch,  metaphorically  they can give evidence for, or against, us  -  in our judgement as suitable candidates for  “Sonship”) 

(We aiming to be TCs)  having cast off every massive loading   (that worldly methodology sucks us into carrying -  being the results of foolishness) 

also the  sin/offence  thwarting us from all around   (it is so easy to be enticed into self-indulging ourselves to  “please an animalistic mind”) 

through reason of the  contest/struggle   (to be replacing  “worldly methodology”  with  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  in our thought process) 

{lying in view}/{present in mind}  to us   (“The Immediacy”  to please a fleshly urge,  ignoring the consequences of our actions,  must be curtailed) 

               (This is all part of gaining  “Responsibility”  for our actions –  being  “The Process of Becoming Mature”  upon  “The Word of God”) 

 

It is prudent to ask ourselves  (while temporarily ignoring my explanatory notes alongside) - 

Is it what our Christian leaders teach us? 

Yes!  –  Perhaps that is good  (but see later)! 

Is it what any other religious leader  (Hindu, Muslim, Sikh, etc.)  teach their flock? 

Yes! 

So  what  is the difference between what a Christian Leader teaches,  and those leaders of another religious “world faith”? 

Absolutely  nothing! 

Furthermore,  there is absolutely nothing between another “world faith”  often excluded as being a world faith  (but it is,  see glossary)  -  being that of 

“atheism”! 

What do I mean? 

We must recognise  (within this present system) - 

All  humans will experience problems within The World as it stands –  because we are  “surrounded in sin” –  being the exercising of  self-indulgent  

power by those people throughout society exercising worldly authority (on both sides of the law).  If the individual is foolish enough to operate against  

“The Law of the Land”  then they  should  expect more hassle and problems in their life,  which is specifically  why  The Bible teaches us  (1) to be 

absolutely neutral in  all  worldly affairs,  (2) to be a model citizen  (Luke.13v1-5, Rom.13v1-5, etc.)  and  (3) we must  not  “actively disagree”  with our 

political leaders  (contrary to much of what our  worldly Christian leaders teach)! 

The difference is,  atheists ascribe this to  “A Fact of Life”,  but all  worldly religious leaders  skew the argument  in  a pretence  that it is because of 

their specific  “faith”  and  “The Lord”  (Whoever it might be directed towards)  is pleased by how this  “oppressed grouping”  cling together! 

Well religious leaders would state that –  would they not!    

So they might personally gain  (from  “their flock”)  by this nonsense taught! 

Now we realise this worldly teaching  is nonsense –  then,  “What is Paul specifically teaching us?” 

Quite simply –  Paul continues to specifically teach us what we are taught in The Bible! 

1. To avoid worldly politics  (like the plague) –  else we become  spotted/tarnished  by those operators’ mindset.   We must be  utterly neutral. 

2. To be a model citizen,  and thus worldly leaders will ignore us  “and it will go well with us” –  from a worldly point of view  (because we are 

“off the radar” –  and have no reason to be  “on the secular radar screen” –  being this is  not  our world  (John .18v36),  demonstrably 

showing,  we are to be sojourners within it,  and  have no political interaction with it). 

3. From the application of the two points above,  we as TCs,  should receive absolutely the minimal affliction directed to us,  from The World. 

Because people operating within The Secular World see us as  no  threat,  we are as though covered in Teflon (PTFE) –  totally protected by 

“The Word of God”  operating within our mind –  giving us protection by virtue we are behaving in such an inoffensive manner in our works! 

4. Thus we as TCs  only  become persecuted  because  we are  actively  and  accurately  working for The Lord  (for  no  worldly return of 

whatsoever).  So we might ask ourselves - 

Consequently  what is  The Driver,  if there is  no  worldly return?    

That  is  “The Answer”  to the point Paul is making here! 

Paul states,  we as TCs,  must expect to suffer severe affliction long before this suffering physically arrives –  but why? 

Because it is  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  (of whatever religion in the World)  of  “The Established Edifices”  who are shown to be  

“hypocrites”   to whatever they espouse by the  “occupational efforts/works/labours”  of the TCs throughout The Gospel Age.  We then understand  why  

there  are only  144000 specific individuals who make The Grade –  because Yahweh knew that He could  not  find any more sufficiently righteous people 

before The World imploded – so He set the  “Specific Number”  that  could  ultimately be achieved in the 2000 or so years of The Gospel Age  (before 

The World does implode)! 

Thus -  

1. TCs become persecuted for  no  fault of their own –  they have done absolutely  nothing wrong  at a worldly level –  thus  “perfect”,  hence 

“innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  and thus  truly  “holy”! 

Because the TCs  only precisely imitate  JC  (1Pet.2v21-25),  then hence  (2) below - 

2. TCs thus become persecuted  only  for imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to  accurately  teach other people in precisely the same manner as did 

Paul in his  exhortations,  admonishments,  and guidance –  thus deemed perfect by Yahweh as having made  “The Grade”. 

Because this is precisely what The 144000 TCs will be equally doing in The Millennium with  “The Resurrected World”,  while  “The Professional 

Leaders of Religion”  in The Millennium  (if  fortunate to have been resurrected)  will be “the Last/Least”  in society  not  then having the power to stop 

these TCs (as Kings/Priests)  to continue their work  of  accurately teaching  “The Word of God”  to  “The Resurrected World”  (without persecution). 

This is all as The Bible specifically teaches us,  especially in John chapters 13 to 17 and in many of The Apostles’ epistles. 

Naturally,  this  fundamental Gospel  would  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders and especially  why  it is  they  who  are  actively delaying 

the onset of The Millennium!   Because they are  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to be imitating Paul as he imitated JC –  and so we must  wait ever-

longer  for that trigger threshold to be  achieved/activated!   But the numbers of validated TCs are ramping up throughout the respective generations,  

and  soon 144000 will be achieved – because we  are  at the closing stages of The Gospel Age –  so  why  not YOU,  the reader,  stretch out to firmly 
grasp those few remaining places still available to be personally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and receive by return,  the  guaranteed  everlasting life as a 

future  “Son of God”! 

This is the  “1st Century Christianity”  of which JC and the apostles taught –  being  “The Methodology”  our  worldly Christian leaders have 

firmly quashed out of existence over the last 1700+ years  (as did the religious leaders then tried to do,  John.11v47-53,  Acts.4v17-18)! 

Thus the answer to this  -  becomes our  drive/motivation/zeal/passion,  not  coming from  “what The World can deliver”  –  being the  self-indulgent  

return;  but rather,  it is for the  long-term  edification of  all  people in The Millennium that becomes  “The Driver”  –  “we”,  as TCs,  sincerely choose 

to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Moreover,  it is  this activity  that delivers our persecution in the 1st part of our physical life  (while purifying the 2nd part of 

our spiritual life)  from those people feeling threatened by our  innocence  to The World and of its affairs.   

It must be clearly understood    

It is  “the methodology of The World”  to draw us into  “its affairs”  (Matt.13v20-22) and how we operate within its affairs -  but 

we must stand firmly against it. 

Paul ends this verse by stating  

When having this wonderful knowledge of The Gospel  (being what JC taught of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” - Luke.4v16-19, 

Mark.1v38),  then it becomes  our personal responsibility  to throw away all the worldly shackles that will slow us down  (being the 

encumbrance to the  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”)  and we are to educate and thus edify our neighbour so they might know 
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themselves  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  –  Because there is so much  sin/fault/offence  within The World being used 

specifically against The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs,  to  impede/slow  us down in this  “race for life”  to be  accurately  imitating 

JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Thus the reader can now understand –  it is  not  that we experience general problems of life  (because  all  humans experience problems to varying 

degrees – [see what occurred to Job,  and he was a righteous man],  yet some make it particularly worse for themselves by  foolishly  interfering within 

worldly affairs),  but we experience specific  problems/hardships  for  only precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle –  and for  nothing  else!    

It is for specifically this reason those people who truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they can  (as 

5 or 2 talent faithful stewards)  are those specific people who  shall  be rewarded with  “Greater Responsibility”  in The Millennium over many cities  

(Luke.19v.12-27)  as future  “Sons of God”  of their  “Shared Inheritance”  being  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”  originally given to Abraham. 

Can the reader  see the subtlety  between what I am stating,  in contrast with what occurs within Christendom and religion generally? 

Furthermore,  it is  “this subtlety”  hidden by  “the methodology of the world/Satan”  within The World to stop the formation of The Early Adopters!  

Heb.  12v2 og (the) {staring off}/{considering attentively}  into/unto  the [author]   

Heb.  12v2 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  (the) {chief leader}/author/captain/prince   

Heb.  12v2 og also  (the) completer/consummator/finisher  (the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves}   

Heb.  12v2 og who/which/that  (in contrast/substitution/correspondence)/for   

Heb.  12v2 og of the  {lying before the view}/{being present (to the mind)}/{standing forth}/presentation/{being first}   

Heb.  12v2 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) him [JC]   (the) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy, 

Heb.  12v2 og (he) remained/underwent/resilience/bearing/{having fortitude/patience}/endured   

Heb.  12v2 og (the) {fixed stakes/posts/poles}/{self-denial}/{public execution (away from this world’s methodology)}     

Heb.  12v2 og (of the) shame/disgrace/dishonesty  (the having) {thought against}/disesteemed/despised,   

Heb.  12v2 og in  (to the [= within]) {right (hand position)}  both  of the  {stately seat}/throne  of the  God [Yahweh] 

Heb.  12v2 og (he [JCg]) {sat down}/settled/tarried/contemplated. 

Heb.  12v2 = the  {staring off}/{considering attentively}     (we carefully consider … … ) 

unto the  {chief leader}/author/captain  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},     (the  chief/leader  of  “The Real Faith” … … ) 

also  the  completer/consummator/finisher  Jesus     (JC finishing with  “The Real Faith”  unto his murder … … ) 

who   (JC in a fleshly body)   {in contrast for}     (of The Present Pain in contrast to The Joy in saving His Creation from annihilation … … ) 

the  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/joy  {lying before the view}/{being present to the mind}  in  him (JC),    (thinking of The Millennium …) 

he  underwent/{having fortitude}/endured  the  {fixed stakes/post/{self-denial}     

            (JC endured the painful public execution for over 6 hours … … ) 

the having  {thought against}/disesteemed  the  shame/disgrace,     (putting behind him the public disgrace as a criminal … … ) 

both  (1) within the  {right hand position}  of the  throne  of the  God  (Yahweh) 

(and)   (2) he  (JCg)   {sat down}/settled  (there).     (JCg now awaits to collect his 144000 TCs [as his wife]  ready for The Millennium) 

 

         (While in this state of struggling to personally change away from  “worldly methodology”  unto  “Yahweh's Methodology”   [of v1]) 

(we are)  considering attentively unto Jesus   (as  “The Word of God”),    

the chief leader  also the  completer/finisher  of the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  of  “1st Century Christianity”), 
              (Just as JC  finished/validated  himself to be JCg [Son of God]  then likewise,  ideally we too must  finish/validate  ourselves for Sonship.) 

who (JC in a fleshly body)  in contrast for the joy laying before his view   (of The Millennium,  his Bride,  and  “The Salvation of Mankind”) 

he underwent the fixed stakes   (the public execution,  brought about solely by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  John.11v47-53, 19v12) 

the having despised the shame   (being the ridicule put upon him by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”,  Matt.27v41-43,  Luke.23v35)   

(now)  both he (JCg)   (1) sat down  (and)  (2) within the  right-hand  of the God’s throne   (Yahweh’s position of Power)   

              (JCg is now  waiting  for 144000 TCs to validate themselves worthy,  and  then  he will move forward with Yahweh's blessing Rev.19v4-21) 

 

Just rewriting this so we fully understand what it all means within context  

In the context of the previous verses  (of the earlier chapter)  we are taught - 

Look at  “The Real Faith”  of these previous individuals who fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire when they had  no  knowledge of JC,  nor of  “The 2nd 

Covenant”.  

They operated with fidelity upon what they accurately knew at the time,  based upon the assurance they had gained from what they knew! 

But even so,  these wonderful examples could not be  consummated/{made perfect}/finished  without us   “TCs” –  because we,  as TCs,  have 

something so much better than they could have ever worked towards –  with the knowledge they had operating within them. 

Then we are taught in  (12v1) - 

But we  “TCs”  do have  “The Accurate Knowledge”  (of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by The Apostles during The 1st Century)  on 

how we should fulfil Yahweh’s Desire specific to The Time  now  of The Gospel Age,  and thus we are to imitate their  “Real Faith”  in what 

we know now, –  to throw away all worldly self-indulgence and start to actively compete in that race to become  “first”,  (as  “The Firstfruit 

Wheat”)  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  so that we too,  are pleasing to Yahweh  (being  “The Adjudicator”  2Tim.2v5). 

Then we enter this verse (12v2):- 

We  (as TCs)  are staring directly at the chief captain of  “The Real Faith”  of what we are to imitate! 

          This is  not  “The Blind faith”  of  “Religion”  that only feeds its leaders and does absolutely  nothing  for  “Human Salvation”!  

JC was the  completer/consummator/finisher  of  “The Race”  and has thus made it possible for us too,  to likewise become as TCs who 

personally become the  completers/consummators/finishers  of our individual race heats by us imitating him.   

In contrast  to the  cheerfulness/joy  for  “The Goal”  that lay before JC,  he had to first endure the  stake/post/{self-denial of what this world 
could deliver}  as an entity in disgrace and despised by those  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  with the power in The World  (who choose 

worldly self-indulgence  over/before  the things of Yahweh). 

JC succeeded and reached  “The Goal of Sonship”,  and thus he is now both  (1) located in the right hand position of Yahweh regarding all 

things pertaining to this planet and  (2) now permanently settled there  (inasmuch he shall not repeat the exercise of offering himself again for 

the charlatan or  “blasphemer against the HS” – 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.)! 

In this manner JC became  “The Wisdom of God” –  because he  accurately applied  within his life what he  (accurately)  knew  (because he 

was  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  as the  intercessor/ambassador  for Yahweh). 

Thus the specific point Paul is making:- 

Because of all this having occurred –  then we  (as TCs)  who know all this  are expected  (by Yahweh)  to be pushing forward  personally  

with this knowledge and  ourselves  to be  accurately  teaching The World in both word and deportment. 

In this manner,  Yahweh will gain more future proven TCs and thus make that  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 individuals 

become a reality,  thereby enabling Yahweh to move into the next stage of His  “Plan for Human Salvation”.   

This occurs,  because we have personally demonstrated the  one/same   “Real  Faith”  as those individuals before us,  but more importantly,  

we have also have  “The Exemplar”  of  “The Real Faith”  demonstrating how we too are to operate with  agapao/{edifying love}  by 
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physically delivering  agape/{charity love}  works.   This is exercised by the freely giving of our time to teach The World –  precisely as did 

JC,  for  no  worldly self-indulgent return of whatever  (power/position/money/prestige/wealth/glory/leverage/sex/etc.). 

If  we do this –  then  we truly show the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is separate from the world of sin” (“HS”)  and equally this 

fulfils “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment”  (“HS”)  that is the  one/same  as that which operated within JC  (John.14v8-21). 

 

156th Comment – Paul states  “we”  (people actively aiming to become TCs)  must  personally  contemplate/consider  JC 

who specifically endured the disobedience of sinners  (“Leaders of Religion”, John.11v47-53)  working against him.  

143rd Instruction – We,  like JC,  must not  tire/falter  nor be relaxing in our  breathing/soul/{conscious existence}. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory but a  

very necessary definition because of the utter foolishness spoken by people claiming to know – but obviously do not know!) 

Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website –  that clearly explain what the word  really  means! 

69th Warning – TCs  will  be met with opposition – because what TCs state opposes how The World operates - principally 

at the higher levels by people with The Drive,  to operate proficiently in the present  worldly methodology to self-indulge! 

The (religious) leaders do not like having their  “hypocrisy”  made public,  by people  “leading a righteous lifestyle” –  

and whose message is of The Millennium under Christ’s rule that is entirely alien to their present  worldly methodology. 

282nd Reasoning – Because it is a certainty  we will meet opposition, then  we must be  steadfast/stoic  in our endeavour to 

continue to The Goal  of Sonship – by educating our neighbours of The Millennium and of righteousness then operating. 

144th Instruction – TCs having imbued the  accurate  “knowledge”,  must then  accurately  teach this “knowledge”  in its 

entirety  to people in The World who are interested to  “run the race”  and  may  win their heat to become TCs themselves. 

157th Comment – Paul states of these new  “holy brethren (Christians)”,  they have not yet endured up to blood when 

struggling against the sin sourced by those people  offended  by  “The Gospel Message”.  Likewise,  this will occur today! 

172nd 'Allegory’ – up to blood = physical wounding – and perhaps,  finally ending in the TC’s physical martyrdom. 

283rd Reasoning – This is not given by Paul to chide – but a sincere warning  before the event,  sadly knowing this could 

occur to all Brethren (Christians) of The Gospel Age diligently  aiming to become TCs,  and Paul is carefully preparing 

them for the  inevitable eventuality  of which some of these presently immature Christians may need to face. 

158th Comment – It is easy to forget warnings – because if warnings hurt,  then it is natural to put them out of mind!   

70th Warning – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must respect The Lord’s educational training and we as 

individuals must not  collapse/faint  (with fatigue)  when being  admonished/reproved  under Him (Yahweh). 

284th Reasoning – Yahweh can peer into our character’s various weaknesses  (faulty aspects)  and will allow The World 

to hurt us only just sufficiently  to improve ourselves,  so that we may iterate to have the  one/same  character as did JC in 

his  ministry/lifestyle  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  It is  not  done to suppress His TCs into subjection,  but only to edify. 

We must always remember,  provided  we maintain our stance in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  then  Yahweh  will  provide an 

escape route so we do not become overwhelmed (1Cor.10v13). 

285th Reasoning – It must be understood,  an agapao Father  only desires the perfected character in His children,  and 

will use the  “carrot and stick”  approach to guide the child to a perfected state.  Sadly some parents either ignore their 

children by giving no guidance,  or just pamper them –  all of which yields self-indulgence to the future hurt of the child. 

Sadly,  worldly Christian Leaders only pamper  “their children”  just for the financial return this brings!   Disgusting! 

Heb.  12v3 og For  (you) estimate/proportion/contemplate/consider [middle voice]   

Heb.  12v3 og the (person [JC])  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such one}   

Heb.  12v3 og (the having) remained/{stayed behind (after others have gone)}/undergone/{been resilient}/ 

/borne/{had fortitude/patience}/endured/persevered  

Heb.  12v3 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  sinful/sinners/offenders   

Heb.  12v3 og into/unto  (the) him [JC]   (the) disputing/disobedient/contradicting/gainsaying/striving,    

Heb.  12v3 og that  not  (you) toil/tire/faint/stricken/{be wearied}  

Heb.  12v3 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence} [plural]   

Heb.  12v3 og {of yourselves}  (the be) {from/out  of  loosening/dissolving}/relaxing/fainting. 

Heb.  12v3 = For  you  personally  proportion/contemplate/consider  the person  (JC),     (You consider The Best Example,  JC ... … ) 

{truly this}/{such one}  the  having  {remained steadfast}/endured/persevered     (JC remained utterly resolute in purpose ... …) 

under  the  disputing/disobedient/contradiction/striving    (under the  striving/continuous  persecution ... … ) 

of  sinners/offenders  unto  the  him  (JC);     (sourced by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion” ... … ) 

that  not  you  tire/falter/{be wearied},    (therefore yo9iku imitate this example,  by not failing what  “1st Century Christianity” ... … ) 

(nor)   the  be  relaxing/fainting  in your  breathing/soul/{conscious existence}.     (requires during your conscious existence) 

 

For yourselves  (diligently aiming to become TCs)  personally  contemplate/consider  the person (JC) 

truly this one (JC)  having remained steadfast   (in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  stopped only by his murder organised by  “Leaders of Religion”) 

under the  disputing/disobedient  sinners against him (JC)    (being principally  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  always attacking his ministry) 

        (Therefore you use this wonderful example of JC successfully remaining  steadfast/stoic  in his ministry against this religious opposition -  ) 
that not you  (assiduously aiming to become a TC)  be wearied  (nor you)  be  relaxing/fainting  in your  life/soul/{conscious existence} 

 

Thus continuing Paul’s theme - 

Once having The Exemplar  (not accessible to those wonderful individuals of  The 1st Covenant )  then we are expected to  make the most of it! 

We are to carefully consider precisely what JC really means to us in our  {conscious existence}/soul/life  being  “The Opportunity”,  where 

we can demonstrate  “The Real Belief”  in  “The One”  of whom we claim to come in The Name   (of JC)  – But - 

Do we present ourselves to The World by displaying  “The Character”  of JC,  having thoroughly learnt  “The Word of God” 

(Rev.19v13)  to achieve  “The Authority”  as recognised by The World to operate in JC’s Name  (noting Mark.1v22)? 

It is specifically this –  that Yahweh is making during His assay of us during the 1st part of our physical life –  for  “Greater Responsibility”! 

So Paul tells us – JC went through all this in his life during his ministry,  and so too,  are we –  if we are to emulate him for the same reward! 
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We are  not  to  tire/falter,  nor are we to  relax/faint  in this  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  -  if we are to imitate him –  just as Paul 

instructs of us  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 

This notice is given to us by Paul - 

We are  not  to  tire/falter  in our sole mission to imitate JC. 

There is absolutely nothing within this verse about worldly issues causing us to fail from being faithful to Yahweh by imitating JC,  because this occurs to 

everyone in this presently evil system of self-indulgence performed by those individuals with the power to exercise it over their fellow humans.  

Thus we cannot use that excuse upon our resurrection! 

Consequently we rationalise it is what is  over and above  the things done by The World being all the forms of worldly religious propaganda 

contradicting us,  solely caused by us precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that makes the TC exclusive to Yahweh! 

Thus we reason upon Paul’s warning - 

Keep imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  do not lose heart  (the seat of motivation/desire/zest)  in your  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”,  

but look towards JC who also experienced these things  -  and he kept driving himself on for  “The Promise of The Inheritance”!   

Where JC inaugurating  “The 2nd Covenant”  has thus made  “The Promise of The Inheritance”  as given to Abraham become a  greater  

reality  (than merely that by  example/allegory  of the physical land to be called  “Israel”  for  “The 1st Epoch Israel”).  This greater reality  

is of  “The World”  in  “The Millennium”,  thereby enabling  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  to occur under  “The  Authority/Heaven”  of  “The 

Early Adopters”  as explained by JCg to Paul,  where Paul as part of the  “co-rulers”  shall become  “The 3rd Heaven”  over  “The 3rd Epoch 

Israel”  of   “The Resurrected World”  (2Cor.12v1-3).  

Heb.  12v4 og {not/as yet}/{hitherto not}  {as far as}/{up to}/{the terminus}  (the) blood   

Heb.  12v4 og (you) {set down (troops) against}/{placed opposite}/withstood/resisted  toward/nearness/{accession to}   

Heb.  12v4 og the  sin/fault/offence   

Heb.  12v4 og (the) {struggling against}/{competing opposite}/{striving instead}/wrestling  [middle voice, plural]; 

Heb.  12v4 = Not yet  you have  {set down against}/withstood/resisted  {as far as}/{up to}  the  blood,      (not yet a physical martyr ... … ) 

toward/nearness  the  personally  {struggling against}/{competing opposite}/{striving instead}    (receiving worldly persecution ... … ) 

the  sin/fault/offence.     (sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  operating according to worldly methodology) 

 

You have not yet resisted as far as the blood   (you have not yet been pushed into physical martyrdom by  “The Professional Religious Leaders”) 

(while personally)  striving against the  sin/offense   (of  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  suppressing our  accurate ministry). 

 

Thus in the previous verses Paul has been exhorting the  “holy brethren”  (Holy Christians)  to imitate JC,  then he drops the “bomb-shell” upon them - 

You have not yet  resisted/{competed against}  the full pain and affliction this World can deliver unto you  (John.15v18-25, 16v1-4)  –  being 

towards the position of the spilling of your own blood for  “The Cause”  (of -  “1st Century Christianity”)! 

Paul is not trying to be superior to them -  nor suggest that others were better because they had, –  but rather - 

1. Beware this is most likely to come their way if they were to be effective in The Ministry work  (resisting established  worldly  religion). 

2. Thus they must become strong in  “The Knowledge”  to gain  “Real  Faith”  so  when  the  “ultimate”  trial  does  certainly come,  then  they 

will not crumble,  tire/falter  and thus faint away from  “The Cause” –  having  “The Exemplar”  of JC's ministry/lifestyle  firmly established 

within their minds.  “Forewarned is forearmed”   being ready to withstand religious sourced  “persecution”  (Matt.20v22-23).   

Interestingly we might ask - 

Is this what our  worldly Christian leaders teach their congregations? 

Of course they would not!   

They much rather give the platitudes of worldly pleasing soundbites to  “dumb-down”  what The Bible is teaching us,  so the innocent congregations are 

beguiled into believing they are fulfilling  “The Almighty God’s Desire”  (all precisely as The Bible  warns  in many places)! 

Compare the content in the sermons given by our  worldly Christian leaders to that written within Paul’s epistles  (or that within my commentaries)!    

“They are as different as chalk is from cheese!” 
Heb.  12v5 og also  (you have) {from of lying hidden}/{(been utterly) oblivious}/forgotten [middle voice]   

Heb.  12v5 og of the  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty   

Heb.  12v5 og who/which  {to yourselves}  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (to the) sons   

Heb.  12v5 og (he [{a} father]) {through exclamation}/{states thoroughly}/ 

/{discusses (in argument or exhortation)}/disputes/preaches/{reasons (with)}/speaks  [middle voice]:   

Heb.  12v5 og Son (vocative)   {of me}/I/me/mine/my,  not  (you) {have little regard}/disesteem/despise    

Heb.  12v5 og (the) tutorage/{education or training}/{disciplinary correction}/chastening/ 

/chastisement/instruction/nurture   

Heb.  12v5 og (of the) lord/master,  {and/but  not}/neither/nor  (you) {from/out of loosening/dissolving}/relax/faint   

Heb.  12v5 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) him [Yahweh via JC/TCs]  

Heb.  12v5 og (the being) confuted/admonished/convicted/convinced/{told a fault}/rebuked/reproved. 

Old Testament reference located at  Prov.4v1-4. 

Heb.  12v5 = also  you have  personally  {been utterly oblivious}/{entirely forgotten}  of the  imploring/exhortation/entreaty   

which  {to yourselves}  likewise/as   

the  father  personally  {through examination}/{discussed in exhortation}/{reasoned with}  to  (his)   sons: 

My  son,  not  you  {have little regard}/disesteem  the  tutorage/{educational training}/chastening /instruction  of the  Lord/Master,   

neither  relax/faint  (when)  the being  confuted/admonished/rebuked/reproved  under/by  the  Him  (Yahweh via JC/TCs). 

 

         (having not pushed yourselves to precisely imitate JC,  means “Professional Religious Leaders”  consequently have no desire persecute you … … ) 
also you have personally been utterly oblivious of the imploring  

which to yourselves as a father personally discussed in exhortation to  (his) sons/(daughters): 

  My son,  not you disesteem the educational training of the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”), 
  neither  (you)  relax/faint  (when)  being  admonished/reproved  by Him  (Yahweh, referenced to a  brother/sister  actively learning to be a TC).’ 

 

Clearly the brethren were concerned about their future –  hoping,  as do all sane-minded  individuals,  the  “persecution for The Cause”  will not occur! 

Certainly,  Paul  agapao/{edifying loves}  them as a father does his son,  speaks almost as in  'The 1st Person'  on Yahweh’s behalf –  for he gives them 

the sad warning this  is  inevitably to occur  (because worldly forces do not take kindly to  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  established in their midst –  

and thus exposes their hypocrisy)!   Whistle-blowers are  always  persecuted by the specific  leaders/authorities  having their hypocrisy exposed.  

Consequently we  are  to be   “as  wise/cautious  as serpents”  (Matt.10v16)  and  “harmless as doves”  to minimise our exposure to  unnecessary  attack 

from this presently  self-indulgent  worldly methodology operating all around us  “as the air we breathe”  (Eph.2v2 sourced by 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19).   
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Thus we,  as TCs,  must be  “separated from The World”  (being of its methodology) –  then  any  persecution can  only  be attributed for imitating JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle  (being  “separated from this world of sin” = “holy”)  as a condemnation against those  worldly religious leaders  (of whatever  

“worldly faith”)  who by operating  within  The World  are  thus compromised by the TC’s demonstrable righteous and  holy/innocent  lifestyle. 

For this reason,  Paul goes back to them in this verse - 

“Have your completely forgotten what I said to you?  

Yes! -  You will be persecuted by The World  (driven by “Leaders of Religion” reference to a TC,  because the  “Leaders of Politics and 

Commerce”  have no interest in a TC)  for only  (but precisely)  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle! 

How can you expect any other alternative while operating within this present worldly system  (that will ultimately be dissolved,  2Pet.3v8-13)! 

But do not worry –  because  (1) we are fulfilling The Father’s Desire –  then The Father will  agapao (edifying)  and  phileo (attracted to)  

us.  Because of this,  He will hone us unto a perfected person  (1Cor.3v13)  by chastening us to become more ideal to His requirements,  that 

is to fulfil His Desire for  “The Salvation of Mankind”.  Furthermore,  because  (2) He does  agapao/phileo  us –  then He will always be 

edifying our character unto  perfection/completeness,  always knowing, He will not allow things to become too arduous  (1Cor.10v13). 

Note the two commutative conditions of  (1) and (2)  when read in conjunction with James.1v6-8,  and later in  James.2v14-26  show us,  we are to be 

working in harmony with Yahweh to be part of this process.  I felt moved to bring the last two citations from James into this commentary because they 

are  utterly ignored  by  worldly Christian leaders,  both in word  (being the instruction given to their congregations)  and deportment  (what they do 

themselves)  according to what Yahweh really Desires today! 

Just a final few allegoric points - 

The father  has all the experience of Life and in a agapao way is teaching the son how to reach “The Goal” of perfection in the most ergonomic manner! 

The son  (young/weak  in spiritual knowledge)  has no experience of Life and requires the guidance of the father  (to avoid the pitfalls). 

We must  not  relax/faint  under pressure,  inasmuch we must  not  return to a sinful and corrupt lifestyle (Heb.9v28)  of the 1st part of our spiritual life. 
 

159th Comment – The Lord (Yahweh)  agapao/{edifying loves}  His future Sons-to-be,  and He will allow The World to 

take off the  “sharp edges”  of our character so we become  contrite/humble  in character ready for  “leadership 

responsibility”  in the 2nd part of our physical life with JCg  (having already perfected  the 2nd part of our spiritual life). 

71st Good News – Though painful at the time  (of which I have personally experienced),  it is comforting  “The Almighty 

God”  has significant interest in us  as individuals  to guide us to personal  perfection/{consummated in character}. 

Warning – repeat - The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must respect The Lord’s educational training and 

we,  as individuals,  must not  collapse/faint  (with fatigue)  when being  admonished/reproved  under Him (Yahweh). 

Reasoning – repeat - Yahweh can peer into our character’s various weaknesses  (faulty aspects)  and will allow The 

World to hurt us only just sufficiently  to improve ourselves,  so that we may iterate to have the  one/same  character as 

did JC in his  ministry/lifestyle  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  It is  not  done to suppress His TCs into subjection, but only to 

edify.   We must always remember,  provided  we maintain our stance in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  then  Yahweh  will  

provide an escape route so we do not become overwhelmed (1Cor.10v13). 

Reasoning – repeat - It must be understood,  an agapao Father  only desires the perfected character in His children,  and 

will use the  “carrot and stick”  approach to guide the child to a perfected state.  Sadly some parents either ignore their 

children by giving no guidance,  or just pamper them –  all of which yields self-indulgence to the future hurt of the child. 

Sadly,  worldly Christian Leaders only pamper  “their children”  just for the financial return this brings!   Disgusting! 

145th Instruction – We  (as Brethren/Christians)  assiduously aiming to become TCs must refrain from rebellion,  or be 

returning to The World when we suffer  (Matt.13v21) – but remain absolutely  steadfast/resolute/stoic  to be precisely 

imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  while people gaining worldly return from The World  (thus “professionals”)  are still 

persecuting us,  because they detest the full implications of what  “The Word of God”  really means  to them. 

286th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood this painful tutorage has three  distinct  advantages:- 

1. Ultimately it gives TCs fortitude in character,  rounded and contrite personality to consider all aspects – 

particularly when viewing the situation from another person’s vantage point. 

2. Totally trustworthy to be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  “come what may”  and thus can be given  more  “future 

responsibility”  as a future Son of God wielding the immense  “supernatural”  Authority of Yahweh's Capability  

“to make Yahweh's  pure/innocent/blameless  Desire manifest within The Environment” (“HS”). 

3. The recordings of the 1st part of the physical life for each TC can be shown to  “The Resurrected World”  as laid 

down  “For the Record”  why  these individuals  where  selected to be the future “Sons of God” (Luke.12v3, etc.). 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - “the specific god”  is referenced upon those people of  (1st and 2nd Epoch)  Israel freely choosing to 

be beholden to the bilateral agreement  (The Prophets and The TCs)  and thus points directly to Yahweh. 

287th Reasoning – To become a  “Son of God”  is  “The Goal”  that Yahweh Desires out of The Gospel Age and becomes 

“The Fulfilment of The Mystery of God” where  certain  (144000)  members of JCg’s creation can become like JCg 

himself  (that is to say  ‘The Created can become like The Creator’).  They become “The Thing” made possible by the 

RNA equivalent of “The Word of God” (JC)  being  “Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment”  (“HS”). 

All this understanding is  utterly unknown  to  worldly Christian Scholars  (until 2007 CE given via “FutureLife.Org”). 

160th Comment – If  Brethren/Christians  having been invited to be sharers of “The Knowledge”  (to grow “Real Faith”)  

then  choose not to have this tutorage by rebelling away from precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then they become  

illegitimate/bastard  children of Yahweh. 

173rd Allegory – Illegitimate Children  not  of same DNA as the parent  =  Christians “feigning Sonship” do  not  have the 

metaphoric RNA of  “The Word of God”  to yield the HS as sourced by  “The Father Yahweh”  in the heavens.  But these  

“bastard children”  presumptuously claim to represent Yahweh,  but their spiritual DNA is still firmly worldly sourced.  
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71st Warning – If we freely choose to rebel from precisely imitating JC and The Apostles,  then Yahweh rejects us from the 

unique position of Sonship to Yahweh.  Only Yahweh chooses us  not  to be His sons,  and if we presumptuously  pretend  

to be  “Sons of God”  then we are actually illegitimate and have become as  “bastards”  to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 

72nd Warning – There are many  “spiritual paedophiles” calling themselves “Sons of God” (false christs, Matt.24v23-26, 

Mark.13v21-23)  “grooming to steal”  (“robbers” of John.10v1-9)  the very future of  millions  of people within their 

collectively 1000’s of congregations each containing 1000’s of individuals being duped out of their worldly income to 

support these  “bastards”  to Yahweh,  sadly being  “sons of Satan”. 

146th Instruction – Thoroughly read  a good quality Bible yourself  and gain  the 6th sense  to spot a “bastard” to Yahweh 

72nd Good News – There shall be 144000  true  “Sons of God”  progressively making their entrance in The Gospel Age 

and be elected as such by Yahweh to take their place of  honour/dignity  alongside JCg.  They  shall accurately teach 

righteousness  to The Resurrected World for  no  worldly return – just as they did during the 1st part of their physical life. 

161st Comment – If caring fleshly DNA fathers taught us and we respected them for that –  then how much more should we 

respect  “The Almighty God”  Who Himself chooses to care for us,  being us personally choosing to fulfil His Desire?  

288th Reasoning – TCs freely choosing to fulfil Yahweh's Desire through persecution are  choosing to be subordinate  to 

Yahweh’s  requirements of  humility/contriteness  that come from  understanding  The Father’s  “Word of God”  through 

JC to ultimately yield the HS as it operates within us to reform our  “synapse construction mapping”  to gain  “The Real 

Faith” –  that ultimately leads the reformed person to everlasting life. 

162nd Comment – The caring fleshly DNA father did the very best as  he saw fit  for our edification,  then how much more 

shall we gain, when The Almighty God adopting us chooses to do “The Very Best” for our future,  so that we become fit 

for  “The Responsibility”  we are to carry in The Millennium over “5 or 10 cities”  (Luke.19v16-19)  according to  “The 

Weight of Responsibility”  we are prepared to carry when using God’s Word  to control our individual DNA given ability? 

289th Reasoning – Yahweh is reforming the very mindset within those very specific individuals who show  profit/promise  

for  “The Responsibility”  by grooming them  away from this present world of sin  to become  “sharers of His HS”. 

174th Allegory – profit/advantage = gaining more TCs given as an offering to Yahweh in the sacrifice of our lives. 

163rd Comment – Paul says the obvious: It is painful at the time to receive correction/punishment,  but the returns greatly 

outweigh the initial  sadness/grief.  It is by reason of the tutorage,  we receive within ourselves the fruitage of peace. 

290th Reasoning – We understand,  TCs will be  hurt/pained  as The World unjustly chastises our actions that precisely 

imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  and as such by controlling ourselves,  we learn to be  contrite/humble  and peaceable. 

73rd Warning – It must be absolutely understood  “peaceful/{peace maker}”  refers  only to The Individual,  it does  not 

mean we involve ourselves in political actions of “supposed peace” that often lead to the very opposite,  “confrontation”! 

It means our personal stance to the recipient of  “The Gospel Message”  must be peaceful –  so we have not given any 

cause for the recipient to state in The Millennium,  they could not become a TC because they were put off by inappropriate 

behaviour from a person purporting to represent Yahweh. 

Heb.  12v6 og whom/which/that  For  (he may/should) {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  (the) lord/master   

Heb.  12v6 og (he) tutors/{educates or trains}/{disciplinary corrects}/chastens/chastises/instructs/nurtures;   

Heb.  12v6 og (he) whips/smacks  and  (the) every  (the) son  whom/which/that 

Heb.  12v6 og (he) {accepts near}/{admits or delights in}/welcomes/receives. 

Heb.  12v6 = For  whom  the Lord  may/should  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao    (Yahweh is desirous to edify all humans ...) 

He  (Yahweh)   tutors/{educates/trains}/chastens/instructs;    (most effective instruction is both  carrot/stick ... … ) 

and  He  whips/smacks  every  son  whom  He  (Yahweh)   {accepts near}/{admits/delights in}/receives.    (yielding a reformed person) 

 

For whom the  Lord/Master  might  {edifying loves}/agapao   (those people  who ultimately become  like JC  [thus for the future,  not  present]) 

He (Yahweh)  tutors/educates/instructs   (our mind to be  “Humble and Responsible”  in how we behave to our neighbour  ) 
and  whips/smacks  every  son/(daughter)  whom He (Yahweh)  accepts near   (because  “The Goal”  is a an  “entirely reformed person”  as JC.) 

               (Paul makes the point,  it is by this process  now,  we shall  become agapao and phileo by Yahweh Matt.3v15, 17v5, because of 1Pet.2v20-24) 

 

A verse that our  “Worldly enlightened”  modern enthusiasts personally operating within worldly wisdom  choose to ignore! 

Being specifically those people choosing to turn upside down the righteous logic sourced by Yahweh,  with unrighteous worldly logic of which  “time” 

shall bring us to harvest  “The Resultant”  of their crass foolishness! 

Where these  “Godly enlightened few”  believe the rarely chastening delivered by a Father  who truly cares for the future wellbeing of his son  should be 

considered in the same light as a brute that has  no  agapao/{edifying love}  to their fellow citizen frequently giving physical harm!   It is their apparent 

utter inability to differentiate between the two situations that just adds to the increased pain and suffering experienced within this World  (that ultimately 

fulfils Satan’s desire)!    

Worryingly,  their  wholly incompetent reasoning  (perhaps for worldly political expediency of  “pleasing the ear”  based upon worldly methodology  

[self-indulgence to the hurt of their neighbour])  results in a  tormented and unrighteous  society as we witness all around us today! 

However what Paul is teaching us here in this verse is of the following truth - 

Yahweh uses this sinful World in a several fold manner - 

1. To refine the TC’s character for an eternity into  contriteness/humility  and be gaining  “Responsibility”  over  their/our  personal actions,  

ready to exercise  “The Full Power”  of Yahweh’s  Capability/Support  in The Millennium that shall yield the HS within The Environment. 

2. To demonstrate  why  The Millennium is better –  so no human correctly fulfilling Yahweh's Desire would ever desire to revert to worldly 

methodology that operated within the 1st part of  his/her  physical life! 

3. Causes the  son(s)/(daughters)  to cleave  ever-closer  to  The One”  (Yahweh)   that becomes  “The Rock”  of support and protection  (Psa. 

61 and 62, etc.). 

4. To show  “The Resurrected World”  precisely  why  these individuals  did  become  sons/(daughters,  all neuters)  of God to rule over them. 

5. Freely taking the lowly position enables  “The Practitioner”  to view the situation from all angles. 

The point is  “The Loving Father”  is most interested in the future  wellbeing  of The Son  (being a son to take upon himself  “The Responsibility of The 

Inheritance”),  and  Yahweh shall use His foresight to instruct the son before the problem arises –  if this means a painful reprimand beforehand,  then so 

be it, –  because that is to cause  “remembrance”  ensuring  self-avoidance  will then be practised in the future.  Noting “son” includes “daughter”,  

because upon our resurrection we shall be neuters as JC specifically teaches us. 

For an example in our child’s self-protection   Teaching a very young child to avoid the hot-plate on a cooker. 
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Set the temperature to a point where it is painful for the hand but  does not cause any form injury –  and test it yourself  on  sensitive  skin. 

Then show the child what it is like saying  “Hurt”.  The child then associates  “hurt”  with pain and will  “self-avoid”  the cooker, resisting 

the urge to pull at pans with hot water or fat,  upon themselves –  they then  “self-avoid”  the area because they know what pain is like!   

Because they have been taught by a painful experience  (but  not  injured) –  their curiosity has been satisfied –  and will freely not go there 

again! 

This is the way a Loving Father would teach their Children;   rather than just stating   No, No, No,  and the child disrespects the Father and will practice 

the act  “out of sight”  and then  seriously hurt  themselves  (perhaps unto death)  unsupervised,  having learnt no self-control. 

Sadly,  some of our  “worldly-wise  academics”  seem not to understand this obvious process of  “learning”  where  “speak,  and only 10% goes in”,  

“see,  and perhaps 40% goes in”,  but  “do,  then almost 100% goes in”!   A rhetorical question    “What is wrong with them?!” 

This is precisely what is occurring in the 1st part of our physical life –  we are all learning in various fashions –  but having  “The Safety Net”  of The 

Millennium kindly provided by JC,  so after the present learning process of the 1st part of our physical life –  we then freely choose to never voluntarily 

repeat the self-indulgent mistakes again in the 2nd part of our physical life.  Likewise some of our  “worldly-wise  academics”  will learn their  “mischief 

ideas”  of apparent wisdom are of  utter foolishness  when practised to their conclusion over time  (in the 1st part of our physical life)  and will need to  

“eat humble pie”  in the 2nd part of their physical life! 

Sadly many people shall fall in the wake of their foolhardy ideas –  entirely divorced from The Bible teaching,  to prove these worldly academics wrong! 
Heb.  12v7 og If  (the) tutorage/{education or training}/{disciplinary correction}/chastening/ 

/chastisement/instruction/nurture   

Heb.  12v7 og (you) remain/{stay behind (after others have gone)}/undergo/resilient/ 

/bear/{have fortitude/patience}/endure/persevere,   

Heb.  12v7 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (to the) sons  {to [= in/with/by/on] yourselves}   

Heb.  12v7 og (he [specific god] is) {bearing toward}/{leading to}/{tendering/giving (to God)}/treating/{dealing with}/ 

/doing/{offering (unto/up)}/{presenting unto}/{putting to}   

Heb.  12v7 og the  {specific god}.   

Heb.  12v7 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  for  (he/she) is  (the) son  whom/which/that   

Heb.  12v7 og not  (he) {trains up a child}/educates/disciplines/chastens/instructs/teaches  (the) father/forebear? 

Heb.  12v7 = If  you  remain/bear/endure  the  tutorage/{educational training}/chastening/instruction,   

“the specific god”  he is  {bearing toward}/{leading towards}/{putting to}  {with yourselves}  {in that manner}/as  sons   (of God).   

For what  son/(daughter)   is   (there)   whom  the  (edify loving)  father  not  he  {trains up a child}/educates/chastens/instructs? 

 

If  you endure the  tutorage/{educational training}   (it is conditional,  we must do this first,  before  we become fully approved by Yahweh) 

“the specific god”  is leading towards with yourselves as sons  (of God). 

For what  son/(daughter)  is  (there in the world)  whom the  (edify/loving)  father not he trains up a child?   (In a carrot/stick fashion.) 

 

Paul stated in the previous verse - 

The  {edify loving}  Father will instruct,  train and discipline –  and sometimes  “hardship”  is required to steer our mental reasoning into a 

certain direction,  and it is into this direction those people caring about our long-term future will give  “The Guidance”. 

Likewise here,  Yahweh ardently desires His  “Responsible”   future  “Sons of God”.  –  Yahweh wants that  “Prophesied 144000 Threshold”  

(Rev.14v1-4)  to be reached –  where all those prewritten places within  “The Scroll of  (guaranteed)  Life”  are to be validated (Rev.5v2-10).   

It is through JC  (as “The Word of God”),  Yahweh  {calling out}/inviting/ecclesia  within The World to be what is  “The Christian Nation”,  out of 

which,  He will  select by election  for His future  “Sons of God” –  being those specific people throwing away  any  claim to this present worldly system  

(within their mind) –  because being sojourners,  they have  not  put any  (spiritual)  roots down into this worldly system –  for  theirs is  “The Promise”  

of becoming  “The Heirs over The Inheritance”,  of which is yet to come! 

Consequently,  Yahweh will allow the present worldly methodology to chasten His future Sons of God –  because it will  “Character Build”  them,  they 

will turn  ever further away  from The World,  cleave ever-tighter  to  The Father (Yahweh),  and thus demonstrably show The World they gained  

nothing  out of this world,  except persecution  (for only imitating JC) –  thus showing the  genuine nature  of their adherence to Yahweh’s methodology  

(putting to shame any claim Satan might make  -  as he did about Job,  recorded in the book Job.1v8-11).   

The 144000 TCs show The World,  their  only  driver  (not split as in Matt.6v24)  is to fulfil Yahweh's Desire by virtue they receive  nothing  else,  except 

persecution from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,   thereby these TCs show The World,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  “take from The World”  

what it can deliver  (money/glory/fame/honour/leverage/etc.),   being their sole driver to be using  “The Word of God”   as a tool for their own self-

indulgence  (noting Luke.16v3).   Hence Yahweh's  vengeance  against their  personal  abuse to what Yahweh really represents and aiming to do within 

The Environment! 

Thus we endure to remove  “selfishness”  out of our character,  to bring  “self-control”  into our character and become  “Responsible for our actions”–  

so we might become  “deemed entirely worthy”  by Yahweh in  His “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  made upon  all  Christians as to whether they are 

suitable to become His future “Sons of God”.   This “Judgement”  upon  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age goes  one of three  ways for any individual –  

as I explain elsewhere. 

A 4th revision addition. 

I just heard today (29th July 2021) on “Prayer for the Day” BBC Radio 4 a lady reverend  (as another victim of Christendom [Religion] doing the best 

she could [in her eyes to help people])  categorically state (paraphrasing) - 

         “We are all Children of God”  and  “As a Father,  God loves us and will carry us to the finishing line”  (being the sum total of her teaching)! 

There were zero caveats in her preaching,  that effectively reduced it to being a deceptive lie,  when she took  “Children of God”  out of context! 

The “Children of God”  quote of 1John.3v1 . was speaking directly to people who were  (1) actively aiming to copy the Apostles,  (2) often given 

everything as did Peter, Matt.19v27,  (3) they were truly fulfilling The Commands of JC, John.15v10,  and therefore,  (4) precisely imitating JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they were able.   That is why John in his epistle repeatedly called them  “little children”  because they  were working  

hard to imitate him  -  and then he wrote  the once  “Children of God”  in recognition of what they had done. 

        Consequently,  the recipient people of “1st Century Christianity”  were,  as an apostle could correctly state,  “Children of God”. 

Let us reflect on what I heard today. 

How does she know  any  of the recipients of her preaching fulfilled the minimum of the above four requirements?    

If she does not know,  then she should not state it as being a fact!   

How can she make that judgment,  being one of which  only  Yahweh can decide (Matt.20v23),  when furthermore,  we are told not to judge 

our fellow beings (in this specific matter)? 

This lady reverend wholly diluted what The Apostle John was stating to become a poisonous concoction of  “excuses to remain human”  without giving 

“The Required Caveats”  to enable us to  personally strive in duress  (as did JC and the apostles)  to become  “Children of God”.  She is specifically one 

of those people who will be subject to Matt.8v12 (if not reforming),  because she has bent “The Word of God”  so the recipients of her  “sweet music to 

their ears”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  do not stress themselves forward to become the athlete  (the example of which she twisted)  to achieve  “The Prize of Sonship”  

that Yahweh requires  to close  this present evil system. 
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She has wholly dumbed-down the requirement,  by bringing  “The Bar”  down to a worldly level so that  “any person can belong to her group  by 

invitation of what she effectively stated”! 

This reminds me of  “the robbers”  in John.10v1-9 – or at best,  “the paid hirelings”  not caring by  running away  from “Their Responsibility”  to 

maintain  “The Integrity of The Flock”  to “The Real Word of God”!    So what group is she in – the robbers (charlatans)  or hirelings (worldly)? 

This is  not  what Yahweh wants to occur! 

This is a constant uphill battle of which I face every day,  when millions of likewise Christian leaders  daily  pump-out mediocrity (at best)  and outright 

lies (at worse),  that block people from achieving  “The Goal of Sonship”   (Matt.23v13),  because both the leaders and recipients are personally 

ignorant  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  of what Yahweh is trying  (and shall,  without any help [but opposition] from Christian leaders)  to achieve that is to 

yield  “Mankind’s Salvation”  over the 3 epochs of Israel. 

Just a note.  There is nothing wrong in stating  “I, he, she is  aiming to become  a son of God”  because this is  “The Most Laudable/Ideal Goal”,  with 

the caveat,  it must be  supported with evidence,  else the claim will be shallow and,  “publicly seen to be shallow”,  hence  “hypocritical”.   

This is precisely why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  prefer  “Darkness”  “to cover their private life from public scrutiny”  after  “presenting 

themselves at the big public show to much  human/worldly  acclaim”!    All counter to what JC specifically taught us in The Gospels! 

Let me repeat -  I make nothing personal.  I am attacking  “The Institution and Culture of Christendom” – as I do of all “Religion”,  where both its 

leaders and congregation  are taught  “not to think” –  but only behave  “like a herd”  under  “Group-Think”,  else be  “condemned as a heretic”! 

           All humans including  “The Generators”  of deviant preaching should reform to what Yahweh ideally desires to yield a perfected society! 

However the way this representative of Christendom went about it – shall  not  yield a perfected society – but only  maintain the present status  under the 

present god of this world  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19,  operating all around us Eph.2v2),  because  only  Yahweh can do it  through  JCg  when  He has the 

proven 144000 TCs.    Her goal should be  “To bring more TCs to Yahweh”  through both herself and those she instructs! 

It is  “the maintenance of the present status/standard” – against which I persistently spiritually fight. 

Heb.  12v8 og if  And  separately/apart/without  {you are/belong}   

Heb.  12v8 og (of the) tutorage/{education or training}/{disciplinary correction}/chastening/ 

/chastisement/instruction/nurture,   

Heb.  12v8 og {of whom/which}  (the) sharers/associates/fellows/partakers/partners  (they have) {become to be}  

Heb.  12v8 og (the) all (persons),   

Heb.  12v8 og therefore/thus  (the) spurious/{illegitimate sons}/bastards  {you are/belong}  also  no/not/none  (the) sons! 

Heb.  12v8 = And  if  {you are}      (Paul states a condition:   If you ...) 

separately/without  of the  tutorage/{educational training}/chastening/instruction,     (refuse  chastening/instruction  and become as ... …) 

{of which}  all  people  they have  {become to be}  the  sharers/associates/partners,     (worldly Christians likewise grouped together ... …) 

thus  {you are}  the  spurious/{illegitimate son}/bastards,   also  not  the sons  (of God)!     (then you shall be bastards,  not “sons of God”) 

 

And  if  you are   (this is another  “Conditioner”,  hence,  two possible outcome … … ) 

without  tutorage/{educational training}   (refusing  “The Instruction”  from  The Bible  correctly  “translated and interpreted”) 

of which all people have become to be  sharers/associates   (the sharing of -  “Christianity”  and what we personally choose do with it) 

         (There is the  one/same  Word of God,  hence  one outcome is correct  –  all others are wrong,  because of  “The Wrong Mind/Motive”.) 
thus you are  spurious/bastards,  also not the sons  (of God)!    (Effectively –  we become like  “Satan/Adversarial” –  hence,  rejected  by Yahweh) 

         (Paul states   If you  refuse  to be humble by hearkening to “God’s Word”,  nor gain personal “Responsibility”,  then you are bastards to Yahweh!) 

 

Paul’s wonderful logic comes to the forefront here –  stating the  “very obvious”  through his exegesis! 

This is the point - 

If  we are rebellious to this tutorage  (of reforming our mind,  to  think/reason  precisely as did JC  [does JCg])  and by consequence,  close 

our mind to be precisely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  then  quite simply Yahweh will  not  adopt us as future  “Sons of God”  (TCs)! 

Effectively we become like “Satan”,  being  “adversarial to Yahweh’s Desire”,  which for The Gospel Age is   “To gain His 144000 TCs!” 

The fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire at the present moment in time  (of The Gospel Age)  is to precisely emulate JC in  all of his facets,  to be TCs! 

This is  all  absolutely true  -  irrespective  of the mischief our  worldly Christian leaders  consistently state to the contrary  within their sermons  (of 

which I have transcript examples to quote of the last 20 years –  and could be put on this website to  “name and shame”  after a thorough Audit)!    

Especially when I hear these  worldly  religious leaders  “boldly (and yet fraudulently) stating”  they and their congregations  “are children 

of God”  by just turning up for a self-indulgent  sermon! 

This is absolute rubbish  given,   because the leaders are feeding the members'  self-indulgence –  enabling these religious leader to  “milk their  

congregation”  of whatever  (2Tim.4v3-4).  Logically   All of those members are  not  “children of God”  –  because they do  not  precisely imitate JC or 

the apostles,  and  if  there was any person in that congregation who was fulfilling Yahweh's Desire –  then  they would  not  be in that congregation by 

virtue of having seen through  “The Pretence and Hypocrisy”  long before!   

On a similar vein,  to quote  “Groucho Marx”   “I would not belong to a club that would have me as a member!” 

Either they would have replaced The Leader and be teaching  “The Absolute Truth”,  or they would have been expelled because they would have 

upset/disturbed  people’s  “comfort zone”  throughout!  

It was all this  “humbug taught”  that became my spur to construct and write everything you read on this website –  to put  “The Record”  straight! 

Let us just go through this verse so there is no confusion in our minds. 

Paul states they have been given tutorage  (by him and from other apostles)  and thus they  could  become  sharers/associates/partners  of what  The 

Apostles have of “Sonship”  (or  be  sharers/partners  with what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  represent  [not “Sonship]”).  Ideally they should 

become  sharers/participants  with  The Apostles  to become future  “Sons of God”  as being the main part of  “The Real Gospel Message”  in its entirety 

of  “1st Century Christianity”  (having been hidden for the last 1900 years or so –  until 2007 CE when this website became live to The World).    By 

uniting ourselves with The Apostles,  then we have the  possibility  (not a certainty –  because  only  Yahweh chooses – Matt.20v23),  where we can 
possibly  also become future  “Sons of God”  provided  (as we are copiously told elsewhere)  remain within  “The Real Faith”  correctly demonstrated to 

The World through  {agape love}/charity  “occupational effort}/works/labour”  to edify our neighbour in the absolute teaching of  “1st Century 

Christianity”  and  not  “worldly Christianity”  being a subset of “Religion”  as taught today. 

However if we swerve away from this tutorage by being  “stiff necked”,  thinking we know best by following The World’s methodology,  then we become 

rejected from Yahweh  and thus illegitimate,  not accepted by Yahweh to become one of His future  “Sons of God”. 

Therefore by following worldly ideals to please  “The Self”,  then we are forsaking The Father in The Heavens  and going after Satan’s World –  Satan 

now becomes our father just as JC told us about  “The Established Religious Leaders”  in John.8v38-50,  being collectively analogous to  all  

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  throughout the ages,  within all countries  (driven by the  one/same  “common methodology”  underwriting  their  

“religion”  -  else,  quite simply,  they would be teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  -  if they had a mind to do so)! 

Heb.  12v9 og succession/moreover/furthermore/then  the (fathers)  truly/indeed  of the  flesh/{carnal minded}   

Heb.  12v9 og {of/from  us} [= our]    (the) fathers/forebears  (we) held/taken/possessed/obtained/had   

Heb.  12v9 og (the) trainers/teachers/discipliners/correctors/instructors,   

Heb.  12v9 og also  (we) respected/confounded/regarded/revered/shamed;   

Heb.  12v9 og not  (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better     
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Heb.  12v9 og (we shall be) subordinate/obedient/{put in subjection}/submit  to the  father/forebear   

Heb.  12v9 og of the  spirits/personalities/desires/traits [plural],  also  (we shall) live/exist? 

Heb.  12v9 = Moreover/Furthermore  we  possessed/had     (by simile we had ... … ) 

the  fathers  truly/indeed  of the  flesh  (as)  our  trainers/teachers/correctors/instructors,      (our fleshly DNA father corrected us ... … ) 

also  we  respected/regarded/revered  (them).     (and we respected what they did to us ... … ) 

(Yet shall)  not  the  much  better/rather  shall we be  subordinate/obedient/subject     (but by contrast we can have a much better Father) 

to the  Father  of the  spirits/personalities/desires/traits  (plural),   also  we shall  live/exist?    (being The Father to our mind, for us to live) 

 

Moreover we  (actively aiming to be TCs)  had truly  fleshly/animalistic  fathers   (parents being of an origin based upon worldly methodology) 

as our  trainers/correctors   (and they did the best they could to correct us –  in a worldly manner … … ) 

also we  respected/regarded  (our fleshly fathers)    (we respected they generally tried to make us better people,  for society’s good) 

(Yet shall)   not much  better/rather  we be  subordinate/obedient   (and yet,  we have an infinitely better  “Adopting Father”,  “Yahweh”) 
to The Father (Yahweh)  of  spirits/personalities/desires/traits   (Yahweh's multitude of Desires encompasses all intrinsically ideal things), 

also we shall live   (in this  corrected/perfected  state,  we aiming to be TCs having gained Yahweh’s Desire operating within all of us). 
                  (Paul’s point   If we listened to our fleshly fathers,  then it would be so much better  to hearken  to Yahweh yielding  “the best for us”!) 

 

Paul now teaches us by using a simile of our fathers  (ideally “trying to do the best for their children”). 

Our fathers taught us how to behave and survive in our present life,  being how to exist in this present world,  for which we gratefully revered 

them –  but that is all –  we die afterwards  (by being part of The World and of its methodology)! 

Then Paul asks the question - 

Based upon what we know at a fleshly level,  then we should extend this to what our  “Adopting Father”  in the Heavens  can offer! 

By gratefully  respecting/regarding/revering  “The Father”  -  being what He teaches us through JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13),  

then this knowledge gives us  “The Motivation”  to become  subordinate/obedient/subject  to  “The Father”  having our best interests 

foremost in His Mind. 

Being utterly subordinate,  puts us in the correct position to have the correct motivation to start fulfilling His Desire  (“hearkening”),  and 

thus He deeming us worthy  “Sons of God”  (in context),  and have  guaranteed  life  =  “everlasting life”  (because it is impossible to have  

“life”,  if “death”  ensues at some point in time later –  albeit,  one second or a million years later –  [what  is  the difference] –  see 

Rev.20v12-15)! 

Notice how Paul uses the plural form of  “spirits/personalities/desires/traits”  to indicate that Yahweh is operating within  all  those  (144000)  TCs –  by 

taking upon Him their own individual  spirits/personalities/desires/traits  built upon the unique  “Word of God”  as proven in parts 1 and 2 of The Bible. 

The observant reader might query this explanation –  by quoting back to me    

You state they all have  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  by being in one another  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  -  if that is true,  then 

how can there be multiple  spirits/personalities/desires/traits? 

Quite simply answered   We are not zombies! –  We have free will  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  and able to make choices about what we do next! 

The key is this   

TCs, JCg and Yahweh  all  have  “The  One/Common  Goal”,  being the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire –  that is to maximise the number of 

people able to enter Yahweh’s Granary in “The Culmination”.  Furthermore,  the TCs  (being different parts of “The Body of Christ”, 

1Cor.12v12-22)  behave in different manner  (having different functions within this body) –  but  all  are pushing forward together to yield  

“The Common Resultant”  of their collective actions. 

Thus -   

      To live forever then we have the  correct mind-set to Yahweh’s requirements,  and accept discipline as children of  “The Real Faith” = become a TC. 

This also ripples down a level in the Millennium for  “The Resurrected World”  being  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  –  they have  “life”  for the time period 

they maintain copying JC’s lifestyle!   Because JC only  (1) atoned our old self of the 1st part of our spiritual life in his Ransom Sacrifice and  (2) covered 

us in his death over “The Great Sabbath Day”  of The Millennium  while we personally reform ourselves upon  “The Word of God”  (Mark.2v27-28, 

John.19v31, 20v1, 2Pet.3v8, Ps.90v4). 

Then after The Millennium and on into The Eternity,  we stand or fall upon what  we personally do –  because of Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc. 

All this common sense and righteous exegesis is entirely counter to  “the nonsense humbug”  our  worldly Christian leaders preach,  but they  “choose  

not  to understand” (“agnoeo”)  The Bible -  because they have no desire to become personally accountable for their own actions –  for which 

Matt.8v12, etc.,  and Luke chapter 16 awaits them!   Moreover, most of JC’s Parables and Illustrations equally teach us of their same demise! 

Hence as we are told  (with no time domain given in context)  yields this correct understanding    

A resurrection to life  (for those people perpetually copying JC’s lifestyle)  and death  (for those people ultimately reverting to  “the 1st part of 

their spiritual life”,  albeit during The Millennium or a million years later). 

It is so very clear when  correctly explained. 

Can the reader understand this righteous logic,  –  being precisely what The Bible tells us?!   

Yet absolutely  never  correctly taught  (if at all)  by our  worldly Christian leaders  (utterly  spiritually blind  to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire)! 
Heb.  12v10 og the (persons [our fathers])  truly/indeed  For  toward/nearness/{accession to} 

Heb.  12v10 og (the) {puny (in anything)}/short/little/small/{a while}   (the) days/{periods of time}   

Heb.  12v10 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   the  thinking/{being accounted}/deeming/supposing/presuming   

Heb.  12v10 og (good)  {to them}  (they) {train up while a child}/educate/discipline/chasten/instruct/teach (us);   

Heb.  12v10 og the (One [Yahweh])  and  over/upon/concerning   

Heb.  12v10 og the  {bearing together}/contributing/profiting/{being better/good}/expediency/advantage,   

Heb.  12v10 og into/unto  the  [hearkening us]   (to) share/associate/{be fellow/partake/partner}   

Heb.  12v10 og of the  sanctity/holiness  (of the) him [Yahweh]. 

Heb.  12v10 = For  truly/indeed  they  educated/chastened/taught  us    (Our fleshly fathers educated us to The World’s Standards ... … ) 

for a  short/small/few  days/{periods of time}     (during a relatively short period of time,  of 10 to 20 years … … )  

according to  the   thinking/deeming/presuming  (good/best)  {to them};    (teaching us to best survive in this world ... … ) 

and  The One  (Yahweh)   concerning  the  profit/expedience/advantage  (of us),     (and by contrast,  Yahweh shall profit us ... … ) 

unto  the  (us)  to be  sharers/associates/partners  of  His  sanctity/holiness.     (to become sharers of His  “spirit not of this world”!) 

 

For truly they (our worldly fathers)  educated/chastened  us for short periods of time   (during our early life of 10 to 20 years … … ) 

according to the thinking  (what is  good/best)  to them   (teaching us how to best survive within this world,  taking upon us  its characteristics) 

and The One (Yahweh)  concerning the  profit/expedience/advantage  (of us)    (Yahweh will edify us  to become like JC). 
unto the (people [us])  to be  sharers/associates/partners  of His (Yahweh's)  sanctity/holiness   (hence  the same family  “spiritual DNA”). 
                (We learn to have a mind precisely like Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God”,  for us to build our  thinking/reasoning  to be like JC.) 

 

This verse is an extension to the previous verse. 
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Our fathers did best as they saw fit –  to give us the best for what is a relatively short period of time when compared with  “eternity”. 

Our fathers only thought of The World and how best to survive within this world –  by having a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World. 

Therefore just think of what Yahweh could give to us as The Tutor who guides  (by us personally learning “The Word of God”)  and chastises  (by 

personally learning from worldly  experiences/mistakes)  those people for whom He cares –  being those specific individuals who  are  ardently trying to 

fulfil His Desire by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (to the very best they are able)! 

Clearly Yahweh has our best interests driving His Motivation –  for an existence  not  merely of 70 years  (average first part of our physical lifespan),  

but  rather  for a period of an eternity  (being far more important than the mere transient flash of 70 years)!   Thus Yahweh will give us the very best to 

hone us towards what is justifiably a  perfect conscious existence  being the combination of  (1) a  perfected mind  [= spirit/personality/desires/traits]  

that  (2) operates within a  perfected body –  that is far removed from what our fathers taught us to  “supposedly survive”  for a  “few years”  in this 

World under Satan's present rule (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19) –  to witness its  pain/suffering  (Rom.8v22)! 

This change in our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  can occur during our 2 part physical life –  or we might foolishly reject it to our harm  (of  “The 2nd 

Death”  of annihilation  [being the exhortation given at Rev.2v11, 20v6  to perfect ourselves,  preferentially now!]). 

Ideally  (this will occur with 144000 people  elected/selected  from out of The Gospel Age) - 

Get the mind perfected now during the 1st part of our physical life for a resurrection into a perfected  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 

Or  (and this will occur with virtually all people) - 

Become resurrected within a perfected DNA fleshly body  given in trust  that  is  capable of living for an eternity  (having its  “Junk” DNA 

repaired) –  provided we have the correct physical sustenance –  and thus become like Adam and Eve in their given body at the time,  so we 

might perfect our mind  (to reason like JC)  while given all the assistance possible within a perfected Environment.   However having become 

physically like  Adam/Eve  where we could be rejected from The Garden of Eden  [= removed from the metaphoric  “Tree of Life”, Gen.3v24- 

please see my commentaries at Rev.22v2, 14]). 

However  “The Call”  of The Gospel Age is for the 144000 TCs  (certainly the original apostles and suchlike people following afterwards  -  perhaps 

William Tyndale may well be amongst them)  and it is to these specific individuals who are being presently  {made  holy/pure/innocent}  (sanctified)  by 

their mindset being reformed by  “The Word of God”  operating within them –  being  “The Presence/Parousia  of JCg”  operating within them during 

the 1st part of their physical life. 

Thus during this process of  reform/adjustment  of the  “synapse construction mapping”,  the TCs become separated from ultimately the sinful  (self-

indulgent)  nature of normal people in The World,  because the TCs freely  (for no worldly return)  put themselves out on a limb  (often in personal 

duress/danger)  to help other people come to know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

These TCs thus become  sharers/participants  in  “The Cause”  for which they shall receive  “The Promise”  of  attaining  “The Inheritance of The 

Resurrected World”  (rather than  being part  of  “The Inheritance”). 
Heb.  12v11 og (the) all  And   

Heb.  12v11 og (the) tutorage/{education or training}/{disciplinary correction}/chastening/ 

/chastisement/instruction/nurture   

Heb.  12v11 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  truly/indeed  the  {to be near}/{at hand}/{time being}/present/moment   

Heb.  12v11 og not  (it) think/{be accounted}/deems/supposes/presumes/seems 

Heb.  12v11 og (of the) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy   

Heb.  12v11 og {to be/exist},  but  (of the) sadness/grief/heaviness/sorrow;   

Heb.  12v11 og {more lately}/eventually/afterwards  and  (the) fruit  (the) pacific/salutary/peaceable  to the (persons [TCs])   

Heb.  12v11 og through (reason of)   her/its/same  (to the having been) {practised naked (in the games)}/trained/exercised [plural]  

Heb.  12v11 og (it) {gives away}/recompenses/renders/requites/returns/rewards  

Heb.  12v11 og (of the) righteousness/equality/justification. 

Heb.  12v11 = and  truly/indeed   

all  the  present/moment  tutorage/{educational training}/chastening/instruction     (when instruction is given by a superior ... …) 

not  it  seems/supposes/presumes  {to be/exist}  of the  cheerfulness/gladness/joyous,     (it is not pleasant at the time to be chastened ... …) 

but  of the  sadness/grief/heaviness/sorrow;    (it is painful ... … ) 

and  eventually/afterwards  to the  people  (TCs)     (TCs obtaining patience with what occurs in The World ... … ) 

through reason of  it  (the tutorage)  in having been  trained/exercised  (in the TCs).     (TCs learn self-control and given direction … … ) 

it  recompenses/returns/rewards  the  pacific/salutary/peaceable  fruit  of the  righteousness/equality/justification   

              (but later after this painful tutoring,  the rewards outweigh the original pain.) 
 

And truly,  all the present  tutorage/chastening/instruction  not it seems to be joyous  

but of  grief/heaviness   (it can be painful to  personally reform  our mind  [especially to dispel firmly held worldly beliefs]) 
and afterwards to the people (TCs)  through reason of it (painful tutorage)  having been  trained/exercised   
             (Within the minds of TCs learning to reform away from worldly methodology  [to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt] … … ) 

it (tutorage)  returns/rewards  the peaceable fruit of  righteousness/equality   (to what Yahweh desires from His Sons when ruling The World).   
 

The point Paul makes is that all tutorage is good   (provided it has a wholesome  long-term  Goal)  even though it can certainly be painful at the time. 

However,  once the tutorage is complete,  and then  the balance  that comes from this is what we understand as being  “righteous/equitable/justified”  to 

what we learnt.  The fruitage then is what we give out to The World  to yield what Yahweh Desires,  commensurate with what we have been taught and 

thus shall be  righteous/equitable/justifiable  because  if  we have been taught correctly  (sadly a big assumption today [in “Religion”])  then  this 

fruitage will be exactly that!  -  This is as we are told  “the tutorage being exercised within the TCs”. 

Let us consider  

Applying  “righteousness/equality/justification”  to the fruits, –  what does this mean? 

Considering various options,  then it can mean - 

1. We are to operate  (being our fruitage)  even-handily  to those people in the world –  but an atheist can do that. 

2. We could operate according to The World’s standards –  being  righteous/equitable/justly  according to Worldly Methodology  (though this is  

unlikely  to lead to  “valuable/salutary/peaceable  fruit”,  see the pain and suffering cause by people taking from The World).  However,  Paul 

is teaching us to reform away from this option,  and to grow upon  “The Word of God”  being the  lead-in  to  (3) below. 

3. Ideally to become a TC, where this knowledge is to yield  “The Fruits”  that are described at  Gal.5v22-23, Eph.5v9  to be  (A) edifying 

ourselves,  so that  (B)  our teaching becomes sufficiently attractive to gain more  like-minded  people during The Gospel Age to be possible 

future  “Sons of God”,  and finally   (C) all this activity shall yield a  perfected society  =  equitable to Yahweh's  “Ultimate Requirement for 

Mankind”. 

Thus taking my understanding - 

We are to receive tutorage from  “The Word of God”  exercised within our life.  This will be painful because  (A) “change”  itself,   is always 

personally painful and   (B) it will upset many people  (by being exposed as hypocrites)  and they will retaliate to remove us from  “their 

patch”  because it affects their worldly income  (of whatever –  precisely as John.11v47-53 tells us,  and warned by JC at John.16v1-4).  

However from this  “occupational effort}/work/labour”  then  “righteous/equitable/justifiable”  resultants occur being the  “peaceable fruit”  
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of our labours –  being the next generation of TCs who are brought to The Lord in the sacrifice of our lives to this  “Cause of fulfilling 

Yahweh’s Desire”. 

Thus from (3) above the  “fruit of righteousness”  is a TC who has personally reformed from being a sinner by renouncing worldly desires of self-

indulgence and is imitating Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.),  consequently becoming righteous to Yahweh's Requirement of  him/her. 

 

147th Instruction – We  Brethren/Christians  energetically aiming to become TCs must  (1) “pull ourselves together”,  (2) 

wake ourselves up,  (3) staunchly stand upright and  (4) become emboldened with “The Word of God” and  (5) start to  

accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to  “The Spiritually Starving World”  (which presently is so weakened within it 

spiritual state through “Religion”  that its inhabitants do not have the mental wherewithal to realise how bad it is)! 

175th Allegory – straighten the hands = be usefully employed in becoming an effective minister (know our subject matter) 

176th Allegory – enfeebled knees = excuses not to physically go out and become usefully employed in The World. 

148th Instruction – We  Brethren/Christians  arduously aiming to become TCs must straighten out our lifestyle to become 

identical  to that as demonstrated by JC and The Apostles,  boldly striding towards  “The Declared Known Goal”. 

177th Allegory – walk direct the path of your feet = Precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  This is our deportment. 

178th Allegory – limping person = becoming side-tracked by The World,  stopping to self-indulge what The World delivers 

179th Allegory – deflected =  not  operating with fidelity to  “The Knowledge”  as gained from  “The Word of God”. 

180th Allegory – cured = The mindset being  reformed away  from “The World’s Methodology” –  to become the  

one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operated within JC being the methodology as sourced by Yahweh. 

291st Reasoning – By precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  we become whole,  to presently fulfil Yahweh's Desire that 

during The Gospel Age is to become one of the 144000 future  “Sons of God”.   This is  “The Present Goal”  for us. 

149th Instruction – We  Brethren/Christians  earnestly aiming to become TCs must pursue peace with all people – 

including our enemies to make The World a  “holy”  place through the members of The World understanding  why/how  to 

personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire.  Note: The World will  only  become “Holy”  in The Millennium under JCg’s rule. 

But it is only  “When Yahweh gains the validated 144000 TCs  (imitating JC)  for the position as future world leaders”  

shall The Millennium then be instituted.  We cannot have  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium,  until Yahweh has 

proven perfect leaders for this future World!   This  “righteous logic”  is  completely unintelligible  to  “You know who!” 

292nd Reasoning – It must be clearly understood,  the TC must  not  capitulate to The World by compromising  “The Word 

of God”  by any manner  (especially, we must not become a “professional”  Matt.6v24)   – but rather  “The Word of God” 

must be given peaceably so the recipient has an opportunity to learn “The Truth”.  How the recipient responds then 

becomes  his/her  personal responsibility for which  he/she  will answer in The Millennium. 

73rd Good News – Provided we remain utterly faithful to be imitating JC then we shall be cured from the malady sourced 

by The World that contaminated our reasoning processes  (Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19)  during the 1st part of our spiritual life. 

164th Comment – It is only  by reading  a good quality Bible  (absolutely not the atrocious NIV)  do we then know how to  

precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  because we most certainly will  not  gain this information from a  worldly (or 

worse a charlatan)  Christian leader  (having foremost “worldly interests” and certainly not “The Millennium” on mind)! 

Sadly from the Gaussian distribution of “Christian leader competence”, maybe only the top <1% boarder near “quality”! 

74th Good News – Provided we remain utterly faithful to be imitating JC,  then we shall be in the physical position for our 

awakening/rousing  and be changing into a heavenly body to meet JCg in the sky  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, etc). 

Heb.  12v12 og Therefore/Then  the (hands)  {to let by}/relaxed/{hanging down}   

Heb.  12v12 og (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hands  also  the (knees)   

Heb.  12v12 og (the having been) {loosen beside}/relax/paralysed/enfeebled/{sick of the palsy}  (the) knees   

Heb.  12v12 og (you) {straighten up}/{lift (set) up}/{make straight}; 

Heb.  12v12 = Therefore  the  relaxed  hands,     (presently doing nothing  [inasmuch not working to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in word/deeds]) 

also  the  paralysed/enfeebled  knees,     (get ready to move about in  “The Accurate Teaching Work”  around our neighbours) 

you  {straighten up}/{lift up}/{make straight};     (get ready to do some work to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 

 

Therefore you straighten up   (get up and start imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 

the relaxed hands   (presently not working to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  [not imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle]) 

also the paralysed knees   (presently not moving from neighbour to neighbour in  accurately teaching  “The Word of God”,  by both word and deed) 

 

This is Paul’s rally call to The Brethren. 

Come on –  there is  “so much going for you”  with Yahweh closely working with you to perfect your  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be a 

suitable candidate for Sonship!   So do not be depressed and dispirited,  get yourself together –  shake yourself up and get out –  begin to 

imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle –  always knowing that Yahweh is keeping a careful eye upon you because He is so pleased with your activities. 

“Hands”  allegorically mean  “start working”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire in The Ministry Work. 

“Knees/Legs”  allegorically mean  “move about”  from person to person to fulfil Yahweh's Desire in  “The Neighbourhood”. 
Heb.  12v13 og also  (the) {tracks (like a wheel rut)}/{courses of conduct}/paths/methodology   

Heb.  12v13 og (the) {right (as rising)}/{(perpendicular) erect (thus) honest}/{(horizontal) level (thus) direct}/straight/upright   

Heb.  12v13 og (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  to the [= in/with/by/on])  feet  {of yourselves},   that  

Heb.  12v13 og not  the (person)  halt/limping/cripple/lame  (he/she  may/should  be) deflected/{turned  away/aside}/avoids,   

Heb.  12v13 og (he/she may/should be) cured/healed/{made whole} [mid. voice]  and  (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better. 

Heb.  12v13 = also  you  make/practice  the  erect/direct/straight  {the tracks}/{courses of conduct}/paths  with  your  feet,   

that  the  halting/limping/lame  person  not  he/she  may/should be  deflected/avoid/{turning aside}/wayward   (from the Real Faith),   

and  better/rather  he/she  may/should  be  personally  cured/healed/{made whole}.     (A mind built upon Yahweh's Methodology) 

 

also you make straight the courses of conduct with your feet   (your deportment should be identical to that of JC … … ) 

that the limping person might not be deflected   (the hesitant Christian should press forward with all speed to precisely imitate JC) 

and better  (that)  he/she  might be personally cured   (build The Mind upon  “God’s Word” –  means   “reading  and  understanding  The Bible”). 
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                (This route is  NOT  possible through  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  having personally fallen afoul of Matt.6v24.) 

 

From the previous verse  (and earlier context),  Paul teaches us - 

You are to experience suffering and affliction for  “precisely imitating JC”,  but do  not  worry because it is through you imitating JC  (and to 

be avoiding  “worldly methodology”)  that brings Yahweh very close to you,  and He is allowing this to occur to perfect your mindset to 

become worthy of   “The Greatest Prize”  available to  any entity within this Universe, –  which is to become a future  “Son of God”. 

This pain  (during the 1st part of your physical life)  will only be for a relatively short period of time,  because you will have an eternity 

feasting at Yahweh’s Table alongside Abraham,  Isaac and Jacob  (having both physical and analogous understanding –  please see my 

commentaries at Matt.8v11, Luke.13v28). 

Then Paul states  (in the previous verse) - 

Consequently do not be downcast and dejected –  with your limbs expressing your thoughts,  but rather become emboldened with this 

knowledge so that you might become motivated to - 

In this verse - 

Staunchly stand up!   Start making straight tracks towards  “The Goal of Sonship”  by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of you! 

Do not turn aside from this path of   “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  of  “1st Century Christianity”. 

It is much better being cured,  made as a whole person by leaving this worldly methodology by building our mind upon Yahweh's 

Methodology. 

This is  “The Call”  to leave the 1st part of our spiritual life and enter the 2nd part of our spiritual life by imbuing  “The Word of God”  (JCg’s 

presence/parousia)  within us.  However,  we must not stop there,  we are to follow through with the other two aspects of  “Real Faith”,  being to gain  

assurance (competence and authority)  and then once having this,  we can go out and operate with  fidelity  upon this proven  accurate  knowledge  

gained from The Bible. 

In this manner,  the 2nd part of our spiritual life becomes perfected –  to become the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of  (being  “The 

Word of God”  operating in us as the “parousia/presence”)  so we can have  “The  One/Same  Expectation”  as did JC upon his  “awakening/rousing”  

(resurrection)  being the  sharing/partakers/{co-heirs}  of  “The Inheritance of The World”. 

“Gaining this Inheritance”  automatically means  “Sonship to Yahweh”! 

So again - 

Stand upright and follow in the footsteps of JC  (precisely imitate JC),  and do not become the faltering person,  wanting to turn off because 

the effort in aiming to be a TC is  too much like hard work,  but rather be personally healed by being strengthened by Yahweh’s input  (firstly 

by His Word controlling our mind),  mentally refined to become a TC unto the end of the 1st part of our physical life. 

This responsibility cannot be abdicated upon someone else,  the personal curing of our mind is only possible by gaining a clear vista of Yahweh’s Plan 

for Human Salvation,  that can only occur by thoroughly gaining “The Word of God”  from an accurate and dependable source  (noting that both  [1] 

recently translated bibles and  [2] “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are  not  “a reliable source”  -  they must be tested first!) 

Heb.  12v14 og (the) peace/prosperity/rest   (you) {follow after}/pursue/ensue/{press forward}/suffer/persecute   

Heb.  12v14 og {amid/together/with (meta)}     

Heb.  12v14 og (of the) all (persons),   also  the  purification/{make holy}/sanctification,   

Heb.  12v14 og {of whom/which}  separately/apart/without  {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)  

Heb.  12v14 og (he/she  will) {gaze at wide eyed}/{at shown self/appearance of}/ 

/{watching (as transfixed) from a distance} [middle voice]    

Heb.  12v14 og the  lord/master  [JCg]; 

Heb.  12v14 = You  {follow after}/pursue/{press forward}  the  peace/prosperity/rest  amid/with  all  people,  

also  the  purification/{making holy}/sanctification,     (within ourselves,  always  auditing ourselves  to The Exemplar,  JC) 

apart/without  {of which}     (if we do not match ourselves to JC's Golden/Kingly Standard,  then we shall:- ... … ) 

{not even one}/{no one}  he/she  will  personally  {gaze wide eyed}/{at shown self/appearance}  the  Lord/Master. 

             (we will  not  be participating at  “The 1st Resurrection”  when 144000 TCs are  transfigured/collected  by JCg) 

 

        (In your teaching work,  that must be copying JC’s ministry/deportment … … ) 
you follow after  peace/rest  with all people   (our words and behaviour means,  our persecution  only  comes from  exposing “hypocrisy”), 

also  (for)  the  purification/holiness   (within The Mind to behave exactly as would JC in our deportment,  1Pet.2v20-24) 
without of which   (meaning,  if  we do  not  precisely match ourselves to  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC  then  we … ) 

not even one person  he/she  will  personally gaze wide-eyed  the  lord/master  (JCg,  as “God’s Word”  truly controlling our mind) 
                (he/she  not imitating JC’s ministry/deportment  will not be taken at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to be JCg's  “bride”.) 

 

Paul now instructs us to - 

{Follow after}/{Press forward}  with  peace/prosperity/rest  amongst all people. 

So what does this mean? 

Is it what some of our  worldly Christian leaders teach us? 

As usual,  I must say   “Sadly no!” 

They mix  worldly  politics in with Yahweh’s Methodology –  and thus completely confuse their flock! 

I explain this in precise detail within my critique of a sermon transcript entitled   “Born to set thy People Free”  

This is located within the  “Sermon Section”  on this website. 

It must be understood,  Yahweh is  utterly separated away  from  all  forms of worldly politics –  it  all  being an  anathema  to Him as I explain later. 

We must comprehend,  Paul is speaking about our personal relationships with those recipients of our teaching work –  so we present  no  

barriers  (to any person)  with the  accurate  transfer of  “The Knowledge” –  being  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught.   

Paul is most certainly  not  suggesting we are to be involving ourselves as third party negotiators in political affairs!   

We must avoid this activity  “like the plague”  of which it is associated!   

Let humanists or other worldly religious people involve themselves within worldly affairs –  “Yahweh’s affairs”  are only for  “The Millennium”,  and it 

is our personal responsibility to become canvassers  (in both word and deportment)  for the  new  political system under JCg’s reign in The Millennium,  

and it is to this end,  Yahweh will occupy Himself with these individuals –  working alongside the TCs to assist them in fulfilling  His  Desire  (and  not  

worldly desires).   

We are  not  to  sully/dirty/blemish  our minds by operating within the methodology of this present evil system  (under whatever guise).  

Thus in the opening context of this verse,  we understand,  Paul now links towards  “The Resultant”  of our personal ministry work is to be leading 

ourselves,  and more importantly our compliant recipients towards  “the  purification/{making holy}/sanctification”  that means  “The Word of God”  

becomes imbued and effected within our ministry.  This is a logical extension of  “the pursuing of peace”  amongst our recipients in our ministry. 

However –  if following what our  worldly  religious leaders preach to us –  then it makes “no sense”,  therefore being “nonsense”! 

Finally,  Paul leads us to the last section of the verse after taking us through his reasoning. 

The Culmination of the two earlier sections will generate people considered  “holy/blameless”  by Yahweh,  and He shall  select/elect  them to become  

His  “Sons of God”,  where obviously they shall personally gaze wide eyed at the  lord/master  = JCg as  “The Word of God”  controlling their mind. 

However –  if following what our  worldly  religious leaders preach to us –  then it makes “no sense”,  therefore being “nonsense”! 
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Before I move onto the next section I think it would be prudent to make one thing very clear –  often ignored by our  worldly Christian Leaders - 

Palestine was under foreign rule –  it was an  “occupied country”  where many rebellions were taking place –  even according to Josephus,  a 

renegade band was headed by a man called  “Jesus”!     However he was  not  “The Anointed Jesus”. 

We read,  Jesus Christ  never  referred to  “The Occupation”  by the Romans,  except twice. 

1. When a trick question was given to incriminate JC about paying tribute to Caesar  (Luke.20v21-26)  and of JC’s wonderful answer. 

2. When asked about the rebellious Galileans  (Luke.13v1-3)  and of JC’s instructive reply –  given for our learning during The Gospel Age. 

We also have the example of  “The Roman Centurion”   (Luke.7v1-10)  who was commended as having more  “faith”  than any person JC found in Israel 

and of course,  the centurion’s servant was duly cured.  

The point of this interjection is that JC was  utterly neutral  regarding  “The Roman Occupation” –  because it was of The World and he avoided it like 

the plague   (John.18v36)  –  of which he  never  became involved.  “The Payment of Tribute”  was of The World and lawful according to The World.  

The rebellious Galileans were condemned by JC  (and Paul likewise instructed at Rom.13v1-5),  therefore any person behaving like them would be 

equally condemned either in the 1st or 2nd part of their physical life  (see glossary). 

I ask the reader to cast their mind through history,  and to include the things witnessed today  (for example under the title of perhaps  “liberation 

theology”)  to realise these examples supposedly operating in  “the name of The Lord”  are utterly wrong and worldly –  to be condemned by Yahweh;  

just as we are also  not  to support activity on either side being the oppressor or the victim in a political sense.  TCs are to  only  involve themselves in 

things that please Yahweh –  being to imitate His son JC whose character was beloved by Yahweh  (Luke.3v22, 9v35). 

Yahweh will  “sort The World out”  when JCg comes with the 144000 TCs to remove all worldly power (2Pet.3v10-12, Rev.19v16-21)  starting  with the 

members of  “The Security Council of the UN”  and then the rest of The World will capitulate -  when they have been suppressed  (before 2067 CE)! 

I now expose the reader to a commentary I wrote seven years earlier for this verse 

“Pursue peace   (by avoiding controversial worldly matters =  the politics in Satan’s Worldly system)   

with all people,  also the holiness   (= keep yourself  separate from the worldly affairs,  do not be drawn in a political sense –  let Humanists 

do it)   

apart of which   (= else)   

no one will be seeing the Lord   (thus separate to worldly affairs to bring other people to see the Lord  within their understanding,  

culminating as possible future  “Sons of God”)!” 

This verse speaks much about many religious leaders of all persuasions –  let the reader decide which god they serve! 

To explain what is being said here - 

Paul is telling us to  avoid all forms of politics,  else this will cloud the sole reason why a person would desire to become a TC!  

The reason is to  accurately  publicise/teach  God’s Word without distraction! 

Just a  few  reasons given here  (to justify my contention) - 

1. There are too few people  accurately  publicising/teaching  “The Word of God” –  so Yahweh requires those people who do,  to use all their 

time in this exceedingly important activity! 

I have heard it said many times,  people become too busy in  “perpetuating The Organisation”,  and thus they have no time for  accurately 

publicising/teaching   “The Word of God”!   Where   “The Organisation”  becomes greater than the mission JC set for his TCs! 

(See Acts 6v1-5 that explains precisely this principle of not having enough time to teach  “The Word of God” because of  “worldly matters”). 

A good example demonstrating the political aspect of what I am trying to explain  

 The Governmental Minister for Transport cannot also be a bus driver  (effecting things at ground level)  at the same time! 

Therefore people as leaders cannot at the same time be personally affecting things at ground level at a  one to one  level in this world.  

Yahweh instructs us to operate at a  one to one  level to bring the recipients of the ministry  up to the same level as ourselves.   

Thus this is to become the geometric progression of  bringing-on  the next generation of TCs to Yahweh.   

Quite simply  “worldly leaders” give  “soundbites for The Immediacy”,  but they give  “zero foundation knowledge and understanding”  to  

improve the internal character of an individual  (because they are not interested in that,  – they only want a tool for their own immediate use).  

However Yahweh wants a TC to improve the internal character of a recipient so this person becomes useful to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to yield 

“The Salvation of Mankind”.  A worldly leader  (of politics, religion or commerce)  is  not  interested in that goal  (Matt.6v24)!     

The greatest hypocrisy is shown by a religious leader because their goal should be that of a TC,  but being  “professional”  means they 

jump into bed with the  worldly characteristics of  “politics and commerce”. 

What we are  not  instructed to do is to keep our recipient ignorant of what Yahweh Desires of them –  else we are  not  being TCs ourselves 

because we are  not  imitating JC nor The Apostles by explaining what Yahweh firstly desires! 

Presumably,  this logical reasoning is  not  understood by our religious leaders –   who must be  “in it for The World now”  and not  “in it for 

Yahweh’s System in The Millennium”. 

2. A baby  (immature Christian)  possibly coming to  “The Real Faith”  may initially have differing  political/worldly  views to the TC.  This will 

become the focus of discussion or worse,  cause the teaching work to cease because of the conflict in worldly views between the two people as 

Paul gave by example in the eating of food at  (1Cor.8v1-13, Rom.14v1-23,  noting in context how Paul behaved at 1Cor.9v19-23). 

3. Paul also tells us,  we must abide by all the rules of the secular state  (Rom.13v1-5)  provided they do not directly contravene  “The Ten 

Commandments”)  and respect our masters so that  “it goes well with you”  (to be uninhibited in the teaching work).  Being political often 

means we promote our opinions through some form of rebellion  (for example,  demonstrations) –  this goes directly against what Paul tells 

us.  Further by  “being part of a rebellion”  means we may become a target from the state authorities –  that will inhibit our teaching work. 

This is precisely what Satan desires,  because it creates friction, then strife, and then enmity,  leading to pain and suffering,  against perhaps 

innocents!   Is this then a True Christian action? 

4. Paul teaches us not to meddle in other people’s affairs –  if that is not politics –  then I do not know what is! 

5. JC said he is not of this world  (John.17v14, 18v36)  –  his World is in the future.  We are told within The Bible  (Rev.20v1-7, 21v1-4),  this 

starts in The Millennium.  Moreover,  The Bible has told us through its explanations,  The Millennium has not yet started! 

6. When the crowds tried to make JC king  (John.6v15),  he withdrew quickly away from them –  he was not to become a worldly leader. 

7. This is Satan’s world at present (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19) –  he is unlikely to allow things to change  (we have had 6000 years to demonstrate 

that no form of  government/authority  in the whole world has produced  {edifying love}  and justice to  all  members of its society)! 

8. It is well known by all people,  that so much  “back-scratching”  occurs in political parties –  that will militate against the flourishing of  

{edifying love}  and justice.   It is a well-known fact that  “politics”  is called  “dirty and Machiavellian”  -  hardly Yahweh's characteristics! 

9. The  {edifying love}  and justice that a TC would try to instil within a political party would immediately be vetoed,  as being far too 

unpleasant for those people around   (as they say   “You must have a thick skin in politics”)! 

10. Outside interests  “grease the wheels”  of politics to ensure things flow their way –  to  “flow their way”  means the practice of self-indulgent 

activity that equates to  “worldly methodology”  being  “an anathema”  to Yahweh. 

11. Political parties are always trying to have  “one-upmanship”  over the other –  does this really sound like The Gospel message? 

12. Solomon taught us in Eccl.8v9  that  “man has dominated man to his hurt”  and will always be so under the present worldly methodology.  

13. Consequently I would not want to be associated with worldly partisan politics  (Yahweh teaches us  not  to be partisan) –  I personally find it 

so distasteful when compared with what The Bible teaches us! 

14. We are told in 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19,  the whole world lies in the power of the wicked one,  and nothing will change until it is Yahweh 

through JCg who makes JCg’s enemies as his footstool  (Psm.110v1 quoted by JC on numerous occasions).  This has  not  yet occurred,  as 

we witness and thus shall be removed as we are told will occur  (Rev.19v16-21)! 
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15. The whole point is the TC is to  accurately  publicise/teach  The Word to bring-in new members into  “The (real) Body of JC”.  But if during 

this,  a possible  spin-off  is that others not believing the content behind the message will none-the-less appreciate the sincerity of the message,  

and so perhaps influence their future actions in the World –  that may  (a big ask)  lead to some positive reform in a political sense  (based 

upon the neutrality of the original sourced material). 

I ask the reader to seriously consider just the  “few”  points above –  and realise,  I have spoken - “The  Absolute  Truth”  (regarding worldly politics). 

Perhaps those  worldly Christians who promote political interference may like to counter these points with theirs?   Naturally -  supported by The Bible! 

However –  if following what our  worldly  religious leaders preach to us –  then it makes “no sense”,  therefore being “nonsense”! 

 

150th Instruction – The  Brethren/Christians  aiming to become TCs must diligently look towards those weaker members 

who might be falling short of what Yahweh Desires and not receive the  gifts/favour/benefits  sourced by Yahweh,  else 

these weakened individuals might become a source of acridity,  and then poison the reminder of the congregation. 

74th Warning – It is easy disassociate ourselves from the  gifts/favour  from Yahweh  (being what  “The Word of God”  

delivers within a  humble/compliant/reasoning  mind)  by simply refusing to reform to what God’s Word  teaches us. 

75th Warning – We can become bitter within,  if we lust  “to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt” (worldly methodology)  

because  “The Self”  becomes all-important within our lives – and  “The End justifies The Means”  to get there! 

181st Allegory – acridity = unpleasantness caused by disunity and The Goal to fulfil Yahweh's Desire is masked! 

182nd Allegory – to the top = expanded to include the deviant person climbing up in The Group for self-indulgent return. 

293rd Reasoning – It is the responsibility of TCs  to maintain fidelity  within The Ecclesia to  “The Accurate Knowledge”  

– else quite simply  “The Ecclesia” will be “Calling Out”  the  wrong  message – that is sadly exactly what we witness 

today by  virtually all  of Christian congregations by both word and deed – to make Christianity a  “by-word”  amongst  

sane/reasoning  minded individuals  (being the specific individuals [as the new wine skins] who should be targeted)! 

It is the fault of  “Christians”  making God’s Word look  stupid/unrighteous  by both word and deportment that stops  most  

“non-Christians”  from becoming  “Christians”,  being precisely how Yahweh views “The Situation”! 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

294th Reasoning – Paul is speaking about apostate doctrine that forms new schisms -  as we now witness of the some 

37000+ worldly Christian schisms, all thinking they are correct,  but  very few  members truly read The Bible to discover 

surprisingly  how wrong they might be  but just listen to their  leaders,  and this website shows just how wrong  they  are! 

76th Warning – A deviant person upsets the reasoning of many – just see what the single Satan did to the human species!  

151st Instruction – As told elsewhere,  the deviant should be taken to one side and have  quietly/peaceably  explained  The 

Scriptures compared against their deviant understanding.  If the deviant does not positively respond to  The Doctrine as 

sourced by The Scriptures,  then a careful explanation where this will lead – ultimately being expulsion.  Always allowing 

the person to return into the grouping when  he/she  comes to the senses through  rational reasoning upon the facts. 

77th Warning – Sadly,  much deviant teaching does not come from the bottom –  but worryingly,  directly from the top of 

“The Established Religion” –  or within the tiers near to the top and  not  adequately suppressed as explained above. 

I can perhaps find a scriptural error  in just about every other sentence  spoken by a  worldly Christian leader as soon as 

they depart from quoting a Bible!   Maybe a charlatan has about two scriptural errors in every three sentences spoken! 

But most Christians would  not  recognise these errors – because they do not  know/understand  what The Bible states! 

78th Warning – Prostitutes,  libertines or profane people likewise  “behaving as Esau”  who by eating,  exchanged,  and 

gave away his Birthright,  they will not attain  “The Inheritance  (as The Heirs)  of The Kingdom of God”. 

183rd Allegory – Prostitute (a person with multiple unions) = a worldly Christian who has prostituted themselves to worldly  

ideas/concepts,  lusting for what The World can give – rather than remaining faithful to JCg and what he espoused. 

184th Allegory – Profane person = a worldly Christian who speaks out by both word and deed against God’s Word. 

Allegory – repeat - The two immediate descendants of Isaac = The Christian Nation of  “The 2nd Epoch  physical  Israel”. 

Reasoning – repeat - Isaac represents JCg and his immediate offspring twins  thus born together  represent “The 

Christian Nation” born out of “The Loins of JCg” (JC’s ministry).  Jacob “grabbed (upon the heel)”  for  “The Birthright 

of The Inheritance”  while Esau  forsook  the Birthright representing  “The Promise of The Inheritance”.   Thus Jacob  (= 

“The Spiritual Israel”)  represents The TCs,  while Esau represents  worldly Christian leaders being  “rough/(heathen)”  

to  “The Requirements of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire”.  We must recognise,  “Ishmael”  represents  “The Heathen World”  

generally –  hence he came  first  from Yahweh  (Abraham’s union with The Egyptian  [in prophecy = The World]  

housemaid Hagar).  Isaac was to come later  (metaphorically,  JC some 4000 years later.  Gen.3v15). 

None  of this is taught by our  utterly useless  worldly Christian leaders –  hence their demise  (Rev. chapt.17-18)! 

185th Allegory – Birthright = The Promise to attain The Inheritance  (achieving  “Sonship to Yahweh”). 

295th Reasoning – We must clearly understand,  Esau preferred to satisfy his  flesh/{carnal mind}  and thus sold  “The 

Birthright”  to the younger (twin) Jacob for a meal.  Esau saw  no  value in “The Birthright” –  but to Jacob,  it had 

infinite value.  Esau rested and desired to fill his belly  (as do  worldly/charlatan  [professional] Christian leaders),  but 

Jacob worked for  “The Birthright”  by putting in effort for it –  likewise so do the TCs during the 1st part of their life. 

79th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders teach,  Jacob  “stole the Birthright” – this is a lie.  Neither do they explain 

what all this means by allegory – thus obviously they do  not  understand it – else they stand culpable for remaining silent! 

165th Comment – After The Event  (when it was too late),  Esau desired to inherit  “The Blessing”  (of “The Birthright”)  

but he was rejected,  there being no place for “repentance” - even though he craved for The Birthright,  crying with tears 

296th  Reasoning – Thus if Esau was rejected after the deadline had passed,  even though he cried bitterly for  “The 

Birthright”,  then also  The Brethren/Christians  will be rejected  (having  no  repentance from Yahweh)  to receive  “The 

Birthright”  for Sonship to Yahweh if they miss the deadline of the 1st part of their physical life to be exactly copying JC. 
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27th Prophecy – There will be  millions upon millions  of Christians weeping and gnashing their teeth and venting their 

resentment at their worldly Christian leaders demanding  why  they were misled to be  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire, 

hence missing “Sonship” –  thus JC’s warning for  worldly Christian leaders kindly given by analogy at Luke.16v1-12. 

But do our  worldly Christian leaders presently care?   Because they  demonstrably do not teach  about The Millennium! 

Heb.  12v15 og (the) {Over-seeing}/{Aiming upon}/Beware/{Looking diligently}/{Taking oversight}   

Heb.  12v15 og not [= lest]  {some/any/certain person}   

Heb.  12v15 og (the) {being later}/inferior/{falling short}/destitute/lacking/suffering/needy/wanting/behind   

Heb.  12v15 og off/away/separated/from  of the  {grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit  of the  God [Yahweh];   

Heb.  12v15 og not [= lest]  {some/any/certain person}  (the) root   

Heb.  12v15 og (of the) {acridity (poison)}/bitterness  upward/{on the top}/above/brim/high/up   

Heb.  12v15 og (the) {puffing/blowing/swelling}/germinating/growing/sprouting/producing/{springing up}   

Heb.  12v15 og (he/she/it  may/should) {to crowd in}/annoy/trouble/disturb,   

Heb.  12v15 og also  through (reason of)  this/that (specifically)    (they  may/should  be) sullied/tainted/contaminated/defiled   

Heb.  12v15 og (the) many/much/plenteous (persons). 

Heb.  12v15 = {Aim upon}/{Look diligently}/{Take oversight}     (Paul now gives two warnings:- … … ) 

lest  {some/any/certain person}  the  {falling short}/{being lacking}  away/from  of the  gifts/favour/benefit  of the  God (Yahweh); 

           ( [1] personal slippage … … ) 

lest  {some/any/certain person}  (be)  the  germinating/sprouting   upward/{to the top}  the root  of the  acridity/poison/bitterness    

he/she  may/should  {to crowd in}/trouble/disturb   (you),      

            ( [2] self-indulgent people  [Professional Leaders of Religion]  disturb the purity of  “1st Century Christianity”   [Rev.22v18-19]) 

also  through reason of  specifically this  many/plenteous  (people)  be  sullied/tainted/defiled.     (by both routes many people will fall) 

 

         (Yourselves assiduously aiming to be TCs … … ) 
Aim upon  (= “look diligently”.  This requires    “Careful  Effort”  to ensure we go in the  single correct  direction,   it is so easy to go wrong!) 

(1)  lest some person the falling short  away/from  of the  gifts/favour  of the God  (Yahweh) 

(2)  lest some person be growing upward the root of the bitterness   (it is so easy to become “worldly thinking”  =  self-indulging our passions) 

(and)  he/she  might  trouble/disturb  (you)   (become a member of “Religion”  in whatever guise yielding a  self-indulgent  vanity –  “I’m right … ”) 
also through reason of specifically this  (course of action)  many people be  sullied/defiled   (rejected by Yahweh for “Sonship”). 

 

Paul instructs those of The Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs –  by implication,  to be instructing people as the instructors of many people. 

Therefore  “The Brethren aiming to become TCs”,  are to carefully watch both  (1) themselves and  (2) other people within their sphere of responsibility 

to ensure no person is to be falling away from the  gifts/favour/benefits  of God –  else they pollute both themselves and the people to whom they are 

instructing  (where  “The Instructors”  of this generation of TCs must be gaining more instructors = TCs of the next generation,   else they are  not  TCs 

themselves)!   Quite a profound statement –  when we witness what is occurring around us within  worldly Christian congregations! 

But what does   “Gifts/favour/benefit  of God”  really mean? 

Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us  (being the  passivity  they give out)? 

Is it what our  charlatan Christian leaders preach to us  (being the psychological  froth  they give out)? 

As usual, –  “No it is not!” 

Hence the demise of  “1st Century Christianity”  very quickly after the 1st Century –  being  “the falling away”  (2Tim.2v3,  as we witness in 

“The Absolute Truth”  as given  only  in The Bible)  to become a form of  “self-indulgent”  “plastic Christianity”  have a superficial covering 

based upon a foundation of sand  (Matt.7v26-27)!   Further likened to a  “vanity Religion”  apparently having supposed gilt to make it appear 

fancy from afar,  but being plastic underneath –  brittle,  having no strength within when getting behind the public façade.  

Gifts/favour/benefit  as the words suggests come directly from  “The Word of God”  operating within an individual.  Their mindset becomes 

adjusted/reformed  that enables their entry into the 2nd part of their spiritual life to begin imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  It is the instruction of God’s 

Word by having JCg’s presence/parousia  operating within the individual that will - 

1. Guide the individual safely through The World –  so as not to become ensnared by the lures sourced by The World wrapped up to look so 

enticingly wonderful for an  animalistic/carnal  mind feeding upon  “The Immediacy”.  One of just so many examples would be the national 

lotteries  publicly showing  “the joy”  of  one  individual,  but  not  showing the sadness and misery of the  many thousands upon thousands  

made poorer by paying more than they can really afford for ticket(s)  week after week.  The national lottery is not there to make a single 

transient happy winner –  but rather it funds the  “industry and political machine”  that put it there!   It is just a  “cash cow”  to  “milk the 

public”  with  “The Pretence”  it is there for the punters!   How so very sad how a “public tax”  is wrapped up to look like a “gift”! 

2. Yahweh will operate within The Environment around the individual to make their ministry work more effective –  so as to further  “His Desire 

to be made manifest within The Environment”  (“HS”)  -  that is to ultimately result in  “The Righteous Salvation of Mankind”  through the 

respective epochs of Israel yielding “Its remnant”. 

3. All this will build more positive  “Heaven Treasure”  (see glossary)  for  “The Early Adopters”  of The Gospel Age imitating Paul to yield 

possible Sonship for  “The Greater Responsibility”  in The Millennium. 

Thus as we are told here –  we are to carefully watch,  be attentive to ourselves and those people around us –  for whom we are to nurse and to diligently 

care in our ministry work –  by giving  accurate  guidance according to what  “The Word of God”  instructs of us. 

This becomes practised personal  “Responsibility”  driven by the HS  (having the true definition as only given on this website  “FutureLife.Org”). 

It is important to notice,  we must  not  allow - 

The root of bitterness to be growing anywhere within ourselves or in the congregation. 

This “bitterness” must be exterminated –  just as Yahweh first warned Cain in Gen.4v7 –   “Sin crouches at the door”  waiting to be  let-in  by ourselves. 

Let us learn to be  “grateful”,  because medical research has shown  “a grateful person”  becomes a  “positively wholesome person”. 

It is us  (and no one else)  who  “opens the door”  into our mind –  and the only way we can remove the possible onset of sin,  is to move ourselves  away 

from the door  so we have no reason to open the door.  Seems obvious –  Yes!   So easy to say –  and yet in many cases so very difficult to do. 

I have personally been in the position where I could have opened the door leading to much pain,  and sometimes,  I did put my hand to the handle over 

several years –  but the only way is to fight the issue  out of our mind,  put it to one side and look positively to The Future.  It is by focusing upon The 

Future and becoming dedicated;  involved in something else,  that will make the door  (and the sin behind it)  go away  (by the mind being defocused 

away from  “the pull of negative suggestion”).    I know an external attack is much easer to defend than one that occurs within the mind,  because it is  

“part of you”  attacking oneself,  very much as might physically the body immune system start attacking its own body’s cells. 

However if we can push through this,  

Then  we become perfected,  strong in character  to face what might further come our way in the future. 

When having learnt,  we become more cautious of where we could go and how painful it might have become. 
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However it is  “The Strength of The Word of God”  being  “The Power of The Word of God”  operating within us to yield  “Real  Faith”,  that enables us 

to have that resilience and fortitude to keep going to become  “mentally perfected”  (perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life),  and it is this that 

demonstrates the  gifts/favours/benefit  from Yahweh that other people around us can witness,  by progressing past these inner pains. 

Else,  as this verse teaches us –  we and those people around us,  will become polluted by the door opened and the sin expressed –  it destroys any trust 

people might have in  “The Word of God”  being effective  -  because it was  not  effective within ourselves in the first instance, –  and thus  “The 

Resultant”  fulfilled Satan’s desire rather than Yahweh's Desire. 

We would have become that  “bad apple in the barrel”  and contaminated all those people around us with weakness by the sinful operation 

expressed in ourselves  (being the  spiritual/mental  thoughts driving our physical works). 

Heb.  12v16 og Not  {some/any/certain person}  (the) prostitute/debauchee/libertine/whoremonger/fornicator   

Heb.  12v16 og or/than/either/rather   

Heb.  12v16 og (the) {step threshold}/{accessible (crossing a doorway of religious matters)}/heathenish/profane (person)   

Heb.  12v16 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) Esau,  who/which/that  (in contrast/substitution/correspondence)/for   

Heb.  12v16 og (of the) eating/feeding  first/certain/one  (he) {gave away}/recompensed/rendered/requited/returned   

Heb.  12v16 og the  {primogeniture (as a privilege)}/Birthright  (of the) him [Esau]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.25v29-34. 

Heb.  12v16 = Not  the  prostitute/debauchee/libertine/fornicator    (No person lusting for  “The Immediacy of The World”  ... … ) 

or  the  heathenish/profane  certain person  {in that manner}/as  Esau,      (No  “Leader of Religion”  despising The Birthright … … ) 

who  {in contrast for}  first/one/certain  eating  he  {gave away}/rendered  his  Birthright.     (for what The World can give by return.) 
 

         (Yourselves assiduously aiming to be TCs then let … … ) 
Not the prostitute   (a person lusting for “The Immediacy”  of self-indulgent worldly return  [having become  sullied/defiled  v15]) 

or any heathen person in that manner as Esau   (a Christian leader despising  “The Birthright”  [having become  sullied/defiled  v15]) 

who in contrast for  first/certain/one  eating he gave away his Birthright   (preferring  “The Present World”  and  not  “The Millennium”). 

               (I maintained  “first/certain/one”  because it is so important to recognise – just  “The Once”  is all that is required in a “deliberate rejection”!) 
 

A most important question for us to reason upon its consequences - 

Why does the reader think Paul put this,  and the subsequent verse into this epistle? 

Paul is making a critical point through his exegesis within this epistle by simile  to give us  a  warning! 

This verse is just running on allegory,  and analogy throughout –  for our instruction. 

Are we interested in taking heed? 

Paul is writing to the  “holy brethren”  actively aiming to become TCs in their own right. 

Paul is using all the illustrations through The Tanakh to show them how they must  not  waver from  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity” –  

so they might become  “The Heirs”  attaining  “The Inheritance of The World”  through  “Sonship to Yahweh” –  being  “The Ideal”  Yahweh Desires  

for each one of us  (as humans,  but sadly only 144000 can achieve  “The Ideal Goal”)  and Yahweh is intensely saddened when He must refuse the vast 

majority of us  “Sonship”,  only because we,  as  “only ourselves”,  reneged on  “The Agreement”  we made with Him upon our entry into the 2nd part of 

our spiritual life  (during the 1st part of our physical life). 

So what does this verse  “of warning”  mean? 

Perhaps I should just replace the words used by the allegoric substitutes and then rewrite the verse –  to make a 3D picture jump out of the 2D text. 

Prostitute/Fornicator -  a person who goes after other  “lovers”  (not faithful to one partner)  =  Worldly Christian  going after other  

“lovers”  of The World to feed self-indulgence   (= not  being faithful to Yahweh’s Desire of us at a personal level). 

Heathenish/profane -  a person who chooses not to abide by The Knowledge  =  Worldly Christian  choosing  not  to precisely imitate JC. 

Esau - the twin brother to Jacob, being a child of Isaac  =  Worldly Christian  (present Leader)  twined with a  TC (future Leader)  both 

being  “a child of JC”  (as “The Word of God”  within them –  both  having responsibility),  where these two brothers represent  “The 

Leaders” (of the two types) of The Christian Nation to follow  (people who fulfil, and those who do not,  Matt.7v12-14, 12v30, 21v28-32,  

there is no  3rd position). 

Eating -  the consumption and digestion of input  (physical or spiritual)  being of physical food  =  Imbuing of spiritual knowledge to direct 

The Mind, where in most instances  worldly Christians preferring what The World presently delivers  (but ideally it should be  “The Word of 

God”  to change the mindset within an individual who imbues and digests Yahweh's Methodology  within/upon  our mental operating system). 

Birthright (stated) to Abraham –  “The Promise”  of  “The Inheritance of Israel”  (“The 1st Epoch in Canaan”)  =  Sonship to Yahweh  

being  “The Promise”  of  “The Inheritance of Israel”  (ultimately = “The 3rd Epoch Israel on the Earth”).   Sadly rejected by  worldly  (and 

worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  in their “millions”  throughout The Gospel Age. 

Now reconstructing the verse with the overlapping definitions  (noting the common denominator in the above) - 

Do not become a  worldly Christian who forsakes  “The Real Faith”  (of “1st Century Christianity”)  by chasing after lustful pursuits 

sourced by The World to fulfil the fleshly desires of The Immediacy”  (Gen.25v29-34)  and thus forsake the  “Birthright of Sonship”  to 

Yahweh  (metaphorically a son of Abraham)! 

Paul uses similes throughout to explain the  basic message  of The Gospel Age given by  “1st Century Christianity”  that is - 

1. There is a 2 part life now made possible  (because of the ransom sacrifice that JC so kindly gave to  each one of us without distinction). 

2. The 2nd Covenant of  “The Word of God”  that  can  perfect The Mind,  made possible over a  “2 part life”. 

3. Those specific individuals who perfected their mind  (perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  while still in the 1st part of their physical 

life  can  expect the  one/same  “Prize”  as given to JC by Yahweh –  being  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (having remained spiritual virgins  [minds  

only  operating upon Yahweh's Methodology]  away from the defilement of worldly methodology when cleansed by JC's  one action). 

4. Warning –  we are  only  given a  “2 part life”  and  not  a  “3 part life”  (2Pet.2v18-22) –   those people squandering the 2nd part of their life  

(= conscious existence = soul)  by not ultimately imitating JC’s lifestyle  (as a minimum)  are to be annihilated. 

This  is  The Gospel Message  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders over the last some 1700+ years because it has  not  registered within their  

worldly Christian doctrine  (up to 2007 CE).   However,  now this website  “FutureLife.Org”  has  clearly explained  “The Real Gospel”  and of its 

application within  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”   (Luke.4v16-19),  then they now have absolutely  no  excuse  not  to teach it in their sermons –  

else they stand personally condemned  (inasmuch they can no longer use  “ignorance”  as a  “supposed defence”)!  

Thus we must remain faithful to  “The Word of God”  and  not  fornicate with Satan’s sinful world  (through any form of self-gratification [ultimately to 

the hurt of our neighbour]),  nor are we to be  profane/heathen  to  “The Requirements”  of  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”,   as given 

by warning of the example of Esau  (Rom.9v13).   Esau gave up his own Birthright because he desired to feed  “The Immediacy”  of his fleshly body 

driven by an  animalistic/carnal  mind,  rather than to be in the lineage for our saviour JC. 

It is just as simple as that!   But this can be so painful for many people –  particularly those who claim to represent  “The Almighty God”! 

That is why they are wrathful against those few  (144000)  TCs standing as  shining luminaries  throughout The Gospel Age of some 2000 years! 

Heb.  12v17 og (you) {to know}/{make a stand}/establish/endure/impute/confirmed  For   

Heb.  12v17 og because  also  {amid thereafter}/afterwards     

Heb.  12v17 og (the) determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}  
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Heb.  12v17 og (they to) {acquire by lot}/heir/inherit/{gain possession of}/{family allotment} 

Heb.  12v17 og the  {fine speaking}/{eloquence of language}/blessing/benefits  (he was) disapproved/repudiated/rejected;   

Heb.  12v17 og (of the) {compunction (for guilt)}/reformation/{reversal (of decision)}/repentance  for   

Heb.  12v17 og (the) spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room  no/not/none   

Heb.  12v17 og (he [Esau]) found/obtained/seen/perceived,   

Heb.  12v17 og {and indeed}/nevertheless/notwithstanding/although  {amid/together/with (meta)}  tears   

Heb.  12v17 og (the having) {searched out}/investigated/craved/demanded/worshiped/{sought after  carefully/diligently}   

Heb.  12v17 og her/it/same. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.27v36-39. 

Heb.  12v17 = For,  because  you  also  know:     (you knowing The Tanakh  [The Old Testament] … … [but, do we likewise]?) 

(Esau)  afterwards  {delighting in}/desiring  to inherit  the  blessing/benefits,     (Esau/[worldly Christian leaders]  afterwards realising ...) 

he was  disapproved/repudiated/rejected.     (Isaac/JC could not accept  Esau/[worldly Christian leaders]  back for  “Sonship”) 

For  he (Esau)  found/obtained  not  a  spot/place/position/room  of  {reversal of decision}/repentance,     (no place with  Isaac/JCg)  

notwithstanding/although  having  craved/demanded  it  (the Birthright)   together/with  tears.     (Matt.8v12 see my local commentary.) 

 

For,  because you know   (by reading and understanding The Tanakh  [the question must be   “Do we wholly  know/understand  The Tanakh?”]) 

(Esau)  afterwards desiring to inherit the blessing   (“Worldly Christian leaders”,  after learning of  “The Consequences”  Matt.8v12, etc.) 
he was  disapproved/rejected   (Isaac/[JC]  could not accept  Esau/[worldly Christian leaders]  back into  “The Birthright of Sonship”). 

For he (Esau)  obtained not a position of repentance   (there could be no reversal of the personal decision made –  “The Once only”!) 

                (Meaning,  once worldly Christian Leaders had turned their back upon Sonship – then it is lost [see the deeper reasoning in “Prodigal Son”]) 
although having craved it with tears   (“The Birthright for Sonship”  to Yahweh –  to be  “The Heirs over The Inheritance”  [hence Matt.8v12]). 

                (The full implications of this verse is never taught,  yet by inference,  Christian Leaders teach “The Reverse”;  thus,  they are in for a shock!) 
 

This is the point Paul makes,  and The Gospel in harmony throughout - 

We only have  one  shot at  “The Target”  (of Sonship)! 

This “One-Shot”  only  occurs during the 1st part of our physical life –  because Yahweh needs His  “proven Tools”  for the 2nd part of our physical life. 

Once this  “one-shot”   has  “been and gone” –  then it has personally gone  for an eternity! 

“Eternity” = trillions upon trillions upon trillions upon trillions of years  (and the age of The Universe is  “only”  14.7 billion years old). 

“For an eternity”  we could regret being worldly for only some 20-50 years of our present existence.    

“Get Real, – Personally aim for The Birthright now!”    

Do not despise it –  as did Esau,  and likewise our  “millions”  of  worldly Christian leaders of the last some 1700+ years! 

It is a truism,  people  only  recognise the value of something –  when the option has been removed –  many humans are so strange –  are they not? 

It was true for Esau all those years ago,  and likewise for  so many  worldly Christians  (specifically The Leaders –  supposedly in  “prime of place”)  

will  not  receive  “The Birthright”  they think is  “automatically”  and specifically for them  “divinely given”  -  ignoring that it is a  bilateral  

agreement,  likewise as it is during any  “Adoption Process”!   It is essential to read my accurate translation and commentary to Matt.22v1-9. 

The realisation of them being  “disapproved/repudiated/rejected”  from  “the most wonderful goal”  will lead to much weeping for all those people not 

valuing it like Jacob valued this all  too-important  to-be-missed  prize.   

Likewise so shall  worldly  Christians having publicly already presumptuously  “marked their place”  “in heaven”  are in for a very rude 

awakening in The Millennium –  when  “Reality”  dawns upon them,  they had   “The Prize in the palm of their hand” –  and yet,  they tossed 

it away at the time without much care –  for the equivalence of   “a bowl of food for the fleshly body”  (Gen.25v29-34)! 

Just as we read of the copious warnings given by JC  (Matt.8v12, 22v13, 24v51, 25v30  at the  beginning  of The Millennium,  where 13v42, 50 occurs at 

the  end  of The Millennium,  please see my local commentaries) - 

These individuals shall be  “weeping and gnashing their teeth”  in utter frustration –  not at JCg or Yahweh – but  at themselves  for being so 

utterly stupid in the 1st part of their physical life –  when they had access to  all  (to be a “Son of God”) –  but threw it away  without a care! 

Then those people of the congregations shall  (in The Millennium)  direct their attention to their former  worldly Christian leaders and demand    

Why did you  “lead us up the garden path”  by giving us what we wanted to hear (2Tim.4v3-4),  rather than what we  should have been told  

as specifically Paul gave as instruction in his epistles  (noting the option Paul gave at Gal.1v10-12)! 

Hence JC’s warning of this evidential  future scenario  by giving the parable at Luke.16v1-12, 20v16, etc.  for the  worldly Christian leaders’  warning! 

Now for my usual observation at this Bible reference! 

Guess what our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us in their useless worldly  humbug/deception/fraudulence? 

Showing they have absolutely  no  understanding to be representing Yahweh’s Interests –  and hence  entirely rejected by Yahweh! 

They state,  and I quote - 

“Jacob stole The Birthright!” 

To which I answer - 

Please read Gen.25v29-34. 

I read here of a legal transaction between two parties overseen by The Third Party,  Yahweh  (underwriting it all)! 

So we might ask - 

What kind of message are Satan’s representatives  (2Cor.11v13-15)  teaching to The World? 

(Having chosen my words  exceedingly carefully –  and wholly substantiated by The Bible.) 

1. Jacob (Israel)  operates to worldly methodology  (he takes what does not belong to him – Larceny)! 

2. To promote a rejection of  “The Bi-party Contract”  (of which we are to have with Yahweh)! 

3. Have no regard for  “The Driver”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for  “The Long-term Goal”  (hence Yahweh cannot achieve His TCs)! 

4. It is OK to make and break contracts,  having no regard for the consequences of our actions  (“keep sinning – it is OK”)! 

These are a few observations based upon our  worldly Christian leaders’ preaching efforts! 

I go through this listing in much greater detail elsewhere. 

Oh – how I yearn for  worldly Christian leaders to try and defend their entirely erroneous position on this subject  (and many others),  so I might have 

even more material upon which to publicly expose  the weakness  of their  fraudulent sermons  and of their  satanic/adversarial  mindset to The World! 

However,  I would much rather they become  “The Nicodemus”  (John.3v1-15,  7v50, 19v39)  and carefully read  “The Contents”  of  “FutureLife.Org”  

in humility and contriteness  and  perhaps/maybe  they could become a future  “Son of God”  if  Yahweh so chooses  (Matt.20v23). 

 

167th Comment – Paul calls upon what occurred at the inauguration of  “The 1st Covenant”  on  “The Mount Sinai”,  and 

extends it in  analogous  form to “The 2nd Covenant”  which operates at a  spiritual  level in us  sourced by The Authority.  

297th Reasoning – It is terrifying what can occur to us because we,  being those specific individuals  (calling themselves 

“Christians”),  have entered  “The 2nd Covenant”  where there is no 3rd part of our spiritual lives,  if we are iniquitous. 
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By contrast, the people of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  shall  all  be resurrected into The Millennium.  Thus we must  not  

consciously cast off what JC has done for us by  “living in hypocrisy”  because we will be rejected for Sonship. Or worse, 

– “blaspheming against the HS” (see glossary)  where we will be cast adrift by Yahweh and  never  be resurrected!   

None of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders – because they  choose not  to comprehend “righteous exegesis”! 

186th Allegory – touch = gain  “The Knowledge of Yahweh”  through  “The Word of God”  (having the parousia of JCg). 

Allegory – repeat -Mountain (always) = Authority – where here,  it is Yahweh’s Authority sourcing  “The Knowledge”. 

187th Allegory – fire = The Power of Yahweh to affect,  by assay,  our very  being/existence  (positively or negatively). 

188th Allegory – gloom = The Foreboding of Yahweh’s Omnipotence to exercise His Authority over rebellious humans. 

189th Allegory – tempest = Yahweh exacting judgement upon the rebellious humans. 

190th Allegory – Blast of trumpet = Yahweh giving out pronouncements to Mankind. 

80th Warning – Those humans having come close to The Mountain (“Authority”)  to imbue “The Word of God”  must  

positively respond,  else they become like the people of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  having heard the words and in pretence 

called themselves “Israelites”  but actually dismissed  “The Instruction”  as given by  “The Word of God”  from out of 

their lifestyle!   The difference being – as I copiously explain elsewhere,  The inhabitants of  “The 2nd  (or 3rd) Epoch 

Israel”  have  no  3rd existence if they  deliberately rebel  against JC as  “The Word of God”!    That is “iniquity”! 

168th Comment – The Israelites did not personally fulfil The Law and thus became metaphorically as  “wild beasts”  who 

would be lapidated or darted because they demonstrated themselves as being unfit to represent Yahweh. 

191st Allegory – wild beast = humans not operating under the constraints given by  “The Word of God”. 

192nd Allegory – Lapidate = used to represent people subject to “Jewish Capital Punishment” for the following sins. 

Rebellion, Murder, Breaking Sabbath Law,  Idolatry,  and Blasphemy (denying by rebellion),  all applicable to 

professional religious leaders defrauding “The Word of God”. 

193rd Allegory – Dart = meaning  “to puncture” to “get under the skin”  representing,  Yahweh shall puncture  “The 

Crafted Façade”  presented by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  used to swindle their paying clientele! 

298th Reasoning – Paul gives this by analogy of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  for what would come by prophecy for  “The 2nd 

Epoch Israel”  having equally become unworthy as Yahweh’s Representatives,  because its members  have/do  not fully 

imbue  “The Word of God”  (as JCg’s parousia)  within them to be precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  With a 

whole raft of supposed  “mitigating excuses”  flooding out by everyone presuming themselves to be  “ideal” (Matt.7v3-5). 

169th Comment – Moses,  the meekest man was allowed to see the back of Yahweh and was exceedingly  fearful/trembling. 

299th Reasoning – Moses showed a  healthy reverence  for Yahweh –  something unknown to the charlatans who demand 

Yahweh to “heal here”,  or “heal that person there”,  demand “gifts of gibberish”,  only done to promote the worldly self-

indulgence of the leader and the duped audiences who attend to see such shenanigans done in  the pretence  of the HS! 

I suppose they are gaining their reward today – but the mindset to be truly fulfilling Yahweh's Desire has been severely 

degraded in the process –  and painful reform will be required in The Millennium for those people in The Congregation! 

While their leader has been ignored by Yahweh at both resurrections,  and thus these leaders have become “annihilated”! 

James.2v19 makes for an interesting comparison between demons’ and certain Christian Leaders’ view of Yahweh! 

Heb.  12v18 og not  For  (you have) {come near}/approached/consented/assented/{drawn close}   

Heb.  12v18 og (to the being) manipulated/{verified by contact}/{searched for}/{felt  for/after}/handled/touched   

Heb.  12v18 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {rear up}/hill/mount/mountain,   

Heb.  12v18 og also  (to the being) {set on fire}/kindled/consumed/burnt/lit  

Heb.  12v18 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) heat/lightening/power/energy/fire,  

Heb.  12v18 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) gloom/{blackness (as of a storm cloud)},   

Heb.  12v18 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) shadiness/obscurity/darkness   

Heb.  12v18 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {rush of wind}/{blowing storm}/tempest, 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.19v18,9,16. 

Heb.  12v18 = For not  you  (brethren)  have  {come near}/approached/{drawn close}     (to “The Word of God” being given to you ... … ) 

the being  manipulated/{searched for}/touched  by the  mountain,     (to become possible TCs as The Authority in The Millennium ... … ) 

also  the being  {set on fire}/kindled/lit,     (having your mind becoming illuminated by  “The Power of The Word of God” ... … ) 

also  in the  gloom/blackness,     (knowing of the consequences of becoming a  charlatan Christian leader ... … )  

also  in the  shadiness/obscurity     (if  hiding  “The Disclosing Truth”,   especially one’s own private life from public scrutiny …  … ) 

also  in the  {blowing storm}/tempest.     (Being of the hardships brewing in the 1st part of our physical life by becoming a TC.) 

 

For you   (brethren diligently aiming to become TCs)   

have not come near   (Paul is posing this question    “For surely you have not come this so very long distance in your real faith,  then … … ) 

being to have touched the mountain   (to have come close to  “The Authority”  of  “The Word of God”  to be driving your minds … … ) 
also to have been set on fire   (to  know/understand  “The Word of God”  that becomes  “The Fire in the Belly”  to get out and teach God’s Word … ) 

also in the  gloom/blackness   (understanding  “The Enormity of Consequences”  to renege on  “The Agreement with Yahweh” … … ) 

also in the  shadiness/obscurity   (realising  “The Requirement”  not  to be hiding our private lifestyle from examination behind a layer of hypocrisy) 

also in the tempest   (recognising the hardships occurring in the 1st part of our life that matures a Christian to become a TC). 

 

Paul now uses the simile of  The Law being given on Mount Sinai  representing the inauguration of  “The 1st Covenant”  to mirror  that of  JC’s Law 

given to us  and with  Mount Zion  being the inauguration of  “The 2nd Covenant”  at JC’s murder by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”. 

Paul uses that analogy,  together with our knowledge of what  “mountain”  means in prophecy being  always  representative of  “authority”,  then we 

understand Paul is speaking of  us  (as The Brethren aiming to become TCs)  grasping and then accurately exercising  “The Knowledge”  leading to the 

attainment of Sonship as explained in parenthesis given above alongside the verse. 

Where,  as we read later (v20),  the attainment to  “Sonship”  is  on Yahweh’s Terms  (2Tim.2v5)  and absolutely  not  upon our terms! 

These events on the mountain showed Yahweh’s awesome power that He can so easily use to tame,  or to exterminate whoever might contest Him. 
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It should also be noted the metaphor of  “fire”  is “capability to  refine/subdue”  and by extension yields the  “passion/zeal/drive  within the heart”  (that 

has reformed from The World) –  being the  “fire in the belly”  to keep the TC fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire through the persecution  (tempest)  sourced by 

certain people inhibiting our ministry.  Noting there is “no future”  (hence blackness)  for a  charlatan Christian leader using  “The Word of God”  as a 

tool to sequestrate from what is given in good faith by  (deluded/bewitched)  congregational members  (John.12v6).  Where,  we must not be expressing  

“hypocrisy”  like certain “Professional Leaders of Religion”  hiding their private life within  darkness  away from public scrutiny and examination. 

Heb.  12v19 og also  (of the) {idea of quivering/reverberation}/trumpet   

Heb.  12v19 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {make (a loud) noise}/reverberate/roar/sound,   

Heb.  12v19 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice   

Heb.  12v19 og (of the) utterances/topics/narrations/words,   

Heb.  12v19 og {of whom/which}  the (persons)   (the having) heard/listened/understood/responded [plural] 

Heb.  12v19 og (they) {begged off}/deprecated/declined/shunned/avoided/rejected/refused [middle voice]  not   

Heb.  12v19 og (to be) {placed additionally}/{laid beside}/annexed/repeated/{given more}/increased/proceeded/furthered   

Heb.  12v19 og {to them}  (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning; 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.19v19. 

Heb.  12v19 = also  with  {loud noise}/reverberation/blast  of the  trumpet,     (A Declaration is to be made by Yahweh to The World ... … ) 

also  in the  disclosure/address/sound/voice  of the  utterances/narrations,     (being “The Word of God” given by  Moses/JC  ... … ) 

of which  the persons  having  heard/listened/responded    (1st / 2nd Epochs of Israel ... … ) 

they  personally  declined/shunned/avoided/rejected    (whose members refused to ... … ) 

not  to be  {placed additionally}/{laid beside}/{given more}  the  words/sayings/reasoning  to them.    (Closed ears to more guidance!) 

 

        (Paul continues  …  you brethren having been taught from God’s Word to wholly understand … ) 

also with the loud noise of the trumpet   (being  “The Declaration Yahweh has made”  with you   [and yet rejected by the  “not hearing”  World]) 

also in the  disclosure/address  of narrations   (The Commandments -  both  [1] The 1st Covenant to Jews;  and  [2] The 2nd Covenant to Christians) 
of which  (words)  the people having heard   (the Jews of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  to be followed by  Christians of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”) 

personally  declined/rejected   (the rebellious leaders  [Korah/etc. then  =  worldly Christian leaders now]  refusing Yahweh’s Instruction) 

not to be given more words to them   (they rejected what had been given as being too unpalatable,  and then closed their ears to more instruction). 

 

The universal translation for  “trumpet”  is perhaps not the correct understanding here  (see Greek root of the word) –  and thus using the original 

Hebrew,  then a better understanding would be  “horn” as from a ram (hence, ram’s horn)  being used  “to make an announcement/declaration”.  

Though in this instance it would have been Yahweh creating the sound of a ram’s horn –  but being quite a few decibels louder than a human could blow.  

Thus Yahweh was  “calling to attention”  by the sound of which The Israelites would have been most familiar. 

Yahweh did this before He then proceeded to give His pronouncements –  being  “The Ten Commandments”  and other laws to Moses for him,  to then 

give to The People.  Thus Moses  (archetypical of JC)  was the priest giving  “The Law of The Covenant”  (Moses first,  and JC second)  to  “The 

People”  so that Yahweh might yield  “The Remnant”  from out of  “The Israels”  throughout the three sequential epochs.  Likewise the same 

understanding is to be drawn from the  seven  trumpets  (to  complete “The Mystery of God”)  as given in  “The Book of Revelations”  (please see my 

hundreds of inter-verse commentaries given alongside totalling some 770,000 words). 

Notice how Paul makes the point,  it is the people who then  declined/shunned/avoided/rejected  “The Law”  and chose  not  to align themselves with it 

as we read in the whole of Deut. Chapter 9. 

Likewise Paul’s warning to  “The Christian Nation”  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” –  where the  vast majority  of people will be exactly like  “The 1st Epoch 

Israel”,  that I term as  “worldly Christians” –  all  “doing their own thing”  while thinking God  “loves them”  as  “the chosen people” “supposedly 

endorsing what they do”  –  just as did “The 1st Epoch Israelites”!   Being a trait humans have of  “systematic bias”  operating within their minds,  

“choosing to believe”  they are correct and will be highly selective in their  “reasoning processes”  to support their preconceived misconceptions!   

Please read the dissertations of Daniel Kahneman on how humans think,  reduced perhaps,  too simply,  to   “We are lazy thinkers –  taking the easy 

option based upon familiarity!” 

Consequently we realise,  there is absolutely  no  difference between the two epochs  (except one  especially important  consideration)! 

The  only  difference is  “The 1st Epoch Israelites” (Jews)  have  an excuse  for two reasons –  (1) they had  no  example from which to learn.  However  

“The 2nd Epoch Israel” (Christians)   should be learning  from the mistakes made by  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (2Tim.3v15-17)  and,  “The 2nd Epoch 

Israel”  had  (2) The Exemplar,  JC,  upon whom to emulate –  and the vast majority do  not  precisely imitate JC!   

Even more-so  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (The Resurrected World)  upon its members’ resurrection –  having the earlier two Epochs from which to learn,  

together with the knowledge of charlatans of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  being annihilated –  as a distinct future possibility of themselves,  if they so choose 

not to reform. 

All this is going through Paul’s mind as he teaches his readers by simile how we are to reform ourselves to become  phileo  (attractively loved)  by 

Yahweh for our continuous existence. 

A 4th revision addition  

Quoting in part the Late Joshua Daniel  

Christianity today is now a  “Cheap Christianity”   because it  “costs us nothing”! 

It gives Christians a titillation for the self! 

Everything in a Christian’s Life must be a costly thing – far beyond than just a dollar! 

We must be like King David and JC. 

When King David did something wrong then he wanted Yahweh to take it out on his family and not the population at large. 

Furthermore,  it cost JC his life when he gave himself up in excruciating pain on the fixed stakes for our behalf. 

Look at what “1st Century Christianity” cost the disciples (Matt.10v27)  and their  ministry/deportment  resulted in their physical martyrdom. 

If we wish to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  then it  must cost us something  -  certainly not some cash thrown into the coffers of a Religious Leader to 

spend on  him/herself,  but in first learning God’s Word and then most importantly to understand Yahweh’s Mind,  being how He is bringing forth The 

Salvation of Mankind and then telling other people about this – so they too might know  why/how  to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

This is exactly what JC taught within many of his parables,  -  being of the personal  Accountability and Responsibility  when we take 

Ownership of  “The Word of God”  once having discovered it. 

In this manner Yahweh shall ultimately validate His pre-known 144000 “Early Adopters”  to become the future  “Sons of God”  and then He can bring 

forth The Reality of The Millennium to yield  “The Late Adopters”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”.   Is that not most “Righteous”? 

Heb.  12v20 og no/not/none  (they) endure/{to bear/carry}/{go on}/uphold/lead/move/reach  For  the (thing [Law])   

Heb.  12v20 og (the being) {through repression}/{set (oneself) apart}/distinguished/enjoined/charged/ 

/{that which was (given) commanded} [middle voice],   

Heb.  12v20 og {and if}/even/yet/{at the least}/though  (the) {dangerous animal}/{(venomous/wild) beast}   

Heb.  12v20 og (he/she/it) {to finger}/manipulates/{to have to do with (to injure)}/handles/touches    

Heb.  12v20 og of the  {rear up}/hill/mount/mountain,  (he/she will be) {thrown stones}/lapidated/{cast stones}   
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Heb.  12v20 og or/than/either/rather  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) missile/javelin/dart  

Heb.  12v20 og (it will) {shoot down (with arrow/missile)}/{thrust through}; 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.19v12-13. 

Heb.  12v20 = For  not  they  endure/{carry through}/{go on}  the  (requirements of The Law)    (they refused to obey The Law ... … ) 

the being  personally  {setting oneself apart}/enjoined/{what was commanded},     (they consider themselves outside The Law ... … ) 

{and if}/even/though  the  {wild beast}  he/she  manipulates/{searches for}/touches  the  mountain, 

           (self-indulgent humans deliberately taking themselves [supposedly] outside  “The Authority”  of God ... … ) 

he/she  will be  lapidated/{pelted with stones}  or  {thrust through}  with the  missile/dart.      (Will be killed by Yahweh's Authority) 

 

For not they (rebellious Jews/Christian)  endure the thing   (“Yahweh’s Decree”  on how we are to fulfil His Desire in our life) 

being personally setting themselves apart   (they considered themselves to be  outside  “The Law”  [as Outlaws]  of what  Yahweh Desires) 
and if the wild beast   (representative of a human operating  outside  Yahweh’s “Requirements”  [hence becomes “Beastlike”])   

manipulates  (contacts/uses/touches)  the mountain   (a worldly Christian leader presumptuously takes upon  “Yahweh’s Authority”) 

he/she/it   (“the wild beast” = worldly Christian leader acting as a “Fraudster” … … )    

will be pelted with stones or thrust through with dart   (Yahweh shall take their present  “authority”  away,  to become  “The Last/Least”). 

 

We now reason  

This is  “The Point”  of which Paul is making by examination and comparison  (also with v22 for TCs). 

Examining what occurred then with  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  under  “The Old Covenant”  and to be comparing with what he witnesses around him,  Paul 

therefore warns of what is to occur within  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  under  “The New Covenant”  (culminating at Acts.20v29).  This is what he is now 

doing  –  making his readers aware of Yahweh’s Awesome Disposition,  so they too might be  watching-out  for this,  both within themselves and round-

about,  and thus avoid following the same path as did the forefathers to  “The Old Covenant”. 

Thus generally,  both sets of Israelites  (of 1st and 2nd Epochs)  have not  personally imbued  what Yahweh Desires –  but rather  interpreted it  into 

something  “they desire”  and then  “to follow  a revise route” –  that is merely a concoction of what  they personally desire  with the  “feel-good”  

wrapping of  “Love”  (actually the “eros” [self-indulgent] form)  put over the proceedings  (and closing the eyes to excuse what occurs underneath).  

Hence we witness the some 37000+ different  worldly Christian schisms in The World today –  all following their own  worldly interpretation  of God’s 

Word to create their own cut-down or amplified Bible  (Rev.22v18-19)  being the customs generated over time  (Matt.23v23, Luke.11v42)  to create their 

specific schism,  being far adrift from what Yahweh teaches,  and thus  they become culpable  (Rev. chapters 3 and 4). 

Just because a person keeps reading the same part of the Bible,  and/or  ignores the parts they do not like –  does  not  mean that they fulfil Yahweh’s 

Desire –  but rather they become a  hypocrite  to what they claim! 

It is like reading a car manual teaching us how to become a proficient car driver. 

Thus presuming I have an interest in reading about the engine and the transmission –  but I dislike reading about the lights,  indicators and 

windscreen wipers –  means that I ignore these latter items! 

Does this make me a good car driver? 

Obviously not –  I would become a hazard on the road especially at night –  if I did not bother to put my lights on –  because I had struck them 

out of the manual I had constructed within my mind  (Rev.22v18-19)! 

This is the specific point Paul is making – Beware – because this is precisely what has,  and more extensively,  is  occurring within The World today! 

Moreover,  to conclude this verse by simile,  Paul is teaching us - 

If  we come to  “The Knowledge”  to gain Yahweh’s  “Character and Authority”   and start to  manipulate/finger/touch  it,  then  ensure we have not a 

mindset of a  heathen/{wild animal}  not to be appreciative of what Yahweh  (as The Source)  and of JC  (who inaugurates  “what is to become”)  “The 

New Covenant” –  else we  will  be killed  (over our life consisting of 2 parts). 

Hence the warning I give to  charlatan Christian Leaders –  being specifically those individuals who come and manipulate  “The Word of God”  to their 

own ends,  so as to maximise their  self-indulgence  from their adoring and mentally groomed  manipulated flock –  shall be  destroyed/perish/annihilated  

by  “The 2nd Death”  come early for them  (see  “2 part life”  in glossary –  and elsewhere in Hebrews). 

This is  not  given to condemn –  but rather it is given as  a loving/edifying warning,  to become an exhortation leading to repentance and thus to sincere 

reform –  like  “The Prodigal Son returning to The Family”,  or  “The Lost Sheep being found and returned to The Flock”  (Luke.15v4-32)  while these 

charlatan leaders still have a soul  (= conscious existence)  to carry out this very necessary reform to their mindset –  because once dead,  then we 

cannot do anything to “improve our lot” (Eccl.9v4-5). 

A 4th revision addition  

“Stoning”  was the capital punishment in ancient Israel for the following crimes. 

A wholly rebellious person. 

Murder. 

Breaking The Sabbath. 

Idolatry. 

Blasphemy (noting my accurate definition being in complete accord to the other crimes listed here). 

It is interesting to recognise how  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  used all these charges in some form or another against JC,  not being just 

weak charges,  but they carried  “The Death Penalty”  showing us what these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  wanted to do with  “The Word of 

God” (JC, Rev.19v13)! 

All the items in the above listing are synonymous with  “manipulating the mountain”  being that we try to  “adjust Yahweh’s Authority”  into something 

that is  “different to what Yahweh intended”  (to yield a perfect society).  I could go through each  “Crime”  above and carefully explain how each 

becomes “a manipulating against Yahweh’s Authority”  but after some 5,000,000 words on this website explaining all this then I should have no need to 

repeat great swaths of work already done,  I leave it to the reader to figure it out for themselves. 

Dart/spear  is something that penetrates beneath the skin.  Therefore Paul is using this to explain Yahweh will puncture the outer façade of a 
“Professional Leader of Religion”  manipulating “The Word of God”  for their own ends. This can occur during the first part of our life  (as it has been 

seen throughout history)  when the religious leaders have their  “come-uppance”  by a bright light shining on their present “darkness”  covering their 

hypocritical private life.  However, it most certainly will occur in The Millennium  (if fortunate enough to be resurrected)  when  all  things they did in 

the 1st part of their physical life will be broadcast across The Resurrected World  (Luke.12v2-3)  in the 2nd part of their physical life to explain why 

“Leadership”  has been removed from them by Yahweh  (as perhaps most of JC’s parables and illustrations tell us). 

Heb.  12v21 og also,  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  (the) frightful/formidable/fearful/terrible   

Heb.  12v21 og (it) was  the  {making apparent}/appearing/spectacle/sighting;   

Heb.  12v21 og (of the) Moses  (he) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   

Heb.  12v21 og (the) {frightened out (of one’s wits)}/{exceedingly fearful}/terrified  (I) am/exist   

Heb.  12v21 og also  (the) {trembling in place}/quaking/{shaking with fear}/{in tremor}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.9v19. 

Heb.  12v21 = also,  {in this manner}/so  the  frightful/formidable/terrible  it was  the  appearance/spectacle,   

Moses  said/spoke: 
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“I am  the  {frightened out (of my wits)}/{exceedingly fearful}/terrified  also  the  {trembling in place}/quaking/{in tremor}.” 

 

Also,  in this manner so  frightful/terrible  was the spectacle   (what this meant physically then,  being prophetic to what will occur soon), 

Moses spoke:- 
  I am frightened out of my wits  also  (in)  tremor   (Moses was truly humbled  [in both mind and action]  by Yahweh’s Authority). 

 

Quite a telling verse! 

Perhaps it would be wise if few more  worldly and charlatan  Christians read  Deut. Chapter 9  in its entirety to understand,  Yahweh is  not  a 

God to be  “messed about with”!    I find James.2v19 likewise instructive  (wholly ignored by  charlatan Christian leaders)! 

We  are  to hold ourselves in uttermost humility as we prostrate ourselves both spiritually and physically before Him (Yahweh).   

I witness the  charlatan Christian leaders  (supposedly)  commanding Yahweh to do  “this and that”  (noting by contrast to what JC states at Matt.4v7)  

presumably  “like a puppet on a string”  before their adoring bewitched congregations,  and internally,  I wince at the  “circus performance”  presented 

–  always knowing Yahweh is  nowhere  near this worldly spectacle given solely to deliver mutual self-indulgence.  Yahweh is  marking-up  “the score 

card”  where these so adored  (often by many tens of thousands of devotees)  worldly Christian leaders may  never  be resurrected after this  only  part of 

their physical life  (please see  “2 part life”  in glossary)  thereby becoming personally  “annihilated”  as is Judas Iscariot! 

As we read of the account given by Moses –  he had  the correct  attitude before Yahweh  (especially Num12v3 –  hardly an apt description for the 

charlatan Christian leaders of today  [who in some instances  “shout”  down the microphone for more emotional effect]). 

Moses had a correct mind before Yahweh in direct contrast to the self-importance to that of his sister and brother  (Num.12v1-15),  and likewise many 

other rebellious people  (having the same mindset as  charlatan Christian leaders).  The earlier cited verse of James.2v19 gives a powerful punch,  upon 

which I often muse when considering how  charlatan  Christian leaders  “regard Yahweh”  in comparison with demons. 

Stating clearly   By their shameful actions,  charlatan Christian leaders do  not  believe Yahweh exists  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.) –  else they would  

never dare  to behave in the wanton manner as they do in front of their adoring  “millions of minions” of people –  Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.! 

         It is all  an abomination  -  but these practices are sadly beloved by  “millions upon millions”  of  worldly Christians,  taught to know no better! 

 

170th Comment – Paul states,  these “holy brethren”  have come upon “The Authority” (mountain)  of Yahweh operating 

within them (Zion),  this has become the (future) City of God being the extra-terrestrial Jerusalem of a myriad of angels. 

Allegory – repeat - Mountain (always) = Authority, where in this instance it is Yahweh’s Authority sourcing The Knowledge 

194th Allegory – Zion = a place on Earth that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire (see glossary). 

195th Allegory – Mount Zion = thus  “The Authority of Yahweh  operating  within us”  (we imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 

Allegory – repeat - city = a community operating under a lawful framework = “The New Jerusalem” of The Millennium = 

The Organisation led by JCg,  The Temple (144000 TCs),  prophets as authorities to rule The Earth,  plus lesser entities. 

196th Allegory – Jerusalem = The City of Peace – ultimately becoming  “Yahweh’s Organisation”  here upon The Earth in 

The Millennium to establish peace and restitution  (Rev.21v1-4)  under  “The Kingship of JCg”  (Rev.19v16). 

300th Reasoning – Paul is teaching us that if we personally fully imbue  “The Word of God”  and choose to operate under 

His methodology (holy),  then we are establishing “The Kingdom of Heaven” within our mindset and thus drawn close to 

“Mount Zion”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to  accurately  spread The Real Gospel to our neighbours.  

301st Reasoning – If we,  as TCs,  are  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  then we have entered “The Celestial City of Jerusalem” 

to mean The Methodology  (that is separate from this world of sin)  driving us as TCs,  has enabled us to be accepted by 

Yahweh to become citizens of  “His Arrangement” – “His Universal Order” being  a community that fulfils His Desire.  

This city becomes “The New Jerusalem” (Rev.21v1-2)  that becomes spiritually occupied by people through The Ages , so 

that when JCg starts The Millennium these specific individuals become resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life to 

be physically part of “The Ruling Organisation” of Yahweh over what effectively becomes a New Earth. Hence this is how 

metaphorically The New Jerusalem is coming on this Earth = The Methodology sourced by Yahweh in these individuals. 

These specific individuals will be physically put in place ready for  “The General Resurrection”  after those people who 

were carried through  (without dying)  at the  change-over  between the two systems  (Satan/JCg)  have been established. 

Note:  “New Earth”  means  “New systems/protocols/procedures/mechanisms that support Mankind – as does the Earth. 

197th Allegory – angel (= bringer of tidings) = a TC,  who as a  “messenger”,  accurately  brings The Real Gospel to people. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 

Thus singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 

Plural heavens  refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 

This information is lost in our many near useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the translators 

seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word (Matt.23v13)! 

171st Comment – Paul states:  This City  (The New Jerusalem)  has been amassed by Yahweh over The Ages. 

302nd Reasoning – This City  (The New Jerusalem)  that has been amassed by Yahweh over The Ages comprises of JCg’s 

two flocks  (John.10v16, 3)  being The Two Remnants that have returned to The Lord,  elected by Yahweh to fill these 

places within the Spiritual Jerusalem that shall become a physical reality.  Not  as  bricks/stone,  but real entities both in  

heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies (TCs), and perfected DNA fleshly bodies  (The Prophets, Ancient Worthies)  taking 

principal positions of authority  (John.14v2)  in metaphoric  “Jerusalem”  that shall rule The World in The Millennium.  

Where,  “The New Jerusalem”  will  not  be in one physical place,  but exist as entities  over all The World. 

303rd Reasoning – Paul is principally exhorting those individuals of The Gospel Age presently in the position to strive  (by 

precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  for the position of Sonship under  “The 2nd Covenant”  that can offer so much 

more than “The 1st Covenant”.  Thus it is the TCs being  “The Accurate Ecclesia”  (Accurate “Calling Out”)  who are 

being assembled as  “The  Firstborn/{chief begotten}”  (Rev.20v6)  of  “The 1st Resurrection”  (1Thes.4v13-18, 

Matt.24v40-44)  having validated the worthiness of their names being prewritten on  “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life” 

(Rev.5v1-9)  comprising of 144000 positions  (Rev.14v1-4). 

304th Reasoning – These 144000 TCs individuals have their  “synapse construction mapping”  stored as  “Heavenly 

Treasure”  within The Heavens  ready for this moment for resurrection of  “The  Firstborn/{chief begotten}”  (Eze.37v1-
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28)  as  “The New Spiritual Israel”.  This is  “The Result”  of Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1) 

made upon  all  Christians of The Gospel Age comprising of some 2000 years. 

152nd Instruction – There are two judgements  (1) Yahweh judges  all the “Christians” during The Gospel Age for Sons of 

God,  but  it is  (2) JCg and the 144000 TCs who  judge “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium (for the sons of JCg) 

This righteous understanding (of “The Word of God”)  is utterly  unknown  to  worldly Christian scholars  (at 2007 CE). 

Note, “sons” is only terminology (also a short word)  but “daughters” are included – actually we all are  “to be neuters”. 

153rd Instruction – But it is The 144000 TCs who have successfully  (as deemed by Yahweh)  become  innocent/righteous  

(to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire)  that have thus become  “complete/{consummate in character}/{made perfect}”  the 2nd part 

of their spiritual life  because  they truly have precisely imitated JC  (being of his methodology for success). 

172nd Comment – All this has occurred through  The Intercessor/Mediator  JC who was the one becoming  “The 

Means/Enabler”  for this  “consummation in character”  to occur  (note Greek use of  “ho theos”  as the floating pointer). 

305th Reasoning – JC became  “The Means/Enabler”  for Yahweh to righteously  “make become  who/what  He chooses 

to become”  and thus because of JC’s actions he gave:- 

1. Each one of us a two part existence,  rather than allowing us all to be annihilated at  (the now 1st)  death. 

2. To humans  “The Word of God” (JC)  to educate us in the 2nd part of our spiritual life to become like him  (by 

imitating his methodology of operating with  {agapao love}  to edify our neighbour for  no  worldly return). 

Thus all  penitent/hearkening  people can be reformed both spiritually for the mind and physically in perfected bodies.  

173rd Comment – Paul says, JC opens up “The New Covenant”, sprinkling his blood is better than the sacrifice Abel gave. 

Reasoning – repeat - The Law of “The 1st Covenant”  had to be changed to The New Law of “The 2nd Covenant”  because 

“The Method of Judgement”  was changed that required a completely  new leader to head  “The New Methodology”. 

76th Reasoning – Therefore based upon what we read then it is JCg who has become to be  “The Pledge/Surety”  of a 

better  Covenant that was made  righteously  possible by “Yahweh”  (“I make become  who/what  I choose to become”). 

Instruction – repeat - It is by having  “The New Covenant”  inaugurated by JC of a  “super-introduced”  “methodology 

of agapao”  that was able to bring us close to “The All Agapao Father (Yahweh)”.  This occurs for the TCs  in the 1st part 

of their life and it  will  occur to  all successful  people in the 2nd part of their life in The Millennium after their education. 

Reasoning – repeat - The TCs enter into  “The 2nd Covenant Agreement”  with Yahweh when they are baptised and 

promise to precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  the same reward that came to him upon his resurrection. 

Allegory – repeat - blood = The physical  “essence of life”  within a fleshly body. 

Instruction – repeat - It was not through the blood of animals,  but rather through JC’s  own  blood that he entered for 

one occasion  {that once for all}  into  “The Most Holy Place”  (to provide)  everlasting/perpetual  deliverance/salvation. 

306th Reasoning – JC’s Offering by spilling his own blood was better than the blood spilt by Abel’s blood because:- 

1. JC knew before he started that he was to become The Personal Sacrifice. 

2. JC offering was for all people – Abel was only offering on behalf of himself. 

3. JC was utterly innocent and thus was the perfect sacrifice on behalf of us all. 

4. JC volunteered himself as “The Sacrifice”,  but Abel might have run away if he knew what Cain was about to do! 

Heb.  12v22 og But  (you have) {come near}/approached/consented/assented/{drawn close}  (the) Zion   

Heb.  12v22 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {rear up}/hill/mount/mountain,   

Heb.  12v22 og also  (to the) {town large/or with walls}/city  of the  God [Yahweh]   (of the) living/existing  (the) Jerusalem   

Heb.  12v22 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {outer sky/(singular heaven)}/celestial/{extra-terrestrial},   

Heb.  12v22 og also  (to the) {ten thousand}/myriad/{indefinite number}  (of the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels.   

Heb.  12v22 = But  you    (“holy brethren”  having the  correct  mind condition)   

have  {come near}/approached/{drawn close}  to the  mountain  Zion,     (see commentary) 

also  to the  city  of the  living/existing  God  with  the  celestial/{extra-terrestrial}  Jerusalem,     (see commentary) 

also  the  {ten thousand}/myriad  of  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels.     (see commentary) 

 

But you   (holy brethren,  Heb.3v1,   people who  are  truly trying  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  “that  is  blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”) 

have come near to the mountain of Zion   (brethren aiming to be TCs are attaining  “The Authority”  to  yield the HS  in  “The Environment”) 

also to the city  (as the organisation)  of the  living/existing  God  (Yahweh) 

(Yahweh operating)  in the  extra-terrestrial  Jerusalem   (“The Organisation of Peace”  whose  Methodology  is sourced off this planet  by Yahweh). 
                 (Yahweh  has built  “The New Mind”  of  “The [hearkening] Early Adopters”  upon  “The Word of God”  to lead  “The Resurrected World”.) 

 

I could not put everything in alongside the verse  (within parentheses)  because - 

There is just so much in this verse! 

Paul now moves on to compare the other side of God’s Character against that given in verse 20,  expressed through His Son JCg –  as the spiritual 
Mount Zion  (see glossary). 

Let me explain the allegories and analogies. 

You = a member of The Brethren (Christian)  actively aiming  to become a TC  (only  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 

Mountain - a physical edifice that casts a shadow over the surroundings  =  Authority  covering the operations of those people under it. 

Zion – a place  (or/as  an entity)  on Earth fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  =  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and subsequent ransom sacrifice. 

City – collection of people in one place  =  Organisation  of people collectively working together  (else they would not have The Freedom). 

Jerusalem – “City of peace”  =  Centre of Yahweh’s Operations  over this planet  (in The Millennium). 

Angels – Bringers of Tidings =  Messengers – that could represent the growing number of TCs  (being the growing “Temple” – see glossary) 

See also James use of  “angels” at James.2v25  for the Israelite  spies/messengers –  being those people who  worked for “Israel”. 

Thus we understand Paul is teaching us,  there are certain specific individuals  (TCs)  who  can  fearlessly  “manipulate/{search for}/touch”   “The 

Mountain of Zion”  because they  have  “perfected their heart condition”  solely based upon  “The Word of God”  (JCg’s presence/parousia, Rev.19v13)  

to become  “The Real Faith”  (of  “1st Century Christianity”)  operating within them.  Thus Yahweh's Authority  (as the mountain)  through JC as  “The 

Word of God”  becomes his (JC’s)  presence that covers the TCs –  so they feel personally motivated to precisely imitate  JC having the  one/same  mind 

as that of Yahweh. 
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This is recognised by Yahweh and He works with the TC by manipulating  “The Environment”  around the TC to maximise  his/her  capability in the 

teaching and publicising of His Word.   In  no  manner must the TC be operating to self-indulge  (in a worldly sense)  by using  “The Word of God”  as a 

tool to gain worldly benefit  (thereby promoting the wrong mindset within both themselves  and  their recipients) –  else  he/she  shall become grouped 

with those people of verse 20. 

Thus,  it is the members of  The Brethren (Christians)  who in particular go out to imitate Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.,)  who  can  

become accepted by Yahweh,  and their recognised future status shall be publicised to The World at Matt.24v27  (being  “The Singular Occasion”  and  

“The Timing”  to be  “as a thief in the night”,  Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 5v1-4, etc.). 

Thus the verse means  

But now you holy brethren have come to mount Zion  (representative of becoming part of the stone mountain at the end of Nebuchadnezzar’s 

prophetic dream [Dan.2v35,45], stone = JCg building the subsequent mountain  [being The New Temple as the Command Control Centre of 

The New Jerusalem]),   

also  the city  (Yahweh’s operations exercised through His representatives)  

of the living God (Yahweh),   

celestial  (The Source of The Methodology,  being  “of the Universe”,  Yahweh’s Domain)   

Jerusalem  (The Core of Yahweh’s operations on this planet –  whose centre is “The Temple”  =  the 144000 TCs as  “The Sons of God”  

returning to Earth  [Rev.19-16-21]  3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C  [Dan.12v11-12]  to rule during The Millennium [Rev.21v1-4]) 

and 10,000 (myriad of)  messengers/angels  (this should be our goal and Paul explains what is going to occur in the next verse). 

I must draw the reader’s attention to  “The Promise”  Yahweh made to Moses –  actually given in prophecy for what was to be delivered out of  “The 2nd 

Epoch Israel”  ready to become  “The New City of Jerusalem”  (Rev.21v1-4)  to cover  (by administration)  the resurrected  “3rd Epoch of Israel”. 

The promise Yahweh made with Moses at Exod.19v5-6 is about a kingdom of priests  (the TCs resurrected as future  “Sons of God”, 1Pet.2v9)  and a 

future perfected nation being those individuals of  “The Resurrected World”,  who ultimately learn how to imitate JC’s lifestyle  (over their 2 part life),  

where  Moses  brought in  “The 1st Covenant”  (that demonstrated JC’s perfection)  and  JC  brought in  “The 2nd Covenant”  to make  “The Reality”  

occur for  all  humans. 

Hence Paul’s next verse in context. 

This verse and commentary is  utterly unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders/scholars/theologians  because of “agnoeo” (StrongsTM = 50). 

We realise that nothing like this is explained by our  worldly Christian scholars for the last some 1700+ years,  because until this website became live  

(in 2007 CE)  to precisely explain Yahweh’s Word,  this exegesis did not even register within the vista of their mindset  (else surely  we  would have 

heard about it earlier in their sermons –  if  they were  even/ever  interested in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)!   Now they have  no  excuse –  not to start  

accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  (“1st Century Christianity”  [and absolutely  not  the pandemic  worldly Christianity of today,  being merely a 

subset of “Religion”])  to The World! 

Else they shall be more severely condemned by Yahweh  (Luke.12v46-48)!  -  But do they care?    

Their actions show they do  not  “believe in Yahweh”,  but only in the  one/same  manner that Judas “believed”  (see my commentary,  John.6v64)! 
Heb.  12v23 og (To the) {mass meeting}/{universal companionship}/{general assembly}   

Heb.  12v23 og also  (the) {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church   

Heb.  12v23 og (of the) Firstborn/{chief begotten} (plural persons [TCs = future “Sons of God”,  being of  “The 1st Resurrection”])   

Heb.  12v23 og in  (to the [= within]) {zones above the land/earth}/heavens   

Heb.  12v23 og (the having been) {written off (on a copy or list)}/enrolled/taxed/written/registered [plural],   

Heb.  12v23 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) judge  (to the) God [Yahweh]   (of the) all (Christians),   

Heb.  12v23 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) spirits/personalities/desires/traits [plural]   

Heb.  12v23 og (of the) equitable/innocent/righteous (persons [TCs])   

Heb.  12v23 og (the having been) completed/accomplished/{consummated (in character)}/ 

/consecrated/fulfilled/{made perfect}, 

Heb.  12v23 = To the  {mass meeting}/{general assembly}     (being “The Christian Nation” ... … ) 

also  the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the  Firstborn/{chief begotten}  people          (= The First-born elected out of The Christian Nation ...) 

the having been  enrolled/written/registered  within  the heavens,      (The Scroll of guaranteed Life – Rev.5v2-10 ... … ) 

also  to the  Judge (Yahweh)  of all,      (Christians in the 1st part of their physical life for the  3 way  decision)   

also  with the  spirits/personalities/desires/traits  of the  equitable/innocent/righteous  people  (TCs)     (The Mindset of “Righteousness”) 

the having been  completed/{consummated in character}/{made perfect},      (TC's having perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life.) 

 

To  (1) the general assembly   (The general Christian Nation over the some 2000 years of The Gospel Age   [of the many people invited … … ]) 

also to  (2) the ecclesia of the Firstborn people   (the 144000 TCs  [elected from out  of The Christian Nation]  Matt.20v16, 22v14) 

              (Where  “The Firstborn”  are  actively  and more importantly,  accurately  calling out  “The Word of God”  to The World,  freely.) 
having been enrolled within the heavens  ( [1] ideally 144000 TCs,   [2] those people who ultimately succeed  “The Assay of The Millennium”). 
              (Noting,  it should not be assumed with the separator  “also to”  that  “the general assembly”  equally has been  “enrolled in the heavens”!)  

also to The Judge (Yahweh)  of all   (being  only  “Christians”  for  [1] TCs  [2] resurrection into The Millennium  [3] ignored at both resurrections), 
also with the  spirits/persons/desires/traits  of the  equitable/righteous  people   (The TCs have the  one/same  mind as Yahweh, John.17v21+) 

having been consummated in character   (TC perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life while in the 1st part of their physical life,  hence “elected”). 
            (Paul's whole thrust is  [1] firstly,  Yahweh must gain His 144000 TCs,  and then  [2] explains,  it is possible to be saved in The Millennium.) 

 

Paul talks out to the general assembly of  “Christians”,  and through exhortation he is personally calling to The Brethren to precisely imitate JC  

(through his commands of us)  to be like him as the  Firstborn/{chief begotten}  -   precisely as Paul sets the perfect example,  so their names might be 

validated on  “The Scroll of  (guaranteed)  Life”  in The Heavens  of which JCg  unwraps to attain his Bride of 144000 TCs – Rev. chapter 5+ onwards 

for 14v1-4,  where their  “synapse construction mapping”  is under the safe keeping by Yahweh –  see  “Heavenly Treasure”  in glossary). 

Noting Revelations chapter 6 unto chapter 19 explains The Progress of Christians over some 2000 years while the 144000 TCs validate themselves unto 

The World as being worthy to become JCg’s Bride (Rev.19v4-9)  ready for The 1st Resurrection (Rev.20v6) to make The Marriage possible (Rev.21v2,9). 

Certain  worldly Christian theologians may argue with my interpretation of this being  an exhortation to become part of The Elect  (as first-born/chief 

begotten),  but rather a statement of  “the ecclesia”  under the banner of  JC who himself was the  Firstborn/{chief begotten}. 

Does this assertion of theirs have any credibility? 

I ask the reader to take a concordance and look at the entries under  “church”  to see if this is a general reference. 

The answer is a resounding  -  No!   It is  not –  but is a  unique  quote as given here in v23! 

Many references state the  church/(ecclesia)  of God  (Act.12v5, 20v28, 1Cor.1v2, 10v32, 11v22, 12v28 [by implication],  15v9, 2Cor.1v1, Gal.1v13, 

Eph.1v17-23 [by implication],  Gal.1v13, 1Tim.3v5, 3v15)  and thus is  not  a  “church/(ecclesia)  of JCg”. 

We are told that JC is  the head  of the church (Eph.5v23) –  but it does  not  make it  his  church  (also notice this is not commutative) –  but rather JCg 

is responsible for it –  where  “The Ecclesia”  belongs  to Yahweh  (note the  all-important  shift from  “church”  to “ecclesia”).  Also we are told The 

Ecclesia forms part of JCg’s body  (Col.1v18. 1Cor.12v12-22, Eph.4v15-16)  and a similar argument follows as before,  it does not make The Ecclesia 

JCg’s church,  but rather all parts of the body  belong  to Yahweh  including the head  (JCg),  where we are told of the hierarchy (1Cor.11v3). 
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We are also told of the  “Firstfruits”  meaning the  “first harvest”  from the land should be offered to Yahweh at The Temple  (Ex.23v16-19, 34v22, 

Lev.23v5-25, etc.)  to mean they  “belong to God”  analogous to being  “The Ecclesia of God”   who/which  as  “the Firstborn”  of being  “Born 

Again” (John.3v1-12)  shall be translated to become “Sons of God” at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, etc.)  because they 

have had their names written in the heavens  (foreknown by Yahweh, Rom.8v29).  

Furthermore - 

We are told in Lev.23v5-25  The First Fruit  “Barley”  is presented immediately on the day after  “The Enforced Sabbath”  (that immediately 

follows The Passover)  and 50 days later  The Firstfruit  “Wheat”  is presented at  “Pentecost/Ingathering”  of what is to come! 

What does this  “knowledge”  scream out  to us? 

JC covered us in death over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  being  “The 7th/Perfected Day of The Week”  (=The Millennial Day, John.19v31, 20v1, 

2Pet.3v8, Ps.90v4, Mark.2v27-28)  and became  The First (as The Barley)  of The Firstfruits  who were to follow 50 days later of the  next  Firstfruits  

(as The Wheat)  as we are told at Acts.2v1-40  at Pentecost  (50 days later),  being  the start of the election  (Ingathering)  of  “The First fruits”  from 

out The Gospel Age of some 2000 years  (Matt.20v16, 22v14, etc.). 

Where both  (1) JC as  “The  First  Firstfruit”  Barley   and  (2) then  “The Next Firstfruits” of  Wheat  that come  before  “The Main Harvest”  of  

Wheat  in The Millennium. 

All  precisely as The Bible tells us  as my citations show, –  but  most certainly not  as our  worldly Christian leaders  errantly preach to us! 

Has the reader  ever  been told about this by their  worldly Christian leaders? 

If not,  -  then  why  not?  -  If they are supposed to be representing Yahweh’s Interests? 

This is  “The Core Gospel”  of which JC taught of The Lord’s Acceptable Year (Luke.4v19),  often for 3 days to the same people (Mark.8v2-3) 

This is what identified JC  as being different to  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  (Mark.1v22)  and, 

Why they wanted to kill him  (John.11v47-53, Matt.26v3-4, etc.). 

Let me continue  

The context of  “all”  is  “Christians”  (and does  not  include  non-Christians)  and therefore supports my other assertion,  it is  only  Yahweh who 

makes  “The 1st Judgement”  by  electing/selecting  His future  “Sons of God”  from out of the Christian “pool”  of people  (being  “The Election”  of 

those individuals who demonstrably to The World  (by works)  precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the best they were able –  as 5 and 2 talent 

individuals,  Matt.25v18-22).  Furthermore, though not spoken of here,  it shall be JCg and his fellow 144000  “Sons of God”  (metaphorically his bride,  

Rev.21v2, 9)  who shall judge  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28. 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.).  

All precisely as John chapter 5 teaches us –  please read all my local commentaries in that chapter. 

In this context,  we read it is the Firstborn as  “The Firstfruits”   (Rev.14v1-4)  being those specific individuals who  are  declared  

“equitable/innocent/righteous”  to what Yahweh had laid out for them.  They gave the very best they could offer to Yahweh in their personal sacrifice,  as 

did JC   (and back to Cain and Abel by analogy and thus referenced in the next verse),  having personally made their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  

completed/{consummated in character}/{made perfect}  to Yahweh’s specific requirements.  They have thus personally fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire of them 

–  just as JC was able to do  (Matt.3v17, 17v5, Luke.3v22, 9v35)  as determined by “The Greatest Authority”, Yahweh  (Heb.6v13). 

Therefore we can reason - 

The TCs of the 1st part of their physical life have perfected their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  being captured within their  “synapse 

construction mapping”  (safety stored by Yahweh as the  “Heavenly Treasure”)  can equally be  “equitably/innocently/righteously”  

“awakened/roused”  into the 2nd part of their physical life within an  incorruptible body that can  never  “see death”  (The 2nd Death of 

Annihilation –  Rev.2v11, 20v6).  This incorruptible body would  not  be a perfected DNA fleshly body  (that can still die if refused access to 

the  “tree of life”  Gen. 3v24,  noting the proviso in my commentary at Rev.22v2)  but rather a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body like that 

given to JCg as a Son of God based upon what they sowed in the 1st part of their physical life  (just as Paul explains in 1Cor.15v35-55). 

Thus explaining the verse with these additions - 

To a universal assembly   (hence The Invitation given and accepted by all Christians),   

also  to  the church of the Firstborn   (These people are  to become  the  Born Again Firstfruit TCs at the 1st 2nd C  where it states 

(1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13)  the  Firstborn  now taken up to the heavens  [perfected],  thus it  cannot  be as universally 

and fraudulently claimed now   “born again”  in a fleshly body!)   

registered in the heavens   (these are TCs,  born again  risen with JCg at 1st 2nd C and recorded as such in the heavens  at their death!)   

and The Judge  (Yahweh)  of all   (these TC having passed the grade to become Priests as “Sons of God”,  being that it was He who judged 

them)  (“The General Resurrection” has  not  yet occurred.  We have  not  yet entered The Millennium period just yet –  that starts 3.5 years 

later,   after “The 1st Resurrection”!)   (Paul, repeating to make very clear)   

with the  spirits/personalities/desires/traits   (TCs now resurrected into spiritual bodies)   

of the  equitable/righteous   (these are  only TCs),   

having been  perfected   (made complete  to God’s Will,  ready spiritually as Priests within physical celestial bodies taken at the 1st 2nd C). 

Thus we have just read here in verse 23 speaking of Yahweh  judging the  Equitable/Innocent/Righteous people being the TCs  from out of the Christian 

Nation,  having  personally perfected  the 2nd part of their spiritual life  upon  “The Word of God”  (during the 1st part of their physical life –  regaining 

consciousness in the 2nd part of their physical life within a body  commensurate with their perfected spirit  to become future  “Sons of God”). 

Then the next verse 24 moves onto how JCg is making all things known to those people  (being the vast majority)  who failed Yahweh's Ideal Goal  (of 

perfecting their mindset to become like JC’s)  in the 1st part of their physical life.   Though they will have that opportunity in the 2nd part of their physical 

life in The Millennium. 

Heb.  12v24 og also  (of the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement  (of the) new/fresh/regenerated/young   

Heb.  12v24 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {go-between}/{an internunciator}/reconciler/intercessor/mediator   

Heb.  12v24 og (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves},   

Heb.  12v24 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) blood  (of the) sprinkling  (the) vigorous/stronger/better/nobler (things)   

Heb.  12v24 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) speaking/uttering/saying  near/beside/with/against/alongside  the  (of) Abel. 

Heb.  12v24 = also  of the  new/fresh  contract/covenant/agreement  in/with  the  reconciler/intercessor/mediator  of the  Jesus,   

also  with  sprinkling  the blood  speaking/saying  better/nobler  things  beside/alongside (= than)  the  Abel   (could give to Yahweh). 

 

Also of the new  contract/agreement   (The 2nd Covenant given by  both  [1] ministry  [2] ransom sacrifice) 
in/with  the  reconciler/mediator  Jesus   (personally –  being without the  “Christ/Anointed”  alongside), 

also with the sprinkling of blood   (in sacrifice,  metaphorically)   by speaking the better things than the Abel  (could give to Yahweh). 
                ( [1] Abel's lifestyle caused his death,  but  [2] JC's lifestyle  [was much better than Abel's]  became the cause  of his death) 

                (Because the Methodology of  [1] Abel and  [2] JC,  was better than that of  [1] Cain or  [2] The Professional Leaders of Religion.) 

                (Furthermore,  Abel was ignorant of his murder and might have run away first,  but JC  [1] knew of and  [2] volunteered his murder) 
 

Compare with Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5,  where likewise we are taught,  JCg is the mediator between us and Yahweh. 

Importantly notice,  how the  “ho theos”  (“the specific god” of the context)  changes as we personally  grow away from  The World to become a  “Son 

of Yahweh”,  becoming  “The Fulfilment”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (JCg’s 1st 2nd C, Rev.19v4-9, 20v6;  and then  JCg's 2nd 2nd C occurs 3.5 years 

later,  Rev.19v16-21 ready for Rev.21v1-4).  Please read all my cited inter-verse commentaries. 

This understanding is  never  correctly taught by our  worldly  Christian leaders –  they just do  not  understand it –  at several levels! 
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It is specifically JC who makes  “The New Covenant”  possible to provide  “The Bridge”  between Yahweh and us,  over what has now become a 2 part 

life  (only made possible by JC’s actions upon this Earth some 2000 years ago through the vehicle of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  [actually  “The Fulfilment 

of The Prophecies”  made by Yahweh  through The Prophets –  themselves  speaking  “The Word of God” –  hence John.10v16 and link of Rev.19v13).  

Paul then goes on to state,  the blood sprinkled by JC is much better than what  equitable/innocent/righteous  Abel shed some 6000 years ago in his 

sacrificial offering –  that was despised by Cain  (hence of Abel’s murder committed by Cain). 

Thus the fresh covenant  will to be made  very clear to every human  upon their resurrection,  during The Millennium –  because  they failed 

the old covenant  and  thus righteously died! 

The sprinkling of blood  will be communicated during their education,  this sprinkling of blood became  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  that on a  

“like-for-like”  enabled their resurrection in the most  equitable/righteous  manner,  being  “the answer”  to the question   “Why am I 

here?”  Made upon their resurrection. 

Better than Abel  was stated by Paul because The Jews through their knowledge of The Tanakh knew Abel to have been the righteous brother 

slain by his aggrieved brother Cain,  and thus be in the position to personally apply that knowledge here. 

However at the next level –  explaining  why  JC’s blood shed at his murder was much better than Abel’s –  because - 

1. JC knew before he started his mission –  he was to be murdered in the most painful manner,  Abel may have run away if foreknowing! 

2. JC was offering his life for  other  people,  Abel was only offering on behalf of himself. 

3. JC was  utterly/completely  equitable/innocent/righteous  to Yahweh's Requirements and was thus able to bear our sins before Yahweh. 
 

81st Warning – The  Brethren/Christians  aiming to become TCs must  not be  avoiding/rejecting  Yahweh’s speaking to 

us,  because those people  (Noah/Moses/etc.)  did not shun what Yahweh  warned/requested,  then likewise we ourselves 

should not be turning back from what Yahweh of the heavens  warns/requests  of us during The Gospel Age. 

154th Instruction – The  Brethren/Christians  aiming to become TCs must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire!   Read the Bible  (or this 

website – “FutureLife.Org”  to find out precisely what Yahweh Desires from His TCs!   We will  not  gain this knowledge 

from  worldly (and certainly not charlatan)  Christian leaders feeding the desires of a  worldly  establishment! 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - heaven(s) = singular refers to the authority around The Earth,  plural represents The Universe. 

Thus singular  heaven/sky  over The Earth refers to Satan’s authority now or JCg’s authority in The Millennium. 

Plural heavens  refers to Yahweh’s Domain operating under His Authority = The Universe. 

This information is lost in our many near useless bible translations  (for analytical study)  where in places the translators 

seem to toss a dice as being The Means to decide whether they use singular or plural for the Greek word (Matt.23v13)! 

75th Good News – The Ancient Worthies completely fulfilled Yahweh's Desire enabling us (Mankind) to be redeemed today 

(ultimately JC coming through successfully as The Ransom Sacrifice based upon what they did through  prophecy/action), 

and there shall be 144000 TCs who follow through likewise to fulfil Yahweh's Desire and thus herald-in The Millennium! 

174th Comment – Yahweh’s pronouncements are so  “ground-shaking” on the future course of humanity that He exclaims: 

“I, Yahweh,  will once more shake not only The Earth but  also  The Heaven/Sky!” 

198th Allegory – Earth = The Systems/Protocols/Procedures  supporting The World  (as does likewise The Earth support 

The World (life/adornment/decoration – StrongsTM = 2889).  Thus humans are supported by the  systems/protocols  for 

The World operating to their own  reasoning/conscience  during the 1st part of their physical life on this planet. 

Allegory – repeat - heavenly (singular) = Ruling Authority  (analogous to “the sky”)  over The Earth in The Millennium. 

307th Reasoning – Yahweh shall totally shake what occurs on this planet.  He did it physically with The Flood,  but this is 

analogous to Yahweh spiritually shaking both The 1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel to achieve His  “Early Adopters”  as The 

Remnants  elected/selected  out of the two epochs of Israel.  Then at the start of The Millennium,  Yahweh shall shake The 

Heaven – being The Authority over The Earth to remove Satan (Rev.20v1-3)  and place JCg as The Ruler over The Earth  

(Rev.19v16)  being of its  systems/protocols/mechanisms  that support Mankind  (then to be “The Resurrected World”). 

175th Comment – Paul’s states,  Yahweh’s language makes plain the transfer of power from the things being shaken to 

those things that are not shaken,  and those things that have not been shaken to be removed shall remain for ever. 

308th Reasoning – Paul is teaching us,  the old powers of The Earth being of its leaders  (and their methodology of the last 

6000 years establishing  systems/protocols/procedures/etc.,)  shall be replaced by  “The Prophets and The TCs”  whose 

existence shall last for an eternity.  Also Paul explains,  Satan being the present authority of the  heaven/sky (singular)  

shall be shaken and removed,  to be replaced by JCg (Rev.19v16)  who shall personally reign over The Earth with full 

power/authority/capability.    Thus a complete regime change,  for The Better  (for most humans [except the leaders])! 

155th Instruction – Consequently,  The Brethren/Christians  aiming to become TCs ideally  selected/elected  for office of 

“Anointing” by Yahweh,  must imbue “The Methodology required for The Kingdom of God” that shall last for an eternity. 

199th Allegory – The Kingdom of God = a society that operates under  (thus fulfils)  Yahweh’s Desire.  

156th Instruction – The Brethren/Christians  carefully aiming to become TCs must become as a hired menial,  offering 

divine service to Yahweh with  {downcast eyes}/reverence  also  caution/dread  and this is agreeable to Yahweh. 

309th Reasoning – Menial service to Yahweh in divine service means just that!   Precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle 

for  no  worldly return whatsoever – everything must be freely given.  Only when  “The Minister is destitute”  are we then 

instructed to give something to assist them to survive to the next day!   Or, the ministers live by secular work and become 

lay-preachers as shown by Paul – he was a tent-maker to bring life sustaining income.  This is what The Bible tells us! 

82nd Warning – I cannot remember the last time I have sincerely seen  worldly (and certainly never,  charlatan)  Christian 

leaders: “with  {downcast eyes}/reverence  also  caution/dread”  in their  “supposedly apparent”  divine worship!   

What does this  really tell us?   Do I really need to write down an answer to this rhetorical question? 

310th Reasoning – It is only TCs being sojourners in this World  (persecuted as marginalised  “strangers in this world”)  

who are looking forward to  “The New World”  that JCg will herald-in –  become people  “loving by principle”  The  New 

World within which they desire to make a home.  This being  “The Reality of The Kingdom of God”  operating up to that 

time only in their mind,  displayed to The World by their  teaching/deeds  (being the  presence/parousia  of JCg in them). 
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76th Good News – For those specific Individuals providing  accurate  ministry by fulfilling Yahweh's Desire with fidelity 

having  “downcast eyes and in dread”  to Yahweh for  no worldly return  will be blessed with Sonship  in The Millennium. 

Heb.  12v25 og (you) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed}  

Heb.  12v25 og not  (you) {to beg off}/deprecate/decline/shun/avoid/reject/refuse [middle voice]   

Heb.  12v25 og the (One [Yahweh])  speaking/uttering/saying.  

Heb.  12v25 og if  For  those (persons)  no/not/none   (they) {ran away}/shunned/vanished/escaped/fled  

Heb.  12v25 og the (one [Moses])  over/upon/concerning  of the  Earth/land/province/country/region   

Heb.  12v25 og (the having) {begged off}/deprecated/declined/shunned/avoided/rejected/refused [middle voice, plural]   

Heb.  12v25 og (the) {uttering an oracle}/{being (divinely) intimate}/{bearing (as a) title}/{being called}/ 

/{being admonished (warned) of God}/revealing/speaking,   

Heb.  12v25 og (to the) many/much/plenteous  {greater degree}/{more than}/better  {we ourselves}  the (persons [TCs])   

Heb.  12v25 og the (One [Yahweh])   off/away/separated/from  (of the) {zones above the land/earth}/heavens   

Heb.  12v25 og (the) {turning away/back}/{bringing again}/restoring  [middle voice, plural]; 

Old Testament reference located at  Num.14v26-35, 16v1-35 (as a couple of many examples). 

Heb.  12v25 = You  beware/{take heed}     (a most serious warning ... … ) 

(that)  not  you  personally  decline/avoid/reject/shun  the One (Yahweh)  speaking/uttering.     (Do not ignore God's Word!) 

For  if  not  those people  {ran away}/escaped/fled     (For if the Israelites could not escape Yahweh's Judgement ... … ) 

the having  personally  declined/avoided/rejected/shunned     (when they had rejected ... … ) 

the one (Moses)  {uttering oracle}/{being warned by God}  over/upon  the  Earth/land/region,     (Yahweh speaking through Moses ... …) 

(then)  much  {more than}/rather  {we ourselves}     (then consider how much more retribution for us with  all  “The Knowledge” ... … ) 

the ones  (charlatan Christian leaders)  personally  {turning away/back}/restoring  from  the One  (Yahweh)   

of the  heavens.     (be consumed if we refuse to precisely obey Yahweh!) 

 

You (Christians [leaders])  beware   (hence this is a serious personal warning to us claiming to be “Christians”  [especially our Leaders, James.3v1]) 

(that)   not  you personally decline The One (Yahweh)  speaking   (these required instructions for  [1] our personal,  and  [2] society's  benefit) 

for if not the people  (of The 1st Epoch Israel)  escaped   (Yahweh's judgement of dying in The Wilderness … … ) 

(when they)   having personally rejected the one  (Moses) 
being warned by God (Yahweh)  over the region   (Yahweh  constantly warned  The Jews  in  “The Wilderness”  through Moses … … ) 

(then how)   much more   (retribution for us with  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  given through  “The Exemplar”,  “JC”)  

we ourselves   (of  “The 2nd Covenant”  =  The Brethren who  should  be aiming to be TCs)   

the ones   (who then become  charlatan Christian leaders over their  duped/deluded  devotees)    
personally turning back from The One (Yahweh)  of the heavens   (Yahweh's  Methodology/Authority  [to be controlling our minds]) 

               (It is  far more serious  [than for the Jews]  if Christians personally reject Yahweh  -  because  “iniquitous Christians”  shall be annihilated) 

 

My interpretation is perhaps more sound than  “the implied”  as given in other translations –  especially over  “Who”  is uttering what! 

“Moses”  is still within Paul’s mind  (from verse 21 and before)  in relation to the rebellious  “1st Epoch Israel”;  hence Paul mind races along and 

sweeps in again with the example of  “The 1st Epoch Israelites”  and that we should  not  be like them –   at the next level (spiritual). 

As this website consistently teaches everything has gone up a level because of  “The New (2nd) Covenant”  making all this possible.  

Thus Moses was the intercessor for  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (= The Jewish Nation) –  under  “The Old Covenant” (of Works). 

And JC become the intercessor for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (= The Christian Nation) –  under  “The New Covenant” (of The Mind). 

So Paul states - 

1. All people must  never  decline/avoid/reject/shun  Yahweh  (else ultimately the individuals become annihilated over their “2 part life” –  when 

having full access to  “The Word of God” –  and personally rejected  “The Knowledge”  [all of which is described by  “iniquity”]). 

2. Then by analogy,  Paul uses  “The Old Israel”  under the worldly spokesperson,  Moses,  giving them warnings from God  not  to do certain 

things –  that were promptly  ignored/contested  by some individuals,  and they consequently received punishment (death)  from the errors of 

their ways  (because they could not escape justice). 

3. Now us,  of  “The Christian Nation”,  should be  even more careful  (having these example from which to learn, hence 2Tim.3v15-17) –  

because we have been warned directly by Yahweh’s mouth-piece  (JC)  being  “The Word of God”  (who is presently physically in The 

Heavens  alongside his Father).  Importantly, JCg has left his  presence/parousia  as  “The Word of God”  operating today within his  

compliant  physical body of the 144000 TCs, spread out over some 2000 years  (1Cor.12v12-22, etc.),  that we should  not  become  

charlatans  with  “The Word of God” –  by turning our back upon Yahweh for  self-indulgent  reasons.   

Else we will be cut out  (John.15v1-6, Rom.11v15-25, etc.). 

This explanation further supports the idea,   we can turn away and lose all,  being of the  (1) HS and  (2) JCg’s  agape/phileo.   

This righteous exegesis is naturally  contrary to errant worldly Christian doctrine – as presently taught and of which I have dated sermon transcripts to 

substantiate my assertions,  of which I shall publicly audit these line by line in due time! 

Heb.  12v26 og {of whom/which}  the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice   

Heb.  12v26 og the  Earth/land/province/country/region  (it) wavered/agitated/disturbed/rocked/shook/{stirred up}   

Heb.  12v26 og then/{at the time},   now/present/immediate  and  

Heb.  12v26 og (he has) {announced upon}/{engage (to do something)}/{assert (something with respect to oneself)}/ 

/pledge/profess/{(make) promise},   

Heb.  12v26 og (the) stating/exclaiming:   

Heb.  12v26 og yet/still/more  {one/single time}/{once for all time}    (emphatic) I/me   

Heb.  12v26 og (I will) {rock sideways/(to and fro)}vibrate/agitate/{(cause to) tremble}/quake/shake   

Heb.  12v26 og not  merely/alone/only  the  Earth/land/province/country/region,   

Heb.  12v26 og but  also  the  {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky. 

Old Testament reference located at  Hag.2v6. 

Heb.  12v26 = The  disclosure  {of Whom}  (Yahweh)   

then  it  wavered/shook/disturbed  the  Earth/land/region,     (to obtain His three Remnants of “Israel” that return to The Lord ... … ) 

and  now  He has  {announced upon}/pledged/promised  the  stating/exclaiming:-     (via The Prophets then of The 1st Epoch Israel ... …) 

I will  once more  {rock sideways}/vibrate/quake     (being The TCs of the 2nd Epoch Israel now,  to then make possible … … ) 

not  merely/only  the  Earth/land/region,    (a change to  “the  systems/protocols/procedures/mechanisms”  that support Mankind … … ) 

but  also  the  heaven/sky.    (When Yahweh gives JCg  “The Authority”  over The World in The Millennium) 
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The disclosure of Whom  (Yahweh) 

then disturbed the Earth   (through His interaction with The World  -  by asserting His Authority through both  [1] Moses and then  [2] JC) 
and now  (for The Gospel Age)  He has promised,  the stating: 

  I (Yahweh)  will once more rock sideways   (being  to close  The Gospel Age  [when having the validated 144000 TCs]) 

  not only the Earth   (“the  systems/protocols/mechanisms”  that support  The World/Life  [will be completely changed throughout all of society]) 

  but also the sky   (“The Local Authority”  controlling Mankind = Satan's present worldly methodology  [replaced by Yahweh’s Methodology via JC). 

 

Paul states   “Yahweh shook the  Earth/land/region”  as appropriate   -  showing He is most certainly capable in a physical sense at the inauguration of 

both  “The 1st and The 2nd Covenants”  through Moses and then JC. 

This operates at two levels through  “The Two Epochs of Israel”  (Jews/Christians) - 

1. “The Early Adopters”  demonstrably showing their credentials to precisely fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

2. As “The Early Adopters” grow,  give prophecy and fulfil prophecy,  enables Yahweh to  righteously  close the appropriate Epochs of Israel 

Yahweh is telling us through His agents by prophecy that He  (1) shook and  (2) will shake the Earth over the  two  epochs of Israel to yield  (1) The 

Prophets and then  (2) The TCs,  both groupings as  “The Early Adopters”  who  individually  fulfilled Yahweh's Desire to bring forward  “The Salvation 

of Mankind”  in their  own unique manner  (being different body parts of JC’s body –  1Cor.12v12-22).   Then the  Heaven/Sky  shall be shaken at the 

end of The Gospel Age  (Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3)  as Yahweh  brings-in  The Millennium  (as soon as He has His prophesied 144000 TCs validated)  

where it is His Methodology through JCg as  “The Ruling Authority”  over  “The Resurrected World”  of The Millennium. 

So what does this mean? 

Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us? 

Sadly again –  it becomes clear to us that it is   “Not what they vainly preach to us!” 

They get  just about everything wrong  as soon as they depart from quoting The Bible!    

Hence virtually everything they state is wrong because they rarely use The Bible  (as their output demonstrates)! 

They only  attempt  to use The Bible with  “out of context quotes”  to vainly support  “worldly reasoning”  to fund their position in society! 

How bad is that! 

JC warns us,  The Earth is in for an  “almighty shake up”,  in the sense The World (= Life [= Mankind] as we know it)  will be shaken so severely as it 

has never been since the days of Noah,  and that unless Yahweh as an extra-terrestrial Entity intervenes,  then no flesh will be saved  (Matt.24v21-22). 

This will occur when Yahweh shakes the  singular  “Heaven”,  being  “The New Authority”  over The Earth in The Millennium to close The Gospel Age 

(Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v10-14).  By prophecy JC also tells us,  the  heaven/sky  and earth shall pass away,  but his words will not  (Matt.24v35),  -  and 

again this is referring to the existing worldly  political/commercial/religious  “three legged stool”  creating  “the  systems/protocols/mechanisms”  that  

support  Mankind in the same manner The Earth supports  “Mankind”.   Moreover,  the term  “singular heaven”  represents  “The Local Authority over 

The World”  to be  presently  “The Methodology of Satan”  (the  heaven/sky  now during the past 6000 years, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  that  drives  the  

collective mind within the three legged stool of  religion/politics/commerce.  All this shall be  removed/dissolved  (2Pet.3v10)  and replaced by  “The 

New Earth”  (new systems/protocols)  and “The New Heaven”  (new Authority/Methodology)  at the start of The Millennium under JCg’s rule. 

I am only quoting The Bible to give warning –  but worryingly,  it is now  “politically correct”  never  to teach of such things by our  worldly 

Christian leaders who apparently feel they have a much more important agenda,  which is to self-indulge themselves by using  “The Word of 

God”  as their personal tool to make gain out of their deluded devotees  (Acts.20v29)! 

Thus JC commands The Apostles to  accurately  teach of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19)  to the whole World and  then  “The End”  

will come  (Matt.24v14). 

Why does JC desire this? 

Because he  dearly cares  for his personal Creation! 

JC knows that left to its own self-indulgent devices,  then  “Mankind”  will annihilate itself –  and in the closing period  (mid-21st Century)  it will 

become so painful that as we are told  “Men’s hearts will faint with fear” (Luke.21v26)  because no human solution can be found to the present ensuing 

chaos from all quarters.   (A 4th revision addition.  The manmade Covid-19 is an early example of this – being the havoc created by Man upon Mankind.) 

Thus JC wants  “The Whole Gospel”  to be  accurately  taught to The World  (Matt.24v14),  so  all  people might have a future  for which to aim  being 

of the forthcoming Millennium –  to maintain sanity while The World collapses in around them.  The Populace at  “The Closing”  of The Gospel Age,  

will be  voting-in  demigod human leaders and giving them extreme  authority/power  in attempt to bring The World around as best they  vainly  might –  

but it is  only  Yahweh,  Who shall rescue  “The Situation”  through  JCg  (Rev.19v16-21).   Amen! 

Sadly,  Mankind must go through this chaos to prove unto  the very last human dissenter  that  “humans”  (of Mankind)  when given enough time  will  

destroy themselves,  rather than to make things perfect!   

This is to counter the  fraudulent  claim made by most human leaders,  that being -  

“Give us enough time and resources  (by your votes)  and then we can personally solve the problems within Mankind!”   

Without realising that absolutely  nothing  can be solved by living according to the present “worldly methodology”  (driving our minds).   

It requires The Methodology  as sourced by Yahweh,   exemplified by JC  that shall solve The World’s problems! 

It is of this,  Paul is teaching us by quoting prophecy -  being what  is  now to befall this planet and  all  life upon it  in the very near future. 

This  “near future”  of almost human annihilation shall occur within about 40 years of this 4th revision commentary addition (2021 CE). 

Fortunately because of JC’s 1st Advent some 2000 years ago,  righteously allows Yahweh to intervene through JCg and the 144000 TCs to 

save us  (as a species, together with the following Millennium)  around the mid-21st Century CE! 

Rev.21v1-4,  speaks of  The New Jerusalem  sanctioned by Yahweh  maybe occurring in 2067 CE – being  the next Jewish Jubilee Year  based upon the 

ramping-up milestone events having occurred on each of the previous three Jewish Jubilee years regarding  “The Establishment of Jerusalem”,  thereby  

exhibiting Yahweh’s Omnificence  over us! 

Heb.  12v27 og the (phrase)  And:   

Heb.  12v27 og Yet/Still/More  {one/single time}/once,  (he/it) {makes plain}/declares/shows/signifies   

Heb.  12v27 og of the (things)    (being) wavering/agitated/disturbed/rocking/shaken/{stirred up}   

Heb.  12v27 og the  transferral/{disestablishment (of a law)}/change/removing/translation,   {in that manner}/likewise/as  

Heb.  12v27 og (of the having been) did/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised [plural],   

Heb.  12v27 og that  (it may/should) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand  the (things)   

Heb.  12v27 og not  (the having been) wavering/agitated/disturbed/rocking/shaken/{stirred up} [plural].  

Heb.  12v27 = And  the (phrase)   

“Yet once more (etc.)”     (The fact the scriptures state  “Yet once more”  means again … … ) 

He/it  (Yahweh/prophecy)  {makes plain}/declares/shows     (Yahweh through scripture clearly tells us … … ) 

the  transferral/disestablishment/change     (that change will occur in the future … … ) 

of the  things  being  agitated/rocked/shaken/{stirred up},      (when the present worldly system is shaken up … … ) 

{in that manner}/as  the having been  made/yielded/performed/produced,     (as specifically occurred to yield JC’s 1st Advent … … ) 

that  the things  not  agitated/rocked/shaken/{stirred up}  may  stay/remain/endure.      (Enabling the 3 Remnants of “Israel” to remain) 

 

And the  (phrase)   
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  Yet once more (… etc.)   (the fact The Scriptures state  “once more”,  means  “the same thing  will  occur again in the future”) 

He/it  (Yahweh/prophecy)  makes plain   (to us who  hearken  unto “The Scriptures” … … ) 
the  transferral/change   (being  “the change from one state to another state”  will occur in the future at  Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3) 

of the things being  agitated/shaken   (when “Present”  operations will be changed into  “Future”  operations,  incrementing Yahweh’s Plan)   

in that manner as having been  made/performed   (as occurred at JC’s 1st Advent,  as it will at JCg’s 2nd Advent [mid-21st Century]) 

that the things not  agitated/shaken  might remain   (“The 3 Remnants of the 3 Epochs of Israel that return to The Lord”  remain for an eternity) 

 

The prophecy upon which Paul calls is being used to explain what is to occur at “The End of The Gospel Age” that shall be marking the end of Satan’s 

6000 year tenure over this planet.  Where Yahweh shook up  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  to attain  “The Prophets and yielded JC’s 1st Advent”,  then Paul 

speaks of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  to attain  “The Prophesied 144000 TCs that shall yield JCg’s 2nd Advent”.   Then finally,  “The 3rd Shake-up of The 

(singular) Heaven”  (i.e. local to The Earth),  being  “The Authority of Satan”,  and  “The Introduction of Yahweh’s Authority”  (local to  “The Earth 

Authority/Heaven”)  through JCg and the 144000 TCs to  bring-in  The Millennium  (Rev.19v14-21 and then onto Rev.20v1-3). 

Thus Paul explains to  “The Holy Brethren”   (as analogous representatives of the TCs at the end of The Gospel Age),  a change will occur to  

all  things worldly –  being the three bastions of  “Politics, Religion and Commerce”  supporting the present corrupt worldly system that will 

be  “agitated/rocked/shaken/{stirred up}”  and thus dissolved,  all as 2Pet.3v10  (Rev. chapters 17-19 and into 20-21)  so clearly teach us.   

That is specifically  why  TCs will avoid  actively participating as leaders  within the three worldly bastions of  politics/religion/commerce  because the 

TCs have  no  desire for their mindset to become  blemished/dirtied/sullied  by the methodology that operates within the layered tiers of these three 

worldly centres!   Else by consequence,  these TCs would become personally sucked down within them  (by mentally operating with a worldly mindset)  

when these three bastions  collapse/implode  (severe perturbations of which we have seen in the last 100 years,  as a woman in travail – 1Thes.5v3). 

Then afterwards,  all the things JC established within The World being  “his body of TCs”  operating within The World shall remain and continue 

through into The Millennium and become its leaders as  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.),  where it is  “The Last/Least”  within society 

today  (as TCs)  who shall be given by Yahweh  “The First/Most”  within society in The Millennium  (as the  kings/priests),  precisely as JC told us at  

Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc. 

Heb.  12v28 og Therefore/Consequently  (the) kingdom/reign/realm/domain   

Heb.  12v28 og (the) unshakeable/unwavering/immoveable/{which cannot be moved}   

Heb.  12v28 og (the) {receiving near}/{associating with}/{assuming an office}/learning/receiving [plural],  

Heb.  12v28 og (let us [TCs]) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit  through (reason of)   

Heb.  12v28 og {of whom/which}  (we may/should) {as a hired menial}/{minister (to God)}/worship/{divine service}   

Heb.  12v28 og {quite agreeably}/acceptably/{well-pleasingly}  to the  God [Yahweh] 

Heb.  12v28 og {amid/together/with (meta)}     

Heb.  12v28 og (of the) {downcast eyes}/bashfulness/{(to men) modesty}/{(to God) awe}/reverence/shamefacedness   

Heb.  12v28 og also  (of the) caution/{(religious) reverence (piety)}/dread/{godly fear}; 

Heb.  12v28 = Consequently  (yourselves)   

the  {receiving near}/{associating with}/{assuming an office}/learning     (we must use God’s Word  to change us  so we can be of … … ) 

the  unshakable/unwavering/immoveable  kingdom/reign/realm,     (of  “The New World Order”  built upon Yahweh’s Methodology.) 

let us  hold/possess/obtain  the  gifts/favours/benefit  through reason  {of which}    (Let us gain The Gifts that come with this knowledge) 

we  may/should  {as hired menial}/{minister to God}/{offer divine service}     (to become teachers of God’s Word to our neighbour … … ) 

with  of the  {downcast eyes}/bashfulness/reverence    (by becoming  contrite/humble/meek/submissive/abase/modest/self-effacing/etc. … ) 

also  of the  cautious/dread/{godly fear}     (also being  cautious/{referential fear}/dread/trepidation/apprehensive/agitated/etc. … … ) 

(that is)  agreeable/{well pleasing}  to the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Consequently   (yourselves assiduously aiming to be TCs … … )   

the  {receiving near}/{assuming an office}/learning   
           (we must gain  “knowledge”,  be prepared to take  ownership [of God’s Word],  to become “accountable and responsible”  with God’s Word”) 
(of)  the  unshakable/unwavering  kingdom   (“The New World Order”  produced by Yahweh’s Methodology acting in our mind and future reality), 

let us   (who are demonstrably actively aiming to be TCs  [thereby validating ourselves to have been placed upon  “The Scroll of {guaranteed} Life”])    
hold/obtain  the  gifts/favours/benefit   (being what  “The Word of God”  truly gives to a  hearkening/contrite  mind  [yielding “total reform”]) 

through reason of which   (when we have gained The Mind of Yahweh to behave exactly like JC, 1Pet.2v20-24, etc.  in a wholly responsible manner) 

we might as hired menials   (to  accurately represent Yahweh’s Interests on this planet =  accurately teach  “The Word of God”  by both  word/deed) 

        (“hired” means “paid” –  not  by worldly return  [as “Professional Leaders of Religion”],  but only by being given Sonship at The 1st Resurrection) 
with  {downcast eyes}/bashfulness   (humble/contrite  mind –  hardly what we see in  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders) 
also  cautious/dread   (we as cretins,  give the  utmost respect to Yahweh -  hardly what we see in  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders) 

(that is)   agreeable to The God (Yahweh)    (This shows the  demure  spirit/personality/desires/traits  -  “hardly what we see …”  as above). 
         (Why?   Because this is what Yahweh  desires in The Leaders for The Millennium -  not  the present worldly leaders becoming  “The New Satans”!) 

 

Some words given within this verse are hardly what we associate with  “Professional Leaders of Religion”, –  especially of the charismatic fringe! 

Let me interject a few words so we precisely understand what Paul means - 

Consequently yourselves   (the TCs,  listening and working hard,  be steadfast in  zeal to)   
{receive near}/{associate with}/{assume an office}/learn  (to gain Real Faith of)   

the  unshakable/unwavering/immoveable  kingdom/reign/realm  (that will be ready for a TC at JCg’s 1st 2nd C),   

let us  hold/possess/obtain  gifts/favours/benefit  (the qualities that come from having a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  sourced by Yahweh 

through “The Word of God”)   

through reason  {of which}  we may  {as hired menial}/{minister to God}/{offer divine service}  (this is not  “just [vain] belief in JC”  as  

false  Christian teachers put out,  but  accurate practical teaching  work  =  the sacrificial  offering = freely given work)   

with  {downcast eyes}/bashfulness/reverence  also  caution/dread/{godly fear}  (of utter humility and receiving absolutely nothing from the 

world  [being the opposite to charlatan Christian leaders])   

that is  agreeable/{well pleasing}  to  God.  (Because this creates  “the correct mindset”  that will allow Yahweh to give unto this person His 

full Authority (of infinite capability)  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  with  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium  -  entrusted with  

“Responsibility”  having  correctly exercised  it in the 1st part of their physical life). 

This is what being an  “apostle”  (“appointed to tell/[represent]”)   really means  -  to be precisely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 

How many people are  actually doing  this today,  or  “behaving as required”  to please Yahweh? 

Especially when considering those  (professional)  leaders (fraudulently) claiming to represent Yahweh –  then we might ask - 

Can the reader really see these  (professional)  “Leaders of Religion”  fulfilling  all  those requirements? 

It becomes obvious to The Reader those specific individuals fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  are  very rare  people. 

However,  Yahweh  is  searching out by  election/selection  these specific individuals who are  internally correctly motivated –  not for themselves –  but 

rather to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to glorify Yahweh  within  “The Minds of The Recipients”  having a  sane/reasoning  mind  to our teaching).  It is by 
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this method to be presenting  Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority  correctly unto the next generation of TCs in our sacrificial work,  while being 

externally persecuted by those  “Pious Religious People”  feeling personally exposed and thus  “aggrieved”  by this righteous work. 

I draw the reader to consider one of JC’s many parables  (Matt.21v28-31,  please see my local commentary)  

It is JC’s parable of the two sons doing his father’s bidding –  and we might ask    Who did the correct thing? 

Was it the son who said  “Yes”  but did not,  or the son who said  “No” and through conscience then went through to do the practical work? 

This is exactly of what Paul is speaking here –  clearly the son who pleases Yahweh is the specific individual who goes out with the  accurate  ministerial 

teaching work  (in “The Vineyard  of “The World”)  when asked to do so.   

Those people  only believing  and effectively saying   “Yes”  (through knowledge)  but perform  no  useful works that precisely satisfy 

Yahweh’s  Exacting  Desire are like  “the 1 talent steward”   (and the work is considered too harsh and demanding from an exacting master 

[to be guiding our mind with JC’s methodology/instruction]  Matt.25v24, Luke.19v21). 

However the people saying  “No”  (because initially they may be frightened of the enormity of the task ahead)  but through conscience go 

ahead and then do it  (to the very best of their varying ability  [Matt.25v15]  to  gain profit  ONLY  for The Lord/Master),  are like the 5 and 2 

talent stewards. 

I ask the  worldly (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders  

“Who do they think Yahweh will smile and look favourably upon in His  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  of  only  “Christians”  during 

The Gospel Age?”   

And secondly - 

Whose  heart/{seat of motivation}  out of those two  “representatives”  has the  correct  zeal favoured by The Father in the heavens? 

Notice the type of effectual words Paul is using  

{receive near}/{associate with}/{assume an office}/learn  =  we are to actively gain knowledge and take a position upon what we know! 

(This means  “behave responsibly”  with  “The Knowledge”  gained,  we must  “be respected”  by  “The Populace”,  because we 

must take upon ourselves Yahweh's  “Character and Authority”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”.  -  I hardly think our “Leaders 

of Religion”  and most of their devotees show these qualities  -  as The World witnesses!) 

{as hired menial}/{minister to God}/{offer divine service}  =  We are to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return  (of whatever). 

{downcast eyes}/bashfulness/reverence  also  caution/dread/{godly fear}  =  we are to operate in  unfeigned  humility driven by the heart. 

It is to these very  special  and  exceedingly few  people  (about 1 person in 100,000 people, Matt.20v16, 22v14),  Yahweh is  drawing-out  by  

selection/election,  and to whom Paul in this extortive manner is calling upon them to be like him as he copies JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 

This is possible for  any  person to do –  provided  we have the correct  heart/{seat of motivation}  condition to -   

(1) accurately  learn  “The Word of God”  (absolutely do  not  go to a seminary – Matt.23v15,  noting what was said of JC and the apostles, 

John.7v15, Acts.4v13  and what created Saul before JCg  intercepted/changed  him to become Paul)  and   

(2) accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  with fidelity  (being for  no  worldly return).    We can do none of these things by becoming a  

“Professional Leader of Religion”  (Matt.6v24)  because we are being constantly side-tracked by worldly matters (Matt.23v23). 

However all this is  not  as we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,  and hence they too are the  “sons”  saying  “Yes” –  but then go and do 

their own thing  (in  “The Pretence”  of working for  “The Father”). 

We might ask ourselves  

How many times has The Reader seen a  worldly Christian leader sincerely operate with  “{downcast eyes}/bashful  also  caution/dread”  in 

total  (genuine,  rather than feigned)  contriteness and humility?   (We know if it is  “feigned”  by observing The Fruitage,  Matt.7v16-20). 

Moreover,  I have NEVER seen a charlatan  Christian leader operate like this while they shout down the microphone worldly soundbites to 

their adoring audiences intoxicated by the worldly ambience orchestrated by the leader milking them for whatever  he/she  can get from them! 

Common sense  tells us these  are  the  false  “Christs”  of Mark.13v21-23,  Matt.24v23-26, etc.  as streams of people go out to see them –  even having 

“buses laid on”  for them to come and dispense their offerings  (after having been given   “the crafted religious circus performance”)! 

All prophesied by JC as one of the signs of The End Times of this present world order –  where these  charlatan  Christian leaders sound so convincing 

that  “the very elect”  (TCs)  could almost  (but  not  quite)  become enticed to follow after these  charlatan  Christian leaders  (Matt.24v24). 

Therefore  if  “The Very Elect”  could  “almost become seduced”,  then obviously  “standard Christians”  will  become hopelessly  

beguiled/bewitched/entranced  by these  crafted/choreographed  performances! 

 

176th Comment – Paul states,  “the specific god”  of TCs is the  consuming/{destroying utterly}  energy/power. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - Thus as we read -  there is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs,  =  “The Almighty God”. 

200th Allegory – consuming/{destroying utterly} = “The 2nd Death” of annihilation (best avoided as a TC, Rev.2v11, 20v6) 

201st ‘Allegory’ – power/energy/fire = The Omnipotence of Yahweh’s ability to do whatsoever He chooses. 

311th Reasoning – Paul gives The Warning to all people,  in particular those people knowing of God’s Word who then 

through a hypocritical lifestyle rebel against it in both  word/deed –  by twisting God’s Word to  justify/feed  their iniquity! 

Heb.  12v29 og also  For  the  {specific god} [Yahweh]  {of/from us} [TCs]   (the) heat/lightening/power/energy/fire   

Heb.  12v29 og (the) {consuming down}/{destroying utterly}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.4v2. 

Heb.  12v29 = For  also  “the specific god” (Yahweh)  {of/from us}  (TCs)     (Yahweh as “The Specific God” of us – proven  TCs … … ) 

(is)  the  {consuming down}/{destroying utterly}  heat/lightening/power/energy/fire!     (The 2nd Death of Annihilation, Rev.2v11, 20v6) 

 

For  also our  (TCs)    (only TCs make Yahweh  “their God”,  because  “they truly perform precisely what He requires of them”!) 

“Specific God”  (is)  the wholly consuming  energy/power/fire   (burns away  [1] worldly methodology  [2] fleshly humans in  “The 2nd Death”) 

 

Academics to  “The Word of God”,  seem  not  to understand that  if  Yahweh has the power  “to make become  who/what  He chooses to become”  

(having infinite Capability to make His Desire manifest within The Environment)   then  quite obviously Yahweh has the power to do so much less  (than 

to  “perform a resurrection”)  by  “not resurrecting”  charlatan Christian leaders  (therefore  ignoring  them at both The 1st and 2nd Resurrections)! 

However clearly with  “unlimited righteous  Capability/Authority”  then Yahweh can use it in a discretionary manner upon those specific 

individuals who actively rebel against His Desire. 

Some Christians have the misconception they personally have a  “God-given  right to exist!”  (Because they  presumptuously  “believe in JC”)! 

This most certainly is  not  true! 

That statement should ruffle a few feathers –  with those people  (not thinking about their subject)  would call me a “heretic”! 

What do I mean? 

“A God-given right to exist”  does not quite  “square”  with what we have just read in the previous v28! 

It would be better to state - 
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“We  (do)  have a  “God-given right to exist” – provided we personally fulfil His Desire,  of which He has of each one of us,  as individuals.” 

Else quite simply we become a  “hypocrite”  to what we know and  are worse  than those people who are  not  Christians! 

The problem is,  our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  correctly instruct their congregations to what  is –  “Yahweh’s Desire”  during The Gospel Age  

(because they choose  not  to have the faintest idea what it is)  and thus they stand condemned themselves  (having the corner stone falling upon them and 

crushing them  [2nd part of Matt.21v44])!   The main reason for this approach of theirs is The World  (as it presently exists)  becomes more important 

within their mindset  (falling afoul of Matt.6v24),  than what  “The Future World”  “could”  (= will)  yield  (being the specific point I am making).   

Please read  “Yahweh’s Desire”  in glossary so we all know precisely  “what”  to fulfil  -  

and  “Satan’s Desire”  so that we know what we  are up against! 

Just restating the obvious    

This epistle was  not  written to  non-Christians,  but rather it was written to The Brethren =  “Christians”  (of The Gospel Age). 

It is rather pointless to write this message about  non-Christians because  they would never read it! 

Therefore,  Paul is  not  writing to  “Christians”  giving them the comfort that Yahweh will destroy  non-Christians –  because we are instructed to go 

out and teach them,  to bring them into The Fold.  Thus Paul is putting this  warning  in his epistle  only  for “Christians”  and for no one else! 

It is a specific warning that Yahweh  will  destroy those  “Christians”  who turn upon God’s Word,  and use it to promote themselves and what they can 

take from The World for  “delivering what The World wants to hear”!   

We are speaking about  charlatan Christian leaders  (in perhaps their millions today)!    

Paul is speaking of  “The 2nd Death”  coming soon –  being that of  “annihilation”.  

I just implore they see the error of their present lifestyle and repent –   so they might be  “The Prodigal Son”  or  “The lost sheep returning back to The 

Fold”,  being the kindly given message in Luke chapter 15 for our instruction  (again this message was  not  given to  non-Christians,  but rather given to 

people who  hear/listen  to “The Word of God”)!   Luke chapter 15 was given to our  “Professional Christian Leaders”  so they might  not  become 

recipients of what was to occur to them  in the following  Luke chapter 16!   Please read my many local commentaries thoroughly explaining those two 

chapters,  in a manner not to be read in erroneous  worldly Christian literature,  but how JC meant his teaching to be understood in all my commentaries 

given at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”  (Matt.24v14). 

It must be clearly understood,  The Millennium is  “The Safety Net”  that catches  all  Non-Christians  (1John.2v2, 4v14)! 

It also catches all  failed  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age  (deemed as being “passive”,  or just “ignorant” of Yahweh’s Desire). 

The Millennium does  not  catch  iniquitous  “charlatan Christian Leaders”  -  they are exterminated at the end of their present existence! 
 

 

157th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to be brotherly loving each other as family members for an eternity. 

312th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood,  this is a  different  form of  “love”  to that shown to our neighbour. 

“Brotherly love” –  means  “a personal attachment to our kinsman unto whom we are to unconditionally forgive an 

unintentional error”  – because if committed by a genuine  brother/sister –  then  it would be a sincere accident. 

However  “agapao/{edifying love}”  means  “we are to edify our neighbour so they might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”,  which 

obviously  “goes without saying”  likewise extends to our  brethren/sisters  within “1st Century Christianity”. 

Regarding forgiveness,  this becomes conditional dependent upon circumstances  (please see “forgiveness” in glossary). 

None of this is accurately explained by  worldly Christian leaders – I assume they just do not understand it,  or much else! 

Heb.  13v1 og The  {fraternal affection}/{brotherly love}  (let it) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand. 

Heb.  13v1 = Let  the  {fraternal affection}/{brotherly love}  stay/remain/abide/endure. 

 

Let the family love  stay/endure   (within all people  actively aiming  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  [to become part of  “His”  Family]). 

 

So what does this verse  really  mean? 

All things we do in life must be based upon  “The Two Laws”  as given by JC  (Mark.12v30-31). 

Notice the first Law was to  “agapao/{edifying love}/{love by principle}”  (driven by The Mind)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to the very best we 

can with all our  heart/{seat of motivation},  with all our  breathing/soul/{conscious existence},  mind/{spirit/personality/desires/traits}  and 

fortitude  (to make the afore occur).   

And the second Law is to  “agapao/{edifying  love}/{love by principle}”  our neighbour as ourselves. 

From this  “knowledge”  springs what is stated here in this verse. 

We must be motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire, –  which is     

To make  “His Desire that is  blameless/{separate from this world of sin},  manifest within The Environment” (“HS”). 

Also we know,  “brothers/(sisters)”  “relate to us”  as a grouping of people who are all to be of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  

blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment” (“HS”)  and are thus sincerely aspiring to 

become part of  “The Family of Yahweh”  through    “{occupational effort}/work/labour”,  which is the  one/same  as that which operated within JC to 

make Yahweh's Desire that is blameless … etc. (“HS”).   

An aside    

Why have I gone round and round in this  (noting what The Bible states at John.24v20, 17v21-26)? 

Because I must counter the  absolute nonsense  taught by our  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders about  “the HS”,  of which 

they only do to create  “mystique”  and  “hype”  so they might make a  “nice little earner”  on it -  thereby showing they have  no  “HS”  

operating within them! 

Especially understanding that - 

We are instructed in The Bible to make  all things clear to The Recipient –  and in our actions of becoming  lower  than the recipient! 

Furthermore,  we hardly see any of this occurring in the output of our  “professional”  “Leaders of Religion”! 

Thus  agapao/{edifying love}  means not only the usual things as taught  (help, support, sympathise)  in Christians,  which is precisely the same thing as 

taught by  all   “Leaders of Religion”  (while many facets, fundamentally there is no difference in “Religion”)!   However,  “agapao”  means so much 

more to us aiming to become TCs  – being that we are to  “encourage,  exhort our brethren to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by teaching and 

physically exemplifying  “1st Century Christianity”  when they face certain persecution  (as we are told in The Bible  will occur  for example John.16v1-

4, 2Tim.3v11-13)  while fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.   

This is what  specifically distinguishes  a TC from a  worldly Christian along with those people of other worldly religions. 

Noting this persecution,  must not  come from us  “being stupid”  by involving ourselves in  “worldly things”  or  “worldly methodology”. 

This  “Responsibility”  to be a  “Respectable”  member of society  (Christlike  “thoughts/behaviour/deportment” [not  a worldly “position”]),  then in 

turn,  this ripples down to our neighbour presently outside  “The Fellowship”  who by witnessing the lifestyle practised by a TC,  should realise there is 

much more to this than mere words  (as given by  worldly Christians)  but also being  “The Deportment practised”  by the TCs becoming  “martyrs”. 

“Martyrs”  meaning  “A Record for The Cause”  being that of  “The Methodology of The Millennium”  driving  their/our  present life,  Luke.17v21. 

Also one subtle differentiation between  {brotherly love}  and  agapao/{edifying love}  should be stated here. 
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{Brotherly love} –  means a personal attachment to our kinsman,  where we are to unconditionally forgive an  “unintentional error” –  

because if an error was committed by a genuine brother –  then it would be a  sincere  accident  (having actively premeditated  not  to make 

the event occur in the first instance –  but by a  “true accident”  the event occurs). 

However subtly different - 

Agapao/{edifying  love}  means we are to edify our neighbour by giving them  “The Knowledge”  to understand  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s 

Desire so they become successful  before/midst  of Yahweh’s Judgement -  where  “ideally”  we are to become future  “Sons of God”. 

Regarding “forgiveness”,  this becomes conditional dependent upon circumstances  (please see  “forgiveness”  in glossary),  because how Yahweh 

determines  “what is forgiveness”  is not how  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us what it (supposedly) is  (noting this is something 

else in the seemingly near endless list of what they get wrong)! 

 

158th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  assiduously aiming to become TCs must not forget  {entertaining strangers}  

because specifically some people have unknowingly hosted  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels. 

Allegory - repeat - {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels = Prophets and TCs who only desire the New World Order. 

313th Reasoning – Paul is drawing upon the incident that occurred to Abraham and because the whole of Hebrews is 

operating on analogy and allegory,  then it seems quite logical to use the same reasoning here,  to realise Paul is speaking 

of TCs in their ministry work during The Gospel Age and the required support of which they need from The Brethren. 

Heb.  13v2 og Of the  hospitality/{entertaining strangers}  not  

Heb.  13v2 og (you be) {losing out of mind}/neglecting/forgetful [middle voice];   

Heb.  13v2 og through (reason of)  this/that (specifically)  for   

Heb.  13v2 og (they) {lying hid}/unwittingly/{being ignorant of}/unawares/unknowingly  {some/any/certain persons}   

Heb.  13v2 og (the) hosting/{making/appearing strange}/entertaining/lodging  

Heb.  13v2 og (the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.18v1-11, 19v1-3. 

Heb.  13v2 = You  not  be  personally  neglecting/forgetful  of the  hospitality/{entertaining strangers}   

for  through reason of  specifically this: 

{some/any/certain persons}  they  unwittingly/unknowingly   

the  hosting/entertaining/lodging  the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels. 

 

You (aiming to be TCs)  not be personally neglecting of the hospitality   (we must physically help  the people fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire) 

for through reason of specifically this:- 

  Some people unknowingly the hosting  (of)  the bringers of tidings   (because  these people are communicating  “God’s Word”  to The World). 

 

Quite an interesting verse. 

Paul is calling upon the example that occurred with Abraham,  when he saw two strangers afar. 

Abraham went out to meet them and invited them to stay with him so he might offer them food and lodgings.  They ultimately showed themselves to be  

{bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  sent by Yahweh to give Abraham and Sarah the good news of her impending pregnancy to Isaac.   

Moreover,  these  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  gave warning to Lot,  Abraham’s nephew  (Gen.11v27) –  who was equally hospitable to them. 

However Yahweh does not only use  “bringers of tidings”  to announce pregnancies   (as they did for Mary,  and Elizabeth  [via her husband]) –  

because under the strict definition of  “angel” (messenger)  we understand this term can be equally used for people who specifically fulfil Yahweh’s 

Desire –  where they can become His mouthpiece here upon The Earth –  bringing  “The Good News”  message to The World.   

This category perfectly describes a TC –  who  dedicates  his/her  life to  accurately  publicise/teach  “The Word of God”  to receptive individuals who 

may themselves  start the process  of becoming  “Born Again”  by sowing the seed like a  “spiritual pregnancy”  within an individual  (both female  and 

male,  John.3v1-15)! 

Please also see James’  understanding of this word –  used for precisely the same reason at James.2v25 to describe the  spies/messengers  working for 

Yahweh to assist “Israel” –  “The 1st Epoch Israel”, –  and today,  we are in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (The Christian Nation). 

Also we are to consider JC’s instruction to the disciples  (teaching  “The Word of God”  as “angels”)  Matt.10v14, Mark.6v11, Luke.9v5 as they went 

from city to city –  where many years later,  during  “The Dispersion”  (1Pet.1v1)  the recipients of Paul’s letters would perhaps have unknown,  and 

unannounced TCs as visitors to their city publicising in the market places and knocking on doors to spread  “The Word of God”.  By consequence,  these 

immature  “holy brethren”  as the recipients of the Hebrews epistle are instructed by Paul to be hospitable to  “The Mature TCs”  out in their ministry 

work –  being perhaps unknown to these “holy brethren”  (as the spiritual children themselves).   

Consequently Paul’s run onto the next verse –  speaking of  “The TCs”  being  “out on a limb”  in  “The Front Line” –  outside  “The Arms of The 

Hospitable Brethren”,  have the opposite occurring to them! –  We read of their imprisonment on  trumped-up  charges and persecution by worldly 

(religious) authorities responding to calls by those people adversely effected by the TCs’ ministry work  (just as was Pilate pressurised by the  

“Professional Leaders of Religion”,  John.19v12)   to force through the murder of an innocent man,  JC  (John.19v4).  Please see all my cited 

commentaries mentioned above. 

 

177th Comment – Paul requests The Brethren (Christians)  should recall the TCs having been imprisoned for their fidelity 

to “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity),  being  only  to exactly copy JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

202nd Allegory – Physically bound prisoners (forcibly caused by Professional Religious Leaders) =  Spiritually bound 

prisoners  (freely caused by TCs being joyful slaves to JC as God’s Word wholly  ruling/controlling  their mind). 

314th Reasoning – Paul is explaining to the  “holy brethren”,  they too may face the same opposition and persecution as 

did the TCs imprisoned.  Thus the  “holy brethren”  must be prepared for this,  but also to “mitigate persecution” they 

must  remain otherwise as “model secular citizens” being  law abiding and utterly neutral to  worldly/political  activity.   

315th Reasoning – From this we understand,  Paul is teaching us:  The  “holy brethren”  are to become resolute like these 

imprisoned TCs,  expect for themselves what these imprisoned TCs are presently experiencing,  avoid worldly involvement 

of any kind  (be “neutral” in all worldly things)  and finally give personal aid to help them during and upon their release. 

83rd Warning – This is  not  what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders in their sermons!   They seem to imply 

all prisoners should not be held captive for their crimes – by twisting specifically what (JC and) Paul teach us!  

Furthermore,  to involve ourselves in political rebellion by supporting Christians rising up against governments! 
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316th Reasoning – We understand these imprisoned TCs are part of  “The Body of Christ”  having clearly exhibited their 

fidelity  to “The Word of God” (JC) –  just as the  “holy brethren”  are equally to expect,  if they are to become part of  

“The Body of Christ”  (1Cor.12v12-22, etc.)  as controlled by  “The Head” (JCg),  but all led by Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - Therefore as Paul states:  It is  “The Purpose of Yahweh”  that we  (TCs)  are  purified/consecrated  

through reason of JC presenting his whole body (1Cor.12v12-22, etc.),   for  “The One Occasion”. 

Allegory – repeat - The Body of Christ as The Offering suitable to Yahweh = The fleshly body of the 144000 TCs elected 

out of The Gospel Age become suitable offering to Yahweh for Sonship as The Firstfruits with JCg in The Millennium. 

203rd Allegory – body of Christ physically maltreated by “The Religious Authorities” =  The TCs being persecuted by 

“The Religious Authorities” throughout The Gospel Age for precisely following the instruction of  “The Head”  (JCg’s 

presence/parousia  as  “The Word of God” operating faithfully within the 144000 body parts during The Gospel Age). 

Heb.  13v3 og (you be) reminding/{recalling to mind}/remembering [middle voice, plural]  

Heb.  13v3 og of the  captives/{bound persons}/prisoners/{those in bonds},   

Heb.  13v3 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the being) {bound with}/{fellow prisoner};   

Heb.  13v3 og of the (persons [TCs])   (being) {held (so as) to maltreat}/{suffering adversity}/tormented [plural],   

Heb.  13v3 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  they  am/being/having   

Heb.  13v3 og in  (to the [= within]) {whole/sound body}/bodily. 

Heb.  13v3 = You be  personally  remembering/{recalling to mind}  of the  captives/{bound prisoners},   

          (at  The Spiritual Level  within The Mind as willing prisoners to Yahweh's Methodology ... … ) 

{in that manner}/as  the being  {bound with}/{fellow prisoner}  of the  persons     (the TCs at  The Physical Level  in prison ... … )   

being  {held to maltreat}/{suffering adversity}/tormented,     (recipients of maltreatment sourced by  “Leaders of Religion” ... … ) 

{in that manner}/as  they  also  being within  the body  (of Christ).     (as both groups they are all likewise being in “The Body of Christ”.) 

           (Captured in The Body of Christ at a  Spiritual/Methodology  level,  if either physically free or imprisoned) 

 

You be personally remembering of the bound prisoners   (of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  [= The Prophets]) 

in that manner as being fellow prisoners of the ones   (TCs of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  [of which you are trying to imitate]) 

being held to maltreat   (by “Professional Leaders of “Religion”  during The Gospel Age  [instructing secular society to do their own dirty work]!)    
              (It is  only  “Professional Religious Leaders”  who feel motivated to persecute TCs – no one else in society, because TCs are “holy/blameless”!) 
in that manner as they  also being within the body   (of “The Anointed”)    (TCs form the 144000  “body parts”  of JCg,   1Cor.12v12-22) 

 

I ask the reader to recall perhaps a sermon they might have heard given by  worldly Christian leader that speaks of  “prisoners”. 

What does the reader remember about the content given? 

Was it along the lines,  JC is  “with the poor of the world”  and  “with the prisoners in the world”  (having the inference,  it is unfair for them 

to be poor,  or in jail)?   Generally the piece on  “The Beatitudes”  as given by JC  (where actually what our  worldly Christian leaders 

preach is the  wrong  interpretation,  because it is  all  allegoric to  The Spiritual Level –  please see all my many commentaries in the Gospel 

positions Matt.5v1-12,  Luke.6v22-30,  etc.   that fully explain what JC was  really  teaching us! 

That is  specifically why  our  worldly Christian leaders are  unable  to teach us about what  “The Beatitudes”  really  mean! 

Because they  “Get hold of the wrong end of the stick!” 

If Paul really meant this superficially,  then he would not have slid this in after v2! 

Paul is speaking about  TC  prisoners who have been put in jail by people opposed to their teaching of  “The Real Good News”! 

Just for clarity,  let me state for  “The Record” - 

Paul is most certainly  not  speaking about the people having been placed in jail because of their secular crimes. 

Paul is  not  even speaking of those few prisoners who through a miscarriage of justice regarding secular offences have been placed in jail. 

I repeat - 

The context tells us,  Paul is  only  speaking about people having been placed in jail  solely  because of their  accurate  teaching work of  

“The Real Gospel”  message,  where the ramifications of their  accurate  teaching about Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  severely 

hurts a powerful individual,  or a grouping of influential people  (who themselves are making  “a worldly living”  by imposing themselves 

between Yahweh and  men/women)! 

For example,  we read how a  copper-smith  was perhaps instrumental in the imprisonment of Paul  (2Tim.4v14) –  because Paul's teaching had a 

negative effect upon his trade of fabricating idols for public purchase! 

However, the most common reason for TCs being jailed,  would be  “professional”  worldly religious leaders  (of whatever worldly religion)  who are 

exposed as being  “hypocrites”  to what The Bible specifically instructs of us,  by  “The Virtuous Works”  freely given  through The TCs who  are  

actively aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for  no  worldly reward –  being  “The Work”  that demonstrates  the genuine nature  of their  agapao/{edifying 

love}  operating within their mind.  Where we can accurately reason,  if  TCs  are  being persecuted for their righteous works -  rather than receiving 

worldly gain  then  their mindset  (spirits/personality/desires/traits)  must be sincere  and it is the  one/same  as that which operated in JC!    

Moreover,  the converse is obviously true, –  and around full circle we go again in our reasoning –  all as JC taught us. 

We must understand  

If  a Christian  was  truly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire in  “The Real Ministry”   (of “1st Century Christianity”) –   

Then  they  would  have  trumped-up  charges put upon them to  “remove them out of activity”  in Satan’s present worldly methodology!    

The charges must be “trumped-up”  because TCS are demonstrably  holy/innocent/blameless  of all secular accusations,  by virtue they 

ensure themselves to be wholly neutral in secular matters,  do not break The Law and they help people where possible  (Luke.10v30-36)! 
The Cohorts of Satan’s methodology  (all “doing very well – thank you”)  do  not  want an  accurate  version of God’s Word given out to The World,  

else it hastens  their/(and Satan’s)  demise!   Consequently,  they/(as pawns of Satan’s  methodology)  will do whatever they can to stop  “Yahweh’s 

Methodology”  occurring  (because of personal pain to “The Professional Leaders of Religion” –  John.11v47-53,  please read my local commentaries). 

A natural  “harmonious  symbiotic/mutual relationship”  operating between The Source and  “his operators”  to  operate according to his self-same 

style of methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt). 

Thus we understand from the given  corrected  translation and interpretation,  Paul is speaking about the TCs having been imprisoned and  are  thus part 

of the  one/same  body of  Christ/Anointed  as those people outside  equally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  and that is precisely  why  Paul starts off 

chapter 13 at verse 1 in the manner he has –  because they are  all  part of the  same  brotherhood/(sisterhood)! 

So I ask the reader –  would you have this understanding if you  only  had your  worldly translated bible in front of you? 

Surely that speaks volumes about what we are up against within this world of a deceptive message being   “Just enough to take us off the scent”! 

It is these  mistranslated subtleties  being present throughout  The New Testament of modern bibles,  being sufficient to skew the real message away from 

us (2Pet.2v1),  to stop us from knowing quite how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  It is this,  that drove me to create this  analytical translation  of which I can  

trust  of which I have  freely given  to The World.   Perhaps as  “revolutionary”  as  “The Bible Translation”  William Tyndale  gave to the English 

speaking World in his day! 
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After that  mini-rant  given merely to stimulate  “Our Mind to Reason”  upon such matters,  then let me explain  why  Paul is asking the brethren to 

recall the imprisoned TCs. 

Is it what we are told by our  worldly Christian leaders? 

Of course not! 

Paul is  not  stating  “remember them in your prayers”  -  being the glibly taken stance by our  worldly Christian leaders,  who then promptly forget them 

perhaps “five seconds” afterwards,  demonstrating “crass hypocrisy”!   But rather,  Paul is instructing The Brethren to carefully consider these 

prisoners’ fidelity to  “The Real Faith”  that has caused them to become imprisoned,  inasmuch perhaps some time in the near future these self-same  

“holy brethren”  as recipients of this letter may face the same physical persecution occurring to those TCs presently in jail.   So just as Paul explains in 

Chapter 11 on the subject of  “faith”  to be using these Old Testament exemplars as models  (noting what JC said about them at Matt.23v37, 

Luke.13v34),  then likewise bringing everything to date –  Paul is using these TC prisoner exemplars as models for these  “holy brethren”  to imitate  

(and thus not flinch from fidelity to what  “The Real Faith”  personally means  to each one of us).  Moreover,  to go and speak to the secular authorities 

on these prisoner’s behalf  (and “not occurring” at 2Tim.4v16)  by giving good character references,  and/or  upon bailed release,  then be hospitable to 

these TCs,  hence returning in context to the previous verse! 

This is as Paul teaches us in 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.,  being what he has experienced in context at 1Cor.4v9-13 and 2Cor.11v21-28.  

Can the reader now understand what Paul is  really teaching  us here in this verse  (being  “The Practical Side”)?   

I have  never  heard our professional  worldly Christian leaders teach this to their congregations by word or by deportment.   

Now we can understand why! 

Furthermore,  I very much doubt if we ever will –  because it is  not  in their  “professional worldly interests”  to do so  (Matt.6v24)! 

That is precisely why,  as JC teaches us in his many parables, –  these  “Leaders of Religion”  will  be replaced in The Millennium! 

Therefore as Paul concludes –  these imprisoned exemplars become part of JC’s body  (just as possibly these  “holy brethren”),  inasmuch that JC’s 

Body  was torn and beaten  by The World,  and likewise so shall the TCs who as JC’s fleshly body labouring on this Earth during these last some 2000 

years are equally motivated by JC’s presence/parousia  operating within as  the imbued/inculcated  “Word of God”  (John.16v1-4). 

These mentioned people  are  the  true  Christian leaders proving themselves in small things  (during the 1st part of their physical life,  Luke.19v16-19)  

who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and shall be  given more  “responsibility”  as the future  kings/priests  of The Millennium  (Rev.1v6)  to teach  “The 

Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”.   It is the sole duty of this website   “FutureLife.Org”  to give  “The Tools”  for the reader to use,  so enabling us 

to personally identify the good Christian leaders from the bad  (and  “The Worst”,  being the  charlatan)  Christian leaders beloved by  “millions upon 

millions”  of seduced devotees. 

So what do we learn from this verse? 

We  are  to expect persecution for  only precisely imitating JC,  and because of this,  we must be  “perfect  law-abiding  secular citizens”  who avoid 

worldly/political  activity –  so we are  only known for our accurate ministry  (that delivers the worldly  [“Religious”]  persecution).  Thus we are to aid 

these physically imprisoned  TCs –  perhaps by explaining  (within The Law)  to the  magistrate/prison  authorities of these TCs’ innocence  (being as 

character references),  and if release is possible,  we are to give ample hospitality  (in context of the previous verse)  to those TCs  (messengers/angels)  

afterwards. 

Is this what we learn from our  worldly Christian leaders in their sermons –  in a passing comment to  “we remember them in our prayers”? 

Do I have need to put words together to form an answer that question? 

 

159th Instruction – The Marriage arrangement must be the most  valuable/honourable  of all things. 

160th Instruction – The  cohabitation/{bed sharing}  is not to be soiled. 

317th Reasoning – Thus because Yahweh  (and not The World)  is making  “The Judgement upon Christians”  during the 

1st part of their physical life for  “their validity”  to  “become His Sons of God”,  then we  “Christians aiming to become 

TCs”  must abide by His rules on both  (1) marriage and  (2) bed-sharing.  Just for those people not knowing,  (1) single 

opposite-sex  partner  [hence complementary  “to fill the Earth” Gen.1v28, 9v1]  (2) Death or infidelity of the other 

partner is the means of  “release”  from this contract.  Any other condition is sourced by The World  (Satan to oppose). 

204th Allegory – Marriage = represents  “The Union between JCg and his 144000 TCs”.  For this reason TCs must prove 

themselves worthy to  “Yahweh’s Arrangement within humans”  to be worthy for  “Yahweh’s Arrangement between JCg 

and the 144000 TCs”,  as witnessed by  “The Watching/Judging World”  during The Gospel Age. 

84th Warning – Yahweh is unchanging in His pronouncements;  those people  “in the running”  for Sonship must abide by  

all  “The Rules”,  else they become barred for Sonship to Yahweh  (see Paul’s letters to Timothy and Titus  for the rules).   

85th Warning – While non-Christians  (irrespective of whatever they might do)  will be resurrected to learn righteousness 

in a new system,  charlatan Christian leaders who  spin/twist/distort  God’s Word  (leading to lawlessness)  to excuse 

themselves and so allowing them to continue in their present iniquity shall  never  be resurrected  (into The Millennium).   

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - Thus as we read - there is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs, =  “The Almighty God”. 

318th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood  “ho theos”  pointing directly to Yahweh  is most valid here,  even though 

it will be referenced upon iniquitous Christians –  because the main point of The Gospel Age is to  draw-out  TCs and thus 

Yahweh is righteously Judging  the complete Pool of Christians  out of which to choose His Sons of God.  Those  worldly   

people shall be resurrected as perfected DNA fleshly humans to continue unto their  “consummation of character”.  But as 

I stated earlier – charlatan Christian leaders have stepped outside their cover by  rejecting  “The Word of God”  (JCg’s 

parousia,  being what it truly means within their mind  2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.,)  even though outwardly they may say  

the most  wonderful soundbites in the supposed praise of JC and Yahweh  (given only for  the easy worldly return)! 

Warning – repeat - Prostitutes,  libertines or profane people likewise  “behaving as Esau”  who by eating,  exchanged,  

and gave away his Birthright,  they will not attain  “The Inheritance  (as The Heirs)  of The Kingdom of God”. 

Allegory – repeat - Prostitute (a person with multiple unions) = a worldly Christian having prostituted  him/herself  to worldly 

ideas,  lusting for what The World can give – rather than remaining faithful to JCg and what he espoused/s. 

319th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood,  these type of individuals will  not  “inherit The kingdom of God”  (as 

“Sons of God”),  but they  can  become  part  of  “the inheritance of the Kingdom of God”  (as fleshly DNA bodied 
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members to personally learn “righteousness”).  This subtle,  but crucial differentiation is presently  (at 2007 CE)  entirely  

unknown  to our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  “preferring not to know” (“agnoeo”, StrongsTM = 50). 

Heb.  13v4 og (The) {more/most  valuable/precious/honoured/beloved}  the  nuptials/marriage/wedding   

Heb.  13v4 og in  (to the [= within]) all (things),   

Heb.  13v4 og also  the  cohabitation/{bed sharing}  (the) unsoiled/pure/undefiled/unblemished,   

Heb.  13v4 og (the) prostitutes/debauchees/libertines/whoremongers/fornicators  and   

Heb.  13v4 og also  (the) paramours/apostates/adulterers (masculine)  

Heb.  13v4 og (he [specific god] will) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge  the  {specific god}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.2v24. 

Heb.  13v4 = The  nuptials/marriage     (again The Physical,  used at The Symbolic Spiritual Level ready for The Millennium … … ) 

(to be)  the  {most  valuable/precious/honourable}  within  all  things,     (being faithful to Yahweh’s Methodology … … ) 

also  the  cohabitation/{bed sharing}  unsoiled/pure/undefiled/unblemished,     (our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  must be pure … … ) 

and  “the specific god”     (critically notice  the use of the  two level  Yahweh/JCg  {ho theos}  used here … … ) 

will  {judiciously decide}/conclude/judge    (of the respective 1st/2nd  Judgement occurring  {Gospel Age}/Millennium … … ) 

the  prostitutes/libertines/fornicators  also  the  male  paramours/apostates/adulterers.     (mixing Methodologies of Yahweh and Satan) 

 

The Marriage   (always  “The Physical”  being allegoric to the  [1] “Spiritual”  now for TCs,  and then  [2] “Physical” at  “The 1st Resurrection”)  

(to be)  the most  valuable/precious/honoured  within all things   (maintaining fidelity to Yahweh’s Methodology = JC as “The Word of God”) 
also the cohabitation  unsoiled/undefiled   (our mind must be absolutely pure to Yahweh’s Methodology   [to be wholly of  one/same  mind]) 

and the specific god   ( [1] JC as  “God’s Word”  inviting us to  possible “anointing”,  [2] Yahweh as  “The Adopting Father”  of the 144000 TCs) 

will judge   (being  [1] Yahweh for “TCs” [Early Adopters],  and  [2] JCg for  “The 3rd Remnant out of  The Resurrected World” [Late Adopters]) 

the prostitutes   (all people having not bedded themselves to JC as  “The Word of God”  and yet  flirt with  worldly methodology … … ) 
also the male adulterers   (all people publicly claiming to be bedded with JC as “The Word of God” –  but  driven by  worldly methodology). 
               (This is all allegory!   “Prostitutes”  represents  “worldly Christian leaders”,  “adulterers”  represents  “charlatan Christian leaders”.) 

               (Again this operates at two physical levels during The 2nd and 3rd Epochs of Israel,  Rev.22v15, etc.) 

 

It is most important for the reader to understand - 

This verse operates at  two  levels  (and the second level operates over two epochs). 

The first being the more obvious is at the worldly level,  but the second operates at the higher plane. 

After the  “expressive departure”  in the last 40+  years of the supposed more  “enlightened world”,  then  “marriage”  with what the  complement  of  

both  sexes provides to  “The Union”  will ultimately be  demonstrably shown  to have been the best institution within which to nurture  “the next 

generation” –  even with the deficiencies of worldly methodology bearing upon us and our opposite sex union. 

However physical marriage at the worldly level represents the higher spiritual plane of what is to occur  (1) now to yield  “The Early Adopters”  so they 

might through their Union with JCg in The Millennium then  (2) give yield to perfected descendants out of  “The Resurrected World”  (hence the 

references at Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32 and Paul’s warning at 1Cor.6v16, etc.). 

For this to occur,  then there is  “the metaphoric marriage”  between JCg as  “The Bridegroom and his bride of 144000 TCs”  elected out of The Gospel 

Age by  “The Matchmaker”  Yahweh  (John.2v1-11),  where it was the bridegroom  (JC,  Matt.9v15, 25v1-12, Luke.5v34-35, John.3v29,  please read all 

my local commentaries)  who made his wife a virgin by taking her away from The World of the 1st part of her physical life,  and she then  freely chose to 

remained faithful  to this cause.  “She”  (144000 TCs)  did this by purifying the 2nd part of her spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”,  by having the  

presence/parousia  of her bridegroom  constantly  within her mind within the 2nd part of her redeemed life  as her true  Lord/Master controlling her mind.  

It is from this perfect union when made a physical reality in The Millennium,  that shall yield children of this Special Marriage –  being those specific 

people  (“The [3rd] Remnant of  [The 3rd Epoch]  Israel that returns to The Lord” –  Isa.10v20-22)  from out of  “The Resurrected World”  who,  during 

the some 1000 years  (Rev.20v7),  imbue  “Righteous”  in the 2nd part of their physical life. 

We are further told this union should be  “unsoiled/pure/undefiled/unblemished”  that again operates at two levels. 

At the worldly level there should be the  mutual  trust between  both  partners so they might edify each other through the  “complement of attributes”  

that each partner can bring to the union.  If any partner directs this to another person outside the union –  then it builds a justifiable mistrust in the hurt 

partner,  but what is worse,  the mindset of the guilty person becomes seared,  thus believing   “I have done it once –  why should I not do it again?” 

It feeds a  self-indulgent  attitude where  “The Resultant”  fulfilled,  becomes a drug to fuel more indulgence for the next “high”.  Real reform can  only  

come from  within the mind  assisted from outside through whatever method is appropriate for the individual  (too large a subject to explain here, 

psychologists write thick books on this subject). 

Where ideally it is  The Power  of  “The Word of God” –  being of  its reasoning within a repentant and then hearkening mind to reform a 

sinner into a purified person  (a virgin). 

This is precisely why Paul uses this expression in his writings –  because it reformed him from a heinous criminal to a martyr. 

It is absolutely does  not  mean the nonsense of  feigned  miracles as performed by our  charlatan Christian leaders adored by millions that 

pleases the  animalistic/carnal  minds of both the leader and the recipients lusting for  “The Immediacy”  of worldly return! 

Let me emphasise this essential understanding -  

JC makes us virgins (from our former disgusting state)  by his once only atonement in the sight of Yahweh’s assessment. 

We personally make ourselves virgins into The Eternity by changing our mind to become the  one/same  as our husband. 

Thus as The Bible teaches us;   

Yahweh uses The World to refine and establish  the mindset  (spirits/personalities/desires/traits)  of TCs to demonstrate their fortitude to 

remain faithful towards  “The Perfect Exemplar”  who remained utterly faithful to Yahweh’s Desire in enabling  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to 

be righteously effective.   

Thus both  “Husband and Wife”  operate with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desire/traits  together as  “The Perfect Union”,  with that of  “The 

Matchmaker”  (Yahweh,  see John.2v1-11,  where my commentaries precisely explain what this recorded event  really means  at  a prophetic level)  

putting together  “The Union”  that is  blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  and thus  unsoiled/pure/undefiled/unblemished. 

Moving to the those people presently operating within the 1st part of their spiritual life –  beholden to what the present World can deliver then  

“the specific god”  will judge them.   

So what does this mean? 

“Ho theos”  given to mean  “the specific god”  of the context   teaches us to examine this verse at two levels. 

I teach  (at 2007 CE,  a knowledge presently  unknown  to our  worldly Christian scholars)  “the specific god”  is a  “floating reference pointer”  that 

depends upon the context to Whom it points –  especially useful in showing how the person operating according to  “1st Century Christianity”  

Methodology progresses from  “The World”  to become possibly a future  “Son of God” as  “The Goal of Anointing”  that JC showed us (John.14v5-15).   

Thus we understand in this verse,  if fornicators and adulterers remain like this throughout their two part life –  then they shall be judged by  “the 

specific god” (JCg)  and his 144000 TCs  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.,)  in The Millennium. 
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However those specific individuals  (as spiritual adulterers)  who enter the 2nd part of their spiritual life early  (as a Christian)  while in the 1st part of 

their physical life,  they shall be judged by Yahweh upon the 1st part of their physical life personally reformed by the spiritual learning as gained within 

the 2nd part of their spiritual life. 

This is where we enter the 2nd level of what  “fornicators and adulterers”  really means in the  “spiritual plane”  (as Paul’s point in these verses)  where,  

these individuals have entered into  “The 2nd Covenant”  and become spiritual adulterers to  “The Knowledge”,  by becoming  charlatans  to  “The Word 

of God” –  by spinning God’s Word around in a pretence to endorse their  iniquitous  behaviour in the midst of their  duped/bewitched   (Gal.3v1, etc.,)  

adoring masses of people!    

As I stated earlier,  these specific individuals are to be judged by  “The Specific God” (Yahweh)  reading their  “synapse construction mapping”  

(1Sam.16v7-13,  for future kingship),  and they shall be deemed as being  unworthy  of a future resurrection because they turned their back upon what 

their apparently  “publicly declared betrothed”  (JCg)  offered on their behalf  (Heb.9v28, 10v26-28) –  they  soiled/sullied/dirtied  themselves again  

after  they had been once cleansed by JC’s precious blood  (Heb.12v24, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.). 

Irrespective of what false religious leaders might state to the contrary –  all this  is  God’s Word  CORRECTLY  explained. 

I welcome our  scholars/theologians  to contact this website if they are confused –  so that I might straighten out their misunderstanding. 

This is  “1st Century Christianity”  of which JC and the early apostles taught  (hence their martyrdom),  and then in the 2nd century onwards,  we have 

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  (Acts.20v29)  mincing Yahweh’s Methodology  (originally given as  “The Word of God”)  that has now been passed 

through Rev.22v18-19  to yield  “worldly Christianity”  of which we have today  (being merely a subset of universal “Religion”)!       

It is utterly appalling,  hence my justified righteous wrath – being my driver to generate  “the original contents”  on  “FutureLife.Org”! 

 

161st Instruction – We are not to turn ourselves unto seeking money,  but rather be content with what we have at hand. 

320th Reasoning – Therefore we are instructed not to focus upon money  (being  the attractiveness  of money 1Tim.6v10),  

but by contrast,  we must be content with what we have so our mind becomes focussed upon fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire that 

is to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to our neighbour so enabling other people to carefully reason upon it and 

become convinced by  strength of argument –  rather than a  wish-washy “blind faith”  – where  “Christians”  are 

presently  unable  to accurately discuss Bible exegesis,  but I am most eager to discuss Bible exegesis with the world’s  

very best  religious scholars  (in a locked room so they could not escape from me – while I  “have it out with them”)! 

77th Good News – Yahweh promises His TCs,  He will not be indifferent to them. 

78th Good News – Yahweh promises His TCs,  He will not leave them behind. 

28th Prophecy – Yahweh promises to be concerned about us,  and “walk with us”  provided we are fulfilling His Desire. 

178th Comment – TCs fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and by consequence,  have the confidence to state:  The Lord is my Helper,  

also I will not be frightened of what Men do to me. 

179th Comment – How many Christians can really say that?   Perhaps quite easily said when the individual has  not  

received persecution for precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle –  because quite simply we will  not  be persecuted for 

“The Word of God”  if we are not precisely imitating JC’s ministry.   Why? -  Because this World will love us,  but those 

people (TCs)  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire will be hated by The World  (John.15v17-21),  actually,  only by The Leaders  

shown to be  “hypocrites”.  Thus we might ask:  Can this still be said as posed at Heb.12v4? 

The point is I am not deliberately being adversarial, but merely pushing and probing to understand what Paul is telling us. 

86th Warning – The  charlatan Christian leaders will profusely state v6 to their intoxicated audience,  but it is given in a 

pack-like  situation.  What does this really mean?   Absolutely nothing!   But turn it around,  so the one individual is 

standing alone  in a  “kangaroo court”  facing trumped up charges in the midst of a venomous crowd  (as could do TCs),  

what meaning have the vain words  (given by a charlatan Christian leader)  to any of these congregational members then? 

Look at Stephen’s defence given at Acts.7v1-60.   Could the standard “Christian” give a defence like that? 

79th Good News – A TC confidently knows they have done nothing wrong at a secular level (being totally law-abiding) and 

thus can boldly speak in their defence  (at a kangaroo court)  about “The Word of God”  accurately operating within them 

321st Reasoning – And if The World ultimately takes away the present existence of a TC,  then they confidently know,  

Yahweh will resurrect them to a position of Sonship,  because  they have  precisely imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   

So what hold does The World have over a TC?   Those hypocritical members of The World just hasten a TC’s Sonship! 

“Death (being “asleep”)  where is your sting?”  (1Cor.15v55)!   It is impossible to stop someone with a martyr’s mind! 

Heb.  13v5 og (The) {not covetous}/unavaricious/{not greedy of filthy lucre}   

Heb.  13v5 og the  {a turn (in mode or style)}/{change in deportment/character}/manner/means/{way of life},   

Heb.  13v5 og (the being) {(idea of) rising a barrier}/{warding off}/availing/ 

/{be satisfactory/content/enough/suffice/sufficient}   

Heb.  13v5 og to the (things)   (the) {to be near}/{at hand}/{time being}/present;   

Heb.  13v5 og he  for   (he has) said/uttered/spoken:   

Heb.  13v5 og No  not [= certainly not]  thee/thy/thou  (I will)  {to let up}/slacken/desert/{desist from}/forbear/leave/lose,   

Heb.  13v5 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even} 

Heb.  13v5 og no not [= certainly not]  thee/thy/thou  (I [Yahweh] will) {leave behind}/{remained over}/desert/forsake. 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.31v6. 

Heb.  13v5 = (Let your)  the  {turning in mode}/{change in character}/{ways of life}     (do not return back to your old life style ... … ) 

the  {not covetous}/{not greedy for money},     (of using  “The Word of God”  to gain a financial return ... … ) 

the being  satisfied/content/sufficient  with  the things  near/{at hand}/present;     (thus be content with secular income ... … ) 

for  He (Yahweh)  has  said/uttered:-     (for if you remain faithful to  “The Word of God”  … … ) 

Certainly not  will  I (Yahweh)  {to let up}/lose  (singularly)  you,   {and not}/neither,     (then  you  shall remain with Yahweh ... … ) 

certainly not  will  I (Yahweh)  {leave behind}/desert/forsake  (singularly)  you.    (And I Yahweh will return you at “The 1st Resurrection”) 

 

Change in character   (we must entirely remove worldly methodology  [= self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt]  from out of our mind) 

(so you are)  not greedy for money   (“The Lust”  will find excuses for us to use whatever means available  [inevitably hurting our neighbour]) 

(you)  being satisfied/content with the things at hand   (do not lust for more than what is available produced  through honest means) 

                (Yahweh does  not  consider  “the profession of Religion”  to be an  “honest”  living  [according to His Requirements for “Sonship”]!) 
for He (Yahweh)  has said:   (If  we remain entirely faithful to God’s Word  =  imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  then … ) 
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  Certainly not will I (Yahweh)  lose  {singularly you},   (by us as individuals steadfastly remaining in  “The Word of God”  driving our mind … ) 

  neither,  certainly not will I (Yahweh)  forsake  {singularly you}   (Yahweh shall give singularly us  “Sonship “ at  “The 1st Resurrection”). 

 

It can be clearly seen how this verse drops so nicely into context with the explanations given in the previous verses. 

All the time  “The Real Gospel”  is about  “the reform of the mindset”  away from  the  self-indulgence  of which The World can deliver  (that invariably 

hurts our neighbour) -  to what  Yahweh can furnish for our needs both physically,  but most importantly,  spiritually  (that ultimately edifies society).   

We can see Paul recognising these  “holy brethren”  could be motivated to use  “The Word of God”  to furnish an income out of their knowledge   (if 

they returned to operate according to worldly methodology) –  and thus having not correctly reformed to be giving everything  freely/simply  (meaning, 

“without strings attached for a worldly return at a later date”  whatever/whenever/wherever/however).   

Hence the correct translation of the Greek word meaning  “a change in character”  (that is not errantly given in standard bible translations)  to be used 

in conjunction with the following word  “not to be  covetous/{desiring money}”  (all stated in context because Paul is worried these Brethren could go 

the way of   “Professional  (hence, worldly)  Christian leaders”  that we have today –  driven by  “The Wrong Master” –  Matt.6v24, etc.)! 

Now a note on “money”! 

“Money”  does  not  deliver happiness,  it is only a  “means to an end” –  it  only  “buys  opportunity”  and  “The Resultant”  is dependent 

upon the character of the individual having the  money/opportunity,  that could either edify or hurt us!   

This is the extension of what Paul is stating here.   

Do not change your character back to be buying the opportunities of which The World can deliver  (power/prestige/influence/sex/{debilitating 

habits}/{entertainment of whatever}/etc.)  to indulge “The Self”,  that just consumes our time away from fulfilling Yahweh’s expressed desire of those 

specific individuals who He has foreknown from the beginning of this  World/Life  will become His future “Sons of God”.  As Paul tells us in 1Tim.6v10,  

the danger is focusing our lifestyle upon the desire to obtain what money can buy for ourselves – clouded by the reasoning  “The Means justifies The 

End”,  which in a worldly sense is just  not  acceptable to Yahweh!   Sadly for most people  “money”  does  not  buy  “happiness”,  but only  

“opportunity”,  and it is dependent upon our character how the money is used,  whether it edifies or destroys.   

Moreover  if  “The Content of The Word of God”  is being used to gain “Money”  as  “Professional Christians”  then  we have the wrong mindset  

(spirit/personality/desires/traits)  that will ultimately destroy us because our Driver  (becomes for “The Self”)  desires to reward ourselves to the hurt of 

our neighbour for the effort in  “obtaining the money” –  thus automatically  self-indulgent  (please see my commentaries at Matt.22v20-22)! 

To which end,  “The Professional Religious Leader”  by definition,  will bend “God’s Word”  to deliver a  fleshly worldly living  (Matt.6v24, 2Tim.4v3-

4)  and hence Paul’s comparative offer at Gal.1v10-12 of  “What do you want to hear!”  

It is exceedingly important to read my commentaries about  “The Threshing Ox”  given at  1Cor.9v9 and 1Tim.5v16  as a counter consideration. 

Therefore provided we constantly mature to become precise imitators of JC,  then we have the confidence of always knowing Yahweh is operating  

discretely/covertly  within The Environment around us to make us more effective  “angels” by accurately communicating  “The Word of God”  to The 

World to fulfil  “His Pure Desire made manifest in the Environment”  (“HS”).    

Yahweh is certainly  not  operating overtly in The Environment in the manner our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  fraudulently  preach! 

He is surreptitiously “pulling the strings” within The Environment to ensure His “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  remains on track to fulfil 

His Prophecies given through His faithful spokespersons. 

Paul quotes The Tanakh where Yahweh is speaking about those people of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (Jews)  remaining faithful to the commandments of 

fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire being this -   

The Israelites were to  take/occupy  the old Canaan and instil Yahweh’s Laws within it - 

1. Yahweh will not  “mentally”  {let up}/loose  from mind those people fulfilling His Desire. 

2. Yahweh will not  “physically”  {leave behind}/forsake  those people fulfilling His Desire. 

Thus,  Paul is calling upon those (TCs)  of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  to  take/occupy  The World with their methodology –  being  “The Word of God”  

that must be  accurately  publicised/taught  to all the ends of the Earth and then The End will come  (Matt.24v14) –  to herald-in The Millennium. 

I repeat precisely  why  Paul quoted The Tanakh - 

Yahweh is speaking about those people of  (The 1st Epoch)  Israel who  remained faithful to the commandments of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  

that was -  “The Israelites where to  take/occupy  the old Canaan and instil Yahweh’s Laws within it.” 

Where,  as we know,  Yahweh did abandon them at times –  only because they did  not  fulfil His Desire.   

Precisely likewise today generally with  “The Christian Nation” –  it  has  been abandoned by Yahweh  (irrespective of what its self-indulgent religious 

leaders might state to justify their position to constantly  take  from “their flock” (as the robbers of John.10v2-9)  and give  nothing of substance  back).  

Where  1Kings.18v1-43  and 2Chron.18v1-34  best describes what is occurring today between the TC individuals  (who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  facing 

the onslaught of  worldly  Christian leaders we have today  (filling their own  self-indulgent  desires –  as “professionals”  hence JC's warning at 

Matt.6v24)!   

Consequently this verse has been included by Paul to be directed at those  “holy brethren”  who  “are part of the family that  is  separate from this 

World of sin”  aiming to become TCs,  and it is to these very people who might find this path difficult,  to whom this quoted piece becomes a rally call. 

Even if a certain TC might genuinely stumble or fall under worldly pressures,  then Yahweh  is  always there in the background waiting for us to return  

(as the prodigal son or returned sheep from a fold of 100),  and those people having the inclination,  will through JCg move to make contact –  as He did 

to Saul –  later to be renamed Paul.  This is further supported by the parallel two stage plan of  “Salvation” –  being  “The Millennia Safety Net”  to give  

all  humans a righteous opportunity to come to Him in  “The Culmination”  irrespective of what they might have done in the 1st part of their life  (both  

physical/spiritual  [world  religions/atheists]). 

Heb.  13v6 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  (the) {exercising courage}/boldly/{having confidence} [plural] 

Heb.  13v6 og us/our/we  (to) state/exclaim:   

Heb.  13v6 og (The) lord/master  {to me}  (the) succour/helper,   

Heb.  13v6 og also  not  (I will be) frightened/alarmed/awed/revere/afraid/respect/defer   

Heb.  13v6 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (he/she will) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice   

Heb.  13v6 og (the) {to me}/mine  (the)countenances/{human beings}/men. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.118v6. 

Heb.  13v6 = {Insomuch that}  we  (aiming to become TCs)   {exercising courage}/{having confidence}/boldly  to  state/exclaim: 

The  Lord/Master  (is)  my helper,     (JC as  “The Word of God”  sourced by Yahweh  correctly guides our mind … … ) 

also  I will  not  be  {frightened/alarmed/afraid}     (inasmuch  because  we  are  guided correctly – Yahweh will positively respond … … ) 

(of)  what  the men  he/she will  do/make/perform/practice  {to me}.    (To protect us now as required,  but have  certainty of Sonship later) 

 

Inasmuch that we (diligently aiming to be TCs)  exercising courage to state: 

  The  Lord/Master  (is)  my helper   (JC as  “The Word  of God”   sourced by Yahweh correctly guides our mind … … ), 

  also I will not be frightened   (because our mind  is  The One/Same  as that of Yahweh –  then Yahweh will work with us … … ) 

  (of)  humans,  what  he/she  will  do/perform/practice  to me   (Yahweh will protect us as circumstances dictate,  also surety of future Sonship). 

 

This is a psalm written by King David  (as the archetypical JC –  see glossary)  some 1000 years earlier than the quote of it given by Paul –  that forms 

The Bedrock upon which all people build,  who freely choose to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  knowing,  Yahweh is recording everything we do as our  

“synapse construction matures”  away from this  “present world”  (thereby perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”).    
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All this shall be publicly exposed in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)  both the hidden deeds of  “The Iniquitous”  (resulting in annihilation for  charlatan 

Christian leaders),  but also the hidden righteous deeds of  “The Entirely Worthy”  (to become future “Sons of God”)  “supremely blessed” (Rev.20v6). 

Where we know,  Paul had no fear of “death” (1Cor.15v55),  because it was merely “Asleep”  (John.11v11-15)  and hasten his perceived closeness to 

Sonship  (inasmuch his present life in persecution metered out by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  would be shortened,  and the passing of millennia 

while  “asleep”  would  pass-by  like an instantaneous flash  -  see Paul’s comment also at Phil.1v23-24 telling us where he would rather be)!    

That is the TC’s sincere view of our present existence! 

It must be posed by contrast,  the hypocritical counter - 

This verse is typical of the type of thing  charlatan Christian leaders shout out to their  “intoxicated audiences”  (being their  “regular fix”  on adrenalin 

and dopamine made possible by their  “drug-pusher”  leader pulling all the correct emotional strings),  and it excites the members to have the security of 

their  pack-like  grouping  (herd instinct, “group-think”).   

Importantly,  just turn the situation around and place just any  one  of those congregational members,  by themselves in the dock of a  “kangaroo court”  

facing trumped-up charges before a venomous crowd –  then,  how would this member then feel?   Would they be emboldened by the situation,  and 

behave as did Paul,  where King Agrippa said   “Just stop  -  because you are converting me from Judaism to  (1st Century) Christianity” (Acts.26v28).  

Likewise with Stephen at Acts.7v1-60.  

Do these congregational members  really know  The Bible sufficiently well to be able to  competently defend  The Truth in such a situation?   

If not, –  then  why  not?    

How are these people being instructed to imitate Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v16, etc.)? 

Obviously  charlatan Christian leaders do  not  want their siblings to competently know The Bible –  else these very  self-same  leaders 

become exposed by their then  “learned congregational members” –  noting Matt.7v16-20! 

Because The Bible instructs the leaders to  accurately  teach their congregations to know and understand The Bible,  so they too might become the next 

generation of instructors themselves within their neighbourhood –  just as Paul tells us at Heb.5v11-14 and other places  (1,2 Timothy and Titus giving 

instruction on this matter throughout). 

Quite clearly  if  these  charlatan  Christian leaders do nothing of the sort –  but shout out unreasoned  “soundbites”  to emotionally intoxicated 

recipients  (counter to Titus.2v2-8),  then  they betray What and of Whom they claim to espouse! 

Can the reader understand this? –  Because this  is  one of the several crucial tools enabling us to spot  “a charlatan”  “at work”! 

JC taught us to know  “The Tree”  by examining its fruits.   

The  required  fruits are the congregational members –  do they   “Copy Paul as he copied JC”? 

If not,  then why not?  

If  the pupil does not know how to accurately fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  

Then  the teacher has  not  correctly taught  (and thus  not eligible for Sonship,  because  he/she  has equally  not  fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire)! 

The reasoning is righteously logical –  and understandably  (in a worldly sense)  why it is never taught by  “You know who”! 
 

180th Comment – Paul asks The Brethren (Christians) diligently aiming to become TCs to respect their mature TC leaders 

who were in those days leaders of The Ecclesia,  and thus sincerely driven by  “The Real Faith”  operating within their 

mind to edify their more immature brethren how they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

322nd Reasoning – These 1st Century leaders having no worldly edifice behind them to sway their reasoning –  were thus 

sincerely motivated to imitate Paul and follow his instruction –  being  only what The Bible tells us! 

162nd Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  actively aiming to become TCs can recall the deeds their TC leaders did by 

putting themselves  out on a limb  to  help/edify  those more immature Christians around them.  We are to consider intently 

the way these TCs deported themselves,  being their  behaviour/lifestyle/conversation  with those people they had daily 

interaction,  and thus become sufficiently knowledgeable to imitate their “Real Faith”.  I look to William Tyndale and 

people like him –  who personally trail-blazed  “The Way”  forward with  “The Word of God”  given to The People for no 

worldly return except abuse and persecution,  and by necessity  had to bypass  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

Instruction – repeat - Real Faith = Accurate knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation,  sadly it is 

wholly ignored  by religious people –  else quite simply:  They would  not  be a member of  “Religion”,  Rev.18v4). 

181st Comment – Is it reasonable to ask the reader:  Can you recall the  (private) lifestyle of your Christian leaders and 

how does it compare with Paul’s lifestyle (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v21-28)?   Who would you desire to imitate and why?   

What knowledge does the reader have of The Bible to understand how Yahweh might be making His decisions? 

Knowing that:  No one knows better their master than does their valet,  noting what Peter said about JC at 1Pet.2v21-24,  

and John said at Matt.3v14,  where,  as I explain in detail elsewhere,  both Peter and John knew JC since childhood! 

I am not speaking about the painted public façade pushed through Public Relations Department censoring information! 

Heb.  13v7 og (You be) {exercising the memory}/{recollecting deeds}/{make mention}/{be mindful}   

Heb.  13v7 og of the (persons)   

Heb.  13v7 og leading/commanding/deeming/considering/accounting/{ruling over}/thinking [middle voice, plural]   

Heb.  13v7 og {of yourselves},  who/which (persons [plural])   

Heb.  13v7 og (they) spoke/uttered/said  {to yourselves}  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God [Yahweh],   

Heb.  13v7 og {of whom/which}  (the) {looking again}/attentively/{considering intensely} [plural]  

Heb.  13v7 og the  {to go out}/exit/issue/{way to escape}  of the  behaviour/lifestyle/conversation/{busying one’s self}   

Heb.  13v7 og (you) imitate/follow/copy [middle voice]   the (persons [TC leaders])   faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 

Heb.  13v7 = You be  {exercising the memory}/{recollecting the deeds}   

of the  people  personally  leading/commanding/{ruling over}  {of yourselves},     (“The 1st Generation TCs” … … ) 

who  spoke/said  to yourselves  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  God  (Yahweh),     (they taught  “1st Century Christianity” … … ) 

the  {looking again}/contemplating/{considering intensely}  the  exit/{way to go}/issue/sequel    (scrutinising the way to go forward ... … ) 

of  their  behaviour/lifestyle/conversation/{busying their selves}     (of the TCs' righteous  deportment/lifestyle ... … ) 

{of whom}  you  personally  imitate/follow/copy  their  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}.     (We are to imitate their  “Real faith”.) 

 

You be recollecting the deeds   (you must consider the TCs behaving likewise as those people exampled in previous chapters) 

of the people personally leading yourselves   (1st Century Elders  [NOT  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders of the last some 1700 years]), 

who spoke to yourselves the  word/saying/reasoning  of the God  (Yahweh)    (“1st Century Christianity”  as only taught by TCs) 
considering intensely the way to go of their  behaviour/deportment   (audit/analyse  a TC's lifestyle,  of both their words and deportment) 

                 (This means   “Get  behind the public  show/facade  professional religion leaders are so capable of crafting”  through their PR outlet.)    
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of whom you personally imitate their  (real) faith.  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)    We must imitate their “Real Faith”.) 

 

It must be clearly understood the  “set-up”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  was so  vastly different  to what we have today! 

There were  no  professional Christian leaders  (paid by the clients to deliver what the clients what to hear,  being of what Paul warned by 

prophecy would occur 2Tim.3v3-4 because of 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16,  perhaps having seen it start to appear in his day,  Gal.1v6-8,  hence 

Acts.20v29,  exactly as did John at 1John.2v18-19)! 

See also by example of Paul at Acts.18v1-3, 2Tim.3v6-12, etc. –  being numerous examples in The Bible. 

The  leaders/elders  then,  had secular occupation and were - 

1. Correctly motivated to become lay-preachers –  and thus had no other driver than to give  “The Absolute Truth”  of  “God’s Word”. 

2. Correctly taught by 1st Century Apostles – being   “1st Century Christianity”  (as “The Pure/Unadulterated Word of God”). 

(Where [1] and [2] would be based upon  “the selection instruction”  given by Paul in this three epistles 1+2 Timothy and Titus). 

3. Therefore,  from (1) and (2) above,  these leaders  were  correctly driven by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which 

operate(d/s)  within JC(g) and Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 

However  this has all changed  over the last some 1900 years –  and thus  “The Appropriate Motivation”  has changed –  now driven by  “worldly 

Christianity”  that is  so vastly different  to what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches us by  both word and deed  (because  The Philosophy is different,  

having become  adulterated  with worldly methodology,  and thus  “The Requirements”  are now  excused away  within this  “heathen doctrine”  of  

“worldly Christianity”  to become simply “Religion”). 

What an indictment! 

But it is absolutely true! 

Where the original  “1st Century Christianity”  is  so alien  to what is taught today by both word and deportment  that it is unrecognisable! 

It requires a personal  complete mindset change  by starting again afresh with  “a clean sheet of paper” –  and pen out what The Bible really 

tells us,  rather than it being minced  (Rev.22v18-19)  within the mind of  worldly (and worse,  charlatan)  Christian Leaders today and spat 

out again in a different form to their congregational recipients! 

That is exactly why –  while graduates of seminaries today are  worldly  qualified,  they are absolutely  unqualified by Yahweh’s Judgement! 

This website provides  “The Tools”  for us to use in our  competent audit  of  “The Fruit”  of which these  worldly  seminaries 

produce,  where we know  “The Tree”  by careful examination of its “fruits”  (precisely as JC taught us –  Matt.7v16-20)! 

Having prepared our mind,  then we can continue - 

Paul clearly states to these brethren - 

Look closely at the actions of the original disciples,  and of the next generation of  disciples/apostles/TCs,  then carefully contemplate  on 

what they did with their lifestyle –  being how they busied themselves in the accurate ministry work  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  thereby 

enabling you to  accurately  gain  “The Knowledge”  to be placed in the position  to gain  “The Real faith”  (= accurate knowledge + 

assurance + fidelity). 

Because  without   “Accurate Knowledge”  then it is  not possible  to  completely  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

This  is  absolutely true irrespective of what  worldly Christian leaders might fraudulently state to the contrary –  they have my email address to contact 

me in defence of their errant understanding –  if they choose to disagree,  and I shall  publicly analyse  what they state  “line by line”  using The Bible in 

context to support my examination of  their faulty output! 

I am only giving them an opportunity to “reform”,  before  Yahweh concludes in His Judgement upon them during the 1st part of their physical life! 

By carefully contemplating upon  “The Martyrdom”  of these early TCs,  then we are given to understand this question   

What was The Result  (being the sequel)  of their lifestyle? 

It was  “The Real Faith”  demonstrated  =  “Accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity”.  

Being they were so completely  assured  upon  “The Accurate Knowledge”   imbued within,  they practised absolute  fidelity  to what they  certainly 

knew  by completely changing their lifestyle away from what The World can deliver,  to attain a mindset utterly divorced from the  self-indulgences  The 

World can give by taking our time away from the teaching by  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”. 

From this effort,  their fruits  (being  the sequel)  were the next generation of TCs who precisely imitated JC to the very best they were able. 

These resultant fruits are of a personal sacrifice away from The World,  being a sacrifice in charity given in their time as the ministry work. 

Where it is  “These Fruits of the next Generation”  that become  “The Offering”  through our  sacrifice of charity works  (being the  ministry 

of imitating JC)  that we place upon Yahweh’s Altar  (our local working environment)  -  where,  we are driven by the  one/same  

“spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within 

The Environment” (HS).  This is to occur generation after generation until Yahweh achieves His  proven/validated  144000 TCs. 

Can the reader see how righteously circular is this argument   (to ultimately realise Yahweh’s Primary Goal)? 

Paul thus exhorts the young brethren  (immature Christians) - 

You  “holy brethren”  (thus having the  correct  mind to be separate from this world of sin)  become imitators of these earlier luminaries –  so 

your fruitage might likewise become the next generation of TCs to give the  real  worship of their time to be imitating JC also! 

However already we know there were false Christian leaders rising through the ranks stealing Yahweh’s glory for themselves on the back of God’s Word  

(Gal.1v6-7, 3v1, 4v17, 1John.2v18-19, 3John.v9-10, etc.,)  and today the various assortment  (Gaussian distribution from the good to the very bad)  of 

Christian leaders having cumulatively 1700+ years to perfect  The Art/Craft  of self-indulgent  “deception”.  This “incidentally”,  is a similar amount of 

time  “The Professional Religious Leaders” (in their collective manner)  had at the time of JC  (from the given Law by Moses),  and look at what JC had 

to say about them at Matt.23  (all of it)  as one piece  of many  I could cite. 

Thus as Paul states   “observe their  (The Apostles)  lifestyle” –  of which just as JC stated    

You know its tree by its fruitage  (Matt.7v17-19, 12v32-33, Luke.6v43-44). 

Therefore,  what is that fruitage? 

It is what Paul states here - 

How competent are those people  in the congregation  able to precisely imitate JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)? 

Else that Christian leader shall be judged –  as warned by JC at Luke.16v1-10 and in other places,  because they shall receive retribution from their 

congregation as why they themselves were  not  “accurately instructed”  to become possible future  “Sons of God”  (having then missed the  “once only”  

opportunity during the 1st part of their physical life)! 

So we might ask - 

Who  really  “loves who”  (outside their crafted posturing)? 

 

182nd Comment – JC of  (1) yesterday,  and  (2) today is the same as he  (3) will be forever. 

80th Good News – JCg the “specific god” of us  (being our creator – in accord to Yahweh’s HS)  was the same “Son (JCg) 

of God (Yahweh)”  as he was during his ministry and ransom sacrifice as JC,  and the  one/same  only/first/chief  begotten 

(premier)  “Son (awakened from a fleshly DNA body to a heavenly/celestial body) of God”  for the future eternity. 

323rd Reasoning – JCg created all life  (“world” = StrongsTM 2889 = “adornment/decoration”  on this barren planet)  

and it was he who  volunteered himself  to redeem “The Culmination of his Creation” (Mankind)  before  he created it. 

Because Yahweh warned of Mankind’s future failure,  and was JCg prepared to redeem it?   Yes!   Thus, JCg created us,  

knowing he would be required to go through the pain and suffering to redeem his personal creation –  for which he 
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successfully did, as described in The Bible,  and as such he was  awakened/roused  (resurrected)  by Yahweh to be  “The 

First/Only”  (ref Gospel Age)  “Chief”  (now premier)  “begotten Son of God” (as created by Yahweh).  JCg will be 

followed by 144000 TCs later as the Firstfruit harvest  (Rev.14v1-4, 20v6, etc.).  Then JCg as  “The King of this planet” 

(Rev.19v16) –  with his “wife”  (“Early Adopters”)  at his side comprising of the 144000 future  “Sons of God”,  he shall 

rule with  instant  justice/righteousness  in The Millennium to  judge/assay  “The Resurrected World”  and then continue 

for an eternity after The Millennium with his children  (“The Late Adopters”).  Amen! 

87th Warning – Mass Worldly  and  errant Christian doctrine that departs from The Bible  should be abolished  -  this 

verse is one of just so many that  destroys  the Trinity myth because we should ask:   

How can JC be spiritually separate entities,  to be  (1) on this planet and be  (2) Yahweh in the heavens  at the 

same time  (“not my [JC] desire be done – but Your [Yahweh] Desire be done” – Matt.26v39,41)? 

Why do Trinitarians  “flog a dead horse”?    

They must now change,  imbue  “The New Wine”  and  not  remain intoxicated on the worthless,  stale wine  

(Luke.5v38-39)  that is presently  more pleasing to them!   (See next verse in context). 

Heb.  13v8 og (The) Jesus/{Yahweh saves}  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  yesterday/{time past}/hitherto   

Heb.  13v8 og also  {this day/night}/presently/now/hitherto  the  he/it/same,   

Heb.  13v8 og also  into/unto  the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}. 

Heb.  13v8 = Jesus  the  Christ/Anointed  (of)  yesterday,     (JC the anointed,  existed previously before his 1st Advent ... … ) 

also  the  he  (JCg)   (is)   the  presently/now,     (JC is the same entity as he was yesterday)   

also  unto  the  ages/perpetuities.     (And because of what JC did during his 1st Advent,  then he shall exist into the eternity) 

 

The Anointed Jesus  (of)  yesterday   (“Anointed”  for “Sonship”  when he proved himself worthy after his personal self-less sacrifice)  

also he (JCg)   (is)  the now   (during The Gospel Age -  while he awaits his bride [144000 TCs] to prove herself  worthy/pure  [as a spiritual virgin]) 

also into the  ages/perpetuities   (beyond The Millennium with his  wife as “The Early Adopters”;  and  his/her  children  as “The Late Adopters”) 
                (We likewise,  provided we  “validate ourselves perfect within The Mind”  [as determined only by Yahweh]  as  did/was  JC  2000 years ago.) 

 

So true!   But some  worldly Christian leaders are now teaching   

       It is within the memories of those people alive in the succeeding generations that keep  “the departed”  alive in the future!   

Does this  worldly  sourced reasoning apply here –  inasmuch  “JC is unto the ages”  written down in a book? 

Especially when we are told that he will physically return as The King ruling and removing the present worldly system  (Rev.19v16-21)! 

So regarding people having died does this mean - 

After a few generations –  the original person ceases to exist because four generations later know nothing of that person? 

Obviously not –  and just demonstrates  “The Lie”  given out by these  worldly Christian leaders as sourced by the  one/same  methodology of Satan  

(John.8v44),  being to  oppose/adversarial/resist  “The Disclosing Truth”  as given by Yahweh through JC’s ministry, ransom sacrifice and resurrection.  

Being that a  single  resurrection  is  available to  all*  humans based upon what JC did for us. 

* Not  iniquitous Christian leaders –  as judged by Yahweh,  will be annihilated  and receive  no  resurrection  (see “2 part life”  in glossary). 

Thus we understand JC  phileo/{attractively loves}  those people of his personal creation,  of whom he can redeem away from the methodology brought 

into The World by Satan  (being to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt –  resulting from   Gen.3v1-5). 

It is these individuals who shall over their “2 part life”  (see glossary)  learn how to imitate JC's lifestyle and shall become  phileo/{attractively loved}  

by Yahweh and JC. 

Thus we understand from this verse  

Jesus Christ  yesterday (pre ministry and ministry),   

also presently is him  (JC resurrected and now back as JCg in the heavens  as he was prior to his ministry),   

also unto the  ages/perpetuities  (JCg is now Begotten,  and has all praise/honour heaped upon him by Yahweh [John.17v1-2]  into “The 

Eternity”). 

 

163rd Instruction – We must not be mentally carried about with motley entertaining doctrine  (given to “please the mind”) 

164th Instruction – It is  virtuous/worthy  to be establishing our  heart/{seat of motivation}  with  gifts/favour/benefits. 

165th Instruction – Do not feed the physical Body to satisfy lusts,  but rather feed the spiritual Mind  (with God’s Word). 

166th Instruction – Do not copy people led by worldly methodology who occupy themselves with unprofitable things. 

An almost direct reference to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  living off worldly things,  while pretending to represent 

“The Almighty God”  (of whatever their religion presumes Him to be).  

88th Warning – It is just so easy to be misled by errant methodology – given merely to  “please The Self”  and then the 

charlatan  Christian Leaders capitalise on this by milking the very people they  “have pleased”  – rather like parasites! 

324th Reasoning – It becomes a person’s protection to  fully understand  a  good quality  Bible.  Because without fully 

understanding God’s Word then  we will become a victim  to the  charlatan Christian leaders out there in The World 

“sucking us dry” – but giving us such a wonderful time while they  are  spiritually killing  us!   Absolutely knowing  a  

good quality  Bible gives us a 6th sense to spot a  charlatan  Christian leader almost before  he/she  opens the mouth! 

Fortunately Yahweh has provided  “The Safety Net”  of The Millennium for  “The Victims”, –  but for the  charlatan  

Christian leaders there is  no  future other than the very temporal existence they presently enjoy! 

325th Reasoning – There are just so many people who are misled and deport their lives to the instruction given by their 

charlatan Christian leaders (as false Christs)  and thus these people cannot to be usefully fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 

Heb.  13v9 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) instructions/doctrines/{what is taught} 

Heb.  13v9 og (To the [= in/with/by/on]) motley/{various (in character)/divers/manifold   

Heb.  13v9 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) foreign/hosting/entertaining/guest/strange (things)  

Heb.  13v9 og not  (you be) {conveyed around}/{transported hither and thither}/{bear/carried about};   

Heb.  13v9 og (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  for  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit   

Heb.  13v9 og (to be) substantiated/confirmed/established  the  heart/{seat of motivation},   

Heb.  13v9 og not  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) food/victuals   in  {to [= within]) whom/which}   

Heb.  13v9 og no/not/none  (they were) useful/beneficial/advantageous/better/prevail/profited/gainful   
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Heb.  13v9 og the (persons)   (having) {trod all about}/walked/{deported oneself}/{as once occupied one’s life}. 

Heb.  13v9 = Not  you be  {conveyed round}/{transported hither and thither}/{carried about}     (ensure you are not bewitched ... … ) 

with  motley/{various in character}     (with  divers/many  different types of ... … ) 

also  foreign/entertaining/strange  instruction/doctrine/{what is taught};     (“worldly  Christian”  doctrines of some 37,000+ schisms ...) 

for  (it is)  the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  (for)  the  heart/{seat of motivation}     (for it is a good thing for our motivation ... … ) 

to be  substantiated/established/confirmed  by/with  the  gifts/favour/benefit,     (to be substantiated by gifts for our neighbour ... … ) 

not with foods     (Paul’s play on words = not physical food for the heart,  but spiritual food to motivate us in the correct direction … … ) 

within  which  the people  having  {trod all about}/{deported themselves}/{as occupied their life}    (as do worldly focussed people ... … ) 

they were  not  useful/beneficial/advantageous/profited.     (to be a waste of time,  with regard to becoming future “Sons of God”.) 

 

Not you be carried about   (ensure  you do  not  believe what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  erroneously  teach us) 

with motley   (the very many different teachings within “Religion”  -  having a common denominator,  “all worldly  and Yahweh  detests them all”) 
also foreign  instruction/doctrine   (customs/myths/rituals/idols  given by  “Religion”  is entirely alien  to  “The Thrust of 1st Century Christianity”) 

for  (it is)  the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  heart   (it is  good for  the  “seat of motivation”   to leave “Religion”  Rev.18v4 … … ) 

to be  substantiated/confirmed  with  gifts/favours/benefits   (that  “God’s Word”  driving our mind,  leading our heart,  delivers to The World) 

not with food   (not with worldly methodology for The Flesh,  but  “God’s Word”  for The Mind,  to lead The Heart  in the correct direction) 
within which the person having deported themselves   (worldly methodology controlling the 1st part of our  physical/spiritual  life) 

they were not useful   (self-indulging upon worldly methodology helps no person  -  ultimately hurts both us,  and our neighbour). 

 

Again this verse operates at several levels,  and we need to probe deeply, –  all of which might cause personal anguish! 

The basic instruction is - 

1. We are not to be misled by wasting our time  (in mistaken  “worship”)  with false doctrine. 

(Of which we know is false doctrine because it has been  thoroughly/vigorously  tested/proved/assayed  and reasoned  not  to be “Righteous”) 

2. We are however to firmly establish our  motivation/passion/drive  in the  correct  direction with  accurate  knowledge. 

3. Accurate  knowledge will deliver  gifts/favour/benefit  to ourselves,  and more importantly for other people  (where all  ideal/intrinsically  

good things are sourced by Yahweh). 

So how does this verse operate upon us? 

Generally by gaining  accurate  knowledge means we are  correctly directed to “The Goal” of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.  

This is obviously not possible with the  inaccurate  (of varying degrees)  “knowledge”  operating within the some 37000+ different  worldly 

Christian schisms.  Where it almost goes without saying they  must be different  else there would be  only  the  ONE  Ecclesia  (as the epistles 

keep impressing on us).  What  makes them different  is  their  knowledge/doctrine/customs/etc. (more later),  so obviously they  are  going-off  

in different directions and are  not  aiming for  “The Goal”  (even though they all think they are correct)!   The problem is,  not even one 

person in these groupings critically reads,  nor understands The Bible,  and thus  none  of them are correct  (while having a demonstrable 

common spirit of  “deviancy” – that  could  be corrected –  if  the individuals were truly interested in gaining  “Real Faith” (= accurate 

knowledge + assurance + fidelity)! 

But it is easier for them to merely turn up for a  “good uplifting time”  with friends and listen to what their  errant  worldly  Christian leaders 

tell them to  “please their ears”  2Tim.4v3-4, etc.  (being The Blind leading the blind and they both fall into the ditch Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 

So after upsetting everyone with that most accurate statement –  given  only to cause some serious personal reflection,  to provoke an awakening from  

“The Slumbers”;  then let us think through what this verse truly means. 

As I profusely state  

Humans can only understand “The Physical”  and cannot understand “The Spiritual”,  so Yahweh through JC and the apostles use  “The 

Physical”  to explain by analogy “The Spiritual”.  We need to use  “The Physical”  as a basis to make the important mental connections to 

“The Spiritual”.    This is why JC used illustrations and parables of The Physical for us to make the mental connection to  “The Spiritual”. 

If  our “Professional Leaders of Religion” were “worth their salt”  then  they would be explaining what JC’s parables and illustrations meant. 

Sadly,  they explain virtually none of them,  and of the ones they choose to explain,  they either miss the important part or just get the interpretation 

completely wrong!   I explain everything in my  most accurate  translation and commentaries of the four gospels comprising of some two million words. 

The first level is the physical. 

Paul was commenting on parts of  “The Jewish Law”,  where some observers thought that   Provided they fulfilled the physical works of ritual,  then this 

would bring salvation  (without considering the very necessary reform of  “The Mind”).  Other people would take parts of  “The Jewish Law”  to excess  

(to include washing the arms, rather than just staying with the hands)  to show how wonderful was the pious Jew in front of their  peers/{and underlings}.  

Also there were certain laws on the type of food that could be eaten;  again there is no hard and fast rule to follow these rules now “The New Covenant”  

was instituted  (hence by allegoric illustration at Acts.10v9-16),  because The Committee of Original Disciples gave what is required at Acts.15v19-29. 

We read The Bible and understand what is good for us.   

Keeping ourselves clean and relatively tidy will give positive benefit to both us and those people around us –  learning from our practical example.   

Also we will operate our lifestyle in a caring manner for other people that will physically help them,  and we will gain a reputation of honesty in all that 

we do.  Consequently because The Bible teaches us not to waste our time on worldly trivia  (Matt.23v23, Luke.11v42)  then we shall have time for the 

more weightier matters concerning life and death issues  (spiritual guidance). 

The second level is the spiritual  (pertaining to the mind, –  being how we think  [= spirit/personality/desires/traits]). 

Clearly,  because  “The Mind drives The Body”  then the two are related  (works come from The Mind –  that shows how  utterly ridiculous  is the  

worldly Christian statement is   “God loves you,  but not your works”. 

I discuss later how  exceedingly foolish  is this soundbite,  only given to  “please the ears”  of the paying clientele. 

It is simply all part of  “The Gospel of Excuses to remain Human!” 

Where actually,  as a result of my audits on their material,  our  spiritually blind  Christian leaders choose to  muddle-up  agapao (edifying love)   with 

phileo (attractive love),  actually no,  they muddle up both  “agapao and phileo”,  with “eros” (self-indulgent love  [errantly just associated with sex]),  

where they give a sermon to please  (by self-indulging)  The Mind  (2Tim.4v3-4)  rather than be edifying our mind to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 

Thus I should state,  Yahweh agapao  “Mankind”  to yield  “The Three Remnants”  that He can then phileo The Resultant into The Eternity,  

when all members shall be storge loved (family loved)  by having the  one/same  mind,  collectively being  “beloved”! 

The Bible teaches us to operate under  agapao/{edifying love}  that will deliver righteous works in the form of  agape/{charity love}  to our neighbour. 

What should this form of charity take? 

We must look to what the Bible teaches us. 

The Bible teaches us - 

1. The primary requirement,  if we can,  is to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Paul states   “Copy me as I copy JC”,  in numerous places  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 

Also those people able to teach –  then they should do so –  Acts 6v1-6, Heb.5v12-14, etc. 

Clearly we  all  can  accurately  (provided we have  “The Knowledge”  ourselves  [of which it is our personal responsibility to gain])  teach 

our local neighbours  -  at work,  and in the streets around us  (being  “the local environment”  is our  “altar”  to Yahweh). 

2. The next is to provide shelter and daily physical sustenance to those specific individuals who  are  truly imitating JC.  Sadly the vast majority 

of Christian leaders are nowhere near this standard,  and are thus termed  worldly Christian leaders.  Moreover, a significant minority of 
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these are so  self-indulgent  as to be called  charlatan Christian leaders (Eph.5v6) –  and thus deserve  no  tithing/donations  from their 

utterly duped devotees.  However,  these leaders are the most demanding  (with the  “nicest possible demeanour” –  through their  

suave/eloquent/{silver tongued}  manner,  [simply “conmen”])  upon their congregations  (being the opposite to that of TCs 1Thes.2v4-10)!    

Some examples of supporting TCs –  having so little upon which to live,  as we read by example in Phil.4v15-16, 2Thes.1v3. 

3. To provide support for genuine widows over 60 years of age who have  no  family to support them  (1Tim.5v11-16). 

4. To provide support for the sick and infirmed within the Brethren  (James.5v14-15). 

That is about it –  if any person can find anything else in The Bible,  then please let me know and I will add it to the list  (I give my email address)! 

So then,  we need objectively to ask ourselves   

What do our  (professional)   worldly Christian leaders practice?   

Because they are  paid  (by the world)  to do something! 

1. Is it to be precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (as Paul instructs of us)? 

OR  

2. Being a  “social worker”  just saying nice  “spiritual platitudes”  “to please the ear”,  and involving themselves in worldly politics? 

And of course   They read a few bits out of the Bible  (invariably  without  the  correct  explanation,  if any at all)  to support worldly things,  

then singing a few songs and carrying out the requisite  baptism/marriage/death  “rituals”! 

For which  “They charge The World”  for doing the above!    Seem like  “Rogue Traders”  to me! 

Where we might ask - 

Perhaps they should take a leaf out of Paul’s instruction manual? 

I am deliberately being provocative –  only to promote  “questioning” –  so we might find  “The Solution”  to what we are  supposed to be doing! 

Now I leave in a section I wrote some seven years earlier on this verse - 

This verse is also applicable today,  but strangely now,  the  false teaching given today  conversely says   

Just having  “belief in JC”  and doing nothing other,  is quite acceptable to God,  and presumptuously believing  “God loves us all” –  

alongside the implication;   “irrespective of what we might do”. 

Well actually  -  The Bible does  NOT  teach that nonsense humbug! 

Else the logical extension of this teaching would be,  -  we  never  required the sacrifice of JC  [of his works]  for us to come before Yahweh  -  God! 

The Bible tells us we must  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  as we have read in this,  and all the other epistles  (in perhaps 100 places). 

And  if  we make  “The Grade”  (as being  “deemed entirely worthy”),  then  as TCs,  we will be resurrected as  kings/Priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, 

Rev.1v6, etc.).  Else we are to face a resurrection into The Millennium in a  perfected  DNA fleshly body  (given in trust  to then  perfect  our mind)  and 

now  works of  “the belief in JCg”  are required  to ensure we do not sin,  else we face permanent death at the end of the 1000 year Millennium period  

(where we  must learn  and then  practice  “Righteousness”  else face permanent rejection that is “The 2nd death”  [mentioned at Rev.2v11, 20v6  for the 

people escaping this future] –  but certainly  not  someone who is then  “loved”!). 

This  false  teaching given by our  worldly Christian leaders is masked by the cover    

“It is the actions God does not love,  but God loves you personally.”  -  What a lovely  “soundbite”! 

But this is a fraudulent  LIE  –  Satan is so pleased to hear this distortion proclaimed!    

He is  “The Master of Deception”  (John.8v44)! 

Moreover,  so are his cohorts  of similar mind  (2Cor.11v13-15, all around the world  Eph.2v2, copying their mentor 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 

Quite simply countered  –  Let the reader ask themselves the following questions and then reason upon the answers - 

“What makes me commit a sinful action?”  (Being a sin that God does  not  “love”). 

The only answer is our  personal  passive or active acceptance in following after the worldly ways  [within Satan’s present World],  and further - 
“Why do I follow after the ways of the World?”  

Again,  the only answer is our  conscious desire  to follow after the worldly ways  [the world at present is under the custodian god - being Satan]. 

“What drives our consciousness?” 

Our thoughts within our mind making the  very conscious personal choice to sin  (hence driving us away from God,  Yahweh). 

“What/Who is our guide to ensure we become pleasing to Yahweh?” 

The perfect guide is JC  (Matt.3v15, 17v5)  in both ministry and deportment,  hence becomes our intercessor to Yahweh  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5). 

What did JC teach us?”  

He taught us to be  “Righteous”  not  by The Law –  consisting of meaningless works  (if our mind was not right to God),  but  through the thoughts of 

our conscious and intelligent mind –  The two commandments were  (Mark.12v30-31) - 

1. To love  [agapao within the head]  God/Yahweh  with all our  heart/soul/fortitude  (= {seat of  motivation}/{conscious existence}/endurance)  

to edify Yahweh  (within the minds of people choosing not understand how to fulfil His Desire,  thereby  magnifying  Yahweh in what we do)! 

2. To love  [agapao within the head]  our neighbour as ourselves.  Meaning   Put ourselves out  [to our own hurt]  to edify our neighbour. 

The very best we can do to edify our neighbour – is to explain  why/how  they too can fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by our words and deportment. 

This is purely aimed at the  thoughts of our mind  to  then  lead,  and so drive our actions from which flow the fruit of the HS  (Eph.5v9-10, etc.).  

Now bring both halves together and it becomes perfectly clear  “the falsehood”  of this statement given out from many of the  false  Christian Leaders)! 

They are clearly fraudsters to what they claim to represent and yet  “millions upon millions”  of people love and respect them,  because these leaders 

give to their devotees  “what the devotees want to hear”!   moreover these devotees  “pay to have their ears tickled”  (2Tim.4v3-4)! 

Just to clarify,  they effectively state   

Our actions are judged evil,  but we ourselves are  “loved”  by Yahweh!  

However,  we have just reasoned together - 

Our actions are merely an  outward manifestations of our thoughts! 

Thus - 

It is the actions that demonstrate our thoughts.   

The  thoughts  are  ourselves as individuals  =  our  “personality/character (spirit/desires/traits)”.  

Our actions from our thoughts  define our soul  (being  “the output”  from a soul –  where  “soul”   =  a  “conscious operating body”)!  

(“Soul” just means “to breathe”  -  that occurs within a  “conscious existence”  [it means nothing else].) 

Thus at present,  Yahweh  hates  those people whose actions demonstrate  harmful/hurtful  thoughts! 

Furthermore,  leaders teaching a “Gospel of Excuses to remain Human”  are an abomination to Yahweh! 

Satan is exceedingly pleased to hear this falsehood  (“God loves you whoever you are”,  or that  “you see God in other people”)  as preached by his 

representatives,  because it leads to total confusion within the  “Nation of Christians”  in what they are supposed to be doing and where they are to aim! 

Furthermore,  we might ask    

How  is Yahweh to attain His future 144000 TCs required to become  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  to yield The Millennium  (and of 

Satan’s Demise,  Rev.20v1-3, v10)  if  we indulgently believe we have no need to reform and  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle?    

Because supposedly we are already  “loved”  in our present state –  thereby  “excusing”  our lifestyle –  for how long?   An eternity? 

How  will this to lead unto a righteous society –  because as Paul stated   We have all sinned (Rom.3v23) – so  when  is The Change to occur? 

Their inane reasoning is utterly flawed and facile! 

Please see the full written confirmation of my reasoning by James in the epistle of James.1v15. 

However it can be said that  - 

JCg  agapao/{edifying loved}  his creation so much,  that he voluntarily gave himself as a sacrifice to give:  

To  only  those people  desiring to live righteously,  so they may come before Yahweh when they have been  “perfected”. 
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Where - 

TCs are proven perfected ready for JCg 1st 2nd C,  while for those people resurrected in perfected DNA fleshly bodies shall need to prove 

themselves  “Righteous”  over 1000 years  (The Great Sabbath Day).    Then it would only be those individuals from out of  “The 

Resurrected World”  surviving the final assay and live  beyond  The Millennium  (having wholly  imbued/inculcated  “The Word of God”). 

As I keep stating –  none  of this is accurately taught by our  worldly Christian leaders of  all  persuasions from  “the frothy”  (of worthless hot air)  

charismatic schisms  to  “the spiritually dead”  of old schisms of centuries past! 

It is interesting how in the context of the previous verse Paul teaches us - 

“Jesus Christ  yesterday, also presently  (is) the him (the same entity),  also unto the  ages/perpetuities.” 

This tells us,  JC has  not  changed  (nor  “The Word of God”  from an unchanging Source [Mal.3v6, James.1v17]),  being the  one/same  entity prior to 

his creation of us,  becoming the ransom sacrifice to save us,  to be the supreme ruling King  (Rev.19v16)  of this planet  (over us –  and of our mind)  in 

The Millennium  (during the final sifting stage of humans)  and forever into the eternity.   Please see my wholly unique musing at 1Thes.4v14. 

Therefore all this accurate reasoning destroys the Trinity myth by the quote of JC at  Matt.26v39, 42,  where he states,  “It is not his (JC) desire be done,  

but rather Your (Yahweh’s)  Will/Desire  be done”  hence  two separate  reasoning Entities.  Now the point of this,  is the Trinity myth was established as 

doctrine in 325 CE at Nicea some 260 years  after  Paul wrote this verse with its warnings (of which JC also warned at Matt.12v43-45, Luke.11v24-26)! 

Thus did the  worldly  reasoning inventors of the Trinity myth disregard what Paul states in this verse? –  Given to us as a warning! 

I really wonder what passes through their head and of their seed?     

But do any of them really care –  when they are only interested in the  “here and now”   (being of  “this World”  under 1John.5v19)? 

It shows what is in their mind and who is their god! 

Please read all my cited commentaries within this commentary to understand  “The Mind of Yahweh”  as given by His faithful representatives. 
 

183rd Comment – We TCs,  have the altar from of which other people have not the privilege to eat in  “The Tabernacle”  

as a  {hired menial}/{divine serving}. 

326th Reasoning – Paul is telling us that  if  we precisely imitate JC  then Yahweh is judging us  as being in “The Temple” 

{divinely serving}  (fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)  and thus eating in  “The Tabernacle”  (The Food of God)  upon which we,  

as TCs,  are placing our offerings  (the next generation of TCs)  on the altar  (placed dedicated to God/Yahweh). 

See JC’s response at Matt.12v3-4,  also by implication what we must be doing to be eating of JC’s ‘Bread’ Matt.26v26. 

Allegory – repat – altar (place where priests offer their sacrifice to Yahweh)  = TCs who present the sacrifice of their lives by their 

offerings (of new generation TCs)  to Yahweh by their priestly duties in “The Temple”,  meaning, “teaching local people”. 

Where “The Altar” is the TC’s local environment,  teaching the local people by both word and importantly, deportment. 

Allegory – repeat - tabernacle = mobile covering = JCg as “The Word of God” covering our  methodology/lifestyle/works 

Inasmuch it is The Presence/Parousia  of JCg  (as The Word of God)  drives our innermost thoughts resulting in works. 

Reasoning – repeat - It must be clearly understood,  “offerings/gifts” refers to the  object/entity  given to Yahweh,  but 

“sacrifice(s)” is  direct reference to “The Lifestyle of The Giver” personally given directly to Yahweh to fulfil His Desire. 

That is specifically  why  TCs imitating this standard offer  “The Next Generation TCs”  from the  accurate  ministry work 

in the self-sacrifice of their own life imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

205th Allegory – eat = imbue The Word of God – where the  “digestion”  means  “to act with fidelity to Yahweh’s Word”. 

206th Allegory – show-bread = JC's body/deportment  presented to Yahweh  (of which we are to imbue,  Matt.26v26). 

Thus we  “show our deportment of imitating JC to Yahweh”  as  “The Word of God”  (calorific bread for body energy). 

207th Allegory – privilege = Yahweh recognises the individual is operating as a TC  (plus gifts/benefit that comes with it). 

184th Comment – Thus just as “The High Priest” carried the blood of animals inside the tabernacle atoned our sins and 

consumed the fleshly  (animal)  body outside the encampment  (of the temple),  then likewise JC was able to purify this 

World through reason of his shed blood  (in the temple)  and of his fleshly  (human)  body consumed outside the gate. 

208th Allegory – JC as the High priest (carrying out the above) = TCs giving their blood in sacrifice to Yahweh and their 

body is eaten by The Populace outside (when copying the TC’s deportment).  Just as JC said “eat my flesh” (John.6v34-

36)  being a reference to  “The Passover Lamb”  as  “the First thing eaten on The Passover/Sabbath”  -  inasmuch  “The 

Resurrected World”  must eat  “The Word of God”  as  “The first thing done”  to survive through The Millennium. 

Allegory – repeat - blood = The physical essence of life within a fleshly body. 

Instruction – repeat - It was not through the blood of animals,  but rather through JC’s  own  blood that he entered for  

one occasion  {that once for all}  into The Most Holy Place  (to provide)  everlasting/perpetual  deliverance/salvation. 

Allegory – repeat - High Priest = JC = Direct line of communication to Yahweh,  as the intercessor to  (2 Epochs) Israel,  

as we are told by Paul at  Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5,  moreover,  no other entity has any right  to intercede on our behalf. 

209th Allegory – JC’s blood carried in to The Tabernacle = JC’s ransom sacrifice being  handed-in  to Yahweh on our 

behalf and not seen by The People  (The World). 

210th Allegory – JC’s body consumed outside The Gate = JC’s physical body displayed in death on  “fixed stakes”  on 

Golgotha outside the city of Jerusalem being that he was offered for The People  (The World)  to see by witness. 

211th Allegory – encampment = city = Jerusalem. 

Allegory – repeat - city = a community operating under a lawful framework = “The New Jerusalem” of The Millennium = 

The Organisation led by JCg,  The Temple (144000 TCs),  prophets as authorities to rule The Earth,  plus lesser entities. 

Allegory – repeat - Jerusalem = The City of Peace – ultimately becoming  “Yahweh’s Organisation”  here upon The 

Earth in The Millennium to establish peace and restitution under  “The Kingship of JCg”. 

212th Allegory – worldly Jerusalem = The City that has spawned the Harlots  (worldly Judaism, worldly Christianity, and 

worldly Islam)  that originated with the faithful Abraham.  Hence Paul’s call to get out of  “her”  (and John, Rev.18v4)! 

Allegory – repeat - Temple (worldly defn.) =  presumed to be where  “God”  resides  (but,  a place of hypocritical piety). 

Allegory – repeat - Temple (spiritual defn.) =  a place to learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  so we as a group might be 

in the position to worship Yahweh by imitating JC  (as The Word of God –“The Ecclesia”) “calling out” in our lifestyle. 

Allegory – repeat - Temple  (ultimate defn.) =  The 144000 TCs resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life  (as Sons 

of God)  to teach  “The Resurrected World” “righteousness”. 
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327th Reasoning – Thus just as The Temple was a place where humans come to learn about Yahweh – so they worship 

Him correctly,  then likewise JC being The Spiritual Temple foundation  (of The Gospel Age)  he went outside into the 

countryside  and flocks of humans came to him to  “learn how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.”  Likewise the TCs become 

mobile temples in their own right (1Cor.3v16),  each becoming a stone of The New Temple (1Pet.2v5-9)  being built upon 

The  Foundation/{corner-stone}  laid by JC,  rejected by “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  (Matt.21v42-44, 

Mark.12v10, Luke.20v17-18,  spoken in prophecy some 700 years earlier, Isa.28v16, and then by Daniel, Dan.2v35, 45). 

167th Instruction – Paul exhorts The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs to  {issue forth}/{spread abroad}  from 

the  encampment/city/Jerusalem  towards JC  (outside what worldly Jerusalem represents)  because JC has borne our sins 

328th Reasoning – Thus just as it states,  JC’s ransom sacrifice has purified the 1st part of our life so that we all might then 

have an opportunity to precisely imitate JC over what becomes a  “2 part life”.  Thus all humans can become this 

grouping of people spoken of here –  but ultimately successful people are those who by recognition of JC’s gift are 

prepared to make  the personal change  in their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become the  one/same  as JC. 

329th Reasoning – Because JC was  vexed/suffered  outside the encampment,  then he is  bearing/enduring  the 

reproach/disobedience  on behalf of us to Yahweh.  In this manner he is covering us before Yahweh’s gaze and thus  

righteously/equitably  enabling us to have a resurrection into the 2nd part of our physical life  (The Millennium),  while we 

have an opportunity to  reform/readjust  ourselves by entering the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 

168th Instruction – Paul states:  For in this same spot  (beside JC, outside worldly Jerusalem) we TCs, have no everlasting 

(worldly city/Jerusalem)  but rather,  we TCs are  searching/craving  for  “The Expectation of The New Jerusalem”. 

330th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood,  The Old Jerusalem  (as it is now)  is the physical manifestation  (as The 

Source)  of the metaphoric representation of  “The Three Abrahamic Faiths”  operating as harlots  against the fulfilment 

of Yahweh’s Desire – the worst by far,  is the one supposedly being most accurate (Christianity)  for the present Epoch. 

While  “Babylon”  represents  “all worldly religions”   (including atheism –  considering  “The Self”  as “god”,  

inasmuch,  “god” over the rest of creation on this planet!). 

213th Allegory – The New Jerusalem = “The City of Peace”  is  “Yahweh’s Organisation”  here upon The Earth in The 

Millennium operating under JCg’s rule  (Rev.19v16)  with his 144000 TCs as  “Sons of God”  and as  “co-heirs ruling”  

over  “The Inheritance”  (“The Resurrected World”). 

214th Allegory – TCs are supervisors united as companions with attendants (the Brethren). 

Heb.  13v10 og (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  (the) {place of sacrifice}/altar,   

Heb.  13v10 og {from/out  of}  {of whom/which}  {to eat}  no/not/none  (they) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   

Heb.  13v10 og (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  the (persons)   

Heb.  13v10 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  tent/{cloth hut}/habitation/tabernacle   

Heb.  13v10 og (the) {as a hired menial}/{ministering (to God)}/worshipping/{divine serving} [plural]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.29v32-33. 

Heb.  13v10 = We  (as TCs)   possess/have  the  {place of sacrifice}/altar     (our knowledge operated upon in fidelity in The Environment) 

{from out of}  {of which}  they  possess/have  not  the  privilege/freedom/authority  to eat  in the  tent/tabernacle   

      (“Professional Leaders of Religion”  by what they output  -  prove themselves to have no authority in representing Yahweh’s Business … ) 

the  {as a hired menial}/{ministering to God}/{divine serving}.      (Their output demonstrates they are reneges to Yahweh’s Interests!) 
 

         (Paul makes a distinct contrast between TCs and “Professional Leaders of Religion” … … ) 

We (as TCs)  have the place of sacrifice   (“The Knowledge”  reproduced with fidelity in our local environment  to edify our neighbour)   
                (Only because TCs  “follow instruction”  driven by JC’s mind  -  and become  “The New Spiritual Creature”,  perfect like JC proved to be.) 

from out of which they   (“Professional Leaders of Religion”  fraudulently claiming to represent Yahweh’s Interests on this planet … … ) 
have not the authority to eat in the tent   (they choosing to have  no  real  “knowledge”  or refuse what  “JC’s covering sacrifice”  really means!) 
       (“1st Covenant Priests” [Jewish Leaders] could eat the offerings by means of their positional office over the Jews [supported by the 11 other tribes]) 

                (Only because they “followed written instruction”  on rote  [being easy] -  but not mentally driven to be perfect like JC would prove to be.) 

       (“2nd Covenant Priests” [worldly Christian Leaders] are not recognised by Yahweh to be participating in temple duties [should be by secular work]) 

                (Because they refused to “follow instruction”  driven by JC’s mind  [being difficult] -  and not mentally driven to be perfect like JC was to be.) 

as a hired menial   (Religious Leaders have no  authority to partake as hired menials in the  tent/temple  -  being unable to serve Yahweh correctly). 

       (Fundamentally, “worldly Christian Leaders”  do not have a mind like Christ and have  barred themselves  from becoming future “Sons of God”.) 
 

Paul in his exhortative manner calls upon these specific individuals to become like him so they all together,  as TCs,  fulfil the invitation given by JC to 

participate at the altar that was only available to  “The Real Priests”  –  thus positioned  to go through the veil into  “The Most Holy Place”  if  anointed 

by Yahweh for “Sonship”,  because the TC’s have - 

1. Been perfected by JC covering the 1st part of  their/{ideally us}  (spiritual) life. 

2. By  imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to  the very best  they/we  were/are  able,  thereby fulfilling what Yahweh already knew about their  

“Real faith” and belief in JC –  being what JC represented  (within  their/{ideally our}  own existence),  hence having their names prewritten 

(Rom.8v29)  on  “The Scroll of (guaranteed)  Life”  (Rev.5v2-9) for JC to collect (Rev. Chapter 19)  at the end of 2000 years that needed to 

occur over Rev.6v1 to Rev.18v24.  Most importantly,  they demonstrated to The World  during the 1st part of their physical life they are to be 

suitable material exercising  “Respect and Responsibility”  to become the future Rulers of The Millennium,  and thus are demonstrably  not  

being hypocritical to what they claimed to represent.  It is this  “respect and responsibility”  exercised by  “The Early Adopters”  particular 

to what they had to do in time and place as we are taught by prophetic allegory in Hebrews Chapter 11. 

Thus originally we were  “heathen” –  profane –  operating upon worldly methodology,  but by JC’s ministry  to purify our mind,  and his ransom 

sacrifice  enabled us a resurrection  to  possibly/maybe  (as only decided upon by Yahweh, Matt.20v23)  follow through into  “The Most Holy Place”  

after JCg,  to be alongside JCg as a future  “Son of God”  in the 2nd part of our physical life.    

Thus we are to be perfecting ourselves by  imbuing/inculcating  “The Word of God”  into our very  being/existence,  thereby entering,  and then purifying 

the 2nd part of our spiritual life by precisely imitating JC,  and consequently,  personally nurturing  “the HS”  within ourselves because - 

1. by being of the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC that is separate from the world of sin”  

2. to fulfil  “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment”  (wherever in The Universe)  ensures we make ourselves as 

perfected virgins ready for our husband,  JCg  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.21v2,9)  at “The 1st Resurrection”  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 

1Cor.15v35-55, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-9, 20v6, etc.). 
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This is because the TCs  have  been  “personally offering sacred service in The Temple”   (1Cor.3v16,  1Pet.2v5-9,  as  “The Body of Christ”, 

1Cor.12v12-22) –  being specifically the ministry work that was their public execution away from the  self-indulgences  this world of sin can deliver.   

See  “Temple”  in my glossary –  being a place where we are to come to understand how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and in this manner we can praise and 

worship Him.  “Worship”  is  “not merely to  self-indulgently  sing songs”,  or perhaps  “dance around the aisles”  or  “speak gibberish”  (else some 

stranger coming in and witnessing this delinquent and  animalistic/carnal  minded activity  “shall think you mad” –  1Cor.14v23)!    

So Paul could see this activity start occurring then (Gal.3v1) –  just as could John at 1John.2v18-19!. 

However,  we have had now some 1700+ years to perfect  “The Art of Deviancy”  with the original  disciple/apostles  being long dead;  it is only the TCs 

throughout The Gospel Age  (like The Prophets)  who keep  standing-up  for Yahweh’s Word to be correctly taught to The World  (as did William 

Tyndale –  to give  “The Word of God”  in the English language,  lambasted and tortured by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  being precisely as 

they did to JC,  John.11v47-53 and Stephen,  Acts.7v58-60)! 

Heb.  13v11 og {of whom/which}  For  (it is) {carried inward}/{brought in}/{led into}  (the) {live things}/animals/beasts   

Heb.  13v11 og the  blood  concerning/about  (the) sins/faults/offences  into/unto   

Heb.  13v11 og the  {sacred (thing/location)}/{holiest (of all)}/{holy place}/sanctuary [plural]   

Heb.  13v11 og through (reason of)  of the  {the High Priest}/{Chief of all priests},   

Heb.  13v11 og {of (from or concerning) this (person or thing)}/{these (things [animals])}  the  {whole/sound bodies}   

Heb.  13v11 og (it will be) {burned down (to the ground)}/{consumed entirely}  outside/{away from}/without/outward   

Heb.  13v11 og of the  {throwing in beside (juxtaposition)}/{battle array}/encampment/army/castle/camp. 

Heb.  13v11 = For  {of concerning these}  (animal)  {whole bodies}   

          (Prophetic allegory of  “The Israelites”  acknowledging their participating within “The Covenant”  with Yahweh … … )  

the  animals/beasts  {of whom}  the blood  it is  {carried inward}/{brought in}     (allegoric to “The New/2nd Covenant” … … ) 

into  {The Most Holy Place}     (always representative of where Yahweh resides [only figuratively] … … ) 

through reason of  {the High Priest},     (now replaced by JC at the point of sacrifice – becoming JCg at his resurrection … … ) 

concerning/about  the  sins/faults/offences     (being our sins when entering  “The New/2nd Covenant” … … ) 

it will be  {burned down}/{utterly consumed     (representing our fleshly bodies annihilated with our old sin … … ) 

outside/{away from}  of the  encampment.     (For public witness outside from The Inner Temple  [as we purify the 2nd part of our life].) 

 

For concerning these animal bodies   (of animal sacrifice,  their existence was entirely given … … )    
          (on behalf of -  The Israelites  [Jews]  physically  in 1st Epoch,  and then JC for The Israelites  [Christians]  spiritually  in 2nd Epoch) 

          (Physically to cover The Works;  Spiritually because The Ministry purifies The Mind,  Ransom Sacrifice gets everyone into the 2nd part of their life) 

          (Noting,  Yahweh  requires  the purified minds of 144000 TCs  before  any  resurrection can take place  [for all to enter the 2nd part of their life]!) 
          (It was Yahweh’s Methodology operating in JC that righteously “checkmated”  Satan’s worldly methodology operating within Religious Leaders) 

whose blood is carried inward   (“The Essence of Life”  [1] given by animals,  [2] given by TCs copying  “The High Priest” -  JC)  
into The Most Holy Place   (The Place where Yahweh chooses to  metaphorically  reside  -  only as a  “physical link”  to  weak-minded  humans) 

by reason of The High Priest   (driven by  [1] worldly methodology in  “The 1st Covenant”,  [2] Yahweh's Methodology in “The 2nd Covenant”)  

concerning the  sins/faults   (as an annual atonement for [1st epoch] Israel’s sins as a foreshadow of a greater sacrifice yet to come … … ) 

              (Sacrifice for sins  [1] reset every year by incomplete animals,  [2] Once Only  by JC,  as copied  by TCs to  complete their whole life) 
              (Paul to close his epistle is making the point,  “we are to copy JC in  our daily sacrifice  at the Once Change occurring at baptism … …” ) 

It will be utterly consumed outside of the encampment   (for  public witness and hence “judgment” [of worthiness]  outside The Inner Temple). 
              (Our old  self/personality/spirit  like a fleshly body is destroyed,  by taking upon ourselves to precisely copy JC’s ministry/deportment.) 
 

1. Virtually all translations dryly suggest  “of whom”  relates to the animals,  but I prefer to extend the link  “of whom”   to the TCs as people becoming 

“the offerings” themselves  in their daily sacrifice after the personal commitment was made to become Christians at baptism,  just as did JC in his daily 

ministry and his commitment;  to then be murdered by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  representing 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19  in their thinking. 

Paul spoke about JC as  “The High Priest” as “The Grounding Argument”  in the middle of his epistle of transferral from  “The Old System/Covenant”  

to  “The New System/Covenant”,  and now he is ending his epistle to  extend the link to us.   Inasmuch,  ultimately  we must  all  become like JC for our 

salvation,  but the particular point for  “The Early Adopters”  is they aim for  “The Position of Anointing”  so Yahweh has His  proven/validated  

144000 TCs,  thereby righteously enabling Him to bring forth  “The 1st Resurrection”  and then to close The Gospel Age,  some 3.5 years later  

(Dan.12v11-12, 2Pet.3v10-14, Rev.19v16-21). 

Where,  in the first instance we  “humans”  (of Israel, 1st and then 2nd,  by allegory)  could only atone by our works  (and this intrinsically could never be 

successful),  and that is why we could  not  make  “The Offering”  in  “The Most Holy Place”.  It is only then  after  JC's  Ministry/Sacrifice  we having  

purified our mind  on God's Word,  then  we can make  “The Offering” in “The Most Holy Place”  by the offering of  “our continual personal sacrifice 

in time and resources”  (precisely as did JC –  hence TCs imitating JC because they have the  one/same  mind as JC built upon  “The Word of God”.    

In this manner we become “Temple hired menials”  in the service of Yahweh,  deemed worthy to  “eat within the tent”  (see previous introductory verse). 

Can the reader see the  “righteous virtuous circle”  of what is occurring here within Paul's teaching throughout these verses? 

2. Discussion as to why  “Sin(s)” should be singular or plural. 

It is by getting inside Paul’s mind –  where he is constantly running upon allegories to substantiate Yahweh's Plan for  “Human Salvation” 

being enacted out throughout millennia,  together with the present subject context,  then we realise he is speaking about  “us” who are 

“ideally recognised [by Yahweh] priests”.   We should be assiduously aiming  to  precisely imitate  JC  (as The High Priest)  in the 2nd part of 

our spiritual life  (now we have  “The Knowledge” and “The Example”)  so we might achieve  “Sonship”  (as solely determined by Yahweh  

[Matt.20v23]). 

Consequently I have gone for the  “plural accusative”  version because I relate it to the  personal sins  of each one of us needs to be covered  

(see v12)  as we are pressing forward  (1Cor.9v24-26)  in anticipation to achieve what JC achieved. 
Many translations go for the  “singular genitive”  version because I suppose they relate it to  The Original Sin  of Adam and Eve being 

covered,  of which becomes too abstract to what  we must be personally doing  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Paul is trying to show the link between the old practice under  “The 1st Covenant”  that was given by Yahweh as a mirror for what was to occur in the 

future when  “The Real and Perfect Lamb”  was offered in sacrifice –  where,  JC covers both  The Passover  (to leave Egypt  [“us” leaving  worldly 

methodology])  and  Yom Kippur  (Day of Atonement,  “us” at the beginning of  a new purified state]). 

So with Blood considered as  “the life essence”  this was presented to Yahweh as an offering in  “The Holy Places”  within the Temple. 

But the physical body was offered outside The Tabernacle for the people  (to witness and thus judge “worthiness had occurred”). 

Paul speaks like this because of the several layer allegory is running through his mind as he writes this - 

1. The obvious level is JC as  “The High Priest”  covering our sins by sacrifice,  but there is  “The Deeper Allegory”,  more specific to us  

2. Because we  likewise  -  are to  freely  do precisely the same thing in our personal sacrifice to The World at  “The  Animal/Physical 

Level”,  (where  our  sacrifice  is better –  because we  freely do this  that is  painful  and occurs over considerable time,  of many, many 

years)  –  whereas  The (innocent) Animal  offering was  “pressganged”  into being  “The Sacrifice”  (of which itself was  painless  and 

over in minutes).  Therefore,  in this manner we become similar to what JC did on our behalf –  where he too,  freely offered his  “life 

essence”  (as spilt blood)  to Yahweh –  in painful public execution  occurring over many hours.   We do this because we are  Spiritually  
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sacrificing our mind away from worldly methodology  (and what it yields for “The Immediacy”)  and wholly building our mind on 

Yahweh's Methodology thereby yielding   

(1)  the immediate  gifts/benefits/favour  to reduce life's problems,  gain respect,  etc.   and   

(2)  ultimately yields The Millennium because Yahweh needs to  first  validate His 144000 TCs as “The Early Adopters”  before  

He can move onto the next stage of  “Human Salvation” requiring The Millennium to gain “The Late Adopters”. 

We who are personally aiming to become TCs offer our  “life essence”  to Yahweh  (in  innocence/blameless/holy  as did that animal to what 

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  do to us  [as did “The High Priest”]  when viewed by Yahweh)  in sacrifice on Yahweh’s Altar –  at the 

spiritual level within our minds,  but The World  (being outside the encampment)  sees our physical bodies going through the pain of physical 

sacrifice unto physical  “annihilation”  (as deemed by The World). 

This is viewed by onlookers and they witness our  “supposed foolishness”  (as rationalised at a worldly level)  liking us to be as  “scum of the 

Earth”  (1Cor.4v13)  inasmuch  “they would not behave like stupid TCs”,  yet this process validates TCs to be worthy to rule over The 

Resurrected World in The Millennium.    

This painful life as a  “witness for a cause”  is specifically why  “professional”  “Leaders of Religion”  avoid being TCs  “like the plague”!   

Quite simply,  their Mind  is wrong  for “The Leadership Qualities”  required in The Millennium,  hence JC’s teaching about  The Last/least  

in Society  (TCs today)  shall become  The First/Most  within The Millennium  (kings/priests)  and  The First/Most  in Society  (Leaders of 

today)  shall become  The Last Least  in The Millennium  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.). 

In the next verse Paul will show how this practice as  “the forerunner”  links-in  with JC. 

Heb.  13v12 og Therefore/Consequently  also  (the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves},   

Heb.  13v12 og that  (he might) purify/consecrate/{make holy}/sanctify  through (reason of)   

Heb.  13v12 og of the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (the) blood  the  populace/{grouping of people},   

Heb.  13v12 og outside/{away from}/without/outward  of the  gate/{(folding construction at an) entrance}   

Heb.  13v12 og (he) {experienced/felt (usually pain)}/passion/vexed/suffered. 

Heb.  13v12 = Consequently  also  the  Jesus,     (personally delivering  [1] The Ministry and  [2] The Ransom Sacrifice ... … ) 

that  he might  purify/consecrate/{make holy}/sanctify     (being the methodology operating within their minds from this world of sin ... …)   

the  populace/{grouping of people}     (ultimately The [three] Remnants that reform away from worldly methodology ... … ) 

through reason of  {his own}  blood,     (JC driven by Yahweh's Methodology,  personally gave the  “essence of his life” ... … ) 

he  (JC)   {experienced pain}/vexed/suffered  outside/{away from}  the  gate/entrance.     (not flinching at his public execution) 

 

Consequently  also Jesus   (the previous verses were an allegory of  “The Real Thing” to come,  thereby enabling  “Mankind's Salvation”) 

he experienced pain outside the gate   (outside “Jerusalem”  =  “The World Religion”   [principally  the 3 Harlots =  Judaism, Christianity, Islam]) 
            (Most importantly,  the only religions Yahweh considers relevant are those having passed through Jerusalem,  “Judaism, Christianity, Islam”.) 

            (Furthermore,  these are the most detested by Yahweh,  the worst in hypocrisy is firstly,  Christianity, then Judaism, and finally Islam [less so].) 

            (Only because of having the most complete “Word of God”  at the time,  “Christianity” has all that is required,  and “Islam” has the least!) 

that he (JC)  might  purify/{make holy}   (by -  [1] ministry  [2] ransom sacrifice;  both combined  can  purify our mind over our  “2 part life”) 

the populace   (witnessing  JC's ministry/lifestyle over their 2 part life,  most people after their resurrection, understanding how it righteously occurred) 

through reason of his (JC)  own blood   (his Methodology  feely offering his life  enabling us  all  to righteously gain a  “2 part life”). 

            (Judgement on JC’s death was made in the temple [by  “The Religious Leaders”],  and he was taken outside to be publicly murdered.) 

            (Maybe it is only by getting outside [the organisation of] the three Monotheistic world religions, can we become “holy/pure/innocent”  Rev.18v4) 

 

Thus repeating the understanding from the previous verse - 

Under  “The Old Covenant” - 

We have the  “Blood”  considered as  “the life essence”,  this  atonement/redemption  was presented to Yahweh as an offering in  “The Most 

Holy Place”  within  The Tabernacle  (inasmuch this was originally inaugurated while The Israelites were in The Wilderness  before  they 

lived in  Canaan/Israel  [please understand  all  these most important allegories]). 

But the animal physical body was offered outside The Tabernacle for the people  (to witness and judge as being worthy). 

Furthermore,  for the inauguration of  “The New Covenant” - 

JC offered his blood  (being his  “life essence”)  to Yahweh as the perfect  like-for-like  atonement/redemption  for our sins at a personal level  

(while we are in  “The Wilderness”  [of the 1st part of our physical life[  suffering under worldly methodology  [not leaving  “metaphoric 

Egypt”  in our minds,  supposedly preferring it],  before we reach The Millennium in the 2nd part of our physical life –  only  made possible by 

JC’s ransom sacrifice). 

JC offered his body as a visible public offering outside the gate of Jerusalem on Golgotha by suffering pain on  “fixed wooden posts”. 

Consequently,  we initially could not come anywhere near to  “Holy Places”  (“The Most Holy Place”,  see 12v20),  but through JC offering himself 

outside  (meaning  within our world of sin  (see above reasoning)  symbolised by being offered outside God’s “holy places”  =  the  “heavens”),  there is 

now a  righteous  mechanism for all  those people of JCg’s creation  can  present themselves to his  Adopting  Father “Yahweh”.  

But this is  only offered to those people desiring through their mind,  as demonstrated by their works  (just as our god JCg did for us).  

This is what “offering”  means.  We cannot stand outside claiming to be  “believing”,  but do nothing –  because that is  not  “offering”!  

So those people presenting their  best  “offerings”  now (as did Abel),  in adversity  within this worldly system by only precisely imitating JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle,  by priestly service in  “The Holy Place” are to be  blessed/repaid/rewarded  with  “Priesthood”  by Yahweh  (hence 1Pet.5v4, 

Rev.1v6).   Then they  can  offer on behalf of other people  in the future Millennium  because they have  already passed through by works previously done  

to then be positioned to go into  “The Most Holy Place”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  into The Millennium.   

They become  “The Official Priests”  truly inaugurated by Yahweh  (and  not  by men  [by  canonisation/beatification –  all an  anathema  to Yahweh])  

being  “The Priests in the line of Melchizedek”  (having started the 2nd part of their physical life as  “a creation by Yahweh”,  after perfected the 2nd part 

of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God” –  equally sourced by Yahweh)   to now teach other people of perfected fleshly bodies  given in trust  and 

bring their works through to Yahweh within The Millennium.  

This  IS THE REAL GOSPEL  of  “1st Century Christianity”  never  taught  (by our worldly Christian leaders).  

This is a  very personal matter  that cannot be  “fobbed-off”  onto someone else!    

If,  as suggested by our  “Professional Religious Leaders”,  they are required for our salvation then they are  twice deemed  as fraudsters! 

As  “Christians”  we are being  personally  judged by Yahweh  on how we behave –  driven by our thoughts and mind!    

None  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders as I thoroughly show on this website within my most detailed exegesis,  and that is  why  Yahweh 

has passed them by –  and  ignores them  (irrespective of the  showy/fraudulent  claims they make to The World),  He deems them as  not  being TCs,  

because they are  not  imitating Paul in exhorting those people being taught to imitate him as he imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)! 

Now see what  is  expected of us who  are  truly aiming to become TCs –  as given in v13 to v15. 

A 4th revision addition. 

“Twice fraudsters” because - 

1. They claim by name to represent The Almighty God – and they absolutely do  not  as shown by both character and authority. 

2. They claim to be the means of our salvation and yet I show elsewhere - 

2.1 Only JC’s ransom sacrifice gives us a 2 part life so we can enter The Millennium. 
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2.2 Only when we imitate JC do we achieve salvation  (for most of us it requires The Millennium ruled by “The Early Adopters”). 

                           I do not see the term  “Religious Leader”  in items 2.1 and 2.2. 

Heb.  13v13 og {Truly now}/Accordingly/Therefore  (let us) issue/{come forth/out}/depart/{spread abroad}/proceed   

Heb.  13v13 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) him  outside/{away from}/without/outward   

Heb.  13v13 og of the  {throwing in beside (juxtaposition)}/{battle array}/encampment/army/castle/camp,   

Heb.  13v13 og the  contumely/reproaches/{expressions to hurt}  (of the) him   

Heb.  13v13 og (the) enduring/{bearing/carrying}/{going on}/upholding/leading/moving/reaching. 

Heb.  13v13 = {Truly now}/Therefore  let us     (those people fervently aiming to become TCs ... … )   

issue/{come forth/out}/{spread abroad}  toward  the  him  (JCg)     (are invited to imitate JC if we are driven by his same methodology ... )  

outside/{away from}  of the  encampment,     (in our public execution away from worldly methodology ... … ) 

the  enduring/bearing/upholding     (JC everlasting atonement of  our original past   before  The Judgement of Yahweh for Sonship … … )  

his  (JC’s)   reproach/disobedience/abuse.     (Of us,  who originally operated according to worldly methodology.) 
 

Therefore let us   (the specific  brethren/Christians  assiduously aiming to become TCs,  thereby  personally fulfilling  Yahweh’s Desire) 

come forth towards him   (JC as  “The Word of God”  to control our minds,  hence JC becomes  The Lord/Master  with a  presence/parousia  in us) 
outside of the encampment   (outside  worldly Jerusalem  [of Judaism/Christianity/Islam]  =  leave  the methodology of its religious leaders) 

enduring his  abuse/reproach   (JC covers  “The Resultant”  of  worldly methodology,  presently scorned by hypocritical  “Leaders of Religion”). 

 

So here comes Paul’s usual exhortation,  being a plea to those specific people desiring to imitate Paul as he imitates JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 1Pet.2v21).   

Because of what JC has done for us,  then we are to publicly go out and  start imitating him –  to show our  “real belief in JC” –  rather than 

displaying a  “hypocritical belief in JC”  (as did Judas Iscariot,  and  “millions”  of religious leaders after him)! 

We must publicly show our  “standing alongside JC” –  while he bears the pain of our  sins/faults/offences  during the 1st part of our spiritual life! 

These must not to be hypocritical soundbites of which we hear our  worldly Christian leaders repeat so often as to mean  nothing  to them,  or to their 

listeners  (as we witness within their works,  James.2v16-26)! 

But - 

We  “stand beside JC”  because we have fully  imbued/inculcated  “The Word of God”  within us to gain  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century 

Christianity”  by the very necessary  three  stage process of gaining  accurate  knowledge,  thoroughly assayed to gain  assurance 

(competence and authority of our subject matter).  Then finally,  we operate with  fidelity  to what we have determined,  by rigorous assay  as 

being  “accurate/righteous  knowledge”  sourced by Yahweh,  and not by The World  (being the unrighteous nonsense our  “Professional 

Leaders of Religion”  preach to us about “The Salvation of Mankind”)! 

Thus we must not be like the religious leaders claiming to represent Yahweh and His Son,  but do not instruct their members of their congregations to 

become like JC –  by imitating   (1Cor.4v16, 1Cor.11v1)  the reformed person  Paul  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v23-28  as some examples),   

These leaders show no real  (agapao)  “love”  if they keep their devotees in  “darkness”  to what  Yahweh truly desires –  feeding only scraps of food in 

the form of shallow soundbites (Luke.16v19-21+) –  giving no real foundation  (Matt.7v26-27)  of The Tanakh  (2Tim.3v15-17) -  for which they shall be 

severely chastised by Yahweh -  because they have used His perfect Word as only  “a means to earn a worldly living”  (Luke.16v3)  –  being  

“professional  (for worldly lucre)  religious leaders”  (Matt.6v24, 22v21)!    By contrast with Paul at Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc. 

Thus we,  who  are  aiming to become TCs,  must leave the encampment  (of the city, worldly Jerusalem)  and  “come alongside JC”. 

This is Paul speaking at a  “spiritual level”,  and he is telling us by prophecy to be leaving the  worldly Jerusalem  (being of its  worldly  controlling  

methodology)  that has spawned the  three  Harlots  (of the three  worldly  religions as practised –  Judaism, Christianity, and Islam  (chronologically 

stated,  please see my commentaries at Rev. chapters 17 and 18) –  that are  presumed/supposedly  nearest to  “The Truth”).  These three religions  were 

originally sourced by  “The Faithful Abraham”  (representing “The Loving Father”, “Yahweh”)  but they have become demonstrably shown to be 

utterly polluted by Satan's methodology  (of self-indulgence to the hurt of their neighbour –  as led by their hypocritical leaders  [in all three religions])! 

We must clearly understand,  JC has borne the personal  sins/faults/offences  for each one of us during the 1st part of our life –  and thus we 

personally  OWE  it to him to show our  “true worship”  of him by us  being driven his methodology  and thus copy his works! 

In this  respectful/sane  manner we equally become as the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that he showed to His Father in his true worship to 

Yahweh through his faithful ministry and selfless sacrifice  (that we equally show in our selfless sacrifice by  not  indulging in The World –  but to  

accurately  minister  “The Word of God”  to our neighbours). 

We do this by becoming  “Responsible”  in how we behave to both  (1) ourselves  (how we treat ourselves practising  no  debilitating habits)  and  (2) to 

be edifying our fellow humans to copy us  (Luke.19v17),  as ideally,  we bring them to become possible TCs to Yahweh in our daily sacrifice of labour. 

See next verse in context - 
Heb.  13v14 og not  For  (we [TCs]) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  {in this same spot}/hither/here   

Heb.  13v14 og (the) staying/remaining/abiding/dwelling/enduring/standing  (the) {town large/or with walls}/city,   

Heb.  13v14 og but  the (one [city = New Jerusalem])    (the) expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming   

Heb.  13v14 og (we) search/inquire/demand/crave. 

Heb.  13v14 = For  not  we  (as TCs)     (We shall not be part of  [“worldly Religion”,  Rev.18v4 ] ... … ) 

possess/have  the  staying/remaining/enduring  the  city    (“worldly Jerusalem”  representing Judaism, Christianity, and Islam)  

{in this same spot}/here,     (being the three Monotheist religions having come through Jerusalem) 

but  we  (TCs)   search/inquire/crave  the  one  (that is)  expected/necessary/coming.    (“The New Jerusalem”  of The Millennium) 

 

For not we (TCs)  have an enduring city here   (TCs refuse  “The Organisation”  of  “Religion”  that presently operates around us,  today) 
                 (Paul has no desire for  “Worldly Jerusalem”  comprising of  “Three Harlots”   (Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.) 

but we (TCs)  search/crave  the expected one   (“The New Jerusalem”, of Yahweh's Organisation to be  operating on The Earth,  Rev.21v1-4)    

 

Quite simply put,  the other way around - 

We cannot have an enduring  city/organisation  within Worldly methodology,  but we seek Yahweh's Methodology to operate within our mind 

to build an everlasting  city/organisation  (firstly within us  Luke.17v21)   that shall then become  “The Physical Reality”  of the 144000 TCs 

and Prophets  (= Jerusalem)  exercising their  rule/authority  over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (under JCg's Rule  -  all 

operating under Yahweh’s Methodology)! 

This is precisely the point Paul makes of those people  imitating him.   

These specific people physically put in the effort to imitate JC  (called   “{occupational effort}/works/labour”)  because they  do  truly have the  

one/same  expectation of  “The New City”   called   “The New Jerusalem”,  working to make their expectation a reality!    

“The New Jerusalem”  (means  “City/Organisation of Peace”)  is to be Yahweh’s  “centre of operations”  on this planet and it is those specific people  

“deemed entirely worthy”  by Yahweh who make this  “Expectation a Reality”  by  precisely imitating JC  and steadily over the some 2000 years 

validating those 144000 pre-named places on  “The Scroll of  (guaranteed)  Life”  (Rev.5v1)  as future “Sons of God”. 

Then after Rev.6v1,  John describes what The World must go through  to attain  (1) firstly the 144000 “Sons of God” and  (2) “The General Salvation of 

Mankind”  in The Millennium  [Rev.20v3-7, 21v1+,  please see  all  my commentaries in  “The Book of Revelations”,  a compendium of documents of 

some 770,000 words that thoroughly explains Yahweh’s  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”]).   
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It is  only these specific people  who shall be allowed within it  (to be part of  “The Organisation”)  as we are told at Rev.21v23-27. 

We must realise,  “The New Jerusalem”  is  not  a physical place,  but rather the  physical organisation of The 144000 Sons of God,  and The Prophets of 

Old  given administrative places  all over  “The Resurrected World”  of some 1000 years.  Where JCg will be  “The Ultimate  Priest/Ruler”  (Rev.19v16)  

over all things pertaining to  “The Spiritual World”,  and King David will be the ultimate DNA fleshly Ruler over all matters pertaining to  “The 

Physical World”.    Moreover,  when The Prophets speak of  “going to Jerusalem”  (Zec.14v16)  and in other superlatives given in figurative speech to 

mean “Jerusalem”  are  “The Leaders”  spread all over  “The Earth”  for  “The Populace”  to go and receive readily available guidance.   

I repeat   The New Jerusalem is  NOT  a physical place but  The New Authority/Organisation  as the new heaven (singular) over The Resurrected World. 

This  is  “The Expectation”  of what  will  occur,  irrespective of the nonsense things our  worldly  religious leaders state to the contrary –  where they  

(at the time of 2007 CE)  have demonstrably  not  faintest idea of what is to occur in the future  (all based upon their  worthless “hope”)!    

So we must  not  go to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  if they  “just hope”,  and likewise  “live on mysteries”  and demonstrably get  

everything wrong  with regard to what  “1st Century Christianity”  specifically teaches us  as my audits of their output clearly show! 

However,  The Bible makes  all  things just  so perfectly clear  and it is  my responsibility  at  “The End of The Gospel Age”  to make these things  

perfectly clear  to The Reader so that  he/she  too,  may have the fortitude of which this  “knowledge”  wholly gives,  to go out and imitate Paul as he 

copied JC,  thereby  personally  helping  to close  The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v14)  and thereby  bringing-in  The Millennium  ever-sooner  (by personally 

becoming one of the validated 144000 TCs). 

This verse uses the word   “Searching/Inquiring/Craving”  that is  not  a passive attribute! 

“Seeking”  means  “active work involved to find something”  which is for us to personally become part of what will truly live up to its name 

as being  The City of Peace  for  “The Resurrected World”  (as  “The Prophet”  Isaiah describes throughout his writings). 

Obviously if we are genuine in  searching/inquiring/craving   for  The New Jerusalem,  then we will avoid  The Old Jerusalem  like the pandemic plague  

of which it is,  covering over  more than half the Earth  (comprising of Judaism, Christianity and Islam). 

Where  “The Old Jerusalem”  is a metaphoric representation of The Worldly System’s centre of operations  (being the three Abrahamic faiths supporting 

monotheism)  being  “the methodology”  sourced by Satan  (as the  single pretender  god of himself,  as do we make of ourselves by imitating him).  It is 

towards this worldly methodology of which this present world ascribes itself through its practices –  being the present leaders of the three legged stool 

having his methodology that props up this system namely   politics, commerce and finally  (the worst –  being  “the  most hypocritical”)  religion! 

That is especially  why  those few humans  “craving”  for  “The New System”  will be only sojourners in this present  “transient world”  (2Pet.3v10-13)  

that is driven by self-indulgence to excess  (by those people taking power to exercise it)  guaranteed to self-implode  (Matt.24v21-22). 

These  “Early Adopters”  of The New System are personally striving forward to  “The New World”,  (being of its operations based upon Yahweh's 

Methodology)  are laying foundations for that future World within our own  “synapse construction”  that is  not  soiled/blemished/tainted  by what 

occurs within this World!   

JC called this   

“The Kingdom of  God/Heaven  operating within ourselves”  (Luke.17v21)  is essential,  if  we are to be faithful stewards now for “The 

Greater Responsibility”  of  “teaching righteousness”  in  “The Future Millennium”  (Luke.19v16-19, etc.). 
 

169th Instruction – Thus,  based upon what JC did for us,  then we,  “who are assiduously aiming to become TCs”  out of 

due respect,  should offer up a sacrifice of a  {“thank you” offering}  from all peoples (TCs)  to Yahweh. 

331st Reasoning – It is fairly obvious from reading The Bible  what  the  “thank you”  offering might be,  and  why  it is 

only  the TCs who offer it!   The very best  “thank you”  is to precisely imitate who you espouse to represent,  then the 

individual represented can see the true sincerity of what is claimed.  JC  accurately  taught  “The Word of God” as “1st 

Century Christianity” –  likewise we  “who are actively aiming to become TCs”  must do likewise.  But it is  only  TCs 

having readjusted their mindset by  “The Word of God”  who feel sincerely motivated to  accurately  teach  “The Word of 

God”  for  no  return.  People having not been adjusted mentally,  have  no  compunction to  accurately  teach “The Word 

of God” –  but rather more focussed upon what they can  “earn”  on the back of it  (that is specifically why they are 

worldly “professionals”,  falling afoul of Matt.6v24 and thus cannot personally solve “The Mystery of God”)! 

215th Allegory – fruits (context is “perfected”) = next generation of TCs. 

332nd Reasoning – It is the next generation of TCs coming from the lips  (God’s Word as taught)  being  “The Promises”  

made according to His  (Yahweh’s)  Name/Character/Authority  to yield  “The Heirs to rule over The Nations”. 

Allegory – repeat - The Promises = Originally given to Abraham,  partially fulfilled through  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (to 

yield The Prophets and thus JC's 1st Advent),  further fulfilled through  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (to yield the 144000 TCs 

and thus JCg's 2nd Advent).  Then finally,  completed/perfected  in The Millennium when  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (“The 

Resurrected World")  is taught  “Righteousness”,  so the three  “Remnants of Israel will have returned to The Lord”. 

Inasmuch no entity in The Universe can call “Foul”  upon this most righteous scheme to yield “Mankind’s Salvation”! 

333rd Reasoning – TCs are selected by Yahweh provided they are beholden to  “The Agreements”  with His:- 

1. Name – to come in Yahweh’s Name by precisely imitating JC  (as judged by an unbiased outsider). 

2. Character – the  one/same  mindset is precisely the  one/same  as JC that is also the  one/same  as Yahweh. 

3. Authority – by  knowing/understanding  God’s Word means we can speak with His authority  (Mark.1v22). 

Intimately knowing our subject matter –  being competent to  (1) accurately teach and to  (2) accurately audit. 

170th Instruction – We are to exactly copy JC and thus  suitably qualified  to thereby be acclaimed as having  “Yahweh’s 

Name/Character/Authority”,  then  we  are  in the healthy position to start producing the good fruitage  (of next 

generation TCs)  from a good tree  (Matt.7v16-19)! 

Heb.  13v15 og Through (reason of)   (of the) him (JC),   

Heb.  13v15 og therefore/then   (let us) {to take up}/{bear/bring (carry/lead)}/{offer (up)}   

Heb.  13v15 og (the) {sacrifice (the act or the victim)}    (of the) {a “thank-you” (offering)}/praise   

Heb.  13v15 og through (reason of)   (of the) all [both masculine and neuter, see commentary]   to the  God,   

Heb.  13v15 og {that is (to say)}   (it) is   (the) fruit   (of the) {places of pouring}/lips/shores   

Heb.  13v15 og (of the) assents/covenants/acknowledgements/promises/agreements   

Heb.  13v15 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  name/character/authority  (of the) him. 

Heb.  13v15 = Through reason of  the him  (JC),     (being what JC did in giving us  [1] The Ministry and  [2] The Ransom Sacrifice ... … ) 

therefore/then  let us  {take up}/bear/{offer up}     (then let us out of acknowledged respect for what JC did ... … ) 

the sacrifice     (being the sacrifice of our life away from worldly methodology to be  precisely imitating  JC's methodology ... … ) 

of the  {“thank you” offering}/praise     (to Yahweh as  “The Source”  of what JC did for us – by precisely imitating JC ... … ) 
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through reason of  (= by)  all   (either means  “all people”  or  “all praise”  [for masculine or neuter interpretation]) 

            (if  “people”  then it means,  all TCs now,  and all those people  [of The 3 Epochs of Israel]  who ultimately imitate JC ... … )   

to the  God,     (“Yahweh”  sourcing all  intrinsically  ideal/good  things into The Universe ... … )  

{that is to say}  it is  the fruit     (being  “The Physical Resultant” ... … ) 

of the  lips/shores  of the  covenants/acknowledgements     (of what has been given as  The Covenants/Promises/Agreements  to us ... … ) 

to  His   name/character/authority.      (underwritten by Yahweh's  Name/Authority/Character  [noting Heb.6v13]) 

 

Through reason of him (JC)   (because of what JC did being of his  [1]  ministry to purify our minds,  [2] ransom sacrifice for the  2nd part of our life) 

therefore let us take up   (because of this,  then out of due respect for what JC did,  the best we can do  is to imitate him –  this is  “true worship”) 
the sacrifice   (we cast away worldly methodology,  operate only on Yahweh’s Methodology,  which means  sacrifice ourselves away from The World)  

of the  “thank you”  offering   (a  thank-you  to  [1] JC for his actions and  [2] Yahweh overseeing all things to make  “Righteousness”  prevail) 

by all people   (choosing to grasp  “the opportunity” to “become like JC”  via  “the most righteous process possible”  as explained on FutureLife.Org) 

to The God (Yahweh)    (overseeing  “all things in The Universe”  -  ensuring  “Righteousness”  prevails throughout The/His Universe,) 
that is to say,  it is the fruit   (“The Resultant of purified humans”  having righteously fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire as  “The Three Remnants”) 

of the lips of the  promises/agreements/acknowledgements   (“The Bilateral Contract” fulfilled in The Culmination  [end of The Millennium])  

to His  Name/Character/Authority    (all successful humans over their 2 part life operating their lives upon Yahweh’s Methodology). 

 

Now for a fairly regular comment - 

Not quite the translation you might have in your worldly translated bible! 

The  “all”   could relate to  “all praise to the God”  or  “all people to the God” 

I choose the interpretation that is very specific and pointed,  but the translators of standard versions have gone for the  “safe”  (ultimately  “not in the 

long-term”),  but yet a  “dumbed-down”  version that has no spice  (salt/potash – Matt.5v13)  being merely insipid,  and thus lukewarm  (Rev.3v14-18). 

“The Point” being made is always    Paul is urging The Brethren who  are  sincerely trying to become TCs,  to become spokespersons of Yahweh.   

This is  “The Call”  to  all  humans  [and absolutely  not  only those people who receive a salary from The World,  to be Worldly by giving 

Worldly sermons)!   Because The World pays for what it delights in hearing  (2Tim.4v3-4) –  “He who pays the piper calls the tune!” 

It is those specific individuals who are absolutely  not  paid by The World –   giving their time freely for no worldly return  are those specific people who  

can  be assumed to be sincere and impartial in what they give! –  

Else why should they do so?   What else drives these TCs  (Matt.6v24)?     

They have  no  “conflict of interests”  between  “The Spiritual”  and  “The Physical”! 

If  the driver is  “nothing from what The World can deliver”,  then  the driver must be  “extra-terrestrial”!   

Especially if the TCS are  only  “receiving from The World”   “Persecution”  -  sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

The TCs must be truly motivated by  “sincerity and honesty to The Cause”  of which they truly profess! 

There is no other option –  “The Driver”  can  only  be sourced from one place  ([1]  on  this planet,   or the other being  [2]  off  this planet)! 

So after that blast –  of hardly  “circumspection”  given only to wake us up,  so we  are  then in the position to understand what this verse means  

Paul states   “Because of what JC has done,  then we should take up our  own  sacrifice.” 

This does  not  mean a self-indulgent  “feel good”  (amongst their peers)  being the  “sacrifices”  given at Lent,  or supposed pilgrimages! 

It does  not  mean the  self-inflicted  pain through the practice of utterly errant masochism as practised by some deviant Christian schisms! 

Neither  does it mean the pain and suffering caused by The World imposing itself upon us –  by us living according to worldly methodology! 

It means - 

The freely  giving  of our time in  “agape/{real charity}”  to edify other people to come to understand  why/how  they too should 

precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

The very best  “Thank You”  to JCg is to  “precisely imitate his  ministry/lifestyle”! 

Because that truly shows   We hold in great awe what he personally did for each one of us!  

Yahweh will be given full  praise/glory/worship  by us doing precisely this –  because it supports His Methodology  (as practised by JC)! 

This sacrifice being  “Thank You” to JC is the  giving up of our freedom  that would otherwise be used to feed on the  self-indulgent  desires/lusts  this 

world can offer through the vain consumption of our time in the 1st part of our physical life.  

Most concerningly,  

Virtually all humans will go out of their way to  do anything else –  other than to precisely imitate JC –  because they are after The Worldly 

return  “to please an  animalistic/carnal  mind”  -  that has  not  truly learnt to grow upon  “The Word of God”  and become Christlike! 

Just see all the religious  hype/garb/action/customs  humans do to present a  (spiritual)  “religious garment”  within which to  self-indulge – 

precisely as JC commented upon Matt.23v23 –  and yet,  this is  all vanity  as regards to what Yahweh really desires during The Gospel Age! 

That is why our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  only preach about  “hope”  and have  zero  “expectation”!    

Because they have  “no  expectation”  based upon worldly methodology,  hence the inevitable  -  Luke.20v16, etc.! 

We have not learnt to purify our minds if we resort to this façade! 

If  we choose to aim for these  self-indulgent  activities  (noting Esau,  Gen.25v32-34,  hence Mal.1v2-3, Rom.9v13) –  then  obviously we have less time 

to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  but more importantly we are training our minds to be self-indulgent. 

By contrast,  we should be sacrificing our time   (and thus  purifying  our internal drivers away from worldly methodology)  for  “the higher goal”  of 

edifying our neighbour to become Christlike by both word and deed ready for The Millennium  “Expectation”.  This process does  not  yield  “hope”  as 

we are erroneously taught by those leaders of  worldly Christianity in their spiritually dead  sermons –  that might be just a  “hope”  to them! 

“The Fruit”  of this  “Thank You”  offering by our sacrifice away from worldly methodology is  the next generation of TCs  who themselves offer  true 

worship  (within  sane/reasoning  minds  educated  on  “The  Real  Word of God”, “JC”)  to Yahweh,  by precisely imitating JC to the very best they are 

able.  And  so-on,  cumulatively,  throughout The Gospel Age until Yahweh  has  His  prophesied  (and thus must be fulfilled)  requisite and by then,  

validated 144000 TCs as future “Sons of God”.  Please see all the support documentation on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to justify everything I state 

here! 

“The  Covenants/Promises/Agreements”  are with the TCs  (being  The [First] Fruit)  who shall become co-heirs  (Rom.8v17, 23),  “The Inheritors of  

The  Promise/Agreement”  as originally made with Abraham and substantiated through JC as  “The 2nd Covenant”  to righteously make all this possible 

to become  “Sons of God”  (The Heirs)  teaching/instructing/ruling  over  “The Inheritance of The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

Having  “his  Name/Character/Authority”  shall be all borne out in the fullness of time made  complete/perfect  in The Millennium. 

The TCs - 

1. Name – state they come in Yahweh’s Name and imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   Most importantly,  they are recognised by The General Public  

(especially atheists)  these TCs are truly representing what Yahweh means in their deportment and worthy to  “come in Yahweh’s Name”! 

2. Character – exist in the 1st part of their physical life by truly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus live in the 2nd part of their spiritual life. 

3. Authority – by firstly thoroughly knowing their subject matter to speak with competency and knowldge,  and by exactly imitating JC,  these 

TCs shall be given the unlimited use of Yahweh’s Capability in The Millennium by Yahweh as future  “Sons of God”  to rule with authority. 

But until then,  TCs know their subject matter so well as to accurately teach and answer  any  questioned when asked  (like JC,  Mark.1v22). 

Ultimately in  “The Culmination”  at  “The End of The Millennium”   after  Rev.20v12-15  (Matt.13v30),  then  all  remaining people shall have these 

three qualities operating within themselves. 

This  is  what this verse means.   
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This  is  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  never  (accurately)  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders –  being that it  must  be a vain  

“hope”  to them,  because  they do  not  really  “believe it”  is to occur –  else surely they would  ardently  publicise  “The Real Gospel”  with  “zeal and 

passion”  as being  The “Expectation”  to themselves!   However their silence on this subject matter –  is  “deafening”  by its absence! 

Nonetheless,  this  “Expectation”  is precisely as JC teaches us  (at Matt.7v17-18)    

It is the process of the TCs learning and thoroughly imbuing  “The Word of God”  that in turn,  reforms The Mindset to transform the TC into 

a good tree,  and its fruitage are more TCs coming through in the next generations.   

However a bad tree produces corrupted fruitage,  and likewise  charlatan Christian leaders produce millions of fruits that are unable to precisely imitate 

Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)  and thus  cannot  make  “The New Jerusalem”  a  “Physical Reality” –  nor be personally part of it! 

How does this therefore,  fulfil Yahweh's Desire? 

Can our  “worldly educated”  “Leaders of Religion”  please write to this website –  explaining themselves with copious Bible citations?!  

Note  My reply will be exceedingly analytical,  carefully drilling down through their statements of  “worldly reasoning”,  line by line as I have done with 

their exampled sermon transcripts as given on this website.  It may be wise for a disputer to read my commentary to any prospective verse before they 

use it in their citation.  

And finally  

It is interesting,  because  “Bad fruit”  have no other peer standard upon which to compare themselves,  they think,  they are “Good fruit”! 

That is why we must use JC as The Standard upon which we must make our own personal audits of what we personally do – by “Watching”! 

We  “Watch ourselves”  by  “careful audit against The Bible”  not by watching other people or supposed events in The World today!  

 

171st Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  fervently aiming to become TCs must not forget the  {practising of good 

works}  and of the  partnership/communication  especially between brethren,  but  also to our neighbour. 

334th Reasoning – This keeps all members motivated and working together with reports of new brethren coming in from 

the results of the ministry  “{occupational effort}/work/labour”  and also comforts people having received persecution. 

172nd Instruction – The sacrifices of our personal time put in to the ministry  “occupational effort}/works/labour”  given 

by The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs to be imitating JC  fully pleases “The Specific God”. 

335th Reasoning – By imitating JC then we are  bringing-forth  more new TCs to the worship of Yahweh in their personal 

sacrifices of their time to be  accurately  teaching “The Word of God”  to more people who are still presently in The Dark  

(including most people  falsely thinking  “they know”,  but sadly do not).  That is  why  it becomes  our responsibility  to  

accurately  teach and thus help these people to come to  accurately  know how to personally fulfil His Desire. 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - Thus as we read - there is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs, =  “The Almighty God”. 

Heb.  13v16 og of the  And  {well doing}/{good works}/beneficence/{practice goodness}   

Heb.  13v16 og also  (of the) partnership/association/participation/communicating/intercourse   

Heb.  13v16 og not  (you be) {losing out of mind}/neglecting/forgetful [middle voice];   

Heb.  13v16 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such things} [plural]   for   

Heb.  13v16 og (to the) {sacrifices (the act or the victim)}   (he is) {gratified entirely}/{fully pleased}  the  {specific god}. 

Heb.  13v16 = And  of the  {well doing}/{good works}/{practice goodness}     (the best is to be edifying the mind with God's Word ... … ) 

also  of the  partnership/participation/communicating     (being the best way to move forward  “The Word of God” ... … ) 

not  you be  personally  {losing out of mind}/neglecting/forgetting;     (do not forget .. … ) 

for  with/by  {truly these}/such  sacrifices     (these type of sacrifices outwardly show the internal agapao for Mankind... … ) 

He is  {gratified entirely}/{fully pleased}  “the specific god”.     (By edifying Mankind to our own hurt moulds our mind to please Yahweh) 

 

And not you   (diligently aiming to be TCs by imitating JC)   

be personally losing out of mind   (never you forget  “The End Goal”  of Yahweh’s Plan;   part of which requires … ) 

of the practised goodness   (fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  the first part is to bring forth  “The Next Generation of TCs”  until Yahweh has 144000 TCs) 

also the partnership   (to be of  one/same  mind  as  “the body parts”  controlled by  “The Head”  [JC],   ultimately sourced by Yahweh), 
for  with/by  truly these sacrifices   (by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in our personal sacrifice of doing the above,  then … … ) 

“the specific god”  is fully pleased   ( [1] JC as  “The Word of God”  enables us to reach  [2] Yahweh as  “The Adopting Father”  of the TCs). 

 

Paul instructs us  not  to be forgetting - 

1. The  {well doing}/{practising of goodness}  (to  all  people). 

2. The  partnership/communication  (to  all  people). 

These become the  personal sacrifices  in our work  (being the giving of our valuable time)  to do these things in the edification of 

other people  (for them to know how to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  that pleases The Specific God  (of the context).    

Please see end of this commentary. 

So what does this teach us? 

Just as it states –  without  skewing what we are taught as  weighted by the frequency of repetition  of instruction within The Bible. 

Thus  “singing psalms”  is  infrequently  mentioned in The Bible,  but  accurately  imbuing  “The Word of God”  is  frequently  mentioned. 

And  “giving  physical  aid to our neighbour”  is  infrequently  mentioned in The Bible,  but  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to 

people (our neighbour)  is  frequently  mentioned  (being the  spiritual  aid to our neighbour). 

It is essential to know  “the frequency of what is taught”  in The Bible because that gives us a measure of the  “subject importance”  as considered by 

Yahweh on what we personally should be doing within our life.   

Sadly  worldly Christian leaders grab what is of  “little importance”  and make it become a  “large thing”  in our life,  and what  is “important to our 

future welfare”,  they ignore  (Matt.23v23, Luke.11v42, Rev.22v18-19)!  –  Precisely as JC complained,  regarding the Pharisees manipulating  “The 

Law”  as given in the Torah to personal advantage.  I can only assume it makes them seem important,  and is easier to do,  rather than what Yahweh 

Desires –  else why spin God’s Word –  if it is  not representative  of what Yahweh  collectively  teaches us? 

Moreover,  we can  only  identify this practice  if  we read The Bible ourselves to thoroughly know what is in The Bible and weight the 

respective contents on frequency!    

We must  not  leave it to what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  tell us –  else we will be in a  hopeless  mess, –  as are they  (Luke.6v39)! 

So from this background –  then what can we accurately reason? 

A TC has their associates of The Brethren  (part of The Ecclesia)  and neighbours  (being  all  other people).  These are the  only  relationships,  because 

a TC should have  no  enemies –  but only those people feeling their hypocrisy has become publicly exposed. 
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Thus a TC will work with The Brethren to maintain their  zeal/desire  to be imitating JC,  and to be giving accurate instruction in helping them to 

improve their position with Yahweh  (during His continuous assessment of their lifestyle) –  for example just as Paul gave in the two epistles to Timothy 

and the singular epistle also to Titus. 

Also a TC will be actively instructing his neighbours  (but  only  if they are desirous to know)  about  “The Word of God”  being what Yahweh has in 

store for us –  being The Millennium to refine all possible humans unto Yahweh,  and  “the supposing”  of certain people achieving Sonship –  provided 

they imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able. 

Thus to maximise the effectiveness of the TC within society –  being The Brethren and neighbours,  then they must  (as stated earlier) - 

1. The  {well doing}/{practising of goodness}  (to  all  people). 

2. The  partnership/communication  (to  all  people). 

In this manner the TC can maximise  “The Knowledge”  transferred to the recipients through the  agape /{charity love}  giving of their time freely for  no  

worldly return,  truly becomes a  personal sacrifice  rather than what they could personally  do/get  at a worldly level. 

Thus the TC  has  acted  “Responsibly”  to  “The Requirements”  of  “The Word of God”  and is thus  judged by Yahweh as  “being righteous”  to 

fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  by imitating JC to the very best they  (and we aiming to do likewise)  are able. 

This we read in Acts.6v1-6 where  we are told   The Apostles  are best used by Yahweh  in the  publicising/teaching  work,  rather than being a secular 

social worker,  because as JC told us  (Matt.9v38-39)  –  “The  (Firstfruit)  Harvest is large  (for possible TCs)  -  but there are too few workers  (mature 

TCs to make possible the 144000 Trigger Threshold come soon enough  [but requires 2000 years])!” 

Therefore we can reason  (because we are  not  told to the contrary in The Bible)  that anything we might do outside exactly what we are told,  shall 

mean we are wandering  (by varying degrees)  unto   “Pleasing The World” –  for perhaps some alternative motive –  which often reduces down to 

becoming  self-indulgence  (of one form or another)  “to please an  animalistic/carnal  mind”  (not  built upon  “The Word of God”). 

Therefore  

1. The  {well doing}/{practising of goodness}  (to  all  people). 

2. The  partnership /communication  (to  all  people). 

For the effective transfer of  “The Knowledge”  enabling the recipients to get onto  “The 1st Square”  of attaining  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century 

Christianity”  is  acceptable to  “the specific god”,  where as we know,  this relative pointer can move depending upon its frame of reference. 

I could write much on this  (with key examples)  to carefully differentiate how worldly reasoning would try to vainly  “tear apart”  this solid exegesis to 

support its own errant reasoning –  but hopefully there is enough here to exercise the  sane/rationally  thinking mind that is truly  seeking  “The 

Righteous Knowledge”  as sourced by Yahweh! 

A 4th revision addition  

Regarding - 

These become the  personal sacrifices  in our work  (being the giving of our valuable time)  to do these things in the edification of other 

people  (for them to know how to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  that pleases The Specific God  (of the context). 

It is my usual comment regarding these things and will not write many pages to substantiate it,  because it is covered in my other similar commentaries. 

Our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders fraudulently state  (inasmuch promoting a half truth, half lie as solely truth for our supposed 

salvation)  the following - 

“You are not saved by works but only faith!” 

We must understand - 

“The Specific God”  will be pleased to offer salvation to someone who pleases Him. 

“The Specific God”  is  not  righteously willing offer salvation to someone who does not please Him. 

Being someone who does  NOT  work the following in their life - 

1. The  {well doing}/{practising of goodness}  (to  all  people). 

2. The  partnership/communication  (to  all  people). 

“The Desire”  of  “The Specific God”  (of the context)  at present is to achieve - 

1. Yahweh,  His 144000 TCs as future Sons of God elected from out of The Gospel Age. 

2. JCg,  his metaphoric wife comprising of 144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age. 

When the above occurs,  then The Millennium can start and  “The Late Adopters”  can start to be drawn out of  “The Resurrected World” as  “The 3rd 

Remnant of the 3rd epoch of Israel that returns to The Lord”  -  to ultimately yield a righteous society into The Culmination  (after The Millennium). 

Yahweh wants “Champions for a cause”  being wholly committed to make something happen. 

This requires  “Work”. 

“The Work”  we do reflects what is occurring in our mind! 

Inasmuch,  our mind drives our output,  as commonly stated,  The body follows The Mind! 

Our  “Real Faith”  as only  “FutureLife.Org”  accurately defines,  resulting in a mind delivers the some  ministry/lifestyle  as did JC of whom Yahweh 

was well pleased  (Matt.3v17, 17v5).    “Well pleased”  of Matt.3v17, 17v5 is the same as being stated here in Heb.13v16. 

So what does this conjure up within our mind about the consequences of what our worldly Christian Leaders teach to us. 

These leaders deliberately imply  “Just believe in Jesus” means “I believe Jesus exists”  yielding the false presumption the devotees have salvation!  

That is an outright LIE. 

It just makes the devotees “hypocrites”  and rejected  (for sonship)  by Yahweh. 

Furthermore - 

So what does this conjure up within our mind about what is occurring in the mind of our worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders? 

Let me write down some of the words forming within my mind - 

Fraudsters,  Conmen/women,  Liars,  Rogue traders,  Spiritual Paedophiles,  and a few other choice names! 

It is only by knowing of Yahweh’s Goal and why JC(g) behaved in the manner he did,  can we read through what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  

give out into The Environment,  to seek their ROI   (Return On Investment)  being what they want in this present life and ignoring The Millennium. 

They have absolutely zero regard for Yahweh’s Goal and of The Millennium,  being The Reason why they remain so silent on it! 

However contrary to what they do for a worldly return,  FutureLife.Org  freely  screams out  “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 

This is only what JC and The Apostles freely taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  of which  “Leaders of Religion”  suppressed for the last 1900 years! 

 

173rd Instruction – (On the [big] presumption The Elders  are  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire then)  The Brethren  

(Christians)  aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by becoming TCs  should be assured within those people (TCs)  personally 

leading/ruling  over them by explaining what The Bible  really means. 

174th Instruction – (On the [big] presumption The Elders  are  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire then)  The Brethren  

(Christians)  aiming to become TCs,  should be surrendering themselves to the TCs ruling over them. 

336th Reasoning – It  is  because the TC leaders  (throughout time)  are sincerely  watching over those brethren 

(Christians)  weaker in  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”,  then rather giving soundbites of  “worldly 

Christianity”  to indulge the ears  (for a worldly payback),  these TC leaders by contrast,  carefully guide  the immature 

Christians to be precisely imitating the TC leaders  (so that Yahweh receives The Payback [of new TCs]). 

89th Warning – However the  worldly (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders would  not:- 
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1. Accurately instruct us to take their position,  because they have no intention of losing it  (being the worldly 

returns that come from that position) – so they  “dumb-down”  what The Gospel really means at a personal level! 

2. Be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire for us to be imitating them,  because Yahweh detests their indulgent teaching! 

But sadly there are  millions upon millions  of people duped to revere their leaders without understanding what The Bible 

states and all the warnings given over precisely what these leaders are really doing to us,  personally (Matt.23v12-13). 

337th Reasoning – TCs leaders would edify by encouraging as Paul did to the Thessalonians,  or reprimand as Paul did to 

the Galatians.  Not to gain popularity in  “happy/clappy  get-togethers”  of  “Cheap Christianity” (costing us nothing)  

but only to accurately steer the congregations at an individual level to be personally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.   If  we do 

not know what is Yahweh’s Desire  (and it is not what we are told by our  worldly Christian leaders)  then  we cannot even 

move ahead in the correct direction  (please see  “Yahweh’s Desire”  in glossary). 

‘Allegory’ – repeat - “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory but a  

very necessary definition because of the utter foolishness spoken by people claiming to know – but obviously do not know!) 

Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website –  that clearly explain what the word  really  means! 

338th Reasoning – The TCs will need to give account of both themselves and of people choosing either to  “persevere  with  

Yahweh” (“Israel”)  or people choosing to  “persevere against Yahweh” (“Israel”)  hence,  1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel. 

339th Reasoning – Obviously  if  the TCs put in so much unpaid work  (no worldly return,  except abuse and persecution 

orchestrated by “Leaders of Religion”)  then  they are sincerely motivated for a  positive  result of all their hard  

“{occupational effort}/work/labour”  during the 1st part of their physical life.  Therefore they do fervently desire to give a  

cheerful/joyous  report to Yahweh for their sleepless nights sincerely and responsibly watching over their charges.   

90th Warning – The TCs have no desire to give a negative report to Yahweh –  because it will not profit the worldly 

Christians’ future in The Millennium. 

Heb.  13v17 og (You be) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured  to the ([= in/with/by/on]  people [TCs])   

Heb.  13v17 og leading/commanding/deeming/considering/accounting/{ruling over}/thinking [middle voice]   

Heb.  13v17 og {of yourselves},   

Heb.  13v17 og also  (you) {to yield (to be weak)}/surrender/{submit oneself},    

Heb.  13v17 og they  for  (they) {being sleepless}/{keeping awake}/watch   

Heb.  13v17 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   

Heb.  13v17 og of the  breathings/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  {of yourselves},   

Heb.  13v17 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  [= a reasoned account] 

Heb.  13v17 og (the) {giving away}/recompensing/rendering/requite/returning/rewarding;   

Heb.  13v17 og that  {amid/together/with (meta)}   (the) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy  that/this/there/here   

Heb.  13v17 og (they may/should) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,   

Heb.  13v17 og also  not  (the) sighing/{having grief}/murmuring/groaning [plural];   

Heb.  13v17 og (the) gainless/pernicious/unprofitable  for  {to yourselves}  that/this/there/here . 

Heb.  13v17 = You  be  pacified/conciliated/persuaded/assured     (do not  contest/decry ... … ) 

with  the people  personally  leading/commanding/{ruling over}  yourselves,     (the  TCs/Elders  carefully guiding you ... … ) 

also  you  yield/surrender/{submit oneself}  (to them),      (you must not  rebel/aggravate  their position ... … ) 

for  they  (TCs)   {be sleepless}/{keep awake}/watch     (always attentive to ensuring your steadfast growth to Yahweh ... … ) 

over/{for the sake of}  your  breathings/souls/{conscious existences},     (the Elders ensure your spiritual well-being into The Eternity ... …) 

{in that manner}/as  the  {giving away}/recompensing/rendering/returning  the  word/sayings/reasoning/account,  

          (they will give account ... … ) 

that  they  may/should  do/make/perform/practise  together/with  cheerfulness/gladness/joy,     (being joyous working with you ... … ) 

also  not  (with)  the  sighing/murmuring/groaning;     (and not be stating that it was grievous working with you ... … ) 

for  this  (is)  the  pernicious/unprofitable  to  yourselves.  

          (For this latter condition will not go well with you in the future  reckoning/judgement  by Yahweh!) 

 

You be  pacified/assured   (with your Leaders,  that  we as TCs,  have established over you   [generally  only true  in  “The 1st Century”  CE].) 

with the people personally  leading/guiding  yourselves   (having been selected by apostles and  not  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 

also submit yourselves  (to them)   (because the 1st Century Elders  are  tutoring their congregations to imitate them,  as they do JC, 1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  

for they   (the elders,  actively becoming TCs,  taking upon themselves  “The Responsibility of Spiritual Growth”  of their charges … … )    
be  sleepless/concerned   (this is a  genuine  concern –  not  the façade given by  worldly Christian leaders,  conjoined to “Religion”,  1Cor.6v16) 

for the sake of your  lives/souls/{conscious existences}   (to actively encourage you to become TCs –  as they too,  are themselves), 

in that manner as the  {giving away}/rendering  the  words/sayings/reasoning   (they must account for their actions as  “teachers”) 

         (TCs become TCs because they imitate JC,  Yahweh makes The Judgement as to whether they have, or not,  imitated JC  “to gain the 144000 TCs”) 
that they might  do/perform  together/with  joy   (because there is a good working relationship between The Elder and congregational member) 

also not with  sighing/groaning   (otherwise,  insubordination will upset both parties –  noting that  “1st Century Elders”  were  imitating TCs,  JC) 

for this is pernicious to yourselves   (it helps no person to be argumentative,  and the congregational member will learn nothing). 

         (1st Century Elders  truly  agapao the brethren,  and Yahweh will always take the Elders' side over any matter  [The Elders truly copying JC].) 

 

Let me write this verse simplified - 

Be assured with the people leading you,  also you yield unto them,  for they watch for the sake of your conscious existence,  as the rendering  

account,  that they might be doing this  (teaching/administration)  with joy,  also not with groaning,  for this is unprofitable to you. 

Now let me add a few important words of understanding within this simplified verse - 

Be assured with the people   (who are  truthful/accurate/sincere/knowledgeable  and having  [the real] HS)  leading you,   

also you yield to them,  for they   (operating with  agapao/{edifying love})   

watch for the sake of your conscious existence   (edifying you to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire),   

as the rendering account   (of their own actions),   

that they might be doing this with joy   (happy because everyone is working together to promote accurate knowledge  to The World in their 

“calling out”),   

also not with groaning   (because of  schisms/arguing  occurring through indulgent activity),   
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for this is unprofitable to you   (because by choosing to follow The World’s methodology means Yahweh will ignore you during the 1st part of 

your physical life,  and at  “The 1st Resurrection”). 

Is this what we witness in The World today within the some 37000+ Christian schisms? 

That is precisely  why  many atheists remain as atheists –   

Because the above is  not  done,  and they can see through  “The Pretence”  practised! 

Furthermore, because of all  “The Above” –  Yahweh ignores these people calling themselves  “Christians”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”! 

However what is truly described in this verse is precisely what Paul and other the apostles felt towards their congregations,  Paul and the apostles 

precisely understood  “The Word of God”  (just as this website righteously describes –  thus endorsing its accuracy)  and  were  sincerely motivated to 

audit and then  correctly  guide/instruct  the members of the  active  Ecclesia (“Calling Out”)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   

This is what we read here! 

Again I ask - 

Is this what we witness in The World today within the some 37000+ Christian schisms? 

Professional  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders only  “work the audience”  to  justify/fund  the leaders’ worldly existence. 

They  cannot  “be objective”  to  “The Cause in Hand” (Matt.6v24) –  unlike professional tradespeople who  must account for what they do in this life,  

inasmuch it becomes readily evident should their workmanship be bad,  but it is only through Matt.7v16-20 that identifies a  good/bad  Christian leader! 

That is why I call these religious leaders   “Rogue traders”  because  “The Public”  untrained in The Bible  cannot  successfully audit what these leaders 

both errantly and fraudulently preach,  which is precisely why JC tells us,  all things will be made known in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)  as to why 

these leaders were rejected to take any teaching role in The Millennium as future  “Sons of God” (Luke.20v16, etc.). 

What is worse,  The Public are presently kept in this ignorant state by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.     How reprehensible is that! 

That is why Yahweh utterly  detests  these  “Professional /Leaders of Religion” –  and all will be made crystal clear in The Millennium! 

 

175th Instruction – We actively aiming to become TCs shall behave worthily by praying with a vow concerning the TCs.  

This means actively supporting for what we ask,  Yahweh to assist in making up any shortfall in our limited human efforts. 

176th Instruction – The Brethren are to pray for  (and to physically give,  else be deemed as “hypocrites”)  to assist The 

TCs in their tireless ministry work to produce the next generation of TCs so that Yahweh might achieve His 144000 TCs. 

186th Comment – No mention is given to be praying for humans not of The Faith  (as errantly done in the religious world) 

340th Reasoning – The Brethren are to think about for what they pray!   Yahweh will symbiotically put into their mind  

what is required to charity assist The TCs in their ministry work.  It is  not  as we are  taught by example today:  Say a few 

names and now:  “Over to you - God”  -  this is  utter hypocrisy  to what The Bible really teaches us through its verses! 

However it  “looks good”  in the view of  “worldly eyes”  and people having  “worldly minds”! 

341st Reasoning – It  is  because TCs can recognise  “The Real Faith”  exercised by brethren in their  “occupational 

effort”,  from which the TCs can be fully  assured/competent  in their teaching of  accurate ministry,  freely given. 

342nd Reasoning – What does this  really  mean?   Not  what  worldly Christian leaders tell us:  Make mention of it in our 

prayers  (and then forget about the subject of their prayer)!   No!  -  It means we pray to Yahweh for ideas while we think 

about the subject (outside the prayer),  so we might give practical aid in our  active  assistance to the TCs in their ministry 

work!   Our perhaps,  for Yahweh to open initially  “seemingly closed doors”  for us to be more effective in serving Him. 

This is borne out in us  “behaving honestly”  to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.   Can the reader see the supportive  closed-

loop  nature of this verse and how it is entirely different to what  worldly Christian Leaders preach to us? 

187th Comment – Paul makes request of this active support so he might be released sooner to be with them. 

343rd Reasoning – Likewise today we should be  accurately  (and actively)  teaching  “The Word of God”  to our 

neighbour and giving physical sustenance  (food parcels;  – but  NOT  MONEY  unless  personally  known,  and  not  to 

be placed in  “a central pot”)  to those people operating in the front line ministry work. 

91st Warning – Beware of  charlatan Christian leaders who appear to be working for The Lord but ask for money to fund 

“their type of ministry work” –  do  NOT  send it,  but rather send food parcels and  carefully analyse  what response you 

have!    Then  carefully reason  upon  “The Type and Nature”  of the specific  response you receive  (if any)! 

Heb.  13v18 og (You) {toward supplicate}/{pray with a vow} [for a mutual result]  concerning/about  {of/from us},   

Heb.  13v18 og (we are) pacified/conciliated/agreed/persuaded/confident/assured  for  because   

Heb.  13v18 og (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  (the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience  

Heb.  13v18 og (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  in  (to the [= within]) all (things/persons)  [plural,  neuter or masculine] 

Heb.  13v18 og {(appears/looks) well/worthy/honestly}  (the) determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}/willing    

Heb.  13v18 og (to) overturn/return/{busy one’s self}/behave/converse/{conduct/deport (ourselves)}. 

Heb.  13v18 = You  {pray with a vow (for a mutual result)}    (thus support you supplication with works)   

concerning/about  us  (TCs),     (both spiritually and physically support us  [James.2v14-26] ... … ) 

for  we are  pacified/conciliated/persuaded/assured      (we are confidently assured ... … )  

because  we  (TCs)  possess/have  the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  coperception/{moral consciousness}     (that we are truly sincere  ... … ) 

the  determining/desiring  to  {busy ourselves}/behave/converse  well/worthily/honestly     (in personally striving to behave correctly ...) 
within  all  things/persons     (in our daily interaction with our  neighbours/brethren  in all things)   

 

You pray with a vow (for a mutual result)    (inasmuch it fulfils the desires of  [1] yourself,  [2] the recipient,  [3] importantly Yahweh!) 

concerning us  (TCs)    (both spiritually and physically of which the supplicating person  underwrites the prayer  in works supported by Yahweh), 

for we are  pacified/assured   (we [TCs] are confidently assured … … ) 
because we (TCs)  have the  virtuous/valuable/worthy  moral consciousness   (we are truly sincere … … ) 

the  determining/desiring  to  worthily/honestly  deport ourselves   (we personally strive to behave correctly [copying JC] … … ) 

within all things   (in our daily interaction with our  neighbour/brethren). 
                (This is what makes a TC  “holy”  [innocent/blameless in all things]  both  [1] with our neighbour and  [2] with Yahweh!) 

 

Paul puts in a request to the  “holy brethren”  to  “pray with a vow”  for the TCs who are personally putting themselves in considerable hardship and 

danger as a resultant to their most fervently  active  ministry  (of “1st Century Christianity”).  As we read,  this is a time when Paul was imprisoned for 

the second time –  caused by his  accurate  ministry work while being a  “perfect model”  secular citizen  (following his own advice at Rom.13v1-5).  

The question must be asked    

Why should Paul,  the premier apostle,  require other people to pray for him?  
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Surely Yahweh would respond to an obvious request by Paul about his predicament without the need for additional prayers?  

We know Yahweh did  not  answer Paul’s three requests for healing  (2Cor.12v7-9)  and Paul gives the answer  –  

Paul would be  “a better person with this ailment left unhealed”. 

So then why Paul’s request in this instance? 

I have carefully considered the many worldly suggested reasons,  but they can be quickly dismissed, –  leaving only two rational answers. 

The sensible answers would be,  Paul is - 

1. Uniting The Brethren behind  “The Cause for Martyrdom” –  where they grow to accept they too might be called to suffer extreme 

difficulty in their personal ministry work –  being a filter Yahweh uses to  elect/choose  those specific individuals with the correct 

mindset to personally  push forward to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire unto Sonship.   This becomes the prophesied number of 144000 

(Rev.14v1-4)  named spaces to be verified throughout the forthcoming Gospel Age of some 2000 years  (where the 144000 becomes  

“The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  to close  The Gospel Age,  and for Yahweh to  righteously  bring-in  The Millennium). 

2. By working together,  they gain inspiration on how they might personally provide additional help of which the  “holy brethren/elders”  

might then give to the TCs in their active ministry work,  because these  “holy brethren”  are  actively  praying and at the same time,  

carefully thinking about the subject matter in a practical manner to aid the spiritual front-line troops. 

It must be clearly understood by The Reader this 1st part of our physical life is a  “fleeting transient”  (as we are told by Solomon,  the prophets,  JC and 

the apostles)  and thus what we go through now,  is merely a  sorting-out  (being a filtering)  process for an everlasting position  (in the 2nd part of our 

physical life). 

I see these as being the sensible and rational reasons to explain Paul’s request  (especially in the continuing context of v20 and v21). 

Now the reader can start to understand The Methodology under which Yahweh operates –  and equally shows us by contrast,  just how  “out-

of-touch”  (virtually)  all of our Christian leaders are in their instruction to their congregations!   

They have absolutely  no  understanding how Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”  righteously operates  (outside JC being  “the ransom sacrifice”) –  

and they thus just perpetuate  self-indulgent  activity of  “God being  with/in  them”  apparently under their direct beck and call –  merely  “a (supposed) 

puppet”  under the control of the leaders feeding congregational indulgences  (noting Matt.4v7). 

I just wince inside at this  disrespectful  behaviour –  demonstrating  no  humility –  but  stiff-necked  unrepentant  arrogance! 
Heb.  13v19 og {earnestly driven super-abundantly}/{more frequently super-abundantly}  And   

Heb.  13v19 og (I) {call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge  [you]   that/this/there/here   

Heb.  13v19 og (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  that  {more swiftly/rapidly}/quickly/shortly   

Heb.  13v19 og (I may/should  be) {off/from placing down}/{reconstituted (in health/home/organisation)}/{restored (again)}   

Heb.  13v19 og {to [= in/with/by/on] yourselves}. 

Heb.  13v19 = And  I  beseech/exhort/urge  (you)   more  frequently/abundantly  to  do/perform/practice  this,   

(so)  that  I  may/should  be  reconstituted/restored  {more swiftly}/quickly  with/to  yourselves. 

 

And I (Paul)  exhort you to more frequently  do/perform  this   (as explained in previous commentary) 

(so)  that I might be restored more quickly to yourselves. 

 

Therefore just as I stated earlier,  Yahweh is waiting for the various  “synapse construction mappings”  of  “The Brethren”  grouping to become more 

aligned behind  “The Cause”  (martyrdom – spiritual, –  that may,  also result in the physical)  through the unifying action of a prayer  “with a vow for a 

mutule result” –  to bring out the very best  (being  “The Fortitude/Resilience”)  of the individuals to become suitable candidates for future Sonship. 

Paul desires to  “get out of jail”  as quickly as possible so he might begin ministering again – “on the road”! 

However,  by extension  (continuing what was stated in v18) –  it could be argued,  Paul’s  presence/parousia  would be with them  (the holy brethren)   

(1) firstly by  “The Word of God”  that he has accurately taught them –  so they are of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Paul,   and 

obviously that of JC).  (2) by the active prayers for him  (being constantly reminded of what he has done for them),  inasmuch he would be very much in 

their mind and consequently his teaching would equally be at the forefront of their mind.   Because of this,  then they  are  moved to physically help and 

support him whenever it is possible for these brethren members.  We are also told elsewhere,  Paul feels strengthened in his work knowing,  he has  “The 

Spiritual  Backing/Support”  of those brethren actively  thinking/operating  like he is.   It makes his life  “feel worthwhile to continue”!  

Thus Paul can continue personally ministering to them through his letters,  and his teaching always being recalled to memory during their prayers  “with 

a vow for a mutual result”,  until he is  physically  with them,  ideally at JCg’s 1st 2nd C,  as future  “Sons of God”! 
 

‘Allegory’ – repeat – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 

The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 

matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 

Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 

Reasoning – repeat - As we read - there is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs (and JCg),  = “The Almighty God”. 

81st Good News – Paul states  “peace/prosperity/rest”  being what The Gospel gives to The Mind in this World’s pain.   

188th Comment – Paul states,  grace/gifts/favour/benefit  also  peace/prosperity/rest  comes from Yahweh and is desirous 

this should occur in everything The Brethren might do as their particular changing circumstances might dictate. 

344th Reasoning – JC as  “The Word of God”  has given us  “The Knowledge”  to explain  “The Mystery”,  and  “The 

Promise”.  It is from understanding this knowledge that gives us  peace/prosperity/rest  (1) avoid worldly sourced 

problems,  (2) security knowing Yahweh has all things under perfect control  (3) amassing heavenly treasure as the TCs 

refine their  “synapse construction”  for  perhaps/maybe  a resurrection as a future superlative  “Son of God”. 

82nd Good News – Yahweh  awakened/roused  JCg from the  {dead people}/corpses  to become the  “First/Only/Chief”  

(at 61 CE)  Son of God who becomes  “The Pastor of His Own Sheep”  (John.10v3)  by  “The Word of God”  becoming 

imbued as  “JCg’s presence/parousia”  operating within his  (fleshly)  body of the TCs  (as his own sheep). 

83rd Good News – Because JCg was  awakened/roused  from the  {dead people}/corpses,  he consolidated  “The (2nd) 

Covenant”  so that ideally  as TCs,  we have the confidence to imitate JC for the same  guaranteed  everlasting life. 

345th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood,  JC had the confidence of  guaranteed  everlasting life  (that comes with 

Sonship),  hence he behaved precisely as did he.  Likewise the TCs following,  have precisely the same  confidence of 

expectation  as did JC and so they too exactly copy JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for same reward that becomes  “The Fulfilment 

of The Promise”  for guaranteed everlasting life administrating  “The Inheritance” (equally as a “Son of God” with JCg). 

346th Reasoning – Those people calling themselves Christians or those not having taken upon themselves Christianity – 

BOTH  groupings by  not  precisely imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  (as deemed by Yahweh)  have  not  shown 
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themselves to be truly  “believing in JC”  and thus are to be resurrected into The Millennium so they might fully imbue 

JC’s  lifestyle  to thus become truly  “believing in JCg”  as exercised through their deportment. 

92nd Warning – Beware of  worldly Christian leaders who  pump-out  the sound-bite: “We all are sons of God because JC 

died for us”!    This is an utter lie!   Put back into context Paul is stating:  We must be imitating JC for us to be  

“possibly”  deemed worthy of Sonship.  Sonship is  not  automatic (4v1) – because we are “Christians”; –  but rather,  it 

is a  possibility  (see reasoning below).  The  “possibility”  is deemed by Yahweh based upon how well we imitate  “The 

Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC  (we are not a judge of that criteria  [“we are not to judge our brother”]). 

Allegory – repeat - blood = The physical essence of life within a fleshly body. 

Instruction – repeat - It was not through the blood of animals,  but rather through JC’s  own  blood that he entered for 

one occasion  {that once for all}  into  “The Most Holy Place”  (to provide)  everlasting/perpetual  deliverance/salvation. 

347th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood:- 

1. JC’s ministry was to purify The Mind –  to educate us into the 2nd part of our  spiritual  life. 

2. JC’s sacrificial murder was to provide the  “righteous enabling means”  for Yahweh to  “justifiably resurrect”  

us into perfected DNA fleshly bodies  (but heavenly bodies for the 144000 TCs as Sons of God)  to become the 2nd 

part of our  physical  life.  Where  “fleshly DNA bodies”  are still subject to  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 

(As was Adam and Eve subject to death while in a perfected fleshly body – hence Gen.3v24.) 

348th Reasoning – Thus from the two items above,  if  Christians become TCs by fully imbuing  “The Word of God”  to 

become  “The Wisdom of God”  expressed within our lifestyle,  then  as v21 states,  we become completely restored  

(within our mindset)  witnessed through the displayed  “intrinsically good occupational effort/work/labour”  upon our 

neighbour,  which is ideally the  accurate  ministry work –  being the above item  (1) continued in our life as commanded – 

because we cannot do item (2)! 

84th Good News – Because we have  agapao/{edifying love}  operating within our mind,  based upon  “The Word of God”  

imbued,  then we precisely imitate JC through our  agape/{charity love}  displayed in our  ministry/lifestyle  towards our 

neighbour.  This completely fulfils Yahweh’s Desire. 

349th Reasoning – We fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and because we  are  precisely 

imitating JC,  this shows we truly  honour/glorify  him in both our mind  (thoughts of agapao)  and body  (works of agape) 

–  and thus show how we fully appreciate what he did for us both in ministry and his ransom sacrifice.   

Quite simply if a person does  not  precisely imitate JC in the mind delivering works,  then the person claiming to be a 

“Christian”  is a  “hypocrite” – being precisely the point JC made of the religious  (and political)  leaders  (in his day,  

and mirrored throughout Satan’s system of the last some 6000 years). 

350th Reasoning – Thus it is the TCs who fully appreciate JC and thus worship him  by their lifestyle  in  “occupational 

effort”  (because words are cheap),  but when the resurrected humans have been educated in The Millennium –  then they 

too will worship him  by their lifestyle  -  giving  glory/honour/dignity  as truly deserved by getting them into this conscious 

position to appreciate  “paradise/park”  and how it was won from out Satan's grasp  (Matt.12v29. Luke.11v22). 

189th Comment – Paul states:  This will occur through Yahweh’s Authority made manifest within The Environment. 

Heb.  13v20 og the  And  {specific god}  of the  peace/prosperity/rest,   

Heb.  13v20 og the (One [JCg])    (the [one/JC] having) {led up}/{brought out}/{set forth}/sailed/departed/launched   

Heb.  13v20 og {from/out  of}  (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers,   

Heb.  13v20 og the  shepherd/pastor  of the  sheep  the  big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great,   

Heb.  13v20 og in  (to the [= within]) blood   (of the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement   

Heb.  13v20 og (of the) perpetual/eternal/everlasting,   the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves}, 

Heb.  13v20 = And  “the specific god”  of the  peace/prosperity/rest,    

         (Yahweh's Methodology through JCg yields  peace/prosperity/rest  in The Environment ... … ) 

The One  (Yahweh in the context of JCg being The Shepherd) 

         (but can be extended to JCg  depending upon the context of The Growth of The Word of God within us, 1Cor.3v6, Gal.6v7 ... … )   

having  {led up}/{brought out}/{set forth}/launched  the  great/mighty  shepherd/pastor  (JC to become JCg upon resurrection) 

         (JCg resurrected to lead the TCs of The Gospel Age and then  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium ... … ) 

of the  sheep  {from out of}     (Ultimately The 3 Remnants of the 3 Epochs of Israel that return to The Lord ... … ) 

of the  {dead persons}/corpses,     (out of The 1st Death  [that would have been annihilation for all of us without JC's Ransom Sacrifice] ... ) 

our  lord/master  Jesus      (The Methodology sourced by Yahweh given to us through JC to rule our minds ... … ) 

of the  eternal/everlasting  contract/covenant/agreement     (ideally as  “Sons of God”,  secondly,  able to yield everlasting life ... … ) 

(made righteously possible)  within  (JC's fleshly)  blood.     (the conscious yielding of his life  driven by Yahweh's Methodology) 

 

And  “the specific god”  of the  peace/prosperity/rest   (Yahweh's Methodology via JCg yields these qualities in The Environment) 
The One   (Yahweh relative to JCg leading his “Early Adopters”  [the sheep = The Brethren actively aiming to be TCs]  in The Gospel Age) 

having brought out   (Yahweh's infinite Authority and Capability  “to make become  who/what  He chooses to become”) 

the great shepherd   (JC resurrected to be JCg,  leading those people who ultimately follow  [meaning,  imitate]  him over their  “2 part life”) 

of the sheep   (all humans over their  “2 part life”  who ultimately fulfil Yahweh's Desire operating through JCg as Yahweh's Chief Representative)  
from out of the dead people   (JC did die,  Yahweh captured JC's  “synapse construction mapping”  and placed it in a  celestial  body to yield JCg) 

our  lord/master  Jesus   (Jesus'  ministry/lifestyle  controls our  mind/deportment  to yield  “The 2nd and 3rd Remnants of Israel”) 

within the blood   (“The Essence of Life”  freely given  [not taken]  by a  conscious reasoning entity  to edify their neighbour) 

of the everlasting  contract/agreement   (that can yield  “everlasting life”  provided  we agree to “The Bilateral Contract of The 2nd Covenant”). 

 

This is another verse that is skewed slightly by our  worldly translators beholden to errant  worldly Christian doctrine! 

Please compare this verse with your bible and what do you see? 

The original Greek correctly translated here shows the separate Entities in existence,  but the errant  worldly  translations try to merge the two together 

to vainly perpetuate the worldly sourced myth of the Trinity given to The World for its members to take their  “eye off the real ball”  so our  “scholars”  

might  waste  their cumulative  “millions of man-hours”  contemplating  a non-issue  (fabricated by The World)! 
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Moreover hypocritically,  these scholars condemn 1st millennia copyist additions,  and effectively they are doing the same thing today! 

Satan is just so devious –  and misleads humans –  who themselves like pawns,  just fall for it  -  “hook, line and sinker”! 

It is because they choose to  self-indulge  their time in the simpler options (Matt.23v23)  rather than dedicate their life in doing something more arduous, 

but infinitely more worthwhile,  being to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in  accurately  publicising  “The Word of God”  to The World. 

Thus in the  true/faithful/sure  translation given here on “FutueLife.Org”  we see the  two separate Entities  being - 

1. “The Almighty God”  Yahweh,  having all  “Omniscient Authority”  to ensure  “fair play”  (Righteousness)  occurs within  His  Universe. 

2. We see JC now as the  premier  “Son of God”  having assumed full responsibility for the culmination of his errant Creation. 

What a marvellous and  agapao/{edify loving}  situation from the  two  Entities  working together  to achieve  “The  One/Same  Solution”  (hence of 

one/same  mind  John.14v20, 17v21-26),  just as were  “The Ancient Worthies”,  “Prophets”  and  “TCs”  as  “The Early Adopters”   equally showed 

throughout  “The Epochs of Time”  specific  to what they had to do in their  own  time period,  and likewise similar people do so today in the final 

closing  “days”  of The Gospel Age.    I propose 2067 CE equates to Rev.21v1-4  (being the next Jewish Jubilee Year,  noting what occurred on the 

previous three Jubilee years relating to “Jerusalem”). 

Now we have the  exact  Greek translation here and elsewhere that supports my proposal,  but  not  the  “Standard  Worldly  Christian Theory”  created 

by  spiritually blind  “gurus/sages”  of old  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39),  as is their spiritual seed today,  then we can move on to understand what  “ho 

theos”  really means! 

We have  “the specific god of context”  at the two levels –  being specifically why this terminology is used here,  also at 1Cor.3v6 and Gal.6v7 

(please see my local commentaries) 

“The Specific God” (Yahweh)  of  “us” (as purified TCs)  being  “the adopted Sons”  of God –  because  “we”  have  proven 

ourselves to be precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 

“The specific god” (JCg) of us (still sinful humans)  who have not yet purified the minds to be sufficiently judged as have imitated 

JC's ministry/lifestyle  and thus require JC as  “The Intercessor/Mediator”  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  between us and Yahweh. 

Thus we understand - 

Yahweh sources The Methodology to bring  peace/prosperity/rest  within The Universe. 

JCg is the  “King of Peace”,  called  “Melchizedek”   “The High Priest”  having no human ancestry,  also being the king of  “The City of 

Peace”, slaughtered alongside his  “City of Peace”  for our sins,  being our Shepherd to  guide only those people desiring to be guided,  and 

always taught that he was subject to his Father’s Will/Desire  Who was in “The Heavens”  (“The Authority throughout The Universe”). 

There is an interesting prophecy by Jeremiah  (Jer.23v1-4)  where he teaches of the false shepherds leading their flocks astray and then speaks of a 

shepherd being raised up to guide the flock –  and then establishes  other  faithful shepherds to assist in the feeding of The Sheep. 

This is a prophecy of JC coming to deliver his ministry and ransom sacrifice,  and then the 2nd fulfilment to this is where he shall come at his 1st 2nd C to 

gather his 144000 TCs assistants who themselves become  “The (other) Faithful Shepherds”  of The Millennium to  accurately  feed  “The Resurrected  

World/Sheep”  of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (“The Resurrected World”  to be taught  “Righteousness”  and yield  “The Late Adopters”). 

Again  none  of this prophecy is explained by  worldly Christian leaders to their congregations  (presumably because quite simply,  they do not believe in 

it –  else presumably,  surely they would teach it),  hence they only live on  worthless “hope”  rather than having  the certainty of “Expectation”. 

They have  “no expectation”  because they  do not  personally  “make the expectation occur”  by reason their faith has  no  solid foundation  (because 

they do  not  believe in  “The Foundation”  as given in The Bible –  else they  would  teach of these quotations –  and of so many, many more)!    

Regrettably,  they only repeat the worldly myths they have been taught in seminaries –  long ago rejected by Yahweh! 

Interesting quote   “Our Lord and Master”. 

Quite simply -   

We show our respect to  “our Lord and Master”  if  we precisely fulfil what he commands,  and imitate what our master does.   

In this manner JCg becomes  “our Lord and Master”  over our mind and ultimately over our works.   

Furthermore - 

If  we do  not  precisely imitate JCg,  then  he does  not  become our Lord and Master,  and thus we have another  “lord and master”  being 

the one we imitate  =  “the lord and master of self-indulgence”  and thus by consequence,  make Satan our god  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)! 

All very obvious –  and this really should not be needed to be so starkly  “spelt out” –  but - 

Now I ask the reader to look around to see who behaves in  contriteness/humility  like JC and the apostles,  where they exhort you to become like them? 

Just for completeness I copy from Eph.2v14 the part explaining  “peace/prosperity/rest”. 

I need to explain  “peace/prosperity/rest”  because this terminology appears to run against the  “trials/tribulations/afflictions”  of which we are told  

will befall TCs from those people of The World feeling threatened by the TC’s righteous lifestyle –  that imitates JC’s lifestyle. 

The Answer is all to do with The Mind rather than the body.   

“Peace” is gained from the  accurate  Knowledge  (as “The Word of God”  of which JC  was/is).  “The Knowledge”  releases us  hearkening 

individuals,  from the stresses of the present day and of the future demise of human civilization  (global warming,  rising sea levels,  lack of food and  

clean/pure  resources,  all forms of pollution,  selfish grabbing of the last remaining resources,  tribalisation’  within nations,  phishing, social media, 

software viruses, computer hacking, invasion of personal privacy by either the state or criminals, identity cloning, etc.).   This  “Knowledge”  “releases 

our stress”  because we know Yahweh will step in  “before all flesh is destroyed”  (Matt.24v22, Mark.13v20)  and  “save the situation”  by replacing this 

present worldly system with Yahweh's leaders for The Millennium. 

Also  “good moral behaviour”  personally removes all the present social problems spawned from general immorality,  this personally delivers  “rest”  

from the pressures accruing from social misbehaviour.  Likewise,  if we defraud no person,  then we have no need to keep looking over our shoulder to 

see if we are being followed by a person for some form of retribution. 

“Prosperity” does not mean  “material prosperity” as stated by  charlatan Christian leaders in their  “marketing sales spiel” for personal worldly gain! 

This prosperity is the  “heavenly treasure”  comprising of the  “synapse construction mapping”  of The Mind  (that precisely defines us as individuals)  

becoming more Christlike,  thus,  being worthy to be placed within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body upon resurrection as a future “Son of God”. 

JCg makes TCs become at one with him because of  “The Knowledge”  given as  “The Word of God”,  and is accepted by  receptive/hearkening  people 

who carefully reason upon  “The Knowledge”  to realise it is the  only  way forward for Mankind as a whole.  Thus,  they freely choose to imitate JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle  and so become the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and in this manner JC has broken down the barrier between us TCs  

(formally as  heathen/foreigners/strangers)  but now welcomed by Yahweh to become His future adopted sons  (by metaphorically becoming “sons of 

Abraham”).  Moreover,  these TCs as the future Bride of Christ become as one at their marriage  (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9)  to their husband  (JCg)  at the 1st 

2nd C of JCg  (= The 1st Resurrection”)  being as one metaphoric flesh  (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32,  and the counter warning given at 1Cor.6v16).  

As explained earlier,  we have taken upon ourselves JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  because we have taken upon ourselves  his knowledge  (as  

“The Word of God”)  and faithfully acted upon it,  rather than ignoring it and doing our  “own worldly thing”  to please our animalistic emotions lusting 

to please  “The Immediacy”.  By consequence,  Yahweh now judges us upon what we desire to do rather than the accidents of what we might actually do 

– thus,  we are not judged upon The Law of Moses,  but rather on what JC did for us  (by fulfilling The Law).  This occurs,  because we truly  are  trying 

to imitate him by what we do to others  (= to edify our neighbour to our own hurt),  and thus,  we do not  sin/offend,  but  only  “sidestep/trespass”. 

“Rest” is gained from the above two,  we have separated ourselves away from  “The Mental Toil”  of The World  when its members strive after worthless 

vanity,  both of The Mind and of The Flesh.   I am not suggesting we should ignore money and not protect ourselves against a financial  “rainy day”  but 

we must not make money the focus of our attentions – else we are always running after the wind  -  that certainly is not “rest”. 

However,  I am stating we must not chase after The Lures of The World,  certainly of commerce,  but also of politics and religion  -  where all three are  

“The Three Bastions of Society that prop up The World  under Satan’s present tenure  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4),  do not waste our time supporting them! 

That completes my quote. 
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Furthermore,  these TCs as the future Bride of Christ  “become as one”  at their marriage  (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, hence John.3v28-39)  to their husband  

(JCg)  at the 1st 2nd C of JCg  being as one metaphoric flesh  (Gen.2v24,  Eph.5v30-32,  and the counter warning given at 1Cor.6v16).  

As explained earlier,  we have taken-on JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  because we truly have  (1) taken upon ourselves his knowledge  (as  “The 

Word of God”)  and  (2) acted upon it with fidelity rather than ignoring it,  thus Yahweh now judges us upon what we desire to do rather than the errors 

of what we might actually do.  Consequently,  we are not judged upon  “The Law of Moses”,  but rather on what JC did for us  (by fulfilling The Law) –  

because we are trying to imitate him by what we do for other people  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt). 

Heb.  13v21 og (to) {complete thoroughly}/{been fitted}/repair/restore  {specifically yourselves}  

Heb.  13v21 og in  (to the [= within]) every   

Heb.  13v21 og (to the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  (to the) {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal   

Heb.  13v21 og into/unto  the  (to) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice   

Heb.  13v21 og the  determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  (of the) him [Yahweh],   

Heb.  13v21 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising   

Heb.  13v21 og in  {to [= within] yourselves}  the (thing [good work])   (the) {fully agreeable}/acceptable/well-pleasing   

Heb.  13v21 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  (of the) him [Yahweh],   

Heb.  13v21 og through (reason of)   (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh saves}  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed;   

Heb.  13v21 og {to whom/which}  the  glory/honour/dignity/majesty  into/unto   

Heb.  13v21 og the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}  of the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}.   

Heb.  13v21 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 

Heb.  13v21 = To  {thoroughly complete}/repair/restore  {specifically yourselves}    (we are to perfect ourselves ... … ) 

within  every  {intrinsically good}/ideal  {occupational effort}/work/labour    (within all intrinsically good  work/labour … … ) 

to  do/make/produce/yield/practise   His  (Yahweh’s)   determination/purpose/choice/desire,      (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire … … ) 

the  working/producing/providing  the  (intrinsically good work)  within  yourselves   

(is)  {fully agreeable}/{well-pleasing}  {in the face/sight of}  the  Him  (Yahweh),   

            (it well pleasing in the midst of Yahweh to be perfecting ourselves through intrinsically  ideal/good  works) 

through reason of  (what)  the Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed    (did for us  [1] ministry for the mind  [2] ransom sacrifice for the body);   

{to whom}  (be)  the  glory/honour/dignity/majesty  unto  the  ages/perpetuities  of the  ages/perpetuities   (forever).    

Amen. 

 

To thoroughly complete specifically yourselves   (We are to “perfect ourselves”  built solely upon “The Word of God” wholly changing our mind) 

within every intrinsically  ideal/good  occupational effort   (this comes automatically from above,  a good mind yields good fruits,  Matt.7v16-20) 

to  make/yield/practise  His (Yahweh's)  Desire   (“The Very Best”  is to   Bring forth the next generation of TCs so Yahweh gains His 144000 TCs) 

working/producing/providing  the  (intrinsically good work)   within yourselves   (driven by  “God’s Word”  to further Yahweh’s Desire) 

(is)  well-pleasing  in the midst of Him  (Yahweh)    ( [1] to  gain 144000 TCs  and  [2] bring forth The Millennium and  “The 3rd Remnant”) 

through reason of the anointed Jesus   (JC made all this possible and yields  “The Early Adopters”  as his body,  who continue  “JC’s Mission”) 

               (JC provided  [1[ The Ministry for us to purify our minds and  [2] The Ransom Sacrifice for Yahweh to give us a purified physical body.) 
to whom  (be)  the  glory/honour/dignity  unto the ages of the ages  (forever)    (JCg is now  “The Premier Son of God”  in the heavens). 

Amen.   (Yes!   This will occur,  – in the  very near  future  [2015/21 CE,  relative to 2000 years,  certainly closing before 2067 CE].) 

 

Thus from v18 where the virtuous moral conscience of Paul is fully satisfied over the manner in which the  “holy brethren”  busy themselves,  so they 

might be  {thoroughly complete}/repaired/restored  within their  “synapse construction”  to be  “deemed entirely worthy”  for Sonship to Yahweh 

because they have through ideal occupational effort fulfilled Yahweh's Desire to be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

It is through this working,  being  the reforming of their mind to become Christlike,  that Yahweh finds entirely agreeable within those people whom He is 

choosing to become His future  “Sons of God”.  All this  (mechanism to fulfil Yahweh's  “Plan for Salvation”  for all those people who over their  “2 part 

life”  are ultimately to have salvation)  was  “Enabled”  (made  righteously  possible)  by the action of JC who  freely  chose/volunteered  to place his  

“very existence”  in jeopardy,  in the midst of Yahweh's  “Decree on sin”. 

Likewise for us humans who are assiduously aiming for  “The Goal”  (of  “Sonship alongside JCg”  -  Matt.12v48-50, 20v23),  then we too,  are likewise 

to put our life  (being the 1st part of our physical existence)  in jeopardy  (Matt.16v25-26, Mark.8v35-36, Luke.17v33)  by making a  “public sacrifice”  

that we choose to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  away from the  self-indulgences  this World can deliver.  Most importantly,  we do this  not  for  “The 

Goal”  specifically,  but rather we  freely choose to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (Matt.26v39, 42)  already knowing,  He has collectively our (Mankind’s)  best 

interests  “at heart”  (“seat of motivation”).  Thus we choose not to question our Master –  but rather,  we choosing to become  His slaves,  freely choose 

to do  “The Desire of our Lord”,  just as JC taught us at Luke.17v7-9,  which is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders –  because the whole 

concept must be an anathema to them if it is  never  taught nor practised –  as we witness throughout the ages!    

Please check this out on The Internet  (for example,  start at  “William Tyndale”)! 

I only write  (not to criticise,  but)  as  an auditor to bring forth the very necessary reform  before it becomes too late for some of these individuals –  

else I too become condemned by Yahweh for failing in my specific duty  (Eze.33v1-20)  as  (perhaps/maybe)  just a minor member of The Body! 

So we understand from Paul’s writings - 

Because JCg was  awakened/roused/resuscitated  from the  {dead people}/corpses,  he  consolidated  “The  Better/Mightier  (2nd) Covenant” inaugurated 

by Yahweh,  so we also,  ideally as TCs,  have  “The Confidence”  to precisely imitate him for the  one/same  guaranteed  everlasting life. 

It must be clearly understood,  JCg had  “The Confidence”  of  guaranteed  everlasting life  (that comes with Sonship),  hence he behaved precisely as he 

did.  Likewise the TCs following behind  “The Exemplar”,  have precisely the  one/same  confidence as did JC,  so they too precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  for precisely the  one/same  reward that becomes  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”  for  guaranteed  everlasting life  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  

administrating  “The Inheritance”  (equally as a  “Son of God”,  Matt.12v48-50, 20v23, etc.). 

Those people either calling themselves  “Christians”  or those people  not  having taken upon themselves  “Christianity”, –  BOTH  groupings by  not  

precisely imitating  JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  (as deemed by Yahweh)  have  not  shown themselves to be truly  “believing in JC”  and thus are to be 

resurrected into a perfected DNA fleshly body (given in trust),  so they might fully imbue JC’s  lifestyle  to thus become truly  “believing in JCg”. 

Beware of  worldly Christian leaders who  pump-out  the soundbite   “We all are Sons of God because JC died for us”!     

This is  an utter LIE!   

What a preposterous statement they make,  when it is  only  Yahweh Who chooses who is to sit alongside JCg – (Matt.20v23, etc.) 

We realise,  when put back into context,  Paul is stating,  we  must  be imitating JC  first  for us to  “possibly/may”  be deemed worthy of Sonship.  

Moreover this  “first”  must occur  over many years  as all the Bible examples of people  (both Old and New Testaments)  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.   

Sonship is  not  automatic –  just because we are  “Christians” –  countered by knowing that  “The Adoption Process”  is a  bilateral  agreement. 

Just because a child wants to be adopted by prospective parents,  does  not  automatically mean  “The Parents”  will be adopting that particular child,  

thus it is exceedingly presumptuous for the child to think that any specific parent will be adopting them! 

However, our  worldly Christian leaders presumptuously tell us,  they, and their congregational members are   “Adopted Children of God”! 

So we realise  “adoption”  is actually only a  possibility  (as we are told at Matt.20v20-23,  please also see reasoning below).  
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The “possibility”  is deemed by Yahweh based upon  how well we imitate  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as precisely laid down by JC in his  

ministry/lifestyle,  and it is upon this standard that becomes the basis for  “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement” (James.3v1)  unto Sonship. 

We must clearly understand - 

1. JC’s  ministry  was to purify The Mind –  to educate us into the 2nd part of our  spiritual  life  (and for  us to personally purify  our mind). 

2. JC’s  sacrificial murder  was to provide a righteous enabling means for Yahweh to justifiably resurrect us  (The World)  into perfected DNA 

fleshly bodies  (as originally created by JCg).  Where even perfected DNA fleshly bodies are still subject to The 2nd Death of annihilation 

However for  “The Early Adopters”  there is  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  unto  heavenly/celestial  bodies  (as created by Yahweh)  for 

the 144000 TCs as  “Sons of God”  as  “The Firstfruits”,  receiving what JC as The Firstfruit  “barley”  again in  “The Anointing”  of what 

are to be the following Firstfruits  “wheat”  Lev.23v5-25,  to become the 2nd part of our  physical  life.   

Thus from the two items above,  if  Christians become TCs by fully imbuing  “The Word of God”  to become  “The Wisdom of God”  expressed within 

ideally our lifestyle,  then  as v21 states   We become completely restored  (within our mindset)  witnessed through the displayed  “intrinsically good 

occupational  effort/work/labour”  upon our neighbour.  This involves the  accurate  ministry work –  being the above item (1)  continued in our life as 

commanded –  because we cannot do item (2) because of Rom.3v23,  and  neither are we asked  to do item (2),  however (2)  may occur to us as 

individuals if  (1) hits  “The Mark”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (and  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  physically retaliate)! 

Because we have  agapao/{edifying love}  operating within our mind,  based upon  “The Word of God”  accurately  imbued/inculcated,  then we 

precisely imitate JC through our  agape/{charity love}  displayed in our  ministry/lifestyle  (of intrinsically ideal/good  works/labours  towards our 

neighbour).  

These are  “The Physical Works”  required  to demonstrably show  (underwrite),  we truly have  agapao/{edifying love}  operating within our minds,  

else outside observers  (imitating Satan's methodology,  Job.1v8-12,  putting a counter argument forward)  could always state this person did not really 

have agapao operating within their mind  (and thus  devalue/{adversely affect}  what members of  “The Resurrected World”  might think of one of their 

future rulers –  noting what will occur in the future Luke.12v2-3). 

This  “Righteousness”  completely fulfils Yahweh’s Desire –  as we are told within the verse. 

We fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  and because we  are  precisely imitating JC,  this shows we truly  honour/glorify  

him in both our mind  (thoughts)  and body  (works) –  and therefore shows how we fully appreciate what he did for us both in ministry and his ransom 

sacrifice.  Quite simply,  if a person does  not  precisely imitate JC in the mind (agapao)  delivering the requisite works (agape),  then the person 

claiming to be a  “Christian”  is a hypocrite and fraudster –  being precisely the point JC made of the religious  (and political)  leaders  (in his day,  and 

mirrored throughout Satan’s present system)  all as the citations tell us  (Mat.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1, 13v32, etc.). 

Thus it is the TCs who fully appreciate JC and thus worship him by their lifestyle in  “occupational effort” as  “The Early Adopters”. 

However,  when the unbelieving resurrected people have been educated in The Millennium –  then they too will truly worship him as  “The Late 

Adopters”  (not vainly as is done now) –  by giving real  glory/honour/dignity  as truly deserved through  getting them into this conscious position to 

personally appreciate  “the paradise/park”. 

Paul states   This  will occur  through  “Yahweh’s Desire and Authority made manifest within The Environment”   (the expressed “HS”). 

Is the above what our  worldly Christian leaders preach when they  twist  God's Word by stating  “Only faith saves us?!”   (James.2v16-26). 

They  are  an abomination to Yahweh and JCg  -  actively blaspheming  against the HS  (noting the warning at Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31, etc.)! 

Why?   Because  “They are opposing/satanic”  “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Means to achieve Mankind’s Salvation”. 

 

190th Comment – Paul now speaks to  “{specifically yourselves}”  brethren –  {hold yourself up against}/endure  with The 

Words spoken by  The Intercessor/Advocator/Comforter = JC operating within us – provided  we fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

351st Reasoning – The Words spoken by “The Intercessor” (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  is  “The Word of God”  given to us by 

JC during his ministry in The Gospels and carefully explained to us by The Apostles within their epistles. 

93rd Warning – Very few  people on this planet know what is really in  “The New Testament –  and many people claiming 

they do – bend/twist  God’s Word to suit their own agenda – to fulfil their own self-indulgences,  being any of many things. 

Please learn what is in The Bible yourself and carefully reason upon it.  Yahweh only makes known through JC’s parousia 

operating within those who  personally search for The Absolute Truth – do not just accept what others tell you,  especially 

what our  worldly religious leaders tell us,  they really have  no  idea of  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year” (see glossary)! 

191st Comment – Paul clearly tells us,  he has taught them much more than what he has written in this epistle.  And sadly 

what is in this epistle  (as copiously explained on this website)  is  not  even taught to the Christian congregations of The 

World –  what very an appalling state of affairs!   That is why Yahweh dismisses renegade Christian leaders (Luke.20v16). 

Heb.  13v22 og (I) {call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge  And  {specifically yourselves},   

Heb.  13v22 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren},  (you) {hold oneself up against}/{bear with}/endure/forbear/suffer   

Heb.  13v22 og of the  word/sayings/topic/reasoning  of the  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty;   

Heb.  13v22 og also  for  through (reason of)   (of the) {short (of time/place/quantity/number)}/{few words}/{little (space/while)}   

Heb.  13v22 og (I) {enjoined by writing}/{communicated by letter}  {to yourselves}. 

Heb.  13v22 = And  I  beseech/exhort/urge  specifically yourselves,  brothers,   

you  {hold yourself up against}/{bear with}/endure/forbear  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  imploring/exhortation 

for  also  through reason  of the  {small amount}/{few words}  I  communicated by letter  to yourselves. 

 

And I (Paul)  exhort specifically yourselves,  brothers,   (again Paul's words specifically state … … ) 

you endure the words of exhortation   (we who hear –  must  take note of Paul's exhortation … … ); 
for  also through reason of the few words I communicated by letter to yourselves   (being contained within these 13 chapters). 
               (If these 13 chapters form a “few words” - containing so much reasoning,  then I wish to have directly heard the many words by Paul’s mouth!) 

 

We are taught JCg is our intercessor  (Heb.7v25, Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  and it was his words being  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  given to us during 

his ministry that operates as his  presence/parousia  only  within those hearkening  receptive  individuals who freely choose to precisely imitate JC’s 

ministry/lifestyle. 

Furthermore,  being entirely loyal to  “The Master”  as  “The Presence/Parousia”  of  “The Word of God”  operating within these specific individuals,  

then they likewise –  as did JC,  sacrifice themselves away from this World to become mere sojourners within it –  having  “The Vista of The Millennium” 

operating within their minds  (demonstrably shown  by their works  within The Environment as their sacrifice to Yahweh).  They have entirely reformed 

their minds  completely away  from  thinking/reasoning  as does the standard person of The World. 

Then,  as we are told - 

The HS  (being “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment”,  Whose [Yahweh's]  “spirit/personality/desire/traits is  

pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”)  will thus operate within us,  to be  comforting/guiding  us,  as we ourselves  

generate/procreate  a new entity  (“The New Creation”  [Gal,6v15, 2Cor.5v17, etc.] –  of ourselves  [within our present fleshly body]  away 

from the methodology of this present worldly system)  so we might ideally be  truly  “Born Again”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  
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being JCg’s 1st 2nd C  occurring at  “The End of The Gospel Age”  just some 3.5 years  (plus 45 days of  “The Rule”  being  “Changed 

Over” [Rev.19v16-21] within The World  -  2Pet.3v8-13)  before The Millennium starts  (see Dan.12v11-12). 

Thus as Paul states - 

Having this knowledge then TCs beseech The Brethren to endure fulfilling Yahweh's Desire while The World contests our  “{occupational 

effort}/work/labour”  that is  only  the  accurate  teaching of  “The Word of God”  for  no  worldly return –  except persecution from those 

specific individuals in the position of  “authority”  feeling threatened by the exegesis and spiritual martyrdom presented by TCs. 

 

192nd Comment – Paul states,  Timothy has been released from prison and if he can reach Paul quickly,  then both could 

perhaps see the  “holy brethren”  together. 

352nd Reasoning – We ask  why  were Paul and Timothy in prison?   Because they were  accurately  teaching  “The Real 

Gospel”  and certain factions of society lost something from The World as the result.  It was perhaps people who made 

idols and sold them outside the religious centres as we witness today,  or perhaps  “The Established Religious Leaders”  

detesting what they heard –  because it cramped their lifestyle!   TCs are “model secular citizens” so in  no manner would 

they have broken The Law  (and a TC's imprisonment would have  only  been for  accurately  teaching God's Word). 

353rd Reasoning – Because as The Brethren start to imitate TCs,  then their circumstances will change due to the 

increased  affliction/persecution  that will inevitably occur  (John.16v1-4, 2Tim.3v11-13, etc.). 

193rd Comment – There is a close network of brethren and TCs in Italy and Paul units them together in his epistles. 

Good News – repeat - Paul states “peace/prosperity/rest” being what The Gospel gives to The Mind in this World’s pain.   

Comment – repeat - Paul states,  grace/gifts/favour/benefit  also  peace/prosperity/rest  comes from Yahweh and is 

desirous this should occur in everything The Brethren might do as their particular changing circumstances might dictate. 

85th Good News – The  agape/{charity love}  of Yahweh’s  gifts/favour  through JCg upon us,  TCs and brethren that 

comes from  “The Word of God”  reshaping how we think as outputted in our deportment –  so we do not incur the wrath 

of  “The Secular World” –  but only that of  “The hypocritical/pious Religious World”. 

Heb.  13v23 og (You) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  the  brother  Timothy,   

Heb.  13v23 og (the having been) {freed fully}/relieved/released/dismissed/divorced/{set at liberty},   

Heb.  13v23 og {amid/together/with (meta)}     

Heb.  13v23 og {of whom/which}  if/whenever  (the) {more swiftly/rapidly}/quickly/shortly   

Heb.  13v23 og (he may/should) accompany/appear/bring/come [middle voice],   

Heb.  13v23 og (I will) {gaze at wide eyed}/{at show self/appearance of}/ 

/{watching (as transfixed) from a distance}   [middle voice]   

Heb.  13v23 og {specifically yourselves}. 

Heb.  13v23 = You  (should)  {with certainty}/{absolutely know}  the  brother  Timothy,   

the having been  freed/released/{set at liberty},     (good news – Timothy had been released from jail – obviously being a bogus charge!) 

together/with  {of whom}  I  will  personally  {gaze wide eyed}/{show self}/appear  (to)  {specifically yourselves}   

if  he  may/should  personally  come  quickly/shortly  (to me).     (Paul would like to meet them together with the freed Timothy) 

 

You  (should)  absolutely know the brother Timothy   (the recipient of Paul's two letters that bear his name in The Bible)   

the having been fully freed   (after being  locked-up  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  detesting Timothy's teaching,   2Tim.3v11-13) 
together/with  whom (Timothy)  I will personally show self  (to)  yourselves   (networking with the next generation of TCs) 

if he (Timothy)  might personally come to me   (assuming Timothy can  meet-up  with Paul).    

 

Clearly we read here how another TC was imprisoned for his teaching work.  We can be certain it was  not  through reason of any political activity or  

“civil disobedience”  of which our present  worldly Christian leaders advocate,  showing where their true roots are located!   

You know The Tree by its fruits  (Matt.7v16-20)! 

We must be  utterly neutral in all worldly affairs  (Rom.13v1-5)  else we become  inefficient/ineffectual  in the ministry work because of these problems - 

1. We start presenting barriers to other people being receptive to God’s Word  (1Cor.9v19-24) –  we become known for a worldly issue  (thus 

making ourselves partisan)  that will push some people away from listening to us  (purely over a worldly issue –  thereby fulfilling Satan's 

desire of killing The Spread of God's Word).  A similar reasoning is given by Paul at 1Cor.8v1-13 and also in chapter 10, noting his 

conclusion at v31-33,  likewise at Rom.14v1-23). 

2. We do not have time  (Acts.6v1-6) –  because there are  just so few  humans who  truly  are  accurately  promoting God’s Word  (Matt.9v36-

38. Luke.10v2). 

3. We would personally have our reasoning tainted by  “the back-room”  machinations and thus our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  would 

become worldly,   in contrast  to becoming  “separated from this present world of sin” (and thus “holy”). 

Paul dearly wishes to be with The Brethren he has spawned through his ardent  “occupational/work/labour”  in imitating JC –  to further their progress. 

Heb.  13v24 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/embrace/salute/greet  (the) all (persons)  the  (people [TCs])   

Heb.  13v24 og (the) leading/commanding/deeming/considering/accounting/{ruling over}/thinking [middle voice]   

Heb.  13v24 og {of yourselves},   also  (the) all (persons)  the  blameless/{holy persons} [TCs]   

Heb.  13v24 og (they) {enfold in the arms}/embrace/salute/greet [middle voice]  {specifically yourselves}  

Heb.  13v24 og the (persons [TCs])  off/away/separated/from  of the  Italy. 

Heb.  13v24 = You  greet  all  the people  (TCs)   personally  leading/commanding/{ruling over}  of yourselves,   

also  all  the  blameless/{holy persons}/TCs  from  of the  Italy,  they greet  {specifically yourselves}. 

 

You greet all the people (TCs)  personally leading  yourselves, 
also all those  blameless/holy  people (TCs)  from of the Italy,  they greet specifically yourselves. 

 

Final greetings between all those people within the various ecclesia and others of whom Paul accurately deems as being “holy people”  who imitated JC.  

I would trust what Paul states in his assessment of suitable candidates who might be worthy of Sonship to Yahweh by virtue he  was  competent  to make 

an  educated  decision (2Tim.4v6-8).  However since these 1st Century pillars of Christianity (Gal.2v9),  and based upon what has been witnessed over 

the last some 1700+ years,  would suggest to me that  “competence in that department”  (of how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  is now at an  all-time  low!  

Exactly as it was when John the Baptist was then teaching  “To Prepare The Way”  for JC to then close  “The 1st Epoch Israel”,  and now,  as it is for 

JCg to close The Gospel Age,  Matt.24v14  for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”! 
Heb.  13v25 og The  grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit  {amid/together/with (meta)}  
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Heb.  13v25 og (of the) all (persons)   {of yourselves}.   

Heb.  13v25 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 

Heb.  13v25 = The  gifts/favours/benefit  (be)  together/with  all  of  yourselves.  Amen. 

 

The  gifts/favour/benefit   (solely brought about by  “The Word of God”  truly operating  within a  contrite/hearkening  mind) 

(be)  together/with  all of yourselves   (all of the  one/same  mind as that which operates in JC,  all according to Yahweh's Methodology). 

Amen. 

 

The gifts and benefits  (being our guidance  away from  the pitfalls of world's methodology)  will be sourced by Yahweh through  “The Word of God”  to 

fulfil His Desire  (else we are not compliant,  and thus two-minded James.1v6-8),  where Yahweh's Methodology  only  operates within those people who 

are living  righteously/equitably  in the midst of Yahweh by  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle –  to mean these brethren are  righteous/equitable  

to His requirements of each one of “us”.   Because of this  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  (built upon  “The Word of God”,  being of JC's 

presence/parousia  within us –  hence Rev.19v16 ruling over us)   to be  pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire 

manifest within The Environment”  (“HS”),  then Yahweh will be pleased to operate within The Environment to aid us by  “opening doors”  around us  

(hence 1John,5v14-15)  to be more effective ministers to bring forth His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  from out of The Gospel Age.   

If  we put this to good effect within our life   

then  (and only then)  we shall become future  “Sons of God” –  able to keep fulfilling Yahweh's Desire within The Environment forever!    

Does that not sound a most wonderful future –  and fulfilment of  “The Promise”  Yahweh made with Abraham for his heirs?! 
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Appendix 
Genesis - Chapter 14 

Gen. 14v1-12 

A synopsis of this event.  The kings of Sodom and Gomorrah with three other kings  “bought time”  by paying “tithes” for twelve years to the four kings 

of the East.  In the end they said:  “No”,  to these tithes.  These disgruntled kings from the East attacked Sodom and Gomorrah two years later and won! 

In the process,  the kings of Sodom and Gomorrah were defeated.  “Lot”  (Abram’s nephew [Gen.11v27]  and his property were taken as spoils of war! 
 

Gen. 14v13-16 

Abram hears from an escapee what has happened to “Lot”.  Possibly this escapee was able to escape when the kings moved north on the eastern side of 

the Dead Sea and then up the River Jordan northwards,  effectively past where Abram was on the Western hills,  just north of Jerusalem. 

The writings show to us,  Abram had amassed a large number servants prepared to rescue Lot.  Clearly over the last 8 to 10 years in Canaan,  Abram had 

grown to become a significant influence in the area.  Abram  (together with three other leaders – Aner, Eshcol and Mamre)  were able to pursue the kings,  

all the way north to Dan  (located about 2 km just south of the present day Syrian Boarder,  having travelled some 150 km over mountains and plains). 

Abraham,  with his own  “private army”,  defeated these kings  (who may have been quite badly weakened after the battle with Sodom and Gomorrah -  

they were in a foreign land and also a long way from home  (plains just north of the Persian Gulf some 1000 km ‘as the crow flies’). 

Quite a trek to be lightening organised –  but a success! 

Abram would now be near 82 to 85 years old! 
 

Gen. 14v17-20 

Abram’s reputation would be significantly enhanced with all the rulers of this area who had just  lost  their battle with these kings from the East.   

He had just defeated these kings and brought back the prisoners and was returning all the stolen spoil! 

 

WE ARE NOW ENTERING VERY SIGNIFICANT AREA HERE! 

 

There are many parallels happening now that will be mirrored in the future. 

Melchizedek is held in exceedingly high regard within the Bible and referred to later  (in Hebrews). 

 

Melchizedek  from  Salem  came  out  to  bless  Abram. 

 

Melch means  “My King” 

Zedek means  “Righteousness”. 

1. Hence we have a person called:  “My King of Righteousness”. 

2. Who holds the office of  both  KING and PRIEST. 

3. Who worships only  “El Elyon”  meaning  “The Almighty God”. 

4. Who brings out  bread and wine  before  “The Almighty God”. 

5. Who then says in the name of  “El Elyon”  blesses Abram and  then:- 

6. Abram reciprocates and pays tithes to this  “King of Righteousness”  in the name of  “The Almighty God”, 

7. The Almighty God who had earlier entered into a covenant with Abram to father a nation  here. 

8. We are told,  this king came from a city called  “SALEM”  meaning  “PEACE” 

9. Salem was the ancient name for the city we now know as  “Jerusalem”  (“City/Organisation of Peace”). 

10. Nothing else is known about Melchizedek –  no records of his parents,  no genealogy or succession for this priestly person –  the first of any 

record to worship the One and Only True God.  The only other was Abram whose genealogy was recorded.  There is some modern day 

speculation this person may have be Noah’s son Shem who was specifically blessed  (would now be at an age of some 550 years)! 

This small section of just three verses contains so much information –  Divine compression! 

I will be referring to this section later when I come to the appropriate sections.  This person is the archetypical Jesus Christ who was to follow through 

Abram’s seed  (descendants)  some 1950 years later.  The Israelite nation was to give tithes to God  (Yahweh)  through the Levi priests.  Similarly we 

acknowledge Jesus’ position through our prayers and supplications.  Finally  “The New Spiritual Nation” –   the 144000  (through Abraham),  “Sons of 

God”  through baptism accepting the Bread and Wine of Jesus’ last supper to be part of this nation lead by The King and The High Priest of this New 

Worldly Order,  operating and be called  “The New Jerusalem”  (coming from ‘Heaven/sky’, Rev.21v1-4)  as  “The City of Peace”  ensuring the World is 

operating  peaceably  in  “The New Order”  of things in The Millennium. 

The Almighty God’s Word is so perfect and righteous –  What  other  religion  on this planet  is able to offer such complete wealth of prophetic 

allegories,  beyond the control of the people involved –  it is as though they are acting out a play,  pre-ordained for us to view and we can only just marvel 

at it -  all the ingenuity and order contained within it! 

 

This is only a  tiny  fraction of what is in the Bible –  I have not even started to show how the complete plan is mapped out and where all the supporting 

signposts are.  Please also see my dissertation entitled:  “Yahweh's Plan as given in Genesis.” 

 

Gen. 14v21-24 

Abram demonstrates,  he is prepared to  trust  entirely on The Almighty God to provide for him,  rather than any “ill-gotten” gain from any earthly king. 
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Appendix 

 

Reference sources: 

 

Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English.   ISBN 1-878442-81-3,   

The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament.   ISBN 0-310-95070-8,   

The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures. 

Concordant Greek Text 

 

Concordance:  King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.   ISBN 0-7852-4723-8 

   Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible.   ISBN 0-529-07235-1 

 

Lexicon  The New Analytical Geek Lexicon.   ISBN 0-943575-33-8 

   The Analytical Greek Lexicon.  Zondervan. 

 

Grammar  Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar.   ISBN 0-310-25087-0 

   Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics.   ISBN 0-310-21895-0 

 

Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions.   KJV, RS, PME, NEB. 

Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance. 

The Jerusalem Bible. 

NAS 

NWT 

 

Reference Material: Publications and books from  four  different  Christian schisms  

Of which I consider the  closest  to “1st Century Christianity”,  even though 

they have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis,  they are much 

superior to the more popular schisms  (both the very old and new)! 

Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines. 

 

 

 

 

 




